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Palisades Nuclear Plant: 27780 Blue Star Memorial Highway, Covert, Ml 49043 

March 29, 1996 

U S Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Document Control Desk 
Washington, DC 20555 

DOCKET 50-255 - LICENSE DPR-20 - PALISADES PLANT 
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION CHANGE REQUEST - CONVERSION TO STANDARD TECHNICAL 
SPECIFICATIONS. 

A request for a change to the Palisades Technical Specifications is enclosed. The proposed 
change will upgrade Palisades Technical Specifications (TS) and their bases to emulate, as 
closely as possible, the Standard Technical Specifications for Combustion Engineering Plants, 
NUREG 1432, Revision 1 (STS). 

On June 30, 1994, Consumers Power Company notified the NRC of our intent to submit this 
Technical Specifications change request (TSCR). At that time it was our intent to submit each 
Revised Technical Specification (RTS) section as it was completed, with the first sections 
submitted in the fall of 1 994 and the final sections submitted about 1 8 months later. 
Subsequent discussions with the NRC staff indicated that it would be more desirable for the 
entire submittal to be made at one time. Therefore, on October 28, 1994, we notified the NRC 
staff that our schedule then showed an expected completion date of April 1, 1996. 

A OHS ENERGY COMPANY 
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Sine~ the TSCR (Enclosure 1) is bulky, it has been divided into fourteen separate parts; one part 
describing the changes related to each section of the STS. Each of these parts contains a TSCR 
describing the pr9posed changes for that part, and includes the following information:· 

An explanation of the content of each attachment, 

A discussion of each major change from existing TS to proposed RTS, 

A discussion of each major difference between proposed RTS and STS, 

A No Significant Hazards Analysis for that part of the TSCR, and 

The following Attachments pertaining to that part of the TSCR: 

1) Proposed LCOs 
2) Bases for proposed LCOs 
3) Comparison listing of existing and proposed RTS 
4) Redline/strike out of STS LCOs showing proposed differences, 
5) Redline/strike out of STS Bases show.ing proposed differences, 
6) Comparison listing of proposed RTS and STS. · 

In addition to the fourteen parts of Enclosure 1 and their attachments, two additional enclosures 
are provided: 

An overall comparison listing of existing TS and proposed RTS (Enclosure 2), and 
An overall comparison listing of proposed RTS and STS (Enclosure 3). 

The attachments to each part of this TSCR present the same material in different formats. The 
copies of the STS marked to show the proposed changes (Attachments 4 and 5) are intended to 
assist the NRC reviewers in determining the differences between the proposed RTS and the 
STS. Similarly, the comparison listings (Attachments 3 and 6) are intended to provide 
assistance in assuring that all existing TS requirements have been addressed and that all STS 
requirements have been considered for inclusion. If differences exist between the information 
provided in these attachments, the proposed RTS and Bases (Attachments 1 and 2) are to be 
considered correct. Significant effort was made to make all of these Attachments consistent, 
but some minor differences may exist. 

Several items have been rel9cated from TS to licensee controlled documents. With the 
exception of the cycle specific limits relocated to the Core Operating Limits Report (COLR) 
and Pressure Temperature Limits Report (PTLR), these items do not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii). Each of these relocated items, other than those relocated to the 
COLR or PTLR has been reviewed by the Probabilistic Risk Assessment department, and none 
was found to be of importance in limiting the likelihood or severity of those accident sequences 
significant to the _conclusions of the· Palisades Probabilistic Risk Assessment. 
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In preparation and review of the proposed RTS, two items were found which will be the subject 
of further analysis, and which may require supplementing this submittal. 

The STS and proposed RTS specify Limiting Safety System Settings as "Allowable Values." 
The Reactor Protective System and Engineering Safety Feature setpoints in the existing TS were 
not calculated using the methodology specified for determining STS "Allowable Values." 
Operation with the currently specified setpoints will ensure that the plant stays within the 
bounds of the safety analyses, however some change in the proposed "Allowable Values" may 
be appropriate when they are calculated with the specified methodology. The recalculation of 
these settings is currently in progress and is expected to be completed prior to September 1, 
1996. If the analyses indicate that a change is required to the values proposed in this TSCR, a 
supplement will be submitted. 

The STS and proposed RTS include an LCO on the Ultimate Heat Sink (Lake· Michigan), for 
Palisades. The maximum temperature limit in the proposed LCO is currently being re-analyzed. 
We expect that analysis to conclude that the maximum temperature specified in that LCO may 
be raised a few degrees. That analysis is also expected to be compieted by September 1, 
1996. If the analysis indicates that a change is required to the values proposed in this TSCR, a 
supplement will be submitted. · 

Conversion to STS will involve a significant amount of training and procedure revision effort. It 
also involves performance of several new or revised surveillance tests, some of which may only 
be performed when the plant is shutdown. In order to provide time to complete the required 
training and procedure effort, and to provide the opportunity to complete the new surveillance 
testing, several months will be needed between approval of the proposed RTS and 
implementation. We are deferring our selection of an implementation date for these proposed 
Technical Specifications until we can better estimate the approval date. 

SUMMARY OF COMMITMENTS 

This letter establishes no new commitments. It completes the action to submit a TSCR for 
conversion to STS made in our June 30, 1994 and October 28, 1994 letters. 

Richard W Smedley 
Manager, Licensing 

CC: Administrator, Region Ill, USNRC 
Project Manager, NRR, USNRC 
Chief, Technical Specifications Branch 
NRC Resident Inspector - Palisades 

Enclosures 



CONSUMERS POWER COMPANY 

To the best of my knowledge, the contents of this Technical Specifications change 
request, which will upgrade Palisades Technical Specifications and their bases to emulate 
the Standard Technical Specifications for Combustion Engineering Plants, are truthful and 
complete. 

By ··/4~. /- )f7~ 
Thomas J. P~isano 
Plant General Manager 

Sworn and subscribed to before me this c;).q fh day of ~ . 1996. 

Mary Ann Engle, Notary Public 
Berrien County, Michigan 
(Acting in Van Buren County, Michigan) 
My commission expires February 1 6, 2000 
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ATTACHMENT 1 

CONSUMERS POWER COMPANY 
PALISADES PLANT 

DOCKET 50-255 

STS CONVERSION TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION CHANGE REQUEST 

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS PART 

Proposed Technical Specifications Pages 



AC Sources - Operating 
3.8.I 

3.8 ELECTRICAL .POWER SYSTEMS 

3.8.I AC Sources - Operating 

LCO 3.8.I 

APP LI CAB IL ITV: 

ACTIONS 

The following AC electrical power sources shall be OPERABLE: 

a. Two qualified circuits between the offsite transmission 
network and the onsite Class IE AC Electrical Power 
Distribution System; and 

b. Two Diesel Generators (DGs) each capable of supplying 
one train of the onsite Class IE AC Electrical Power 
Distribution System. 

MODES I, 2, 3, and 4. 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One required offsite 
circuit inoperable. 

PALISADES 

A. I 

AND 

A.2 

Perform SR 3.8.I.I 
(Offsite Source 
Check) for required 
OPERABLE offsite 
circuit. 

Restore required 
offsite circuit to 
OPERABLE status. 

3.8-I 

I hour 

Once per 8 hours 
thereafter 

72 hours 

(continued) 

Amendment No: 



ACTIONS (continued) 

CONDITION 

B. One DG inoperable. 

• PALISADES 

AC Sources - Operating 
3.8.l 

B .1 

AND 

B.2 

REQUIRED ACTION 

Perform SR 3.8.1.1 
(Offsite Source 
Check) for the 
OPERABLE required 
offsite circuits. 

Declare required 
features supported by 
the inoperable DG 
inoperable when their 
redundant required 
features are 
inoperable. 

COMPLETION TIME 

I hour 

Once per 8 hours 
thereafter 

4 hours from 
discovery of 
Condition B 
concurrent with 
inoperability of 
redundant 
required 
features. 

B.3.1 Determine OPERABLE DG 24 hours 
is not inoperable due 
to common cause 
failure. 

B.3.2 Perform SR 3.8.1.2 
(DG start test) for 
OPERABLE DG. 

AND 

B.4 Restore DG to 
OPERABLE status. 

3.8-2 

24 hours 

Such that the 
total time when 
any required DG 
is inoperable 
does not exceed 
7 days (total 
for both) during 
any calendar 
month. 

(continued) 

Amendment No: 



• ACTIONS (continued) 

CONDITION 

c. Two required offsite c .1 
circuits inoperable. 

AND 

C.2 

D. One required offsite 0.1 
circuit inoperable. 

AND 
OR 

One DG inoperable. 
D.2 

E. Two DGs inoperable. E.1 

F. One or both automatic F .1 
; 

load sequencers 
inoperable. 

G. Fuel Oil Transfer Pump G.1 
P-18A inoperable. 

H. Fuel Oil Transfer Pump H.1 
P-18B inoperable. 

• PALISADES 

AC Sources - Operating 
3.8.l 

REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

Declare required 12 hours from 
features inoperable discovery of 
when their redundant Condition C 
required features is concurrent with 
inoperable. inoperability of 

redundant 
required 
features. 

Restore one required 24 hours 
offsite circuit.to 
OPERABLE status. 

Restore required 12 hours 
offsite circuits to 
OPERABLE status. 

Restore DG to 12 hours 
OPERABLE status. 

Restore one DG to 2 hours 
OPERABLE status. 

Declare affected DGs Immediately 
inoperable. 

Declare DG 1-2 24 hours 
inoperable. 

Restore P-18B to 7 days 
OPERABLE status. 

(continued) 

3.8-3 
Amendment No: 
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ACTIONS (continued) 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION 

AC Sources - Operating 
3.8.l 

COMPLETION TIME 

I. Both Fuel Oil Transfer I. l Restore one Fuel Oil 8 hours 
pumps inoperable. Transfer pump to 

OPERABLE status. 

J. Required Action and J.l Be in MODE 3. 
Associated Completion 
Time of Condition A, AND 
B, C, D, E, F, G, H, 
or I not met. J.2 Be in MODE 5. 

K. Three or more required K. l Enter LCO 3.0.3. 
AC sources inoperable. 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.8.1.l 

SR 3.8.1.2 

PALISADES 

SURVEILLANCE 

Verify correct alignment and voltage for 
each required offsite circuit. 

Verify each DG starts from standby 
conditions and is ready for loading in 
s 10 seconds, and achieves steady state 
voltage ~ 2280 V and s 2520 V, and 
frequency ~ 59.5 Hz and s 61.2 Hz. 

3.8-4 

6 hours 

36 hours 

Immediately 

FREQUENCY 

7 days 

31 days 

(continued) 

Amendment No: 
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•• 

• 

AC Sources - Operating 
3.8.l 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) 

SR 3.8.1.3 

SR 3.8.1.4 

SR 3. 8 .1. 5 

SR 3.8.1.6 

SR 3. 8 .1. 7 

PALISADES 

SURVEILLANCE 

-------------------NOTE-----------------
Momentary transients outside the load 
range do not invalidate this test. 

FREQUENCY 

Verify each DG is synchronized and loaded, 31 days 
and operates for 2 60 minutes; for 2 15 
minutes at a load above its peak accident 
loading, and for the remainder of the test 
at a load 2 2300 kW and ~ 2500 kW. 

Verify each DG starting air tank pressure 
is 2 200 psig. 

Verify each DG day tank contains 
2 2500 gallons of fuel oil. 

31 days 

31 days 

Verify each fuel oil transfer pump and the 92 days 
fuel oil transfer system controls operate 
to transfer fuel oil from fuel oil storage 
tank to each DG day tank and engine 
mounted tank. 

------------------NOTE------------------
Thi s Surveillance shall not be performed 
in MODE 1 or 2. However, credit may be 
taken for unplanned events that satisfy 
this SR. 

Verify automatic transfer of the safety 18 months 
related buses from the normal AC source to 
Startup Transformer 1-2. 

(continued) 

3.8-5 
Amendment No: 



• 

AC Sources - Operating 
3.8.1 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) 

SR 3.8.1.8 

SR 3. 8 .1. 9 

PALISADES 

SURVEILLANCE 

------------------NOTE---------------,-
If performed with the DG synchronized with 
offsite power, it shall be performed at a 
power factor s 0.9. 

FREQUENCY 

Verify each DG rejects a load greater than 18 months 
or equal to its associated single largest 
post-accident load, and: 

a. Following load rejection, the 
frequency is s 68 Hz; 

b. Within 3 seconds following load 
rejection, the voltage is ~ 2280 V 
and s 2640 V; and 

c. Within 3 seconds following load 
rejection, the frequency is ~ 59.5 Hz 
ands 61.5 Hz . 

Verify each DG, operating at a power 
factor s 0.9, does not trip, and voltage 
is maintained s 4000 V during and 
following a load rejection of~ 2300 kW 
and s 2500 kW. 

3.8-6 

18 months 

(continued) 

Amendment No: 



• 
AC Sources - Operating 

3.8.1 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) 

SR 3.8.1.10 

PALISADES 

SURVEILLANCE 

-------------------NOTE------------------
This Surveillance shall not be performed 
in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4. However, credit may 
be taken for unplanned events that satisfy 
this SR. 

Verify on an actual or simulated loss of 
offsite power signal: 

a. De-energization of emergency buses; 

b. Load shedding from emergency buses; 

c. DG auto-starts from standby condition 
and: 

1. Energizes permanently connected 
loads in ~ 10 seconds; 

2. .Energizes auto-connected 
shutdown loads through automatic 
load sequencer; 

3. Maintains steady state voltage 
~ 2280 V and ~ 2520 V; 

4. Maintains steady state frequency 
~ 59.5 Hz and ~ 61.2 Hz; and 

5. Supplies permanently connected 
loads for ~ 5 minutes. 

3.8-7 

FREQUENCY 

18 months 

(continued) 

Amendment No: 
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AC Sources - Operating 
3.8.l 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) 

SR 3.8.1.11 

SR 3.8.1.12 

PALISADES 

SURVEILLANCE 

-------------------NOTE-----------------
Momentary transients outside the load and 
power factor ranges do not invalidate this 
test. 

Verify each DG, operating at a power 
factor~ 0.9, operates for~ 24 hours: 

a. For ~ 100 minutes loaded above its 
peak accident load; and· 

b. For the remaining hours of the test 
loaded ~ 2300 kW and ~ 2500 kW. 

-------------------NOTE-------------------
Thi s Surveillance shall not be performed 
in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4. However, credit 
may be taken for unplanned events that 
satisfy this SR . 

Verify each DG: 

a. Can be synchronized with offsite 
power source while loaded with its 
associated 2400 volt bus upon a 
simulated restoration of offsite 
power; 

b. Can transfer loads to offsite power 
source; and 

c. Can be returned to ready-to-load 
operation. 

3.8-8 

FREQUENCY 

18 months 

18 months 

(continued) 

Amendment No: 
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AC Sources - Operating 
3.8.l 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) 

SR 3 .8 .1.13 

PALISADES 

SURVEILLANCE 

-------------------NOTE-------------------
This Surveillance shall not be performed 
in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4. However, credit 
may be taken for unplanned events that 
satisfy this SR. 

Verify the time of each sequenced load is 
within 0.1 seconds of the design timing 
for each automatic load sequencer. 

3.8-9 

FREQUENCY 

18 months 

(continued) 

Amendment No: 



AC Sources - Operating 
3.8.l 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) 

SR 3.8.1.14 

SR 3.8.1.15 

PALISADES 

SURVEILLANCE 

-------------------NOTE-----------------
Thi s Surveillance shall not be performed 
in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4. However, credit may 
be taken for unplanned events that satisfy 
this SR. 

Verify on an actual or simulated loss of 
offsite power signal in conjunction with 
an actual or simulated ESF actuation 
signal: 

a. De-energization of emergency buses; 

b. Load shedding from emergency buses; 

c. DG auto-starts from standby condition 
and: 

1. Energizes permanently connected 
loads in s 10 seconds; 

2. Energizes auto-connected 
emergency loads through 
automatic load sequencer; 

3. Achieves steady state voltage 
~ 2280 V and s 2520 V; 

4. Achieves steady state frequency 
~ 59.5 Hz and s 61.2Hz; and 

5. Supplies permanently connected 
loads for ~ 5 minutes. 

FREQUENCY 

18 months 

Verify, by analytical means, that diesel 18 months 
generator steady state automatically 
connected electric loads do not exceed the 
continuous rating of 750 amp at 
2400 volts. 

3.8-10 
Amendment No: 



AC Sources - Shutdown 
3.8.2 

~ 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

3.8.2 AC Sources - Shutdown 

LCO 3.8.2 The following AC electrical power sources shall be OPERABLE: 

a. One qualified circuit between the offsite transmission 
network and the onsite Class lE AC electrical power 
distribution subsystems required by LCO 3.8.10, 
"Distribution Systems - Shutdown"; and 

b. One Diesel Generator (DG) capable of supplying one train 
of the onsite Class lE AC electrical power distribution 
subsystems required by LCO 3.8.10. 

APPLICABILITY: MODES 5 and 6, 
During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies. 

ACTIONS 

CONDITION 

A. One required offsite 
circuit inoperable. 

PALISADES 

REQUIRED ACTION 

------------NOTE-------------
Enter applicable Conditions 
and Required Actions of 
LCO 3.8.10, with one required 
train of electrical power 
distribution de-energized as 
a result of Condition A. 

COMPLETION TIME 

A.I Declare affected Immediately 
required features 
with no offsite power 
available inoperable. 

A.2.1 Suspend CORE 
ALTERATIONS. 

3. 8-11 

Immediately 

(continued) 

Amendment No: 



• ACTIONS 

CONDITION 

A. (continued) 

B. One required DG 
inoperable. 

• 

PALISADES 

A.2.2 

AND 

A.2.3 

AND 

A.2.4 

B .1 

AND 

B.2 

AND 

B.3 

AND 

B.4 

AC Sources - Shutdown 
3.8.2 

REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

Suspend movement of Immediately 
irradiated fuel 
assemblies. 

Initiate action to Immediately 
suspend operations 
involving positive 
reactivity additions. 

Initiate action to Immediately 
restore required 
offsite power circuit 
to OPERABLE status. 

Suspend CORE Immediately 
ALTERATIONS . 

Suspend movement of Immediateiy 
irradiated fuel 
assemblies. 

Initiate action to Immediately 
suspend operations 
involving positive 
reactivity additions. 

Initiate action to Immediately 
restore required DG 
to OPERABLE status. 

3.8-12 
Amendment No: 



• SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE 

SR 3.8.2.1 

• 

• PALISADES 

For AC sources required to be OPERABLE, 
the following SRs are applicable: 

SR 3. 8 .1.1, 
SR 3.8.1.2, 
SR 3.8.1.4, 
SR 3.8.1.5, 
SR 3.8.1.6, 
SR 3.8.1.15, 

Offsite Source Check 
DG Starting Test 
DG Starting Air Check 
DG Day Tank Level Check 
Fuel Transfer Check 
DG Load Verification 

3.8-13 

AC Sources - Shutdown 
3.8.2 

FREQUENCY 

In accordance 
with app l i cable 
SRs 

Amendment No: 



Diesel Fuel Oil and Lube Oil 
3.8.3 

• 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

3.8.3 Diesel Fuel Oil, and Lube Oil 

LCO 3.8.3 The stored diesel fuel oil and lube oil shall be within limit. 

APPLICABILITY: When any DG is required to be OPERABLE. 

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. With stored fuel A. l Restore stored fuel 48 hours 
oil inventory oil inventory to 
< 23,700 gallons and within limits. 
> 20,110 gallons. 

B. With stored lube oil B .1 Restore stored lube 48 hours 
inventory oil inventory to 
< 175 gallons and within limits. 
> 150 gallons. 

c. With stored fuel 0 i l C.l Restore stored fuel 7 days 
viscosity, or water oil viscosity, and 
and sediment not water and sediment to 
within limits. within limits. 

D. With stored fuel 0 i l D. l Restore stored fuel 31 days 
properties not within 0 i l properties to 
limits for reasons within limits. 
other than 
Condition C. 

(continued) 

• PALISADES 3.8-14 
Amendment No: 



• 

• 

Diesel Fuel Oil and Lube Oil 
3.8.3 

ACTIONS (continued) 

CONDITION 

E Required Action and 
associated Completion 
Time not met. 

With stored fuel or 
lube oil not within 
limits for reasons 
other than 
Condition A, B, or D. 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

E.l 

SURVEILLANCE 

REQUIRED ACTION 

Declare both DGs 
inoperable. 

SR 3.8.3.1 Verify the fuel oil storage tank contains 
~ 23,700 gallons of fuel oil. 

SR 3.8.3.2 

SR 3.8.3.3 

SR 3.8.3.4 

PALISADES 

Verify lube oil inventory is 
~ 175 gallons. 

Verify properties of new and stored fuel 
oil are tested in accordance with, and 
maintained within the limits of, the Fuel 
Oil Testing Program. 

Check for and remove excess accumulated 
water from the fuel oil storage tank. 

3.8-15 

COMPLETION TIME 

Immediately 

FREQUENCY 

24 hours 

31 days 

In accordance 
with the Fuel 
Oil Testing 
Program 

92 days 

Amendment No: 



~ 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

3.8.4 DC Sources - Operating 

DC Sources - Operating 
3.8.4 

LCO 3.8.4 The following DC electrical power sources shall be OPERABLE. 

a. Station battery DOl and charger Dl5; and 

b. Station battery D02 and charger Dl6. 

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4. 

ACTIONS 

CONDITION 

A. One required charger 
inoperable. 

B. One battery 
inoperable. 

C. Required Action and 
associated Completion 
Time not met. 

PALISADES 

A. l 

AND 

A. 2 

B .1 

AND 

B.2 

c .1 

AND 

C.2 

REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

Place cross-connected Immediately 
charger for affected 
battery in service. 

Restore required 
charger to OPERABLE 
status. 

Place both chargers 
in service for the 
affected battery. 

Restore battery to 
OPERABLE status. 

Be in MODE 3. 

Be in MODE 5. 

3.8-16 

7 days 

Immediately 

24 hours 

6 hours 

36 hours 

Amendment No: 



DC Sources - Operating 
3.8.4 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.8.4.1 Verify battery terminal voltage. is ~ 123 v 7 days 
on fl oat charge. 

SR 3.8.4.2 Verify no visible corrosion at battery 92 days 
terminals and connectors. 

OR 

Verify each battery connection resistance 
is ~ 120% of the resistance measured 
during installation. 

SR 3.8.4.3 Inspect battery cells, cell plates, and 12 months 
racks for visual indication of physical 
damage or abnormal deterioration. 

SR 3.8.4.4 Remove visible terminal corrosion and 12 months 
verify battery cell to cell and terminal 
connections are coated with anti-corrosion 
material. 

SR 3.8.4.5 Verify each battery connection resistance 12 months 
is ~ 120% of the resistance measured 
during installation. 

SR 3.8.4.6 Verify each required battery charger 18 months 
supplies~ 180 amps at~ 125 V for 
~ 8 hours. 

(continued) 

PALISADES 3.8-17 
Amendment No: 



SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) 

SURVEILLANCE 

DC Sources - Operating 
3.8.4 

FREQUENCY 

SR 3.8.4.7 -------------------NOTES-----------------

PALISADES 

1. The modified performance discharge 
test in SR 3.8.4.8 may be performed 
in lieu of the service test in 
SR 3.8.4.7. 

2. This Surveillance shall not be 
performed in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4. 
However, credit may be taken for 
unplanned events that satisfy this 
SR. 

Verify battery capacity is adequate to 
supply, and maintain in OPERABLE status, 
the required emergency loads for the 
design duty cycle when subjected to a 
battery service test. 

3.8-18 

18 months 

(continued) 

Amendment No: 



• 
DC Sources - Operating 

3.8.4 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) 

SR 3.8.4.8 

PALISADES 

SURVEILLANCE 

-------------------NOTE------------------
Thi s Surveillance shall not be performed 
in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4. However, credit 
may be taken for unplanned events that 
satisfy this SR. 

Verify battery capacity is ~ 80% of the 
manufacturer's rating when subjected to a 
performance discharge test or a modified 
performance discharge test. 

3.8-19 

FREQUENCY 

60 months 

12 months when 
battery shows 
degradation or 
has reached 85% 
of the expected 
1 ife with 
capacity 
< 100% of 
manufacturer's 
rating. 

24 months when 
battery has 
reached 85% of 
the expected 
1 ife with 
capacity 
~ 100% of 
manufacturer's 
rating. 

Amendment No: 



~ 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

3.8.5 DC Sources - Shutdown 

DC Sources - Shutdown 
3.8.5 

LCO 3.8.5 The DC electrical power sources shall be OPERABLE to support 
the DC electrical power distribution subsystems required by 
LCO 3.8.10, "Distribution Systems· - Shutdown." 

APPLICABILITY: MODES 5 and 6, 
During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies. 

ACTIONS 

CONDITION 

A. One or more required 
DC electrical power 
source inoperable. 

PALISADES 

A. l 

OR 

REQUIRED ACTION 

Declare affected 
required features 
inoperable. 

A.2.1 Suspend CORE 
ALTERATIONS. 

A.2.2 Suspend movement of 
irradiated fuel 
assemblies. 

COMPLETION TIME 

Immediately 

Immediately 

Immediately 

A.2.3 Initiate action to Immediately 
suspend operations 
involving positive 
reactivity additions. 

A.2.4 Initiate action to 
restore required DC 
electrical power 
source to OPERABLE 
status. 

3.8-20 

Immediately 

Amendment No: 



• 

• 

DC Sources - Shutdown 
3.8.5 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.8.5.1 

PALISADES 

SURVEILLANCE 

For DC sources required to be OPERABLE, 
the following SRs are applicable: 

" 
SR 3.8.4.1, Float Voltage Check 
SR 3.8.4.2, Connector Condition Check 
SR 3.8.4.3, Battery Physical Inspection 
SR 3.8.4.4,.Connector Cleaning and Coating 
SR 3.8.4.5, Connector Resistance Check 

3.8-21 

FREQUENCY 

In accordance 
with applicable 
SRs. 

Amendment No: 



• 

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

3.8.6 Battery Cell Parameters 

Battery Cell Parameters 
3.8.6 

LCO 3.8.6 The Battery cell parameters for the Station Batteries DOl and 
D02 shall be within the limits of Table 3.8.6-1 and the average 
temperature of representative cells shall be ~ 70°F. 

APPLICABILITY: When associated DC electrical power source is required to be 
OPERABLE. 

ACTIONS 
-------------------------------------NOTE-------------------------------------

Separate Condition entry is allowed for each battery. 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One or more batteries A.1 Verify pilot cells 1 hour 
with one or more electrolyte level and 
battery eel 1 float voltage meet 
parameters not within Table 3.8.6-1 
Category A or B Category C limits. 
1 imits. 

AND 

A.2 Verify battery cell 24 hours 
parameters meet 
Table 3.8.6-1 AND 
Category C limits. 

Once per 7 days 
AND thereafter 

A.3 Restore battery cell 31 days 
parameters to 
Category A and B 
limits of 
Table 3.8.6-1. 

(continued) 

PALISADES 3.8-22 
Amendment No: 
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Battery Cell Parameters 
3.8.6 

ACTIONS (continued) 

CONDITION 

B. Required Action and 
associated Completion 
Time of Condition A 
not met. 

One or more batteries 
with average 
electrolyte 
temperature of the 
representative cells 
< 70°F. 

One or more batteries 
with one or more 
battery cell 
parameters not within 
Category C limits. 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

B .1 

SURVEILLANCE 

REQUIRED ACTION 

Declare associated 
battery inoperable. 

SR 3.8.6.l Verify battery cell parameters meet 
Table 3.8.6-1 Category A limits. 

SR 3.8.6.2 

SR 3.8.6.3 

PALISADES 

Verify average electrolyte temperature of 
representative cells is ~ 70°F. 

Verify battery cell parameters meet 
Table 3.8.6-1 Category B limits . 

3.8-23 

COMPLETION TIME 

Immediately 

FREQUENCY 

31 days 

31 days 

92 days 

Amendment No: 
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• 

PARAMETER 

Battery Cell Parameters 
3.8.6 

Table 3.8.6-1 (page 1 of 1) 
Battery Surveillance Requirements 

CATEGORY A: 
LIMITS FOR EACH CATEGORY B: 

DESIGNATED PILOT LIMITS FOR EACH 
CELL CONNECTED CELL 

CATEGORY C: 
ALLOWABLE LIMITS 

FOR EACH 
CONNECTED CELL 

Electrolyte Level > Minimum level > Minimum level Above top of 
indication mark, indication mark, plates, and not 
and ~ \ inch and ~ \ inch overflowing 
above maximum above maximum 
level indication 
mark a) 

level indication 
mark a) 

Fl oat Voltage ~ 2.13 v ~ 2.13 v > 2.07 v 

Specifi{ ~ 1.200 Not more than 
Gravity b) (c) ~ 1.200 0.020 below 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

average 
connected cells 

AND 

Average of all 
connected cells 
~ 1.190 

It is acceptable for the electrolyte level to temporarily increase above 
the specified maximum during equalizing charges provided it is not 
overflowing. 

Corrected for electrolyte temperature and level. Level correction is 
not required, however, when battery charging is < 2 amps when on float 
charge. 

A battery charging current of < 2 amps when on float charge is 
acceptable for meeting specific gravity limits following a battery 
recharge, for a maximum of 7 days. When charging current is used to 
satisfy specific gravity requirements, specific gravity of each 
connected cell shall be measured prior to expiration of the 7 day 
allowance . 

PALISADES 3.8-24 
Amendment No: 



Inverters - Operating 
3.8.7 

• 3 . 8 ELECTRIC.AL POWER SYSTEMS 

3.8.7 Inverters - Operating 

LCO 3.8.7 Inverters D06, D07, D08, and D09 shall be OPERABLE. 

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4. 

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION 

A. One inverter A. l ---------NOTE---------
inoperable. Enter applicable 

Conditions and 
Required Actions of 
LCO 3.8.9, 
"Distribution 
Systems - Operating" 
with any Preferred AC 
bus de-energized. 
----------------------

Restore inverter to 
OPERABLE status. 

B. Required Action and B.l Be in MODE 3. 
associated Completion 
Time not met. AND 

B.2 Be in MODE 5. 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE 

SR 3.8.7.1 Verify correct inverter voltage, 
frequency, and alignment to Preferred AC 
buses. 

PALISADES 3.8-25 

COMPLETION TIME 

24 hours 

6 hours 

36 hours 

FREQUENCY 

7 days 

Amendment No: 



Inverters - Shutdown 
3.8.8 

• 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

• 

3.8.8 Inverters - Shutdown 

LCO 3.8.8 The Inverters shall be OPERABLE to support the Preferred AC 
Buses required by LCO 3.8.10, "Distribution Systems -
Shutdown." 

APPLICABILITY: MODES 5 and 6, 
During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies. 

ACTIONS 

CONDITION 

A. One or more required 
inverters inoperable. 

PALISADES 

A. l 

REQUIRED ACTION 

Declare affected 
required features 
inoperable. 

A.2.1 Suspend CORE 
ALTERATIONS. 

A.2.2 Suspend movement of 
irradiated fuel 
assemblies. 

COMPLETION TIME 

Immediately 

Immediately 

Immediately 

A.2.3 Initiate action to Immediately 
suspend operations 
involving positive 
reactivity additions. 

A.2.4 Initiate action to Immediately 
restore required 
inverters to OPERABLE 
status . 

3.8-26 
Amendment No: 
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SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.8.8.l 

PALISADES 

SURVEILLANCE 

Verify correct inverter voltage, 
frequency, and alignments to required 
Preferred AC buses . 

3.8-27 

Inverters - Shutdown 
3.8.8 

FREQUENCY 

7 days 

Amendment No: 



Distribution Systems - Operating 
3.8.9 

• 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

• 

3.8.9 Distribution Systems - Operating 

LCO 3.8.9 The left and right trains of AC, DC, and Preferred AC 
electrical power distribution subsystems shall be OPERABLE. 

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4. 

ACTIONS 

CONDITION 

A. One AC electrical A. l 
power distribution 
subsystem inoperable. 

B. One Pref erred AC bus B.l 
inoperable. 

c. One DC electrical c .1 
power distribution 
subsystem inoperable. 

D. Required Action and D .1 
associated Completion 
Time not met. AND 

D.2 

E. Two or more inoperable E .1 
distribution 
subsystems that result 
in a loss of function . 

PALISADES 

REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

Restore AC electrical 8 hours 
power distribution 
subsystem to OPERABLE 
status. 

Restore Pref erred AC 8 hours 
bus to OPERABLE 
status. 

Restore DC electrical 8 hours 
power distribution 
subsystem to OPERABLE 
status. 

Be in MODE 3. 6 hours 

Be in MODE 5. 36 hours 

Enter LCO 3.0.3. Immediately 

3.8-28 
Amendment No: 
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Distribution Systems - Operating 
3.8.9 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.8.9.l 

PALISADES 

SURVEILLANCE 

Verify correct breaker alignments and 
voltage to required AC, DC, and Preferred 
AC electrical power distribution 
subsystems . 

3.8-29 

FREQUENCY 

7 days 

Amendment No: 



~ 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

Distribution Systems - Shutdown 
3. 8 .10 

3.8.10 Distribution Systems - Shutdown 

LCO 3.8.10 The necessary portion of AC, DC, and Preferred AC electrical 
power distribution subsystems shall be OPERABLE to support 
equipment required to be OPERABLE. 

APPLICABILITY: MODES 5 and 6, 
During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies. 

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION 

A. One or more required A.I Declare affected 
required features 
inoperable. 

AC, DC, or Preferred 
AC electrical power 
distribution 
subsystems inoperable. OR 

A.2.1 Suspend CORE 
ALTERATIONS. 

A.2.2 Suspend movement of 
irradiated fuel 
assemblies. 

COMPLETION TIME 

Immediately 

Immediately 

Immediately 

A.2.3 Initiate action to Immediately 
suspend operations 
involving positive 
reactivity additions. 

(continued) 

PALISADES 3.8-30 
Amendment No: 



ACTIONS 

Distribution Systems - Shutdown 
3.8.10 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. (continued) A.2.4 Initiate actions to 
restore required AC, 
DC, and Preferred AC 
electrical power 
distribution 
subsystems to 
OPERABLE status. 

Immediately 

A.2.5 Declare affected Immediately 
required shutdown 
cooling systems 
inoperable and not in 
operation. 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.8.10.l 

PALISADES 

SURVEILLANCE 

Verify correct breaker alignments and 
voltage to required AC, DC, and Preferred 
AC electrical power distribution 
subsystems. 

3.8-31 

FREQUENCY 

7 days 

Amendment No: 
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AC Sources - Operating 
B 3.8.l 

• 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

• 

B 3.8.l AC Sources - Operating 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

PALISADES 

The plant Class lE Electrical Power Distribution System AC sources 
consist of the offsite power sources, and the onsite standby power 
sources, Diesel Generators 1-1 and 1-2 (DGs). As required by 
10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 17, the design of the AC electrical 
power system provides independence and redundancy to ensure an 
available source of power to the Engineered Safety Feature (ESF) 
systems. 

The AC power system at Palisades consists of a 345 kV switchyard, 
three circuits connecting the plant with off-site power (station 
power, startup, and safeguards transformers), the on-site 
distribution system, and two DGs. The on-site distribution system 
is divided into safety related (Class 1-E) and non-safety related 
portions. 

The switchyard interconnects six transmission lines from the 
offsite transmission system and the output line from the Palisades 
main generator. These lines are connected in a "breaker and a 
half" scheme between the Front (F) and Rear (R) buses such that any 
single off-site line may supply the Palisades station loads when 
the plant is shutdown. 

Two circuits supplying Palisades 2400 volt buses from off-site are 
fed directly from a switchyard bus through the startup and 
safeguards transformers. They are available both during operation 
and during shutdown. The third circuit supplies the plant loads by 
"back feeding 11 through the main generator output circuit and 
station power transformers after the generator has been 
disconnected by a motor operated disconnect. 

The station power transformers are connected into the main 
generator output circuit. Station power transformers 1-1 and 1-2 
connect to the generator 22 kV output bus. Station power 
transformer 1-3 connects to the generator output line on the high 
voltage side of the main transformer. Station power transformers 
1-1 and 1-3 supply non-safety related 4160 volt loads during plant 
power operation and during backfeeding operations. Station power 
transformer 1-2 can supply both safety related and non-safety 
related 2400 volt loads during plant power operation or backfeeding 
operation . 

B 3.8-1 
Amendment No: 
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BASES 

BACKGROUND 
(continued) 

PALISADES 

AC Sources - Operating 
B 3.8.l 

The three startup transformers are connected to a common 345 kV 
overhead line from the switchyard R bus. Startup transformers 1-1 
and 1-3 supply 4160 volt non-safety related station loads; Startup 
Transformer 1-2 can supply both safety related and non-safety 
related 2400 volt loads. The startup transformers are available 
during operation and shutdown. 

Safeguards Transformer 1-1 is connected to the switchyard F bus. 
It feeds station 2400 volt loads through an underground line. It 
is available to supply these loads during operation and shutdown. 

The onsite distribution system consists of seven main distribution 
buses (4160 volt buses lA, lB, lF, and lG, and 2400 volt buses lC, 
lD, and lE) and supported lower voltage buses, motor control 
centers (MCCs), and lighting panels. The 4160 volt buses and 
2400 volt bus lE are not safely related. Buses lC and lD and their 
supported buses and MCCs form two independent, redundant, safety 
related rlistribution trains. Each distribution train supplies one 
train of engineered safety features equipment. 

In the event of a generator trip, all loads supplied by the station 
power transformers are automatically transferred to the startup 
transformers. Loads supplied by the safeguards transformer are 
unaffected by a plant trip. If power is lost to the safeguards 
transformer, the 2400 volt loads will automatically transfer to 
startup transformer 1-2. If the startup transformers are not 
energized when these transfers occur, their output breakers will be 
blocked from closing and the 2400 volt safety related buses will be 
energized by the DGs. 

The two DGs each supply one 2400 volt bus. They provide backup 
power in the event of loss of off-site power, or loss of power to 
the associated 2400 volt bus. The continuous rating of the DGs is 
2500 kW, with 110 percent overload permissible for 2 hours in any 
24 hour period. The required fuel in the Fuel Oil Storage Tank and 
DG Day Tank will supply one DG for a minimum period of 7 days 
assuming accident loading conditions and fuel conservation 
practices. 

If either 2400 volt bus, lC or lD, experiences a sustained 
undervoltage, the associated DG is started, the affected bus is 
separated from its offsite power sources, major loads are stripped 
from that bus and its supported buses, the DGs are connected to the 
bus, and ECCS or shutdown loads are started by an automatic load 
sequencer . 

B 3.8-2 
Amendment No: 
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• _BA_S_E_S~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

• 

BACKGROUND 
(continued) 

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY 
ANALYSES 

PALISADES 

The DGs share a common fuel oil storage and transfer system. 
A single buried Fuel Oil Storage Tank is used to maintain the 
required fuel oil inventory. Testing has shown that each DG 
con~umes about 2.6 gallons of fuel oil per minute at 2400 kW. 
Each day tank is required to contain at least 2500 gallons. 
Therefore, each fuel oil day tank contains sufficient fuel for more 
than 15 hours of full load (2500 kW) operation. Beyond that time, 
a fuel oil transfer pump is required for continued DG operation. 

Two fuel oil transfer pumps are provided. The fuel oil transfer 
pumps are necessary for long term operation of the DGs. Either 
fuel oil transfer pump is capable of supplying either DG. However, 
each fuel oil transfer pump is not capable, with normally available 
switching, of being powered from either DG. DG I-I can power 
either fuel oil transfer pump, but DG I-2 can only power P-18A. 
The fuel oil transfer pumps take suction on a common fuel oil 
storage tank, and utilize common piping. 

Fuel oil transfer pump P-I8A is powered from MCC-8, which is 
normally connected to Bus ID (DG I-2) through Station Power 
Transformer I2 and Load Center 12. In an emergency, P-18A can 
be powered from Bus IC (DG 1-1) by cross connecting Load Centers 
Il and I2. 

Fuel oil transfer pump P-18B is powered from MCC-I, which is 
normally connected to Bus IC (DG 1-I) through Station Power 
Transformer 19 and Load Center 19. P-18B cannot be powered, using 
installed equipment, from Bus 10 (DG I-2). 

The safety analyses do not explicitly address AC electrical power. 
They do, however, assume that the Engineered Safety Features (ESF) 
are available. The OPERABILITY of the ESF functions is supported 
by the AC Power Sources. 

The design requirements are for each assumed safety function to be 
available under the following conditions: 

a. The occurrence of an accident or transient, 

b. The resultant consequential failures, 

c. A worst case single active failure, 

d. Loss of all offsite or all onsite AC power, and 

e. The most reactive control rod fails to insert . 

B 3.8-3 
Amendment No: 
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BASES 

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY 
ANALYSES 

(continued) 

LCO 

PALISADES 

AC Sources - Operating 
B 3 .8 .1 

One proposed mechanism for the loss of off-site power is a 
perturbation of the transmission grid because of the loss of the 
plant's generating capacity. A loss of off-site power as a result 
of a generator trip can only occur during MODE 1 operation, with 
the generator connected to the grid. However, it is also assumed 
in analysis for events in MODE 2, such as a steam line break or 
control rod ejection at zero power. No specific mechanism for 
initiating a loss of off-site power when the plant is not on the 
line is discussed in the FSAR. 

In most cases, it is conservative to assume that off-site power is 
lost concurrent with the accident and that the single failure is 
that of a DG. That would leave only one train of safeguards 
equipment to cope with the accident, the other being disabled by 
the loss of AC power. Those analyses which assume that a loss of 
off-site power and failure of a single DG accompany the accident 
also assume 10 seconds for the DG to start and connect to the bus, 
and additional time for the sequencer to start each safeguards 
load. 

The same assumptions are not conservative for all accident 
analyses. When analyzing the effects of a steam or feed line 
break, the loss of the condensate and feedwater pumps would reduce 
the steam generator inventory, so a loss of off-site power is not 
assumed. 

In MODE 5 and MODE 6, loss of off-site power is treated as an 
initiating event. 

Two qualified circuits between the offsite transmission network and 
the onsite Class lE Electrical Power Distribution System and an 
indep~ndent DG for each safeguards train ensure availability of the 
required power to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe 
shutdown condition after an anticipated operational occurrence or a 
postulated OBA. 

General Design Criterion 17 requires, in part, that: "Electric 
power from the transmission network to the onsite electric 
distribution system shall be supplied by two physically independent 
circuits (not necessarily on separate rights of way) designed and 
located so as to minimize to the extent practical the likelihood of 
their simultaneous failure under operating and postulated accident 
and environmental conditions." 

B 3.8-4 
Amendment No: 
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LCO 
(continued) 

AC Sources - Operating 
B 3.8.1 

The qualified offsite circuits available are Safeguards Transformer 
1-1 and Startup Transformer 1-2. Station Power Transformer 1-2 is 
not qualified as a required source for LCO 3.8.l since it is not 
independent of the other two offsite circuits. This LCO does not 
prohibit use of Station Power Transformer to power the 2400 safety 
related buses, but the two qualified sources must be OPERABLE. 

Each offsite ·circuit must be capable of maintaining acceptable 
frequency and voltage, and accepting required loads during an 
accident, while supplying the 2400 volt safety related buses. 

Following a loss of offsite power, each DG must be capable of 
starting and connecting to its respective 2400 volt bus. This will 
be accomplished within 10 seconds after receipt of a DG start 
signal. Each DG must also be capable of accepting required loads 
within the assumed loading sequence intervals, and continue to 
operate until offsite power can be restored to the 2400 volt safety 
related buses. 

Proper sequencing of loads and tripping of nonessential loads are 
required functions for DG OPERABILITY. 

APPLICABILITY The AC sources are required to be OPERABLE i~ MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 
to ensure that redundant sources of off-site and on-site AC power 
are available to support engineered safeguards equipment in the 
event of an accident or transient. The AC sources also support the 
equipment necessary for power operation, plant heatups and 
cooldowns, and shutdown operation. 

The AC source requirements for MODE 5 and MODE 6 are addressed in 
LCO 3. 8. 2, "AC Sources - Shutdown." 

ACTIONS A.l 

PALISADES 

To ensure a highly reliable power source remains with the one 
offsite circuit inoperable, it is necessary to verify the 
OPERABILITY of the remaining required offsite circuit on a more 
frequent basis. Since the Required Action only specifies 
"perform,'' a failure of SR 3.8.1.1 acceptance criteria does not 
result in a Required Action not met.· However, if a second required 
circuit fails SR 3.8.1.1, the second offsite circuit is inoperable, 
and Condition C, for two offsite circuits inoperable, is entered. 

B 3.8-5 
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ACTIONS A.2 
(continued) 

PALISADES 

According to the recommendations of Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.93, 
operation may continue in Condition A for a period that should not 
exceed 72 hours. With one offsite circuit inoperable, the 
reliability of the offsite system is degraded, and the potential 
for a loss of offsite power is increased, with attendant potential 
for a challenge to the plant safety systems. In this Condition, 
however, the remaining OPERABLE offsite circuit and DGs are 
adequate to supply electrical power to the onsite Class lE 
Distribution System. 

The 72 hour Completion Time takes into account the capacity and 
capability of the remaining AC sources, a reasonable time for 
repairs, and the low probability of a OBA occurring during this 
period. 

To ensure a highly reliable power source remains with an inoperable 
DG, it is necessary to verify the availability of the offsite 
circuits on a more frequent basis. Since the Required Action only 
specifies "perform," a failure of SR 3.8.1.1 acceptance criteria 
does not result in a Required Action being not met. However, if a 
circuit fails to pass SR 3.8.1.1, it is inoperable. Upon offsite 
circuit inoperability, additional Conditions and Required Actions 
must then be entered. 

The requirement to declare required features inoperable carries 
with it the requirement to take those actions required by the LCO 
for that required equipment, as stipulated by LCO 3.0.6. 

Required Action 8.2 is intended to provide assurance that a loss of 
offsite power, during the period that a DG is inoperable, does not 
result in a complete loss of safety function of critical systems. 
These features are designed with redundant safety related trains. 
Redundant required feature failures consist of inoperable features 
with a train redundant to the train that has an inoperable DG . 

B 3.8-6 
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ACTIONS 
(continued) 

PALISADES 

The Completion Time for Required Action B.2 is intended to allow 
the operator time to evaluate and repair any discovered 
inoperabilities. This Completion Time also allows for an exception 
to the normal "time zero" for beginning the Completion Time 
"clock." In this Required Action, the Completion Time only begins 
on discovery that both: 

a. An inoperable DG exists; and 

b. A required feature on the other train is inoperable. 

If at any time during the existence of this Condition (one DG 
inoperable) a redundant required feature subsequently becomes 
inoperable, this Completion Time begins to be tracked. 

Discovering one required DG inoperable coincident with one or more 
inoperable required supporting or supported features, or both, that 
are associated with the OPERABLE DG, results in starting the 
Completion Time for Required Action B.2. Four hours from the 
discovery of these events existing concurrently, is acceptable 
because it minimizes risk while allowing time for restoration 
before subjecting the plant to transients associated with shutdown. 

In this Condition, the remaining OPERABLE DG and offsite circuits 
are adequate to supply electrical power to the onsite Class IE 
Distribution System. Thus, on a component basis, single failure 
protection for the required feature's function may have been lost; 
however, function has not been lost. 

The 4 hour Completion Time takes into account the OPERABILITY of 
the redundant counterpart to the inoperable required feature. 
Additionally, the 4 ·hour Completion Time takes into account the 
capacity and capability of the remaining AC sources, a reasonable 
time for repairs, and the low probability of a OBA occurring during 
this period. 

B 3.8-7 
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ACTIONS B.3.1 and B.3.2 
(continued) 

PALISADES 

Required Action B.3 provides an allowance to avoid unnecessary 
testing of the OPERABLE DG. If it can be determined that the cause 
of the inoperable DG does not exist on the OPERABLE DG, SR 3.8.1.2 
(test starting of the OPERABLE DG) .does not have to be performed. 
If the cause of inoperability exists on other DGs, the other DGs 
would be declared inoperable upon discovery and Condition E of 
LCO 3.8.1 would be entered. Once the failure is repaired, the 
common cause failure no longer exists and Required Action B.3.1 is 
satisfied. If the cause of the initial inoperable DG cannot be 
confirmed to not exist on the remaining DGs, performance of 
SR 3.8.1.2 suffices to provide assurance of continued OPERABILITY 
of that DG. 

In the event the inoperable DG is restored to OPERABLE status prior 
to completing B.3.1 or B.3.2 the corrective action system would 
normally continue to evaluate the common cause possibility. This 
continued evaluation, however, is no longer under the 24 hour 
constraint imposed while in Condition B. 

According to Generic Letter 84-15, 24 hours is reasonable to 
confirm that the OPERABLE DG is not affected by the same problem as 
the inoperable DG. 

In Condition B, the remaining OPERABLE DG and offsite circuits are 
adequate to supply electrical power to the onsite Class lE 
Distribution System for a limited period. 
The Completion Time, which limits the time when any required DG is 
not OPERABLE to 7 days (total for both DGs) in any calendar month, 
is a feature of the original Palisades licensing basis. 

The requirement to declare required features inoperable carries 
with it the requirement to take those actions required by the LCO 
for that required equipment, as stipulated by LCO 3.0.6. 

Required Action C.l, which applies when two required offsite 
circuits are inoperable, is intended to provide assurance that an 
event with a coincident single failure will not result in a 
complete loss of redundant required safety functions. The 
Completion Time for this failure of redundant required features is 
reduced to 12 hours from that allowed for one train without offsite 
power (Required Action A.2). The rationale for the reduction to 
12 hours is that RG 1.93 recommends a Completion Time of 24 hours 
for two required offsite circuits inoperable, based upon the 
assumption that two complete safety trains are OPERABLE . 

B 3.8-8 
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ACTIONS 
(continued) 

PALISADES 

When a concurrent redundant required feature failure exists, this 
assumption is not the case, and a shorter Completion Time of 
12 hours is appropriate. These features are powered from redundant 
AC safety trains. 

The Completion Time for Required Action C.l is intended to allow 
the operator time to evaluate and repair any discovered 
inoperabilities. This Completion Time also allows for an exception 
to the normal "time zero" for beginning the Completion Time 
"clock." In this Required Action, the Completion Time only begins 
on discovery that both: 

a. All required offsite circuits are inoperable; and 

b. A required feature is inoperable. 

If at any time during the existence of Condition C (two offsite 
circuits inoperable), a required feature becomes inoperable, this 
Completion Time begins to be tracked. 

According to the recommendations of RG 1.93, operation may continue 
in Condition C for a period that should not exceed 24 hours. This 
level of degradation means that the offsite electrical power system 
does not have the capability to accomplish a safe shutdown and to 
mitigate the effects of an accident; however, the onsite AC sources 
have not been degraded. This level of degradation generally 
corresponds to a total loss of the immediately accessible offsite 
power sources. 

With both of the required offsite circuits inoperable, sufficient 
onsite AC sources are available to maintain the plant in a safe 
shutdown condition in the event of a OBA or transient. In fact, a 
simultaneous loss of offsite AC sources, a LOCA, and a worst case 
single failure were postulated as a part of the design basis in the 
safety analysis. Thus, the 24 hour Completion Time provides a 
period of time to effect restoration of one of the offsite circuits 
commensurate with the importance of maintaining an AC electrical 
power system capable of meeting its design criteria. 

If two offsite sources are restored within 24 hours, unrestricted 
operation may continue. If only one offsite source is restored 
within 24 hours, power operation continues in accordance with 
Condition A. 
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ACTIONS D.l and D.2 
(continued) 

PALISADES 

In Condition D, individual redundancy is lost in both the offsite 
electrical power system and the onsite AC electrical power system. 
The 12 hour Completion Time takes into account the capacity and 
capability of the remaining AC sources, a reasonable time for 
repairs, and the low probability of a OBA occurring during this 
period. 

According to the recommend~tions of RG 1.93, operation may continue 
in Condition D for a period that should not exceed 12 hours. 

Ll 

With both DGs inoperable, there are no rema1n1ng standby AC 
sources. Thus, with an assumed loss of offsite electrical power, 
no AC source would be available to power the minimum required ESF 
functions. Since the offsite electrical power system is the only 
source of AC power for this level of degradation, the risk 
associated with continued operation for a short time could be less 
than that associated with an immediate controlled shutdown (the 
immediate shutdown could cause grid instability, which could result 
in a total loss of AC power). Since an inadvertent generator trip 
could also result in a total loss of offsite AC power, however, the 
time allowed for continued operation is severely restricted. The 
intent here is to avoid the risk associated with an immediate 
controlled shutdown and to minimize the risk associated with this 
level of degradation. 

According to the recommendations of RG 1.93, with both DGs 
inoperable, operation may continue for a period that should not 
exceed 2 hours. 

Ll 

The sequencer is an essential support system to the DG. With the 
sequencer inoperable, the associated DG is unable to perform its 
specified function, and must thereby be immediately declared to be 
inoperable. 

G.l, H.l, and I.l 

Since DG 1-2 -cannot power fuel oil transfer pump P-18B, without 
P-18A, DG 1-2 becomes dependant on offsite power or DG 1-1 for its 
fuel supply (beyond the 15 hours it will operate on the day tank), 
and does not meet the LCO requirement for independence. Since the 
condition is not as severe as the DG itself being inoperable, 
24 hours is allowed to restore the fuel oil transfer pump to 
operable status prior to declaring the DG inoperable. 
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Without P-18B, either DG can still provide power to the rema1n1ng 
fuel oil transfer pump, neither DG is directly affected. Continued 
operation with a single remaining fuel oil transfer pump, however, 
must be limited since an additional single active failure (P-18A) 
could disable the onsite power system. Because the loss of P-18B 
is less severe than the loss of one DG, a 7 day Completion Time is 
all owed. 

If both fuel oil transfer pumps are inoperable, the onsite AC 
sources are limited to about 15 hours duration. Since this 
condition is not as severe as both DGs being inoperabl~, 8 hours is 
allowed to restore one fuel oil transfer pump to OPERABLE status. 

J.l and J.2 

If the inoperable AC power sources cannot be restored to OPERABLE 
status within the required Completion Time, the plant must be 
brought to a MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To achieve this 
status, the plant must be brought to at least MODE 3 within 6 hours 
and to MODE 5 within 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are 
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the required 
plant conditions from full power conditions in an orderly manner 
and without challenging plant systems. 

Condition K corresponds to a level of degradatfon in which all 
redundancy in the AC electrical power supplies has been lost. At 
this severely degraded level, any further losses in the AC 
electrical power system will cause a loss of function. Therefore, 
no additional time is justified for continued operation. The unit 
is required by LCO 3.0.3 to commence a controlled shutdown. 

The AC sources are designed to permit inspection and testing of all 
important areas and features, especially those that have a standby 
function, in accordance with 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 18. 
Periodic component tests are supplemented by extensive functional 
tests during refueling outages (under simulated accident 
conditions). The SRs for demonstrating the OPERABILITY of the DGs 
are in accordance with the recommendations of Regulatory Guide 
(RG) 1.9 and RG 1.137. 
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Where the SRs discussed herein specify voltage and frequency 
tolerances for the DGs operated in the "Unit'' mode, the following 
is applicable. The minimum steady state output voltage of 
2280 volts is 95% of the nominal 2400 volt generator rating. This 
value is above the setting of the primary undervoltage relays 
(127-1 and 127-2) and above the minimum analyzed acceptable bus 
voltage. It also allows for voltage drops to motors and other 
equipment down through the 120 volt level. The specified maximum 
steady state output voltage of 2520 volts is 105% of the nominal 
generator rating of 2400 volts. It is below the maximum voltage 
rating of the safeguards motors, 2530 volts. The specified minimum 
and maximum frequencies of the DG are 59.5 Hz and 61.2 Hz, 
respectively. The minimum value assures that ESF pumps provide 
sufficient flow to meet the accident analyses. The maximum value 
is equal to 102% of the 60 Hz nominal frequency and is derived from 
the recommendations given in RG 1.9. 

Higher maximum tolerances are specified for final steady state 
voltage and frequency following a loss of load test, because that 
test must be performed with the DG controls in the "Parallel" mode. 
Since "Parallel" mode operation introduces both voltage and speed 
droop, the DG final conditions will not return to the nominal 
"Unit" mode settings. 

SR 3.8.l.l (Offsite Source check) 

This SR assures that the required offsite circuits are OPERABLE. 
Each offsite circuit must be energized from associated switchyard 
bus through its disconnect switch to be OPERABLE. 

Since each required offsite circuit transformer has only one 
possible source of power, the associated switchyard bus, and since 
loss of voltage to either the switchyard bus or the transformer is 
alarmed in the control room, correct alignment and voltage may be 
verified by the absence of these alarms. 

The 7 day Frequency is adequate because disconnect switch positions 
cannot change without operator action and because their status is 
displayed in the control room. 
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This· SR helps to ensure the availability of the standby electrical 
power supply to mitigate DBAs and transients and to maintain the 
plant in a safe shutdown condition. 

The monthly testing starting of the DG provides assurance that the 
DG would start and be ready for loading in the time period assumed 
in the safety analyses. The monthly test, however does not, and is 
not intended to, test all portions of the circuitry necessary for 
automatic starting and loading. The operation of the bus 
undervoltage relays and their auxiliary relays which initiate DG 
starting, the control relay which initiates DG breaker closure, and 
the DG breaker closure itself are not verified by this test. 
Verification of automatic operation of these components requires 
deenergizing the associated 2400 volt bus and cannot be done during 
plant operation. For this test, the 10 second timing is started 
when the DG receives a start signal, and ends when the DG voltage 
sensing relays actuate. 

For the purposes of SR 3.8.1.2, the DGs are manually started from 
standby conditions. Standby conditions for a DG mean the diesel 
engine is not running, but its coolant and oil temperatures are 
being maintained consistent with manufacturer recommendations . 

Three relays sense the terminal voltage on each DG. These relays, 
in conjunction with a load shedding relay actuated by bus 
undervoltage, initiate automatic closing of the DG breaker. During 
monthly testing, the actuation of the three voltage sensing relays 
is used as the timing point to determine when the DG is ready for 
loading. 

The 3i day Frequency for performance of SR 3.8.1.2 agrees with the 
original licensing basis for the Palisades plant, and is consistent 
with the testing frequency recommendation of Generic Letter 94-01. 

SR 3.8.1.3 (DG loading test) 

This Surveillance verifies that the DGs are capable of 
synchronizing with the offsite electrical system and accepting 
loads greater than or equal to the equivalent of the maximum 
expected accident loads for at least 15 minutes. A minimum total 
run time of 60 minutes is required to stabilize engine 
temperatures. 
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The 31 day Frequency for this Surveillance is consistent with the 
original Palisades licensing basis and with the testing frequency 
recommendation of Generic Letter 94-01. 

This SR is modified by a Note which states that momentary 
transients because of changing bus loads do not invalidate this 
test. 

SR 3.8.1.4 (DG starting air pressure check) 

This Surveillance ensures that, without the aid of the refill 
compressor, sufficient air start capacity for each DG is available. 
The pressure specified in this SR is intended to reflect the lowest 
value at which successful starts can be accomplished. 

The 31 day Frequency takes into account the capacity, capability, 
redundancy, and diversity of the AC sources and other indications 
available in the control room, including alarms, to alert the 
operator to below normal air start pressure. 

SR 3.8.1.5 (DG day tank level check) 

This SR provides verification that the level of fuel oil in the day 
tank is at or above the level at which fuel oil is automatically 
added. The specified level is adequate for a minimum of 15 hours 
of DG operation at full load. 

The 31 day Frequency is adequate to assure that a sufficient supply 
of fuel oil is available, since low level alarms are provided and 
plant operators would be aware of any uses of the DG during this 
period. 

SR 3.8.l.6 (Fuel Transfer system checks) 

This SR demonstrates that each fuel oil transfer pump and the fuel 
oil transfer system controls operate and control transfer of fuel 
from the Fuel Oil Storage Tank to each day tank and engine mounted 
tank. This is required to support continuous operation of standby 
power sources. 

This SR provides assurance that the following portions of the fuel 
oil transfer system is OPERABLE: 

Fuel oil transfer pumps 
Day and engine mounted tank filling solenoid valves 
Day and engine mounted tank automatic level controls 
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The 92 day Frequency corresponds to the testing requirements for 
pumps in the ASME Code, Section XI. Additional assurance of fuel 
oil transfer system OPERABILITY is provided during the monthly 
starting and loading tests for each DG when the fuel oil system 
will function to maintain level in the day and engine mounted 
tanks. 

SR 3.8.l.7 (Fast transfer verification) 

Transfer of the safety related buses (Buses IC and 10) from the 
normal AC power source, that used during power operation, to the 
offsite circuit which meets the GDC 17 "immediately available'' 
criterion (Startup Transformer 1-2) demonstrates the OPERABILITY of 
the "immediately available" circuit and of the fast transfer 
circuitry for use with that normal AC source. 

The 18 month Frequency of the Surveillance is based on engineering 
judgment, taking into consideration the plant conditions required 
to perform the Surveillance, and is intended to be consistent with 
expected fuel cycle lengths. Operating experience has shown that 
these components usually pass the SR when performed at the 18 month 
Frequency. Therefore, the Frequency was concluded to be acceptable 
from a reliability standpoint. 

This SR is modified by a Note. The reason for the Note is that 
during operation with the reactor critical, performance of this 
SR could cause perturbations to the electrical distribution systems 
that could challenge continued steady state.operation and, as a 
result, unit safety systems. Credit may be taken for unplanned 
events that satisfy this SR. 

SR 3.8.l.8 (DG largest load rejection test) 

Each DG is provided with an engine overspeed trip to prevent damage 
to the engine. The loss of a large load could cause diesel engine 
overspeed, which, if excessive, might result in a trip of the 
engine. This Surveillance demonstrates the DG load response 
characteristics and capability to reject the largest single load 
without exceeding predetermined voltage and frequency and while 
maintaining a specified margin to the overspeed trip. This 
Surveillance may be accomplished with the DG in the "Parallel'' 
mode. 

An acceptable method is to parallel the DG with the grid and load 
the DG to a load equal to or greater than its single largest 
post-accident load. The DG breaker is tripped while its voltage 
and frequency (or speed) are being recorded. The time, voltage, 
and frequency tolerances specified in this SR are derived from the 
recommendations of RG 1.9, Revision 3 (RG 1.9) . 
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RG 1.9 recommends that the increase in diesel speed during the 
transient does not exceed 75% of the difference between synchronous 
speed and the overspeed trip setpoint, or 15% above synchronous 
speed, whichever is lower. The Palisades DGs have a synchronous 
speed of 900 rpm and an overspeed trip setting range of 1060 to 
1105 rpm. Therefore, the maximum acceptable transient frequency 
for this SR is 68 Hz. 

The minimum steady state voltage is specified to provide adequate 
margin for the switchgear and for. both the 2400 and 480 volt 
safeguards motors; the maximum steady state voltage is 2400 +10% 
volts as recommended by RG 1.9. 

The minimum acceptable frequency is specified to assure that the 
safeguards pumps powered from the DG would supply adequate flow to 
meet the safety analyses. The maximum acceptable steady state 
frequency is slightly higher than the +2% (61.2 Hz) recommended by 
RG 1.9 because the test must be performed with the DG controls in 
the Parallel mode. The increased frequency allowance of 0.3 Hz is 
based on the expected speed differential associated with 
performance of the test while in the "Parallel" mode. 

The 18 month surveillance Frequency is consistent with the 
recommendation of RG 1.9. 

This SR is modified by a Note. In order to ensure that the DG is 
tested under load conditions that are as close to design basis 
conditions as possible, the Note requires that, if synchronized to 
offsite power, testing must be performed using a power factor 
~ 0.9. This power factor is chosen to be representative of the 
actual design basis inductive loading that the DG would experience. 

SR 3.8.1.9 (DG full load rejection test) 

This Surveillance demonstrates the DG capability to reject a full 
load without overspeed tripping or exceeding the predetermined 
voltage. limits. The DG full load rejection may occur because of a 
system fault or inadvertent breaker tripping. This Surveillance 
ensures proper engine and generator load response under a complete 
loss of load. These acceptance criteria provide DG damage 
protection. The 4000 volt limitation is based on generator rating 
of 2400/4160 volts. While the DG is not expected to experience 
this transient during an event and continue to be available, this 
response ensures that the DG is not degraded for future 
application, including reconnection to the bus if the trip 
initiator can be corrected or isolated. 
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In order to ensure that the DG is tested under load conditions that 
are as close to design basis conditions as possible, testing must 
be performed using a power factor ~ 0.9. This power factor is 
chosen to be representative of the actual design basis inductive 
loading that the DG would experience. 

The 18 month Frequency is consistent with the recommendation of 
RG 1.9 and is intended to be consistent with expected fuel cycle 
lengths. 

SR 3.8.1.10 (Loss of off-site power.without SIS test) 

As recommended by RG 1.9 this Surveillance demonstrates the as 
designed operation of the standby power sources during loss of the 
offsite source. This test verifies all actions encountered from 
the loss of offsite power, including shedding of the nonessential 
loads and energization of the emergency buses and respective loads 
from the DG. 

The requirement to energize permanently connected loads is met when 
the DG breaker closes, energizing its associated 2400 volt bus. 
Permanently connected loads are those which are not disconnected 
from the bus by load shedding relays. They are energized when the 
DG breaker closes. It is not necessary to monitor each permanently 
connected load. The DG auto-start and breaker closure time of 
10 seconds is derived from requirements of the accident analysis to 
respond to a design basis large break LOCA. For this test, the 10 
second timing is started when the DG receives a start signal, and 
ends when the DG breaker closes. 

The requirement to ver·ify that auto-connected shutdown loads are 
energized refers to those loads which are actuated by the Normal 
Shutdown Sequencer. Each load should be started to assure that the 
DG is capable of accelerating these loads at the intervals 
programmed for the Normal Shutdown Sequence. The sequenced pumps 
may be operating on recirculation flow. 

The requirements to maintain steady state voltage and frequency 
apply to the "steady state" period after all sequenced loads have 
been started. This period need only be long enough to achi·eve and 
measure steady voltage and frequency. 

The Surveillance should be continued for a minimum of 5 minutes in 
order to demonstrate that all starting transients have decayed and 
stability has been achieved. The requirement to supply permanently 
connected loads for~ 5 minutes, refers to the duration of the DG 
connection to the associated 2400 volt bus. It is not intended to 
require that sequenced loads be operated throughout the 5 minute 
period. It is not necessary to monitor each permanently connected 
load . 
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The requirement to verify the connection and supply of permanently 
and automatically connected loads is intended to demonstrate the DG 
loading logic. This testing may be accomplished in any series of 
sequential, overlapping, or total steps so that the required 
connection and loading sequence is verified. 

The Frequency of 18 months is consistent with the recommendations 
of RG 1.9. 

This SR is modified by a Note. The reason for the Note is that 
performing the Surveillance would remove a required offsite circuit 
from service, perturb the electrical distribution system, and 
challenge safety systems. However, credit may be taken for 
unplanned events that satisfy this SR. 

SR 3.8.1.11 (OG 24 hour load test) 

RG 1.9 recommends demonstration once per 18 months that the DGs can 
start and run continuously at full load capability for an interval 
of not less than 24 hours, ~ 2 hours of which is at a load above 
its analyzed peak accident loading and the remainder of the time 
at a load equivalent to the continuous duty rating of the DG. The 
100 minutes required by the SR satisfies the intent of the 
recommendations of the RG, but allows some tolerance between the 
time requirement and the DG rating. Without this tolerance, the 
load would have to be reduced at precisely 2 hours to satisfy the 
SR without exceeding the manufacturer's rating of the DG. 

The DG starts for this Surveillance can be performed either from 
standby or hot conditions. 

In order to ensure that the DG is tested under load conditions that 
are as close to design conditions as possible, testing must be 
performed using a power factor of~ 0.9. This power factor is 
chosen to be representative of the actual design basis inductive 
loading that the DG would experience. The load band is provided to 
avoid routine overloading of the DG. Routine overloading may 
result in more frequent inspections in accordance with vendor 
recommendations in order to maintain DG OPERABILITY. 

The 18 month Frequency is consistent with the recommendations of 
RG 1.9. 

This Surveillance is modified by a Note which states that momentary 
transients due to changing bus loads do not invalidate this test. 
Similarly, momentary power factor transients above the power factor 
limit will not invalidate the test. 
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As recommended by RG 1.9, this Surveillance ensures that the manual 
synchronization and load transfer from the DG to the offsite source 
can be made and that the DG can be returned to ready to load status 
when offsite power is restored. The test is performed while the DG 
is supplying its associated 2400 volt bus, but not necessarily 
carrying the sequenced accident loads. The DG is considered to be 
in ready to load status when the DG is at rated speed and voltage, 
the output breaker is open, the automatic load sequencer is reset, 
and the DG controls are returned to "Unit". 

The Frequency of 18 months is consistent with the recommendations 
of RG 1.9. 

This SR is modified by a Note. The reason for the Note is that 
performing the Surveillance would remove a required offsite circuit 
from service, perturb the electrical distribution system, and 
challenge safety systems. However, credit may be taken for 
unplanned events that satisfy this SR. 

SR 3.8.1.13 (Sequencer timing check) 

If power is lost to bus IC or lD, loads are sequentially connected 
to the bus by the automatic load sequencer. The sequencing logic 
controls the permissive and starting signals to motor breakers to 
prevent overloading of the DGs by concurrent motor starting 
currents. The 0.1 second load sequence time interval tolerance 
ensures that sufficient time exists for the DG to restore frequency 
and voltage prior to applying the next load and ensures that safety 
analysis assumptions regarding ESF equipment time delays are met. 
Logic Drawing E-17 Sheet 4 provides a summary of the automatic 
loading of safety related buses. 

The Frequency of 18 months is consistent with the recommendations 
of RG 1.9, takes into consideration plant conditions required to 
perform the Surveillance, and is intended to be consistent with 
expected fuel cycle lengths. 

This SR is modified by a Note. The reason.for the Note is that 
performing the Surveillance would remove a required offsite circuit 
from service, perturb the electrical distribution system, and 
challenge safety systems. However, credit may be taken for 
unplanned events that satisfy this SR. 
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SR 3.8.1.14 (Loss of offsite power with SIS test) 

In the event of a OBA coincident with a loss of offsite power, the 
DGs are required to supply the necessary power to ESF systems so 
that the fuel, PCS, and containment design limits are not exceeded. 

The requirement to energize permanently~connected loads is met when 
the DG breaker closes, energizing its associated 2400 volt bus. 
Permanently connected loads are those which are not disconnected 
from the bus by load shedding relays. They are energized when the 
DG breaker closes. It is not necessary to monitor each permanently 
connected load. The DG auto-start and breaker closure time of 
10 seconds is derived from requirements of the accident analysis 
to respond to a design basis large break LOCA. For this test, the 
10 second timing is started when the DG receives a start signal, 
and ends when the DG breaker closes. 

The requirement to verify that auto-connected shutdown loads are 
energized refers to those loads which are actuated by the OBA 
Sequencer. Each load should be started to assure that the DG is 
capable of accelerating these loads at the intervals programmed for 
the OBA Sequence. The sequenced pumps may be operating on 
recirculation flow or in other testing mode. The requirements to 
maintain steady state voltage and frequency apply to the "steady 
state" period after all sequenced loads have been started. This 
period need only be long enough to achieve and measure steady 
voltage and frequency. 

The Surveillance should be continued for a ·minimum of 5 minutes in 
order to demonstrate that all starting transients have decayed and 
stability has been achieved. The requirement to supply permanently 
connected loads for~ 5 minutes, refers to the duration of the DG 
connection to the associated 2400 volt bus. It is not intended to 
require that sequenced loads be operated throughout the 5 minute 
period. It is not necessary to monitor each permanently connected 
load. 

The Frequency of 18 months takes into consideration plant 
conditions required to perform the Surveillance and is intended to 
be consistent with an expected fuel cycle length of 18 months. 

This SR is modified by a Note. The reason for the Note is that 
performing the Surveillance would remove a required offsite circuit 
from service, perturb the electrical distribution system, and 
challenge safety systems. However, credit may be taken for 
unplanned events that satisfy this SR . 
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This item is intended to provide assurance that the electrical 
loads which are automatically connected to the DG during an 
accident sequence do not exceed its continuous rating. The test 
may be accomplished by analytical means rather than by physical 
testing, and addresses running current of the loads rather than 
starting current. The requirement to perform the test each 
18 months is based on the required frequency of an equivalent 
requirement in the former CE STS, NUREG 0212. 

1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 17 

2. Regulatory Guide 1.93, December 1974 

3. Generic Letter 84-15, July 2, 1984 

4. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 17 

5. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 18 

6. Regulatory Guide 1.9, Rev. 3, July 1993 

7. Regulatory Guide 1.137, Rev. 1, October 1979 

8. Generic Letter 94-01, May 31, 1994 

9. ASME, Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section XI 

10. IEEE Standard 308-1978 

11. Palisades Logic Drawing E-17, Sheet 4 
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B 3.8.2 AC Sources - Shutdown 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY 
ANALYSES 

LCO 

PALISADES 

A description of the AC sources is provided in the Bases for 
LCO 3.8.1, "AC Sources - Operating." 

The safety analyses do not explicitly address electrical power. 
They do, however, assume that various electrically powered and 
controlled equipment is available. Electrical power is necessary 
to terminate and mitigate the effects of many postulated events 
which could occur in MODE 5 or 6. 

Analyzed events which might occur in MODE 5 or 6 are Loss of PCS 
inventory or Loss of PCS Flow, (which in MODE 5 or 6 would be 
grouped as a Loss of Shutdown Cooling event), and radioactive 
releases (Fuel Handling Accident, Cask Drop, Radioactive Gas 
Release, Etc.). 

In general, when the plant is shut down, the Technical 
Specifications requirements ensure that the plant has the 
capability to mitigate the consequences of postulated accidents. 
However, assuming a single failure and concurrent loss of all 
offsite or all onsite power is not required. The rationale for 
this is based on the fact that many Design Basis Accidents (DBAs) 
that are analyzed in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 have no specific analyses 
in MODE 5 or MODE 6. Worst case bounding events are deemed not 
credible in MODE 5 or 6 because the primary coolant temperature and 
pressure, and the corresponding stresses result in the 
probabilities of occurrence being significantly reduced, and in 
minimal consequences. 

This LCO requires one offsite circuit to be OPERABLE. One OPERABLE 
offsite circuit ensures that all required loads may be powered from 
offsite power. Since only one offsite AC source is required, 
independence is not a criterion. Any of the three offsite 
supplies, Safeguards Transformer 1~1, Station Power Transformer 
1-2, or Startup Transformer 1-2.is acceptable as a qualified 
circuit. 

An OPERABLE DG, associated with a distribution subsystem required 
to be OPERABLE by LCO 3.8.10, ensures a diverse power source is 
available to provide electrical power support, assuming a loss of 
the offsite circuit . 
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Together, OPERABILITY of the required offsite circuit and DG 
ensures the availability of sufficient AC sources to operate the 
plant in a safe manner and to mitigate the consequences of 
postulated events during shutdown (e.g., fuel handling accidents 
and loss of shutdown cooling). 

The DG must be capable of starting, accelerating to rated speed and 
voltage, connecting to its respective 2400 volt bus on detection of 
bus undervoltage, and accepting required loads. Proper "Normal 
Shutdown" loading sequence, and tripping of nonessential loads, is 
a required function for DG OPERABILITY. A Service Water Pump must 
be started soon after the DG to assure continued DG operability. 
The OBA loading sequence is not required to be OPERABLE since the 
Safety Injection Signal is disabled during MODE 5 operation. 

APPLICABILITY The AC sources required to be OPERABLE in MODES 5 and 6, and during 
movement of irradiated fuel assemblies provide assurance that 
equipment and instrumentation ts available to: 

a. Provide coolant inventory makeup, 

b. Mitigate a fuel handling accident, 

c. Mitigate shutdown events that can lead to core damage, 

d. Monitoring and maintaining the plant in MODE 5 or 6. 

The· AC source requirements for MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 are addressed 
in LCO 3.8.l, "AC Sources - Operating." 

ACTIONS A.l 

PALISADES 

An offsite circuit would be considered inoperable if it were not 
available to supply the 2400 volt safety related bus or buses 
required by LCO 3.8.10. Since the required offsite AC source is 
only required to support features required by other LCOs, the 
option to declare those required features with no offsite power 
available to be inoperable, assures that appropriate ACTIONS will 
be implemented in accordance with the affected LCOs . 
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ACTIONS A.2.1, A.2.2, A.2.3, A.2.4, B.l, B.2, B.3, and B.4 
(continued) 

PALISADES 

ACTION A.l may involve undesired and unnecessary administrative 
efforts, therefore, ACTIONS A.2 provide alternate, but sufficiently 
conservative, ACTIONS. 

With the required DG inoperable, the minimum required diversity of 
AC power sources is not available. 

ACTIONS A.2 and B.l require suspension of CORE ALTERATIONS, 
movement of irradiated fuel assemblies, and operations involving 
positive reactivity additions. The suspension of CORE ALTERATIONS 
and movement of irradiated fuel assemblies does not preclude 
actions to place a fuel assembly in a safe location; the suspension 
of positive reactivity additions does not preclude actions to 
maintain or increase reactor vessel inventory provided the required 
SHUTDOWN MARGIN is maintained. 

These ACTIONS minimize the probability or the occurrence of 
postulated events. It is further required to immediately initiate 
action to restore the required AC sources (and to continue this 
action until restoration is accomplished) in order to provide the 
necessary AC power to the plant safety systems. 

The Completion Time of ''immediately" is consistent with the 
required times for actions requiring prompt attention. The 
restoration of the required AC power sources should be completed as 
quickly as possible in order to minimize the time during which the 
plant safety systems may be without sufficient power. 

LCO 3.0.6 states that the Conditions of a supported system need not 
be ·entered solely due to the inoperability of a required support 
system unless otherwise noted in the support system Actions. 
Therefore, without a Note, the Distributinn System's ACTIONS would 
not necessarily be entered even if all AC sources to it are 
inoperable, resulting in de-energization. Therefore, the Required 
Actions of Condition A are modified by a Note to indicate that when 
Condition A is entered with no AC power to one ESF bus, the 
applicable ACTIONS for LCO 3.8.10 must be immediately entered. 
This Note allows Condition A to provide requirements for the loss 
of the required AC source, whether or not a train is de-energized. 
LCO 3.8.10 provides the appropriate restrictions for the situation 
involving a de-energized train. 
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AC Sources - Shutdown 
B 3.8.2 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.2.1 (Shutdown AC power surveillance) 
REQUIREMENTS 

REFERENCES 

PALISADES 

SR 3.8.2.1 requires the SRs from LCO 3.8.l that are necessary for 
ensuring the OPERABILITY of the AC sources in MODE 5 and 6. 

The SRs from LCO 3.8.1 which are required are those which both 
support a feature required in MODE 5 or 6 and which can be 
performed without effecting the OPERABILITY or reliability of the 
required sources. 

With only one DG available, many tests cannot be performed since 
their performance would render that DG inoperable during the test. 
This is the case for tests which require DG loading: SRs 3.8.1.3, 
3.8.1.8, 3.8.1.9, 3.8.1.10, 3.8.1.11, 3.8.1.12, 3.8.1.13, and 
3.8.1.14. 

With only one DG and only one offsite circuit available, SR 3.8.1.7 
cannot be performed. 

None 
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B 3.8.3 Diesel Fuel Oil and Lube Oil 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY 
ANALYSES 

PALISADES 

The diesel generators (DGs) are provided with a storage tank having 
a required fuel oil inventory sufficient to operate one diesel for 
a period of 7 days, while the DG is supplying maximum post-accident 
loads. This onsite fuel oil capacity is sufficient to operate the 
DG for longer than the time to replenish the onsite supply from 
offsite sources. 

Fuel oil is transferred from the Fuel Oil Storage Tank to either 
day tank by either of two fuel oil transfer pumps. 

For proper operation of the standby DGs, it is necessary to ensure 
the proper quality of the fuel oil. Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.137 
addresses the recommended fuel oil practices as supplemented by 
ANSI Nl95-1976. 

The DG lubrication system is designed to provide sufficient 
lubrication to permit proper operation of its associated DG under 
all loading conditions. The system is required to circulate the 
lube oil to the diesel engine working surfaces and to remove excess 
heat generated by friction during operation. The onsite storage in 
addition to the engine oil sump is sufficient to ensure 7 days of 
continuous operation. This supply is sufficient supply to allow 
the operator to replenish lube oil from offsite sources. Implicit 
in this LCO is the requirement to assure, though not necessarily by 
testing, the capability to transfer the lube oil from its storage 
location to the DG oil sump, while the DG is running. 

A description of the Safety Analyses applicable in MODES 1, 2, 3, 
and 4 is provided in the Bases for LCO 3.8.1, "AC Sources 
Operating"; in MODE 5 and MODE 6, in the Bases for LCO 3.8.2 "AC 
Sources - Shutdown." 
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Stored diesel fuel oil is required to have sufficient supply for 
7 days of full accident load operation. It is also required to 
meet specific standards for quality. The specified 7 day 
requirement and the 6 day quantity listed in Condition 3.8.3.A are 
taken from the Engineering Analysis associated with Event Report 
E-PAL-93-026B. 

Additionally, sufficient lube oil supply must be available to 
ens~re the capability to operate· at full accident load for 7 days. 
This requirement is in addition to the lube oil contained in the 
engine sump. The specified 7 day requirement and the 6 day 
quantity listed in Condition 3.8.3.B are based on an assumed lube 
oil consumption of I gallon per hour. 

These requirements, in conjunction with an ability to obtain 
replacement supplies within 7 days, support the availability of the 
DGs. DG day tank fuel requirements, and fuel oil transfer 
capability from the storage tank to the day tanks, are addressed in 
LCOs 3.8.1, and 3.8.2. 

APPLICABILITY The DGs are required by LCOs 3.8.1 and 3.8.2 to ensure the 
availability of the required AC power to shut down the reactor and 
maintain it in a safe shutdown condition following a loss of 
off-site power. Since stored diesel fuel oil and lube oil support 
LCOs 3.8.1 and 3.8.2, stored diesel fuel oil and lube oil are 
required to be within limits when either DG is required to be 
OPERABLE. 

ACTIONS A.I 

PALISADES 

In this Condition, the available DG fuel oil supply is less than 
the required 7 day supply, but enough for at least 6 days. This 
condition allows sufficient time to obtain additional fuel and to 
perform the sampling and analyses required prior to addition of 
fuel oil to the tank. A period of 48 hours is considered 
sufficient to complete restoration of the required inventory prior 
to declaring the DGs inoperable. 

In this Condition, the available DG lube oil supply is less than 
the required 7 day supply, but enough for at least 6 days. This 
condition allows sufficient time to obtain additional lube oil. A 
period of 48 hours is considered sufficient to complete restoration 
of the required inventory prior to declaring the DGs inoperable . 
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Diesel Fuel and Lube Oil 
B 3.8.3 

ACTIONS C.l 
(continued) 

PALISADES 

Diesel fuel oil with viscosity, or water and sediment out of limits 
is not necessarily unacceptable for short term DG operation. 
Viscosity is important primarily because of its effect on the 
handling of the fuel by the pump and injector system; water and 
sediment provides an indication of fuel contamination. When the 
fuel oil stored in the Fuel Oil Storage Tank is determined to be 
out of viscosity, or water and sediment limits, but acceptable for 
short term DG operation, it will be restored to within limits 
within 7 days. (If the fuel oil stored in the Fuel Oil Storage 
Tank is determined to be unacceptable for even short term usage, 
the affected DGs must be declared inoperable.) The 7 day 
Completion Time allows for further evaluation, resampling, and 
reanalysis of the DG fuel oil. 

With the stored fuel oil properties defined in the Fuel oil Testing 
Program not within the required limits, but acceptable for short 
term DG operation, a period of 31 days is allowed for restoring the 
stored fuel oil properties. This period provides sufficient time 
to determine if new fuel oil, when mixed with stored fuel oil, will 
produce an acceptable mixture, or if other methods to restore the 
stored fuel oil properties are required. This restoration may 
involve feed and bleed procedures, filtering, or combinations of 
these procedures. Even if a DG start and load was required during 
this time interval and the fuel oil properties were outside limits, 
there is a high likelihood that the DG would still be capable of 
performing its intended function. 

Ll 

With a Required Action and associated Completion Time not met, or 
with diesel fuel oil or lube oil not within limits for reasons 
other than addressed by Conditions A through D, the associated DG 
may be incapable of performing its intended function and must be 
immediately declared inoperable . 
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.3.l (Fuel oil quantity check) 
REQUIREMENTS 

PALISADES 

This SR provides verification that there is an adequate inventory 
of fuel oil in the storage tank to support either DG's operation 
for 7 days at full post-accident load. The 7 day period is 
sufficient time to place the plant in a safe shutdown condition and 
to bring in replenishment fuel from an offsite location. 

The 24 hour Frequency is specified to ensure that a sufficient 
supply of fuel oil is available, since the Fuel Oil Storage Tank is 
the fuel oil supply for the diesel fire pumps, heating boilers, and 
rad waste evaporators, in addition to the DGs. 

SR 3.8.3.2 (Lube oil quantity check) 

This Surveillance ensures that sufficient lube oil inventory is 
available to support at least 7 days of full accident load 
operation for one DG. The 175 gallon requirement is based on an 
estimated consumption of 1 gallon per hour. 

A 31 day Frequency is adequate to ensure that a sufficient lube oil 
supply is onsite, since DG starts and run times are closely 
monitored by the plant staff. 

SR 3.8.3.3 (Fuel oil quality check) 

The tests listed below are a means of determining whether new fuel 
oil and stored fuel oil are of the ~ppropriate grade and have not 
been contaminated with substances that would have an immediate, 
detrimental impact on diesel engine combustion. 

Testing for viscosity, specific gravity, and water and sediment is 
completed for fuel oil delivered to the plant prior to its being 
added to the Fuel Oil Storage Tank. Fuel oil which fails the test, 
but has not been added to the Fuel Oil Storage Tank does not imply 
failure of this SR and requires no specific action. If results 
from these tests are within acceptable limits, the fuel oil may be 
added to the storage tank without concern for contaminating the 
entire volume of fuel oil in the storage tanks. 

Fuel oil is tested for other of the parameters specified in ASTM 
D975 in accordance with the Fuel Oil Testing Program required by 
Specification 5.5.11. Fuel oil determined to have one or more 
measured parameters outside acceptable limits will be evaluated for 
its effect on DG operation. Fuel oil which is determined to be 
acceptable for short term DG operation, but outside limits will be 
restored to within limits in accordance with Condition D. Fuel oil 
which is determined to be unacceptable for even short term DG 
operation is cause for the DGs to be declared inoperable . 
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PALISADES 

Diesel Fuel and Lube Oil 
B 3.8.3 

SR 3.8.3.4 (Fuel Oil Storage Tank water check) 

Microbiological fouling is a major cause of fuel oil degradation. 
There are numerous bacteria that can grow in fuel oil and cause 
fouling, but all must have a water environment in order to survive. 
Removal of water from the Fuel Oil Storage Tank once every 92 days 
eliminates the necessary environment for bacterial survival. This 
is the most effective means of controlling microbiological fouling. 
In addition, it reduces the potential for water entrainment in the 
fuel oil during DG operation. Water may come from any of several 
sources, including condensation, ground water, rain water, and 
contaminated fuel oil, and from breakdown of the fuel oil by 
bacteria. Frequent checking for and removal of accumulated water 
minimizes fouling and provides data regarding the watertight 
integrity of the fuel oil system. The Surveillance Frequencies and 
acceptance criteria are established in the Fuel Oil Testing Program 
based, in part, on those recommended by RG 1.137. This SR is for 
preventative maintenance. The presence of water does not 
necessarily represent failure of this SR provided the accumulated 
water is removed in accordance with the requirements of the Fuel 
Oil Testing Program. 

1. Regulatory Guide 1.137 

2. ANSI Nl95-1976, Appendix B 

3. ASTM Standards, D975, Table 1 
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B 3.8.4 DC Sources - Operating 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

PALISADES 

The station DC electrical power system provides the AC power system 
with control power. It also provides control power to selected 
safety related equipment and power to the preferred AC Buses (via 
inverters). As required by 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 17, the DC 
electrical power system is designed to have sufficient 
independence, redundancy, and testability to perform its safety 
functions, assuming a single failure. 

The 125 VDC electrical power system consists of two independent and 
redundant safety related Class lE DC power sources. Each DC source 
consists of one 125 volt battery, two battery chargers, and the 
associated control equipment and interconnecting cabling. 

Each station battery has two associated battery chargers, one 
powered by the associated AC power distribution system (the 
directly connected chargers) and one powered from the opposite AC 
power distribution system (the cross-connected chargers). The 
battery chargers are normally operated in pairs, either both direct 
connected chargers or both cross-connected chargers, to assure a 
diverse AC supply. 

During normal operation, the 125 VDC load is powered from the 
battery chargers with the batteries floating on the system. In 
case of loss of normal power from the battery charger, the DC load 
continues to be powered from the station batteries. 

The DC power distribution system is described in the Bases for 
LCO 3.8.9, "Distributions System Operating". 

Each battery has adequate storage capacity to carry the required 
load continuously for at least 4 hours and to perform three 
complete cycles of intermittent loads discussed in the FSAR, 
Chapter 8. 

Each 125 volt battery is separately housed in a ventilated room 
apart from its charger and distribution centers. Each DC source is 
separated physically and electrically from the other DC source to 
ensure that a single failure in one source does not cause a failure 
in a redundant source. 
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BACKGROUND 
(continued) 

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY 
ANALYSES 

• LCO 

• PALISADES 

The batteries for the DC power sources are sized to produce 
required capacity at 80% of nameplate rating, corresponding to 
warranted capacity at end of life cycles and the 100% design 
demand. The voltage limit is 2.13 volts per cell, which 
corresponds to a total minimum voltage output of 125.7 volts per 
battery discussed in the FSAR, Chapter 8. The criteria for sizing 
large lead storage batteries are defined in IEEE-485. 

Each DC electrical power source has ample power output capacity for 
the steady state operation of connected loads during normal 
operation, while at the same time maintaining its battery fully 
charged. Each battery charger also has sufficient capacity to 
restore the battery from the design minimum charge to its fully 
charged state within 24 hours while supplying normal steady state 
loads discussed in the FSAR, Chapter 8. 

A description of the Safety Analyses applicable in MODES 1, 2, 3, 
and 4 is provided in the Bases for LCO 3.8.1 "AC Sources 
Operating." 

The DC power sources, each consisting of one battery, one directly 
connected battery charger and the corresponding control equipment 
and interconnecting cabling supplying power to the associated bus 
within the train are required to be OPERABLE to ensure the 
availability of DC control power and Preferred AC power to shut 
down the reactor and maintain it in a safe condition. 

An OPERABLE DC electrical power source requires its battery to be 
OPERABLE and connected to the associated DC bus. In order for the 
battery to remain OPERABLE, one charger must be in service. 

The LCO specifies chargers Dl5 and Dl6 because those chargers are 
powered by the AC power distribution system and DG associated with 
the battery they supply. If only the cross-connected chargers were 
OPERABLE, and a loss of off-site power should occur concurrently 
with the loss of one DG, both safeguards trains would eventually 
become disabled. One train would be disabled by the lack of AC 
motive power; the other would become disabled when the battery, 
whose only OPERABLE charger is fed by the failed DG, became 
depleted . 
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APPLICABLE 
SAFETY 
ANALYSES 

(continued) 

The required chargers, Dl5 and Dl6, must be OPERABLE, but need not 
actually be in service because the probability of a concurrent loss 
of offsite power and loss of one DG is low, battery charging 
current is not needed immediately after an accident, and the 
standby chargers may be placed in service quickly. 

APPLICABILITY The DC sources are required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3, or 4 
to ensure that redundant sources of DC power are available to 
support engineered safeguards equipment and plant instrumentation 
in the event of an accident or transient. The DC sources also 
support the equipment and instrumentation necessary for power 
operation, plant heatups and cooldowns, and shutdown operation. 

ACTIONS 

PALISADES 

The DC source requirements for MODES 5 and 6 are addressed in 
LCO 3. 8. 5, "DC Sources - Shutdown." 

A. l and A. 2 

With one of the required chargers (Dl5 or Dl6) inoperable, the 
cross-connected charger must be immediately placed in service, if 
it is not already in service, to maintain the battery in OPERABLE 
status. In order to limit the time when the DC source is not 
capable of continuously meeting the single failure criterion, the 
required charger must be restored to OPERABLE status within 7 days. 

The 7 day completion time was chosen to allow trouble shooting, 
location of parts, and repair. 

B.l and B.2 

With one battery inoperable, the associated DC system cannot meet 
its design. It lacks bpth the surge capacity and the independence 
from AC power sources which the battery provides if offsite power 
is lost. Placing the second battery charger in service provides 
two benefits: 1) restoration of the capacity to supply a sudden DC 
power demand, and 2) restoration of adequate DC power in the 
affected train as soon as either AC power distribution system is 
re-energized following a loss of offsite power . 
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In order to restore the DC source to its design capability, the 
battery must be restored to OPERABLE status within 24 hours. The 
24 hour Completion Time is a feature of the original Palisades 
licensing basis and reflects the availability to provide two trains 
of DC power from either AC distribution system. Furthermore, it 
provides a reasonable time to assess plant status as a function of 
the inoperable DC electrical power source and, if the battery is 
not restored to OPERABLE status, to prepare to effect an orderly 
and safe plant shutdown. 

C.l and C.2 

If the inoperable DC electrical power source cannot be restored to 
OPERABLE status within the required Completion Time, the plant must 
be brought to a MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To achieve 
this status, the plant must be brought to at least MODE 3 within 
6 hours and to MODE 5 within 36 hours. The allowed Completion 
Times are reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the 
required plant conditions from full power conditions in an orderly 
manner and without challenging plant systems. 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.4.1 (Float voltage check) 
REQUIREMENTS 

PALISADES 

Verifying battery terminal voltage while on float charge helps to 
ensure the effectiveness of the charging system and the ability of 
the batteries to perform their intended function. Float charge is 
the condition in which the charger is supplying the continuous 
current required to overcome the internal losses of a battery and 
maintain the battery in a fully charged state. The specified 
voltage is the product of the Table 3.8.6-1 Category C limit for an 
individual cell and the number of cells in the battery. It 
corresponds to the minimum acceptable setting of the low voltage 
alarm on the DC buses. The 7 day Frequency is consistent with 
manufacturer and IEEE-450 recommendations. 

SR 3.8.4.2 (Terminal and connector condition check) 

Visual inspection to detect corrosion of the battery terminals and 
connectors, or measurement of the resistance of each intercell and 
terminal connection, provides an indication of physical damage or 
abnormal deterioration that could potentially degrade battery 
performance. 

The specified limit of 120% of the resistance at initial 
installation is in accordance with the manufacturers 
recommendations. 
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B 3.8.4 

The Surveillance Frequency for these inspections, which can detect 
conditions that can cause power losses due to resistance heating, 
is 92 days. This Frequency is considered acceptable based on 
operating experience related to detecting corrosion trends. 

SR 3.8.4.3 (Battery inspection) 

Visual inspection of the battery cells, cell plates, and racks 
provides an indication of physical damage or abnormal deterioration 
that could potentially degrade battery performance. 

The 12 month Frequency for this SR is consistent with IEEE-450, 
which recommends detailed visual inspection of cell condition and 
rack integrity on a yearly basis. 

SR 3.8.4.4 and SR 3.8.4.5 (Cleaning and resistance) 

Visual inspection and resistance measurements of intercell and 
terminal connections provide an indication of physical damage or 
abnormal deterioration that could indicate degraded battery 
condition. The anticorrosion material is used to help ensure good 
electrical connections and to reduce terminal deterioration. The 
visual inspection for corrosion is not intended to require removal 
of and inspection under each terminal connection. The removal of 
visible corrosion is a preventive maintenance SR. The presence of 
visible corrosion does not necessarily represent a failure of this 
SR provided visible corrosion is removed during performance of 
SR 3.8.4.4. 

The Surveillance Frequencies of 12 months is consistent with 
IEEE-450, which recommends cell to cell and terminal connection 
resistance measurement on a yearly basis. 

SR 3.8.4.6 (Charger test) 

This SR requires that each battery charger be capable of supplying 
180 amps at· 125 volts for ~ 8 hours. These requirements are based 
on the design capacity of the chargers. The chargers are rated at 
200 amps; the specified 180 amps provides margin between the 
charger rating and the test requirement. 

The Surveillance Frequency is acceptable, given the ~lant 
conditions required to perform the test and the other 
administrative controls existing to ensure adequate charger 
performance during these 18 month intervals. In addition, this 
Frequency is intended to be consistent with expected fuel cycle 
lengths. 
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DC Sources - Operating 
B 3.8.4 

A battery service test is a special test of battery capability, as 
found, to satisfy the design requirements (battery duty cycle) of 
the DC electrical power system. The discharge rate and test length 
should correspond .to the design duty cycle requirements as 
specified in FSAR Chapter 8. 

The Surveillance Frequency of 18 months is consistent with the 
recommendations of RG 1.32 and RG 1.129, which state that the 
battery service test should be performed during refueling 
operations, or at some other outage, with intervals between tests 
not to exceed 18 months. 

This SR is modified by two Notes. Note 1 allows the performance of 
a modified performance discharge test in lieu of a service test. 

Note 2 requires that the plant be in MODE 5 or 6, because 
performing the Surveillance requires disconnecting the battery from 
the DC distribution buses and connecting it to a test load resistor 
bank. This action makes the battery inoperable and completely 
unavailable for use. 

SR 3.8.4.8 (Performance test) 

A battery performance discharge test is a test of constant current 
capacity of a battery, normally done in the ''as found" condition, 
after having been in service, to detect any change in the capacity 
determined by the acceptance test. The test is intended to 
determine overall battery degradation due to age and usage. 

The modified performance discharge test is a simulated duty cycle 
consisting of just two rates; the one minute rate published for the 
battery or the largest current load of the duty cycle, followed by 
the test rate employed for the performance test, both of which 
envelope the duty cycle of the service test. Since the 
ampere-hours removed by a rated one minute discharge represents a 
very small portion of the battery capacity, the test rate can be 
changed to that for the performance test without compromising the 
results of the performance discharge test. The battery terminal 
voltage for the modified performance discharge test should remain 
above the minimum battery terminal voltage specified in the battery 
service test for the duration of time equal to that of the service 
test . 
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A modified discharge test is a test of the battery capacity and its 
ability to provide a high rate, short duration load (usually the 
highest rate of the duty cycle). This will often confirm the 
battery's ability to meet the critical period of the load duty 
cycle, in addition to determining its percentage of rated capacity. 
Initial conditions for the modified performance discharge test 
should be identical to those specified for a service test. 

Either the battery performance discharge test or the modified 
performance discharge test is acceptable for satisfying SR 3.8.4.7; 
however, only the modified performance discharge test may be used 
to satisfy SR 3.8.4.8 while satisfying the requirements of 
SR 3.8.4.7 at the same time. 

The acceptance criteria for this Surveillance are consistent with 
the recommendations of IEEE-450 and IEEE-485. These references 
recommend that the battery be replaced if its capacity is below 
80% of the manufacturer rating. A capacity of 80% shows that the 
battery rate of deterioration is increasing, even if there is ample 
capacity to meet the load requirements. 

The Surveillance Frequency for this test is normally 60 months. If 
the battery shows degradation, or if the battery has reached 85% of 
its expected life and capacity is< 100% of the manufacturer's 
rating, the Surveillance Frequency is reduced to 12 months. 
However, if the battery shows no degradation but has reached 85% of 
its expected life, the Surveillance Frequency is only reduced to 
24 months for batteries that retain capacity ~ 100% of the 
manufacturer's rating .. Degradation is indicated, according to 
IEEE-450, when the battery capacity drops by more than 10% relative 
to its capacity on the previous performance test or when it is 
~ 10% below the manufacturer's rating. These Frequencies are 
consistent with the recommendations in IEEE-450. 

The reason for the restriction that the plant be in MODE 5 or 
MODE 6 is that performing the .Surveillance requires disconnecting 
the battery from the DC distribution buses and connecting it to a 
test load resistor bank. This action makes the battery inoperable 
and completely unavailable for use. 
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10 CFR.50, Appendix A, GDC 17 

FSAR, Chapter 8 

IEEE-485-1983, June 1983 

Regulatory Guide 1.93, December 1974 

IEEE-450-1987 

Regulatory Guide 1.32, February 1977 

Regulatory Guide 1.129, December 1974 
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SAFETY 
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LCO 

A description of the DC sources is provided in the Bases for 
LCO 3.8.4, "DC Sources - Operating." 

A description of the Safety Analyses applicable in MODE 5 and 6 is 
provided in the Bases for LCO 3.8.2 "AC Sources - Shutdown." 

This LCO requires those, and only those, DC power sources which 
supply the DC distribution subsystems required by LCO 3.8.10, to be 
OPERABLE. · Each DC source consists of one battery, one battery 
charger, and the corresponding control equipment and 
interconnecting cabling. This ensures the availability of 
sufficient DC power sources to maintain the plant in a safe manner 
and to mitigate the consequences of postulated events during 
shutdown (e.g., fuel handling accidents and loss of shutdown 
cooling). 

APPLICABILITY The DC power sources required to be OPERABLE in MODES 5 and 6, and 
during movement of irradiated fuel assemblies provide assurance 
that equipment and instrumentation is available to: 

PALISADES 

a. Provide coolant inventory makeup, 

b. Mitigate a fuel handling accident, 

c. Mitigate shutdown events that can lead to core damage, 

d. Monitoring and maintaining the plant in a MODE 5 or 6. 

The DC source requirements for MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 are addressed 
in LCO 3.8.4, "DC sources - Operating." 

B 3.8-39 
Amendment No: 



• 

BASES 

DC Sources - Shutdown 
B 3.8.5 

ACTIONS A.l 

PALISADES 

Since the required DC source is only required to support features 
required by other LCOs, the option to declare those required 
features with no DC power available to be inoperable, assures that 
appropriate ACTIONS will be implemented in accordance with the 
affected LCOs. 

A.2.1, A.2.2, A.2.3, and A.2.4 

ACTION A.l may involve undesired and unnecessary administrative 
efforts, therefore, ACTIONS A.2 provide alternate, but sufficiently 
conservative, ACTIONS. 

ACTIONS A.2 require suspension of CORE ALTERATIONS, movement of 
irradiated fuel assemblies, and operations involving positive 
reactivity additions. The suspension of CORE ALTERATIONS and 
movement of irradiated fuel assemblies does not preclude actions to 
place a fuel assembly in a safe location; the suspension of 
positive reactivity additions does not preclude actions to maintain 
or increase reactor vessel inventory provided the required SHUTDOWN 
MARGIN is maintained. 

These ACTIONS minimize the probability or the occurrence of 
postulated events. It is further required to immediately initiate 
action to restore the required DC sources (and to continue this 
action until restoration is accomplished) in order to provide the 
necessary DC power to the plant safety systems. 

The Completion Time of ''immediatelytt is consistent with the 
required times for actions requiring prompt attention. The 
restoration of the required DC power sources should be completed as 
quickly as possible in order to minimize the time during which the 
plant safety systems may be without sufficient control and 
Preferred AC power . 

B 3.8-40 
Amendment No: 



BASES 

DC Sources - Shutdown 
B 3.8.5 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.5.1 (Shutdown DC power surveillance) 
REQUIREMENTS 

REFERENCES 

PALISADES 

SR 3.8.5.1 requires the SRs from LCO 3.8.4 that are necessary for 
ensuring the OPERABILITY of the AC sources in MODE 5 and MODE 6. 

The SRs from LCO 3.8.4 which are required are those which can be 
performed without effecting the OPERABILITY or reliability of the 
required DC source. With only one battery available, loading tests 
cannot be performed since their performance would render that 
battery inoperable during the test. This is the case for 
SRs 3.8.4.6, 3.8.4.7, and 3.8.4.8. 

None 

B 3.8-41 
Amendment No: 



Battery Cell Parameters 
B 3.8.6 

• 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

• 

B 3.8.6 Battery Cell Parameters 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY 
ANALYSES 

LCO 

This LCO delineates the limits on electrolyte temperature, level, 
float voltage, and specific gravity for the DC power source 
batteries. A discussion of these batteries is provided in the 
Bases for LCO 3.8.4, "DC Sources - Operating." 

A description of the Safety Analyses applicable in MODES 1, 2, 3, 
and 4 is provided in the Bases for LCO 3.8.1, "AC Sources -
Operating"; in MODE 5 and MODE 6, in the Bases for LCO 3.8.2 "AC 
Sources - Shutdown." 

Battery cell parameters must remain within acceptable limits to 
ensure availability of the required DC power to shut down the 
reactor and maintain it in a safe condition after an anticipated 
operational occurrence or a postulated OBA. Battery cell limits 
are conservatively established, allowing continued DC electrical 
system function even when Category A and B limits are not met. 

The requirement to maintain the average 
representative cells above 70°F assures 
temperature is within the design band. 
function of battery temperature. 

temperature of 
that the battery 
Battery capacity is a 

APPLICABILITY The battery cell parameters are required solely for the support of 
the associated DC power sources. Therefore, they are only required 
when the DC power source is required to be OPERABLE. Refer to the 
Applicability discussions in the Bases for LCO 3.8.4, "DC Sources -
Operating'' and LCO 3.8.5, "DC Sources - Shutdown." 

PALISADES B 3.8-42 
Amendment No: 



• BASES 

ACTIONS 

• 

PALISADES 

A.l, A.2, and A.3 

Battery Cell Parameters 
B 3.8.6 

With one or more cells in one or more batteries not within Category 
A or B limits but within the Category C limits, the battery is not 
fully charged but there is still sufficient capacity to perform the 
intended function. Therefore, the affected battery is not required 
to be declared to be inoperable and continued operation is 
permitted for a limited period. 

The pilot cell electrolyte level and float voltage are required to 
be verified to meet the Category C limits within 1 hour (Required 
Action A.l). This check will provide a quick indication of the 
status of the remainder of the battery. One hour provides time to 
inspect the electrolyte level and to confirm the float voltage of 
the pilot cells. 

Verification that all cells meet the Category C limits (Required 
Action A.2) provides assurance that during the time needed to 
restore the parameters to the Category A and B limits, the battery 
will' still be capable of performing its intended function. A 
period of 24 hours is allowed to complete the initial verification 
because specific gravity measurements must be obtained for each 
connected cell. Taking into consideration both the time required 
to perform the required verification and the assurance that the 
battery cell parameters are not severely degraded, this time is 
con~idered reasonable. The verification is repeated at 7 day 
intervals until the parameters are restored to Category A and B 
limits. 

Battery cell parameters must be restored to Category A and B limits 
with i n 31 days . 

With the temperature of representative cells below the design 
temperature, or with one or more battery cells with parameters 
outside the Category C limits, sufficient capacity to supply the 
maximum expected load requirement is not assured and the 
corresponding battery must be declared inoperable. 

Additionally, if battery cells cannot be restored to meeting 
Category A or B limits within 31 days, a serious difficulty with 
the battery is indicated and the battery must be declared to be 
inoperable. 

B 3.8-43 
Amendment No: 



• 

• 

Battery Cell Parameters 
B 3.8.6 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.6.1 (Pilot cell checks) 
REQUIREMENTS 

PALISADES 

This SR verifies that Category A battery cell parameters are 
consistent with IEEE-450, which recommends regular battery 
inspections (at least one per month) including voltage, specific 
gravity, and electrolyte temperature of pilot cells. The monthly 
frequency specified is a feature of the initial Palisades license, 
and is the same as those other pilot cell tests specified in 
Surveillance 3.8.6.2. 

SR 3.8.6.2 (Temperature checks) 

This Surveillance verification that the average temperature of 
representative cells is > 70°F is consistent with a recommendation 
of IEEE-450, which states that the temperature of electrolytes in 
representative cells should be determined on a quarterly basis. 
However, a monthly frequency is specified which is a feature of the 
initial Palisades license, and is the same as those other pilot 
cell tests specified in Surveillance 3.8.6.1. 

Lower than normal temperatures act to inhibit or reduce battery 
capacity. This SR ensures that the operating temperatures remain 
within an acceptable operating range. This limit is based on 
manufacturer recommendations . 

SR 3.8.6.3 (Connected cell checks) 

The quarterly inspection of specific gravity and voltage is 
consistent with the recommendations of IEEE-450. 

Table 3.8.6-1 

This table delineates the limits on electrolyte level, float 
voltage, and specific gravity for three different categories. 
Each category is discussed below. 

Category A defines the fully charged parameter limit for each 
designated pilot cell in each battery. The cells selected as pilot 
cells are those whose temperature, voltage and specific gravity 
approximate the state of charge of the entire battery. 

Category B defines the normal parameter limits for each connected 
cell. The term "connected cell" excludes any battery cell that may 
be jumpered out. 

The Category A and B limits for the Palisades batteries are the 
same. The two Categories are maintained in the table to be 
consistent with IEEE 450 terminology and with the Standard 
Technical Specifications . 

B 3.8-44 
Amendment No: 



• 

• 

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS 

(continued) 

PALISADES 

Battery Cell Parameters 
B 3.8.6 

The Category A and B limits specified for electrolyte level are 
based on manufacturer recommendations and are consistent with the 
guidance in IEEE-450, with the extra \ inch allowance above the 
high water level indication for operating margin to account for 
temperatures and charge effects. In addition to this allowance, 
footnote (a) to Table 3.8.6-1 permits the electrolyte level to be 
above the specified maximum level during equalizing charge, 
provided it is not overflowing. These limits ensure that the 
plates suffer no physical damage, and that adequate electron 
transfer capability is maintained in the event of transient 
conditions. IEEE-450 recommends that electrolyte level readings 
should be made only after the battery has been at float charge for 
at least 72 hours. 

The Category A and B limit specified for float voltage is 
~ .2.13 volts per cell. This value is based on a recommendation of 
IEEE-450, which states that prolonged operation of cells 
< 2.13 volts can reduce their life expectancy. 

The Category A and B limit specified for specific gravity for each 
pilot cell is~ 1.200. This value is characteristic of a charged 
cell with adequate capacity. According to IEEE-450, the specific 
gravity readings are based on a temperature of 77°F {25°C). 

Category C defines the limit for each connected cell. These 
values, although reduced, provide assurance that sufficient 
capacity exists to perform the intended function and maintain a 
margin of safety. When any battery parameter is outside the 
Category C limit, the assurance of sufficient capacity described 
above no longer exists and the battery must be declared inoperable. 

The Category C limit specified for electrolyte level (above the top 
of the plates and not overflowing) ensures that the plates suffer 
no physical damage and maintain adequate electron transfer 
capability. The Category C limit for float voltage is based on 
IEEE-450, which states that a cell voltage of 2.07 volts or below, 
under float conditions and not caused by elevated temperature of 
the cell, indicates internal cell problems and may require cell 
replacement. 

The Category C limit of average specific gravity~ 1.190 is based 
on manufacturer recommendations {0.020 below the manufacturer 
recommended fully charged, nominal specific gravity). In addition 
to that limit, it is required that the specific gravity for each 
connected cell must be no less than 0.020 below the average of all 
connected cells. This limit ensures that the effect of a highly 
charged or new cell does not mask overall degradation of the 
battery . 

B 3.8-45 
Amendment No: 



• 

• 

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS 

(continued) 

REFERENCES 

PALISADES 

Battery Cell Parameters 
B 3.8.6 

The footnotes to Table 3.8.6-1 are applicable to Category A, B, 
and C specific gravity. Footnote (b) to Table 3.8.6-1 requires the 
above mentioned correction for electrolyte level and temperature, 
with the exception that level correction is not required when 
battery charging current is < 2 amps on float charge. This current 
provides, in general, an indication of overall battery condition. 

Because of specific gravity gradients that are produced during the 
recharging process, delays of several days may occur while waiting 
for the specific gravity to stabilize. A stabilized charger 
current is an acceptable alternative to specific gravity 
measurement for determining the state of charge. This phenomenon 
is discussed in IEEE-450. Footnote (c) to Table 3.8.6-1 allows the 
float charge current to be used as an alternate to specific gravity 
for up to 7 days following a battery equalizing recharge. Within 
7 days, each connected cell's specific gravity must be measured to 
confirm the state of charge. Following a minor battery recharge 
(such as equalizing charge that does not follow a deep discharge) 
specific gravity gradients are not significant, and confirming 
measurements may be made in less than 7 days. 

1. IEEE-450-1980 

B 3.8-46 
Amendment No: 



• 

Inverters - Operating 
B 3.8.7 

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

B 3.8.7 Inverters - Operating 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY 
ANALYSES 

LCO 

PALISADES 

The inverters are the normal source of power for the Preferred AC 
buses. The function of the inverter is to provide continuous AC 
electrical power to the Preferred AC buses, even in the event of an 
interruption to the normal AC power distribution system. A 
Preferred AC bus can be powered from the AC power distribution 
system via the Bypass Regulator if its associated inverter is out 
of service. An interlock prevents supplying more than one 
Preferred AC bus from the bypass regulator at any time. The 
station battery provides an uninterruptable power source for the 
instrumentation and controls for the Reactor Protective System 
(RPS) and the Engineered Safety Features (ESF). 

A description of the Safety Analyses applicable in MODES 1, 2, 3, 
and 4 is provided in the Bases for LCO 3.8.1 11 AC Sources 
Operating." 

The inverters ensure the availability of Preferred AC power for the 
instrumentation required to shut down the reactor and maintain it 
in a safe condition after an anticipated operational occurrence or 
a postulated OBA. 

Maintaining the inverters OPERABLE ensures that the redundancy 
incorporated into the RPS and ESF instrumentation and controls is 
maintained. The four inverters ensure an uninterruptable supply of 
AC electrical power to the Preferred AC buses even if the 2400 volt 
safety related buses are de-energized. 

An inverter is considered inoperable if it is not powering the 
associated Preferred AC bus, or if its output voltage or frequency 
is not within tolerances . 

B 3.8-47 
Amendment No: 



• 

BASES 

Inverters - Operating 
B 3.8.7 

APPLICABILITY The inverters are required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 
to ensure that redundant sources of Preferred AC power for 
instrumentation and control are available to support engineered 
safeguards equipment in the event of an accident or transient and 
for power operation, plant heatups and cooldowns, and shutdown 
operation. 

Inverter requirements for MODE 5 and 6 are addressed LCO 3.8.8, 
"Inverters - Shutdown." 

ACTIONS A.l 

PALISADES 

With an inverter inoperable, its associated Preferred AC bus 
becomes inoperable until it is manually re-energized from the 
bypass regulator. An inoperable Preferred AC Bus is addressed in 
LCO 3.8.9. 

Required Action A.l is modified by a Note, which states to enter 
the applicable conditions and Required Actions of LCO 3.8.9, 
"Distribution Systems - Operating," when Condition A is entered 
with one Preferred AC bus de-energized. This ensures the Preferred 
AC bus is re-energized within 8 hours . 

Required Action A.l allows 24 hours to fix the inoperable inverter 
and return it to service. The 24 hour limit is based upon 
engineering judgment, taking into consideration the time required 
to repair an inverter and the additional risk to which the plant is 
exposed because of the inverter inoperability. This has to be 
balanced against the risk of an immediate shutdown, along with the 
potential challenges to safety systems such a shutdown might 
entail. 

B.l and B.2 

If the inoperable devices or components cannot be restored to 
OPERABLE status within the required Completion Time, the plant must 
be brought to a MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To achieve 
this status, the plant must be brought to at least MODE 3 within 
6 hours and to MODE 5 within 36 hours. The allowed Completion 
Times are reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the 
required plant conditions from full power conditions in an orderly 
manner and without challenging plant systems. 

B 3.8-48 
Amendment No: 



BASES 

Inverters - Operating 
B 3.8.7 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.7.1 {Inverter checks) 
REQUIREMENTS 

REFERENCES 

PALISADES 

This Surveillance verifies that the inverters are functioning 
properly and Preferred AC buses energized from the inverter. The 
verification of proper voltage and frequency output ensures that 
the required power is readily available for the instrumentation of 
the RPS and ESF connected to the Preferred AC buses. The 7 day 
Frequency takes into account the redundant capability of the 
inverters and other indications available in the control room that 
alert the operator to inverter malfunctions. 

None 

B 3.8-49 
Amendment No: 
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B 3.8.8 

.3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 
( 

• 

• 

B 3.8.8 Inverters - Shutdown 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY 
ANALYSES 

LCO 

A description of the inverters is provided in the Basei for 
LCO 3.8.7, "Inverters - Operating." 

A description of the Safety Analyses applicable in MODE 5 and 6 is 
provided in the Bases for LCO 3.8.2 11 AC Sources - Shutdown." 

This LCO requires those, and only those, inverters necessary to 
support the Preferred AC buses required by LCO 3.8.10, to be 
OPERABLE. 

This ensures the availability of sufficient Preferred AC electrical 
power to operate the plant in a safe manner and to mitigate the 
consequences of postulated events during shutdown (e.g., fuel 
handling accidents and loss of shutdown cooling) . 

An inverter is considered inoperable if it is not powering the 
associated Preferred AC bus, or if its voltage or frequency is not 
within tolerances. 

APPLICABILITY The inverters required to be OPERABLE in MODE 5 and 6, and during 
movement of irradiated fuel assemblies provide assurance that 
equipment and instrumentation is available to: 

PALISADES 

a. Provide coolant inventory makeup, 

b. Mitigate a fuel handling accident, 

c. Mitigate shutdown events that can lead to core damage, 

d. Monitoring and maintaining the plant in MODE 5 or 6. 

Inverter requirements for MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 are addressed in 
LCO 3.8.7, "Inverters - Operating." 

B 3.8-50 
Amendment No: 



Inverters - Shutdown 
B 3.8.8 

~ _BA_S_E_S~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

ACTIONS A.I 

PALISADES 

An inverter would be considered inoperable if it were not available 
to supply its associated Preferred AC bus. Since the inverter and 
its associated Preferred AC Bus is only required to support 
features required by other LCOs, the option to declare those 
required features without inverter supplied Preferred AC power 
available to be inoperable, assures that appropriate ACTIONS will 
be implemented in accordance with the affected LCOs. 

A.2.I, A.2.2, A.2.3, and A.2.4 

ACTION A.I may involve undesired and unnecessary administrative 
efforts, therefore, ACTIONS A.2 provide alternate, but sufficiently 
conservative, ACTIONS. 

ACTIONS A.2 require suspension of CORE ALTERATIONS, movement of 
irradiated fuel assemblies, and operations involving positive 
reactivity additions. The suspension of CORE ALTERATIONS and 
movement of irradiated fuel assemblies does not preclude actions to 
place a fuel assembly in a safe location; the suspension of 
positive reactivity additions does not preclude actions to maintain 
or increase reactor vessel inventory provided the required SHUTDOWN 
MARGIN is maintained. 

These ACTIONS minimize the probability or the occurrence of 
postulated events. It is further required to immediately initiate 
action to restore the required inverters (and to continue this 
action until restoration is accomplished) in order to provide the 
required inverter supplied Preferred AC power to the plant 
instrument and control systems. 

The Completion Time of "immediately" is consistent with the 
required times for actions requiring prompt attention. The 
restoration of the required inverters should be completed as 
quickly as possible in order to minimize the time during which the 
plant safety systems may be without inverter supplied Preferred AC 
power. 

B 3.8-5I 
Amendment No: 



• 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.8.l (inverter checks) 
REQUIREMENTS 

Inverters - Shutdown 
B 3.8.8 

A description of the basis for this SR is provided in the bases for 
SR 3.8.7.1. 

REFERENCES None 

PALISADES B 3.8-52 
Amendment No: 



Distribution Systems - Operating 
B 3.8.9 

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

B 3.8.9 Distribution Systems - Operating 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY 
ANALYSES 

PALISADES 

The onsite Class IE AC, DC, and Preferred AC bus electrical power 
distribution systems are divided into two redundant and independent 
electrical power distribution trains. Each electrical power 
distribution train is made up of several subsystems which include 
the safety related buses, load centers, motor control centers, and 
distribution panels shown in Table B 3.8.9-I. 

The Class IE 2400 volt safety related buses, Bus IC and Bus ID, are 
normally powered from offsite, but can be powered from the DGs, as 
explained in the Background section of the Bases for LCD 3.8.I, "AC 
Sources - Operating." Each 2400 volt safety related bus supplies 
one train of Class IE the 480 volt distribution system. The buses 
and motor control centers which make up the Class IE portion of the 
480 Volt distribution system are listed in Table B 3.8.9-I. 

The I20 volt Preferred AC buses are normally powered from the 
inverters. The alternate power supply for the buses is a constant 
voltage transformer, called the Bypass Regulator. Use of the Bypass 
regulator is governed by LCO 3.8.7, "Inverters - Operating." The 
bypass regulator is powered from the non-Class IE instrument AC 
bus, Y-OI. The Instrument AC bus is normally powered through an 
automatic bus transfer switch, an instrument AC transformer, and 
isolation fuses. Its normal power source is MCC-I. Loss of power 
to MCC-I will cause automatic transfer of the Instrument AC bus to 
MCC-2. 

There are two independent I25 volt DC electrical power distribution 
subsystems. 

A description of the Safety Analyses applicable in MODES I, 2, 3, 
and 4 is provided in the Bases for LCD 3.8.I, "AC Sources -
Operating." 

B 3.8-53 
Amendment No: 



BASES 

LCO 

• PALISADES 

Distribution Systems - Operating 
B 3.8.9 

The AC, DC, and Preferred AC bus electrical power distribution 
subsystems are required to be OPERABLE. The required power 
distribution subsystems listed in Table B 3.8.9-I ensure the 
availability of AC, DC, and Preferred AC bus electrical power for 
the systems required to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a 
safe condition after an anticipated operational occurrence or a 
postulated OBA. 

Maintaining both trains of AC, DC, and Preferred AC bus electrical 
power distribution subsystems OPERABLE ensures that the redundancy 
incorporated into the plant design is not defeated. Therefore, a 
single failure within any electrical power distribution subsystem 
will not prevent safe shutdown of the reactor. 

OPERABLE electrical power distribution subsystems require the 
buses, load centers, motor control centers, and distribution panels 
listed in Table B 3.8.9-I to be energized to their proper voltages. 
In addition, tie breakers between redundant safety related AC power 
distribution subsystems must be open when a 2400 volt source is 
OPERABLE for each train. This prevents any electrical malfunction 
in any power distribution subsystem from propagating to the 
redundant subsystem. If any tie breakers are closed, the affected 
redundant electrical power distribution subsystems are considered 
inoperable. This applies to the onsite, safety related redundant 
electrical power distribution subsystems. It does not, however, 
preclude redundant Class IE 2400 volt buses from being powered from 
the same offsite circuit or preclude cross connecting Class IE 
480 volt subsystems when 2400 volt power is available for only one 
train. 

This LCO does not address the power source for the Preferred AC 
buses. The Preferred AC buses are normally powered from the 
associated inverter. An alternate source, the Bypass Regulator, is 
available to supply one Preferred bus at a time, to allow 
maintenance on an inverter. The proper alignment of the inverted 
output breakers is addressed under the inverter LCOs. Therefore a 
Preferred AC Bus may be considered operable when powered from 
either the associated inverter or the Bypass Regulator as long as 
the voltage and frequency of the supply is correct . 

B 3.8-54 
Amendment No: 

---------



• BASES 

Distribution Systems - Operating 
B 3.8.9 

APPLICABILITY The electrical power distribution subsystems are required to be 
OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 to ensure that AC, DC, and 
Preferred AC power is available to the redundant trains and 
channels of safeguards equipment, instrumentation, and controls 
required to support engineered safeguards equipment in the event of 
an accident or transient. 

Electrical power distribution subsystem requirements for MODE 5 and 
6 are addressed in LCO 3.8.10, "Distribution Systems - Shutdown." 

ACTIONS A.l 

PALISADES 

With one or more required AC buses, load centers, motor control 
centers, or distribution panels, except Preferred AC buses, in one 
train inoperable, the redundant AC electrical power distribution 
subsystem in the other train is capable of supporting the minimum 
·safety functions necessary to shut down the reactor and maintain it 
in~ safe shutdown condition, assuming no single failure. The 
overall reliability is reduced, however, because an additional 
failure in the power distribution systems could result in the 
minimum required ESF functions not being supported. Therefore, th€ 
required AC buses, load centers, motor control centers, and 
distribution panels must be restored to OPERABLE status within 
8 hours. 

With one Preferred AC bus inoperable, the rema1n1ng OPERABLE 
Preferred AC buses are capable of supporting the minimum safety 
functions necessary to shut down the plant and maintain it in the 
safe shutdown condition. Overall reliability is reduced, however, 
since an additional single failure could result in the minimum 
required ESF functions not being supported. Therefore, the 
Preferred AC bus must be restored to OPERABLE status within 8 hours 
by powering it from the associated inverter or from the Bypass 
Regulator. 

This 8 hour limit is more conservative than Completion Times 
allowed for the vast majority of components that are without 
adequate Preferred AC power and is a feature of the original 
Palisades licensing basis. 

B 3.8-55 
Amendment No: 



Distribution Systems - Operating 
B 3.8.9 

• _BA_s_E_s~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

• 

ACTIONS C.l 
(continued) 

PALISADES 

With a DC bus in one train inoperable, the rema1n1ng DC electrical 
power distribution subsystems are capable of supporting the minimum 
safety functions necessary to shut down the reactor and maintain it 
in a safe shutdown condition, assuming no single failure. The 
overall reliability is reduced, however, because a single failure 
in the remaining DC electrical power distribution subsystem could 
result in the minimum required ESF functions not being supported. 
Therefore, the required DC buses must be restored to OPERABLE 
status within 8 hours by powering the bus from the associated 
battery or charger. 

This 8 hour limit is more conservative than Completion Times 
allowed for the vast majority of components which would be without 
power and is a feature of the original Palisades licensing basis. 

D.l and D.2 

If the inoperable distribution subsystem cannot be restored to 
OPERABLE status within the required Completion Time, the plant must 
be brought to a MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To achieve 
this status, the plant must be brought to at least MODE 3 within 
6 hours and to MODE 5 within 36 hours. The allowed Completion 
Times are reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the 
required plant conditions from full power conditions in an orderly 
manner and without challenging plant systems. 

Ll 

Condition E corresponds to a degradation in the electrical 
distribution system that, together with another existing equipment 
failure, causes a required safety function to be lost .. When more 
than one Condition is entered, and this results in the loss of a 
required function, the plant is in a condition outside the accident 
analysis. Therefore, no additional time is justified for continued 
operation. LCO 3.0.3 must be entered immediately to commence a 
controlled shutdown . 

B 3.8-56 
Amendment No: 



• 

Distribution Systems - Operating 
B 3.8.9 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.9.1 (AC bus alignment chec~) 
REQUIREMENTS 

This surveillance verifies that the required AC, DC, and Preferred 
AC bus electrical power distribution subsystems are functioning 
properly, with the correct circuit breaker alignment. The correct 
breaker alignment ensures the appropriate separation and 
independence of the electrical divisions is maintained. 

For those buses which have undervoltage alarmed in the control 
room, correct voltage may be verified by the absence of an 
undervoltage alarm. 

For those buses which have only one possible power source and have 
undervoltage alarmed in the control room, correct breaker alignment 
by the absence of an undervoltage alarm. 

A Preferred AC Bus may be considered correctly aligned when powered 
from either the associated inverter or from the bypass regulator. 
A mechanical interlock prevents connecting two or more Preferred AC 
Buses to the Bypass Regulator. LCO 3.8.7 and SR 3.8.7.1 address 
the condition of supplying a Preferred AC Bus from the bypass 
regulator. 

The 7 day Frequency takes into account the redundant capability of· 
the AC, DC, and Preferred AC bus electrical power distribution 
subsystems, and other indications available in the control room 
that alert the operator to subsystem·malfunctions. 

REFERENCES None 

PALISADES B 3.8-57 
Amendment No: 



Table B 3.8.9-1 

• Safeguards Electrical Distribution Trains 

TYPE VOLTAGE LEFT TRAIN RIGHT TRAIN 

AC Power 2400 BLB:uslOD 
Distribution 
Subsystems 480 Bus 11 Bus 12 

480 Bus 19 Bus 20 

480 MCC 1 MCC 2 
480 MCC 7 MCC 8 
480 MCC 21 MCC 22 
480 MCC 23 MCC 24 
480 MCC 25 MCC 26 

DC Power 125 Bus DlO-L Bus D20-L 
Distribution 125 Bus DlO-R Bus D20-R 
Subsystems 

125 Pnl DllA Pnl D21A 
125 Pnl Dll-1 Pnl D21-l 
125 Pnl Dll-2 Pnl D21-2 

• Pref erred AC 120 Bus Y-10 Bus Y-20 
Subsystems 120 Bus Y-30 Bus Y-40 

• PALISADES B 3.8-58 
Amendment No: 



Distribution Systems - Shutdown 
B 3.8.10 

~ 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

B 3.8.10 Distribution Systems - Shutdown 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY 
ANALYSES 

LCO 

A description of the AC, DC, and Preferred AC bus electrical power 
distribution systems is provided in the Bases for LCO 3.8.9, 
"Distribution Systems - Operating." 

A description of the Safety Analyses applicable in MODE 5 and 6 is 
provided in the Bases for LCO 3.8.2, "AC Sources - Shutdown." 

This LCO requires those, and only those, AC, DC, and Preferred AC 
distribution subsystems to be OPERABLE which are necessary to 
support equipment required by other LCOs. 

Maintaining these portions of the distribution system energized 
ensures the availability of sufficient power to operate the plant 
in a safe manner to mitigate the consequences of postulated events 
during shutdown (e.g., fuel handling accidents). 

APPLICABILITY The electrical power distribution subsystems required to be 
OPERABLE in MODE 5 and MODE 6, and during movement of irradiated 
fuel assemblies, provide assurance that equipment and 
instrumentation is available to: 

PALISADES 

a. Provide coolant inventory makeup, 

b. Mitigate a fuel handling accident, 

c. Mitigate shutdown events that can lead to core damage, 

d. Monitoring and maintaining the plant in MODE 5 or 6. 

The electrical power distribution subsystem requirements for MODES 
1, 2, 3, and 4 are addressed in LCO 3.8.9, "Distribution Systems -
Operating." 

B 3.8-59 
Amendment No: 



BASES 

Distribution Systems - Shutdown 
B 3.8.10 

ACTIONS A.l 

Since the distribution systems are only required to support 
features required by other LCOs, the option to declare those 
affected required features to be inoperable, assures that 
appropriate ACTIONS will be implemented in accordance with the 
affe.cted LCOs. 

A.2.1, A.2.2, A.2.3, A.2.4, and A.2.5 

ACTION A.l may involve undesired and unnecessary administrative 
efforts, therefore, ACTIONS A.2 provide alternate, but sufficiently 
conservative, ACTIONS. 

ACTIONS A.2 require suspension of CORE ALTERATIONS, movement of 
irradiated fuel assemblies, and operations involving positive 
reactivity additions, and d~claration that affected shutdown 
cooling trains are inoperable. The suspension of CORE ALTERATIONS 
and movement of irradiated fuel assemblies does not preclude 
actions to place a fuel assembly in a safe location; the suspension 
of positive reactivity additions does not preclude actions to 
maintain or increase reactor vessel inventory provided the required 
SHUTDOWN MARGIN is maintained. 

These ACTIONS minimize the probability or the occurrence of 
postulated events. It is further required to immediately initiate 
action to restore the required distribution subsystems (and to 
continue this action until restoration is accomplished) in order to 
provide the necessary electrical power to the plant safety systems. 

The Completion Time of "immediately" is consistent with the 
required times for actions requiring prompt attention. The 
restoration of the required distribution subsystems should be 
completed as quickly as possible in order to minimize the time 
during which the plant safety systems may be without sufficient 
power. 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.10.1 (AC bus alignment check) 
REQUIREMENTS 

REFERENCES 

PALISADES 

A description of the basis for this SR is provided in the bases for 
SR 3.8.9.1. 

None 

B 3.8-60 
Amendment No: 



• 

• 

• 

ATTACHMENT 3 

CONSUMERS POWER COMPANY 
PALISADES PLANT 

DOCKET 50-255 

STS CONVERSION TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION CHANGE REQUEST 

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS PART 

Comparison of Existing and Revised Technical Specifications 



• • • 
·Palisades Tech Spec Requirement List. Corrected through Amendment 170 

A list of the existing Palisades Tech Specs (TS) correlated to Palisades Revised Technical Specifications (RTS). 

First Column; Existing Palisades Tech Spec (TS) number 

Each numbered TS item is listed in the left-most column. Items which contain more than one requirement are listed once for each requirement. 

Second Column; Palisades Revised Tech Spec (RTS) number 

The nearest corresponding numbered RTS item is listed in the second column. If the item does not appear in RTS, it is noted as 'Deleted' or 'Relocated.' 

Deleted is used where an item has been eliminated as a tech spec, ie deleting, iaw GL 84-15, the requirement to test a D.G. when an ECCS pump in the opposite 
train becomes inoperable. 

Relocated is used where an item has been moved to a controlled program or document because it does not meet the "Criteria" of 10 CFR 50.36(2)(c)(ii). 

Where an item is relocated or deleted, the number of the associated RTS section has been added to allow sorting the list by section number. Relocated items, 
such as heavy load restrictions, which are not associated with any particular RTS section are arbitrarily assigned the number 5.0. 

Third Column; TS Item Description 

An abbreviation of the TS requirement appears in the third column. Each item is identified as: LCD, ACTION, SR, Admin, Exception, etc. Some items are implied, rather than 
explicit, ie a LCO is implied when an ACTION exists without a stated LCO. 

Description Key; TS requirement type: 

Safety Limit 
Surveillance Requirement 
Limiting Safety Setting 
Limiting Condition for Operation 
Action 

Administrative Requirement 
Permitted Instrument Bypass 
Defined Term 
Exception to other Requirement 
Descriptive material 
Table 

Forth Column; Classification of Changes: 

Column 3 syntax: 

SL: 
SR: 
LSS: 
LCO: 
ACTN: 

ADMN: 
Byps: 
DEF: 
XCPT: 
DESC: 
TBL: 

Safety limit; Applicable conditions 
Equipment to be tested; Test description; Frequency 
RPS Trip Channel & required setting 
Equipment to be operable; Applicable conditions 
Condition requiring action; Required action; Completion time 

Administrative requirement 
Bypassable component; conditions when bypass permitted 
Name of defined item 
Excepted spec or condition; Applicable conditions 
Subject matter 
Table 

Each change is identified as ADMINISTRATIVE, RELOCATED, MORE RESTRICTIVE, or LESS RESTRICTIVE. 

Fifth Column; Discussion of Changes: 

Each change is discussed briefly. 

1 



• 
Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number RTS Number TS requirement description 

3.7 3.8 Electrical Systems 

3.7.1.a 3.8.1.a LCO: Sta Pwr Xfmr 1-2; >300"F 

3.7.1.b 3.8.1.a LCO: Startup Xfmr 1-2; >300"F 

3.7.1.c 3.8.9 LCO: Eng Safeguards Buses lC and lD; >300"F 

3.7.1.d 3.8.9 LCO: 480 V Distribution Buses 11 & 12; >300"F 

3.7.1.e 3.8.9 LCO: MCC No 1. 2, 7, and 8; >300"F 

3.7.1.f 3.8.9 LCD: 125 V D-C Buses 1 and 2; >300"F 

3.7.1.g 3.8.9 LCD: Four preferred A-C Buses; >300°F 

3.7.1.h 3.8.4 LCO: 2 station Batteries; >300"F 

3.7.1.h 3.8.9 LCO: The DC distribution systems; >300"F 

3.7.1.h 3.8.4 LCO: 1 battery charger per bus; >300"F 

3. 7 .1. i 3.8.1.b LCD: DG 1-1 & 1-2; >300"F 

3. 7 .1. i 3.8.1.5 LCO: 2500 gal fuel per day tank; >300"F 

• 

2 

• 
(03/28/96) 

Classification and Description of Changes 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: This change is less restrictive because it is less 
specific about which off-site circuits are required. 
Proposed LCO 3.8.1 replaces existing 3.7.l a & b. It is 
more general and requires 2 qualified offsite sources. 
Bases for proposed LCO state that Station power 
transformer 1-2 may only be used as a required source in 
MODE 5 or 6. Applicability of the proposed LCO extended 
from >300"F to MODES 1 - 4, iaw STS. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: The applicable conditions when Startup Transformer 1-2 is 
required have been extended from above 300"F to MODES 1 -
4. Proposed LCO 3.8.1 replaces existing 3.7.1 a & b. It 
is more gen~ral and requires 2 qualified offsite sources. 
Qualifying circuits at PAL (during operation) are 
Safeguards Transformer 1-1 and Startup Transformer 1-2. 
Applicability extended from >300"F to MODES 1 - 4, iaw 
STS. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: Applicability extended through MODE 4 iaw STS. RTS 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: 

LCO 3.8.9 requires all buses required by TS LCO 3.7.1.a 
through g, and also requires buses which were listed in 
TSCR of 3/25/86. The required buses are listed in RTS 
table 3.7.9-1. 

See 3.7.l.c comment, above. 

See 3.7.1.c comment, above. 

See 3.7.1.c comment, above. 

See 3.7.1.c comment, above. 

Applicability extended through MODE 4 iaw STS. Restricted 
acceptable chargers to the directly connected chargers. 

Applicability extended through MODE 4 iaw STS. 

Applicability extended through MODE 4 iaw STS. 

Applicability extended through MODE 4 iaw STS. 

Applicability extended iaw STS. Requirement moved to SR. 
RTS requires day tank check whenever DG is required to be 
operable. 



• 
Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number 

3. 7 .1. i 

3.7.1.j 

3.7.1.j 

3.7.1.j 

3.7.1.k 

3. 7 .1. l 

3. 7. 2 

3.7.2.a 

3.7.2.a 

3.7.2.b 

3.7.2.b 

3.7.2.c 

RTS Number 

3.8.3.l 

3.8 Relocated 

3.8 Relocated 

3.8 Relocated 

3.8 Relocated 

3.8 Relocated 

3.8 LCOs 

3.8.1.A 

3.8 Deleted 

3.8.1.A 

3.8 Deleted 

3.8.9.A 

TS requirement description 

LCD: 16000 gal in storage tank; >300"F 

LCD: Switchyard Battery; >300"F 

LCD: Switchyard D-C system; >3DO"F 

LCD: 1 swyd battery charger; >300"F 

LCD: Swyd 240V A-C Panels 1 & 2 and Dist sys; >300"F 

LCD: 2400 V Bus lE; >30D"F 

ACTN: Required action not met 

ACTN: Sta Pwr Xfmr inop; restore w/in 24 hrs 

ACTN: Sta Pwr Xfmr inop; test both DGs 

ACTN: SU Xfmr inop; notify NRC of >24 hrs outage 

ACTN: SU Xfmr inop; Test both DGs 

ACTN: Bus lC inop; Restore w/in 8 hrs 

3 

• 
(03/28/96) 

Classification and Description of Changes 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: Applicability extended iaw STS. Requirement moved to SR. 
RTS requires day tank check whenever DG is required to be 
operable. Required inventory increased iaw DG accident 
loading analyses and DG fuel oil consumption testing. 

RELOCATED: Switchyard equipment requirements relocated to the 
Operating Requirements Manual. The operation of equipment 
in the switchyard is not assumed in the safety analysis, 
and does not meet any of the criteria of 10 CFR 50.36. 

RELOCATED: See 3.7.1.j comment, above. 

RELOCATED: See 3.7.1.j comment, above. 

RELOCATED: See 3.7.1.j comment, above. 

RELOCATED: The requirement to have Bus lE energized above 300"F has 
been relocated to the Operating Requirements Manual. Bus 
lE is not a safety grade bus. Its operability is not 
assumed in any safety analysis, and it does not meet any 
of the criteria of 10 CFR 50.36. 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: Proposed conditions and actions do not include the 
existing limitation on one condition at a time. Specific 
Conditions and Actions are listed in 3.7.2.a through m, 
below. 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: ADT extended to 72 hrs iaw STS. No feature at PAL makes 
the AOT approved for STS inappropriate. 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: No equivalent requirement exists in STS. Current guidance 
.suggests this extra testing and the reduced DG 
availability which results is inadvisable. Deleted iaw STS 
and GL 84-15. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: Proposed AOT limits operation to 72 hrs; existing AOT 
allows unlimited operation provided report is submitted. 
Reporting requirement replaced with restoration 
requirement. No similar reporting requirement in STS; 
Proposed LCD requires 2 circuits from off-site, and limits 
operation to 72 hrs with <2 circuits. 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: Deleted this additional testing iaw STS and GL 84-15. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 



• 
Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs_ 

TS Number RTS Number TS requirement description 

3.7.2.c 5.5.13 ACTN: Bus lC inop; No inop equip on lD 

3.7.2.c 3.8 Deleted ACTN: Bus lC inop; Test opposite DG 

3.7.2.c 3.8.9.A ACTN: Bus lD inop; Restore w/in 8 hrs 

3.7.2.c 5.5.13 ACTN: Bus lD inop; No inop equip on lC 

3.7.2.c 3.8 Deleted ACTN: Bus lD inop; Test opposite DG 

3.7.2.d 3.8.9.A ACTN: Bus 11 inop; Restore w/in 8 hrs 

3.7.2.d 5.5.13 ACTN: Bus 11 inop; No inop equip on 12 

3.7.2.d 3.8.9.A ACTN: Bus 12 inop; Restore w/in 8 hrs 

3.7.2.d 5.5.13 ACTN: Bus 12 inop; No inop equip on 11 

3.7.2.e 3.8.9.A ACTN: MCC 1&7 inop; Restore w/in 8 hrs 

3.7.2.e 5.5.13 ACTN: MCC 1&7 inop; No inop equip on good MCCs 

3.7.2.e 3.8.9.A ACTN: MCC 1&2 inop; Restore w/in 8 hrs 

3.7.2.e 5.5.13 ACTN: MCC 1&2 inop; No inop equip on good MCCs 

3.7.2.f 3.8.9.C ACTN: 125VDC Bus inop; Restore w/in 8 hrs 

3.7.2.f 5.5.13 ACTN: 125VDC Bus inop; No inop equip on Bus 

3.7.2.f 3.8.9.C ACTN: 125VDC Bus 2 inop; Restore w/in 8 hrs 

• 

4 

• 
(03/28/96) 

Classification and Description of Changes 

ADMINISTRATIVE: This function of verifying that there is no loss of 
function is accomplished by the Safety Function 
Determination Program. 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: Deleted this additional testing iaw STS and GL 84-15. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: This function of verifying that there is no loss of 
function is accomplished by the Safety Function 
Determination Program. 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: Deleted this additional testing iaw STS and GL 84-15. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: This function of verifying that there is no loss of 
function is accomplished by the Safety Function 
Determination Program. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: This function of verifying that there is no loss of 
function is accomplished by the Safety Function 
Determination Program. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: This function of verifying that there is no loss of 
function is accomplished by the Safety Function 
Determination Program. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: This function of verifying that there is no loss of 
function is accomplished by the Safety Function 
Determination Program. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

Requirement unchanged. 

This function of verifying that there is no loss of 
function is accomplished by the Safety Function 
Determination Program. 

Requirement unchanged. 



• 
Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number 

3.7 .2.f 

3.7.2.f 

3.7.2.g 

3.7.2.g 

. 3. 7. 2. h 

3.7.2.h 

3. 7. 2. i 

3.7.2.i 

3. 7. 2. i 

3. 7 .2. i 

3.7.2.j 

3.7.2.j 

3.7.2.j 

3.7.2.k 

3.7.2.k 

RTS Number 

5 .5 .13 

3.8 Relocated 

3.8.9 B 

5.5.13 

3.8.4 B.2 

3.8.4 B.l 

3.8.1.B.3.2 

3.8.1.b 

3.8.1.B.4 

3.8.1.B.2 

3.8 Relocated 

3.8 Relocated 

3.8 Relocated 

3.8 Relocated 

3.8 Relocated 

TS requirement description 

ACTN: 125VDC Bus 2 inop; No inop equip on Bus 2 

ACTN: 125VDC Bus 2 inop; Provide emerg lighting 

ACTN: Pref AC bus inop; Restore w/in 8 hrs 

ACTN: Pref AC bus inop; No inop equip on op buses 

ACTN: battery inop; Restore w/in 24 hrs 

ACTN: battery inop; Run both chgrs on affected bus 

ACTN: DG inop; Test other DG 

ACTN: 1 DG inop; Controls on other DG in auto 

Actn: Restore DG w/in 7 days/month (for both) 

ACTN: 1 DG inop; No inop equip on other side 

ACTN: Swyd 240 VAC pnl inop; Keep its ACBs operable 

ACTN: Swyd 240 VAC pnl & ACBs inop; Fix w/in 24 hrs 

ACTN: Swyd 240 VAC pnl & ACBs inop; Keep ACBs open 

ACTN: Swyd batt inop; Restore w/in 24 hrs 

ACTN: Swyd batt inop; Both chgrs must b.e operab 1 e 

5 

(03/28/96) 

Classification and Description of Changes 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

RELOCATED: 

This function of verifying that there is no loss of 
function is accomplished by the Safety Function 
Determination Program. 

Emergency lighting requirements relocated to the Operating 
Requirements Manual. Emergency lighting is not addressed 
in accident analyses, nor in STS. It does not meet any of 
the criterion in 10 CFR 50.36. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: This function of verifying that there is no loss of 
function is accomplished by the Safety Function 
Determination Program . 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: RTS and STS Action 3.8.1 B.3.1 allows an alternative; 
verification that DG is OPERABLE w/o actual start. 
Verification that the fault is not common is modeled after 
STS. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: If the difficulty with the inop DG involved lineup of 
controls, Action 3.8.1.B.3.l would require verifying 
lineup of controls on the OPERABLE DG. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: The Action wording is changed to that used in STS. The 
proposed wording allows 4 hrs in Condition 3.8.l.B with 
inoperable required equipment where the existing 
requirement allows no time. There is no design feature at 
PAL which would make the action approved for STS to be 
inappropriate for PAL. 

RELOCATED: See 3.7.1.j comment, above. 

RELOCATED: See 3.7.1.j comment, above. 

RELOCATED: See 3.7.1.j comment, above. 

RELOCATED: See 3.7.1.j comment, above. 

RHJCATED: See 3.7.1.j comment, above. 



Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number 

3. 7. 2. l 

3.7.2.m 

3.7.2.m 

3.7.2.m 

3.7.3 

3.7.3 A 

3.7.3 B 

3.7.3 c 

3.7.3 D 

3.7.3 E 

RTS Number 

3.8 Relocated 

3.8 Relocated 

3.8 Relocated 

3.8 Relocated 

3.8.2 

3.8.2 A.2.1 
3.8.2.B.1 

3.8.2 A.2.2 
3.8.2.B.2 

3.8 Relocated 

3.8 Deleted 

3.8.2 A.2.4 
3.8.2.B.4 

TS requirement description 

ACTN: 2400 VAC Bus lE inop; Restore w/in 24 hrs 

ACTN: Swyd 125 VDC pnl inop; Keep its ACBs operable 

ACTN: Swyd 125 VDC pnl & ACBs inop; Fix w/in 24 hrs 

ACTN: Swyd 125 VDC pnl & ACBs inop; Keep ACBs open 

LCO: Bus lC & lD AC sources, s300°F 

ACTN: Source inop; Suspend refueling ops; Immediately 

ACTN: Source inop; Suspend movement of irradiated fuel 

ACTN: Source Inop; Suspend crane operation; Immediately 

ACTN: Source inop; Suspend PCS draining; Immediately 

ACTN: Source inop; Initiate action to restore source 

6 

(03/28/96) 

Classification and Description of Changes 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

RELOCATED: 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

See 3. 7 .1. l comment, above. 

See 3.7.l.j comment, above. 

See 3.7.l.j comment, above. 

See 3.7.1.j comment, above. 

Proposed LCD 3.8.2 requires one offsite source and 1 DG 
when in MODES 5 & 6. Since an operable offsite source, at 
PAL, is capable of supplying both Bus lC and Bus lD, the 
proposed requirement for AC sources is equivalent to the 
existing TS. ·Proposed LCD 3.8.10 requires AC buses which 
support required equipment to be operable. These two 
proposed LCOs contain all of the requirements of existing 
LCD 3.7.3. The existing LCO is applicable s300"F; 
proposed LCOs 3.8.2 and 3.8.10 are applicable in MODES 5 
and 6. Proposed LCOs 3.8.1 and 3.8.9 require the AC 
sources and buses in MODE 4 (s300"F and above MODE 5). 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

This action omitted from proposed TS. Heavy Load 
considerations are to be handled in plant procedures 
rather than in TS. 

This action was added to the existing TS due to its 
existence in an early draft of the STS. Since that time 
the action has been determined as inappropriate for PWRs 
and eliminated from STS. 

Requirement unchanged. 



• 
Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. (03/28/96) 

TS Number RTS Number TS requirement description Classification and Description of Changes 

3.17.2.5 3.8.1 F.l ACTN: sequencer inop; declare DG inop; Immediately ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement Unchanged. The sequencers are addressed as a 
required part of the Diesel Generators. 

3 .17. 2T#4a 3.8.1 LCO: 2 OBA Sequencers ADMINISTRATIVE: The sequencers are addressed in the RTS electrical chapter 
as a functional part of the Diesel Generator. LCD 3.8.1 
provides both Actions and SRs for the sequencers. 

3.17.2T#4b 3.8.l LCD: 2 Shutdown Sequencers ADMINISTRATIVE: The sequencers are addressed in the RTS electrical chapter 
as a functional part of the Diesel Generator. LCD 3.8.1 
provides both Actions and SRs for the sequencers. 

4.2.2.8 3.8.3.l SR: DG Fuel Supply; inventory; Daily ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

7 



Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number RTS Number TS requirement description 

4.7 3.8 Emergency Power System Periodic Tests 

4.7.1 3.8.1 Diesel Generators 

4. 7 .1.a 3.8.1.2 SR: DGs; start manually; 1 Mo 

4.7.1.a 3.8 Relocated SR: DGs; alternate tested start ckt; 1 Mo 

4.7.1.a 3.8.1.2 SR: DGs; verify start time <10 sec; 1 Mo 

4.7.1.a 3.8.1.3 SR: DGs; Test load to 2400 Kw; 1 Mo 

4.7.1.b 3.8.1.14 SR: OBA DG auto loading; integrated test; Refueling 

4.7.1.b 3.8.1.13 & 14 LCD: OBA DG auto loading capability w/in 30 sec 

4.7.1.c 3.8 Relocated SR: DGs; Inspect iaw Alco instructions; Refueling 

4.7.1.d 3.8.1.18 SR: Verify DG [auto connected] loads <750A at 2400V 

4.7.1.e 3.8.1.7 SR: Fuel Xfer pumps; verify operable; 1 Mo 

4.7.2.a 3.8.6.1 & 3 SR: Sta Batt's; Record each cell voltage; 1 Mo 

4.7.2.a 3.8.6.1 SR: Sta Batt's; Record 1 pilot cell s.g.; 1 Mo 

8 

(03/28/.96) 

Classification and Description of Changes 

ADMINISTRATIVE: The timing requirement was reworded to more closely match 
STS, but to retain the existing requirement to be "ready 
for loading" within 10 seconds. No change is proposed for 
the testing frequency. 

RELOCATED: The requirement to test alternate circuits is not included 
in the proposed wording. Since the DG is not assumed to 
be single failure proof, the detail of verifying that both 
of the starting circuits function will be left to the 
testing procedure, as is done in STS. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: The loading requirement is changed to assure that the DG 
can supply peak accident loads. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: Deleted allowance to test only selected motors. Frequency 
changed to 18 mo; added requirements on voltage, 
frequency, and run time iaw STS. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: The 30 sec requirement is replaced by SR 3.8.1.13 
verifying design sequencer timing and SR 3.8.1.14 
ver.i fyi ng actua 1 loading of equipment onto DG. 
Essentially unchanged. 

RELOCATED: This is a maintenance requirement rather than an 
operability verification; the equivalent requirement was 
deleted from STS. The requirement has been relocated to 
the FSAR. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Reworded for clarity. 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: Frequency changed to 92.days iaw STS and !SI testing of 
other pumps. 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: 

ADM IN I STRATI VE: 

Frequency for each cell changed to 92 days iaw STS. Pilot 
cells required monthly. 

Requirement unchanged. 



• 
Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs_ (03/28/96) 

TS Number RTS Number 

4.7.2.a 3.8.6.2 

4.7.2.b 3.8.6.3 

4.7.2.b 3.8.6.2 

4.7.2.b 3.8.6.3 

4.7.2.c 3.8.4.7 

4.7.2.d 3.8.4.8 

4.7.2.d 3.8.4.7 

4.7.3 3.8 Relocated 

4.7.3 3.8 Relocated 

4.17.2T#4a-cft 3.8.1.13 

4.17.2T#4a-cal 3.8.1.13 

4.17.2T#4b-cft 3.8.1.13 

4.17.2T#4b-cal 3.8.1.13 

TS requirement description 

SR: Sta Batt's; Record 1 pilot cell temp; 1 Mo 

SR: Sta Batt's; Record each cell gravity; 3 Mo 

SR: Sta Batt's; Record each 5th cell temp; 3 Mo 

SR: Sta Batt's; Record level & water added; 3 Mo 

SR: Sta Batt's; Service test; Refueling 

SR: Sta Batt's; performance test; 1/3 refueling 

XCPT: SR 4.7.2.d (performance test) OK 4 SR 4.7.2.c 

Classification and Description of Changes 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Former 4.7.2.a (temperature of single pilot cell) and 
4.7.2.b (temperature of every fifth cell) combined using 
STS wards of "Representative ce 11 s". Shorter testing 
interval (1 month) retained. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Former 4.7.2.a (temperature of single pilot cell) and 
4.7 .2.b (temperature of every fifth cell) combined using 
STS words of "Representative cells". Shorter testing 
interval (1 month) retained. 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: Deleted requirement to record water added. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: Frequency changed to 18 months iaw STS. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Frequency changed to 5 years iaw STS. These frequencies 
are effectively the same, with 5 years having a positive 
upper bound. 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: Requirement unchanged. 

SR: Emerg Light outside CB; verify operable; 1 year RELOCATED: Relocated to the Operating Requirements Manual. 

SR: Emerg Light in CB; verify operable; before head off RELOCATED: Relocated to the Operating Requirements Manual. 

SR: OBA Sequencers; Chnl Fune Test; 92 days ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. Moved to electrical section as 
part of DG operability. 

SR: OBA Sequencers; Chn l Cal; 18 mo ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. Moved to electrical section as 
part of DG operability. 

SR: Shutdown Sequencers; Chnl Fune Test; 18 mo ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. Moved to electrical section as 
part of DG operability. 

SR: Shutdown Sequencers; Chnl Cal; 18 mo ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. Moved to electrical section as 
part of DG operability. 

9 



ATTACHMENT 4 

CONSUMERS POWER COMPANY 
PALISADES PLANT 

DOCKET 50-255 

STS CONVERSION TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION CHANGE REQUEST 

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS PART 

STS Pages Marked to Show the Differences Between RTS and STS 



AC Sources - Operating 
3.8.l 

~ 3.8 .ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

3.8.1 AC Sources - Operating 

LCO 3.8.1 

APPLICABILITY: 

ACTIONS 

The following AC electrical pgmg_r:i'isources shall be OPERABLE: 

a. Two qualified circuits between the offsite transmission 
network and the onsite Class lE AC Electrical Power 
Distribution System; fandf 

b. Two eQiesel ~Generators (DGs) each capable of supplying 
one t~ain of ihe onsite Class lE AC Electrical Power 
Distribution System[; and 

c. Automatic load sequencers for Train A and Train 8]. 

MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4. 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACT ION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One frequiredf offsite A.I 
circuit inoperable. 

A.2 

Perform SR 3.8.1.1 

~~ll!~!~l:~:~i~:~!q~~!!~u ired+ 
b'PtRABLE offs i te 
circuit. 

Declare required 
feature(s) with no 
offs ite power 
available inoperable 
when its redundant 
required feature(s) 
is inoperable. 

3.8-1 

1 hour 

Once per 8 hours 
thereafter 

24 hours from 
discovery of no 
offsite power to 
one train 
concurrent ·,Ji th 
inoperability of 
redundant 
required 
feature(s) 

(continued) 



• 

• 

ACTIONS 

CONDITION 

A. (continued) 

B. One [required] DG 
inoperable. 

B.l 

AND 

B.2 

AC Sources - Operating 
3.8.l 

REQUIRED ACTION 

Restore frequiredf 
offsite circuit to 
OPERABLE status. 

Perform SR 3.8.1.1 
:~:g1~:§:J::#:g]:§:9:µ:t:§:i 
~m:~s~:)'fo-r···the······ 
OPERABLE frequiredf 
offsite circuitfs+. 

Declare required 
f eaturefs+ supported 
by the inoperable DG 
j_ngp~rable when -i-t-s
th:eWH redundant 
Feq'l1Tr.ed featurefs+ 
+s- I!!!§ i noperab 1 e. 

COMPLETION TIME 

72 hours 

6 days from 
discovery of 
failure to meet 
tw 

1 hour 

Once per 8 hours 
thereafter 

4 hours from 
discovery of 
Condition B 
concurrent with 
i noperabil i ty of 
redundant 
required 
f eaturefs+ 

B.3.1 Determine OPERABLE f24f hours 
DGfs+ is not 
inoperable due to 
common cause failure. 

f24f hours 

(continued) 

3.8-2 



ACTIONS 

CONDITION 

B. (continued) B.4 

C. Two frequiredf offsite C.l 
circuits inoperable. 

AND 

C.2 

AC Sources - Operating 
3 .8.1 

REQUIRED ACTION 

Restore [required] DG 
to OPERABLE status. 

Declare required 
featurefs±.Jriqperabl e 
when ~ :t:m~,J.fil 
redundant "re.tj'Ui red 
featurefs+ is 
inoperable. 

Restore one 
frequiredf offsite 
circuit to OPERABLE 
status. 

3.8-3 

COMPLETION TIME 

72 hours 

-1111;• 
ANG 

6 days from 
discovery of 
failure to meet 
tw 

12 hours from 
discovery of 
Condition C 
concurrent with 
inoperability of 
redundant 
required 
f eaturefs+ 

24 hours 

(continued) 



• 

• 

ACTIONS (continued) 

CONDITION 

D. One frequired+ offsite 
circuit inoperable. 

One [required] DG 
inoperable. 

E. Two [required] DGs 
inoperable. 

Qn.§!. .... fr.gqui red] 
i!Mt:::::m:P.:t:n 
fauloriiat i c load 
sequencer$.} 
inoperable .. 

cEoc srs l18t@sftinlf:s 
...... :·:.·.· .. ,·.· .. ·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.···· 

AC Sources - Operating 
3.8.1 

REQUIRED ACTION 

NOTE 
Enter applicable Conditions 
and Required Actions of 
LGO 3.8.9, "Distribution 
Systems Operating," when 
Condition D is entered with 
no AC power source to any 
train. 

D .1 

OR 

D.2 

E. l 

F .1 

Restore frequired+ 
offsite circuits to 
OPERABLE status. 

Restore [required] DG 
to OPERABLE status. 

Restore one 
[required] DG to 
OPERABLE status. 

Restore [required] 
[automatic load 
sequencer] to 
OPERABLE status. 
P~w:l.,~:n~::::::~,ff~ein~a10.:~!$ 
:1,n2:e~:r~2J:::§:::{··· ······· 

3.8-4 

COMPLETION TIME 

12 hours 

12 hours 

2 hours 

(continued) 



• ACTIONS (continued) 

~J. 
=·=·=· 

CONDITION 

Required Action 
and Associated 
Completion Time of AND 
Condition A, B, C, 

~:;j;:::·=;=~;~:;f~:~=~=j:=\:;n :r-r~.8- ~aD:z 
met. 

REQUIRED ACTION 

Be in MODE 3. 

Be in MODE 5. 

Three or more 
frequired+ AC 
sources 
inoperable. 

l+.-l-Ksrn Enter Leo 3. o. 3. 

3.8-5 

AC Sources - Operating 
3. 8 .1 

COMPLETION TIME 

6 hours 

36 hours 

Immediately 



AC Sources - Operating 
3 .8.1 

~ SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.8.1.l 

SR 3. 8 .1. 2 

SURVEILLANCE 

Verify correct breaker al i gnmgr:it...illl.c:l. 
indicated power avai 1 ability @§,]:!Ji:i.9~ for 
each frequiredf offsite circutt·:········· 

1. Performance of SR 3.8.1.7 satisfies 
this SR. 

2. Al 1 DG starts may be preceded by an 
engine prelube period and followed by 
a warmup period prior to loading. 

Verify each DG starts fr()_rn ... ~.t.~n.cl.b.Y ..... . 

~!:Ptfti•1a..nd 
s [458oJ?.:?.:?.:~ V, and frequency""i .. f59. 5f Hz 
and s f6L.tf Hz. 

c EOG STS PAUfsAfil.H:s 3.8-6 
·=::::::::::::::::::::;:;:;:::::::::;:;:;:;:;:;:::::;:;: 

FREQUENCY 

7 days 

As specified in 
Table 3.8.l 1 
1,:1.:i·:::.@i~:i: 

(continued) 



• 
AC Sources - Operating 

3.8.l 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) 

SR 3.8.1.3 

SR 3.8.1.4$. 

SR 3. 8 .1. 5 

SURVEILLANCE 

-------------------NOTE&-----------------
1. DG loadings may include gradual 

loading as recommended by the 
manufacturer. 

~ Momentary transients outside the load 
range do not invalidate this test. 

3. This Surveillance shall be conducted 
on only one DG at a time. 

4. This SR shall be preceded by and 
immediately foll ow, without shutdmm, 
a successful performance of 
SR 3.8.1.2 or SR 3.8.1.7. 

Verify each ~n~l\!jiday tank [and engi nEO! ........ . 
mounted tankr·-conta ins ~ [220] gal Z.\?:P!Q 
~!~]-!j::'gfu'§!!:i!ii o f fuel o i l . .... ....... ·.· .... 

Check for and remove accumulated water 
from each day tank [and engine mounted 
tank]. 

GEOG STS P:AUI!SAfilE'S 3.8-7 ::::::;:;:;:;:·:·········:·:···:·:··.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.· 

FREQUENCY 

As specified in 
Table 3.8.l 1 
1m.::::i:~;y:~: 

31 days 

[31] days 



• 

• 

• 

AC Sources - Operating 
3. 8.1 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) 

SR 3.8.1.7 

SURVEILLANCE 

NOH: 
All DC starts may be preceded by an engine 
prelube period. 

FREQUENCY 

Verify each DC starts from standby tS4 days 
condition and achieves, in s [10] seconds, 
voltage ~ [3740] V and s [4580] V, and 
frequency~ [58.8] Hz and s [61.2] Hz. 

SR 3. 8. 1 . g'z--- -----------------NOTE- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
+--------+This Surveillance shall not be performed
-+-------+- in MODE 1 or 2. However, credit may be -
+--------+ taken for unplanned events that satisfy -
-+---------+- this SR. -
+--------+ ---------------------------------------- -

3.8-8 

(continued) 

(continued) 



AC Sources - Operating 
3 .8.1 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) 

SURVEILLANCE 

If performed with the DG synchronize 
------+---with offs ite power, it sha 11 be 

performed at a power factor s f0.9+. 

FREQUENCY 

Verify each DG rejects a load greater than fl8 months+ 
or equal to its associated single largest 
post-accident load, and: 

a. Following load rejection, the 
frequency is s tw-f§i§ Hz; 

b. Within f3+ seconds following load 
rejection, the voltage is 
~ ~3740J£jg§,! V and s [458o]gl§~Q. V; 
an 

c. Within f3+ seconds following load 
reject ig_ry.J ... the frequency is ....... · ....... 
~ ~~2::;::§+ Hz and s [ 61 . 2 J §i~:m~ Hz. 

SR 3. 8 .1.M9.+----------Ptt++-I'----------+ 
:-:·:·: 

Verify each DG, operating at a power fl8 months+ 
factor s f0.9+, does n9t_Jrip, and voltage 
is maintained s [Sooorno:Q.:Q: v during and 
fo 11 owi n9 .... Cl ... load rej ecffon o.f ..... 
~ [4500lf:i§i2~ kW and s [SOOOJf::§,Q~ kW. 

(continued) 

3.8-9 



• 

• 

AC Sources - Operating 
3.8.1 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) 

SR 3.8.1.1-19,. 

SURVEILLANCE 

-------------------NOTE------------------
1. All DC starts may be preceded by an 

engine prelube period. 
-2--;- This Surveillance shall not be 

performed in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4. 
However, credit may be taken for 
unplanned events that satisfy this 
SR. 

Verify on an actual or simulated loss of 
offsite power signal: 

a. De-ener~ization of emergency buses; 

b. Load shedding from emergency buses; 

c. DG auto-starts from standby condition 
and: 

1. eEnergizes permanently connected 
lO'ads in ~ f lOf seconds-fj~1 

2. e~nergizes auto-connected 
ifiutdown loads through 
fautomat i c load sequencer+,-::~: 

3. mMaintains steady state voltage 
~ :·:·:'[ 3 7 4 0 l2.1~:ap v and 
~ E 45so1~!8!~2 v,::~: 

4. mMaintains steady state 
frequency ~ ~~:~::;:::~+ Hz and 
~ f61. 2+ Hz-;i~1 and .......... .. 

5. £§!upp lies permanently connected 
[ind auto connected] shutdown 
loads for ~ 5 minutes. 

3.8-10 

FREQUENCY 

f 18 months+ 

(continued) 



SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) 

SURVEILLANCE 

b. 

3. 8-11 

AC Sources - Operating 
3.8.l 

FREQUENCY 

actuation 
standby 

(continued) 

Re... i , 041o719 5 ~mii:§mi:n:~::,:::i~:~::Mrt::,:,::::=::,:,:,:: .. 



• 

• 

• 

AC Sources - Operating 
3.8.l 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) 

SURVEILLANCE 

Verify each DC automatic trip is bypassed 
on [actual or simulated loss of voltage 
signal on the emergency bus concurrent 
with an actual or simulated ESF actuation 
signal] except: 
a. Engine overspeed; [and] 
b. Generator differential current[; 
c. Low lube oil pressure; 
d. High crankcase pressure; and 
e. Start failure relay]. 

SR 3 .8. l .-l-4::'i1\:l: --- - -- -- - ---- - -- ---NOTE-£------ - --- -- -- - - -
=== h Momentary transients outside the load 

and power factor ranges do not 
invalidate this test. 

2. This Surveillance shall not be 
performed in MODE 1 or 2. However, 
credit may be taken for unplanned 
events that satisfy this SR. 

Verify each DG, operating at a power 
factor ~ f0.9+, operates for ~ 24 hours: 

a. For ~ [ 2] hours i~iQQ!lifuilii@ig'tig:i'!i!i!n Q.~_ggg_ 
> f 5250] kvJ and (""""f5500J""ldf;· :abo\i@ 
1:1~::,::::e~-~,~::]~·9:;_,J.~ir'~:: ::~:2:i~ ~:min~ , =·=·=· ==·= = === 

b. For the remaining __ hours of the test 
loaded ~.J4!}00]@@!QP. kW and 
~ [soooJ?,!89,,Q: kw·:····· 

c EOG STS p@fftsl.lltrn!s :·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:-: ..... ·.·=·· .• 3.8-12 

FREQUENCY 

[18 months] 

f 18 months+ 

(continued) 



• 

• 

• 

AC Sources - Operating 
3.8.1 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) 

SR 3.8.1.15 
1. 

2. 

SURVEILLANCE 

NOTES 
This Surveillance shall be performed 
'n"ithin 5 minutes of shutting do·,m the 
DC after the DC has operated 
~ [2] houl"s loaded ~ [4500] kW and 
.s E 5 o o o J ldv . 
Momentary transients outside of load 
range do not invalidate this test. 
All DC starts may be preceded by an 
engine prelube period. 

Verify each DC starts and achieves, in 
.s [10] seconds, voltage ~ [3740] V and 
.s [4580] V, and frequency ~ [58.8] Hz and 
.s [61.2] Hz. 

SR 3. 8. 1 . -1-6¥§: - - - - - ------ -- ---- - -NOTE- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
This Surveillance shall not be performed 
in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4. However, credit 
may be taken for unplanned events that 
satisfy this SR . 

Verify each DG: 

a . Synch ro n i z es p:~jpjjjj§j~jj!:jjj§yjgqft:pjqjfilmz:~~j w i th 
offs i te power···sOii"rce· -~/bJJ§::J:9.:~9·g·9 w 

B.fi: u~~~:it~~'~; 
b. Transfers :fHi!t\]tJiaHS.:£~¥ loads to 

0 ff s i t e p 0 w'er·:·:·:·s=·a·'U'r'C'e'';- :: and 

c. Returns 9,!iln:::::::~il]ffi§l:g.nni~ to 
ready-to:lri~d···ci~ef~ti~ri . 

3.8-13 

FREQUENCY 

[18 months] 

f 18· months+ 

-----------------------------------------



• 

AC Sources - Operating· 
3.8.1 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) 

SURVEILLANCE 

TSR 3.8.1.17 NOTE 

L offs i te pmwr] . 

....... ) .. 
SR 3 . 8. 1 . -lBTP,i - - - - ------------ -- -NOTE- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

This Surveillance shall not be performed 
-------+- in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4. However, credit 
-------+ may be taken for unplanned events that 

satisfy this SR .. 
-------+ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Verify interval between each sequenced 
load block is Hithin -t [10% of design 
interval] for each emergency [and 

1•••r•1p 

GEOG STS 1MtmsP.1D.lf:s 
::::::::::;:::::::;:::::::;:::::::::::::::::;:;:;:;:·:·: 

3.8-14 

FREQUENCY 

f 18 months+ 

(continued) 



• 
AC Sources - Operating 

3.8.l 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) 

SURVEILLANCE 

SR 3.8.1.Wl@ -------------------NOTE.£-----------------
=·=·=·== 1. Al 1 DC starts may be preceded by an 

engine prelube period. 
~ This Surveillance shall not be 

performed in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4. 
However, credit may be taken for 
unplanned events that satisfy this 
SR. 

Verify on an actual or simulated loss of 
offsite power signal in conjunction with 
an actual or simulated ESF actuation 
signal: 

a. De-energization of emergency buses; 

b. Load shedding from emergency buses; 

c. DG auto-starts from standby condition 
and: 

1. ~ijnergizes permanently connected 
lO"ads in ~ flO-t seconds-,J:~i 

2. emnergizes auto-connected 
e.ffi'e..r..9~.D.C:.Y . ..l oads through ... 
!~!91\9filg[Bj~!!§[:ff· l o ad sequence r-h{~j 

3. ~Achieves steady state voltage 
~·[3740]jgjgj$,Q V and 
~ [ 4 s a a J~:8:~e v ,.:_ffi: 

4. ~Achieves steady state frequency 

~-=·1~~: ~~~:~;~!H~n~nd 
5. ~~upplies permanently connected 

[ind auto connected] emergency 
loads for ~ts+ minutes. 

3.8-15 

FREQUENCY 

f 18 months+ 

(continued) 



AC Sources - Operating 
3.8.l 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) 

SURVEILLANCE 

SR 3.8.1.20 NOTE 
All DG starts may be preceded by an engine 
prelube period. 

FREQUENCY 

Verify, when started simultaneously from 10 years 
standby condition, each DG achieves, in 
s [10] seconds, voltage ~ [3740] V and 
s [4580] V, and frequency ~ [58.8] Hz and 
s [61.2] Hz. 

crnc STS PAUtst.\tJ:E@ 
·:;:;:::;:::::;:::::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:::::::::::::::;: 

3.8-16 



• 

(a) 

(b) 

AC Sources - Operating 
3.8.l 

Table 3.8.l 1 (page 1 of 1) 
Diesel Generator Test Schedule 

NUMBER OF FAILURES 
IN LAST 25 VALID TESTS_(__aj_ FREQUENCY 

31 days 

7 daysi.bl 
(but no less than 24 hours) 

Criteria for determining number of failures and valid tests shall be in 
accordance with Regulatory Position C.2.1 of Regulatory Guide 1.9, 
Revision 3, where the number of tests and failures is determined on a 
per DC basis. 

This test frequency shall be maintained until seven consecutive failure 
free starts from standby conditions and ·load and run tests have been 
performed. This is consistent Hith Regulatory Position [ ], of 
Regulatory Guide 1.9, Revision 3. If, subsequent to the 7 failure free 
tests, 1 or more additional failures occur, such that there are again 
4 or more failures in the last 25 tests, the testing interval shall 
again be reduced as noted above and maintained until 7 consecutive 
failure free tests have been performed. 

nlote: If Revision 3 of Regulatory Gui de 1. 9 is not approved, the 
table Hill be modified to be consistent ~:ith the existing version 
Regulatory Guide 1.108, GL 84 15, or other approved version. 

3.8-17 

abovel 
of J 



AC Sources - Shutdown 
3.8.2 

• 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

• 

3.8.2 AC Sources~Shutdown 

LCO 3.8.2 The following AC electrical power sources shall be OPERABLE: 

a. One qualified circuit between the offsite transmission 
network and the onsite Class lE AC electrical power 
distribution subsystemf.s+ required by LCO 3.8.10, 
"Distribution Systems I Shutdown"; and 

b. One aQiesel ~@.enerator (DG) capable of supplying one train 
of th~ onsite-Class lE AC electrical power distribution 
subsystemfs+ required by LCO 3.8.10. 

APPLICABILITY: MODES 5 and 6, 
During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies. 

ACTIONS 

CONDITION 

A. One required offsite 
circuit inoperable. 

REQUIRED ACTION 

------------NOTE-------------
Enter applicable Conditions 
and Required Actions of 

t.~~J~ ... : .. i~l~i~:i:~i:iii~:~:qil~:i,i~Pii~:~ i red 
~H:!:f:TIJj!iPiYf@i9.:W··ae::energ iied as 
i···re~tilt-·6r··condition A. 

COMPLETION TIME 

A.l Declare affected Immediately 
required featurefs+ 
with no offsite power 
available inoperable. 

OR 

A.2.1 Suspend CORE 
ALTERATIONS. 

3.8-18 

Immediately 

(continued) 



• ACTIONS 

CONDITION 

A. (continued) 

8. One required DG 
inoperable. 

A.2.2 

AND 

A.2.3 

AND 

A.2.4 

B .1 

AND 

8.2 

AND 

8.3 

AND 

B.4 

AC Sources - Shutdown 
3.8.2 

REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

Suspend movement of Immediately 
irradiated fuel 
assemblies. 

Initiate action to Immediately 
suspend operations 
involving positive 
reactivity additions. 

Initiate action to Immediately 
restore required 
offsite power circuit 
to OPERABLE status. 

Suspend CORE Immediately 
ALTERATIONS. 

Suspend movement of Immediately 
irradiated fuel 
assemblies. 

Initiate action to Immediately 
suspend operations 
involving positive 
reactivity additions. 

Initiate action to Immediately 
restore required DG 
to OPERABLE status. 

3.8-19 



AC Sources - Shutdown 
3.8.2 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.8.2.1 

SURVEILLANCE 

The following SRs are not required to be 
performed: SR 3.8.1.3, SR 3.8.1.9 through 
SR 3.8.1.11, SR 3.8.1.13 through 
SR 3.8.1.16, [SR 3.8.1.18,] and 
SR 3.8.1.19. 

For AC sources required to be OPERABLE, 
the :nP.mmQ.vi]]}g SRs of Specification 3.8.1, 
"AC ·saUrCCsw Operating," except SR 
3.8.1.8, SR 3.8.1.17, and SR 3.8.1.20, are 
app l i cable:;:: 

!il~lilil!ll/~i:~11111~111~11~11~1111:1:1:1:11::1:1:11~1~~~11:~1~11:1~11~111~~~!~!:!!!i 
11-~~ 
~:g,:.:::g·~:~:;:·:~:::*=:]:~:~::·:·:==::::::p,§::::::~:9.~9:,:_~§:r:1 rms·~~:~::9:9: 

c rnc STS p@bfSJ.~D.lH~ 3.8-20 .·,·.·.·······,·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.···:::::: 

FREQUENCY 

In accordance 
with applicable 
SRs 



Diesel Fuel Oi h]j:~:n,p, Lube Oil , and Starting Air 
3.8.3 

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

3.8.3 Diesel Fuel Oil ,::_:,::~ryq Lube Oil, and Starting Air 

LCO 3.8.3 The stored diesel fuel oil,-iiiffd. lube oil, and starting air 
subsystem shall be within lTifrfts for each required diesel 
generator (DC). 

APPLICABILITY: When associated :~_PX DG is required to be OPERABLE. 

ACTIONS 

Separate Condition entry is allowed for each DC. 

CONDITION 

B. One or more DCs Hith B .1 

~a~;~m::nd 
C. One or more DCs with C .1 

stored fuel oil -t&t-a-1-
P .. ~.r!.5.S.Y. .. ~.q!g~ w •.. w.·.· 

~1~1~11:1.:~i~~~~mg:*:f m:~:r 
wTthln·· rrmns. 

REQUIRED ACTION 

Restore :S,:t.:Q!i@UfJJ u el 
oil ~.,.,.,1::n¥@:0:i2:r& 
to within li~it~~ 

~~ r ~ ~~ e:~f :~:~~9.:~:~ u be 
within limits. 

Restore j§~!q).t~~ fuel 
oil .w-ta+. ·· ······· 

iilP 
wHffifr .TfoiHs. 

3.8-21 

COMPLETION TIME 

48 hours 

48 hours 

7 days 

(continued) 



• 

• 

ACTIONS (continued) 

CONDITION 

D. One or more DGs with 
flew ~S.thhed fuel 0 i l 

~hin 

g&iidWtii!@tifi~s . 

E. One or more DGs with 
starting air receiver 
pressure < [225] psig 
and ~ [125] psig. 

Fl Required Action and 
:::::: 

associated Completion 
Time not met. 

One or more DGs with 
w:1 ~m:::::§.:~9:r;~:~:r.c1 i es el 
fuer~··ltfu:Jl ube oi 1-, 
or startin~fair 
subsystem not within 
limits for reasons 
other than 
Condition A, B, f-;- P,~[ 
D, or E. 

Diesel Fuel Oihl:!i!il Lube Oil, and Starting Air 
3.8.3 

D .1 

E .1 

REQUIRED ACT ION 

Restore stored fuel 
oil properties to 
within limits. 

Restore starting air 
receiver pressure to 
~ [225] psig. 

Declare associated 
i:9:~:i DGs inoperable. 

3.8-22 

COMPLETION TIME 

48 hours 

Immediately 



• 

• 

Diesel Fuel Oil-,{::::~!ryl Lube Oil, and Starting Air 
3.8.3 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.8.3.1 

SR 3.8.3.2 

SR 3.8.3.3 

SR 3.8.3.4 

SR 3.8.3.-5~ 

SR 3.8.3.6 

SURVEILLANCE 

·Verify J1:11:Jri catj~g :j·'ilfie oil inventory is 
~ [soon%!~ ga11:1~:9:~:. q. 

Verify fuel oil properties of new and 
stored fuel oil are tested in accordance 
with, and maintained within the limits of, 
the Diesel Fuel Oil Testing Program. 

Verify each DG air start receiver pressure 
is :?_ [225] psig. 

Check for and remove .~x~nnmi: accumulated 
water from e-affi !tni~ F:~'U''eT···Gpi l S~torage 
Tank. 

For each fuel oil storage tank: 

a. Drain the fuel oil; 

b. Remove the sediment; and 

c. Clean the tank . 

3.8-23 

FREQUENCY 

· .?.J. ... 9 AX.?. 
1~:)r:mo.~~m 

31 days 

In accordance 
with the Diesel 
Fuel Oil Testing 
Program 

31 days 

10 years 



3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

3.8.4 DC Sources - Operating 

DC Sources - Operating 
3.8.4 

LCO 3.8.4 ::~s!::!:s A:§i,i~s:~:i,,a!~a ~ 1 :~~~:]:~~:~~'~:~~. el ectri cal power 

~@,,:,,:,::=:I::§:1:~:~::)=:91=::::::~,~~:~i,r1::::::ggM::::1l1i::::::i:1~:nfi§m::::,m:~::1:M::::::1:ni: 

·~::~:::::::::::::::::::::§,f:·~:~m8:n::::::~~1:~'§:r¥:]:R2:?:=:·:@'~~:::::::sn:ir9i:r::::::g:~:~.:~:: 

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4. 

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A~. One DC electrical 
P.9~'~1" ... s. u b system 
filiJiiE\gpy inoperable. 

BQ. Required Action 
and associated 
Completion Time 
not met. 

II 

••11911~11 

l-·-y 
AND 
~ 

BB. l 

AND 

B~.2 

Restore DC electrical 
P().'n.'E!.l" .... S. ubsystem 
p\~:t,:@~\rf.& to 0 PE RAB LE 
status·:· 

Be in MODE 3. 

Be in MODE 5. 

3.8-24 

2 hours 
g:~::1~:2:µ.r:~, 

6 hours 

36 hours 



• 

DC Sources - Operating 
3.8.4 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.8.4.1 

SR 3.8.4.2 

SR 3.8.4.3 

SR 3.8.4.4 

SR 3.8.4.5 

SR 3.8.4.6 

SURVEILLANCE 

Verify batte:r.Y ... termi na l voltage is 
~ [129/258] :J:f4 Von float charge. 

Verify no visible corrosion at battery 
terminals and connectors. 

Verify $.:~!f:ij battery connection resistance 
[is .s [lt''5ohm] for inter eel l 
connections, .s [lE 5 ohm] for inter rack 
connections, .s [lE 5 ohm] for inter tier 

;.:_;;. ::;.t:;.:_i: .. ~:i::i::::: ~ :::::~::1~%.:~:~ti:~:i:~:~,:~~:i.:§.::~::ii:i~ii l 
rrm:@:§:Y.:r§2:::::::~:M:rmn@:::::@::n@rn:~rnmi:1M::2n::i:::····························· ········ 

FREQUENCY 

7 days 

92 days 

Verify !l!nJ§!P:iP:it! batt!:!.:CY cells, cell plates, +12+ months 
and rackS .. shQ"o;i no fair visual indication of 
phys i ca 1 damage or' ahnorma l deteri oration. 

Remove visible terminal corrosion and +12+ months 
verify battery cell to cell and terminal 
connections are [clean and tight, and are] 
coated with anti-corrosion material. 

Verify ~:~'gfi battery connection resistance f 12+ months 
[is .s [Ir ..... 5· ohm] for inter eel l 
connections, .s [lE 5 ohm] for inter rack 
connections, .s [lE 5 ohm] for inter tier 

f~i&iiiiliili~itamil 
1V IL. 

This Surveillance shall not be performed 
in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4. Hmwever, credit 
may betaken for unplanned events that 
satisfy this SR. 

Verify each :p@.qµ:;}::~~~ battery charger 
supplies ~ [4-o-t)Jj@lfamps at ~ fl25f2-Wt V 
for ~ f8+ hours ................ . 

f 18 months+ 

GEOG STS PAUfS.AUES 3.8-25 
:::.:·:·:·:=:·:=:: :·:·:·:·:····.:.:;::::·:·:·:·:·:· 



• 

DC Sources - Operating 
3.8.4 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) 

SR 3.8.4.7 

SURVEILLANCE 

-------------------NOTES-----------------
1. The modified performance discharge 

test in SR 3.8.4.8 may be performed 
in lieu of the service test in 
SR 3.8.4.7 once per 60 months. 

2. This Surveillance shall not be 
performed in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4. 
However, credit may be taken for 
unplanned events that satisfy this 
SR. 

Verify battery capacity is adequa'te to 
supply, and maintain in OPERABLE status, 
the required emergency loads for the 
design duty cycle when subjected to a 
battery service test. 

3.8-26 

FREQUENCY 

f 18 months+ 

(continued) 

Rev i, o4/07/9S Am~riHm~:n:t.::tN&b::::t:::J:::~J:: 
:-:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:-:·:·:-:·:·:·:·:·:-:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·>:·:-:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·'.·'.·:·:·:·:·: 



• 

DC Sources - Operating 
3.8.4 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) 

SR 3.8.4.8 

SURVEILLANCE 

-------------------NOTE------------------
This Surveillance shall not be performed 
in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4. However, credit 
may be taken for unplanned events that 
satisfy this SR. 

Verify battery capacity is ~ f80f% of the 
manufacturer's rating when subjected to a 
performance discharge test or a modified 
performance discharge test. 

GEOG STS P:A@tS.Atl:ES 3.8-27 
:-:-:-:-:::::.:-:-:-::::::::::: :;:;:::;:;::::::::::: 

FREQUENCY 

60 months 

12 months when 
battery shows 
degradation or 
has reached 
f85f% of the 
expected life 
with capacity 
< 100% of 
manufacturer's 
rating 

24 months when 
battery has 
reached f85f% of 
the expected 
life with 
capacity 
~ 100% of 
manufacturer's 
rating 



3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

3.8.5 DC Sources - Shutdown 

DC Sources - Shutdown 
3.8.5 

LCO 3.8.5 J.lhl:MWC el ectri cal power subsystem $.P.:g:~fft.e.:$.::Esha 11 be OPERABLE to 
sup.port the DC el ectri cal power d fsl\~·rofrffon subsystemfs+ 
required by LCO 3.8.10, "Distribution Systems - Shutdown." 

APPLICABILITY: MODES 5 and 6, 
During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies. 

ACTIONS 

CONDITION 

A. One or more required 
DC el ectri c?:J... .... .P9...~er 
subsystems $.:m:U.r¢#. inoperable .................. · ..... ·.·.·.·. 

GEOG STS PAUTS.AO:ES 
;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::;:;:;:;:;:;: 

A. l 

OR 

REQUIRED ACTION 

Declare affected 
required featurefs+ 
inoperable. 

A.2.1 Suspend CORE 
ALTERATIONS. 

A.2.2 Suspend movement of 
irradiated fuel 
assemblies. 

A.2.3 Initiate action to 
suspend operations 
involving positive 
reactivity additions. 

3.8-28 

COMPLETION TIME 

Immediately 

Immediately 

Immediately 

Immediately 



• 
DC Sources - Shutdown 

3.8.5 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION 

A. (continued) A.2.4 Initiate action to 
restore required DC 
electrical P<J.\l/i=.t .. 
subsystems $.'&U:rG.~ to 
0 PE RAB L E st afG'S"''..,.,,. 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.8.5.1 

SURVEILLANCE 

The following SRs are not required to be 
performed: SR 3.8.4.6, SR 3.8.4.7, and 
SR 3.8.4.8. 

For DC sources required to be OPERABLE, 
the following SRs are applicable: 

SR 3.8.4.1 SR 3.8.4.4 SR 3.8.4.7 
SR 3.8.4.2 SR 3.8.4.5 SR 3.8.4.8. 
SR 3.8.4.3 SR 3.8.4.6 

3.8-29 

COMPLETION TIME 

FREQUENCY 

In accordance 
with app 1icab1 e 
SRs 



• 

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

3.8.6 Battery Cell Parameters 

LCO 3.8.6 

Battery Cell Parameters 
3.8.6 

the 

APPLICABILITY: When associated DC electrical power subsystems are i§lglgjp@i,ilii!irn.i 
required to be OPERABLE. 

ACTIONS 
-------------------------------------NOTE-------------------------------------

Separate Condition entry is allowed for each battery. 

CONDITION 

A. One or more batteries 
with one or more 
battery cell 
parameters not within 
Category A or B 
limits. 

A. l 

AND 

A.2 

AND 

A.3 

REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

Verify pilot cellfs+ 1 hour 
electrolyte level and 
float voltage meet 
Table 3.8.6-1 
Category C limits. 

Verify battery cell 
parameters meet 
Table 3.8.6-1 
Category C limits. 

Restore battery cell 
parameters to 
Category A and B 
1 imits of 
Table 3.8.6-1. 

3.8-30 

24 hours 

Once per 7 days 
thereafter 

31 days 

(continued) 



• 

ACTIONS (continued) 

CONDITION 

B. Required Action and 
associated Completion 
Time of Condition A 
not met. 

One or more batteries 
with average 
electrolyte 
temperature of the 
representative cells. 
< fW+iQoF. 
OR 

One or more batteries 
with one or more 
battery cell 
parameters not within 

:i~~m:~':i:~:~ y c val u es 

B.l 

Battery Cell Parameters 
3.8.6 

REQUIRED ACTION 

Declare associated 
battery inoperable. 

3.8-31 

COMPLETION TIME 

Immediately 



• 

• 

• 

Battery Cell Parameters 
3.8.6 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.8.6.l 

SR 3.8.6.3-!Z 
·:-:·: 

SURVEILLANCE 

Verify battery cell parameters meet 
Table 3.8.6-1 Category A limits. 

Verify battery cell parameters meet 
Table 3.8.6-1 Category B limits. 

Verify average electrolyte temp~rature of 
representative cells is ~ f6B+7Q°F. 

-:-:-:-:-:-: 

3.8-32 

FREQUENCY 

92 days 

Once h'ithin 
24 hours after 
battery 
discharge 
< [110] v 

Once Hithin 
24 hours after 
battery 
overcharge 
> [150] v 

~~m days 



• 
PARAMETER 

Electrolyte Level 

Float Voltage 

Specifi<;: 
Gravity~b) (c) 

Battery Cell Parameters 
3.8.6 

Table 3.8.6-1 (page 1 of 1) 
Battery Surveillance Requirements 

CATEGORY A: 
LIMITS FOR EACH 

DESIGNATED PILOT 
CELL 

> Minimum level 
indication mark, 
and ~ % inch 
above maximum 
level indication 
mark ta) 

~ 2.13 v 

~ fl. 200+ 

CATEGORY B: 
LIMITS FOR EACH 
CONNECTED CELL 

> Minimum level 
indication mark, 
and ~ % inch 
above maximum 
level indication 
mark ta) 

~ 2.13 v 

CATEGORY C: 
ALLOWABLE LIMITS 

FOR EACH 
CONNECTED CELL 

Above top of 
plates, and not 
overflowing 

> 2.07 v 

Not more than 
0.020 below 
average 
connected cells 

Average of all 
connected cells 
.~ JJ..:.J.~5] 
i:::nrm~:~:g 

(a) It is acceptable for the electrolyte level to temporarily increase above 
the specified maximum during equalizing charges provided it is not 
overflowing. 

(b) Corrected for electrolyte temperature and level. Level correction is 
not required, however, when battery charging is < f2+ amps when on float 
charge. 

(c) A battery charging current of< f2+ amps when on float charge is 
acceptable for meeting specific gravity limits following a battery 
recharge, for a maximum of f7+ days. When charging current is used to 
satisfy specific gravity requirements, specific gravity of each 
connected cell shall be measured prior to expiration of the f7+ day 
a 11 owance. 

GEOG STS Pt\L@S.AOE,§ 
;:;:::::::::::;:::::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;: 

3.8-33 



3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

3.8.7 Inverters - Operating 

LCD 3.8.7 

Inverters - Operating 
3.8.7 

The required Train A and Train 8 Inverters pgi§ii*i:::::::~!:l]i:il::::l~~M:i!:::~ng!i]Rg~j!i:i:sha 11 
be OPERABLE. 

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4. 

ACTIONS 

CONDITION 

A. One [required] 
inverter inoperable. 

A. l 

REQUIRED ACTION 

---------NOTE--------
Enter applicable 
Conditions and 
Required Actions of 
LCD 3.8.9, 
"Distribution 
Systems - Operating" 
~tth ....... ~nx .... J±t.a+ 
Phiifet!Hi:dJAC 
hU'!t de'~'e"n"'e'r'g'i zed. 

Restore inverter to 
OPERABLE status. 

3.8-34 

COMPLETION TIME 

24 hours 

(continued) 



ACTIONS {continued) 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION 

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 
associated Completion 
Ti me not met. AND 

B.2 Be in MODE 5. 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE 

SR 3.8.7.1 Verify correct inverter voltage, 

~~imi:iiiaB:At ~~~a~ 1 ~~~~~~t to re qui red 
:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·: 

3.8-35 

Inverters - Operating 
3.8.7 

COMPLETION TIME 

6 hours 

36 hours 

FREQUENCY 

7 days 



Inverters - Shutdown 
3.8.8 

• 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

• 

• 

3.8.8 Inverters - Shutdown 

LCO 3.8.8 Class 

APPLICABILITY: MODES 5 and 6, 
During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies. 

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One or more frequired+ A.l 
inverters inoperable. 

Declare affected 
required featurefst 
inoperable . 

Immediately 

A.2.1 Suspend CORE 
ALTERATIONS. 

A.2.2 Suspend movement of 
irradiated fuel 
assemblies. 

Immediately 

Immediately 

A.2.3 Initiate action to Immediately 
suspend operations 
involving positive 
reactivity additions. 

A.2.4 Initiate action to Immediately 
restore required 
inverters to OPERABLE 
status . 

3.8-36 



.• SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE 

SR 3.8.8.1 

• 

Verify correct inverter voltage, 
ff.r..~qYE:!.11.<::Y, + and al i gnments to required 
:e:r!mi:f:f:§~Mi'AC v+t-a+ buses . 

3.8-37 

Inverters - Shutdown 
3.8.8 

FREQUENCY 

7 days 



Distribution Systems - Operating 
3.8.9 

• 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

• 

• 

3.8.9 Distribution Systems - Operating 

LCO 3.8.9 .Tr.ili 11 .. J\ ... il.f1d Train B [ij~:iii!i!Ji!¢=~t:!i!i~n'~!:i:!::r:]:gibit]:'Jir4.:]:!1:$::Jg@!:i:Ac, DC, and 
:m:rgffi~Mng~j[:::AC Vital bus··Helecfr"fcalHp.OW·e·rH·dfsfr"fbuf ion subsystems 
·5n-a:r1····--he·····oPERABLE. 

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4. 

ACTIONS 

CONDITION 

A. One AC electrical A. l 
power distribution 
subsystem inoperable. 

B. One :P::k@ifij:~fri$dIA c -v-i-t-a+ B.l 
bus Tn.'a\3'erible .. 

c. One DC electrical c .1 
power distribution 
subsystem inoperable. 

GEOG STS PAtdSAflES 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:::;:;:;: 

REQUIRED ACTION 

Restore AC electrical 
power distribution 
subsystem to OPERABLE 
status. 

Restore iR:fa@jg)iM~B AC 
vital bu s,,.,.,.,5·,~·'g'sy'.s't el!l 
to OPERABLE status. 

Restore DC electrical 
power distribution 
subsystem to OPERABLE 
status. 

3.8-38 

COMPLETION TIME 

8 hours 

ANB 

l f; ASlffS Fl"Slll 
di ses•v<ery s:f 
:failure ts l!leet 
tw 

is hours 
·:·:·: 

AOO 

Hi fisurs frslll 
disesvery s:f 
:fai 1 ure ts l!leet 
tw 

is. 
:::::: 

hours 

ANB 

l6 fisurs frslll 
diseevery e:f 
:failure ts l!leet 
tw 

(continued) 



• 

• 

• 

Distribution Systems - Operating 
3.8.9 

ACTIONS (continued) 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION 

D. Required Action and D.l Be in MODE 3. 
associated Completion 
Time not met. AND 

D.2 Be in MODE 5. 

E. Two or more inoperable E. l Enter LCO 3.0.3. 
distribution 
subsystems that result 
in a loss of function. 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.8.9.l 

SURVEILLANCE 

Verify correct breaker alignments and 
ygJti'\9.~ .. tCJ frequi red+ AC, DC, and 
PWeifi:!Wf:edJiAC vital bus electrical power 
dT's"t=r'lhutTon subsystems . 

3.8-39 

COMPLETION TIME 

6 hours 

36 hours 

Immediately 

FREQUENCY 

7 days 



Distribution Systems - Shutdown 
3.8.10 

• 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

• 

3.8.10 Distribution Systems - Shutdown 

LCO 3.8.10 The necessary portion of AC, DC, and Rn§;ij§irir~~.iiiii!AC vital bus 
electrical power distribution subsystems .... shall"be OPERABLE to 
support equipment required to be OPERABLE. 

APPLICABILITY: MODES 5 and 6, 
During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies. 

ACTIONS 

A. 

CONDITION 

~~~ J~~;~~)~1-
e l ectri cal power 
distribution 
subsystems inoperable. 

A. l 

OR 

REQUIRED ACTION 

Declare associated 
supported ai!r~icted 
required fe'.afGrefs+ 
inoperable. 

A.2.1 Suspend CORE 
ALTERATIONS. 

A.2.2 Suspend movement of 
irradiated fuel 
assemblies. 

COMPLETION TIME 

Immediately 

Immediately 

Immediately 

A.2.3 Initiate action to Immediately 
suspend operations 
involving positive 
reactivity additions. 

(continued) 

3.8-40 



• 

• 

• 

ACTIONS 

CONDITION 

Distribution Systems - Shutdown 
3.8.10 

REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. (continued) A.2.4 Initiate actions to 
restore r.~.9..Y . ..t.r..~st AC, 
DC , and gp:~:tt@@r!~MFJAC 
vital bui···~T~~tfi~al 

Immediately 

power distribution 
subsystems to 
OPERABLE status. 

A.2.5 Declare associated Immediately 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE 

!f~~'~igi!~ ~~~~~ ~~d 
-5-l:l-!:7systemfs+ 
inoperable and not in 
operation . 

FREQUENCY 

SR 3.8.10.1 Verify correct breaker alignments and 7 days 
voltage to required AC, DC, and :e,:r=~W~irriB. 
AC vital bus electrical power dislrlbulTon · 
subsystems . 

c EOG S TS P:@Uf!SAfiE:s 
:;::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

3.8-41 
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• 

ATTACHMENT 5 

CONSUMERS POWER COMPANY 
PALISADES PLANT 

DOCKET 50-255 

STS CONVERSION TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION CHANGE REQUEST 

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS PART 

STS Bases Pages Marked to Show the Differences Between RTS and STS 



AC Sources - Operating 
B 3.8.l 

B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

B 3.8.l AC Sources - Operating 

BASES 

BACKGROUND The tttri-t pJ#t\,£. Class IE Electrical Power Distribution System 
AC sources consist of the off site power sources (preferred 
power sources, normal and alternate(s)), and the-onsite 
st(lndqy pqltJer sources (Train A and Train B Diesel Generators 

· J.h'.l:@:fig.l84 (DGs)t. As required by 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, 
GDCT't.(Ref. 1), the design of the AC electrical power 
system provides independence and redundancy to ensure an 
available source of power to the Engineered Safety Feature 
(ESF) systems. 

The onsite Class lE AC Distribution System is divided into 
redundant load groups (trains) so that the loss of any one 
group does not prevent the minimum safety functions from 
being performed. Each train has connections to two 
preferred offsite po·,.·er sources and a single DC. 

Offsite po· .. ·er is supplied to the unit s·,ritchyard(s) from the 
transmission nebwrk by [t·,w] transmission lines. From the 
switchyard(s), bw electrically and physically separated 
circuits provide AC pm1er, through [step dmm station 
auxiliary transformers], to the 4.16 kV ESF buses. A 
detailed description of the offsite po'il'er netHork and the 
circuits to the Class lE ESF buses is found in the FSAR, 
Chapter [8] (Ref. 2). · 

An offsite circuit consists of all breakers, transformers, 
switches, interrupting devices, cabling, and controls 
required to transmit poHer from the offsite transmission 
network to the onsite Class lE ESF bus or buses. 

Certain required unit loads are returned to service in a 
predetermfned sequence in order to prevent overloading the 
transformer supplying offsite power to the onsite Class lE 
Distribution System. Within [l minute] after the initiating 
signal is received, all automatic and permanently connected 
loads needed to recover the unit or maintain it in a safe 
condition are returned to service via the load sequencer. 

B 3. 8-1 



BASES 

• 

AC Sources - Operating 
B 3.8.l 

The onsi te standby pmver source for each 4. Hi kV ESF bus is 
a dedicated DC. DCs [11] and [12] are dedicated to ESF 
buses [11] and [12], respectively. A DC starts 
autornatically on a safety injection (SI) signal (i.e., loH 
pressurizer pressure or high containrnent pressure signals) 
or on an [ESF bus degraded voltage or undervoltage signal]. 
After the DC has started, it Hi 11 autornat i tally tie to its 
respective bus after offsi te po·11er is tripped as a 
consequence of ESF bus undervoltage or degraded voltage, 
independent of or coincident '1Jith an SI signal. The DCs 
'1wi 11 al so start and operate in the standby rnode '.Ji th out 
tying to the ESF bus on an SI signal al one. Foll oHi ng the 
trip of offsite power, [a sequencer/an undervoltage signal] 
strips nonperrnanent loads frorn the ESF bus. When the DC is 
tied to the ESF.bus, loads are then sequentially connected 
to its respective ESF bus by the automatic load sequencer. 
The sequencing logic controls the permissive and starting 
signals to rnotor breakers to prevent overloading the DC by 
autornatic load application. 

In the event of a loss of preferred power, the ESF 
electrical loads are automatically connected to the DGs in 
sufficient time to provide for safe reactor shutdmm and to 
rnitigate the consequences of a Design Basis Accident (OBA) 
such as a loss of coolant accident (LOCA). 

Certain required unit loads are returned to service in a 
predetermined sequence in order to prevent overloading the 
DC in the process. Within [l] rninute after the initiating 
signal is received, all loads needed to recover the unit or 
rnaintain it in a safe condition are returned to service. 

Ratings for Train A and Train B DGs satisfy the requirernents 
of Regulatory Guide 1.9 (Ref. 3). The continuous service 
rating of each DC is [ 7000] 1<11/ '1Jith [10]% overload 
perrnissible for up to 2 hours in any 24 hour period. The 
ESF loads that are powered frorn the 4.16 kV ESF buses are 
listed in Reference 2 . 
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APPLICABLE The initial conditions of OBA and transient analyses in the 
SAFETY ANALYSES FSAR, Chapter [6] (Ref. 4) and Chapter [15] (Ref. 5), assume 

ESF systems are OPERABLE. The AC electrical· pm1er sources 
are designed to provide sufficient capacity, capability, 
redundancy, and reliability to ensure the availability of 
necessary power to ESF systems so that the fuel, Reactor 
Coolant System (RCS), and containment design limits are not 
exceeded. These limits are discussed in more detail in the 
Bases for Section 3.2, Power Distribution Limits; 

GEOG STS PAUI&ilifiES ::: .. : .... ·.·.:-···-=··"·'·· .·.· .. ··.· 

Section 3.4, Reactor Coolant System (RCS); and Section 3.6, 
Containment Systems. 

J;i).:=::r::=:.:tt~~ ·r!.#:-9J,:,t,==~·r:~:===:_;99n%~9r~~!w:1==~:1:r::~i:J,:l:Mrg~m 

8=:~::=::::::::::::.:.~;::,,~9r§~:::::::%:~·~e,:::::::§':J-~ijJ::g:· _gs~:1-:v~::::=E~:1:.~rn:~~f: 
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The OPERABILITY of the AC electrical po•,1er sources is 
consistent Hith the initial assumptions of the accident 
analyses and is based upon meeting the design basis of the 
unit. This results in maintaining at least one train of the 
onsite or offsite AC sources OPERABLE during accident 
conditions in the event of: 

a. An assumed loss of all offsite power or all onsite AC 
pmwr; and 

b. A ·.wrst case single failure. 

The AC sources satisfy· Criterion 3 of NRG Policy Statement . 
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Two qualified circuits between the offsite transmission 
network and the onsite Class lE Electrical Power 
Di strid~_ljti()r:lH Sy?tem and separate and ~rj independent DG-s- for 
each S.~fgg!.Jg)'@$(train ensure availability of the required 
powerlCJ"shufddwn the reactor and maintain it in a safe 
shutdown condition after an anticipated operational 
occurrence (AOO) or a postulated OBA . 

In addition, one required automatic load sequencer per train 
must be OPERABLE. 

{Cl.C:~ .. c:J.f.f~ite .circuit must be capable of maintaining -r-a-t-e€1-

~lli1Wii•jj;&~••i•P~;;~~es 
Offsite circuit #1 consists of Safeguards Transformer B, 
'1Jhich is supplied from Switchyard Bus B, and is fed through 
breaker 52 3 pmwri ng the ESF transformer XNBOl, Hhi ch, in 
turn, poHers the #1 ESF bus through its normal feeder 
breaker. Offsite· circuit #2 consists of the Startup 
Transformer, which is normally fed from the Switchyard 
Bus A, and is fed through breaker PA 0201 pmreri ng the ESF 
transformer, '1Jhich, in turn, powers the #2 ESF bus through 
its normal feeder breaker . 
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R6J19w1!19 g·Jp§~ q!p:Qf:r~}~g :p@W§n~ Each DG must be capable 
6fsfarfing; .. accelCrafingTo .... rafod_ speed and voltage, and 
connecting to its respective f£F gAQPV91t bus on detection 
of bus undervoltage. This will be accOmplished within 
f lo+ seconds ~r©.~r- if~p;~).Pi!l fit ·g p§,:§~~rt ~rn9n~]. _ Each DG 
must al so be ·e:·a."pable .. 6FacCepffog required Toads within the 
assumed loading sequence intervals, and continµ~ to ~perate 
until offsite power can be restored to the f£F?4QOVoJt 
$~r~t)i.'pg.l~@~p buses. These capabilities are r6ql1fred to be 
meffra·m .. a .. variety of initial conditions such as DC in 
standby \lith the engine hot and DC in standby \lith the 
engine at ambient conditions. Additional DC capabilities 
must be demonstrated to meet required Surveillances, e.g., 
capability of the DC to revert to standby status on an EGGS 
signal '11hile operating in parallel test mode. 

Proper sequencing of load?-r. .. iji.Jg [including tripping of 
nonessential loads,] is a:@r:rrequired function~ for DG 
OPERABILITY. 

The AC sources in one train must be separate and independent 
(to the extent possible) of the AC sources in the other 
train. For the DCs, separation and independence are 
complete. 

For the offsite AC sources, separation and independence are 
to the extent practical. A circuit may be connected to more 
than one ESF bus, Hith fast transfer capability to the other 
circuit OPERABLE, and not violate separation criteria. A 
circuit that is not connected to an ESF bus is required to 
have OPERABLE fast transfer interlock mechanisms to at least 
two ESF buses to support OPERABILITY of that circuit. 

The AC sources [and sequencers] are required to be OPERABLE 
in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 to ensure that: 

a. Acceptable fuel design limits and reactor coolant 
pressure boundary limits are not exceeded as a result 
of AOOs or abnormal transients; and 

b. Adequate core cooling is provided and containment 
OPERABILITY and other vital functions are maintained 
in the event of a postulated OBA . 

c EO c s Ts PALI S.1.MJE'S B 3.8-8 
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The A~ 0= ~l~l~~~@~e{~i [~~e~~~. ~~r ,,~~o~;u;c·:~d _ 6 are 
Shutdown: 11 

To ensure a highly reliable power source remains with the 
one offsite circuit inoperable, it is necessary to verify 
the OPERABILITY of the remaining required offsite ctrcuit on 
a more frequent basis. Since the Required Action only 
specifies "perform," a failure of SR 3.8.1.1 acceptance 
criteria does not result in a Required Action not met. 
However, if a second required circuit fails SR 3.8.1.1, the 
second offsite circuit is inoperable, and Condition C, for 
two offsite circuits inoperable, is entered. 

Revie•,wr's ~late: The turbine driven auxiliary feedHater 
pump is only required to be considered a redundant required 
feature, and, therefore, required to be·determined OPERABLE 
by this Required Action, if the design is such that the 
remaining OPERABLE motor or turbine driven auxiliary 
feed•,Jater pump ( s) is not by itself capable (without any 
reliance on the motor driven auxiliary feed·,:ater pump 
pmwred by the emergency bus associated Hi th the inoperable 
diesel generator) of providing 100% of the auxiliary 
feedwater flow assumed in the safety analysis. 

Required Action A.2, Hhich only applies if the train cannot 
be poHered from an offsite source, is intended to provide 
assurance that an event coincident with a single failure of 
the associated DC will not result in a complete loss of 
safety function of critical redundant required features. 
These features are powered from the redundant AC electrical 
po·,wr train. This includes motor driven auxiliary feedwater 
pumps. Single train systems, such as turbine driven 
auxiliary feedwater pumps, may not be included . 
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The completioR Timet~!: ~:q:::~uat! ~~d ;~pair aRy 
allow the o~eratorb.~ ·t· This CompletioR Time also 
EliscovereEl rnopera 1 1 ies. , "time zero" for 

f ceptioR to the Rorma1 t" . ~ allo·,1sor aR ex t' "clock 11 IR this Requ1ret:J 
begiRRiRg the allmi?El ou~age ~~\ · ~R Elisco'iery that ActioR, the Complet10R Time OR Y eg1Rs 
00-t-fr.-

a. 

b. 

The traiR 
iHtt! 

has RO offsite pmrnr supplyiRg its loaEls; 

th t ain is inoperable. A required feature on the Ot er tr 

. th 'stence of Condition A (one 
If at any tim? d~r1ngft e exi redundant requires feature 
offsite circuit inope~able) :1 this CompletioR Time begiRs subsequeRtly becomes inopera e, 
to be tracked. 

. ff . t o· ·er to one train of the ens ite 
Discovering no? ~ipe.,p "o·stribution System coincideRt 
Cl ass 1 E El ectr1 ca o .. er 1 . d su art or supported 
with one or ffiore ino~e;abl: :~~~:~:ted :~th the other train 
features, or ~oth, : a ar lts in starting the Coffipletion 
that has offsite P?1ter, 11 re~u , nt, four hours is 
Tiffies for the Requi~:dffi7:!:::~s !1~k !hile allowiRg time for 
acceptab~e because, b' t'ng the unit to transieRts restoration before su Jec i 
associated ~with shutdmm. 

't · it and DGs are adequate The reffiaining OPERABLE offsi e ci~cu" and Train B of the 
to supply el ectri ~al ~mte~ to S ~::~: n The 24 hour Coffipl di on 
onsite Class lE Distribution y .t OPERABILITY of the 
Tiffie takes into account the C?ffi:o:~:ble re;uired feature. 
redundant counterpa~thto t~e i~e~ion Tiffie takes into accouRt "dd · t · ally the 2 our Offip 
n i ion : ' b'l 't, of the reffiaining AC sources, a 
the capacity and cap a i ~ Y d the l 

0
.., probability of a reasonable tiffie for rep~irs, ~n ° 

OBA occurring during this period. 
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According to ~fu~r@99ffimgn9.~~}'9r§2f':Regulatory Guide fB8J 
1.93 (Ref. ~?.), operation may continue in Condition A for a 
period that ihould not exceed 72 hours. With one offsite 
circuit inoperable, the reliability of the offsite system is 
degraded, and the potential for a loss of offsite power is 
increased, with attendant potential for a challenge to the 
tlfl-'i--t p:J:~nt safety systems. In this Condition, however, the 
remainfng.OPERABLE offsite circuit and DGs are adequate to 
supply electrical power to the onsite Class lE Distribution 
System. 

The 72 hour Completion Time takes into account the capacity 
and capability of the remaining AC sources, a reasonable 
time for repairs, and the low probability of a OBA occurring 
during this period. 

The second Completion Time for Required Action A.3 
establishes a limit on the maximum time all oHed for any 
combination of required AC power sources to be inoperable 
during any single contiguous occurrence of failing to meet 
the LCO. If Condition A is entered while, for instance, a 
DC is inoperable, and that DC is subsequently returned 
OPERABLE, the LCO may already have been not met for up to 
72 hours. This could lead to a total of 144 hours, since 
initial failure to meet the LCO, to restore the offsite 
circuit. At this time, a DC could ·again become inoperable, 
the circuit restored OPERABLE, and an additional 72 hours 
(for a total of 9 days) allowed prior to complete 
restoration of the LCO. The 6 day Completion Time provides 
a limit on the time allo·.wed in a specified condition after 
discovery of failure to meet the LCO. This limit is 
considered reasonable for situations in \lhich Conditions A 
and 8 are entered concurrently. The "&@" connector bet'v1een 
the 72 hour and 6 day Completion Time means that both 
Completion Times apply simultaneously, and the more 
restrictive Completion Time must be met. 

As in Required Action A.2, the Completion Time allm1s for an 
exception to the normal "time zero" for beginning the 
allo· .. 1ed outage time "clock." This ·.~ill result in. 
establishing the "time zero" at the time that the LCO ·,:as 
initially not met, instead of at the time Condition A ·,,ias 
entered . 
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To ensure a highly reliable power source remains with an 
inoperable DG, it is necessary to verify the availability of 
the offs~te circuits on a more frequent basis. Since the 
Required Action only specifies "perform," a failure of 
SR 3.8.1.1 acceptance criteria does not result in a Required 
Action being not met. However, if a circuit fails to pass 
SR 3.8.1.1, it is inoperable. Upon offsite circuit 
inoperability, additional Conditions and Required Actions 
must then be entered. 

Revie·,,ier's Note: The turbine driven auxiliary feed1v1ater 
pump is only required to be considered a redundant required 
feature, and, therefore, required to be determined OPERABLE 
by this Required Action, if the design is such th~t the 
remaining OPERABLE motor or turbine driven auxiliary 
feedwater pump(s) is not by itself capable (1v1ithout any 
reliance on the motor driven auxiliary feedwater pump 
pmo1ered by the emergency bus associated ·,d th the inoperable 
diesel generator) of providing 100% of the auxiliary 
feed\later flo•,o1 assumed in the safety analysis. 

B.2 

lf-111111il•lilllil1llP 
~+.i ~n~m@&@fi.m=:p,¥: !iisQ::,:::2 ;:qm9~=:······· ······· · ······ ·········· · ·· ···· ····· ····· · ·· · · ··· · ·· · · ·· · · · · · · ·· ······· ·· ·· ·· 

Required Action 8.2. is intended to provide assurance that a 
loss of offsite power, during the period that a DG is 
inoperable, does not result in a complete loss of safety 
function of critical systems. These features are designed 
with redundant safety related trains. This includes motor 
driven auxiliary feedwater pumps. Single train systems, 
such as turbine driven auxiliary feedwater pumps, are not 
included. Redundant required feature failures consist of 
inoperable features with a train, redundant to the train 
that has an inoperable DG. 

The Completion Time for Required Action 8.2 is intended to 
allow the operator time to evaluate and repair any 
discovered inoperabilities. This Completion Time also 
a 11 ows for an exception to the normilL ''Jim~ .Z£'!t() fl for 
beginning the allo·,,ed outage time ¢.!9:il#!:TgtJiQ.N.T.ll.llg "clock." 
In this Required Action, the Complelf6ii.Tfme6nly begins on 
discovery that both: 
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a. An inoperable DG exists; and 

AC Sources - Operating 
B 3.8.l 

b. A required feature on the other train is inoperable. 

If at any time during the existence of this Condition (one 
DG inoperable) a required feature subsequently becomes 
inoperable, this Completion Time begins to be tracked. 

Discovering one required DG inoperable coincident with one 
or more inoperable required supportJ[ig or supported 
features, or both, that are associal~d with the OPERABLE DG, 
results in starting the Completion Time for t-Re Required 
Action B.2. Four hours from the discovery of these events 
existing concurrently, is acceptable because it minimizes 
risk while allowing time for restoration before subjecting 
the ~ :rm~n~ to transients associated with shutdown. 

In this Condition, the remaining OPERABLE DG and offsite 
circuits are adequate to supply electrical power to the 
onsite Class lE Distribution System. Thus, on a component 
basis, single failure protection for the required feature's 
function may have been lost; however, function has not been 
lost. The 4 hour Completion Time takes into account the 
OPERABILITY of the redundant counterpart to the inoperable 
required feature. Additionally, the 4 hour Completion Time 
takes into account the capacity and capability of the 
remaining AC sources, a reasonable time for repairs, and the 
low probability of a OBA occurring during this period. 

B.3.1 and B.3.2 

Required Action B.3.1 provides an allowance to avoid 
unnecessary testing of OPERABLE DGs. If it can be 
determined that the cause of the inoperable DG does not . 

~g~~~~~S.::::::~~}, ~~~~A~~i ~~~e s~o 3 b~ · ~~~f=~:~~~~,::~:·§~:,~~,~~~::=~~J~~§of 
filOp.erabffffy exists on other DG(s), the other DG(s) would 
be declared inoperable upon discovery and Condition E of 
LCO 3.8.l would be entered. Once the failure is repaired, 
the common cause failure no longer exists and Required 
Action B.3.1 is satisfied. If the cause of the initial 
inoperable DG cannot be confirmed ft&t-to (fu\p$ exist on the 
remaining DG(s), performance of SR 3.8.1.Z.·s.uffices to 
provide assurance of continued OPERABILITY of that DG . 
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In the event the inoperable DG is restored to OPERABLE 
status prior to completing either B.3'.l or B.3.2, the [plant 
corrective action prograrn] §$$]gm wAf w9#lif rio~m~JJ& 
continue to evaluate the coiiiiiicfri cause p·ossibiTit.Y. This 
continued evaluation, however, is no longer under the 24 
hour constraint imposed while in Condition B. -

According to Generic Letter 84-15 (Ref. 7), f24+ hours is 
reasonable to confirm that the OPERABLE OGf-s-+ is not 
affected by the same problem as the inoperable DG. 

According to Regulatory Guide 1.93 (Ref. 6), operation rnay 
continue in Condition 8 for a period that should not exceed 
72 hours. 

In Condition B, the rema1n1ng OPERABLE DG and offsite 
circuits are adequate to supply elec.tric:~Lpow~r. J() th.e 
ons i te Cl ass 1 E Di stri but ion System n9r·~ T1lJ1.i.J.g~ B~t19#. 
The 72 hour Cornpl et ion Ti rne takes info aCCourif lheH cap a City 
and capability of the rernaining AC sources, a reasonable 
tirne for repairs, and the low probability of a OBA occurring 
during this period. 

mfu•~::: PP.mPJ::~:~:1:2n:: mJ.:ffig~ ::,~fi.~ £h 1 ·~:11:~g :::~ryg · :~:1 m~ '. wtifl.Q ~ox rgf:lu1ni:i9 
~li~lil~~il~i~l1~ill~J~i~l!ij!~~J~~j~ll~~IJlji!•~·1~11~~j/ji!jil~~~~i~i~i!ji~~l~!!~J~;~~·~·9x···· ..... . 
m 1 P:•~n:§:]::n9.•:::::P:~§:]:~rn··················· ·· ·········· · ··· ······· ··· · ··· ···· ··· ··· · · ····· · ······· · ··· ········· · · · · ·· ·········· ·· ·· ·· · · · · · ···· 

The second Cornpletion Tirne for Required Action B.4 
establishes a lirnit on the rnaxirnurn tirne allowed for any 
cornbi nation of required AC pmwr sources to be inoperable 
during any single contiguous occurrence of failing to rneet 
the LCO. If Condition B is entered Hhile, for instance, an 
offsite circuit is inoperable and that circuit is 
subsequently returned OPERABLE, the LCO rnay already have 
been not rnet for up to 72 hours. This could lead to a total 
of 144 hours, since initial failure to rneet the LCO, to 
restore the DC. At this tirne, an offsite circuit could 
again becorne inoperable, the DC restored OPERABLE, and an 
additional 72 hours (for a total of 9 days) allowed prior to 
cornplete restoration of the LCO. The 6 day Cornpletion Tirne 
provides a lirnit on time allowed in a specified condition 
after discovery of failure to meet the LCO. This limit is 
considered reasonable for situations in which Conditions A 
and B are entered concurrently. The 11 8.@" connector· between 
the 72 hour and 6 day Completion Times means that both 
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Completion Times apply simult~neously, and the more 
restrictive Completion Time must be met. 

As in Required Action B.2, the Completion Time allm:s for an 
exception to the normal "time zero" for beginning the 
allm:ed time "clock." This Hill result in establishing the 
"time zero" at the time that the LCO Has initially not met, 
instead of at the time Condition B was entered. 

C.l and C.2 

11•11:t;tf11•1111ir~!l£ 
Required Action C.l, which applies when two t~qg:}.i¥Jg~ offsite 
circuits are inoperable, is intended to provid~ ~i~~rance 
that an event with a coincident single failure will not 
result in a complete loss of redundant required safety 
functions. The Completion Time for this failure of 
redundant required features is reduced to 12 hours from that 
allowed for one train without offsite power (Required 
Action A.2). The rationale for the reduction to 12 hours is 

·that Regulatory Guide 1.93 (Ref. 6) alloHs :r;~;§Q:ii.i.mg9.g§ a 
Completion Time of 24 hours for two requiredriffi~t~ 
circuits inoperable, based upon the assumption that two 
complete safety trains are OPERABLE. When a concurrent 
redundant required feature failure exists, this assumption 
is not the case, and a shorter Completion Time of 12 hours 
is appropriate. These features are powered from redundant 
AC safety trains. This includes motor driven auxiliary 
feedwater pumps. Single train features, such as turbine 
driven auxiliary pumps, are not included in the list. 

The Completion Time for Required Action C.l is intended to 
. allow the operator time to evaluate and repair any 
discovered inoperabilities. This Completion Time also 
allows for an exception to the normal "time zero" for 
beginning the allowed outage time "clock." In this Required 
Action, the Completion Time only begins on discovery that 
both: 

a. All required offsite circuits are inoperable; and 

b. A required feature is inoperable . 
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If at any time during the existence of Condition C (two 
offsite circuits inoperable) and a required feature becomes 
inoperable, this Completion Time begins to be tracked. 

C.2 

According to ~fil~· p~gplJ~!Jp~p:].§q§ gp:Regul atory Gui de 1. 93 
(Ref. 6), operation may continue in Condition C for a period 
that should not exceed 24 hours. This level of degradation 
means that the offsite electrical power system does not have 
the capability to effect a safe shutdown and to mitigate the 
effects of an accident; however, the onsite AC sources have 
not been degraded. This level of degradation generally 
corresponds to a total loss of the immediately accessible 
offsite power sources. 

Because of the norffially high availability of the offsite 
sources, this level of degradation ffiay appear to be ffiore 
severe than other coffibi nati ens of t'.w AC sources inoperable 
that involve one or ffiore DGs inoperable. Hm1ever, t'.w 
factors tend to decrease the severity of this level of 
degradation: · 

a. The configuration of the redundant AC electrical pm1er 
systeffi that reffiains available is not susceptible to a 
single bus or s·,ii tch i ng failure; and 

b. The tiffie required to detect and restore an unavailable 
offsite power source is generally ffiuch less than that 
required to detect and restore an unavailable onsite 
AC source. 

With both of the required offsite circuits inoperable, 
sufficient onsite AC sources are available to maintain the 
trn-i-t- p:J::gnt in a safe shutdown condition in the event of a 
OBA of.tf~nsient. In fact, a simultaneous loss of offsite 
AC sources, a LOCA, and a worst case single failure were 
postulated as a part of the design basis in the safety 
analysis. Thus, the 24 hour Completion Time provides a 
period of time to effect restoration of one of the offsite 
circuits commensurate with the importance of maintaining an 
AC electrical power system capable of meeting its design 
criteria. 
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Accardi ng to Reference 6 ~1Hh the available off site AG 
sources, tvrn less than required by the LGO, operation Rlay 
continue for 24 hours. If two offsite sources are restored 
within 24 hours, unrestricted operation may continue: If 
only on~ offsite source is restored within 24 ho~rs, power 
operation continues in accordance with Condition A. 

D.l and D.2 

Pursuant to LGO 3.0.6, the Distribution SysteRl ACTIONS would 
not be entered even if all AG sources to it were inoperable 
resulting in de energization. Therefore, the Required 
Actions of Condition D are Rlodified by a Note to indicate 
that when Condition D is entered \lith no AG source to any 
train, the Conditions and Required Actions for LGO 3.8.9, 
"Distribution SysteRls Operating," RlUSt be iRlmediately 
entered. This allows Condition D to provide requirements 
for the loss of one offsite circuit and one DC without 
regard to whether a train is de energized. LGO 3.8.9 
provides the appropriate restrictions for a de energized 
train. 

According to Regulatory Guide 1.93 (Ref. 6), operation may 
continue in Condition D for a period that should not exceed 
12 hours. 

In Condition D, individual redundancy is lost in both the 
offsite electrical power system and the onsite AC electrical 
power system. Si nee pmwr system redundancy is provided by 
t·,rn diverse sources of pci•tter, hm,·ever, the reliability of 
the pmter systems in this Condition may appear higher than 
that in Condition G (loss of both required offsite 
circuits). This difference in reliability is offset by the 
susceptibility of this power system configuration to a 
single bus or switching failure. The 12 hour Completion 
Time takes into account the capacity and capability of the 
remaining AC sources, a reasonable time for repairs, and the 
low probability of a OBA occurring during this period. 

~P.:99r91:99::,,,~9=:=:~fug r~£!mrogn~:~:~,J.9-o.§::=::::9:~==il~,.§:]:~=~:@@::~t9P:grij:~.J9r ·m,@t 
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With Train A and Train B ~P-$.h. DGs inoperable, there are no 
remaining standby AC sourC'e·s~ Thus, with an assumed loss of 
offsite.He.Je<:;trical power, insufficient standby rid AC sources 
-a-re «JpQ]qpg available to power the minimum required ESF 
funcfi6ns: Since the offsite electrical power system is the 
only· source of AC power for this level of degradation, the 
risk associated with continued operation for a short time 
could be less than that associated with an immediate 
controlled shutdown (the immediate shutdown could cause grid 
instability, which could result in a total loss of AC 
power). Since any inadvertent generator trip could also 
result in a total loss of offsite AC power, however, the 
time allowed for continued operation is severely restricted. 
The intent here is to avoid the risk associated with an 
immediate controlled shutdown and to minimize the risk 
associated with this level of degradation. 

According to Reference 6~ftg:p§§:9ffimgn~~'~i)@Q..§ pf R@.WiQ@flwith" 
both DGs inoperable, operation mai ·c:arilfoiie for a period 
that should not exceed 2 hours. 

Ll 

The sequencerfs-1 is an essential support system to [both the 
offsite circuit the DG associated with a given ESF bus]. 
[Furthermore, the sequencer is on the primary success path 
for most major AC electrically powered safety systems 
poHered from the associated ESF bus.] Therefore, lass of an 
[ESF bus sequencer]automatic load affects every major ESF 
system in the [division]. The [12] hour Completion Time 
provides a period of time to correct the problem 
commensurate \1ith the importance of maintaining sequencer 
OPERABILITY. This time period also ensures that the 
probability of an accident (requiring sequencer OPERABILITY) 

~Jii~li~l~iiilt•PiBiii•~ 
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If the inoperable AC electrical power sources cannot be 
restored to OPERABLE status within the required Completion 
Ti me, the tfA-4--t- pJ~tjp must be brought to a MODE in which the 
LCO does not apply: To achieve this status, the-tl-fl-'i-t- P:Jant 
must be brought to at least MODE 3 within 6 hours and t~~ 
MODE 5 within 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are 
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the 
required tfA-4--t- p]~Qtj conditions from full power conditions in 
an orderly mannerwand without challenging tl-fl-'i-t- t?l~ht. 
systems. ············· 

Condition HK corresponds to a level of degradation in which 
all redundancy in the AC electrical power supplies has been 
lost. At this severely degraded level, .any further losses 
in the AC electrical power system will cause a loss of 
function. Therefore, no additional time is justified for 
continued operation. The unit is required by LCO 3.0.3 to 
commence a controlled shutdown. 

The AC sources are designed to permit inspection and 
testing of all important areas and features, especially 
those that have a standby function, in accordance with 
10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 18 (Ref. 8). Periodic component 
tests are supplemented by extensive functional tests during 
refueling outages (under simulated accident conditions). 
The SRs for demonstrating the OPERABILITY of the DGs are in 
accordance with the recommendations of Regulatory Guide (RG) 
1.9 (Ref. 3), Regulatory Guidd 1.108 (Ref. 9), and 
Regulatory Guide II 1.137 (Ref. 10), as addressed in the -F-&AA. . ..... . 
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Where the SRs discussed herein specify voltage and frequency 
tolerances for the DG operated in the 11 Unit 11 mode, the 
following is applicable. The minimum steady state output 
voltage of [3740] v??@Q::iv9Mt~ js 00%Q~W of the nominal 4-±-M 

lif f.t1tJt~!1"~!1~!!1tilli";1~.~~ff~f '~~1 
all6\is for voltage drop to the terminals of 4000 v motors 
\/hose minimum operating voltage is specified as 90% or 3600 
~ It al so a 11 ows for voltage d)"gps to motors and other 
equipment down through the 120 ¥y'QJP. level. Hhere minimum 
operating voltage is al so usuall:Y specified as 80% of name 
plate rating. The specified maximum steady state output 

~:i~~i~:!P:ttr~f ·~·filij:~ := 

1

':
1

=~~l~l~~iili~li~~-. ~~J::lli~~~li~l~~l~~~~~:f-~§sg 
pg}.:J::n9::: :iMJ !}.!1g!ii!§@Jf$.9'U.~!tt9.~t:in§P:9h$!!i : ::g§$19:IV:9TW.$.::.· .. ·e·i:i ii al .. ·. ta· ···r h e 
Fiiaxi'AiuFR ·opEraffng· voltage· ··speClfled ·far· 400d V motors. It 
ensures that for a lightly loaded distribution system, the 
voltage at the terminals of 4000 V motors is no more than 
the maximum rated operating voltages. The ~p~cified minimum 
and maximum frequencies of the DG are ~$Q=~$ Hz and 

~.~fij~,~-i.~:~9,~~i~:i~~~~~-~~·~•n•t·~~;~l~li~~l~lil,l~~J~;llJl:lll~~l~l~~~·~l~·~~~ii~i~s .. ;.• • · 
W:h§::m~g:ifu:9.m v~J.#~t\i@ .. These···;, a1'lles···ar¢. equaT···t a· i···2%J.J.:Q?%···ar· · 
the· ·60 Hi riciiiifoaT frequency and -are J:i$ derived from ·the 
recommendations given in Regulatory Guide 88 1.9 (Ref. 3). 

~~llli~~i~lil~l~:~~1~1:~~~~i~~~~l~lii~:~~l~l!l.l~llili!:~~!l~i~ll~l~l!~l~~1~1~~;-___ _ 
•1•••w*fuilTI 
s R 3 . s . i . i ,(!%f§}.:~~::::::·§9µ:~·s§:.:i,n.~%m:).·: 

This SR assures proper circuit continuity for the offsite AC 
electrical power supply to the onsite distribution network 
and availability of offsite AC electrical power. The 
breaker alignment verifies that each breaker is in its 
correct position to ensure that distribution buses and loads 
are connected to their preferred power source, and that 
appropriate independence of offsite circuits is maintained. 
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The 7 day Frequency is adequate since breaker position is 
not likely to change without the operators being aware of it 
and because its status is displayed in th~ control room. 

SR 3.8.1.2 and SR 3.8.1.7 

These SRs inJS.j$R help$ to ensure the availability of the 
standby ele-C:lrTcal power supply to mitig~te DBAs and 
transients and to maintain the tJ-A-4-t pl~O.% in a safe shutdown 
condition. ·········· 

To minimize the ·.war on moving parts that do not get 
lubricated Hhen the engine is not running, these SRs are 
modified by a Note (Note 2 for SR 3.8.1.2) to indicate that 
all DC starts for these Surveillances may be preceded by an 
engine prel ube period and foll o'tfed by a \\'armup period prior 
to loading by an engine prelube period. 

B 3.8-22 
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For the purposes of SR 3.8.1.2 and SR 3.8.1.7 testing, the 
OGs are started from standby condit i ans'. Standby cond it i ans 
for a OG mean the diesel )$ ij§~::pgrjry1Qg@jqg$ }~§'engine 
coolant and oil are being i~~tf~tiriiiilj 6i~6~l~ted and 
temperature is being maintained consistent with manufacturer 
recomm~ndations. -

In order to reduce stress and wear on diesel engines, some 
manufacturers recommend a modified start in which the 
starting speed of DGs is limited, warmup is limited to this 
lower speed, and the DGs are gradually accelerated to 
synchronous speed prior to loading. This is the intent of 
Note 3, Hhich is only applicable Hhen such modified start 
procedures are recommended by the manufacturer. 

SR 3.8.1.7 requires that, at a 184 day Frequency, the DC 
starts from standby conditions and achieves required voltage 
and frequency within 10 seconds. The 10 second start 
requirement supports the assumptions of the design basis 
LOCA analysis in the FSAR, Chapter [15] (Ref. 5). 

The 10 second start requirement is not applicable to 
SR 3.8.1.2 (see Note 3) when a modified start procedure as 
described above is used. If a modified start is not used, 
10 second start requirement of SR 3.8.1.7 applies. 

Since SR 3.8.1.7 requires a 10 second start, it is more 
. restrictive than SR 3.8.1.2, and it may be performed in lieu· 

of SR 3.8.l.2. This is the intent of Note 1 of SR 3.8.l.2. 

The normal 31 day Frequency for SR 3.8.1.2 (see 
Table 3.8.1 l, 11 0iesel Generator Test Schedule, 11 in the 
accompanying LCO) is consistent with Regulatory Guide 1.9 
(Ref. 3). The 184 day Frequency for SR 3.8.1.7 is a 
reduction in cold testing consistent with Generic 
Letter 84 15 (Ref. 7). These Frequencies provide adequate 
assurance of DC OPERABILITY, while minimizing degradation 
resulting from testing . 
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SR 3. 8 .1. 3 (p@'Jg~~\~Q9 tg~t) 

This Surveillance verifies that the DGs are capable of 
synchronizing with the offsite electrical system and 
accepting loads greater than or equal to the equivalent of 
the maximum expected accident loads nbr~f.J:~~$ffi.J$:rn"ifutif.~5. 
A minimum run time of 60 minutes is required.lo sfaEiffie 
engine temperatures, \lhile minimizing the time that the DC 
is connected to the offsite source. 

Al though no pmwer factor requirements are established by 
this SR, the DC is normally operated at a pmrer factor 
betHeen [0.8 lagging] and [1.0]. The 0.8 value is the 
design rating of the machine, Hhile [1.0] is an operational 
limitation [to ensure circulating currents arc minimized]. 

The normal 31 day Frequency for this Surveillance 
(Table 3. 8.:J)J i~ ..... c:orisJ~tc:riL.\'Jith .. BegyJc:ttotY .. gyic:lq J ... 9 .. 

~fu~:~r~,~~mm;~~l~l~~l~~ll!~!!i!l~~~l~~!l~l~l~l,i~ll~l~l~~~~:~~:~.§ 1 :§·:@r.9 ~13n 
This SR is modified by four Notes. Note 1 indicates that 
diesel engine runs for this Surveillance may include gradual 
loading, as recommended by the manufacturer, so that 
mechanical stress and wear on the diesel engine are 
minimized. ~:]Note iwh:fafi.lj states that momentary transients 
because of changing bus.Toads do not invalidate this test. 
Similarly, momentary pmwr factor transients above the limit 
will not invalidate the test. Note 3 indicates that this 
Surveillance should be conducted on only one DC at a time in 
order to avoid common cause failures that might result fr6m 
offsite circuit or grid perturbations. Note 4 stipulates a 
prerequisite requirement for performance of this SR. A 
successful DC start must precede this test to credit 
satisfactory performance. 
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This Surveillance ensures that, without the aid of the 
refill compressor, sufficient air start capacity for each DG 
is available. The system design requirements prgvide for a 
minimum of [five] engine start cycles without recharging. 
[A start cycle is defined by the DC vendor, but usually is 
measured in terms of time (seconds or cranking) or engine 
cranking speed.] The pressure specified in this SR is 
intendetj to reflect the lowest value at which the [five] 
§@89§%§[9,j starts can be accomplished. 

The 31 day Frequency takes into account the capacity, 
capability, redundancy, and diversity of the AC sources and 
other indications available in the control room, including 
alarms, to alert the operator to below normal air start 
pressure. 

This SR provides verification that the level of fuel oil in 
the day tank [and engine mounted tank] is at or above the 
level at which fuel oil is automatically added. The 
~pg@.,1-f]gtj:1evel is expressed as an equivalent volume in 
gall-Oris; and is selected to ensure adequate fuel oil for a 
minimum of 1§, hour§· of DG operation at full load. 

The 31 day Frequency is adequate to assure that a sufficient 
supply of fuel oil is available, since low level alarms are 
provided and tttri-:t-. ,pJ~n:~ operators would be aware of any 
~ uses of ~ry~j!jQ~ ·.f'U"el oil during this period . 
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SR 3.8.1.5 

AC Sources - Operating 
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Mi crobi el ogi cal fouling is a major cause of fuel oil 
degradation. There are numerous bacteria that can groli in 
fuel oil and cause fouling, but all must have a \water 
environment in order to survive. Removal of \rater from the 
fuel oil day [and engine mounted] tanks once every [31] days 
eliminates the necessary environment for bacterial survival~ 
This is the most effective means of controlling 
microbiological fouling. In addition, it eliminates the 
potential for 'dater entrainment in the fuel oil during DC 
operation.· Water may come from any of several sources, 
including condensation, ground Hater, rain '11ater 
contaminated fuel oil, and from breakdmm of the fuel oil by 
bacteria. Frequent checking for and removal of accumulated 
\water minimizes fouling and provides data regarding the 
watertight integrity of the fuel oil system. 

The Surveillance Frequencies are established by Regulatory 
Guide 1.137 (Ref. 10). This SR is for preventive 
maintenance. The presence of Hater does not necessarily 
represent failure of this SR provided the accumulated \later 
is removed during the performance of this Surveillance . 

sR 3. s .1. 6 {RY~m=-•m:m~ng•©in:::.:§¥$~~m :£n~2~:§)• 

: ~ ~ st;~~~~!~ 1 ~-~;-~••••=-~~9•t•~fi~:2:i~~.i8.§.~rn8=~~.~n·~.~~.~.:.:ii~ti~:~,~9•fu:~:~§.f·§· 
::::~!H:~"lii~l~llJlit£-Aii~t~~h1:<s 
required to support continuous operation of standby power 
sources. This Surveillance provides assurance that the fuel 
oil transfer pump is OPERABLE, the fuel oil piping system is 
intact, the fuel delivery piping is not obstructed, and the 
controls and control systems for automatic fuel transfer 
systems are OPERABLE. 

~1~:~:f"lli~iji~~~~l~~l~~~;~~~~l~l~l~~~~~l~i~lllll~i~l~~i~~~~@ 99 · P: 9 r•~:1:•9n:$:. •9r 
B•v@m••••••9:1::i:::::::~n•~n•~·m~•n::•:::e•9mP:•~--- . . .... · ... · ... ·.· .. · .. ·.· ..... · .... ·.· .. · ...... ·.·.·.·. w ........... ·.· ......... · ......... . 

~1~1:1111;~~1111 l~l~l~lilll~~~~1;1~~111111~11~~l!llilil~~1~1111~11r-~1111~11~1~1;~~~1~~~·~ 
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t1•1111111111;,;;;: 
@.h:t?.it:eo; 

The Frequency for this SR is variable, depending on 
individual system design, Hith up to a [92] day interval. 
The [92] day Frequency corresponds to the testing 
requirements for pumps as contained in the ASME Code, 
Section XI (Ref. 12); however, the design of fuel transfer 
systems is such that pumps ·,fill operate automatically or 
must be started manually in order to maintain an adequate 
volume of fuel oil in the day [and engine mounted] tanks 
during or following DC testing. In such a case, a 31 day 
Frequency is appropriate. Since proper operation of fuel 
transfer systems is an inherent part of DC OPERABILITY, the 
Frequency of this SR should be modified to reflect 
individual designs. 

SR 3.8.1.7 

See SR 3.8.1.2. 

s R 3 . s. 1 . sz {:fi~~:~=: tr~n§n~:r= :¥:~rMn1:9~~,:19fu:)_ 

Transfer of each [4.16 kV ESF bus] pmwr supply from the 
normal offsite circuit to the alternate offsite circuit 
demonstrates the OPERABILITY of the alternate circuit 
distribution network to power the shutdown loads. 

1rn~~n§:f1~:r:::::9i:::@hg::.:::§~:i~~&J · ri),:~:1@~:;: :9!J§'g§: ,{;eyµ,§~:§·: =·~ 1:t' ::~nP.:--:~ 1t?:J:: 

1•~·-
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The fl8 month+ Frequency of the Surveillance is based on 
en.gineering judgment, taking into consideration the tttt-4-t 
p]@.i.\:ti conditions required to perform the Surveillance, and 
l~ iritended to be consistent with expected fuel cycle 
lengths. Operating experience has shown that these 
components usually pass the SR when performed at-the 
fl8 month+ Frequency. Therefore, the Frequency was 
concluded to be acceptable from a reliability standpoint. 

This SR is modified by a Note. The reason for the Note is 
that during operation with the reactor critical, performance 
of this SR could cause perturbations to the electrical 
distribution systems that could challenge continued steady 
state operation and, as a result, unit safety systems. 
Credit may be taken for unplanned events that satisfy this 
SR. 

s R 3 . 8 . i . 98 ~-R§.·:rn,,1r~:§·~i.:= m2~~-· ni9.§s:~m2=n .. :·::~§:~:~;: 
Each DG is provided with an engine overspeed trip to prevent, 
damage to the engine. Recovery from the transient caused by 
The loss of a large load could cause diesel engine 
overspeed, which, if excessive, might result in a trip of 
the engine. This Surveillance demonstrates the DG load 
response characteristics and capability to reject the 
largest single load without exceeding predetermined voltage 
and frequency and while maintaining a specified margin to 
the overspeed trip. [For this unit, the single load for 
each DC and its horsepower rating is i:\.S. .. .f.()lJ.CJ'n'S:J .... .I~.Js 
?.':JTY.~.i.l.l_~!l~~---·11)~.Y. be accomp l is h ed by--;- yt)[pijf[~:Jll~Mi:·p@]j[@]rnfu§ 
;;:g~r;~]]:[~J:@].ffig@~:;: ...................................................... . 

a. Tripping the DC output breaker ·,,iith the DC carrying 
greater than or equal to its associated single largest 
post accident load ·,:hile paralleled to offsite power 
or while solely supplying the bus; or 

b. Tripping its associated single largest post accident 
load ·,Ji th the DC solely supplying the bus . 
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B$.,. I ;Q'::: r;~·¢9mfilgn@~,, $.h~~:=.,~n~::.:mnP:rg~§~::: J.n _q]g§gJ ~µg:§9: ii!#rJng 
rtn§: mt~n§i §:nj;::: 99~§ ::::tm1l..: :~*§:§:g9:::=r:?m:: 9r:: 1l.~g 91:rrg.r~n9~•-• · • • • • ······•••· · • 
p§tvm~n., §&n9.Jtt@flfi!l$ :: ~?:§'§&' ::@.tt.m:::un?t::P?W#.:ti$P?§m mr1JE:$.$:t.i.li91 nt.} 

11•••ii1•w11c~~;f 
As required by IEEE 308 (Ref. 13), the load rejection test 
is acceptable if the increase in diesel speed does not 
exceed 75% of the difference betHeen synchronous speed and 
the overspeed trip setpoint, or 15% above synchronous speed, 
whichever is lm1er . 

The time, voltage, and frequency tolerances specified in 
this SR are derived from Regulatory Guide 1.9 (Ref. 3) 
recommendations for response during load sequence intervals. 
The [3] seconds specified is equal to 50% of a typical 
5 second load sequence interval associated with sequencing 
of the largest load. The voltage and frequency specified 
are consistent \rith the design range of the equipment 
pm:ered by the DG. SR 3.8.1.9.a corresponds to the maximum 
frequency excursion, while SR 3.8.1.9.b and SR 3.8.1.9.c are 
steady state voltage and frequency values to Hhich the 
system must recover following load rejection. The 
[18 month] Frequency is consistent with the recommendation 
of Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref. 9. 

1•••••1,1•~lt1 
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TH~ irii:nff mfafu. -~€#§pifi\%t;)J~:. tr~ll4?@9& .. J.$ . §pgk~rff=g@ t# a$§ur~<that 

~~·~·~~·~·~~~·~~~l~·~·~~~~~~i·~1~·~·~~~~~1~·~·~·~~~·~~~1~·~~~·~·~·~~·~·~··~·9m.· ...••• ~§ggp]:@.!;1)§ $,!;g)~gy::.$pij]g .[lrgqyg@f:Y 1-~ §11.Qhi:.JY. pjgl)g@ 1-P@n 
tihg ±?.%. t§~::;g:.ttta rg@P:mm~nm,g¢1:1?&•:1uM=~~~ P.~9~u§.~ :t.fig t?s.tr 
m4§t §gJl?l;lnr9rffig9 w11:11'.1n§i P9.. 99B£n9J§ .)n tng.:r~rij1n••g1-•••·••@?9e•.·•··· 

iliilltilli~;ll,illiill~l~,Illllll~~,111~ 
This SR is modified by a Note. The reason for the Note is 
that during operation \Ji th the reactor critical, performance 
of this SR could cause perturbations to the electrical 
distribution systems that could challenge continued steady 
state operation and, as a result, unit safety systems. 
Credit may be taken for unplanned events that satisfy this 
-&R--;--In order to ensure that the DG is tested under load 
conditions that are as close to design basis conditions as 
possible, t~g':,Note l--requires that, if synchronized to 
offsite po0~0~ testing must be performed using a power 
factor ~ f0.9+. This power factor is chosen to be 
representative of the actual design basis inductive loading 
that the DG would experience. 

a. Performance of the SR Hi 11 not render any safety 
system or component inoperable; 

b. Pe~formance of the SR will not cause perturbations to 
any of the electrical distribution systems that could 
result in a challenge to steady state operation or to 
plant safety systems; and 

c. Performance of the SR, or failure of the SR, will not 
cause, or result in, an AGO with attendant challenge 
to plant safety systems . 
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This Surveillance demonstrates the DG capability to reject a 
full load without overspeed tripping or exceeding the 
predetermined voltage limits. The DG full load rejection 
may occur because of a system fault or inadvertent breaker 
tripping. This Surveillance ensures proper engine @.np 
generator load response under the simulated test coriditions 
ai!QQl\)pff~t.~ ],Q.'$$ P:fDQ.~i. This test simulates the loss of 
fhe lofi'lT coiinCCfed.loi'ld that the DC experiences foll o·,fi ng a 
full load rejection and verifies that the DC ·.1i 11 not trip 
upon loss of the load. These acceptance criteria provide DG 
damage protection. While the DG is not expected to 
experience this transient during an event and continues to 
be available, this response ensures that the DG is not 
degraded for future application, including reconnection to 
the bus if the trip initiator can be corrected or isolated. 

In order to ensure that the DG is tested under load 
conditions that are as close to design basis conditions as 
possible, testing must be performed using a power factor 
~ f0.9f. This power factor is chosen to be representative 
of the actual design basis inductive loading that the DG 
would experience. 

The fl8 montht Frequency is consistent with the . . 
recommendation of Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref. 9) R~li9 and 
is intended to be consistent with expected fue1 cycle 
lengths. 

This SR is modified by a Note. The reason for the Note is 
that during operation Hith the reactor critical, performance 
of this SR could cause perturbation to the electrical 
distribution systems that could challenge continued steady 
state operation and, as a result, unit safety systems. 
Credit may be taken for unplanned events that satisfy this 
ffi.-;. 

RevieHer's Note: The above MODE restrictions may be deleted 
if it can be demonstrated to the staff, on a plant specific 
basis, that performing the SR Hith the reactor in any of the 
restricted MODES can satisfy Ute follouing criteria, as 
applicable: 

a. Performance of the SR will not render any safety 
system or component inoperable; 
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b. PerforFHance of the SR Hill not cause perturbations to 
any of the electrical distribution systeFHs that could 
result in a challenge to steady state operation or to 
plant safety systeFHs; and 

-
c. PerforFHance of the SR, or failure of the SR, vri 11 not 

cause, or result in, an AOO Hith attendant challenge 
to plant safety systeFHs. 

sR 3. s .1.tt.10. :.~.~9§§:.:.9@::.Rt:ID1·§1~·§. 82wg,n .. &1~~99~ :§~§ tg~1x 
As required by Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref. 9), 
paragraph 2. a. (1) R\MJJ~, this Survei 11 ance demonstrates the 
as designed operatfciri iif the standby power sources during 
loss of the offsite source. This test verifies all actions 
encountered from the loss of offsite power, including 
shedding of the nonessential loads and energization of the 
emergency buses and respective loads from the DG. ft 
further deFHonstrates the capability of the DC to 
automatically achieve the required voltage and frequency 
.,,.ithin the specified tiFHe. 

The DC auto start time of [10] seconds is derived from 
requirements of the accident analysis to respond to a design 
basis large break LOCA. The Surveillance should be 
continued for a FHiniFHum of 5 minutes in order to deFHonstrate 
that all starting transients have decayed and stability has 
been achieved. 

The requirement to verify the connection and pmJer supply of 
permanent and auto connected loads is intended to 
satisfactorily show the relationship of these loads to the 
DC loading logic. In certain circumstances, many of these 
1 oads cannot actually be connected or 1 oaded Hithout undue 
hardship or potential for undesired operation. For 
instance, EFHergency Core Cooling SysteFHs (EGGS) injection 
valves are not desired to be stroked open, high pressure 
injection systeFHs are not capable of being operated at full 
fl ow, or shutdmm cooling (SOC) systems perforFHi ng a decay 
heat removal function are not desired to be realigned to the 
EGGS mode of operation. In lieu of actual demonstration of 
connection and loading of loads, testing that adequately 
sho'ils the capability of the DC system to perform these 
functions is acceptable. This testing may include any 
series of sequential, overlapping, or total steps so that 
the entire connection and loading sequence is verified. 
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. t t Hith the 3 · cons1s en g 
ElB months is . I !OB (Ref., 't'ons 

The F<eqtte~cy":f of Regttlatory c"~:~eO;ation ttnit c::~'t; be •ecommenea 10 (I) tal<es lRtO. co ane is lRten 

~"'"W'":\~ · :~,fo~m the s~'T !!:~:e i engths. requ1 re .... th expected ue consistent nl 
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r~¢9fufu~MlJ~ti96$·6ffRG :J.; 91. 

This SR is modified by twt7 a Note-s-. The reason for Note 1 
is to minimize wear and tea; on the DGs during testing. For 
the purpose of this testing, the DGs must be started from 
standby conditions, that is, with the engine coolant and oil 
continuously circulated and temperature maintained 
consistent with manufacturer recommendations. The reason 
for fh§·Note l is that performing the Surveillance would 
remo~i·~ required offsite circuit from service, perturb the 
electrical distribution system, and challenge safety 
systems. Hi?w~v§rrn credit may be taken for unplanned events 
that sat i s rY lhfs $ R . 

SR 3.8.1.12 

This Surveillance demonstrates that the DC automatically 
starts and achieves the required voltage and frequency 
Hithin the specified time ([10] seconds) from the design 
basis actuation signal (LOGA signal) and operates for 
~ 5 minutes. The 5 minute period provides sufficient time 
to demonstrate stability. SR 3.8.1.12.d and SR 3.8.1.12.e 
ensure that permanently connected loads and emergency loads 
are energized from the off site electrical pmver system on an 
ESF signal ·,without loss of offsite pm1er. 
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. , tJ1 onnecti on of pern1anent and 
The nquil"ement to v~n~:'rt ~~e~ t~ satisfactol"ily sho'.v the 
autoconnected loads is in e the DC loading logic. In 
relationship of these load~ t: these loads cannot actually 
certain circumstances' ~,?;~ o t undue hardship or_ po~enti al 
be connected or load~d nl ou ·nstance EGGS injection 
for undesired oper~tion. 0 ::rs;roked o~en, high pressure 
valves are not desired tt ble of being operated at full 
injection systems are no ca~a deca, heat removal 
flow, or SOC systems.~e;f::m~:gr!align~d to the EGGS mode of 
function are not desire t 1 demonstration of connection 
operatio~. In lie~ ofta:t~!g that adequately shoHs the. 
and loading of lea s, et t perform these functions is ability of the DC sys em o . f 
cap t bl This testing may include any series : en+i~e 
accep a e. t t l steps so that t e ~ .• sequential' overlapping, ore a~: rtfied 
connection and loading sequence is ve . 

1 into consideration unit The Frequency o~ [18 months] ta<es Surveillance and. is 
red to perform the 

conditi ens requi . t t "ith tAe expected fuel cycle 
intended to be consi s en . "' has sho•·'n that these Q t' g experience -- n M lengths.peral~~ the SR when performed at the 
components usua Y pass the Frequency was · 
[18 month] Frequency. !~er~fo:e~ reliability standpoint. concluded to be accepta e re 

h n for Note 1 is . d. f. d by t• ·o Notes TMe re a so 
This SR is mo l ie d t" n the.Des during testing. For 
to minimize wear ?n ea~ 0 DGs must be started from 
tAe purpose ~f .t111s tes:1~g, :.~:h the engine coolant and oil 
standby cond1 t~ ens' tha ls' ,., erature maintained 
continuously.c1rcula:edtand t:::ommendations. The reason 
consistent ~1th manu a~ ur:reration with the reactor 

. for Mote 2 , s H1at dunn\h~ s Sur"ei 11 ance could cause 
critical, .performa~cee~!ctr~cal distribution systems that 
perturbations tot:. d steady state operation and, as a 
could challenge con inu: Credit may be taken for result, unit safety sys ems. . 
unplanned events that satisfy this SR . 
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SR 3 .8.1.13 

+ gc noncritical ~ onstrates th~t .. ter ternperatur07 is Sorvei 11 anee dem Ai gA J aelECt .. a rrent wit A an !~oteetive fonetio~s !"~f-~oltage_signal eo::~tive fonetions 
are bypassed on a os "~' and eritieal pro rrent, Elow lobe 
ESF aetoation te:t ::~crater differentialde~tart failore 
(engine oversp~e ~ erankease pressor:! fndamage to tAe DC 
oil press ore, A~ g DC to avert sob st ~n : :ed dor i ng DBAs . and 
relay]) trip t ·t·eal trips are by'a Adition. TA1s 
onit. TAe noneri i abnormal engine eo ime to reaet 
provide an.alar:A:n0::rator 11itA.sof:ie~~:;g:te tAe OBA is 
alarm provides TA DC availability o against minor 
aPpropriately. A eproteeting tAe engine tal to emergeney critical t an . d"ately detr1rnen 

+hJ Fiftenuency is d"+1'ens requ1 + TAe EIB mont-1 -~ " ation onit eon-it·-- to be eonsistent 
taking into eon~::~f anee, and is iAten•::ing experienee Aas 
perform tAe so;:el eyel e 1 engtAs. _op::, tAe SR 11Aen 
, ·it A expe etecl on en ts o so ally p Aerefore tAe 
;Aown tAat tAese ~~=pmontA] Fre~oeAey.1 T;rom a r~liab1lity performed at the luded to be acceptab e Frequency " ,_, . ·as cone 

stanclpoint. tAe Note is 
. f. d by a Note. The re:sen m!~: a required gc 

TAe SR is mocli i :ile Sorvei 11 anee wool :~;l;AAecl events tRat that perferrn1ng d't may be taken fer 

Re" i e"'er, s Note: t tea' to tAe staff, OA t in any of tRe • " b dernens ra 'th the reac er 
if it e:~ .;;e p;;formi ng tAe ~R ~~ f.H0wi ng er i te ri a, as 

a. Performance 0 nt inoperable; 
system or eompone rtorbatioAs to 

he SR will net ~ause ,P:ems that could 

d an:J' safety .. · 11 net ren er f the SR wl 

b. 
Performanee ~f :rieal distribot1on :ysoperation or to 
any of ~heaec::11enge to steady sta e 
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c. Performance of the SR, or fai 1 ure of the SR, \Ii 11 not 
cause, or result in, an AOO with attendant challenge 
to plant safety systems. 

SR 3 . 8 .1 . HI& (p~ ·g~ UQQ(:: Jgijq . ~§§·t) 
Rc::guln(l~()l"Y GljicJgnL108 (Ref. 9), paragraph 2.a.(3), requires 
R& m;:Qrg¢9'lnmi:!.hG.:$ demonstration once per rn months that the 
bGs Cari sla"Ff arid run continuously at full load capability 
for an interval of not less than 24 hours, z f2t hours of 
which is at a load equivalent to 110% of the continuous duty 
rating and the remainder of the time ata load equivalent to 

l~tl•Wiliiii&# 
m~n9n~~'tittn~n:~-§::r~1i:in:s 9®. :"tn~::~@;············································································· 

The DG starts for this Surveillance can be performed either 
from standby or hot conditions. The provisions for 
prelubricating and warmup, discussed in SR 3.8.1.2, and for 
gradual loading, discussed in SR 3.8.1.3, are applicable to 
this SR. 

In order to ensure that the DG is tested under load 
conditions that are as close to design conditions as 
possible, testing must be performed using a power factor of 
~ f0.9f. This power factor is chosen to be representative 
of the actual design basis inductive loading that the DG 
would experience. The load band is provided to avoid 
routine overloading of the DG. Routine overloading may 
result in more frequent teardown inspections in accordance 
with vendor recommendations in order to maintain DG 
OPERABILITY. 

The fl8 month+ Frequc::ncy is consistent with the 
recommendations of RG.tW'i9& Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref. 7), 
paragraph 2.a.(3), fakes.Tnto consideratiofl Ufl'it coAditiofls 
required to perform the Surveillance, afld is iflteflded to be 
coflsisteflt with expected fuel cycle leflgths . 
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This Surveillance is modified by hJo ~lotes.~ .. N.Ote.whicb-. 
Note 1 states that momentary transients due fochanglng bus 
loads do not invalidate this test. Similarly, momentary 
power factor transients above the power factor limit will 
not invalidate the test. The reason for Note 2 js that 
during operation \lith the reactor critical, performance of 
this Surveillance could cause perturbations to the 
electrical distribution systems that could challenge 
continued steady state operation and, as a result, unit 
safety systems. Credit may be taken for unplanned events 
that satisfy this SR. 

SR 3.8.1.15 

This Surveillance demonstrates that the diesel engine can 
restart froffi a hot condition, such as subsequent to shutdmm 
froffi norffial Surveillances, and achieve the required voltage 
and frequency \iithin [10] seconds. The [10] second tiffie is 
derived froffi the requireffients of the accident analysis to 
respond to a design basis large break LOCA. The [18 ffionth] 
Frequency is consistent with the recoffiffiendations of 
Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref. 9, paragraph 2.a.(5). 

This SR is ffiodified by t·,10 Notes. Note 1 ensures that the 
test is perforffied with the diesel sufficiently hot. The 
load band is provided to avoid routine overloading of the 
DC. Routine overloads may result in ffiOre frequent teard6·,m 
inspections in accordance '1iith vendor recoffiffiendations in 
order to ffiaintain OG OPERABILITY. The requireffient that the 
diesel has operated for at least [2] hours at full load 
conditions prior to perforffiance of this Surveillance is 
based on ffianufacturer recoffiffiendations for achieving hot 
conditions. Moffientary transients due to changing bus loads 
do not invalidate this test. ~lote 2 all mis all DG starts to 
be preceded by an engine prelube period to ffiiniffiize wear and 
tear on the diesel during testing. 
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sR 3. s .1.ffi12 :(PB 19'~9 Ph~r:§r~·n,it9.-.i?it@1~~2 

As required t~@gfuffi~ffg~q by Regulatory Gui de 1.108 (Ref. 9, 
paragraph 2. a: f6JR&.::x:~.ft, this Surve i 11 ance ensures that the 
manual synchroniz"al1()ii.and automatic load transfer from the 
DG to the offsite source can be made and that the DG can be 
returned to ready to load status when offsite power is 
restored. It also ensures that the auto start logic is 
reset to allow the DC to reload if a subsequent loss of 
offs ite pm1er occurs. The DG is considered to be in ready 
to load status vihen the DG is at rated speed and voltage, 
the output breaker is open and can receive and autoclose 

Y.QD.:i]!!F············································································· 

The Frequency of fl8 months+ is consistent with the 
recommendations of R~ifli~t Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref. 9), 
paragraph 2.a.(6), ar1d"fakes into consideration unit 
conditions required to perform the Surveillance. 

This SR is modified by a Note. The reason for the Note is 
that performing the Surveillance would remove a required 
offsite circuit from service, perturb the electrical ............. . 
distribution system, and challenge safety systems. @.p\¥g@grj 
credit may be taken for unplanned events that satisf/lhfs 
SR. 

SR 3.8.1.17 

Demonstration of the test mode override ensures that the DG 
availabilit~ under accident conditions will not be 
compromised as the result of testing and the OG •,fi 11 
automatically reset to ready to load operation if a LOCA 
actuation signal is received during operation in the test 
mode. Ready to load operation is defined as the DG running 
at rated speed and voltage \Ii th the OG output breaker open. 
These provisions for automatic switchover are required by 
IEEE 308 (Ref. 13), paragraph 6.2.6(2) . 
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The requirement to automatically energiz? the.emergency 
loads Hith offsite power is essentially identical .to tha~ of 
SR 3.8.1.12. The intent in the requirement asso?iated ',nth 
SR 3.8.1.17.b is to shm• that the emergency load~ng Has not 
affected by the DC operation in test mode. . In l J eu of 
actual demonstration of connection and ~o~ding of loads, 
testing that adequately shoHs the capability of the 
emergency loads to perform these.functions is ~cceptable. 
This testing may include any series of sequ?ntial, . 
overlapping, ~r total steps so that the entire connection 
and loading sequence is verified. 

The [18 month] Frequency is cons~stent \iith the 
recommendations of Regulatory Guid? 1.10~ (Ref: 9), . . · 
paragraph 2.a.(8); takes into consideratio~ u~it cond1t1ons 
required to perform the Surveillance; and is intended to be 
consistent Hith expected fuel cycle lengths. 

This SR is modified by a Note. The reason for the N~te is 
that performing the Surveillance would remove a ~equired 
offsite circuit from service, perturb the electrical . 
distribution system, and challenge safety ~ystems: Credit 
may be taken for unplanned events that satisfy this SR . 

sR 3. 8 .1.+s:£:.a (§§99.~n9~r:::=t1m:1::99:,::::=sn§sg:)· 

Under accident [and loss of offsite power] conditions.loads 
are sequentially connected to the bus by the [autom~ti? load 
sequencer]. The sequencing logic controls the permissive 
and starting signals to motor breakers to prev?nt 
overloading of the OGs due to high motor starting currents. 
The [10]% load sequence time interval tolerance ensur~s that 
sufficient time exists for the DC to restore frequency and 
voltage prior to applying the next loa~ and th~t safet~ 
analysis assumptions regarding ESF equipment time delays are 
not violated. Reference 1 provides a summary of the 
automatic loading of ESF buses. 
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~4~2m~x:1,:2: ,.1:9~91ns:=: 21 .§=~:B~t& ngJ:@t§:9J,,9µ§~§:2··············································· 

The Frequency of fl~.~90thsf is consistent with the 
recommendations of R~:::;tMQ Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref. 9), 
paragraph 2.a. (2); fakes ·into consideration ttttt-t- pff~n;!:. 
conditions required to perform the Surveillance; i~d-~s 
intended to be consistent with expected fuel cycle lengths. 

This SR is modified by a Note. The reason for the Note is
that performing the Surveillance would remove a required 
offsite circuit from service, perturb the electrical .................. . 
distribution system, and challenge safety systems. ffq.Wgy'~6i 
credit may be taken for unplanned events that sat i sfY.lhE ·· 
SR. 

Revie·,wr's Note: The above MODE restrictions may be deleted 
if it can be demonstrated to the staff, on a plant specific 
basis, that performi Ag the SR 1,·ith the reactor iA aAy of the 
restricted MODES can satisfy the following criteria, as 
applicable: 

a. Performance of the SR ·,Ii 11 not render any safety 
system or compoAeAt inoperable; 

b. PerformaAce of the SR Hill Aot cause perturbations to 
aAy of the electrical distributioA systems that could 
result in a challenge to steady state operation or to 
plaAt safety systems; and 

c. PerformaAce of the SR, or failure of the SR, will not 
cause, or result in, an AOO \Jith attendant challenge 
to plant safety systems. 
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In the event of a OBA coincident with a loss of offsite 
power, the DGs are required to supply the necessary power to 
ESF systems so that the fuel, Rf-£ PCS, and contafnment 
design limits are not exceeded. ' ' 

This Surveillance demonstrates the DC operation, as 
discussed in the Bases for SR 3.8.1.11, during a loss of 
offsite pm.er actuation test signal in conjunction with an 
ESF actuation signal. In lieu of actual demonstration of 
connection and loading of loads, testing that adequately 
shm1s the tapabi l i ty of the DC system to perform these 
functions is acceptable. This testing may include any 
series of sequential, overlapping, or total steps so that 
the entire connection and loading sequence is verified . 
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The:Jrequency of fl8 months+ takes into consideration tlfT4-t 
p]~riti conditions required to perform the Surveillance and is 
Tnlended to be consistent with an expected fuel cycle length 
of f 18 months+. 

This SR is modified by Bffi ij Note-s-. The reason for ~late 1 
is to lflinilflize Hear and tear on the DGs during testing. For 
the purpose of this testing, the DGs lflUst be started frolfl 
standby conditions, that is, Hith the engine coolant and oil 
continuously circulated and telflperature !flaintained 
consistent Hith manufacturer rccommendati ens for DGs. The 
reason for th.~ Note -2- is that pcrformi ng the Survei 11 ance 
would remove .... ·a required offsite circuit from service, 
perturb the electrical distribution system, and challenge 
safety systems. B.pW,gygp~: :credit may be taken for unplanned 
events that sati sf}i".thfS.SR. 

§·g·,,,~=:;=~~: !::.~ !@·.:·::_:,:·::::.:~=,R§i:·==]=p-~ij.:=:,:,;t§:rr]":.f=l£,i~~9n,~: 

SR 3.8.1.20 

This Surveillance demonstrates that the DC starting 
independence has not been colflprolflised. Also, this 
Surveillance de!flonstrates that each engine can achieve 
proper speed Hithin the specified time when the DGs arc 
started silflultaneously. 
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. t t . , ·Hi Hie "'ecommendati ens Th 10 year Frequency is cons1s en nl , 

ofeRegulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref. 9). 

. . . . The reason for Hie Note is This SR is modi f1 ed b:r a No:e.. testing. For Hie purpose 
to minimize ~ear 0 ~ t~~ DG s~r~:gstarted from stdndby 
of this testrng, ~ e ... ·~hm~he engine coolant and oil 
conditions, th~t i~'t"~ and temperature maintained ontinuously circu a e ' ~ t' 
c , steRt . ·i th manufacturer recommenua i ens. consi " 

Diesel Generator Test Schedule 

q Bl 3 8 1 1) implements the The DC test schedule \~a~ e.t~ Re ulatory Guide 1.9 
recommendations of Revis;o~h~ testgschedule is to provide 
(Ref. 3). The purpos\\1. ~\confidence level associated 
timely test data to.e: ~ ~~reliability above 0.95 per \lith the goal to main ain 
demand. 

. G 'd 1 9 Revision 3 (Ref. 3), each .. Accardi ng to Regul ator:rui e . t' once e"ery 31 days. 
DC unit should Be teste~ at le~sor more ~alid failures in 
Whenever a DC h~s experien~ed ximum tim; Bet\1een tests is 
the last 25 valid tests, j ?lm~es in 25 "al id tests is a 
reduced to 7 days. Four t:i ~hreshold of acceptable DG 
failure rate of 0.16, or . e an early indication of the. 
performance, and hen~? :~r.:~ '~hen considered in the light 
degradation of DC re , a ~ i h .. ·e'.·er 4 failures in the last 
of a long hi story .of i~\!' a :~aii sti cally probable 
25 valid ~ests ma,y on '.t" ts. Increasing the test 
distriBut10~ of ran~o~ e.enmo;e timely accumulation of 
Frequency '1fl 11 all a.. or a.. . to base judgment of the 
addition~l test data upo~hrlh~chreased test Frequency must be 
reliability of the DC. e in~i"e failure free tests have maintained until seven consecu v ' 

been performed. 

d t sting is 7 days, but no less The Frequency for acceler:t~tedeat intervals of less than 
than 24 hours. Test~ con u 1 iance \Jith Required 
24 hours may Be cr9d1ted for comp of re establishing the 
nctions. However, for the purposeful test at an interval of 
" F cy a success-- d normal 31 dayrequen id be considered an invalid test an 
less than 24 hours shou .. secutive failure free starts, not count towards the se.en con. et 
and the consecutive test count is not res . 
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A test interval in excess of 7 days (or 31 days, as 
appropriate) constitutes a failure to meet the SRs and 
results in the associated DC being declared inoperable. It 
does not, ho·,•ever, constitute a valid test or failure of the 
DC, and any consecutive test count is not reset. 
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B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

B 3.8.2 AC Sources - Shutdown 

BASES 

BACKGROUND A description of the AC sources is provided in the Bases for 
LC0·3.8.l, "AC Sources - Operating." 

APPLICABLE The OPERABILITY of the minimum AC sources during MODES 5 
SAFETY ANALYSES and 6 and during movement of irradiated fuel assemblies 

ensures that: 

a. The unit can be rnai ntai ned in the shutdmm or 
refueling condition for extended periods; 

b. Sufficient instrumentation and control capability is 
available for monitoring and maintaining the unit 
status; and 

c. Adequate AC electrical power is provided to mitigate 
events postulated during shutdown, such as a fuel 
handling accident . 

lill•Wat•Ai&llt1. 
~~l~~i~i~~~i~li'li~:~1~~i~i~~~i~l~;~~/~~~~1~1~1~~~~/~l~~~~l!~i~l~i=i~~:::pp 
8'n~1:¥:?.,§~::,::=@vin~:§::,:,wh1::9~~Em1):s:n:t:::::=99:9µr:,:,::~i;.f~rnm:9,,::mp:§,:::::§::::::~far' =§::,:~:r-~.·.· .... · ... 

•••• ,t-•111;; 
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In general, when the tm-4-t p}.~ffit. is shut down, the Technical 
Specifications requirements ensure that the tttri-t p]~#t has 
the capability to mitigate the consequences of posfl1lated 
accidents. However, assuming a single failure and 
concurrent loss of all offsite or all onsite power is not 
required. The rationale for this is based on the fact that 
many Design Basis Accidents (DBAs) that are analyzed in 
MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 have no ~pecific analyses in MODES 5 
and 6. Worst case bounding events are deemed not credible 
in MODES 5 and 6 because the energy contained 1with in the 
reactor pressure boundary, reactor pX;]m~rY coolant 

. temperature and pressure, and the c60f~~~iinding stresses 
result in the probabilities of occurrence being 
significantly reduced or eliminated, and in minimal 
consequences. These deviations from OBA analysis 
assumptions and design requirements during shutdo11n 
conditions are allm,·ed by the LGO for required systems. 

During MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, various deviations from the 
analysis assumptions and design requirements are allmwd 
within the Required Actions. This allowance is in 
recognition that certain testing and maintenance activities 
must be conducted provided an acceptable level of risk is 
not exceeded. During MODES S and 6, performance of a 
significant number of required testing and maintenance 
activities is also required. In MODES S and 6, the 
activities are generally planned and administratively 
controlled. Relaxations from MODE 1, 2, 3, and 4 LGO 
re qui remrnts are acceptable during shutdmm modes based on: 

a. The fact that time in an outage is limited. This is a 
risk prudent goal as well as a utility economic 
consideration. 

b. Requiring appropriate compensatory measures for 
certain conditions. These may include administrative 
controls, reliance on systems that do not necessarily 
meet typical design requirements applied to systems 
credited in operating MODE analyses, or both. 

c. Prudent utility consideration of the risk associated 
with multiple activities that could affect multiple 
systems. 

d. Maintaining, to the extent practical, the ability to 
perform required functions (even if not meeting 
MODE 1, 2, 3, and 4 OPERABILITY requirements) with 
systems assumed to function during an event . 
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'd t during shutdmm, this LCO IA the event of a~ ~cciteAft systems necessary to avoid 
ensures the.ca~abil~tyo s~ppoetther a loss of all offsite 
immediate difficultyilassu~~Agdiesel generator (DC) power. po·,Jer or a lass of a onsi e 

The AC sources 
Statement. 

satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRG PoTicy 

One offsite circuit capable () su~pLCO 3 8 10 "Distribution 
po~rer distributi?A ~ubsyst:: :ha: all re~u~re~ loads are . 
Systems Shutdown, ensur A OPERnBLE DC associated with 
powered from offs ite po·.1e~. 4fl .. d n t be OPERABLE by 
a distribution system :~ai~s:e:~::~ so:rce is available to 

. . f lyiAg the OASite Class lE 

LCO 3.8.10, eA~ures a .. ive rt' assumiAg a loss of the 
prov~de e~ect~ical/o .. ~~ supb~ERABILITY of the required 
offsite circuit. age er, ,, ·1 bility of 
offsite circuit aAd DC eAsures t th~h:·:~;: iA a safe manAer 
sufficieAt AC sources to opera e f postulated eveAts duriAg aAd to mitigate the COASequeAces ? 
shutdowA (e.g., fuel haAdling accideAts). 

The qualified offsite circuit must be c~pab!: :fr::i~!:!:iAg 
rated frequeA?Y aAd ~o~tage, a::t::c~:t:~~ EA:ineered Safety 
during aA accident, )hilQ c~~;.ed offsite circuits are those 
Feature (ESF) ~us(e~ ·th u~S!R,aAd are part of the licensing that are described iA e n · 
basis for the UAit. 

. t f Safeguards TraAsformer B, 
Offsite circui~ #1 COAS~.~.:: ~yard Bus B aAd is fed through 
\Jhich is supplied ~romth11\~F traAsform~r XNBOl, Hhich, iA 
breaker 52 3 poweriAg e h its Aormal feeder · 
turA, powers the #ldEs:f:~:et:~=~~it coAsists of the Startup. 
breaker. The .. s?COA. o ormal 1 , fed from the Swi tchyard 
TraAsformer, 11hi ch is A h b ; 

1 
p.n 02 01 po"eri Ag the ESF d . f d throug- -rea<er n c " 

Bus A, aA is··h? h :n turA powers the #2 ESF bus through traAsformer, ~ ic ' l ' · 
its Aormal feeder breaker. 
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The DC must be capable of starting, accelerating to rated 
speed and voltage, connecting to its respective ESF bus on 
detection of bus undervoltage, and accepting required loads. 
This sequence Arnst be accomplished ·,/ithin [10] seconds. The 
DC must be capable of accepting required' loads Hithin the 
assumed loading sequence intervals, and must continue to 
operate until offsite power can be restored to the ESF 
buses. These capabilities are required to be met from a 
variety of initial conditions such as DC in standby with the 
engine hot and DC in standby at ambient conditions. 

Proper sequencing of loads, including tripping of 
nonessential loads, is a required function for DC 
OPERABILITY. 

In addition, proper sequencer operation is an integral part 
of offsite circuit OPERABILITY since its inoperability 
impacts on the ability to start and maintain energized 
loads required OPERABLE by LCO 3.8.10. 

It is acceptable for trains to be cross tied during shutdmm 
conditions, alloHing a single offsite power circuit to 
supply all required trains. 

]fo} § :::ijgQ::::,rgqg] f:g;$::;::::gn~:: :;;gfrn$.!;};:~g :, g}::ppg:J;t tg::;::~M:.QP;~RA~g:~:; ;: :· :Qp~ 
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AC Sources - Shutdown 
B 3.8.2 

The AC sources required to be OPERABLE in MODES 5 and 6 and 
during ffiOVeffient of irradiated fuel asseffiblies provide 
assurance that: 

a. Systeffis to provide adequate coolant inventory ffiakeup 
are available for the irradiated fuel asseffiblies; 

b. Systeffis needed to ffiitigate a fuel handling accident 
are available; 

c. Systeffis necessary to ffiitigate the effects of events 
that can lead to core daffiage during shutdo',m are 
available; and 

d. Instruffientation and control capability is available 
for ffionitoring and ffiaintaining the unit in a cold 
shutdmm condition or refueling condition. 

i~Wlllilllmr~lllC1:na 
~::w: ... :::··~r P@f~g::.: 9:i)s1mn1 .:}'9¥~r:~2:IT.&:, m~~§!'PM 
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The AC fffiWei" .:~:gqr'§~ r.~qyirements for MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 
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An offsite circuit ·,rnuld be considered inoperable if it '1Jere 
not available to one required ESF train. Al though t\JO 
trains are required by LCO 3.8.10, the remaining train \Jith 
offsi te po'1Jer available may be capable of supporting 
sufficient required·features to alloH continuation of CORE 
ALTERATIONS and fuel movement. By the all mJance of the 
option to declare required features inoperable, Hith no 
off site poHer available, appropriate restri cti ens 11i ll be 
implemented in accordance \lith the affected required 
features LCO's ACTIONS. 

illllil,lil1i•lll;lll: 
iiillll&1111111•11111~ 
A. 2 . 1 , A. 2. 2, A. 2. 3, A. 2. 4, B. 1 , B. 2, B. 3, and B. 4 

With the offsite circuit not available to all required 
trains, the option ·,rnuld still exist to declare all required 
features inoperable. Since this option may involve 
undesired administrative efforts, the alloHance for 
sufficiently conservative actions is made. With the 
required DG inoperable, the minimum required diversity of AC 
poh'er sources is not available. It is, therefore, required 
to suspend GORE ALTERATIONS, movement of irradiated fuel 
assemblies, and operations involving positive reactivity 
addltions. The Required Action to suspend positive 
reactivity additions does not preclude actions to maintain 
or increase reactor vessel inventory provided the required 
SOM is maintained. 

Suspension of these activities does not preclude completion 
of actions to establish a safe conservative condition. 
These actions minimize the probability or the occurrence of 
postulated events. It is further required to immediately 
initiate action to restore the required AG sources and to 
continue this action until restoration is accomplished in 
order to provide the necessary AG pm•er to the unit safety 
systems . 
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The Completion Time of immediately is consistent with the 
required times for actions requiring prompt attention. The 
restoration of the required AC electrical power sources 
should be completed as quickly as possible in order to 
minimize the time during which the Uft-H. P:iigij't safety systems 
may be without sufficient power. ·· ·········· 
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SR 3.8.2.l (Shutdown AC power surveillance) 

SR 3.8.2.1 requires the SRs from LCO 3.8.1 that are 
necessary for ensuring the OPERABILITY of the AC sources in 
other than MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 M'.OO.t$.:.$::~hd $. SR 3. 8 .1. 8 
is not required to be rnet since 6A"i:Yone.6ffsite-circuit is 
required to be OPERABLE. SR 3.8.1.17 is not required to be 
rnet because the required OPERABLE DG(s) is not required to 
undergo periods of being synchronized to the offsite 
circuit. SR 3.8.1.20 is excepted because starting 
independence is not required with DG(s) that are not 
required to be OPERABLE. 

This SR is rnodified by a Note. The reason for the Note is 
to preclude requiring the OPERABLE DG(s) frorn being 
paralleled with the offsite power network or otherwise 
rendered inoperable during perforrnance of SRs, and to 
preclude deenergizing a required 4160 V ESF bus or 
disconnecting a required offsite circuit during perforrnance 
of SRs. With lirnited AG Sources available, a single event 
could cornprornise both the required circuit and the DG. It 
is the intent that these SRs must still be capable of being 
rnet, but actual perforrnance is not required during periods 
when the DG and offsite circuit is tequired to be OPERABLE. 
Refer to the corresponding Bases for LGO 3.8.l for a 
discussion of each SR. 

Thg ::·§-R§'.,::~:n9.'.m:::::::~Q.Q\:::@W§~:1 :::::wrl!J·9\ij:::::::~rg::: r§9.i1::rg~ -~:r~@-~h9~:§.::.wm1 wn 
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B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

B 3.8.3 Diesel Fuel Oil,-;%Qg Lube Oil, and Starting Air 

BASES 

BACKGROUND &€-ft J;fjg diesel generator$_(DG$) +s- ~r~ provided with a 
storage tank having a n~~]@}i}§g}:fuel oil capacity fh\igri.t9!'.Y 
sufficient to operate tftirt gp~·diesel for a period of ······ 
7 days, while the DG is suppTYing maximum posti loss of 
coolant accident loads) demand as discussed inthe FSAR, 
Section [9.5.4.2] (Re'f<: 1). The maxifllUfll load def!land is 
calculated using the assufllption that at least two DGs are 
available. This onsite fuel oil capacity is sufficient to 
operate the DG~ for longer than the time to replenish the 
onsite supply from outside sources. 

Fuel oil is transf~rr.E!.9 from m.H§ tlli~]:::QjJ:::§~qf:ggg, T~nK 
storage tank to g]tfigij'day tarik·b:y··enh·er··ortwo ··rueT 
transfer pumps assoClafed with each storage tank. 
Redundancy of puFllpS and piping precludes the failure of one 
pump, or the rupture of any pipe, valve, or tank to result 
in the lass of more than one DC. All outside tanks, pumps, 
and piping are located underground. 

For proper operation·of the standby DGs, it is necessary to 
ensure the proper quality of the fuel oil. Regulatory 
Guide 1.137 (Ref. 2) addresses the recommended fuel oil 
practices as supplemented by ANSI Nl95-1976 (Ref. 3).-----=tft.e 
fuel oil properties governed by these SRs are the water and 
sediment content, the kinematic viscosity, specific gravity 
(or API gravity), and ifllpurity level. 

The DG lubrication system is designed to provide sufficient 
lubrication to permit proper operation of its associated DG 
under all loading conditions. The system is required to 
circulate the lube oil to the diesel engine working surfaces 
and to remove excess heat generated by friction during · 
operation. Each engine oil sump contains an inventory 
capable of supporting a minimum off?+ days of operation. 
fThe onsite storage in addition to the engine oil sump is 
sufficient to ensure 7 days of continuous operation.+ This 
supply is sufficient supply to allow the operator to 

ij~i:~:::i:~:~::~~g:,?:::i~~µ:i:~~m~i:t:ii~:t:i.~:~~ij~:~::j:~ij~~~:i::::n:~l~~i~~l~l~~~i~:1~~i~~¥ 
--~·l-Jll9al,ltf•'~~ 
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Each DC has an air start system 'iii th adequate capacity for 
five successive start attempts on the DC \without recharging 
the air start receiver(s). 

APPLICABLE The initial conditions of Design Basis Accident (OBA) and 
SAFETY ANALYSES transient analyses in the FSAR, Chapter [6] (Ref. 4), and in 

the FSAR, Chapter [15] (Ref. 5), assume Engineered Safety 
Feature (ESF) systems are OPERABLE. The DGs are designed to 
provide sufficient capacity, capability, redundancy, and 
reliability to ensure the availability of necessary power to 
ESF systems so that fuel, Reactor Coolant System and 
containment design limits are not exceeded. These limits 
are discussed in more detail in the Bases for LCO 
Section 3.2, Power Distribution Limits; Section 3.4, Reactor 
Coolant System (RCS); and Section 3.6, Containment Systems. 

•1ra1111;111r,1r1111: 
Si nee diesel fuel oil, 1 ube oil, and the air start 
subsystems support the operation of the standby AC pmwr 
sources, they satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRG Policy 
Statement. 
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Stored diesel fuel ~jl j~ f~quired to have sufficient supply 
for 7 days of full ~¢@1!@~0¥./load operation. It is also 

ili~11111••tit~t~ilii~,&~ 
sufflcferit Tubricaffng·]ijQ"~·aiT.suppl.Y iiiusl be available to 

lil&;liiliiltli:;:}or 
f ggJJgtjj pg@tmmu:··~·· ]pg$,§"""requ irement$.,··· in···c 0 nj u ri C:t i 0 n 
with an abiTTtY.lo obtain re.placement supplies within 
7 days, supports the availability of DGs required to shut 
dmm the reactor and to maintain it in a safe condition for 
an anticipated operational occurrence (AOO) or a postulated 
OBA 11ith lass of offs ite pm1er. DG day tank fuel 
requirements, as well as transfer capability from the 
storage tank to the day tank, are addressed in LCOi 3.8.lT 
"AC Sources Operating," and tfB 3. 8. 2, "AC Sources 
Shutdmm." 

The starting air system is required to have a m1n1mum 
capacity for five successive DC start attempts 11ithout 
recharging the air start receivers. 

The AC sources (LCO 3.8.1 and LCO 3.8.2) pGJ;: are required py 
l~UW!!$.~$.WM::~nar:~,:@i.MZ.Ito ensure the ava i 1 abTli ty of the ·.·.··.·.·. 
reqLiTr.ed".powe·r Tct··~d1ut down the reactor and maintain it in a 

~'~~il~~~~~~~i!ii~iii!~~:
0 

;!~~~.~m~;:m~~~A fuel 
LCO$ 3:8.1 and tfB 3.8.2, stored diesel fuel oil-, ahd lube 
oir·and starting __ Cl:frare required to be within limlls when 
the associated ~j:]fi§:r DG is required to be OPERABLE . 
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The ACTIONS Table is modified by a Note indicating that 
separate Condition entry is allowed for each DC. This is 
acceptable, since the Required Actions for each Condition 
provide appropriate compensatory actions for each inoperable 
DC subsystem. Complying ·11ith the Required Acti OR? for one 
inoperable DC subsystem may allo~1 for continued operation, 
and subsequent inoperable DC subsystem(s) are governed by 
separate Condition entry and application of associated 
Required Actions. 

In this Condition, the 7 day fuel oil supply for a DC is not 
available. Hmwever, the Condi ti on is restricted to fuel oil 
level reductions, that maintain at least a 6 day supply. 
These circumstances may be caused by events such as full 
load operation required after an inadvertent start whi~e at 
minimum required level; or feed and bleed operations, which 
may be necessitated by increasing particulate levels or any 
number of other oil ~uality degradations. This restriction 
allm,·s sufficient time for obtaining the requisite 
replacement volume and ~erforming the analyses required 
prior to addition of fuel oil to the tank. A period of 
48 hours is considered sufficient to complete restoration of 
the required level prior to declaring the DC inoperable. 
This period is acceptable based on the remaining capacity 
(> 6 days), the fact that procedures will be initiated to 
obtain replenishment, and the low probability of an event 
during this brief period . 
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With lube oil inventory< 500 gal, sufficient lubricating 
oil to support 7 days of continuous DC operation at full 
load conditions may not be available. However, the 
Condition is restricted to lube oil volume reducfions that 
maintain at least a 6 day supply. This restriction allov1's 
sufficient time to obtain the requisite replacement volume. 
A period of 48 hours is considered sufficient to complete 
restoration of the required volume prior to declaring the DC 
inoperable. This period is acceptable based on the 
remaining capacity (> 6 days), the lo"n' rate of usage, the 
fact that procedures ·,Ji 11 be initiated to obtain 
replenishment, and the low probability of an event during 
this brief period. 

Billlllll11~111111Hltl,lil~l1~1~~~~ 
lllli!l1Illllltllll1llllt~~L111~~~~~~~,~~~~#rc& 
c .1 

This Condition is entered as a result of a failure to meet 
the acceptance criterion of SR 3.8.3.5. Normally, trending 
of particulate levels allows sufficient time to correct high 
particulate levels prior to reaching the limit of 
acceptability. Poor sample procedures (bottom sampling), 
contaminated sampling equipment, and errors in laboratory 
analysis can produce failures that do not follow a trend. 
Since the presence of particulates does not mean failure of 
the fuel oil to burn properly in the diesel engine, and 
particulate concentration is unlikely to change 
significantly bet',rnen Survei 11 ance Frequency intervals, and 
proper engine performance has been recently demonstrated 
('1Jithin 31 days), it is prudent to allmJ a brief period 
prior to declaring the associated DC inoperable. 
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With the ReW '$$.gp~~ fuel oil properties defined in the B-a-ses-

~:~u ~~e~ · ~ i ~i -~~-~9l~l~~l~~~:~~~~~~ll!J!~l~~~~~v~~~g~fuJ~~0g~~i~t!9r:f·· 
. a period of 3-GSl da}is Ts. allowed for ·resloririg the sfOr.ed .... 

fuel oil properlies. This period provides sufficient time 
to test the stored fuel oil to determine that the iir new 
fuel oilLwhen mixeci with previous]y stored fuel oil, 

ilil'1f~~!!!~~~~~:~:;~~ ~:~!~?!~~~:~~r!~# 
prOC:edU"res, filtering, or combinations of these procedures. 
Even if a DG start and load was required during this time 
interval and the fuel oil properties were outside limits, 
there is a high likelihood that the DG would still be 
capable of performing its intended function. 

With starting air receiver pressure < [225] psig, sufficient 
capacity for five successive DC start attempts does not 
exist. Hmwver, as long as the receiver pressure is 
> [125] psig, there is adequate capacity for at least one 
start attempt, and the DC can be considered OPERABLE Hhile 
the air receiver pressure is restored to the required limit. 
A period of 48 hours is considered sufficient to complete 
restoration to the required pressure prior to declaring the 
DC inoperable. This period is acceptable based on the 
remaining air start capacity, the fact that most DC starts 
are accomplished on the first attempt, and the low 
probability of an event during this brief period . 
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With a Required Action and associated Completion Time not 
met, or one or rnore DCs with diesel fuel oil,- Ori lube oil-,-
or starting air subsystern not within limits fdr~reasons 
other than addressed by Conditions A through fb, the 
associated DG may be incapable of performing its intended 
function and must be immediately declared inoperable. 

SR 3.8.3.l (fuel oil quantity check) 

This SR provides verification that there is an adequate 
ir:w~ntory of fuel oil in the storage tank7 tq syppq_rt e:a-ffi 
i@tfi:gr DG's operation for 7 days at full p[q$]fgqq)qgrj]load. 
lhe t day period is sufficient time to plaCelhe.un1f P:J.~nt 
in a safe shutdown condition and to bring in replenish~eiit 
fuel from an offsite location. 

The 31 dayf4. QQMU Frequency is adequate $.P.¢.Ji1'!f-J~q to ~11s~r~. 
that a sufffcTeiit supply of fuel oil.is ai/aiTabJe, $:1fu@g ]pg 

lllil~liill•iltllr4tllllll!I~'• 
alarms·· are· provided'.and .. iiniT.oj:i'crato·rs··wauld. be a·.1are of any 
large uses of f~el oil during this period. 

SR 3.8.3.2 (Lube oil quantity check) 

This Surveillance ensures that sufficient lube oil inventory 
is available to support at least 7 daysof fulJ .~§.qj~:@.O:f.\ 
load operation for each DG. The f500+1r$. gal]j)Jfrequfre.ment 
is based on the DC manufacturerconsumpflon valUes for the 

i~~r ~ i m~ m: f i : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~:~::!§·!:~m~~§~:~:!P::~:~,~~~~:~!:~g:~:Ef :~;=\:::\~\~~:~;:~~::~-~~ 
C'apability to transfer the lube oil from its storage 
location to the DC, when the DC lube oil surnp does not hold 
adequate inventory for 7 days of full accident load 
operation 1Ji thout the level reaching the manufacturer 
recommended minimum level. 

A 31 day Frequency is adequate to ensure that a sufficient 
lube oil supply is onsite, sin~e PG starts and run timel are 
closely monitored by the ttfH-t. j?JJ:ih~ staff. 

SR 3.8.3.3 (Fuel oil quality check) 
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The tests listeq b~JCJ.\'.' Cite a 111e.iin? of determining whether 

~~~d:u~~d o~~~l~~~~~,9g~~~m~~-g~-~~~~:~~!d o~i ~~e s~b~~~~~!~te 
that would have an immediate, detrimental impact on diesel 
engine combustion. 

lllliltlllllltll~l!lllt~~~ll 
are iiiilhfr1 ·acC"eplabTe Tfoiits; the fuel oil may be added to 
the storage tank~ without concern for contaminating the 
entire volume of fuel oil in the storage tanks. These tests 
are to be conducted prior to adding the ne11 fuel to the 
storage tank(s), but in no case is the tiffie beh1een receipt 
of ne\1 fuel and conducting the tests to exceed 31 days. 

54§1 ,:9'1 1§':':~@§tg~·,:,t9n:f.i~hgn: 9if.::t;hg v~rjffig:t'§n§ §w@9i!i1§9 }r 

The tests, liffiits, and applicable ASTM Standards are as 
foll mis: 

a. Saffipl e the ne·11 fuel oi 1 in accordance 11i th ASTM 
04057 [ ] (Ref. 6); 

b. Verify in accordance 11ith the tests spec if i ed in ASTM 
0975 [ ] (Ref. 6) that the saffipl e has an absolute 
specific gravity at 60/60°F of ~ 0.83 and s 0.89, or 
an API gravity at 60°F of~ 27° and·~ 39°, a kineffiatic 
viscosity at 40°G of ~ 1.9 centistokes and s 4.1 
centistokes, and a flash point ~ 125°F; and 

c. Verify that the nm1 fuel oil has a cl ear and bright 
appearance Hith proper color 'ifhen tested in accordance 
1o'ith ASTM 04176 [ ] (Ref. 6) . 
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bo"e l i FA its is cause for . Failure to FAeet aAy oft~~ abu; does Aot represeAt a failure 
rejecti Ag the Ae'oJ fue oi., the fl:lel oil is Aot added to to FAeet the LGO coAcerA siAce 
the storage taAks. 

. ·+·a1 Ae'' £uel oil saFAple, l . the iAiti-1 n r "'ithiA 31 Says fol-0111A§ - t Blish tAat the other 7' t:he fuel oil is aAaly~ed t~les,a f "'TM 0975 [ ] (Ref. 7 
"f' d iR =ta~-e I 0 MOT 'th properties spec1 le:1 "h tested iR accordaRc~ "1 are FAet for Arn fl:lel o1 " eA t that the aAalys1 s for 

115fM 0975 [ ] (Ref. 6~, excep daRce ··•ith A5=tM 01552 [ 
;ulfur FAay Be perforFAed lA acco~ef. 6)7 The 3l day period 
(Ref. 6) or A5TM 02622 [ f ]l ( ·1 properties of iAterest, 
is acceptaBl e Because .t.~~h. ue st:~ed l i FAi ts, 'iioul? Rot have 
eVCR if they \were AOt nl lA ~t·oR This 5urve1llaRCC 
aR i FAmed i ate ef~ect. o~ ~Go~p~~;h l qu~l i ty fl:lel oil for the eRsures the ava1laB1l1t) 
~ 

Fuel oil degradat10A dur1Rg gtly to oxidatioA. =the 
i Rcrease i A parti Cl:ll ate, due mo: meaR the fl:lel oil Hi 11 Aot 

. . loR term storage shows up as aR 

preseRce of particul~te does ~o The particulate caR cause 
1~ iA a diesel eRg1Ae. . Rt 

BUrR proper~ d fuel oil iRjectioA equ1pFAe , 
fouliRg o!hf!~t~:: ::use eAgiRe failure. hmwever, 

. should Be determiAed iA Particulate coAceAtrat10Rs [ ] Method A (Ref. 6). =this 
accordaRce Hith A5=tM 0~276 . det~rmiRatioA of total 
FAethod iRvolves a grav~FAet~1cthe fuel oil aRd has a limit of 
particulate c~AceRtrat1~~ l~o obtaiR a field saFAple.for 
lO mgtl. It lS accepta e. . lieu of field test1Rg. suBse~ueRt laBorato~y te~t~Rfh lRtotal stored fuel oil volume 
[For those desigAs lR wh1c . : rcoRRected taRks, each taRk t . d i A t"o or FAore rn e 
is COR a1Re ·ci~ aRd tested separately.] must be c0As1 ere 

. t takes iAto coAsideratioR fuel oil 
The Freq~eRcy of th~~ :e~ndicate that particulate 
degradatio~ tr~Ads l ·~ l; to chaRge sigRificaRtly Bet\1eeR CORCCRtrat1 OA ls UA l <e 
FrequeAcy iAtervals . 
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s R 3. 8. 3. ;4 cru~m .911 $t9.r~§i~ m~r~iw~te..r sheok); 
Microbiological fouling is a major cause of fuel oil 
degradation. There are numerous bacteria that can grow in 
fuel oil and cause fouling, but all must have a water 
environment in order to survive. Removal of water from the 

r~~jQr~:;~e e {f ~~(~ar~~·mf~~J~!~~.~~~~yi!~~i ~~~~e~~e~;r 
bact~~ial survival. This is the most effective means of 
controlling microbiological fouling. In addition, it 
eliminates r~qi:Jqg~ the potential for water entrainment in 
the fuel o i r··aurTn.g DG operation. Water may come from any 
of several sources, including condensation, ground water, 
rain water, and contaminated fuel oil, and from breakdown of 
the fuel oil by bacteria. Frequent checking for and removal 
of accumulated water minimizes fouling and provides data 
regarding the watertight i ntegr.J.!X gf.!..h~. f.~~l.P1J?Ystem. 

;~.t..~.~.J.~.~.h~~:] ... ~b.•1:iij~·2~ij·~•1·~•p.~ .. ~ .. 2rn~l~l~l~•i,~~1~:~1~~~l~~llii•~1~~·~~·~~·1~~.1.~·~r·t:·;•• 
grj••f;ijq§g•. r~J;gffimgf!q~g···b:y···Regiil.at·arY·· Gui·d·e···1·:·137····(Ref :····2y·: ........ . 
This SRTs.Tor preventative maintenance. The presence of 
water does not necessarily represent failure of this SR 

i·~~~\~~-~~·illdf ... i~-i~iiTi~~~~Ei&ce 
SR 3.8.3.6 

Draining of the fuel oil stored in the supply tanks, removal 
of accumulcited sediment, and tank cleaning are required at 
10 year intervals by Regulatory Guide 1.137 (Ref. 2), 
paragraph 2.f. This also requires the performance of the 
ASME Code, Section XI (Ref. 8), examinations of the tanks. 
To preclude the introduction of surfactants in the fuel oil 
system, the cleaning should be accomplished using sodium 
hypochlorite solutions, or their equivalent, rather than 
soap or detergents. This SR is for preventative 
maintenance. The presence of sediment does not necessarily 
represent a failure of this SR, provided that accumulated 
sediment is removed during performance of the Surveillance. 
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B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

B 3.8.4 DC Sources - Operating 

BASES 

BACKGROUND The station DC electrical power system provides the AC 
emergency power system with control power. It a]so provides 
both motive and control power to selected safety related 
equipment and.ppw@ti,%.9~b§.pr~f¢.rh$igAC vital Bus pm1er (via 
inverters) . As required h.Y ld CFR 5b, Appendix A, GDC 17 
(Ref. 1), the DC electrical power system is designed to have 
sufficient independence, redundancy, and testability to. 
perform its safety functions, assuming a single failure. 
The DC electrical power system also conforms to the 
recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.6 (Ref. 2) and 
IEEE 308 (Ref. 3). 

The fl25/250] \' yp):~:::Dc electrical power system consists of 
two independent and'redundant safety re 1 ated Cl ass ~I P~. . 
electrical power subsystems ([Train A and Train B])sjgijpcg$. 
Each subsystem DC ~~UtG~ consists of ftwe+oh~ 125 .lffif:·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.· .... · 

batteries [(eachhaffery [50]% capacity)], .. the associated 

~fu~~iii$~,~:~ae:1t-t~:r a~:~~ i ~~~g ~~~~~~~' e8~~B!~~f~~~d 
fnfe'rc6hriect i ng cab 1 i ng . 

1•••1•1t1 
,~~!~:~l~/~jl~~i~li~/~l~~~i~j~~!~~~~j~!~~~~i~il~i~~~~i~~~l~i~~[~~:i~~f::Q':@rg§%H 
The 250 VDC source is obtained by use of the two 125 VDC 
batteries connected in series. Additionally there is [one] 
spare battery charger per subsystem, which provides backup 
service in the event that the preferred battery charger is 
out of service. If the spare battery charger is substituted 
for one of the preferred battery chargers, then the 
requirements of independence and redundancy bebwen 
subsystems are maintained. 

During normal operation, the fl25/250] V y\qjjl; DC load is 
powered from the battery chargers with thewbatteries 
floating on the system. In case of loss of normal power ta 
T:~.9.:m .. th~ .... b.CiJJ~i::y charger, the DC load is automatically 
§grjf:!i~:ifuy'§:~::i"FifH!·~~:i:::powered from the station batteries . 
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The [Train A and Train B] DC electrical pm<er subsystems 
provide the control pm:er for its associated Class lE AC 
pmwer load group, [4.16] kV s~•itchgear, and [480] V load 
centers. The DC electrical po'vi'er subsystems al so pro vi de DC 
electrical pmwer to the inverters, Hhi ch in turn_ po•.wer the 
AC vital buses. 

The DC power distribution system is described in more detail 
in the Bases for LCO 3.8.9, "Distributions System 
Operating," and for LCO 3.8.10, "Distribution Systems 
Shutdmm." 

Each battery has adequate storage capacity to carry the 
required load continuously for at least -t-4 hours and to 
perform three complete cycles of intermittent loads 
discussed in the FSAR, Chapter f8+ (Ref. 4). 

Each 125/250 VDC ·y\@:t battery is separately housed in a 
ventilated room apafl frail] iJs. c:~_;:irger and distribution 
centers. Each subsystem Q~ji;qQrP.~ is located in an area 
separated phys.ic:CillY and elecTrTcally from the other 
subsystem tmi:$Q:tjjf:¢g to ensure that a single failure in one 
subsystem $'Qt.lbi!ig dOes not cause a failure in a redundant 
subsystem $9yr@g. There is no sharing bet',wen redundant 
Class IE suhsYslems, such as batteries, battery chargers, or 
distribution panels. 

The batteries for Train A and Train B the DC electrical 
power subsystems $.()Qr~~-$= are sized to pY:oduce required 
capacity at 80% ot'iiallleplate rating, corresponding to 
warranted capacity at end of life cycles and the 100% design 
demand. Battery size is based. on 125% of required capacity 
and, after selection of an available commercial battery, 
results in a battery capacity in excess of 150% of required 
capacity. The voltage limit is 2.13 ¥.@i@::t per cell, which 
corresponds to a total minimum voltage output of H&--lJ- l.2$J7 
ypJ[tj$::per battery discussed in the FSAR, Chapter f8+ 
{Rrif:·4). The criteria for sizing large lead storage 
batteries are defined in IEEE-485 (Ref. 5) . 
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Each Train A and Train B DC electrical power subsystem 
~bli"ifu@g has ample power output ca'paci ty for the steady state 
operalion of connected loads required during normal 
operation, while at the same time maintaining its battery 
-13-a-ft.k--fully charged. Each battery charger also h9s 
sufficient capacity to restore the battery from the design 
minimum charge to its fully charged state within 24 hours 
while supplying normal steady state loads discussed in the 
FSAR, Chapter f8+ (Ref. 4). 

The initial conditions of Design Basis Accident (OBA) and 
transient analyses in the FSAR, Chapter [e] (Ref. e) and 
Chapter [15] (Ref. 7), assume that Engineered Safety Feature 
(ESF) systems are OPERABLE. The DC electrical power system 
pro vi des normal and emergency DC electrical pmwr for the 
DGs, emergency au xi l i ari es, and control and sHi tch i ng during 
all MODES of operation. 

The OPERABILITY of the DC sources is consistent with the 
initial assumptions of the accident analyses and is based 
upon meeting the design basis of the unit. This includes 
maintaining the DC sources OPERABLE during accident 
conditions in the event of: 

a. An assumed loss of all offsite AC pm.ier or all onsite 
AC pmwr; and 

b. A ·,rnrst case single failure. 

•a11111111111111~1mr•11!i~§ 
The DC sources satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRG Policy 
Statement . 
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i~~6l~~~Gi:~~:1~;0!~m:n~t~lft1~~~~1 ~~;illi#te• 
c6rr~s~6riding control equipment and interconnecting cabling 
supplying power to the associated bus within the train are 
required to_ be OPERABLE to ensure the availability of~ 
required pp·:§9n#r91 p~@gr ~tjg RrR:f§ntgq.Ac power to shut 
down the ·reac::tOrHandmainfafriHif.HfoHa·safe condition after 
an anticipated operational occurrence (ADO) or a postulated 
EfB.A. Loss of any train DC electrical pmJCr subsystem does 
not prevent the minimum s~fety function from being performed 
(Ref. 4). 

-
An OPERABLE DC electrical pmver subsystem requires all 
required batteries and respective chargers to be operating 
and connected to the associated DC bus(es). 

~i\\\j~~~~~~l~~~j!!\\l~~\~~~l~~~~~~l~i~\:\\:~~:~~~~~l~l~ii~;~~~~i~I:~~~~~¥: 
~~~~~i l~~~l~~~~l/~R~tiF:~nM 1i2 .r~m~1r PRtEt\@sg; gn§ sn~rs~n mµ~~ 

llllllfllllli~ 
The DC electrical power sources are required to be OPERABLE 
in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 to ensure safe unit operation and to 
ensure that: 
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Acceptable fuel design limits and reactor coolant 
pressure boundary limits are not exceeded as a result 
of AOOs or abnormal transients; and 

Adequate core cooling is provided, and cont~inment 
integrity and other vital functions are maintained in 
the event of a postulated OBA. 

The DC electrical pm:er $:'9.UtG~ requirements for MODES 5 
and 6 are addressed in the Bases for LCD 3.8.5, "DC Sources 
- Shutdown." 

A:~J, :~rf9rnAf?. 

~~!~ll~!M~li~~l~~l~ll~~~~~l~l~~~~~l~~l~l~~~:~il~~i~li~~11~~~i~l~ll~~li~~~; 
§!:lrvlf.¢.@JJ:tT J::~= 1 §:: :ntrn :::~H:W:i:~9u: :rn::rtJ§l3.1.mM1M§M:{t:9:Jmgj:nt@1 n .mn? ....... . 

ili!lli-lt1a•~ti 
~~~~i~l~~~li ::~!~l~~~~~~~~~~~~~i~~~~i~~i~~!~~!l:~i!~J=u9wm~n99§J %: 

AB.I and B.2 

Condition A represents one train \lith a loss of ability to 
completely respond to an events, and a potential loss of 
ability to remain energized during normal operation. It is 
therefore, imperative that the operator's attention focus on 
stabilizing the unit, minimizing the potential for complete 
loss of DC power to the affected train. The 2 hour limit is 
consistent Hith the all 0'1Jed ti me for an inoperable DC 
distribution system train . 
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subsystem has the capacity to support a safe shutdmm and to 
mitigate an accident condition. Since a subsequent ·,wrst 
case single failure ·,wuld, hmrnver, result in the complete 
loss of the remaining 250/125 voe electrical power 
subsystems ·,1i th attendant lass of ESF functi ens, continued 
power operation should not exceed 2 hours. The 2 hour 
Completion Time is based on Regulatory Guide 1.93 (Ref. 8) 
and reflects a reasonable time to assess unit status as a 
function of the inoperable DC electrical po·11•er subsystem 
and, if the DC_ electrical poHer subsystem is not restored to 
OPERABLE status, to prepare to effect an orderly and safe 
unit shutdmm. 

li:~l~li~l~,lll~~~l~l~~IJll=~~lflHl:ll1~~<P!n 
.tn. ::@ri~·~n · tg · :r~§:rt*Jr~'_,~fu~::::::p~ :§9g~9~:::: t9: ''1':t$.·.:,9.@1$:~9n:: §.~P.:~P:=11 ~,~&j 
~~~~~~~~~li~ll~l~~i~~~~l~:~~~l~~~il~~!~~~l~i~i~~i~l~]i~:~~l~llllr#:~~ 
2r:1:9J.n:~m:,::g~=rn:J.::§:~9g:§: ::1=1:9gry§=1=:r.:s:=:,p,~§::~::§::::::gn@:t:ngnJ::g9:t§ ::·:®n§ ·-•• ··•·· •-•-••••• ·• 
~v~Jrn~t.MnM ~y::rng;:: P:rP=V:19$.i ::::f!wt.>Y::t:n®:j:n@=::@rrPP: P.9.w?:n mr.9.mt?'J tn~tr 
A¢ ':qi §:~r1:.p,µ~:~:P..n'::: ·g;y§~grts:: :: r1J;n®r:§rm9:rg ;., ::1wL::P:rg¥],fJ.gii!: ~••••-••-•-•• ·····•••• •· · .. 
t$®:§2n:~9Jg ::p1ffig:: t~Fi-W%:§g~§: t.m~rtt: .:§t®rPP'§:: @.§ wnr4n@tJ:iMt:: 9fM tn§ 
J:n9!P:§r~9J:~ :=P:s: ;g:J:g§prJ.§~J : :P:9!w§r:: §9i4r9§::=: in9. i .,J r:: tng: gg~f gr& m§ 
n©.~Jt$:§¥9:rg4.' :tg;: 9.R[R86!4.P. : §:#@.tY:~Mtm§:= t?rr$.!P:~rg, ~:i:i. '::gr:ng¢.t. ®rr 9m9i§r:t:®, =~111: : ~~-rn§f m11n:~::::~n~:f::99~r':f:::········ ·· ········· ················· · · · ··· ······· ··· ·· ··· · · · · · · · · ·· 
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If the inoperable DC electrical power subsystem ~g'.tjp~~ 
cannot be restored to.OPERABLE status within the i6~~ired 
Completion Time, the tlfH-t- P.:l'~nt must be brought to a MODE in 
which the LCO does not applj: To achieve this status, the 
tlfH-t- p):~ij~ must be brought to ,at least MODE 3 within 6 hours 
and to MCi[)E 5 within 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times 
are reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the 
required tlfH-t- Rm~Dt conditions from full power C()!lc:l1tions in 
an orderly manner and. without challenging tlfH-t- p)\@@'F. 
systems. The Completion Time to bring the unit.To.MODE 5 is 
consistent with the time required in Regulatory Guide 1.93 
(Ref. 8). 

SR 3.8.4.1 (Float voltage check) 

Verifying battery terminal voltage while on float charge .:f.e-r'· 
the batteries helps to ensure the effectiveness of the 
charging system and the ability of the batteries to perform 
their intended function. Float charge is the condition in 
which the charger is supplying the continuous charge 
required to overcome the internal losses of a battery fe-r 
battery cell) and maintain the battery (or a battery cell) 
in a fully charged state. The voltage requirements are 
based on the nominal design voltage of the battery and are 
consistent with the initial voltages assumed in the battery 
sizing calculations. The 7 day Frequency is consistent with 
~~~~fui~:~~~~~:P:fu'~~ommendati ens and I EEE-450 (Ref. 9) 

sR 3. s. 4. 2 (I~rru1:·ry,~~ .. ~n~·,isl8n'r:~9~g:r:.=.9.qn~·1.~.J,2n::·:=si~.s·~1= 
Visual. inspection to detect corrosjon pf the battery 
!~iJJ:p\!~;J:::$ ... €€-l--l-5- and connect i ens qqQ.!J§q~gp$, or measurement 
6f .. th~i6iistance of each interc6ll; 1rit6frack, intertier, 
and terminal connection, provides an indication.of physical 
damage or abnormal deterioration that could potentially 
degrade battery performance. 

The limits established for this SR must be no more than 20% 
above the resistance as measured during installation or not 
above the ceiling value established by the manufacturer . 
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The Surveillance Frequency for these inspections, which can 
detect conditions that can cause power losses due to 
resistance heating, is 92 days. This Frequency is · 
considered acceptable based on operating experience related 
to detecting corrosion trends. 

Visual inspection of the battery cells, cell plates, and 
battery racks provides an indication of physical damage or 
abnormal deterioration that could potentially degrade 
battery performance. 

The 12 month Frequency for this SR is consistent with 
IEEE-450 (Ref. 9), which recommends detailed visual 
inspection of cell condition and rack integrity on a yearly 
basis. 

Visual inspection and resistance measurements of intercelTT 
interrack, intertier, and terminal connections provide an 
indication of physical damage or abnormal deterioration that 
could i.ndicate degraded battery condition. The 
anticorrosion material is used to help ensure good 
electrical connections and to reduce terminal deterioration. 
The visual ins~ection for corrosion is not intended to 
require removal of and inspection under each terminal 
connection. The removal of visible corrosion is a 
preventive maintenance SR. The presence of visible 
corrosion does not necessarily represent a failure of this 
SR provided visible corrosion is removed during performance 
of SR 3.8.4.4. 

Revi e~1er' s Note: The requirement to verify that terminal 
connections are clean and tight applies only to nickel 
cadmium batteries as per IEEE Standard Pll06, "IEEE 
Recommended Practice for Installation, Maintenance, Testing 
and Replacement of Vented Nickel Cadmium Batteries for 
Stationary Applications." This requirement may be removed 
for lead acid batteries . 
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The connection resistance limits for SR 3.8.4.S shall be no 
more than 20% above the resistance as measured during 
installation, or not above the ceiling value established by 
the manufacturer. 

The Surveillance Frequencies of 12 months is consistent with 
IEEE-450 (Ref. 9), whic~ recommends cell to cell and 
terminal connection resistance measurement on a yearly 
basis. 

SR 3.8.4.6 (Charger test) 

This SR requires that each battery chargi=r !Je capable of 

.~:m:.~~.~~~~::;:.~.~.~.~~~~i~Z~i~~rnliti~~ 
~i~~i~l~~~~i~i~l~~~~~l~l~~~~~l~~itl~~~:~~~~~~~r~:~n:i:~!!'l'~a&:~! 
(Ref; .. 1r .. AccordTng .. to .. REguTafory .... GUide 1.32 (Ref. lo), the 
battery charger supply is required to be based on the 
largest combined demands of the various steady state loads 
and the charging capacity to restore the battery from the 
design minimum charge state to the fully charged state, 
irrespective of the status of the unit during these demand 
occurrences. The minimum required amperes and duration 
ensures that these requirements can be satisfied. 

The Surveillance Frequency is acceptable, given the tttH--t
pJg:tj:~ cond it i ans required to perform the test and the other 
~d~iriistrative controls existing to ensure adequate charger 
performanc~ during these fl8 month+ intervals. In addition, 
this Frequency is intended to be consistent with expected 
fuel cycle lengths. 

This SR is modified by a Note. The reason for the Note is 
that perrormi ng the Surve i 11 ance •,wul d perturb the 
electrical distribution system and challenge safety systems. 
Credit may be taken for unplanned events that satisfy this 
~ 

SR 3.8.4.7 (Service test) 

A battery service test is a special test of battery 
capability, as found, to satisfy the design requirements 
(battery duty cycle) of the DC electrical power system. The 
discharge rate and test length should correspond Jg the . 
cjc:=.sign duty cycle requirements as specified in t'$~~·:Gh'~p~gr $!!Reference 4. ......... .... .. .......... ·· 
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The.Surveillance Frequency of fl8 months+ is consistent with 
the recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.32 (Ref. 10) and 
Regulatory Guide 1.129 (Ref. 11), R~~'~ZandR$)<1?9~ 
which state that the battery servi~~ t~~t sh6~ld be · 
performed during refueling operations, or at som~ other 
outage, with intervals between tests not to exceed 
fl8 months+. -

This SR is modified by two Notes. Note 1 allows the 
performance of a modified performance discharge test in lieu 
of a service test once per 60 months. 

The modified performance discharge test is a simulated duty 
cycle consisting of just tHo r9;tes; the one minute rate 
published for the battery or the largest current load of the 
duty cycle, folloHed by the test rate employed for the 
performance test, both of which envelope the duty cycle of 
the service test. Since the ampere hours removed by a rated 
one minute discharge represents a very small portion of the 
battery capacity, the test rate can be changed to that for · 
the performance test ;Jithout compromising the results of the 
performance discharge test. The battery terminal voltage 
for the modified performance discharge test should remain 
above the minimum battery terminal voltage specified in the 
battery service test for the duration of time equal to that 
of the service test. 

A modified discharge test is a test of the battery capacity 
and its ability to provide a high rate, short duration load 
(usually the highest rate of the duty cycle). This will 
often confirm the battery's ability to meet the critical 
period of the load duty cycle, in addition to determining 
its percentage of rated capacity. Initial conditions for 
the modified performance discharge test should be _identical 
to those specified for a service test. 

The reason for Note 2 is that performing the Surveillance 
\:ould perturb the electrical distribution system and 
challenge safety systems. Credit may be taken for unplanned 
events that satisfy this SR. 

--,··~ 
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A battery performance discharge test is a test of constant 
current capacity of a battery, normally done in the "as 
found" condition, after having been in service, to detect 
any change in the capacity determined by the acceptance 
test. The test is intended to determine overall battery 
degradation due to age and usage. 

The modified performance discharge test is a simulated duty 
cycle consisting of just two rates; the one minute rate 
published for the battery or the largest current load of the 
duty cycle, followed by the test rate employed for the 
performance test, both of which envelope the duty cycle of 
the service test. Since the ampere-hours removed by a rated 
one minute discharge represents a very small portion of the 
battery capacity, the test rate can be changed to that for 
the performance test without compromising the results of the 
performance discharge test. The battery terminal voltage 
for the modified performance discharge test should remain 
above the minimum battery terminal voltage specified in the 
battery service test for the duration of time equal to that 
Df the service test. 

A modified discharge test is a test of the battery capacity 
and its ability to provide a high rate, short duration load 
(usually the highest rate of the duty cycle). This will 
often confirm the battery's ability to meet the critical 
period of the load duty cycle, in addition to determining 
its percentage of rated capacity. Initial conditions for 
the modified performance discharge test should be identical 
to those specified for a service test. 

A battery modified performance discharge test is described 
in the Bases for SR 3.8.4.7. Either the battery performance 
discharge test or the modified performance discharge test is 
acceptable for satisfying SR 3.8.4.&[; however, only the 
modified p~rformance discharge test ~ay be used to satisfy 
SR 3.8.4.&f) while satisfying the requirements of SR 3.8.4.-7-q 
at the sam~ time. ··· 
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The ac:c:~P.t.ClDC:~ C:Y:iJ~t' }Ci Jg( th i s Su rve i 11 an ce a re cons i s tent 
with tp§:h§§pffim§BP~~igf@gfIEEE-450 (Ref. 9) and IEEE-485 
(Ref. ·s}.· These· refererices··recommend that the battery be 
replaced if its capacity is below 80% of the manufacturer 
rating. A capacity of 80% shows that the battery rate of 
deterioration is increasing, even if there is ample capacity 
to meet the load requirements. 

The Surveillance Frequency for this test is normally 
60 months. If the battery shows degradation, or if the 
battery has reached 85% of its expected life and capacity is 
< 100% of the manufacturer's ratjng, the Surveillance 
Frequency is reduced to 12 months. However, if the battery 
shows no degradation but has reached 85% of its expected 
life, the Surveillance Frequency is only reduced to 24 
months for batteries that retain capacity z 100% of the 
manufacturer's rating. Degradation is indicated, according 
to IEEE-450 (Ref. 9), when the battery capacity drops by 
more than 10% relative to its capacity on the previous 
performance test or when it is z fl0%f below the 
manufacturer's rating. These Frequencies are consistent 
with the recommendations in IEEE-450 (Ref. 9). 

This SR is modified by a Note. The reason for the Note is 
that performing the Surveillance would perturb the 
electrical distribution system and challenge safety systems. 
However, the Note acknowledges that credit may be taken for 
unplanned events that satisfy this SR. 

iffu,~l:.r~~-~9:0: rr9n::::~tig. :r;g:§~r:1.:£:~::]9n:::;:'~tfg~:::::;:~~-g·· p:Jin~:: !?~ ::::1miMQ:Qg,i§ 

illr1illlllllfli1lllil=n@n9 
m~Re§ rn;:nJ;!, .,,,g~Ji:!lW!nM ,1r:2:P:@r~g~;g: .·~n!\l ::22:mJ1Ji@ti~lx::·::9n:~¥~1:m~Bf: §.: r pr 
·µ§~it' 

1. 10 CFR.50, Appendix A, GDC 17. 

2. Regulatory Guide 1.6, March 10, 1971. 

3. IEEE 308 [1978]. 

4,f. FSAR, Chapter f8f. 

~$. IEEE-485-fl983f, June 1983 . 
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6. FSAR, Chapter [6]. 

7. FSAR, Chapter [15]. 
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8:4,. Regulatory Guide 1.93, December 1974. 

-9i$. IEEE-450-fl987f. 

M§,. Regulatory Guide 1.32, February 1977. 

H/. Regulatory Guide 1.129, December 1974 . 
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B 3.8.5 DC Sources - Shutdown 

BASES 

BACKGROUND A description of the DC sources is provided in the Bases for 
LCO 3.8.4, "DC Sources - Operating." 

APPLICABLE The initial conditions of Design Basis Accident (OBA) and 
SAFETY ANALYSES transient analyses in the FSAR, Chapter [6] (Ref. 1) and 

Chapter [15] (Ref. 2), assume that Engineered Safety ~eature 
(ESF) systems are OPERABLE. The DC electrical power system 
provides nornal and emergency DC electrical po\1er for the 
DGs, emergency auxiliaries, and control and sHi tch i ng during 
all MODES of operation. 

The OPERABILITY of the DC subsystems is consistent ~1ith the 
initial assumptions of the accident analyses and the 
requirements for the supported systems' OPERABILITY. 

The OPERABILITY of the minimum DC electrical pmrer sources 
during MODES 5 and 6 and during movement of irradiated fuel 
assemblies ensures that: 

a. The unit can be maintained in the shutdown or 
refueling condition for extended periods; 

b. Sufficient instrumentation and control capability is 
available for monitoring and maintaining the unit 
status; and 

c. Adequate DC electrical pm1er is provided to mi ti gate 
events postulated during shutdown, such as a fuel 
handling accident . 
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The DC sources satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRG Policy 
StateRwnt. 

The DC electrical pm1er subsystems, each subsystem 
consisting of hw batteries one battery charger per battery, 
and the corresponding control equipment and 
interconnecting cabling within the train, are required to be 
OPERABLE to support required trains of distribution systems 
re qui red OPERABLE by LCO 3. 8 .10, "Di stri buti on Systems 
Shutdmm." This ensures the avai 1 ability of sufficient DC 
electrical power sources to operate the unit in a safe 
manner and to mitigate the consequences of postulated events 
during shutdown (e.g., fuel handling accidents). 

The DC electrical poHer sources required to be OPERABLE in 
MODES S and 6, and during movement of irradiated fuel 
assemblies provide assurance that: 

a. Required features needed to mitigate a fuel handling 
accident are available; 

b. Required features necessary to mitigate the effects of 
events that can lead to core damage during shutdown 
are available; and 

c. Instrumentation and control capability is available 
for monitoring and maintaining the unit in a cold 
shutdmm condition or refueling condition . 
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~~~~~~§li~~~~~1~i~~~~~l~~~~~~~~~~~ll~~ll~~~~~~·~;~~~l~~~~~snn 
·~!B:~·~~·~~~~·~·~·~~·~·~·~··~~··•;!;·~~·~·~·~·~!~~~·••l••~·~·~}.··•••.~99·}·.Pm@.Q•E•·······~n•o· ·· · · · · · · 
;fa ::.pr9v+a~ ~99t~nt •rnnx~r~9r¥•••rn~~~µw;•• 

mt · . ~rn ~.1~~~§ ·.~. fw~J] tt'~rm11 n9 :~ss•1.9§n~ ; 
p~ ....... f]n~·1s.~~~·,. ~ti9·~·g,9~9=· ~¥~.9~§ ~tig~ 2~·9·•,=1·§i~ .t,@ .22ng' ~~m~9~\ 
a•~• !MrM11•~9xM•'D9:•,:~r,~··•m~:~•n~:~:·J'n•J.•·r9:•t•~~.~:•:.:e1•gn~· .. 1.n .. rogg~ §.Pr .~< 
The DC electrical pmwr ~9.Gr§@ requirements for MODES 1, 2, 
G~·g~~·~i~)~~~:;;covered ~M~,,~qd'f:~$~~a ; n Lco 3. 8. 4~rn!!QY. §9.4f¢¢$ 

A.l, A.2.1, A.2.2, A.2.3, and A.2.4 

If t',m trains are required per LCO 3.8.10, the remarnrng 
train Hi th DC po•,Jer available may be capable of supporting 
sufficient systems to all O\J contiAuati on of CORE ALTERATIO~lS 
and fuel movement. By alloHing the option to declare 
required features inoperable ·,.iith the associated DC power 
source(s) inoperable, appropriate restrictions will be 
implemented in accordance with the affected required 
features LCO ACTIONS. In many instances, this option may 
involve undesired administrative efforts. Therefore, the 
all o·,Jance for sufficiently conservative actions is made 
(i.e., to suspend CORE ALTERATIONS, movement of irradiated 
fuel assemblies, and operations involving positive 
re~ctivity additions). The Required Action to suspend 
positive reactivity additions does not preclude actions to 
maintain or increase reactor vessel inventory, provided the 
required SOM is maintained. 

Suspension of these activities shall not preclude completion 
of actions to establish a safe conservative condition. 
These actions minimize probability of the occurrence of 
postulated events. It is further required.to immediately 
initiate action to restore the required DC electrical poHer 
subsystems and to continue this action until restoration is 
accomplished in order to provide the necessary DC electrical 
poHer to the unit safety systems . 
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The Completion Time of immediately is consistent with the 
required times for actions requiring prompt attention. The 
restoration of the required DC electrical power subsysteffi 
~qgp@gs should be completed as quickly as P.()~SUJ.le in order 
tc:i ·iiilnimize the time during which tb.E:! .~ p1~@P:: safe,ty .. 
systems may be with out sufficient .f.9rtin~M,:i~n~:mpr~Wf~nit¥Jt.t=;~p 
power. 

SR 3.8.5.l (Shutdown DC power surveillance) 

SR 3.8.5.1 states that SurveillaAces required by SR 3.8.4.1 
through SR 3.8.4.8 are applicable iA these MODES. See the 
correspoAdiAg Bases for LCO 3.8.4 for a discussioA of each 
~ 
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DC Sources - Shutdown 
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This SR is modified by a Note. The reason for the Note is 
to preclude requiring the OPERABLE DC sources from being 
discharged below their capability to provide the required 
po..,·er supply or othenri se rendered inoperable during the 
performance of SRs. It is the intent that these SRs must 
still be capable of being met, but actual performance is not 
required. 

lfllilal~lll~~••i1~~!~1~•11&i'lt11~w,tg~ Ari 

~j~~ :~~~~;~i~~~~~lll ~~ ~~~~~~~~l~l~~~i~~l~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~hi 9.h 

11••1ill•Jl1fi1~1~:ilt:~a 
1. FSAR, Chapter [a]. 

2 . FSAR, Chapter [15]. 
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B 3.8.6 Battery Cell Parameters 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES 

LCO 

This LCO delineates the limits on electrolyte temperature, 
level, float voltage, and specific gravity for the DC power 
source batteries. A discussion of these batteries and their 
OPERABILITY requirements is provided in the Bases for 
LCO 3.8.4, "DC Sources - Operating," and LCO 3.8.5, 
"DC Sources Shutdmm." 

The initial conditions of Design Basis Accident (OBA) and 
transient analyses in the FSAR, Chapter [e] (Ref. 1) and 
Chapter [15] (Ref. 2), assume Engineered Safety Feature 
systems are OPERABLE. The DC elcictrical power system 
pro vi des normal and emergency DC electrical pmJer for the 
DGs, emergency auxiliaries, and control and s·,1itch i ng during 
all MODES of operation. · 

The OPERABILITY of the DC subsystems is consistent \lith the 
initial assumptions of the accident analyses and is based 
upon meeting the design basis of the unit. This includes 
maintaining at least one train of DC sources OPERABLE during 
accident conditions, in the event of: 

a. An assumed loss of all off site AC pm:er or all on site 
AC poHer; and 

b. A 'iforst case single failure. 

Battery cell parameters satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRG 
Policy Statement. 

Battery cell parameters must remain within acceptable limits 
to ensure availability of the required DC power to shut down 
the reactor and maintain it in a safe condition after an 
anticipated·operational occurrence or a postulated OBA. 
Electrolyte limits are conservatively established, allowing 
continued DC electrical system function even with Category A 
and B limits not met . 
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The battery cell parameters are required solely for the 
~~PP~rt of the associated DC electrical power ~ybsystem 
~q(j)jg$s. Therefore, battery electrolyte is 'tQ~y afjg only 
reqfrfred when the DC power source is required'f6be 
OPERABLE. Refer to th~ .. APPJ.i c;~biJ HY c:Ji sc:y~~ ion§. in the 
~~¢.:i=$Q~~~~~:~::~ $fiijif~~~i~~~!i::§:q4@;~§''!::t''!.'Qp~p~}.j:pgl\ and LCO 3. 8. 5y 

A.l, A.2, and A.3 

With one or more cells in one or more ·batteries not within ·. 
limits ( i . e. , Category A limits not met or Category ~- l _imi ts 
not met or Category A and B limits not met) Q~pgff9hY:=A9@}$ 
but within the Category c limits specified inlable:r.s:6UT, 
the battery is degraded but there is still sufficient 
capacity to perform the intended function. Therefore, the 

t~t~~~:~~o~:;!~~~ !!1 ~~; ~~q~i ~:~ut~ ~~ ~=~~!::;e: -~~s~~r§~ 
li~iti not met, and continued operation is permitted for a 
limited period. 

The pilot cell electrolyte level and float voltage are 
required to be verified to meet the Category C limits 
within 1 hour (Required Action A.l). This check will 
provide a quick indication of the status of the remainder of 
the battery cells. One hour provides time to inspect the 
electrolyte level and to confirm the float voltage of the 
pilot cells. One hour is considered a reasonable amount of 
time to perform the required verification . 
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Verification that the Category C limits are met (Required 
Action A.2) provides assurance that during the time needed 
to restore the parameters to the Category A and B limits, 
the battery will still be capable of performing its intended 
function. A period of 24 hours is allowed to complete the 
initial verification because specific gravity measurements 
must be obtained .for each connected cell. Taking into 
consideration both the time required to perform the required 
verification and the assurance that the battery cell 
parameters are not severely degraded, this time is 
considered reasonable. The verification is repeated at 7 
day intervals until the parameters are restored to Category 
A and B limits. This periodic verification is consistent 
·.1ith the normal Frequency of pilot cell Surveillances. 

Continued operation is only permitted for 31 days before 
battery cell parameters must be restored to within 
Category A and B limits. 11lith the consideration that, ·.~hile 
battery capacity is degraded, sufficient capacity exists to 
perform the intended function and to allow time to fully 
restore the battery cell parameters to normal limits, this 
time is acceptable prior to declaring the battery 
inoperable. 

B .1 

'll'i th one or more batteries '1Ji th one or more battery eel l 
parameters outside the Category C limit for any connected 
cell, sufficient capacity to supply the maximum expected 
load requirement is not assured and the corresponding DC 
electrical pmwr subsystem must be declared inoperable. 
Additionally, other potentially extreme conditions, such as 
not completing the Required Actions of Condition A within 
the required Completion Time or average electrolyte 
temperature of representativci cells falling below 60"F, are 
also cause for immediately declaring the associated DC 
electrical pmwr subsystem inoperable. 

~·! 
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This SR verifies that Category A battery cell parameters are 
consistent with IEEE-450 (Ref. 3), which recommends regular 
battery inspections (at least one per month) including 

t~iiilllll,1••1,111;11 
SR 3.8.6.~I (Connected cell checks) 

The quarterly inspection of specific gravity and voltage is 
consistent with IEEE-450 (Ref. 3). In addition, Hithin 
24 hours of a battery discharge < [110] V or a battery 
overcharge > [150] V, the battery must be demonstrated to 
meet Category B limits. Transients, such as motor starting 
transients, which may momentarily cause battery voltage to 
drop to s [110] V, do not constitute a battery discharge 
provided the battery terminal voltage and float current 
return to pre transient values. This inspection is also 
consistent HiH! IEEE 450 (Ref. 3), ·,1hich recommends special 
inspections following a severe discharge or overcharge, to 
ensure that no significant degradation of the battery occurs 
as a consequence of such discharge or overcharge. 

SR 3.8.6.~Z (Temperature checks) 

This Surveillance verification that the average temperature 
of representative cells is > +wft!P°F is consistent with a 
recommendation of IEEE-450 (Ref. l}, which states that the 
temperature of electrolytes in repreSE;D.tilt.iye c:el.Js.. sh()uld 

..... lllilii~Ji 
Lower than normal temperatures act to inhibit or reduce 
battery capacity. This SR ensures that the operating 
temperatures remain within an acceptable operating range. 
This limit is based on manufacturer recommendations . 
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This table delineates the limits on electrolyte level, float 
voltage, and specific gravity for three different 
categories. The meaning of each category is disEussed 
below. 

Category A defines the nornal .f:"qJ':J.y§ij~pggij parameter limit 
for each designated pilot cen ·rn·e·achbalfery. The cells 
selected as pilot cells are those whose temperature, voltage 
and electrolyte specific gravity approximate the state of 
charge of the entire battery. 

~!ll~~~~!~~~~~~~~l~l~ll~~~;~~~-~~~l~llillli~~~j~i~l~~~i~j~@l~lll.~~ 
9~¥i¥§n;}fa:s§.JJ ::I!n·1& :m~ty=:" p.g: :J,Y:me~:~§e, <-t1!# ,~,···· · · ·············· · · · ·· ······ ··· ·· · · · · ······· ····· 

The Category A ~riBi.$,:.j\l imits specified for electrolyte level 
are based on ma'il'Ufaclurer recommendations and are consistent 
with the guidance in IEEE-450 (Ref. 3), with the extra 
~ inch allowance above the high water level indication for 
operating margin to account for temperatures and charge 
effects. In addition to this allowance, footnote lal to 
Table 3.8.6-1 permits the electrolyte level to be ~b6ve the 
specified maximum level during equalizing charge, provided 
it is not overflowing. These limits ensure that the plates 
suffer no physical damage, and that adequate electron 
transfer capability is maintained in the event of transient 
conditions. IEEE-450 (Ref. 3) recommends that electrolyte 
level readings should be made only after the battery has 
been at float charge for at least 72 hours. 

The Catego.r.Y A gp~::::~ll imi t specified for fl oat voltage is 
z 2.13 ¥\YP:mt:\!$.\ per Cell. This value is based on a 
recommendali.On of IEEE-450 (Ref. 3), whJc::h states that 
prolonged operation of ce 11 s < 2 .13 ¥yg}~:$ can reduce the 
life expectancy of ce 11 s. ..w ... w 

The Category A ~nd:\a'l imit specified for specific gravity 
for each pilot ·c:err1·s z +1.200+ (0.015 belo·ni the 
manufacturer fully charged nominal specific gravity or a 
battery charging current that had stabilized at a low 
value). This value is characteristic of a charged cell with 
adequate capacity. According to IEEE-450 (Ref. 3), the 
specific gravity readings are based on a temperature of 77°F 
(25°C) . 
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The specific gravity readings are corrected for actual 
electrolyte temperature and level. For each 3"F (l.67"C) 
above 77"F (25"C), 1 point (0.001) is added to the reading; 
1 point is subtracted for each 3"F belo·,• 77"F. The specific 
gravity of the electrolyte in a eel l increases ·,d th a loss 
of water due to electrolysis or evaporation. 

Category B defines the normal parameter limits for each 
connected cell. The term "connected cell" excludes any 
battery cell that may be jumpered out. 

The Category B limits specified for electrolyte level and 
float voltage are the same as those specified for Category A 
and have been discus~ed above. The Category B limit 
specified for specific gravity foi each connected cell is 
~ [l.195] (0.020 below the manufacturer fully charged, 
nominal specific gravity) \iith the average of all connected 
cells > [1.205] (0.010 belm• the manufacturer fully charged, 
nominal specific gravity). These values are based on 
manufacturer's recommendations. The minimum specific 
gravity value required for each cell ensures that the 
effects of a highly charged or newly i nstal l"ed eel l ·,Ji 11 not 
mask overall degradation of the battery. 

Category C defines the limit for each connected cell. These 
values, although reduced, provide assurance that sufficient 
capacity exists to perform the intended function and 
maintain a margin of safety. When any battery parameter is 
outside the Category C limit, the assurance of sufficient 
capacity described above no longer exists and the battery 
must be declared inoperable. 

The Category C limit specified for electrolyte level (above 
the top of the plates and not overflowing) ensures that the 
plates suffer no physical damage and maintain adequate 
el ectroriHtransfer capability. The Category C All o·,rnble 
~ JWiiHW for float voltage is based on IEEE-450 (Ref. 3), 
Which sfafes that a Cell VO ltage Of 2. 07 ¥yp!J::~§.i or be l OW, 
under float conditions and not caused by eTei/aled 
temperature of the cell, indicates internal cell problems 
and may require cell replacement . 
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The Category C limit of average specific gravity~ [l.195] 
t;J~Q is based on manufacturer recommendations (0.020 below 
lhe· manufacturer recommended fully charged, nominal specific 
gravity). In addition to that limit, it is required that 
the specific gravity for each connected cell must be no less 
than 0.020 below the average of all connected cells. This 
limit ensures that the effect of a highly charged or new 
cell does not mask overall degradation of the battery. 

The footnotes to Table 3.8.6-1 are applicable to Category A, 
B, and C specific gravity. Footnote (b) to Table 3.8.6-1 
requires the above mentioned ~orrection for electrolyte 
l~vel and temperature, with t~e exception that level 
correction is not required when battery charging current is 
< f2+ amps on float charge. This current provides, in 
general, an indication of overall battery condition. 

Because of specific gravity gradients that are produced 
during the recharging process, delays of several days may 
occur while waiting for the specific gravity to stabilize. 
A stabilized charger current is an acceptable alternative to 
specific gravity measurement for determining the state of 
charge. This phenomenon is discussed in IEEE-450 (Ref. 3). 
Footnote (c) to Table 3.8.6-1 allows the float charge 
current to be used as an alternate to specific gravity for 
up to f7+ days following a battery equalizing recharge. 
Within f7+ days, each connected cell's specific gravity must 
be measured to confirm the state of charge. Following a 
minor battery recharge (such as equalizing charge that does 
not follow a deep discharge) specific gravity gradients are 
not significant, and confirming measurements may be made in 
less than f7+ days. 

Revie'1rer's Note: The value of [2] afllps used in footnote (b) 
and (c) is the nof!linal value for float current established 
by the battery vendor as representing a fully charged 
battery ~1ith an allowance for overall battery condition. 

1. FSAR, Chapter [ 6] . 

2. FSAR, Chapter [15]. 

~'.L IEEE-450-fl980f. 
·:.:·:. 
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The inverters are the preferred ij'QBil\~,J: source of power for 
the Rh~re.tri:#d:}AC vital buses becausewof the stability and 
rel i abTlify fhey achieve. The function of the i nvertor is 

i&it~~Pllil~i~i~~il~ii~~tit~1~i~il!~ry~~~ 
bC .. pcii;iCred .. fr.i:iffi .. afiq·fnf6riiaTAC56urCe/rectifier or from the 

1•m1••1r::: tiMtJ]i;:$$::ng9\4.J@li.§n:@~::=:::~nfYJ:trnmg]\······rh c···s·tat; oh .. batte r-y···prav ides 
an i.ininferrlipfible p"ower ""si:iurce for the instrumentation and 
controls for the Reactor protective System (RPS) and the 
Engineered Safety Feature\~ Actuation System (ESFA£). 
Specific details on inverters and their operating 
characteristics are found in the FSAR, Chapter [8] (Ref. 1). 

The initial conditions of Design Basis Accident (OBA) and 
transient analyses in the FSAR, Chapter [6] (Ref. 2) and 
Chapter [15] (Ref. 3), assume Engineered Safety Feature 
systems are OPERABLE. The inverters are designed to provide 
the required capacity, capability, redundancy, and 
reliability to ensure the availability of necessary pmwer to 
the RPS and ESFAS instrumentation and controls so that the 
fuel, Reactor Coolant System, and containment design limits 
are not exceeded. These limits are discussed in more detail 
in the Bases for Section 3.2, Power Distribution Limits; 
Section 3.4, Reactor Coolant System (RCS); and Section 3.6, 
Containment Systems. 

The OPERABILITY of the inverters is consistent with the 
initial assumptions of the accident analyses and is based on 
meeting the design basis of the unit. This includes 
maintaining required AC vital buses OPERABLE during accident 
conditions in the event of: 

a. An assumed lass of all offsite AC electrical pmter or 
all onsite AC electrical power; and 

b. A worst case single failure . 
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Inverters are a part of the distribution system and, as 
such, satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRG Policy Statement. 

The inverters ensure the availability of !Rifilgife.:Brg~tAC 
electrical power for the systems instrumehfaflcfri ... ·re·quired to 
shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe condition 
after an anticipated operational occurrence (AOO) or a 
postulated OBA. 

Maintaining the required inverters OPERABLE ensures that the 
redundancy incorporated into the design of the RPS and ESFA-& 
instrumentation and controls is maintained. The four 
inverters [(two per train)] ensure an uninterruptible supply 
of AC el ectri c(lJ.d.PC>l/J~t to the ppg)fgrr~!~f,:Ac vital buses even 
i f the 4 . 16 kV~:4,gg:::;:!¥9lJil~!\l:l::s a f e ty······r;,§m~~if!Jll> uses a re 
de-energized . 

OPERABLE inverters require the associated vital bus to be 
powered by the inverter with output voltage and frequency 
~Jithin tolerances, and power input to the inverter from a 
[125 VDG] station battery. Alternatively, power supply may 
be from an internal AG source via rectifier as long as the 
station battery is available as the uniterrupti bl e po·,oer 
supply. 

111-~1 
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This LCO is modified by a Note that allows [one/two] 
inverters to be disconnected from a [common] battery for 
.s 24 hours, if the vital bus (es) is powered from a [Cl ass 1 E 
constant voltage transformer or inverter using internal AC 
source] during the period and all other inverters are 
operable. This allows an equalizing charge to be placed on 
one battery. If the invertor(s) were not disconnected, the 
resulting vbltage condition might damage the invertor(s). 
These provisions minimize the loss of equipment that would 
occur in the event of a loss of offsite power. The 24 hour 
time period for the allowance minimizes the time during 
which a loss of offsite power could result in the loss of 
equipment energized from the affected AC vital bus \Jhile 
taking into consideration the time required to perform an 
equalizing charge on the battery bank. 

The intent of this Note is to limit the number of inverters 
that may be disconnected. Only those inverters associated 
\Jith the single battery undergoing an equalizing charge may 
be disconnected. All other inverters must be aligned to 
their associated batteries, regardless of the number of 
inverters or unit design. 

The inverters are required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3, 
and 4 to ensure that: 

a. Acceptable fuel design limits and reactor coolant 
pressure boundary limits are not exceeded as a result 
of AOOs or abnormal transients; and 

b. Adequate core cooling is provided, and containment 
OPERABILITY and other vital functions ~re maintained 
in the event of a postulated OBA. 

__ ,,.,~ 
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Inverters - Operating 
B 3.8.7 

Invertor requirements for MODES 5 and 6 are covered -~.t.i:li 
'~~,~-,~!'!~~ 11 in Hie Bases for LCO 3.8.8, "Inverters -

WiJ.h .. ~'OL.Y'.E!qui red i nvertor inoperable, its associated 
!Rnili.!rg:r:B~@l.:JAC vital bus becomes inoperable until it is 
fiTI"·a.il"ii"aTTy'.f re-energized from its [Cl ass 1 E constant volti);gq 

ii~:i=i:i::iiii:~:[.i:~:~.;~ ~ .... ~i:::::::~::i.ii,i:~,~:i1::;:~::~:ii:f~:iiii:~i~::::=:=i~:$.:~::~•i re e ] Ji:n:~ 
:iP:,er§•~:~•~9::im~::::::•~:m9:::::::2rn§:f:::~::f:::·························································································· 

Required Action A.l is modified by a Note, which states to 
enter the applicable conditions and Required Actions of 
LCO 3.8.9, "Distribution Systems - Operating," when 
Condition A is entered with one Piriifelf:b@lljAC vital bus 
de-energized. This e.nsures the iR•m~ifgpgg~::::::®;~U::vital bus is re-energized within ~· hours. · ....................................................... .. 

Required Action A.l allows 24 hours to fix the inoperable 
invertor and return it to service. The 24 hour limit is 
based upon engineering judgment, taking into consideration 
the time required to rep~.tr ... an invertor and the-additional 
risk to which the tttTi-t- i@:•M;@: is exposed because of the 
i nvertor i noperabi l ity. ······Thfs has to be balanced against the 
risk of an immediate shutdown, along with the potential 
challenges to safety systems such a shutdown might entail. 
When the AC vital bus is powered from its constant voltage 
source, it is relying upon interruptible AC electrical power 
sources (offsite and onsite). The uninterruptible inverter 
source to the AC vital buses is the preferred source for 
powering instrumentation trip setpoint devices. 
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If the inoperable devices or components cannot be restored 
to OPEHA~~E status within the required Completion Time, the 
tHT4-t P:rn~nm: must be brought to a MODE in which .. t..h..E! ... LCO does 
not a·ppT,Y: To achieve this status, the tHT4-t \\@@ti.ti must be 
brought to at least MODE 3 within 6 hours and fo···"MoDE 5 
within 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are 
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the 
required tHT4-t [P.:J:.i[filjfj conditions from full power sgn_gjtions in 
an orderly manne·r····a:nd without cha 11 engi ng tHT4-t wm~:mt. 
systems. ············· 

SR 3.8.7.1 (Invertor checks) 

This Surveillance verifies that the inverters are 
Junctioning_ .. Pt.().P.!:!r'..l.Y.HWith all required circuit breakers 
closed and Pn~\fgir•r•g@]AC vital buses energized from the 
i nvertor. lh·e·······veFffTcat ion of proper voltage and frequency 
output ensures that the required power is readily available 
for the instrumentation of the RPS and ESFAS connected to 
the [Rr§fgrr~~:·:•:Ac vital buses. The 7 day Frequency takes 
i nto····aC"CoU"hf·.·.·fhe redundant capability of the inverters and 
other indications available in the control room that alert 
the operator to invertor malfunctions. 

1. FSAR, Chapter [8]. 

2. FSAR, Chapter [6]. 

3. FSAR, Chapter [14]. 

ffijg\ffi\~::2: 
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B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

B 3.8.8 Inverters - Shutdown 

BASES 

BACKGROUND A description of the inverters is provided in the Bases for 
LCO 3.8.7, "Inverters - Operating." 

APPLICABLE The initial conditions of Design Basis Accident (OBA) and 
SAFETY ANALYSES transient analyses in the FSAR, Chapter [6] (Ref. 1) and 

Chapter [15] (Ref. 2), assume Engineered Safety Feature 
systems are OPERABLE. The DC to AC inverters are designed 
to provide the required capacity, capability, redundancy, 
and reliability to ensure the availability of necessary 
pmwr to the Reactor Protective System and Engineered Safety 
Features Actuation System instrumentation and controls so 
that the fuel, Reactor Coolant System, and containment 
design limits are not exceeded. 

GEOG STS PAfal!SADES 
;:;:::::;:;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

The OPERABILITY of the inverters is consistent \Jith the 
initial assumptions of the accident analyses and the 
requirements for the supported systems' OPERABILITY. 

The OPERABILITY of the minimum inverters to each AC vital 
bus during MODES 5 and 6 ensures that: 

a. The unit can be maintained in the shutdmm or 
refueling condition for extended periods; 

b. Sufficient instrumentation and control capability is 
available for monitoring and maintaining the unit 
status; and ' 

c. Adequate power is available to mitigate events 
postulated during shutdown, such as a fuel handling 
accident. 

.i.•_:_,_:'_i.!.~.:1_.:1·.H.:_.::_: __ :·.~: .•..••. _.i.! _ _.._., ___ __ 
:·::::::;.::::;:::::::::::::::·: 

The inverters were previously identified as part of the 
distribution system and, as such, satisfy Criterion 3 of the 
NRG Policy Statement. 
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The inverters ensure the availability of electrical power 
for the instrumentation for systems required to shut down 
the reactor and maintain it in a safe condition after an 
anticipated operational occurrence or a postulated OBA. The 
battery powered inverters provide uninterruptible supply of 
AC electrical power to the AC vital buses even if the 
4 .16 kV safety buses are de energized. OPERABILITY of the 
inverters requires that the vital bus be powered by the 
inverter. This ensures the availability of sufficient 
inverter power sources to operate the unit in a safe manner 
and to mitigate the consequences of postulated events during 
shutdown (e.g., fuel handling accidents). 

l•t-a~-• :;:;:;:;:::: ··:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:-:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:-:-:-.·.· 

The inverters required to be OPERABLE in MODES 5 and 6 
during movement of irradiated fuel assemblies provide 
assurance that: 

a. Systems to provide adequate coolant inventory makeup 
are available for the irradiated fuel in the core; 

b. Systems needed to mitigate a fuel handling accident 
are available; 

c. Systems necessary to mitigate the effects of events 
that can lead to core damage during shutdown are 
available; and 

d. Instrumentation and control capability is available 
for monitoring and maintaining the unit in a cold 
shutdown condition or refueling condition . 
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Inverters - Shutdown 
B 3.8.8 

£::~::=:::]: M.J::~,1~i1~::.:=:~'~y;~·1211r:]:i¥i:i1:s:t~n:1:~]::1:1rr::J:::i:11::::::~:91:r22.m§:·::::1:1.m:1Q:i::~:: 

1@:t]:::.19n,:1:,1,~r;m99, "1:r.8= ,ffii:J::n~~:·1.:1·1:9:9:;]~:~:i::[e:]::in~]::,1::n:]rn9~~:=1~.1=2:m::::1]· 

:~:f :~t:i~i:i~:~:~:i~; ~~m~ ~6 5 

3: ~ ~ 1]=]:[:·~·fu:¥i.h=~:i,~~:f .f :;=;:;i~if=:~:~::~·;.i 8 ~: 0 

v er ed 

A.I, A.2.1, A.2.2, A.2.3, and A.2.4 

If tHo trains are required by LCO 3.8.10, 11 Distribution 
Systems Shutdmm, 11 the remaining OPfRABLf inverters may be 
capable of supporting sufficient required features to allow 
continuation of CORf ALTfRATIONS, fuel movement, operations 
with a potential for draining the reactor vessel, and 
operations Hith a potential for positive reactivity 
additions. The Required Action to suspend positive. 
reactivity additions does not preclude actions to maintain 
or increase reactor vessel inventory, provided the required 
SOM is maintained. By the allowance of the option to 
declare required features inoperable with the associated 
invertor(s) inoperable, appropriate restrictions will be 
implemented in accordance with the affected required 
features LCOs' Required Actions. In many instances, this 
option may involve undesired administrative efforts. 
Therefore, the allowance for sufficiently conservative 
actions is made (i.e;, to suspend CORf ALTfRATIONS, movement 
of irradiated fuel assemblies, and operations involving 
positive reactivity additions). 

Suspension of these activities shall not preclude completion 
of actions to establish a safe conservative condition. 
These actions minimize the probability of the occurrence of 
postulated events. It is further required to immediately 
initiate action to restore the required inverteis and to 
continue this action until restoration is accomplished in 
order to provide the necessary inverter power to the unit 
safety systems . 
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The Completion Time of immediately is consistent with th~ 
required times for actions requiring prompt attention. The 
restoration of the required inverters should be completed as 
gy_t<;:.klY as possible in order to minimize the time the tl-A-H
p]ji;ry]i safety systems may be without p()\.\f~.r .9.r. P().W.~r.~~L f.r.o.m -a 
Ecl'ii.stant voltage source transformer E.ti:~:?P:MPA~:~:::::::r@Q:P.rn:~±:e:n . 
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SR 3.8.8.l (invertor checks) 

Inverters - Shutdown 
B 3.8.8 

This Surveillance verifies that the inverters are 
functioning properly with all required circuit breakers 
closed and AC vital buses energized from the inverter. The 
verification of proper voltage and frequency output ensures 
that the required power is readily available for the 
instrumentation connected to the AC vital buses. The 7 day 
Frequency takes into account the redundant capability of the 
inverters and other indications available in the control 
room that alert the operator to inverter malfunctions. 

1. FSAR, Chapter [5]. 

2. F"SAR, Chapter [15]. 

NP:fili§::~: 
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B 3.8.9 Distribution Systems - Operating 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

GEOG STS PAUI'SAIJ'E~S 
::::;:;:::::::::;:::::;:::::::::::::::::;:;:;::::::::::: 

The onsite Cl ass IE AC, DC, and :ij:rg~§prygg!,~Ac vital bus 
electrical power distribution sysleiiis··are.divided by train 
into f twof redundant and independent AC, DC, antj /\C vital 
btl-s----electrical power distribution subsystems. tabh 

t•i~---li 
The AC primary electrical po\1er distribution system consists 
of t\JO 4 .16 kV Engineered Safety Feature ( ESF) buses, each 
having at least [one separate and independent offsite source 
of power] as well as a dedicated onsite diesel generator 
(DG) source. Each [4.16 kV ESF bus] is normally connected 
to a preferred offsite source. After a loss of the 
preferred offsite power source to a 4 .16 kV ESF bus, a 
transfer to the alternate offsite source is accomplished by 
utilizing a time delayed bus undervoltage relay. If all 
offsite sources are unavailable, the onsite emergency DG 
supplies power to the 4.16 kV ESF bus. Control power for 
the 4.16 kV breakers is supplied from the Class lE 
batteries. Additional description of this system may be 
found in the Bases for LCO 3. 8 .1, "AC Sources Operating," 
and the Bases for LCO 3.8.4, "DC Sources Operating". 

The secondary AC electrical power distribution system for 
each train includes the safety related load centers, motor 
control centers, and distribution panels shown in 
Table B 3.8.9 1. 

--WWI: 
l,__'Bllll1 
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The 120 ¥V¢.\J:1td?te\f~\rr~'.d::::':Ac -v+t-a+ buses are arranged in two 
1 oad group·5······per ··ry;·aT.ri"""" .. afrd are norma 11 y powered fromuth~uu 

~:~~i~~i!!!!ti~~i:i~;~:~il~-

!i::n:@lM14m~ru;::::::~s::::ml§!\\\JIMfi\J~l!fpB2:ff····················· · ·· ····· · · ··············· ··············· ··· · ······ · ·· 

There are two independent 125/250 \C\hi:oJ':t:HDc electrical power 
distribution subsystems (one for ea"Ch .. frain). 

The list of all required distribution buses is presented in 
Table B 3.8.9 1 . 

The initial conditions of Design Basis Accident (OBA) and 
transient analyses in the FSAR, Chapter [6] (Ref. 1) and · 
Chapter [15] (Ref. 2), assume ESF systems are OPERABLE. The 
AC, DC, and AC vital bus electrical power distribution 
systems are designed to provide sufficient capacity, 
capability, redundancy, and reliability to ensure the 
availability of necessary power to ESF systems so that the 
fuel, Reactor Coolant System, and containment design limits 
are not exceeded. These limits are discussed in more detail 
in the Bases for Section 3.2, Power Distribution Limits; 
Section 3.4, Reactor Coolant System (RCS; and 
Section 3.6, Containment Systems. 

The OPERABILITY of the AC, DC, and AG vital bus electrical 
power distribution systems is consistent with the initial 
assumptions of the accident analyses and is based upon 
meeting the design basis of the unit. This includes 
maintaining power distribution systems OPERABLE during 
accident conditions in the event of: 

a. An assumed loss of all offsite power or all onsite AC 
electrical power; and 

b. A worst case single failure. 
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-~,·-p 
The distribution systems satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRG 
Policy Statement. 

[hgi!A:m~::::oc·:' ::'anrt". Pre.ferret( AC ti1is e:1.ect:~ip:1d )4~pwer 
film:M~\t\\U~q:f@g:Q::::@yp\§y(§,\f.i~rr@::::::~:ng[p\§qgJ::jfg@.[\Y@:: :p\~ :gp:g:!\8~\l.t!f.~: The re.qii1.recr···µ·ower···cr1·st rf but 1 0n-···sub s.Y"st eriis···1 ·1··5 re·a····1· n············· 
Table B 3.8.9-1 ensure the availability of AC, DC, and 
iRirigifg!rm~d!JAC vital bus electrical power for the systems 
·recfU"lred.lo shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe 
condition after an anticipated operational occurrence fAGGt 
or a postulated OBA. The AC, DC, and AC vital bus 
electrical po\:er distribution subsystems are required to be 
OPERABLt. 

~~~ n~!f!~i~fm~g~!~\~C T:~!:1 A b~:d er:~i~i ~!~:t:~::~::~:~:1::~:~.!~.,~i ~~ti~~' 
. subsYslerii{ q:p:rn_ABLE ensures that the redundancy incorporated 
into the pJ~n]!Jdes i gn of [Sr is not defeated. Therefore, a 
single faTlifre.within any system or 'vlithin the electrical 
power distribution subsystem~ will not prevent safe shutdown 
of the reactor. 

OPERABLE AG-electrical power distribution subsystems require 
the associated buses, l oa..d .... c:enters,rno.t.o.r .. C:9ntro.L centers, 
and d i st r i but i on Panel s 1.@§!P.~9::::::mn::::rr~P]:;§,,::=:~::l~M~M~Jd~J!{t o be 
energized to their proper ... "\iolti~j"e·s··~····o-ptRABU::···1:rce1 ectri cal 
pmrer di stri buti on subsystems require the associated buses 
to be energized to their proper voltage from either the 
associated battery or charger. OPtRABL[ vital bus 
electrical power distribution subsystems require the 
associated buses to be energized to their proper voltage 
from the associated [inverter via inverted DC voltage, 
inverter using internal AC source, or Class l[ constant 
voltage transformer] . 

c rnc STS PA[[SAfillM B 3.8-102 
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In addition, tie breakers between redundant safety related 
AC, , . . .. P9.~.§X:. ... 9J?.t.T.i..P.Y.tj.9.D. ..... ~ .. Y.P?Y§1§1.n.~t ... .tf ... 
;~Bse:ij:;,~,1:,i:~m1fi.~ t ~~ i ~ p ~ ~,~~~:~,:~~;:~~~:g!:i:::!:~:~::~::~::~:~~:r:~:':~:::,~::g:~:r'~~:§z~ 
·an9·······p·a·we·F····arsTri but ion subsystem from propagating to the 
redundant subsystem, · 

function(s). If any tie breakers are closed, the affected 
redundant electrical power distribution subsystems are 
considered inoperable. This applies to the onsite, safety 
related redundant electrical power distribution subsystems. 
It doesn()t., hqwever, preclude redundant Class lE 
4 .16 lcVZ4.0:tk:V-O.mt buses from being powered from the same 

lfP.liiWll-i-~ 
m:fil:1::¥:::::::m:G:@]:~:~§§:]:n:2t:1:i.~fil:n§§.':~:::::::~:~i::]P.\9w§n:::::::ii:y:rP::~ ]iP::n::::::#:fil:§::]p:r@:@~rng:~ 

b. Adequate core cooling is provided, and containment 
OPERABILITY and other vital functions are maintained 
in the event of a postulated OBA. 
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Electrical power distributi..9.11. .... S..l1.b..?Y.?.t.E:!IT1 requirements for 
MODES 5 and 6 are covered ii\N\ij]M:ddhe.1$.fa:Mft! in the Bases for 
LCO 3. 8 .10' "Di stri but ion s'Ys'fe"iiis' '.:''shGtdown. II 

With one or more required AC buses, load centers.~.~()t()f ...... . 
control centers, or distribution panels, except !Bir\:ft;g:m!)gq]AC 
vital buses, in one train inoperable, the remainTilif.A( .... 
electrical power distribution subsystem in the other train 
is capable of supporting the minimum safety functions 
necessary to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe 
shutdown condition, assuming no single failure. Th~ overall 
rE:!Jicib.Uit.Y is reduced, however, because a single ~iri' 
!M:J.:q::1:J@!!R!f!~l failure in the remaining power distribuffon 
i~b~j~t~~i could result in the minimum required ESF 
functions not being supported. Therefore, the required AC 
buses, load centers, motor control centers, and distribution 
panels must be restored to OPERABLE status within 8 hours. 

Condition A worst scenario is one train without AC power 
(i.e., no offsite power to the train and the associated DC 
inoperable). In this condition, the unit is more vulnerable 
to a complete loss of AC power. It is, therefore, 
imperative that the unit operator's attention be focused on 
minimizing the potential for loss of po·,1er to the remaining 
train by stabilizing the unit, and on restoring pmrnr to the 
affected train. The 8 hour time limit before requiring a 
unit shutdmm in this condition is acceptable because of: 

a. The potential for decreased safety if the unit 
operator's attention is diverted from the evaluations 
and actions necessary to restore power to the affected 
train, to the actions associated with taking the unit 
to shutdmm within this time limit; and 

b. The potential for an event in conjunction with a 
single failure of a redundant component in the train 
•with AC pm'ier . 
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The second Completion Time for Required Action A.l 
establishes a limit on the maximum time allowed for any 
combination of required distribution subsystems to be 
inoperable during any single contiguous occurrence of 
failing to meet the LCO. If Condition A is entered Hhile, 
for instance, a DC bus is inoperable and subsequently 
restored OPERABLE, the LCO may already have been not met for 
up to 2 hours. This could lead to a total of 10 hours, 
since initial failure of the LCO, to restore the AC 
distribution system. At this time, a DC circuit could again 
become inoperable, and AC distribution restored OPERABLE. 
this could continue indefinitely. 

The Completion Time allows for an exception to the normal 
"time zero" for beginning the allm:cd outage time "clock." 
This will result in establishing the "time zero" at the time 
the LCO was initially not met, instead of the time 
Condition A was entered. The 16 hour Completion Time is an 
acceptable limitation on this potential to fail to meet the 
LCO indefinitely. 

With one iRir§if:~irrg~iIAc vital bus inoperable, the remaining 
OPERABLE Rll~:f~:t'.M~P.ilAC vital buses arc capable of supporting 
th~ mini mfrm······s"ii"fely""··funct ions necessary to shut down the tttri-t 
P:ili~nP. and maintain it in the safe shutdown condition. 
Overall reliability is reduced, however, since an additional 
single failure could result in the minimum required ESF 
fu11ctJ9n~ not being supported. Therefore, the [required] 
f?:f:ffii'HMiifafr~dFAC vital bus must be restored to OPERABLE status 
wTfhTn·=·=·=·4~r=·hours by powering the bus ilX. from the associated 
fi nvertoV~ vi a inverted DC, i nvertor "li"S"i ng i ntcrnal AC 

i,i:ii:~:~;;:':;:x;ii:~:l::ii:~:~. 1 E constant vol tag e transformer J:§ih[!M@,m]li:fui~ 

Condition B represents one AC vital bus without power; 
potentially both the DC source and the associated AC source 
are nonfunctioning. In this situation, the unit is 
significantly more vulnerable to a complete loss of all 
noninterruptible power. It is, therefore, imperative that 
the operator's attention focus on stabilizing the unit, 
minimizing the potential for loss of power to the remaining 
vital buses, and restoring power to the affected vital bus . 
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This~~ hour limit is more conservative than Completion 

~i(ii.·~~ ... -~ji~i~M!ltee 
to·Tco·3·;·0-:·2··far··c:omifri'ii"CnfS···;;~Ttlfriuf··aaeq"Liate vital AC power, 
which would have the Required Action Completion Times 
shorter than 2 hours if declared inoperable, is acceptable 
because of: 

a. The potential for decreased safety by requiring a 
change in unit conditions (i.e., requiring a shutdmm) 
and not allowing stable operations to continue; 

b. The potential for decreased safety by requiring entry 
into numerous Applicable Conditions and Required 
Actions for components without adequate vital AC power 
and not providing sufficient time for the operators to 
perform the necessary evaluations and actions for 
restoring poHer to the affected train; and 

c. The potential for an event in conjunction with a 
single failure of a redundant component . 

The 2 hour Completion Time takes into account the importance 
to safety of restoring the AC vital bus to OPERABLE status, 
the redundant capability afforded by the other OPERABLE 
vital AC buses, and the low probability of a OBA occurring 
during this period. 

The second Completion Time for Required Action B.l 
establishes a limit on the maximum allowed for any 
combination of required distribution subsystems to be 
inoperable during any single contiguous occurrence of 
failing to meet the LCO. If Condition B is entered while, 
for instance, an AC bus is inoperable and subsequently 
returned OPERABLE, the LCD may already have been not met for 
up to 8 hours. This could lead to a total of 10 hours, 
since initial failure of the LCO, to restore the vital bus 
distribution system. At this time, an AC train could again 
become inoperable, and vital bus distribution restored 
OPERABLE. This could continue indefinitely . 
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Hiis CompletioR Time allm1s for aR exceptioR to the Rormal 
"time zero" for begiflning the allowed outage time "clock." 
This will result in establishing the "time zero" at the time 
the LCO was initially not met, instead of the time 
Co-ndition B was entered. The 16 hour Completion Time is an 
acceptable limitation on this potential to fail to meet the 
LCO indefinitely. 

c .1 

With DC bus(es) in one train inoperable, the remaining DC 
electrical power distribution subsystems are capable of 
supporting the minimum safety functions necessary to shut 
down the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown 
condition, assuming no single failure. The overall 
reliability is reduced, however, because a single failure in 
the remaining DC electrical power distribution subsystem 
could result in the minimum required ESF functions not being 
supported. Therefore, the frequiredf DC buses must be 
restored to OPERABLE status within l~ hours by powering the 
bus from the associated battery or charger. 

Conditjon C represents one train without adequate DC power; 
potentially both with the battery sign ifi cantl y degraded and 
the associated charger nonfunctioning. In this situation, 
the unit is significantly more vulnerable to a complete loss 
of all DC power. It is, therefore, imperative that the 
operator's attention focus on stabilizing the unit, 
minimizing the potential for loss of power to the remaining 
trains and restoring power to the affected train. 

This l$ hour limit is more conservative than Completion 

MR@[!!!!!!~;. 
Required Action Completion Times shorter than 2 hours, is 
acceptable because of: 

a. The potential for decreased safety by requ1r1ng a 
change in unit conditions (i.e., requiring a shutdown) 
while allowing stable operations to continue; 
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b. The potential for decreased safety by requiring entry 
into numerous applicable Conditions and Required 
Actions for components without DC power and not 
providing sufficient time for the operators to perform 
the necessary evaluations and actions for restoring 
pmver to the affected train; and 

c. The potential for an event in conjunction with a 
single failure of a redundant component. 

The 2 hour Completion Time for DC buses is consistent with 
Regulatory Guide 1.93 (Ref. 3). 

The second Completion Time for Required Action C.l 
establishes a limit on the maximum time allowed for any 
combination of required distribution subsystems to be 
inoperable during any single contiguous occurrence of 
failing to meet the LCO. If Condition C is entered while, 
for instance, an AC bus is inoperable and subsequently 
returned OPERABLE, the LCO may already have been not met for 
up to 8 hours. This could lead to a total of 10 hours, 
since initial failure of the LCO, to restore the DC 
distribution system. At this time, an AC train could again 
become inoperable, and DC distribution restored OPERABLE. 
This could continue indefinitely. 

This Completion Time allows for an exception to the normal 
"time zero" for beginning the allm1ed outage time "clock." 
This v~ill result in establishing the "time zero" at the time 
the LCO was initially not met, instead of the time 
Condition C was entered. The 16 hour Completion Time is an 
acceptable limitation on this potential to fail to meet the 
LCO indefinitely. 

D.l and D.2 

If the inoperable distribution subsystem cannot be restored 
to OPER.AB.~E status within the required Completion Time, the 
tttH-t- iP]ig!nt must be brought to a MODE in which JbE:!. LCO does 
not apph< To achieve this status, the tttH-t- :P:rni.m!~ must be 
brought to at least MODE 3 within 6 hours and .. t6···MODE 5 
within 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are 
reasonable, ba~E:!.<Lqn operating experience, to reach the 
required tttri-t pJ:l;W..n.Ji conditions from full power c:;gpqjtions in 
an orderly manner and without ch a 11 eng i ng tttri-t p:J@tl:f: systems. ··············· 
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E.l 
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Condition E corresponds to a level of degradation in the 
electrical distribution system that causes a required safety 
function to be lost. When more than one Condition is 
entered, and this results in the loss of a required 
function, the plant is in a condition outside the accident 
analysis. Therefore, no additional time is justified for 
continued operation. LCO 3.0.3 must be entered immediately 
to commence a controlled shutdown. 

SR 3.8.9.l (AC bus alignment check) 

This Survei 11 ance verifies that the AC, DC, and !RH~:f~miiif:AC 
vital bus electrical power distribution systems ~i~· 
functioning properly, with the correct circuit breaker 
alignment. The correct breaker alignment ensures the 
appropriate separation and independence of the electrical 
divisions is maintained, and the appropriate voltage is 
available to each required bus. The verification of proper 
voltage availability on the buses ensures that the required 
voltage is readily available for motive as well as control 

The 7 day Frequency takes into account the redundant 
capability of the AC, DC, and :ppg[fgrr:~:fill:]AC vital bus 
electrical power distribution ·sfrhs:VsTefri"s·, and other 
indications available in the control room that alert the 
operator to subsystem malfunctions. 

1. FSAR, Chapter [6]. 
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3. Regulatory Guide 1.93, December 1974. 

Niiin:~~:~: 
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AG and DC Electrical Power Distribution Systems 

f¥.P-f V91::i=AGE i=RAHI A* i=RAIN B* 

AG safety [4160 II] v [ESF Bus] [NBOl] [ESF Bus] [NB02] 
~ 

[480 II] v l::oad Centers l::oad Centers 
[NGOl, NG03] [NG02, NG04] 

[480 II] v Motor Control Motor Control 
Centers Centers 

[NGOlA, NGOlI, [NG02A, NG02 I, 
NGOlB, NG03G, NG02B, NG04G, 
NG03 I, NG03D] NG041, NG04D] 

[120 II] v Distribution Panels Distribution Panels 
[NPOl, NP03] [NP02, NP04] 

DC buses [125 II] v Bus [NKOl] Bus [NK02] 

Bus [NK03] Bus [NK04] 

Distribution Panels Distribution Panels 
[NK41, NK43, NK51] [NK42, NK44, NK52] 

AC vital [120 II] v Bus [NNOl] Bus [NN02] 
~ 

Bus [NN03] Bus [NN04] 

* Each train of the AG and DC electrical power distribution systems is 
a subsystem. 

c rnG s::i:s PAL@S.AttE::S 
:=:=::;:;:;:::::::::::::::::::::::::;:;:;:::::::·:·:·:·· 
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B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

B 3.8.10 Distribution Systems - Shutdown 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES 

A description of the AC, DC, and :pipg:f~HmrMif[AC 'f4-t-a+ 
bus e 1 ectri ca 1 power di stri but ion ··sYsfeiTI"it··1·s provided 
in the Bases for LCO 3.8.9, "Distribution Systems -
Operating." 

The initial conditions of Design Basis Accident and 
transient analyses in the FSAR, Chapter [6] (Ref. 1) 
and Chapter [15] (Ref. 2), assume Engineered Safety 
Feature (ESF) systems are OPERABLE. The AC, DC, and 
AC vital bus electrical po·,:er di stri buti on systems 
are designed to provide sufficient capacity, 
capability, redundancy, and reliability to ensure the 
avai 1abi1 i ty of necessary pmver to ESF systems so 
that the fuel, Reactor Coolant System, and 
containment de~ign limits are not exceeded. 

The OPERABILITY of the AC, DC, and AC vital bus 
electrical power distribution system is consistent 
with the initial assumptions of the accident analyses 
and the requirements for the supported systems' 
OPERABILITY. 

The OPERABILITY of the minimum AC, DC, and AC vital 
bus electrical pmwr di stri buti on subsystems during 
MODES 5 and 6, and during movement of irradiated fuel 
assemblies, ensures that: 

a. The unit can be maintained in the shutdown or refueling 
condition for extended periods; 

b. Sufficient instrumentation and control capability is 
available for monitoring and maintaining the unit status; 
-a-00 

c. Adequate power is provided to mitigate events postulated 
during shutdown, such as a fuel handling accident . 
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The AC and DC electrical power distribution systems satisfy 
Criterion 3 of the NRG Policy Statement. 

Various combinations of subsystems, equipment, and components are 
required OPERABLE by other LCOs, depending on the specific unit 
condition. Implicit in those requirements is the required 
OPERABILITY of necessary support required features. This LCO 
explicitly requires energization of the portions of the electrical 
distribution system necessary to support OPERABILITY of required 
systems, equipment and components all specifically addressed in 
each LCO and implicitly required via the definition of OPERABILITY. 

:~:@P::rm:m~:t~:q4::1::p,m~r:ti:: n@9:4.1:n~9::::::9;y_ = 21n~:n:: w.&g§::;::······ ········ ············································ ···· 

Maintaining these portions of the distribution system energized 
i=11sures the availability of sufficient power to operate the -u-n-i-t
p]![~[p:t in a safe manner to mitigate the consequences of postulated 
~~~rits during shutdown (e.g., fuel handling accidents). 

APPLICABILITY The AC and DC electrical power distribution subsystems required 
to be OPERABLE in MODES S and 6, and during movement of 
irradiated fuel assemblies, provide assurance that: 

a. Systems to provide adequate cool ant inventory makeup are 
available for the irradiated fuel in the core; 

b. Systems needed to mitigate a fuel handling accident are 
available; 

c. Systems necessary to mi ti gate the effects of events that can 
lead to core damage during shutdown are available; and 

d. Instrumentation and control capability is available for 
monitoring and maintaining the unit in a cold shutdown 
condition and refueling condition. 

(Bi-TA•'P 
~:rn:::::::::=:::::.Bn8x:)::9.i::::,::9:2:2J:::~:n:1=::::mnxg:n:19r¥::=::::111:~:1:~41m 
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The AC, DC, and AC vital bus Electrical power distri~Mt~.Q~ ~M~~ystem 
requ i reme.n.t~ .. .f9.X: ... MQP~?. .. J. 1 .?. .. ~ .... ~ .. i ..... 9'.D.9 ... 4. .. .9•T.9 ... .9PY9.red ~\n§J]H1d:§:gss:e:d: in 
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ACTIONS A.I, A.2.1, A.2.2, A.2.3, A.2.4, and A.2.5 

Although redundant required features may require redundant trains of 
electrical power distribution subsystems to be OPERABLE, one 
OPERABLE distribution subsystem train may be capable of supporting 
sufficient required features to allow continuation of CORE 
ALTERATIONS and fuel movement. By allowing the option to declare 
required features associated Hith an inoperable distribution 
subsystem inoperable, appropriate restrictions are implemented in 
accordance Hith the affected distribution subsystems LCO's Required 
Actions. In many instances, this option may involve undesired 
administrative efforts. Therefore, the allowance for sufficiently 
conservative actions is made (i.e., to suspend CORE ALTERATIONS, 
movement of irradiated fuel assemblies, and operations involving 
positive reactivity additions). 

Suspension of these activities shall not preclude completion of 
actions to establish a safe conservative condition. These actions 
minimize the probability of the occurrence of postulated events. It 
is further required to immediately initiate action to restore the 
required AC and DC electrical power distribution subsystems and to 
continue this action until restoration is accomplished in order to 
provide the necessary power to the unit safety systems. 

Notwithstanding performance of the above conservative Required 
Actions, a required shutdown cooling (SOC) subsystem may be 
inoperable. In this case, Required Actions A.2.1 through A.2.4 do 
not adequately address the concerns relating to coolant circulation 
and heat removal . Pursuant to LCO 3. 0. 6, the SOC ACTIONS ·,rnul d not 
be entered. Therefore, Required Action A.2.5 is provided to direct 
declaring SOC inoperable, which results in taking the appropriate 
SOC actions . 
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The Completion Time of immediately is consistent with the required 
times for actions requiring prompt attention. The restoration of 
the required distribution subsystems should be completed as quickly 
a? pgssible in order to minimize the ti.ll1.E! ... ~:V.:r!J.!Hfalw6:fa?::ffl.i::::the oo+-t
J:l.}!!~B.:~ safety systems may be without ;stfn}m::2:u~n:t:::::))6wer< .. 
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.10.1 (AC bus alignment check) 
REQUIREMENTS 

REFERENCES 

This Surveillance verifies that the AC, DC, and :e:r§f$.t:ft~a.:::;;'AC vital 
bus electrical power di stri buti on system is funcffoiilng p.r.operly, 
with all the buses energized. The verification of proper voltage 
availability on the buses ensures that the required power is readily 
available for motive as well as control functions for critical 
system loads connected to these buses. The 7 day Frequency takes 
into account the redundant capability of the electrical power 
distribution subsystems, and other indications available in the 
control room that alert the operator to subsystem malfunctions. 

1. FSAR, Chapter [6]. 

2. FSAR, Chapter [15]. 
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ATTACHMENT 6 

CONSUMERS POWER COMPANY 
PALISADES PLANT 

DOCKET 50-255 

STS CONVERSION TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION CHANGE REQUEST 

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS PART 

Comparison of Revised and Standard Technical Specifications 



Palisades Revised Tech Spec Requirement List. 

A listing of the proposed Palisades Revised Tech Specs (RTS) correlated to the CE Standard Tech Specs (STS). 

First Column; Proposed Palisades Revised Tech Spec (RTS) number 
Each RTS item is listed in the left-most column. 

If a STS item has been omitted from RTS, the word 'Omitted' is used. 

Second Column; CE Standard Tech Spec (STS) number 
The corresponding STS item is listed in the second column. 

If a RTS item does not appear in STS, it is noted as 'Added'. 

Third Column; Existing Palisades Tech Spec (TS) number 
The closest TS item is listed in the third column. 

If a RTS item does not appear in TS, it is noted as 'New'. 

Fourth Column; RTS Item Description 
An abbreviation of the RTS item appears in the third column. 

Each item is identified as: LCD, ACTION, SR, ADMIN, Exception, etc. 
In cases where a STS item was omitted from.RTS, the description is of the STS item. 

Description Key: RTS requirement type: Column 4 syntax: 
Safety Limit SL: Safety limit; Applicable conditions 
Limiting Condition for Operation 
Condition 

LCO: LCO Description; Applicable conditions 
COND: Description of non-conforming condition 
ACTN: Required action; Completion time Action 

Surveillance Requirement 
.Table 

Administrative Requirement 
Defined Term 

SR: Test description; Frequency 
TABL: Title 

ADMN: Administrative requirement 
DEF: Name of defined term 

Fifth Column; Comments and Explanations of Differences between RTS and STS. 
A brief explanation of differences between RTS and STS is provided in the fifth column. 

Other abbreviations used in the listing are: 

NA: 
CFT: 
CHNL: 

Not Applicable 
Channel Functional Test 
Channel 

l. 

• 
(03/28/96) 
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Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. ( 03/28/96) . 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number RTS (STS) requirement Description Explanation of Differences' 

Global differences between the proposed Palisades Technical Specifications and the Standard Technical Specifications for CE plants, Nureg 1432: 

The following changes are not discussed in the explanation of differences for each TS requirement. 

1) 

2) 

3) 

Bracketed values have been replaced with appropriate values for Palisades. Typically, the basis for these values is provided in the bases document. 

Each required action of the form "Perform SR X.X.X.X "has been altered by a parenthetical summary of the SR requirements. This change allows a reader 
to understand the required actions without constantly turning pages to locate the referenced SR. 

Terminology has been changed to reflect Pali sades usage: 

"RWT" becomes "SIRWT" 

"CEA" becomes "Control Rod" or "Rod" 

"RCS" becomes "PCS" 

"SIAS" becomes "SIS" 

"AC Vital bus" becomes "Preferred AC bus" 

"PAM!" becomes "AMI" 

"ESFAS" becomes "ESF Instrumentation" 

"DG LOVS" becomes "DG UV Start" 

"Remote Shutdown System" becomes "Alternate Shutdown System" 

"Power Rate of Change-High" becomes· "High Startup Rate" 

2 

Safety Injection Refueling Water Tank 

Palisades uses cruciform control rods rather than the 
multifingered "Control Element Assemblies" of later CE plants. 

Palisades terminology is "Primary Coolant System" rather than 
"Reactor Coolant System" 

Palisades terminology is "Safety Injection Signal" rather than 
"Safety Injection Actuation Signal" 

Palisades terminology. 

Accident Monitoring Instrumentation, Palisades terminology 

There is no stand-alone ESFAS system or cabinet at Palisades; 
ESF instruments actuate the ESF functions 

Palisades Terminology 

Palisades Terminology 

Palisades Terminology 

--------- --------'-------------------------------------



Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number 

3.8 3.8 3.7/4.7 

3.8.1.a 3.8.1.a 3. 7 .1. a&b 

3.8.1.b 3.8.1.b 3. 7 .1. i 

Omitted 3.8.1.c 3.17.2#4 

3 .8.1 A 3. 8 .1 A 3.7.2.a&b 

3:8.1 A.l 3.8.1 A.1 New 

Omitted 3.8.l A.2 NA 

3.8.l A.2 3.8.l A.3 3.7.2.a&b 

3.8.1 B 3.8.1 B 3. 7. 2. i 

3.8.l B.l 3.8.l B.l 3. 7. 2. i 

3.8.l B.2 3.8.1 B.2 New 

3.8.1 B.3.1 3.8.l B.3.1 New 

3.8.1 B.3.2 3.8.1 B.3.2 3. 7. 2. i 

3.8.1 B.4 3.8.1 B.4 3. 7. 2. i 

3.8.1 c 3 8 .1 c 3.0.3 

• 
RTS (STS) requirement Description 

ELECTRICAL POWER DISTRIBUTION 

LCO: Two off-site circuits OPERABLE, MODES 1-4 

LCO: Two DGs OPERABLE, MODES 1-4 

LCO: Two sequencers operable, MODES 1-4 

COND: one off-site circuit inoperable 

ACTN: Perform SR 3.8.l.l 

ACTN: (Declare features inoperable; 24 hrs) 

ACTN: Restore offsite circuit to OPERABLE; 72 hrs 

COND: One DG inoperable 

ACTN: Perform SR 3.8.1.1; 1 hr 

ACTN: Declare supported features inoperable; 4 hrs 

ACTN: Check for common cause; 24 hrs 

ACTN: Perform SR 3.8.1.2; 24 hrs 

ACTN: Restore DG to OPERABLE, 7 days/ mo (both) 

COND: Two offsite circuits inoper~ble 

72 

(03/28/96). 

Explanation of Differences 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Omitted this part of the LCO iaw reviewers note. Palisades 
sequencers affect only DG loading. Proposed Condition F 
(sequencer inoperable) requires declaring DG inoperable, 
immediately. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Each Palisades offsite circuit is capable of supplying both 
trains of Class lE power distribution. Therefore, the loss of 
only one offsite circuit cannot result in the loss of offsite 
power to either train. 

Completion time of "AND 6 days etc" omitted. This completion 
time is intended to limit the time (to the sum of the AOTs for 
conditions A and B) when the LCO was not met and avoid 
repetitious entries into conditions A and B. The Palisades AOT 
(an existing license condition) for having a required DG 
inoperable is "7 days per month, total for both". This AOT not 
only makes the omitted 6 day AOT inappropriate, but, by itself, 
accomplishes the prohibition of repetitious entries into 
conditions A and B. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Retained DG AOT from existing license in lieu of the STS 72 
hours; omitted Completion time of "AND 6 days etc". See 
discussion for Action 3.8.1 A.2, above. 

Unchanged 



Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number 

3.8.1 C.l 3.8.1 C.l New 

3.8.1 C.2 3.8.l C.2 3. 0.3 

3.8.1 D 3.8.1 D 3.0.3 

Omitted 3.8.1 D NA 

3.8.l D.1 3.8.l D.l 3.0.3 

3.8.1 D.2 3.8.1 D.2 3.0.3 

3.8.l E 3.8.l D 3. 0 .3 

3.8.l E.l 3.8.l E.l 3.0.3 

3.8.l F 3.8.l F 3.17.2.5 

3.8.l F.1 3.8.1 F.l 3.17.2.5.a 

3. 8 .1 G . Added New 

3.8.l G.l Added New 

3.8.1 H Added New 

3.8.1 H.l Added New 

• 
RTS (STS) requirement Description 

ACTN: Declare supplied features inoperable, 12 hours 

ACTN: Restore one offsite circuit, 24 hours 

COND: one DG & one off-site circuit inoperable 

NOTE: (Enter LCD 3.8.9) 

ACTN: Restore offsite circuit, 12 hours 

ACTN: Restore DG, 12 hours 

COND: two DGs inoperable 

ACTN: Restore DG, 2 hours 

COND: Sequencer inoperable 

ACTN: Declare associated DG inoperable, immediately 

COND: P-18A inoperable 

ACTN: Declare DG 1-2 inoperable, 24 hours 

COND: P-18B inoperable 

ACTN: Restore P-18B; 7 Days 
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Explanation of Differences 

Unchanged 

Unchanged 

Unchanged. 

See discussion following STS action 3.8.l A.2, above. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Changed to "one or both"; modified action accordingly. This 
condition is retained from existing license to assure that it 
is understood that the sequencer is necessary to support DG 
operability during MODES 1 - 4. 

Palisades sequencers affect only DG loading. They do not 
affect starting of ESS equipment when offsite power is 
available. Rather than delete Condition F, as reviewers note 
would allow, The existing TS action to immediately declare the 
DG inoperable was moved here. 

Added new condition to address Palisades unique DG fuel 
transfer system 

DG 1-2 cannot power fuel transfer pump P-18B; therefore, with 
P-18A inoperable, DG 1-2 is not independent and does not meet 
LCD 3.8.1.b. 

Added new condition to address Palisades unique DG fuel 
transfer system 

With P-18B inoperable, either DG can power the rema1n1ng pump, 
P-18A. Since having only one fuel oil transfer pump operable 
would not meet the single failure criterion, continued 
operation must be limited by a specified completion time. The 
condition is less severe than an inoperable DG, for which 7 
days is allowed, so 7 days was chosen as a proposed completion 
time. 



Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number 

3.8.l I Added New 

3.8.l I.l Added New 

3.8.1.J 3 .8. l G 3.7.2 

3.8.l J.l 3.8.l G.l 3.7.2 

3.8.1 J.2 3.8.l G.2 3.7.2 

3.8.1 K 3.8.l H 3.0.3 

3.8.l K.1 3.8.1 H.l 3.0.3 

3.8.1.1 3.8.1.1 New 

3.8.1.2 3. 8 .1. 2&7 4.7.1.a 

• 
RTS (STS) requirement Description 

COND: Both Fuel Oil pumps inoperable 

ACTN: Restore 1 Fuel Oil pump; 8 hours 

COND: required actions not met in time; 

ACTN: Be in MODE 3; 6 hours 

ACTN: Be in MODE 5; 36 hours 

COND: 3 AC sources inoperable 

ACTN: Enter 3. 0. 3, immediately 

SR: offs ite circuit lineup check 

SR: DG starting & timing check 
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Explanation of Differences 

Added new condition to address Palisades unique DG fuel 
transfer system 

With two fuel oil transfer pumps inoperable, both DGs are 
limited in their ability to meet a demand. However since each 
DG has 2500 gallons in its day tank (more than 15 hours at full 
load) the condition is not as severe as having both DGs 
completely inoperable, where two hours are allowed. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Reworded to reflect Palisades configuration. Palisades offsite 
sources are fed directly from a main switchyard bus through 
motor operated disconnect switches; no circuit breakers are 
involved. Installed instrumentation is available for voltage, 
but not for available power. 

Combined SRs 3.8.1.2 & 3.8.1.7 since Palisades does not have 
any capabi 1 ity for other than a normal "fast start". No 
modified starting is used for any testing. The SR wording and 
Frequency were changed to retain monthly testing as is in the 
existing license. Retained existing wording regarding starting 
time requirement. Therefore, notes 1 and 3 were omitted. Note 
2 was also omitted since Palisades engines have a continuous 
prelube and preheat. 



Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number 

3 .8.1.3 3.8.l.3 4. 7. l .a 

3.8.1.4 3.8.3.4 New 

3.8.1.5 3.8.1.4 New 

Omitted 3.8.1.5 NA 

3.8.1.6 3.8.1.6 4.7.1.e 

3.8.1.2 3.8.1.7 4.7.1.a 

3.8.1.7 3.8.1.8 New 

3.8.1.8 3.8.1.9 New 

3.8.l.9 3.8.1.10 New 

RTS (STS) requirement Description 

SR: DG loading test 

SR: DG starting air pressure check; 31 days 

SR: DG day tank level check; 31 days 

SR: (DG day tank water check) 

SR: DG fuel transfer system test 

SR: DG timed start 

SR: Automatic transfer of off-site supplies 

SR: DG largest load rejection test; 18 mo. 

SR: DG full load rejection test; 18 mo. 
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Explanation of Differences 

Portions of the maximum expected DG accident loading, when 
including potential operator connected loads as well as 
automatically connected loads, exceed the continuous DG rating 
of 2500 kw. Therefore, a short period of loading above the 
analyzed accident loading was added to the monthly test to 
assure that the DG can produce the necessary power. Longer 
duration loading is proposed in the 18 month 24 hour loading 
SR. The Frequency was changed to retain monthly testing as is 
in the existing license. Notes were omitted; Note 1 simply 
provides permission for gradual loading which is not prohibited 
by any requirement, and is common practice. Note 2 is included 
in the introduction to the 3.8.l SRs. Note 3 is unnecessary 
since, at Palisades, a DG is considered inoperable when it is 
paralleled to the grid for loading; both DGs would not be 
voluntarily made inoperable. Note 4 is unnecessary because it 
is physically necessary to meet the acceptance criteria of STS 
SR 3.8.1.2 before a DG could be paralleled and loaded. 

Moved air system requirements to LCO 3.8.1 from LCO 3.8.3 
because Palisades DG design does not include the 5 start 
requirement. With below normal pressure, no specific number of 

.starts can be assured and the DG must be assumed to be 
inoperable. 

Bracketed reference to engine mounted tank omitted, otherwi.se 
unchanged. Required fuel inventory applies only to day tank; 
engine mounted tank gravity fills. 

This SR is not part of the existing Palisades licensing basis. 
The DG day tanks have had no history of difficulty with 
accumulated water. Tank construction is flat bottomed and does 
not provide a sump for water collection or removal. 

Reworded SR to address controls as well as pumps since 
Palisades has asymmetric, shared, DG fuel oil transfer system. 
Pump testing alone would not necessarily verify operability of 
automatic and manual controls. 

This STS SR combined with STS SR 3.8.7.2 because all DG starts 
at Pali sades are "fast starts". See 3. 8 .1. 2, above. 

Reworded for Palisades configuration. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 



Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number RTS 

3.8.1.10 3.8.1.11 4.17.2 4.b SR: 

Omitted 3.8.1.12 NA SR: 

Omitted 3.8.1.13 NA SR: 

3.8.1.11 3.8.1.14 New SR: 

Omitted 3.8.1.15 NA SR: 

3.8.1.12 3.8.1.16 New SR: 

Omitted 3.8.1.17 NA SR: 

3.8.1.13 3.8.1.18 New SR: 

3.8.1.14 3.8.1.19 4.7 .l.b SR: 

Omitted 3.8.1.20 NA SR: 

3.8.1.15 Added 4.7.1.d SR: 

(STS) requirement Description 

Simulated Loss of offsite Power; 18 mo. 

(DG start on ESF signal; 18 Mo.) 

(Verification of DG trip bypass; 18 mo.) 

DG 24 hour load test; 18 Mo. 

(DG Hot Restart; 18 mo.) 

Transfer of DG load to offsite; 18 mo. 

(DG auto reset to standby; 18 mo.) 

Sequencer timing test; 18 mo. 

LOSP w/o SIS test 

(DG simultaneous start) 

Verify DG load; 18 months 
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Explanation of Differences 

Prelube note omitted; otherwise unchanged. 

This is not a feature of the Palisades design. Palisades DGs 
start only on low voltage or loss of voltage. 

This is not a feature of the Palisades design. Palisades DGs 
do not have trips which are bypassed on an ESF. 

Reduced time above continuous load to avoid exceeding DG rating 
yet still meet the intent of the test. Palisades DGs have a 
continuous rating of 2500 kw and a 2 hour rating of 2750 kw. 
If the SR specifies 2 hours at a load above the continuous 
rating, a test duration of more than 2 hours would exceed the 
DG rating and a test duration of less than 2 hours would not 
satisfy the SR. 100 minutes was chosen to demonstrate that the 
DG is not degrading, yet to specify testing within the rating 
of the DG. 

This SR was not proposed. None of the accident analyses or 
design bases assume a hot restart of the DGs. This SR is not 
part of the existing licensing basis. 

Reworded SR to clarify intent. Requirements are unchanged. 

This is not a feature of the Palisades design. 

SR reworded to verify timing of each load, rather than the 
intervening interval. The Palisades sequencers are solid state 
devices which are verified to be within 0.1 seconds of the 
programmed time. Plant testing is written to verify that the 
timing meets the accident analyses, and DG load studies allow 
for maximum allowable sequencer error. 

Omitted note inappropriate to Palisades; Palisades DGs have 
continuous prelube. Used Palisades designations and values. 

This SR is not a part of the existing Licensing basis. 

Retained existing SR. Palisades design automatically connected 
loads closely approach the continuous rating of the DG. 
Retention of this SR is intended to assure that the loading is 
verified at least each 18 months. 



• 
Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number 

Omitted 3.8.1-1 NA 

3.8.2.a 3.8.2.a 3.7.3 

3.8.2.b 3.8.2.b 3.7.3 

3.8.2 A 3.8.2 A 3.7.3 

3.8.2 A.1 3.8.2 A.1 New 

3.8.2 A.2.1 3.8.2 A.2.1 3.7.3 A 

3.8.2 A.2.2 3.8.2 A.2.2 3.7.3 B 

3.8.2 A.2.3 3.8.2 A.2.3 New 

3.8.2 A.2.4 3.8.2 A.2.4 3.7.3 E 

3.8.2 B 3.8.2 B 3.7.3 

3.8.2 B.1 3.8.2 B.2.1 3.7.3 A 

3.8.2 B.2 3.8.2 B.2.2 3.7.3 B 

3.8.2 B.3 3.8.2 B.2.3 New 

3.8.2 B.4 3.8.2 B.2.4 3.7.3 E 

3.8.2 3.8.2.1 4.7.1 

3.8.3 3.8.3 3.7.l 

3.8.3 A 3.8.3 A New 

3.8.3 A.1 3.8.3 A.1 New 

3.8.3 B 3. 8. 3 B New 

RTS (STS) requirement Description 

Tabl: (DG test schedule) 

LCO: One off-site circuit OPERABLE, MODES 5 & 6 

LCO: One DG OPERABLE, MODES 5 & 6 

COND: One required offsite source inoperable. 

ACTN: Declare affected equip inoperable; immediately 

ACTN: Suspend Core Alterations; immediately 

ACTN: stop fuel moves; immediately 

ACTN: Stop positive Rx addition; immediately 

ACTN: Initiate circuit restoration; immediately 

CON~: One required DG inoperable. 

ACTN: Suspend Core Alterations; immediately 

ACTN: stop fuel moves; immediately 

ACTN: Stop positive Rx addition; immediately 

ACTN: initiate circuit restoration; immediately 

SR: Required SRs from LCO 3.8.1, for MODES 5 & 6 

LCO: DG fuel oil & Lube oil; when DG required 

COND: fuel < 23,700 gal and> 20,110 gal 

ACTN: Restore fuel oil within 48 hrs 

COND: Lube oil < 7 and> 6 days supply 
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Explanation of Differences 

No change is proposed for the DG testing frequency. The 
existing license does not require increased testing frequencies 
if the number of failures is high. The table was omitted and 
the existing monthly test frequency retained. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Specified those SRs which test features required in MODES 5 & 6 
and which can be performed w/o making DG inoperable. 

Moved air system requirements to LCO 3.8.1 because Palisades DG 
design does not include the 5 start requirement. With below 
normal pressure, no specific number of starts can be assured. 
Revised LCO and Applicability wording to reflect Palisades 
shared fuel oil system. 

Reworded to reflect Palisades shared fuel oil system. 

Unchanged. 

Reworded to reflect Palisades shared lube oil storage and to be 
consistent with wording of 3.7.3 A. 



• 
Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number 

3.8.3 B.l 3.8.3 B.1 New 

3.8.3 c 3.8.3 c New 

3.8.3 C.l 3.8.3 C.l New 

3.8.3 D 3. 8 .3 D New 

3.8.3 D.l 3.8.3 D.l New 

Omitted 3.8.3 E NA 

3.8.3 E 3.8.3 F New 

3.8.3 E.l 3.8.3 F.l New 

3.8.3.l 3.8.3.1 New 

3.8.3.2 3.8.3.2 New 

3.8.3.3 3.8.3.3 New 

Omitted 3.8.3.4 NA 

3.8.3.4 3.8.3.5 New 

Omitted 3.8.3.6 NA 

3.8.4 3.8.4 3.7.1.h 

RTS (STS) requirement Description 

ACTN: Restore Lube oil w/in 48 hrs 

COND: Fuel viscosity, water, sediment not in limits 

ACTN: Restore fuel quality w/in 7 days 

COND: Fuel out of spec other than Cond C 

ACTN: Restore fuel properties; 31 days 

COND: (DG air receiver low pressure) 

COND: Required Action not met or 

ACTN: Declare both DGs inoperable 

SR: Fuel oil level check; 24 hours 

SR: Lube oil inventory check; 31 days 

SR: Verify fuel oil properties; iaw program 

SR: (Verify starting air pressure; 31 days) 

SR: Fuel Oil storage tank water check; 92 days 

SR: (Clean Fuel Oil storage tank; 10 years) 

LCO: Two DC sources operable; MODES 1-4 
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Explanation of Differences 

Unchanged. 

Rewrote condition to reflect Palisades fuel oil storage and 
usage conditions. Palisades has a single tank which stores 
fuel oil for both DGs, diesel fire pumps, heating boilers, and 
rad waste evaporators. Consequently, the residence time for 
fuel in storage is short. With a short storage time, 
particulate contamination is not limiting .. New fuel is tested 
for viscosity, SG, and water and sediment prior to acceptance 
or addition to the tank. Stored fuel is sampled periodically. 

Reworded to agree with reworded condition statement. 

Rewrote condition to complement Condition C. 

Changed Completion time from 30 to 31 days. 30 days is not 
standard usage within the STS project. 

The condition, action & surveillance for DG air starting moved 
to LCD 3.8.l. The replacement SR is 3.8.1.4; The actions are 
those for an inoperable DG, 3.8.1 B. 

Reworded to reflect Palisades shared fuel oil system. 

Reworded to reflect Palisades shared fuel oil system. 

Reworded and retained shorter surveillance interval due to 
Palisades shared fuel oil system and continuous multi purpose 
usage. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Moved to LCD 3.8.l 

Added word "excess" due to difficulty in removing all water 
from Fuel Oil storage tank and the height of the suction pipe 
above the tank bottom. 

This SR would have been a new requirement for Palisades. It 
was deleted from the STS by change TSTF-2. 

Reworded to fit Palisades terminology and usage, and to specify 
that the cross-connected chargers are not, by themselves, 
adequate for continuous operation. 



Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number 

3.8.4 A Added New 

3.8.4 A.l Added New 

3.8.4 A.2 Added New 

3.8.4 B 3.8.4 A 3.7.2.h 

3.8.4 B.l Added 3.7.2.h 

3.8.4 B.2 3.8.4 A.l 3.7.2.h 

3.8.4 c 3.8.4 B 3.7.2 

3.8.4 C.l 3.8.4 B.1 3.7.2 

3.8.4 C.2 3.8.4 B.2 3.7.2 

3.8.4.1 3.8.4.1 New 

3.8.4.2 3.8.4.2 New 

RTS (STS) requirement Description 

COND: One required charger inoperable 

ACTN: Place x-conn charger in service; immediately 

ACTN: Restore required charger to OPERABLE status; 7 days 

COND: One battery inoperable 

ACTN: Place both chargers in service; immediately 

ACTN: Restore battery; 24 hours 

COND: Required action and completion time not met 

ACTN: Be in MODE 3; 6 hours 

ACTN: Be in MODE 5; 36 hours 

SR: Verify battery float voltage; 7 days 

SR: Verify no corrosion; 92 days 
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Explanation of Differences 

This condition was added due to Palisades arrangement having 
redundant chargers for each battery, with one cross-connected 
to the opposite AC train. Addition of this condition allows 
limited continued operation if one of the required chargers 
becomes inoperable. 

This action is added to assure continued charging current is 
available to the battery during the time when a required 
charger is out of service. This action is implicit in the 
existing LCO which requires one of the two chargers to be 
operable. 

This action was added to assure the restoration of the required 
charger. The 7 day completion time is that currently allowed 
for a DG out of service, which is more limiting. The 7 days 
should allow for trouble shooting, location of parts, and 
repair. 

The actions for an inoperable DC source have been separated 
into two conditions, that for the charger (3.8.4 A) and that 
for the battery. The condition, associated actions, and 
completion times are retained from the existing Tech Specs. 

This action, taken from the existing Tech Specs, was retained 
to assure that sufficient DC power was available for the 
affected train. It also assures that DC power for that train 
would be restored, following a loss of off-site power, as soon 
as either AC train was re-energized. 

Retained Completion Time from existing Tech Specs. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Reworded to limit connection resistance to 120% of installation 
value, in agreement with manufacturers specifications and with 
reviewer's note in STS bases. 



• 
Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number 

3.8.4.3 3.8.4.3 New 

3.8.4.4 3.8.4.4 New 

3.8.4.5 3.8:4.5 New 

3.8.4.6 New 

3.8.4.7 3.8.4.7 4.7.2.c 

3.8.4.8 3.8.4.8 4.7.2.d 

3.8.5 3.8.5 New 

3.8.5 A 3.8.5 A New 

3.8.5 A.1 3.8.5 A.l New 

3.8.5 A.2.1 3.8.5 A.2.1 New 

3.8.5 A.2.2 3.8.5 A.2.2 New 

3.8.5 A.2.3 3.8.5 A.2.3 New 

3.8.5 A.2.4 3.8.5 A.2.4 New 

3.8.5 3.8.5.l New 

3.'8. 6 3.8.6 3.7.1.h 

3.8.6 A 3.8.6 A 3.7.2.h 

3.8.6 A.1 3.8.6 A.l 3.7.2.h 

RTS (STS) reguirement Description 

SR: Battery inspection; 18 mo. 

SR: Remove corrosion; 18 mo. 

SR: Verify connection resistance; 18 mo. 

SR: Verify charger performance; 18 months 

SR: Battery service test; 18 months 

SR: Battery performance test; 60 months 

LCO: DC sources to support LCO 3.8.10; MODES 5&6 

COND: One DC source inoperable 

ACTN: Declare affected equip inoperable; immediately 

ACTN: Suspend Core Alterations; immediately 

ACTN: Suspend fuel movement; immediately 

ACTN: Suspend positive Rx addition; immediately 

ACTN: Initiate DC source restoration; immediately 

SR: Perform SRs for operable DC source 

LCO: Battery cell parameters w/in limits 

COND: Battery cell parameter not w/in limits 

ACTN: Verify pilot cell level & voltage; 1 hour 
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Explanation of Differences 

Specified that inspection be performed rather than to verify no 
damage. Changed wording avoids declaring the battery to be 
inoperable for observed damage which does not affect 
operability. 

Unchanged. 

Reworded to limit connection resistance to 120% of installation 
value, in agreement with manufacturers specifications and with 
reviewer's note in STS bases. 

Note restricting performance during operation was omitted. The 
availability of a redundant charger, at Palisades, allows 
performance of a charger test while the other charger is in 
service. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Reworded for consistency with balance of proposed TS. 

Added requirement for average temperature; Condition B and SR 
3.8.6.4 each have requirements concerning battery cell 
temperature, but LCO does not require the battery to be within 
any temperature limits. Conditions are only entered is LCO is 
not met, and surveillance need to support a facet of the LCO. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 



Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number 

3.8.6 A.2 3.8.6 A.2 3.7.2.h 

3.8.6 A.3 3.8.6 A.3 3.7.2.h 

3.8.6 B 3.8.6 B 3.7.2.h 

3.8.8 B.1 3.8.6 B.l 3.7.2 

3.8.6.1 3.8.6.l 4.7.2.a 

3.8.6.2 3.8.6.3 4.7.2.a 

3.8.6.3 3.8.6.2 4.7.2.b 

3.8.6-1 3.8.6-1 New 

3.8.7 3.8.7 New 

3.8.7 A 3.8.7 A New 

3.8.7 A.1 3.8.7 A Note New 

3.8.7 A.2 3.8.7 A.1 New 

3.8.7 B 3.8.7 B New 

3.8.7 B.l 3.8.7 B.l New 

3.8.7 B.2 3.8.7 B.2 New 

3.8.7.1 3.8.7.1 New 

RTS (STS) requirement Description 

ACTN: Verify cells w/in Category C limits; 24 hours 

ACTN: Restore cells to Category A & B limits; 31 days 

ACTN: Required Action not met, etc 

ACTN: Declare battery inoperable; immediately 

SR: Verify pilot cell parameters; 31 days 

SR: Verify cell temperature; 31 days 

SR: Verify all cells w/in limits; 92 days 

Tabl: Battery Cell limits 

LCD: Inverters shall be operable; MODES 1-4 

COND: one inverter inoperable 

ACTN: Enter 3.7.9 if Preferred AC bus de-energized 

ACTN: Restore inverter; 24 hours 

COND: Required action not met, Etc 

ACTN: Be in MODE 3; 6 hours 

ACTN: Be in MODE 5; 36 hours 

SR: Verify inverter performance; 7 days 
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Explanation of Differences 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Retained existing SR frequency. 

Retained existing SR frequency. 

Omitted specific requirement to perform SR upon severe 
discharge or overcharge. These requirements are not 
requirements of the current Palisades license. With Palisades 
battery parameters, knowledge any severe discharge would 
comprise knowledge of failure to meet cell float voltage 
requirements of SRs 3.8.6.l and 3.8.6.3. Failure to meet 
SR 3.8.6.1 or 3.8.6.3 would require entering Condition 3.8.6 A; 
Action 3.8.6 A.2 requires performance of the measurements of 
SR 3.8.6.3. With the type of batteries used at Palisades, a 
severe overcharge would result in a reduced electrolyte level 
rather than an excessive battery terminal voltage. Similarly 
to a reduced voltage caused by a severe discharge, a reduced 
level caused by a severe overcharge would invoke the 
requirement of Action 3.8.6 A.2 to perform the measurements 
required by SR 3.8.6.3 w/in 24 hours. 

Unchanged. 

Omitted note which is not applicable to Palisades. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 



• 
Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number 

3.8.8 

3.8.8 A 

3.8.8 A.1 

3.8.8 A.2.1 

3.8.8 A.2.2 

3.8.8 A.2.3 

3.8.8 A.2.4 

3.8.8.1 

3.8.9 

3.8.9 A 

3.8.9 A.1 

3.8.9 B 

3.8.9 B.1 

3.8.9 c 

3.8.9 C.l 

3.8.9 D 

3.8.9 D.1 

3.8.9 D.2 

3.8.9 E 

3.8.9 E.1 

3.8.9.l 

3 .8.10 

3.8.10 A 

STS Number 

3.8.8 

3.8.8 A 

3.8.8 A.l 

3.8.8 A.2.1 

3.8.8 A.2.2 

3.8.8 A.2.3 

3.8.8 A.2.4 

3.8.8.1 

3.8.9 

3.8.9 A 

3.8.9 A.l 

3.8.9 B 

3.8.9 B.l 

3.8.9 c 

3.8.9 C.1 

3.8.9 D. 

3.8.9 D.l 

3.8.9 D.2 

3.8.9 E 

3.8.9 E.l 

3.8.9.l 

3.8.10 

3.8.lOA 

TS Number 

New 

New 

New 

New 

New 

New 

New 

New 

3.7.1 

3.7.2.c,d,e 

3.7.2.c,d,e 

3.7.2.g 

3.7.2.g 

3.7.2.f 

3.7.2.f 

3.7 .2 

3.7.2 

3.7.2 

3.0.3 

3.0.3 

New 

New 

New 

RTS (STS) requirement Description 

LCO: Required inverters operable; MODES 5 & 6 

COND: One or more inverter inoperable 

ACTN: Declare affected equip inoperable; immediately 

ACTN: Suspend Core Alterations; immediately 

ACTN: Suspend fuel movement; immediately 

ACTN: Suspend positive Rx addition; immediately 

ACTN: Initiate DC source restoration; immediately 

SR: Verify inverter performance; 7 days 

LCO: Electrical Distribution buses operable; MODES 1-4 

COND: AC distribution inoperable 

ACTN: Restore AC distribution 8 hours 

COND: Preferred AC bus inoperable 

ACTN: Restore Preferred AC bus; 8 hours 

COND: DC bus inoperable 

ACTN: Restore DC bus; 8 hours 

COND: Required action not met 

ACTN: Be in MODE 3; 6 hours 

ACTN: Be in MODE 5; 36 hours 

COND: Two or more distribution systems inoperable 

ACTN: Enter 3.0.3; immediately 

SR: Verify breaker alignments; 7 days 

LCO: Electrical distribution buses operable; MODES 5 & 6 

COND: One or more bus inoperable 
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Explanation of Differences 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Retained existing action and completion tine. 

Unchanged. 

Retained existing action and completion tine. 

Unchanged. 

Retained existing action and completion tine. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

(03/28/96). 
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Palisades RTS Cross Reference to 

RTS Number STS Number TS 

3.8.10 A.l 3.8.10 A.l New 

3.8.10 A.2.1 3.8.10 A.2.1 New 

3.8.10 A.2.2 3.8.10 A.2.2 New 

3.8.10 A.2.3 3.8.10 A.2.3 New 

3.8.10 A.2.4 3.8.10 A.2.4 New 

3.8.10 A.2.5 3.8.10 A.2.5 New 

3.8.10.1 3.8.10.1 New 

STS. 

Number RTS (STS) requirement Description 

ACTN: Declare affected equip inoperable; immediately 

ACTN: Suspend Core Alterations; immediately 

ACTN: Suspend fuel movement; immediately 

ACTN: Suspend positive Rx addition; immediately 

ACTN: Initiate DC source restoration; immediately 

ACTN: Declare affected SOC inoperable; immediately 

SR: Verify breaker alignments; 7 days 
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Explanation of Differences 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

( 03/28/96). 

-. 
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ENCLOSURE 1 

CONSUMERS POWER COMPANY 
PALISADES PLANT 

DOCKET 50-255 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION CHANGE REQUEST 

PART 12 - SECTION 3.9 
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-~ 

CONSUMERS POWER COMPANY 
Docket 50-255 

Request for Change to the Technical Specifications 
License DPR-20 

3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS 

March 28, 1996 

It is requested that the Refueling Operations requirements of the Technical 
Specifications contained in the Facility Operating License DPR-20, 
Docket 50-255, issued to Consumers Power Company on February 21, 1991, for the 
Palisades Plant be changed as described below: 

I. ARRANGEMENT AND CONTENT OF THIS SECTION OF THE CHANGE REQUEST: 

This section of the Technical Specification Change Request (TSCR) proposes 
changes to those Palisades Technical Specification requirements addressing 
Refueling Operations. These changes are intended to result in requirements 
which are appropriate for the Palisades plant, but closely emulate those of 
the Standard Technical Specifications, Combustion Engineering Plants, 
NUREG 1432, Revision 1. 

This discussion and its supporting information frequently refer to three 
sets of Technical Specifications; the following abbreviations are used for 
clarity and brevity: 

TS 
RTS -
STS -

The existing Palisades Technical Specifications, 
The revised Palisades Technical Specifications, 
NUREG 1432, Revision 1. 

Six attachments are provided to assist the reviewer: 

1. Proposed RTS pages 
2. Bases for the RTS 
3. A line by line comparison of the TS and RTS 
4. STS pages marked to show the differences between RTS and STS 
5. STS pages marked to show differences between RTS Bases and STS Bases. 
6. A line by line comparison of RTS and STS. 

Attachment 3, the line by line comparison of TS and RTS, is presented in a 
tabular format. The first page contains an explanation of the syntax and 
abbreviations used. The table is arranged numerically by TS item number. 
Each requirement in Sections 1 through 4 of TS is listed individually. In 
some cases, where a single numbered TS requirement contains more than one 
requirement, each requirement is listed individually under the same number. 
Requirements which appear in RTS or STS, but not in TS, do not appear in 
the Attachment 3 listing . 
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Attachment 3 Provides the Following Information for Each TS Requirement: 

Identifying number of TS item, 
!dent ifyi ng number of closest equivalent RTS item, 
Identification of TS item as LCO, Action, SR, etc.; 
A short paraphrase of requirement, 
A description of each proposed change from TS to RTS. 

Classification of Change as One of the Following Categories: 
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ADMINISTRATIVE - A change which is editorial in nature, which only involves 
movement of requirements within the TS without affecting their technical 
content, or clarifies existing TS requirements. 

RELOCATED - A change which only moves requirements, not meeting the 
10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii) criteria, from the TS to the FSAR, to the Operating 
Requirements Manual, or to other documents controlled under 10 CFR 50.59. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE - A change which only adds new requirements, or which 
revised an existing requirement resulting in additional operational 
restriction. 

LESS RESTRICTIVE - A change which deletes any existing requirement, or 
which revises any existing req~irement resulting in less operational 
restriction. 

Attachment 6, the line by line comparison of RTS and STS, is also presented 
in a tabular format. The first page contains an explanation of the syntax 
and abbreviations used; the second page contains a list of Palisades 
terminology used in place of the generic STS terminology. The table is 
arranged numerically by RTS item number. Each requirement in Sections 1 
through 3 of RTS or STS is listed individually. Requirements which appear 
in TS, but not in RTS or STS, do not appear in the Attachment & listing. 

Attachment 6 Provides the Following Information for Each RTS Requirement: 

Identifying number of RTS requirement, 
Identifying number of equivalent STS requirement, 
Identification of each requirement as LCO, Action, SR, etc., 
Short paraphrase of each requirement, 
A description of each difference between RTS and STS. 

II. TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION CHANGES PROPOSED: 

The TS LCOs and action statements for Refueling Operations appear in 
Section 3.8. The TS surveillance requirements for in Refueling Operations 
TS Sections 3.8 and 4.2.2 RTS requirements for Refueling Operations appear 
in proposed Section 3.9. Each proposed change from TS to RTS is discussed 
in the attachments to this section. 

Each change from TS to the proposed RTS is described in Attachment 3. 
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The Major Changes From TS to RTS Proposed in This Section are: 

1. The addition of an LCO on Reactor Cavity Level during Core 
Alterations; This is a new LCO for Palisades. The requirement for 
reactor cavity level currently exists only in plant procedures. 

2. In each section of the proposed RTS, new requirements taken from STS 
have been proposed. Since there is no equivalent requirement in TS, 
these changes do not appear in Attachment 3. The new requirements do 
appear in Attachment 6 where they are identified by an entry of "New" 
in the third column. 

The changes i dent i fi ed as "New" are considered MORE RESTRICTIVE 
because they add requirements and operating restrictions which do not 
exist in the current Palisades TS. 

The Major Differences Between RTS and STS Proposed in This Section are: 
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1. The retention of the existing TS allowance to conduct Core Alterations 
with the containment equipment hatch open; the existing requirements 
allow both doors of the personnel hatch and the equipment hatch to be 
open during Core Alterations provided the spent fuel pool ventilation 
system and charcoal filter is in operation. The equipment hatch opens 
directly into the fuel storage building. 

2. The retention of several existing TS requirements supporting the 
dilution accident analyses: A Condition and several Required Actions 
have been added to LCO 3.9.4, "Shutdown Cooling - High Water Level" 
and LCO 3.9.5, "Shutdown Cooling - Low Water Level" to assure that 
appropriate actions are taken if PCS flow drops below the levels 
assumed in the analysis. These same actions appear in the PCS LCOs 
which deal with PCS circulation during shutdown conditions. 

III. NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS ANALYSIS: 

Each change proposed is classified in Attachment 3 as either 
ADMINISTRATIVE, RELOCATED, MORE RESTRICTIVE, or LESS RESTRICTIVE. 

Analysis of ADMINISTRATIVE, RELOCATED, and MORE RESTRICTIVE Changes: 

ADMINISTRATIVE changes and RELOCATED changes move requirements, either 
within the TS or to documents controlled under 10 CFR 50.59, or clarify 
existing TS requirements, without affecting their technical content. Since 
ADMINISTRATIVE and RELOCATED changes do not alter the technical content of 
any requirements, they cannot involve a significant increase in the 
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated, create the 
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any previously 
evaluated, or involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety . 
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MORE RESTRICTIVE changes only add new requirements, or revise existing 
requirements to result in additional operational restrictions. Since the 
TS, with all MORE RESTRICTIVE changes incorporated, will still contain all 
of the requirements which existed prior to the changes, MORE RESTRICTIVE 
changes cannot involve a significant increase in the probability or 
consequences of an accident previously evaluated, create the possibility of 
a new or different kind of accident from any previously evaluated, or 
involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety. 

Analysis of LESS RESTRICTIVE Changes: 

The LESS RESTRICTIVE Changes Proposed in This Section are: 

1. TS LCO 3.8.1.b requires: "All automatic containment isolation valves 
shall be operable or at least one valve in each line shall be closed." 
RTS LCO 3.9.3 addresses only penetrations which provide direct access 
from the containment atmosphere to the outside atmosphere. 

2. TS SR 3.8.1.c requires that the Purge and Vent valves and the 
Containment Refueling Radiation Monitors which close them be tested 
for operability immediately prior to refueling operations (typically 
about each 18 months). RTS SR 3.9.3.2 requires these valves to be 
tested each 18 months (but not necessarily immediately prior to 
refueling operations). RTS SRs 3.3.6.1, 3.3.6.2, and 3.3.6.3, for the 
refueling radiation monitors, require a Channel Check each 12 hours, a 
Channel Functional Test each 31 days, and a Channel Calibration each 
18 months·. 

3. TS SR 3.8.1.g requires the sampling of the Primary Coolant System for 
boron concentration each shift (typically each 8 hours). RTS 
SR 3.9.1.1 requires verification of boron concentration each 72 hours. 

Do these LESS RESTRICTIVE changes involve a significant increase in the 
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated? 

Change 1: 

Change 1 involves changes in containment closure requirements. The 
proposed change deletes the requireme~t for automatic containment isolation 
valves which do not directly connect the containment atmosphere to the 
outside atmosphere to be operable, or to have their penetrations blocked by 
a closed valve. 

The functioning of the subject valves is intended to provide a leak tight 
containment closure during accidents which pressurize the containment. 
Their failure to function could not cause any increase in the probability 
of an accident previously evaluated. 
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During MODE 6 operation, the containment is not required to be leak tight 
at any significant pre~sure. Since there cannot be a significant pressure 
within the containment, the closure of containment isolation valves in 
penetrations which do not provide direct connection between the containment 
atmosphere and the outside atmosphere would not allow any significant 
leakage of fission products. Therefore, this proposed change would not 
involve a significant increase in the consequences of an accident 
previously evaluated. 

Changes 2 and 3: 

These changes are LESS RESTRICTIVE only in their allowance of a longer 
Allowed Outage Time (AOT) for inoperable equipment or a longer surveillance 
testing interval. The proposed times are those stipulated in the STS. 
Changing an AOT or a surveillance interval, alone, does not alter any plant 
design, operating conditions, operating practices, equipment settings, or 
equipment capabilities. Since these items are unchanged, changing an AOT 
or a surveillance interval would not increase the probability of any 
accident previously evaluated. 

During the evaluation of potential accidents, the safety analyses assume 
the occurrence of the most limiting single failure. Typically, this single 
failure is assumed to disable one of the two trains of the equipment 
installed to mitigate an accident. In accordance with this assumption, the 
Technical Specifications allow continued operation with required equipment 
inoperable for limited periods of time (AOTs) only if the assumed level of 
equipment remains operable. Extending an AOT does not change level of 
safety equipment required to be available, and does not allow that level to 
drop below the level assumed to be available in the safety analyses. 
Therefore, changing an AOT cannot increase the consequences of an accident 
previously evaluated. 

Excessively extending a surveillance interval could affect the probability 
that a piece of equipment will function properly upon demand. An overly 
restrictive surveillance interval could also affect the ability of the 
equipment to mitigate an accident by imposing unnecessary testing wear, 
equipment manipulations, and system transients on the plant, and thereby 
affect the consequences of an accident. The existing surveillance 
intervals were based on the operating experience available when they were 
added to the TS. Typically this was done during the initial plant 
licensing, circa 1970. In each of these changes where it is proposed that 
a surveillance interval be extended, the time proposed is that stipulated 
in the STS. The surveillance intervals stipulated in the STS are based on 
a much larger accumulation of operating experience and have been judged by 
the NRC and by the industry to be appropriate for typical situations. 
There are no special features of the Palisades plant which would invalidate 
those judgements for these changes. Therefore, operation of the facility 
in accordance with the requirements proposed by these changes does not 
involve a significant increase in the probability of an accident previously 
evaluated . 
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Do these LESS RESTRICTIVE changes create the possibility of a new or 
different kind of accident from any previously evaluated? 

Change 1: 
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Change 1 involves changes in containment closure requirements. The 
proposed change deletes the requirement for automatic containment isolation 
valves which do not directly connect the containment atmosphere to the 
outside atmosphere to be operable, or to have their penetrations blocked by 
a closed valve. The functioning of the subject valves is intended to 
provide a leak tight containment closure during accidents which pressurize 
the containment. The potential lack of functioning of these valves would 
not affect the operation or capability of any other plant equipment. Their 
failure to function could not create the possibility of a new or different 
kind of accident from any previously evaluated. 

Changes 2 and 3: 

These changes are LESS RESTRICTIVE only in their allowance of a longer 
Allowed Outage Time (AOT) for inoperable equipment or a longer surveillance 
testing interval. The proposed times are those stipulated in the STS. 
Changing an AOT or surveillance interval, alone, cannot alter any plant 
operating conditions, operating practices, equipment settings, or equipment 
capabilities. Therefore, changing an AOT or a surveillance interval cannot 
create the possibili~y of a new or different kind of accident from any 
previously evaluated. 

Do these LESS RESTRICTIVE changes involve a significant reduction in a 
margin of safety? 

Change 1: 

Change 1 involves changes in containment closure requirements. The 
proposed change deletes the requirement for automatic containment isolation 
valves which do not directly connect the containment atmosphere to the 
outside atmosphere to be operable, or to have their penetrations blocked by 
a closed valve. 

During MODE 6 operation, the containment is not capable of being, nor 
required to be, leak tight at any significant pressure. Since there cannot 
be a significant pressure within the containment, the closure of 
containment isolation valves in penetrations which do not provide direct 
connection between the containment atmosphere and the outside atmosphere 
would not allow any significant leakage of fission products. Therefore, 
this proposed change would not involve a significant reduction in a margin 
of safety . 



Changes 2 and 3: 

These changes are LESS RESTRICTIVE only in their allowance of an extension 
to an Allowed Outage Time (AOT) for inoperable equipment or to a 
surveillance testing interval. Extending an AOT or a surveillance 
interval, alone, cannot alter any plant operating conditions, operating 
practices, equipment settings, or equipment capabilities. 

An excessive AOT extension could reduce the margin of safety by allowing 
operation for an excessive period with less capability to mitigate an 
accident, or with parameters outside those assumed in the safety analysis. 
An overly restrictive AOT could also reduce the margin of safety by 
imposing unnecessary transients on the plant for minor deviations from the 
requirements of the LCOs. Similarly, an excessive surveillance interval 
extension could reduce the margin of safety by reducing assurance that 
required equipment will function as designed or that parameters are within 
the required limits. An overly restrictive surveillance interval could 
also reduce the margin of safety by imposing unnecessary testing wear, 
equipment manipulations, and system transients on the plant. 
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The existing AOTs and surveillance intervals were based on the operating 
experience available when they were added to the TS. Typically this was 
done during the initial plant licensing, circa 1970. In each of these 
changes where it is proposed that an AOT or surveillance interval be 
extended, the time proposed is that stipulated in the STS. The AOTs and 
surveillance intervals stipulated in the STS are based on a much larger 
accumulation of operating experience and have been judged by the NRC and by 
the industry to be appropriate for typical situations. There are no 
special features of the Palisades plant which would invalidate those 
judgements for these changes. Therefore, operation of the facility in 
accordance with the requirements proposed by these changes does not involve 
a significant reduction in a margin of safety. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The Palisades Plant Review Committee has reviewed this part of the STS 
conversion Technical Specifications Change Request and has determined that 
proposing this change does not involve an unreviewed safety question. 
Further, the change involves no significant hazards consideration. This 
change has been reviewed by the Nuclear Performance Assessment Department. 
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ATTACHMENT 1 

CONSUMERS POWER COMPANY 
PALISADES PLANT 

DOCKET 50-255 

STS CONVERSION TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION CHANGE REQUEST 

3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS PART 

Proposed Technical Specifications pages 
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3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS 

3.9.l Boron Concentration 

Boron Concentration 
3.9.l 

LCO 3.9.l Boron concentrations of the Primary Coolant System and the 
reactor cavity shall be maintained within the limit specified 
in the COLR. 

APPLICABILITY: MODE 6. 

ACTIONS 

CONDITION 

A. Boron concentration 
not within limit. 

A. l 

REQUIRED ACT ION 

·suspend CORE 
ALTERATIONS. 

COMPLETION TIME 

Immediately 

A.2 Suspend positive Immediately 
reactivity additions. 

AND 

A.3 Initiate action to 
restore boron 
concentration to 
within limit. 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3. 9 .1.1 

PALISADES 

SURVEILLANCE 

Verify boron concentration is within the 
li~it specified in the COLR: 

3.9-1 

Immediately 

FREQUENCY 

72 hours 

Amendment No: 
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3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS 

3.9.2 Nuclear Instrumentation 

Nuclear Instrumentation 
3.9.2 

LCO 3.9.2 Two source range channels shall be OPERABLE. 

APP LI CAB IL ITV: MODE 6. 

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One source range A. l Suspend CORE Immediately 
channel inoperable. AL TE RATIONS. 

AND 

A.2 Suspend positive Immediately 
reactivity additions. 

B. Two source range B.l Initiate action to Immediately 
channels inoperable. restore one source 

range channel to 
OPERABLE status. 

AND 

B.2 Perform SR 3.9.1 .. 1 4 hours 
(Boron verification). 

AND 

Once per 
12 hours 
thereafter . 

PALISADES 3.9-2 
Amendment No: 



• SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.9.2.1 

SR 3.9.2.2 

PALISADES 

SURVEILLANCE 

Perform CHANNEL CHECK on each source 
range channel. 

Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION on each 
source range channel. 

3.9-3 

Nuclear Instrumentation 
3.9.2 

FREQUENCY 

12 hours 

18 months 

Amendment No: 



3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS 

Containment Penetrations 
3.9.3 

3.9.3 Containment Penetrations 

LCO 3.9.3 The containment penetrations shall be in the following status: 

APPLICABILITY: 

ACTIONS 

a. Whenever both doors of the personnel air lock are open 
during core alterations, the equipment door shall be open 
and the ventilating system and charcoal filter in the 
fuel storage building shall be operating; and 

b. One door in the emergency air lock closed; and 

c. Each penetration, other than a. or b. above, providing 
direct access from the containment atmosphere to the 
outside atmosphere either: 

1. Closed by a manual valve, de-activated automatic 
isolation valve, blind flange, or equivalent, or 

2. Capable of being closed by an OPERABLE Containment 
Refueling Radiation Monitor. 

During CORE ALTERATIONS, 
During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies within 
containment. 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One or more 
containment 
penetrations not in 
required status. 

PALISADES 

A. l 

AND 

A.2 

AND 

A.3 

Suspend CORE Immediately 
ALTERATIONS. 

Suspend movement of Immediately 
irradiated fuel 
assemblies within 
containment. 

Suspend positive Immediately 
reactivity additions. 

3.9-4 
Amendment No: 
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Containment Penetrations 
3.9.3 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.9.3.l 

SR 3.9.3.2 

PALISADES 

SURVEILLANCE 

Verify each required containment 
penetration, and the spent fuel pool 
ventilation and charcoal filter system 
is in the required status. 

Verify each required containment 
isolation valve actuates to the 
isolation position on an.actual or 
simulated Containment High Radiation 
signal . 

3.9-5 

FREQUENCY 

7 days 

18 months 

Amendment No: 
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SOC - High Water Level 
3.9.4 

3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS 

3.9.4 Shutdown Cooling (SOC) - High Water Level 

LCO 3.9.4 One SOC train shall be OPERABLE, providing ~ 2810 gpm 
through the core. 

--------------------------------------NOTE-----------------------------------
The required SOC train may be removed from operation for ~ 1 hour per 8 hour 
period, provided no operations are permitted that would cause reduction of the 
Primary Coolant System boron concentration. 

APPLICABILITY: MODE 6 with the reactor cavity water level 
~ 647' elevation. 

ACTIONS 

CONDITION 

A. Required SOC train A.l 
flow rate < 2810 gpm. 

PALISADES 

AND 

A.2 

REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

Suspend all operation Immediately 
involving reduction 
of primary coolant 
boron concentration. 

Initiate action to 
assure SOC fl ow 
~ 1000 gpm. 

3.9-6 

Immediately 

(continued) 

Amendment No: 



• ACTIONS (continued) 

CONDITION 

A. (continued) 

• 

• PALISADES 

REQUIRED ACT ION 

A.3.1 Verify two of three 
charging pumps are 
electrically 
disabled. 

A.3.2 Initiate action to 
perform SR 3.1.2.1 
(verify SOM). 

3.9-7 

SOC - High Water Level 
3.9.4 

COMPLETION TIME 

15 minutes 

Within 15 minutes 
following 
dilution flow to 
the PCS. 

Every 30 minutes 
thereafter until 
stable PCS boron 
concentration 
exists . 

(continued) 

Amendment No: 
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ACTIONS (continued) 

CONDITION 

B. SOC train B.1 
requirements not met, 
for reasons other 
than Condition A. 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

AND 

B.2 

AND 

B.3 

AND 

B.4 

SURVEILLANCE 

SOC - High Water Level 
3.9.4 

REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

Suspend operations Immediately 
involving a reduction 
in primary coolant 
boron concentration. 

Suspend loading 
irradiated fuel 
assemblies in the 
core. 

Initiate actioh to 
satisfy SOC train 
requirements. 

Immediately 

Immediately 

Close all containment 4 hours 
penetrations 
providing direct 
access from 
containment 
atmosphere to outside 
atmosphere. 

FREQUENCY 

SR 3.9.4.1 Verify one SOC train is OPERABLE. 12 hours 

SR 3.9.4.2 

PALISADES 

Verify one SOC train is in operation and 12 hours 
circulating primary coolant at a flow 
rate of ~ 2810 gpm. 

3.9-8 
Amendment No: 
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SOC - Low Water Level 
3.9.5 

3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS 

3.9.5 Shutdown Cooling (SOC) - Low Water Level 

LCO 3.9.5 

APPLICABILITY: 

ACTIONS 

CONDITION 

Two SOC trains shall be OPERABLE, with one SOC train 
providing ~ 2810 gpm through the core shall be in operation. 

MODE 6 with the reactor cavity water level < 647' elevation. 

REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. Required SOC train flow A.1 
rate < 2810 gpm. 

Suspend all Immediately 
operation involving 

PALISADES 

AND 

A.2 

reduction of 
primary coolant 
boron 
concentration. 

Initiate action to 
assure SOC flow ~ 
1000 gpm . 

Immediately 

A.3.1 Verify two of three 15 minutes 
charging pumps are 
electrically 
disabled. 

A.3.2 Perform SR 3.1.2.1 
(verify SOM). 

3.9-9 

Within 15 minutes 
following 
d il ut ion fl ow to 
the PCS. 

Every 30 minutes 
thereafter until 
stable PCS boron 
concentration 
exists. 

(continued) 

Amendment No: 



ACTIONS (continued) 

CONDITION 

B. One SOC train B.l 
inoperable. 

OR 

B.2 

c. No SOC train OPERABLE C.l 
or in operation. 

AND 

• C.2 

AND 

C.3 

• PALISADES 

REQUIRED ACTION 

Initiate action to 
restore SOC train 
to OPERABLE status. 

Initiate action to 
establish reactor 
cavity water level 
~ 647' elevation. 

Suspend operations 
involving a 
reduction in 
primary coolant 
boron 
concentration. 

Initiate action to 
restore one SOC 
train to OPERABLE 
status and to 
operation. 

Close all 
containment 
penetrations 
providing direct 
access from 
containment 
atmosphere to 
outside atmosphere . 

3.9-10 

SOC - Low Water Level 
3.9.5 

COMPLETION TIME 

Immediately 

Immediately 

Immediately 

Immediately 

4 hours 

Amendment No: 



SOC - Low Water Level 
3.9.5 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.9.5.l Verify required SOC trains are OPERABLE. 12 hours 

SR 3.9.5.2 Verify one SOC train is in operation and 12 hours 
circulating primary coolant at a flow 
rate of ~ 2810 gpm. 

SR 3.9.5.3 Verify correct breaker alignment and 7 days 
indicated power available to the required 
SOC pump that is not in operation. 

PALISADES 3.9-11 
Amendment No: 
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Reactor Cavity Water Level 
3.9.6 

3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS 

3.9.6 Reactor Cavity Water Level 

LCO 3.9.6 The reactor cavity water level shall be maintained 
~ 647' elevation. 

APP LI CAB IL ITV: During CORE ALTERATIONS, 
During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies within 
containment. 

ACTIONS 

CONDITION 

A. Reactor cavity water 
1eve1 not within 
1 i mi t. 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

A. l 

AND 

A. 2 

REQUIRED ACTION 

Suspend CORE 
ALTERATIONS. 

Suspend movement of 
irradiated fuel 
assemblies within 
containment. 

SURVEILLANCE 

SR 3.9.6.l 

PALISADES 

Verify reactor cavity water level is 
~ 647' elevation . 

3.9-12 

COMPLETION TIME 

Immediately 

Immediately 

FREQUENCY 

24 hours 

Amendment No: 
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ATTACHMENT 2 

CONSUMERS POWER COMPANY 
PALISADES PLANT 

DOCKET 50-255 

STS CONVERSION TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION CHANGE REQUEST 

3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS PART 

Bases for the Revised Technical Specifications 
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Boron Concentration 
B 3.9.1 

B 3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS 

B 3.9.1 Boron Concentration 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY 
ANALYSES 

PALISADES 

The limit on the boron concentrations of the Primary Coolant System 
(PCS) and reactor cavity during refueling ensures that the reactor 
remains subcritical during MODE 6. Refueling boron concentration 
is the soluble boron concentration in the coolant in each of these 
volumes having direct access to the reactor core during refueling. 

The soluble boron concentration offsets the core reactivity and is 
measured by chemical analysis of a representative sample of the 
coolant in each of the volumes. The refueling boron concentration 
limit is specified in the COLR. Plant procedures ensure the 
specified boron concentration in order to maintain an overall core 
reactivity of k0ff ~ 0.95 during fuel handling, with control rods 
and fuel assemblies assumed to be in the most adverse configuration 
(least negative reactivity) all owed by pl ant procedures. 

GDC 26 of 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, requires that two independent 
reactivity control systems of different design principles be 
provided (Ref. 1). One of these systems must be capable of holding 
the reactor core subcritical under cold conditions. The Chemical 
and Volume Control System (CVCS) is the system capable of 
maintaining the reactor subcritical in cold conditions by 
maintaining the boron concentration. 

After the PCS is cooled and depressurized the vessel head is 
removed. The reactor cavity is then flooded with borated water from 
the safety injection refueling water tank. 

The Shutdown Cooling (SOC) System is in operation during refueling 
(see LCOs 3.9.4 and 3.9.5) to provide forced circulation in the PCS 
and assist in maintaining the boron concentrations in the PCS and 
the reactor cavity above the COLR limit. 

During refueling operations, the reactivity condition of the core 
is consistent with the initial conditions assumed for the boron 
dilution accident analysis and is conservative for MODE 6. The 
boron concentration limit specified in the COLR is based on the 
core reactivity at the beginning of each fuel cycle (the end of 
refueling) and includes an uncertainty allowance. 

B 3.9-1 
Amendment No: 



Boron Concentration 
B 3.9.1 

• _BA_S_E_S~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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APPLICABLE 
SAFETY 
ANALYSES 

LCO 

APPLICABILITY 

ACTIONS 

PALISADES 

The required boron concentration and the plant refueling procedures 
that demonstrate the correct fuel loading plan (including full core 
mapping) ensure the k~ of the core will remain s 0.95 during the 
refueling operation. The limiting boron dilution accident analyzed 
occurs in MODE 5. A discussion of this event is provided in the 
Bases for LCO 3 .1. 2, "SHUTDOWN MARGIN- Tave s 525 ° F." 

The LCO requires that a m1n1mum boron concentration be maintained 
in the PCS and reactor cavity while in MODE 6. The boron 
concentration limit specified in the COLR ensures a core k.H of 
s 0.95 is maintained during fuel handling operations. Violation of 
the LCO could lead to an inadvertent criticality. 

This LCO is applicable in MODE 6 to ensure that the fuel in the 
reactor vessel will remain subcritical. The required boron 
concentration ensures a k.H s 0.95. Above MODE 6, LCO 3.1.1, 
"SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SOM) - Tave> 525°F," and LCO 3.1.2, "SHUTDOWN 
MARGIN - Tave s 525 ° F, 11 ensure that an adequate amount of negative 
reactivity is available to shut down the reactor and to maintain it 
subcritical. 

A.I and A.2 

Continuation of CORE ALTERATIONS or positive reactivity additions 
(including actions to reduce boron concentration) is contingent 
upon maintaining the plant in compliance with the LCO. If the 
boron concentration of any coolant volume in the PCS or the reactor 
cavity is less than its limit, all operations involving CORE 
ALTERATIONS or positive reactivity additions must be suspended 
immediately. 

Suspension of CORE ALTERATIONS, movement of irradiated fuel 
assemblies, and positive reactivity additions shall not preclude 
moving a component to a safe position . 

B 3.9-2 
Amendment No: 
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BASES 

Boron Concentration 
B 3.9.1 

ACTIONS A.3 
(continued) 

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS 

REFERENCES 

PALISADES 

In addition to immediately suspending CORE ALTERATIONS or positive 
reactivity additions, boration to restore the concentration must be 
initiated immediately. 

In determining the required combination of boration flow rate and 
concentration, there is no unique design basis event that must be 
satisfied. The only requirement is to restore the boron 
concentration to its required value as soon as possible. In order 
to raise the boron concentration as soon as possible, the operator 
should begin boration with the best source available for plant 
conditions. 

Once boration is initiated, it must be continued until the boron 
concentration is restored. The restoration time depends on the 
amount of boron that must be injected to reach the required 
concentration. 

SR 3.9.l.l 

This SR ensures the coolant boron concentration in the PCS and the 
reactor cavity is within the COLR limits. The boron concentration 
of the coolant in each volume is determined periodically by 
chemical analysis. 

A minimum Frequency of once every 72 hours is therefore a 
reasonable amount of time to verify the boron concentration of 
representative samples. The Frequency is based on operating 
experience, which has shown 72 hours to be adequate. 

1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 26 

B 3.9-3 
Amendment No: 
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Nuclear Instrumentation 
B 3.9.2 

B 3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS 

B 3.9.2 Nuclear Instrumentation 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY 
ANALYSES 

LCO 

APPLICABILITY 

PALISADES 

The source range channels of Nuclear Instruments NI-01/03 and 
NI-02/04 are used during refueling operations to monitor the core 
reactivity. These detectors are located external to the reactor 
vessel and detect neutrons leaking from the core. The use of 
portable detectors is permitted, provided the LCO requirements are 
met. 

The installed detectors monitor the neutron flux in counts per 
second. The detectors provide continuous visual and audible 
indication in the control room to alert operators to a possible 
dilution accident. 

If used, portable detectors should be functionally equivalent to 
the installed source range channels. 

Two OPERABLE source range channels are required to provide a signal 
to alert the operator to unexpected changes in core reactivity such 
as by a boron dilution accident or an improperly loaded fuel 
assembly. The safety analysis of the uncontrolled boron dilution 
accident is described in Reference 2. The analysis of the 
uncontrolled boron dilution accident shows that normally available 
SHUTDOWN MARGIN would be reduced, but there is sufficient time for 
the operator to take corrective actions. 

This LCO requires two OPERABLE source range channels to ensure that 
redundant monitoring capability is available to detect changes in 
core reactivity. · 

In MODE 6, the source range channels must be OPERABLE to determine 
changes in core reactivity. There is no other direct means 
available to check core reactivity levels. 

In MODES 2, 3, 4, and 5, the installed source range detectors and 
circuitry are required to be OPERABLE by LCO 3.3.9, "Neutron Flux 
Monitoring" . 

B 3.9-4 
Amendment No: 
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ACTIONS A.l and A.2 

With only one source range channel OPERABLE, redundancy has been 
lost. Since these instruments are the only direct means of 
monitoring core reactivity conditions, CORE ALTERATIONS and 
positive reactivity additions must be suspended immediately. 
Performance of Required Action A.l shall not preclude completion of 
movement of a component to a safe position. 

With no OPERABLE source range channels, action to restore one 
source range channel to OPERABLE status shall be initiated 
immediately. Once initiated, action shall be continued until it is 
restored to OPERABLE status. 

B.2 

With no OPERABLE source range channels, there is no direct means of 
detecting changes in core reactivity. However, since CORE 
ALTERATIONS and positive reactivity additions are not to be made, 
the core reactivity condition is stabilized until the source range 
channels are OPERABLE. This stabilized condition is determined by 
performing SR 3.9.1.1 to verify that the required boron 
concentration exists. 

The Completion Time of 4 hours is sufficient to obtain and analyze 
a primary coolant sample for boron concentration. The Frequency of 
once per 12 hours ensures that unplanned changes in boron 
concentration would be identified. The 12 hour Frequency is 
reasonable, considering the low probability of a change in core 
reactivity during this period. 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.9.2.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

PALISADES 

SR 3.9.2.l is the performance of a CHANNEL CHECK, which is a 
comparison of the parameter indicated on one channel to a similar 
parameter on other channels. It is based on the assumption that 
the two indication channels should be consistent with core 
conditions, but does not require the two source range channels to 
have the same reading. Changes in fuel loading and core geometry 
can result in significant differences between source range 
channels, but each channel should be consistent with its local 
conditions. 

The Frequency of 12 hours is consistent with the CHANNEL CHECK 
Frequency specified similarly for the same instruments in 
LCO 3.3.1, "Reactor Protection System Instrumentation - Operating." 

B 3.9-5 
Amendment No: 



SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS 

(continued) 

REFERENCES 

PALISADES 

SR 3.9.2.2 

Nuclear Instrumentation 
B 3.9.2 

SR 3.9.2.2 is the performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION every 
18 months. The 18 month Frequency is based on the need to perform 
this Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a plant 
outage. Operating experience has shown these components usually 
pass the Surveillance when performed on the 18 month Frequency. 

1. 

2. 

10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 13, GDC 26, GDC 28, and GDC 29 

FSAR, Section 14 

B 3.9-6 
Amendment No: 



Containment Penetrations 
B 3.9.3 

B 3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS 

B 3.9.3 Containment Penetrations 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

PALISADES 

During CORE ALTERATIONS or movement of fuel assemblies within 
containment with irradiated fuel in containment, a release of 
fission product radioactivity within the containment will be 
restricted from escaping to the environment when the LCO 
requirements are met. In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, this is 
accomplished by maintaining containment OPERABLE as described in 
LCO 3.6.1, 11 Containment. 11 

In MODE 6, the potential for containment pressurization as a result 
of an accident is not likely; therefore, requirements to isolate 
the containment from the outside atmosphere can be less stringent. 
The requirements of this LCO are referred to as "containment 
closure" rather than "containment OPERABILITY." Containment 
closure means that all potential escape paths are either closed or 
capable of being closed, or provide a controlled ventilation flow 
path through the Spent Fuel Pool ventilation charcoal filters. 
Since there is no potential for containment pressurization, the 
Appendix J leakage criteria and tests are not required. 

The containment serves to contain fission product radioactivity 
that may be released from the reactor core following an accident, 
such that offsite radiation exposures are maintained well within 
the requirements of 10 CFR 100. Additionally, the containment 
structure provides radiation shielding from the fission products 
that may be present in the containment atmosphere following 
accident conditions. 

The containment equipment hatch, which is part of the containment 
pressure boundary, provides a means for moving large equipment and 
components into and out of containment. During CORE ALTERATIONS or 
movement of irradiated fuel assemblies within containment, the 
equipment hatch may be open because it opens into the fuel handling 
building. 

B 3.9-7 
Amendment No: 



BASES 

BACKGROUND 
(continued) 

PALISADES 

Containment Penetrations 
B 3.9.3 

The charcoal filter installed in the fuel handling building exhaust 
will handle the full (approximately 10,000) cfm capacity of the 
normal ventilation flow with both exhaust fans operating. The 
normal mode of operation will require that the ventilation supply 
fan and one exhaust fan be manually tripped following a 
radioactivity release with a resulting flow of 7300 cfm through the 
filter. Any radioactivity which should inadvertently, during a 
refueling operation, pass through the normally opened equipment 
door would be handled by the charcoal filter in the fuel handling 
building. The several radiation monitors installed in the 
containment building and the fuel handling building will give 
adequate warning to the refueling crew if radioactivity is 
released. The efficiency of the installed charcoal filters is at 
least 90% for inorganic species and 70% for organic species with 
rated flows. The offsite thyroid dose for the bounding accident in 
the fuel handling building (the cask drop accident) is less than 39 
rem at the site boundary using the filter efficiencies specified 
above. 

The emergency air lock provides access to the containment directly 
from the auxiliary building roof. During CORE ALTERATIONS and 
movement of irradiated fuel assemblies within the containment, at 
least one door in the emergency air lock must be closed to prevent 
possible escape of fission products following a fuel handling 
accident. 

The personnel air lock provides access to the containment from 
within the auxiliary building. During CORE ALTERATIONS and 
movement of irradiated fuel assemblies within the containment, at 
least one 'door in the personnel air lock must be closed, unless the 
equipment hatch is open and the spent fuel pool ventilation and 
charcoal filter system is operating. 

The requirements on containment penetration closure ensure that a 
release of fission product radioactivity within containment will be 
restricted from escaping to the environment. The closure 
restrictions are sufficient to restrict fission product 
radioactivity release from containment due to a fuel handling 
accident during refueling. 

The containment penetrations that provide direct access from 
containment atmosphere to outside atmosphere must be capable of 
being closed by a Containment High Radiation Signal, or be isolated 
by a de-activated automatic isolation valve, or by a manual 
isolation valve, blind flange, or equivalent. Equivalent isolation 
methods must be approved as temporary plant modifications and may 
include use of a material that can provide a temporary, atmospheric 
pressure ventilation barrier for the other containment penetrations 
during fuel movements. 

B 3.9-8 
Amendment No: 
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BACKGROUND 
(continued) 

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY 
ANALYSES 

LCO 

The fuel transfer tube may be open because, during CORE ALTERATIONS 
and movement if irradiated fuel assemblies within the containment, 
it is sealed by the water level in the reactor cavity. LCO 3.9.6, 
"Reactor Cavity Water Level" specifies the required water level, 
and is also applicable during ~ORE ALTERATIONS and movement of 
irradiated fuel assemblies within the containment. 

During CORE ALTERATIONS or movement of irradiated fuel assemblies 
within containment, the most severe radiological consequences 
result from a fuel handling accident. The fuel handling accident 
is a postulated event that involves damage to irradiated fuel 
(Ref. 1). The requirements of LCO 3.9.6, "Reactor Cavity Water 
Level," ensure that the release of fission product radioactivity, 
subsequent to a fuel handling accident, results in doses that are 
within the values specified in 10 CFR 100. 

This LCO limits the consequences of a fuel handling accident in 
containment by limiting the potential escape paths for fission 
product radioactivity released within containment. The LCO 
requires any penetration providing direct access from the 
containment atmosphere to the outside atmosphere to be closed 
except for the equipment hatch, personnel air lock, and 
penetrations capable of being closed by an Containment High 
Radiation signal. 

There is no specific closure time requirement for these containment 
isolation valves, since the accident analyses make no specific 
assumptions about containment closure time after a fuel handling 
accident. 

APPLICABILITY The containment penetration requirements are applicable during CORE 
ALTERATIONS or movement of irradiated fuel assemblies within 
containment because this is when there is a potential for a fuel 
handling accident. In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, containment 
penetration requirements are addressed by LCO 3.6.1, "Containment." 
In MODE 5, and MODE 6 when CORE ALTERATIONS or movement of 
irradiated fuel assemblies within containment are not being 
conducted, the potential for a fuel handling accident does not 
exist. Therefore, under these conditions no requirements are 
placed· on containment penetration status . 

PALISADES B 3.9-:9 
Amendment No: 



Containment Penetrations 
B 3.9.3 

• 

BASES 
--~------

• 

• 

ACTIONS 

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS 

PALISADES 

A.l and A.2 

With the containment equipment hatch, air locks, or any containment 
penetration that provides direct access from the containment 
atmosphere to the outside atmosphere not in the required status, 
the plant must be placed in a condition in which the isolation 
function is not needed. This is accomplished by immediately 
suspending CORE ALTERATIONS and movement of irradiated fuel 
assemblies within containment. Performance of these actions shall 
not preclude completion of movement of a component to a safe 
position. 

Continuation of positive reactivity additions (including actions to 
reduce boron concentration) is contingent upon maintaining the 
plant in compliance with the LCO. If the containment closure 
requirements are not met, all operations involving positive 
reactivity additions must be suspended immediately. 

SR 3.9.3.1 

This Surveillance demonstrates that each of the containment 
penetrations required to be in a specific position or condition is 
in its required status. The Surveillance will demonstrate that 
each valve operator has motive power, which will ensure each valve 
is capable of being closed by a Containment High Radiation signal. 

The Surveillance is performed every 7 days during CORE ALTERATIONS 
or movement of irradiated fuel assemblies within the containment. 
This Surveillance helps assure that for a postulated fuel handling 
accident that releases fission product radioactivity within the 
containment will not result in an excessive release of fission 
product radioactivity to the environment. 

SR 3.9.3.2 

This Surveillance demonstrates that each required containment 
isolation valve actuates to its isolation position on an actual or 
simulated Containment High Radiation signal. The 18 month 
Frequency maintains consistency with other similar instrumentation 
and valve testing requirements. LCO 3.3.7, "Refueling Containment 
Radiation Monitors" requires a CHANNEL CHECK every 12 hours, a 
CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST every 31 days, and a CHANNEL CALIBRATION 
every 18 months for the Refueling Containment Radiation Monitors . 

B 3.9-10 
Amendment No: 



BASES 

REFERENCES 1. 

• 

PALISADES 

FSAR, Section 14 

B 3.9-11 

Containment Penetrations 
B 3.9.3 

Amendment No: 



SOC - High Wate~ Level 
B 3.9.4 

B 3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS 

B 3.9.4 Shutdown Cooling (SOC) - High Water Level 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY 
ANALYSES 

LCO 

PALISADES 

The purposes of the SOC System in MODE 6 are to remove decay heat 
and sensible heat from the Primary Coolant System (PCS), as 
required by GDC 34, to provide mixing of borated coolant, to 
provide sufficient coolant circulation to minimize the effects of a 
boron dilution accident, and to prevent boron stratification 
(Ref. 1). Heat is removed from the PCS by circulating primary 
coolant through the shutdown heat exchangers, where the heat is 
transferred to the Component Cooling Water System via the shutdown 
heat exchangers. The coolant is then returned to the PCS cold 
legs. Operation of the SOC System for normal cooldown or decay 
heat removal is manually accomplished from the control room. The 
heat removal rate is adjusted by controlling the flow of primary 
coolant through the shutdown heat exchangers and bypassing the heat 
exchangers. Mixing of the primary coolant is maintained by this 
continuous circulation of primary coolant through the SOC System. 

If the primary coolant temperature is not maintained below 200°F, 
boiling of the primary coolant could result. This could lead to 
inadequate cooling of the reactor fuel due to a resulting loss of 
coolant in the reactor vessel. The loss of primary coolant and the 
reduction of boron concentration in the primary coolant would 
eventually challenge the integrity of the fuel cladding, which is a 
fission product barrier. One train of the SOC System is required 
to be operational in MODE 6, with the water level at or above the 
647' elevation, to prevent this challenge. 

Only one SOC train is required for decay heat removal in MODE 6, 
with water level ~ 647' elevation. Only one SOC train is required 
because the volume of water above the reactor vessel flange 
provides backup decay heat removal capability. At least one SOC 
train must be in operation to provide: 

a. 

b. 

c. 

Removal of decay heat; 

Mixing of borated coolant to minimize the possibility of a 
criticality; and 

Indication of primary coolant temperature. 

B 3.9-12 
Amendment No: 



BASES 

LCO 
(continued) 

SOC - High Water Level 
B 3.9.4 

An SOC train includes an SOC pump, a heat exchanger, valves, 
piping, instruments, and controls to ensure an OPERABLE flow path 
and to determine the PCS temperature. 

The LCO is modified by a Note that allows the required operating 
SOC train to be removed from service for up to 1 hour in each 
8 hour period, provided no operations are permitted that would 
cause a reduction of the PCS boron concentration. Boron 
concentration reduction is prohibited because uniform concentration 
distribution cannot be ensured without forced circulation. This 
permits operations such as core mapping or alterations in the 
vicinity of the reactor vessel hot leg nozzles, and PCS to SOC 
isolation valve testing. During this 1 hour period, decay heat is 
removed by natural convection to the large mass of water in the 
reactor cavity. 

APPLICABILITY One SOC train must be in operation in MODE 6 with the·water level 
at or above the 647' elevation, to provide decay heat removal. The 
647' elevation was selected because it corresponds to the 
requirement established for fuel movement in LCO 3.9.6, "Reactor 
Cavity Water Level." 

ACTIONS 

PALISADES 

Requirements for the SOC System in other MODES are covered by LCOs 
in Section 3.4, Primary Coolant System. SOC train requirements in 
MODE 6, with the water level < 647' elevation, are located in 
LCO 3.9.5, "Shutdown Cooling (SOC) - Low Water Level." 

SOC train requirements are met by having one SOC train in 
operation, except as permitted in the Note to the LCO. 

A.l and A.2 

When the SOC flow rate is throttled to less than 2810 gpm, all of 
the assumptions of the dilution accident analysis are no longer 
met. Actions must be initiated immediately to suspend all 
activities which could lead to a reduction of PCS boron 
concentration and to assure that SOC flow remains above 1000 gpm. 

B 3.9-13 
Amendment No: 
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BASES 

SOC - High Water Level 
B 3.9.4 

ACTIONS A.3.1 
(continued) 

PALISADES 

With SOC flow less than 2810 GPM, but at least 1000 gpm, the 
dilution accident analysis shows satisfactory results if the 
assumed dilution flow is less than the capacity of a single 
charging pump. Action is therefore required to assure that SOC 
flow through the core is at least 1000 gpm, and that two charging 
pumps are electrically disabled. By disabling two charging pumps, 
the potential source of unborated PCS make up from charging pumps 
or primary makeup pumps is limited to 53 gpm. 

Plant conditions exist when it is desired to have charging pumps 
available for immediate make up, but when it is also desired to 
reduce SOC flow for testing or maintenance activities. Action 
A.3.2 provides an allowance for these conditions to exist if 
periodic verifications assure that no charging pump is operating. 
If during.conditions when SOC flow is less than 2810 gpm, a 
dilution does occur, SHUTDOWN MARGIN must be verified by 
performance of SR 3.1.2.1. Action required to take PCS boron 
samples shall be initiated within 15 minutes after the dilution and 
every 15 minutes thereafter until a stable PCS boron concentration 
exists or a flow of 2810 gpm has been re-established . 

If SOC train requirements are not met, there will be no forced 
circulation to provide mixing to establish uniform boron 
concentrations. Reduced boron concentrations can occur through the 
addition of water with a lower boron concentration than that 
contained in the PCS. Therefore, actions that reduce boron 
concentration shall be suspended immediately. 

If SOC train requirements are not met, actions shall be taken 
i~mediately to suspend loading irradiated fuel assemblies in the 
core. With no forced circulation cooling, decay heat removal from 
the core occurs by natural convection to the heat sink provided by 
the water above the core. A minimum reactor cavity water level of 
647' provides an adequate heat sink. Suspending any operation that 
would increase the decay heat load, such as loading a fuel 
assembly, is a prudent action under this condition. 

If SOC train requirements are not met, actions shall be initiated 
and continued in order to satisfy SOC train requirements . 

B 3.9-14 
Amendment No: 



SOC - High Water Level 
B 3.9.4 

• 

BASES 
. -~-------

ACTIONS B.4 
(continued) 

.If SOC train requirements are not met, all containment penetrations 
to the outside atmosphere must be closed to prevent fission 
products, if released by a loss of decay heat event, from escaping 
the containment building. The 4 hour Completion Time allows fixing 
most SOC problems without incurring the additional action of 
establishing containment closure. 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.9.4.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

REFERENCE 

PALISADES 

This Surveillance verifies that the required Shutdown Cooling (SOC) 
train is OPERABLE by an administrative verification that no SOC 
components required for the train to perform its decay heat removal 
function are known to be inoperable or unavailable. No physical 

·testing is required. 

SR 3.9.4.2 

This Surveillance demonstrates that the SOC train is in operation 
and circulating primary coolant. The required flow rate is 
determined by dilution accident analysis and is sufficient to 
provide the necessary decay heat removal capability and to prevent 
thermal and boron stratification in the core. The Frequency of 
12 hours is sufficient, considering the flow, temperature, pump 
control, and alarm indications available to the operator in the 
control room for monitoring the SOC System. 

1. FSAR, Section 14 

B 3.9-15 
Amendment No: 



SOC - Low Water Level 
B 3.9.5 

,. B 3. 9 REFUELING OPERATIONS 

B 3.9.5 Shutdown Cooling (SOC) - Low Water Level 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

APPLICABLE 

• 

SAFETY 
ANALYSES 

• PALISADES 

The purposes of the SOC System in MODE 6 are to remove decay heat 
and sensible heat from the Primary Coolant System (PCS), as 
required by GDC 34, to provide mixing of borated coolant, to 
provide sufficient coolant circulation to minimize the effects of a 
boron dilution accident, and to prevent boron stratification 
(Ref. 1). Heat is removed from the PCS by circulating primary 
coolant through the shutdown heat exchangers, where the heat is 
transferred to the Component Cooling Water System via the shutdown 
heat exchangers. The coolant is then returned to the PCS cold 
legs. Operation of the SOC System for normal cooldown or decay 
heat removal is manually accomplished from the control room. The 
heat removal rate is adjusted by controlling the flow of primary 
coolant through the shutdown heat exchangers and bypassing the heat 
exchangers. Mixing of the primary coolant is maintained by this 
continuous circulation of primary coolant through the SOC System. 

If the primary coolant temperature is not maintained below 200°F, 
boiling of the primary coolant could result. This could lead to 
inadequate cooling of the reactor fuel due to the resulting loss of 
coolant in the reactor vessel. The loss of primary coolant and the 
reduction of boron concentration in the primary coolant would 
eventually challenge the integrity of the fuel cladding, which is a 
fission product barrier. Two trains of the SOC System are required 
to be OPERABLE, and one train is required to be in operation in 
MODE 6, with the water level below the 647' elevation, to prevent 
this challenge . 

B 3.9-16 
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LCO In MODE 6, with the water level below the 647' elevation, both SOC 
trains must be OPERABLE. Additionally, one train of the SOC System 
must be in operation in order to provide: 

a. Removal of decay heat; 

b. Mixing of borated coolant to minimize the possibility of a 
criticality; and 

c. Indication of primary coolant temperature. 

An OPERABLE SOC train consists of an SOC pump, a heat exchanger, 
valves, piping, instruments, and controls to ensure an OPERABLE 
flow path and to determine the PCS temperature. 

APPLICABILITY Two SOC trains are required to be OPERABLE, and one SOC train must 
be in operation in MODE 6, with the water level below the 647' 
elevation, to provide decay heat removal. Requirements for the SOC 
System in other MODES are covered by LCOs in Section 3.4, Primary 
Coolant System. MODE 6 requirements, with a water level at or 
above the 647' elevation, are covered in LCO 3.9.4, "Shutdown 
Cooling - High Water Level . 11 

ACTIONS A.l and A.2 

PALISADES 

When the SOC flow rate is throttled to less than 2810 gpm, all of 
the assumptions of the dilution accident analysis are no longer 
met. Actions must be fnitiated immediately to suspend all 
activities which could lead to a reduction of PCS boron 
concentration and to assure that SOC flow remains above 1000 gpm. 

A.3.1 

With SOC flow less than 2810 GPM, but at least 1000 gpm, the 
dilution accident analysis shows satisfactory results if the 
assumed dilution flow is less than the capacity of a single 
charging pump. Action is therefore required to assure that SOC 
flow through the core is at least 1000 gpm, and that two charging 
pumps are electrically disabled. By disabling two charging pumps, 
the potential source of unborated PCS make up from charging pumps 
or primary makeup pumps is limited to 53 gpm . 

B 3.9-17 
Amendment No: 



BASES 

SOC - Low Water Level 
B 3.9.5 

ACTIONS A.3.2 
(continued) 

PALISADES 

Plant conditions exist when it is desired to have charging pumps 
available for immediate make up, but when it is also desired to 
reduce SOC flow for testing or maintenance activities. Action 
A.3.2 provides an allowance for these conditions to exist if 
periodic verifications assure that no charging, pump is operating. 
If during conditions when SOC flow is less than 2810 gpm, a 
dilution does occur, SHUTDOWN MARGIN must be verified by 
performance of SR 3.1.2.1 within 15 minutes after the dilution and 
every 15 minutes thereafter until a stable PCS boron concentration 
exists or a flow of 2810 gpm has been re-established. 

B .1 and B. 2 

If one SOC train is inoperable, action shall be immediately 
initiated and continued until the SOC train is restored to OPERABLE 
status and to operation, or until a water level of ~ 647' is 
established in the reactor cavity. When the water level is 
established at 647' or greater, the Applicability will change to 
that of LCO 3.9.4, "Shutdown Cooling - High Water Level," and only 
one SOC train is required to be in operation. An immediate 
Completion Time is necessary for an operator to initiate corrective 
actions. 

c .1 

If no SOC train is in operation or no SOC trains are OPERABLE, 
there will be no forced circulation to provide mixing to establish 
uniform boron concentrations. Reduced boron concentrations can 
occur by the addition of water with lower boron concentration than 
that contained in the PCS. Therefore, actions that reduce boron 
concentration shall be suspended immediately. 

If no SOC train is in operation or no SOC trains are OPERABLE, 
action shall be initiated immediately and continued without 
interruption to restore one SOC train to OPERABLE status and 
operation. Since the plant is in Conditions A and B concurrently, 
the restoration of two OPERABLE SOC trains and one operating SOC 
train should be accomplished expeditiously. 

B 3.9-18 
Amendment No: 



SOC - Low Water Level 
B 3.9.5 

• _BA_s_E_s~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

• 

ACTIONS C.3 
(continued) 

If no SOC train is in operation, all containment penetrations 
providing direct access from the containment atmosphere to the 
outside atmosphere must be closed within 4 hours. With the SOC 
train requirements not met, the potential exists for the coolant to 
boil away, uncover the core, and release radioactive gas to the 
containment atmosphere. Closing containment penetrations that are 
open to the outside atmosphere ensures that dose limits are not 
exceeded. 

The Completion Time of 4 hours is reasonable, based on the low 
probability of the core becoming uncovered in that time. 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.9.5.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

REFERENCE 

PALISADES 

This Surveillance verifies that the required Shutdown Cooling (SOC) 
trains are OPERABLE by an administrative verification that no SOC 
components required for the trains to perform their decay heat 
removal function are known to be inoperable or unavailable. No 
physical testing is required. 

SR 3.9.5.2 

This Surveillance demonstrates that one SOC train is in operation 
and circulating primary coolant. The required flow rate is 
determined by dilution accident analysis and is sufficient to 
provide the necessary decay heat removal capability and to prevent 
thermal and boron stratification in the core. The Frequency of 
12 hours is sufficient, considering the flow, temperature, pump 
control, and alarm indications available to the operator in the 
control room for monitoring the SOC System. 

SR 3.9.5.3 

Verification that the required standby SOC pump has proper breaker 
alignment and power available ensures that an additional SOC train 
can be placed in operation, if needed, to maintain decay heat 
removal and primary coolant circulation. The Frequency of 7 days 
is considered reasonable in view of other administrative controls 
available and has been shown to be acceptable by operating 
experience. 

1. FSAR, Section 14 

B 3.9-19 
Amendment No: 



Reactor Cavity Water Level 
B 3.9.6 

B 3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS 

B 3.9.6 Reactor Cavity Water Level 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY 
ANALYSES 

LCO 

PALISADES 

The performance of CORE ALTERATIONS or movement of irradiated fuel 
assemblies within containment requires a minimum water level of the 
647' elevation. During refueling this maintains sufficient water 
level in the reactor cavity and the spent fuel pool. Sufficient 
water is necessary to retain iodine fission product activity in the 
water in the event of a fuel handling accident (Refs. 1 and 2). 
Sufficient iodine activity would be retained to limit offsite doses 
from the accident to< 25% of 10 CFR 100 limits, as provided by the 
guidance of Reference 4. 

During CORE ALTERATIONS and during movement of irradiated fuel 
assemblies, the water level in the reactor cavity is an initial 
the analysis of the fuel handling accident in containment 
postulated by Regulatory Guide 1.25 (Ref. 1). A minimum water 
level of 23 ft (Regulatory Position C.l.c of Ref. 1) allows a 
decontamination factor of 100 (Regulatory Position C.l.g of Ref. 1) 
to be used in the accident analysis for iodine. This relates to 
the assumption that 99% of the total iodine released from the 
pellet to cladding gap of all the dropped fuel assembly rods is 
retained by the reactor cavity water. The fuel pellet to cladding 
gap is assumed to contain 12% of the total fuel rod I-131 inventory 
(to account for increased burn-up) and 10% of the remaining fuel 
rod iodine inventory (Ref. 1 and Ref 2). 

The fuel handling accident analysis inside containment is described 
in Reference 2. With a minimum water level of 23 ft , the analyses 
demonstrate that the iodine release due to a postulated fuel 
handling accident is adequately captured by the water and offsite 
doses are maintained within allowable limits (Ref. 4). 

A m1n1mum refueling water level of 2 647' elevation is required to 
ensure that the radiological consequences of a postulated fuel 
handling accident inside containment are within acceptable limits. 

B 3.9-20 
Amendment No: 



Reactor Cavity Water Level 
B 3.9.6 

• _BA_S_E_S~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

• 

APPLICABILITY 

ACTIONS 

LCO 3.9.6 is applicable during CORE ALTERATIONS and when moving 
fuel assemblies in the presence of irradiated fuel assemblies. The 
LCO minimizes the possibility of a fuel handling accident in 
containment that is beyond the assumptions of the safety analysis. 
If irradiated fuel is not present in containment, there can be no 
significant radioactivity release as a result of a postulated fuel 
handling accident. Requirements for fuel handling accidents in the 
spent fuel pool are covered by LCO 3.7.10, "Spent Fuel Pool Water 
Level." 

A.l and A.2 

With a water level below the 647' elevation, all operations 
involving CORE ALTERATIONS or movement of irradiated fuel 
assemblies shall be suspended immediately to ensure that a fuel 
handling accident cannot occur. 

The suspension of CORE ALTERATIONS and fuel movement shall not 
preclude completion of movement of a component to a safe position. 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.9.6.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

REFERENCES 

PALISADES 

Verification of a minimum water level of 647' ensures that the 
design basis for the postulated fuel handling accident analysis 
during refueling operations is met. Water at the required level 
above the top of the reactor vessel flange limits the consequences 
of damaged fuel rods that are postulated to result from a fuel 
handling accident inside containment (Ref. 2). 

The Frequency of 24 hours is based on engineering judgment and is 
considered adequate in view of the large volume of water and the 
normal procedural controls of valve positions, which make 
significant unplanned level changes unlikely. 

1. Regulatory Guide 1.25, March 23, 1972 

2. FSAR, Section 14 

3. NUREG-0800, Section ·15.7.4 

4. 10 CFR 100.10 

B 3.9-21 
Amendment No: 
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• • 
Palisades Tech Spec Requirement List. Corrected through Amendment 170 

A list of the existing Palisades Tech Specs (TS) correlated to Palisades Revised Technical Specifications (RTS). 

First Column; Existing Palisades Tech Spec (TS) number 

Each numbered TS item is listed in the left-most column. Items which contain more than one requirement are listed once for each requirement. 

Second Column; Palisades Revised Tech Spec (RTS) number 

The nearest corresponding numbered RTS item is listed in the second column. If the item does not appear in RTS, it is noted as 'Deleted' or 'Relocated.' 

Deleted is used where an item has been eliminated as a tech spec, ie deleting, iaw GL 84-15, the requirement to test a D.G. when an ECCS pump in the opposite 
train becomes inoperable. 

Relocated is used where an item has been moved to a controlled program or document because it does not meet the "Criteria" of 10 CFR 50.36(2)(c)(ii). 

Where an item is relocated or deleted, the number of the associated RTS section has been added to allow sorting the list by section number. Relocated items, 
such as heavy load restrictions, which are not associated with any particular RTS section are arbitrarily assigned the number 5.0. 

Third Column; TS Item Description 

An abbreviation of the TS requirement appears in the third column. Each item is identified as: LCO, ACTION, SR, Admin, Exception, etc. Some items are implied, rather than 
explicit, ie a LCO is implied when an ACTION exists without a stated LCO. 

Description Key; TS requirement type: 

Safety Limit 
Surveillance Requirement 
Limiting Safety Setting 
Limiting Condition for Operation 
Action 

Administrative Requirement 
Permitted Instrument Bypass 
Defined Term 
Exception to other Requirement 
Descriptive material 
Table 

Forth Column; Classification of Changes: 

Column 3 syntax: 

SL: 
SR: 
LSS: 
LCD: 
ACTN: 

ADMN: 
Byps: 
DEF: 
XCPT: 
DESC: 
TBL: 

Safety limit; Applicable conditions 
Equipment to be tested; Test description; Frequency 
RPS Trip Channel & required setting 
Equipment to be operable; Applicable conditions 
Condition requiring action; Required action; Completion time 

Administrative requirement 
Bypassable component; conditions when bypass permitted 
Name of defined item 
Excepted spec or condition; Applicable conditions 
Subject matter 
Table 

Each change is identified as ADMINISTRATIVE, RELOCATED, MORE RESTRICTIVE, or LESS RESTRICTIVE. 

Fifth Column; Discussion of Changes: 

Each change is discussed briefly. 

1 



• 
Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs_ 

TS Number RTS Number 

3.6.1.b 3.9.l 

3.8 3.9 

3.8.1.a 3.9.3.b 

3.8.1.a 3.9.3.a 

3.8.1.a 3.9.3.a 

3.8.1.b 3.9.3 

3.8.1.c 3.9.3.2 

3.8.1.c 3.3.6.1. 2, 3 

3.8.1.d 3.3.6 

3.8.1.d 3. 3 .10 

3.8.1.e 3.9.2 

3.8.1.e 3.9.2 A 

3.8.1.f 3.9.4 & .5 

3.8.1.g 3.9.l 

3.8.1.g 3.9.l 

3.8.1.g 3.9.1.1 

TS requirement description 

LCD: Integrity Req; W/head off & <refueling Boron 

Refueling Operations 

LCD: One Emerg air lock door closed 

LCD: 2 pers lock doors open; Equip hatch open 

LCD: 2 pers lock doors open; Run vent sys & fltr 

LCD: All auto Isa vlvs operable or isolated 

SR: Cont Vent & purge valves; Verify operable; 
B4 refuel 

SR: 2 radiation monit; verify aper; B4 refuel 

LCD: Monitor CB Rad lvl; Refueling 

LCD: Monitor SFP Rad lvl; Refueling 

LCD: 2 source range chnls operable; Core alt 

LCD: source range chnl operable; Refueling condition 

LCD: SOC pmp & HX in operation; Refue 1 i ng 

LCD: Maintain refueling boron; During head removal 

LCD: Maintain refueling boron; During refueling ops 

SR: PCS boron; sample; Each shift during head removal 

2 

• 
(03/28/96) 

Classification and Description of Changes 

ADMINISTRATIVE: RTS (and STS) require >5% SOM when MODE 6, but do not tie 
this requirement to Containment Integrity. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: Only those valves which provide direct path are required 
to be operable in RTS, as in STS. 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: SR frequency changed from "immediately before refue 1 i ng" 
to "18 months." Proposed SR, 1 i ke its STS counterpart has 
an 18 month frequency. Therefore, it does not require 
valves to be tested "immediately" before refueling. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: Proposed SRs, like STS counterpart require verifications 
on a periodic basis, not "immediately" before refueling. 
Like most instrumentation channels, a channel check is 
required each 12 hrs, a channel functional test each 
31 days, and a channel calibration each 18 months. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. Proposed LCD requires two radiation 
monitor channels to be operable during Core Alterations. 
These monitors actuate containment isolation during 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM IN I STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM! NISTRATIVE: 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: 

refue 1 ing. 

LCD added to instrumentation section of RTS. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

RTS requires 2 SOC trains in MODE 6 if water level is 
<647'; 1 SOC train when level is ~647'. 

Requirement unchanged. TS definition of "Refueling Boron 
Cone" is ~5% subcritical. 

Requirement unchanged. TS definition of "Refueling Boron 
Cone" is ~5% subcritical. 

SR Frequency extended to 72 hrs iaw STS. 



Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number 

3.8.1.g 

3.8.1.h 

3.8.2 

RTS Number 

3.9.1.1 

3.9 Relocated 

3.9.1, .2, .3,&.4 

TS requirement description 

SR: PCS boron; sample; Each shift during refuel ops 

LCO: Maintain comm CR to fuel mach; During core alts 

ACTN: 3.8.1 not met; Stop refuel ops 

3.8.2 3.9.1, .2, .3, .4,&.5 ACTN: 3.8.1 not met; Stop reactivity changes 

3.8.2 3.9.1, .2, .4,&.5 

3.8.3 3.9 Relocated 

3.8.4.a 3.9.3.a 

3.8.4.b 3.7.12 

3.8.4 3.7.12 C/3.9.3 C 

3.8.5 3.9 Relocated 

3.B.5 3.9 Relocated 

3.8.5 3.9 Relocated 

3.8.5 3.9 Relocated 

3.10.l.c.l.b 3.9.4 A/3.9.5 A 

3.10.1.c.2 3.9.4 A/3.9.5 A 

3.10.l.c.2(a) 3.9.4 A/3.9.5 A 

ACTN: 3.8.l not met; Initiate repairs to meet 3.8.1 

LCO: Decay time for refueling >48 hrs 

LCO: Pool vent & fltr on; Moving hot fuel, hatch open 

LCO: Pool vent & fltr on; Moving hot fuel in SFP 

ACTN: Both fans out; Stop fuel handling 

LCO: Tilt pit temp <150"F; <1 year fuel 

SR: Tilt pit temp; Monitor continuously; <1 yr fuel 

SR: Tilt pit temp; Monitor after fuel addn 24 hrs 

SR: Tilt pit temp monitoring, when pool clg failed 

ACTN: <525°F, 2810 >flow ~610; 2 Chg pumps off, 
or c.2 

ACTN: <525"F, 2810 >flow ~610, Chg on; Stop Chg, 
chk SOM 

ACTN: <525"F, 2810 >flow ~610, Chg on; Stop Chg, 
chk SOM 

3 

(03/28/96) 

Classification and Description of Changes 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: SR Frequency extended to 72 hrs iaw STS. 

RELOCATED: This requirement does not meet criterion of 10 CFR 50.36. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

RELOCATED: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMI NI STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement Unchanged. 

The corresponding LCO was omitted from STS. It is not 
possible to make required preparations for refueling 
operation in such a short time. TS definftion of 
Refueling Operation is equivalent to STS definition of 
Core Alterations. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

Requirements unchanged except for higher required minimum 
flow rate of 100 gpm. 

Requirements unchanged except for higher required minimum 
flow rate of 100 gpm. 

Requirements unchanged except for higher required minimum 
flow rate of 100 gpm. 
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Boron Concentration 
3. 9 .1 

• 3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS 

• 

• 

3.9.l Boron Concentration 

LCO 3. 9 .1 Boron con cent rat i ans of the Reactor :B:rrn:m:i.:n& Cool ant System, 
[the refuel i Ag caAal, and the refuel fn~j"""Ea\i"ity+ shall be 
maintained within the limit specified in the COLR. 

APPLICABILITY: MODE 6. 

ACTIONS 

CONDITION 

A. Boron concentration 
not within limit. 

A. l 

REQUIRED ACTION 

Suspend CORE 
ALTERATIONS. 

COMPLETION TIME 

Immediately 

A.2 Suspend positive Immediately 
reactivity additions . 

AND 

A.3 Initiate action to 
restore boron 
concentration to 
within limit. 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3. 9 .1.1 

SURVEILLANCE 

Verify boron concentration is within the 
limit specified in the COLR . 

3.9-1 

Immediately 

FREQUENCY 

72 hours 



• 

3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS 

Nuclear Instrumentation 
3.9.2 

3.9.2 Nuclear Instrumentation 

LCO 3.9.2 Two source range monitors (SRMs) f,:~:i.[ij:ij:§m§ shall be OPERABLE. 

APPLICABILITY: MODE 6. 

ACTIONS 

CONDITION 

GEOG STS PALTsA.11.its 
::::::;:;:::::;:::::::::::::::::::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;: 

A. l 

REQUIRED ACT ION 

Suspend CORE 
ALTERATIONS. 

COMPLETION TIME 

Immediately 

A.2 Suspend positive Immediately 
reactivity additions. 

B.l 

AND 

B.2 

Initiate action to 
restore one .sRM 
:~_g,:4:r;2,~:::::::r;:~n:s:i::::::1:~:~mnim 
to OPERABLE status. 

Perform SR 3.9.1.1. 
:{:.~2,n2n:,:::::v~.r1l::~:1:g:~:~=~::2:m::}: 

3.9-2 

Immediately 

4 hours 

Once per 
12 hours 
thereafter 



--------------------------------------- -------

• 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.9.2.1 

SR 3.9.2.2 

SURVEILLANCE 

Neutron detectors are excluded from 
CHANNEL CALIBRATION . 

3.9-3 

Nuclear Instrumentation 
3.9.2 

FREQUENCY 



• 

Containment Penetrations 
3.9.3 

3.9. REFUELING OPERATIONS 

3.9.3 Containment Penetrations 

LCD 3.9.3 

APPLICABILITY: 

The containment penetrations shall be in the following status: 

a. The equJP.lf!C:.l'lt.Hh~Jc:~. c:lH()?C:c:IHHlll'l.ELhc:Jc:IHHi.riH.PJil:C:9.HHbyHJfc:>l:lY']H ..... 
. 99Jt? ; . Wnir.:~v~r:HEt~:ffl.:::n~@2:n:~:]@:r tth:g:Ifil~u~=~m@im:i~:u0,:rn@i:~:]:~:n~ 

~ll!~!l!/llil/i/~l~l/l,~!~:111~111~:111111111~11111111~~~!1~~111.il!lllJjllllJ!~il!~!i!~ji~::,:.P~ 
f:n:~:::::::111~1::]::f::!:g,r;~s.:~::::::2@1:m~tt:n{t]§!h!~:m:m::::::r~~]:9:p§:r:~ll:i:in:mrn::1~n:l!r··············· 

b. One door in ea-ffi ~g~!:::::J~ffi~!f:9.i~Q!S¥ air lock closed; and 

c . Each pen et rat i on !;::=m~:~:b.§@j)j)j::@ljjijjp]!!ij!!~!!!i!!!!g!ti!:!!!~j~))j)))j)!~!~g)y]~!)~jj prov i d i n g 
direct access from .. the .. cofrfiiTiiriienf afriios.phEfr;e to the 
outside atmosphere either: 

1 . cl o s e d by a man u al er y:ij:j):yg::~ :===::~?:§:~qft.jj}::v~~:§:ij auto mat i c 
isolation valve, blind .. flaiige;·o0··eqlii\ialent, or 

2. capable of being closed by an OPERABLE Containment 

~ii:l:itJJ~i!~i[!~i:~,:~i~=i. I sol at i o A System ~~Ti.§.m~·pg 

During CORE ALTERATIONS, 
During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies within 
containment . 

GEOG STS p@ffts/.llfil]s:s 3.9-4 
·:·:·:::::::::;:;:::::;:;:;:;:;:::;:;:;:::::::·:·:;:·:·: 



Containment Penetrations 
3.9.3 

• =AC=T=I=O=NS==================;=========================;::============== 

• 

• 

CONDITION 

A. One or more 
containment 
penetrations not in 
required status. 

CEO G STS PA[@SADEiS 
;:::::::::·:;:;:::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;: 

A. l 

AND 

A.2 

~~¥: 

REQUIRED ACTION 

Suspend CORE 
ALTERATIONS. 

Suspend movement of 
irradiated fuel 
assemblies within 
containment. 

COMPLETION TIME 

Immediately 

Immediately 

~::;::@,::::::::::::=:r ::::]~~!llli~lll~lll~l~lll~l~l~:i:2:n:§:]: i=mm·§_q:}::~:~:~J-:¥ 

3.9-5 



• SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE 

SR 3.9.3.l 

Containment Penetrations 
3.9.3 

FREQUENCY 

7 days 

SR 3.9.3.2 Verify e9:.f..b _r.gqµJred containment purge and 
exhaust :nn@::~mM:t!h valve actuates to the 

f 18-j- months 

i sol at i oh,.,,.,p.'o'sTi'Ton on .. ~n. ~-~J.Y.~1.9.I .... 

:~;~:~:~::~:~:,~:~:~ ~ ~~ ~: i ~ 0 
n !@n:t:1:1.:m:m~:m:%:1M:1::9n 

• 

• 3.9-6 



• 

• 

SOC and Coolant Circulation - High Water Level 
3.9.4 

3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS 

3.9.4 Shutdown Cooling (SOC) and Coolant Circulation - High Water Level 

LCO 3.9.4 

----------------------------NOTE----------------------------
The required SOC ~ ©.ri~:1!io may be removed from operation for 
~ 1 hour per f8f hour ·p"e·rTO"d, provided no operations .. Cl.Ti=. 
permitted that would cause reduction of the Reactor R@ffil~!r& 
Coolant System boron concentration. w .......... .. 

3.9-7 



\ 

I ACTIONS 

CONDITION 

• 

SOC and Coolant Circulation - High Water Level 
3.9.4 

REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

~~Q 

J:?rn::q:::::::. ::::::::::::J:::t,n.:~:~:1:::~r;~:::::¥:¢:~::~::~'11:::::w:~i............ :~mrn:~:~:1:·~-~=~m:¥ 
·~:~:~~:r;~::: §:~&:::::::i]::Bw::':::~]@:gg,p, 
m:mn: 

II 

-wllldt~ 
g~ 

~:::.::i]::?.]::::::::::::::::~:n:j::~:J ~~:~:,::::~:i:t::~::g,:n:::::m:i 
....... ···················1~i~11~1;1111111~~~11~1i:t:::t,::g::f,:::~: 

3.9-8 

W:1 f;:~.J:ry]::~::§: 

l~~l~l~@,lln:9:.. . . . . 
~l~!il~ii~~~(:::m]=·g~::::::],g 

A Nb ·.-... : ... -... : ... · 



• 

• 

• 

CONDITION 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SOC and Coolant Circulation - High Water Level 
3.9.4 

AND 

REQUIRED ACTION 

Suspend operations 
involving a reduction 

~~of ~~~t~~r~~:1:m~n¥ 
concentration. 

A6..2 Suspend loading 
irradiated fuel 
assemblies in the 
core. 

AND 

A~.3 

AND 

AS.4 

Initiate action to 
satisfy soc~ t.i.ir~!Ji!D. 
requirements. ···· · ·· 

Close all containment 
penetrations providing 
direct access from 
containment atmosphere 
to outside atmosphere. 

COMPLETION TIME 

Immediately 

Immediately 

Immediately 

4 hours 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.9.4.-±-i, 12 hours 

GEOG STS PACTS.ADES 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

3.9-9 



• 

3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS 

SOC and Coolant Circulation - Low Water Level 
3.9.5 

3.9.5 Shutdown Cooling (SOC) and Coolant Circulation Low Water Level 

LCO 3.9.5 

APPLICABILITY: MODE 6 with the ifil§i%£!tigip]!i§ii\f:i~rn\Y!l~~.!§!T .... J.~ygJ. ... Sw23 ft above the 
top of reactor ·ies·ser·flafrge··~!i!i!!§f1.!it!i~!]!@Ji!~~:ij.i£':}:p;n . 

3.9-10 



ACTIONS 

CONDITION 

• 

SOC and Coolant Circulation - Low Water Level 
3.9.5 

REQUIRED ACTION 

~~q 

A~:lll··· 
ANJJ. 
~ 

3.9-11 

COMPLETION TIME 

·'!'-fl E,:ry~::: e:g:§ .................. . 

~ 

~:~1111111111~11~:~111~ 
l~l~l~l~l~]::~8:!t::g,:9mP:n 
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ACTIONS (continued) 

CONDITION 

one sDc -l-oof7 t:r~rnn i noperab 1 e. ..... .......... · ... · .. . 

No s D c -l-oof7 &,:r:~mn 
OPERABLE or i·ri······· 

operation. 

SDC and Coolant Circulation - Low Water Level 
3.9.5 

REQUIRED ACTION 

Initiate action to 
.r.:.~ .. ~ .. !.Qre SDC i-oof} 
ifafa=Hi to OPERABLE 
's't"at'Us. 

COMPLETION TIME 

Immediately 

AB.2 Initiate action to Immediately 
establish> 23 ft of 

AND 

Btl.2 
::::::: 

AND 

&C.. 3 

!t!§]~§:t:~~:iP.!4.v:~::t&;[:w ate r 
abo'ie .... fhC"Top···of 
reactor vessel 

:~:~::i:i:i.:~,:~::~ll~:i1::::1~:1:§:~:lm 

Suspend operations Immediately 
involving a 
reduction in reactor 
:P::r:1::m~:r;x c 001 ant 
bcifririioncentration. 

Initiate action to Immediately 
.f..§. .. ~ .. !.si.re one SOC i-oof} 
ffi!B@:!~j~: to OPERABLE 
status and to 
operation. 

Close all 
containment 
penetrations 
providing direct 
access from 
containment 
atmosphere to 
outside atmosphere . 

3.9-12 

4 hours 



• 

SOC aAd CoolaAt CirculatioA - Low Water Level 
3.9.5 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 
' 

SR 3.9.5.f?. 

SR 3.9.5.~~ Verify correct breaker alignment and 7 days 
indicated power available to the required 
SOC pump that is not in operation . 

c EOG STS PAfa:f:SAfilts 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS 

Refueling ~g~q~gp=:=::',§i,y:)-~[y Water Leve 1 
3.9.6 

LCO 3.9.6 i:h:iM:::m~~g~jQ.j:~M::§:~¥:1:~y',Refueling water level shall be maintained 
i···z3···1r··~ffa··iCHlhC.top of reactor vessel flange 2]!!6.~:i':~: 

:~rn~~:~:f:m2:r. . 

APPLICABILITY: During CORE ALTERATIONS, except during latching and unlatching 
of control rod drive shafts, 
During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies within 
containment. 

ACTIONS 

CONDITION 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

A. 1 

AND 

A.2 

REQUIRED ACTION 

Suspend CORE 
ALTERATIONS. 

Suspend movement of 
irradiated fuel 
assemblies within 
containment. 

COMPLETION TIME 

Immediately 

Immediately 

A.3 Initiate action to Immediately 
restore refueling 
cavity water level to 
·,i'i thin l i mi t . 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.9.6.1 24 hours 

GEOG STS p@t@S.Aa:i:rn 3.9-14 
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Boron Concentration 
B 3.9.1 

• B 3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS 

B 3.9.l Boron Concentration 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

• 

~~~ l !~~i ~y~~e~h(R~~~i~) ~o~~~n;~:~~~~~g 0 :a~~~, R~~~t=:f:a:~:~::w!~t~~;g:t:Q,)t 
cavity during refuelfrig ensures that the reactor remains ······················ 
subcritical during MODE 6. Refueling boron concentration is the 
soluble boron concentration in the coolant in each of these volumes 
having dtrect access to the reactor core during refueling. 

The soluble boron concentration offsets the core reactivity and is 
measured by chemical analysis of a representative sample of the 
cool ant in each of the volumes. The t.E!.f.L!.~ l i ng boron con cent ration 
limit is specified in the COLR. tlfl-4-t.@m~ii! procedures ensure the 
specified boron concentration in ordef.t6~aintain an overall core 
reactivity of k011 :.::; O. 95 during fuel h andl i ng, with control element 
assemblies (ctl\s) ib~:&;$. and fuel assemblies assumed to be in the 
most.~c:ly_qrse confi-~:{iir.ation (least negative reactivity) allowed by 
wri-t-pJ,;::~:r:% procedures . 

GDC 26 of 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, requires that two independent 
reactivity control systems of different design principles be 
provided (Ref. 1). One of these systems must be capable of holding 
the reactor core subcritical under cold conditions. The Chemical 
and Volume Control System (CVCS) is the system capable of 
maintaining the reactor subcritical in cold conditions by 
maintaining the boron concentration. 

The reactor is brought to shutdown conditions before beginning 
oper~tions to open the reactor vessel for refueling. After the 
RG-&B¢.i~ is cooled and depressuri zed -a-R4---the vessel head is unbolted, 
the ... h°Cad is slowly removed to form th.E! ... .r.g.fl;lqlingr§!~#i.~ttr cavity. 
The refueling canal and the refuel i ng_pi:~f]Ii.9.'r .. C::i3:Y..1JY.:::~re then 
flooded with borated water from the §:i~!r!Mi;&:::rn:n\j!§i9~:@il.tl.!i]refue ling 
water tank into the open reactor ves"S"el·oy·9FiivTfy···r6edi ng or by 
the use of the Shutdown Cooling (SOC) System pumps. 

B 3.9-1 



• 

BASES 

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY 
ANALYSES 

LCO 

Boron Concentration 
B 3.9.l 

The pumping action of the SOC System in the RCSRQS and the natural 
circulation dU.Q. todthermal driving heads in the.reactor vessel and 

!~~h r~;:e.;w!~~W\i,!ii!\~e c~~*~~l ~~~ !~~a~~de~h: 0;ijij:i~~i,~~:~=9~1iH; =t~b~}· 
System is in operation during refue 1 i ng ( see··rcn·~:······~r:·~r:l;··ii$h"Uldown· 
Cooling (SOC) and Coolant Circulation High Wat6r Level," and 
tft} 3.9.5, "Shutdmm Cooling (SOC) and Coolant Circulatj_qn Lm,· 
'Aater Level") to provide forced circulation in the -Rf&R¢.·$~rid 
assist in maintaining the boron concentrations in the ·RtS'.PiCST--t-h-e 
refueling canal, and the refuel ingm;.:~¢.!t!qr cavity above the."tOLR 1 imit. . ......... · ....... ..... 

During refueling operations, the reactivity condition of the core 
is consistent with the initial conditions assumed for the boron 
dilution accident in the accident analysis and is conservative for 
MODE 6. The boron concentration limit specified in the COLR is 
based on the core reactivity at the beginning of each fuel cycle 
(the end of refueling) and includes an uncertainty allowance. 

The required boron concentration and the tffi-'i-t-p)::~:rU~ refueling 
procedures that demonstrate the correct fuel lOadTng plan 
(including full core mapping) ensure the k011 of the core will 
remain s 0.95 during the refueling operation. Hence, at least a 5% 
Ak/k margin of safety is established during refueling. 

During refueling, the water volume in the spent fuel pool, the 
transfer canal, the refueling canal, the refueling cavity, and the 
reactor vessel form a single mass. As a result, the soluble boron 
concentration is relatively the same in each of these volumes. 

The limiting boron dilution accident analyzed occurs in MODE 5 
(Ref. 2). A detailed discussion of this event is provided in :t;He 
~:i:§:~:§)·::=:=~g·p:=:=::.~!9:i@!]B 3 .1. 2, "SHUTDOWN MARG IN - Tave s ~:§!~:1° F." ' 

The RCS boron concentration satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRG Policy 
Statement. 

The LCO regµj_res that a m1n1mum boron concentrati9nPQ. maintained 
in the R-G£p:¢.$, the refueling canal, and refuel i ngf:!ili.!iP.%.i!H1 cavity 
while in MObt 6. The boron concentration limit s·pe.C"fffed in the 
COLR ensures a core k011 of s 0.95 is maintained during fuel 
handling operations. Violation of the LCO could lead to an 
inadvertent criticality during MODE 6. 

B 3.9-2 
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BASES 

Boron Concentration 
B 3.9.l 

APPLICABILITY This LCO is applicable in MODE 6 to ensure that the fuel in the 
reactor vessel will remain subcritical. The required boron 
concentration ensures a k011 :.:; 0. 95. Above MODE 6, LCO 3 .1.1, 
11 SHUTDOWN MARGIN (.?.Q~) - T.v. > ~9g:8° F, 11 and LCO 3 .1. 2, 11 SHUTDOWN 
MARGIN - Tave :<:; ~&,@§° F," ensure that an adequate amount of 
negative reactivit,Y'.1s available to shut down the reactor and to 
maintain it subcritical. 

ACTIONS A.l and A.2 

Continuation of CORE ALTERATIONS or positive reactivity additions 
(including actions to reduce boron concentration) is contingent 
upon maintaining the ~p:i:~:f~j in compliance with th~ LCO. If the 
boron concentration of anY.COol ant volume in the R-G-Sp(i:$., the 
refueling canal, or the refuel i ngp!g!M;t;P:!r cavity is l -e··5·5 than its 
limit, all operations involving ctHrr··AtlERATIONS or positive 
reactivity additions must be suspended immediately. 

?.Y§.Pg.n?J.QD. .. of CORE ALTERATION s:[~]]ijpy!~iffi~:Q:~::::9[E:i!:mr!Bi.@!~[!?.J.t[~f![[]~gg[j.[ 
g:§:$:@!i.JHJ.i!lj:W§!:~: and positive react i"\iftY ... add"iTfi:i"ii"s · sfiall".ilof ··pr.ec l ude 
rii"i:i.vTn·9···a:···"C"amponent to a safe position. 

In addition to immediately suspending CORE ALTERATIONS or positive 
reactivity additions, boration to restore the concentration must b2 
initiated immediately. 

In determining the required combination of boration flow rate and 
concentration, there is no unique design basis event that must be 
satisfied. The only requirement is to restore the boron 
concentration to its required value as soon as possible. In order 
to raise the boron concentration as soon as possible, the oper.atgr. 
should begin boration with the best source available for unitpJJ;l)nt 
conditions. ················ 

Once boration is initiated, it must be continued until the boron 
concentration is restored. The restoration time depends on the 
amount of boron that must be injected to reach the required 
concentration . 

B 3.9-3 
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BASES 

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS 

REFERENCES 

SR 3. 9 .1.1 

Boron Concentration 
B 3.9.l 

This SR ensures the coolant boron concentration in the RfSRCS-,---t-A-e 
refuel i ng canal, and the refuel i ng;pg~gffijgjfi cavity is wit hi n .... fhe COLR 
limits. The boron concentration ol·.·.·fffe·······c:·oolant in each volume is 
determined periodically by chemical analysis. 

A minimum Frequency of once every 72 hours is therefore a 
reasonable amount of time to verify the boron concentration of 
representative samples. The Frequency is based on operating 
experience, which has shown 72 hours to be adequate. 

1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 26 

2. FSAR, Section [ ] 

B 3.9-4 
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Nuclear Instrumentation 
B 3.9.2 

B 3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS 

B 3.9.2 Nuclear Instrumentation 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY 
ANALYSES 

LCO 

~:~::~:g:~:~ij:~::~:,i:Q:i:~:~:i:i'Qii:i~ t: ~: ~ ~ ~~ s ~ u ~,~:~!1~:~:~:~~:':~::~~:9~:~:!~:~:r:~:~:~~:4,~1:~:§: 
iii"C)frff6r ... the .... c6re .. re·ii"Ctivity condition. The installed SRMs are part 
of the Nuclear Instrumentation System (NIS). These detectors are 
located external to the reactor vessel and detect neutrons leaking 
from the core. The use of portable detectors is permitted, 
provided the LCO requirements are met. 

The installed SRMs are BF3 detectors operating in the proportional 
region of the gas filled detector characteristic curve. The 
detectors monitor the neutron flux in counts per second. ffte 
instrument range covers five decades of neutron flux (lE15 cps) 
with a [ 5%] i nstru~e11t .. ~qc:.l:!l".C1CY. The detectors a-l--s-e----provi de 
continuous visual ifrldi']aUd:lb.HWHndication in the control room and an 
audible alarm to aYe'Ff''.o'j)''e'Fa'f'ors to a possible dilution accident.
The NIS is designed in accordance \lith the criteria presented in 
Reference 1. 

If used, port~!?.1.~ .. 9~t§~!.9.X:.§ ... ?..h.9..YJ .. 9 .... !?.§ .... fYD.S1.Jp.nally equivalent to 
the NI S S RMs :!iifili§i£~]:JiifM!ilif:i§!i[i~i§ii!ii'iB~tl:9@]£piijiij:tl:~]::~:::;:: 

Two OPERABLE ~$.-0.JU:fii~I:ir~nig¢;;;;:;¢;6:inn'~m:$. are required to provide a 
signal to alert the"""ci'p'e'rafor"··ra··"·u"n'exp"ected changes in core 
reactjvity such as by a boron dilution accident or an improperly 
loaded fuel assembly. The safety analysis of the uncontrolled 
boron dilution accident is described in Reference 2. The analysis 
of the uncontrolled boron dilution accident shows that normally 
available SHUTDOWN MARGIN would be reduced, but there is sufficient 
time for the operator to take corrective actions. 

The SRMs satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRG Policy Statement. 

This LCO requires two &FtM£ OPERABLE §9i9.ir%@i,r\~i9.iiiiiiii9h:~ryn~:m~:;:,:to ensure 
that redundant monitoring capabi l i ty' .. ls .. ·-a-v·aTlabTe· TO' .. dete·Ct changes 
in core reactivity . 

B 3.9-5 
Rev 
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• 

Nuclear Instrumentation 
B 3.9.2 

APPLICABILITY In MODE 6, the £RM5.~:P.4,ttsi=miiifiS.~:i:::RUi!n!fi~:l:~: must be OPERABLE to 
determine changes in core reactivity. There is no other direct 
means available to check core reactivity levels. 

ACTIONS 

In MODES 2, 3, 4, and 5, the installed source range detectors and 

~ ~ ~~ ~ !~~ ~ t :~~a ~e ~ ~ ! ~~~ .. ,~ ~ 11 :~:~.~::~:~:~,~~~·~'~'=~~:fi,~:~:1:µ~:::1::i~~:j::~:~~::i"~~~1rn 

A.l and A.2 

With only one &RM[g;g:ij:n§:~:::;'.t!nigli.:,::.9.h.~VTI\~\Jl OPERABLE, redundancy has been 
lost. Since these instruments are the only direct means of 
monitoring core reactivity conditions, CORE ALTERATIONS and 
positive reactivity additions must be suspended immediately. 
Performance of Required Action A.l shall not preclude completion of 
movement of a component to a safe position. 

Ll 

~~~~ t~~9:~~:r:§:iij:~=~=~:i=~~nlll!~i~li!~l~l~!9.:':~.s:~i~~~!~:=~[ ~~~i~~ ;~a ~f s~~re ~ 
initiated .... iiiiiiied'fafeTY': ....... d'Yi'C'E~ ... friitiated, action shall be continued 
until an SRM ¥£. is restored to OPERABLE status . 

:·:·:·:·:·:·: 

With no &RM OPERABLE :f.P\9t£i~i·!·::tnijQ.9i§\[rn~:h~D.r:~m:§., there is no di re ct 
means of detecting changes in core reactivity. However, since CORE 
ALTERATIONS and positive reactivity additions are not to be made, 

i:ii9i:i.~:fu=~~i:~:i:i i ~~~y 0~~~1~c~ ~n i~i ~t~~!~~ ~~~e~n~~~d~~~ o~ ·§:q·µ,;·2:§ 
defe.rmfo.ed ... by .. performing SR 3. 9 .1.1 to verify that the required 
boron concentration exists. 

The Compl.E!tjCJ.f1 ... Iime of 4 hours is sufficient to obtain and analyze 
a reactorpp]fil.i~\fM coolant sample for boron concentration. The 
Frequency .. Of .. once per 12 hours ensures that unplanned changes in 
boron concentration would be identified. The 12 hour Frequency is 
reasonable, considering the low probability of a change in core 
reactivity during this period, 

GEOG STS :P:t.\tJf!SADES B 3.9-6 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::;:::::::·:·:::::::;:;:::: 
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BASES 

Nuclear Instrumentation 
B 3.9.2 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.9.2.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

REFERENCES 

SR 3.9.2.1 is the performance of a CHANNEL CHECK, which is a 
comparison of the parameter indicated on one channel to a similar 
parameter on other channels. It is based on the assumption that 
the two indication channels should be consistent with core 

h.~:~:i:~::~:~:~::t::~:~llll~l~llli~:~~9:~:~=:~~:~~!:~:~::~,:,~,n-,:~,!'g~·:=~~:~-,~~:::::::~·~:~=9=~:~~:~:i~-~,~~:!:~:~:~ 
ca:n·····y; .. e·sTilf".Th .... sT§"nT"Tlcant differences between source range 
channels, but each channel should be consistent with its local 
conditions. 

The Frequency of 12 hours is consistent with the CHANNEL CHECK 
Frequency specified similarly for the same instruments in 
LCO 3. 3 .1, II Reactor Protection System :1:n:ii:m9.:m~n:~:ii:1!;2;n:::::=:j=:,_:::Qi.~'r~!;;1:;n:s.. II 

SR 3.9.2.2 

SR 3.9.2.2 is the performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION every 
18 months. This SR is modified by a Note stating that neHtron 
detectors are exclHded from the CHANNEL CALIBRATION. The CHANNEL 
CALIBRATION for the soHrce range neHtron flHx monitors consists of 
obtaining the detector plateaH or preamp discriminator cHrves, 
evalHating those cHrves, and comparing the cHrves to the 
manHfactHrer's data. The 18 month Frequency is based on the need 
to perform this Surveillance under the conditions that apply during 
a plant outage. Operating experience has shown these components 
usually pass the Surveillance when performed o~ the 18 month 
Frequency. 

1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 13, GDC 26, GDC 28, and GDC 29 

2. FSAR, Section 14 

CEO G STS JtA:bIKA.JJES B 3.9-7 
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Containment Penetrations 
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Containment Penetrations 
B 3.9.3 

B 3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS 

B 3.9.3 Containment Penetrations 

BASES 

BACKGROUND During CORE ALTERATIONS or movement of fuel assemblies within 
containment with irradiated fuel in containment, a release of 
fission product radioactivity within the containment will be 
restricted from escaping to the environment when the LCO 
requirements are met. In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, this is . 
accomplished by maintaining containment OPERABLE as described in 
LCO 3.6.1, "Containment." In MODE 6, the potential for containment 
pressurization as a result of an accident is not likely; therefore, 
requirements to isolate the containment from th~ Q~t~J4~ .. atmosphere 
can be less stringent. The tfG requirements 9.t!ltn]@ll!l'..vlQl]are 
referred to as "containment closure" rather tffari"·wcorila·rn-ment 

~:~.~~-8..!.~-~-~~:i::~:ij:g:i:~:~.I;.!.;;~-~-~---~-!~:.~.r: ... ~i.~g-~_i.~.~-~~1 .. ~-~-~-ci.:~i:~~~:~:~~:~:J.=ii.:~i:pe 
£9r:~n9:lJ!!MtJ:v:gnJ!'J.J.:::~:~::1::99J::r:m2w::::::ti~mh:. 1n:r919:~:::::::1gg: §ti:i:mttJflµ~m B99:1::···· ····· · ·· 
V@.#tiJ@tWihliNi~r~@HH:::::rnmmt:~HNt:·······s1·ric:e···the·re···;·s···na···paterifi·a1····f or 
"Co.nfa1nmenf···.press.Lfr~·rz-affon·;·····the Appendix J leakage criteria and 
tests are not required. · 

The containment serves to contain fission product radioactivity 
that may be released from the reactor core following an accident, 
such that offsite radiation exposures are maintained well within 
the requirements of 10 CFR 100. Additionally, the containment 
structure provides radiation shielding from the fission products 
that may be present in the containment atmosphere following 
accident conditions. 

The containment equipment hatch, which is part of the containment 
pressure boundary, provides a means for moving large equipment and 
components into and out of containment. During CORE ALTERATIONS or 
movement of irradiated fuel assemblies within containment, the 
equipment hatch must be held iA place by at least four bolts (Good 

•••i1~~::.:~-l--ii&ill\•:~t; 

GEOG STS :1tt.\E:I::SADES B 3.9-8 
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Containment Penetrations 
B 3.9.3 

The containment air locks, Hhich are also part of the containment 
pressure boundary, provide a means for personnel access during 
MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 operation in accordance with LCO 3.6.2, 
"Containment Air Locks. 11 Each air lock has a door at both ends. 
The doors are normally interlocked to prevent simultaneous opening 
when containment OPERABILITY is required. During periods of 
shutdmm when containment closure is not re qui red, the door 
interlock mechanism may be disabled, allowing both doors of an air 
lock to remain open for extended periods when frequent containment 
entry is necessary. During CORE ALTERATIONS or movement of 
irradiated fuel assemblies within containment, containment closure 
is required; therefore, the door interlock mechanism may remain 
disabled, but one air lock door must always remain closed . 

B 3.9-9 
Rev 1, 
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BASES 

Containment Penetrations 
B 3.9.3 

The requirements on containment penetration closure ensure that a 
release of fission product radioactivity within containment will be 
restricted from escaping to the environment. The closure 
restrictions are sufficient to restrict fission product 
radioactivity release from containment due to a fuel handling 
accident during refueling. 

The Containment Purge and Exhaust System includes tHo subsystems. 
The normal subsystem includes a 42 inch purge penetration and a 
42 inch exhaust penetration. The second subsystem, a minipurge 
system, includes an 8 inch purge penetration and an 8 inch exhaust 
penetration. During MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the two valves in each 
of the normal purge and exhaust penetrations are secured in the 
closed position. The two valves in each of the two minipurge 
penetrations can be opened intermittently, but are closed 
automatically by the Engineered Safety Features Actuation 
System (ESFAS). Neither of the subsystems is subject to a 
Specification in MODE 5. 

In MODE 6, large air exchanges are necessary to conduct refueling 
operations. The normal 42 inch purge system is used for this 
purpose and all valves are closed by the ESFAS in accordance with 
LGO 3.3.2, "Reactor Protective System (RPS) Shutdmm." 

The minipurge system remains operational in MODE 6 and all four 
valves are also closed by the ESFAS. 

The m1n1purge system is not used in MODE 6. All four [8] inch 
valves are secured in the closed position. 

The &t-h-e-r containment penetrations that provide direct access from 

111~!~~~!~,:!~~l~~~'ed 
:~:~:~~:rm~~H~il!j~@N.,11[~~~~:~; :~~~~~~e 
pressure ventilation barrier for the other containment penetrations 
during fuel movements (Ref. 1) . 

GEOG STS JMJJlSAllHts B 3.9-10 
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Containment Penetrations 
B 3.9.3 

During CORE ALTERATIONS or movement of irradiated fuel assemblies 
within containment, the most severe radiological consequences 
result from a fuel handling accident. The fuel handling accident 
is a po~tulated event that involves damage to irradiated fuel 
(Ref. -6)i.J. Fuel haAdl iAg accideAts, aAalyzed iA RefereAce 3, 
iAclude-droppiAg a siAgle irradiated fuel assembly aAd haAdliAg 
tool or a heavy object oAto other i rr(ldi il:tC::c:l .. f[JC::J i);Ssembl i es. The 
requirements of LCO 3.9.6, "RefueliAg~@i~:n;:~M:]µ!i!\M11:~y Water Level,". 
aAd the mi Ai mum decay time of [72] ho'U'r·s .... pri'o·r .. "fo .. CORE ALTERATIONS 
ensure that the release of fission product radioactivity, 
subsequent to a fuel handling accident, results in doses that are 
we-1--1- within the guideliAe values specified in 10 CFR 100. +fie 
acceptaAce limits for offsite radiatioA exposure are coAtaiAed iA 
StaAdard Review PlaA SectioA 15.7.4, Rev. 1 (Ref. 2), Hhich defiAes 
"well HithiA" 10 CFR 100 to be 25% or less of the 10 CFR 100 
values. 

CoAtai AmeAt peAetrati oAs satisfy Cri teri OA 3 of the ~!RC Policy 
StatemeAt. 

This LCO limits the consequences of a fuel handling accident in 
containment by limiting the potential escape paths for fission 
product radioactivity released within containment. The LCO 
requires any penetration providing direct access from the 
containment atmosphere to the outside atmosphere to be closed 

liWJliiiiiitPJiJ\it' 
OPERABLE coAtaiAmeAt purge aAd exhaust peAetratioAs, this LCO 
eAsures that these peAetratioAs are isolable by the CoAtaiAmeAt 
Purge aAd Exhaust IsolatioA System. The OPERABILITY requiremeAts 
for this LCO eAsure that the automatic purge aAd exhaust valve 
closure times specified iA the FSAR caA be achieved aAd therefore 
meet the assumptioAs used iA the safety aAalysis to eAsure releases 
through the valves are termiAated, such that the radiological doses 
are withiA the acceptaAce limit . 

• CEOGSTS~ B 3.9-11 
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Containment Penetrations 
B 3.9.3 

The containment penetration requirements are applicable during CORE 
ALTERATIONS or movement of irradiated fuel assemblies ·within 
containment because this is when there is a potential for a fuel 
handling· accident. In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, containment 
penetration requir~m~nts are addressed by LCO 3.6.1, 11 Containment. 11 

In MODE.£ 5, and M0.iJ:E::r6, when CORE ALTERATIONS or movement of 
irradiated fuel as's"e'mblies within containment are not being 
conducted, the potential for a fuel handling accident does not 
exist. Therefore, under these conditions no requirements are 
placed on containment penetration status. 

A.1 and A.2 

With the containment equipment hatch, air locks, or any containment 
penetration that provides direct access from the containment 
atmosphere to the outside atmosphere not in the required status, 
including the Containment Purge and Exhaust Isolation System not 
capable of automatic actuation when the purge and exhaust valves 
are open, the lttt-i-tit!:Ji!~n~ must be placed in a condition in which the 
isolation function··rs ... iiot needed. This is accomplished by 
immediately suspending CORE ALTERATIONS and movement of irradiated 
fuel assemblies within containment. Performance of these actions 
shall not preclude completion of movement of a component to a safe 
position. 

A.3 

11.-:,11•· 

GEOG STS :r:A[Wisfi.!trnis 
:;:::::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:·:;:::::::::;:;:;:;:;::::::: B 3.9-12 
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Containment Penetrations 
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.9.3.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

This Surveillance demonstrates that each of the containment 

i!i!iiat!: I~qm:::Hi:!=~:~l~~d::::::::t~ 
that the valves are not blocked from closing. Also, the 
Surveillance will demonstrate that each valve operator has motive 
power, which will ensure each valve is capable of being closed by 

i~.n:~:~:~~filii:~]::i:i~:~:ii:~~,:~::i:~:~:i~:i! ~~~: i . purge and exhaust i sol at i on :~ 
The Surveillance is performed every 7 days during CORE ALTERATIONS 
or movement of irradiated fuel assemblies within the containment. 
The Surveillance interval is selected to be commensurate with the 
normal duration of time to complete fuel handling operations. A 
surveillance before the start of refueling operations will provide 
two or three surveillance verifications during the applicab..l.9 .. 
P.'3-l".i..()tj for th..i..? .. ..LCO. As such, this Surveillance ensures l;f§J!p:g 
~:~:§!@pg that iP.@]a postulated fuel handling ace i dent that releases 
'ffs"s"fon prod'Ucf"·"rad i oact iv ity within the containment will not 
result in agnJ@)~)qg:~:~rnJl:@ rel ease of fission product radioactivity to 
the envi ronili'efrr:· ....................... .. 

SR 3.9.3.2 

This Survei l J.a11c:~ ... tj~ll1.C>nstrates that each t)§:qtj,J[!t\~[4.!fconta i nment ~ 

::~u:~h~~~: i :~:~:~:~:~1:~an::2~a :~e a~~~~~t~~ ;~ m~r:·~·~~6~:i~~:~:J:mffiiii~:~~~~h tm 

Radiation signal. The 18 month Frequency mainta1.ns""c"o·nsTsfency 
with other similar ESFAS instrumentation and valve testing 
requirements. fn. LCO 3.3.4 [(Digital) or 3.3.3 (Analog)], 

~~ ! : :: 1 ~::;::i:i:z::~::~m~i:~~:i:]::~:.~:i::~:§:~:r:;:.~.~.r.:ilii:i:t::;:~:i.i::i::i~:1::;~:1iin:~:.~:~:i:~:~ •• ~::~: q ~ ~ ~:: l a 
CHANNEL"CHECK'"ever"""}'"da"i5"'1'21fhhtih§/f'i}Afi""a"'CHANNEC"FUNCTTONAL TEST 

--~j.,.Jli~.f~fif~ 
OPfRABlLTf'V "du'f'fil'g ... refliellng ... cip.C'raffci'Fis ·:·· Every 18 months a CHANNEL 
CALIBRATION is performed. The system actuation response time is 
demonstrated every 18 months, during refueling, on a STAGGERED TEST 
BASIS. SR 3.6.3.5 demonstrates that the isolation time of each 
valve is in accordance with the Inservice Testing Program 
requirements. These surveillances performed during MODE 6 will 
ensure that the valves are capable of closing after a postulated 
fuel handling accident to limit a release of fission product 
radioactivity from the containment . 

• . ·.·.·,·.·.·,•.',•,•,•.•,•,•.•,•,•,,•,•,•,•,•,•,•,•,•,•, 

C EOG S TS :P:t\f\W§fliQ,§§ B 3.9-13 
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Containment Penetrations 
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c·.·a,uation SE 0002000 001, Rev. 0, May 20, GPU Nuclear Safety c iu 
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SOC and Coolant Circulation - High Water Level 
B 3.9.4 

B 3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS 

B 3.9.4 Shutdown Cooling (SOC) and Coolant Circulation - High Water Level 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY 
ANALYSES 

The purposes of the SOC System in MQPL~ are to remove decay h~i:lt 
and sensible heat from the Reactor :~@m!!~PlV Cool ant System ( Rf-£PG.!§), 
as required by GDC 34, to provide mTxfng····af borated coolant, ta······ 
provide sufficient coolant circulation to minimize the effects of a 
boron dilution accident, and to prevent b9ron stratification 
(Ref. 1). Heat is removed from the Rf-£RP.$. by circulating reactor 
pf)m#@y cool ant through the £9f ;Mm:t.:@9.wn:··heat exchangerfs+, where 
fhe·n·e·at ... i..S. .1.r..~r:isferred to the c"Oiil"pOll"ifrif Cooling Water System vi a 
the .wf $.hiiFi.i!i!H~wfu! heat exchangerfs+. The cool ant is then returned 
to the RtS;p~j$:."\iTa the RCS cold l egfs+. Operation of the SOC System 
for normar··c:·O"oldown or decay heat removal is manually accomplished 
from the control room. The heat removal rate is adjusted by 
.£.QD.tr.9.JJ.i ng the fl ow of reactor']jg).i;:Jjffi~!r$ cool ant through the £9f 
§D.\It:@Q¥/:rj: heat exchang_q.r..·h±..~D.d b)i"p.iis·s·frig the heat exchangerfs+. 
i~i"fxfii"g ... of the reactor!tiHm:m:m:~:r& cool_~n.t.5?..maintained by this 
continuous circulatio"ri .. cff .. rC"actor t.nM:fflij:ff& coolant through the soc System. ······················ 

If the reactor ird:m~r¥ coolantJ§illP~:rature is not maintained below 
200°F, boiling of.the .. ··reactor :P.:¥.:)jjjffi!ijlr& coolant could result. This 
could lead to inadequate cool ing····arlhe reactor fuel due to a 
resulting loss of coolant in the reactor vessel. Additionally, 
boiling of the reactor coolant could lead to a reduction in boron 
concentration in the coolant due to the boron plating out on 
components near the areas of the boiling activity, and because of 
the possible addition of Hater to the reactor vessel ·,dth a lower 
boron concentration than is requirqd .. JgJ<eep the reactor 
subcritical .. The loss of reactortlH@!!rn~M& c:.qolant and the reduction 
of boron concentration in the reacforpm)!mlMf.M coolant would 
eventually challenge the integrity of".theTuel cladding, which is a 
fission product barrier. One train of the SOC System is required 
to be operational in MODE 6, with the water level ~ 23 ft above the 

;:~::i.:vii,m~:~ ~ ~~a~;:~ e ~ ~ s ~ ~ ~ sf~~: r ~~::~:~:~:~~M::'!~:M:!:B:~;tl'!l:g:~:~:~:;~::~~;!~lt 
de ... enEr.gfzi ng of the SOC pump for short durati ens under the 
condition that the boron concentration is not diluted. This 
conditional de energizing of the SOC pump does not result in a 
challenge to the fission product barrier. SOC and Coolant 
Circulation High Water Level satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRG 
Policy Statement . 

B 3.9-15 
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Only one SOC ~t;,r;~·]·n is required for decay heat removal in 

~~~~e~' f~:~~e w:~:~:ii:~:~;:i~:i::~:yi\t\~:~n~t g~~~e o~:e s6~P 1 ::p;~:~i:1:ie~~t~:qui red 
because the voliiiri"e O"r··w·arer····above the reactor vess·e1· flange 
provi.c:l.~:S. ... backup decay heat removal capability. At least one SOC 
fflBf7%\\fu\~:}n; must be in operation to provide: 

a. Removal of decay heat; 

b. Mixing of borated coolant to minimize the possibility of a 
criticality; and 

c. In di cation of reactorp:;[·1:mi:r® cool ant temperature. 

An OPERABLE SOC -t-oopfirM:,J::h includes an SOC pump, a heat 
valves, piping, instFum.efrts, and control? to ensure an 
fl ow. path and to determine the 1 ow end:pµ~ temperature. 
path starts in one of the RCS hot 1 egs··~ifi.d is returned 
cold legs. 

exchanger, 
OPERABLE 

The fl ow 
to the RCS 

The LCO is. ... rnCJ.dified by a Note that allows the required operating 
SOC -l-eeyppjij.j\\11: to be removed from service for up to 1 hour in each 
8 hour pe\;;·ro-a, provided no op_~r.ations are permitted that would 
cause a reduction of the -RG&PCS boron concentration. Boron 
concentration reduction is prohibited because uniform concentration 
distribution cannot be ensured without forced circulation. This 
permits operations such as core mapping or alterations in the 
vicinity of the reactor vessel hot leg nozzles, and -R&&pµ$, to SOC 

·isolation valve testing. During this 1 hour period, deC"°ay heat is 
removed byn~tµral convection to the large mass of water in the 
refuel i ng\f@\~gji\g:n cavity. 

APPLICABILITY One SOC -t-ooptlt~\:J:p\ must be in operation in MODE 6 with the .v..'.i:lt.~r 
level > 23 ff above the to13 of the reactor vessel 'flange :af)Jor 

~~~!tr~Miiii;~:~~~:;~;f :~~~::~~~:r~:~::::~::r 
the SDC.$.ys.J.~.llJ.in other .. Mbnts···iir·e·covered by LCOs in Section 3.4, 
Reactor\lRri:J:m~ltM Coolant System (RCS), ciri9.§ection 3.5, Emergency 
Core Co0l1H~(··systems (EGGS) ....... ~P~.~]j\1~:1::r!: requirements in MODE 6, 
with the water level < ~l\9.4\tl:::fi%gfiUif\j\\q\6. above the top of the 
reactor vessel flange, are 16Ealed·:rfr·Tcb··3.9.5, "Shutdown Cooling 
(SOC) and Coolant Circulation - Low Water Level." 

B 3.9-16 



SOC and Coolant Circulation - High Water Level 
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~ _BA_S_E_S~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

ACTIONS 

If SOC ~t:rad)i requirements are not met, there will be no forced 
circulation to .... ·.ifrovide mixing to establish uniform boron 
concentrations. Reduced boron concentrations can occur through the 
addition of water with a lower boron concentration than that 
contained in the -Rt-£i?;¢,$.. Therefore, actions that reduce boron 
concentration shall bi~suspended immediately. 

B 3.9-17 
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SOC and Coolant Circulation - High Water Level 
B 3.9.4 

AB.2 -.-.. -
If SOC ~t~t~\]\\g~ requirements are not met, actions shall be taken 
immediatelifa···suspend loading irradiated fuel assemblies in the 
core. With no forced circulation cooling, decay heat removal from 
the core occurs by natural convection to the h~~t ~ink.provided by 
the water above the core. A minimum refuel ing:f!~a~:rn:iMi cavity water 
level of 23 ft above the reactor vessel fl ange···W,4.\Z\t ·.p.rovides an 
adequate available heat sink. Suspending any op·e·Fation that would 
increase the decay heat load, such as loading a fuel assembly, is a 
prudent action under this condition. 

AB.3 -.-· .. -

If SOC ~t:t,:~::1~:n: requirements are not met, actions shall be 
initiated afrd.continued in order to satisfy SOC ~~r~:MJ: 
requirements. 

AB.4 -.-.. -

If soc ~t.!r:§!mn: requirements are not met, all containment 
penetrat i ons··Ta···the outside atmosphere must be closed to prevent 
fission products, if released by a loss of decay heat event, from 
escaping the containment building. The 4 hour Completion Time 
allows fixing most SOC problems without incurriD.9 ... .t.h.~ ~<:itj_iJional 

i:i:~:~:i:i:ffi,fflin.:i,::~::i~:::;:;,:~:i,I . the cont a i nrne n t atrno sphere @ii!gimm§:~mns 

SR 3.9.4.l 

~ 
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This Survei 11 ance demonstrates th;:it...t.h..E! ... :~.oc ~~@~~:J.:h is in 
operation and ci rcul at i ng reactor'J~Wfi@!~fy cool anL ...... The fl o'"' rate 
is determined by the fl ow rate neECss .. a·0y· .. to provide sufficient 

iEiii-.lllM,; 
sufffc·;·enf~ «:on·s·ide.rfri~(the·· .. no~i; temperature, pump control, and 
alarm indications available to the operator in the control room for 
monitoring the SOC System. 

1. FSAR, Section 14 
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~ B 3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS 

B 3.9.5 Shutdown Cooling (SOC) and Coolant Circulation - Low Water Level 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY 
ANALYSES 

The purposes of the SOC System in MQOL~ cire to remove decay h~at 
and sensible heat from the Reactor Bni1'm~fay Coolant System (Rt-&fliP.$), 
as required by GDC 34, to provide ~iiiri~··af borated coolant, t6 · 
provide sufficient coolant circulation to minimize the effects of a 
boron dilution accident, and to prevent b.o.ron stratification 
CRE:!L. .. J). Heat is removed from t.b.E:! ... ~Rv& by ci rcul at i ng reactor 
P,:tmn#rw cool ant through the .w& §J!!\I!99w1f lieat exchangerfs+, where 
the.h"e.at is transferred to the C6iiipciii"efft Cooling Water System via 
the .w&:!ii:i;$.)ijiy!t:~9;rf heat exchangerfs+. The cool ant is then returned 
to the RCS;p;~:$:······vra the RCS cold legfs+. Operation of the SOC System 
for normal·c·O"oldown or decay heat removal is manually accomplished 
from the control room. The heat removal rate is adjusted by 
f.9.Dt.r.g.JJ.i ng the fl ow of reactor[:wn:J.:m@:f:y, cool ant through the £Bf 
§.ll:@~iqQ.wH: heat exchang_q.r.f.?t. ... cind byp·a·s·sfrig the heat exchangerfs+. 
Mfxfo·9··af the reactorti:trnm:~@y cool_~n.tJ§maintained by this 
continuous ci rcul at i off···cff··reactor:lP.:¥.'Hiffliir& cool ant through the soc System. ························ 

If the reactori!i?rU:minlY coolant . .t~.mpgrature is not maintained below 
200°F, boiling.cif""fhe···reactor 1HM:miir& coolant could result. This 
could lead to inadequate coolirig.df {he reactor fuel due to the 
resulting loss of coolant in the reactor vessel. Additionally, 
boiling of the reactor coolant could lead to a reduction in boron 
concentration in the coolant due to the boron plating out on 
components near the areas of the boiling activity, and because of 
the possible addition of water to the reactor vessel 'n'ith a l ewer 
boron concentration than is requi rqd t.CJ..J<eep the reactor 
subcriti cal. The loss of reactor :p;~@::in~:f.& ... C::9..0.l ant and the reduction 
of boron concentration in the reacfar···:P::rm::m~!f.& coolant would 
eventually challenge the integrity of the···fliel cladding, which is a 
fission product barrier. Two trains of the SOC System are required 
to be OPERABLE, and one train is required to be in operation in 
MODE 6, with tb~ .. '1.~1~.r.J .. 9Y§J. 5 . .?.?. .ft.. .. Q:QQY9 the top of the reactor 
~ ~: f ~ ! n :! ~n g e :p;~J@w::::::&n:~:::::::grt't::::::rnR:P::t,::]~]@:~r:~:~M:9n, to Prevent th i s 

SOC and Cool ant Ci rcul ati on LoH \'later Level satisfies Criterion 2 
of the NRG Policy Statement . 

• CEOG STS ,~b'i!S B 3.9-20 
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SOC and Coolant Circulation - Low Water Level 
B 3.9.5 

6 with the water level < 23 ft above the top of the 
v ~ s s el fl ange :Rii]::9Y{::::::1:1i:::::::§~:l::M::::imii¥:i~m9~L both soc ~1:r;1mns 
OPERABLE. Addi ffi:ihaTTY';·"·i:ihe···~t;fiijjff"of the soc System 
in operation in order to provide: ............ . 

a. Removal of decay heat; 

b. Mixing of borated coolant t~ minimize the possibility of a 
criticality; and 

c. Indication of reactor PrM=ffi~:f:>.i coolant temperature. 

An OPERABLE SOC ~@p\~')\ii] consists of an SOC pump, a heat 
exchanger, valves, pfpTii.g, instruments, and controJs to ensure an 
OPERABLE fl ow path and to determine the l OH end filyj$,fjtemperature. 
The flow path starts in one of the RCS hot legs ririd .. is returned to 
the RCS cold legs . 

B 3.9-21 
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SOC and Coolant Circulation - Low Water Level 
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If one SOC ~f:p=~:)ini is inoperable, action .. ?. . .h.~J.l be immediately 
initiated and cohffhued until the soc i-ooi7:1hNtl!fu is restored to 
QP.IR.A~.6I ... §_tatus and to operation, or until· it··-;r3· ft of ii. ~~t~.r .. J.eve l 

11:~:1~~1{:~::!~~ t~~ta~~!~h~~e ae:~~r t~~v:f a~!0:s~~~~nh:~ a:~e!m!1!1*=,1! 
·abo;~;"6"'··1he reactor vessel flaAge 647' or greater, the Applicability 
will change to that of LCO 3.9.4, "Shutdown Cooling aAtjqCqolaAt 
CirculatioA - High Water Level," and only one SOC ~i@ia!~!h is 
required to be OPERABLE aAd in operation. An immediafi~·-·.·.·ca"iTipletion 
Time is necessary for an operator to initiate corrective actions. 

B~.l 

If no soc i-0013¥r~J:n is in operation or no soc ~tim~:JMs are 
OPERABLE, ther.ei"".wTll be no forced circulation to p·rovlde mixing to 
establish uniform boron concentrations. Reduced boron 
concentrations can occur by the addition of i,.JqJer with lower boron 
concentration than that contained in the -R&&PW.!$.. Therefore, 
act i ans that reduce boron concentration sh al r··be suspended 
immediately. 

BC.2 - .. -.•.. -

If no soc i-ooi7:traWti is in operation or no soc ~tM~'J:ins are 
OPERABLE, actioh'·=;rnan be initiated immediateJy and.continued 
without interruption to restore one SP~ ... ~lliiiri~i]!in to OPERABLE 
status and operation. Si nee the tffi-4-t-Pili~iiit. ;-5···-,..ri"··candit i ans A and B 
concurrently, the rest_q.r..~1i on of two d"PtRABLE soc ~m:r~:J.::n!s and 
one operating soc i-oof7]jn~a:TI should be accomplished expedfffously . 

B 3.9-22 
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If no rum;S,.Q:G,: i-oof}it:n~1::n is in operation, a 11 containment 
penetratici~i providi~~ direct access from the containment 
atmosphere to the outside atmosphere must be closed within 4 hours. 
With the RHRStlE ~t'haffri requirements not met the potent i a 1 
exists for th'E(:;coo 1 ah:F:;::yc; bo i 1 ~WJ:iyi@iitirHlib.vie:i?it!h:~?::e:ilrnfr,t;tfand re 1 ease 
radioactive gas to the cont a i nme·11r·:·:alm-C:ls:p°he:r:e::·:·:·:·:-::tT:o:sTng containment 
penetrations that are open to the outside at~osphere ensures that 
dose limits are not exceeded. 

SR 3.9.5.1 

-···! ffiiij¥:~:J s:i1::·: E::~:~:H::~::n:~::::::::~rn:::rn11:9µj::ri9 ;:····································· ·· ······· · ······ · · ··········· · ·· ····································· 

siJta::lima:t2 

This Surveillance demonstri'lt~sthat one soc ~t::l.mi~![][n is operating 
and c i rcul at i ng reactortpr!:Jifili~mi cool ant. The flc:i"";r···r"iite is 
determined by the fl ow r:ale-··rfr!Cessary to provide sufficient decay 

:_;;_:1if i:;;}2.;~i;~;~-~-~-~Q;;~ ~~:r~::if :i:ii:~:m~:~:~::iii~::::~i~:g:~::i::i:r :;=1~@:~m:l:ng'g 

ll&•,l•R•"i~ aem·a·i=istr.afCs.Hlfi.afHthe·H0Ui·e-r sDCToop is OPf:RABLf:. 

In addition, during operation of the SOC loop ~d th the water.Jt::'o'el 
in the vicinity of the reactor vessel nozzles, the SOC l oopf:f'iffij' 
flow rate determination must also consider the SOC pump sucf1o .. n .. 
requirements. The Frequency of 12 hours is sufficient, considering 
the flow, temperature, pump control, and alarm indications 
available to the operator to monitor the SOC System in the control 
room . 

crnc STS :p:tMilil!sP..IMl'.S B 3.9-23 
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Verification that the required loops are OPERABLE and in operation 
ensures that loops can be placed in operation as needed, to 
maintain decay heat and retain forced circulation. The Frequency 
of 12 hours is considered reasonable, since other administrative 
controls are available and have proven to be acceptable by 
operating experience. 

SR 3.9.5.~B' 

~~::[:~:~lli:~:fil:~:~:::i:~:~:~:~:iig:~~:iv:~:i:i:~:~i:i:i:p!:~~n:,!M8:~~~~:~:~~:H:~:~:!:~:µ~:~9:~~~:{·~~~:i:~ir 
·addTffonal ... SDC"p'uili'p. ·c·an ... he .... pTaced in oper.~ti.o.ri, if needed, to 
maintain decay heat removal and reactor'\:::::wrM:m~MY cool ant 
circulation. Verification is performed ... by ... i,ri'rTfying proper breaker 
alignment and power available to the required pump. The Frequency 
of 7 days is considered reasonable in view of other administrative 
controls available and has been shown to be acceptable by operating 
experience. 

1. FSAR, Section f-----+.-[~j\4 
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B 3 . 9 . 6 Refuel i n g g@:ij:ffi.t2!r:=:::::Y,;ij:v:1:=iY Water Level 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY 
ANALYSES 

The gg!r,@9rmi.n9ml][g!rf::::::@@f-{§!::w~:ijrniB.8:1:~:@~:§:::::::2:tM'lmo v eme n t 0 f i rr ad i at ed fuel 
asseiiibrinesnnar···pei0fi:i"fiiiancE···ar GORF .. AITERATIONS, except during 
latching and unlatching of control rod drive shafts, within 
containment requires a mini m!l.111 ... ~.~t.E!.r..J.E?.Y..E!l.. ... CJ.f.)!J . ...f.t above the top 
o f the re actor v es s el fl an g e::::4ih'iiH!imf:Z!mmrtiitit.::temgV:~:tff6.h . Dur i n g 
refueling this maintains suffTcTefff'"'"'vJ"afe.r'l'e\/el''·=·r11·=·=·'the containment-, 
the refueling canal, the fuel transfer canal, the refuel i ngpg!~gf.gfj 
cavity, and the spent fuel pool. Sufficient water is neces·s·irYfo 
retain iodine fission product activity in the water in the event of 
a fuel handling accident (Refs. 1 and 2). Sufficient iodine 
activity would be retained to limit offsite doses from the accident 
to< 25% of 10 CFR 100 limits, as provided by the guidance of 
Reference 3. 

During core alterations p()."gg:::::=A:@i.ill:A:!moN.~!]and during movement of 
irradiated fu.E!.L.ii.~.~.E?.mblie·s·; ...... lhe~iafef.le\l"el in the refueling canal 
and refuel ingpgj~gf;fi!r cavity is an initial condition design 
parameter in ffie.an.ii:"lysis of the fuel handling accident in 
containment postulated by Regulatory Guide 1.25 (Ref. 1). A 
minimum water level of 23 ft (Regulatory Position C.l.c of Ref. 1) 
allows a decontamination factor of 100 (Regulatory Position C.l.g 
of Ref. 1) to be used in the accident analysis for iodine. This 
relates to the assumption that 99% of the total iodine released 
from the pellet to cladding gap of all the dropped fuel assembly 
rods is retained by the refuel i ng:rg'i!¢.t9lr cavity water. The fuel 
pell et to cladding gap is assumed·.·fO .. 'Eo"Yi"tai n 10% of the total fuel 

•1~·-
The fuel handling accident analysis inside containment is described 
in Reference 2. With a minimum water level of 23 ft and a minimum 
decay time of 72 hours prior to fuel handling, the analyses -aOO 
test programs demonstrate that the iodine release due to a 
postulated fuel handling accident is adequately captured by the 
water and offsite doses are maintained within allowable limits 
(Ref. 4). 

Refueling Hater level satisfies Griteri on 2 of the NRG Policy 
Statement . 

GEOG STS Jt~umsfi.Jb.ES B 3.9-25 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;: 



BASES 

LCO A mm i mum refuel i ngr\g:ij:P,:t:9r;:::::::,:gyiJ.jjt£ ... l/J.C1Jer level of 23 ft above the 
reactor vessel fl ange;li.1'i'g4f1i'EW~mgV:~iJ.1M)l>.h is required to ensure that 
the radio logical cons·e·q·li"Efrfr:·e··5···.·.·a"f'·····a·····p.Ostul ated fuel handling 
accident inside containment are within acceptable limits--a-s
provided by the guidance of Reference 3. 

APPLICABILITY LCO 3.9.6 is applicable during CORE ALTERATIONS, except during 
latching and unlatching of control rod drive shafts, and when 
moving fuel assemblies in the presence of irradiated fuel 
assemblies. The LCO minimizes the possibility of a fuel handling 
accident in containment that is beyond the assumptions of the 
safety analysis. If irradiated fuel is not present in containment, 
there can be no significant radioactivity release as a result of a 
postulated fuel handling accident. Requirements for fuel handling 
ace i dents in the spent fuel pool are covered by LCO 3. 7 .1 O, 11 ffie-l
Storage~!Pi:fu~:!]!f!gii]:: Pool Water Level . " 

ACTIONS A.l and A.2 

With a .~<lt~r .. J.~Y.~1 ... .9.f. S .. ?.? .... H ... above the top of the reactor vessel 

!~ ~~ ~~:'''b~'::::::g,~~ig~~:~:!~:~:{!§~:,!i!~i:~~ ~d ~ ~ ~ e~ P ~~ ! { i ~ ~ ~ e~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~~a~~ R ~e 
suspended immediately to ensure that a fuel handling accident 
cannot occur. 

The suspension of CORE ALTERATIONS and fuel movement shall not 
preclude completion of movement of a component to a safe position. 

In addition to immediately suspending CORE ALTERATIONS or movement 
of irradiated fuel, action to restore refuel i ngB1~~£:~gJi cavity water 
level must be initiated immediately. 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.9.6.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

Verification of a mini.111.Y.lll ... water level of 23 ft above the top of the 
reactor vessel flange j(f~:zm ensures that the design basis for the 
postulated fuel handlifrif··a:ccident analysis during refueling · 
operations is met. Water at the required level above the top of 
the reactor vessel flange limits the consequences of damaged fuel 
rods that are postulated to result from a fuel handling accident 
inside containment (Ref. 2) . 

• GEOG STS Wii!l[)E!mJ 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;::::::::::::: 

B 3.9-26 
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• 

REFERENCES 

The Frequency of 24 hours is based on engineering judgment and is 
considered adequate in view of the large volume of water and the 
normal procedural controls of valve positions, which make 
significant unplanned level changes unlikely. 

1. Regulatory Guide 1.25, March 23, 1972 

2. FSAR, Section 14 

3. NUREG-0800, Section 15.7.4 

4. 10 CFR 100.10 

GEOG STS :iunm:sJ.\OiES B 3.9-27 ....... ·······:-: ... ·.·.··:········ 
Rev 
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ATTACHMENT 6 

CONSUMERS POWER COMPANY 
PALISADES PLANT 

DOCKET 50-255 

STS CONVERSION TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION CHANGE REQUEST 

3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS PART 

Comparison of Revised and Standard Technical Specifications 



Palisades Revised Tech Spec Requirement List. 

A listing of the proposed Palisades Revised Tech Specs (RTS) correlated to the CE Standard Tech Specs (STS). 

·First Column; Proposed Palisades Revised Tech Spec (RTS) number 
Each RTS item is listed in the left-most column. 

If a STS item has been omitte? from RTS, the word 'Omitted' is used. 

Second Column; CE Standard Tech Spec (STS) number 
The corresponding STS item is listed in the second column. , 

If a RTS item does not appear in STS, it is noted as 'Added'. 

Third Column; Existing Palisades Tech Spec (TS) number 
The closest TS item is listed in the third column. 

If a RTS item does not appear in TS,. it is noted as 'New'. 

Fourth Column; RTS Item Description 
An abbreviation of the RTS item appears in the third column. 

Each item is identified as: LCO, ACTION, SR, ADMIN, Exception, etc. 
In cases where a STS item was omitted from RTS, the description is of the STS item. 

Description Key: RTS requirement type: Column 4 syntax: 
Safety Limit 
Limiting Condition for Operation 
Condition 

SL: Safety limit; Applicable conditions 
LCD: LCD Description; Applicable conditions 
COND: Description of non-conforming condition 
ACTN: Required action; Completion time Action 

Surveillance Requirement 
Table 

Administrative Requirement 
Defined Term 

SR: Test description; Frequency 
TABL: Title 

ADMN: Administrative requirement 
DEF: Name of defined term 

Fifth Column; Comments and Explanations of Differences between RTS and STS. 
A brief explanation of differences between RTS and STS is provided in the fifth column. 

Other abbreviations used in the listing are: 

NA: 
CFT: 
CHNL: 

Not Applicable 
Channel Functional Test 
Channel 

(03/28/96) 



• • 
Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. (03/28/96). 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number RTS (STS) requirement Description Explanation of Differences 

Global differences between the proposed Palisades Technical Specifications and the Standard Technical Specifications for CE plants, Nureg 1432: 

The following changes are not discussed in the explanation of differences for each TS requirement. 

1) 

2) 

3) . 

Bracketed values have be.en replaced with appropriate values for Palisades. Typically, the basis for these values is provided in the bases document. 

Each required action of the form "Perform SR X. X. X. X " has been altered by a pa renthet i cal summary of the SR requirements. This change a 11 ows a reader 
to understand the required actions without constantly turning pages to locate the referenced SR. 

Terminology has been changed to reflect Palisades usage: 

"RWT" becomes "SIRWT" 

"CEA" becomes "Control Rod" or "Rod" 

"RCS" becomes "PCS" 

"SIAS" becomes "SIS" 

"AC Vital bus" becomes "Pref erred AC bus" 

"PAM!" becomes "AMI" 

"ESFAS" becomes "ESF Instrumentation" 

"DG LOVS" becomes "DG UV Start'" 

"Remote Shutdown System" becomes "A ltern.ate Shutdown System" 

"Power Rate of Change-High" becomes "High Startup Rate" 

2 

Safety Injection Refueling Water Tank 

Palisades uses cruciform control rods rather than the 
multifingered "Control Element Assemblies" of later CE plants. 

Palisades terminology is "Primary Coolant System" rather than 
"Reactor Coolant System" 

Palisades terminology is "Safety Injection Signal" rather than 
"Safety Injection Actuation Signal" 

Palisades terminology. 

Accident Monitoring Instrumentation, Palisades terminology 

There is no stand-alone ESFAS system or cabinet at Palisades; 
ESF instruments actuate the ESF functions 

Palisades Terminology 

Palisades Terminology 

Palisades Terminology 



Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number 

3.9 

3.9.1 

3 .9 .1 A 

3.9.l A.1 

3.9.1 A.2 

3.9.1 A.3 

3.9.1.1 

3.9.2 

3.9.2 A 

3.9.2 A.l 

3.9.2 A.2 

3.9.2 B 

3.9.2 B.l 

3.9.2 B.2 

3.9.2.1 

3.9.2.2 

3.9.3 

3.9.3·a 

3.9.3 b 

STS Number 

3.9 

3.9.1 

3. 9 .1 A 

3.9.l A.1 

3.9.l A.2 

3.9.l A.3 

3.9.l.1 

3.9.2 

3.9.2 A 

3.9.2 A.l 

3.9.2 A.2 

3.9.2 B 

3.9.2 B.l 

3.9.2 B.2 

3.9.2.1 

3.9.2.2 

3.9.3 

3.9.3 a 

3.9.3 b 

TS Number 

3.8.l.g 

3.8.2 

3.8;2 

3.8.2 

3.8.2 

3.8.l.g 

3.8.l.e 

3.8.2 

3.8.2 

3.8.2 

3.8.2 

3.8.2 

3.8.l.g 

4.17.6#1 

4 .17. 6#1 

3.8.1.a 

3.8.1.a 

3.8.l.a 

RTS (STS) requirement Description 

REFUELING 

LCD: PCS boron ~ 1720; MODE 6 

COND: Boron< limit 

ACTN: Suspend CORE ALT; immediately 

ACTN: Suspend +dk/k addition; immediately 

ACTN: Borate; immediately 

SR: Verify Boron; 72 hrs 

LCD: 2 SR monitors OPERABLE; MODE 6 

COND: 1 SR monitor inoperable 

ACTN: Suspend core alterations; immediately 

ACTN: Suspend+ dk/k addition; Immediately 

COND: 2 SR monitors inoperable 

ACTN: Initiate action to fix SR monitor; immediately 

ACTN: Perform SR 3.9.1.1; 4 hrs & every 12 hrs 

SR: channel check; 12 hours 

SR: channel calibration; 18 months 

LCD: .Containment penetration status; core alts & fuel moves. 

LCD: (sub para) Air lock door closed or SFP vent system on 

LCD: (sub para) 1 door in e,r1;:,rgency airlock closed. 

84 

(03/28/96). 

Explanation of Differences 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. Used Palisades terminology of source range channels 
throughout LCD. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Added "on each source range channel" for consistency with 
section 3.3 SRs 

Added "on each source range channel" for consistency with 
section 3.3 SRs; deleted note since that allowance is contained 
in Palisades Chnl Cal definition. 

Unchanged. 

Retained allowance to refuel with equipment hatch open if SFP 
vent system is operating. This is retained from existing Tech 
Specs. Palisades equip hatch opens to the fuel pool area and 
is used for communication and containment access during 
refueling. 

Limited requirement to emergency lock. personnel lock addressed 
in 3.9.3.a, above. 



• 
Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number 

3.9.3 c 3.9.3 c 3.8.l.b, .c 

3.9.3 c.1 3.9.3 c.2 3.8.l.b, .c 

3.9.3 c.2 3.9.3 c.2 3.8.l.b, .c 

3.9.3 A 3.9.3 A 3.8.2 

3.9.3 A.l 3.9.3 A.l 3.8.2 

3.9.3 A.2 3.9.3 A.2 3.8.2. 

3.9.3 A.3 Added 3.8.2 

3.9.3.l 3.9.3.1 New 

3.9.3.2 3.9.3.2 New 

3.9.4 3.9.4 3.1.9.3 

3.9.4 A Added 3.10.l.c.1 

3.9.4 A.l Added 3.10.l.c.l 

3.9.4 A.2 Added 3.1.9.3 

3.9.4 A.3 Added 3.10.l.c.l 

3.9.4 A.4 Added 3.10.l.c.2 

3.9.4 B 3.9.4 A 3.1.9.3 1&2 

3.9.4 B.l 3.9.4 A.l 3.1.9.3 2.a 

3.9.4 B.2 3.9.4 A.2 New 

RTS (STS) requirement Description 

LCD: (sub para) Penetration status 

LCD: (sub para) Penetrations closed by isolation valve etc 

LCD: (sub para) Capable of being closed by valve, etc 

COND: Penetration not in required status 

ACTN: Suspend core a lterat i ans; Immediately 

ACTN: Suspend fuel movement; Immediately 

ACTN: Suspend reactivity addition; immediately 

SR: Verify penetration status; 7 days 

SR: Verify automatic penetration closure; 31 days 

LCD: SDC loop operating; MODE 6 ;:: 647' level 

COND: Flow < 2810 gpm 

ACTN: Suspend dilution operations; immediately 

ACTN: Assure flow ;:: 1000 gpm; Immediately 

ACTN: electrically disable 2 charging pumps; 1 hour 

ACTN: verify SDM; 15 min 

COND: SDC requirements not met 

ACTN: Suspend dilution; Immediately 

ACTN: Suspend adding fuel to core; Immediately 

85 

(03/28/96). 

Explanation of Differences 

Added the word "other" s i nee 3. 9. 3. a allows the equipment hatch 
and personnel airlock to be open. 

Used Palisades signal name, otherwise unchanged. 

Changed item c.2 to reflect Palisades configuration. Palisades 
has no separate CPIS signal, but uses a low range area monitor 
to initiate a "Containment High Radiation" closure of all 
containment isolation valves. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Added requirement from existing license. 

Added requirement to verify operation of SFP ventilation & 
filter system. 

Reworded to reflect Palisades equipment. 

Retained existing TS level specification of 647' elevation, 
OPERABLE requirement for SDC train, and flow requirement. The 
flow is an assumption of the dilution analyses. Used Palisades 
terminology of "trains" and "reactor Cavity" throughout LCD. 

Added condition equivalent to that of existing TS. 

New action in support of dilution analysis assumptions. 

Added action to assure adequate mixing flow as assumed in 
dilution analyses. 

Retained existing action in support of dilution analysis. 

Retained existing action in support of dilution accident 
analysis. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 



• 
Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number 

3.9.4 B.3 3.9.3 A.3 

3.9.4 B.4 3.9.4 A.4 

3.9.4.1 Added 

3.9.4.2 3.9.4.1 

3.9.5 3.9.5 

3.9.5 A Added 

3.9.5 A.l Added 

3.9.5 A.2 Added 

3.9.5 A.3 Added 

3.9.5 A.4 Added 

3.9.5 B 3.9.5 A 

3.9.5 B.l 3.9.5 A.1 

3.9.5 B.2 3.9.5 A.2 

3.9.5 c 3.9.5 B 

3.9.5 C.1 3.9.5 B.l 

3.9.5 C.2 3.9.5 B.2.1 

3.9.5 C.3 3.9.5 B.3 

3.9.5.1 Added 

3.9.5.2 3.9.4.l 

TS Number 

3.1.9.3 l.a 
3.1.9.3 2.b 

New 

New 

4.2.2#14.c 

3.1.9.3 

3.10.1.c.l 

3.10.1.c.1 

3.1.9.3 

3.10.1.c.l 

3.10.1.c.2 

3.1.9.3 1&2 

3.1.9.3 l.a 
3.1.9.3 2.b 

New 

3.1.9.3 1&2 

3.1.9.3 2.a 

3.1.9.3 l.a 
3.1.9.3 2.b 

New 

New 

4.2.2#14.c 

• 
RTS (STS) requirement Description 

ACTN: Initiate SOC repair; immediately 

ACTN: Close penetrations; 4 hours 

SR: Verify SOC Loop OPERABLE; 12 hrs 

SR: Verify SOC loop operating; 12 hrs 

LCD: 2 OPERABLE SOC; 1 operating; MODE 6 < 647' level 

COND: Flow < 2810 gpm 

ACTN: Suspend dilution operations; immediately 

ACTN: Assure flow~ 1000 gpm; Immediately 

ACTN: electrically disable 2 charging pumps; 1 hour 

ACTN: verify SOM; 15 min 

COND: 1 SOC loop inoperable 

ACTN: Initiate fix; immediately 

ACTN: Initiate pool fill; immediately 

COND: No SOC loop operating or OPERABLE 

ACTN: Suspend dilution; Immediately 

ACTN: Initiate fix; immediately 

ACTN: Close penetrations; 4 hours 

SR: Verify SOC Loop OPERABLE; 12 hrs 

SR: Verify SOC loop operating; 12 hrs 
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• 
(03/28/96). 

Explanation of Differences 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged.· 

Added SR to support OPERABLE requirement of LCD. 

Unchanged. 

Retained existing TS level specification of 647; elevation. 
Used Palisades terminology of "trains" and "reactor Cavity" 
throughout LCD. Otherwise unchanged. 

Added condition equivalent to that of existing TS. 

New action in support of dilution analysis assumptions. 

Added action to assure adequate mixing flow as assumed in 
dilution analyses. 

Retained existing action in support of dilution analysis. 

Retained existing action in support of dilution accident 
analysis. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Added SR to support OPERABLE requirement of LCD. 

Replaced with wording like that of SR 3.9.4.2 to require 
verification of required flow. 



• 
Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number 

3.9.5.3 3.9.5.2 New 

3.9.6 3.9.6 New 

3.9.6 A 3.9.6 A New 

3.9.6 A.1 3.9.6 A.l New 

3.9.6 A.2 3.9.6 A.2 New 

Omitted 3.9.6 A.3 NA 

3.9.6.l 3.9.6.l New 

RTS (STS) requirement Description 

SR: Verify 2nd SOC loop OPERABLE; 7 days 

LCD: Water level ~ 647; fuel movement in CB 

COND: Level < limit 

ACTN: Suspend Core Alterations; Immediately 

ACTN: Fuel moves; Immediately 

ACTN: (Initiate Action to restore level; Immediately) 

SR: verify level; 24 hrs 
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( 03/28/96) . 

Explanation of Differences 

Unchanged. 

Retained existing TS level specification of 647; elevation. 
Used Palisades terminology of "trains" and "reactor Cavity" 
throughout LCD. Otherwise unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

This Action was omitted because Actions A.1 and A.2 require 
plant to be out of applicable conditions. Action A.3, 
therefore would never be applicable. This change has been 
submitted as a change to the STS under the number TSTF-20. 

Unchanged. 
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ENCLOSURE 1 

CONSUMERS POWER COMPANY 
PALISADES PLANT 

DOCKET 50-255 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION CHANGE REQUEST 

PART 13 - SECTION 4. 0 



CONSUMERS POWER COMPANY 
Docket 50-255 

Request for Change to the Technical Specifications 
License DPR-20 

4.0 DESIGN FEATURES CHANGE REQUEST 

March 28, 1996 

It is requested that the Design Features section of the Technical Specifications 
contained in the Facility Operating License DPR-20, Docket 50-255, issued to 
Consumers Power Company on February 21, 1991, for the Palisades Plant be changed 
as described below: 

I. ARRANGEMENT AND CONTENT OF THIS SECTION OF THE CHANGE REQUEST: 

This section of the Technical Specification Change Request (TSCR) proposes 
changes to those Palisades Technical Specification requirements addressing 
Design Feature~. These changes are intended to result in requirements 
which are appropriate for the Palisades plant, but closely emulate those of 
the Standard Technical Specifications, Combustion Engineering Plants, · 
NUREG 1432, Revision 1. 

This discussion and its supporting information frequently refer to three 
sets of Techhical Specifications; the following abbreviations are used for 
clarity and brevity: · 

TS 
RTS -
STS -

The existing Palisades Technical Specifications, 
The revised Palisades Technical Specifications, 
NUREG 1432, Revision 1. 

Four attachments are provided to assist the reviewer. The Design Features 
of the TS does not have a corresponding Bases section. Attachments 2 and 
5, supplied for other parts of the TSCR, address the Bases for the 
associated parts of TS. The numbering and content of the remaining 
attachments is consistent with other parts of the TSCR. 

1. Proposed RTS pages 
2. Not Applicable to Design Features. 
3. A line by line comparison of the TS and RTS 
4. STS pages marked to show the differences between RTS and STS 
5. Not applicable to Design Features. 
6. A line by line comparison of RTS and STS. 

Attachment 3, the line by line comparison of TS and RTS, is presented in a 
tabular format. The first page contains an explanation of the syntax and 
abbreviations used. The table is arranged numerically by TS item number. 
Each requirement in Sections 1 through 4 of TS is listed ihdividually. In 
some cases, where a single numbered TS requirement contains more than one 
requirement, each requirement is listed individually under the same number. 
Requirements which appear in RTS or STS, but not in TS, do not appear in 
the Attachment 3 listing. 



• 

Attachment 3 Provides the Following Information for ~ach TS Requirement: 

Identifying number of TS item, 
Identifying number of closest equivalent RTS item, 
Identification of TS item as LCO, Action, SR, etc., 
A short paraphrase of requirement, 
A description of each propos~d change from TS to RTS. 

Classification of Change as One of the Following Categories: 
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ADMINISTRATIVE - A change which is editorial in nature, which only involves 
movement of requirements within the TS without affecting their technical 
content, or clarifies existing TS requirements. 

RELOCATED - A change which only moves requirements, not meeting the 
10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii) criteria, from th~ TS to the FSAR, to the Operating 
Requirements Manual, or to other documents controlled under 10 CFR 50.59. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE - A change which only adds new requirements, or which 
revised an existing requirement resulting in additional operational 
restriction. 

LESS RESTRICTIVE - A change which deletes any existing requirement, or 
which revises any existing requirement resulting in less operational 
restriction. 

Attachment 6,, the line by line comparison of RTS and STS, is also presented 
in a tabular format. The first page contains an explanation of the syntax 
and abbreviations used; the second page contains a list of Palisades 
terminology used in place of the generic STS terminology. The table is 
arranged numerically by RTS item number. Each requirement in Sections 1 
through 3 of RTS or STS is listed individually. Requirements which appear 
in TS, but not in RTS or STS, do not appear in the Attachment 6 listing. 

Attachment 6 Provides the Following Information for Each RTS Requirement: 

Identifying number of RTS requirement, 
Identifying number of equivalent STS requirement, 
Identification of each requirement as LCO, Action, SR, etc., 
Short paraphrase of each requirement, 
A descripti6~ of each difference between RTS and STS. 

II. TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION CHANGES PROPOSED: 

The TS Design Features appear in Section 5.0. The RTS Design Features 
appear in proposed Section 4.0. Each proposed change from TS to RTS is 
discussed in the attachments to this section. 

Each change from TS to the proposed RTS is described in Attachment 3 . 
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The Major Changes From TS to RTS Proposed in This Section are: 

1. The discussion of Containment Design Features, currently in 
Section 5.2, was replaced by the discussion in the bases of RTS 
Section 3.6, Containment. 

2. The discussion of the Primary Coolant System Design Pressure and 
Temperature, currently in Section 5.3.1, was replaced by the 
discussion in the bases of RTS Section 3~4, Primary Coolant System. 

3. The discussion of the Emergency Core Cooling System, currently in 
Section 5.3.3, was replaced by the discussion in the bases of RTS 
Section 3.5, Emergency Core Cooling System. 

3 

4. The existing Design Features section describing the spent fuel storage 
facilities contained both operating limitations and surveillance 
requirements. Therefore, the requirements for fuel storage in the 
Region II fuel racks, currently in Section 5.4.2, was replaced by 

5 . 

LCO 3.7.15, "Spent Fuel Storage." Figure 5.4-1 and Table 5.4-1 were 
also moved to that LCO. The requirements for Spent Fuel Pool boron 
concentration were moved to LCO 3.7.14, "Spent Fuel Pool Boron 
Concentration". 

In each section of the proposed RTS, new requirements taken from STS 
have been proposed. Since there is no equivalent requirement in TS, 
these changes do not appear in Attachment 3. The new requirements do 
appear in Attachment 6 where they are identified by an entry of "New" 
in the third column. 

The changes identified as "Newi' are considered More Restrictive 
because they add requirements and operating restrictions which do not 
exist in the current Palisades TS. 

There is one major difference between RTS and STS proposed in this 
section; the discussion of Spent Fuel Storage was replaced by 
LCO 3.7.15, "Spent Fuel Storage." 

III. NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS ANALYSIS: 

Each change proposed for the Design Features section is classified as 
ADMINISTRATIVE. ADMINISTRATIVE changes move requirements, either within 
the TS or to documents controlled under 10 CFR 50.59, or clarify existing 
TS requirements, without affecting their technical content. Since 
ADMINISTRATIVE changes do not alter the technical content of any 
requirements, they cannot involve a significant increase in the probability 
or consequences of an accident previously evaluated, create the possibility 
of a new or different kind of accident from any previously evaluated, or 
involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety . 
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IV. CONCLUSION 

The Palisades Plant Review Committee has reviewed this part of the STS 
conversion Technical Specifications Change Request and has determined that 
proposing this change does not involve an unreviewed safety question. 
Further, the change involves no significant hazards consideration. This 
change has been reviewed by the Nuclear Performance Assessment Department . 

4 
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ATTACHMENT 1 

CONSUMERS POWER COMPANY 
PALISADES PLANT 

DOCKET 50-255 

STS CONVERSION TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION CHANGE REQUEST 

4.0 DESIGN FEATURES PART 

Proposed Revised Technical Specifications pages 



Design Features 
4.0 

~ =4=.0===DE=S=l=G=N=F=E=A=TU=R=E=S==============================================~ 
4 .1 

4.2 

4.2.1 

4.2.2 

PALISADES 

Site Location 

The Palisades reactor shall be located on property owned by Consumers 
Power Company on the eastern shore of Lake Michigan approximately four 
and one-half miles south of the southern city limits of South Haven, 
Michigan. The minimum distance to the boundary of the exclusion area as 
defined in 10 CFR 100.3 shall be 677 meters. 

Reactor Core 

Reactor Core 

The reactor shall contain 204 fuel assemblies. Each assembly shall 
consist of a matrix of Zircalloy fuel rods with an initial composition 
of depleted, natural, or slightly enriched uranium dioxide (U02) as fuel 
material. Limited substitutions of zirconium alloy or stainless steel 
filler rods for fuel rods, in accordance with approved applications of 
fuel rod configurations, may be used. Fuel assemblies shall be limited 
to those fuel designs that have been analyzed with applicable NRC 
staff approved codes and methods and shown by tests or analyses to 
comply with all fuel safety design bases. A limited number of lead test 
assemblies that have not completed representative testing may be placed 
in non-limiting core regions .. A core plug or plugs may be used to 
replace one or more fuel assemblies subject to the analysis of the 
resulting power distribution. Poison may be placed in the fuel bundles 
for long-term reactivity control. 

Control Rods and Reactivity Control 

The core excess reactivity shall be controlled by a combination of boric 
acid chemical shim, cruciform control rods, and mechanically fixed 
absorber rods where required. Forty-five control rods shall be 
distributed throughout the core as shown in Figure 3-2 of the FSAR. 
Four of these control rods may consist of part-length absorbers. 

4.0-1 
Amendment No: 
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4.3 

4'. 3 .1 

4.3.2 

PALISADES 

Fuel Storage 

New Fuel Storage: 

Design Features 
4.0 

a. The pitch of the new fuel storage rack lattice is z 9.375 inches, 
and every other position in the lattice is permanently occupied by 
an 811 x 811 structural steel box beam having a minimum wall 
thickness of 0.25 inches or core plugs such that the minimum 
center-to-center spacing of ~ew fuel assemblies in the alternating 
st o rage array i s 13 . 2 6 " . Th i s d i st an c e i n t h e alter n at i n g s to rag e 
lattice is sufficient so that K.u will not exceed 0.95 where fuel 
assemblies with 216 U0 2 or Gd 203-U02 fuel rods or metal rods and a 
maximum average planar enrichment in the UO~ or Gd 203-U02 fuel rods 
of 4.20 w/o U235 are in place and optimum moderation is assumed. 

b. New fuel may also be stored in the sr,ent Fuel Pool, in accordance 
with the limitations of LCO 3.7.15, 'Spent Fuel Assembly Storage," 
or in approved shipping containers. 

c. The new fuel storage racks are designed as a Class I structure. 

Spent Fuel Storage: 

a. The spent fuel storage pool and spare (north) tilt pit are divided 
into two regions identified as Region I and Region II as 
illustrated in Figure B 3.7.15-1. Region I racks are designed and 
shall be maintained with a nominal 10.25" center-to-center distance 
between fuel assemblies with the exception of the single Type E 
rack which has a nominal 11.25" center-to-center distance between 
fuel assemblies. The Region I spent fuel storage racks are 
designed such that fuel having a maximum assembly planar average 
U235 enrichment of 4.40 w/o placed in the racks would result in a 
K.» equivalent to :<;; 0.95 when flooded with unborated water. The K.ff 
ot < 0.95 includes a conservative allowance for uncertainties. For 
enrichments above 3.27 w/o U235 , the fuel assemblies must contain 
216 rods which are either U02, Gd 203-U02 or sol id metal. 

b. Region II racks have a 9.17 inch center-to-center spacing. Because 
of this smaller spacing, strict controls are employed to evaluate 
burnup of the fuel assembly prior to its placement in Region II 
cell locations. 

c. The requirements for storage of spent fuel in Region II are 
described in LCO 3.7.15, "Spent Fuel Assembly Storage." 

d. Additional requirements for spent fuel storage are described in 
LCO 3.7.13, "Spent Fuel Pool Water Level" and LCO 3.7.14, "Spent 
Fuel Pool Boron Concentration." 

e. The spent fuel storage racks are designed as a Class I structure . 

4.0-2 
Amendment No: 
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Not Applicable 

to 

This Section 



ATTACHMENT 3 

CONSUMERS POWER COMPANY 
PALISADES PLANT 

DOCKET 50-255 

STS CONVERSION TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION CHANGE REQUEST 

4.0 DESIGN FEATURES PART 

Comparison of Existing and Revised Technical Specifications 



• • 
Palisades Tech Spec Requirement List. Corrected through Amendment 170 

A list of the existing Palisades Tech Specs (TS) correlated to Palisades Revised Technical Specifications (RTS). 

First Column; Existing Palisades Tech Spec (TS) number 

Each numbered TS item is listed in the left-most column. Items which contain more than one requirement are liBted once for each requirement. 

Second Column; Palisades Revised Tech Spec (RTS) number 

The nearest corresponding numbered RTS item is listed in the second column. If the item does not appear in RTS, it is noted as 'Deleted' or 'Relocated.' 

Deleted is used where an item has been eliminated as a tech spec, ie deleting, iaw GL 84-15, the requirement to test a D.G. when an ECCS pump· in the opposite 
train becomes inoperable. 

Relocated is used where an item has been moved to a controlled program or document because it does not meet the ''Criteria'' of lo CFR 50.36(2)(c)(ii). 

Where an item is relocated or deleted, the number of the associated RTS section has been added to allow sorting the list by section number. Relocated items, 
such as heavy load restrictions, which are not associated with any particular RTS section.are arbitrarily assigned the number 5.0. 

Third Column; TS Item Description 

An abbreviation of the TS requirement appears in the third column. Each item is identified as: LCD, ACTION, SR, Admin, Exception, etc. Some items are implied, rather than 
explicit, ie a LCD is· implied when an ACTION exists without a stated LCO. 

Description Key; TS requirement type: Column 3 syntax: 

Safety Limit 
Surveillance Requirement 
Limiting Safety Setting 
Limiting Condition for Operation 
Action 

Administrative Requirement 
Permitted Instrument Bypass 
Defined Term 
Exception to other Requirement 
Descriptive material 
Table 

Forth Column; Classification of Changes: 

.SL: 
SR: 
LSS: 
LCO: 
ACTN: 

ADMN: 
Byps: 
DEF: 
XCPT: 
DESC: 
TBL: 

Safety limit; Applicable conditions 
Equipment to be tested; Test description; Frequency 
RPS Trip Channel & required setting 
Equipment to be operable; Applicable conditions 
Condition requiring action; Required action; Completion time 

Administrative requirement 
Bypassable component; conditions when bypass permitted 
Name of defined item 
Excepted spec or condition; Applicable conditions 
Subject matter 
Table 

Each change is identified as ADMINISTRATIVE, RELOCATED, MORE RESTRICTIVE, or LESS RESTRICTIVE. 

Fifth Column; Discussion of Changes: 

Each change is discussed briefly. 



• • 
Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number RTS Number TS requirement description 

5.D -4.D Design features 

5.1 4.1 DESC: Description of Site-Location/Size 

5.2 3.6 Bases DESC: Description of Containment Design Features 

5 .3 .1 3.4 Bases DESC: Description of Primary Coolant System 

5.3.2 4.2 DESC: Description of Reactor Core and Control 

5.3.3 3. 5 Bases DESC: ECCS-SIT/HPSI/LPSI/SIRW 

5.4.1 4.3.l DESC: New Fuel Storage 

5.4.2 3.7.15 DESC: Spent Fuel Storage 

5.4.2a 3.7.15, Bases DESC: Spent Fuel Storage before shipment 

5.4.2b Deleted 

5.4.2c 3.7.15, Bases DESC: SFP {Region I Design) 

5.4.2d 3. 7 .15, Bases DESC: SFP (Region II Design) 

5.4.2d 3.7.15 LCD: Limitation on burnup of fuel placed in Region II 

5.4.2e Deleted 

5.4.2f 3.7.14 LCD: Boron >172D ppm; monthly 

5.4.2f 3.7.14.1 SR: Verify SFP boron; monthly 

5.4.2g 4.3.2.e DESC: Spent fuel racks Class I structure 

5.4.2h Deleted 

2 

• 
(D3/28/96) 

Classification and Description of Changes 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

Description unchanged. 

Description moved to Bases of Section 3.6, Containment. 

Description of PCS features moved to Bases of Section 3.4, 
Primary Coolant System. 

Description of reactor core and reactivity control moved 
to RTS Section 4.2. Reference to FSAR Figure 3-5 was 
corrected to Figure 3-2. ~his reference to the subject 
figure was overlooked duriog an FSAR revision. 

Description of ECCS components moved to bases of 
Section 3.5, ECCS. 

Description of new fuel storage facilities moved to RTS 
Section 4.3.1. 

Description of spent fuel storage facilities moved to RTS 
bases Section 3.7.15. 

Description moved to RTS bases Section 3.7.15. 

The description of the spent fuel Region I racks has been 
moved to RTS bases Section 3.7.15. 

The description of the spent fuel Region II racks has been 
moved to RTS bases Section 3.7.15. 

Requirement unchanged. Fuel storage limitations moved to 
LCD 3.7.15. 

Changed surveillance to days. 

Changed surveillance to days. 

Requirement unchanged. 



• 
Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number RTS Number TS requirement description 

5.4.2i 3.7.15 LCD: Region II and North Pit Restrictions 

5.4.2 Note 3.7.15, Bases NOTE: ·Al lo)'lance to remove empty rack 

Fig. 5. 4-1 3.7 .15-1, Bases FIG: Spent Fuel Pool Layout 

Table 5.4-1 3.7.15-1 TABL: Spent Fuel Pit (Region I I) 

Fig. 5-1 4.0 Relocated DESC: Site layout 

3 

•• 
(03/28/96) 

Classification and Description of Changes 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM I N IS TRA TI VE : 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

RELOCATED: 

Requirement unchanged. 

Discussion moved to RTS bases Section 3.7.15. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Similar figure provided in FSAR. 
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DOCKET-50-255 

STS CONVERSION TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION CHANGE REQUEST 

4.0 DESIGN FEATURES PART 

STS Pages Marked to Show the Differences Between RTS and STS 



Design Features 
4.0 

4.0 DESIGN FEATURES 

4.1 Site Location [Text description of the site location.] 

4.2 

4. 2 .1 

4.2.2 

•• , •••• ,111Jliii!itfiill~t!'~as 
Reactor Core 

Fuel Assemblies Reabto¥:%:tOW@/ 
·.·.·.·.·.·.··.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.···· 

The reactor shall contain -R+7-fg·p:4 fuel assemblies. Each assembly shall 
consist of a matrJxH9.ff~ircalloYor ZIRLO] fuel rods with an initial 
composition of qgpJ:~tg@fl:)natural or slightly enriched uranium dioxide 
(U02 ) as fuel malerfaf. "limited substitutions of zirconium alloy or 
stainless steel filler rods for fuel rods, in accordance with approved 
applications of fuel rod configurations, may be used. Fuel assemblies, 
shall be limited to those fuel designs that have been analyzed with 
applicable NRC staff approved codes and methods and shown by tests or 
analyses to comply with all fuel safety design bases. A limited number 

fiitiifii'1ililll1iFI@ 
±Control Rod~] Assembl ie_s :~-h~::::·g~,~~~~.Y:~!~}{::,:-:~~·h:~~~:~. 

The reactor core shall contain [91] control element assemblies (CEAs). 
The control material shall be [silver indium cadmium, boron carbide, or 
hafnium metal] as approved by the NRG. 

mm~_,,,_:.9..9~~:::~x9§$,g:::Hf:i~9:~:1'¥i .. t:&::::::§.fil:~1· 1 ::::~i::::9.P:n,t:~g,1:mg~_ ~£:::=,s.::::§'gm~J.:,n.~~:~,,ql):::: ,9fl.t:: ~ffnl9 

i•li••lfAIJillrdlJJ:¥, ... 
s9vrt:i@r:::::::f::ng'§.g::,:,:s@:n:}:r9J::::::rr9m§==:::m~¥ .- fgo§,J,::§~· ::P:r::::11~r~:t:·1@:r~91'.fui:~m%2r.P,~n§=% · ·· ·· ······· 

4.0-1 



• 4.3 

4. 3 .1 

4.3.1.1 

4.3.1.2 

• 

Design Features 
4.0 

Fuel Storage 

Critical itv 

The designed and shall be maintained vJith: spent fuel storage racks are . 

a. . · u 235 enrichment of [4.5] ',Jeight Fuel assemblies having a maximum · -
percent; 

. h b t d "ater •1hi ch includes an I g 95 if fully flooded ·,nt un o:a e. .., '.' 9 1 of the R-b~. -~<utt <. for uncertai·nti'es as described in [Section . all o·..:ance --- un t 

[c. 

[d. 

[e. 

[f. 

F"S/\R] ; 

. . ch center to center distance between fuel 
/\ nomrn~l [9] Hl . [th h'gh density fuel storage racks];] assemblies placed in e i 

. . h center to center distance between fuel 
/\ nomrn~l [1G.4]di~c [th lo'·' density foel storage racks];] assemblies place in e n 

1 ssembl i es ···i th a discharge burn up in New or partially spen~ f~eF.a [
3 7 

l~ l] may be allowed 
the "ac?eptable range. o [ ·~~~:] fo~l ·storage rack(s); and] unrestricted storage in ei 

blies 1i1ith a discharge burnup in ~le
1

,1 or partially spent ;,ue~ ~~seme [
3 7

'.
17 

'l] .,,,,ill be stored in 
the "unaccep~able range o .i.g~r[s e~ified document containing the 
compli~nce with :he ~~~ 1 app;:i: orpspecific configuration or analytical metho s, i e, ' 
figure].] 

The new fuel storage and Shal l be maintained with: racks are designed 

a. Fuel assemblies 
percent; 

having a maximum U 235 enrichment of [4.5] weight 

ttb-,--.-~k.i!tf ( 0.95 if folly fl?ots?d ~'lit ,.leusncroir·~ed i; [£e~ti'on 9.1 of the 
allowance for uncertain ies as~ ~ 

h 13 ted "ater which includes an 

FS/\R] ; 

~c-:--.--,,.kutt < 0.98 if moderate? br aqueo;s fo::~a\1~~crs~:::::eg.~nof the 
alloHance for uncertainties as escr . 
FSP,R]; and 

d . d . t e between fuel n . 1 [10] inch center to centeris anc 
;s:::~~:es placed in the storage racks. 

4.0-2 
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• 4.0-3 

Design Features 
4.0 



• 

• 

Design Features 
4.0 

. d Rall be maintained to 44.,...:. 3~. 2~---t!:D:r:rg::a1:!::!· n:i::>:a~g=e t f"el storage peel is< d~~' g:::1 •;el:.,, el evati "" [23 H l . 
Tl:ie spen~: tent draining or tne ~ prevent inad"er 

b maintained Hith a . . ned and shalle 44 ..,...,. 3~. 3~----:\2C~a~p a~c~1~· t~y • foel storage peel 15 de 51 g tA aA [ 1542] f"el as semBl i es . 
The spent 'ty limited to no moren n storage capac1 

4.0-4 
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ATTACHMENT 5 

CONSUMERS POWER COMPANY 
PALISADES PLANT 

DOCKET 50-255 

STS CONVERSION TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION CHANGE REQUEST 

4.0 DESIGN FEATURES PART 



• 

• 
Not Applicable 

to 

This Section 
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ATTACHMENT 6 

CONSUMERS POWER COMPANY 
PALISADES PLANT 

DOCKET 50-255 

STS CONVERSION TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION CHANGE REQUEST 

4.0 DESIGN FEATURES PART 

Comparison of Revised and Standard Technical Specifications 



• 
Palisades Revised Tech Spec Requirement List. 

A 11stinq of the proposed Palisades Revised Tech Specs (RfS) correlated to the CE Standard Tech Specs (STS). 

First Column; Proposed Palisades Revised Tech Spec (RlS) number 
Each RTS item is listed in the left-most column. 

If a STS item has been omitte~ from RTS, the word 'Omitted' is used. 

Second Column; CE Standard Tech Spec (STS) number 
The corresponding STS item is listed in the second column. 

If a RTS item does not appear in STS, it is noted as 'Added'. 

Third Column; Existing Palisades Tech Spec (TS} number 
The closest TS item is listed in the third column. 

If a RTS item does not appear in TS, it is noted as 'New'. 

Fourth Column; RTS Item Description 
An abbreviation of the RTS item appears in the third column. 

Each item is identified as: LCO, ACTION, SR, ADMIN, Exception, etc. 
I~ cases where a STS item was omitted from RTS, the description is of the STS item. 

Description Key: RTS requirement type: Column 4 syntax: 
Safety Limit SL: Safety limit; Applicable conditions 
Limiting Condition for Operation 
Condition 

LCD: LCD Description; Applicable conditions 
COND: Description of non-conforming condition 
ACTN: Re~uired action; Completion time Action 

Surveillance Requirement 
Table 

Administrative Requirement 
Defined Term 

SR: Test description; Frequency 
TABL: Title 

ADMN: Administrative requirement 
DEF: Name of defined term 

Fifth Column; Comments and Explanations of Differences between RTS and STS. 
A brief explanation of differences between RTS and STS is provided in the fifth column. 

Other abbreviations used in the listing are: 

NA: 
CFT: 
CHNL: 

Not Applicable 
Channel Functional Test 
Channel 

• 
(0.l'2tlh1i) 



• 
Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number RTS (STS) regu1r~nent Description Explancttion of Differences 

Global differences between the proposed Palisades Technical Specifications and the Standard Technical Specifications for CE plants, Nureg 143~: 

The following changes are not discussed in th1:1 explanation of differences for each TS requirement. 

1) 

2) 

3) 

Bracketed values have been replaced with appropriate values for Palisades. Typically, the basis for these values is provided in the bctses document. 

Each required action of the form "Perform SR X.X.X.X "has been altered by a parenthetical summary of the SR requirements. This chan9e ct I lows a redder 
to understand the required actions without constantly turning pages to locate the referenced SR. 

Terminology has been changed to reflect Palisades usage: 

"RWT" becomes "SIRWT" 

"CEA" becomes "Control Rod" or "Rod" 

"RCS" becomes "PCS" 

"SIAS" becomes "SIS" 

"AC Vital bus" becomes "Preferred AC bus " 

"PAM!" becomes "AMI" 

"ESFAS" becomes "ESF Instrumentation" 

"DG LOVS" becomes "DG UV Start" 

"Remote Shutdown System" becomes "Alternate Shutdown System" 

"Power Rate of Change-High" becomes "High Startup Rate" 

Safety Injection Refueling Water Tank 

Palisades uses cruciform control rods rather than the 
multifingered "Control Element Assemblies" of later CE plants. 

Palisades terminology is "Pr-imary Coolant System" rather than 
"Reactor Coolant System" 

Palisades terminology is "Safety Injection Siynal" rather thctn 
"Safety Injection Actuation Signal" 

Palisades terminology. 

Accident Monitoring Instrumentation, Palisades tennrnology 

There is no stand-alone ESFAS system or ca!J111et c1t flc1lisddes; 
ESF instruments actuate the ESF functions 

Palisades Tenninoloyy 

Pal isacles Termino lcl<JY 

Palisades ferminoloyy 



• 
Pa 1 i sades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number 

4.D 4.D 5.D 

4 .1 4.1 5.1 

4.2.1 4.2 5.3.2a,b,c 

4.2.2 4.2.2 5.3.2.d 

4.3.1.1 3.7.15, bases 5.4.2 

4.3.1.2 4.3.l 5. 4.1 

4.3.2 3.7.15, bases New 

4.3.3 3.7.15, bases New 

• 
RTS (STS) requirement Description 

DESIGN FEATURES 

Desc: Description of plant site 

Desc: Description of Reactor Core 

Desc: Description of Control Rods 

Desc: Description of spent fuel storage 

Desc: Description of new fuel storage facilities 

Desc: Description of fuel storage drainage limitation 

Desc: Description of fuel storage capacity 

88 

• 
( D3/28/96). 

Explanation of Differences 

Unchanged. 

Used .existing description. 

Used existing description. 

Moved description of spent fuel storage requirements and 
facilities to LCD 3.7.15 and its bases. 

Used existing description. 

The drainage discussion is not applicable to the Palisades new 
fuel storage racks. This subject is discussed in the bases for 
LCD 3 .7. 15. 

This subject is discussed in the bases for LCD 3.7.15. 



• 
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ENCLOSURE 1 

CONSUMERS POWER COMPANY 
PALISADES PLANT 

DOCKET 50-255 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION CHANGE REQUEST 

PART 14 - SECTION 5.0 
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CONSUMERS POWER COMPANY 
Docket 50-255 

Request for Change to the Technical Specifications 
License DPR-20 

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS 

March 28, 1996 

It is requested that Section 6.0, Administrative Controls, of the Technical 
Specifications contained in the Facility Operating License DPR-20, 
Docket 50-255, issued to Consumers Power Company on February 21, 1991, for the 
Palisades Plant be changed as described below: 

I. ARRANGEMENT AND CONTENT OF THIS PART OF THE CHANGE ~EQUEST: 

This part of the Technical Specification Change Request (TSCR) proposes 
changes to those Palisades Technical Specifications addressing Section 6.0, 
Administrative Controls. These requirements appear in Section 5.0 of RTS 
and STS. These changes are intended to result in requirements which are 
appropriate for the Palisades plant, but closely emulate those of the 
Standard Technical Specifications, Combustion Engineering Plants, 
NUREG 1432, Revision 1. 

This discussion and its supporting information frequently refer to three 
sets of Technical Specifications; the following abbreviations are used for 
clarity and brevity: 

TS 
RTS -
STS -

The existing ~alisades Technical Specifications, 
The revised Palisades Technical Specifications, 
NUREG 1432, Revision 1. 

Two attachments are provided to assist the reviewer. Section 6.0 of the TS 
(Section 5.0 of the RTS) does not have a corresponding Bases section. 
Attachments 2 and 5, supplied for other parts of the TSCR, address the 
Bases for the associated parts of TS. Attachments 3 and 6, line by line 
comparisons, are not supplied for the Administrative Controls section due 
to the minimal number of changes. The numbering and content of the 
remaining. attachments is consistent with other parts of the TSCR. 

1. Proposed RTS pages 
2. Not A~plicable to Administrative Controls Section. 
3. Not Applicable to Administrative Controls Section. 
4. STS pages marked to show the differences between RTS and STS 
5. Not applicable to Administrative Controls Section. 
6. Not Applicable to Administrative Controls Section . 
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II. TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION CHANGES PROPOSED: 

A change request which requests changes to the existing Palisades TS 
Administrative Controls section was submitted on December 11, 1995, and 
supplemented on January 18, 1996. That change request proposes revising 
the existing Administrative Controls section to closely emulate the 
requirements of the STS. This section of this change request duplicates 
those requested changes, in the format and numbering scheme of STS, and 
proposes three additional STS requirements. 

The additional requirements are a Fuel Oil Testing Program, 5.5.11, a 
Safety Functions Determination Program, 5.5.13, and a Pressure Temperature 
Limits Report, 5.6.6. The Fuel Oil Testing Program includes requirements 
which are not included in the TS. An identical program was proposed in a 
Technical Specifications change request, submitted on December 27, 1995, 
which revised the existing Electrical Power System requirements to emulate 
STS. The Safety Functions Determination Program and the Pressure 
Temperature Limits Report support features of the STS, but would be 
inappropriate in TS. · 

2 

TS Section 6.0 and RTS Section 5.0 address Administrative Controls. Each 
proposed change to a requirement in the existing TS is described in 
Attachment 3. Those proposed RTS requirements which have no counterpart in 
TS are described in Attachment 6. These new requirements are identified by 
the word "New" in the third column of Attachment 6. 

The Changes From !S to RTS Proposed in This Part of the TSCR are: 

1. The numbering of the Administrative Controls sect~on has been changed 
from 6.0 to 5.0. There is an exact correlation between TS 6.x.y and 
RTS 5.x.y. The change in numbering is an ADMINISTRATIVE change. 

2. Three programs have been added to RTS Section 5.0 which do not appear 
in TS Section 6.0: 

a. The Fuel Oil Testing Program, 5.5.11, outlines the requirements 
for assuring that stored fuel oil quality does not jeopardize 
Diesel Generator Operability. Palisades TS do not currently 
contain surveillance requirements for the sampling of fuel oil; 
therefore, this program constitutes a new requirement. 

b. The Safety Function Determination Program, 5.5.13, is a feature 
of STS which supports LCO 3.0.6 in addressing support system 
operability. 

c. A Containment Leak Rate Testing Program, 5.5.14, has been 
included to allow use of 10 CFR 50, Appendix J, Option B 
performance based testing. The addition of these three 
requirements is classified as a MORE RESTRICTIVE change . 



• 

• 

• 

3. A Pressure Temperature Limits Report, 5.6.6, was includes in RTS. It 
supports several LCOs which address cycle specific PCS pressure and 
heatup rate limits. The Addition of a requirement for a Pressure 
Temperature Limits Report, in itself, is classified as an 
ADMINISTRATIVE change, because the creation of a report affects no 
operating requirements or limits. The relocation of LCO limits to 
that report will be addressed by the part of the TSCR which requests 
changes of the associated LCOs. 

The Major Differences Between RTS and STS in This Part of the TSCR are: 

1. The Explosive Gas and Storage Tank Radioactivity Monitoring Program, 
STS 5.5.12, was omitted from the RTS. Palisades TS contain no 
equivalent requirements. 

3 

2. The RTS Fuel Oil Testing Program, 5.5.11, contains different testing 
and sampling requirements than its STS counterpart. These differences 
are necessary because the Palisades Fuel Oil Storage Tank serves 
several components besides the Diesel Generators, and the turn over 
rate for the fuel oil is quite high. This results in different 
limiting conditions than a tank where fuel is stored for a long time. 

3. A Containment Leak Rate Testing Program, 5.5.14, has been included to 
allow use of 10 CFR 50, Appendix J, Option B performance based 
testing. 

III. NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS ANALYSIS: 

Each change proposed for the Administrative Controls section is classified 
above as either ADMINISTRATIVE or MORE RESTRICTIVE. 

ADMINISTRATIVE changes move requirements, either within the TS or to 
documents controlled under 10 CFR 50.59, or clarify existing TS 
requirements, without affecting their technical content. Since 
ADMINISTRATIVE changes do not alter the technical content of any 
requirements, they cannot involve a significant increase in the probability 
or consequences of an accident previously evaluated, create the possibility 
of a new or different kind of accident from any previously evaluated, or 
involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE changes only add new requirements, or revise existing 
requirements to result in additional operational restrictions. Since the 
TS, with all MORE RESTRICTIVE changes incorporated, will still contain all 
of the requirements which existed prior to the changes, MORE RESTRICTIVE 
changes cannot involve a significant increase in the probability or 
consequences of an accident previously evaluated, create the possibility of 
a new or different kind of accident from any previously evaluated, or 
tinvolve a significant reduction in a margin of safety . 

------



• 

• 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The Palisades Plant Review Committee has reviewed this part of the STS 
conversion Technical Specifications Change Request and has determined that 
proposing this change does not involve an unreviewed safety question. 
Further, the change involves no significant hazards consideration. This 
change has been reviewed by the Nuclear Performance Assessment Qepartment . 
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Responsibility 
5 .1 

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS 

5.1 Responsibility 

5.1.l The plant superintendent shall be responsible for overall plant 
operation and shall delegate in writing the succession for this 
responsibility during his absence. 

5 .1. 2 

PALISADES 

The plant superintendent or his designee shall approve, prior to 
implementation, each proposed test, experiment or modification to 
systems or equipment that affect nuclear safety. 

The Shift Supervisor (SS) shall be responsible for the ·control room 
command function. During any absence of the SS from the control 
room while the plant is in MODE l, 2, 3, or 4 an individual with an 
active Senior Reactor Operator (SRO) license shall be designated to 
assume the control room command function. During any absence of the 
SS from the control room while the plant is in MODE 5 or 6, an 
individual with an active SRO license or Reactor Operator (RO) 
license shall be designated to assume the control room command 
function . 

5.0-1 
Amendment No: 



Organization 
5.2 

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS 

5.2 Organization 

5.2.1 Onsite and Offsite Organizations 

5.2.2 

PALISADES 

Onsite and offsite organizations shall be established for plant 
operation and corporate management, respectively. The onsite and 
offsite organizations shall include the positions for activities 
affecting safety of the Palisades plant. 

a. Lines of authority, responsibility, and communication shall be 
established and defined for the highest management levels through 
intermediate levels to and including all operating organization 
positions. These relationships shall be documented and updated, as 
appropriate, in the form of organization charts, functional 
descriptions of departmental responsibilities and relationships, 
and job descriptions for key positions, or in equivalent forms of 
documentation. These requirements and. the plant specific 
equivalent of those titles referred to in these Technical 
Specifications shall be documented in the FSAR; 

b. The plant superintendent shall be responsible for overall plant 
safe operation and shall have control over those onsite activities 
necessary for safe operation and maintenance of the plant; 

c. A specified corporate executive shall have corporate responsibility 
for overall plant nuclear safety and shall take any measures needed 
to ensure acceptable performance of the staff in operating, 
maintaining, and providing technical support to the plant to ensure 
nuclear safety; and 

d. The individuals who train the operating staff, carry out radiation 
safety and, quality assurance functions may report to the 
appropriate onsite manager; however, these individuals shall have 
sufficient organizational freedom to ensure their independence from 
operating pressures. 

Plant Staff 

The plant staff organization shall include the following: 

a. 

b. 

A nonlicensed operator shall be assigned when fuel is in the 
reactor and an additional non-licensed operator shall be assigned 
while the plant is in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4; 

At least one licensed Reactor Operator (RO) shall be present in the 
control room when fuel is in the reactor. In addition, while the 
plant is in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4 at least one licensed Senior Reactor 
Operator (SRO) shall be present in the control room; 

5.0-2 
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Organization 
5.2 

5.2.2 Plant Staff 
(continued) 

PALISADES 

c. Shift crew composition may be less than the m1n1mum requirements of 
10 CFR 50.54(m)(2)(i), and 5.2.2.a and 5.2.2.g for a period of time 
not to exceed 2 hours in order to accommodate unexpected absence of 
on-duty shift crew members, provided immediate action is taken to 
restore the shift crew composition to within the req~irements; 

d. A radiation safety technician shall be on site when fuel is in the 
reactor. The position may be vacant for not more than 2 hours, in 
order to provide for unexpected absence, provided immediate action 
is taken to fill the required position; 

e. Administrative procedures shall be developed and implemented to 
limit the working hours of plant staff who perform safety-related 
functions (e.g., licensed SROs, licensed ROs, radiation safety 
personnel, auxiliary operators, and key maintenance personnel); 

Adequate shift coverage shall be maintained without routine heavy 
use of overtime. The objective shall be to have operating 
personnel work an 8 or 12 hour day, nominal 40 hour week while the 
plant is operating. However, in the event that unforeseen problems 
require substantial amounts of overtime to be used, or during 
extended periods of shutdown for refueling, major maintenance, or 
major plant modification, on a temporary basis the following 
guidelines shall be followed: 

1. An individual should not be permitted to work more than 
16 hours straight, excluding shift turnover time; 

2. An individual should not be permitted to work more than 
16 hours in any 24 hour period, nor more than 24 hours in any 
48 hour period, nor more than 72 hours in any 7 day period, 
all excluding shift turnover time; 

3. A break of at least 8 hours should be allowed between work 
periods, including shift turnover time; 

4. Except during extended shutdown periods, the use of overtime 
should be considered on an individual basis and not for the 
entire staff on a shift. 

Any deviation from the above guidelines shall be authorized in 
advance by the plant superintendent or his designee, in accordance 
with approved administrative procedures, or by higher levels of 
management, in accordance with established procedures and with 
documentation of the basis for granting the deviation. 

5.0-3 
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5.2 

5.2.2 Plant Staff 
(continued) 

f. 

g. 

PALISADES 

Controls shall be included in the procedures such that individual 
overtime shall be reviewed monthly by the plant superintendent or 
his designee to ens~re that excessive hours have not been assigned. 
Routine deviation from the above guidelines is not authorized. 

The operations manager or an assistant operations manager shall 
hold an SRO license. The individual holding the SRO license shall 
be responsible for directing the activities of the licensed 
operators; 

The Shift Technical Advisor (STA) shall provide advisory technical 
support to the Shift Supervisor (SS) in the areas of thermal 
hydraulics, reactor engineering, and plant analysis with regard to 
the safe operation of the plant. If either SRO on shift satisfies 
the Shift Engineer qualification requirements, then the STA does 
not need to be stationed. 

5.0-4 
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Plant Staff Qualific~tions 
5.3 

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS 

5.3 Plant Staff Qualifications 

5.3.l Each member of the plant staff shall meet or exceed the m1n1mum 
qualifications of ANSI Nl8.l-1971 for comparable positions. 

5.3.2 The radiation safety manager shall meet the qualifications pf a 
Radiation Protection Manager as defined in Regulatory Guide 1.8, 
September 1975. For the purpose of this section, "Equivalent," 
as utilized in Regulatory Guide 1.8 for the bachelor's degree 
requirement, may be met with four years of any one or combination of the 
following: (a) Formal schooling in science or engineering, or 
(b) operational or technical experience and training in nuclear power. 

5.3.3 The Shift Technical Advisor shall have a bachelor's degree or equivalent 
and the Shift Engineer shall have a bachelor's degree in a scientific or 
engineering discipline. Specific training for both the Shift Technical 
Advisor and the Shift Engineer shall include plant design, operations, 
and response and analysis of the plant for transients and accidents. 
The Shift Engineer shall hold a Senior Reactor Operator license. 

5.3.4 The plant staff who perform reviews which ensure compliance with 

PALISADES 

10 CFR 50.59 shall meet or exceed the minimum qualifications of 
ANS 3.1-1987, Section 4.7.1 and 4.7.2. A Senior Reactor Operator 
license or certification shall be considered equivalent to a bachelors 
degree for the purpose of this specification. 

5.0-5 
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Procedures 
5.4 

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS 

5.4 Procedures 

5.4.1 Written procedures shall be established, implemented, and maintained 
covering the following activities: 

PALISADES 

a. The applicable procedures recommended in Appendix "A" of Regulatory 
Guide 1.33, Revision 2, February 1978; 

b. Refueling operations; 

c. Surveillance and test activities of safety-related equipment; 

d. Site Fire Protection Program implementation; and 

e. All programs specified in Specification 5.5 . 

5.0-6 
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Programs and Manuals 
5.5 

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS 

5.5 Programs and Manuals 

5. 5 .1 

PALISADES 

The following programs shall be established, implemented, and 
maintained. 

Offsite Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM) 

a. The ODCM shall contain the methodology and parameters used in the 
calculation of offsite doses resulting from radioactive gaseous and 
liquid effluents, in the calculation of gaseous and liquid effluent 
monitoring alarm and trip setpoints, and in the conduct of the 
radiological environmental monitoring program; and 

b. The ODCM shall also contain (1) the radioactive effluent controls 
and radiological environmental monitoring activities and 
(2) descriptions of the information that should be included in the 
Radiological Environmental Operating Report, and Radioactive 
Effluent Release Report required by Specification 5.6.2 and 
Specification 5.6.3; · 

c. Changes to ODCM: 

Licensee initiated changes to the ODCM: 

1. Shall be documented and records of reviews performed shall be 
retained. This documentation shall contain: 

a) Sufficient information to support the change together 
with the appropriate analyses or evaluations justifying 
the changes; and · 

b) A determination that the change(s) maintain the levels 
of radioactive effluent control required by 
10 CFR 20.1302, 40 CFR 190, 10 CFR 50.36a, and 
10 CFR 50, Appendix I, and not adversely impact the 
accuracy or reliability of effluent, dose, or setpoint 
calculations; 

2. Shal·l become effective after the approval of the plant 
superintendent; and 

3. Shall be submitted to the NRC in the form of a complete, 
legible copy of the entire ODCM as a part of or concurrent 
with the Radioactive Effluent Release Report for the period 
of the report in which any change in the ODCM was made. Each 
change shall be identified by markings in the margin of the 
affected pages, clearly indicating the area of the page that 
was changed, and shall indicate the date (i.e., month/year) 
the change was implemented . 

5.0-7 
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5.5.3 

• PALISADES 

Primary Coolant Sources Outside Containment 

Programs and Manuals 
5.5 

This program provides controls to minimize leakage to the engineered 
safeguards rooms, from those portions of systems outside containment 
that could contain highly radioactive fluids during a serious transient 
or accident, to as low as practical. The systems include the 
Containment Spray system, the Safety Injection system, and the 
containment sump suction piping. This program shall include the 
following: 

' a. Provisions establishing preventive maintenance and periodic visual 
inspection re~uirements; 

b. Integrated leak test requirements for each system at a frequency 
not to exceed refueling cycle intervals or less; 

c. The portion of the shutdown cooling system that is outside the 
containment shall be tested either by use in normal operation or 
hydrostatically tested at 255 psig; 

d. Piping from Valves CV-3029 and CV-3030 to the discharge of the 
safety injection pumps and containment spray pumps shall be 
hydrostatically tested at no less than 100 psig; 

e. The maximum allowable leakage from the recirculation heat removal 
systems' components (which include valve stems, flanges, and pump 
seals) shall not exceed 0.2 gallon per minute under the normal 
hydrostatic head from the SIRW tank (approximately 44 psig). 

Post Accident Sampling Program 

This program provides controls that ensure the capability to accurately 
determine the airborne iodine concentration in vital areas and which 
will ensure the capacity to obtain and analyze reactor coolant, 
radioactive gases, iodines, and particulates in plant gaseous effluents, 
and containment atmosphere samples under accident conditions. The 
program shall include the following: 

a. Training.of personnel; 

b. Procedures for sampling and analysis; and 

c. Provisions for maintenance of sampling and analysis equipment . 

5.0-8 
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Programs and Manuals 
5.5 

Radioactive Effluent Controls Program 

A program shall be provided conforming with 10 CFR 50.36a for the 
control of radioactive effluents and for maintaining the doses to 
members of the public from radioactive effluents as low as reasonably 
achievable. The program (1) shall be contained in the Offsite Dose 
Calculation Manual (ODCM), (2) shall be implemented by procedures, and 
(3) shall include remedial actions to be taken whenever the-program 
limits are exceeded. The program shall include the following elements: 

a. Limitations on the operability of radioactive liquid and gaseous 
monitoring instrumentation including surveillance tests and 
setpoint determination in accordance with the methodology in the 
ODCM; 

b. Limitations on the concentrations of radioactive material 
released in liquid effluents to unrestricted areas, conforming to 
10 CFR 20, Appendix B, Table 2, Column 2; 

c. Monitoring, sampling, and analysis of .radioactive liquid and 
gaseous effluents in accordance with 10 CFR 20.1302 and with the 
methodology and parameters in the ODCM; 

d. Limitations on the annual and quarterly doses or ~ose commitment to 
a member of the public from radioactive materials in liquid 
effluents released from each plant to unrestricted areas, 
conforming to 10 CFR 50, Appendix I; 

e. Limitations of the dose rate resulting from radioactive 
material released in gaseous effluents to areas beyond the 
site boundary conforming to the doses associated with 10 CFR 20, 
Appendix B, Table 2, Column l; 

f. Limitations on the annual and quarterly air dose resulting from 
noble gases released in gaseous effluents from each plant to areas 
beyond the site boundary conforming to 10 CFR 50, Appendix I; 

g. Limitations on the annual and quarterly doses to a member of the 
public from Iodine-131, Iodine-133, tritium and all radionuclides 
in particulate form with half-lives greater than 8 days in gaseous 
effluents released from each plant to areas beyond the site 
boundary conforming tG 10 CFR 50, Appendix I; and 

h. Limitations on the annual and quarterly air doses or dose 
commitment to any member of the public due to releases of 
radioactivity and to radiation from uranium fuel cycle sources 
conforming to 40 CFR 190 . 

5.0-9 
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5.5.5 

5.5.6 

5.5.7 

PALISADES 

Programs and Manuals 
5.5 

Containment Structural Iritegritv Surveillance Program 

This program provides controls for monitoring any tendon degradation in 
pre-stressed concrete containments, including effectiveness of its 
corrosion protection medium, to ensure containment structural integrity. 
The program shall include baseline measurements prior to initial 
operations. The Containment Structural Integrity Surveillance Program, 
inspection frequencies, and acceptance criteria shall be i~ accordance 
with Regulatory Guide 1.35, Revision 3, 1989. 

The provisions of SR 3.0.2 and SR 3.0.3 are applicable to the 
Containment Structural Integrity Surveillance Program requirements. 

Primary Coolant Pump Flywheel Surveillance Program 

Surveillance of the primary coolant pump flywheels shall consist of 
a 100% volumetric inspection of the upper flywheels each refueling. 

Inservice Inspection and Testing Program 

This program provides controls for inservice inspection and testing of 
ASME Code Class 1, 2, and 3 components including applicable supports. 
The program shall include the following: 

a. Testing frequencies specified in Section XI of the ASME Boiler and 
Pressure Vessel Code and applicable Addenda (B&PV Code) as follows: 

B&PV Code terminology 
for inservice testing 
activities 
Weekly 
Monthly 
Quarterly or every 3 months 
Semiannually or every 

6 months 
Every 9 months 
Yearly or annually 
Biennially or every 2 years 

Required interval 
for performing inservice 
testing activities 
~ 7 days 
~ 31 days 
~ 92 days 

~ 184 days 
~ 276 days 
~ 366 days 
~ 731 days 

b. The provisions of SR 3.0.2 and SR 3.0.3 are applicable to the 
Inservice Inspection and Testing Program requirements. 

c. Nothing in the B&PV Code shall be construed to supersede the 
requirements of any Technical Specification . 

5.0-10 
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Programs and Manuals 
5.5 

Steam Generator Tube Surveillance Program 

This program provides controls for surveillance testing of the Steam 
Generator (SG) tubes to ensure that the structural integrity of this 
portion of the Primary Coolant System (PCS) is maintained. The program 
shall contain controls to ensure: 

a. Steam Generator Tube Sample Selection and Inspection -

The inservice inspection may be limited to one SG on a rotating 
schedule encompassing 6% of the tubes if the results of previous 
inspections indicate that both SGs are performing in a like manner. 
If the operating conditions in one SG are found to be more severe 
than those in the other SG, the sample sequence shall be modified 
to inspect the most severe conditions. 

The SG tube minimum sample size, inspection result classification, 
and the corresponding action required shall be as specified in 
Table 5.5.8-1. The tubes selected for each inservice inspection 
shall include at least 3% of the total number of tubes in all SGs; 
the tubes selected for these inspections shall be selected on a 
random basis except: 

1. Where experience in similar plants with similar water 
chemistry indicates critical areas to be inspected, then at 
least 50% of the tubes inspected shall be from these critical 
areas; 

2. The first sample of tubes selected for each inservice 
inspection of each SG shall include: 

a) 

b) 

c) 

All nonplugged tubes that previously had detectable 
wall penetrations greater than 20%; 

Tubes in those-areas where experience has indicated 
potential problems; 

A tube inspection shall be performed on each selected 
tube. If any selected tube does not permit the passage 
of the eddy current probe for a tube inspection, this 
shall be recorded and an adjacent tube shall be 
selected and subjected to a tube inspection. 

5.0-11 
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Programs and Manuals 
5.5 

5.5.8 Steam Generator Tube Surveillance Program 
(continued) 

PALISADES 

3. The tubes selected as the second and third samples 
(if required by Table 5.5.8-1) during each inservice 
inspection may be subjected to a partial tube inspection 
provided: 

a) The tubes selected fo'r these samples incluae the tubes 
from those areas of the tube sheet array where tubes 
with imperfections were previously found; 

b) The inspections include those portions of the tubes 
where imperfections were previously found. 

4. The results of each sample inspection shall be classified 
into one of the following three categories: 

Category 

C-1 

Inspection Results 

Less than 5% of the total tubes inspected are 
degraded tubes and none of the inspected tubes 
are defective. 

C-2 One or more tubes, but not more than 1% of the 
total tubes inspected are defective, or between 
5% and 10% of the total tubes inspected are 
degraded tubes. 

C-3 More than 10% of the total tubes inspected are 
degraded tubes or more than 1% of the inspected 
tubes are defective. 

Note: In all inspections, previously degraded tubes must exhibit 
significant (greater than 10%) further wall penetrations to 
be included in the above percentage calculations. 

b. Inspection Frequencies 

The above required inservice inspection of SG tubes shall be 
performed at the following frequencies: 

1. Inservice inspections shall be performed at intervals of 
not less than 12 nor more than 24 calendar months after the 
previous inspection. If two consecutive inspections 
following service under AVT conditions, not including the 
preservice inspection, result in all inspections results 
falling into the C-1 category or if two consecutive 
inspections demonstrate that previously observed 
degradation has not continued and no additional degradation 
has occurred, the inspection interval may be extended to a 
maximum of once per 40 months; 

5.0-12 
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Programs and Manuals 
5.5 

5.5.8 Steam Generator Tube Surveillance Program 
(continued) 

2. If the results of the inservice inspection of a SG 
conducted in accordance with Table 5.5.8-1 at 40 month 
intervals fall into Category C-3, the inspection frequency 
shall be increased to at least once per 20 months. The 
increase in inspection frequency shall apply until the 
subsequent inspections satisfy the criteria of 
Specification 5.5.8.b.l; the interval may then be extended 
to a maximum of once per 40 months; 

3. Additional, unscheduled inservice inspections shall be 
performed on each SG in accordance with the first sample 
inspection specified in Table 5.5.8-1 during the shutdown 
subsequent to any of the following conditions: 

a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

Primary-to-secondary tube leaks (not including leaks 
originating from tube-to-tube sheet welds) in excess 
of the limits of LCO 3.4.13; 

A seismic occurrence greater than the Operating Basis. 
Earthquake; · 

A loss-of-coolant accident resulting in initiation of 
flow of the engineered safeguards; 

A main steam line or main feedwater line break. 

c. Acceptance Criteria 

PALISADES 

1. As used in this Specification: 

a) Imperfection means an exception to the dimensions, 
finish or contour of a tube from that required 
fabrication drawings or specifications. Eddy current 
testing indications below 20% of the nominal tube wall 
thickness, if detectable, may be considered as 
imperfections; 

b) Degradation means a service-induced cracking, wastage, 
wear or general corrosion occurring on either inside 
or outside of a tube; 

c) Degraded Tube means a tube containing imperfections 
greater than or equal to 20% of the nominal wall 
thickness caused by degradation; 

5.0-13 
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Programs and Manuals 
5.5 

5.5.8 Steam Generator Tube Surveillance Program 
(continued) 

PALISADES 

d) % Degradation means the percentage of the tube wall 
thickness affected or removed by degradation; 

e) Defect means an imperfection of such severity that it 
exceeds the plugging limit. A tube containing a 
defect is defective; 

f) Pluqqinq Limit means the imperfection depth at or 
beyond which the tube shall be removed from service 
and is equal to 40% of the nominal tube wall 
thickness; 

g) Unserviceable describes the condition of a tube if it 
leaks or contains a defect large enough to affect its 
structural integrity in the event of an Operating 
Basis Earthquake, a loss-of-coolant accident, or a 
steam line or feedwater line break as specified in 
5.5,8.b.3, above; 

h) Tube Inspection means an inspection of the SG tube 
from the point of entry (hot leg side) completely 
around the U-bend to the top support of the cold leg; 

i) Preservice Inspection means an inspection of the full 
length of each tube in SG performed by eddy current 
techniques prior to service to establish a baseline 
condition of the tubing. This inspection shall be 
performed after the shop hydrostatic test and prior to 
initial POWER OPERATION using the equipment and 
techniques expected to be used during subsequent 
inservice inspections. 

2. The SG shall be determined OPERABLE after completing the 
corresponding actions (plug all tubes exceeding the 
plugging limit and all tubes containing through-wall 
cracks) required by Table 5.5.8-1 . 

5.0-14 
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TABLE 5.5.8-1 
STEAM GENERATOR TUBE INSPECTION 

1 ST SAMPLE INSPECTION 2ND SAMPLE INSPECTION 

Sample Size Result Action Required Result Action Required 

A minimum of S C-1 None N/A N/A 
Tubes per S.G. 

C-2 Plug defective tubes and inspect C-1 None 
additional 2S Tubes in this S.G. 

C-2 Plug defective tubes and 
inspect additional 4S tubes 
in the S.G. 

C-3 Perform action for C-3 
result of first Sample 

C-3 Inspect all tubes in this S.G., plug All other S.G.s None 
defective tubes and inspect 2S are C-1 
tubes in each other S.G. 

Some S.G.s C-2 Perform action for C-2 
24 hour verbal notification to NRC but no result of second sample 
with written follow up within next additional 
30 days S.G.are C-3 

Additional S.G. Inspect all tubes each S.G. 
is C-3 and plug defective tubes. 

S = 6/n % Where n is the number of steam generators inspected during an inspection. 

PALISADES 5.0-15 
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3RD SAMPLE INSPECTION 

Result Action Required 

N/A N/A 

N/A N/A 

C-1 None 

C-2 Plug defective tubes 

C-3 Perform action for C-3 
result of first Sample 

N/A N/A 

N/A N/A 

N/A N/A 

N/A N/A 

Amendment No: 
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Secondary Water Chemistry Program 
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A program shall be established, implemented and maintained for 
monitoring of secondary water chemistry to inhibit steam generator 
tube degradation and shall include: 

a. Identification of a sampling schedule for the critical 
variables and control points for these variables; 

b. Identification of the procedures used to measure the values 
of the critical variables; 

c. Identification of process sampling points, which shall 
include monitoring the discharge of the condensate pumps for 
evidence of condenser inleakage; 

d. Procedures for the recording and management of data; 

e. Procedures defining corrective actions for all offcontrol 
point chemistry conditions; and 

f. A procedure identifying (a) the authority responsible for 
the interpretation of the data, and (b) the sequence and 
timing of administrative events required to initiate 
corrective actions. 

Ventilation Filter Testing Program (VFTP) 

A program shall be established to implement the following required 
testing of Control Room Ventilation· (CRV) and Fuel Pool 
Ventilation (FPV) systems at the frequencies specified in 
Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2, (RG 1.52), and in accordance 
with RG 1.52 and ASME N510-1989, at the system flowrates and 
tolerances specified below*: 

a. Demonstrate for each of the ventilation systems that an 
inplace test of the High Efficiency Particulate Air (HEPA) 
filters shows a penetration and system bypass < 0.05% for 
the CRV and< 1.00% for the FPV when tested in accordance 
with RG 1.52 and ASME N510-1989: 

Ventilation System 
V-8A or V-88 
V-8A and V-88 
V-95 or V-96 

Flowrate (CFM) 
7300 ± 20% 

10,000 ± 20% 
12,500 ± 10% 

5.0-16 
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5.5.10 Ventilation Filter Testing Program (VFTP) 
(continued) 

* 

PALISADES 

b. Demonstrate for each of the ventilation systems that an 
inplace test of the charcoal absorber shows a penetration 
and system bypass < 0.05% for the CRV and< 1.00% for the 
FPV when tested in accordance with RG 1.52 and 
ASME N510-1989: 

Flowrate (CFM) Ventilation System 
V-8A and V-88 
V-26A and V-268 

10,000 ± 20% 
3200 + 10% -5% 

c. Demonstrate for each of the ventilation systems that a 
laboratory test of a sample of the charcoal absorber, when 
obtained as described in RG 1.52 shows the methyl iodide 
penetration less than the value specified below when tested 
in accordance with ASTM D3803-1989 at a temperature of 
~ 30°C and equal to the relative humidity specified as 
follows: 

Ventilation System 
VF-66 
VFC-26A and VFC-268 

Penetration 
6.00% 
0 .157% 

Relative Humidity 
95% 
70% 

d. For each of the ventilation systems, demonstrate the 
pressure drop across the combined HEPA filters, the 
prefilters, and the charcoal absorbers is less than the 
value specified below when tested in accordance with RG 1.52 
and ASME N510-1989: 

Ventilation System 
V-8A and V-88 
VF-26A and VF-268 

Delta P (In H2Ql 
6.0 
8.0 

Fl owrate (CFM) 
10,000 ± 20% 
3200 + 10% -5% 

e. Demonstrate that the heaters for each of the ventilation 
systems dissipate the following specified value ± 20% when 
tested in accordance with ASME N510-1989: 

Ventilation System 
VHX-26A and VHX-268 

Wattage 
15 kW. 

The provisions of SR 3.0.2 and 3.0.3 are applicable to the 
Ventilation Filter Testing Program requirements. 

Should the 720·hour limitation on charcoal absorber operation occur during a plant operation requiring the us~ of 
the charcoal absorber - such as refueling - testing may be delayed until the completion of the plant operation or up 
to 1,500 hours of filter operation; whichever occurs first. 
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Fuel Oil Testing Program 

Programs and Manuals 
5.5 

A fuel oil testing program to implement required testing of both 
new fuel oil and stored fuel oil shall be established: The program 
shall include sampling and testing requirements, and acceptance 
criteria, in accordance with applicable ASTM Standards. The 
program shall establish the following: -

a. Acceptability of new fuel oil prior to addition to the Fuel 
Oil Storage Tank, and acceptability of fuel oil stored in 
the Fuel Oil Storage Tank, by determining that the fuel oil 
has: a) An API gravity or an absolute specific gravity, 
b) A kinematic viscosity, and c) Water and sediment content 
within limits for ASTM 20 fuel oil; 

b. Other properties specified in ASTM D 975 for fuel oil in the 
Fuel Oil Storage Tank are within limits for ASTM 20 fuel 
oil. 

Technical Specifications (TS) Bases Control Program 

This program provides a means for processing changes to the Bases 
of these Technical Specifications. 

a. Changes to the Bases of the TS shai1 be made under 
appropriate administrative controls and reviews; 

b. Licensees may make changes to Bases without prior NRC 
approval provided the changes do not invol~e either of the 
following: 

1. A change in the TS incorporated in the license; or 

2. A change to the updated FSAR or Bases that involves an 
unreviewed safety question as defined in 10 CFR 50.59. 

c. The Bases Control Program shall contain provisions to ensure 
that the Bases are maintained consistent with the FSAR; 

d~ Proposed changes that do not meet the criteria of 
Specification 5.5.12.b above shall be reviewed and approved 
by the NRC prior to implementation. Changes to the Bases 
implemented without prior NRC approval shall be provided to 
the NRC on a frequency consistent with 10 CFR 50.?l(e) . 
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Programs and Manuals 
5.5 

Safety Functions Determination Program (SFDP) 

This program ensures loss of safety function is detected and 
appropriate actions taken. Upon entry into LCO 3.0.6, an 
evaluation shall be made to determine if loss of safety function 
exists. Additionally, other appropriate limitations and remedial 
or compensatory actions may be identified to be taken as a result 
of the support system inoperability and corresponding exception to 
entering supported system Condition and Required Actions. This 
program implements the requirements of LCO 3.0.6. The SFDP shall 
contain the following: 

a. Provisions for cross train checks to ensure a loss of the 
capability to perform the safety function assumed in the 
accident analyses does not go undetected; 

b. Provisions for ensuring the plant is maintained in a safe 
condition if a loss of function condition exists; 

c. Provisions to ensure that an inoperable supported system's 
Completion Time is not inappropriately extended as a result 
of multiple support system inoperabilities; and 

d. Other appropriate limitations and remedial or compensatory 
actions. 

A loss of safety function exists when, assuming no concurrent 
single failure, a safety function assumed in the accident analyses 
cannot be performed. For the purpose of this program, a loss of 
safety function may exist when a support system is inoperable, 
and: 

a. A required system redundant to system(s) supported by the 
inoperable support system is also inoperable; or 

b. A required system redundant to system(s) in turn supported 
by the inoperable supported system is also inoperable; or 

c. A required system redundant to support system(s) for the 
supported systems (a) and (b) above is also inoperable. 

The SFDP identifies where a loss of safety function exists. If a 
loss of safety function is determined to exist by this program, 
the appropriate Conditions and Required Actions of the LCO in 
which the loss of safety function exists are required to be 
entered . 
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Containment Leak Rate Testing Program 

Programs and Manuals 
5.5 

Programs shall be established to implement the leak rate testing 
of the containment as required by 10 CFR 50.54(0) and 10 CFR 50, 
Appendix J, Option B, as modified by approved exemptions. The 
Type A test program shall meet the requirements of 10 CFR 50, 
Appendix J, Option B and shall be in accordance with tne 
guidelines of Regulatory Guide 1.163, "Performance-Based 
Containment Leakage-Test Program, dated September 1995." The Type 
B and Type C test program shall meet the requirements of 
10 CFR 50, Appendix J, Option A, as modified by the exemption from 
certain requirements of 10 CFR 50 Appendix J which were granted in 
an NRC letter to Consumers Power Company dated December 6, 1989. 

The peak calculated containment internal pressure for the design 
basis loss of coolant accident, P., is 52.635 psig. 

The maximum allowable containment leak rate, L., at P., shall be 
0.1% of containment air weight per day. 

Leak rate acceptance criteria are: 

a. Containment leak rate acceptance criteria is ~ 1.0 L •. 
During the first plant startup following testing in 
accordance with this program, the leak rate acceptance 
criteria are ~ 0. 60 La for the Type B and Type C tests and 
~ 0.75 La for Type A tests; 

b. The Air Lock ieak rate acceptance criterion for each door is 
~ 0.023 L. when pressurized to ~ 10 psig. 

Containment OPERABILITY is equivalent to "Containment Integrity'' 
for the purposes of the air lock testing requirements in 
10 CFR 50, Appendix J. · 

The provisions of SR 3.0.2 are not applicable to the Containment 
Leak Rate Testing Program requirements. 

The provisions of SR 3.0.3 are applicable to the Containment Leak 
Rate Testing Program requirements. 
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Reporting Requirements 
5.6 

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS 

5.6 Reporting Requirements 

5.6.1 

5.6.2 

5.6.3 

PALISADES 

The following reports shall be submitted in accordance with 
10 CFR 50.4. 

Occupational Radiation Exposure Report 

This report shall include a tabulation on an annual basis of the 
number of station, utility and other personnel (including 
contractors) receiving exposures greater than 100 mrem/year and 
their associated man rem exposure according to work and job 
functions (e.g., reactor operations and surveillance, inservice 
inspection, routine maintenance, special maintenance (describe 
maintenance), waste processing and refueling). This tabulation 
supplements the requirements of 10 CFR 20.2206. The dose 
assignment to various duty functions may be estimates based on 
pocket dosimeter, electronic dosimeter, TLD, or film badge 
measurements. Small exposures totaling less than 20% of the 
individual total dose need not be acco~nted for. In the 
aggregate, at least 80% of the total whole body dose received from 
external sources shall be assigned to specific major work 
functions. The report shall be submitted by April 30 of each 
year. 

Radiological Environmental Operating Report 

The Radiological Environmental Operating Report covering the 
operation of the plant during the previous calendar year shall be 
submitted before May 15 of each year. The report shall include 
summaries, interpretations, and analysis of trends of the results 
of the radiological environmental monitoring program for the 
reporting period. The material provided shall be consistent with 
the objectives outlined in the Offsite Dose Calculation Manual 
(ODCM) and in 10 CFR 50, Appendix I, Sections IV.B.2, IV.B.3, and 
IV.C. 

Radioactive Effluent Release Report 

The Radioactive Effluent Release Report covering the operation of 
the plant shall be submitted in accordance with 10 CFR 50.36a. 
The report shall include a summary of the quantities of 
radioactive liquid and gaseous effluents and solid waste released 
from the plant. The material provided shall be consistent with 
the objectives outlined in the ODCM and Process Control Program 
and in conformance with 10 CFR 50.36a and 10 CFR 50, Appendix I, 
Section IV.B.l. 

.. , 
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Reporting Requirements 
5.6 

Monthly Operating Reports 

Routine reports of operating statistics and shutdown experience 
shall be submitted on a monthly basis to the NRC no later than the 
fifteenth of each month following the calendar month covered by 
the report.· 

Core Operating Limits Report (COLR) 

a. Core operating limits shall be established prior to each 
reload cycle, or prior to any remaining portion of a reload 
cycle, and shall be documented in the COLR for the 
following: 

1. 3.1.4 

2. 3.1.7 

3. 3. 2 .1 

4. 3. 2. 2 

5. 3. 2 .4 

6. ·3. 5 .1 

7. 3. 5. 4 

8. 3. 9 .1 

Moderator Temperature Coefficient 

Regulating Rod Insertion Limits 

Linear Heat Rate Limits 

Radial Peaking Factor Limits 

Axial Shape Index Limits. 

Safety Injection Tanks 

Safety Injection Refueling Water Tank 

Boron Concentration 

b. The analytical methods used to determine the core operating 
limits shall be those previously reviewed and approved by 
the NRC, specifically those described in the following 
documents: 

1. XN-75-27(A), "Exxon Nuclear Neutronics Design Methods 
for Pressurized Water Reactors," and Supplements l(A), 
Z(A), 3(P)(A), 4(P)(A), and 5(P) (A); Exxon Nuclear 
Company. (LCOs 3.1.4, 3.1.7, 3.2.1, 3.2.2, 3.2.4) 

2. ANF-84-73(P)(A), "Advanced Nuclear Fuels Methodology 
for Pressurized Water Reactors: Analysis of Chapter 15 
Events," and Appendix B(P)(A) and Supplements l(P)(A), 
2(P)(A); Advanced Nuclear Fuels Corporation. (LCOs 
3.1.7, 3.2.1, 3.2.2, & 3.2.4) 

3. XN-NF-82-21(P)(A), "Application of Exxon Nuclear 
Company PWR Thermal Margin Methodology to Mixed Core 
Configurations," Exxon Nuclear Company. (LCOs 3.2.1, 
3.2.2, & 3.2.4) 
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5.6.5 Cor€ -Operating Limits Report (COLR) 
(.continued) 
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4. ANF-84-093(P)(A), "Steamline Break Methodology for 
PWRs" and Supplement l(P)(A); Advanced Nuclear Fuels 
Corporation. 
(LCOs 3.1.7, 3.2.1, & 3.2.2) 

5. XN-75-32(P)(A), "Computational Procedure for Evaluating 
Fuel Rod Bowing," and Supplements l(P)(A), 2(P)(A), 
3(P)(A), and 4(P)(A); Exxon Nuclear Company. (LCOs 
3.1.7, 3.2.1, 3.2.2, & 3.2.4) 

6. EXEM PWR Large Break LOCA Model as defined by: 
(LCOs 3.1.7, 3.2.1, & 3.2.2) 

a) XN-NF-82-20(A), "Exxon Nuclear Company Evaluation 
Model EXEM/PWR ECCS Model Updates," and 
Supplements l(P)(A), 2(P)(A), 3(P)(A), and 
4(P)(A); Exxon Nuclear Company. 

b) XN-NF-82-07(P)(A), "Exxon Nuclear Company ECCS 
Cladding Swelling and Rupture Model," Exxon 
Nuclear Company. 

c) XN-NF-81-58(A), "RODEX2 Fuel Rod Thermal
Mechanical Response Evaluation Model," and 
Supplements l(P)(A), 2(P)(A), 3(P)(A), and 
4(P)(A); Exxon Nuclear Company. 

d) XN-NF-85-16(A), "PWR 17xl7 Fuel Cooling Tests 
Program," Volume 1 and Supplements l(P)(A),· 
2(P)(A), and 3(P)(A), and Volume 2 and Supplement 
l(P)(A); Exxon Nuclear Company. 

e) XN-NF-85-105(A), "Scaling of FCTF Based Reflood 
Heat Transfer Correlation for other Bundle 
Designs," and Supplement l(P)(A); Exxon Nuclear 
Company. 

7. XN-NF-78-44(A), "A Generic Analysis of the Control Rod 
Ejection Transient for Pressurized Water Reactors," 
Exxon Nuclear Company. (LCOs 3.1.7, 3.2.1, & 3.2.2) 

8. ANF-1224(P) (A), "Departure from Nucleate Boiling 
Correlation for High Thermal Performance Fuel," and 
Supplement l(P)(A); Advanced Nuclear Fuels Corporation. 
(LCOs 3.2.1, 3.2.2, & 3.2.4) 

9. ANF-89-151(P)(A), "ANF-RELAP Methodology for 
Pressurized Water Reactors: Analysis of Non-LOCA 
Chapter 15 Events," Advanced Nuclear Fuels Corporation. 
(LCOs 3.1.7, 3.2.1, 3.2.2, & 3.2.4) 
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5.6.5 Cor.e _operating Limits Report (COLR) 
(continued) 

5.6.6 
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10. EMF-92-153(P)(A), "HTP: Departure from Nucleate Boiling 
Correlation for High Thermal Performance Fuel," Siemens 
Power Corporation. 
(LCOs 3.2.1, 3.2.2, & 3.2.4) 

-
c. The core operating limits shall be determined such that all 

applicable limits (e.g., fuel thermal mechanical limits, 
core thermal hydraulic limits, Emergency Core Cooling 
Systems limits, nuclear limits such as shutdown margin; 
transient analysis limits, and accident analysis limits) of 
the safety analysis are met. 

d. The COLR, including any mid cycle revisions or supplements, 
shall be provided, upon issuance for each reload cycle, to 
the NRC. 

Pressure and Temperature Limits Report (PTLR) 

a. PCS pressure and temperature limits for heatup, cooldown, 
low temperature operation, crit1cality, and hydrostatic 
testing as well as heatup and cooldown rates, and the power 
operated relief valve lift settings and enable temperature 
associated with Low Temperature Overpressure Protection, 
shall be established and documented in the PTLR for the 
following: 

1. LCO 3.4.3, PCS Pressure and Temperature Limits; 

2. LCO 3.4.12, Low Temperature Overpressure Protection 
System. 

b. The analytical methods used to determine the PCS pressure 
and temperature limits shall be those previously reviewed 
and approved by the NRC, specifically those described in the 
following documents: 

1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix G; 

2. 10 CFR 50.66; 

3. Generic Letters 88-11 and 92-01; 

4. Regulatory Guide 1.99, Revision 2, May 1988; 

5. Regulatory Guide 1.162, 1996; 

6. Standard Review Plan Section 5.3.2; 

7. ASME Code Case N-514 
(Approved for Palisades use March 2, 1995) . 
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5.6 

5.6.6 Pressure- and Temperature Limits Report (PTLR) 
(continued) 

5.6.7 

5.6.8 

5.6.9 

PALISADES 

c. The PTLR shall be provided to the NRC upon issuance for each 
reactor vessel fluence period and for any revision or 
supplement thereto. 

Accident Monitoring Instrumentation Report 

When a report is required by LCO 3. 3. 7, "Ace i dent Mon it or i ng 
Instrumentation," a report shall be submitted within the following 
14 days. The report shall outline the preplanned alternate method 
of monitoring, the cause of the inoperability, and the plans and 
schedule for restoring the instrumentation channels of the 
Function to OPERABLE status. " 

Containment Structural Integrity Surveillance Report 

Reports shall be submitted to the NRC covering Prestressing, 
Anchorage, and Liner and Penetration tests within 90 days after 
completion of the tests. 

Steam Generator Tube Surveillance Report 

The following reports shall be submitted to the Commission 
following each inservice inspection of steam generator tubes: 

a. The number of tubes plugged in each steam generator shall be 
reported to the Commission within 15 days following the 
completion of each inspection; and 

b. The complete results of the steam generator tube inservice 
inspection shall be reported to the Commission within 12 
months following completion of the inspection. This report 
shall include: 

1. Number and extent of tubes inspected; 

2. Location and percent of wall-thickness penetration for 
each indication of an imperfection; 

3. Identification of tubes plugged . 
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5.6.9 Ste.am Generator Tube Surveillance Report 
(conti_nued) 
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c. Results of steam generator tube inspections that fall into 
Category C-3 shall require 24 hour verbal notification to 
the NRC prior to resumption of plant operation. A written 
followup within the next 30 days shall provide a description 
of investigations and corrective measures taken t6 prevent 
recurrence . 
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High Radiation Area 
5.7 

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS 

5.7 High Radiation Area 

5.7.1 Pursuant to 10 CFR 20, paragraph 20.l60l(c), in lieu of the 
requirements of 10 CFR 20.1601, each high radiation area, as 
defined in 10 CFR 20, in which the intensity of radiation is 

PALISADES 

> 100 mrem/hr but < 1000 mrem/hr, shall be barricaded and 
conspicuously posted as a high radiation area and entrance thereto 
shall be controlled by requiring issuance of a Radiation Work 
Permit (RWP). Individuals qualified in radiation protection 
procedures (e.g., health physics technicians) or personnel 
continuously escorted by such individuals may be exempt from the 
RWP issuance requirement during the performance of their assigned 
duties in high radiation areas with exposure rates ~ 1000 mrem/hr, 
provided they are otherwise following plant radiation protection 
procedures for entry into such high radiation areas. 

In lieu of the "control device" or "alarm signal" required by 
10 CFR 20.1601, each high radiation area in which the intensity of 
radiation is greater than 100 mrem/hour but less than 1000 
mrem/hour at 30 cm from the radiation source or from any surface 
which the radiation penetrates~ shall be barricaded and 
conspicuously posted as a high radiation area and entrance thereto 
shall be controlled by requiring issuance of an RWP. 

Any individual or group of individuals permitted to enter such 
areas shall be provided with or accompanied by one or more of the 
following: 

a. A radiation monitoring device that continuously indicates 
the radiation dose rate in the area. 

b. A radiation monitoring device that continuously integrates 
the radiation dose rate in the area and alarms when a preset 
integrated dose is received. Entry into such areas with 
this monitoring device may be made after the dose rate 
levels in the area have been established and personnel are 
aware of them. 

c. An individual qualified in radiation protection procedures 
with a radiation dose rate monitoring device, who is 
responsible for providing positive control over the 
activities within the area and shall perform periodic 
radiation surveillance at the frequency specified by the 
Duty Health Physicist in the RWP . 
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High Radiation Area 
5.7 

I~-addition to the requirements of Specification 5.7.1, except as 
allowed by 5.7.3, areas with radiation levels~ 1000 mrem/hr shall 
be provided with locked or continuously guarded doors to prevent 
unauthorized entry and the keys shall be maintained under the 
administrative control of the Shift Supervisor on duty or health 
physics supervision. Doors shall remain locked except during 
periods of access by personnel (High Radiation Area) under an 
approved RWP that shall specify the dose rate levels io the 
immediate work areas and the maximum allowable stay times for 
individuals in those areas. In lieu of the stay time 
specification of the RWP, direct or remote (such as closed circuit 
TV cameras) continuous surveillance may be made by personnel 
qualified in radiation protection procedures to provide positive 
exposure control over the activities being performed within the 
area. 

/ 

For individual high radiation areas with radiation levels of· 
> 1000 mrem/hr, accessible to personnel, that are located within 
large areas such as reactor containment, where no·enclosure exists 
for purposes of locking, or that cannot be continuously guarded, 
and where no enclosure can be reasonably constructed around the 
individual area, that individual area shall be barricaded and 
conspicuously posted, and a flashing light shall be activated as a 
warning device . 
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Responsibility 
5. 1 

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS 

5.1 Responsibility 

5.1.l The tpplant &~uperintendentj- shall be responsible for overall ttA-'i-t 
P.l~nt: 6perati6n and shall delegate in writing the succession -t-e 
f:\'}plhis responsibility during his absence. 

5 .1. 2 

The tpplant &~uperintendentj- or his designee shall approve, prior 
to implementation, each proposed test, experiment or modification 
to systems or equipment that affect nuclear safety. 

The fShift Supervisor (SS)j- shall be responsible for the control 
room command function. During ~~Y absence of the fSSj- from the 
control room while the tttri-t- i@:~fu!l: is in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4 an 
individual with an active Se~i6f Reactor Operator (SRO) license 
shall be designated to assume the control room command function. 
During __ ~~y absence of the fSSj- from the control room while the 
ttA-'i-t ~tV~:D.P. is in MODE 5 or 6, an individual with an active SRO 
license.Or Reactor Operator {RQ!)l license shall be designated to 
assume the control room commi~d function. 
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5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS 

5.2 Organization 

5.2.l Onsite and Offsite Organizations 

Organization 
5.2 

Onsite and offsite organizations shall be established for tttt+-t
p)~l'\t operation and corporate management, respectively. The 
Oilsile and offsite organizations shall include the positions for 
activities affecting safety of the nuclear p~],)§*~§§ pm1er plant. 

a. Lines of authority, responsibility, and communication shall 
be established and defined throughout f9.b.(t1h~ highest 
management levels tffa'i:f)qgj'\ intermediate leveTs tq and 
,]tj¢]ijfit:Jgg a 11 operal1rlg Organization pas it i ans: These 
relatiiiriihips shall be documented and updated, as 
appropriate, in th~ir9.mM.9n organization charts, functional 
descriptions of deparfoerifal responsibilities and 
relationships, and job descriptions for key personnel 
pas it i ans, or .5~ ~q~iyaJ~D~ f()rrn? o.f cJ()C:~rnentaticin:. Jhese 

~i~~:~i~~~~:i~~p:~~l~~:~~~~~i~~~~/i~~!~~!~~/~:~~~~~~~i!~:~~~~~~~~~~~~ a 11 be dacumenfed··1 n···the.fFSARl; ·· · ········· ··· ········································· ········· 

b. The ftlplant £$.uperintendent+ shall be responsible for 
overall P..J:~:n:~· safe operation of the pl ant and shall have 
contra l 61/er ..... those ons ite activities necessary for safe 
operation and maintenance of the plant; 

c. The [aA. specified corporate executive position]shall have 
corporite responsibility for overall plant nuclear safety 
and shall take any measures needed to ensure acceptable 
performance of the staff in operating, maintainingfil and 
providing technical support to the plant to ensure-nuclear 
safety; and 

d. The individuals .. Y.'D9. ..... !X~ip_!h§.9..Perating staff, carry out 
health physics t:~§!:JmJiW9#:$:~fi;ity and, quality assurance 
functions may reporlla···1he·appropriate onsite manager; 
however, these individuals shall have sufficient 
organizational freedom to ensure their independence from 
operating pressures . 
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5.2.2 

Organization 
5.2 

tffi-H Plaht staff 

The ttfl-4-t- pj@f:1.~ staff organization shall include the following: 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

:o~~~i ~ ~ ~:n~:~l opWfu~hJ",®µ~~\l,1.frl £fj~J,~~~~t6~~~~h a~eactor 
additional non- l iC"ensed" Operalcir shall be assi gnec! ... f()t .. c::a.ch 
control . roorn frorn \Jhi ch a reactor is operating wh1We ~#~ 
pj:~q~'}.§i n MODE£ 1, 2, 3, or 4; y<·:·•· 

At least one licensed Reactor Operator (RO) shall be present 
in the control room when fuel is in the reactor. In 
addition, while the plant is in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4 at least 
one licensed Senior Reactor Operator (SRO) shall be present 
in the control room; 

Shift crew composition may be less than the minimum 
requirement of 10 CFR 50.54(m)(2)(i) and 5.2.2.a and 5.2.2.g 
for a period of time not to exceed 2 hours in order to 
accommodate unexpected absence of on-duty shift crew 
members, provided immediate action is taken to restore the 
shift crew composition to within the rninirnurn requirements; 

A [Health Physics r~~(]:~t:JpiJ $~fgty techni ci anf sha 11 be on 
site when fuel is fn lhe reaCfor. The position may be 
vacant for not more than 2 hours, in order to provide for 
unexpected absence, provided immediate action is taken to 
fill the required position 

e. Administrative procedures shall be c!ey~loped and implemented 
to limit the working hours of tffl4-t. p)'~h~ staff who perform 
safety-related funs~i9.r:iS..L~'.9.:. 1 .Jis~h~~g ?R.Qs, licensed ROs, 
heal th phys i c i st s r~qj:@¥.1@m::~:~Jf:1~~y:: P:$h$gnffi.g]::' aux i l i a r y 
operators, and keY maTiifenariCe. persoiiiiel): 

Adequate shift coverage shall be maintained without routine 
heavy use of overtime. The objective shall be to have 
operating personnel work an [e 9r 12] hour day, nominal 

· 40 hour week.while the ttfl-'i-:E- pil_gQ~ is operating. However, in 
the event that unforeseen pr6bl-~ms require substantial 
amounts of overtime to be used, or during extended periods 
of shutdown for refueling, major maintenance, or major plant 
modification, on a temporary basis the following guidelines 
shall be followed: 

1. An individual should not be permitted to work more than 
16 hours straight, excluding shift turnover time; 

2. An individual should not be permitt~d to work more than 
16 hours in any 24 hour period, nor more than 24 hours in 
any 48 hour period, nor more than 72 hours in any 7 day 
period, all excluding shift turnover time; 

GEOG STS BAUI'SAQES 5.0-3 
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3. A break of at least 8 hours should be allowed between 
work periods, including shift turnover time; 

4. Except during extended shutdown periods, the use of 
overtime should be considered on an individual basis and 
not for the entire staff on a shift. 

Any devtation fro~ the above guidelines shall be authorized 
in advance by the fPPlant -&~uperintendent+ or his-designee, 
in accordance with approvedadministrative procedures, or by 
higher levels of management, in accordance with established 
procedures and with documentation of the basis for granting 
the deviation. 

Controls shall be included in the procedures such that 
individual overtime shall be reviewed monthly by the tpplant 
-&§uperintendent+ or his designee to ensure that excessive 
hours have not been assigned. Routine deviation from the 
above guidelines is not authorized. 

-~if jiif iiiitiiif Jlit~liliit~,)c~~ 9'~ 
The Shift Technical Advisor (STA) shall provide advisory 
technical support to the Shift Supervisor (SS) in the areas 
of thermal hydraulics, reactor engineering, and plant 
analysis with regard to the safe operation of the plant . .f-fr 
addition, the STA shall meet the qualifications specified by 

••••l1iiiiifiiliil~i:;;~ 
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5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS 

5.3 Plant Staff Qualifications 

Plant Staff Qualifications 
5.3 

5.3.1 Each member of the unit staff shall meet or exceed the m1n1mum 
qualifications of [Regulatory Guide 1.8, Revision 2, 1987, or more 
recent revisions, or ANSI Standard acceptable to the NRG staff]. 
The staff not covered by [Regulatory Guide 1.8] shall meet or 
exceed the minimum qualifications of [Regulations, Regulatory 
Guides, or ANSI Standards acceptable to NRG staff] . 

GtoG .sTs 5.0-5 
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5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS 

5.4 Procedures 

5.4.1 Written procedures shall be established, implemented, and 
maintained covering the following activities: 

a. 1-he applicable procedures recommended in ApperjpfX~ 1~A'" dr 
Regulatory Guide 1.33, Revision 2, Appendix A, · ·· · 
February 1978; 

b. The emergency operating procedures required to implement the 
requirements of NUREG 0737 and to ~lUgEQ 073.? 1qq~yppleJl1entql, 
as stated in [Generic Letter 82 33] ;R~r:.~§]j\\ijg:::;gg~ij;~!J,19:9.§~ 

c. Quality assurance for effluent and environmental 
~~:~-~~;§~ ~~~~~~~~~~j:1:·~~t8~ ::·§n~ t·@~!. g§~:~ ~-1_,!J,§'§_]9~:'::, .. ~·§@~t\YF 

d. ~m~-~ Fire Protection Program implementation; and 

e. All programs specified in Specification 5.5~j 

f. Modification of core protection calculator (CPC) addressable 
constants. These procedures shall include provisions to 
ensure that sufficient margin is maintained in CPC type I · 
addressable constants to avoid excessive operator 
interaction Hith CPCs during reactor operation. 

Modifications to the CPC softHare (including changes of 
algorithms and fuel cycle specific data) shall be performed 
in accordance vJith the most recent version of "CPC 
Protection Algorithm Software Change Procedure," 
GEN 39(A) P, which has been determined to be applicable to 
the facility. Additions or deletions to CPC addressable 
constants or changes to addressable constant soft\Jare limit 
values shall not be implemented •,d thout prior NRG approval. 
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5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS 

5.5 Programs and Manuals 

5. 5 .1 

The following programs shall be established, implemented, and 
maintained. 

Offsite Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM) 

a. The ODCM shall contain the methodology and parameters used 
in the calculation of offsite doses resulting from 
radioactive gaseous and liquid effluents, in the calculation 
of gaseous and liquid effluent monitoring alarm and trip 
s~tpoints, and in the conduct of the radiological 
environmental monitoring program; and 

b. The ODCM shall also contain {f:)i the radioactive effluent 
controls and radiological en~ifonmental monitoring 
activities and ·(g) descri pt i ans of the information that 
should be includ~d in the Annual Radiological Environmental 
Operating R~por~, and Radioactive Effluent Rel ease Reports
required b,Y.SpeCification f5.6.2.+ and Specification 
f5.6.3+; 

9.r: :=~n~ns:~:§ =:rn2. :.@P:9m,; 
Licensee initiated changes to the ODCM: 

a!. Sha 11 be documented and records of reviews 
performed shall be retained. This documentation 
sha 11 contain: 

+-~=) Sufficient information to support the changefs+ 
together with the appropriate analyses or 
eva l uat i ans justifying the changefs+;:~p~ 

a:i) A determination that the change(s) maintain the 
levels of radioactive effluent control required by 
10 CFR 20.1302, 40 CFR 190, 10 CFR 50.36a, and 
10 CFR 50, Appendix I, and not adversely impact the 
accuracy or reliability of effluent, dose, or 
setpoint calculations; 

&2. Sha 11 become effective after the approval of the 
tpplant -&§uperintendentf; and 
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Shall be submitted to the NRC in the form of a 
complete, legible copy of the entire ODCM as a part 
of or concurrent with the Radioactive Effluent 
Release Report for the period of the report in 
which any change in the ODCM was made. Each change 
shall be identified by markings in the margin of 
the affected pages, clearly indicating the area of 
the page that was changed, and shall indicate the 
date (i.e., month-ttfTE!.%year) the change was 
implemented. ··· 

Primary Coolant Sources Outside Containment 

~~§~mi~~~~0:~:~~~~~~~~~j~~~fu~~ 1 ~r~~ ~~~!~i ~~r~ ~~~~9 ~f:~:~~~~~ms 
6utsl'de"c6nfafnmenlthafc6uld contain highly radioactive fluids 
during a serious transient or acci9.~D!;.!gJ~Y-~J.s ~§}91!{ ~~---··
pract i cab 1 e. The sysJgf!l_?. inc 1 ude f.!tWm~rn@~mnm§hf:: §pfy$;y: §¥§:'.'rn'.i1n 
;:~~·~i~:ifui~~:f::~q~~,i·~i¢t~~~\l~~~~-'.ij~\f: I nl~~;~ ~-~1 §~~!!g~~-i!!~ :!~!~-~~1-·, ... gas 
stripper, qqarid HydrogCn RCC:offibTner]. The program sha 11 inc 1 ude the 
following: 

a . 

b. 

iiiii·~i~\i~ii;:iiitiilllitiil!~;· 
Jntegr.ateci J~!l~ test _r.~qui rements for each system at .~
nr~gµ@'n9.!ih9.~ jlg·:~*-f~~fl,fefuel i ng cycle i nterva 1 s or Tess; 

.~~11w•t111•tlllllllli~··tM~ 

e::!l.l&t:Atl•l:ff•'1~r~1: 

~WMl•••itlJ!t1•:#k 
:~ij:p?r9:~{1m~:rt~rn:m=::· 4~:: :P§.tsJ.::::;r · ··· · · ·· · ··· ·· · · ··· · ·· · · · · · · ······ · ··· ·· ···· ·· · · · ···· ·· · · 

Post Accident Sampling Rr~s~~~ 

llJMllllM•~m'~" plant gaseous effluents'~ and containiiienr·afmosphere samples under 
accident conditions. The program shall include the following: 

5.0-8 
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a. Training of personnel; 

b. Procedures for sampling and analysis; and 
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c. Provisions for maintenance of sampling and analysis 
equipment. 

Radioactive Effluent Controls Program 

+M-s- ~ program §·fu:~J'J,.~g=P,n9¥.J,:~§9 conforms '99Hf9rmd:n9 .w wf~n 
10 CFR 50.36a forlfie c6iilroT .. cif radioactive effluents aiid.for 
maintaining the doses to members of the public from radioactive 

~:f~~~~~~ n:~ ~~wt~! ~i,i~:~:t~:]:~i:~i:]~~i=~i~:i:~:j:gn:t.~:~o~i.:]:~:~:~~c~:~:~ (,~-~ 11 

s ha 11 be implemented·· bY .proced-Ures; ····a:-nd .. ':(:$;:}! · shalr include rerii.ed i al 
·actions to be taken whenever the program.li~its are exceeded. The 
program shall include the following elements:· 

a. Limitations on the operability of radioactive liquid and 
gaseous monitoring instrumentation including surveillance 
tests and setpoint determination in accordance with the 
methodology in the ODCM; 

b. Limitations on the concentrations of radioactive material 
released in liquid effluents to unrestricted areas, 
conforming to 10 CFR 20, Appendix B, Table 2, Column 2; 

c. Monitoring, sampling, and analysis of radioactive liquid and 
gaseous effluents in accordance with 10 CFR 20.1302 and with 
the methodology and parameters in the ODCM; 

d. Limitations on the annual and quarterly doses or dose 
commitment to a member of the public from radioactive 
materials in liquid effluents released from each plant to 
unrestricted areas, conforming to 10 CFR 50, Appendix I; 

e. Determination of cumulative and ~rejected dose contributions 
from radioactive effluents for the current calendar quarter 
and current calendar year in accordance \1ith the methodology 

-----11 
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Limitations on the functional capability and use of the 
liquid and gaseous effluent treatment systems to ensure that 
appropriate portions of these systems are used to reduce 
releases of radioactivity when the projected doses in a 
period of 31 days \Jould exceed 2% of the guidelines for the 
annual dose or dose comlfjitment, conforming to 10 CFR 50, 

~~~~i~~~§~~,:~;~1~1~~~~i~~l~~~l~~l!li~~~111:1~11~~i~~~~~~~~;~%· th 
-~rg@~ ·9~&9rl1 . in~ ~11~ 92fin9@t¥ 99nn§·rrni.nS: 1!9., Jg PF-~ §q;······· 
.L.\88§991%~1! 

g. Limitations on the dose rate resulting from radioacti~e 
material released in gaseous effluents to areas beyond the 
site boundary conforming to the dose associated \1ith 

ll•AtmM1ililli1t1t1ti 
~!;~~~!~j~~\t~\~~!~§,!~~~~\l!~~~~\~\~~~~l~!~~~\~l~~~i~~l~\;J~~~~~~9.:= .&n:~: ~.l:E~ 

h. 

~'·l~1li~fili&ijfi•t1111111 
§'99r9§§ s@:Q.figr@}tjg=::t:.9:;:4gpBR:l~Q·~···0esu1t1·119···fram···nabTe gases 
releiis6duuinugiiseousduefflueiffs·ufr6m each pl ant to areas 
beyond the site boundary, conforming to 10 CFR 50, 
Appendix I; 

Component Cyclic or Transient Limit 

This program provides controls to track the FSAR Section [ 
cyclic and transient occurrences to ensure that components are 
maintained within the design limits. 

5.5~7 Pre Stressed Concrete Containment Tendon Surveillance Program 
$!'$;$. ·· , .. = :PPn~~1nm~n~: ~~r9gt;µr:~m:•:i:r.%¥sr1.~m.:~9.r¥~1m1~n§~.: gr9gr~m 

This program provides controls for monitoring any tendon 
degradation in pre stressed concrete containments, including 
effectiveness of its corrosion protection medium, to ensure 
containment structural integrity. The program shall include 
baseline measurements prior to initial operations. The Tendon 
Surveillance Program, inspection frequencies, and acceptance 
criteria shall be in accordance Hith [Regulatory Guide 1.35, 
Revision 3, 1989]. 
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'fijJ.§ ppq~fa~m PPQVJ:q~§: §qtjpf:pJ ~ f-9@ ffigryry~qf;}fig !?PY M@gfin ........ . 

11111111111llllllllllf 41111lll!~:s~:r~~ 
ti>tf!.99§n:¢i:i:.1.$.~ gn&1: \%P.¢.l;l.pt~n9.~ @ni:t~r\J'~ §n~rnm: P.:l;l. .rnr.J::,~¢.99ni:i~r.v¢~ WJ'th 
~~~q1~18rx ':B91]9ffe :m;-99·i:,. R~x,1@J9n '-8~ .. ~~§~1:········· 
The provisions of SR 3~0.2 and SR 3~0~3 are applicable to the 

;:::::t~~:~~:~~~~!~g~T:~-~9.~~~~~~~~~~:~~~J~x:'survei 11 ance Program 

5. 5. 7 . ReactorCool ant Pump Fl y·11·heel Inspection Program 
$ l $. ~ 9 · .· ,, _g~:~~~·tY tqtjj ~tjt R~fuP. ':~~i£¥J~~~m -~~~\/~:1 ~ ~ ~~~~ :··R~~?J~~~ 

5.5.8 

This program shall provide for the inspection of each reactor 
cool ant pump flyHheel per the recommendati ens of regulatory 
position c.4.b of Regulatory Guide 1.14, Revision 1, August 1975. 

r~:t9:@rnmr·m1.=············································································································································ 

Inservice Testing Program 

This program provides controls for inservice testing of ASME Code 
Class 1, 2, and 3 components including applicable supports. The 
program shall include the foll m.ii ng: 

a. Testing frequencies specified in Section XI of the ASME 
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code and applicable Addenda as 
follows: 

ASME Boiler and Pressure 
Vessel Code and 
applicable Addenda 
terminology for 
inservice testing 
activities 

Weekly 
Monthly 
Quarterly or every 

3 months 
Semiannually or 

every 6 months 
Every 9 months 
Yearly or annually 
Bie~nially or every 

2 years 

5.0-11 

Required Frequencies 
for performing inservice 
testing acth•ities 

At least once per 7 days 
At least once per 31 days 

At least once per 92 days 

At least once per 184 days 
At least once per 276 days 
At least once per 366 days 

At least once per 731 days 
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b. The prov1s1ons of SR 3.0.2 are applicable to the above 
required Frequencies for performing inservice testing 
activities; 

c. The provisions of SR 3.0.3 are applicable to inservice 
testing activities; and 

d. Nothing in the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code shall be 
construed to supersede the requirements of any TS: 

Revie\:er's Note: The Licensees current licensing basis steam 
generator tube surveillance requirements shall be relocated from 
the LCD and included here. An appropriate administrative controls 
program format should be used. 
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5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS 

5.5.10 Secondary Water Chemistry Program 

This program provides controls for monitoring secondary \later 
chemistry to inhibit SC tube degradation and low pressure turbine 
disc stress corrosion cracking. The program shall includ~: 

a. Identification of a sampling schedule for the critical variables 
and control points for these variables; 

b. Identification of the procedures used to measure the values of 
the critical variables; 

c. Identification of process sampling points which shall include 
monitoring the discharge of the condensate pumps for evidence of 
condenser in leakage; 

d. Procedures for the recording and management of data; 

e. Procedures defining corrective actions for all off control point 
chemistry conditions; and 

f. A procedure identifying the authority responsible for the 
interpretation of the data and the sequence and timing of 
admi ni strati ve events, ·,1hi ch is required to initiate corrective 
action. 

$ ; $;gm: ,·: *~·¢#n~ar¥.'' ~~~0~:::::¢~~~~-~~~x.::::::_g~~si~~w 

lllfiil•fljJl~:lllW~l•l~l;~gwg~ 
i 8:· ·::' = !~§:Q~:1::f'J:£?.J.~:,1,:2n:::=9:t := :M:::,§~mµ1:::1.n9: ::§:9m~~:1..rn::g]:·fgr· :::~:tig:::rnffmmt:·1q:~~'::=, ¥~u1 ~~,~:\%§ · · · ·· · · · ··· · ···~n@n::~:P:mt1:t©:1:::: P:i:1 n:ti:M: :m2:n,:::::t1nf1§~ :v~r;@·~i:,rn@§ ~::· · ··· · ··········· ······ · ···· · · ······ · · · · · ·· · ······ · ········ · · · · ··· · · ·· · 

P: ~:: .. : f: wtj§]!J=~:1::~:1:P~:P:,1:2:n:::::2m::::= trH~t:P:r~f.~~P.r~§:::::iJ:§:§tj:·::~2::::mg;~~:µr~ ::;pft:§: ¥,~J:!Y@§ :::2·r · ·· · ··· · ···· ·· eh:~:::,:::snj #:1:£:~:m:::::'x:ir1:~,p:1::§:§::i:·· ···· · ·· ·· ··· ··········· · ·· ·· ····· ······· ········ · · · ········· · · · · ····· ·· · ··· · · · ··· · · · ···· · 

ful•1r-111B~ll•t•s111t;1~wr 
~i.: .:::::.B.n9;s~A::yr§§::,::,,!2m=:·:·mn~::.n~,s2:r;;mr,9,:: irf;,t;:=:m~nis§m~n-~_]9:~::::9,~ili'i::~: 
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1@$~i111•11;,1111:ill:itl\,fililii81illJ: 
5.5.11 Ventilation Filter Testing Program (VFTP) 

A program shall be established to implement the foll mJi ng required 
testing of Engineered Safety Feature (ESF) filter ventilation systems 
at the frequencies specified in [Regulatory Guide ], an~ in 
accordance 'IJith [Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2, ASME 
N510'1989, and AG l] at the system flo•n1rate specified belmJ [.,, 10%]: 

a. Demonstrate for each of the ESF systems that an inplace test of 
the high efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filters shm1s 
a penetration and system bypass < [O. 05]% '11hen tested ;, n 
accordance Hith [Regulatory Gui de 1. 52, Revision 2, and ASME 
N510 1989, at the system flowrate specified as follows [± 10%]: 

ESF Ventilation System Fl mffate 

b. Demonstrate for each of the ESF systems that an inplace test 
of the charcoal adsorber shows a penetration and system 
bypass < [O. 05]% 'IJhen tested in accordance ',Jith [Regulatory 
Guide 1.52, Revision 2, and ASME N510 1989] at the system 
flmffate specified as follo·,1s [-!: 10%]: · 

ESF Ventilation System Flowrate 

c. Demonstrate for each of the ESF systems that a laboratory 
test of ~ sample of the charcoal ~dsorber, when obtained as 
described in [Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2], shows the 
methyl iodide penetration less than the value specified 
bel O'if when tested in accordance 'iii th [ASTM 03803 1989] at a 
temperature of ~ [30°C] and greater than or equal to the 
relative humidity specified as follows: 

ESF Ventilation System Penetration RH 

Reviewer's Note: Allowable penetration • [100% methyl iodide 
efficiency for charcoal credited in staff safety evaluation]/ 
(safety factor). 

Safety factor • [5] for systems Hith heaters . 
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- [7] for systems ·,:ithout heaters. 

ESF Ventilation System Delta P Fl o'oi'rate 

e. Demonstrate that the heaters for each of the ESF systems 
dissipate the following specifi cd val uc [± 10%] ~:hen tested 
in accordance with [ASME N510 1989]: 

ESF Ventilation System 11Jattage 

The prov1s10ns of SR 3.0.2 and SR 3.0.3 areappli~cablc to the VFTP 
test frequencies . 

GEOG STS p@fffSAUltS 
::::::::::::::;:;:;:;:;:::::::;.·:::::::·:·:·.·········· 
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Should the 720-hour limitation on charcoal adsorber operation occur during a plant operation requiring the use of the 
charcoal adsorber - such as refueling - testing may be delayed until the. completion of the plant operation or up to 
1,500 hours of filter operation; whichever occurs first. 

Explosive Gas and Storage Tank Radioactivity Monitoring Program 

This program provides control for potentially explosive gas mixtures 
contained in the [Waste Gas Holdup System], [the quantity of 
radioactivity contained in gas storage tanks or fed into the offgas 
treatment system, and the quantity of radioaqtivity contained in 
unprotected outdoor liquid storage tanks]. The gaseous 
radioactivity quantities shall be determined following the 
methodology in [Branch Technical Position (BTP) ETSB 11 5, 
11 Postulated Radioactive Rel ease due to 1,faste Gas System Leak or 
Fail ure 11

]. The liquid radHaste quantities shall be determined in 
accordance with [Standard Revim,i Plan, Section 15.7.3, 11 Postulated 
Radioactive Release due to Tank Failures 11

] • 

5.0-21 
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The prograffi shall include: 

a. 

b. 

c. 

. f hydrogen and oxygen in the The limits for concentrations oroeillance prograffi to ensure 
[Waste Gas Holdup.Sys~effi] and ahs~i;its shall be appropriate to 
the 1 i ffii ts are mai ntai ~ed. . S(~ ···hether or not the system th system's design criteria i.e., w . i 

tsedesigned to withstand a hydrogen explosion,; 

that the quantity of A surveillance prog~affi t~ ensureas stora e tank and fed into 
radioactivity contained ~n ~e~chl~ss than ~he affiount that \Jould 
the offgas treatffient sys Cffi is f > O 5 re~ to any individual l . . , ·hole 8oE!y exposure o . 11 El 
resu t in a ••:: . the event of [an uncontro e in an unrestricted area, in 
release of the tanks' contents]; anEI 

t e that the quantity of A surveillance prog~am~ en~~r tEloor liquiEI radwaste tanks 
radioactivity contained i~ a. ou dikes, or \Jalls, capa8le of 
that are not surr?unded B} l i n~r~hat do not have tank overfl OHS 

holding the tanks conte~ts an teEI to the [Liquid RaEIHaste 
and surrounEling ar?a drain:hcon~:: amount that would result in 
Treatment Systeffi] is less an. 'ts of 10 CFR Part 20, 
concentrations less tha~ the2li:~ the nearest potasle water 
AppenElix B, Ta8le 2, Co um~ ' "ater supply in an unrestricted 
supply anEI the nearest sur acet;olled release of the tanks' area, in the event of an uncon 
contents. 

f SR 3 o 2 and SR 3.0.3 are applicas~e to the The provisions o · · d' t·,.·t:Y Monitoring Program . Explosive Gas and Sto~age Tank Ra ioac ivi 
surveillance frequencies. 

Diesel Fuel Oil Testing Program 

A diesel fuel oil testing pdrogfr l ·1 shall 8e esta81 isheEI. The f l · 1 and store- -ue oi d 
. . am to implement required testing of 

8oth newue ~id 1. g and testing requirements, an 
program shall .inc~u e ~fm~ i:ccordance ~:ith applicable ASTM 
acceptance cri ten a, a · } n Hie program is to esta81 i sh the StanElards. The purpose 0 
foll m•:i ng: 

a. 

8. 

Acceptabi 1 i ty of ne·,; fue . o10 the fuel oil has: . . 
storage tanks by determining that specific gravity within 
l. An API gravity or an assolutc 

1 .1 f r use prior to addition to 

!i:~!~h point and kinematic viscosity within limits for 

3. 

. " f el oil are Hithin limits within Other properti?s for "~~M 20 duaddition to storage tanks; and 31 days foll mn ng samp mg an 
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c. Total particulate concentration of the fuel oil is ~ 10 ITTg/l 
~.·hen tested every 31 days in accordance Hith ASTM D 2276, 
Method A 2 or A 3. 

¢;•_•: · -tt~~1:-. q1 1rrn~~~1~9 :·g~~9P~~ 

l111111111•1111l'l'~,flj~~~ 

Zi~-.'\,'::other-... properti.es .specii!Med in ASTM _D 975 for. fue1 oi.1 in 
~~~!~::]l~i!!~ QJ:I·· :§i#~r~9.~I:ili~h!Mi:'~r'~t¥1:j:pryj!m:::1:jffi:j p§''id@m ;e;§±M ·§Q 

Technical Specifications (TS) Bases Control Program 

This program provides a means for processing changes to the Bases of 
these Technical Specifications. 

a. Changes to the Bases of the TS shall be made under appropriate 
administrative controls and reviews; 

b. Licensees may make changes to Bases without prior NRC approval 
provided the changes do not involve either of the following: 

1. A change in the TS incorporated in the license; or 

2. A change to the updated FSAR or Bases that involves an 
unreviewed safety question as defined in 10 CFR 50.59. 

c. The Bases Control Program shall contain provisions to ensure 
that the Bases are maintained consistent with the FSAR; 

d. . · Proposetj c:~~r,ig(;!s that mttmPti:tmeet the criter.i a of Spec i fi cation 
5. 5 .14 $.W$.%]!~MP. above shalTHbe reviewed and approved by the NRC 
prior ta·····Tmi)lefoentation. Changes to the Bases implemented 
without prior NRC approval shall be provided to the NRC on a 
frequency consistent with 10 CFR 50.7l(e). 
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5.5.16 
5>5LL3 

Safety Functions Determination Program (SFDP) 

Programs and. Manuals 
5.5 

This program ensures loss of safety function is detected and 
appropriate actions taken. Upon entry into LCO 3.0.6, an evaluation 
shall be made to determine if loss of safety function. exists. 
Additionally, other appropriate limitations and remedial or 
compensatory actions may be identified to be taken as a result of 
the support system inoperability and corresponding exception to 
entering supported system Condition and Required Actions. This 
program implements the requirements of LCO 3.0.6. The SFDP shall 
contain the following: 

a. Provisions for cross train checks to ensure a loss of the 
capability to perform the safety function assumed in the 
accident analyses does not go undetected; 

b. Provisions for ensuring the plant is maintained in a safe 
condition if a loss of function condition exists; 

c. Provisions to ensure that an inoperable supported system's 
Completion Time is not inappropriately extended as a result of 
multiple support system inoperabilities; and 

d. Other appropriate limitations and remedial or compensatory 
actions. 

A loss of safety function exists when, assuming no concurrent single 
failure, a safety function assumed in .the accident analyses cannot 
be performed. For the purpose of this program, a loss of safety 
function may exist when a support system is inoperable, and: 

a. A required system redundant to system(s) supported by the 
inoperable support system is also inoperable; or 

b. A required system redundant to system(s) in turn supported by 
the inoperable supported system is also inoperable; or 

c. A required system redundant to support system(s) for the 
supported systems (a) and (b) above is also inoperable. 

The SFDP identifies where a loss of safety function exists. If a 
loss of iafety function is determined to exist by this program, the 
appropriate Conditions and Required Actions of the LCO in which the 
loss of safety function exists are required to be entered. 

GEOG STS PAElSAUES 5.0-24 
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Programs and Manuals 
5.5 



• 5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS 

5.6 Reporting Requirements 

Reporting Requirements 
5.6 

The following reports shall be submitted in accordance with 
10 CFR 50.4. 

5.6.1 Occupational Radiation Exposure Report 

A tabulation on an annual basis of the number of station, utility, 
and other personnel (including contractors) receiving exposures > 
100 mrem/yr and their associated man rem exposure according to work 
and job functions (e.g., reactor operations and surveillance, 
inservice inspection, routine maintenance, special maintenance 
[describe maintenance], Haste processing, and refueling). This 
tabulation supplements the requirements of 10 CFR 20.2206 .. The dose 
assignments to various duty functions may be estimated based on 
pocket dosimeter, thermo luminescent dosimeter (TLD), or film badge 
measurements. Small exposures totalling c 20% of the individual 
total dose need not be accounted for. In the aggregate, at least 
80% of the total whole body dose received from external sources 
should be assigned to specific major Hark functions. The report 
shall be submitted by April 30 of each year. [The initial report· 

li~i~it4iWiiiiiililiiiil1iimtirfi~wJ 
l~,_i11•BE-

The Annual Radiological Environmental Operating Report covering the 
operation of the plant during the previous calendar year shall be 
submitted by May 15 of each year. The report shall include 
summaries, interpretations, and analyses of trends of the results of 
the radiological environmental monitoring program for the reporting 
period. The material provided shall be consistent ·,:ith the 
objectives outlined in the Offsite Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM), 
and in 10 CFR 50, Appendix I, Sections IV.B.2, IV.B.3, and IV.C. 

GEOG STS PAillilSAflES 
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• 

5.6.3 

• 
5.6.4 

5.6.5 

• 

Reporting Requirements 
5.6 

The Annual Radiological Environmental Operating Report shall include 
the results of analyses of all radiological environmental samples 
and of all environmental radiation measurements taken during the 
period pursuant to the locations specified in the table and figures 
in the ODCM, as well as summarized and tabulated results of the~e 
analyses and measurements [in the format of the table in the 
Radiological Assessment Branch Technical Position, Revision 1, 
November 1979]. [The report shall i den ti fy the TLD 'results that 
represent collocated dosimeters in relation to the NRG TLD program 
and the e)<posure period associated Hi th each result.] In the event 
that some individual results are not available for inclusion Hith 
the report, the report shall be submitted noting and explaining the 
reasons for the missing results. The missing data shall be 

liiilliiii.1114Jiilli,lililll1n 

Radioactive Effluent Release Report 

The Radioactive Effluent Release Report covering the operation of 
the plant shall be submitted in accordance with 10 CFR 50.36a. The 
report shall include a summary of the quantities of radioactive 
liquid and gaseous effluents and solid waste released from the 
plant. The material provided shall be consistent with the 
objectives outlined in the ODCM and Process Control Program and in 
conformance with 10 CFR 50.36a and 10 CFR 50, Appendix I, Section 
IV.B.l. 

Monthly Operating Reports 

Routine reports of operating statistics and shutdown experience+, 
including documentation of all challenges to the pressurizer 
po·,1er operated relief valves orHPl"~SS..l1JO.i zer safety valves,] sha 11 be 

:~[~i~i:6.i~ ~~ !a~~n~~~{h b~~ ~ f o'~~lg~fu,~:!·~~ja ~~n~:;e~o~~~n c~~:r~y the 
repci'rf:······· 

Core Operating Limits Report (COLR) 

a. Core operating limits shall be established prior to ea~h reload 
cycle, or prior to any remaining portion of a reload cycle; and 
shall be documented in the COLR for the following: 

:!@=::l=:·::::_:~·,.;:=~'@l·=l:·'.:.1:·:=·:; M91:i~:i~:9r]:liITTP§,ri~fil·n~·:_·q:9i:~~:~:~M:§?:~ 

?f:,::=.:·::d .. ~:.~:~:,s:z::::::::: -:·:=·:==·:::::1~s·@~-:~:~-1:ns·]B:9~]_:·~:n·~:gp,~mgn:].~:1:m~-~:§: 
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• 
Reporting Requirements 

5.6 

b. The analytical methods used to determine the core operating 
limits shall be those previously reviewed and approved by the 
NRC, specifically those described in the following documents: 

5.0-28 
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• 

• 

Reporting Requirements 
5.6 

c. The core operating limits shall be determined such that all 
applicable limits (e.g., fuel thermal mechanical limits, core 
thermal hydraulic limits, Emergency Core Cooling Systems (EGGS) 
limits, nuclear limits such as shutdown margin, transient 
analysis limits, and accident analysis limits) of the safety 
analysis are met. 

d. The COLR, including any mid cycle revisions or supplements, 
shall be provided, upon issuance for each reload cycle, to the 
NRC . 
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• 5.6.6 

5.6.7 

------- --· -

Reporting Requirements 
5.6 

Reactor Coolant System (RCS) Pressure and Temperature Limits Report 
(PTLR) 

a. RECS pressure and temperature limits for heatup, cooldown, low 

· i!ii~~iitl~ilii,iiii1i•t~r~,,~f-1~;s 
estabn shedH aridH•di:icumerifed iriHfhe HPTLRHfi:ir the following: [The 
individual specifications that address RCS pressure-and 
temperature limits must be referenced here.] 

1 n·Psif, 4::2~•2 q; ·••~&~ 'RX1~§§Y.n~·,• ~nR ·±~mf?§:r~tY.rt~ s 1m~·y,§ ~, 
•?.; • s¥m -~~~;:~g·~- PP:w·m=~m8~r~tY.n~.:9y~.nP:r~•§:§9ng err9~~2ti2r••. ~x§t~ms 

b. The analytical methods used to determine the Rf£ BG:.$ pressure 
and temperature limits shall be those previously reviewed and 
approved by the NRC, specifically those described in the 
following documents: [Identify the NRG staff approval document 
by date.] · 

J,l ·• : ·+9• :PBR. ~gm ~µ·p,~iJg1x ·~··~· 
?•~ •.•:•• .f:q'·! s~R §g\~§; 

2'. ·.. ~§n§r).§: ,~~~~~.n§•••~$.t:11 ~iJg::~?2P:~.~-

4 ~ : ::_,_.::gg94.:J::~~§rs.i::•:§g'1@~····::~:::f:~~~ ::•:R~¥1'§·]:9tt ::g:L·'m!.¥:I!g~?•~; 
.$.•:# : R~9.YJ:~-~9r$ :::_G.9J·tj~::••:·l :;:~,ijz@::::J;~~~,:~:: 

P.:;::: ::::. :g~~-n!:~r9::.:B.~.~:,]·:~w;.:.::R1:,~n:.:§igt,:1·2n::,:,~::;,,_~·;,g ~: 

~ :;: · • :·:!i~~!~illlll!l!lll~~!~~~l!~~:~§§:'.:µ•~i-···M1wsfu····?~i:.··:J·~~:§.-:;. 
c. The PTLR shall be provided to the NRC upon issuance for each 

reactor vessel fluence period and for any revision or 
supplement thereto. 

EOG Failures Report 

If an individual emergency diesel generator (EOG) experiences four 
or more valid failures in the last 25 demands, these failures and 
any non valid failures experienced by that EOG in that time period 
shall be reported within 30 days. Reports on EOG failures shall 
include the information recommended in Regulatory Guide 1.9, 
Revision 3, Regulatory Position C.5, or existing Regulatory 
Guide 1.108 reporting requirement. 
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• 
5.6.9 

5. 6 .10 

5.6.9 

• 

Reporting Requirements 
.. 5. 6 

f2AM Acc~:~~tj:~.:=M~~1~6.'~tn§'th~~ru~~~~~~+{)q= Report . 

When a report is required by Condition B or G of LCO 3.3. [11]3.}~], 
".fle-s-t. Accident Monitoring -f-P-AMt Instrumentation," a report shall be 
submitted within the following 14 days. The report shall outline 
the preplanned alternate method of monitoring, the cause of the 
inoperability, and the plans and schedule for restoring the 
instrumentation channels of the Function to OPERABLE status. 

Tendon Surveillance Report 

Any abnormal degradation of the containment structure detected 
during the tests required by the Pre Stressed Concrete Containment 
Tendon Surveillance Program shall be reported to the NRG \lithin 
30 days. The report shall include a description of the tendon 
condition, the condition of the concrete (especially at tendon 
anchorages), the inspection procedures, the tolerances on cracking, 
and the corrective action taken. 

99~!·~~·~.fug~~·:·=:@~~~~~·~·f!=~~.,:==,=·~ry~~9~~::~x..·=:§.~·r¥~}:=J==~::~~:9~·:=::g§µ9:~! 
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[ 
Stearn Generator Tube Inspector Report 

RevieHer's Note: Reports required by the Licensee's current 
licensing basis regarding steam generator tube surveillance 
requirements shall be included here. An appropriate 
administrative cnntrols format should be used. 

Revi e'oier' s Note: These reports may be required covering 
inspection, test, and maintenance activities. These reports 
are determined on an individual basis for each unit and their 
preparation and submittal are designated in the Technical 
Specifications. 

Steam Generator Tube Surveillance Report 

.-ml'lll1111i~1l .. 1'1{~ 
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Reporting Requirements 
5.6 

mn: , • ~4mR~n •=·~m~ ==~xt.~n~" g,r;: .~9cy~§ 1 m~P~@m~9 2=· 
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5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS 

5.7 High Radiation Area 

High Radiation Area 
5.7 

5.7.1 Pursuant to 10 CFR 20, paragraph 20.160l(c), in lieu of the 
requirements of 10 CFR 20.1601, each high radiation area, as defined 
in 10 CFR 20, in which the intensity of radiation is > lQO mrem/hr 
but < 1000 mrem/hr, shall be barricaded and conspicuously posted as 
a high radiation area and entrance thereto shall be controlled by 
requiring issuance of a Radiation Work Permit (RWP). Individuals 
qualified in radiation protection procedures (e.g., fHealth Physics· 
Technicianst)· or personnel continuously escorted by such individuals 
may be exempt from the RWP issuance requirement during the 
performance of their assigned duties in high radiation areas with 
exposure rates ~ 1000 mrem/hr, provided they are otherwise following 
plant radiation protection procedures for entry into such high 
radiation areas. 

In lieu of the "control device" or "alarm signal" required by 
10 CFR 20.1601, each high radiation area in which the intensity of 
radiation is greater than 100 mrem/hour but less than 1000 mrem/hour 
at 30 cm from the radiation source or from any surface which the 
radiation penetrates, shall be barricaded and conspicuously posted 
as a high radiation area and entrance thereto shall be controlled by 
requiring issuance of a radiation work permit ~n,!i,RIR· 

Any individual or group of individuals permitted to enter such areas 
shall be provided with or accompanied by one or more of the 
following: 

a. A radiation monitoring device that continuously indicates the 
radiation dose rate in the area. 

b. A radiation monitoring device that continuously integrates the 
radiation dose rate in the area.and alarms when a preset 
integrated dose is received. Entry into such areas with this 
monitoring device may be made after the dose rate levels in the 
area have been established and personnel are aware of them. 

c. An individual qualified in radiation protection procedures with 
a radiation dose rate monitoring device, who is responsible for 
providing positive control over the activities within the area 
and shall perform periodic radiation surveillance at the 
f~~qy~n~Y. ~P~<::.ified by the [Radiation Protection Manager] RY'BY 
~~~mf:~i:::::::BihX~!]i§!]:,§:ji in the RWP. 
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. 5. 7. 2 

5.7.3 

• 

• 

High Radiation Area 
5.7 

In addition to the requirements of Specification 5.7.1, ~).:(:igpf;~s 
~l19wgtj=:tiM=~:IZ;.$;::areas with radiation levels ~ iooo mrem/hr sha11 
be prOvTded wTlh Tocked or continuously guarded doors to prevent 
unauthorized entry and the keys shall be maintained under the 
administrative control of the Shift Foreman $i,)P.J~:r.Y1§..9r on duty or 
health physics supervision. Doors shall remairi Tocked except during 
periods of access by personnel [High Radiation Area] under an 
approved RWP that shall specify the dose rate levels in the 
immediate work areas and the maximum allowable stay times for 
individuals in those areas. In lieu of the stay time specification 
of the RWP, direct or remote (such as closed circuit TV cameras) 
continuous surveillance may be made by personnel qualified in 
radiation protection procedures to provide positive exposure control 
over the activities being performed within the area. 

For individual high radiation areas with radiation levels of 
> 1000 mrem/hr, accessible to personnel, that are located within 
large areas such as reactor containment, where no enclosure exists 
for purposes of locking, or that cannot be continuously guarded, and 
where no enclosure can be reasonably constructed around the 
individual area, that individual area shall be barricaded and 
conspicuously posted, and a flashing light shall be activated as a 
warning device . 
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ATTACHMENT 5 

CONSUMERS POWER COMPANY 
PALISADES PLANT 

DOCKET 50-255 

STS CONVERSION TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION CHANGE REQUEST 

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS PART 

STS Bases Pages Marked to Show the Differences Between RTS and STS 



• 

Not Applicable 

to 

This Section 



ATTACHMENT 6 

CONSUMERS POWER COMPANY 
PALISADES PLANT 

DOCKET 50-255 

STS CONVERSION TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION CHANGE REQUEST 

5.0 ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS PART 

Comparison of Revised and Standard Technical Specifications 
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to 

This Section 
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ENCLOSURE 2 

CONSUMERS POWER COMPANY 
PALISADES PLANT 

DOCKET 50-255 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION CHANGE REQUEST 

Comparison of Existing and Revised Technical Specifications 

)' - . 



• 
Palisades Tech Spec Requirement List. Corrected through Amendment 170 

A list of the existing Palisades Tech Specs (TS) correlated to Palisades Revised Technical Specifications (RTS). 

First Column; Existing Palisades Tech Spec (TS) number 

Each numbered TS item is listed in the left-most column. Items which contain more than one requirement are listed once for each requirement. 

Second Column; Palisades Revised Tech Spec (RTS) number 

The nearest corresponding numbered RTS item is listed in the second column. If the item does not appear in RTS, it is noted as 'Deleted' or 'Relocated.' 

Deleted is used where an item has been eliminated as a tech spec, ie deleting, iaw GL 84-15, the requirement to test a D.G. when an ECCS pump in the opposite 
train becomes inoperable. 

Re located is used where an i tern has been moved to a cont ro 11 ed program or document because it does not meet the "Criteria" of 10 CFR 50. 36 ( 2) ( c) ( i i) . 

Where an item is relocated or deleted, the number of the associated RTS section has been added to allow sorting the list by section number. Relocated items, 
such as heavy load restrictions, which are not associated with any particular RTS section are arbitrarily assigned the number 5.0. 

Third Column; TS. Item Description 

An abbreviation of the TS requirement appears in the third column. Each item is identified as: LCO, ACTION, SR, Admin, Exception, etc. Some items are implied, rather than 
explicit, ie a LCO is impli~d when an ACTION exists without a stated LCO. 

Description Key; TS requirement type: 

Safety Limit 
Surveillance Requirement 
Limiting Safety Setting 
Limiting Condition for Operation 
Action 

Administrative Requirement 
Permitted Instrument Bypass 
Defined Term 
Exception to other Requirement 
Descriptive material 
Table 

Forth Column; Classification of Changes: 

Column 3 syntax: 

SL: 
SR: 
LSS: 
LCO: 
ACTN: 

ADMN: 
Byps: 
DEF: 
XCPT: 
DESC: 
TBL: 

Safety limit; Applicable conditions 
Equipment to be tested; Test description; Frequency 
RPS Trip Channel & required setting 
Equipment to be operable; Applicable conditions 
Condition requiring action; Required action; Completion time 

Administrative requirement 
Bypassable component; conditions when bypass permitted 
Name of defined item 
Excepted spec or condition; Applicable conditions 
Subject matter 
Table 

Each change is identified as ADMINISTRATIVE, RELOCATED, MORE RESTRICTIVE, or LESS RESTRICTIVE. 

Fifth Column; Discussion of Changes: 

Each change is discussed briefly. 



• • 
Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number 

l. 0 

New 

1.1 ( 1) 

1.1 (2) 

1.1 (3) 

1.1 ( 4) 

1.1 (5) 

1.1 ( 6) 

.l.1(7) 

1.1 (8) 

1.1 (9) 

1.1(10) 

1.1(11) 

1.1(12) 

1.1(13) 

New 

1.1(14) 

1.1(15) 

1.1(16) 

1.1(17) 

1.1(18) 

l.1(19) 

RTS Number 

1.1 

1.1 ( 1) 

1.1 (2) 

1.1 (3) 

1.1(4)/1.1(5) 

1.1 (6) 

1.1(7) 

1.1 (8) 

1.1 (Tbl 1.1-1) 

1.1 Deleted 

1.1 Deleted 

1.1(10) 

1.1(11) 

1.1 (Tbl 

1.1 (Tbl 

1.1(13) 

1.1(15) 

1.1(14) 

1.1-1) 

1.1-1) 

1.1 (Tbl 1.1-1) 

1.1(17) 

1.1(18) 

1.1 Deleted 

TS requirement description 

Definitions 

DEF: Actions 

DEF: Assembly Radial Peaking' Factor (F,A) 

-
DEF: E - Average Disintegration Energy 

DEF: Axial Offset or Axial Shape Index 

DEF: Channel Calibration 

DEF: Channel Check 

DEF: Channel Functional Test 

DEF: Cold Shutdown; Shutdown Boron & <210"F 

DEF: Containment Integrity 

DEF: Control Rods; Full-length rods 

DEF: COLR; Core Op Limits Report 

DEF: Dose Equivalent 1-131 

DEF: Hot Shutdown; Sub crit, SOM >LCD 3.10, >525"F 

DEF: Hot Standby; >525"F, any rods out, <2% RTP 

DEF: MODE; see Table 1.1-1 

DEF: Low Power Physics testing 

DEF: Operable; capable of its required function 

DEF: Power Operation; >2% RTP 

DEF: Quadrant Power Tilt (T,) 

DEF: Rated Power; 2530 Mwt 

DEF: Reactor Critical; >10 4% 

2 

(03/28/96) 

Classification and Description of Changes 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM I NI STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM IN I STRATI VE: 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM IN I STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

ADM HI l STRATI VE: 

Added STS definition. 

Definition was reworded slightly to agree more closely 
with the analytical documents which it supports. There is 
no change in intent or effect. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Redefined as separate definitions to agree with actual 
plant usage. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Changed to agree with STS. 

Changed to agree more closely with STS. 

Changed to "MODE 5"; <200"F, iaw STS. 

Not a defined term in STS. 

Not a defined term in STS. 

Requirement unchanged. 

~equirement unchanged. 

Changed to "MODE 3"; K, 11 <0.99 & >300"F, iaw STS. 

Changed to "MODE 2"; K, 11 >0.99 & <5%, iaw STS. 

Added STS definition. 

Changed to "PHYS !CS TESTS", iaw STS. 

Changed to agree with STS. 

Changed to "MODE !"; >5%, iaw STS. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Changed to "RATED fHERMAL POWER"; used STS definition. 

lfol a defined term in STS. 



Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number 

1.1(20) 

1.1(21) 

1.1(22) 

1.1(23) 

1.1(24) 

New 

New 

1.1(25) 

RTS Number 

1.1 Deleted 

1.1 (9) 

1.1 (Tbl 1.1-1) 

1.1 Deleted 

1.1(19) 

1.1(20) 

1.1(21) 

1.1(22) 

TS requirement description 

DEF: Refueling Boron Concentration; K-eff <0.95 

DEF: Refueling Operation; Moving core parts 

DEF: Refueling Shutdown; >Ref Boron & <210"F 

DEF: Shutdown Boron Concentration; K-eff <0.98 

DEF: Shutdown Margin; Amount subcritical W/Rx trip 

DEF: Staggered Test Basis 

DEF: Thermal Power 

DEF: Total Radial Peaking Factor 

3 

(03/28/96) 

Classification and Description of Changes 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

Not a defined term in STS. 

Changed to "CORE ALTERATION", i aw STS. 

Changed to "MODE 6"; Rx vessel head not tensioned, i aw 
STS. 

Not a defined term in STS. 

Changed definition slightly to agree W/STS. 

Added STS definition. 

Added STS definition. 

Definition was reworded slightly to agree more closely 
with the analytical documents which it supports. There is 
no change in intent or effect. 



• 
Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number RTS Number TS requirement description 

2.0 2.0, 3.3 Safety Limits and Limiting Safety Settings 

2.1 2 .1.1 SL: DNBR >1.17/1.154/1.141; Hot Standby & Power ops 

2 .1.1 2.0 Deleted ACTN: SL exceeded; SD & no restart w/o NRC, etc 

2.2 2 .1. 3 SL: PCS Press <2750; W/ fuel in Rx 

2.2.1 2.0 Deleted ACTN: SL exceeded; SD & no restart w/o NRC, etc 

2.3 3.3 Cimiting Safety Settings - RPS 

2.3 3.3.l LSS: RPS settings iaw Tbl 2.3.1; When RPS req by 3.17.1 

2.3.1 3.3.1 ACTN: Setting not w/in limits; dee la re inop; Immediate.ly 

2. 3 .1 3.3.1 TBL: RPS Trip Settings 

2.3.l.l 3.3.l LSS: Variable Hi power Trip settings 

2.3.1.2 3.3.1 LSS: PCS Flow trip settings 

2.3.l.3 3.3.1 LSS: Hi Pressurizer Press trip setting 

2.3.l.4 3.3.1 LSS: TM/LP Trip settings 

2.3.l.5 3.3.1 LSS: SG Lo level trip setting 

2.3.l.6 3.3.1 LSS: SG Lo Press trip setting 

2.3.l.7 3.3.l LSS: CHP Trip setting 
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• 
(03/28/96) 

Classification and Description of Changes 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM IN I STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement redundant to 10 CFR 50.36(c)(l)(i)(A). 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement redundant to 10 CFR 50.36(c)(l)( i)(A). 

Unchanged in intent. The explicit· statement is eliminated 
in STS format. Implicit in LCO 3.0.l definition/stated 
in Bases. 

Unchanged in intent. The explicit statement is eliminated 
in STS format. The intent is satisfied by LCO 3.0.2 
wording. 

Unchanged for 4 PCP operation. Only 4 PCP values listed, 
as 2 or 3 PCP operati6n is no longer permitted. 

Requirement Unchanged. 

Requirement Unchanged. 

Requirement Unchanged. 

Requirement Unchanged. 

Requirement Unchanged. 

Requirement Unchanged. 

Requirement Unchanged. 



Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number RTS Number TS requirement description 

3.0 3.0 (LCOs) Limiting Conditions for Operation 

3.0.1 3.0.l(LCO) LCD: Compliance with LCOs required 

3.0.1 3.0.2{LCO) LCD: Follow Action when not meeting LCD 

3.0.2 3.0.2{LCO) LCD: Exit Action when LCD restored 

3.0.3 3.0.3{LCO) ACTN: Required when beyond LCD & Actions 

3.0.3 3.0.3(LCO) ACTN: Initiate action to SD in 1 hr 

3.0.3.1 3.0.3.a(LCO) ACTN: Be in Hot Standby (<2%) in next 6 (7 total) 

3 .. 0 .3. 2 3.0.3.b{LCO) ACTN: Be in HSD (subcritical) in next 6 (13 total) 

3.0.3.3 3.0.3.c{LCO) ACTN: Be in CSD (<210"F) in next 24 (37 total) hrs 

3.0.4 3.0.4(LCO) LCD: Limits mode entry unless LCOs met 

hrs 

hrs 
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(03/28/96) 

Classification and Description of Changes 

ADM! NISTRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

Changed wording to agree with STS. Very similar; used STS 
wording. 

Changed wording to agree with STS. Very similar; used STS 
wording. 

Changed wording to agree with STS. Very similar; used STS 
wording. 

Changed wording to agree with STS. Very similar; used STS 
wording; Note, however, that the changed definitions for 
operating conditions affects the actual requirements. 
Below the requirements of TS 3.0.3 and RTS 3.0.3 are 
compared step by step below. The requirements are 
essentially unchanged. Actions TS-3.0.3.2 and RTS-3.0.3.b 
are not alike due to the difference in the definitions 
involved. The total time to MODE 5 (formerly Cold 
Shutdown) is unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Changed to: Be in MODE 3 (Suber it i cal) in 7 hrs (total). 

Changed to: Be in MODE 4 (<300"F) in 31 hrs (total). 

Changed to: Be in MODE 5 (<200"F) in 37 hrs (total). 

Very similar; used STS wording. 



• 
Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs_ 

TS Number RTS Number TS requirement description 

3. l 3.4 PCS Requirements 

3.1.1.a 3.4.6 LCD: ·PCS flow >2810; During boron changes 

3.1.1.b 3.4.4 LCD:· Four PCP's running~ >Hot SD 

3.1.1.b 3:4 Deleted ACTN: <4 PCPs; Reduce power iaw Tbl 2.3.1 

3.1.1.b 3.4 Deleted ACTN: <4 PCPs; restore 4 PCPs; 12 hrs 

3.1.1.b 3.4 Deleted ACTN: <4 PCPs >12 hrs; Trip Rx from C0-6 

3.1.1.b 3.4.4/3.0.4 LCD: No startup; W/ <4 pumps 

3.1.1.b 3.4.4 LCD: No power operations; <3 pumps· 

3.1.1.c 3.4.1 LCD: 4 PCP flow >140.7E6 #/hr at 532"F; 

3.1.1.d 3.4.4/3.4.5 LCD: Both SG's required operable; >300"F 

3.1.1.e 3.2.4 LCD: AS! maintained iaw COLR; 

3.1.1.e.{l)a 3.2.4 A.l ACTN: AS! not w/in limit; initiate action; 15 min 

3.1.1.e.(l)b 3.2.4 A.l ACTN: AS! not w/in limit; Restore w/in 1 hr 

3.1.1.e.{l)c 3.2.4 B.l .. ACTN: AS! >limit >1 hr; Be <70%; 2 hrs 

3.1.1.f 3.4.l ADMN: Nominal PCS operating pressure <2100# 

3.1.1.g 3.4.1 LCD: Rx Tc slimit (formula); Power operation 

3.1.1.g 3.4.1 ADMN: No credit to be taken for flow >150E6 lb/hr 

3 .1.1.g(l) 3.4.1 C.l ACTN: T, <:limit; Restore <30 minutes 

3.1.1.g(l) 3.4.l D.l ACTN: Actions not met, be in HSD w/in 12 hrs (LCD 3.0.3) 
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{03/28/96) 

Classification and Description of Changes 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: Not required to be specifically called out; if power is 
not reduced before flow, reactor will trip. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: <4 PCP power operations ·not allowed. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: <4 PCP power operations not allowed. 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

Requirement unchanged. LCD 3.4.4 requires 4 pumps to be 
running, 3.0.4 prohibits changing modes when not in 
compliance with LCOs. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged - flow rate limit changed to reflect 
RTP conditions. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATJVE: RTS does not specify action initiation time, but 
completion time remains unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: Action simplified & single completion time stipulated. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: 

RTS requirement is more conservative than TS requirement, 
and reflects actual plant operating practice. · 

Allowed operating pressure range is specified in RTS. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Completion Time increased to 2 hrs iaw STS. 

Reduce power to s30% RTP iaw STS. At the reduced power. 
level, the potential for violation of the Dr!B limits is 
greatly reduce~. 



• 
Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number 

3.1.l.h 

3.1.1.h(l) 

3.1.1.h(2) 

3.l.l.h(3) 

3.l.l.h(4) 

3.1.1.i 

3.1.1.j 

3.1.1.j 

3 .1. 2 

3 .1. 2 

3.1.2.a 

3.1.2.b 

3.1.2.c.l 

3.1.2.c.2 

3.1.2.c.3 

3 .1. 2. c. 4. 

3 .1. 2 Aa .1 

3. 1. 2 Aa. 2 

RTS Number 

3.4.5 N 2 
3.4.6 N 2 
3.4.7 N 3 

3.4.5 N 2a 

3.4.5 N 2b 
3.4.6 N 2a 
3.4.7 N 3a 

3.4.5 N 2c 
3.4.6 N 2b 
3.4.7 N 3b 

3.4.5 N 2d 
3.4.6 N 2c 
3.4.7 N 3d 

3.4.6 N 3 
3.4.7 N 4 

3.4.9 

3.4.9 8.1 

3.4 

3.4.3 

3 .4 PTLR 

3.4 PTLR 

3.4 PTLR 

3.4 PTLR 

3.4 PTLR 

3.4 PTLR 

3.4.3 A.1 

3.4.3 A.2 

TS requirement description Classification and Description of Changes 

LCD: 1st PCP start prohibited unless condition met ADM! NI STRATI VE: Requirement unchanged. 

LCD: Tc >430"F ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

LCD: SG temp <Tc ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

LCD: SG <lOO>Tc & SDC isolated & isothermal ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

LCD: SG <lOO>Tc & SDC isolated & pressurizer lvl <57% ADM! NI STRATI VE: Requirement unchanged. 

LCD: PCS <300"F, don't operate P-50 A & B ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

LCD: 375 kw Press Heaters from lD & lE req'd; >300"F ADM IN I STRATI VE: Requirement unchanged. 

ACTN: Heaters <375 Kw; Restore heaters in 72 hrs or HSD ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

Heatup and Cooldown Rates 

LCD: PCS P&T & HU & CD iaw following, at all times ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

LCD: PCS P&T & HU & CD rates iaw fig 3-1 & 2 and: RELOCATED: PTLR - Requirements unchanged. 

LCD: Pressurizer HU/CD rate lOO"F/hr RELOCATED: PTLR - Re~uirements unchanged. 

LCD: HU/CD rate W/T sl70"F, <20/40"F/hr RELOCATED: PTLR - Requirements unchanged. 

LCD: HU/CD rate W/250"F ~T >170"F <40"F/hr RELOCATED: PTLR - Requirements unchanged. 

LCD: HU/CD rate W/350"F >T >250"F <60"F/hr RELOCATED: PTLR - Requirements unchanged. 

LCD: HU/CD rate W/T ~350"F <lOO"F/hr RELOCATED: PTLR - Requirements unchanged. 

ACTN: LCD 3.1.2 limits exceeded, restore w/in 30 min ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ACTN: LCD 3.1.2 limits exceeded, determine PCS OK, 72 hrs ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 
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• 
Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech'Specs. 

TS Number RTS Number 

3 .1. 2 Ab. l 3.4.3 8.1 

3 .1. 2 Ab. 2 3.4.3 8.2 

3.1.3.a 3.4.2 

TS requirement description 

ACTN: LCD 3.1.2 Completion Time exceeded, HSD; 12 hrs 

ACTN: LCD. ~.1.2 Completion Time exceeded, CSD; 
Pcs·<270 psia 48 hrs 

LCD: PCS >525"F; critical 

• 
(03/28/96) 

Classification and Description of Changes 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: MODE 3 in 6 hrs iaw STS. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: MODE 5 in 36 hrs iaw STS. 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: Requirement unchanged. 

3.1.3.a 3. 4 .17 XCPT: 3.1.3.a (>525"F when critical) N/A; Physics Testing MORE RESTRICTIVE: Minimum criticality temperature limit during physics tests 
increased from fracture mechanics temp limit to 500"F. 

3.1.3.b 3. 4 .17 LCD: PCS >385"F; When critical 

3.1.3.c 3 .1. 2 LCD: Rx subcritical by ~equired amount; <525"F 

3.1.3.d 3.1 Deleted LCD: Only 1 rod out w/o bubble & normal lvl 

3.1.3.e 3.1 Deleted LCD: No dilution w/o bubble & normal lvl 

3 .1. 4 3.4 PCS Radioactivity Limits 

3.1.4.a.l 3.4.16 LCD: DE 1-131 <1.0 µCi/gm 

3.1.4.a.2 3. 4 .16 LCD: Specific activity <100/E µCi/gm 

3.1.4.b 3.4.16 A.2 ACTN: 1.0 <l-131 <40 µCi/gm; fix w/in 72 hrs 

3.1.4.b 3.4 Deleted LCD: Operations w/1.0 <l-131 <40 µCi/gm <36 days/yr 

3.1.4.c 3.4.16 8.1 ACTN: 1-131 >40 µCi/gm; be <500"F in 6 hrs 

3.1.4.c 3.4.16 B.l ACTN: 1-131 >l µCi/gm >72 hrs; be <500"F in 6 hrs 
-

3.1.4.d 3.4.16 C.2 ACTN: >100/E µCi/gm; be <500"F in 6 hrs 

3.1.4.e 3.4.16 A.l/C.l ACTN: Sampling assoc with b, c, & d 
3.4.16.2 
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MORE RESTRICTIVE: Minimum temperature is SOO"F. 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: Using STS requirements. 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: Protection provided by new SOM definition and LCD 3.3.1. 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: SOM requirements are given in LCD 3.1.l and LCD 3.1.2. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Completion Time reduced to 48 hrs iaw STS. 

Completion Time to restore l~mits reduced to 48 hrs, but 
STS has no limit on integrated time above limit 
( ie, 36 d/yr). 

Requirement unchanged. 

Completion Time reduced to 48 hrs iaw STS. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirements unchanged.• 



• • 
Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs_ 

TS Number RTS Number TS requirement description 

3·.1.4 .e 3.4 Deleted ADMN: Reporting assoc with b, c, & d 

3 .1. 5 3.4 PCS Leakage Limits 

3.1.5.a 3.4.13 LCO: PCS unidentified leakage <l gpm 

3.1.5.a 3.4.13 A.l ACTN: >1 gpm uniden~ified leakage; Fix in 6 hrs o~ SD 

3.1.5.b 3.4.13 c LCO: PCS total leakage <10 gpm 

3.1.5.b 3.4.13 A.l ACTN: >10 gpm total leakage; Fix in 6 hrs or SD 

3.1.5.c 3.7.13 LCO: Secondary activity <0.1 µCi/gm DE 1-131 

3.1.5.c 3.7.13 ACTN: Secondary activity >limit; SD w/in 6 hrs. 

3.1.5.d 3.4.13.d LCO: Max pri-sec leakage <0.3 gpm; Steady state 

3.1.5.d 3.4.13.e LCO: Max pri-sec leakage <0.6 gpm; Transients 

3 .1. 6 3.4 Relocated PCS Oxygen & Halogen Limits 

3.1.6.a 3.4 Relocated LCO: PCS 02 <0.1 ppm 

3.1.6.a 3.4 Relocated ACTN: 02 <0.1 ppm; take action w/in 8 hrs 

3.1.6.b 3.4 Relocated LCD: PCS Cl <0.12 ppm 

3.1.6.b 3.4 Relocated ACTN: Cl <0.12 ppm; action w/in 8 hrs 

3.1.6.c 3.4 Relocated LCD: Fl <0.10 ppm; following welding on PCS 
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Classification and Description of Changes 

ADM IN I STRATI VE : 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

The reporting requirement was added to 
the TS by Amendment No. 20, dated 
04/26/76 following the format of the 
then existing CE STS. For any 
operation or condition prohibited by 
plant TS, the reporting requirements 
are covered by 1DCFR5D.73(a)(2)(i)(B). 

Requirement unchanged. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: Time for restoration reduced to 4 hrs iaw STS. 

ADM IN !STRATI VE: Requirement unchanged. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: Time for restoration reduced to 4 hrs iaw STS. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

The primary coolant chemistry requirements do.not meet the 
criteria of 10 CFR 50.36(2)(c)(ii), they do not appear in 
STS, and they have been relocated. 

These requirements do not meet the criteria of 
10 CFR 50.36(2)(c)(ii) and have been relocated. 

These requirements do not meet the criteria of 
10 CFR 50.36{2)(c)( ii) and have been relocated. 

These requirements do ndt meet the criteria of 
10 CFR 50.36(2)(c)(ii) and have been relocated. 

These requirements do not meet the criteria of 
10 CFR 50.36(2)(c)(ii) and have been relocated. 

These requirements do not meet the criteria of 
ID CFR 50.36(2)(c)(i i) and have been relocated. 



• 
Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs .and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number RTS Number TS requirement description 

3.1.6.c 3.4 Relocated ACTN: Fl <0.10 ppm; Action w/in 8 hrs 

3.1.6.d 3.4 Relocated ACTN: O~ & (Cl or Fl) >limit; Immediate action 

3.1.6.e 3.4 Relocated ACTN: 02 & (Cl or Fl) >limit >24 hrs; HSD in 12 hrs 

3.1.6.e 3.4 Relocated ACTN: 02 & (Cl or Fl) >limit >36 hrs; CSD in 24 hrs 

3 .1. 7 3.4.10/3.7.1 Primary and Secondary Safety Valves 

3.1.7.1 3 .4 .10 LCD: 3 Primary safeties; >CSD 

3 .1. 7 .1 Aa 3.4.10 8.1 ACTN: or more primary safeties inop, HSD in 12 hrs 

3 .1. 7 .1 Ab 3.4.10 B.2 ACTN: or more primary safeties inop, CSD in 48 hrs 

3.1.7.2 3.7.1 LCD: 23 Sec safeties; Above CSD 

3.1.7.2.a 3.7.1.a/b ACTN: l or more secondary safeties inop, HSD in 12 hrs 

3.1.7.2.b 3.7.1.b ACTN: 1 or more.secondary safeties inop, CSD in 48 hrs 

3.1.8 3.4.11/3.4.12 PCS Overpressure Protection Systems 

3.1.8.l . 3.4 .11 LCD: 2 PDRV flow paths; Tc ~430"F 

3. 1. 8. 1 Aa 3.4.11 A & B ACTN: 1 path inop; close path in l hr & fix 1n 7"2 hrs 
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Classification and Description of Changes 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

.RELOCATED: 

These requirements do not meet the criteria of 
10 CFR 50.36(2)(c)(ii) and have been relocated. 

These requirements do not meet the criteria of 
10 CFR 50.36(2) (c) (ii) and have been relo.cated. 

These requirements do not meet the criteria of 
10 CFR 50.36(2)(c)(ii) and have been relocated. 

These requirements do not meet the criteria of 
10 CFR 50.36(2)(c)(ii) and have been relocated. 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: LCD 3.4.10 applicability is MODES 1, 2, and 3 with PCS 
temperature >430"F. Primary safeties provide overpressure 
protection when PCS temperature is above 430"F. 
Applicability for LCO 3.4.10 written iaw STS. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: Completion Time to MODE 3 decreased to 6 hrs iaw STS. 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: TS 3~1.7.l i; appl{cable above cold shutdown (MODES 1-4) 
while LCD 3.4.10 is applicable for MODES 1, 2, and 3 ·iaw 
STS. Cooldown to MODE 5 is not required because 
LCD 3.4.12 provides overpressure protection when PCS 
temperature is less than 430"F iaw STS. 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: Existing TS require safeties to be operable above Cold 
Shutdown (above 210"F); Proposed RTS require safeties to 
be operable in MODES 1, 2 and 3 (above 300"F). The 
required settings are between 985 and 1025 psig; The 
safeties provided no real function between 210 and 300"F. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: 

ADM! NI STRA TIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

Proposed RTS allow 4 hrs for .repair, but only 6 to MODE 3; 
total hours to hot shutdown (MODE 3) is reduced to 10 hrs. 

Existing Action requir~s cooldown to Cold Shutdown; 
proposed RTS only require cooling plant to MODE 4 because 
proposed app l i cab i l ity is MODES 1, 2, 3. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 
(ACTN A.2 is New) 



Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number RTS Number TS requirement description 

3.1.8. l Aa.l 3.4.11 B.1 ACTN: PORV "CLOSE" position in 1 hr 

3.1.8.1 Aa.2 3.4.11 A.l ACTN: Close block valve in 1 hr 

3.1.8.1 Aa.3 3.4.11 A.3/B.2 ACTN: Restore PORV flow path in 72 hrs 

3. 1. 8 .1 Ab 3.4.11 D & E ACTN: 2 paths inop; Close paths in 1 hr & 
fix 1 path in 2 hrs 

3 . 1. 8. 2 Ab. 1 3.4.11 F.1 ACTN: PORV "CLOSE" position in hr 

3 . 1. 8 . 2 Ab . 2 3.4.11 D.l ACTN: Close block valve in 1 hr 

3 . 1. 8. 2 Ab. 3 3.4.11 D.3/E.2 ACTN: Restore 1 PORV flow path in 2 hrs 

3 .1. 8 .1 Ac 3.4.llC&F ACTN: Required Actions not met, HSD w/in 12 hrs 

3.1.8.2 3.4.12 LCD: 2 PORV flow paths; Tc <430"F 

3 .1. 8. 2 Aa 3.4.12 B.l/C.l ACTN: 1 PORV inop; Res'tore both w/ in 1 day 
with PZR level >57% and 7 days with PZR 
level 557% 

3 .1.8. 2 Ab 3.4.12 D.l/D.2 ACTN: 2 PORVs inop; Vent PCS w/in 24 hrs 

3. 1. 8. 2 Ab. 1 3.4.12.2 ACTN: 2 PORVs inop; Verify unlocked vent each 12 hrs 

3 . 1. 8 . 2 Ab . 2 3.4.12.2 ACTN: 2 PORVs inop; verify locked vent each 31 days 

3 .1. 9 3.4 Shutdown Cooling (SDC) 

3 .1,9 .1 3.4.6 LCD: 1 SOC train/PCS loop running& 2 operable; 
300 <oT >200 

3.1.9.1.1 3.4.6 LCD: Acceptable loop: SDC Train A 

3.1.9.1.2 3.4.6 LCD: Acceptable loop: soc Train B 

3.1.9.1.3 3.4.6 LCD: Acceptable loop: PCS loop 1 
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Classification and Description of Changes 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 
(ACTN D.2 is NEW) 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

(03/28/96) 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: Requirement unchanged - TS 3.1.8.1 is applicable when PCS 
temperature is 'less than 430"F. Going to HOT SHUTD6WN 
(MODE 4 - 300"F >PCS temp >200"F) is not required. Plant 
placed in condition where LCD is no longer applicable iaw 
STS. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirements unchanged - Figure 3-4, LTOP setpoint limit 
relocated to the PTLR. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirements unchanged. 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: Increased completion time for cooldown and venting 
to 24 hrs: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirements unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirements unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirements unchange·d. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirements unchanged. 

ADMIMISTRATIVE: Requirements unchanged. . . . . 
ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirements unchanged. 



Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. (03/28/96) 

TS Number RTS Number 

3.1.9.1.4 3.4.6 

3.1.9.1 El 3.4.6 Nl 

3.1.9.l Al. a 3.4.6 A.l 

3.1.9.l Al.b 3.4 Deleted 

3.1.9.l Al.c 3.4.6 B.l 

3.1.9.l A2.a 3.4.6 C.l 

3 . 1. 9 . 1 A2 . b 3.4.6 C.2 

3.1.9.2 3.4.7 

3.1.9.2.1 3.4.7 

3.1.9.2.2 3.4.7 

3.1.9.2.3 3.4 Deleted 

3.1.9.2 El 3.4.7 Nl 

3.1.9.2 E2 3.4.7 N2 

3.1.9.2 Al.a 3.4.7 A.1 

3. 1. 9. 2 Al. b 3.4 Deleted 

3 . 1. 9 . 2 A2 . a 3.4.7 C.l 

3 . 1. 9 . 2 A2 . b 3.4.7 C.2 

3.1.9.3 3.4.8 

3.1.9.3.1 3.4.8 

3.1.9.3.2 3.4.8 

TS requirement description 

LCD: Acceptable loop: PCS loop 2 

XCPT: No f1ow ok if no dilute & CETs ~lO"F above sat 

ACTN:·<req loops operable; take action to restore; Immed 

ACTN: <req loops op; Main PCS as cool as possible 

·ACTN: <req loops operable but sdc OK; Be <200"F; 24 hrs 

ACTN: <req flow; stop dilution; Immediately 

ACTN: <req flow; take action to restore; Immediately 

LCD: 1 SDC train/PCS loop running & 2 decay heat paths 
operable; T <200 & filled 

LCD: Acceptable loop: SDC Train A 

LCD: Acceptable loop: SDC Train B 

LCD: Acceptable loop: PCS loops 1 & 2 

Classification and Description of Changes 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirements unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirements unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirements unchanged. 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: If PCS temperature increases above applicability range, 
then a MORE RESTRICTIVE LCD is required. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirements unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirements unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirements unchanged. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: One SDC train required to be operating and S/G 
level >25%. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirements unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirements unchanged. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: Rely only on SDC and natural circulation heat transfer to 
full SGs. 

XCPT: No flow ok if no dilute & CETs ~200"F & 2 SDC trains ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirements unchanged. 

XCPT: No trains ok if flow ok, CETs ~200"F, & 2 SGs >-84% MORE RESTRICTIVE: 

ACTN: <req loops operable; take action to restore; ·Immed ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ACTN: <req loops operable; maintain PCS as LESS RESTRICTIVE: 
cool as possible 

ACTN: <req flow; stop dilution; Immediately ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ACTN: <req flow; take action to restore; Immediately MORE RESTRICTIVE: 

LCD: 1 SDC train loop running & 2 operable; T<200 
& not filled 

LCD: Acceptable loop: SDC Train A 

LCD: Acceptable loop: SDC Train B 

12. 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMiNISTRATIVE: 

No credit for PCPs and minimum S/G level increases t6 25%. 

Requirements unchanged. 

If PCS temperature· increases above applicability range, 
then a more restrictive LCD is required. 

Requirements unchanged. 

Minimum flow rate increased from 650 gpm (TS 3.10.1.6) to 
1000 gpm. 

Requirements unchanged. 

Requirements unchanged. 

Requirements unchanged. 



• 
Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number RTS Number 

3.1.9.3 El 3.4.8 Nl 

3.1.9.3 E2 3.4.8 N2 

3.1.9.3 E2 3.9.4 N 

3.1.9.3 Al.a 3.4.8 A.l 

3.1.9.3 Al.b 3.4 Deleted 

3.1.9.3 A2.a 3.4.8 C.l 

3.1.9.3 A2.b 3.4.8 C.2 

TS requirement description 

XCPT: No flow ok if no dilute & CETs s200"F 
& 2 SOC trains 

XCPT: No trains ok if flow ok, CETs s200"F, 
& cavity ~647' 

XCPT: No trains ok if flow ok, CETs s200"F, 
& cavity ~647' 

ACTN: <2 loops operable; take action to restore; Immed 

ACTN: <2 loops op; main PCS as cool as possible 

ACTN: <req flow; stop dilution; Immediately 

ACTN: <req flow; take action to restore; Immediately 
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• 
(D3/28/96) 

Classification and Description of Changes 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: Require lO"F subcooling. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. One SOC train must be OPERABLE, 
for MODE 5, Loops not filled iaw STS. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirements unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirements unchanged. 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: If PCS temperature increases above applicability range, 
then a more restrictive LCD is required. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirements unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirements unchanged. 



• 
Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number RTS Number TS requirement description 

3.5 Relocated Chemical and Volume Control System (CVCS) 

3'. 2 .1 3.5 Relocated LCO: CBA flow path; W/ fuel in Rx 

3.2.2.a 3.5.2 LCO: 2 chg pumps operable; W/ crit 

3.2.2.b 3.5 Relocated LCO: 1 BA pump operable; W/ crit 

3.2.2.c 3.5 Relocated LCO: 2 CBATs; W/ crit 

3.2.2.c 3.5 Relocated LCO: CBAT combined volume >ll8in; W/ crit 

3.2.2.c 3.5 Relocated LCO: CBAT boron cone 6.25 - 10%; W/ er it 

3.2.2.c 3.5 Relocated LCO: CBAT temp >25"F above sat; W/ crit 
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(03/28/96) 

Classification and Description of. Changes 

RELOCATED: The concentrated boric acid requirements of Section 3.2 
have been relocated to the Operating Requirements Manual. 
The initial Main Steam·Line Break (MSLB) analyses assumed 
addition of concentrated boric acid by the charging pumps. 
This addition was necessary to limit the extent of the 
return to power which was predicted for a MSLB late in 
core life. The MSLB accident was reanalyzed when new 
steam generators w~re installed in 1990-1991. The 
reanalyses did not assume charging pump operation or 
concentrated boric acfd addition. The new steam 
generators incorporate a flow restrictor in the outlet 
nozzle which reduces the maximum steam flow rate 
sufficiently to show satisfactory analytical results 
without the CVCS system. No other accident analyses 
assume functioning of the charging pumps or addition 
of concentrated boric acid to mitigate the consequences 
of an accident. Therefore the Concentrated Boric 
Acid requirements do not meet any criteria of 
10 CFR 50.36(2)(c)(ii) and the associated requirements 
have been relocated. The charging pump requirements have 
been moved to RTS Section 3.5. 

RELOCATED: Thesa requirements do not meet the criteria of 
10 CFR 50.36(2)(c)(ii) and have been relocated. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: The applicability for the existing charging pump 
requirements is ·"when the reactor is critical" (MODES 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

REL,OCATED: 

and 2); The proposed applicability for LCO 3.5.2, which 
requires the charging pumps to be Operable, is MODES 1 and 
2, and MODE 3 with T.,. <:325"F. 

These requirements do not meet the criteria of 
10 CFR 50.36(2)(c)( ii) and have been relocated. 

These requirements do not meet the criteria of 
10 CFR 50.36(2)(c)(ii) and have been relocated. 

These requirements do not meet the criteria of 
10 CFR 50.36(2)(c)(ii) and have been relocated. 

These requirements do not meet the criteria of 
10 CFR 50.36(2)(c)(ii) and have been relocated. 

Th~se requirements do not meet the criteria of 
10 CFR 50.36(2)(c)(ii) and h~ve been relocated. 



• 
Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number RTS Number TS requirement description 

3.2.2.d 3.5 Relocated LCD: 2 flow paths, CBAT to PCS; W? crit 

3.2.2.d 3.5.2 LCD: Flow path, SIRWT-Chg pumps; W/ crit 

3.2.2.e 3.5 Relocated LCD: 2 chnls ht trace CBAT-PCS; W/ crit 

3.2.3 3.5.2 A.1 LCD: Only 1 condition below at a time; Pwr ops 

3.2.3.a 3.5.2 A.1 ACTN: 1 Chg pump aper; Fix in 24 hrs 

3.2.3.b 3.5 Relocated ACTN: 1 CBAT inop; Fix in 24 hrs 

3.2.3.c 3.5 Relocated ACTN: 1 flow path CBAT-PCS; Restore in 24 hrs 

3.2.3.d 3.5 Relocated ACTN: 1 Heat trace chnl inop; Fix in 24 hrs 

• 
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• 
Classification and Description of Changes 

RELOCATED: These requirements do not meet the criteria of 
10 CFR 50.36(2) (c)(ii) and have been relocated. 

(03/28/96) 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: The charging pumps are required by LCD 3.5.2. While not 
explicitly required, the SIRWT suction path is part of the 
support equipment necessary for charging pump operation 
and is therefore required by the Operability definition in 
RTS Section 1.1. 

RELOCATED: These requirements do not meet the criteria of 
10 CFR 50.36(2)(c)(ii) and have been relocated. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: The conditions addressed by 3.2.3, which are retained in 
the RTS, address only the charging pumps.· Condition 
3.5.2 A only applies when 100% of ECCS flow is available. 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: The charging pump· AOT has been extended to agree with the 
AOT for ECCS systems in STS. 

RELOCATED: These requirements do not meet the criteria of 
10 CFR 50.36(2)(c)(ii) and have been relocated. 

RELOCATED: These requirements do not meet the criteria of 
10 CFR 50.36(2)(c)(ii) and have been relocated. 

RELOCATED: These requirements do not meet the criteria of 
10 CFR 50.36(2)(c)(ii) and h~ve been relocated. 



Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number RTS Number TS requirement description 

3.3 3.5 Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) 

3.3.l.a 3.5.4 LCO: SIRWT, >250kgal, 1720-2500ppm, >40"F; W/crit 

3.3.1.b 3.5.l LCO: SIT; >200#, 174-200", 1720-2500ppm; W/crit 

3.3.l.c 3.5.2 LCO: 2 LPSI pumps. operable; W/crit 

3.3.l.d 3.5.2 LCO: 2 HPSI pumps operable; W/crit 

3.3.l.e 3.6.7 LCO: Both SOC HX operable; W/crit 

3.3.l.e 3.7.7 LCO: Both CCW HX operable; W/crit 

3.3.l.f 3.5.2 LCO: 2 flow paths, SIRWT-PCS; W/crit 

3.3.1.g 3.5.1/3.5.2 ADMN: All req assoc SIS equip operable 

3.3.l.g 3.6.7 ADMN: All req assoc·SDC HX equip operable 

3.3.l.g 3.7.7 ADMN: All req assoc CCW HX equip operable 

3.3.l.h 3.5.2.l&.3 LCO: CV-3006 disabled in OPEN position; W/crit 

3. 3 .1. i 3.5.1.1 LCO: SIT valves open & de-energized; W/crit 

3. 3 .1. j 3.5.2.1 LCD: CV-3027 & 3056 open; W/crit 

lti 

• 
Classification and Description of Changes 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: Added upper temp limit iaw STS; added MODE 3 to 
applicability. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Required Unchanged. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: Added MODE 3 (>325"F) to applicability. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: Added MODE 3 (>325"F) to applicability. 

(03/28/96) 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: Added MODE 3 to applicability. HX operability is 
considered as part of Cont Spray train operability iaw 
STS. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: Added MODES 3 & 4 to operability iaw STS. HX operability 
is considered as part of CCW train operability iaw STS. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: Added MODE 3 (>325"F) to applicability. Flow paths are 
considered as part of the ECCS train operability, iaw STS. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: Added MODE 3 (>325"F) to applicability. actual requirement 
inferred by LCO 3.5.2 by OPERABILITY definition, as 
in STS. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: Added MODE 3 to applicability. actual requirement inferred 
by LCO 3.6.7 by OPERABILITY definition, as in STS. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: Added MODE 3 and 4 to applicability. actual requirement 
inferred by LCO 3.7 .7 by OPERABILITY definition, as 
in STS. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: Added MODE 3 ( >325"F) to applicability. Requirement for 
valve condition unchanged; RTS requires SRs in MODES 1, 
2, & 3. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement Unchanged. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: Added MODE 3 (>325"F) to applicability. Requirement for 
valve condition unchanged; RTS requires SRs in MODES 1, 2, 
& 3 {>325F). 



• • 
Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number RTS Number TS requirement description 

3.3.2 3.5 Deleted LCD: Only 1 condition below.at a time; Power ops 

3.3.2.a 3 . 5 . 1 . A, B , &C ACTN: l SIT inop; Fix in 1 hr or HSD in 12 hrs 

3.3.2.b 3.5.2.A&B ACTN~ 1 LPSI inop; Fix in 24 hrs or HSD in 12 hrs 

3.3.2.b 3.5 Deleted ACTN: 1 LPSI inop; Test other LPSI 

3.3.2.c 3.5.2.A & B ACTN: 1 HPSI inop; Fix in 24 hrs or HSD in 12 hrs 

3.3.2.c 3.5 Deleted ACTN: 1 HPS! inop; Test other HPSI 

3.3.2.d 3.6.7 A ACTN: 1 SDHX inop; Fix in 24 hrs or HSD in 12 hrs 

3.3.2.d 3.7.7 A & B ACTN: i CCW HX inop; Fix in 24 hrs or HSD in 12 hrs 

3.3.2.e 3.5.2 ADMN: Inop directly assoc equip makes item inop 

3.3.2.f 3.5.2 ACTN: Req assoc equip inop; Fix in 24 hrs 
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• 
(03/28/96) 

Classification and Description of Changes 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: RTS will allow more than one item to.be inop at bne time. 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: 

Existing paragraph 3.3.2 lumps actions for inoperable 
equipment. RTS distributes these requirements into 
individual required actions. 

Restoration time increased to 72 hrs for boron 
concentration, Time to be in MODE 3 (HSD) shortened to 
6 hrs; no other changes. 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: Restoration time increased to 72 hrs Time to be in MODE 3 
(HSD) shortened to 6 hrs, iaw STS. RTS lumps HPSI & LPSI 
component inoperability into a single Action condition iaw 
STS. 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: There is no similar requirement in STS. Normal operating 
practice assures checking redundant components in cases of 
possible common mode failure. 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: Restoration time increased to 72 hrs Time to be in MODE 3 
( HSD) shortened to 6 hrs; i aw STS. RTS lumps HPS I & LPS I 
component inoperability into a single Action condition iaw 
STS. 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: There is no similar requirement in STS. Normal operating 
practice assures checking redundant components in cases of 
possible common mode failure. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: Existing TS 3.3.2.d allows one SDHX to be inoperable for 
up to 24 hrs. Since an inoperable SDHX would affect the 
operability of both trains, the 24 hrs is inappropriate 
(and has not been used). RTS would require a shutdown and 

xooldown iaw LCD 3.0.3. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: Existing TS 3.3.2.d allows one CCW HX.to be inoperable for 
up to 24 hrs. Since an inoperable CCW HX would affect·the 
operability of both trains, the 24 hrs is inappropriate 
(and has not been used),. RTS would require a shutdown and 
cooldown iaw LCD 3.0.3. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Covered by OPERABILITY definition. 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: Restoration time increased to 72 hrs. Time to be in MODE 3 
(HSD) shortened to 6 hrs, iaw STS. Covered by OPERABILITY 
definition and associated LCOs & Actions. 



• 
Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number RTS.Number 

3.3.2.f 3.5 Deleted 

3.3.3 3:4 

3.3.3 3.4.14.1 

3.3.3.a 3.4.14.l 

3.3.3.b 3.4.14 A.1/A.2 

3.3.3.c 3.4.14 B.l 

3.3.4 3.5.2 

3.3.4.a 3.5.2 A.1 

3.3.5 3.4.12 

3.3.S(n) 3.4.12 N 

TS requirement description 

ACTN: Req assoc equip inop; Test red equip 

Pressure Boundary Valves 

SR: Verify Tbl 4.3.1 vlv lkg; B4 power ops 

SR: Verify Tbl 4.3.1 vlv lkg 

ACTN: Tbl 4.3.l not met; Shut 2 vlvs (see 4.3. i) 

ACTN: 3.3.3.a & b not met; HSD in 12 hrs (LCD 3.0.3) 
or in LCD for inoperable safety injection flow 
path after deenergizing the flow control valve. 

LCD: 2 HPSI operable; PCS >325"F 

ACTN: 1 HPSI inop; Follow 3.3.2.c 

LCD: 2 HPS!s inop; <300"F 

XCPT: This LCD doesn't prohibit emerg use 
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(03/28/96) 

Classification and Description of Changes 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: There is no similar requirement in STS. Normal operating 
practice assures checking redundant components in cases of 
possible common mode failure. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: Added requirement to test valves w/in 24 hrs after opening 
and added 2 HLI check valves. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: ACTN 3.4.14 A.1 requires isolation of low pressure pipe 
with 1 valve and 3.4.14 A.2 requires restoration of PIV 
within 72 hrs. Restoration requirement is required since 
affected systems do not have a second isolation valve 
available for closure in the high pressure pipe without 
making a train of safety inspection inoperable. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: Time to HSD (MODE 3) reduced to 6 hrs iaw STS. 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: Requirement Unchanged. 

L~SS RESTRICTIVE: See discussion following 3.3.2.c. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADM! NI STRA TIVE: Requirement unchanged. 



Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number RTS Number TS requirement description 

3 :4 3.6.7/3.7.7/3.7.8 Containment Cooling 

3.4.1 3.6 Deleted XCPT: 3.4.l (Cont clg LCD) N/A; Low Temp Phy Tests 

3.4.1.a 3.6.7 LCD: Air Clr VlA, V2A, V3A; W/crit 

3.4.1.a 3.6.7 LCD: ~~ray Pump P54A; W/crit 

3.4.1.a 3.7.8 LCD: Serv wtr pumps P7A, P7C; W/crit 

3.4.1.a 3.7.7 LCD: CCW Pump P52B; W/crit 

3.4.1.b 3.7.8 LCD: Service Water Pump P78; W/crit 

3.4.1.b 3.6.7 LCD: Cont Spray Pump P548, P54C; W/crit 

3.4.1.b 3.7.7 LCD: CCW Pump P52A, P52C; W/crit 

3.4.1.c 3.6.7 ADMN: All req assoc CSS/CAC equip operable 
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(03/28/96) 

Classification and Description of Changes 

ADMINISTRATIVE: RTS requirements provided in 3.6.7 for containment spray 
and cooling, 3.7 .7 for component cooling water and 3.7.8 
for service water iaw STS. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: RTS doesn't provide exception, exception is not required. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: RTS requires 2 trains of containment coolers and spray to 
be operable in MODES l - 3 ~ 325"F. One train uses VIA, 
V2A, V3A and P-54A. The other train uses P-548 and P-54C. 
Existing TS requires that the equipment be operable only 
prior to criticality. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: RTS requires 2 trains of containment coolers and spray to 
be operable in MODES 1 - 3 ~ 325"F. One train uses VIA, 
V2A, V3A and P-54A. The other train uses P-548 and P-54C. 
Existing TS requires that the equipment be operable only 
prior to criticality. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: RTS require 2 trains of Service water to be operable in 
MODES 1 - 4 prior to criticality. One train uses Pumps 
P-7A AND P-7C, and the other P-78. Existing T.S. requires 
that the equipment be OPERABLE only prior to criticality. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: RTS requires 2 trains of CCW to be operable in MODES 1-4. 
One train uses Pump P-52A OR P-52C, and the other P-52B. 
Existing T.S. requires that the equipment be OPERABLE only 
prior to criticality. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: RTS require 2 trains of Service water to be operable in 
MODES l - 4. One train uses pumps P-7A ANO P-7C, and the 
other p·-7B. Existing T.S·. requires that the equipment be 
OPERABLE only prior to criticality. 

MORE R~STRICTIVE: ·RTS requires 2 train~ of containment coolers and spray to 
be operable in MODES 1 - 3 ~ 325"F. One train uses VlA, 
V2A, V3A and P-54A. The other train uses P-54B and P-54C. 
Existing TS requires that the equipment be operable only 
prior to criticality. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: RTS re~uires 2 trains of CCW to be operable in MODES 1-4. 

ADM fN IS TRAT I VE: 

One tr~in uses Pump P-52A DR P-52C, and the other P-52B. 
Existing T.S. requires that the equipment be OPERABLE only 
prior to criticality. 

Requirement unchanged. Covered by OPERABILITY def in it ion. 



• • 
Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number RTS Number TS requirement description 

3.4.1.c 3.7.7 ADMN: A 11 req assoc ccw equip operable 

3.4.1.c 3.7.8 ADMN: A 11 req assoc sws equip operable 

3.4.2 3.6.7 ACTN: Req Action when 3.4.1 not met during power ops 

3.4.2 3.7.7 ACTN: Req Action when 3.4.1 not met during power ops 

3.4.2 3.7.8 ACTN: Req Action when 3.4.l not met during power ops 

3.4.2 3.6.7 A 1 ACTN: One CAC inop; Fix in 7 days 

3.4.2 3.7.8 A.l ACTN: One SW pump inop; Fix in 7 days 

3.4.2 3.7.7 A.1 ACTN: One CCW pump inop; Fix in 7 days 

3.4.2 3.6.7 A 1 ACTN: One CS pump/CAC inop; Fix in 7 days 

3.4.2 3.6.7 B.l ACTN: CS pump/CAC not restored in 7 days; HSD in 12 hrs 

3.4.2 3.7.7 B.l ACTN: CCW pump not restored in days; HSD in 12 hrs 
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• 
(03/28/96) 

Classification and Description of Changes 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: 

MORE RESTRICTLVE: 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: 

MORE ~ESTRICTIVE: 

Requirement unchanged. Covered by OPERABILITY definition. 

Requirement unchanged. Covered by OPERABILITY definition. 

TS LCD 3.4.1 covers equipment in several systems, 
Item 3.4.2 formerly addressed these items under a single 
Action statement. The new RTS treat each system 
separately iaw STS. 

TS LCD 3.4.1 covers equipment in several systems, 
Item 3.4.2 formerly addressed these items under a single 
Action statement. The new RTS treat each system 
separately iaw STS. 

TS LCD 3.4.l covers equipment in several systems, 
Item 3.4.2 formerly addressed these items under a single 
Action statement. The new RTS treat each system 
separately iaw STS. 

TS 3.4.2 addresses the inoperability of a single listed 
component, and allows an allowed outage time of 7 days. 
RTS combines Containment Coolers and spray components into 
a single LCD to reflect the analyses and installed 
equipment capabilities. RTS allows an allowed outage time 
of only 72 hrs. 

TS 3.4.2 addresses the inoperability of a single listed 
component, and allows an allowed outage time of 7 days. 
RTS allows an allowed outage time of only 72 hrs. 

TS 3.4.2 addresses the inoperability of a single listed 
component, and allows an allowed outage time of 7 days. 
RTS allows an allowed outage time of only 72 hrs. 

TS 3.4.2 addresses the inoperability of a single listed 
component, and allows an allowed outage time of 7 days. 
RTS combines Containment Gaolers and spray components_ into 
a single LCD to reflect the analyses and installed 
equipment capabilities. RTS allows an allowed outage time 
of only 72 hrs. 

RTS requires MODE 3 in 6 hrs. PAL TS defines hot shutdown 
to be similar to STS MODE 3. 

RTS requires MODE 3 in 5 hrs. PAL TS defines hot shut.clown 
to be similar to STS MODE 3. 



• 
Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number RTS Number TS requirement description 

3.4.3 3.7.8 ACTN: Req Action when 3.4.l not mei during power ops 

3.4.3 3.6.7 A 1 ACTN: Two 3.4.1.a orb items inop; Fix 1 in 24 hrs 

3.4.3 3.7.7 Al ACTN: Two 3.4.1.a orb items inop; Fix 1 in 24 hrs 

3.4.3 3.7.8 Al ACTN: Two 3.4.1.a orb items inop; Fix 1 in 24 hrs 

3.4.3 3.6.7 B.1 ACTN: 1 CS pump/CAC not fixed in 24 hrs; HSD in 12 hrs 

3.4.3 3.7.7 B.l ACTN: 1 CCW pump not fixed in 24 hrs; HSD in 12 hrs 

3.4.3 3.7.8 B.l ACTN: 1 SWS pump not fixed in 24 hrs; HSD in 12 hrs 
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(03/28/96) 

Classification and Description of Changes 

ADMINISTRATIVE: TS Item 3.4.3 groups equipment from several systems into a 
single Action. RTS Actions group Spray pumps and CACs· into 
LCD 3.6.7, and SWS and CCW pumps are treated separately 
Section 3.7, Plant Systems. 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: Spray pumps and CACs are addressed in LCD 3.6.7. Repair 
time increased to 72 hrs iaw STS. The issue of single vs 
multiple components being inoperable is addressed in RTS 
by the number of trains affected. One train inop is 
covered by Condition 3.6.7 A; Two trains inop is covered 
by LCD 3.0.3. CCW and SWS pumps are treated similarly in 
LCOs 3~7.7 and 3.7.8 of the Plant Systems Section. RTS 
adds1MODE 3 to applicability which is more restrictive. 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: Spray pumps and CACs are addressed in LCD 3.6.7. Repair 
time increased to 72 hrs iaw STS. The issue of single vs 
multiple components being inoperable is addressed in RTS 
by the .number of trains affected. One train inop is 
covered by Condition 3.6.7 A; Two trains inop is covered 
by LCD 3.0.3. CCW and SWS pumps are treated similarly in 
LCOs 3.7.7 and 3.7.8 of the Plant Systems Section. RTS 
adds MODE 3 to applicability which is more restrictive. 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: Spray pumps and CACs are addressed in LCD 3.6.7. Repair 
time increased to 72 hrs iaw STS. The issue of single vs 
multiple components being inoperable is addressed in RTS 
by the number of trains affected. One train inop is 
covered by Condition 3.6.7 A; Two trains inop is covered 
by LCD 3.0.3. CCW and SWS pumps are treated similarly in 
LCOs 3.7.7 and 3.7.8 of the Plant Systems Section. RTS 
adds MODE 3 to applicability which is more restrictive. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: RTS requires MODE 3 in 6 hrs. PAL TS defines hot shutdown 
to be similar to STS MODE 3. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: RTS requires MODE 3 in G hrs. PAL TS defines hot shutdown 
to be similar to STS MODE 3. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: RTS requires MODE 3 in G hrs. PAL TS defines hot shutdown 
to be similar to STS MODE 3. 



Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number RTS Number TS requirement description 

3.4.3 3.6.7 B2 ACTN: CS pump/CAC not restored in 48 hrs; CSD in 24 hrs 

3.4.3 3.7.7 B2 ACTN: CCW pump not restored in 48 hrs; CSD in 24 hrs 

3.4.3 3.7.8 B2 ACTN: SWS pump not restored in 48 hrs; CSD in 24 hrs 

(03/28/96) 

Classification and Description of Changes 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: RTS 3.6.7 applicability is MODES 1, 2, and 3 ~ 325"F. 
TS applicability is MODES 1 and 2. Since continuation of 
required actions is not required when plant is no longer 
in applicable conditions of LCD, proposed action requires 
cooldown to < 325°F, where existing Action may be exited 
when MODE 3 is reached. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: RTS 3.7.7 applicability is MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4. 
TS applicability is MODES 1 and 2. Since continuation of 
required actions is not required when plant is no longer 
in applicable conditions of LCD, proposed action requires 
cooldown to at least ~ODE 5, where existing Action may be 
exited when MODE 3 is reached. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE~ RTS 3.7.8 applicability is MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4. 
TS applicability is MODES 1 and 2. Since continuation of 
required actions is not required when plant is no longer 
in applicable conditions of LCD, proposed action requires 
cooldown to at least MODE 5, where existing Action may be 
exited when MODE 3 is reached. 

3.4.3 3.6 Deleted ACTN: Two 3.4.1.a or b CS/CAC items inop; Test opposite DG LESS RESTRICTIVE: There is no similar requirement in STS. Deleted iaw 
GL 84-15 recommendations. 

3.4.3 3.7 Deleted 

3.4.3 3. 7 .Deleted 

3.4.4 3.6.7 

3.4.4 3.7.7 

3.4.4 3.7.8 

3.4.5 3.6.7 

3.4.5 3 .7. 7 

ACTN: Two 3.4.1.a orb CCW items inop; Test opposite DG 

ACTN: Two 3.4.1.a orb SWS items inop; Test opposite DG 

AOMN: lnop directly assoc CS/CAC equip makes equip inop 

ADMN: Inop directly assoc CCW equip makes equip inop 

ADMN: Inop directly assoc SWS equip makes equip inop 

ACTN: Req assoc CS/CAC equip inop; Fix in 24 hrs 

ACTN: Req assoc CCW equip inop; Fix in 24 hrs 
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LESS RESTRICTIVE: There is no similar requirement in STS. Deleted iaw 
GL 84-15 recommendations. 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: There is no similar requirement in STS. Deleted iaw 
GL 84-15 recommendations. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Covered by OPERABILITY definition. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Covered by OPERABILITY definition. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: C.overed by OPERABILITY definition. 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: Restoration time increases to 72 hrs. Time to be in 
MODE 3 (HOS) shortened to 6 hrs, iaw STS. Covered by 
OPERABILITY definition and associated LCO's and ACTIONS. 
PAL TS defines hot shutdown to be similar to STS MODE 3. 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: Restoration time increases to 72 hrs. Time to be in 
MODE 3 (HOS) shortened to 6 hrs, iaw STS. Covered by 
OPERABILITY definition and associated LCO's and ACTIONS. 
PAL TS defines hot shutdown to be similar to STS MODE 3. 



• 
Comparison of existing Pa'lisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number RTS Number TS reguirement description 

3 ."4. 5 3.7.8 ACTN: Req assoc SWS equip inop; Fix in 24 hrs 

3.4.5 3.6 Deleted ACTN: Req assoc CS/CAC equip; Test redundant equip 

3.4.5 3.7 Deleted ACTN: Req assoc CCW equip; Test redundant equip 

·3.4.5 3.7 Deleted ACTN: Req assoc SWS equip; Test redundant equip 
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( 03/28/96) 

Classification and Description of Changes 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: 

Restoration time increases to 72 hrs. Time to be in 
MODE 3 (HDS) shortened to 6 hrs, iaw STS. Covered by 
OPERABILITY definition and associated LCO's and ACTIONS. 
PAL TS defines hot shutdown to be similar to STS MODE 3. 

There is no similar requirement in STS. Normal operating 
practice assures checking redundant components in cases of 
possible common mode failure. 

There is no similar requirement in STS. Normal operating 
practice assures checking redundant components in cases of 
possible common mode failure. 

There is no similar requirement in STS. Normal operating 
practice assures checking redundant components in cases of 
possible common mode failure. 



Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs ahd Proposed Palisjides Tech Specs_ 

TS Number RTS Number TS requirement description 

3:5 3.7 Steam and Feedwater System 

3.5.1.a 3.7.5 LCD: P-BA & P-8C OPERABLE w/PCS >300"F 

3.5.1.a 3.7.6 LCD: Fire Protection Pump OPERABLE w/PCS >300"F 

3.5.La 3.7.5 Note 2 LCD: P-BB OPERABLE prior to criticality 

3.5.1.b 3 .7. 5 LCD: AFW system instruments OPERABLE iaw TS 3.17 

3.5. Le 3.7.5 LCD: All AFW Flow Control Valves OPERABLE, >300"F 

3.5.1.d 3.7.5 LCD: All req'd associated equipment OPERABLE, >300"F . 

3.5.1.e 3.7.6 LCD: Min 100,000 gals in CST & PMST w/PCS >300"F 

3.5.1.f 3.7.2.1 LCD: MS!Vs operable & close in <5 sec w/>300"F 

3.5.2.a 3.7.5 A.l ACTN: P-BA or P-BB inoperable; Restore w/in 7 days 

3.5.2.a 3.7.5 B.l ACTN: P-BC inoperable; Restore w/in 72 hrs 

3.5.2.b 3.7.5 Note 3 ACTN: 2 AFW Pumps in MANUAL for testing for s4 hrs 
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• 
(03/28/96) 

Classification and Description of Changes 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: Added requirement for 1 AFW pump in MODE 4 when using S/G 
for decay heat removal, iaw STS. 

MORE RESTRIC~IVE: Added requirement for Fire Protection Pump in MODE 4 when 
using S/G for decay heat removal, iaw STS. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Move prior to criticality requirement to a NOTE. The NOTE 
clarifies the applicability of LCD 3.7.5 to AFW pump P-8B. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: The requirement for operab 1 e instrumentation is inc 1 uded, 
by definition, in the requirement to have both AFW trains 
operable. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: The requirement for all AFW flow control valves to be 
operable is included, by definition, in the requirement to 
have both AFW trains operable. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: The requirement for all equipment associated with the AFW 
trains to be operable is included, by definition, in the 
requirement to have both AFW trains operable. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: Added the requirement for 100,000 gallons to be available 
in MODE 4 when a steam generator is being used for heat 
removal. Current Technical Specifications only require 
the 100,000 gallons to be available when the PCS is at or 
above 300"F. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

The ACTION time is extended on AFW pumps P-BA and P-8B 
because they are redundant within the 'A/B' AFW train. 
Inoperability of one pump does not prevent the train from 
fulfilling it's safety function. Current Technical 
Specifications have an ACTION time of 72 hrs. 

The ACTION time for AFW pump P-BC is unchanged because a 
redundant pump does not exist in the 'C' AFW train. This 
RTS ACTION statement also applies to all failures, except 
those of P-BA or P-BB, occurring in the 'A/B' AFW train. 

Changed to a NOTE to clarify applicability of the LCD. 



• 
Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. (03/28/96) 

TS Number 

3.5.2.c 

3.5.2.d 

3.5.2.e 

3. 5. 3 

3. 5. 3 

3. 5.4 

RTS Number 

3.7.6 B.l, 
B.2, B.3 

3.7.6 B.1, 
B. 2, B .3 

3.7.5 B.l 

3.7.5 C.l 

3.7.5 C.1 

,3. 7. 5 D .1 

TS requirement description Classification and Description of Changes 

ACTN: FPS makeup inoperable w/PCS >300"F; Fix w/in 7 days MORE RESTRICTIVE: RTS still requires other makeup supply (SWS) and the other 
AFW train ('C') to be operable. Current Technical 
Specifications do not place a time limit on determining 
the. operability of the other makeup supply and AFW train. 
The new ACTION statements require operability to be 
verified within 4 hrs. 

ACTN: SWS makeup inoperable w/PCS >300"F; Fix w/in 7 days LESS RESTRICTIVE: Current Technical Specifications require that both P-8A 
and P-8B be operable when the service water makeup supply 
to P-8C is inoperable. The proposed RTS requires the 
'A/B' AFW train to be operable. As discussed for 

ACTN: 1 FCV inoperable, redundant pump operable; Fix 72 hrs ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ACTN: Action 3.5.1 not met, except as noted in 3.5.4 ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ACTN: Action 3.5.2 not met, except as noted in 3.5.4 ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ACTN: 3 inoperable AFW pumps; Restore 1 Immediately ADMINISTRATIVE: 
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Action 3.7.5 A.1, the 'A/B' AFW train is considered 
operable even if either P-8A or P-88 is inoperable. This 
is less restrictive than currently allowed. In addition 
to the change discussed above, the new ACTION statement 
applies a 4 hrs time limit in determining the operability 
of the other makeup supply (fire protection system) and 
AFW train ( 'A/B'). Current Technical Specifications do 
not have a time limit on completing these actions. 

Inoperability of one flow control valve (FCV) is defined 
as rendering the associated AFW train inoperable. In this· 

. situation, the Plant would be in Action 3.7.5 B.l which 
requires the valve to be declared OPERABLE within 72 hrs. 
This is the same as current Technical Specifications. 

Under existing Technical 
statement requires Plant 
condition within 36 hrs. 
retained in the proposed 

Under existing Technical 
statement requires Plant 
condition within 36 hrs. 
retained in the proposed 

Specifications, this ACTION 
shutdown to a Cold Shutdown 
This overall time frame is 

RTS. 

Specifications, this ACTION 
shutdown to a Cold Shutdown 
This overall time frame is 

RTS. 

Requirement to restore .Q.t least one AFW pump to OPERABLE 
status changed to require the restoration of at least one 
AFW train to OPERABLE status. 



• 
Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number RTS Number TS requirement description 

3.5.4 3.5 Deleted ACTN: 3 inoperable AFW pumps; Reduce Rx pwr 
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• 
(03/28/96) 

Classification and Description of Changes 

LESS· RESTRICTIVE: The proposed RTS eliminates the requirement to reduce Rx 
power iaw STS. Instead, reactor power is left unchanged. 
This is done to reduce the probability of initiating a 
Plant transient (loss of a Main Feedwater pump, etc.) that 
would require the use of AFW at a time when all AFW is 
inoperable. The elimination of the power reduction 
requirement is less restrictive in that, while the current 
Technical Specifications require the Plant to perform 
actions that could lead to a transient, the proposed RTS 
does not. 



• • 
Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number 

3.6 

3.6.1.a 

3.6.1.b 

3.6.I.c 

3.6.I A 

3.6.I A a 

3.6.l Ab 

3.6.l Ac 

3.6.l Ad 

3.6.I 

RTS Number 

3.6 

3.6.I/2/3 

3.9.1 

3.1.2, 3.3.I 
3.6.I, 3.9.I 

3.6.3 A.I 

3.6.3 A.I 

3.6.3 A.I 

3.6.3 A.l 

3.6.3 E 

3.6 Relocated 

TS requirement description 

Containment System 

LCD: Integrity; >Cold Shutdown 

LCD: Integrity Req; W/head off & <refueling Boron 

LCD: No reactivity addn; w/o integrity 

ACTN: ~I inop iso vlv; keep I op iso vlv, and 

ACTN: a. fix w/in 4 hrs, or 

ACTN: b. iso w/deactivated vlv w/in 4 hrs, or 

ACTN: c. iso w/flange or man vlv w/in 4 hrs, or 

ACTN: d. be in HSD w/in 6 hrs & CSD w/in next 30 hrs 

TBL: !so vlvs & closure times 
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• 
(03/28/96) 

Classification and Description of Changes 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

RELOCATED: 

Requirement Unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged in RTS. RTS doesn't use the term 
Containment Integrity. RTS uses operability iaw STS. 
RTS 3.6.I/2/3 are equivalent to containment integrity. 

RTS (and STS) require >5% SOM when MODE 6, but do not tie 
this requirement to Containment Integrity. 

Proposed RTS do not explicitly prohibit dilution or 
multiple rod withdrawal without containment integrity; 
they do, however, contain requirements which accomplish 
the same thing: LCD 3.3.I effectively "prohibits withdrawal 
capability of more than one control rod while in 
conditions where containment Operability (integrity is not 
required. LCO 3.3.l requires the Low Flow trip to be 
operable whenever more than one rod is capable of being 
withdrawn; with less than four pumps operating a low flow 
trip would block all rod withdrawal. Although not a RTs· 
requirement, four _pumps cannot be operated simultaneously 
until PCS temperature is well above 200"F, where 
containment integrity is required. LCO 3.9.l required 
sufficient boron concentration to maintain K,u <.95 and 
prohibits dilution if this LCO is not met; LCO 3.1.2 
requires a SOM ~3.75% while in MODE 5, and requires 
immediate boration if this LCD is not met. LCO 3.6.l 
requires the containment to be Operable above MODE 5. 

Requirement unchanged in RTS. 

Requirement unchanged in RTS. RTS doesn't use the words 
fix in 4 hrs, but this intent is 'obvious by providing the 
4 hrs AOT. 

Requirement unchanged in RTS. 

Requirement unchanged in RTS. 

Requirement unchanged in RTS. PAL TS define hot shutdown 
to be similar to STS MODE 3. 

Lists are not located in STS. The lists of valves is 
provided in FSAR.ancl implemented by RTS 3.6 . .3.4 and 5.5.7, 
Inservice and Testing Program. 



• 
Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number RTS Number 

3.6.2 3.6.4 

3.6.2 3.6.5 

3.6.2 3.6 Deleted 

3. 6. 3 3.6 Relocated 

3.6.4 3. 6. 8 

3.6.4 3.6.8 A 

3.6.4 3.6.8 B 

3.6.5 3.6.3 

3.6.5.a 3.6.3.1 

3.6.5.a 3. 6 .3 .1 

3.6.5.b 3. 6 .3 B 

3.6.5.b 3.6.3 E 

TS requirement description 

LCO: Containment press s3# 

LCO: Containment press s3# 

XCPT: 3.6.2 (Cont press LCO) N/A; Leak tests 

SR: Verify locked manual iso vlvs; B4 crit 

LCO: 2 H Recornb operable; At pwr & Hot stdby 

ACTN: 1 H recomb inop; Fix in 30 days 

ACTN: H recomb no fixed in 30 days; HSD in 12 hrs 

Cont Purge & Ventilation Sys 

LCO: Cont Purge & Vent !so Vlvs ELC; >525 

LCO: Air Room !so Vlvs ELC; >525 

ACTN: 3.6.5.a not met; Close open vlv in 1 hr 

ACTN: Vlv not closed in 1 hr hot standby 
in 6 hrs and CSD within 30 hrs 
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(03/28/96) 

Classification and Description of Changes 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: Maximum pressure specified in RTS LCO is l psig in 
MODES 1 and 2. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: Maximum pressure specified in RTS LCO is 1.5 psig in 
MODES 3 and 4. 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

RELOCATED: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

Covered by applicability of LCD 3.6.4 and 3.6.5; ILRT 
performed in MODE 5, when RTS LCOs are not applicable. 

This requirement was not added to RTS; it does not appear 
in STS. This requirement is not necessary because the 
subject valves are verified to be in the correct position 
prior to locking, sealing, or securing. 

Requirement unchanged. Pal-TS defines Hot Standby to be 
similar to STS MODE 2. 

Requirement unchanged in RTS. Present TS defines power 
operations and hot standby similar to STS MODES 1 and 2. 

RTS requires MODE 3 in 6 hrs; PAL TS define hot shutdown 
to be similar to STS MODE 3. 

RTS 3.6.3 contains the requirements iaw STS. 

Requirement unchanged., except RTS applicable MODES 1-4 
iaw STS. 

Requirement unchanged., except RTS applicable MODES 1-4 
iaw STS. 

RTS Actions allow 1 hr to verify 1 valve shut iaw STS. 
RTS doesn't limit the action to closing the open valve but 
instead requires closing 1 valve to isolate the flow path 
in 1 hr. These are essentially the same actions . 

. Requirement unchanged. , Total time to cold shutdown 
36 hrs. 



• 
Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number RTS Number TS requirement description 

3.7 3.8 Electrical Systems 

3. 7. La 3.'8.1.a LCD: St~ Pwr Xfmr 1-2; >300"F 

3.7.1.b 3.8.1.a LCD: Startup Xfmr 1-2; >300"F 

3.7.1.c 3.8.9 LCO: Eng Safeguards Buses lC and lD; >300"F 

3.7.1.d 3.8.9 LCD: 480 V Distribution Buses 11 & 12; >300"F 

3.7.1.e 3.8.9 LCD: MCC No 1, 2, 7, and 8; >300"F 

3.7.1.f 3.8.9 LCO: 125 V D-C Buses 1 and 2; >300"F 

3.7.1.g 3.8.9 LCD: Four preferred A-C Buses; >300"F 

3.7.1.h 3.8.4 LCO: 2 station Batteries; >300"F 

3.7.1.h 3.8.9 LCO: The DC distribution syste~s; >300"F 

3. 7. l. h 3.8.4 LCO: 1 baltery charger per bus; >300"F 

3. 7 .1. i 3.8.1.b LCD: DG 1-1 & 1-2; >300"F 

3. 7 .1. i 3.8.1.5 LCD: 2500 gal fuel per day tank; >300"F 
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(03/28/96) 

Classification and Description of Changes 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: This change is less restrictive because it is less 
specific about which off-site circuits are required. 
Proposed LCD 3.8.1 replaces existing 3.7.1 a & b. It is 
more general and requires 2 qualified offsite sources. 
Bases for proposed LCO state that Station power 
transformer 1-2 may only be used as a required source in 
MODE 5 or 6. Applicability of the proposed LCD extended 
from >300"F to MODES 1 - 4, iaw STS. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: The applicable conditions when Startup Transformer 1-2 is 
required have been extended from above 300"F to MODES 1 -
4. Proposed LCD 3.8.l replaces existing 3.7.l a & b. It 
is more general and requires 2 qualified offsite sources. 
Qualifying circuits at PAL (during operation) are 
Safeguards Transformer 1-1 and Startup Transformer 1-2. 
Applicability extended from >300"F to MODES 1 - 4, iaw 
STS. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: Applicability extended through MODE 4 iaw STS. RTS 
LCD 3.8.9 requires all buses required by TS LCD 3.7.1.a 
through g, and also requires buses which were listed in 
TSCR of 3/25/86. The required buses are listed in RTS 
table 3.7.9-1. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: See 3.7.1.c comment, above. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: See 3.7.1.c comment, above. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: See 3.7.l.c comment, above. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: See 3.7.1.c comment, above. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: 

Applicability extended through MODE 4 iaw STS. Restricted 
acceptable chargers to the directly connected chargers. 

Applicability extended through MODE 4 iaw STS. 

Applicability extended through MODE 4 iaw STS. 

Applicability extended through MODE 4 iaw STS. 

Applicability extended iaw STS. Requirement moved to SR. 
RTS requires day tank check whenever DG is required to be 
operable. 



Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number RTS Number . TS requirement description 

3. 7 .1. i 3.8.3.1 LCD: 16000 gal in storage tank; >300"F 

3.7.1.j 3.8 Relocated LCD: Switchyard Battery; >300"F 

3.7.1.j 3.8 Relocated LCD: Switchyard D-C system; >300"F 

3.7.1.j 3.8 Relocated LCD: 1 swyd battery charger; >300"F 

3.7.1.k 3.8 Relocated LCD: Swyd 240V A-C Panels 1 & 2 and Dist sys; >300"F 

3. 7 .1. l 3.8 Relocated LCD: 2400 V Bus lE; >300"F 

3.7.2 3.8 LCOs ACTN: Required action not met 

3.7.2.a 3.8.1.A ACTN: Sta Pwr Xfmr inop; restore w/in 24 hrs 

3.7.2.a 3.8 Deleted ACTN: Sta Pwr Xfmr inop; test both DGs 

3.7.2.b 3.8.1.A ACTN: SU Xfmr inop; notify NRC of >24 hrs outage 

3.7.2.b 3.8 Deleted ACTN: SU Xfmr inop; Test both DGs 

3.7.2.c 3.8.9.A ACTN: Bus lC inop; Restore w/in 8 hrs 
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(03/28/96) 

Classification and Description of Changes 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: Applicability extended iaw STS. Requirement moved to SR. 
RTS requires day tank check whenever DG is required to be 
operable. Required inventory increased iaw DG accident 
loading analyses and DG fuel oil consumption testing. 

RELOCATED: Switchyard equipment requirements relocated to the 
Operating Requirements Manual. The operation of equipment 
in the switchyard is not assumed in the safety analysis, 
and does not meet any of the criteria of 10 CFR 50.36. 

RELOCATED: See 3.7.l.j comment, above. 

RELOCATED: See 3.7.1.j comment, above. 

RELOCATED: See 3.7.1.j comment, above. 

RELOCATED: The requirement to have Bus lE energized above 300"F has 
been relocated to the Operating Requirements Manual. Bus 
lE is not a safety grade bus. Its operability is not 
assumed in any safety analysis, and it does not meet any 
of the criteria of 10 CFR 50.36. 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: Proposed conditions and actions do not include the 
existing limitation on one condition at a time. Specific 
Conditions and Actions are listed in 3.7.2.a through m, 
below. 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: AOT extended to 72 hrs iaw STS. No feature at PAL makes 
the AOT approved for STS inappropriate. 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: No equivalent requirement exists in STS. Current guidance 
suggests this extra testing and the reduced DG 
availability which results is inadvis~ble. Deleted iaw STS 
and GL 84-15. 

MORE REST~ICTIVE: Proposed ~OT limits operation to 72 hrs; existirig AOT 
allows unlimited operation provided report is submitted. 
Reporting requirement replaced with restoration 
requirement. No sirni lar. reporting requirement in STS; 
Proposed LCD requires 2 circuits from off-site, and l irnits 
operation to 72 hrs with <2 circuits. 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: Deleted this additional.testing iaw STS and GL 84-15. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 



Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number RTS Number TS requirement description 

3.7.2.c 5. 5 .13 ACTN: Bus lC inop; No inop equip on lD 

3.7.2.c 3 .. 8 Deleted ACTN: Bus lC inop; Test opposite DG 

3.7.2.c 3.8.9.A ACTN: Bus lD inop; Restore w/in 8 hrs 

3.7.2.c 5.5.13 ACTN: Bus lD inop; No inop equip on lC 

3.7.2.c 3.8 Deleted ACTN: Bus lD inop; Test opposite DG 

3.7.2.d 3.8.9.A ACTN: Bus 11 inop; Restore w/in 8 hrs 

3.7.2.d 5 :5 .13 ACTN: Bus 11 inop; No inop equip on 12 

3.7.2.d 3.8.9.A ACTN: Bus 12 inop; Restore w/in 8 hrs 

3.7.2.d 5.5.13 ACTN: Bus 12 inop; No inop equip on 11 

3.7.2.e 3.8.9.A ACTN: MCC 1&7 inop; Restore w/in 8 hrs 

3.7.2.e 5. 5 .13 ACTN: MCC 1&7 inop; No inop equip on good MCCs 

3.7.2.e 3.8.9.A ACTN: MCC 1&2 inop; Restore w/in 8 hrs 

3.7.2.e 5.5.13 ACTN: MCC 1&2 inop; No inop equip on good MCCs 

3.7.2.f 3.8.9.C ACTN: 125VDC Bus inop; Restore w/in 8 hrs 

3.7.2.f 5.5.13 ACTN: 125VDC Bus inop; No ihop equip on Bus 

3.7.2.f 3.8.9.C ACTN: 125VDC Bus 2 inop; Restore w/in 8 hrs 
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(03/28/96) 

Classification and Description of Changes 

ADMINISTRATIVE: This function of verifying that there is no loss of 
function is accomplished by the Safety Function 
Tietermination Program. 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: Deleted this additional testing iaw STS and GL 84-15. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: This function of verifying that there is no loss of 
function is accomplished by the Safety Function 
Determination Program. 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: Deleted.this additional testing iaw STS and GL 84-15. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: This function of verifying that there is no loss of 
function is accomplished by the Safety Function 
Determination Program. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: This function of verifying that there is no loss of 
function is accomplished by the Safety Function 
Determination Program. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: This function of verifying that there is no loss of 
function is accomplished by the Safety Function 
Determination Program. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: This function of verifying that there is no loss of 
function is accomplished by the Safety Function 
Determination Program.• 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

Requirement unchanged. 

This function of verifying that there is no loss of 
function is accomplished by the Safety Function 
Determination Program. 

Requirement unchanged. 



• 
Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number RTS Number TS requirement description 

3.7.2.f 5.5.13 ACTN: 125VDC Bus 2 inop; No inop equip on Bus 2 

3.7.2.f 3.8 Relocated ACTN: 125VDC Bus 2 inop; Provide emerg lighting 

3.7.2.g 3.8.9 B ACTN: Pref AC bus inop; Restore w/in 8 hrs 

3.7.2.g 5.5.13 ACTN: Pref AC bus inop; No inop equip on op buses 

3.7.2.h 3.8.4 B.2 ACTN: battery inop; Restore w/in 24 hrs 

3.7.2.h 3.8.4 B.1 ACTN: battery inop; Run both chgrs on affected bus 

3. 7. 2. i 3.8.1.B.3.2 ACTN: DG inop; Test other DG 

3. 7. 2. i 3.8.1.b ACTN: 1 DG inop; Controls on other DG in auto 

3. 7. 2. i 3.8.1.B.4 Actn: Restore DG w/in 7 days/month (for both) 

3. 7. 2. i 3.8.1.B.2 ACTN: 1 DG inop; No inop equip on other side 

3.7.2.j 3.8 Relocated ACTN: Swyd 240 VAC pnl inop; Keep its ACBs operable 

3.7.2.j 3.8 Relocated ACTN: Swyd 240 VAC pnl & ACBs inop; Fix w/in 24 hrs 

3.7.2.j 3.8 Relocated ACTN: Swyd 240 VAC pn l & ACBs inop; Keep ACBs open 

3.7.2.k 3.8 Relocated ACTN: Swyd batt inop; Restore w/in 24 hrs 

3.7.2.k 3.8 Relocated ACTN: Swyd batt inop; Both chgrs must be operable 
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Classification and Description of Changes 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

RELOCATED: 

This function of verifying that there is no loss of 
function is accomplished by the Safety Function 
Determination Program. 

Emergency lighting requirements relocated to the Operating 
Requirements Manual. Emergency lighting is not addressed 
in accident analyses,_nor in STS. It does not meet any of 
the criterion in 10 CFR 50.36~ · 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: This function of verifyi~g that there is no loss of 
function is accomplished by the Safety Function 
Determination Program. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: RTS and STS Action 3.8.l B.3,1 allows an alternative; 
verification that DG is OPERABLE w/o actual start. 
Verification that the fault is not coJTUTion is modeled after 
STS. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: If the difficulty with the inop DG involved lineup of 
controls, Action 3.8.1.B.3.1 would require verifying 
lineup of controls on the OPERABLE DG. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: The Action wording is changed to that used in STS. The 
proposed wording allows 4 hrs in Condition 3.8.l.B with 
inoperable required equipment where the existing 
requirement allows no time. There is no design.feature at 
PAL which would make the action approved for STS to be 
inappropriate for PAL. 

RELOCATED: See 3.7.1.j comment, above. 

RELOCATED: See 3.7.l.j comment, above. 

RELOCATED: See 3.7.l.j comment, above. 

RELOCATED: See 3 .,7. 1. j comment, above. 

RELOCATED: See 3. 7. l. j corrnnen t, above. 



• • 
Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Pa.lisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number 

3. 7. 2. l 

3.7.2.m 

3.7.2.m 

3.7 .2.m 

3. 7 .3 

3.7.3 A 

3.7.3 B 

3.7.3 c 

3.7.3 D 

3.7.3E 

RTS Number 

3.8 Relocated 

3.8 Relocated 

3.8 Relocated 

3.8 Relocated 

3.8.2 

3.8.2 A.2.1 
3.8.2.B.1 

3.8.2 A.2.2 
3.8.2.B.2 

3.8 Relocated 

3.8 Deleted 

3.8.2 A.2.4 
3.8.2.B.4 

TS requirement description 

ACTN: 2400 VAC Bus lE inop; Restore w/in 24 hrs 

ACTN: ·Swyd 125 voe pnl in op; Keep its ACBs operable 

ACTN: Swyd 125 voe pnl & ACBs inop; Fix w/in 24 hrs 

ACTN: Swyd 125 voe pnl & ACBs inop; Keep ACBs open 

LCO; Bus lC & 10 AC sources, 5300"F 

ACTN: Source inop; Suspend refue.ling ops; Immediately 

ACTN: Source inop; Suspend movement of irradiated fuel 

ACTN: Source !nap; Suspend crane operation; Immediately 

ACTN: Source inop; Suspend PCS draining; Immediately 

ACTN: Source inop; Initiate action to restore source 
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Classification and Description of Changes 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

RELOCATED: 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

See 3. 7 .1. l comment, above. 

See 3.7.1.j comment, above. 

See 3.7.1.j comment, above. 

See 3.7.1.j comment, above. 

Proposed LCD 3.8.2 requires one offsite source and 1 DG 
when in MODES 5 & 6. Since an operable offsite source, at 
PAL, is capable of supplying both Bus lC and Bus 10, the 
proposed requirement for AC sources is equivalent to the 
existing TS. Proposed LCD 3.8.10 requires AC buses which 
support required equipment to be operable. These two 
proposed LCOs contain all of the requirements of existing 
LCD 3.7 .3. The existing LCD is applicable 5300"F; 
proposed LCOs 3.8.2 and 3.8.10 are applicable in MODES 5 
and 6. Proposed LCOs 3.8.l and 3.8.9 require the AC 
sources and buses in MODE 4 {5300"F and .above MODE 5). 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

This action omitted from proposed TS. Heavy Load 
considerations are to be handled in plant procedures 
rather than in TS. 

This action was added to the existing TS due to its 
existence in an early draft of the STS. Since that time 
the action has been determined as inappropriate for PWRs 
and eliminated from STS. 

Requirement unchanged., 



Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number RTS Number 

3.8 3.9 

3.8.1.a 3.9.3.b 

3.8.1.a 3.9.3.a 

3.8.1.a 3.9.3.a 

3.8.1.b 3.9.3 

3.8. l.c 3.9.3.2 

3.8.l.c 3.3.6.1, 2, 3 

3.8. l.d 3.3.6 

3.8.1.d 3 .3 .10 

3.8.1.e 3.9.2 

3.B.l.e 3.9.2 A 

3.8.1. f 3.9.4 & .5 

3.8.1.g 3.9.l 

3.8.1.g 3.9.1 

3.8. j .g 3.9.1.1 

3. 8. j. g 3.9.1.1 

TS reguirement description 

Refueling Operations 

LCD: One Emerg air lock door closed 

LCD: 2 pers lock doors open; Equip hatch open 

LCD: 2 pers lock doors open; Run vent sys & fltr 

LCD: All auto !so vlvs operable or isolated 

SR: Cont Vent & purge valves; Verify operable; 
B4 refuel 

SR: 2 radiation monit; verify aper; B4 refuel 

LCD: Monitor CB Rad lvl; Refueling 

LCD: Monitor SFP Rad lvl; Refueling 

LCD: 2 source range chnls operable; Core alt 

LCD: source range chnl operable; Refueling condition 

LCD: SOC pmp & HX in operation; Refueling 

LCD: Maintain refueling boron; During head removal 

LCD: ·Maintain refueling boron; During refueling ops 

SR: PCS boron; sample; Each shift during head removal 

SR: PCS boron; sample; Each shift during refuel ops 
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Classification and Description of Changes 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: Only those valves which provide direct path are required 
to be operable in RTS, as in STS. 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: SR frequency changed from "immediately before refueling" 
to "18 months." Proposed SR, like its STS counterpart has 
an 18 month frequency. Therefore, it does not require 
valves to be tes.ted "immediately" before refueling. 

MORE RES TR I CTI VE: Proposed SRs, like STS counterpart require ver if i cat i ans 
on a periodic basis, not "immediately" before refueling. 
Like most instrumentation channels, a channel check is 
required each 12 hrs, a channel functional test each 
31 days, and a channel .calibration each 18 months. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. Proposed LCD requires two radiation 
monitor channels to be operable during Core Alterations. 
These monitors actuate containment isolation during 
refueling. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

ADM! N ISTRATIVE: 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE:· 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: 

LES~ RESTRICTIVE: 

LCD added to instrumentation section of RTS. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

RTS requires 2 SOC trains 'in MODE 6 if water level. is 
<647'; 1 SOC train when level is ~647'. 

Requirement unchanged. , TS definition of "Refueling Boron 
Cone" is ~5% subcr it i cal. 

Requirement unchanged. TS definition of "Refueling Boron 
Cone" is ~5% subcritical. 

SR Frequency extended lo 72 hrs iaw STS. 

SR Frequency extended to 72 hrs iaw STS. 



• 
Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number RTS Number TS requirement description 

3.8.l.h 3.9 Relocated LCO: Maintain comm CR to.fuel mach; During core alts 

3.8.2 3.9.1, .2, .3,&.4 ACTN: 3.8.1 not met; Stop refuel ops 

3.8.2 3.9.1, .2, .3, .4,&.5 ACTN: 3.8.1 not met; Stop reactivity changes 

3.8.2 3.9.1, .2, .4,&.5 ACTN: 3.8.l not met; Initiate repairs to meet 3.8.l 

3.8.3 3.9 Relocated LCD: Decay time for refueling >48 hrs 

3.8.4.a 3.9.3.a LCD: Pool vent & fltr on; Moving hot fuel, hatch open 

3.8.4.b 3.7.12 LCD: Pool vent & fltr on; Moving hot fuel in SFP 

3.8.4 3.7.12 C/3.9.3 C ACTN: Both fans out; Stop fuel handling 

3.8.5 3.9 Relocated LCD: Tilt pit temp <150"F; <1 year fuel 

3.8.5 3.9 Relocated SR: Tilt pit temp.; Monitor continuously; <l yr fuel 

3.8.5 3.9 Relocated SR: Tilt pit temp; Monitor after fuel addn 24 hrs 

3.8.5 3.9 Relocated SR: Tilt pit temp monitoring, when pool clg failed 

3.9 Deleted 
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Classification and Description of Changes 

RELOCATED: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

RELOCATED: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

This requirement does not meet criterion of 10 CFR 50.36. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement Unchanged. 

The corresponding LCD was omitted from STS. It is not 
possible to make required preparations for refueling 
operation in such a short time. TS definition of 
Refueling Operation is equivalent to STS definition of 
Core Alterations. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50:36. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 



• 
Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Prnposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

rS Number RTS Number TS requirement description 

3 .10. l 3.1.l & .2 Shutdown Margin Requirements 

3.10.1.a 3 .1.1 LCD: SOM ~ 2% >525"F; W/4 PCPs 

3.10.1.b 3 .1.1 LCD: SOM >3.75%; W/<4 PCPs >525"F 

3.10.1.b 3 .1.1 ACTN: <4 PCPs & >525"F; Borate to req SOM 

3.10.1.c 3 .1. 2 LCO: Boron >CSD boron;. <525"F w/22810 gpm 

3.10.1.c.l.a 3.4.6 D/3.4.7 C ACTN: <525"F, 2810 >flow 2610; SOM >3.5% & c.l.b 
3.4.8 c 

3.lD.l.c.l.b 3.9.4 A/3.9.5 A ACTN: <525"F, 2810 >flow 2610; 2 Chg pumps off, 
or c.2 

3.10.1.c.2 3.4.6 D/3.4.7 C ACTN: <525"F, 2810 >flow 2610; verify chg off; 
3.4.8 c 15 min 

3.10.1.c.2 3.9.4 A/3.9.5 A ACTN: <525"F, 2810 >flow 2610, Chg on; Stop Chg, 
chk SOM 

3.1D.l.c.2(a) 3.4.6 D/3.4.7 C ACTN: <525"F, 2810 >flow 2610, Chg on; Stop Chg, 
3.4.8 c chk SOM 

3.lO.i.c.2(a) 3.9.4 A/3.9.5 A ACTN: <525"F, 2810 >flow 2610, Chg on; Stop Chg, 
chk SOM 

3.10.1.d 3.1 Deleted ACTN: Untrippable rod; Verify SOM 
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Classification and Description of Changes 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM IN I STRATI VE : 

The SDM value is unchanged with the exception of the 
reference to 4 pump operation is not mentioned since the 
applicability range bounds the SDM value for 4 pump 
operation. 

The SDM value is unchanged <4 pump operation is bounded by 
applicability range specified. This is contained within 
LCD 3.1.2 SDM Tave <525 F. 

Reworded to conform with standard with technical content 
remaining the same. 

The condition of MODE 3 <525"F applies to LCO 3.1.2 RTS. 
This applicability range bounds the SDM value required. 
For this condition the SDM value is 3750 pcm SDM. The 
requirement of being >CSD boron when Tave <525"F is 
incorporated in the additional SDM .required in this 
applicability range. Therefore, the boron and flow 
r~quirements stated are not applicable. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirements unchanged except for higher required minimum 
flow rate of 1000 gpm. SOM requirement moved to 
LCO 3. 1. 2. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirements unchanged except for higher required minimum 
flow rate of 100 gpm. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: Requires continuous monitoring for dilution flow and 
requires higher minimum flow rate of 1000 gpm. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirements unchanged except for higher required minimum· 
flow rate of 100 gpm. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirements unchanged except for higher required minimum 
flow rate of JOO gpm. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requireme~ts unchanged except for higher required minimum 
flow rate of 100 gpm. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Reactivity consideration pertaining to an inoperable rod 
is accounted for the in RTS definition of ·SHUTDOWN MARGIN 
Section J .1. Therefore this statement has been deleted 
since it is no longer applicable. 



Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number RTS Number TS requirement description 

3.10.1.e 3.1.5.6 LCD: Each rod drop time <2.5 sec 

3 .10. 2 Deleted 

3. lD. 3 3 .1. 6 LCD: PL rods withdrawn 

3 .10.3 3 .1. 6 XCPT: 3 .1D.3 (PL rods out LCD) N/ A; Rod exercising 

3 .10. 4 3.1.5 Misaligned or Inop Control Rods 

3.lD.4.a 3.1 Deleted DEF: Misaligned rod ( >Bin out) 

3.10.4.b 3.1 Deleted DEF: Inop control rod 

3.lD.4.b 3.1 Deleted DEF: Inop PL rod 

3.lD.4.b 3 .1. 5 LCD: <2 misaligned or inop rods; When >HSD 

3.10.4.b 3.1.5 E.l ACTN: >1 misaligned or inop rod; HSD in 12 hrs 

3.10.4.c 3.1.5 B.2.1/.2 ACTN: Misaligned rod; Hot chnl OK or be <75%; 2 hrs 

3.lD.4.c 3.1.5 A.l . ACTN: Misaligned rod; Verify SOM 

3.10.4.c 3.1 Deleted ACTN: Misaligned rod; Verify ejected rod worths 

3 .10. 5 3 .1. 9 Regulating Group Insertion Limits 

3.10.5.a 3 .1. 7 LCD: Reg rod sequence, overlap, & insertion w/in COLR 

3.10.5.b 3.1.7 B.2 ACTN: Reg rod not w/in· limit; Restore; 2 hrs 

3.10.6 3 .1. 8 Shutdown Rod Limits 

3.10.6.a 3 .1. 6 LCD: All SD Rods out before any regulating rods 
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Classification and Description of Changes 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM I NI STRATI VE: 

ADM I NI STRATI VE: 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

ADM IN I STRATI VE: 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM! NI STRATI V.E: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

This statement remains completely intact from the current 
license in SR 3.1.5.5. 

This LCD is unchanged, it has been incorporated in 
RTS 3.1.6 "Shutdown and Part Length Rod Insertion L irnits." 

Changed wording to reflect standard. 

Not a defined term in STS 

Not a defined term in STS 

Not a defined term in STS 

Technical content unchanged, slight change in wording for 
this action. 

Technical content unchanged, slight change in wording for 
this action. 

Changed wording align with RTS. 

Changed wording to align with RTS . 

This requirement has been deleted this worth of the 
misaligned rod is incorporated in the SOM verification of 
3.1.5 A.l. 

Changed wording to reflect the RTS. Overlap is not 
discussed explicitly, but it is an inherent part of the 
rod sequencing. 

Changed wording to reflect standard. 

Requirement unchanged. 



• 
Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number RTS Number TS requirement description 

3.10.6.b 3.1 Relocated LCD: SD rods not withdrawn w/o bubble 

3.10.6.c 3 .1. 6 LCD: SD rods not below exercise 1 imit unt i 1 reg rods in 

3.10. 7 3 .1.8 XCPT: 3.10.1.a (4 PCP SDM) N/A; Phy Test 

3.10.7 3.1. 7 XCPT: 3.10.1.a (4 PCP SDM) N/A; Rod exercise 

3 .10. 7 3 .1.8 XCPT: 3.10.1.b (<4 PCP SDM) N/A; Phy Test 

3 .10. 7 3.1 Deleted XCPT.: 3.10.1.b (<4 PCP SDM) N/A; Rod exercise 

3.10.7 3 .1.8 XCPT: 3 .10. 3 (PL rods out) N/A; Phy Test 

3 .10. 7 3 .1. 6 XCPT: 3 .10. 3 (PL rods out) N/A; Rod exercise 

3.10.7 3 .1.8 XCPT: 3.10.4.b (Misaligned or inop rod) N/A; Phy Test 

3.10.7 3.1.5/3.1.6 XCPT: 3.10.4.b (Misaligned or inop rod) N/A; Rod exercise 

3.10.7 3 .1.8 XCPT: 3 .10. 5 (rod insrtn, seq, overlap) N/A; Phy Test 

3 .10. 7 3.1.5/3.1.6 XCPT: 3 .10. 5 (rod insrtn, seq, overlap) N/ A'; Rod ex 

3.10.7 3 .1.8 XCPT: 3 .10. 6 (SD rod limits) N/A; Phy Test 

3.10.7 3 .1. 6 XCPT: 3.10.6 (SD rod limits) N/A; Rod exercise 
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Classification and Description of Changes 

RELOCATED: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM IN I STRATI VE: 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

No similar requirement appears in .STS. The intent of this 
requirement was to assure that the reactor was not taken 
critical without a bubble in the pressurizer. The initial 
criticality and initial low power physics testin~ were 
performed at 260"F T0 ,. At that temperature it would be 
possible to be in a solid water condition. Proposed RTS 
do not allow criticality below SOO"F for physics testing 
or below 525"F for normal operation. These newer 
restrictions eliminate the need for this Tech Spec 
requirement. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Changed wording to reflect standard. 

The exception for rod exercises is stated in a note in 
RTS for each applicable LCD that would require such a SR. 

Changed wording to reflect standard. 

Exception was not included in RTS; it is not needed. 

Changed wording to reflect standard. 

The exception for rod exercises is stated in a note in 
RTS for each applicable LCD that would require such a SR. 

Changed wording to reflect standard. 

The exception for rod exercises is stated in a note in 
RTS for each applicable LCD that would require such a SR. 

Changed wording to reflect standard. 

The exception for rod exercises is stated in a note in 
RTS for each applicable LCD that would require such a SR. 

Changed wording to reflect standard. 

The exception for rod exercises is stated in a, note in 
RTS for each applicable LCD that would require such a SR. 



• 
Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number 

3: 11 

3.11.1 

3.11.1.a 

3.11.1.a 

3.11.1.a 

3.11.1.a 

3.11.1.a 

3.11.1.b 

3.11.1.b 

3.11.1 Al 

3 .11 .1 A2 

3 .11.1 A2 

3 .11. 2 

3.11.2.a 

3.11.2.a 

3.11.2.b 

3.11.2 .b 

3.11.2.b 

RTS Number 

3.2.1 

3.2 Relocated 

3.2 Relocated 

3.2 Relocated 

3.2 Relocated 

3.2 Relocated 

3.2-Relocated 

3.2 Relocated 

3.2 Relocated 

3.2.1 B.1.1 

3. 2 .1 B 

3.2 

3.2.1.3 

3.2.4.l 
3.2.1 B.1.3 

3.2.5.2 

3.2.5.2 

3.2.5.2 

TS requirement description 

Power Distribution Instrumentation 

Incqre Detectors 

LCD: Min incores; Meas 'Quad pwr tilt (Tq) 

LCD: Min incores; Meas Radial peaking (Fr) 

LCD: Min incores; Meas LHR 

LCD: Min incores; Determining AO 

LCD: Min incores; Determining APL 

LCD: Min incores; Monitoring LHR 

LCD: Jncore alarm operable; Monitoring LHR w/alarms 

ACTN: <min incores; No incore Tq, Fr, LHR, AO, APL 

ACTN: W/O incore alm; Don't use for monitoring LHR 

· ACTN: W/O incore alm; Comply w/3.11.2 or 3.23.l 

Excore Power Distribution Monitoring System 

SR: Incore AO Target & APL determined w/in 31 days; 
(for monitoring LHR w/excores) 

LCD: Measure AO w/in .05 of target for last 24 hrs; 
(for monitoring LHR w/excores) 

LCD: Excore AO cal w/incore; Monitoring LHR w/excores 

LCD: Excore AO cal w/incore; Each TM/LP trip chnl 

LCD: Excore AO cal w/incore; AS! alm 
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Classification and Description of Changes 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

RELOCATED. 

ADM IN I STRATI VE: 

ADM! N !STRATI.VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM IN I STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMTNISTRATIVE: 

The incore detectors do not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36, and the associated requirements have been 
relocated to plant procedures. The Incore detectors are 
used for monitoring linear heat rate, so .certain incore 
related requirements are retained. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

This measurement is inherent in the determination of AS! 
as required by SR 3.2.4.l {Verify AS! within limits -
Continuously) and in th~ action when shifting LHR 
measurement instruments from the incores to the excores as 
required by 3.2.I B.1.3. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 



• 
Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. (03/28/96) 

TS Number RTS Number TS requirement description Classification and Description of Changes 

3.11.2.c 3.2.5.2 LCD: Ex core Tq cal w/incore; Monitoring LHR w/excores ADM! NI STRATI VE: Requirement unchanged. 

3.11.2.c 3.2.5.2 LCD: Exco,re Tq cal w/incore; Monitoring Tq w/excores ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

3.11.2 Al 3.2.1 B.1.1 ACTN: Excore monit sys inop; Don't use for LHR ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

3 .11. 2 A2 3.2.5 B.l ACTN: Meas Tq not cal w/incores; Do not use for Tq ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

3 .11. 2 A3 3.2.5 C.2.1 ACTN: Incore/excore _AO diff >0.02; Adjust AS! alm; 12 hrs ADM! NI STRATI VE: Requirement unchanged. 

3.11.2 A4 3.2.5 B.l ACTN: lncore/excore Tq diff >0.02; calc Tq each 12 hrs ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 
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Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number RTS Number TS reguirement description 

3 .12 3 .1.4 Moderator Temperature Coefficient 

3 .12 3 .1. 4 LCD: MTC <+O.SE-4; <2% RTP 

3.13 Deleted 

3.14 3.7.11 3.7.12 Control Room Ventilation 

3.14.a 3. 3 .1 G ACTN: W CR >120"F; Immediate action to fix or to SD 

3.14.b 3. 7 .10 LCD: CR Filter operable 

3.14.b 3. 7. I I LCD: 2 CR Fans operable 

3.14:b 3.7.10 A.1 ACTN: W/filter sys inop; fix; 31 days (or SD) 

3.14.b 3.7.10 A.I ACTN: W/both fans inop; fix; 31 days (or SD) 
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(03/28/96) 

Classification and Description of Changes 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: 

Requirement unchanged. 

Section 3.14 has been replaced by two LCOs, 3.7.11 and 
3.7 .12. The existing specification 3.14 was not updated 
when new control room ventilation system equipment was 
added to the plant. A TS change request was submitted on 
02/28/86, and never approved. It was withdrawn on 
01/25/89 with a commitment to make the appropriate 
revisions during the conversion to restructured Tech 
Specs. 

Required temperature reduced from 120"F to 90"F. This 
reduced temperature supports operability of the Reactor 
Protective System Thermal Margin Monitors. Its inclusion 
in RTS completes an action requested in Amendment 118. 

Proposed LCD requires two filtration trains to be operable 
during MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, and during fuel moves and 
Core Alterations. 

Proposed LCD requires two complete control room 
temperature control systems to be operable during MODES 1, 
2, 3, and 4, and during fuel moves and Core Alterations. 

Proposed condition and actions require one inoperable 
filtration train, in MODES 1, 2, 3, or 4, to be restored 
within 7 days, and require 3.0.3 entry if two· trains 
become inoperable in MODES 1, 2, 3, or 4. Additional 
actions are stipulated for MODES 5 or 5 where none are 
stipulated in existing TS. 

Proposed condition and actions require one inoperable 
cooling train, in MODES 1, 2, 3, or 4, to be restored 
within 30 days, and require 3.0.3 entry if two trains 
become inoperable in MODES 1, 2, 3, or 4. Additional 
actions are stipulated for MODES 5 or 5 where none are 
stipulated in existing TS. 



• 
Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number RTS Number TS requirement description 

3. 15 Reactor Primary Shield Cooling System 
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(03/28/96) 

Classification and Description of Changes 

The requirements of this entire section have been deleted 
by Amendment 171 to the Palisades TS. 



Comparison of existing Palisades 

TS Number RTS Number 

3 .16 3.3.3 

3 .16 3.3.3 

3 .16 T 3.3.3-1 

3.16 T.l 3.3.3-1 tla 

3.16 T.2 3.3.3-1 t2a 

3.16 T.3 3.3.3-1 t3a 

3.16 T.4 3.3.3-1 t4a,b 

3.16 T.5 3.3:3-1 t5a,b 

3.16 T.6 3.3.3-1 t6a 

3.16.T.6 3.3 Relocated 

Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS requirement description 

ESF Sys Initiation Settings 

LCO: ESF settings iaw Tbl 3.16.l 

TBL: ESF Instrument Setting Limits 

LCO: Pzr Low Press >1593# 

LCO: Cont Hi Press 3.70-4.40# 

LCO: Cont High Rad <20 R/H 

LCO: SG Lo Press ~500# 

LCO: SG Lo Level ~25.9% 

LCO: SIRWT Low Level 21 to 27 inch 

LCO: ESF Pump Room Rad Monitors <2.2E5 CPM 
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(03/28/96) 

Classification and Description of Changes 

ADM IN I STRATI VE: 

ADM I NI STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM IN !STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

RELOCATED: 

The Specification, Applicability, and Action statements 
are implicit in LCO 3.3.3, as supported by LCOs 3.0.l and 
3.0.2 

Unchanged, now Table 3.3.3-1. 

Requirement Unchanged. 

Requirement Unchanged. 

Requirement Unchanged. 

Requirement Unchanged. 

Requirement Unchanged. 

Requirement Unchanged. 

Requirement Unchanged. 

The ESF pump room monitors are not assumed to function by 
the safety analyses. This requirement does not meet the 
criterion of 10 CFR 50.36. 



Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number RTS Number TS requirement description 

3 .17 3.3.1-3.3.10 Instrumentation Systems 

3 .17. l 3.3.1/3.3.2 LCD: 4 RPS channels in Tbl 3.17.l; Fuel, >1 rod, etc 

3.17.1.1 3.3.2 C. ACTN: 1 manual trip inoperable; Restore; Before startup 

3.17.1.2 3.3.l A ACTN: 1 trip unit or inst inop; put in trip; 7 days 

3.17.1.2 a 3.3.l c ACTN: Hi SUR/LOL, 1 trip unit inop; No restore required 

3.17.1.3.a 3.3.l B.l. ACTN: 2 trip units or inst inop; trip l; 1 hr 

3.17.1.3.b 3.2.5 0.1/E.1 ACTN: 2 Pwr range instruments inoperable; be 70%; 2 hrs 

3.17.1.3.c 3.3.1.b.2 ACTW: 2 trip units or inst inop;, restore l; 7 days 

3.17.1.3 c 3.3.1 D ACTN: Hi SUR/LOL, 2 Trip Units inop; no restore required 

3. 17. 1. 4 3.3.2 A ACTN: 1 matrix logic Channel inop; restore; 48 hrs 
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• 
(03/28/96) 

Classification and Description of Changes 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

ADM! N !STRATI VE: 

Requirement unchanged. Worded per STS. 

Specification: Requirement unchanged in intent. Reworded 
and divided into two LCOs per STS; instrumentation in LCO 
3.3.1, logic and manual initiation in LCD 3.3.2. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Unchanged in intent- RTS 3.3.2 Condition C, changed 
"before Startup" to read "Prior to entering MODE 2 
fol lowing next MODE 3 entry" to be similar to Indefinite 
bypass wording of digital plant LCOs for STS consistency. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: RTS requires restoring to OPERABLE prior to entering 
MODE 2 following MODE 5 entry. In effect, this is prior 
to the next reactor startup. TS does not require any 
restoration. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: This action is replaced by actions which assure the 
desired protection is retained, or require a power 
reduction to below 25% RTP. The existing Bases (2nd 

·paragraph, page B 3.17-8) state that the reason for the 
required power reduction is the loss of the ability to 
detect flux tilts when only two power range NI chann.els 
are available. With the proposed RTS, if 1 (of 3) 
required AS! monitoring channels (which are fed by the 
power range NI channels) are inoperable, Action 3.2.5 D.l 

·directs using the Incore detectors for measurement of LHR. 
The incores provide the ability to detect flux tilts, and 
thereby 'provide the information which the inoperable Nis 
are unable to provide. If this action cannot be 
completed, (ie the desired flux tilt detection function is 
lost).Action 3.2.5 E.1 requires a power reduction to below 
25%. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: RTS requires restoring one Trip units to OPERABLE prior to 
entering MODE 2 following MODE 5 entry. In effect, this 
is prior to the next reactor startup. TS does not require 
any restoration. 

ADM.INISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 



Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number RTS Number TS requirement description 

3.17.1.5 3.3.2 B ACTN: 1 init. chnl inop; de-energize pwr supplies; 1 hr 

3 .17 .1. 6a 3.3.l G/3.3.2 F ACTN: Actjon not met or <min chnls; HSD 12 hrs 

3 .17 .1. 6b 3. 3 .1 G/3. 3. 2 F ACTN: Action not met or <min chnls; leave applic; 48 hrs 

3.17.lT 3.3.1-lT TBL: RPS instrument requirements 

3.17.lT#l 3.3.2 LCO: 2 manual trip Chnls 

3 .17 .1T#2 3.3.1-1 Tl LCO: 4 VHPT Chnls 

3.17 .1T#3 3.3.1-1 T2 LCO: 4 Hi Rate Chnls 

3.17.1T#4 3.3.1-1 T9 LCO: 4 TM/lpt Chnls 

3.17.1T#5 3.3.1-1 T5 LCD: 4 Hi Pressurizer pressure Chnls 

3.17.1T#6 3.3.1-1 T6 LCO: 4 Low Flow Chnls 

3.17 .1T#7 . 3.3.1-1 no LCO: 4 Loss of Load Chnls 

3.17.1T#8 3.3.1-1 T4 LCO: 4 Low "A" SG Level Chnls 
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(03/28/96) 

Classification and Description of Changes 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: The shutdown actions for both the instrumentation 
(RTS 3.3.l F) And logic (3.3.2 D) Use the STS shutdown 
track requiring mode 3 entry in 6 hrs, and placing the 
plant in a condition where the LCD does not ~pply in 
6 hrs. This contrasts with the 12 hrs Hot Shutdown 
Completion Time of the TS. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: The RTS Action B.2 uses the STS Completion Time of 6 hrs 
to ensure no more than one CR is capable of withdrawal. 
This requirement is not explicitly stated in the TS, but 
meets the TS requirement to place the plant in a Condition 
where the LCO does not apply. Action B.2 requirement in 
the RTS requires ensuring no more than one CR is capable 
of withdrawal. This differs from the STS, where all RTCBs 
must be opened, due to the LCD APPLICABILITY difference 
between the RTS and STS, It is consistent with the TS. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Unchanged in intent. No longer addressed in Table, in 
accordance with STS format. Addressed in LCD 3.3.2 
Statement. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Unchanged in intent. !AW STS, No. of channels is 
addressed in LCD 3.3.l statement. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Unchanged in intent. !AW STS, No. of channels is 
addressed in LCO 3.3.l statement. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Unchanged in intent. IAW STS, No. of channels is 
addressed in LCO 3.3.l statement. 

ADM IN I STRATI VE: Unchanged in intent. iAW STS, No. of channels is 
addressed in LCO 3.3.1 statement. 

I 

'ADMINISTRATIVE: Unchanged in intent. !AW STS, No. of channels is 
addressed in LCO 3.3.l statement. 

ADM IN !STRATI VE: Unchanged in intent . !AW STS, No. of channels is 
addi:essed in LCD 3.3. l statement. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Unchanged in intent. !AW STS, No. of channels is 
addressed in LCD 3.3.l statement. 



Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number RTS Number TS requirement description 

3.17.1T#9 3.3.1-1 TS LCO: 4 Low "B" SG Level Chnls 

3.17.lT#lO 3.3.1-1 T6 LCD: 4 ·Low "A" SG Pressure Chn ls 

3.17.lT#ll 3.3.1-1 T7 LCD: 4 Low "B" SG Pressure Chnls 

3.17.1T#l2 3.3.1-1 TI2 LCD: 4 Hi Cont Pressu~e Chnls 

3.17.1T#l3 3.3.2 LCO: 6 RPS Matrix Logic Chnls 

3.17.1T#14 3.3.2 LCD: 4 Initiation Logic Chnls 

3.17.lT(a) 3 .3.1 E LCO: 2 WR NI Chnls; Zero Pwr Mode Bypass 

3.17.lT(b) T3. 3. 1-1 Note b NOTE: Bypass conditions 

3.17. lT(c) 3.3 Deleted NOTE: .bypass conditions, physics testing 

3.17.lT(d) T3.3.l-1 Note c NOTE: Special Loss of Load applicability 

3 .17. 2 3.3.3/3.3.4 LCD: ESF chnls in Table 3.17.2; ~300"F 

3.17.2.1 3.3.4 A. ACTN: Manual Chnl inop; Restore 48 hrs 

3.17.2.2 3.3.3 B.l ACTN: inst Chn l inop; put in trip; 7 clays 

3.17.2:3(a) 3.3.3 C.l ACTN: 2 inst Chnls inop; trip 1; 8 hrs 

3.17.2.3(b) 3.3.3 C.2 ACTN: 2 inst Chnls inop; restore 1· 7 days 
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(03/28/96) 

Classification and Description of Changes 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM I NI STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

Unchanged in intent. !AW STS, No. of channels is 
addressed in LCO 3.3.1 statement. 

Unchanged in intent. !AW STS, No. of channels is 
addressed in LCO 3.3.l statement. 

Unchanged in intent. !AW S TS, No. of channels is 
addressed in LCO 3.3.l statement. 

Unchanged in intent. !AW STS, No. of channels is 
addressed in LCO 3.3.l statement. 

.Requirement Unchanged. Addressed in LCO statement. 

Requirement unchanged. Addressed in LCO statement. 

MORE RESTRLCTIVE: The option to use the Zero Power Mode Bypass has been 
removed. This bypass may only be used under conditions 
when the RPS is not required to be operable. 

·MORE RESTRICTIVE: The option to use the Zero Power Mode Bypass has been 
removed. This bypass may only be used under conditions 
when the RPS is not required to be operable. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: Note deleted. This deletion of the note permitting 
raising the bypass setpoint is done because this provision 
of raising the bypass enable setpoint is not actually uied 
at Palisades during Physics Testing. Therefore it is Not 
Required. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMiNISTRATIVE: 

Requir~ment unchanged. 

Unchanged in Intent. Worded per STS. Instrumentation in 
LCO 3.3.2. Logic and Manual in LCD 3.3.4. Note that TS 
LCOs 3.17.2 (ESF) and 3.17.3 (Isolation Functions) are 
combined into LCO 3.3.3 1ancl 3.3.4. 

Requirement unchang~d. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 



• 
Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number RTS Number TS requirement description 

3.17.2.4(a) 3.3.3 A.l ACTN: SIRWT Lvl Chnl inop; bypass; 8 hrs 

3.17.2.4(b) 3.3.3 A.2 ACTN: 1 SI~WT Lvl Chnl inop; restore; 7 days 

3.17.2.S 3.8.l F.l ACTN: sequencer inop; declare DG inop; Immediately 

3.17.2.6a 3.3.3 E/3.3.4 B ACTN: Action not met or <min chnls; Hot SD 12 hrs 

3. 17. 2. 6b 3.3.3 E/3.3.4 B ACTN: Action not met or <min chnls; leave applic; 48 hrs 

3.17.2T#la 3.3.4-1 tla LCD: 2 manual SIS Chnls 

3.17.2T#lb 3.3.4-1 tlb LCD: 2 SIS Logic Chnls 

3.17.2T#lc 3.3.4-1 tlc LCD: 2 CHP SIS initiation Chnls 

3.17.2T#ld 3.3.3-1 tla LCD: 4 Pressurizer Pressure Chnls 

3.17.2T#2a 3.3.4-1 6a LCD: 2 manual RAS Chnls 

3.17.2T#2b 3.3.4-1 6b LCD: 2 RAS logic Chnls 

3.17.2T#2c 3.3.3-1 6a LCD: 4 SIRWT Level Chnls 

3 .17. 2T#3a 3.3.4-1 Sa LCD: 2 manual AFAS Chnls 

3.17.2T#3b 3.3.4-1 Sb LCD: 2 AFAS Logic Chnls 

3.17.2T#3c 3.3.3-1 Sa LCD: 4 SG "A" level Chnls 

3.17.2T#3d 3.3.3-1 Sb LCD: 4 SG "B" level Chnls 

3.17.2T#4a 3. 8 .1 LCD: 2 OBA Sequencers 

3 .17. 2T#4b 3. 8 .1 LCD: 2 Shutdown Sequencers 
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(03/28/96) 

Classification and Description of Changes 

ADM! NI STRA Tl VE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement Unchanged. The sequencers are addressed as a 
required part of the Diesel Generators. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE~ The RTS requires MODE 3 entry in 6 hrs, as in the STS. 
MODE 4 entry is in 30 hrs, vice 48 for the TS. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: The RTS requires MODE 3 entry in 6 hrs, as in the STS. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

MODE 4 entry is in 30 hrs, vice 48 for the TS. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement ~nchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

The sequencers are addressed in the RTS electrical chapter 
as a functional part of ,the Diesel Generator. LCD 3.8.l 
provides both Actions and SRs for the sequencers. 

The sequencers are addressed in the RTS electrical chapter 
as a functional part of the Diesel Generator. LCD 3.8.l 
provides both Actions and SRs for the sequencers. 



Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number RTS Number TS requirement description 

3.17.3 3.3.3/3.3.4 LCD: Isolation chnls in Table 3.17.3; >Cold SD 

3.17.3.1 3.3.4 A ACTN: Isolation manual chnl inop; restore; 48 hrs 

3.17.3.2 3.3.3 B.l ACTN: isolation inst chnl inop; trip; 7 days 

3.17.3.3a 3.3.4 C.l ACTN: 2 isolation inst Chnls inop; trip 1; 8 hrs 

3.17.3.3b 3.3.4 C.2 ACTN: 2 isolation inst Chnls inop; restore 1; 7 days 

3.17.3.4 3.3 Relocated ACTN: Safeguards rm monitors inop; isolate vent; Immed 

3.17.3.Sa 3.3.3 E/3.3.4 B ACTN: Action not met or <min chnls; Hot SD 12 hrs 

3 .17. 3. Sb 3.3.3 E/3.3.4 B ACTN: Action not met or <min chnls; leave applic; 48 hrs 

_3.17.3T#la 3.3.4-1 tla. LCD: 2 CHP Logic Chnls 

3 .17. 3T#lb 3.3.3-1 t2a LCD: 4 "left" containment Pressure switches 

3.17.3T#lc 3.3.3-1 t2b LCD: 4 "right" containment Pressure switches 

3.17.3T#2a 3.3.4-1 t3a LCD: 2 manual CHR Chnls 

3.17.3T#2b 3.3.3-1 t3b LCD: 2 CHR logic Chnls 

3.17.3T#2c 3.3.3-1 t3a LCD: 4 Containment Monitors 

3.17.3T#3a 3.3.4-1 t4a LCD: 2 manual SGLP Chnls 

3.17.3T#3b 3.3.4-1 t4b LCD: 2 SGLP Logic Chnls 

3.17.3T#3c 3.3.3-1 4a LCD: 4 SG "A" pressure Chnls 
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• 
(03/28/96) 

Classification and Description of Changes 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: APPLICABILITY Current TS APPLICABILITY for the 
containment isolation functions of Table 3.17.3 is >COLD 
SHUTDOWN. RTS APPLICABILITY is MODES 1, 2, and 3. This 
is justifiable in the case of SGLP since the SGLP function 
may be bypassed below 550 psia, which corresponds to a 
temperature above 300"F. In the case of CHP and CHR, 
manual initiation capability is still possible in MODE 4 _ 
due to the MODE 4 applicability requirements of LCD 3.6.3, 
Containment Isolation Valves. In addition, the Refueling 
CHR specification (LCD 3.3.6} addresses CHR isolation in 
MODE 6, during fuel handling. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM IN I STRATI VE: 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

RELOCATED: 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

ADMiNISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

The ESF pump room monitors are ~ot assumed to function by 
the safety analyses. This requirement does not meet the 
criterion of 10 CFR 50.36. 

The RTS requires MODE 3 entry in 6 hrs, as in the STS. 
MODE 4 entry is in 30 hrs, vice 48 for the TS. 

See above description 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchang.ed. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 



• 
Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number RTS Number TS requirement description 

3.17.3T#3d 3.3.3-1 4b LCO: 4 SG "B" pressure Chn ls 

3.17.3T#4a 3.3 Relocated LCO: East room monitor 

3.17.3T#4b 3.3 Relocated· LCO: 1 West room monitor 

3.17.4 3.3.7 LCO: AMI chnls in Table 3.17 .4; >300"F 

3.17.4.1 3.3.7 A ACTN: 1 chnl 1-14 inop; restore; 7 days 

3.17.4.2 3.3.7 B ACTN: 2 chnls 1-14 inop; restore 1· 48 hrs 

3.17.4.3 3.3.7-1 T Note C. ACTN: Valve Pas inop; restore or lock vlv shut; 7 days 

3 .17. 4. 4a 3.3.7 C ACTN: Action 1-3 not met or <min chnl; Hot SD 12 hrs 

. ( 03/28/96) 

Classification and Description of Changes 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

Re.qui rement unchanged. 

The ESF pump room monitors are not assumed to function by 
the safety analyses. This requirement does not meet the 
criterion of 10 CFR 50.36. 

The ESF pump room monitors are not assumed to function by 
the safety analyses. This requirement does not meet the 
criterion of 10 CFR 50.36. 

Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: LCO 3.0.3·shutdown action of 6 hrs to MODE 3 and 30 hrs to 
MODE 4 used to be consistent with shutdown action in other 
LCOs. 

3.17.4.4b 3.3.7 c ACTN: Action 1-3 not met or <min chnl; leave applic; 48 hrs MORE RESTRICTIVE: RTS MODE 4 Completion Time is 30 hrs. 

3.17.4.5 

3.17.4.6 

3.17.4.7(a) 

3.17.4.7(b) 

3.17.4.7(c) 

3.17.4.7(d) 

3.17.4T#l 

3.3.7 A 

3.3.7 B 

3.3.7 c 

3.3.7 

3.3.7 D 

3.3.7 D 

3.3.7-1 Tl 

ACTN: chnl 16-21 inop; restore; 7 days 

ACTN: 2 chnls 16-21 inop; restore l; 48 hrs 

ACTN: 2 CETs inop & Action not met; Do 3.17.4.4 

ACTN: 2 RVWL inop & Action not met; alt monitor; 48 hrs 

ACTN: Action 5 or 6 not met; submit report; 30 days 

ACTN: Action 5 or 6 not met; Fix inst prior to SU 

LCD: 2 WR Th chnls 
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ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRAT,IVE: 

ADM! N !STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM! N ISTRA TI VE: 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchang~d. 

'The deletion of this specific requirement does not impact 
the requirements for equipment operability in any way. 
The bases do address the need for alternative monitoring 
using SMM, CETs, and Pressurizer Level. All of these 
parameters are in table·3.3.7-1, and are required to be 
OPERABLE. In addition, should both channels of any of 
these become inoperable. shutdown is requtred. Therefore 
it is impossible not to meet the alternative monitoring 
requirement. 

Unchanged in intent. Referencing Spec. 5.6.7 is in 
accordance with STS format. The result is the same. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 



Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number RTS Number TS requirement description 

3.17.4T#2 3.3.7-1 T2 LCD: 2 WR Tc chnls 

3.17.4T#3 3.3.7-1 T3 LCD: 2 WR NI chnls 

3.17 .4T#4 3.3.7-1 T4 LCD: 2 Cont water lvl chnls 

3.17.4T#5 3.3.7-1 TS LCD: 2 Subcooled margin chnls 

3.17.4T#6 3.3.7-1 T6 LCD: 2 WR Pzr Level chnls 

3.17.4T#7 3.3.7-1 T7 LCD: 2 Cont H2 chnls 

3.17.4T#8 3.3.7-1 TB LCD: 2 CST Level chnls 

3.17.4T#9 3.3.7-1 T9 LCD: 2 WR Pressurizer Pressure chnls 

3.17.4T#l0 3.3.7-1 TlO LCD: 2 WR Cont Pressure chnls 

3.17.4T#ll 3.3.7-1 Tll LCD: 2 WR SG "A" Level Th chnls 

3.17.4T#l2 3.3.7-1 Tl2 LCD: 2 WR SG "B" Level chnls 

3.17.4T#l3 3.3.7-1 T13 LCD: 2 NR SG "A" Pressure chn ls 

3.17.4T#l4 3.3.7-1 T14 LCD: 2 NR SG "B" Pressure chnls 

3.17.4T#l5 3.3.7-1 T15 LCD: 1 pos indicator for each cont iso valve 

3.17.4T#l6 3.3.7-1 T16 LCD: 4 CETs quad 

3.17.4T#17 3.3.7-1 Tl? LCD: 4 CETs quad 2 

3.17.4T#l8 3.3.7-1 Tl8 LCD: 4 CETs quad 3 

3.17.4T#19 3.3.7-1 T19 LCD: 4 CETs quad 4 

3.17.4T#20 3.3.7-1 T2D LCD: 2 RVWL chnls 

3.17.4T#21 3.3.7-1 T21 LCD: HR Cont Rad chnls 

3.17.5 3.3.8 LCD: Alt SD chnls in Table 3.17.5; >300"F 

3.17.5.la 3.3.8 A.l ACTN: Alt SD Chnls inop; provide equiv; 7 days 

• 
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• 
(03/28/96) 

Classification and Description of Changes 

ADM! NI STRA TIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Note a added in accordance with STS. This allows deletion 
of the TS Action 3.17.4.3, (valve closure in 7 days) since 
locking the valve shut per Note c accomplishes the sarne 
thing. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 



Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. (03/28/96) 

TS Number RTS Number TS requirement description Classification and Description of Changes 

3.17 .5.lb 3.3.8 A.2 ACTN: Alt SD Chnls inop; r.estore; 60 days ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

3.17.5.2a 3.3.8 B.l ACTN: Action not met or <min chnls; Hot SD 12 hrs MORE RESTRICTIVE: Used STS shutdown time of 6 hrs to MODE 3. 

3.17 .5.2b 3.3.8 B.2 ACTN: Action not met or <min chnls; leave applic; 48 hrs MORE RESTRICTIVE: Used STS shutdown time of 6 hrs to MODE 3. 

3.17.ST#l 3.3.8-1 Tl LCD: SU Nuclear Inst chnl ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

3.17.5T#2 3.3.8-1 T2 LCD: Pressurizer Pressure chnl ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

3.17.5T#3 3.3.8-1 T3 lCO: Pressurizer Level chnl ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

3 .17. 5T#4 3.3.8-1 T4 LCD: Loop 1 Th chnl ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

3.17.5T#5 3.3.8-1 TS LCD: loop 2 Th chnl ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

3.17.5T#6 3.3.8-1 T6 LCD: Loop Tc chnl ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

3.17 .5T#7 3.3.8-1 T7 LCD: Loop 2 Tc chnl ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

3.17.5T#8 3.3.8-1 T8 LCD: SG "A" Pressure chnl ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

3.17.5T#9 3.3.8-1 T9 LCD: SG "B" Pressure chnl ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

3.17.ST#lO 3. 3. 8-1 TlO LCD: SG '.'A" Level chnl ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

3.17.ST#ll 3.3.8-1 Tll LCD: SG "B" Level chnl ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

3.17.5T#l2 3.3.8-1 Tl2 LCD: SIRWT Level chnl ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

3.17.5T#l3 3.3.8-1 Tl3 LCD: 1 AFW Flow to SG "A" chnl ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement ~nchanged. 

3.17.5T#l4 3.3.8-1 Tl4 LCD: 1 AFW Flow to SG "B" chnl ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

3.17.5T#l5 3.3.8-1 Tl5 LCD: Pump P-88 Suction Pressure chnl ADM! NI STRATI VE: Requirement unchanged. 

3.17.5T#l5 3.3.8-1 Tl6 LCD: Pump P-88 steam Valve Control chnl ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. • 

3:17.5T#l7 3.3.8-1 Tl? LCD: 1 AFW Flow Contra 1 to SG "A" chnl ADM! NI STRATI VE: Requirement unchanged. 

3.17.5T#l8 3.3.8-1 Tl8 LCD: 1 AFW Flow Control to SG "B" chnl ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 
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Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. (03/28/96) 

TS Number RTS Number 

3 .17. 5T#19 3.3 Deleted 

3.17.5T#20 3.3 Deleted 

~ .17. 6 3.3 LCOs 

3.17.6.la 3.3.9 A.1 

3.17.6.lb 3.3 Deleted 

3.17.6.lc 3.3.9 A.3 

3.17.6.2 3.1.5 D.1 

3.17.6.3 3.3 Relocated 

3.17.6.4 3.3 Relocated 

3.17.6.5 3.3 Relocated 

TS requirement description Classification and Description of Changes 

LCO: C-150 Transfer Switches ADM IN I STRATI VE: 

LCO: C-150A Transfer Switches ADMINISTRATIVE: 

LCO: Safety function chnls in Table 3.17.6; in Table· ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

ACTN: Flux Monitoring inop; stop adding rx; Immediately ADM! N ISTRATIVE: 

ACTN: Flux Monitoring inop; Hot SD; 15 minutes ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

ACTN: Flux Monitoring inop; Verify SOM 4 hrs & each 12 hrs ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ACTN: 1 Rod Pas chnl inop; check rods 15; Min after motion ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ACTN: SIRWT Temp chnl inop; provide alternate; 7 days RELOCATED: 

ACTN: 1 MFW Flow chnl inop; provide alternate; 24 hrs RELOCATED: 

ACTN: 1 MFW Temp chnl inop; provide alternate; 24 hrs RElbCATED: 
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Unchanged in intent. This transfer switch is not 
specifically called out because Transfer Switches must 
function for the other instrumentation to function. 
Performing SRs on the above instrumentation validated the 
transfer switch automatically. This is stated in the 
bases. 

Unchanged in intent. This transfer switch· is not 
specifically called out because Transfer Switches must 
function for the ~ther instrumentation to function. 
Performing SRs on the above instrumentation validated the 
transfer switch automatically. This is stated in the 
bases. 

Unchanged in intent. APPLICABILITY wording changed to be 
consistent with new MODE definitions. Item 1 in 
Table 3.17.6 is now LCO 3.3.9. It is the counterpart of 
RTS LCO 3.3.1 for use in monitoring when the RPS is not 
required. It is the same in intent as in the TS and STS. 
Item 20 in Table 3.17.6 is now LCD 3.3.6. Item 19 is now 
LCO 3.3.10. 

Requirement unchanged. 

This requirement to be in HSD is not applicable with the 
arrangement of requirements in RTS. LCOs 3.3.l and 3.3.9 
have complementary applicabilities: LCO 3.3.9, therefore 
cannot be applicable with the reactor "above" hot shutdown 
(ie, MODES 1 or 2) and LCO 3.3.l carries its own flux 
monitoring requirements and associated actions. 
Therefore, this TS requirement addresses conditions which 
cannot arise under the structure of the RTS instrument 
LCOs. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. , 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.3G. 



• 
Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. (03/28/96) 

TS Number RTS Number 

3.17.6.6.l 3.7.5 

3.17.6.6.2 3.7.5 

3.17.6.7.l 3.4.15 A.l 

3.17.6.7.2 3.4.15 B.l 

3.17.6.8 3.4 Relocated 

3.17.6.9 3.4 Relocated 

3 .17. 6. lOa 3.4 Relocated 

3.17.6.lOb 3.4 Relocated 

3.17.6.11 3.3 Relocated 

3.17.6.12.1 3.3 Relocated 

3.17.6.12.2 3.3 Relocated 

3.17.6.13 3.3 Relocated 

TS requirement description Classification and Description of Changes 

ACTN: 1 AFW Flow chnl inop; verify valve operable; 2 hrs ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ACTN: 2 AFW Flow chnls inop; declare valve inop; Immed ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ACTN: leak detector inrip; restore; Prior to startup ADM IN I STRATI VE: 

ACTN: 2 of 3 leak detectors inop; restore; 30 days ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ACTN: Safety Vlv Pos Ind inop; restore; Prior. to startup RELOCATED: 

ACTN: 1 PORV Pos Ind inop; restore; Prior to startup RELOCATED: 

ACTN: 1 Block vlv Pas Ind inop; restore; B4 SU RELOCATED: 

ACTN: 1 LTOP Block Pos Ind inop; verify open; Each 12 hrs RELOCATED: 

ACTN: SWS Break Detector inop; restore prior to startup RELOCATED: 

ACTN: 1 Comparitor.inop; restore; Prior to Startup RELOCATED: 

ACTN: 2 Comparitors inop; be s70% pwr; 2 hrs RELOCATED: 

ACTN: 1 seq chnl inop; check rods; 15 min after motion RELOCATED: 
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The AFW LCD, 3.7.5, includes the operability of the flow 
control valves as an integral part of the operability of 
an AFW train. Therefore, if a flow channe1 becomes 
inoperable, the operability of the associated valve, and 
therefore the train, must be determined immediately. 
While RTS provided no time limit or making this 
determination, the intent of the two requirements is the 
same. 

The AFW LCD, 3.7.5, includes the operability of the flow 
control valves as an integral part of the operability of 
an AFW train. Therefore, if a flow channel cause a valve 
to be inoperable, the valve and the associated AFW train 
are also inoperable. 

Requirements unchanged. 

Requirements unchangetj. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10. CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does .not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

This req~irement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

The Flux - dT comparitors are used·only for indication. 
They do not provide any protective function, nor do they 
meet any of the criterion of 10 CFR 50.36. · 

The Flux - dT comparitors are used only for indication. 
They do not provide any protective function: nor do they 
meet any of the criterion of 10 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10. CFR 50.35. 



Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number RTS Number 

3.17.6.14 3.5 Relocated 

3.17.6.15 3.2.5 A.l 

3.17.6.16 3.2 Relocated 

3.17.6.17 3.4.6 E.1 

3.17.6.18 3.1.7 C.l 

3.17 .6.19a 3.3.10 A.l 

3.17 .6.19b 3.3.10 A.2 

3.17.6.20 3.3.6 

3.17.6.2la 3.3 

3.17.6.21b 3.3 

3.17.6T#l 3.3.9 

3.17 .6T#2 3.1.5 

3.17.6T#3 3.3 Relocated 

3.17.GT#4 3.3 Relocated 

TS requirement description 

ACTN: CBA lo Lvl alm inop; Verify level each 12 hrs 

ACTN: Deviation Alm inop; Calculate Tq each 12 hrs 

ACTN: AS! Alm inop; Restore prior to startup 

ACTN: SDC interlock inop; Breaker "Racked Out" 
posit ion; 8 hrs 

ACTN: PDIL Alm inop; check rods; 15; Min after motion 

ACTN: Fuel Pool monitor inop; stop moving fuel; Immediate 

ACTN: Fuel Pool monitor inop; restore capability; 72 hrs 

ACTN: Cont Refueling Monitor inop; Stop refueling 

ACTN: Action not met or <min chnls; Hot SD 12 hrs 

ACTN: Action not met or <min chnls; leave applic; 48 hrs 

LCD: 2 chnls Flux Monitoring; <10"4% w/fuel 

LCD: 2 chnls Rod Pas; >l rod capable of withdrawal 

LCD: 2 chnls SIRWT Temp; 300"F 

LCD: 2 chnls MFW Flow; >15% power 
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• 
Classification and Description of Changes 

RELOCATED: This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

RELOCATED: This requirement does not rneet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

(03/28/96) 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: RTS required circuit breaker be in "OPEN" position 
in 1 hr. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: Unchanged in Intent, but Action A.l in LCD 3.3.6 now 
requires suspending CORE ALTERATIONS (the equivalent of 
suspending TS Refueling operations), and in addition, 
Action A.2 requires suspending movement of Irradiated 
Fuel. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: The general shutdown action is moved to the associated 
LCOs. In each case it requires being in MODE 3 (similar 
to TS HSD) within 6 hrs. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: The general shutdown action is moved to the associated 
LCOs. In each case it requires being in Mode in 30 hrs or 
in MODE 5 in 36 hrs, either of which is more restrictive 
than the TS action. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

Applicability has been made complementary with that of LCD 
3.3.l so that when the RPS and four channels of Nis are 
not required, this LCD will require flux monitoring 
capability. 

Rod position indication is addressed as a functional part 
of Rod Operability in LCD 3.1.5. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not rneet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 



• • 
Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number RTS Number TS requirement description 

3.17.6T#5 3.3 Relocated LCO: 2 chnls MFW Temp; >15% power 

3.17 .6T#6 3.3 Relocated LCO: 2 chnl I line AFW Flow; >300"F 

3.17.6T#7 3. 4 .15 LCD: 4 chnls diverse PCS leak detection; >300"F 

3.17.6T#8 3.4 Relocated LCO: 2 chnls pas ind per safety vlv; >300"F 

3.17.6T#9 3.4 Relocated LCO: 3 chnls pos ind per PORV; >210"F 

3.17.6T#l0 3.4 Relocated LCO: 2 chnls pas ind per Block Vlv; At all times 

3.17.GT#ll 3.7 Relocated LCD: 1 SWS break detector; ~Hot Standby 

3.17.6T#l2 3.3 Relocated LCO: 4 Flux AT comparitors; Power Operation 

3.17.6T#13 3.3 Relocated LCO: 2 chnls Rod sequence control/Alarm; >l rod 

3.17.6T#l4 3.5 Relocated LCO: 2 Boric Acid Tank Lvl Alm; ~Hot Standby 

3.17.6T#l5 3.2.5 LCD: Excore Deviation Alm; >25% power 

3.17.6T#16 3.2 Relocated LCO: 4 chnls AS! Alarm; >25% power 

3.17.6T#l7 3.4.6 E LCO: 2 SDC interlocks; >200 psi a 

3.17.6T#l8 3 .1. 7 LCO: 2 chnls PDIL Alm; ~Hot Standby 

3.17.6T#19 3. 3 .10 LCO: 2 chnls Fuel Pool Monitor; W/fue 1 in pool 

3.17.6T#20 3.3.6 LCO: 2 chnls Cont Refuel Monitor; Refueling Ops 
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Classification and Description of Changes 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 

(03/28/96) 

10 CFR 50.36. At least one channel of AFW flow per feed 
line is required by LCO 3.7.5 as part of AFW train 
operability, but redundancy is not required. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

Requirement unchanged. 

This requir"ement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

The Flux - AT comparitors are used only for indication. 
They do not provide any protective function, nor do they 
meet any of the criterion of 19 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirements unchanged. 

RELOCATED: This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

I 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirements unchanged, interlock not ~equired when SDC in 
operation. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirements unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirements unchanged. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: See APPLICABILITY discussion for LCD 3.17.G.?D. 



• 
Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number RTS Number TS requirement description 

3 .18 N/A Deleted 

3.19 3.5.5 Iodine Removal· System 

3 .19. 1 3.5.5 LCD: 11,500# >TSP >8,300#; ~300"F 

3 .19 .1 3.5.5 A.l ACTN: TSP not w/in limits; restore; 72 hrs 

3.19.2a 3.5.5 B.l ACTN: Action not met or <min chnls; Hot SD 12 hrs 

3.19.2b 3.5.5 B.2 ACTN: Action not met or <min chnls; leave applic; 48 hrs 

3.20 5.0 Relocated Shock Suppressors (Snubbers) 

3.20.1 5.0 Relocated LCD: Safety Re lated snubbers operable; iaw system req 

3.20.l.a 5.0 Relocated ACTN: Safety related snubber inop; Fix in 72 hrs 

3.20.1.a 5.0 Relocated ACTN: Safety related snubber inop; Analyze or sys inop 
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• 
(03/28/96) 

Classification and Description of Changes 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM IM I STRATI VE: 

ADMIM I STRATI VE: 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

Requirement unchanged. RTS 3.5.5 provides requirements 
iaw STS. 

Requirement unchanged. RTS MODES 1, 2, and 3 
applicability is equivalent to TS ~300"F. 

Requirement unchanged. 

RTS requires MODE 3 in 6 hrs iaw STS. RTS MODE 3 
equivalent to TS Hot SD. 

RTS requires MODE 4 in 30 hrs. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not meet th~ criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 



Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. (03/28/96) 

TS Number RTS Number 

.21 5.0 Relocated 

3.21 5.0 Relocated 

3.21.1.a 5.0 Relocated 

3.21.1.a 5.0 Relocated 

3.21.1.b 5.0 Relocated 

3.21.2.a 5.0 Relocated 

3.21.2.b 5.0 Relocated 

3.21.2.b 5.0 Relocated 

3.21.2.b 5.0 Relocated 

3.21.2.b 5.0 Relocated 

3.21.2.d (1) 5.0 Relocated 

3.21.2.d (2) 5.0 Relocated 

3.21.2.e 5.0 Relocated 

3.21.2.f 5.0 Relocated. 

3.21.2.g 5.0 Relocated 

TS requirement description 

Crane Ops & Movement of Heavy Loads 

DEF: Heavy Loads; >1300# but not fuel bundle 

LCO: No hvy loads over PCS; Tc >225"F 

LCO: No hvy loads over PCS; Tpress >225"F 

LCO: .No hvy loads in CB w/o req re-analysis 

LCO: No hvy loads over fuel in main pool 

LCO: No hvy loads over SFP; <1 Mo fuel 

LCO: No hvy loads over SFP; <3 Mo fuel, w/o fltr 

LCO: No hvy loads over tilt pit; <22 day fuel 

LCD: No hvy loads over pit; <77 day fuel, w/o fltr 

.LCO: No hvy loads over 649'lvl; w/o i'lk or s'visor 

LCO: No hvy loads over 649' during fuel handling 

LCO: No >25 T loads over fuel pool w/o evaluation 

LCO: No hvy loads over 649' w/o.req re-analysis 

Classification and Description of Changes 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

Relocation of this LCO has also been proposed by a 
Technical Specifications change request which was 
submitted on December 6, 1995, but has not (as of this 
writing) been reviewed or approved. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50. 3 6. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not .meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
l 0 CFR 50. 3 6. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.35. 

LCO: Do Not move past fuel pool w/o interlocks; All times RELOCATED: This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.35. 
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• 
Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs_ 

TS Number RTS Number TS requirement description 

3.22 
r 

Fire Protection System (Deleted) 

3.23 3.2 .Powe~ Distribution Limits 

3.23.l 3.2.l LCD: LHR <COLR limit; >50% RTP 

3.23.1 Al 3.2.l A.l ACTN: >4 incore alms; Reduce LHR in 1 hr or be <50% 

3 .23. l A2 3.2.1 B.1.3 ACTN: AO >Target; stop using excore for LHR 

3.23.1 A2 3.2.1 B.2.1/.2 ACTN: Alm inop; be <85% w/in 2 hrs & follow A3 

3.23.l A3 3.2.1 B.2.2 ACTN: Incore alm inop for LHR; Manual readings req 

3.23.l A3 3.2·.l C.l ACTN: Manual readings >alm; Follow Action Al 

3.23.1 Al 3.2.1 c COND: Req action & ass Comp time not met 

3.23.1 Al 3.2.1 C.l ACTN: Be <50% RTP; 2 hrs 

3.23.2 3.2.2 LCD: Radial Peakini w/in COLR; >25% RTP 

3.23.2 Al 3.2.2 A/B. ACTN: <50% & Fr>limit; HSD w/in 6 hrs 

3.23.2 A2 3.2.2 A.1 ACTN: >50% & Fr> limit; Reduce pwr; 6 hrs 

3.23.3 3.2.3 LCD: Tq <5%; W/>25% RTP 

3.23.3 Al 3.2.3 A ACTN: 10% >Tq >5%; do Action a, b, or c 

3.23.3 Al.a 3.2 Deleted ACTN: 10% >Tq >5%; fix w/in 2 hrs 

3.23.3 Al.b 3.2.3 A.l ACTN: 10% >Tq >5%; check Fr w/in 2 hrs 

3.23.3 Al.b 3.2.3 A.l ACTN: 10% >Tq >5%, check Fr in 1 imit; Each 8 hrs 
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(03/28/96) 

Classification and Description of Changes 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: Added Incore Alarm System Operable to ensure it can.be 
used for LHR monitoring. 

ADM IN I STRATI VE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADM IN !STRATI VE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADM IN I STRATI VE: Reworded for clarity. 

ADM IN I STRATI VE: . Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: ·Requirement unchanged. 

ADM I NI STRATI VE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: Requirement unchanged. 

LESS CONSERVATIVE: The action has been changed to reduce power to below 
a~plicability range of 25% RTP. This places the reactor 
in a conservative state with ample thermal margin. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: The action has been changed to reflect the standard. The 
power restriction stated by the equation in 3.23,2 AZ is 
relocated to the COLR. Reducing thermal power to bring· 
the combination- of thermal power and peaking to within 
limits is outl~ned in the COLR and calls upon the 
equations stated in the COLR or radial peaking and power 
leve 1. 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM! N !STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

This is omitted from RTS, correction to within limits is 
always an option. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

_ ___J 



Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number RTS Number TS requirement description 

3".23.3 Al.c 3.2.3 A.1 ACTN: 10% >Tq >5%; be <85% & check Fr 

3.23.3 Al.c 3.2.3 A.1 ACTN: 10% >Tq >5%; ·check Fr in limit; Each 8 hrs 

3.23.3 A2 3.2.3 B ACTN: Tq >10%; Do Action a orb 

3.23.3 AZ.a 3.2 Deleted ACTN: Tq >10%; Fix w/in 2 hrs 

3.23.3 A2.b 3.2.3 B.l ACTN: Tq >10%; Be <50% in 2 hrs 

3.23.3 A2.b 3.2.3 B.2 ACTN: Tq >10%; check Fr in limit; Each 8 hrs 

3.23.3 A3 3.2.3 C.l ACTN: Tq >15%; SD w/in 12 hrs 

• 
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Classification and Description of Changes 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: This is excluded from the standard, correction to within 
limits is always an option. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirem~nt unchanged. 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: Changed action to be <25% RTP within 12 hrs. This places 
the plant in a conservative condition and takes the plant 
out of the applicability range. 



• 
Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number RTS Number TS requirement description 

4.0 3.0 - (SRs) Surveillance Reguirements 

4.0.l 3.0.l(SR) SR: Surv applicability same as LCO 

4.0.2 3.0.2(SR) SR: Surv req frequency 

4.0.2 3.0.2(SR) SR: Max freq extension, l. 25x · 

4.0.3 3.0.3(SR) SR: Failing SR implies noncompliance w/LCO 

4.0.4 3.0.4(SR) SR: SRs must be current to enter condition 

4.0.5 5.5,7 SR: Surv Req for ASME testing 

in LCO 

!il 

Classification and Description of Changes 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM IM I STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

Very similar; used STS words. 

Very similar; used STS words. 

Very similar; used STS words. 

Very similar; used STS words. 

Very similar; used STS words. 

Moved to program 5.5.7 iaw STS. 

• 
(03/28/96) 



• 
Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs_ 

TS Number RTS Number TS requirement description 

4.1 3 .4 .12 Overpressure Protection System Tests 

4. 1 . 1 5.5.7 SR: PORV; ASME sec XI testing 

4 .1. 2 3.4.12.5 SR: PORV actuation chnl; calibration; 18 months 

4.l.3(a) 3.4.11.2 SR: PORV; cycle when >CSD; 18 months 

4.1.3(b) 3.4.11.1 SR: Block valve; Cycle in CSD if not done w/in 92 days 

4. l.4(a) 3.4.12.4 SR: PORV actuation chnl; functional test; 31 days 

4.l.4{b) 3.4.12.3 SR: Verify block open during PORV use; 72 hrs 

4 .1. 5 3.4.12.l SR: Verify HPSI blocked; Each 12 hrs when <300"F 
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Classification and Description of Changes 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

ADM IN I STRATI VE: 

Moved to Admin Cont Section. 

Requirements unchanged. 

Requirements unchanged. 

Requirements unchanged. 

Requirements unchanged. 

Requirements unchanged. 

Requirements unchanged. 

(03/28/96) 



Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number RTS Number TS requirement description 

4.2 Equipment and Sampling Tests 

4.2.l TBL: Sampling Frequency 

4.2.l.l 3.4.16.l SR: PCS Gross activity; 3/wk, 72 hrs max (w/>500"F) 

4.2.l.l 3.4 Relocated SR: PCS Gross Gamma; Continuously w/>500"F 

4.2.1.l 3.4 Relocated ACTN: Gross Gamma monitor inop; Sample PCS daily 

4.2.1.l 3.4.16.2 SR: Dose equiv 1-131; 14 days at power 

4.2.1.1 3.4.16.3 SR: E 6 mo (>2 EFPD & 20 days since SD >2 day) 

4.2.l.l 3.4.16 A. l ACTN: Iodine Anal; 4 hrs w/DE I-131 >1 µCi/gm 

4.2.l.1 3.4.16.2 SR: Iodine isotopic Anal; After a 15%/hr pwr inc 

4.2.1.l 3 . .4 Relocated SR: Cl & Ox; 3/wk, 72 hrs max, >210"F 

4.2.1.1 3.4 Relocated SR: Fl; 30 days & after welding on PCS 

4.2.1.2 3.1.1.1/3.1.2.1 SR: PCS Boron; 2/wk 

4.2.l.3 3.5.4.3 SR: SIRWT Boron; 1 Mo 

4.2.l.4 3.5 Relocated SR: CBAT Boron; 1 Mo 

4.2.l.5 3.5.l.4 SR: SIT Boron; Mo 

4.2.1.6 3.7.14.1 SR: SFP Boron; Mo 

4.2.l.6 3.7 Relocated SR: SFP Temp; cont;<l yr fuel in tilt pit,see 3.8.5 

4.2.1.7 5.5.9 SR: Secondary Gross Activity; 3/wk, 72 hrs max 

4.2.1.7 3.7.13.l SR: Secondary DE l-131; 6 months 

4.2.1.7 3.7.13.l ACTN: Sec DE 1-131; 31 days w/sec gross I >10% limit 
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Classification and Description of Changes 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

RELOCATED: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: 

RELOCATED: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

Frequency increased to 7 days iaw STS. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

Requirements unchanged. 

Requirements unchanged. 

Requirements unchanged. 

Requirements unchanged. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

Frequency changed from twice per week to once per day. 

Requirement unchanged. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. See discussion following LCO Section 3.2. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Frequency changed from once per month to once per week. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

Secondary chemistry requirements moved to a program 
required by the Administrative Controls section. 

Frequency changed to once per month. 

Requ i re111ent unchanged. 



• 
Compar"ison of existing Palisades Tech Specs· <1:nd Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number RTS Number TS requirement description 

4.2.2 TBL: Min Freq for Equipment Tests 

4.2.2.1 3.1.5.5 SR: FL Rod Drop; verify drop times; Refueling 

4.2.2.2 3.1.5.4 SR: All Rods; exer~ise; 92 days 

4.2.2.3 3.4.10.1 SR: Pzr Safety Valves; check set points; Refueling 

4.2.2.4 3.7.1.1 SR: Test Main Steam Safety Valves' setpoints 

4.2.2.5 3.3 Relocated SR: Ref Sys Interlocks; verify function; B4 refuel 

4.2.2.6 3.7.8.3 SR: SWS Valves; Verify SIS Actuation; Refueling 

4.2.2.6 3.7.8.4 SR: SWS Valves; Verify RAS Actuation; Refueling 

4.2.2T#7 3.4.13.1 SR: Primary Sys Leakage; evaluate; Daily 

4.2.2.8 3.8.3.1 SR: DG Fuel Supply; inventory; Daily 

4.2.2.9 3.5 Relocated SR: Verify BA Heat Trace Temp; Daily 

4.2.2.10 3.5.1.2 SR: Verify SIT L~l; Each shift 

4.2.2.10 3.5.1..3 SR: Verify SIT Pressure; Each shift 

4.2.2.11.a 3.6.8.1 SR: H2 Recomb; verify >700"F in 90 min; 6 months 

4.2.2.11.a 3.6.8.1 SR: H2 Recomb; verify@ 700"F, max pwr >60kW; 6 mo 

4.2.2.11.b.1 3.6 Relocated SR: H2 Recomb; !&C chnl calibration; Refueling 

4.2.2.11.b.2 3.6.8.2 SR: HZ Recomb; visual inspection; Refueling 

4.2.2.11.b.3 3.6.8.3 SR: HZ Recomb; heater cont & ground test; Refuel 

4.2.2.12.a 3.5.5.l SR: Verify TSP quantity; is "months 
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Classification and Description of Changes 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Changes from 5/reout to 5/2yrs & Z4/Syears per ASME code. 
Requirements are essentially equivalent. 

RELOCATED: This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: Frequency increased to 7Z hrs iaw STS. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: ·Requirement unchanged. 

RELOCATED: This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. See discussion following LCD Section 3.Z. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Frequency specified as "12 hrs" rather than "Each Shift". 
Otherwise unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Frequency specified as "12 hrs" rather than "Each Shift". 
Otherwise unchanged. 

LESS RESTRiCTJVE: RTS Frequency is 18 months iaw STS. SR now calls out 
Functional test; details are provided in plant procedure. 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: RTS Frequency is 18 months iaw STS. SR now calls out 
Functional test; details are provided in plant procedure. 

RELOCATED: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

RTS doesn't include this iaw STS. RTS 18 month Frequency 
is equivalent to refueling. 

RTS 18 month Frequency is equivalent to refueling cycle. 

RTS 18 month Frequenty is _equivalent to refueling cycle. 

Requirement unchanged. 



·comparison of 

TS Number 

4·.2.2.12.b 

4.2.2.13.a 

4.2.2.13.b 

4.2.2.14.a 

4.2.2.14.b 

4.2.2.14.c 

4.2.2.15.a 

4.2.2.15.b 

4.2.3 

4.2.3.a 

4.2.3.b.l 

4.2.3.b.2 

4.2.3.b.3 

4.2.3.b 

existing Palisades 

RTS Number 

3.5.5.2 

3. 6. 3 .1 

3.6.3.5 

3.4.5.3 
3.4.6.3 
3.4.7.3 
3.4.8.2 

3.4.5.2 
3.4.6.2 
3.4.7.2 

3.4.5.1 
3.4.6.1 
3.4.7.1 
3.4.8.1 

3.7.3.2 

3.7.3.3 

3.7.10/.11 

3.7.10.1 

3.7.10.2/5.5.10 

3.7.10.2/5.5.10 

3.7.10.2/5.5.10 

3. 7. 10. 2/ 5. 5. 10 

Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS requirement description 

SR: Verify TSP Quality; 18 months 

SR: Purge & Vent Valve; check CR ind closed; 24 hrs 

SR: Purge & Vent Valve; leak rate test; 6 months 

SR: Verify PCP alignments during SOC; 7 days 

SR: Verify SGs operable during SOC ops; 12 hrs 

SR: Verify pump operating for SOC; 12 hrs 

SR: Verify MFW Reg valves close on CHP; 18 months 

SR: Verify MFW Reg valves close on SGLP; 18 months 

TBL: Hepa and Charcoal Absorber Systems 

SR: Flow through HEPA/charcoal filter; 31 days 

SR: CR Vent Sys; sample or replace absorber; Refuel 

SR: CR Vent Sys; verify filtration; Refueling 

SR: CR Vent Sys; verify absorption; Refueling 

ACTN: After maintenance; SR 4.2.3.b. 1, 2. & 3 
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Classification and Description of Changes 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM! NI STRAT IVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE:· 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

Requirement unchanged. 

SR Freq changed to 31 days iaw STS. Valves which are 
energized to open and are electrically locked closed are 
equivalent to mechanically locked closed valves. RTS 
frequency is iaw STS. 

RTS adds a requirement to test w/in 92 days after opening, 
iaw STS. RTS 184 day Frequency is equivalent to TS 
6 months frequency. 

Requirements unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Proposed SR requires operation of filter train for 
~10 hrs. 

Filter testing requ i re1nents moved to the Ventilation 
Filter Testing Program. 

Filter testing requirements moved to the Ventilation 
Filter Testing Program. 

Filter testing requirements moved to the Ventilation 
Filter Testing Program. 

Fi lt er testing requirements moved to the Ventilation 
Filter Testing Program. 



Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number RTS Number TS requirement description 

4.2.3.b 3.7.10.2/5.5.10 ACTN: After paint, fire or chem; SR 4.2.3.b.l, 2. & 3 

4.2.3.c.l 3.7.10.2/5.5.10.d SR: CR Vent Sys; verify pressure drop; Refueling 

4.2.3.c.2 3.7.10.3 SR: CR Vent Sys; verify recirc on CHP; Refueling 

4.2.3.c.2 3.7.10.4 SR: CR Vent Sys; verify recirc on CHR; Refueling 

4.2.3.c.3 3.7.10.5 SR: CR Vent Sys; verify CR+ press; Refueling 

4.2.3.c.4 3.7.12.4 SR: Bypass flow on Damper 1893; Refueling 

4.2.3.d 3.7.10.2/5.5.10 SR: CR Vent Sys; smpl or replace absorber; 720 hrs* 

4.2.3.e 3. 7. 10. 2/ 5. 5. 10 SR: CR Vent Sys; verify filtration; New fltrs 

4.2.3.f 3.7.10.2/5.5.10 SR: CR Vent Sys; verify absorption; New absorber 

4.2.3.g 3.3.l.8 SR: CR Vent Sys; check CR temp <120"F w/>105"F; 12 hrs 

4.2.3(g) 5. 5 .10 Note NOTE: Allows 720 hrs to be extended to 1500 hrs 
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Classification and Description of Changes 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

Filter testing requirements moved to the Ventilation 
Filter Testing Program. 

Filter testing requirements moved to the Ventilation 
Filter Testing Program. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

The surveillance interval has been extended. Proposed 
frequency is 18 months "staggered". Thereby only one of 
the two trains will be tested each refueling. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Filter testing requirements moved to the Ventilation 
Filter Testing Program. 

Filter testing requirements moved to the Ventilation 
Filter Testing Program. 

Filter testing requirements moved to the Ventilation 
Filter Testing Program. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: Required temperature reduced from 120"F to 90"F. This 
reduced temperature,supports operability of the Reactor 
Protective System Thermal Margin Monitors. Its inclusion 
in RTS completes an action requested in Amendment 118. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 



Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number 

4.3 

4.3.a 

4.3.b 

4.3.c 

4.3.d 

4.3.e 

4.3.f 

4.3.g 

4.3.h 

4. 3. i 

4.3.j 

4.3.l 

4.3.l(a}3 

4.3.l(a)4 

4.3.l(a)5 

4.3.2 

4.3.2.1.a 

4.3.2.1.a 

4.3.2.2 

4.4 

RTS Number 

3.4.11 

5.0 Deleted 

5.5.6 

5.0 Relocated 

3.4.14.1 

3.4.14.3 

3.4.14.2 

3.4.14.1 

3.4.14.l 

3.4.14 A 

3.4.14 Bases 

5.5.7 

5.0 Relocated 

5.5.6 

TS requirement description 

Systems Surveillance 

Deleted 

Deleted 

Deleted 

Deleted 

ADMN: Reevaluate !SI program !AW 10 CFR 50.55a(g}(5) 

SR: RHX & PCP Flywhls to be inspected iaw Tbl 4.3.2 

SR: Rx Vessel surv !AW FSAR Section 4.5.3 

SR: Vlvs in Tbl 4.3.l; lk test after CSD, or Maint 

ACTN: SI chk vlv leaking; verify back ups; Daily 

SR: LPSI Chk vlvs; closure check; B4 crit after SOC 

TBL: LPSI & Train 1 HPS! check valves 

LCD: Listed chk vlv leakage; Limits rate of change 

LCD: Listed chk vlv leakage <5 gpm 

ADMN: Adjust meas leakage for test press 

TBL: Misc Surveillance Items 

SR: RHX; Pri Shell - Tube Sht insp; 5 yrs 

SR: RHX; Pri Head insp; 5 yrs 

SR: PCP; Flywheel insp; Refueling 

Deleted 
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Classification and Description of Changes 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

RELOCATED: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

Requirement is redundant to 10 CFR 50 requirement. 

Requirement moved to the Administrative Controls section. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

Requirements unchanged. 

Requirements unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirements unchanged. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: Added HLI check valve in HPS! Train 1. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirements unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirements unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

Affect of reducted test pressure was moved to Basis for 
LCD 3.4.14 iaw STS. 

This ASME Code required testing is administered by an 
Administrative Controls Program. 

This ASME Code. required testing is administered by an 
Administrative Controls Program. 

Moved to Administrative Controls 'section. 



Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number 

4.5 

4_ 5.1 

4.5.2 

4.5.2.a(l) 

4.5.2.a(2) 

4.5.2.a(3) 

4.5.2.a(4a) 

4.5.2.a(4b) 

4.5.2.a(4b) 

4.5.2.a(4c) 

RTS Number 

3.6 

3.6.1.1 

3.6.1.1 

3.6 Relocated 

3.6 Relocated 

3.6 Relocated 

3.6 Relocated 

3.6.2.1 

3.6 Relocated 

3.6 Relocated 

TS requirement description 

Containment Tests 

SR: Integrated Leak Tests (ILRT) 

Local Leak Detection Test.s (LLRT) 

ADMN: LLRT press >55# 

ADMN: Air Lock between Seal Tests >10# 

ADMN: Acceptable methods, halogen, soap bubble, etc 

SR: Penetrations; LLRT 

SR: Air lock seals; LLRT 

SR: Equip hatch seals; LLRT 

SR: Fuel Xfer Tube; LLRT 
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Classification and Description of Changes 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

. RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RTS requirements moved iaw STS. 

RTS 3.6.1.1 refers to Containment Leak Rate Testing 
Program iaw STS. 

RTS 3.6.1.1 refers to Containment Leak Rate Testing 
Program described in 5.5.14 iaw STS. 

This item contains specific detail 10 CFR 50, Appendix J 
requirements. STS doesn't repeat these programmatic 
details. The detail~ are located in the FSAR. These 
requirements are ·implemented by RTS 3.6.1.1 and the 
Containment Leak Rate Program 5.5.14. 

This item contains specific detail 10 CFR-50, Appendix J 
requirements. STS doesn't repeat these ·programmatic 
details. The details are located in the FSAR. These 
requirements are implemented by RTS 3.6.l.l and the 
Containment Leak Rate Program 5.5.14 . 

This item contains specific detail 10 CFR 50, Appendix J 
requirements. STS doesn't repeat these programmatic 
details. The details are located in the FSAR. These 
requirements are implemented by RTS 3.6.1.l and the 
Containment Leak Rate Program 5.5.14. 

This item contains specific detail 10 CFR 50, Appendix J 
requirements. STS doesn't repeat these programmatic 
details. The details are located in the FSAR. These 
requirements are implemented by RTS 3.6.1.1 and the 
Containment Leak Rate Program 5.5.14. 

Requirement unchanged in RTS. 

This item contains specific detail 10 CFR 50, Appendix J 
requirements. STS doesni't repeat these programmati~ 
details. The details are located in the FSAR. These 
requirements are implemented by RTS 3.6.l.l and the 
Containment Leak Rate Program 5.5.14. 

This item contains specific detail 10 CFR 50, Appendix J 
requirements. STS doesn't repeat these programmatic 
details. The details are located in the FSAR. These 
requirements are implemented by RTS 3.6.1. 1 ~nd the 
Containment Leak Rate Program 5.5.14. 



·comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number RTS Number TS requirement description· 

4.5.2.a(4d) 3.6 Relocated SR: Testable !so vlvs; LLRT 

4.5.2.a(4e) 3.6 Relocated SR: Cont comp repaired for ILRT 

4.5.2.b(l) 5 .5 .14 LCD: Cont Leakage, as meas by LLRT, sD.60 La 

4.5.2.b(2) 5. 5.14 LCD: Air Lock between seal test leakage s0.023La. 

4.5.2.c(l) 3.6.1 A.1 ACTN: LLRT Leak >limit; initiate fix; Immediately 

4.5.2.c(l) 3.6.1.Al ACTN: LLRT Leak fix not complete in 48 hrs; 

4.5.2.c(2) 3.6.1 A.1 ACTN: Total CB Lkg >La; HSD in 6 hrs & CSD in 30 

4.5.2.c(3) 3.6.2 A.l ACTN: Air Lock Lkg >.023 La; init fix; Immediately 

4.5.2.c(3) 3.6.2 A 2/3 ACTN:.Air Lock Lkg >.023 La >7 days; HSD in 6 hrs 
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Classification and Description of Changes 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: 

This item contains specific detail 10 CFR 50, Appendix J 
requirements. STS doesn't repeat these programmatic 
details. The details are located in the FSAR_ These 
requirements are implemented by RTS 3.6.1.l and the 
Contain~ent Leak Rate Program 5.5.14. 

This item contains specific detail 10 CFR 50, Appendix J 
requirements. STS doesn't repeat these programmatic 
details. The details are located in the·FSAR. These 
requirements are implemented by RTS 3.6.1.l and the 
Containment Leak Rate Program 5.5.14. 

Requirement unchanged in RTS. RTS 3.6.1.1 implements 
Containment Leak Rate Testing Pro~ram 5.5.14, which 
provides this acceptance criteria iaw STS. 

Requirement unchanged in RTS. RTS 3.6.2.1 implements 
Containment Leak Rate Testing Program 5.5.14, which 
provides this acceptance criteria iaw STS. 

RTS and STS require restoration within 1 hr. This is the 
equivalent of present TS requirement to initiate repairs 
immedia,tely. 

RTS requires completion within 1 hr. Requirement HSD in 
6 hrs then CSD within 3 hrs. Requirement Unchanged. PAL 
TS define hot shutdown to be similar to MODE 3. Total 
time to cold shutdown remains 36 hrs. 

RTS requires action at >.6La. PAL TS define hot shutdown 
to be ·similar to MODE 3. Total time to cold shutdown 
remains 36 hrs. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: RT~ requires verifying an operable door is closed in 1 hr 
iaw STS. The words initiate repairs immediately don't 
appe~r in STS, but it is assumed this will take place 
whenever equipment is inoperable. The 1 hr RTS ADT 
indicates that urgent action is required. 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: RTS requires locking operable door closed in 24 hrs and 
verifying the operable door is locked every 31 days iaw 
STS. RTS allows limited access thru the operable door. 



Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number RTS Number TS requirement description 

4-.5.2.c(3) 3.6.2 A 1/2 ACTN: Door Lkg >.6 La; declare inop, lock other door 

4.5.2.c(3) 3.6.2 A.3 ACTN: Door-Lkg >.6 La >48 hrs; HSD/6 hrs, CSD/30 

4.5.2.c(3) 3.6.2 A XCPT: 4.5.2.c(2) (SD if lkg >La) N/A; 1 door bad, 1 OK 

4.5.2.d(l) 3.6 Relocated SR: Penetrations and· iso vlvs; .do LLRT; Refuel/2 yrs 

4.5.2.d(l)a 3.6 Relocated SR: Cont Equip Hatch; LLRT; After use 

4.5.2.d(l)a 3.6 Relocated SR: Fuel Xfer Tube; LLRT; After use 

4.5.2.d(l)b 3.6 Relocated SR: Air lock; full penetration test; 6 months 

4.5.2.d(l)b 3.6 Relocated SR: Air lock; test; After use 

4.5.2.d(2) 3.6 Relocated SR: Testable !so vlvs; stroke test; 3 months 
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• 
(03/28/96) 

Classification and Description of Changes 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: RTS requires locking operable door closed 
current TS requires locking door in 1 hr. 
actions are more restrictive. RTS allows 
thru the operable door. 

in 24 hrs, 
A 11 other 

limited access 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: RTS required verifying operable door lock closed once per 
31 days. RTS allows limited access thru the operable 
door. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: RTS allow continued plant operation with l operable door 
iaw STS. 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

This item contains specific detail 10 CFR 50, Appendix J 
requirements. STS doesn't repeat these programmatic 
details. The details are located in the FSAR. These 
requirements are implemented by RTS 3.6.1.1 and the 
Containment Leak Rate Program 5.5.14. 

This item contains specific detail 10 CFR 50, Appendix J 
requirements. STS doesn't repeat these programmatic 
details. The details are located in the FSAR. These 
requirements are implemented by RTS 3.6.1.l and the 
Containment Leak Rate Program 5.5.14. 

This item contains specific detail 10 CFR 50, Appendix J 
requirements. STS doesn't repeat these programmatic 
details. The details are located in the FSAR. These 
requirements are implemented by RTS 3.6.l.l and the 
Containment Leak Rate Program 5.5.14. 

This item contains specific detail 10 CFR 50, Appendix J 
requirements. STS doesn't repeat these programmatic 
details. The details are located in the FSAR. These 
requirements are implemented by RTS 3.6.1.l and the 
Containment Leak Rate Program 5.5.14. 

This item contains specjfic detail 10· CFR 50, Appendix J 
requirements. STS doesn't repeat these programmatic 
details. The details are located in the FSAR. These 
requirements are implemented by RTS 3.6.1.l and the 
Containment Leak Rate Program 5.5.14. 

This item is an ASME Section XI requirement. STS doesn't 
repeat these details. The details are located in the 
FSAR. These requirements are implemented by RTS 3.6.3.4 
and the Inservice lnspectibn and Testing Program 5.5.7. 



Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number RTS Number TS requirement description 

4.5.2.d(2) 3.6 Relocated SR: Untestable !so vlvs; stroke test; Each cold SD 

4.5.3 5.5.2 Recirculation [sic] Heat Removal Sys 

4.5.3.a(l). 5.5.2 SR: SD Clg sys; hydro piping outside CB; Refueling 

4.5.3.a(2) 5.5.2 SR: SD Clg sys; hydro SD Clg suction; Refueling 

4.5.3.a(3) 5.5.2 SR: SD Clg sys; visual inspection; iaw 6.15 (refuel) 

4.5.3.a(3) 5.5.2 SR: SD Clg sys; Measure leakage; iaw 6.15 (refuel) 

4.5.3.b 5.5.2 LCO: Leakage from SDC sys <0.2 gpm 

4.5.3.c 3.6 Relocated ACTN: SDC leakage exceeds limit; Repair as req 
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(03/28/96) 

Classification and Description of Changes 

RELOCATED: 

ADM IN I STRATI VE: 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM IN I STRATI VE: 

ADM IN I STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

RELOCATED: 

This item is an ASME Section XI requirement. STS doesn't 
repeat these details. The details are located in the 
FSAR. These requirements are implemented by RTS 3.6.3.4 
and the In~ervice Inspection and Testing Program 5.5.7. 

Requirements remain unchanged. This item contains 
specific programmatic requirement details. STS Section 3 
doesn't repeat these details. The detailed requirements 
are contained in and implemented by RTS 5.5.2, Primary 
Coolant Sources Outside Containment. 

Requirements remain unchanged. This item contains 
specific programmatic requirement details. STS Section 3 
doesn't repeat these details. The detailed requirements 
are contained in and implemented by RTS 5.5.2_, Primary 
Coolant Sources Outside Containment. 

Requirements remain unchanged. This item contains 
specific programmatic requirement details. STS Section ·3 
doesn't repeat these details. The detailed requirements 
are contained in and implemented by RTS 5.5.2, Primary 
Coolant Sources Outside Containment. 

Requirements remain unchanged. This item contains 
specific programmatic requirement details. STS Section 3 
doesn't repeat these details. The detailed requirements 
are contained in and implemented by RTS 5.5.2, Primary 
Coolant Sources Outside Containment. 

Requirements remain unchanged. This item contains 
specific programmatic requirement details. STS Section 3 
doesn't repeat these details. The detailed requirements 
are contained in and implemented by RTS 5.5.2, Primary 
Coolant Sources Outside Containment. 

Requirements remain unchanged. This item contains 
specific programmatic r,equirement details. STS Sect ion 3 
doesn't repeat these details. The detailed requirements 
are contained in and implemented by RTS 5.5.2, Primary 
Coolant Sources Outside Containment. 

These requirements a re located in pl ant procedures and a re 
implemented by RTS 5.5.2, Primary Coolant Source Outside 
Containment. 



Comparison of existing Palisades 

TS Number RTS Number 

4.5.4 3.6.1.2 

4.5.4.a 3.6 Relocated 

4.5.4.b 3.6 Relocated 

4.5.4.b.l 3.6 Relocated 

4.5.4.b.2 3.6 Relocated 

4.5.4.b.3 3.6 Relocated 

4.5.4.c 3.6 Relocated 

Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS requirement description 

Surveillance for Prestressing Sys 

SR: CB Tendon; Inspect; 5 yr interval, 1 yr variance 

ADMN: Selection of tendons ·far inspection 

ADMN: >4 dome tendons w/l from each group 

ADMN: >4 vertical tendons 

ADMN: >5 hoop tendons 

ADMN: Field testing requirements 
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(03/28/96) 

Classification and Description of Changes 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RTS 3.6.1.2 refers to Containment Structural Integrity 
Surveillance Program described in 5.5.5 iaw STS. 

This item contains specific detailed Reg. Guide 1.35, 
Rev. 3 requirements. STS doesn't repeat these 
programmatic details. The details are located in the 
plant procedures. These requirements are implemented by 
RTS 3.6.1.2 and the Containment Structural Integrity 
Surveillance Program 5.5:5. 

This item contains specific detailed Reg. Guide 1.35, 
Rev. 3 requirements. STS doesn't repeat these 
programmatic details. The details are located in the 
plant procedures. These requirements are implemented by 
RTS 3.6.1.2 and the Containment Structural Integrity 
Surveillance Program 5.5.5. 

This item contains specific detailed Reg. Guide 1.35, 
Rev. 3·requirements. STS doesn't repeat these 
programmatic details. The details are located in the 
plant procedures. These requirements are implemented by 
RTS 3.6.1.2 and the Containment Structural Integrity 
Surveillance Program 5.5.5. 

This item contains specific detailed Reg. Guide 1.35, 
Rev. 3 requirements. STS doesn't repeat these 
programmatic details. The details are located in the 
plant procedures. These requirements are implemented by 
RTS 3.6.l.2 and the Containment Structural Integrity 
Surveillance Program 5.5.5. 

This item contains specific detailed Reg. Guide 1.35, 
Rev. 3 requirements. STS doesn't repeat these 
programmatic details. The details are located in the 
plant procedures. These requirements are implemented·by 
RTS 3.6.1.2 and the Containment Structural Integrity 
Surveillance Program 5.5.S. 

This item contains specific detailed Reg. Guide J .35, 
Rev. 3 requirements. STS doesn't repeat these 
programmatic details. The details are located in the 
plant procedures. These requirements are implemented by 
RTS 3.6.1.2 and the Containment Structural Integrity 
Surveillance Program 5.5.5. 



• 
Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs_ 

TS Number RTS Number TS reguirement description 

4.5.4.d 3.6 Relocated ADMN: Lab testing requirements 

4.5.4.e 3.6.Relocated ADMN: Acceptance criterion 

4.5.4.f 3.6 Relocated ADMN: Report failures iaw-6.9.2 (Reportable Events) 

4_5_5 3.6.1.2 End Anchorage Concrete Surveillance 

4.5.5.a/b 3.6 Relocated SR: Tendon end anchorage; visual insp; Refueling 

4.5.5.a 3.6 Relocated ACTN: Cracks >O.Olin; Evaluate & document 

4.5.5.c 3.6 Relocated ADMN: Addnl acceptance criteria 
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(03/28/96) 

Classification and Description of Changes 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

This item contains specific detailed Reg. Guide 1.35, 
Rev. 3 requirements. STS doesn't repeat these 
programmatic details. The details are located in the 
plant procedures. These requirements are implemented by 
RTS 3.6.1.2 and the Containment Structural Integrity 
Surveillance Program 5.5.5. 

This item contains specific detailed Reg. Guide 1.35, 
Rev. 3 requirements. STS doesn't repeat these 
programmatic details. The details are located in the 
pl~nt procedures. These requirements are implemented by 
RTS 3.6.1.2 and the Containment Structural Integrity 
Surveillance Program 5:5.5. 

This item_ contains specific detailed Reg. Guide 1.35, 
Rev. 3 requirements. · STS doesn't repeat these 
programmatic details. The details are located in the 
plant procedures. These requirements are implemented by 
RTS 3.6.1.2 and the Containment Structural Integrity 
Surveillance Program 5.5.5. 

RTS 3.6.1.2 refers to Containment Structural Integrity 
Surveillance Program described in 5.5.5 iaw STS. 

This item contains specific programmatic requirement 
details. STS doesn't repeat these programmatic details. 
The detaiis are located in the plant procedures. These 
requirements are implemented by RTS 3.6.1.2 and the 
Containment Structural Integrity Surveillance Program 
5.5.5. 

This item contains specific programmatic requirement 
de ta i 1 s. STS doesn't repeat these programmatic details. 

·The details are located in the plant procedures. These 
requirements are implemented by RTS 3.6. 1.2 and the 
Containment Structural Integrity Surveillance Program 
5.5.5. 

This item. contains specific programmatic requirement 
details. STS doesn't repeat these programmatic details. 
The details are located in the plant prbcedures. These 
requirements are implemented by RTS 3.6.1.2 and the 
Containment Structural Integrity Surveillance Program 
5.5.5. . 



• • 
Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number RTS· Number TS requirement description 

4.5.6 3.6.3 Containment Isolation Valves 

4.5.6.a 3.6.3.4 SR: Cont iso vlvs; cycle & time; After maintenance 

4.5.6.b 3.6.3.6/7 SR: Cont iso vlvs; CHR/CHP closure test; Refueling 

4.5.6.c 3.6.3.4 SR: Cont iso vlv close times iaw t 3.6.1 

4.5.7 N/A Penetration surveillance - Deleted 

4.5.8 3.6.1.2 Dom~ Delamination Surveillance 

4.5.8 3.6 Relocated ACTN: >5% dome tendons need retensioning; Inspect 

4. 5·_ 8 3.6 Relocated ADMN: Report delamination insp results to NRC 
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(03/28/96) 

Classification and Description of Changes 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RTS 3.6.3 provides requirements iaw STS. 

RTS doesn't list this detail but post maintenance testing 
is required to verify operability. 

RTS 3.6.3.6/7 provides requirements iaw STS. 

RTS 3.6.3.4 requirements iaw STS. 

RTS 3.6.1.2 refers to Containment Structural Integrity 
Surveillance Program described in 5.5.5 iaw STS. 
Requirements Placed in Containment Structural Integrity 
Testing Program, iaw STS. 

This item contains specific programmatic requirement 
details. STS doesn't repeat these programmatic details. 
The details are located in the plant procedures. These 
requirements are implemented by RTS 3.6.1.2 and the 
Containment Structural Integrity Surveillance Program 
5.5.5. 

This item contains specific programmatic requirement 
details. STS doesn't repeat these programmatic details. 
The details are located in the plant procedures. These 
requirements are implemented by RTS 3.6.1.2 and the 
Containment Structural Integrity Surveillance 
Program 5.5.5. 



• • 
Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number RTS Number TS requirement description 

4:6 3.5 & 3.6 SI and Spray tests 

4.6.1 3.5 Safety Injection System 

4.6.l.a 3.5.2.6 SR: SI sys logic; test w test ckt; Refueling 

4.6.1.a 3.5.2.8 SR: SI sys logic; test w test ckt; Refueling 

4.6.2 3.6.7 Cont Spray System 

4.6.2.a 3.6.7.6/.7 SR: Cont Spray; integrated sys test; Refueling 

4.6.2.b SR: Spray Nozzles; verify open; 5 years 

4.6.2.b 3.6 Relocated SR: · Visual Observation 

4.6:3 3.5 & 3.6 Pumps 

4.6.3.a 3. 5 Re located · SR: HPSI & LPSI pumps; start, alt controls; 3 mo 

4.6.3.a 3.5.2.4 SR: HPSI & LPSI pumps; verify head; 3 months 

4.6.3.b 3.5 Deleted SR: HPSI & LPSI pumps run >15 min 

4.6.3.a 3.6 Relocated SR: Cont Spray pumps; Start, alt controls 

· 4. 6. 3. a 3.6.7.5 SR: Cont Spray pumps; verify head; 3 months 
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(03/28/96) 

Classification and Description of Changes 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

RTS 3.5 and 3,6 provide requirements iaw STS. 

SR broken into several separate SRs supporting different 
RTS LCOs. SR 3.5.2.6 Verifies ECCS valve actuation. 

SR broken into several separate SRs supporting different 
RTS LCOs. SR 3.5.2.8 Verifies ECCS Pump actuation. 

RTS 3.6.7 provides requirements iaw STS. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: RTS SR freq changed to 18 mo iaw STS. TS refueling 
frequency is equivalent to STS 18 months. 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: RTS interval is 10 years iaw STS. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: ASME Section XI provides requirements. STS doesn't repeat 
these details. The details are located in plant 
procedures. SR are implemented by RTS 3.6.7.9 and the 
Inservice Inspection and Testing Program 5.5.7. 

RELOCATED: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

RELOCATED: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

No similar requirement in STS or in ASME code, details of 
testing wi 11 be in Surv procedure. 

Requirement unchanged. 

ASME requirement is >5 min; actual testing takes about 
30 minutes, so there is actually no chan~e in requirement. 
There is no similar requirement STS. 

This item contains specific programmatic details. The 
details are located in ~lant procedures. These 
requirements are implemented by RTS 3.6.7.5 and Inservice 
Inspection Testing Program 5.5.7. 

RTS 3.6.7.5 contains requirements and refers to Inservice 
Inspection and Testing Program. RTS 5.5.7, Inservice 
Inspection and Testing Program implements the plant 
procedures which specify the 3 month or Quarterly 
Frequency. 



Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number RTS Number TS requirement description 

4.6.3.b 3.6 Deleted SR: Cont Spray pumps; Run >15 min 

4.6.3.b 3.5.2.4 ADMN: Acceptance criteria (HPSI & LPSI pumps) 

4.6.3.b 3.6.7.5 ADMN: Acceptance criteria (Spray pumps) 

4.6.4 Valves 

4.6.4.a 3.5.1.1 SR: Verify SIT isolation vlv aper; 7 days B4 startup 

4.6.4.b 3.5.2.l & .3 SR: Verify CV-3006 open w air isol; 7 days B4 startup 

4.6.4.c 3.5.2.l SR: Verify CV-3027 & 3056 open; 7 days B4 startup 

4.6.4.d 3.6 Relocated SR: Verify Spray Vlv manual control; 18 months 

4.6.5 3.6.Z Containment Air Cooling System 

· 4. 6. 5. a 3.6.7.8 SR: Fans; op check; refueling 

4.6.5.a 3.7.8.3 SR: Vlvs; op check; refueling 

4.6.5.b 3.6.7.2 SR: Air Cooler Fans; exercised; 3 months 

4.6.5.b 3.6 Relocated SR: Air Cooler Vlvs; exercised; 3 months 
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(03/28/96) 

Classification and Description of Changes 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRAl!VE: 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: 

RELOCATED: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: 

RELOCATED: 

ASME requirement is >5 min; actual testing takes about 
30 min so there is actually no change in requirement. 
There is no similar requirement in STS. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged in RTS 3.6.7.5 iaw STS. 

Frequency changed to 12 hrs, iaw STS. 

SR 3.5.2.1 verifies valve locked open each 12 hrs; 
SR 3.5.2.3 verifies air isolated each 31 days. 

Frequency changed to 12 hrs. 

ASME Section XI test detail. Required by 10 CFR 50 and 
not located in RTS iaw STS. Requirement located in plant 
procedures and implemented by RTS 5.5.5, Inservice 
Inspection and Testing Program. 

RTS 3.6.7.8 provides requirements iaw STS. RTS defines 
Refueling Frequency as 18 months. 

RTS 3.7.8.3 provides requirements iaw STS. RTS defines 
Refueling Frequency as 18 months. 

RTS freq changed to 31 days iaw STS. 

ASME Section XI test detail. Required by 10 CFR 50 and 
not located in RTS iaw STS. Requirement located in plant 
procedures and irnplemerited by RTS 5.5.5, Inservice 
Inspection and Testing Program. 



Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number RTS Number TS requirement description 

4.7 3.8 Emergency Power System Periodic Tests 

4.7.l 3.8.l ·Diesel Generators 

4.7.1.a 3.8.1.2 SR: DGs; start manually; 1 Mo 

4.7.1.a 3.8 Relocated SR: DGs; alternate tested start ckt; 1 Mo 

4.7.1.a 3.8.1.2 SR: DGs; verify start time <10 sec; 1 Mo 

4.7.1.a 3.8.1.3 SR:· DGs; Test load to 2400 Kw; 1 Mo 

4.7.1.b 3.8.1.14 SR: DBA DG auto loading; integrated test; Refueling 

4.7.1.b 3.8.1.13 & 14 LCD: DBA DG auto loading capability w/in 30 sec 

4.7.1.c 3.8 Relocated SR: DGs; Inspect iaw Alco instructions; Refueling 

4.7.1.d 3.8.1.18 SR: Verify DG [auto connected] loads <750A at 2400V 

4.7.1.e 3.8.1.7 SR: Fuel Xfer pumps; .verify operable; 1 Mo 

4.7.2.a 3.8.6.l & 3 SR: Sta Batt's; Record each cell voltage; 1 Mo 

4.7.2.a 3.8.6.1 SR: Sta Batt's; Record 1 pilot cell s.g. 1 Mo 
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(03/28/96) 

Classification and Description of Changes 

ADMINISTRATIVE: The timing requirement was reworded to more closely match 
STS, but to retain the existing requirement to be "ready 
for loading" within 10 seconds. No change is proposed for 
the testing ~requency. 

RELOCATED: The requirement to test alternate circuits is not included 
in the proposed wording. Since the DG is not;assumed to 
be single failure proof .. the detail of verifying that both 
of the starting circuits function will be left to the 
testing procedure, as is done in STS. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: The loading requirement is changed to assure that the DG 
can supply peak accident loads. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: Deleted allowance to test only selected motors. Frequency 
changed to 18 mo; added requirements on voltage, 
frequency, and run time iaw STS. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: The 30 sec requirement is replaced by SR 3.8.1.13 
verifying design sequencer timing and SR 3.8.1.14 
verifying actual loading of equipment onto DG. 
Essentially unchanged. 

RELOCATED: This is a maintenance requirement rather than an 
operability verification; the equivalent requirement was 
deleted from STS. The requirement has been relocated to 
the FSAR. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Reworded for clarity. 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: Frequency changed to 92, days iaw STS and IS! testing of 
other pumps. 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: Frequency for each cell changed to 92 days iaw STS. Pilot 
cells required monthly. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 



• 
Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. (03/28/96) 

TS Number RTS Number 

4.7.2.a 3.8.6.2 

4.7.2.b 3.8.6.3 

4.7.2.b 3.8.6.2 

4.7.2.b 3.8.6.3 

4.7.2.c 3.8.4.7 

4.7.2.d 3 .8.4.8 

4.7.2.d 3.8.4.7 

4.7.3 3.8 Relocated 

4.7.3 3.8 Relocated 

TS requirement description 

SR: Sta Batt's; Record 1 pilot cell temp; 1 Mo 

SR: Sta Batt's; Record each cell gravity; 3 Mo 

SR: Sta Batt's; Record each 5th cell temp; 3 Mo 

SR: Sta Batt's; Record level & water added; 3 Mo 

SR: Sta Batt's; Service test; Refueling 

SR: Sta Batt's; performance test; 1/3 refueling 

XCPT: SR 4.7.2.d (performance test) OK 4 SR 4.7.2.c 

Classification and Description of Changes 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Former 4.7.2.a (temperature of single pilot cell) and 
4.7.2.b (temperature of every fifth cell) combined using 
STS words of "Representative cells". Shorter testing 
interval (1 month) retained. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Former 4.7.2.a (temperatur~ of single pilot cell) and 
4.7.2.b (temperature of every fifth cell) combined using 
STS words of "Representative cells". Shorter testing 
interval (1 month) retained. 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: Deleted requirement to record water added. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: Frequency changed to 18 months iaw STS. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Frequency changed to 5 years iaw STS. These frequencies 
are effectively the same, with 5 years having a positive 
upper bound. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

SR: Emerg Light outside CB; verify operable; 1 year RELOCATED: Relocated to the Operating Requirements Manual. 

SR: Emerg Light in CB; verify operable; before head off RELOCATED:. Relocated to the Operating Requirements Manual. 
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Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number RTS Number TS requirement description 

4.8 3.7.2 Main Steam StoQ Valves 

4.8 3.7.2.l SR: MS I Vs; verify closure time; Refueling 

4.9 3.7.5 Auxiliary Feedwater System 

4.9.a.l 3.7.5.2 SR: MD AFW pumps; start testing; 31 days 

4.9.a.l 3.7 Relocated SR: MD AFW pumps; start, alt controls; 3 mo 

4.9.a.2 3.7.5.2 SR: TD AFW pump; start testing; 31 days 

4.9.a.2 3.7 Relocated SR: TD AFW pump; start, alt controls; 3 mo 

4.9.a.3 3.7.5.l SR: AFW non-locked valves; chk position; 31 days 

4.9.b.l 3.7.5.3 SR: AFW Flow CV's; verify auto operation; 18 months 

4.9.b.2 3.7.5.4 SR: AFW pumps; verify auto start; 18 months 

4 .10 3 .1.3 Reactivity Anomalies 

4. 10 3 .1. 3 lCO: Critical Boron; Actual w/in 1% of Predicted 

4 .10 3.1 Deleted ADMN: Crit/Predicted B ok >1%; notify AEC, 24 hrs 
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(03/28/96) 

Classification and Description of Changes 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: 

RELOCATED: 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: 

RELOCATED: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: 

Requirement unchanged. 

Existing Technical Specifications require th~ testing of 
each AFW pump every 31 days. The proposed Restructured 
Technical Specifications use the Standard Technical 
Specification frequency (every 31 days on a STAGGERED TEST 
BASIS}. With the new frequency, any given AFW pump will 
be tested once per quarter. · 

No similar requirement in STS or in ASME code, details of 
testing will be in Surv procedure. 

Existing Technical Specifications require the testing of 
each AFW pump every 31 days. The proposed Restructured 
Technical Specifications use the Standard Technical 
Specification frequency (31 days on a STAGGERED TEST 
BASIS}. With the new frequency, any given AFW pump will 
be tested once per quarter. 

No similar requirement in STS or in ASME code, details of 
testing will be in Surv procedure. 

Surveillance Requirement unchanged. 

Surveillance Requirement unchanged. 

Surveillance Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement Unchanged. 

This reporting requirement was issued as part of the 
orlg~nal Palisades Tech Specs, circa 1971. Since that 
time 10 CFR 50.72 and 50.73 have been issued to replace 
"Report Ing Requirements" of this type. 



• 
Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs_ 

TS Number RTS Number TS requirement description 

4 .10 3.1 Deleted ADMN: Crit/Predicted B ok >1%; Eval to AEC, 30 days 

4 .10 3. 1.3. l SR: Crit Boron; compare w ·predicted; periodically 

4 .11 Deleted 

4.12 5.5.7 ISI for High Energy Lines Outside of Containment 

4.12.1.a 5.0 Deleted SR: Initial inspection; 

4.12.1.b 5.0 Relocated SR: Welds in Fig 4.12.A & B; inspect; 3/10 yrs 

4.12.1.c 5.0 Relocated ACTN: Defects in 4.12.l.b insp; inspect; +1/3 welds 

4.12.1.c 5.0 Relocated ACTN: Defects in 4.12.1.c insp; inspect; +1/3 welds 

4.12.l.d 5.0 Relocated ACTN: Weld Repairs Req; Initialize inspection sched 

4.12.2.a 5.0 Relocated SR: Welds not in Fig 4.12.A & B; Inspect iaw Sec XI 

4.12.3.a 5.0 Relocated SR: Welds in Pen Room; inspect insulation; Weekly 

4.12.3.a 5.0 Relocated ACTN: Leak detected in 4.12.3.a insp; Investigate 

4.12.3.a 5.0 Relocated ACTN: Thru wall flaw in 4.12.3.a insp; Isolate or SD 

4.12.3.a 5.0 Relocated ACTN: Flaw fixed in 4.12.3.a insp; Test iaw Sec XI 
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• 
(03/28/96) 

Classification and Description of Changes 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

This reporting requirement was issued as part of the 
original Palisades Tech Specs, circa 1971. Since that 
time 10 CFR 50.72 and 50.73 have been issued to replace 
"Reporting Requirements" of this type. 

RTS SR frequency is "31 days". 

The proposed Admin Contrql requirement 5.5.7 contains 
requirements to have an inservice Inspection and Testing 
Program. The individual requirements listed in TS 
Section 4.12, with the exception of 4.12.la which is no 
longer applicable, will be relocated to procedures issued 
under that program and controlled by 10 CFR 50.59. 

No longer applicable. 



Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number RTS Number TS requirement description 

4 .13 Deleted 

4 .14 5.5.8 ISi· Program for Steam Generators 

4 .15 3.4 Primary System Flow Measurement 

4 .15 3.4.1.3 SR: PCS flow; verify >LCD 3.1.1.c; Refueling 

4 .15 3.4.1.3 SR: PCS flow; ver.ify >LCD 3.1.1.c; After plugging 

4.15 3.4.1.3 SR: PCS flow; verify <31 days 

4 .16 5.5.7 !SI Program for Safety Related Snubbers 
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• 
(03/28/95) 

Classification and Description of Changes 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

Stearn Generator inspection requirements moved, unchanged, 
to a program in the Administrative Controls section of 
RTS. 

Requirements unchanged. 

Requirements unchanged. 

RTS frequency based on reaching >90% RTP. 

The proposed Admin Control requirement 5.5.7 contains 
requirements to have an Inservice Inspection and Testing 
Program. The individual requirements listed in TS 
Section 4.16 will be relocated to procedures issued under 
that program and controlled by 10 CFR 50.59. 



• 
Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number RTS Number TS requirement description 

4.17 3.3 Instrumentation Systems Tests 

4.17.lT 3.3.1/3.3.2 TA8L: RP~ instrument SRs 

4.17 .1 T#l-cc 3.3.2. SR: Manual Trip; Chnl Check; Not req 

4 .17. lT#l-cft 3.3.3.2 SR: Manual Trip; Chnl Fune Test; 7 days 84 St~rtup 

4.17 .1T#2-cc 3.3.1.1 SR: VHPT Chnls; Chnl Check; 12 hrs 

4 .17 .1T#2-cft 3.3.1.3 SR: VHPT Chnls; Chnl Fune Test; 31 days 

4.17 .1T#2-cal 3.3.1.2 SR: VHPT Chnls; Cal w Heat bal; 24 hrs 

4.17.1T#2-cal 3.3.1.4 SR: VHPT Chnls; Cal Excores; 31 days 

4.17.1T#2-cal 3.3.1.7 SR: VHPT Chnls; Chnl Cal; 18 months 

4.17 .1 T#3-cc 3.3.1.1 SR: Hi Rate Chnls; Chnl Check; 12 hrs 

4 .17 .1T#3-cft 3.3.1.6 SR: Hi Rate Chnls; Chnl Fune Test; 7 days 84 startup 

4 .17 .1T#3-ca l 3.3.1.7 SR: Hi Rate Chnls; Chnl Cal; 18 mo 

4 .17 .1T#4-cc 3.3.1.1 SR: TM/lpt Chnls; Chnl Check; 12 hrs 

4.17 .1 T#4-cft 3.3.1.3 SR: TM/lpt Chnls; Chnl Fune Test; 31 days 

4.17 .1T#4-cal 3.3.1.5 SR: TM/l pt Chn ls; Chnl Cal; 18 mo 

4.17 .1T#5-cc 3.3.1.1 SR: Hi Pressurizer pressure Chnls; Chn l Check; 12 hrs 

4.17 .1T#5-cft 3.3.1.3 SR: Hi Pressurizer press Chnls; Chnl Fune Test; 31 days 

4 .17 .1T#5-ca l 3.3.1.7 SR: Hi Pressurizer pressure Chnls; Chnl Cal; 18 1110 

4.17 .1 T#6-cc 3.3.1.l SR: Low Flow Chnls; Chnl Check; 12 hrs 

4. 17. 1T#6-cft 3.3.1.3 SR: Low Flow Chnls; Chn l Fune Test; 31 days 
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• 
(03/28/9ti) 

Classification and Description of Changes 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: Requirement unchanged. RPS Inst. SRs in 3.3.1. RPS Logic 
SRs in 3.3.2. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. Applicable SRs specified in LCD. 
There is no table in LCD 3.3.2. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: Changed to 92 days in accordance with CEN 327, 
surveillance interval extension, iaw STS. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADM IN I STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM I NI STRATI VE: 

ADM IN !STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement.unchanged. 

Changed to 92. days in accordance with CEN 327, 
surveillance interval extension. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Changed to 92 days in a~cordance with CEN 327, 
surveillance interval extension. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Changed to 92 days in accordance with CEN 327, 
surveillance interval ex tens ion. 



Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Sp~cs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number RTS Number TS requirement description 

4.17 .1T#6-cal 3.3.1.7 SR: Low Flow Chnls; Chn 1 Ca 1; 18 Months 

4.17 .1T#7-cft 3.3.1.6 SR: . Los~ of Load; Chnl Fune Test; 7 days B4 startup 

4.17.1T#7-cal 3.3.1.7 SR: Loss of Load; Chnl ca·l; 18 mo 

4.17 .1T#8-cc 3.3.1.1 SR: Low "A" SG Level Chnls; Chnl Check; 12 hrs 

4 .17 .1T#8-cft 3.3.1.3 SR: Low "A" SG Level Chnls; Chnl Fune Test; 31 days 

4.17.1T#8-cal 3.3.1.7 SR: Low "A" SG Level Chnls; Chnl Cal; 18 mo 

4.17 .1T#9-cc 3.3.1.1 SR: Low "B" SG Level Chnls; Chnl Check; 12 hrs 

4 .17 .1T#9-cft 3.3.1.3 SR: Low "B" SG Level Chnls; Chnl Fune Test; 31 days 

4.17.1T#9-cal 3.3.1.7 SR: Low "B" SG Level Chnls; Chnl Cal; 18 mo 

4.17.lT#lO-cc 3.3.1.1 SR: Low "A" SG Pressure Chnls; Chnl Check; 12.hrs 

4.17.lT#lO-cft 3.3.1.3 SR: Low "A" SG Pressure Chnls; Chnl Fune Test; 31 days 

4.17.lT#lO-cal 3.3.1.7 SR: Low "A" SG Pressure Chnls; Chnl Cal; 18 mo 

4.17.lT#ll-cc 3.3.l.l SR: Low "B" SG Pressure Chnls; Chnl Check; 12 hrs 

4.17.lT#ll-cft 3.3.1.3 SR: Low "B" SG Pressure Chnls; Chnl Fune Test; 31 days 

4.17.lT#ll-cal 3.3.1.7 SR: Low "B" SG Pressure Chnls; Chnl Cal; 18 mo 

4.17.1T#12-cft 3.3.1.3 SR: Hi Cont Pressure ~hnls; Chnl Fune Test; 31 days 

4.17.1T#12-cal 3.3.1.7 SR: Hi Cont Pressure Chnls; Chnl Cal; 18 mo 

4.17.1T#13-cft 3.3.2.1 SR: RPS Matrix Logic Chnls; Chnl Fune Test; 31 days 

4.17.1T#l4-cft 3.3.2.l SR: Initiation Logic Chnls; Chnl Fune Test; 31 days 

4.17 . .1T#15 3.3.l.5 SR: TM/LP Calculators; Verify Constants; 92 days 
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• 
Classification and Description of Changes 

ADM IN I STRATI VE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

LESS REST~ICTIVE: . Changed to 92 days in accordance with CEN 327, 
surveillance interval extension. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Re~uirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: Changed to 92 days in accordance with CEN 327, 
surveillance interval extension. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Changed to 92 days in accordance with CEN 327, 
surveillance interval extension. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: Changed ·to 92 days in accordance with CEN 327, 
surveillance interval extension. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: -Requirement unchanged. 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: Changed to 92 days in accordance with CEN 327, 
surveillance interval extension. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: Changed to 92 days in accordance with CEN 327, 
surveillance interval extension. 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: Changed to 92 days in accordance with CEN 327, 
surveillance interval extension. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

(03/28/96) 



Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number RTS Number TS requirement description 

4.17.2T#la-cft 3.3.4.3 SR: Manual SIS Chnls; Chnl Fune Test; 18 mo 

4.17.2T#lb-cft 3.3.4.2 SR: SI~ Logic Chnls; Test w. Test Switches; 92 days 

4.17 .2T#lb-cal 3.3.4.4 SR: SIS Logic Chnls; Chnl Fune Test; 18 months 

4.17.2T#lc-cft 3.3.4.4 SR: CHP SIS initiation Chnls; Chnl Fune Test; 18 mo 

4.17.2T#ld-cc 3.3.3.1 SR: Pressurizer Pressure Chnls; Chnl Check; 12 hrs 

4.17.2T#ld-cft 3.3.3.2 SR: Pressurizer Pressure Chnls; Chnl Fune Test; 31 

4.17.2T#ld-cal 3.3.3.3 SR: Pressurizer Pressure Chnls; Chn l Cal; 18 mo 

4.17.2T#2a-cft 3.3.4.3 SR: Manual RAS Chnls; Chnl Fune Test; 18 mo 

4.17 .2T#2b-cft 3.3.4.4 SR: RAS logic Chnls; Chnl Fune Test; 18 mo 

4.17.2T#2c-cft 3.3.3.3 SR: SIRWT Level Chnls; Chnl Fune test; 18 mo 

4.17.2T#2c-cal 3.3.3.3 SR: SIRWT Level Chnls; Chnl Cal; 18 mo 

4.17.2T#3a-cft 3.3.4.3 SR: Manual AFAS Chnls; Chnl Fune Test; 18 mo 

4.17.2T#3b-cft 3.3.4.1 SR: AFAS Logic Chnls; Chnl Fune Test; 92 days 

4.17.2T#3c-cc 3.3.3.l SR: SG "A" level Chnls; Chn l Check; 12 hrs 

4.17.2T#3c-cft 3.3.3.2 SR: SG "A" level Chnls; Chnl Fune Test; 31 days 

4.17.2T#3c-cal 3.3.3.3 SR: SG "A" level Chnls; Chnl Cal; 18 mo 

4.17.2T#3d-cc 3.3.3.l SR: SG "B" level Chnls; Chnl Check; 12 hrs 

4.17 .2T#3d-cft 3.3.3.2 SR: SG "B" level Chnls; Chnl Fune Test; 31 days 

4.17.2T#3d-cal 3.3.3.3 SR: SG "B" level Chn ls; Chn l Cal; 18 mo 

4.17.2T#4a-cft 3.8.1.13 SR: OBA Sequencers; Chnl Fune Test; 92 days 
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days 

• 
(03/28/96) 

Classification and Description of Changes 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRAT.IVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Changed to 92 days in accordance with CEN 327, 
surveillance interval extension. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is part of the 18 month CHANNEL 
CALIBRATION, by definition. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unc~anged. 

Changed to 92 days in accordance with CEN ·327, 
surveillance interval extension. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 
I 

Changed to 92 days in accordance with CEN 327, 
surveillance interval extension. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. Moved to electrical section as 
part of DG operability. 



• 
Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. (03/28/96) 

TS Number RTS Number TS requirement description Classification and Description of thanges 

4.17.2T#4a-cal 3.8.1.13 SR: OBA Sequencers; Chnl Cal; 18 mo ADMINISTRATIVE: 

4.17.2T#4b-cft 3.8.1.13 SR: Shutdown Sequencers; Chnl Fune Test; 18 mo ADMINISTRATIVE: 

4.17.2T#4b-cal 3.8,1.13 SR: Shutdown Sequencers; Chnl Cal; 18 mo ADMINISTRATIVE: 

4.17.3T#la-cft 3.3.4.2 SR: CHP Logic Chnls; Chnl Fune Test; 18 mo ADMINISTRATIVE: 

4.17.3T#lb-cft 3.3.3.2 SR: "Left" cont Pres. switches; Chnl Fune Test; 31 days LESS RESTRICTIVE: 

4.17.3T#lb-cal 3.3.3.3 SR: "Left" cont Pres. switches; Chn l Cal; 18 mo ADMINISTRATIVE: 

4.17.3T#lc-cft 3:3.3.2 SR: "Right" cont Pres. switches; Chnl Fune Test; 31 days LESS RESTRICTIVE: 

4.17.3T#lc-cal 3.3.3.3 SR: ''Right" cont Press. switches; Chn l Cal; 18 mo ADMINISTRATIVE: 

4.17.3T#2a-cft 3.3.4.3 SR: Manual CHR Chnls; Chnl Fune Test; 18 mo ADMINISTRATIVE: 

4.17.3T#2b-cft 3.3.4.2 SR: CHR logic Chnls; Chnl Fune Test; 18 mo ADM! NISTRA TI VE: 

4.17.3T#2c-cc 3.3.3.l SR: Containment Monitors; Chnl Check; 12 hrs ADMINISTRATIVE: 

4.17.3T#2c-cft 3.3.3.2 SR: .Canta i nment Monitors; Chnl Fune Test; 31 days LESS RESTRICTIVE: 

4.17.3T#2c-cal 3.3.3.3 SR: Containment Monitors; Chn l Cal; 18 mo ADMIN I ST.RATIVE: 

4.17.3T#3a-cft 3.3.4.3 SR: Manual SGLP Chnls; Chnl Fune Test; 18 mo ADMINISTRATIVE: 

4.17.3T#3b-cft 3.3.4.4 SR: SGLP Logic Chnls; Chnl Fune Test; 18 mo ADMINISTRATIVE: 

4.17.3T#3c-cc 3.3.3.l SR: SG "A" pressure Chnls; Chnl Check; 12 hrs ADMINISTRATIVE: 

4.17.3T#3c-cft 3.3.3.2 SR: SG "A" pressure Chnls; Chnl Fune Test; 31 days LESS RESTRICTIVE: 

4.17.3T#3c-cal 3.3.3.3 SR: SG "A" pressure Chnls; Chnl Cal; 18 mo ADMINISTRATIVE: 

4.17.3T#3d-cc 3.3.3.l SR: SG "B" pressure Chnls; Chnl Check; 12 hrs ADMINISTRATIVE: 
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Requirement unchanged. Moved to electrical section as 
part of DG operability. 

Requirement unchanged. Moved to electrical section as 
part of DG operability. 

Requirement unchanged. Moved to electrical section as 
part of DG operability. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Changed to 92 days in accordance with CEN 327, 
surveillance interval extension. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Changed to 92 days in accordance with CEN 327, 
surveillance interval extension. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Changed to 92 days in accordance with CEN 327,. 
surveillance interval extension. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged., 

Changed to 92 days in accordance with CEN 327, 
surveillance interval extension. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 



• • 
Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number RTS Number 

4.17 .3T#3d-cft 3.3.3.2 

4.17 .3T#3d-cal 3.3.3.3 

4.17.3T#4a-cc 3.3 Relocated 

4.17 .3T#4a-cft 3.3 Relocated 

4.17.3T#4a-cal 3.3 Relocated 

4.17 .3T#4b-cc 3.3 Relocated 

4.17.3T#4b-cft 3.3 Relocated 

4.17 .3T#4b-cal 3.3 Relocated 

4.17.4T#l-cc 3.3.7.1 

4.17 .4T#l-cal 3.3.7.2 

4.17.4T#2-cc 3.3.7.l 

4.17.4T#2-cal 3.3.7.2 

4.17 .4T#3-cc 3.3.7 .1 

4.17 .4T#3-cal 3.3.7.2 

4.17.4T#4-cc 3.3.7.1 

4.17 .4T#4-cal 3.3.7.2 

4.17.4T#5-cc 3.3.7.1 

4.17.4T#5-cal j.3.7.2 

4.17.4T#6-cc 3.3.7.1 

4.17.4T#6-cal 3.3.7.2 

4.17.4T#7-cc 3.3.7.1 

4.17.4T#7-cal 3.3.7.2 

4.17.4T#8-cc 3.3.7.l 

TS requirement description 

SR: SG "B" pressure Chnls; Chnl Fune Test; 31 days 

SR: SG· "B" pressure Chnls; Chnl Cal; 18 mo 

SR: East room monitor; Chnl Check; 12 hrs 

SR: East room monitor; Chnl Fune Test; 31 days 

SR: East room monitor; Chnl Cal; 18 mo 

SR: West room monitor; Chnl Check; 12 hrs 

SR: West room monitor; Chnl Fune Test; 31 days 

SR: West room monitor; Chnl Cal; 18 mo 

SR: WR Th chnls; Chnl Check; 31 days 

SR: WR Th chnls; Chnl Cal; 18 mo 

SR: WR Tc chnls; Chnl Check; 31 days 

SR: WR Tc chnls; ·chnl Cal; 18 mo 

SR: WR NI chnls; Chnl Check; 31 days 

SR: WR NI chnls; Chnl Cal; 18 mo 

SR: Cont water lvl chnls; Chnl Check; 31 days 

SR: Cont water lvl chnls; Chnl Cal; 18 mo 

SR: Subcooled margin chnls; Chnl Check; 31 days 

SR: Subcooled margin chnls; Chnl Cal; 18 mo 

SR: WR Pzr Level chnls; Chnl Check; 31 days 

SR: WR Pzr Level chnls; Chnl Cal; 18 mo 

SR: Cont H2 chn ls; Chn l Check; 31 days 

SR: Cont H2 chnls; Chnl Cal; 18 mo 

SR: CST Lev_e l chn ls; Chn l Check; 31 days 
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Classification and Description of Changes 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM IN !STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM I NI STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM IN I STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

Changed to 92 days in accordance with CEN 327, 
surveillance interval extension. 

Requirement unchanged. 

See LCO Table 3.17.2/3.17.3 discussion, 

See LCO Table 3.17.2/3.17.3 discussion. 

See LCO Table 3.17.2/3.17.3 discussion. 

See LCD Table 3.17.2/3.17.3 discussion. 

See LCO Table 3.17.2/3.17 .3 discussion. 

See LCO Table 3.17.2/3.17.3 discussion. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

(03/28/96) 



• • 
Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number RTS Number TS requirement description 

4.17.4T#8-cal 3.3.7:2 

4.17.4T#9-cc 3.3.7.1 

4.17.4T#9-cal 3.3.7.2 

4.17.4T#10-cc 3.3.7.1 

4.17.4T#10-cal 3.3.7.2 

4.17.4T#ll~cc 3.3.7.1 

4.17.4T#ll-cal 3.3.7.2 

4.17.4T#12-cc 3.3.7.1 

4.17.4T#12-cal 3.~.7.2 

4.17.4T#13-cc 3.3.7.1 

4.17.4T#13-cal 3.3.7.2 

4.17.4T#14-cc 3.3.7.1 

4.17.4T#14-cal 3.3.7.2 

4.17.4T#15-cc 3.3.7.1 

4.17.4T#l5-c~l 3.3.7.2 

4.17.4T#16-cc 3.3.7.1 

4.17.4T#16-cal 3.3.7.2 

4.17.4T#17-cc 3.3.7.1 

4.17.4T#l7-cal 3.3.7.2 

4.17.4T#18-cc 3.3.7.1 

4.17.4T#18-cal 3.3.7.2 

4.17.4T#19-cc 3.3.7.1 

4.17.4T#l9-cal 3.3.7.2 

SR: 

SR: 

SR: 

SR: 

SR: 

SR: 

SR: 

SR: 

SR: 

SR: 

SR: 

SR: 

SR: 

SR: 

SR: 

SR: 

SR: 

SR: 

SR: 

SR: 

SR: 

SR: 

SR: 

CST Level chnls; Chnl Cal; 18 mo 

WR.Pressurizer Pressure chnls; Chnl Check; 31 days 

WR Pressurizer Pressure chnls; Chnl Cal; 18 mo 

WR Cont Pressure chnls; Chnl Check; 31 days 

WR Cont Pressure chnls; Chnl Cal; 18 mo 

WR SG"A" Level chnls; Chnl Check; 31 days 

WR SG"A" Level chnls; Chnl Cal; 18 mo 

WR SG "B" Level chnls; Chnl Check; 31 days 

WR SG "B" Level chnls; Chnl Cal; 18 mo 

NR SG "A" Pressure chnls; Chnl Check; 31 days 

NR SG "A" Pressure chnls; Chnl Cal; 18 mo 

NR SG "B" Pressure chnls; Chnl Check; 31 days 

NR SG "B" Pressure chn ls; Chn l Cal; 18 mo 

Pas indic. each cont iso valve; Chnl Check; 31 days 

Pas indic. each cont iso valve; Chnl Cal; 18 mo 

CETs quad l· Chnl Check; 31 days 

CETs quad 1; Chnl Cal; 18 mo 

CETs quad 2; Chnl Check; 31 days 

CETs quad 2; Chnl Cal; 18 mo 

4 CETs quad 3; Chnl Check; 31 days 

4 CETs quad 3; Chnl Cal; 18 mo 

4 CETs quad 4; Chnl Check; 31 days 

4 CETs quad 4; Chnl Cal; 18 mo 
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Classification and Description of Changes 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM IN !STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM IN !STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM IN !STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

·Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged., 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

• 
(03/28/96) 



Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades.Tech Specs_ 

TS Number RTS Number TS reguirement description 

4.17.4T#20-cc 3.3.7.l SR: 2 RVWL chnls; Chnl Check; 31 days 

4.17.4T#20-cal 3.3.7.2 SR: .2 ~VWL chnls; Chnl Cal; 18 mo 

4.17.4T#21-cc 3.3.7.l SR: 2 HR Cont Rad chnls; Chnl Check; 31 days 

4.17.4T#21-cal 3.3.7.2 SR: 2 HR Cont Rad chnls; Chnl Cal; 18 mo 

4.17.5T#l-cc 3.3.8.2 SR: 1 SU Nuclear Inst chn1; Chnl Check; (a) 

4.17.5T#l-cft 3.3.1.6/3.3.8.2 SR: 1 SU Nuclear Inst chnl; Chnl func Test; (a) 

4.17.5T#l-cal 3.3.8.5 SR: SU Nuclear Inst chnl; Chnl Cal; 18 mo 

4.17.5T#2-cc 3.3.8.l SR: Pressurizer Pressure chnl; Chnl Check; 92 days 

4.17.5T#2-cal 3.3.8.5 SR: Pressurizer Pressure chnl; Chnl Cal; 18 mo 

4.17.5T#3-cc 3.3.8.l SR: Pressurizer Level chnl; Chnl Check; 92 days 

4.17.5T#3-cal 3.3.8.5 SR: Pressurizer Level chnl; Chnl Cal; 18 mo 

4.17.5T#4-cc 3.3.8.1 SR: Loop 1 Th chnl; Chnl Check; 92 days 

4.17.5T#4-cal 3.3.8.5 SR: Loop 1 Th chn l; Chn l Cal; 18 mo 

4.17.5T#5-cc 3.3.8.1 SR: loop 2 Th chnl; Chnl Check; 92 days 

4.17.5T#5-cal 3.3.8.5 SR: loop 2 Th chnl; Chnl Cal; 18 mo 

4.17.5T#6-cc 3.3~8.l SR: Loop Tc chnl; Chnl Check; 92 days 

4.17.5T#6-cal 3.3.8.5 SR: Loop Tc chnl; Chnl Cal; 18 mo 

4.17.5T#7-cc 3.3.8.1 SR: Loop 2 Tc chnl; Chnl Check; 92 days 

4.17.5T#7-cal 3.3.8.5 SR: Loop 2 Tc chnl; Chnl Cal; 18 mo 

4.17.5T#8-cc 3.3.8.1. SR: SG "A" Pressure chnl; Chnl Check; 92 days 

4.17.5T#8-cal 3.3.8.5 SR: SG "A" Pressure chnl; Chnl Cal; 18 mo 
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(03/28/96) 

Classification and Description of Changes 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM IN I STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM IN I STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM IN I STRATI VE: 

ADM IN I STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

Require~ent unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

The CFT Surveillance Interval is the same as the CC. 
The instrumentaiion consists only of an indicator, which 
is channel checked per SR 3.3.8.2 during the performance 
of the RPS CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST of SR 3.3.1.6. 
No specific CFT is performed on this instrument, other 
than that performed in SR .3.3.1.6. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

·Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement uncha.nged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 



• 
Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. (03/28/96) 

TS Number RTS Number 

4.17.5T#9-cc 3.3.8.l 

4 .17. 5T#9-ca l 3.3.8.5 

4 .17. 5T#l 0-cc 3.3.8.1 

4.17.5T#10-cal 3.3.8.5 

4.17 .5T#ll-cc 3.3.8.l 

4.17.5T#ll-cal 3.3.8.5 

4.17.5T#12-cc 3.3.8.l 

4.17.5T#12-cal 3.3.8.5 

4.17.5T#l3-cc 3.3.8.3 

4.17.5T#13-cft 3.3.8,4 

· 4.17.5T#13-cal 3.3.8.5 

4.17.5T#14-cc 3.3.8.3 

4.17.5T#l4-cft 3.3.8.4 

4.17.5T#14-cal 3.3.8.5 

4.17.5T#15-cft 3.3.8.4 

4.17.5T#l5-cal 3.3.8.5 

4.17.5T#l6-cft 3.3.8.4 

4.17.5T#17-cft 3.3.8.4 

4.17.5T#18-cft 3.3.8.4 

4.17.5T#l9-cft 3.3.8 

TS requirement description Classification and Description of Changes 

SR: 1 SG "8" Pressure chnl; Chnl Check; 92 days ADM! N JSTRATIVE: 

SR: · ~-·~G "8" Pressure chn l; Chn l Cal; 18 mo ADMINISTRATIVE: 

SR: SG "A" Level chn l; Chnl Check; 92 days ADMINISTRATIVE: 

SR: SG "A" Level chn l; Chnl Cal; 18 mo ADM IN I STRATI VE: 

SR: 1 SG "8" Level chn l; Chnl Check; 92 days ADM I NI STRATI VE: 

SR: SG "8" Level chn l; Chnl Cal; 18 mo ADMINISTRATIVE: 

SR: 1 SIRWT Level chn l; Chnl Check; 92 days ADMINISTRATIVE: 

SR: 1 SIRWT Level chn l; Chnl Cal; 18 mo ADMINISTRATIVE: 

SR: AFW Flow to SG "A" chn l; Chnl Check; 18 mo ADMINISTRATIVE: 

SR: AFW Flow to SG "A" chn l; Chnl func test; 18 mo ADMINISTRATIVE: 

SR: AFW Flow t~ SG "A" chn l; Chnl Cal; 18 mo ADMINISTRATIVE: 

SR: AFW Flow to SG "8" chnl; Chnl" Check; 18 mo ADMINISTRATIVE: 

SR: AFW Flow to SG "8" chn l; Chnl func test; 18 mo .ADMINISTRATIVE: 

SR: AFW Flow to SG "8" chnl; Chnl Cal; 18 mo ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

SR: Pump P-88 Suet. Press. chn l; Chnl fnc tst; 18 mo ADMINISTRATIVE: 

SR: Pump P-88 Suction Pressure chn l; Chnl Cal; 18 mo ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

SR: Pump P-88 stm Vlv Cont chnl; Chnl func test; 18 mo ADMINISTRATIVE: 

SR: AFW Flow Cont to SG "A" chnl; Ch. fnc tst; 18 mo ADMINISTRATIVE: 

SR: AFW Flow Cont to SG "B" chnl; Chnl fnc tst; 18 mo ADMINISTRATIVE: 

SR: C-150 Transfer Switches; Chnl func test; 18 mo ADMINISTRATIVE: 
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Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unch~nged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged, 

Unchanged in intent. Operability of the transfer switches 
is verified in the act of performing SRs on the rest of 
the equipment in the table. There is no reason to 
specifically address the switches. 



• • 
Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number RTS Number TS requirement description 

4.17.5T#20-cft 3.3.8 SR: C-150A Transfer Switch; Chnl func test; 18 mo 

4.17.6T#l-cc 3.3.9.1 SR: 2 chnls Flux Monitoring; Chnl Check; 12 hrs 

4.17.6T#l-cft 3.3.1.6 SR: 2 chnls Flux Monitoring; Chnl func test; (a) 

4.17 .6T#l-cal 3.3.9.2 SR: 2 chnls Flux Monitoring; Chnl Ca 1; 18 mo 

4 .17. 6T#2-cc 3.1.5.2 SR: 2 chnls Rod Pos; Chnl Check; 12 hrs 

4.17.6T#2-cft 3.3 Relocated SR: 2 chnls Rod Pos; Chnl func test; (b) 

4.17.6T#2-cal 3:3 Relocated SR: 2 chnls Rod Pos; Chn 1 ca 1; 18 mo 

4.17.6T#3-cc 3.3 Relocated SR: 2 chnls SIRWT Temp; Chnl Check; 12 hrs 

4.17.6T#3-cal 3.3 Relocated SR: 2 chnls SIRWT Temp; Chn 1 ca 1; 18 mo 

4.17.6T#4-cc 3.3 Relocated SR: 2 chnls MFW Flow; Chnl Check; 12 hrs 

4.17.6T#4-cal 3.3 Relocated SR: 2 chnls MFW Flow; Chn l Cal; 18 mo 

4.17.6T#5-cc 3.3 Relocated SR: 2 chnls MFW Temp; Chnl Check; 12 hrs 

4.17.5T#5-cal 3.3 Relocated SR: 2 chnls MFW Temp; Chn l Cal; 18 mo 

4 .17. 6T#6-cc 3.3 Relocated SR: 2 chnl/line AFW Flow; Chnl Check; 12 hrs 

4.17.6T#6-cft 3.3 Relocated SR: 2 chnl I line AFW Flow; Chnl func test; 18 mo 
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• 
(03/28/96) 

Classification and Description of Changes 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM IN I STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

Unchanged in intent. Operability of the transfer switches 
is verified in the act of performing SRs on the rest of · 
the equipment in the table. There is no reason to 
specifically address the switches. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion df 
10 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. This equipment forms part of the AFW t~ains 
required by LCD 3.7.5, but the instrumentation, itself, is 
not required by the safety analyses. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. This equipment forms part of the AFW trains 
required by LCD 3.7.5, but the instrumentation, itself, is 
not required by the safety analyses. 



• • • 
Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech ·Specs. {03/28/96) 

TS Number RTS Number 

4.17.6T#6-cal 3.3 Relocated 

4.17.6T#7-cc 3.4.15.l 

4.17.6T#7-cft 3.4.15.2 

4.17.6T#7-cal 3.4.15.3 
3.4.15.4 
3.4.15.5 

4.17.6T#8-cft 3.4 Relocated 

4.17.6T#8-cal 3.4 Relocated 

4.17.6T#9-cc 3.4 Relocated 

4.17.6T#9-cft 3.4 Relocated 

4.17 .6T#9-cal 3.4 Relocated 

4.17.6T#l0-cc 3.4 Relocated 

4.17.6T#l0-cal 3.4 Relocated 

4.17.6T#ll-cft 3.7 Relocated 

4.17.6T#ll-cal 3.7 Relocated 

4.17.6T#l2-cc 3.3 Relocated 

TS requirement description Classification and Description of Changes 

SR: 2 chnl I line AFW Flow; Chnl Cal; 18 mo RELOCATED: 

SR: 4 chnls diverse PCS leak det; Chnl Check; 12 hrs ADMINISTRATIVE: 

SR: 4 chnls diverse PCS leak det; Chnl func test; 18 mo ADMINISTRATIVE: 

SR: 4 chnls diverse PCS leak det; Chnl Cal; 18 mo ADMINISTRATIVE: 

SR: 2 chnls pas ind/safety vlv; Chnl fnc tst; 18 mo RELOCATED: 

SR: 2 chnls pas ind per safety vlv; Chnl Cal; 18 mo RELOCATED: 

SR: 3 chnls pos ind per PORV; Chnl Check; 12 hrs RELOCATED: 

SR: 3 chnls pos ind per PORV; Chnl func test; 18 mo RELOCATED: 

SR: 3 chnls pas ind per PORV; Chnl Cal; 18 mo RELOCATED: 

SR: 2 chnls pas ind per Block Vlv; Chnl Check; 12 hrs RELOCATED: 

SR: 2 chnls pas ind per Block Vlv; Chnl Cal; 18 mo RELOCATED: 

SR: 1 SWS bre~k detector; Chnl func test; 18 mo RELOCATED: 

SR: 1 SWS break detector; Chnl cal; 18 mo RELOCATED: 

SR: 4 Flux ~T comparitors; Chnl Check; 12 hrs RELOCATED: 
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This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. This equipment forms part of the AFW trains 
required by LCO 3.7.5, but the instrumentation, itself, is 
not required by the safety analyses. 

Requirements unchanged. 

Requirements unchanged. 

Requirements unchanged. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR '50.36. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

I 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

The Flux - ~T comparitors are used only for indication. 
They do not provide any protective function, nor do they 
meet any of the criterion of 10 CFR 50.36. 



Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number RTS Number TS requirement description 

4.17.6T#12-cft 3.3 Relocated SR: 4 Flux AT comparitors; Chnl func test; 31 days 

4.17.6T#12-cal 3.3 Relocated SR: 4 Flux AT comparitors; Chnl cal; 18 mo 

4.17.6T#13-cft 3.1 Relocated SR: 2 chnls Rod seq. riont/Alarm; Chnl fnc tst; 18 mo 

4.17.6T#13-cal 3.1 Relocated SR: 2 chnls Rod sequence control/Alarm; Chnl cal; 18 mo 

4.17.6T#14-cft 3.5 Relocated SR: 2 Boric Acid Tank Lvl Alm; Chnl func test; 18 mo 

4.17.6T#15-cft 3.2.5.2 SR: 1 Excore Deviation Alm; Chnl func test; 18 mo 

4.17.6T#15-cal 3.2.5.2 SR: Excore Deviation Alm; Chnl cal; 18 mo 

4.17.6T#16-cft 3.2 Relocated SR: 4 chnls AS! Alarm; Chnl func test; 18 mo 

·4.17.6T#16-cal 3.2 Relocated SR: 4 chnls AS! Alarm; Chnl cal; 18 mo 

·4.17.6T#17-cft 3.4.6.4 SR: 2 soc interlocks; Chnl func test; 18 mo 

4.17.6T#17-cal 3.4.6.4 SR: 2 soc interlocks; Chnl cal; 18 mo 

4.17.6T#18-cft 3.1.7.2 SR:• 2 chnls POil Alm; Chnl func test; 31 days 

4.17.6T#18-cal 3.1.7.2 SR: 2 chnls POil Alm; Chnl cal; 18 mo 

4.17.6T#19-cc 3.3.10.l SR: 2 chnls Fuel Pool Monitor; Chnl Check; 24 hrs 

4.17.6T#19-cft 3.3.10.2 SR: 2 chnls Fuel Pool Monitor; Chnl func test; 31 days 

4.17 .6T#l9-cal 3.3.10.3 SR: 2 chnls Fuel Pool Monitor; Chnl cal; 18 mo 

4.17 .6T#20-cc 3.3.6.1 SR: 2 chnls Cont Refuel Monitor; Chnl check: 24 hrs 
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(03/28/96) 

Classification and Description of Changes 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM! N !STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

The Flux - AT comparitors are used.only for indication. 
They do not provide any protective function, nor do they 
meet any of the criterion of 10 CFR 50.36. 

The Flux - AT comparitors are used only for indicat\on. 
They do not provide any protective function, nor do they 
meet any of the criterion of 10 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

Requirement unchanged. CFT is part of Channel 
Calibration. 

Requirement unchanged. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36 . 

. This requirement does not meet the criterion of. 
10 CFR 50,36. 

Requirements unchanged. Calibration includes cft. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

The PDIL is a computer generated alarm and is not subject 
to drift. A channel functional test is required by SR 
3.1.7.2, which accomptishes the same function. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 



Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number RTS Number 

4.17.6T#20-cft 3.3.6.2 

4.17.6T#20-cal 3.3.6.3 

TS requirement description Classification and Description of Changes 

SR: 

SR: 

2 chnls Cont Refuel Monitor; Chnl func test; 31 days ADMINISTRATIVE: 

2 ~b~ls Cont Refuel Monitor; Chnl cal; 18 mo ADMINISTRATIVE: 
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Requirement unchanged. 

-Requirement unchanged. 

(03/28/96) 



• 
Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number RTS Number TS requirement description 

4 .18. l 3.2 Relocated Incore Detection System 

4.18.l.l.a 3.2 Relocated SR: Incore Detection Sys; chnl check; 7 days 

4.18.l.l.b 3.2.l.4 SR: Incore Detection Sys; chnl cal; Refueling 

4.18.1.2 3.2.1.4 SR: Datalogger Seq error alm; 'chn l check; Refueling 

4.18.2 3.2.1 Excore Monitoring System 

4.18.2.l.a 3.2.l.3 SR: Target AO; determine using excores; 31 days 

4.18.2.l.a 3.2.l.3 SR: Target AO; determine using incores; 31 days 

4.18.2.l.a 3.2.l.3 SR: APL; determine using excores; 31 days 

4.18.2.l.a 3.2.l.3 SR: APL; determine using incores; 31 days 

4.18.2.l.b 3.2.1.3 SR: AO; compare excore w incore; 31 days 

4.18.2.1.b 3.2.5 D ACTN: Excore/incore AO diff >2%; Cal excore sys 

4.18.2.1.c 3.2.5.2 SR: Tq; compare excore w incore; 31 days 

4.18.2.1.c 3.2.5 b.2 ACTN: Excore/incore Tq diff >2%; cal excore sys 
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L __ 

• 
(03/28/96) 

Classification and Description of Changes 

RELOCATED: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM IN I STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

The incore detectors do not meet the criterion of 10 CFR 
50.36, and the associated requirements have been relocated 
to plant procedures. The Incore detectors are used for 
monitoring linear heat rate, so certain incore related 
requirements are retained. 

Requirement ·unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 



• • 
Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs_ 

TS Number RTS Number TS requirement description 

4 .19 3.2 Power Distribution Limits 

4 .19 .1 3.2.l Linear Heat Rates 

4.19.1.l 3.2.1.2 SR: lncore alm sys; Set before 50% w excore LHR 

4.19.1.l 3.2.1.2 SR: Jncore alm sys; set; 7 days w using for LHR 

4.19.1.2.a 3.2.4.1 SR: Excore AO; last day AO OK; B4 using excore LHR 
3.2.l B.1.3 

4.19.1.2.b 3.2.l B.1.3 LCO: Excore Tq <3%; W/using excores LHR 

4.19.1.2.b 3.2.1 B.1.3 SR: Excore Tq; check in limit; 1 day; W/excore LHR 

4.19.1.2.c 3.2.1 B.1.2 LCO: Thermal Power <APL w using excore LHR 

4.19.1.2.c 3.2.1 B.1.3 LCO: Thermal Power <10% above pwr w APL 

4.19.1.2.c 3.2.l B.1.3 SR: Thermal fewer; verify limits; 1 hr 

4.19.1.2.d 3.2.l B.1.3 LCD: AO <5% from target w using excore LHR 

4.19.1.2.d 3. 2. 4 .1 SR: AO; verify w/in limit; Continuously 
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• 
{03/28/96) 

Classification and Description of Changes 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

Frequency changed to each 31 days in MODE 1. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: This measurement is inherent in the determination of AS! 
as required by SR 3.2.4.1 (Verify AS! within limits -
Continuously) and in the action when shifting LHR 
measurement instruments· from the incores to the excores as 
required by 3.2.1 B.l .3. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

RELOCATED: This requirement is included within the calculation 
methodology for determining the Allowable Power Limit. 
Therefore, it is relocated to the associated engineering 
procedure. 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: ·APL is verified once per 4 hrs and previously while in 
this condition APL was verified each hour. The slightly 
relaxed SR period still allows ample time to detect 
THERMAL POWER that would be greater than APL. Ample 
margin exists for LHR to ensure 4 hrs is adequate to 
monitor this parameter. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

LESS RES TR !CTI VE: Frequency reduced from "continuously" to 15 mi nut es. This 
is adequate time to safely monitor AS! since any effects 
of Xenon redistribut\on due to rod insertion, boron 
changes, etc have other immediate indications which would 
flag the possibility of an AS! change. 



• 
Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number RTS Number TS requirement description 

4.19.2 3.2.2 Radial Peaking Factors 

4 .19. 2. 1. a 3.2.2.l SR:. Assembly Fr; verify; Refueling (B4 50%) 

4.19.2.1.a 3.2.2.l SR: Int Rod Fr; verify; Refueling (B4 50%) 

4.19.2.1.b 3.2.2.1 SR: Assembly Fr; verify w/in limit; Weekly at power 

4. 19. 2. 1. b 3.2.2.l SR: Int Rod Fr; verify w/in limit; Weekly at power 

4.20 3 .1. 4 Moderator Temperature Coefficient 

4.20.l 3.1.4.1 SR: MTC; verify w/in limit; Refueling (B4 2%) 
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• 
(03/28/96) 

Classification and Description of Changes 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

LCD 3.23.2 is applicable >25%; SRs must be current prior 
to entering applicability. 

LCD 3.23.2 is applicable >25%; SRs must be current prior 
to entering applicability. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 



• • 
Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs_ 

TS Number RTS Number TS requirement description 

5.D 4.D Design features 

5.1 4.1 DESC: Description of Site-Location/Size 

5.2 3.6 Bases DESC: Description of Containment Design Features 

5.3.l 3.4 Bases DESC: Description of Primary Coolant System 

5.3.2 4.2 DESC: Description of Reactor Core and Control 

5.3.3 3.5 Bases DESC: ECCS-SIT/HPSI/LPSI/SIRW 

5.4.1 4.3.1 DESC: New Fuel Storage 

5.4.2 3.7.15 DESC: Spent Fuel Storage 

5.4.2a 3. 7 .15, Bases DESC: Spent Fuel Storage before shipment 

5.4.2b Deleted 

5.4.2c 3. 7 .15, Bases DESC: SFP (Region I Design) 

5.4.2d 3.7.15, Bases DESC: SFP (Region II Design) 

5-4. 2d 3.7.15 LCD: Limitation on burnup of fuel placed in Region II 

5.4.2e Deleted 

5 -4. 2f 3.7.14 LCD: Boron >172D ppm; .monthly 

5.4.2f 3.7.14.1 SR: Verify SFP boron; monthly 

5.4.2g 4.3.2.e DESC: Spent fuel racks Class I structure 

5.4.2h Deleted 
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• 
(D3/28/96) 

Classification and Description of Changes 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

Description unchanged. 

Description moved to Bases of Section 3.6, Containment. 

Description of PCS features moved to Bases of Section 3.4, 
Primary Coolant System. 

Description of reactor core and reactivity control moved 
to RTS Section 4.2. Reference to FSAR Figure 3-5 was 
corrected to Figure 3-2. This reference to the subject 
figure was overlooked during an FSAR revision. 

Description of ECCS components moyed to bases of 
Section 3.5, ECCS. 

Description of new fuel storage facilities moved to RTS 
Section 4.3.1. 

Description of spent fuel storage facilities moved to RTS 
bases Section 3.7.15. 

Description moved to RTS bases Section 3.7.15. 

The description of the spent fuel Region I racks has been. 
moved to RTS bases Section 3.7.15. 

The description of the spent fuel Region II racks has been 
moved to RTS bases Section 3.7.15. 

Requirement unchanged. Fuel storage limitations moved to 
LCD 3. 7 .15. 

Changed surveillance to days. 

Changed surveillance to days. 

Requirement unchanged. 



Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number . RTS Number TS requirement description 

5.4.2i 3.7.15 LCD: Region I I and North Pit Restrictions 

5.4.2 Note 3.7.15, Bases NOTE: Allowance to remove empty rack 

Fig. 5.4-1 3. 7. 15-1' Bases FIG: Spent Fuel Pao l Layout 

Table 5.4-1 3.7.15-1 TABL: Spent Fuel pit (Region I I) 

Fig. 5-1 4.0 Relocated DESC: Site layout 
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• 
Classification and Description of Changes 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

RELOCATED: 

Requirement unchanged. 

Discussion moved to RTS bases Section 3.7.15. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Similar figure provided in FSAR. 

(03/28/96) 



• 

ENCLOSURE 3 

CONSUMERS POWER COMPANY 
PALISADES PLANT 

DOCl<ET 50-255 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION CHANGE REQUEST 

Comparison of Revised and Standard Technical Specifications 



• 
Palisades Revised Tech Spec Requirement List. 

A listing of the proposed Palisades Revised Tech Specs (RTS) correlated to the CE Standard Tech Specs (STS). 

First Column; Proposed Palisades Revised Tech Spec (RTS) number 
Each RTS item is listed in the left-most column. 

If a STS item has been omitted from RTS, the word 'Omitted' is used. 

Second Column; CE Standard Tech Spec (STS) number 
The corresponding STS item is listed in the second column. 

If a RTS item does not appear in STS, it is noted as 'Added'. 

Third Column; Existing Palisades Tech Spec (TS) number 
The closest TS item is listed in the third column. 

If a RTS item does not appear in TS, it is noted as 'New'. 

Fourth Column; RTS Item Description 
An abbreviation of the RTS item appears in the third column. 

Each item is identified as: LCD, ACTION, SR, ADMIN, Exception, etc. 
In cases where a STS item was omitted from RTS, the description is of the STS item. 

Description Key: RTS requirement type: Column 4 syntax: 
Safety Limit 
Limiting Condition for Operation 
Condition 

SL: Safety limit; Applicable conditions 
LCD: LCD Description; Applicable conditions 
CDND: Description of non-conforming condition 
ACTN: Required action; Completion time Action 

Surveillance Requirement 
Table 

Administrative Requirement 
Defined Term 

SR: Test description; Frequency 
TABL: Title 

ADMN: Administrative requirement 
DEF: Name of defined term 

Fifth Column; Comments and Explanations of Differences between RTS and STS. 
A brief explanation of differences between RTS and STS is provided in the fifth column. 

Other abbreviations used in the listing are: 

NA: 
CFT: 
CHNL: 

Not Applicable 
Channel Functional Test 
Channel 

(03/28/96) 



Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. ( 03/28/96). 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number RTS (STS) requirement Description Explanation of Differences 

Global differences between the proposed Palisades Technical Specifications and the Standard Technical Specifications for CE plants, Nureg 1432: 

The following changes are not discussed in the explanation of differences for each TS requirement. 

1) 

2) 

3) 

Bracketed values have been replaced with appropriate values for Palisades. Typically, the basis for these values is provided in the bases document. 

Each required action of the form "Perform SR X.X.X.X " has been altered by a parenthetical summary of the SR requirements. This change allows a reader 
to understand the required actions without constantly turning pages to locate the referenced SR. 

Terminology has been changed to reflect Palisades usage: 

"RWT" becomes "SIRWT" 

"CEA" becomes "Control Rod" or "Rod" 

"RCS" becomes "PCS" 

"SIAS" becomes "SIS" 

"AC Vital bus" becomes "Pref erred AC bus" 

"PAMI" becomes "AMI" 

"ESFAS" becomes "ESF Instrumentation" 

"DG LOVS" becomes "DG UV Start" 

"Remote Shutdown System" becomes "Alternate Shutdown System" 

"Power Rate of Change-High" becomes "High Startup Rate" 

2 

Safety Injection Refueling Water Tank 

Palisades uses cruciform control rods rather than the 
multifingered "Control Element Assemblies" of later CE plants. 

Palisades terminology is "Primary Coolant System" rather than 
"Reactor Coolant System" 

Palisades terminology is "Safety Injection ·Signal" rather than 
"Safety Injection Actuation Signal" 

Palisades terminology. 

Accident Monitoring Instrumentation, Palisades terminology 

There is no stand-alone ESFAS system or cabinet at Palisades; 
ESF instruments actuate the ESF functions 

Palisades Terminology 

Palisades Terminology 

Palisades Terminology 



Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number 

1.1 

1.1 (1) 

1.1 (2) 

1.1 (3) 

1.1 ( 4) 

1.1 (5) 

Omitted 

Omitted 

1.1 (6) 

1.1 (7) 

1.1 (8) 

1.1 (9) 

1.1 (10) 

1.1 (11) 

STS Number 

1.1 

1.1 (1) 

Added 

Added 

1.1 (2) 

1.1 (11) 

1.1 (3) 

1.1 (4) 

1.1 (5) 

1.1 ( 6) 

1.1 (7) 

1.1 (8) 

1.1 (9) 

1.1 (10) 

TS Number 

1.1 

New 

1.1. (14) 

1.1.(16) 

1.1.(16) 

1. 4. ( 6) 

NA 

NA 

1.3. (3) 

1.3.(1) 

1.3. (2) 

1.1 (8) 

NA 

1.4(5) 

RTS (STS) requirement Description 

DEFINITION SECTION 

DEF: ACTIONS 

DEF: 

DEF: AO 

DEF: AS! 

DEF: E 

DEF: (AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT (Digital)) 

DEF: (AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT (Analog)) 

DEF: CHANNEL CALIBRATION 

DEF: CHANNEL CHECK 

DEF: CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST 

DEF: CORE ALTERATION 

DEF: COLR 

DEF: DOSE EQUIVALENT 1-131 

3 

(03/28/96). 

.Explanation of Differences 

Note: Several definitions relating to physics parameters differ 
from the standard since Palisades is not only an older CE 
design than that modeled in the standard TS, but uses a 
different fuel vendor. 

Uncha.nged. 

Palisades specific definition 

Palisades specific definition 

Palisades specific definition 

Unchanged. Arranged alphabetically by name, rather than by 
abbreviation in order to be consistent with other entries in 
this section. 

NA Palisades. 

NA Palisades. 

Retained existing Channel Calibration definition. STS 
definition contains new requirements in sentences discussing 
RTDs and thermocouples, and inplace cross calibrations. The 
existing TS and proposed RTS contain.explicit requirements for 
calibration of thermocouples. The remainder of the Palisades 
definition is very similar to the STS definition. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged from Rev 0 of NUREG. Change BWR-05-C3 is 
inappropriate for Palisades. Removal of the Upper Guide 
Structure, at Palisades, must be considered a CORE ALTERATION 
due to the possibility of a fuel assembly remaining attached. 
The original wording, with its broader implications, is more 
appropriate. 

Unchanged other than using the term "plant" instead of "unit". 

Unchanged. 



• 
Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number 

Omitted 

Omitted 

1.1 (12) 

1.1 (13) 

1.1 (14) 

1.1 (15) 

1.1 (16) 

1.1 (17) 

1.1 (18) 

Omitted 

1.1 (19) 

1.1 (20) 

1.1 (21) 

1.1 (22) 

Omitted 

Omitted 

1.1-1 

1.1-1(1) 

STS Number 

1.1 (11) 

1.1 (12) 

1.1 (13) 

1.1 (14) 

1.1 (15) 

1.1 (16) 

1.1 (17) 

Added 

1.1 (18) 

1.1 (19) 

1.1 (20) 

1.1 (21) 

1.1 (22) 

Added 

1.1 (23) 

1.1 (24) 

1.1-1 

1.1-1(1) 

TS Number 

NA 

NA 

New 

New 

1.4(1) 

1.1(10) 

New 

1.1(13) 

1.1 ( 1) 

NA 

1.1 (9) 

New 

New 

1.1(15) 

NA 

NA 

New 

1.1 (3) 

• 
RTS (STS) requirement Description 

DEF: (ESF RESPONSE TIME) 

DEF: (L,) 

DEF: LEAKAGE 

DEF: MODE 

DEF: OPERABLE 

DEF: PHYSICS TESTS 

DEF: PTLR 

DEF: RTP 

DEF: (RPS RESPONSE TIME) 

DEF: 

DEF: 

DEF: 

DEF: 

DEF: 

DEF: 

SOM 

STAGGERED TEST BASIS 

THERMAL POWER 

(UNRODDED PEAKING FACTOR (Analog)) 

(UNRODDED PEAKING FACTOR (Digital)) 

Tabl: MODE Definitions 

DEF: MODE 1 (Power Operation) 
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• 
(03/28/96). 

Explanation of Differences 

Palisades does not use this term. An SER issued during SEP 
found it unnecessary to perform response time testing at 
Palisades. This is discussed further in the discussion of 
deleting the response time SRs. 

The definition of L, was moved to the Containment Leak Testing 
Program in accordance with the NRC/NEI model Tech Specs 
implementing Appendix J, Option B testing. 

Changed to use Palisades specific terminology and to make the 
second half of paragraph a. 2 an "and" rather than an "or". 

Unchanged except for the use of Palisades specific terminology. 

Unchanged. 

Item a. deleted. It is not applicable to Palisades. 

PTLR definition changed to reflect the wording of Tech Spec 
Task Force change TSTF-4 (WOG-1.3). 

Palisades specific definition. 

Unchanged, except for use of Palisades specific terminology. 

Palisades does not use this term. An SER issued during SEP 
found it un-necessary to perform response time testing at 
Palisades. This is discussed further in the discussion of 
deleting the response time SRs. 

Unchanged, except for use of Palisades specific terminology. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Palisades specific definition. 

NA Pali sades 

NA Palisades 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged 



• 
Pali sades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number 

1.1-1(2) 1.1-1(2) 1.1 (4) 

1.1-1(3) 1.1-1(3) 1.1 (5) 

1.1-1(4) 1.1-1(4) New 

1.1-1(5) 1.1-1(5) 1.1(7) 

1.1-1(6) 1.1-1(6) 1.1 (8) 

1. 2 1. 2 New 

1.3 1.3 New 

1. 4 1.4 New 

RTS (STS) requirement Description 

DEF: MODE 2 (Startup) 

DEF: MODE 3 (Hot Standby) 

DEF: MODE 4 (Hot Shutdown) 

DEF: MODE 5 (Cold Shutdown) 

DEF: MODE 6 (Refueling) 

ADMN: Logical Connector discussion 

ADMN: Completion Time discussion 

ADMN: Frequency Discussion 

• 

5 

(03/28/96). 

Explanation of Differences 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

The completion times of Example 1.3-3 were changed to reflect 
items actually contained in pro.posed RTS (LCD 3.8.1). The 
equivalent the of example in STS does not appear in the 
Palisades proposed RTS. Completion times in examples 1.3-4 and 
1.3-5 have been changed to reflect the Palisades 30 hours for 
reaching MODE 4. Example 1.3-6 was deleted and 1.3-7 
renumbered. Example 1.3-6 represents a Completion Time form 
not used in the proposed RTS. 

The word "met," in the first paragraph of the description 
section, has been changed to "performed" to better fit the 
context. The text following example 1.4-3 has been re-arranged 
and an introductory sentence added; the published text appears 
to have been disarranged. 



• 
Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number 

2.0 2.0 

2.1.1.1 2.1.1.1 2 . .1 

2.1.1.2 2.1.1.2 New 

2 .1. 2 2 .1. 2 2.2 

2.2.1 2.2.1 6.7 

2.2.2 2.2.2 6.7 

2.2.2.1 2.2.2.1 6.7 

2.2.2.2 2.2.2.2 6.7 

• 
RTS (STS) requirement Description 

SAFETY LIMITS 

SL: DNBR ~ 1.17/1.154/1.141; MODES 1 & 2 

SL: Linear heat rates 21 kw/ft; MODES 1 & 2 

SL: PCS pressure s 2750 psi a; MODES 1-5 

ACTN: If SL 2.1.1.1 or SL 2.1.1.2 is violated; 

ACTN: If SL 2 .1. 2 is violated; 

ACTN: SL 2.1.2 violated in MODES 1 or 2; 

ACTN: SL 2.1.2 violated in MODES 3, 4, 5, or 6.Unchanged. 
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(03/28/96). 

Explanation of Differences 

The existing Safety Limits were retained. Palisades is 
currently licensed with three DNBR Safety Limits. These Safety 
Limits were approved by Amendment 168 on June 13, 1995. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 



• 
Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number 

3.0 3.0 

3.0.1 3.0.l 3.D.1 

3.0.2 3.0.2 3.0.1 

3.0.3 3.D.3 3.0.3 

3.0.4 3.0.4 3.0.4 

3.0.5 3.D.5 New 

3.0.6 3.0.6 New 

3.0.7 3.0.7 New 

3.D.l 3.D.l 4.0.3 

3.0.2 3.D.2 4.0.2 

3.0.3 3.0.3 4.0.3 

3.D.4 3.D.4 4.0.4 

RTS (STS) requirement Description 

APPLICABILITY SECTION 

LCD: LCOs shall be met except as provided in LCD 3.D.2. 

LCD: Upon failing to meet a LCO the ACTIONS shall be met. 

LCO: SD Required when beyond LCO & ACTIONS; MODES 1,2,3,4 

LCO: Limits MODE entry unless LCOs met 

LCO: Equip declared inop may be operated to show OPERABILITY 

LCO: Equip may be made inoperable for SRs and 

LCO: Special Test Exceptions 

SR: Failure to meet SR or Frequency is failure to meet LCO. 

SR: The Frequency is met if within l.25X interval specified. 

SR: When failed to do SR; may delay for up to 24 Hrs. 

SR: Shall not entry applicability unless the SRs met. 
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(03/28/96). 

Explanation of Differences 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Changed time to MODE 4 from 13 to 31 hours. Palisades cannot 
degas primary coolant system sufficiently to allow opening 
system for maintenance within 13 hour period, and must have 
elevated pressure/temperature to accomplish degas flow. Time 
to MODE 5 is unchanged. In addition, the word "unit" was 
changed to "plant" as plant specific usage. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 



Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number 

3.1 3.1 3.10 

3 .1.1 3 .1.1 3.10.1.a 

3.1.1 A 3 .1.1 A 3.0.3 

3.1.1 A.l 3.1.1 A.l 3.0.3 

3.1.1.1 3.1.1.1 New 

3 .1. 2 3 .1. 2 3 .10.b 

3.1.2 A 3.1.1 A 3. D .3 

3.1.2 A.l 3.1.2 A.l 3.0.3 

3.1.2.l 3.1.2.1 New 

3 .1. 3 3.1.3 4.10 

RTS (STS) requirement Description 

REACTIVITY CONTROL SECTION 

LCD: Shutdown margin ~ 2%; MODE 3 ~ 525 F 

COND: SOM< limit 

ACTN: Borate to restore SOM; 15 Min. 

SR: Verify SOM; 24 hours 

LCD: SOM shall be ~ 3.75% MODE 3 < 525, MODE 4, and 5 

COND: SOM < limit 

ACTN: Borate to restore SOM; 15 Min. 

(03/28/96). 

Explanation of Differences 

Several major differences exist between Palisades and the 
"Standard" CE plant which affect this.section: Palisades is the 
oldest CE PWR and has different hardware and analyses from the 
newer CE plants; Palisades also uses Siemens Power Corp.(SPC) 
fuel rather than CE fuel. Therefore several of the LCOs, 
Actions, etc in this section differ from RSTS. Actions, 
Completion times, SRs and frequencies were kept as close to the 
RSTS as possible while implementing a different set of 
limitations and requirements. The conditions and actions 
specified reflect current tech specs and operating practice. 

Used Palisades value (2%) and applicability. Palisades Safety 
Analysis assumes 2% SOM as an initial condition therefore; 
Siemens Power Corp. analyzes to this value for this 
applicability range. MODES 1 and 2 SOM requirements are 
assured by LCD 3.1.6 and 3.1.7. Reactivity units changed to 
meet industry standard. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Reworded SR to agree with SR 3.1.2.1, which must support 2 
different limits. Wording of 2 SRs requiring the same task 
should be worded alike. 

Used Palisades bounding value for former< 4 PCP operation. 
This value is an initial assumption to the Palisades safety 
analysis and allows for the maintenance of SL integrity in the 
event of a OBA for stated range of applicability. Reactivity 
units changed to meet industry standard. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

SR: Verify SOM; Within 2 hours following a RX trip; 24 hours Changed wording to remove SOM limit. Added frequency of 
verifying SOM within 2 hours following a reactor trip or 
shutdown. This added frequency allows SOM to be verified 
within 2 hours from a reactor trip. This circumvents the case 
were the reactor trips 1 minute after the 24 hour surveillance 
was performed and then would not be required to be performed 
for 23 hours and 59 minutes following a reactor trip. 

LCD: Reactivity Balance; MODES 1 & 2 Unchanged. 

8 



• 
Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number 

3 .1.3 A 3.1.3 A 4.10 

3.1.3 A.l 3.1.3 A.l 4 .10 

3.1.3 A.2 3.1.3.A.2 4.10 

3.1.3 B 3.1.3 B 4 .10 

3.1.3 B.1 3.1.3 B.l 4 .10 

3.1.3.1 3.1.3.1 4.10 

3 .1.4 3 .1.4 3.12 

3.1.4 A 3.1.4 A 3.0.3 

3.1.4 A.l 3.l.4A.l 3.0.3 

3.1.4.1 3.1.4.l 4.20.l 

Omitted 3.1.4.2 NA 

3 .1. 5 3 .1. 5 3.10.5 

3.1.5 A New 3.10.4.b 

3.1.5 A.l 3.1.5 A.2.1 3.10.1.d 

3.1.5 A.2 3.1.5 A.2.2 3.10.4.c 

Omitted 3.1.5 A.3.1 3.0.3 

Omitted 3.1.5 A.3.2 3.0.3 

RTS (STS) requirement Description 

COND: Core reactivity balance not w/in limit 

ACTN: Determine Rx OK; 72 hrs 

ACTN: Establish restrictions; 72 hrs 

COND: Required action & completion time not met 

ACTN: Be in MODE 3; 6 hours 

SR: Verify core reactivity balance OK; 31 days 

LCO: MTC w/in limits stated in the COLR; MODES 1, and 2 

COND: MTC not w/in limits 

ACTN: MODE 3; 6 hours 

SR: Verify MTC w/in limits in COLR. 

SR: (Mid-Cycle MTC Test) 

LCO: Control Rod Operability and Alignment 

COND: One rod inoperable 

ACTN: Verify SOM; 1 hr 

ACTN: Initiate boration to restore SOM; 1 hr 

ACTN: (Restore misaligned rod; 2 hrs) 

ACTN: (Re-Align; 2 hrs) 
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(03/28/96). 

Explanation of Differences 

Reworded to agree with LCO. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Reworded to agree with LCO. 

Added maximum positive value. from current license. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Retained only 'Prior to MODE 1 operation after each refueling' 
frequency. This frequency meets ANSI standard 19.6.l for 
startup physics testing. The Beginning Of Core (BOC) MTC value 
is an adequate verification of nuclear methods for predicting 
MTC. Determining the BOC MTC yields the greatest challenge to 
nuclear methods prediction due to excessively high boron 
concentrations at BOC. Therefore, the current SR is adequate 
to ensure that the MTC is within design limits throughout the 
fuel cycle. 

See note for SR 3.1.4.l. 

Used Palisades terms and values; omitted CEA Motion Inhibit, 
which has no equivalent at Palisades since Palisades uses 
cruciform control blades. Conditions and required actions were 
changed to reflect different hardware, analyses, and operating 
practice. 

See note for LCO 3.1.5 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

It is implied that restoration to a condition that places the 
plant within the limits of the LCO is an option. 

Re-Align is always an option. 



Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number 

3.1.5 8 3.1.5 8 3.10.4.c 

3.1.5 8.1 Added 3.10.4.a 

3.1.5 8.2.l Added 3.10.4.c 

3.1.5 8.2.2 3.1.5 8.1 3.10.4.c 

Omitted 3.1.5 c NA 

3.1.5C Added 3.10.4.c 

3.1.5.C.l Added 3.10.4.a 

3.1.5 C.2 Added New 

3.1.5 C.3 Added New 

3.1.5 D 3.1.5 D 3 .10 .4 

3.1.5 D.1 3.1.5 D.l 3.10.4 

3.1.5 E 3.1.5 E 3.0.3 

Omitted 3.1.5 E NA 

3.1.5 E 3.1.5 E 3.0.3 

3.1.5.E.l 3.1.5 E.l 3.10.4.b 

3.1.5.l 3.1.5.1 New 

3.1.5.2 3.1.5.2 4.1.3.2.a 

RTS (STS) requirement Description 

COND: One rod misaligned 

ACTN: Declare rod inoperable; 1 hr 

ACTN: Verify radial peaking factors; 2 hrs 

ACTN: Restrict powers 75%; 2 hrs 

COND: (Motion Inhibit inoperable) 

COND: One rod misaligned by> 20" 

ACTN: Declare the rod inoperable 

ACTN: Verify SOM; 1 hr 

ACTN: Restrict powers 50%; 4 hrs 

COND: Deviation alarm circuit inoperable 

ACTN: Perform SR 3.1.5.1 (Rod Position Verification); 15 Min. 

COND: Two or More control rods inoperable 

COND: (One or more rods Untrippable) 

COND: Required Action not met 

ACTN: MODE 3; 12 hrs 

SR: Check Rod position; 12 hours 

SR: Compare rod pas indicators; 12 hour~ 
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• 
( 03/28/96) . 

Explanation of Differences 

See note for LCD 3.1.5 

See note for LCD 3.1.5 

Retained from current license base. See note for LCO 3.1.5 

Unchanged except 75% RTP retained from current license. See 
note for LCD 3.1.5 

No comparable function at Palisades. 

~ee note for LCD 3.1.5 

See note for LCD 3.1.5 

Verifies SDM with a misaligned rod. 

A rod misaligned greater than 20 inches may be considered a 
dropped rod. Reflects Palisades ability to pick up a dropped 
rod as long as power is restricted. 

Unchanged 

Changed time to 15 minutes following rod motion. This reflects 
Palisades rod movement is only a manual capability. 

Changed to agree with preceding wording. 

Omitted since untrippable rods are declared inoperable and fall 
into condition stated previously. 

Changed to agree with preceding conditions 

The action time of 12 hours in retained. This differs from the 
CE standard due to Palisades inherent low leakage core design. 
In the event a rod is misaligned, the local peaking factors are 
substantially elevated in that locality. The much larger 
reactivity worth and peaking influence from a mispositioned 
cruciform blade as opposed to a CEA would warrant a slower 
derate ensuring radial peaking remains in design limits while 
not initiating any core instabilities. 

Used Palisades value; no other changes 

Changed wording to reflect different equipment and terminology; 
used Palisades value; no other changes. 



Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number 

Omitted 3.1.5.3 NA 

3.1.5.3 3.1.5.4 New 

3.1.5.4 3.1.5.5 4.2.2.2 

3.1.5.5 3.1.5.6 4.2.2.1 

3.1.5.6 3.1.5.7 4.1.3.2.c 

3 .1. 6 3 .1. 6 3.10.3/.6 

3.1.6 A 3.1.6 A 3.0.3 

3.1.6 A.1.1 3.1.6 A.l 3.0.3 

3.1.6 A.1.2 3.1.6.A.l.2 3.0.3 

3.1.6 B 3.1.6 B 3.0.3 

3.1.6.B.1 Added 3.0.3 

3.1.6.B.2 3.1.6.B.1 3.0.3 

3.1.6.l 3.1.6.1 New 

3 .1. 7 3 .1. 7 3.10.5 

3.1.7 A 3.1.7 A 3.10.5.a 

3.1.7 A.1.1 3.1.7 A.1.1 3.10.5.a 

3.1.7 A.1.2 3.1.7 A.1.2 3.10.5.a 

3 .1. 7 A.2 3.1.7 A.2 3.10.5.a 

RTS (STS) requirement Description 

SR: (CEA Motion Inhibit; 31 days) 

SR: Rod pas deviation Alm; 92 days 

SR: Exercise each rod; 92 days 

SR: Rod drop times; 18 months 

SR: Primary rod pas channel cal test; 18 months 

LCO: SD & PL Rod withdrawal; MODES 1 & 2 

COND: SD or PL Rod not within limits 

.ACTN: Verify SOM ~ 2%; 1 hour 

ACTN: Initiate boration to restore SDM ~ 2%; 1 hr 

COND: Required action not met 

ACTN: Verify SOM ~ 2% 

ACTN: Be in MODE 3; 12 hours 

SR: Verify SD & PL rod position; 12 hrs & etc 

LCO: Reg rod insertion limits; MODES 1 & 2 

COND: Reg rods beyond limit 

ACTN: Verify SOM ~ 2%; 1 hr 

ACTN: Initiate boration to restore SOM ~ 2%; 1 hr 

ACTN: Reduce Thermal Power to limits stated in the COLR; 2 hr 
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• 
(03/28/96). 

Explanation of Differences 

No comparable equipment at Palisades. 

Used Palisades terminology and retained surveillance frequency. 

Used Palisades terminology. Palisades has different type rod 
drive mechanisms. 

Used Palisades value; no other changes 

Used Palisades terms; no other changes 

Added Part Length rods to LCO, there is no counter part in 
RSTS; used Palisades value & terminology. No other changes. 

Added PL rods. 

Unchanged, with the exception of updating the SDM value to 
match Palisades requirements for MODES 1 and 2. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Added to verify core reactivity configuration prior to power 
reduction. 

Changed completion time from 6 to 12 hours to ensure safe 
shutdown with a skewed power distribution. Palisades low 
leakage core design and cruciform blades p.rovide a very steep 
gradient on the radial power distribution. A longer time 
period would be warranted to shutdown from a mispositioned rod 
condition to ensure peaking factors are not violated. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Omitted reference to "transient limit" since Palisades has no 
such limit. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 



• 
Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number 

Omitted 3.1.7 A.2.1 3.10.5.a 

3.1.7 B Added 3.0.3 

3.1.7 B.l Added 3.0.3 

Omitted 3.1.7 B NA 

Omitted 3.l.7C NA 

3.1.7 c 3.1.7 D 3.0.3 

3.1.7 C.l 3.1.7 D.l New 

3.1.7 D 3.1.7 E 3.0.3 

3.1.7 D.l Added New 

3.1.7 D.2 3.1.7 E.l 3.0.3 

3.1.7.l 3.1.7.l New 

Omitted 3.1.7.2 NA 

3.1.7.2 3.1.7.3 New 

Omitted 3.1.7-1 NA 

3 .1. 8 3 .1.8 3.10.7/.8 

3.1.8 A 3.1.8 A New 

3.1.8 A.l 3.l.8A.l New 

RTS (STS) requirement Description 

ACTN: (Restore rod within limits; 2 hrs) 

COND: Seq or Overlap exceeds limit 

ACTN: Verify SOM ~ 2%; 1 hr 

COND: (Rods between Transient & SS limits) 

COND: (Rods between Transient & SS limits) 

COND: PDIL Alm inoperable 

ACTN: Verify rod group pas; 15 minutes 

COND: Required action not met 

ACTN: Verify SOM; 1 hr 

ACTN: Be in MODE 3· 6 hrs 

SR: Verify reg group position; 12 hrs 

SR: (Verify times between limits; 24 hrs) 

SR: Demonstrate PDIL alm OPERABLE; 31 days 

Figr: (Rod insertion limit figure) 

LCD: Test exemption, SOM MTC & Rods; MODES 2 & 3 

COND: LCD not met 

ACTN: Initiate boration; 15 min 
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• 
(03/28/96). 

Explanation of Differences 

Omitted since this is implied that restoring the condition to 
within limits satisfies the LCD. 

RSTS provided no Condition or Action for part of LCD. 

Specified action like that in 3.1.7 A.l 

Omitted, Palisades has only a single limit 

Omitted, Palisades has only a single limit 

Unchanged. 

SR changed to 15 minutes following any rod motion since 
Palisades only has manual rod manipulation not automatic. 

Reworded to agree with altered Actions. 

Added since if Condition 3.1.7 A is not corrected, SOM is not 
assured. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Palisades does not have a transient limit. 

Unchanged. 

Palisades single insertion limit is contained within the COLR. 

Added LCD 3.1.2, 3.1.5, 3.1.6 to be suspended to support 
current startup physics testing program used for Palisades. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 



• 
Palisades RTS Cross Reference 

RTS Number STS Number 

3.1.8.l 3.1.8.1 

3.1.8.2 3.1.8.2 

Omitted 3 .1. 9 

to STS. 

TS Number 

New 

New 

3.10.7/.8 

RTS (STS) requirement Description 

SR: Verify rod position; 2 hrs 

SR: Verify withdrawn rods trippable; w/in 7 days 

LCO: (Test exemption, Rods, SDM, Power; MODES 1 & 2) 
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• 
(03/28/96). 

Explanation of Differences 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

This LCO has been omitted since Palisades startup physics 
testing is performed after each refueling and covers both STE's 
3.1.8 and 3.1.9. STE 3.1.8 has been modified to incorporate 
this. STE 3.1.9 is geared toward Mid-cycle MTC testing which 
Palisades does not perform per current license. 



Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number 

3.2 3.2 3.23 

3.2.l 3.2.1 3.23.l 

3.2.1 A 3. 2 .1 A 3.23.1 

Omitted 3. 2 .1 A 3.23.1 

3.2.1 A.l 3.2.1 A.1 3.23.1 

3.2.1 B Added 3.23.l 

3.2.1 B .1.1 Added 3.23.l 

3.2.1 B.1.2 Added 3.23.l 

3.2.1 B.1.3 Added 3.23.1 

3.2.l B.2.1 Added 3.23.1 

3.2.l B.2.2 Added 3.23.1 

3.2.1 c 3. 2 .1 B 3.0.3 

3.2.1 C.l 3.2.l B.l 3.23.1 

3.2.1.1 Added 4.19.1.2.d 

3.2.1.2 Added New 

RTS (STS) requirement Description 

POWER DISTRIBUTION 

LCO: LHR < limit and Incore Alms OPERABLE; ~50% 

COND: LHR not within limits incores 

COND: LHR not within limits excores 

ACTN: Restore LHR; hour 

COND: Incore alarm system inoperable 

ACTN: Verify Excores avail for LHR monitoring; 2 hrs 

ACTN: Restrict power to APL; 2 hrs 

ACTN: Verify Tq; pwr & AS!; each 4 hrs 

ACTN: Restrict power to < 85%; 2 hrs 

ACTN: Verify LHR w. manual incore readings; each·4 hrs 

COND: Required Action not met 

ACTN: Be < 50% RTP; 2 hrs 

SR: Verify AO is w/in 0.05 of target; 15 minutes 

( 03/28/96). 

Explanation of Differences 

Several major differences exist between Palisades and the 
"Standard" CE plant which affect this section: Palisades is the 
oldest CE PWR and has different hardware and analyses from the 
newer CE plants; Palisades also uses ANF fuel rather than CE 
fuel. Therefore several of the LCOs, actions, etc is this 
section differ from RSTS. Actions, Completion times, SRs and 
frequencies were kept as· close to the RSTS as possible while 
implementing a different set of limitations and requirements. 
The conditions and actions specified reflect current tech specs 
and operating practice. 

The·LCO statement is essentially unchanged with the exception 
of changing the applicability to MODE 1 ~ 50%. The 50% RTP 
applicability is retained from the current license. Palisades 
has a great deal of thermal margin below this power range. 

Essentially unchanged, reworded for clarity. 

See note for section 3.2. 

Unchanged. 

Condition added to support Incore alm system in LCD. 

Acjded action to support added LCO requirement 

Added action to support added LCO requirement 

Added action to support added LCO requirement 

Added action to support added LCO requirement 

Added action to support added LCO requirement 

Unchanged. 

Changed action taking plant out of applicability range< 50% 
RTP. This value is retained from current license and allows 
the core to be placed in a conservative state with ample 
thermal margin. 
This is retained from Palisades current license and has no 
comparable function in STS 

SR: Verify Incore alm system function for LHR monitor; 12 hrs This SR ensures that operators are informed by the Plant 
process computer that the incore system is not functional for 
LHR monitoring. 
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Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number 

3.2.l.3 Added New 

3.1.2.4 3.2.1.3 4.19.2.l 

3.2.1.5 Added 4.18.2.1.a 

3.2.l.6 Added 4.17 

Omitted 3.2.1.1 NA 

Omitted 3.2.1.2 NA 

3.2.2 3.2.3 3.23.2 

3.2.2 A 3.2.3 A 3.23.2 

3.2.2 A.l 3.2.3 A.l 3.23.2 

Omitted 3.2.3 A.2 NA 

Omitted 3.2.3 A.3 NA 

3.2.2 B 3.2.3 B 3. 0 .3 

3.2.2.1 3.2.2.l 4.19.2.1.b 

Omitted 3.2.3.2 NA 

Omitted 3.2.3.3 NA 

RTS (STS) requirement Description 

SR: Verify LHR w/in limit; 4 hours 

SR: Update Incore Alarm Set points; 31 days 

SR: Verify APL, Tq, Target AO; 31 days 

SR: Perform incore alarm CHANNEL CALIBRATION 

SR: (Verify AS! alm setpoints) 

SR: (Demonstrate Local power density alms) 

LCD: Radial peaking factors: " 25% 

COND: Radial peaking not w/in limit 

ACTN: Restore radial peaking factors; 6 hrs 

ACTN: (Withdraw CEAs above long term limit; 6 hrs) 

ACTN: (Establish a revised upper THERMAL POWER limit) 

COND: Required action not met 

SR: Verify Radial Peaking and Tq 

SR: (Verify F,) 

SR: 
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• 
(03/28/96). 

Explanation of Differences 

LHR is continuously monitored by the Incore Monitoring System 
however this surveillance has been modified to a frequency of 4 
hours to allow for the manual reading of Incores if the 
condition warrants it necessary. 

Removed unnecessary notes and reworded to apply to reflect 
Palisades current Power Distribution monitoring and incore 
alarm updates. 

The note modifies this SR to illustrate that this is only 
applicable when using the excore monitoring system for LHR 
monitoring. This SR ensures that the excore monitoring system 
can be used for LHR monitoring. 

An incore alarm CHANNEL CALIBRATION is performed to ensure 
alarm actuation upon signal receipt within limits. 

NA to Palisades LHR LCD; see Palisades RTS SR 3.2.5.2 

NA Palisades 

Changed LCD and applicability to reflect Palisades 
requirements. 

Reworded to reflect Palisades limits. 

Reworded to reflect Palisades limits. 

NA to Palisades; we have no comparable limit or requirement. 

NA Palisades has no comparable limit or requirement. 

Changed applicability to take plant below 25% RTP placing the 
plant outside of the LCD requirements and placing the plant in 
a conservative state. 

Changed SR to reflect Palisades limits and requirements. 
Standard SR 's 3.2.3.1,3.2.3.2, and 3.2.3.3 have been combined 
into the Palisades specific SR 3.2.2.l since when radial 
peaking is verified quadrant power tilt is also verified by 
default. 

Palisades does not use F~. 

Palisades uses a different parameter labeled Tq, which is the 
subject of RTS LCD 3.2.3. 



Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number RTS (STS) requirement Description 

Omitted 3.2.3 NA LCD: (Total Planar Radial Peaking Factor) 

3.2.3 3.2.4 3.23.3 LCD: Tq < 5%; ~ 25% 

3.2.3 A 3.2.4 A 3.23.3.l COND: 5% < Tq < 10% 

Omitted 3.2.4 A.1 3. 23. 3 .1. a ACTN: (Restore Tq; 2 hrs) 

3.2.3 A.l 3.2.4 A.2 3. 23. 3 .1. b ACTN: Verify Radial Peaking Factors; 2 hrs & every 8 hrs 

3.2.3 B Added 3.23.3.2 COND: Tq > 10% 

3.2.3 B.1 3.2.4 B.1 3.23.3.2.b ACTN: Restrict power; 4 hrs 

3.2.3 B.2 3.2.4 A.2 3.23.3.2.b ACTN: Verify Radial Peaking Factors; 4 hrs & each 8 hrs 

3.2.3 c Added 3.23.3.3 COND: Required action not met, or Tq > 15% 

3.2.3 C.l 3.2.4 C.2 3.23.3.3 ACTN: be out of applicability ( 25%; 12 hrs 

Omitted 3.2.4 C.l NA ACTN: (Verify Radial Peaking Factors; 1 hr) 

Omitted 3.2.4 C.3 NA ACTN: (Restore T q 5 3%; Prior to increase) 

3.2.3.1 3.2.4.1 4.18.2.1· SR: Verify Tq; 12 hrs 

3.2.4 3.2.5 New LCO: AS! w/in limit; ~ 25% 

3.2.4 A 3.2.5 A New COND: AS! not w/in limit 
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• 
{03/28/96). 

Explanation of Differences 

Palisades does not use this parameter. Entire LCO with actions 
and SRs omitted. 

The parameters represented by Tq are similar, but not 
identical. The limits and specified actions were retained from 
current Palisades Tech Specs. 

Changed quadrant power tilt to be expressed in a percentage and 
changed the lower limit to a Palisades specific value from 
current T.S. of 5%. 

Unnecessary; restoration is always an option, whether before or 
after 2 hours. 

Reworded with intent and action remaining unchanged. 

Unchanged. Retained from current T.S. 

Unchanged. Retained from current T.S. 

This step moved to after power reduction action since power 
reduction required w/o respect to radial peaking factor 
results, and the power decrease required by action B.1 is what 
LCO 3.2.2 would require for radial peaking out of spec. 

Unchanged. Retained from current T.S. 

Unchanged. Retained from current T.S. A 12 hr completion time 
for power reduction is necessary to ensure a safe and orderly 
shutdown from this condition. Power reduction to < 25 % RTP 
ensures adequate thermal margin and places the plant in a 
conservative condition. 

Once in this condition action states to place the plant < 25% 
RTP which allows for adequate thermal margin and places the 
plant in a conservative condition. Peaking factor verification 
is not warranted. 

Restore is always an option 

Unchanged. 

Used Palisades applicability. Deleted reference to specific 
figure in the COLR. 

Unchanged. 



Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number 

3.2.4 A.l 3.2.5 A.l New 

3.2.4 B 3.2.5 B New 

3.2.4.1 3.2.5.l New 

3.2.5 Added 4.18&4.19 

RTS (STS) requirement Description 

ACTN: Restore AS!; 2 hrs 

COND: Required action not met 

SR: Verify AS! each 12 hrs 

LCO: Three AS! channels and deviation alarm operable 
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•• 
(03/28/96). 

Explanation of Differences 

Unchanged. 

Changed to reflect different applicability. 

Unchanged 

Added LCO and subsequent conditions required actions and 
surveillances to assure accurate LHR monitoring. 



Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number 

3.3 3.3 3.16/.17 

3.3.l 3.3.1/3.3.2 2.3/3.17.l 

3 .3 .1 A 3.3.l A 3.17.l.2 

Omitted 3.3.1 A.1 NA 

Omitted 3.3.l.A.2.l NA 

3.3.1 A.l 3.3.1 A.2.2 3.17.l.2 a 

3.3.1 B 3.3.1 B 3.17.l.3 

3.3.1.B.1 3.3.1 B.l 3.17.l.3 a 

RTS (STS) requirement Description 

INSTRUMENTATION 

LCD: Four RPS channels OPERABLE; Modes 1 & 2 
and MODES 3, 4, 5 w > 1 rod capable of withdrawal. 

COND: One RPS instrument channel inoperable 

ACTN: (Place in bypass or trip, 1 hr.) 

ACTN: (Restore in 48 hours) 

ACTN: Trip RPS trip units; 7 days 

COND: Two RPS inst channels inoperable 

ACTN: Trip one channel; 1 hour 
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(03/28/96). 

Explanation of Differences 

RTS LCD 3.3.1 has similar APPLICABILITY to STS LCD 3.3.l and 
3.3.2, since Palisades requires all trips to be OPERABLE in the 
lower modes. Therefore STS LCD 3.3.2 has been eliminated. STS 
LCD 3.3.2 only requires MODE 3, 4, 5, APPLICABILITY for High 
Startup Rate. This is Less Restrictive than RTS. The 
APPLICABILITY for the lower MODES is consistent with existing 
Palisades TS and is similar to STS except that it specifies 
More than one Control Rod capable of withdrawal, rather than 
one rod capable of withdrawal. Palisades has a rod drop test 
panel downstream of the clutch power supplies which allows 
individually removing power to rods. This capability does not 
exist elsewhere. One rod withdrawn is assumed for SDM 
calculation purposes in the lower MODES. The listed RPS trip 
units are those assumed OPERABLE in the Palisades safety 
analyses. The allowable values specified are the same as in 
the existing Palisades Tech Specs. Trips are listed in the 
order in which they appear on the front of the RPS. 

Unchanged, except that "excore not calibrated with incores" 
deleted from STS, since Palisades does not have an APD trip. 
Instead, "Hi Start Up Rate or Loss of Load" is excepted in RTS 
to be consistent with current TS. At Palisades, these 
equipment protective trips have fewer than four sensor 
channels, and cannot be repaired at power. 

This action is not proposed. It would comprise a new 
requirement for Palisades. Placing an inoperable channel in 
bypass provides no safety benefit over leaving it unbypassed, 
and in some instances could preclude trouble shooting or 
repair. Current TS does not have this requirement. 

Restore is always an option. This action is not in existing TS 
and is not proposed. 

Completion Time in STS is 48 hours. TS is 7 days 

Unchanged except for the exception of Loss of Load and Hi Start 
Up Rate in RTS, vice Ex-core versus Incore Cal in STS. Similar 
reasoning as for RTS Condition A. This is as in TS. 

Deleted requirement to bypass one channel, for reasoning 
similar to Condition A. Placement of one channel in Trip in 
1 hr is consistent with STS and TS. 



Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number 

3.3.l B.2 3.3.1 B.2 3.17.l.3 c 

Omitted 3.3.l c NA 

3.3.1 c Added 3.3.1 a 

3.3.1 C.l Added New 

3.3.l D. Added 3.17.1.3 a 

RTS (STS) requirement Description 

ACTN: Restore one channel in 7 days 

COND: (One or more excore channel not· cal w. incores) 

COND: One Loss of Load or Hi Start Up Rate inoperable 

ACTN: Restore before Start Up 

COND: Two Hi Start Up Rate or Loss of Load channel inoperable: 

(03/28/96). 

Explanation of Differences 

Unchanged except completion time is 48 hours in STS. It is 
7 days in TS. This is retained in RTS. 

There is no equivalent requirement at Palisades. There is no 
APO Trip. 

Same as TS. Palisades has fewer than four sensor channels on 
these functions. They cannot be repaired at power. 

New requirement. Current TS does not specify restoration. 
Since Loss of Load or Hi Start Up Rate may not be repairable at 
power, this requires repair when shutdown. 

Same as TS 

3.3.1 D.1/D.2 Added 3.17.1.3 a/c ACTN: Place 1 in trip and restore 1 before Start Up Same as TS, but restoration step is not specified in TS. Since 
Loss of Load and Hi Start Up Rate may not be repairable at 
power, this requires repair when shutdown. 

3.3.1 E. 3.3.1 D/E New 

3.3.1 E.l 3.3.l D.l/E.l New 

3.3.1 E.2 3.3.1 D.2/E.2 New 

3.3.1 F 3.3.1 F 3.17.l.6 

3.3.l F.l 3.3.1 F.l 3.17.1.6 a 

3.3.1 F.2.1 3.3.l F.2 3.17.1.6 b 

3.3.l F.2.2 Added 3.17.6 b 

3.3.1 G Added New 

COND: One or more function with one or two bypass channel inop. Same intent as STS. STS Conditions combined, since Actions the 
same. No bypass removal in TS. 

ACTN: Disable bypass channels, 1 hr Same as STS 

ACTN: Declare Trip Units inoperable, enter appropriate Condition Same intent as STS. Since some bypass channels (Loss of Load 
and Hi Start Up Rate) affect functions that do not require the 
same Actions as others, entering the same Condition as the 
affected inoperable channel is a clean way reflecting the 
different required actions. 

COND: Required action not met Unchanged. 

ACTN: Be in Mode 3; 6 hours Unchanged. 

ACTN: Ensure< 2 rods can be withdrawn Places the plant in a condition where the LCD does not apply. 
Times consistent with LCD 3.0.3. Analogous to shutdown Track 
of LCD STS 3.3.2. This additional step is required since RTS 
LCD 3.3.1 is applicable in lower modes, whereas in STS, LCD 
3.3.2 addresses lower Modes. 

ACTN: Ensure PCS boron >LCD 3.9.1 limjt Added this action as an altermate to 3.3.1 F.2.1 because either 
action would take plant out of applicability for LCD 3.3.1. 

COND: Control room > 90"F Added condition to reflect Control Room temperature exceeding 
Thermal Margin Monitor (TMM) qualification. 
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Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number 

3.3.1 G.l Added New 

3.3.1.1 3.3.1.1 4.17.lt 

3.3.1.2 3.3.1.2 4.17.lt (b) 

Omitted 3.3.1.3 NA 

3.3.1.3 3.3.1.4 4.17.lt 

3.3.1.4 3.3.1.5 4.17.lt (c) 

3.3.1.5 Added 4.17.lt 15. 

3.3.1.6 3.3.1.6 4.17.lt (a) 

3.3.1.4/6 3.3.1. 7 NA 

3.3.1.7 3.3.1.8 4.17.ltl 

3.3.1.8 Added New 

Omitted 3.3.1.9 NA 

RTS (STS) requirement Description 

ACTN: Enter 3.0.3; Immediately 

SR: Channel Check all but Loss of Load and CHP, 12 hrs. 

(03/28/96). 

Explanation of Differences 

Added action to reflect all TMM channels being inoperable due 
to exceeding temperature. 

Same as STS, except CHP not excepted in STS. CHP is pressure 
switch. Same requirements as TS. 

SR: Daily Calorimetric NI and Delta T Power, 24 hours Same as STS, except deleted Note 2 of STS, which permits 
suspension of calorimetric during physics testing. This 
provision is not needed at Palisades, since power ascension 
procedures do not require suspension. 

SR: (Calibrate Power Range NI channels using Incores) There is no APO Hi trip at Palisades. Therefore this is not 
RPS-related instrumentation. Other power distribution 
monitoring addressed in the power distribution monitoring LCD 
section. 

SR: Perform CFT except Loss of Load & Hi Start Up Rate, 92 days Unchanged 

SR: Calibrate the Power Range Nls with Test Signal, 31 days 

SR: Verify TMM constants, 92 days 

SR: Perform CFT of LOL and Hi SUR, 7 days before Start Up 

SR: Perform CFT on bypass removal channels 

SR: perform Channel Cal. every 18 months 

SR: Verify Control Room Temperature ~ 90"F; 12 hours 

SR: (Response Time Testing, 18 months) 

20 

RTS test same as TS. Similar to STS, but use of internal test 
signal specified in lieu of standard CHANNEL CALIBRATION 
wording. Actual CHANNEL CALIBRATION done every 18 months, per 
SR 3.3.1.8, as in TS. CHANNEL CALIBRATION Interval in STS is 
92 days. This Calibration with a test signal is retained as 31 
days in TS to RTS conversion. 

The TMM is a digital device not part of the STS hardware. It 
calculates the TM/LP and VHPT. Interval same as in TS 

Unchanged 

Bypass removal channels are not specified in TS. CFT on bypass 
rem. channel is done at same interval as the source hardware. 
For WR Nls, this is 7 days before Start Up per SR 3.3.1.6. For 
Loss of Load, sensed from power range N!s, it is 31 days per SR 
3.3.1.4 

Unchanged. Same as Pal TS. In TS and RTS, Pwr Range NI Cal 
done every 18 months. Therefore note excepting neutron 
detectors has been added. In STS, NI cal done more frequently 
(92 days) 

Added SR to verify Control Room temperature. In support of TMM 
operability. 

Not required at Palisades. Not in TS. 



• 
Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number 

3 .3. lt 3.3.lt 2.3. lt 

3.3.ltl 3.3.ltl 2.3.ltl 

3.3.lt2 3.3.lt2 NA 

3. 3. lt3 3 .3. lt3 2.3.lt2 

3.3.lt4 3.3.lt?a 2.3.lt5 

3.3. lt5 3.3.lt?b 2.3.lt5 

3.3.lt6 3.3.lt6 2.3.lt6 

3.3.lt? 3.3.lt6 2.3.lt6 

3. 3. lt8 3.3.lt4 2 .3. lt3 

Omitted 3. 3 .1 t8 NA 

3. 3. lt9 3.3.lt9a 2.3.lt4 

Omitted 3.3.lt9b NA 

3.3.ltlO 3.3. ltlO NA 

3.3.ltll 3.3.lt5 2.3.lt? 

RTS (STS) requirement Description 

Tabl: Required RPS inst & setpoints 

LCD: VHP trip setpoint 

LCD: Hi Startup Rate 

LCD: Low Flow setpoint 

LCD: Low SG A level setpoint 

LCD: Low SG B level setpoint 

LCD: Low SG A Pressure setpoint 

LCD: Low SG B Pressure setpoint 

LCD: High Pressurizer pressure setpoint 

LCD: (APO Hi Trip Setpoint) 

LCD: TM/LPT setpoint 

LCD: (SG Pressure Difference) 

LCD: Loss of Load Trip Setpoint. 

LCD: High Containment Pressure setpoint 
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(03/28/96). 

Explanation of Differences 

Used Palisades values from table 2.3.l of existing Tech Specs. 
Otherwise, format in accordance with STS. 

Plant specific setpoint. Otherwise, no change. 

Allowable value omitted, since there is no analytical basis; 
Otherwise, no change. 

Plant specific setpoint and bypa~s removal provisions. 
Palisades does not require raising the Zero Power Mode Bypass 
(ZPMB) setpoint during physics testing, as in Note b of STS. 
Therefore, this provision is deleted. In addition, Palisades 
is administratively prohibited from going into ZPMB unless the 
RPS is not required (fewer than two control rods capable of 
withdrawal), hence note b has been amended. 

Plant specific setpoint, otherwise no change.· 

Plant specific setpoint, otherwise no change 

The "standard" CE plant auctioneers its SGLP signals from each 
SG, thereby using only one RPS trip unit. Palisades uses two 
trip units. Setpoint plant specific. Bypass removal at 
Palisades is part of the Zero Power Mode Bypass circuitry. 
Other plants use separate bypass bistable sensed from SG 
pressure. Hence, note c in STS is NA to Palisades. 

Same as above (SG A Pressure). 

Plant specific setpoint, otherwise no change 

NA to Palisades. This trip does not exist. 

Palisades uses a digital Thermal Margin Monitor to generate 
Setpoint. Algorithm specified numerically in TS, rather than 
in Figures. Therefore, STS figures are deleted, and RTS uses 
an equation to specify setpoint constants, as in current TS. 

This function does not exist at Palisades. 

Allowable value omitted, since there is no analytical basis; 
Bypass, referenced by note b, is also plant specific. Otherwise 
no change 

Plant specific setpoint, otherwise no change 



Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number 

Omitted 3.3.2 NA 

3.3.2 3.3.3 3.17.1.1 

3.3.2 A 3.3.3 A, 3.17.1.4 

3.3.2 A.l 3.3.3 A.l 3.17.1.4 a 

3.3.2 B 3.3.3 B 3.17.1.5 

3.3.2 B.l 3.3.3 B.l 3.17.1.5 a 

3.3.2 c 3.3.3 B 3.17.1.1 

3.3.2.C.l Added 3.17.1.1 a 

Omitted 3.3.3 c NA 

• 
RTS (STS) requirement Description 

LCO: (4 RPS Channel required OPERABLE in MODES 3, 4, 5 etc.) 

LCO: RPS logic and manual trip channels OPERABLE; Modes 1-5 

COND: One matrix channel inoperable 

ACTN: Restore channel to OPERABLE; 48 hours 

COND: One initiation channel inoperable 

ACTN: De-energize affected CRDM power supplies; 1 hour 

COND: One manual trip inoperable 

ACTN: Restore before startup 

(03/28/96). 

Explanation of Differences 

The APPLICABILITY has been included in 3.3.1. The CE standard 
plant only required Hi Start Up Rate to be OPERABLE in the 
lower modes. Palisades requires all trips. 

Reworded to reflect Palisades use of contactors rather than 
RTCBs. The contactors used at Palisades are part of the 
Initiation Logic, and are not tested separately, as are RTCBs. 
RTS APPLICABILITY is "more than one contra l rod capable of 
being withdrawn" rather than STS "any CEAs (control rods) 
capable of being withdrawn". This reflect the absence of RTCBs 
and the capability at Palisades to use a Rod Drop Test Panel to 
individually incapacitate control rods. It is consistent with 
TS usage, and reflects the assumption of a single stuck control 
rod in the SDM calculation. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Omitted reference to RTCBs, which Palisades does not have, and 
to inoperable manual trip channels. Manual trip channels are 
addressed in RTS condition C. 

Reworded to reflect Palisades use of contactors rather than 
RTCBs. Otherwise the RTS reflects the STS actions. Palisades 
uses clutch power supplies in a selective two out of four logic 
similar to that employed by the RTCBs. 

Palisades has only two manual trip buttons, either of which 
trips the plant. They cannot be tested at power. Therefore 
they cannot be repaired at power. 

Manual trip cannot be tested at power. This is a plant 
specific difference from the CE standard plant which has four 
manual trip buttons in a selective two out of four logic. RTS 
Completion Time is the same as TS. 

COND: (One ch. of manual, RTCBs, or init. inop in MODES 3, 4,.5) Omitted. RTS similar to TS. STS Action C.l is irrelevant in 
the case of manual trip, since it must be restored prior to 
startup, per RTS Action C.l. There are no RTCBs. Initiation 
logic is addressed by Condition B.l. Palisades TS makes no 
distinction between upper and lower MODES in LCO 3.3.1 from the 
standpoint of OPERABILITY. 
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Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. (03/28/96). 

RTS Number STS Number 

Omitted 3.3.3 D 

3.3.2 D 3.3.3 E 

3.3.2 D.1 3.3.3 E.l 

3.3.2 D.2 3.3.3 E.2 

3.3.2.1 3.3.3.1 

3.3.2.2 3.3.3.2 

Omitted 3.3.3.3 

3.3.3 3.3.4 

3.3.3 A 3.3.4 A 

3.3.3 A.l 3.3.4 A.l 

3.3.3 A.2 Added 

TS Number 

NA 

3.17.1.6 

3.17.1.6 a 

3.17.1.6 b 

4.17.lt 

RTS (STS) requirement Description Explanation of Differences 

COND: (Two ch. of RTCBs/init log. affecting same trip leg inop) Condition NA to Palisades. This condition was written all 
later CE plants, which split matrix power supplies. It is thus 
possible to deenergize two supplies on loss of a vital bus or 
matrix power supply, deenergizing two trip paths. The 
condition was written to permit continued operation as long as 
the initiation logic deenergized as designed. In the case of 
Palisades, this is not a credible single failure, since the 
matrix supplies are·fully auctioneered, and loss of a single 
supply will not deenergize two trip paths. 

COND: Required Actions not met 

ACTION: Be in.MODE 3, 6 hrs. 

ACTION: No more than 1 rod withdrawn; 30 hrs 

SR: Channel Functional Test each Logic channel; 92 days 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged, except that Action B.2 reflects the slightly 
differing APPLICABILITY from the standard. In RTS, placing the 
plant in a condition in which the LCO does not apply requires 
assuring that no more than one rod can be withdrawn. 30 hrs 
for the completion time is explained in LCO 3.0.3 

Unchanged, except reference to RTCBs is deleted. 92 day 
interval in accordance with CEN 327. 

4.17.lt SR: Channel Functional Test Manual trips; 7 days B4 startup Unchanged. 

NA SR: (Channel Functional Test RTCBs; 18 months) 

3.16.1/3.17.2 LCD: Four ESF inst channels OPERABLE; Modes 1,2,3 

3.17.2.4 COND: One SIRWT Channel Inoperable 

3.17.2.4 a ACTN: Bypass inoperable RAS level switch; 8 hours 

3.17.2.4 b ACTN: Restore inoperable RAS channel; 7 days 
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Palisades does not use RTCBs. 

Required Functions and specified allowable values are 
consistent with existing Palisades Tech Specs. Term ESFAS 
changed to ESF Instrumentation to be consistent with plant 
vernacular. There is no ESFAS as such at Palisades. 

The Function, at Palisades, which has actions different from 
other ESF Functions is SIRWT Level, which provides 
Recirculation Actuation. Palisades has no CSAS signal; 
Containment Spray is initiated from Containment High Pressure 
(CHP) along with containment Isolation. 

Action and Completion Time consistent with existing TS. It is 
preferable to bypass rather than trip RAS since inadvertent 
function actuation could result in switching SIS to a dry 
containment sump. 8 hours required due to absence of installed 
bypass capability. 

Action and Completion Time consistent with TS. 



Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number 

3.3.3 B 3.3.4 B 3.17.2.2 

Omitted 3.3.4.B.1 NA 

Omitted 3.3.4 B.2.1 NA 

3.3.3 B.l 3.3.4.B.2.2 3.17.2.2 a 

3.3.3 c 3.3.4 c 3.17.2.3 

3.3.3 C.l 3.3.4 C.l 3.17.2.3 a 

3.3.3 C.2 3.3.4 C.2 3.17.2.3 b 

3.3.3 D 3.3.4 D/E New 

3.3.3 D.l 3.3.4 D.l/E.l New 

RTS (STS) requirement Description 

COND: One ESF instrument channel inoperable, except SIRWT 

ACTN: (place affected Trip Unit in bypass or trip) 

ACTN: (Restore in 48 hours) 

ACTN: Place affected trip unit in trip; 7 days 

COND: Two ESF Channels Inoperable 

ACTN: Place one trip unit in trip; 8 hours 

ACTN: Restore to OPERABLE, 7 days 

COND: One or two Bypass removal channels inoperable 

ACTN: Disable the Bypass channels, 1 hour 
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(03/28/96). 

Explanation of Differences 

Newer CE plants use an ESFAS cabinet with logic networks 
similar to the RPS. Palisades has no equivalent. Palisades 
typically uses a bistable in each instrument loop with its 
contact pairs wired into a 2 out of 4 logic. CHP uses pressure 
switches rather than instrument loops; RAS uses capacitance 
sensing level probes. There are no built in bypass or trip 
capabilities for each channel. SIRWT is excepted, as in TS, 
since it uses a selective two out of four logic, and the 
preferred failure mode for RAS is in an untripped condition. 

This action is not proposed. It would comprise a new 
requirement for Palisades. Placing an inoperable channel in 
bypass provides no safety benefit over leaving it unbypassed, 
and in some instances could preclude trouble shooting or 
repair. Current TS does not have this requirement. 

Restore is always an option. This Action not in TS. 

Action and completion time per TS. Requirement to bypass (STS 
Action B.1) is eliminated, since there are no installed bypass 
capabilities. Circuit modifications are required to trip the 
function. 

Unchanged except that RTS and TS except SIRWT level, and STS 
excepts CSAS. SIRWT is selective two out of four, and CSAS 
does not exist at Palisades. 

Consistent with TS. STS allows 1 hour. This cannot be done at 
Palisades due to lack of built in trip capability. The STS 
bypass action was omitted since, at Palisades, only the RPS and 
AFAS trip units have a built in trip and bypass capability. 
The AFAS circuitry has no interlock preventing bypassing 
multiple channels. Associated ESF circuitry cannot be bypassed 
or tripped without lifting leads or opening links; such actions 
are neither advisable in a short time nor required for these 
circuits. 

7 days consistent with TS. STS allows 48 hours. 

Combined STS Conditions D and E. This is more conservative 
than STS. 

Unchanged. 



• 
Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number 

Omitted 3.3.4 D.2.1 NA 

Omitted 3.3.4 D.2.2.l NA 

Omitted 3.3.4 D.2.2.2 NA 

3.3.3 D.2 Added New 

Omitted 3.3.4 E NA 

3.3.3 E 3.3.4 F 3.17.2.6 

3.3.3 E.1 3.3.4 F.1 3.17.2.6 a 

3.3.3 E.2 3.3.4 F.2 3.17.2.6 b 

3.3.3.l 3.3.4.l 4 .17. 2t 

3.3.3.2 3.3.4.2 4.17.2t 

• 
RTS (STS) requirement Description 

ACTN: (place affected trip unit in bypass or trip; 48 hrs) 

ACTN: (Restore bypass channel & affected trip units; 48 hours) 

ACTN: (place in trip; 48 hrs) 

ACTN: Declare affected logic channel inoperable;! hour 

COND: (2 bypass channels inoperable) 

COND: Required Actions not met, 

ACTN: Be in MODE 3, 6 hrs 

ACTN: Be in MODE 4, 30 hrs 

SR: Channel check ESF instruments; 12 hours 

SR: CFT of each channel except SIRWT Level sw., 92 days 
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(03/28/96). 

Explanation of Differences 

The STS action is inappropriate for Palisades. Theis action is 
omitted because at Palisades the bypass instrument channels are 
combined into logic completely independently of the instrument 
channels of the bypassed function. The bypass is accomplished 
downstream of the bypass 3/4 enable logic. Therefore bypassing 
or tripping the affected ESF actuation trip unit would have no 
effect. Proposed Action 3.3.3 D.2 replaces STS Actions D.2.1, 
D.2.2.1, and D.2.2.2. Declaring the logic channel inoperable 
places the plant under Condition 3.3.4 A. 

See discussion following omitted STS action d.2.1, above. 

See discussion following omitted STS action d.2.1, above. 

The wording reflects the fact that at Palisades the bypass 
instrument channels are combined into logic completely 
independently of the instrument channels of the bypassed 
function. The bypass is accomplished downstream of the bypass 
3/4 enable logic. Declaring the logic channel inoperable 
places the plant under Condition 3.3.3 A. 

STS Conditions 3.3.4 D and 3.3.4 E were replaced by proposed 
Condition 3.3.3 D. The STS acti~ns associated with those 
conditions are inappropriate for Palisades. The proposed 
action is more restrictive. 

Unchanged 

Unchanged 

Unchanged except for completion time. Palisades used a 30 hour 
time to Mode 4. 

Excepted CHP and RAS from channel check since no indicators are 
provided in the trip initiating instrument channels. CHP uses 
pressure switches; RAS uses capacitance probe level detectors. 
This exception is not in STS, since normal analog transmitters 
are assumed. 

Unchanged except for SIRWT level switch exception. Capacitance 
probes are tested by physically lifting them above the existing 
fluid in the tank. This is not done at power. 



• 
Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. (03/28/96). 

RTS Number STS Number 

Omitted 3.3.4.3 

3.3.3.3 3.3.4.4 

Omitted 3.3.4.5 

3.3.3-lt 3.3.4-lt 

3 .3 .3-ltl 3.3.4-ltl 

3.3.3-ltla 3.3.4-ltlb 

Omitted 3.3.3-ltla 

3.3.3-lt2 3.3.4-lt3 

3.3.3-lt2a/b 3.3.4-lt3a 

TS Number 

NA 

4.17 .2t 

NA 

RTS (STS) requirement Description Explanation of Differences 

SR: 

SR: 

SR: 

(CFT on Bypass removal Channels; 92 days before startup) This would constitute a new requirement for Palisades. The 
actuation of the bypass removal bistable contacts is required, 
by definition, in the channel functional testing required by 
RTS SR 3.3.3.2. The functioning of the bypass removal logic is 
verified by RTS SR 3.3.3.3. 

Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION, 18 months Unchanged. This CHANNEL CALIBRATION also includes a CHANNEL 
FUNCTIONAL TEST of the S!RWT Level Probes (by definition, a 
Channel Calibration includes a CFT). This satisfies TS Table 
3.17.2 requirement for a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on these 
probes. Capacitance probes cannot be tested at power. SR 
3.3.3.2 exempts level switches. The bypass removal functions 
are also specified in this SR, as in STS 3.3.4.4. CHANNEL 
CALIBRATION. This is consistent with existing TS. 

(Response time test, 18 months) Not required at Palisades. Not in TS. NRC evaluated this item 
during the Palisades Systematic Evaluation Program and 
concluded, Nureg 0820, Page 4-35, Item 4.22, that such testing 
would have little effect on risk and would not be required. 

·3.17.2t/3.17.3tTabl: Required ESF Inst. and setpoints Tables similar in format. The MODES column has been deleted 
since all are applicable in MODES 1, 2, and 3. It was retained 
in STS in case there are plant-specific requirements for other 
MODES. Setpoints derived from Table 3.16 in TS. Signal naming 
consistent with Palisades vernacular. Palisades does not have 
many of the traditional actuation signals, and groups them 
differently. Naming and grouping consistent with TS. 

3.16t/3.17.2t LCD: SIS Inst 

3.16.t/3.17.2t LCD: Pressurizer Pressure SIS input 

NA LCD: (Cont. Press. input to SIS) 

3.16t/3.17.2t LCD: CHP Signal 

3.16t/3.17.3t LCD: Cont. Press. left and right train 
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Unchanged except name ·change from S !AS to SIS 

Unchanged, uses Palisades setpoint and bypass setpoint per note 
a. 
Palisades does not have separate CHP instrumentation input 
channels to SIS. The CHP actuation logic is an input to SIS, 
as in LCD 3.3.4 

The CHP signal at Palisades is similar to the CIAS in STS. The 
CHP logic output isolates containment, and provides a logic 
input to SIS, which is addressed in LCD 3.3.4. Palisades 
setpoints used 

Palisades has train-specific sensor channels. This differs 
from the CE standard design. The resulting logic output is the 
CHP. The CHR is a separate signal which isolates a similar 
though different subset of components. This also differs from 
the CE standard. 



• 
Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number RTS (STS) requirement Description 

3.3.3-lt3/3a 3.3.4-lt3b 3.16t/3.17.3t LCO: Cont High Radiation 

3.3.3-lt4 3.3.4-lt4 3.16t/3.17.3t LCO: SGLP 

3.3.3-lt4a/b 3.3.4-lt4a 3.16t/3.17.3t LCO: SG Press low SG A, B 

3.3.3-lt5 3.3.4-lt6 3. 16t/3. 17. 2t LCO: AFAS 

3.3.3-lt5a/b 3.3.4-lt5a/b 3.16t/3.17.2t LCO: SG water level input to AFAS 

3.3.3-lt6 3.3.4-ltS 3.16/3,17,2t LCO: RAS signal 

3. 3. 3- lt6a 3.3.4-lt5a 3.16/3.17.2t LCO: Low SIRWT Level RAS input 

Omitted 3 .3 .4-lt2 NA LCO: (CSAS) 

3.3.4 3.3.5 3.17.2/.3 LCO: Two ESF Manual & two actuation channels; Modes 1,2,3 

3.3.4 A 3.3.5 A/C 3.17.2.1/3.1 COND: One ESF manual channel or actuation train inoperable 

3.3.4 A.1 3.3.5 A/C 3.17.2.la/3.la ACTN: Restore inoperable ESF actuation channel; 48 hours 

3.3.4 B 3.3.5 B 3.17.2.6/3.5 COND: Required Action not met 

3.3.4 B.1 3.3.5 B.l 3.17.2.6a/3.5a ACTN: Be in Mode 3· 6 hours 

3.3.4 B.2 3.3.5 B.2 3.17.2.6b/3.5b ACTN: Be in Mode 4; 30 hours 

Omitted 3.3.5 D NA COND: (Required Action not met) 
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• 
( 03/28/96). 

Explanation of Differences 

CHR employs four sensor channels, but is a different actuation 
signal from CHP. 

The SGLP signals are analogous to the MSIS in STS. 

The SGLP uses two out of four logic from both SGs. Either SGLP 
input closes both MSIVs, but generator-specific feedwater 
isolation. This differs from the standard. The SG pressure 
low bypass is similar to STS, but uses plant specific 
setpoints. Note d in STS allows MSIS to be inoperable when the 
associated valves are closed and deactivated. This provision 
is not in current Palisades TS, and the note has been 
eliminated. 

Palisades AFAS does not have SG Delta P logic. It feeds on low 
water level only. Therefore the STS Table 3.3.4-lt5c is Not 
Applicable to RTS. 

Similar in concept to STS. 

Similar to standard 

Similar to STS, but Level switches used at Palisades. 

There is no CSAS unction at Palisades. Containment spray is 
one of several SIS functions. 

Reworded to reflect Palisades hardware & applicability removed 
from table. Palisades does not have actuation Logic separate 
from the instrument channels, but uses actuating relays 
arranged into two trains. The APPLICABILITY for all Palisades 
ESF functions is the same so the column was removed from the 
table to the applicability line. 

RSTS conditions combined since, with all functions having the 
same APPLICABILITY, hence the required actions are identical. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Used Palisades time to Mode 4. 

No equipment required in Mode 4 addressed by LCO. 



• 
Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number 

3.3.4.l 

3.3.4.2 

3.3.4.3 

3.3.4.4 

3.3.4tl 

3.3.4t2 

3.3.4t3 

3.3.4t4 

3.3.4t5 

3.3.4t6 

3.3.5 

3.3.5 A 

STS Number 

3.3.5.l 

3.3.5.1 

3.3.5.l 

3.3.5.2 

3.3.5tl 

3.3.5t3 

3.3.5t3 

3.3.5t4 

3.3.ST6 

3.3.5t5 

3.3.6 

3.3.6A/B/C 

TS Number 

4.17.2t.3.a 

4.17.2t.lb 

4.17.2t/3t 

4.17.2t/3t 

3.17.2tl 

3.17.3tl 

3.17.3t2 

3.17.3t3 

3.17.2t3 

3.17.2.2 

New 

New 

• 
RTS (STS) requirement Description 

SR: Channel Functional Test AFAS trains; 92 days 

• 
( 03/28/96). 

Explanation of Differences 

Specified only SIS and AFAS since other ESF actuation trains 
cannot be tested on line. A Channel Functional Test is 
specified for the remaining ESF trains each 18 months. Notes 
in STS omitted since they are not applicable to Palisades 
equipment. 

SR: Channel Functional Test SIS logic, normal and lop, 92 days See 3.3.4.l discussion, above. 

SR: Channel Functional Test ESF trains; 18 months 

SR: Channel Functional Test ESF manual channels; 18 months 

LCD: Two SIS Manual, CHP input, & actuation channels 

LCD: Two CHP Manual & actuation channels. 

LCD: Two CHR Manual & actuation channels 

LCD: Two SGLP Manual & actuation channels 

LCD: Two AFAS Manual & actuation channels 

LCD: Two RAS Manual & actuation channels 

LCD: Two UV channels per DG OPERABLE; when DG required 

COND: One or more UV channel inoperable 
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See explanation for 3.3.4.l, above. 

Unchanged. 

Similar, except RTS lists components of the SIS. STS does not. 
This is needed since SIS has a CHP logic input which must be 
addressed. Mode applicability deleted, since they are all the 
same and addressed by the LCD APPLICABILITY statement. 

CHP manual is by individual component actuation, per note a. 
CHP is analogous to CIAS. MODEs addressed by APPLICABILITY 

MODEs addressed by APPLICABILITY. CHR operates an overlapping 
subset of components with CHP. 

MODEs addressed by APPLICABILITY. Manual actuation by 
individual components per note a. 

MODEs addressed by APPLICABILITY. manual actuation by 
individual components, per note a 

MODEs addressed by APPLICABILITY. Manual actuation by 
individual components (note a) 

Reworded LCD to use Palisades usage (we do not use LOVS 
acronym) and to reflect the use of three sensors in both the 
undervoltage and loss of voltage functions. Palisades has two 
UV channels per DG, one time-undervoltage (degraded voltage), 
and one loss of voltage. APPLICABILITY reflects when the 
capability is needed. 

Palisades has three sensors per function in a 1 out of 3 logic. 
There is neither trip nor bypass capability. If inoperable, 
the associated logic is inoperable. This differs from the 
standard. Therefore it does not matter how many sensor 
channels are inoperable, and conditions are combi_ned. 



Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number 

Omitted 3.3.6 A.1 NA 

Omitted 3.3.6 A.2.1 NA 

Omitted 3.3.6 A.2.2 NA 

3.3.5 A.l 3.3.6 B.l/C./D New 

Omitted 3.3.6.l NA 

Omitted 3.3.6.2 NA 

3.3.5.1 3.3.6.3 New 

3.3.6 3.3.7 3.17.6t 20 

RTS (STS) requirement Description 

ACTN: (Place channel in bypass or trip.) 

ACTN: (Restore UV channel; 48 hours) 

ACTN: Place the UV channel in trip; 48 hours 

ACTN: Declare DG inoperable; immediately 

SR: Channel check UV channels; 12 hours 

SR: Channel Functional Test UV channels; 92 days 

SR: Channel Calibration, UV channels; 18 months 

LCD: Two refueling CHR channels OPERABLE; Mode 6 
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(03/28/96). 

Explanation of Differences 

This step is inappropriate. There is no installed bypass 
capability. If inoperable, the inoperable channel must be 
restored to OPERABLE. 

Deleted. Preference is to declare DG inoperable. There is no 
built in trip capability as per STS A.2.2. 

There is no built in trip capability as per STS A.2.2. 

Action consistent with similar STS Condition Band Action B.l. 
STS Completion time shortened to Immediately. This is 
consistent with the RTS condition statement of "one or more 
sensor or logic channels inoperable per DG inoperable''. Logic 
channels mentioned in condition statement to address auxiliary 
relays which actuate the UV start from the primary sensing 
relays. This RTS action also addresses the STS shutdown track 
of STS Condition D. 

There is no instrumentation associated with the UV sensors to 
channel check. 

This SR is inappropriate for the Palisades system. There is no 
prov1s1on for such testing without actually de-energizing and 
stripping the associated class lE bus. The RSTS carries a note 
excluding testing of the end devices, in a relay system there 
is nothing else. Note that a Channel Functional test is 
includes, by definition, into the channel calibration. 

Unchanged. Plant specific numbers used. 

Palisades has no comparable system to the CPIS of STS LCD 
3.3.7. Purge isolation is accomplished by CHP or CHR which are 
addressed by LCD 3.3.4. However, during refueling, additional 
refueling radiation monitors are manually switched into the CHR 
logic to provide complete CHR isolation in the event of fuel 
handling accidents. There is one monitor per train. Hence, 
STS LCD 3.3.7 is the pattern, though actions differ. Since one 
out of one logic is employed, and all containment isolation 
valves are actuated, actions related to one inoperable channel 
in a two out of four logic system are inappropriate, as are 
actions requiring only closure of CPIS valves. Applicability 
is same as STS CPIS. It is similar to TS, where operability is 
required during refueling. RTS requires 2 channels OPERABLE. 
STS only requires one OPERABLE. 



Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number 

3.3.6.A 3.3.7 A/B 3.17.6 20 

Omitted 3.3.7 A.1 NA 

3.3.6 A.l 3.3.7 A.2.1 3.17.6.20 a 

3.3.6 A.2 3.3.7 A.2.2 New 

Omitted 3.3.7 B NA 

3.3.6.l 3.3.7.1 4.17.6t 20 

3.3.6.2 3.3.7.2 4.17.6t 20 

Omitted 3.3.7.3 NA 

3.3.6.3 3.3.7.4 4.17.6t 20 

3.3.6.4 3.3.7.5 New 

Omitted 3.3.7.6 NA 

Omitted 3.3.8 NA 

Omitted 3.3.9 NA 

Omitted 3.3.10 NA 

3.3.7 3. 3 .11 3.17.4 

RTS (STS) requirement Description 

COND: One or two Refueling CHR inoperable 

ACTN: Place channel in trip; 4 hours 

ACTN: Suspend core alterations 

ACTN: Suspend fuel movement 

COND: > 1 chnl, 1 manual chnl, or logic inoperable 

SR: Refueling monitor CHANNEL CHECK 24 hrs 

SR: Refueling Monitor CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST, 31 days 

SR: Logic channel CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST, 31 days 

SR: Refueling Monitor CHANNEL CALIBRATION, 18 months. 

SR: CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on manual channel 

SR: Verify Response Times 

LCO: CRIS system OPERABLE; Modes 1,2,3,4, Etc 

LCO: eves isolation channels OPERABLE; Modes 1' 2' 3, 4 

LCO: SBFAS channels OPERABLE; Modes 1, 2, 3, 4 

LCO: AMI Instruments (Tabl 3.3.7-1) OPERABLE Modes 1, 2, 3 
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Explanation of Differences 

RTS A Condition encompasses Conditions A and B of STS, since in 
a 1 out of 1 logic channel, each monitor disables one entire 
train. 

This action was omitted because it is inappropriate for a 
system with 1 out of 2 logic. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Condition B and associated actions omitted. Actions required 
under condition A take plant out of applicable conditions. 
There is no logic network at Palisades other than for the 
Manual actuation, which uses the operating CHR logic. Manual 
actuation is part of the "channel" and need not be addressed 
seperately. 

Unchanged from STS and TS. Frequency of 24 hours vice 12 hrs in 
STS to be corisistent with TS. 

Unchanged from STS, except STS interval is 92 days. 31 days is 
TS value 

The Refueling Monitors actuate the CHR relays directly. Each 
channel is effectively 1 out of 1 logic. There is no multi 
channel logic to be tested, other than that tested by the 
manual actuation SR. 

Same as TS and STS 

Unchanged. 

Palisades not required to do response time tests 

Palisades has no comparable system. Control room isolation is 
accomplished by CHP or CHR which are addressed by LCO 3.3.4. 

Palisades has no comparable system 

Palisades has no comparable system 

Unchanged, except name "PAM!" changed to "AMI" to be consistent 
with plant vernacular. LCO conditions and actions were 
retained as in TS. Only format changed as in STS 



Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number 

3.3.7 A 3.3.llA 3.17.4.1/5 

3.3.7 A.1 3.3.11.A.1 3.17.4.la/5a 

3.3.7 B 3.3.11 c 3.17.4.2/6 

3.3.7 B.1 3. 3 .11 C.l 3.17.4.2.a 

3.3.7 c 3.3.11 F 3.17.4.4/7 

3.3.7 C.l 3.3.11 F.l 3.17.4.4.a 

3.3.7 C.2 3.3.11 F.2 3.17.4.4.b 

3.3.7 D 3.3.11 B/G 3.17.4.7 

3.3.7 D.1/2 3.3.11 B.l/G.l 3.17.4.7 c 

Omitted 3.3.11 D NA 

Omitted 3.3.11 E NA 

3.3.7.1 3.3.11.1 4.17.4t 

3.3.7.2 3.3.11.2 4.17 .4t 

• 
RTS (STS) requirement Description 

COND: One AMI channel inoperable, 

ACTN: Restore in 7 days 

COND: Two required channels inop 

ACTN: Restore in 48 hours 

COND: Required actions not met 

ACTN: Be in MODE 3; 6 hrs 

ACTN: MODE 4 30 hrs 

COND: Required Actions not met 

ACTN: !nit. Act. iaw 5.6.7, immed; restore after MODE 6 entry 

COND: Two Hydrogen monitors inoperable 

COND: Refer to table for SD Track 

SR: Channel Check AMI instruments; 31 days 

SR: Perform a CHANNEL CALIBRAT.ION, 18 months 
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Explanation of Differences 

Unchanged 

Unchanged except STS allows 30 days. No change from TS. 

U~changed except for deletion STS of note exempting hydrogen 
monitors. Condition as in TS 

Unchanged from STS except STS completion time is 7 days. No 
change from TS 

Eliminated use of STS Condition E to reference STS Condition F. 
Condition wording cleaner and more straightforward for 
Palisades AMI without Condition E. Same condition 
applicability as TS 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged except for Palisades MODE 4 completion Time of 30 
hours. TS presently allows 48 hours to MODE 4. 

Eliminated use of STS Condition E to refer to STS Condition G. 
Condition wording cleaner and more straightforward for 
Palisades AMI without Condition E. Same condition 
applicability as in TS. 

Same actions as TS. RTS D.l similar to STS G.1. Added 
restoration provision as in TS 

There is no separate provision for hydrogen monitors in TS. TS 
provisions retained. 

Grouping of AMI function at Palisades makes table entry per 
Cond. E redundant. No other LCO uses this method, which is 
suitable for involved tables, but confusing otherwise. 

Unchanged from STS, except that STS statement "that is normally 
energized" is eliminated" s i nee a 11 a re normally energized. 
Containment valve position is exempted since there is only one 
channel of indication. Same as TS 

Unchanged except note excepting Excore detectors is eliminated 
since it is included in the definition of CHANNEL CALIBRATION 



Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number RTS (STS) requirement Description 

3.3.7-lt 3.3.11-lt 3.17.4t SR: Table of AMI Instrumentation 

3.3.8 3.3.12 3.17.5 LCO: Alternate Shutdown System (C-150) OPERABLE; Modes 1,2,3 

3.3.8 A 3.3.12A 3.17.5.1 COND: One or more channel inoperable 

3.3.8 A.1 Added 3.17.5.la ACTN: Provide alternate monitoring, 7 days 

3.3.8 A.2 3.3.12 A.l 3.17.5.lb ACTN: Restore to OPERABLE, 60 days 

3.3.8 B 3.3.12 B 3.17.5.2 COND: Required Action not met 

3.3.8 B.1 3.3.12 B.l 3.17.5.2a ACTN: Be in Mode 3; 6 hours 

3.3.8 B.2 3.3.12 B.2 3.17.5.2b ACTN: Be in Mode 4; 30 hours 

3.3.8.1 3.3.12.1 4 .17. St SR: Channel Check C-150 Instruments; 92 days 

3.3.8.2 Added 4.17.St a SR: channel check neutron flux, 7 days before Startup 

Omitted 3.3.12.2 4.17.5t19,20 SR: verify control circuits, transfer switches, 18 months. 

3.2.8.3 Added 4.17.St SR: CHANNEL CHECK of AFW Flow, 18 months 

3.3.3.4 Added 4.17.St SR: CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST AFW controls 
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Explanation of Differences 

Table entries identical to TS. Third column in STS table 
eliminated since table entry to establish shutdown track is 
no longer required. Refer to discussion of omitted STS 
LCO 3.3.11.E, above. 

unchanged. 

Unchanged except STS "Functions" replaced with TS actions used 
throughout this LCD. 

No equivalent STS Action, since table is function based rather 
than channel based, ability to provide alternate monitoring is 
implicit in the STS. This action is the same as in TS. 

Unchanged except STS has 30 day completion time. 60 days is in 
TS. Note that in RTS alternative monitoring is in place from 
Act ion A. l. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Used Palisades time to Mode 4. TS allows 48 hours 

SR Flux and AFW flow indication omitted from channel check 
because these instruments will normally have no indication 
during power operation. Specified 92 days (the frequency 
specified in existing Palisades Tech Specs), r.ather than 31 
days used in RSTS, since Palisades instruments use same 
transmitter as one control room channel. A channel check 
requires switching the control room channel out of service to 
verify operability of the remote channel, causing the 
associated alarms, etc., to actuate. The existing SR frequency 
was approved in TS amendment #85(?). 

This is consistent with CFT of the neutron flux channel in LCO 
3.3.1, and per existing TS. 

Redundant. All functions use transfer switches. Transfer 
switches and controls are automatically checked when associated 
instrumentation is tested. 

Refer to discussion under SR 3.3.8.l. Same as TS. 

Refer to discussion under SR 3.3.8.1. Same as TS. 



Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number 

3.3.8.5 3.3.12.3 4.17.St 

Omitted 3.3.12.4 NA 

3.3.8-1 3.3.12-1 3.17 .St 

3.3.9 3.3.13 3.17.6.1 

3.3.9 A 3.3.13 A 3.17.6.1 

3.3.9 A.l 3.3.13 A.l 3.17.6.la 

3.3.9 A.2 3.3.13 A.2 3.17.6.lb 

3.3.9.l 3.3.13.l 4.17.6tl 

Omitted 3.3.13.2 NA 

3.3.9.2 Added 4.17.6tl 

3.3.10 Added 3.17.6.19 

3.3.10 A Added 3.17.6.19 

3.3.10.A.l Added 3.17.6.19.a) 

3.3.10.A.2 Added 3.17.6.19.b) 

RTS (STS) requirement Description 

SR: CHANNEL CALIBRATION, 18 months 

SR: Response Time Testing, 18 months 

Tabl: Required AHSD Panel Instruments 

LCD: Two neutron flux channels OPERABLE; Modes 3, 4, 5 

COND: One SR channel inoperable 

ACTN: Suspend + reactivity Additions; immediately 

ACTN: Perform SOM calculation; 4 hours & every 12 

SR: Channel Check SR channels; 12 hours 

SR: Channel Functional Test SR channels; 92 days 

SR: Channel Calibration SR channels; 18 months 

LCD: Two SFP Rad Monitors Operable 

COND: One or 2 SFP Monitors Inoperable: 

ACTN: Suspend fuel movement. 

ACTN: Restore in 72 hrs or provide equivalent monitoring 
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Explanation of Differences 

Unchanged, except for deletion of STS note exempting excore 
detectors. This note is addressed in the definition of CHANNEL 
CALIBRATION 

No TS requirement. 

Listed Palisades installed equipment, as in existing Tech 
Specs. Transfer switches omitted, since their operability is 
demonstrated by performing a channel check. 

Specified "Neutron Flux" channels, since, at Palisades, these 
are the instruments providing Flux level information during 
shutdown periods. APPLICABILITY reflects that LCD 3.3.l 
protects when more than one rod can be withdrawn 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

CFT Consistent with LCD 3.3.l frequency. Palisades has only 
two channels which are not tested at power. 

Refer to above discussion (STS Omitted SR 3.3.13.2). Neutron 
detectors omitted from calibration requirement by CHANNEL 
CALIBRATION definition. 

Unchanged from TS 2 . 17 . 6, Item 19 (Fuel Pool Area Radiation 
Monitor 
Unchanged in intent 

Unchanged from 3.17.6.19a) in intent. 3.17.6.19 a) Required 
Action is to "Stop Refueling Operations in the containment". 

Unchanged. 



• 
Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number 

3.4 3.4 

3.4.1 3.4.1 

3.4.l Notes 3.4.1 Notes 

3. 4 .1 A 3. 4 .1 A 

3.4.l A.1 3.4.1 A.l 

3.4.1 B 3.4.l B 

3.4.l B.l 3.4.1 B.1 

3.4.1 c 3. 4 .1 c 

3.4.l C.l 3.4.1 C.l 

3.4.1 D 3.4.l D 

3.4.l D.1 3.4.1 D.1 

3.4.l.1 3.4.l.1 

3.4.1.2 3.4.l.2 

Omitted 3.4.1.3 

3.4.1.3 3.1.4.4 

3.4.2 3.4.2 

3.4.2 A 3.4.2 A 

3.4.2 A.l 3.4.2 A.1 

3.4.2.l 3.4.2.1 

3.4.3 3.4.3 

TS Number 

3.1.1.c, 
f and g 

NA 

3.0.3 

3.0.3 

3. 0. 3 

3.0.3 

3.0.3 

3.1.1.g(l) 

3.0.3 

3.0.3 

4 .17. lT #4 

4.17. lT #4 

NA 

4.15 

3.1.3.a 

3.0.3 

3.0.3 

New 

3 .1. 2 

RTS (STS) requirement Description 

PRIMARY COOLANT SYSTEM 

LCD: PCS Pressure, Temperature and Flow 

NOTE: Pressure LCD NA during transients 

COND: Pressure or flow rate not w/in limit 

ACTN: Restore Parameters; 2 hrs 

COND: Required action not met 

ACTN: MODE 2; 6 hrs 

COND: Tc not w/in limit 

ACTN: Restore Tc; 2 hours 

COND: Required action not met 

ACTN: Reduce thermal power; 6 hrs 

SR: Verify press pressure w/in limits; 12 hrs 

SR: Verify Tc; 12 hrs 

SR: (Verify Flow indication; 12 hrs) 

SR: Verify measured PCS flow rate; 18 months; 
plug > 10 S/G tubes 

LCD: Minimum temp for criticality 

COND: T.,. low 

ACTN: Be in MODE 2 with K,tt < 1.0; 30 minutes 

SR: Verify Tave w/in limit; 1 hour 

LCD: PCS P/T limits; at all times 
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Explanation of Differences 

Replaced STS "DNB Parameters" with equivalent spec for 
Palisades analyses. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Maximum Tc specified to reflect Palisades LCD. 

Not required by TS. 

Reworded to clarify minimum flow rate at RTP. 

Unchanged - Applicability changed iaw TSRF-26. 

Unchanged. 

TSTF-26. 

TSTF-27. Changed SR Frequency. This SR comprises a new 
requirement for Palisades. Palisades has no other 30 minute 
SRs and therefore proposes a frequency of 1 hour so that 
existing administrative processes can be used to administer 
this SR. 

Unchanged. 



Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number 

3.4.3 A 3.4.3 A 3 .1. 2 Aa 

3.4.3 A.l 3.4.3 A.l 3 .1. 2 Aa .1 

3.4.3 A.2 3.4.3 A.2 3 .1. 2 Aa. 2 

3.4.3 B 3.4.3 B 3 .1. 2 Ab 

3.4.3 B.1 3.4.3 B.1 3 .1. 2 Ab .1 

3.4.3 B.2 3.4.3 B.2 3.1.2 Ab.2 

3.4.3 c 3.4.3 c 3 .1. 2 Aa 

3.4.3 C.1 3.4.3 C.1 3 .1. 2 Aa .1 

3.4.3 C.2 3.4.3 C.2 3 .1. 2 Aa. 2 

3.4.3.1 3.4.3.1 New 

3.4.4 3.4.4 3 .1.1. b/d 

3.4.4 A 3.4.4 A 3.0.3 

3.4.4 A.l 3.4.4 A.l 3.0.3 

3.4.4.1 3.4.4.l New 

3.4.5 3.4.5 3.1.1.d 

3.4.5 Notes 3.4.5 Notes 

3.4.5 A 3.4.5 A 3.0.3 

3.4.5 A.l 3.4.5 A.l 3.0.3 

3.4.5 B 3.4.5 B 3.0.3 

3.4.5 B.1 3.4.5 B.1 3.0.3 

3.4.5 c 3.4.5 c 3.0.3 

3.4.5 C.l 3.4.5 C.l New 

RTS (STS) requirement Description 

COND: P/t not w/in limits in MODES 1, 2, 3 or 4 

ACTN: Restore parameters; 30 min 

ACTN: Verify PCS is OK; 72 hrs 

COND: Required action not met 

ACTN: Be in MODE 3; 6 hrs 

ACTN: Be in MODE 5 w/ pressure < 270 psia; 36 hrs 

COND: P/t not w/in limits anytime not in MODES 1, 2, 3 or 4 

ACTN: Restore parameters, immediately 

ACTN: Verify PCS is OK; Prior to entering MODE 4 

SR: Verify P/T w/in limits; 30 min during HU & CD 

LCD: 2 PCS Loops operating; MODES 1 & 2 

COND: LCO not met 

ACTN: Be in MODE 3; 6 hours 

SR: Verify both loops operating; 12 hours 

LCO: PCS loops - MODE 3 

NOTE: Zero PCS flow < 1 hour 

COND: One loop inoperable 

ACTN: Restore loop; 72 hrs 

COND: Required action not met 

ACTN: Be in MODE 4; 12 hrs 

COND: No loops operable or in operation 

ACTN: Suspend PCS boron dilution activities; immediately 
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Explanation of Differences 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged - used Palisades terminology of hydrostatic testing 
in place of ILHT. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Added Note 2 on PCP start criteria. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 



• • 
Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. (03/28/96). 

RTS Number STS Number 

3.4.5 C.2 3.4.5 C.2 

3.4.5.l 3.4.5.l 

3.4.5.2 3.4.5.2 

3.4.5.3 3.4.5.3 

3.4.6 3.4.6 

3.4.6 Notes 3.4.6 Notes 

3.4.6 A 3.4.6 A 

3.4.6 A.l 3.4.6 A.l 

3.4.6 B 3.4.6 B 

3.4.6 B.l 3.4.6 B.l 

3.4.6 c 3.4.6 c 

3.4.6 C.l 3.4.6 C.l 

3.4.6 C.2 3.4.6 C.2 

3.4.6 D Added 

3.4.6 D.l Added 

3.4.6 D.2 Added 

3.4.6 D.3.1 Added 

3.4.6 D.3.2 Added 

3.4.6 E Added 

TS Number 

3.0.3 

New 

New 

New 

3.1.9.l 
3.1.1.a 

3.1.9.l E 

3 .1. 9 .1 Al 

RTS (STS) requirement Description 

ACTN: Initiate activities to restore one loop in 
operation; immediately 

SR: Verify required loops in operation; 12 hrs 

SR: SG level > -84%; 12 hrs 

SR: Verify correct breaker alignment and power availabl~ 
for required PCP not in operation; 7 days 

LCD: PCS loops - MODE 4 

NOTE: Zero PCS flow < 1 hour 

COND: Required loop inoperable and two SDC trains inoperable 

Explan;tion of Differences 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged - specified Palisades minimum S/G level w/ forced or 
natural circulation for decay heat removal. 

Unchanged. 

Add in minimum SDC flow rate of 2810 gpm. 

Revised Note 2 to reflect Palisades PCP start criteria and 
added Note 3 on PCP restriction below 300"F. 

Unchanged. 

3.1.9.l Al.a ACTN: Initiate actions to restore loop or SDC train; immediately Unchanged. 

3 .1. 9 .1 Al COND: One SOC train inoperable and two loop inoperable 

3.1.9.1 A.l.c ACTN: Be in MODE 5; 24 hrs 

3.1.9.l A2 COND: Required loop or SDC train inoperable or no PCS flow 

3.1.9.1 A2.a ACTN: Suspend all dilutions; immediately 

3.1.9.2 A2.b ACTN: Initiate action to restore one loop or train operations; 
immediately 

3.10.1.c COND: SDC flow rate< 2810 gpm 

3.10.1.c.2 ACTN: Suspend all dilution; immediately 

3.10.1.c ACTN: Assure SDC flow > 1000 gpm; Immediately 

3.10.1.c.l.b ACTN: Electrically disable two charging pumps; 1 hr 

3.10.c.2 ACTN: Verify SDM; within 15 minutes. etc. 

3.17.6.17 COND: One of two SDC suction valves interlock 
channels inoperable 
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Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

TS requirement to allow boron dilution is core flow rate 
~ 2810 gpm. 

TS requirement. 

TS requirement of 650 gpm increased to 1000 gpm (TS 2.1.9.3). 

TS requirement to limit unplanned boron dilutions. 

TS requirement. 

TS requirement. 



• 
Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. (03/28/96). 

RTS Number STS Number 

3.4.6 E.1 Added 

3.4.6.l 3.4.6.1 

3.4.6.2 3.4.6.2 

3.4.6.3 3.4.6.3 

3.4.6.4 Added 

3:4.7 3.4.7 

3.4.7 Notes 3.4.7 Notes 

3 .4. 7 A 3.4.7 A 

3.4.7 A.l 3.4.7A.l 

3.4.7 A.2 3.4.7 A.2 

3.4.7 B 3.4.7 8 

3.4.7 B.1 3.4.7 B.l 

3.4.7 B.2 3.4.7 B.2 

3.4.7 c Added 

3.4.7 C.l Added 

3.4.7.C.2 Added 

3.4.7 C.3.1 Added 

3.4.7 C.3.2 Added 

3.4.7.1 3.4.7.1 

3.4.7.2 3.4.7.2 

3.4.7.3 3.4.7 .3 

TS Number 

3.17.6.17 A 

New 

New 

New 

4.17 .6T #17 

3.1.9.2 
3.1.1.9 

RTS (STS) requirement Description 

ACTN: Place circuit breaker in "Racked Out" position; 1 hour 

SR: Verify PCS loop or SOC train flow rate ~ 2810 gpm 
in operation; 12 hrs 

SR: Verify S/G secondary side level; 12 hrs 

SR: Verify breaker alignment and power source; 7 days 

SR: Calibrate SOC suction interlocks; 18 months 

LCD: PCS loops - MODE 5, loops filled 

Explanation of Differences 

TS requirement - added completion time of 1 hour. 

Reworded to reflect Palisades LCD. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Interlock allows SOC inlet valve to open. 

Added minimum SOC flow rate of 2810 gpm. 

3.1.9.2 E NOTES: Zero SOC flow< 1 hour and maintenance< 2 hours Revised PCP start criteria and added note on PCP restriction 
below 300"F. 

3.1.9.2 Al COND: One SOC train inoperable and low S/G level Unchanged. 

3.1.9.2 Al.a ACTN: Initiate action to restore second SOC train; immediately Unchanged. 

New ACTN: Initiate action to restor S/G level; Immediately Unchanged. 

3.1.9.2 A2 COND: Required SOC train inoperable or no SOC in operation Unchanged. 

3.1.9.2 A2.a ACTN: Suspend boron dilution; Immediately Unchanged. 

3.1.9.2 A2.b ACTN: Initiate action to restore SOC to operating; Immediat.ely Unchanged. 

3.10.1.c COND: SOC flow rate< 2810 gpm TS requirement to allow boron dilution is core flow rate 
~ 2810 gpm. 

3.10.l.c.2 ACTN: Suspend all dilution; Immediately TS requirement. 

3.10.l.c.2 ACTN: Assure SOC flow > 1000 gpm; Immediately TS requirement - increased min. flow rate to 1000 gpm 
(TS 3. 1. 9. 3) . 

3.10.1.c.1.b ACTN: Electrically disable two charging pumps; 1 hr TS requirement to limit unplanned boron dilutions. 

3.10.c.2 ACTN: Verify SOM; w/in 15 minutes, etc. TS requirement. 

New SR: Verify soc train flow rate > 2810 gpm; 12 hrs Reworded to reflect Palisades LCD. 

New SR: Verify S/G level; 12 hrs Unchanged. 

New SR: Verify breaker alignment and power source; 7 days Unchanged. 
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Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number 

3.4.8 3.4.8 

3.4.8 Note 3.4.8 Note 

3.4.8 A 3.4.8 A 

3.4.8 A.l 3.4.8 A.l 

3.4.8 B 3.4.8 B 

3.4.8 B.l 3.4.8 B.l 

3.4.8 B.2 3.4.8 B.2 

3.4.8 c Added 

3.4.8 C.l Added 

3.4.8 C.2 Added 

3.4.8 C.3 Added 

3.4.8 C.4 Added 

3.4.8.1 3.4.8.1 

3.4.8.2 3.4.8.2 

3.4.9 3.4.9 

3.4.9 A 3.4.9 A 

3.4.9 A.l 3.4.9 A.l 

3.4.9 A.2 3.4.9 A.2 

3.4.9 B 3.4.9 B 

3.4.9 B.l 3.4.9 B.l 

3.4.9 c 3.4.9 c 

3.4.9 C.l 3.4.9 C.l 

TS Number 

3.1.9.3/ 
3.1.1.a 

RTS (STS) requirement Description 

LCD: PCS loops ~ MODE 5, loops not f i 11 ed 

3.1.9.3 E NOTE: Zero SOC flow< 1 hour and maintenance< 2 hours 

3.1.9.3 Al COND: One SOC train inoperable 

3.1.9.3 Al.a ACTN: Initiate action to restore; Immediately 

3.1.9.3 A2 COND: Required SOC train inoperable or no SOC in operation 

3.1.9.3 A2.a ACTN: Suspend boron dilution; Immediately 

3.1.9.3 A2.b ACTN: Initiate action to restore to operating; Immediately 

3.10.1.c COND: SOC flow rate < 2810 gpm 

3.10.1.c.2 ACTN: Suspend all dilution; Immediately 

3.1.9.3 ACTN: Assure SOC flow > 1000 gpm; Immediately 

3.10.c.l.b ACTN: Electrically disable two charging pumps; 1 hr 

3.10.c.2 ACTN: Verify SOM; w/in 15 minutes, etc. 

New 

New 

3.1.l.j 

New 

New 

New 

3.1.l.j 

3.1.1.j 

3.0.3 

3.0.3 

SR: Verify one SOC train flow rate ~ 2810 gpm; 12 hrs 

SR: Verify breaker alignment and power source; 7 days 

LCD: Press. OPERABLE w proper level & heaters; 
MODES 1,2,3 ~ 430°F 

COND: Pressurizer level not w/in limits 

ACTN: MODE 3 & tripped; 6 hours 

ACTN: MODE 4; 12 hr 

COND: Less than required heaters OPERABLE 

ACTN: Fix heaters; 72 hrs 

COND: Required action of cond B not met 

ACTN: MODE 3; 6 hrs 
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Explanation of Differences 

Added minimum SOC flow rate of 2810 gpm. 

Time increase to 1 hour iaw TS. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

TS requirement to allow boron dilutions is core flow rate 
~ 2810 gpm. 

TS requirement. 

TS requirement. 

TS requirement to limit unplanned boron dilutions. 

TS requirement. 

Unchanged - Reworded to reflect Palisades LCO. 

Unchanged. 

Reworded to reflect Palisades configuration and applicability. 

Unchanged. 

Reworded to reflect Palisades configuration. 

Unchanged. 

Reworded to reflect Palisades LCD. 

Reworded to reflect Palisades LCD. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 



Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number 

3.4.9 C.2 3.4.9 C.2 3.0.3 

3.4.9.l 3.4.9.l New 

3.4.9.2 3.4.9.2 New 

Omitted 3.4.9.3 NA 

3. 4 .10 3.4.10 3.1.7.l 

Omitted 3.4.10 Notes NA 

3.4.10 A 3.4.10 A 3.1.7.lA 

3.4.10 A.1 3.4.10 A.1 New 

3.4.10 B 3.4.10 B 3.1.7.l A 

3.4.10 B.1 3.4.10 B.l 3.1.7.1 A.a 

3.4.10 B.2 3.4.10 B.2 3.1.7.1 A.b 

3.4.10.1 3.4.10.l 4.2.2T #3 

3.4.11 3.4.11 3.1.8.1 

Omitted 3.4.11 A NA 

Omitted 3.4.11 A.l NA 

3.4.11 A 3.4.11 B 3.1.8.1 Aa.2 

3.4.11 A.l 3. 4.11 B.1 3.1.8.1 Aa.2 

3.4.11 A.2 3.4.11 B.2 . NA 

3.4.11 A.3 3.4.11 B.3 3.1.8.1 Aa.3 

3.4.11 B 3.4.11 c 3.1.8.1 Aa.1 

3 .4 .11 B.l 3 .4 .11 C.l 3.1.8.1 Aa.1 

3 .4.11 B.2 3.4.11 C.2 3.1.8.l Aa.3 

• 
RTS (STS) requirement Description 

ACTN: MODE 4; 12 hours 

S~: Verify pressurizer level; 12 hrs 

SR: Verify ~375 Kw pressurizer hrs per bus; 92 days 

SR: (Verify emergency power supply; 18 months) 

LCO: 3 Pressurizer safeties; MODES 1, 2, 3~430"F 

NOTE: (Lift setting exception) 

COND: 1 Primary safety inoperable 

ACTN: Fix; 15 minutes 

COND: Required action not met or 2 valves inoperable 

ACTN: MODE 3· 6 hrs 

ACTN: Be< 430"F; 12 hrs 

SR: Check primary safeties; iaw IS! program 

LCO: 2 PORVs & block valves OPERABLE; 2 430"F 

COND: (1 or more PORVs inoperable - can be manually cycled) 

ACTN: (Close block valve; 1 hr) 

COND: 1 PORV inoperable.- can not be manually cycled 

ACTN: Close block valve; 1 hr 

ACTN: Remove power from block; 1 hr 

ACTN: Restore PORV to OPERABLE; 72 hrs 

COND: One block valve inoperable 

ACTN: Place PORV in "Closed" position; 1 hr 

ACTN: Restore block valve to OPERABLE; 72 hrs 
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Explanation of Differences 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Reworded to reflect Palisades LCD. 

Not required by TS. 

Changed applicability to complement Palisades PORV-PT LCO as 
was done in STS. 

Lift setting performed/verified off site. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Changed to reflect different applicability. 

Reworded to be consistent w/ 3.7.1.1 

Changed applicability to reflect Palisades appendix G analyses 
requirements. Palisades operates with the PORV blocks closed 
except when the PORVs are used for LTOP. 

PORV is OPERABLE if it can be manually cycled. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Changed to reflect Paliades configuration. 

Unchanged. 



• 
Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number 

3.4.11 c 3 .4.11 D 3.1.8.l A.c 

3.4.11 C.l 3.4.11 D.l 3.1.8.1 A.c 

3.4.11 C.2 3.4.11 D.2 3.1.8.1 A.c 

3.4.11 D 3 .4.11 E 3.1.8.l A.b 

3 .4.11 D.1 3. 4.11 E.l 3 . 1. 8 . 1 Ab . 2 

3.4.11 D.2 3 .4.11 E.2 New 

3.4.11 D.3 Added 3 . 1. 8 . 1 Ab . 3 

Ommited 3.4.11 E.3 N/A 

Omitted 3 .4.11 E.4 NA 

3 .4.11 E 3.4.11 F 3.1.8.1 Ab.l 

3 .4.11 E.l 3.4.11 F.l 3 . 1. 8 . 1 Ab . 1 

3 .4.11 E 2 3. 4.11 F.2 3 . 1. 8 . 1 Ab . 3 

3.4.11 F 3.4 11 G 3.1.8.l A.c 

3 .4.11 F.l 3.4.11 G. l 3.1.8. l A.c 

3.4.11 F.2 3.4.11 G.2 3.1.8.l A.c 

3.4.11.1 3.4.11.1 4.1.3.b 

3.4.11.2 3.4.11.2 4.1.3.a 

Omitted 3.4.11.3 NA 

Omitted 3.4.11.4 NA 

3.4.12 3.4.12 3.1.8.2 

3.4.12 Note 3.4.12 Note 3.3.5 N 

RTS (STS) requirement Description 

COND: Required action not met 

ACTN: Be in MODE 3; 6 hrs 

ACTN: Reduce T,. to < 430"F; 12 hrs 

COND: 2 PORVs inoperable - can not be manually cycled 

ACTN: Close both block valves; 1 hr 

ACTN: Remove power from block valves; 1 hr 

ACTN: Restore one PORV to operable; 2 hours 

ACTN: (Be in MODE 3; 6 hrs) 

ACTN: (Be in MODE 4; 12 hrs) 

COND: Both block valve inoperable 

ACTN: Place PORVs in "Closed" position; 1 hr 

ACTN: Restore one block valve; 2 hrs 

COND: Required actions not met 

ACTN: Be in MODE 3; 6 hrs 

ACTN: Be in MODE 4; 12 hrs 

SR: Cycle each block valve; prior to heatup from MODE 5 

SR: Cycle each PORV; 18 months 

SR: (Cycle each solenoid air and check valves; 18 months) 

SR: (Demonstrate backup PORV power; 18 months) 

LCO: LTOP system OPERABLE 

NOTE: Emergency use of HPSI pumps ~or PCS make-up 
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• 
(03/28/96). 

Explanation of Differences 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Reworded to reflect Palisades LCO. 

PORV is OPERABLE if it can be manually cycled. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

TS requirement. 

STS ACTN included in 3.4.11 G.l. 

STS ACTN included in 3.4.11 G.2 

Unchanged. 

Changed to reflect Palisades configuration. 

Unchanged. 

Reworded to cover both COND D and E. 

Unchanged. 

Reworded to reflect Palisades LCO. 

Chanced frequency iaw TS. Palisades operates with block valves 
shut & opening valves during power operation could cause PORV 
to cycle. 

Unchanged. 

Palisades PORVs do not rely on air supply. 

PORVs and bloc valves powered by safety class power supplies. 

Revised STS LTOP LCO to correspond to current TS since 
applicability for Palisades PORVs and HPSI limitations are 
different. Reworded LCOs accordingly. LTOP setpoint specified 
in the PTLR (TSTF-4). 

TS Note on HPSI pump operation. 



• 
Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number 

3.4.12 A 3.4.12 A 

3.4.12 A.l 3.4.12 A.l 

Omitted 3.4.12 B 

Omitted 3.4.12 c 

Omitted 3.4.12 D 

3.4.12 B 3.4.12 E 

3.4.12 B.l 3.4.12 E.1 

3.4.12 c 3.4.12 F 

3.4.12 C.l 3.4.12 F.l 

3.4.12 D 3.4.12 G 

3 .4.12 D.1 Added 

3.4.12 D.2 3.4.12 G.l 

3.4.12.l 3.4.12.1 

Omitted 3.4.12.2 

Omitted 3.4.12.3 

3.4.12.2 3.4.12.4 

3.4.12.3 3.4.12.5 

3.4.12.4 3.4.12.6 

3.4.12.5 3.4.12.7 

3.4.13.a 3.4.13.a 

TS Number RTS (STS) requirement Description 

3.3.5 COND: HPSI incapable of injecting when PCS < 300"F 

3.3.5 ACTN: Verify no HPSI capable of infection; Immediately 

NA COND: (Two or more charging pumps) 

NA COND: (SIT not isolated) 

NA COND: (Required action not completed) 

3.1.8.2 Aa.2 COND: PORV inoperable with pressurizer level 5 57% 

3.1.8.2 Aa.2 ACTN: Restore PORV; 7 days 

3.1.8.2 Aa.l COND: PORV ·inoperable with pressurizer level > 57% 

3.1.8.2 Aa.1 ACTN: Restor PORV; 24 hrs 

3.1.8.2 Ab COND: LTOP system inoperable 

New ACTN: Be in MODE 4 w/SD~ inlet valves open; 8 hrs 

3.1.8.2 Ab ACTN: Depressiurize an~ vent PCS; 24 hrs 

4.1.5 SR: 

NA SR: 

NA SR: 

3.1.8.2 Ab.1 SR: 
3.1.8.2 Ab.2 

HPSI pump restriction; 12 hrs 

(Charging pump restriction; 12 hrs) 

(SIT restriction; 12 hrs) 

Verify vent is open; 
Unlocked; 12 hrs 
Locked: 31 days 

4. l.4(b) 

4.l.4(a) 

SR: Verify block valve open; 72 hrs 

SR: Channel Functional Test; 31 days 

4 .1. 2 SR: Channel calibration; 18 months 

New LCD: No PCS pressure Boundary leakage 
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• 
( 03/28/96). 

Explanation of Differences 

Palisades LTOP curve based on no automatic HPSI below 300;F 

Palisades LTOP requirement. 

Palisades LTOP analysis assume 3 charging pumps can 
automatically start. 

Palisades SIT injection pressure is lower than min LTOP 
set point. 

The required actions were omitted. 

Reworded to reflect Palisades condition. 

Unchanged. 

Reworded to reflect Palisades condition. 

Unchanged. 

Editorial change only. 

MODE changes where PORV are not required. 

Time extended to 24 hrs for controlled cooldown using SOC 
system. 

Reworded to reflect Palisades licensing basis. 

No charging pump restrictions are required by Palisades 
licensing basis. 

SIT injection pressure is less than minimum LTOP pressure. 

Reworded to support Palisades LCD. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 



• 
Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number 

3.4.13.b 3.4.13.b 

3.4.13.c 3.4.13.c 

3.4.13.d 3.4.13.d 

3.4.13.e 3.4.13.e 

3.4.13 A 3.4.13 A 

3.4.13 A.l 3.4.13 A.1 

3.4.13 B 3.4.13 B 

3.4.13 B.l 3.4.13 B.l 

3.4.13 B.2 3.4.13 B.2 

3.4.13.l 3.4.13.1 

3.4.13.2 3.4.13.2 

3 .4 .14 3 .4.14 

3.4.14 A 3.4.14 A 

3.4.14 A.l 3.4.14 A.l 

3.4.14 A.2 3.4.14 A.2 

3.4.14 B 3.4.14 B 

3.4.14 B.l 3.4.14 B.l 

3.4.14 B.2 3.4.14 B.2 

Omitted 3.4.14 c 

3.4.14.1 3.4.14.1 

Omitted 3.4.14.2 

Omitted 3.4.14.3 

TS Number 

3.1.5.a 

3.1.5.b 

3.1.5.d 

3.1.5.d 

3 .1. 5. a/. b 

3 .1. 5. a/. b 

3 .1. 5. a/. b 

3 .1. 5. a/. b 

3 .1. 5. a/. b 

4.2.2.T#7 

4 .14 

4.3. lT 

3.3.3 b 

4.3. i 

New 

3.0.3 

3.0.3 

3.0.3 

NA 

4.3.h 
3.3.3.a 

NA 

NA 

• 
(03/28/96). 

RTS (STS) requirement Description Explanation of Differences 

LCO: < 1 gpm unidentified leakage Unchanged. 

LCO: < 10 gpm identified leakage Unchanged. 

LCO: < 0.3 gpm SG tube leakage at steady state Revised STS LCO to correspond to current TS. 

LCO: < 0.6 gpm SG tube leakage following load changes Revised STS LCO to correspond to current TS. 

COND: Leakage exceeds limit Unchanged. 

ACTN: Restore leakage tow/in limit; 4 hours Unchanged. 

COND: Required action not met or Pressure boundary leakage Unchanged. 

ACTN: MODE 3; 6 hrs Unchanged. 

ACTN: MODE 5; 36 hrs Unchanged. 

SR: Perform PCS inventory; 72 hrs Unchanged. 

SR: Verify SG tube integrity Unchanged. 

LCO: Pressure isolation valve leakage w/in limits Omitted SOC valve exception. 

COND: One or more flow paths exceed limit Unchanged. 

ACTN: Isolate low pressure piping with one valve; 4 hrs Unchanged. 

ACTN: Restore PCS PIV to w/in limits; 72 hrs Unchanged. 

COND: Required action not met Unchanged. 

ACTN: Be in MODE 3; 6 hrs Unchanged. 

ACTN: Be in MODE 5; 36 hrs Unchanged. 

COND: (SOC autoclosure inoperable) No autoclosure function at Palisades. 

SR: Verify PCS PIV leakage is w/in limits Reworded to reflect Palisades licensing basis. Added Hot Leg 
Injection check valves. Frequency reworded to correspond to 
TS. 

SR: (Verify SOC autoclosure interlock for opening; 18 months) No autoclosure function at Palisades. 

SR: (Verify SOC autoclosure interlock for closing, 18 months) No autoclosure function at Palisades. 
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Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number 

3.4.14.2 Added 4.3.j 

3.4.14.3 Added 4.3. i 

3.4.15 3 .4 .15 3.17. 6 

Omitted 3.4.15 A N/A 

Omitted 3.4.15 B N/A 

Omitted 3.4.15 c N/A 

Omitted 3.4.15 D N/A 

3.4.15 A Added 3.17.6.7.1 

3.4.15 A.l Added 3.17.6.7.1.a 

3.4.15 B Added 3.17.6.7.2 

3.4.15 B.l Added 4.2.2T#7 

3.4.15 B.2 Added 3.17.6.7.2.a 

3.4.15C 3.4.15 E 3.17.6.21 

3.4.15 C.l 3.4.15 E.l 3.17.6.21.a 

3.4.15 C.2 3.4.15 E.2 3.17 .6.21.b 

3.4.15 D 3.4.15 F 3.0.3 

3.4.15 D.1 3.4.15 F.l 3.0.3 

3.4.15.1 3.4.15.l 4.17.6T#7 

3.4.15.2 3.4.15.2 4.17 .6T.#7 

3.4.15.3 3.4.15.3 4.17.6T#7 

3.4.15.4 3.4.15.4 4.17.6T#7 

RTS (STS) requirement Description 

SR: Verify all four LPSI check valves are closed; 
after SOC operation 

SR: Monitor line with leaking PIV; 24 hrs 

LCD: PCS leakage detection instruments OPERABLE 

COND: (Cont. sump or CAC flow rate monitor inoperable) 

COND: (Radioactivity inoperable) 

COND: (CAC condensate flow rate monitor inoperable) 

COND: (CAC condensate flow rate monitoring and radioactivity) 
monitor inoperable 

COND: One required leak rate detection monitor inoperable 

ACTN: Restore monitor prior to entering MODE 3 

COND: Two or three required leak rate monitors inoperable 

ACTN: Perform PCS water inventory balance; 
once per 24 hrs 

ACTN: Restore three required leak detection instruments; 
30 days 

COND: Required actions not met 

ACTN: Be in MODE 3; 6 hrs 

ACTN: Be in MODE 5, 36 hrs 

COND: All required monitors inoperable 

ACTN: Enter LCD 3.0.3; Immediately 

Explanation of Differences 

TS requirement. 

TS requirement. 

Listed Palisades instrumentation. 

Replaced by new 3.4.15 A and B. 

Replaced by new 3.4.15 A and B. 

Replaced by new 3.4.15 A and B. 

Replaced by new 3.4.15 A and B. 

TS requirement. 

TS requirement. 

TS requirement. 

TS requirement. (RST 3.4.13.l frequency is 72 hrs). 

Current TS requirement. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

SR: Channel Check listed required leak detection inst; Surveillance changed to TS requirements. 
12 hours 

SR: Channel Functional Test Cont humidity Monitor: 18 months Surveillance changed to TS requirement. 

SR~ Chnl Cal Cont Sump level· monitor; 18 months Unchanged. 

SR: Chnl Cal Cont gaseous monitor; 18 months Unchanged. 
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Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number 

3.4.15.5 3.4.15.5 4.17.6T#7 

3. 4 .16 3 .4 .16 3.1.4.a 

3.4.16 A 3.4.16 A 3.1.4.b 

3.4.16 A.l 3.4.16 A. l 3.1.4.e 

3.4.16 A.2 3.4.16 A.2 3.1.4.b 

3.4.16 B 3.4.16 B 3.1.4.c 

3.4.16 B.l 3.4.16 B.l 3.1.4.c 

3.4.16C 3.4.16 c 3.1.4.d 

3.4.16 C.l 3.4.16 C.l 3.1.4.e 

3.4.16 C.2 3.4.16 C.2 3.1.4.d 

3.4.16.l 3.4.16.1 4.2.lT#l 

3.4.16.2 3.4.16.2 4.2.lT#l 

3.4.16.3 3.4.16.3 4.2. lT#l 

Omitted 3.4.16-1 N/A 

3.4.17 3.1.3.b 

3.4.17 A 3.4.17 A New 

3.4.17 A.1 3.4.17 A.1 New 

3.4.17 B Added 3.1.3.b 

3.4.17 B.l Added New 

3.4.17.1 3.4.17.l New 

RTS (STS) requirement Description 

SR: Chnl Cal CAC condensate level switch; 18 months 

LCD: PCS specific activity limits; ~n ~ 500"F 

COND: DE I-131 > 1.0 µCi/gm 

ACTN: Demonstrate DE 1-131 < 40 µCi/gm; each 4 hours 

ACTN: Restore DE I-131 tow/in limits; 48 hours 

COND: Required Actions not met OR DE I-131 > 40 

ACTN: Be < 500"F T,n; 6 hrs 

COND: Gross PCS activity > limit 

ACTN: Verify DE I-131 < 1 µCi/gm; 4 hrs 

ACTN: Be in MODE 3 with ~n < 500"F; 6 hrs 

SR: Demonstrate gross activity < limit; 7 days 

SR: Demonstrate DE 1-131 < limit; 14 days, etc 
-

SR: Determine E· 184 days 

Figr: (DE I-131 vs power) 

LCD: STE PCS loops 

COND: Thermal power not w/in limit 

ACTN: Trip reactor; immediately 

COND: TIV, < 500. F 

ACTN: Be in MODE 2 with K,ff < 1.0; 30 minutes 

SR: Verify thermal power < 5%; 1 hr 
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Explanation of Differences 

Changed to reflect Palisades installed equipment. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Substituted 40 µCi/gm for "acceptable region of STS 
Figure 3.4.16-1". Palisades has nci equivalent figure, but 
uses the single value listed. 

Unchanged. 

Substituted 40 µCi/gm for "acceptable region of STS 
Figure 3.4.16-1". Palisades has no equivalent figure, but 
uses the single value listed. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Palisades uses a single limit of 40 µCi/gm. 

Exception given to LCD 3.4.2, "PCS Minimum Temperature for 
Criticality" 

Unchanged. 

Reworded because tripping reactor open relays not breaker at 
Palisades. 

Lower creditability limits allowed during performance of 
Physics Test. 

Same actions as LCD 3.4.2 A.1. 

Unchanged. 



Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number 

3.4.17.2 3.4.17.2 

3.4.17.3 Added 

TS Number 

4.17.l T#l 
4.17.1 T#2 

3.1.3.b 

• 
(03/28/96). 

RTS (STS) requirement Description Explanation of Differences 

SR: Chnl function check power level monitors; 12 hr, etc. Frequency changed. 

SR: Verify Tm ~ 500"F; every 30 minutes Same as SR 3.4.2.l w/ lower allowed temperature of 500"F. 
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• 
Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number 

3.5 3.5 3.3 

3.5.l 3.5.1 3.3.1.b 

3. 5 .1 A 3. 5 .1 A 3.3.2.a 

3.5.l A.l 3.5.1 A.1 3.3.2.a 

3.5.l B 3.5.1 B 3.3.2.a 

3,5,1 B.1 3.5.1 B.l 3.3.2.a 

3.5.1 c 3. 5 .1 c 3.3.2.a 

3.5.l C.l 3.5.1 C.l 3.3.2 

Omitted 3.5.l C.2 NA 

3.5.1 D 3.5.1 D 3.0.3 

3.5.1 D.l 3.5.l D.1 3.0.3 

3.5.1.1 3.5.1.1 4.6.4.a 

3.5.l.2 3.5.1.2 4.2.2.10 

3.5.1.3 3.5.l.3 4.2.2.10 

RTS (STS) requirement Description 

ECCS SECTION 

LCO: 4 SITs operable; MODES 1 and 2 

COND: SIT Boron out of limit 

ACTN: Restore boron tow/in limits; 72 hours 

COND: SIT inoperable, other than boron 

ACTN: Restore SIT; 1 hr 

COND: Required Actions A or B not met 

ACTN: MODE 3; 6 hrs 

ACTN: (Reduce RCS pressure < 700 psia) 

COND: More than 1 SIT inoperable 

ACTN: Enter 3.0.3; immediately 

SR: SIT isolation valve check; 12 hrs 

SR: SIT volume check; 12 hrs 

SR: SIT nitrogen pressure check; 12 hrs 
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(03/28/96). 

Explanation of Differences 

Retained existing applicability. The Palisades TS require the 
SIT's OPERABLE when the reactor is critical. The STS require 
them> 700#. This difference is necessary to allow palisades 
to fill the SITs to bring them in spec without HPSI flow 
entering the PCS. The specified applicability allows the PCS 
heatup to be completed prior to starting the SIT fill 
operation. Newer CE plants have an additional SIT fill line 
which avoids the need to fill the SITs with the normal HPSI 
lines. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

This action for Palisades applicability. Action C.l requires 
plant to be out of applicable conditions. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Reworded slightly to utilize Palisades' limitation of level 
switches rather than indicated level. 

Omitted upper pressure limitation. E.xisting Palisades TS have 
no upper bound on SIT pressure. Palisades has low pressure 
(200#) SITs which have no analyzed upper limit other than tank 
structural limits. the tank structure is assured by the relief 
valve setting. Newer plants, with high pressure (600#) SITs 
have an upper limit imposed to avoid nitrogen binding of the SG 
tubes following a LOCA. 



• 
Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number 

3.5.1.4 3.5.1.4 4.2.1.5 

3.5.1.5 3.5.1.5 4.6.4.a 

3.5.2 3.5.2 3.3.1 

3.5.2 A 3.5.2 A 3.3.2 

3.5.2 A.1 3.5.2 A.1 3.3.2 

3.5.2 B 3.5.2 B 3.3.2 

3.5.2 B.l 3.5.2 B.l 3.3.2 

3.5.2 B.2 3.5.2 B.2 3.3.2 

3.5.2.1 3.5.2.1 4.6.4 b&c 

3.5.2.2 3.5.2.2 New 

3.5.2.3 Added 4.6.4.b 

Omitted 3.5.2.3 NA 

3.5.2.4 3.5.2.4 4.0.5 

RTS (STS) requirement Description 

SR: SIT Boron check; 31 days 

SR: SIT Valve power check; 31 days 

LCD: 2 ECCS trains operable; MODES 1, 2, 3 2: 325"F 

COND: ECCS equip inoperable, but 100% of 1 train flow 

ACTN: Restore equip to OPERABLE status; 72 hrs 

COND: Required action not met 

ACTN: MODE 3; 6 hrs 

ACTN: < 325"F; 24 hours 

SR: ECCS Locked Valve Check; 12 hrs 

SR: ECCS Valve line up; 31 days 

SR: CV-3006 air check; 31 days 

SR: (Vent ECCS piping; 31 days) 

SR: ECCS Pump checks; 92 days 
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avail 

(03/28/96). 

Explanation of Differences 

Moved boron concentration limits to COLR. Core design changes 
require cycle specific minimum boron concentration 
requirements. Omitted second part of Frequency. The proposed 
SR Frequency is unchanged from the existing license. The 
additional frequency requirement of the STS, to verify boron 
concentration upon a SIT level increase is not proposed. 
Palisades' S!Ts are located high above the PCS. The connection 
piping has a volume of about 1000 gallons, so that inleakage 
fluid is unlikely to enter the SIT itself and would therefore 
not affect the sample results on the short term. In addition, 
the long sensing lines (the level detectors are located at 
about 595' elevation, the tank mid point about 735') for the 
level detectors cause the indicated level to be sensitive to 
containment temperature, a SR based on minor level variation 
would initiate SIT boron testing if containment temperature 
varied. 

Omitted reference to pressure; it is unnecessary with Palisades 
applicability. 

Retained existing applicability. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Changed to reflect Palisades applicability. 

Used list of valve requirements from Pal TS. Since Palisades 
valves are not motor operated, the power removal was replaced 
with appropriate conditions. 

Unchanged. 

Retained existing Pal TS check on air supply to SOC flow 
control valve CV-3006. Used 31 day frequency like that for 
balance of valve alignment check. 

It is not proposed to add this surveillance requirement. It is 
not currently in the Palisades TS. 

Unchanged. 



• 
Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number 

3.5.2.5 3.5.2.5 4.0.5 

3.5.2.6 3.5.2.6 4.1.2.3.b 

3.5.2.7 3.5.2.6 4.1.2.12.a 

3.5.2.8 3.5.2.7 4.1.2.3.b 

3.5.2.9 3.5.2.8 4.1.2.12.a 

3.5.2.10 3.5.2.9 New 

3.5.2.11 3.5.2.10 New 

3.5.3 3.5.3 New 

3.5.3 A 3.5.3 A New 

3.5.3 A.l 3.5.3 A.1 New 

3.5.3 B 3.5.3 B New 

3.5.2 B.l Added New 

3.5.3 B.2 3.5.3 B.l New 

• 
RTS (STS) requirement Description 

SR: Charging pump test; 92 days 

SR: ECCS Valve auto actuation on SIS; 18 months 

SR: ECCS Valve auto actuation on RAS; 18 months 

SR: HPSI & LPSI Pump auto start; 18 months 

SR: LPSI trip on RAS; 18 months 

SR: ECCS Hot leg injection valve check; 18 months 

SR: ECCS containment sump check; 18 months 

LCD: 1 HPSI pump available, MODES 3 < 325"F, 4, & 5. 

COND: Required HPSI train not available 

ACTN: Restore HPSI train to required status; 1 hour 

COND: Required action not met 

ACTN: Initiate action to restore HPSI pump; immediately 

ACTN: MODE 5; 24 hrs 
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• 
( 03/28/96). 

Explanation of Differences 

Unchanged. 

Split STS SR 3.5.2.6 into two, to better identify which signal 
effects needed to be verified. 

Split STS SR 3.5.2.6 into two, to better identify which signal 
effects· needed to be verified. 

Changed wording to agree with Palisades usage, to omit charging 
pumps whose auto start is not an assumption of the safety 
analyses, and to maintain consistency with other SRs in this 
section. 

Changed wording to include specific signal name, consistent 
with other Pal SRs. 

Changed wording to include a stroking requirement as well as 
verification of the stop position. 

Reference to 'trash racks' omitted; Palisades has only screens; 
otherwise unchanged. 

Proposed LCD requires 1 HPSI available, rather than OPERABLE. 
-Existing TS require that both HPSI pumps be incapable of 
injection into the PCS (for other than emergency makeup) when 
the PCS is below 300"F, in support of the Appendix G analyses. 
Palisades currently has no HPSI TS requirements when below 
325"F. A long standing operating practice has been to assure 
that at least 1 HPSI pump could be made ready for use within 30 
minutes. LCO 3.5.3 has been revised to require that practice 
to continue. 

Reworded to reflect LCO requirement for availability rather 
than operability. 

Reworded to reflect LCO requirement for availability rather 
than operability. 

Unchanged. 

Added action to initiate action to restore HPSI pump to 
required status, since action cannot force plant out of 
applicable conditions. 

Unchanged. 



• 
Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number 

3.5.3.l 3.5.3.1 New 

3.5.4 3.5.4 3.3.l 

3.5.4 A 3.5.4 A 3.0.3 

3.5.4 A.1 3.5.4 A.l 3.0.3 

3.5.4 B 3.5.4 B 3.0.3 

3.5.4 B.1 3.5.4 B.l 3.0.3 

3.5.4 c 3.5.4 c 3.0.3 

3.5.4 C.l 3.5.4 C.l 3.0.3 

3.5.4 C.2 3.5.4 C.2 3.0.3 

3.5.4.1 3.5.4.1 New 

3.5.4.2 3.5.4.2 New 

3.5.4.3 3.5.4.3 4.2.1.3 

3.5.5 3.5.5 3.19 

3.5.5 A 3.5.5 A 3.19.1 

3.5.5 A.l 3.5.5 A.l 3.19.1 

3.5.5 B 3.5.5 B 3.19.2 

3.5.5 B.1 3.5.5 B.l 3.19.2 

3.5.5 B.2 3.5.5 B.2 3.19.2 

RTS (STS) requirement Qescription 

SR: Perform SRs 3.5.2.2 & 3.5.2.11 

LCD: SIRWT operable; MODES 1, 2, & 3 

COND: SIRWT boron or temp not w/in limit 

ACTN: Restore SIRWT to OPERABLE status; 8 hrs 

COND: SIRWT inoperable other than Condition A 

ACTN: Restore SIRWT level; 1 hr 

COND: Required Action not met 

ACTN: MODE 3; 6 hrs 

ACTN: MODE 4; 30 hrs 

SR:· SIRWT temp check; 24 hrs 

SR: S!RWT Level check; 7 days 

SR: SIRWT Boron check; 31 days 

LCD: TSP Baskets OPERABLE; MODES 1, 2, 3 

COND: TSP not w/in limits 

ACTN: Restore TSP; 72 hours 

COND: Required Action not met 

ACTN: MODE 3; 6 hrs 

ACTN: MODE 4; 30 hrs 
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(03/28/96). 

Explanation of Differences 

Specified those SRs which support LCD and can be completed 
under required conditions. 

Applicability changed to agree with changed applicability of 
supported equipment (ECCS & Spray pumps). Existing 
applicability is MODES 1 and 2. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Rewritten to agree w. Palisades LCD applicability. 

Omitted note, otherwise unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Moved boron concentration limits to COLR. Core design changes 
require cycle specific minimum boron concentration 
requirements. Retained existing 31 day SR frequency instead of 
7 days from STS. Palisades SIRWT recirculation pump, used for 
assuring a representative sample, takes approx seven days to 
recirculation the tank volume once, as required prior to 
sampling. 20 years of operating history, with a 31 day 
frequency, has shown no trend for the tank concentration to 
drift out of limits. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Used Palisades 30 hour time to MODE 4. 



Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number 

3.5.5.1 

3.5.5.2 

STS Number 

3.5.5.l 

3.5.5.2 

TS Number 

4.2.2#12a 

4.2.2#12b 

RTS (STS) requirement Description 

SR: TSP quantity check; 18 months 

SR: TSP quality check; 18 months 
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Explanation of Differences 

Reworded slightly using wording of existing SR. 

Reworded slightly using wording of existing SR. 

• 
( 03/28/96). 



• 
Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number 

3.6 3.6 

3.6.1 3.6.l 

3.6.l A 3. 6.1 A 

3.6.1 A.1 3.6.1 A.l 

3.6.1 B 3.6.1 B 

3.6.1 B.1 3.6.l B.1 

3.6.1 B.2 3.6.1 B.2 

3.6.1.1 3.6.1.1 

3.6.1.2 3.6.1.2 

3.6.2 3.6.2 

3.6.2 A 3.6.2 A 

3.6.2 A.1 3.6.2 A.l 

3.6.2 A.2 3.6.2 A.2 

3.6.2 A.3 3.6.2 A.3 

3.6.2 B 3.6.2 B 

3.6.2 B.1 3.6.2 B.l 

3.6.2 B.2 3.6.2 B.2 

3.6.2 B.3 3.6.2 B.3 

3.6.2 c 3.6.2 c 

3.6.2 C.1 3.6.2 C.l 

3.6.2 C.2 3.6.2 C.2 

TS Number 

3.6 

3.6.1.a 

3.0.3 

3.0.3 

3.0.3 

3.0.3 

3.0.3 

4.5.1 

4.5.4.a/ 
4.5.5.a/ 
4.5.8 

3.6.1.a 

4.5.2C(3) 

3.6.1 A.b 

4.5.2C(3) 

New 

New 

New 

New 

New 

RTS (STS) requirement Description 

CONTAINMENT 

LCO: Containment OPERABLE MODES l, 2, 3, 4 

COND: Containment inoperable 

ACTN: Restore Containment to OPERABLE status; 1 hr 

COND: Required Actions Not Met 

ACTN: MODE 3; 6 hrs 

ACTN: MODE 5; 36 hrs 

SR: Required leak rate testing; iaw Containment Leak 
Rate Testing Program 

SR: Structural Integ. Test; iaw Containment Structural 
Integrity Surveillance Program 

LCO: Air Locks OPERABLE; MODES 1, 2, 3, 4 

COND: Door Inoperable 

ACTN: Verify operable door closed; within 1 hr 

ACTN: Verify operable door is locked; 24 hrs 

ACTN: Verify door closed & locked; each 31 days 

COND: Inter lock Inoperable 

ACTN: Verify operable door closed; 1 hr 

ACTN: Lock operable door; 24 hrs 

ACTN: .Verify door closed & locked; each 31 days 

4.5.2.c(2)/(3) COND: Air lock inoperable for reasons other than A & B 

4.5.2.c(2)/(3) ACTN: Evaluate overall cont. leak rate; immediately 

4.5.2.c(3) ACTN: Verify 1 door closed: 1 hr 
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• 
(03/28/96). 

Explanation of Differences 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

RTS references the Containment Leak Rate Testing Program iaw 
NRC letter to Mr. David J. Modeen, Nuclear Energy Institute, 
dated Nov. 02, 1995. 

RTS redescribes to encompass the entire structure whereas STS 
limits scope to tendons. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 



• 
Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number 

3.6.2 C.3 3.6.2 C.3 4.5.2.c(2)/(3) 

3.6.2 D 3.6.2 D 4.5.2.c(2) 

3.6.2 D.1 3.6.2 D.l 4.5.2.c(2) 

3.6.2 D.2 3.6.2 D.2 4.5.2.c(2) 

3.6.2.l 3.6.2.l 4.5.2.d(l)b 

3.6.2.2 3.6.2.2 New 

3.6.3 3.6.3 3.6.1.a 

3.6.3 A 3.6.3 A 3. 6.1 A 

3.6.3 A.1 3.6.3 A.l 3. 6 .1 A 

3.6.3 A.2 3.6.3 A.2 New 

3.6.3 B 3. 6 .3 B 3. 6. lA 

3.6.3 B.1 3.6.3 B.l New 

3.6.3 c 3.6.3 c New 

RTS (STS) requirement Description 

ACTN: Restore air lock to operable; 24 hrs 

COND: Reg. Actions not met 

ACTN: MODE 3; 6 hrs 

ACTN: MODE 5; 36 hrs 

SR: Air lock leak·testing; iaw Containment Leak Rate 
Testing Program 

SR: Test air lock door Interlock; 24 months 

LCD: Each Isolation Valve Operable; MODES 1, 2, 3, 4 

COND: One isolation valves inoperable 

ACTN: Isolate flow path; 4 hrs 

ACTN: Verify affected penetration isolated; 
each 31 days, etc. 

COND: 2 isolation valves inoperable 

ACTN: Isolate flow path; 1 hr 

COND: One isolation valve on closed system 
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( 03/28/96). 

Explanation of Differences 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

RTS references the Containment Leak Rate Testing Program iaw 
NRC letter to Mr.David J. Modeen, Nuclear Energy Institute, 
dated, Nov. 02, 1995 

Frequency changed iaw TSTF-17. 

Revises Action Note 1 exception to provide Palisades plant 
specific purge valve identification. 

Revised exception to provide Palisades specific purge valve 
identification 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Revised exception to provide Palisades specific purge valve 
identification. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 



Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number 

3.6.3 C.l 3.6.3 C.l New 

3.6.3 C.2 3.6.3 C.2 New 

Omitted 3.6.3 b NA 

Omitted 3.6.3 D.1 NA 

3.6.3 D 3. 6 .3 E 3.6.5.b 

3.6.3 D.1 3.6.3 E.l 3.6.5.b 

3.6.3 D.2 3.6.3 E.2 New 

3.6.3 D.3 3.6.3 E.3 New 

3.6.3 E 3. 6 .3 F 3.6.l A.d 

3.6.3 E.l 3.6.3 F.l 3.6.1 A.d 

3.6.3 E.2 3.6.3 F.2 3.6.1 A.d 

Omitted 3. 6. 3 .1 NA 

• 
RTS (STS) requirement Description 

ACTN: Isolate flow path; 72 hrs 

ACTN: Verify isolated; each 31 days 

COND: Containment Bypass Leakage not within limits 

ACTN: Restore Leakage; 4 hrs 

COND: Purge valve leakage outside limits 

ACTN: Isolate flow path; 1 hour 

ACTN: Verify flow path isolated; each 31 days 

ACTN: Test resilient seal valves closed; each 92 days 

COND: Required Action not met 

ACTN: MODE 3; 6 hrs 

ACTN: MODE 5; 36 hrs 

SR: Verify 42 in purge valves closed; 31 days 
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( 03/28/96). 

Explanation of Differences 

This represents a new requirement for Palisades because present 
TS do not address single isolation valves on closed systems. 
RTS proposes a 72 hour AOT for inoperable containment isolation 
valves in these systems. This AOT is reasonable based on the 
low potential for the loss of the integrity of a closed system. 
The loss of the integrity of these closed systems is guarded 
against by 10 CFR 50 Appendix J, Type A testing, system leak 
tests, and leakage monitoring of the systems by various other 
means. As such, the use of a closed system to isolate a 
penetration flow path with a failed containment isolation valve 
is no different than using a single valve in a system that is 
open to the containment atmosphere or a single airlock door to 
isolate a penetration flow path. STS Required Actions allow 
the use of a single valve or airlock door to isolate a 
penetration flow path for an ind~finite amount of time. While 
this is not being proposed, the 72 hour AOT provides a 
reasonable time period to perform repairs on a failed 
containment isolation valve when relying on an intact closed 
system. The 72 hour AOT is typically provided for losing one 
train of redundancy throughout the NUREGs. 

Unchanged. 

Doesn't apply because configuration doesn't exist at Palisades. 

Doesn't apply because configuration doesn't exist at Palisades. 

Revised to provide Palisades specific purge valve 
identification. 

Revised to eliminate configuration that doesn't exist at 
Palisades. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Palisades has no 42 in purge valves; only the 8" and 12" valves 
covered by RTS 3.6.3.l have resilient seals. 



• 
Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number 

3.6.3.l 3.6.3.2 4.2.2.13.a 

3.6.3.2 3.6.3.3 3.6.3 

3.6.3.3 3.6.3.4 3.6.3 

3.6.3.4 3.6.3.5 4.5.6.c 

3.6.3.5 3.6.3.6 4.2.2.13b 

3.6.3.6 3.6.3.7 4.5.6.b 

3.6.3.7 3.6.3.7 4.5.6.b 

Omitted 3.6.3.8 NA 

Omitted 3.6.3.9 NA 

RTS (STS) requirement Description 

SR: Check purge & vent valves elec locked closed; 31 days 

SR: Verify non-auto valves outside CB closed and 
not locked; 31 days 

SR: Verify non-auto valves inside CB closed and 
not locked; 92 days, etc. 

SR: Demonstrate valve closure times 

SR: Perform leak rate testing; 18 months, etc. 

SR: Demonstrate valve closure on CHP signal 

SR: Demonstrate valve closure on CHR signal 

SR: (Verify purge valves block) 

SR: (Verify bypass leakage) 
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(03/28/96). 

Explanation of Differences 

Revised to provide Palisades specific purge valve 
identification. Omitted allowing valves to be opened; 
Palisades analyses do not support operating with valves open. 
Added existing requirement for them to be electrically locked 
closed (de-energized). 

Revised to remove locked, sealed or otherwise secured valves 
iaw TSTF-45. 

Revised to remove locked, sealed or otherwise secured valves 
iaw TSTF-45. 

Revised to clarify requirements applies only to automatic 
valves iaw TSTF-46. Testing program title changed and 
reference to 92 days deleted because test frequency is 
specified in test program. 

Revised to provide Palisades specific purge valve 
identification. 

Split STS SR into two. Specified actual signal since Palisades 
has no CIAS, but has separate, similar but not identical, 
isolation achieved by CHP or by CHR instead. 

Split STS SR into two. Specified actual signal since Palisades 
has no CIAS, but has separate, similar but not identical, 
isolation achieved by CHP or by CHR instead. 

Doesn't apply because purge valves are electrically locked 
closed in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 at Palisades. 

Doesn't apply because this configuration doesn't exist at 
Palisades. 



• 
Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number 

3.6.4 3.6.4 3.6.2 

3.6.4 A 3.6.4 A 3.0.3 

3.6.4 A.l 3.6.4 A.l 3.0.3 

3.6.4 B 3.6.4 B 3.0.3 

3.6.4 B.l 3.6.4 B.l 3.0.3 

RTS (STS) requirement Description 

LCO: Containment Pressure Limit; MODES 1, 2 

COND: Pressure not w/in limit 

ACTN: Restore pressure; 8 hours 

COND: Required Action Not Met 

ACTN: MODE 3; 6 hours 
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• 
(03/28/96). 

Explanation of Differences 

PAL doesn't have a m1n1mum pressure requirement. STS 3.6.4 
provides a single containment upper pressure limit for MODES 1, 
2, 3, and 4. RTS 3.6.4 provides one limit for MODES 1 and 2 
while 3.6.5 provides a different limit for MODES 3 and 4. 
Containment temperature and pressure can increase quickly 
during plant startup and the PAL design limits the options 
available for relieving this pressure. PAL analyses do not 
currently support opening purge valves to relieve excessive 
containment pressure during MODES 1, 2, 3, or 4. Therefore, 
during plant startups with certain atmospheric conditions it 
can be difficult to maintain the pressure below the 1.0 psig 
limit provided in RTS 3.6.4. RTS LCO 3.6.5 provides a 1.5 psig 
pressure limit, but is applicable only to MODES 3 and 4. The 
two different containment pressure limits provided in RTS LCO 
3.6.4 and 3.6.5 are supported by appropriate analyses. 

Unchanged. 

Revised to provide an 8 hour AOT. The containment pressure and 
temperature limits assigned in the RTS are those values assumed 
for the initial conditions in the accident analyses. The 8 
hour time period was selected for pressure because it was used 
for temperature. The reason for entering the action statement 
in these LCOs is because the initial conditions assumed in the 
accident analyses have been violated. The values used are 
go/no go tests and once the values are exceeded an AOT (Allowed 
Outage Time) is entered. If either the initial pressure or 
temperature values are exceeded the result is the same, the 
accident analyses peak temperature/pressure values may be 
exceeded. STS allow the mini purge valves to be opened to 
reduce pressure therefore STS provide a 1 hour AOT. Palisades 
purge valves are not allowed to be open in Modes 1, 2, 3 or 4. 
The Palisades plant equipment utilized to reduce temperature 
(LCD 3.6.6), the containment air coolers, may also be used to 
reduce containment pressure. A small vent path through Clean 
Waste Receiver Tank T-64D and the containment vent header may 
also be used to reduce containment pressure. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 



• 
Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number 

Omitted 3.6.4 B.2 3.0.3 

3.6.4.1 3.6.4.1 New 

3.6.5 3.6.4 . 3. 6. 2 

3.6.5 A 3.6.4 A 3.0.3 

• 
RTS (STS) requirement Description 

ACTN: (MODE 5; 36 hours) 

SR: Verify Cont. pressure is within limit; 12 hours 

LCO: Containment Pressure Limit MODES 3 and 4 

COND: Pressure not w/in limit. 
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• 
(03/28/96). 

Explanation of Differences 

STS action to enter MODE 5 was omitted to reflect RTS MODES 1 
and 2 Applicability. STS 3.6.4 provides a single containment 
upper pressure limit for MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4. RTS 3.6.4 
provides one limit for MODES 1 and 2 while 3.6.5 provides a 
different limit for MODES 3 and 4. Containment temperature and 
pressure can increase quickly during plant startup and the PAL 
design limits the options available for relieving this 
pressure. PAL analyses do not currently support opening purge 
valves to relieve excessive containment pressure during MODES 
1, 2, 3, or 4. Therefore, during plant startups with certain 
atmospheric conditions it can be difficult to maintain the 
pressure below the 1.0 psig limit provided in RTS 3.6.4. RTS 
LCO 3.6.5 provides a 1.5 psig pressure limit, but is applicable 
only to MODES 3 and 4. The two different containment pressure 
limits provided in RTS LCD 3.6.4 and 3.6.5 are supported by 
appropriate analyses. 

Unchanged. 

PAL doesn't have a minimum pressure requirement. STS 3.6.4 
provides a single containment upper pressure limit for MODES 1, 
2, 3, and 4. RTS 3.6.4 provides one limit for MODES 1 and 2 
while 3.6.5 provides a different limit for MODES 3 and 4. 
Containment temperature and pressure can increase quickly 
during plant startup and the PAL design limits the options 
available for relieving this pressure. PAL analyses do not 
currently support opening purge valves to relieve excessive 
containment pressure during MODES 1, 2, 3, or 4. Therefore, 
during plant startups with certain atmospheric conditions it 
can be difficult to maintain the pressure below the- 1.0 psig 
limit provided in RTS 3.6.4. RTS LCO 3.6.5 provides a 1.5 psig 
pressure limit, but is applicable only to MODES 3 and 4. The 
two different containment pressure limits provided in RTS 
LCD 3.6.4 and 3.6.5 are supported by appropriate analyses. 

Unchanged. 



• 
Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number 

3.6.5 A.l 3.6.4 A.l 3.0.3 

3.6.5 B 3.6.4 B 3.0.3 

Omitted 3.6.4 B.l 3.0.3 

3.6.5 B.l 3.6.4 B.2 3.0.3 

3.6.5.l 3.6.4.l New 

3.6.6 3.6.5 New 

3.6.6 A 3.6.5 A New 

• 
RTS (STS) requirement Description 

ACTN: Restore pressure; 8 hours 

COND: Required Action Not Met 

ACTN: (MODE 3; 6 hours) 

ACTN: MODE 5; 30 hours 

SR: Verify Cont. pressure is within limit; 

LCO: Containment Air Temp w/in limit; MODES 

COND: Temp Exceeds Limit 
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12 hours 

1' 2' 3, 4 

(03/28/96). 

Explanation of Differences 

Revised to provide an 8 hour AOT. The containment pressure and 
temperature limits assigned in the RTS are those values assumed 
for the initial conditions in the accident analyses. The 8 
hour time period was selected for pressure because it was used 
for temperature. The reason for entering the action statement 
in these LCOs is because the initial conditions assumed in the 
accident analyses have been violated. The values used are 
go/no go tests and once the values are exceeded an AOT (Allowed 
Outage Time) is entered. If either the initial pressure or 
temperature values are exceeded the result is the same, the 
accident analyses peak temperature/pressure values may be 
exceeded. STS allow the mini purge valves to be opened to 
reduce pressure therefore STS provide a 1 hour AOT. Palisades 
purge valves are not allowed to be open in Modes 1, 2, 3 or 4. 
The Palisades plant equipment utilized to reduce temperature 
(LCO 3.6.6), the containment air coolers, may also be used to 
reduce containment pressure. A small vent path through Clean 
Waste Receiver Tank T-64D and the containment vent header may 
also be used to reduce containment pressure. 

Unchanged. 

STS action to enter MODE 3 was omitted to reflect RTS MODES 3 
and 4 Applicability. STS 3.6.4 provides a single containment 
upper pressure limit for MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4. RTS 3.6.4 
provides one limit for MODES 1 and 2 while 3.6.5 provides a 
different limit for MODES 3 and 4. Containment temperature and 
pressure can increase quickly during plant startup and the PAL 
design limits the options available for relieving this 
pressure. PAL analyses do not currently support opening purge 
valves to relieve excessive containment pressure during MODES 
1, 2, 3, or 4. Therefore, during plant startups with certain 
atmospheric conditions it can be difficult to maintain the 
pressure below the 1.0 psig limit provided in RTS 3.6.4. RTS 
LCO 3.6.5 provides a 1.5 psig pressure limit, but is applicable 
only to MODES 3 and 4. The two different containment pressure 
limits provided in RTS LCO 3.6.4 and 3.6.5 are supported by 
appropriate analyses. 

Changed AOT to reflect MODE 3 and 4 applicability. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 



• 
Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number 

3.6.6 A.1 3.6.5 A.l New 

3.6.6 B 3.6.5 B New 

3.6.6 B.1 3.6.5 B.l New 

3.6.6 B.2 3.6.5 B.2 New 

3.6.6.1 3.6.5.1 New 

3.6.7 3.6.6 3.4.1 

Omitted 3.6.6 A NA 

Omitted 3.6.6 A.l NA 

Omitted 3.6.6 B NA 

Omitted 3.6.6 B.1 NA 

Omitted 3.6.6 c NA 

Omitted 3.6.6 C.l NA 

3.6.7 A 3.6.6 D 3.4.1/2/3 

3.6.7 A.l 3.6.6 D.1 3.4.1/2/3 

Omitted 3.6.6 D.2 NA 

Omitted 3.6.6 E NA 

Omitted 3.6.6 E.l NA 

3.6.7 B 3.6.6 F 3.4.1/2/3 

-------------- -------------------------------------

• 
RTS (STS) requirement Description 

ACTN: Restore temperature; 8 hours 

COND: Required Action Not Met 

ACTN: MODE 3; 6 hours 

ACTN: MODE 5; 36 hours 

SR: Verify temperature is within limit 

LCD: Containment Spray & Cooling; 2 trains operable 

COND: One cont spray train inoperable 

ACTN: Restore spray train; 7 days, etc. 

COND: One cont cooling train inoperable 

ACTN: Restore cont cooling train; 7 days, etc. 

COND: Two cont spray trains inoperable 

ACTN: Restore one cont spray train; 72 hrs 

COND: 1 cont spray and cooling train inoperable 

ACTN: Restore cont spray cooling train; 72 hrs 

ACTN: Restore cont cooling train; 72 hrs 

COND: 2 Cont spray trains inoperable 

ACTN: Restore 1 cont cooling train; 72 hrs 

COND: Required actions not met 
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• 
(D3/28/96). 

Explanation of Differences 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Revised to reflect Palisades configuration. Palisades has two 
trains of equipment to cool and depressurize the containment. 
The integration of the components of the containment spray 
system and containment cooling system components into 2 trains 
is reflected in new equipment nomenclature ie containment spray 
and cooling trains. Because only 2 trains are available the 

·more restrictive 72 hour AOT was selected in lieu of the longer 
7 and 14 day requirements. The applicability for the LCD is 
limited to MODES 1, 2, & 3 ~ 325"F since the spray system must 
be valved out to use the shutdown cooling system, which is used 
to remove decay heat in MODE 3 < 325"F, and in MODES 4, 5, & 6. 

See discussion following LCD. 

See discussion following LCD. 

See discussion following LCD. 

See discussion fallowing LCD. 

See discussion following LCD. 

See discussion following LCD. 

See discussion following LCD. 

See discussion following LCD. 

See discussion following LCD. 

See discussion following LCD. 

See discussion following LCD. 

See discussion following LCD. 



Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number 

3.6.7 B.l 3.6.6 F.1 

3.6.7 B.2 3.6.6 F.2 

Omitted 3.6.6 G 

Omitted 3.6.6 G 

3.6.7.1 3.6.6.1 

3.6.7.2 3.6.6.2 

3.6.7.3 3.6.6.3 

3.6.7.4 3.6.6.4 

3.6.7.5 3.6.6.5 

3.6.7.6 3.6.6.6 

3.6.7.7 3.6.6.7 

3.6.7.8 3.6.6.8 

3.6.7.9 3.6.6.9 

Omitted 3.6.7 

3.6.8 3.6.8 

3.6.8 A 3.6.8 A 

3.6.8 A.1 3.6.8 A.l 

Omitted 3.6.8 B 

TS Number 

3.4.2/3 

3.4.2/3 

NA 

NA 

New 

4.6.5.6 

New 

New 

4.0.5 

4.17.3.1 

4.6.2.a 

4.6.5.a 

4.6.2.b 

NA 

3.6.4 

3.6.4 

3.6.4 

NA 

• 
RTS (STS) requirement Description 

ACTN: MODE 3; 6 hrs 

ACTN: < 325"F; 24 hours 

COND: Any 3 or more trains inoperable 

ACTN: LCD 3.0.3; immediately 

SR: Verify CS valve lineup; 31 days 

SR: Exercise CAC's 

SR: CAC Cooling Water Flow Rate 

SR: CS Header Level verification 

SR: CS Pump Discharge Pressure 

SR: Valve Act. on CHP 

SR: CS Pumps Start on CHP with SIS 

SR: CAC Start on SIS signal 

SR: Verify Spray Nozzle Clear 

LCD: (Iodine removal system operable; MODES 1, 2, 3) 

LCD: Two Hydrogen Recombiners operable; MODES 1 & 2 

COND: 1 Hydrogen Recombiners Inoperable 

ACTN: Restore recombiners; 30 days 

COND: ( 2 Hydrogen Re combiners Irio:perab 1 e) 
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• 
(03/28/96). 

Explanation of Differences 

Unchanged. 

See discussion following LCD. 

See discussion following LCD. 

See discussion following LCD. 

Unchanged. 

Specified air coolers since all installed coolers are not used 
for accident conditions. 

Changed frequency from 31 days to 18 months. This is a new 
requirement for Palisades. Measurement of CAC flow is only 
meaningful with coolers aligned for accident conditions. 
Because of Palisades plant design, this surveillance can only 
be performed during cold shutdown conditions at a refueling 
outage frequency. 

Unchanged. 

Reworded to provide Palisades specific criteria. 

Specified signal name to be consistent with other RTS section 
SRs. 

Specified signal name to be consistent with other RTS Section 
SRs. 

Specified signal name to be consistent with other RTS section 
SRs. Specified air coolers since all installed coolers are not 
required for accident conditions. 

Unchanged. 

Does not apply equipment does not exist at Palisades. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Doesn't apply because no other control function is available. 



• 
Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number 

Omitted 

Omitted 

3.6.8 B 

3.6.8 B.l 

3.6.8.l 

3.6.8.2 

3.6.8.3 

Omitted 

Omitted 

Omitted 

Omitted 

Omitted 

STS Number 

3.6.8 B.l 

3.6.8 B.2 

3.6.8 c 

3.6.8 C.l 

3.6.8.l 

3.6.8.2 

3.6.8.3 

3.6.9 

3. 6.10 

3. 6.11 

3.6.12 

3. 6.13 

TS Number 

NA 

NA 

3.6.4 

3.6.4 

4.2.2.lla 

RTS (STS) requirement Description 

ACTN: (Verify hydrogen control function; 1 hr, etc.) 

ACTN: (Restore 1 hydrogen recombiner; 7 days) 

COND: Required Action Not Met 

ACTN: MODE 3; 6 hours 

SR: Fanctional Test H2 recombiners; 18 months 

4.2.2.ll.b2 SR: Visual exam of hydrogen recombiners; 18 months 

4.2.2.11.b.3 SR: Resistance to ground test; 18 months 

NA LCO: (Two hydrogen mixing trains OPERABLE) 

NA LCO: (Two Iodine cleanup trains OPERABLE) 

NA LCO: {Shield building shall be OPERABLE) 

NA LCO: (Two vacuum relief lines shall be OPERABLE) 

NA LCD: (Two SBEAC System trains shall be OPERABLE) 
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(03/28/96). 

Explanation of Differences 

Doesn't apply because no other control function is available. 

Doesn't apply because no other control function is available. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Does not apply equipment doesn't exist at Palisades. 

Does not apply equipment does not exist at Pali sades. 

Does not apply equipment does not exist at Pali sades. 

Does not apply equipment does not exist at Palisades. 

Does not apply equipment does not exist at Palisades. 



• 
Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number 

3.7 3.7 

3.7.l 3.7.l 3.1.7.c 

3.7.1 A 3.7.l A 3.0.3 

3.7.1 A.l 3.7.1 A.2.1 3.0.3 

3.7.l B 3.7.l B 3.0.3 

3.7.1 B.l 3.7.l B.1 3.0.3 

3.7.l B.2 3.7.1 B.2 New 

3.7.1.1 3.7.1.1 4.2.2.4 

Omitted 3.7.1-1 NA 

3.7.1-1 3.7.1-2 3.1.7.c 

3.7.2 3.7.2 3.5.1.f 

3.7.2 A 3.7.2 A 3.5.3 

3.7.2 A.l 3.7.2 A.l 3.5.3 

3.7.2 B 3.7.2 B 3.5.3 

3.7.2 B.l 3.7.2 B.l 3.5.3 

3.7.2 c 3.7.2 c New 

3.7.2 C.l 3.7.2 C.l New 

3.7.2 C.2 3.7.2 C.2 New 

3.7.2 D 3.7.2 D 3.5.3 

3.7.2 D.1 3.7.2 D.l 3.5.3 

RTS (STS) requirement Description 

PLANT SYSTEMS SECTION 

LCO: 23 MSSVs operable; Modes 1, 2, 3 

COND: Less than 23 MSSVs operable 

ACTN: Restore 23 MSSVs to OPERABLE; 4 hours 

COND: Required actions not met 

ACTN: Mode 3; 6 hours 

ACTN: Mode 4· 30 hours 

SR: Demonstrate MSSV setpoints; iaw !SI program 

Tabl: (Operable MSSVs vs power) 

Tabl: MSSV setpoints 

LCO: Two.MSIVs operable; Modes 1, 2, & 3 

COND: One MSIV inoperable, MODE 

ACTN: Restore MSIV; 8 hours 

COND: Required Cond A. Action not met 

ACTN: Mode 2; 6 hours 

COND: ~ 1 MSIV inoperable in MODE 2 or 3 

ACTN: Close MSIV; 8 hours 

ACTN: Verify MSIV closed; each 7 days 

COND: Required Cond C action not met 

ACTN: Be in MODE 3; 6 hours 
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(03/28/96). 

Explanation of Differences 

Changed LCD to reflect Palisades hardware and analyses. 
Palisades has no correlation between number of MSSVs and Hi 
Power trip setpoint. Retained former (TS) LCO & actions; used 
STS applicability. 

Reworded condition to reflect reworded LCO. 

Reworded condition to reflect reworded LCO. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Used palisades time to mode 4. 

Unchanged. 

Palisades has no such analysis; 23 of 24 MSSVs are required to 
operate. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged except for deletion of bracketed "deactivated" which 
is unnecessary for the Palisades reverse acting check valve 
type MSIVs. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 



• 
Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number 

3.7.2 D.2 3.7.2 D.2 3.5.3 

3.7.2.l 3.7.2.l 4.8 

3.7.2.2 Added New 

3.7.2.3 Added New 

3.7.3 3.7.3 New 

3.7.3 A 3.7.3 A New 

3.7.3 A.l 3.7.3 A.l New 

3.7.3 A.2 3.7.3 A.2 New 

Omitted 3. 7 .3 B NA 

3.7.3 B 3.7.3 c New 

3.7.3 B.l 3.7.3 C.l New 

3.7.3 B.2 3.7.3 C.2 New 

3.7.3.1 3.7.3.l New 

3.7.3.2 Added 4.2.2.lSa 

3.7.3.3 Added 4.2.2.lSb 

3.7.4 3.7.4 New 

3.7.4 A 3.7.4 A New 

3.7.4 A.l 3.7.4 A.l New 

3.7.4 B 3.7.4 B New 

3.7.4 B.l 3.7.4 B.l New 

3.7.4 c 3.7.11 c New 

3.7.4 C.1 3.7.11 C.1 New 

RTS (STS) requirement Description 

ACTN: Mode 4; 30 hours 

SR: Demonstrate MSIV closure time; 18 months 

SR: Demonstrate MSIV closure on CHP; 18 months 

SR: Demonstrate MSIV closure on SGLP; 18 months 

LCD: Two MFRVs operable; Modes 1, 2, & 3 

COND: One MFRV or bypass inoperable 

ACTN: Close or isolate MFRV and bypass; 8 hours 

ACTN: Verify inoperable MFRV or bypass closed; each 7 days 

COND: (2 MFIVs per flow path inoperable) 

COND: Required action not met 

ACTN: Mode 3; 6 hours 

ACTN: Mode 4; 30 hours 

SR: Demonstrate MFRV & bypass closure time; 18 months 

SR: Demonstrate MFRV & bypass closure on CHP; 18 months 

S~: Demonstrate MFRV & bypass closure on SGLP; 18 months 

LCD: 2 ADV lines per SG operable; MODES 1, 2, 3, 4 

COND: One ADV inoperable 

ACTN: Restore ADV; 7 days 

COND: 2 ADVs inoperable 

ACTN: Restore 1 ADV; 24 hours 

COND: Required action not met 

ACTN: MODE 3; 6 hours 
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(03/28/96). 

Explanation of Differences 

Used palisades time to Mode 4. 

Deleted note which is unnecessary at Palisades, and is not in 
existing TS; added requirement to test under no-flow conditions 
from existing TS. 

Not verified elsewhere & assumed in safety analyses. 

Not verified elsewhere & assumed in safety analyses. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Palisades does not have redundant feedwater isolation valves. 
This condition and associated actions are not applicable. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Used Palisades time to Mode 4. 

Unchanged. 

Not verified elsewhere & assumed in safety analyses. 

Not verified elsewhere & assumed in safety analyses. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 



• 
Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number 

3.7.4 C.2 3.7.11 C.2 New 

3.7.4.1 3.7.11.1 New 

3.7.4.2 3.7.11.2 New 

3.7.5 3.7.5 3.5.1 

3.7.5 N 1 3.7.5 N 1 3.5.1.a 

3.7.5 N 2 Added 3.5.1.a 

3.7.5 N 3 Added 3.5.2.b 

3.7.5 A Added New 

3.7.5 A.1 Added New 

3.7.5 B 3.7.5 B 3.5.2.a 

3.7.5 B.l 3.7.5 B.l 3.5.2.a 

• 
RTS (STS) requirement Description 

ACTN: MODE 4; 30 hours 

SR: Cycle each ADV; 18 months 

SR: Cycle each block valve; 18 months 

LCD: Two AFW trains operable; MODEs 1, 2, 3, 4 

NOTE: Only one pump required in MODE 4 

NOTE: Turbine driven AFW pump required in MODEs 1 and 2 

NOTE: Allows 2 pumps in MANUAL for SR Testing purposes 

COND: AFW pump P-8A or P-88 inoperable 

ACTN: Restore pump to operable status; 7 days 

COND: One AFW train inoperable 

ACTN: Restore AFW train to operable status; 72 hours 
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(03/28/96). 

Explanation of Differences 

Used Palisades time to MODE 4. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

The LCD was rewritten to reflect the specific design of 
Palisades. The requirements and actions remain effectively 
unchanged. Palisades has two distinct AFW trains, as described 
in the bases. This LCD is written to be structured like other 
LCOs for two train systems. Applicability is unchanged from 
RSTS. 

Unchanged 

This note was added to clarify the MODE requirements of the 
turbine driven AFW pump. This note is in existing Tech Specs 
(3.5.1.a) 

Palisades AFW pumps start in a timed sequence. Successful 
starting of any pump blocks the start of subsequent pumps. Two 
pumps must be placed in MANUAL (rather than in AUTO) to verify 
an automatic start of the third pump. Without the note, these 
two pumps would have to be considered inoperable, requiring a 
shutdown. The note is in existing Technical Specifications 
(3.5.2.b) 

Changed this CONDITION to reflect the built-in pump redundancy 
of the 'A/B' AFW train. Inoperability of one pump does not 
prevent the 'A/B' train from fulfilling its design function. 
Failure of one steam line, either manual or automatic, to P-88 
is treated as rendering the pump inoperable. Thus, the 
condition described in the RSTS is part of the RTS CONDITION. 

This ACTION was changed to match CONDITION 3.7.5 A. It now 
requires the inoperable pump to be restored within the ACTION 
time. The ACTION time from RSTS was used. The 10 day 
completion time requirement comprises a new requirement for 
Palisades and is not proposed. 

Unchanged. Existing Technical Specifications address one AFW 
pump being inoperable. 

Unchanged. Existing Technical Specifications require 
restoration of an AFW pump. 



• 
Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number 

3.7.5 c 3.7.5 c 3.5.3 

3.7.5 C.1 3.7.5 C.l 3.5.3 

3.7.5 C.2 3.7.5 C.2 3.5.3 

3.7.5 D 3.7.5 D 3.5.4 

3.7.5 D.1 3.7.5 D.l 3.5.4 

3.7.5 E 3.7.5 E New 

3.7.5 E.1 3.7.5 E.l New 

3.7.5.1 3.7.5.1 4.9.a.3 

3.7.5.2 3.7.5.2 4.9.a.1/.2 

3.7.5.3 3.7.5.3 4.9.b.1 

3.7.5.4 3.7.5.4 4.9.b.2 

3.7.5.5 3.7.5.5 New 

3.7.6 3.7.6 3.5.1.e 

3.7.6 Added 3.5.1.a 

3.7.6 A 3.7 .6 A 3.5.3 

• 
RTS (STS) requirement Description 

COND: Required action not met or two trains inoperable 

ACTN: MODE 3; 6 hours 

ACTN: MODE 4; 30 hours 

COND: All AFW flow paths from both AFW trains inoperable 

ACTN: Initiate action to restore 1 AFW train; Immediately 

COND: Required AFW train inoperable in MODE 4 

COND: Initiate action to restore 1 AFW train; Immediately 

SR: Valve lineup check; 31 days 

SR: AFW pump check; 31 days, staggered test basis 

SR: Demonstrate valve actuation; 18 months 

SR: Demonstrate pump start; 18 months 

SR: Demonstrate flow from CST to each S/G; 18 months 

LCD: Volume in CST & PMST > lOOk gal; MODES 1, 2, 3 & 4 

• 
(03/28/96). 

Explanation of Differences 

Exception added to exclude two trains inoperable for the 
reasons listed in CONDITION D. Basically, in CONDITION C, both 
AFW trains are inoperable but still capable of delivering some 
AFW flow to at least one steam generator. 

Unchanged. 

Used Palisades time to MODE 4. 

Changed from 'three train' to 'All AFW flow paths' because 1) 
Palisades has only two trains and 2) failure of all AFW flow 
paths represents the inability to feed any AFW to either S/G. 
This last is effectively the same as the CONDITION described in 
the RSTS. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Note specifying testing does not have to be performed on the 
turbine driven AFW pump until 24 hours after achieving a given 
steam pressure deleted because it is not needed given the MODE 
applicability applied to Palisades turbine driven AFW pump. 

Note specifying testing does not have to be performed on the 
turbine driven AFW pump until 24 hours after achieving a given 
steam pressure deleted because it is not needed given the MODE 
applicability applied to Palisades turbine driven AFW pump. 

Unchanged. 

Reworded to reflect Palisades design and requirements. 

LCD: Fire Prat & SW backup supplies to AFW Operable; MODES 1-4 Added to reflect Palisades design and requirements. The 
requirement for a fire protection makeup supply is in the 
existing Technical Specifications (3.5.l.a). The requirement 
for the Service Water makeup supply is implied in the existing 
Technical Specifications (3.5.2.d). 

COND: Avai '.able Condensate Inventory not within limit Reworded to match Palisades requirement. 
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• 
Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number 

Omitted 3.7 .6 A.l NA 

3.7.6 A.l 3.7.6 A.2 3.5.3 

3.7.6 B Added 3.5.2.c/.d 

3.7.6 B.l Added 3.5.2.c/.d 

3.7.6 B.2 Added 3.5.2.c/.d 

3.7.6 B.3 Added 3.5.2.c/.d 

3.7.6 c 3.7.6 B 3.5.3 

3.7.6 C.l 3.7.6 B.l . 3. 5. 5 

3.7.6 C.2 3.7.6 B.2 3.5.3 

3.7.6.1 3.7.6.l New 

RTS (STS) requirement Description 

ACTN: (Verify backup water supply OPERABLE) 

ACTN: Restore inventory to required volume; 4 hours 

COND: One condensate backup supply inoperable 

ACTN: Verify other condensate backup OPERABLE; 4 hours 

• 
(03/28/96). 

Explanation of Differences 

Omitted because Palisades design requires a restoration of the 
condensate inventory rather than a lengthy reliance on a backup 
water supply. 

Reworded to reflect the LCD. Completion time changed from 7 
days to 4 hours to reflect the absence of a long-term backup 
condensate supply. 

Added this condition, which was previously in the AFW section 
of the existing Technical Specifications, to the Condensate 
Inventory section of the RTS to reflect Palisades design. 
Palisades has two backup condensate supplies: the Fire 
Protection System for the 'A/B' AFW train and the Service Water 
System for the 'C' AFW train. Both backup supplies provide 
lake water to the suctions of the AFW pumps. Each must be 
manually lined up before it can be used. Each can deliver 
essentially unlimited quantities of condensate. For these 
reasons, they are included in the Technical Specifications, 
even though they are not considered first-line condensate 
backup sources. 

Added to reflect existing requirements. Because the existing 
Technical Specifications do not specify a completion time for 
this action, a 4 hour time limit is imposed. 

ACTN: Verify AFW train assoc w/OPERABLE backup is Operable; 4 hr Added to reflect existing requirements. Because the existing 
Technical Specifications do not specify a completion time for 
this action, a 4 hour time limit is imposed. 

ACTN: Restore inoperable condensate backup; 7 days 

COND: Required Actions for CONDITIONS A or B not met 

ACTN: MODE 3; 6 hours 

ACTN: MODE 4; 30 hours 

SR: Verify avail condensate inventory>= 100,000 gal 
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Added to reflect existing requirements. The 7 day completion 
time in the existing iechnical Specifications is retained. 

Reworded to reflect the existence of two CONDITIONS instead of 
one. 

Renumbered to reflect the new LCD. 

Used Palisades time to MODE 4. 

Reworded to reflect reworded LCD. 



• 
Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number RTS (STS) requirement Description 

3.7.7 3.7.7 3.4.1 LCD: Two CCW trains operable; MODES 1, 2, 3, & 4 

3.7.7 A 3.7.7 A 3.4.2 COND: One CCW train inoperable 

3.7.7 A.1 3.7.7 A.1 3.4.2 ACTN: restore CCW train; 72 hours 

3.7.7 B 3.7.7 B 3.4.2 COND: Required action not met 

3.7.7 B.l 3.7.7 B.l 3.4.2 ACTN: MODE 3; 6 hours 

3.7.7 B.2 3.7.7 B.2 New ACTN: MODE 4; 30 hours 

3.7.7.1 3.7.7.l New SR: Verify CCW Valve lineup; 31 days 

3.7.7.2 Added New SR: Verify CCW valve lineup in containment 
or high rad areas; 92 days or MODE 5 to MODE 4. 

3.7.7.3 3.7.7.2 4.17.2.lb SR: Demonstrate CCW valve operation on SIS; 18 months 

3.7.7.4 3.7.7.3 4.17.2.lb SR: Demonstrate CCW pump start on SIS w/o LOSP; 18 months 

3.7.8 3.7.8 3.4.1 LCD: Two SWS trains operable; MODES 1, 2, 3, & 4 

3.7.8 A 3.7.8 A 3.4.2 COND: One SWS train inoperable 

3.7.8 A.l 3.7.8 A.l 3.4.2 ACTN: Restore SWS train; 72 hours 

3.7.8 B 3.7.8 B 3.4.2 COND: Required action not met 

3.7.8 B.l 3.7.8 B.l 3.4.2 ACTN: MODE 3; 6 hours 

* Although not in T.S., there is an NRC commitment which requires this fi.Bin;tion (Ref. M0-29). 

• 
(03/28/96). 

Explanation of Differences 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Eliminated requ1r1ng a plant to go to a Modes which depends on 
a single operable CCW train as the only means of decay heat 
removal. Specified staying in MODE 4, where the steam 
generators are able to back up the single CCW train, instead. 
It is not considered advisable to require placing the plant in 
MODE 5 where containment integrity, Steam Generators, Redundant 
AC power, etc is not required, when there are known 
difficulties with one train of equipment which provides decay 
heat removal. It should be noted that either train of 
Palisades CCW is capable of cooling all required equipment 
served by CCW, including Shutdown Cooling. 

Added exemption for valves located in containment or high rad 
areas. 

SR added to verify lineup of valves located inside containment 
or in high rad areas. 

Specified actual signal name iaw other Palisades SRs. 

Specified pump start test when off-site power is available. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 



Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number 

3.7.8 B.2 3.7 .8 B.2 3.4.2 

3.7.8.l 3.7.8.l New 

3.7.8.2 Added New 

3.7.8.3 3.7.8.2 4.17.2.1.b 

3.7.8.4 3.7.8.2 4.17.2.2.b 

3.7.8.5 3.7.8.3 4.17.2.1.b 

3.7.9 3.7.9 New 

Omitted 3.7.9 A NA 

3.7.9 A 3.7.9 B New 

3.7.9 A.l 3.7.9 B.1 New 

3.7.9 A.2 3.7.9 B.2 New 

3.7.9.l 3.7.9.l New 

3.7.9.2 3.7.9.2 New 

Omitted 3.7.9.3 NA 

• 
RTS (STS) requirement Description 

ACTN: MODE 4; 30 hours 

SR: Verify SWS Valve lineup; 31 days 

SR: Verify SWS valve lineup; 92 days 
or MODE 5 to MODE 4. 

SR: Demonstrate sws valve operation on SIS; 18 months 

SR: Demonstrate sws valve operation on RAS; 18 months 

SR: Demonstrate sws pump start on SIS w/o LOSP; 18 months 

LCO: UHS operable; MODES 1' 2, 3, 4 

COND: (Cooling tower fans inoperable) 

COND: UHS inoperable 

ACTN: MODE 3; 6 hours 

ACTN: MODE 5; 36 hours 

SR: Verify Lake Michigan level w/in limit; 7 days 

SR: Verify Lake Michigan Temp w/in limit; 24 hours 

SR: (Verify cooling tower fan operability) 
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(03/28/96). 

Explanation of Differences 

Eliminated requ1r1ng a plant to go to MODE 5 which depends on a 
single operable SWS train as the only means of decay heat 
removal. Specified staying in MODE 4, where the steam 
generators are able to back up the single SWS train, instead. 
It is not considered advisable to require placing the plant in 
MODE 5 where containment integrity, Steam Generators, Redundant 
AC power, etc is not required, when there are known 
difficulties with one train of equipment which provides decay 
heat removal. It should be noted that either train of 
Palisades SWS is capable of cooling all required equipment 
served by SWS, including both trains of CCW and shutdown 
cooling. 

Changed to provide exemption for items inside containment or 
high rad areas. 

SR added to verify lineup of valves located inside containment 
or high rad areas. 

Specified actual signal name iaw other Palisades SRs. 

Specified actual signal name iaw other Palisades SRs. 

Specified pump start test when off-site power is available. 

Reworded to reflect Palisades usage. 

Omitted since cooling tower fans are not part of Palisades UHS. 
Palisades cooling towers serve only condenser circulation 
water. the UHS is Lake Michigan, which is the supply for SWS. 

Used applicable parts of STS Condition. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Changed SR wording to reflect Palisades requirements; changed 
frequency to reflect large size and consequent slow level 
variation of cooling pond. 

Changed to reflect Palisades requirements. 

Omitted, NA Palisades. 



Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number 

Omitted 3.7.10 NA 

3. 7 .10 3. 7 .11 3.14.b 

3.7.10 A 3.7.11 A New 

3.7.10 A.l 3.7.11 A.l New 

3.7.10 B 3.7.11 B 3.14.b 

3.7.10 B.l 3.7.11 B.l 3.14.b 

3.7.10 B.2 3.7.11 B.2 3.14.b 

3.7.10 c 3.7.11 c 3.14.b 

3.7.10 C.l 3.7.11 C.l New 

3.7.10 C.2.1 3.7.11 C.2.1 New 

3.7.10 C.2.2 3.7.11 C.2.2 New 

3.7.10 C.2.3 Added New 

3.7.10 D 3.7.11 D New 

3.7.10 D.1 3.7.11 D.l New 

3.7.10 D.2 3.7.11 D.2 New 

3.7.10 D.3 Added New 

3.7.10 E 3.7.11 E New 

3.7.10 E.l 3.7.11 E.l New 

3.7.10.l 3.7.11.1 4.2.3.a 

3.7.10.2 3.7.11.2 4.2.3 

3.7 .10.3 3.7.11.3 4.17.3.la 

3.7.10.4 3.7.11.3 4.17 .3.2b 

RTS (STS) requirement Description 

LCD: (Two ECW trains operable; MODES 1, 2, 3, 4) 

LCD: 2 Control Room Filter trains operable; MODES 1 - 4, + 

COND: One Control Room Filter train inoperable 

ACTN: Restore Control Room filter train; 7 days 

COND: Required action not met; MODES 1, 2, 3, 4 

ACTN: MODE 3; 6 hours 

ACTN: MODE 5; 36 hours 

COND: Required action not met: other than MODES 1, 2, 3, 4 

ACTN: Place CR Filter system in emergency mode; immediately 

ACTN: Suspend core alterations; immediately 

ACTN: Suspend positive reactivity addition; immediately 

ACTN: Suspend fuel cask moves; immediately 

COND: Two CR Filter trains inoperable, other than MODES 1 - 4 

ACTN: Suspend core alterations; immediately 

ACTN: Suspend positive reactivity addition; immediately 

ACTN: Suspend fuel cask moves; immediately 

COND: Two CR Filter trains inoperable; MODES 1, 2, 3, 4 

ACTN: Enter 3.0.3; immediately 

SR: Operate CR Filter train for~ 10 hours; 31 days 

SR: Perform filter testing; iaw filter program 

SR: Demonstrate CR HVAC actuation on CHP; 18 months 

SR: Demonstrate CR HVAC actuation on CHR; 18 months 
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( 03/28/96). 

Explanation of Differences 

This entire LCD was omitted; Palisades does not have an ECW 
system. 
Added cask movement to applicability since cask drop is an 
analyzed FSAR chapter 14 event. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged other than ad~ition of cask movement. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Added to assure plant would be out of applicable conditions. 

Unchanged other than addition of cask movement. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Added to assure plant would be out of applicable conditions. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Specified actual signal name iaw other Palisades SRs. 

Specified actual signal name iaw other Palisades SRs. 



Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number 

3.7.10.5 3.7.11.4 4.3.2.c.1 

3.7.11 3.7.12 3.14.b 

3.7.11 A 3.7.12 A New 

3.7.11 A.l 3.7.12 A.l New 

3.7.11 B 3.7.12 B 3.14.b 

3.7.11 B.l 3.7.12 B.l 3.14.b 

3.7.11 B.2 3.7.12 B.2 3.14.b 

3.7.11 c 3.7.12 c 3.14.b 

3.7.11 C.l 3.7.12 C.l New 

3.7.11 C.2.1 3.7.12 C.2.1 New 

3.7.11 C.2.2 3.7.12 C.2.2 New 

3.7.11 C.2.3 Added New 

3.7.11 D 3.7.12 D New 

3.7.11 D.1 3.7.12 D.l New 

3.7.11 D.2 3.7.12 D.2 New 

3.7.11 D.3 Added New 

3.7.11 E 3.7.12 E New 

3.7.11 E.l 3.7.12 E.l New 

3.7.11.1 3.7.12.1 New 

Omitted 3.7.13 NA 

(03/28/96). 

RTS (STS) reguirement Description Explanation of Differences 

SR: Demonstrate CR HVAC 8p capability; 18 months staggered Reworded to reflect Palisades requirements. Effectively 
unchanged. 

LCO: 2 CR Cooling trains operable; MODES 1, 2, 3, 4, + Added cask movement to applicability since cask drop is an 
analyzed FSAR chapter 14 event. 

COND: One Control Room Cooling train inoperable Unchanged. 

ACTN: Restore Control Room cooling train; 30 days Unchanged. 

COND: Required action not met; MODES 1, 2, 3, 4 Unchanged. 

ACTN: MODE 3; 6 hours Unchanged. 

ACTN: MODE 5; 36 hours Unchanged. 

COND: Required action not met: other than MODES 1, 2, 3, 4 Unchanged other than addition of cask movement. 

ACTN: Place CR Cooling system in emergency mode; immediately Unchanged. 

ACTN: Suspend core alterations; immediately Unchanged. 

ACTN: Suspend positive reactivity addition; immediately Unchanged. 

ACTN: Suspend fuel cask moves; immediately Added to assure plant would be out of applicable conditions. 

COND: Two CR Cooling trains inoperable, other than MODES 1 - 4 Unchanged other than addition of cask movement. 

ACTN: Suspend core alterations; immediately Unchanged. 

ACTN: Suspend positive reactivity addition; immediately Unchanged. 

ACTN: Suspend fuel cask moves; immediately Added to assure plant would be out of applicable conditions. 

COND: Two CR Cooling trains inoperable; MODES 1, 2, 3, 4 Unchanged. 

ACTN: Enter 3.0.3; immediately Unchanged. 

SR: Verify CR Cooling heat removal capability; ·18 months 

LCO: (Two ECCS PREACS Trains operable, MODES 1, 2, 3, 4) 
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Unchanged. 

Entire LCO omitted because Palisades does not have an ECCS Pump 
Room Exhaust Air Cleanup System. 



• 
Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number 

3.7.12 3.7.14 New 

Omitted 3.7.14 A NA 

3.7.12 A Added New 

3.7.12 A.l Added New 

Omitted 3.7.14 B NA 

3.7.12 B 3.7.14 c New 

Omitted 3.7.14 C.l NA 

3.7.12 B.1 3.7.14 C.2 New 

3.7.12 B.2 Added New 

Omitted 3.7.14 D NA 

3.7.12.l 3.7.14.1 4.2.3.a 

3.7.12.2 3.7.14.2 4.2.3 

Omitted 3.7.14.3 NA 

3.7.12.3 3.7.14.4 New 

3.7.12.4 Added 4.2.3.c.4 

Omitted 3.7.14.5 NA 

Omitted 3.7.15 NA 

• 
RTS (STS) requirement Description 

LCO: SFP vent system operable, 1 fan operating; moving fuel 

COND: ( 1 Fuel bu i l ding cleanup system inoperable) 

COND: No SFP fan operating 

ACTN: Start fan; immediately 

COND: (Required action not met in MODES 1-4) 

COND: Required action not met or SFP vent system inoperable 

ACTN: (Place.Operable train in operation) 

ACTN: Suspend fuel movement; immediately 

ACTN: Suspend cask movement; immediately 

COND: (2 Fuel building cleanup systems inoperable) 

SR: Verify Fuel Building vent fan operation; 31 days 

SR: Perform Fuel Building filter testing; iaw program 

SR: (Verify vent system auto actuation; 18 months) 

SR: Demonstrate Fuel Building vent train dp; 18 months 

SR: Demonstrate bypass flow is w/in limits; 18 months 

SR: (Demonstrate filter bypass can be opened; 18 months) 

LCO: (Two PREACS shall be operable; MODES 1, 2, 3, 4) 
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• 
(03/28/96). 

Explanation of Differences 

Wrote LCO which is applicable to Palisades. A single system 
with two fans is installed. STS LCO, conditions, and actions 
are inappropriate. Cask movement was added to applicability to 
reflect cask drop being an analyzed FSAR chapter 14 event. 

Condition and associated actions omitted. Condition is 
inappropriate to Palisades (with only one system installed.) 

Condition covers Palisades specific requirement. 

Action corrects condition A. 

Condition and associated actions omitted. MODES 1-4 not part 
of Pallsades applicability. 

Condition covers Palisades specific requirement. 

Action omitted. Palisades has only one installed train. 

Action reduces need for operating SFP vent system. 

Added action associated with movement of cask. 

Condition and associated action omitted. Condition is 
inappropriate for Palisades. 

Reworded to reflect Palisades LCO. 

Unchanged. 

Palisades system is not automatically actuated. 

Reworded to reflect existing Palisades requirements. 

Added Palisades specific SR. 

Omitted SR which is inappropriate to Palisades. 

Entire LCO section omitted. Palisades does not have a 
Penetration Room Exhaust Cleanup System. 



Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number 

3.7.13 3.7.16 New 

3.7.13 A 3.7.16 A New 

3.7.13 A.l 3.7.16 A.l New 

3.7.13 A.2 Added New 

3.7.13.1 3.7.16.l New 

3.7.14 3. 7 .17 5.4.2f 

-3.7.14 A 3.7.17 A New 

3.7.14 A.1 3.7.17 A.1 New 

3.7 .14 A.2.1 3.7.17 A.2.1 New 

3.7.14 A.2.2 3.7.17 A.2.2 New 

3.7.14.1 3.7.17.1 5.4.2f 

3.7.15 3.7.18 5.4.2 

3.7.15 A 3.7.18 A New 

3.7.15 A.1 3.7.18 A.l New 

3.7.15.l 3.7.18.1 New 

3. 7 .16 3.7.19 New 

3.7.16 A 3. 7 .19 A New 

3.7.16 A.1 3.7.19 A.l New 

3.7.16 A.2 3.7.19 A.2 New 

3.7.16.l 3.7.19.1 4.2.1.7 

RTS (STS) requirement Description 

LCD: SFP water level ~ 23 ft. above fuel racks; w. irrad fuel 

COND: SFP level not w/in limit 

ACTN: Suspend fuel movement; immediately 

ACTN: Suspend movement of cask; Immediately 

SR: Verify SFP level w/in limit; 7 days 

LCD: SFP boron ~ 1720 ppm; fuel stored in pool 

COND: SFP boron not w/in limit 

ACTN: Suspend fuel movement in SFP; immediately 

ACTN: Initiate action to restore boron; Immediately 

ACTN: Verify fuel storage is correct; immediately 

SR: Verify SFP boron; 7 days 

LCD: Fuel storage requirements; when fuel stored in pool 

COND: Fuel storage requirements not met 

ACTN: Initiate action to comply w. requirements; immediately 

SR: Verify fuel storage meets requirements; 84 storing fuel 

LCD: Secondary activity w/in limit; MODES 1,2,3,4 

COND: Secondary DE 1-131 not w/in limit 

ACTN: MODE 3; 6 hours 

ACTN: MODE 5; 36 hours 

SR: Demonstrate secondary activity w/in limit; 31 days 
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(03/28/96). 

Explanation of Differences 

Used Palisades specific pool level requirement and added cask 
movement requirements. Cask drop is an analyses FSAR chapter 
14 event. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Added action to address cask movement. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 



Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number 

3.8 3.8 3.7/4.7 

3. 8 .1 :a 3.8.1.a 3. 7 .1. a&b 

3.8.1.b 3.8.1.b 3. 7 .1. i 

Omitted 3.8.1.c 3 .17. 2#4 

3. 8 .1 A 3. 8.1 A 3.7.2.a&b 

3.8.1 A.l 3.8.l A.l New 

Omitted 3.8.1 A.2 NA 

3.8.1 A.2 3.8. l A.3 3.7.2.a&b 

3.8.1 B 3.8.l B 3. 7. 2. i 

3.8.1 B.l 3.8.1 B.l 3.7.2. i 

3.8.l B.2 3.8.1 B.2 New 

3.8.1 B.3.1 3.8.l B.3 .1 New 

3.8.1 B.3.2 3.8.l B.3.2 3. 7. 2. i 

3.8.1 B.4 3.8.l B.4 3.7.2.i 

3.8.1 c 3. 8 .1 c 3.0.3 

RTS (STS) requirement Description 

ELECTRICAL POWER DISTRIBUTION 

LCO: Two off-site circuits OPERABLE, MODES 1-4 

LCO: Two DGs OPERABLE, MODES 1-4 

LCO: Two sequencers operable, MODES 1-4 

COND: one off-site circuit inoperable 

ACTN: Perform SR 3.8.1.1 

ACTN: (Declare features inoperable; 24 hrs) 

ACTN: Restore offsite circuit to OPERABLE; 72 hrs 

COND: One DG inoperable 

ACTN: Perform SR 3.8.1.1; 1 hr 

ACTN: Declare supported features inoperable; 4 hrs 

ACTN: Check for common cause; 24 hrs 

ACTN: Perform SR 3.8.1.2; 24 hrs 

ACTN: Restore DG to OPERABLE, 7 days/ mo (both) 

COND: Two offsite circuits inoperable 
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• 
(03/28/96). 

Explanation of Differences 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Omitted this part of the LCD iaw reviewers note. Palisades 
sequencers affect only DG loading. Proposed Condition F 
(sequencer inoperable) requires declaring DG inoperable, 
immediately. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Each Palisades offsite circuit is capable of supplying both 
trains of Class lE power distribution. Therefore, the loss of 
only one offsite circuit cannot result in the loss of offsite 
power to either train. 

Completion time of "AND 6 days etc" omitted. This completion 
time is intended to limit the time (to the sum of the AOTs for 
conditions A and B) when the LCO was not met and avoid 
repetitious entries into conditions A and B. The Palisades AOT 
(an existing license condition) for having a required DG 
inoperable is "7 days per month, total for both". This AOT not 
only makes the omitted 6 day AOT inappropriate, but, by itself, 
accomplishes the prohibition of repetitious entries into 
conditions A and B. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Retained DG AOT from existing license in lieu of the STS 72 
hours; omitted Completion time of "AND 6 days etc". See 
discussion for Action 3.8.l A.2, above. 

Unchanged 



Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number 

3.8.l C.l 3.8.1 C.l New 

3.8.1 C.2 3.8.1 C.2 3.0.3 

3.8.1 D 3.8.1 D 3.0.3 

Omitted 3.8.l D NA 

3.8.1 D.l 3.8.l D.1 3. 0. 3 

3.8.l D.2 3.8.l D.2 3.0.3 

3.8.1 E 3.8.1 D 3.0.3 

3.8.1 E.1 3.8.1 E.1 3.0.3 

3.8.1 F 3.8.1 F 3.17.2.5 

3.8.1 F.l 3.8.l F.l 3.17.2.5.a 

3.8.1 G Added New 

3.8.1 G.1 Added New 

3.8.1 H Added New 

3.8.l H.1 Added New 

• 
RTS (STS) requirement Description 

ACTN: Declare supplied features inoperable, 12 hours 

ACTN: Restore one offsite circuit, 24 hours 

COND: one DG & one off-site circuit inoperable 

NOTE: (Enter LCD 3.8.9) 

ACTN: Restore offsite circuit, 12 hours 

ACTN: Restore DG, 12 hours 

COND: two DGs inoperable 

ACTN: Restore DG, 2 hours 

COND: Sequencer inoperable 

ACTN: Declare associated DG inoperable, immediately 

COND: P-18A inoperable 

ACTN: Declare DG 1-2 inoperable, 24 hours 

COND: P-18B inoperable 

ACTN: Restore P-18B; 7 Days 
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• 
( 03/28/96). 

Explanation of Differences 

Unchanged 

Unchanged 

Unchanged. 

See discussion following STS action 3.8.1 A.2, above. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Changed to "one or both"; modified action accordingly. This 
condition is retained from existing license to assure that it 
is understood that the sequencer is necessary to support DG 
operability during MODES 1 - 4. 

Palisades sequencers affect only DG loading. They do not 
affect starting of ESS equipment when offsite power is 
available. Rather than delete Condition F, as reviewers note 
would allow, The existing TS action to immediately declare the 
DG inoperable was moved here. 

Added new condition to address Palisades unique DG fuel 
transfer system 

DG 1-2 cannot power fuel transfer pump P-18B; therefore, with 
P-18A inoperable, DG 1-2 is not independent and does not meet 
LCD 3.8.1.b. 

Added new condition to address Palisades unique DG fuel 
transfer system 

With P-18B inoperable, either DG can power the rema1n1ng pump, 
P-18A. Since having only one fuel oil transfer pump operable 
would not meet the single failure criterion, continued 
operation must be limited by a specified completion time. The 
condition is less severe than an inoperable DG, for which 7 
days is allowed, so 7 days was chosen as a proposed completion 
time. 



• 
Pali sades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number 

3.8.l I Added New 

3.8.l I.l Added New 

3.8.1.J 3. 8 .1 G 3.7.2 

3.8.l J.l 3.8.l G.l 3.7.2 

3.8.l J.2 3.8.l G.2 3.7.2 

3.8.1 K 3. 8 .1 H 3.0.3 

3.8.l K.l 3.8.l H.l 3.0.3 

3.8.1.1 3.8.1.1 New 

3.8.1.2 3.8.1.2&7 4.7.1.a 

• 
RTS (STS) requirement Description 

COND: Both Fuel Oil pumps inoperable 

ACTN: Restore 1 Fuel Oil pump; 8 hours 

COND: required actions not met in time; 

ACTN: Be in MODE 3; 6 hours 

ACTN: Be in MODE 5; 36 hours 

COND: 3 AC sources inoperable 

ACTN: Enter 3.0.3, immediately 

SR: offsite circuit lineup check 

SR: DG starting & timing check 
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(03/28/96). 

Explanation of Differences 

Added new condition to address Palisades unique DG fuel 
transfer system 

With two fuel oil transfer pumps inoperable, both DGs are 
limited in their ability to meet a demand. However since each 
DG has 2500 gallons in its day tank (more than 15 hours at full 
load) the condition is not as severe as having both DGs 
completely inoperable, where two hours are allowed. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Reworded to reflect Palisades configuration. Palisades offsite 
sources are fed directly f~om a main switchyard bus through 
motor operated disconnect switches; no circuit breakers are 
involved. Installed instrumentation is available for voltage, 
but not for available power. 

Combined SRs 3.8.1.2 & 3.8.1.7 since Palisades does not have 
any capability for other than a normal "fast start". No 
modified starting is used for any testing. The SR wording and 
Frequency were changed to retain monthly testing as is in the 
existing license. Retained existing wording regarding starting 
time requirement. Therefore, notes 1 and 3 were omitted. Note 
2 was also omitted since Palisades engines have a continuous 
prelube and preheat. 



• 
Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number 

3.8.1.3 3.8.1.3 4.7.1.a 

3.8.1.4 3.8.3.4 New 

3.8.1.5 3.8.1.4 New 

Omitted 3.8.1.5 NA 

3.8.1.6 3.8.1.6 4.7.1.e 

3.8.1.2 3.8.1.7 4.7.1.a 

3.8.1. 7 3.8.1.8 New 

3.8.1.8 3.8.1.9 New 

3.8.1.9 3.8.1.10 New 

• 
RTS (STS) requirement Description 

SR: DG loading test 

SR: DG starting air pressure check; 31 days 

SR: DG day tank level check; 31 days 

SR: (DG day tank water check) 

SR: DG fuel transfer system test 

SR: DG timed start 

SR: Automatic transfer of off-site supplies 

SR: DG largest load rejection test; 18 mo. 

SR: DG full load rejeci:ion test; 18 mo. 
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• 
(03/28/96). 

Explanation of Differences 

Portions of the maximum expected DG accident loading, when 
including potential operator connected loads as well as 
automatically connected loads, exceed the continuous DG rating 
of 2500 kw. - Therefore, a short period of loading above the 
analyzed accident loading was added to the monthly test to 
assure that the DG can produce the necessary power. Longer 
duration loading is proposed in the 18 month 24 hour loading 
SR. The Frequency was changed to retain monthly testing as is 
in the existing license. Notes were omitted; Note 1 simply 
provides permission for gradual loading which is not prohibited 
by any requirement, and is common practice. Note 2 is included 
in the introduction to the 3.8.1 SRs. Note 3 is unnecessary 
since, at Palisades, a DG is considered inoperable when it is 
paralleled to the grid for loading; both DGs would not be 
voluntarily made inoperable. Note 4 is unnecessary because it 
is physically necessary to meet the acceptance criteria of STS 
SR 3.8.1.2 before a DG could be paralleled and loaded. 

Moved air system requirements to LCD 3.8.1 from LCD 3.8.3 
because Palisades DG design does not include the 5 start 
requirement. With below normal pressure, no specific number of 
starts can be assured and the DG must be assumed to be 
inoperable. 

Bracketed reference to engine mounted tank omitted, otherwise 
unchanged. Required fuel inventory applies only to day tank; 
engine mounted tank gravity fills. 

This SR is not part of the existing Palisades licensing basis. 
The DG day tanks have had no history of difficulty with 
accumulated water. Tank construction is flat bottomed and does 
not provide a sump for water collection or removal. 

Reworded SR to address controls as well as pumps since 
Palisades has asymmetric, shared, DG fuel oil transfer system. 
Pump testing alone would not necessarily verify operability of 
automatic and manual controls. 

This STS SR combined with STS SR 3.8.7.2 because all DG starts 
at Palisades are "fast starts". See 3.8.1.2, above. 

Reworded for Palisades configuration. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 



Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number 

3.8.1.10 3.8.1.11 4.17.2 4.b 

Omitted 3.8.1.12 NA 

Omitted 3.8.1.13 NA 

3.8.1.11 3.8.1.14 New 

Omitted 3.8.1.15 NA 

3.8.1.12 3.8.1.16 New 

Omitted 3.8.1.17 NA 

3.8.1.13 3.8.1.18 New 

3.8.1.14 3.8.1.19 4.7.1.b 

Omitted 3.8.1.20. NA 

3.8.1.15 Added 4.7.1.d 

RTS (STS) requirement Description 

SR: Simulated Loss of offsite Power; 18 mo. 

SR: (DG start on ESF signal; 18 Mo.) 

SR: (Verification of DG trip bypass; 18 mo.) 

SR: DG 24 hour load test; 18 Mo. 

SR: (DG Hot Restart; 18 mo.) 

SR: Transfer of DG load to offsite; 18 mo. 

SR: ( DG auto reset to standby; 18 mo.) 

SR: Sequencer timing test; 18 mo. 

SR: LOSP w/o SIS test 

SR: (DG simultaneous start) 

SR: Verify DG load; 18 months 
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Explanation of Differences 

Prelube note omitted; otherwise unchanged. 

This is not a feature of the Palisades design. Palisades DGs 
start only on low voltage or loss of voltage. 

This is not a feature of the Palisades design. Palisades DGs 
do not have trips which are bypassed on an ESF. 

Reduced time above continuous load to avoid exceeding DG rating 
yet still meet the intent of the test. Palisades DGs have a 
continuous rating of 2500 kw and a 2 hour rating of 2750 kw. 
If the SR specifies 2 hours at a load above the continuous 
rating, a test duration of more than 2 hours would exceed the 
DG rating and a test duration of less than 2 hours would not 
satisfy the SR. 100 minutes was chosen to demonstrate that the 
DG is not degrading, yet to specify testing within the rating 
of the DG. 

This SR was not proposed. None of the accident analyses or 
design bases assume a hot restart of the DGs. This SR is not 
part of the existing licensing basis. 

Reworded SR to clarify intent. Requirements are unchanged. 

This is not a feature of the Palisades design. 

SR reworded to verify timing of each load, rather than the 
intervening interval. The Palisades sequencers are solid state 
devices which are verified to be within 0.1 seconds of the 
programmed time. Plant testing is written to verify that the 
timing meets the accident analyses, and DG load studies allow 
for maximum allowable sequencer error. 

Omitted note inappropriate to Palisades; Palisades DGs have 
continuous prelube. Used Palisades designations and values. 

This SR is not a part of the existing Licensing basis. 

Retained existing SR. Palisades design automatically connected 
loads closely approach the continuous rating of the DG. 
Retention of this SR is intended to assure that the loading is 
verified at least each 18 months. 



Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number 

Omitted 3.8.1-1 NA 

3.8.2.a 3.8.2.a 3.7.3 

3.8.2.b 3.8.2.b 3.7.3 

3.8.2 A 3.8.2 A 3.7.3 

3.8.2 A.1 3.8.2 A.l New 

3.8.2 A.2.1 3.8.2 A.2.1 3. 7 .3 A 

3.8.2 A.2.2 3.8.2 A.2.2 3. 7 .3 B 

3.8.2 A.2.3 3.8.2 A.2.3 New 

3.8.2 A.2.4 3.8.2 A.2.4 3.7.3 E 

3.8.2 B 3.8.2 B 3.7.3 

3.8.2 B.l 3.8.2 B.2.1 3. 7 .3 A 

3". 8. 2 B. 2 3.8.2 B.2.2 3. 7 .3 B 

3.8.2 B.3 3.8.2 B.2.3 New 

3.8.2 B.4 3.8.2 B.2.4 3.7.3 E 

3.8.2 3.8.2.1 4.7.l 

3.8.3 3.8.3 3.7.1 

3.8.3 A 3.8.3 A New 

3.8.3 A.1 3.8.3 A.l New 

3.8.3 B 3.8.3 B New 

RTS (STS) requirement Description 

Tabl: (DG test schedule) 

LCO: One off-site circuit OPERABLE, MODES 5 & 6 

LCO: One DG OPERABLE, MODES 5 & 6 

COND: One required offsite source inoperable. 

ACTN: Declare affected equip inoperable; immediately 

ACTN: Suspend Core Alterations; immediately 

ACTN: stop fuel moves; immediately 

ACTN: Stop positive Rx addition; immediately 

ACTN: Initiate circuit restoration; immediately 

COND: One required DG inoperable. 

ACTN: Suspend Core Alterations; immediately 

ACTN: stop fuel moves; immediately 

ACTN: Stop positive Rx addition; immediately 

ACTN: initiate circuit restoration; immediately 

SR: Required SRs from LCO 3.8.i, for MODES 5 & 6 

LCO: DG fuel oil & Lube oil; when DG required 

COND: fuel < 23,700 gal and> 20,110 gal 

ACTN: Restore fuel oil within 48 hrs 

COND: Lube oil< 7 and> 6 days supply 
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Explanation of Differences 

No change is proposed for the DG testing frequency. The 
existing license does not require increased testing frequencies 
if the number of failures is high. The table was omitted and 
the existing monthly test frequency retained. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Specified those SRs which test features required in MODES 5 & 6 
and which can be performed w/o making DG inoperable. 

Moved air system requirements to LCO 3.8.1 because Palisades DG 
design does not include the 5 start requirement. With below 
normal pressure, no specific number of starts can be assured. 
Revised LCO and Applicability wording to reflect Palisades 
shared fuel oil system. 

Reworded to reflect Palisades shared fuel oil system. 

Unchanged. 

Reworded to reflect Palisades shared lube oil storage and to be 
consistent with wording of 3.7.3 A. 



Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number 

3.8.3 B.l 3.8.3 B.l New 

3.8.3 c 3.8.3 c New 

3.8.3 C.l 3.8.3 C.l New 

3.8.3 D 3 .8 .3 D New 

3.8.3 D.l 3.8.3 D.l New 

Omitted 3.8.3 E NA 

3.8.3 E 3.8.3 F New 

3.8.3 E.l 3.8.3 F.1 New 

3.8.3.l 3.8.3.1 New 

3.8.3.2 3.8.3.2 New 

3.8.3.3 3.8.3.3 New 

Omitted 3.8.3.4 NA 

3.8.3.4 3.8.3.5 New 

Omitted 3.8.3.6 NA 

3.8.4 3.8.4 3.7.1.h 

RTS (STS) requirement Description 

ACTN: Restore Lube oil w/in 48 hrs 

COND: Fuel viscosity, water, sediment not in limits 

ACTN: Restore fuel quality w/in 7 days 

COND: Fuel out of spec other than Cond C 

ACTN: Restore fuel properties; 31 days 

COND: ( DG air receiver low pressure) 

COND: Required Action not met or 

ACTN: Declare both DGs inoperable 

SR: Fuel oil level check; 24 hours 

SR: Lube oil inventory check; 31 days 

SR: Verify fuel oil properties; iaw program 

SR: (Verify starting air pressure; 31 days) 

SR: Fuel Oil storage tank water check; 92 days 

SR: (Clean Fuel Oil storage tank; 10 years) 

LCO: Two DC sources operable; MODES 1-4 
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Explanation of Differences 

Unchanged. 

Rewrote condition to reflect Palisades fuel oil storage and 
usage conditions. Palisades has a single tank which stores 
fuel oil for both DGs, diesel fire pumps, heating boilers, and 
rad waste evaporators. Consequently, the residence time for 
fuel in storage is short. With a short storage time, 
particulate contamination is not limiting. New fuel is tested 
for viscosity, SG, and water and sediment prior to acceptance 
or addition to the tank. Stored fuel is sampled periodically. 

Reworded to agree with reworded condition statement. 

Rewrote condition to complement Condition C. 

Changed Completion time from 30 to 31 days. 30 days is not 
standard usage within the STS project. 

. The condition, action & surveillance for DG air starting moved 
to LCO 3.8.1. The replacement SR is 3.8.1.4; The actions are 
those for an inoperable DG, 3.8.l B. 

Reworded to reflect Palisades shared fuel oil system. 

Reworded to reflect Palisades shared fuel oil system. 

Reworded and retained shorter surveillance interval due to 
Palisades shared fuel oil system and continuous multi purpose 
usage. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Moved to LCD 3.8.1 

Added word "excess" due to difficulty in removing all water 
from Fuel Oil storage tank and the height of the suction pipe 
above the tank bottom. 

This SR would have been a new requirement for Palisades. It 
was deleted from the STS by change TSTF-2. 

Reworded to fit Palisades terminology and usage, and to specify 
that the cross-connected chargers are not, by themselves, 
adequate for continuous operation. 



• 
Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number 

3.8.4 A Added New 

3.8.4 A.l Added New 

3.8.4 A.2 Added New 

3.8.4 B 3.8.4 A 3.7.2.h 

3.8.4 B.l Added 3.7.2.h 

3.8.4 B.2 3.8.4 A.l 3.7.2.h 

3.8.4 c 3.8.4 B 3.7.2 

3.8.4 C.l 3.8.4 B.l 3.7.2 

3.8.4 C.2 3.8.4 B.2 3.7.2 

3.8.4.1 3.8.4.1 New 

3.8.4.2 3.8.4.2 New 

• 
RTS (STS) requirement Description 

COND: One required charger inoperable 

ACTN: Place x-conn charger in service; immediately 

ACTN: Restore required charger to OPERABLE status; 7 days 

COND: One battery inoperable 

ACTN: Place both chargers in service; immediately 

ACTN: Restore battery; 24 hours 

COND: Required action and completion time not met 

ACTN: Be in MODE 3· 6 hours 

ACTN: Be in MODE 5; 36 hours 

SR: Verify battery float voltage; 7 days 

SR: Verify no corrosion; 92 days 
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Explanation of Differences 

This condition was added due to Palisades arrangement having 
redundant chargers for each battery, with one cross-connected 
to the opposite AC train. Addition of this condition allows 
limited continued operation if one of the required chargers 
becomes inoperable. 

This action is added to assure continued charging current is 
available to the battery during the time when a required 
charger is out of service. This action is implicit in the 
existing LCO which requires one of the two chargers to be 
operable. 

This action was added to assure the restoration of the required 
charger. The 7 day completion time is that currently allowed 
for a DG out of service, which is more limiting. The 7 days 
should allow for trouble shooting, location of parts, and 
repair. 

The actions for an inoperable DC source have been separated 
into two conditions, that for the charger (3.8.4 A) and that 
for the battery. The condition, associated actions, and 
completion times are retained from the existing Tech Specs. 

This action, taken from the existing Tech Specs, was retained 
to assure that sufficient DC power was available for the 
affected train. It also assures that DC power for that train 
would be restored, following a loss of off-site power, as soon 
as either AC train was re-energized. 

Retained Completion Time from existing Tech Specs. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Reworded to limit connection resistance to 120% of installation 
value, in agreement with manufacturers specifications and with 
reviewer's note in STS bases. 



• 
Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number 

3.8.4.3 3.8.4.3 New 

3.8.4.4 3.8.4.4 New 

3.8.4.5 3.8.4.5 New 

3.8.4.6 3.8.4.6 New 

3.8.4.7 3.8.4.7 4.7.2.c 

3.8.4.8 3.8.4.8 4.7.2.d 

3.8.5 3.8.5 New 

3.8.5 A 3.8.5 A New 

3.8.5 A.l 3.8.5 A.1 New 

3.8.5 A.2.1 3.8.5 A.2.1 New 

3.8.5 A.2.2 3.8.5 A.2.2 New 

3.8.5 A.2.3 3.8.5 A.2.3 New 

3.8.5 A.2.4 3.8.5 A.2.4 New 

3.8.5 3.8.5.1 New 

3.8.6 3.8.6 3.7.1.h 

3.8.6 A 3.8.6 A 3.7.2.h 

3.8.6 A.l 3.8.6 A.1 3.7.2.h 

RTS (STS) requirement Description 

SR: Battery inspection; 18 mo. 

SR: Remove corrosion; 18 mo. 

SR: Verify connection resistance; 18 mo. 

SR: Verify charger performance; 18 months 

SR: Battery service test; 18 months 

SR: Battery performance test; 60 months 

LCD: DC sources to support LCD 3.8.10; MODES 5&6 

COND: One DC source inoperable 

ACTN: Declare affected equip inoperable; immediately 

ACTN: Suspend Core Alterations; immediately 

ACTN: Suspend fuel movement; immediately 

ACTN: Suspend positive Rx addition; immediately 

ACTN: Initiate DC source restoration; immediately 

SR: Perform SRs for operable DC source 

LCO: Battery cell parameters w/in limits 

COND: Battery cell parameter not w/in limits 

ACTN: Verify pilot cell level & voltage; 1 hour 
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Explanation of Differences 

Specified that inspection be performed rather than to verify no 
damage. Changed wording avoids declaring the battery to be 
inoperable for observed damage which does not affect 
operability. 

Unchanged. 

Reworded to limit connection resistance to 120% of installation 
value, in agreement with manufacturers specifications and with 
reviewer's note in STS bases. 

Note restricting performance during operation was omitted. The 
availability of a redundant charger, at Palisades, allows 
performance of a charger test while the other charger is in 
service. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Reworded for consistency with balance of proposed TS. 

Added requirement for average temperature; Condition B and SR 
3.8.6.4 each have requirements concerning battery cell 
temperature, but LCO does not require the battery to be within 
any temperature limits. Conditions are only entered is LCO is 
not met, and surveillance need to support a facet of the LCO. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 



Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number 

3.8.6 A.2 3.8.6 A.2 3.7.2.h 

3.8.6 A.3 3.8.6 A.3 3.7.2.h 

3.8.6 B 3.8.6 B 3.7.2.h 

3.8.8 B.l 3.8.6 B.l 3.7.2 

3.8.6.l 3.8.6.l 4.7.2.a 

3.8.6.2 3.8.6.3 4.7.2.a 

3.8.6.3 3.8.6.2 4.7.2.b 

3.8.6-1 3.8.6-1 New 

3.8.7 3.8.7 New 

3.8.7 A 3.8.7 A New 

3.8.7 A.1 3.8.7 A Note New 

3.8.7 A.2 3.8.7 A.l New 

3.8.7 B 3.8.7 B New 

3.8.7 B.l 3.8.7 B.1 New 

3.8.7 B.2 3.8.7 B.2 New 

3.8.7.1 3.8.7.1 New 

RTS (STS) requirement Description 

ACTN: Verify cells w/in Category C limits; 24 hours 

ACTN: Restore cells to Category A & B limits; 31 days 

ACTN: Required Action not met, etc 

ACTN: Declare battery inoperable; immediately 

SR: Verify pilot cell parameters; 31 days 

SR: Verify cell temperature; 31 days 

SR: Verify all cells w/in limits; 92 days 

Tabl: Battery Ce 11 1 imits 

LCO: Inverters shall be operable; MODES 1-4 

COND: one inverter inoperable 

ACTN: Enter 3.7.9 if Preferred AC bus de-energized 

ACTN: Restore inverter; 24 hours 

COND: Required action not met, Etc 

ACTN: Be in MODE 3; 6 hours 

ACTN: Be in MODE 5; 36 hours 

SR: Verify inverter performance; 7 days 
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Explanation of Differences 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Retained existing SR frequency. 

Retained existing SR frequency. 

Omitted specific requirement to perform SR upon severe 
discharge or overcharge. These requirements are not 
requirements of the current Palisades license. With Palisades 
battery parameters, knowledge any severe discharge would 
comprise knowledge of failure to meet cell float voltage 
requirements of SRs 3.8.6.1 and 3.8.6.3. Failure to meet 
SR 3.8.6.l or 3.8.6.3 would require entering Condition 3.8.6 A; 
Action 3.8.6 A.2 requires performance of the measurements of 
SR 3.8.6.3. With the type of batteries used at Palisades, a 
severe overcharge would result in a reduced electrolyte level 
rather than an excessive battery terminal voltage. Similarly 
to a reduced voltage caused by a severe discharge, a reduced 
level caused by a severe overcharge would invoke the 
requirement of Action 3.8.6 A.2 to pe~form the measurements 
required by SR 3.8.9.3 w/in 24 hours. 

Unchanged. 

Omitted note which is not applicable to Palisades. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 



Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number 

3.8.8 

3.8.8 A 

3.8.8 A.1 

3.8.8 A.2.1 

3.8.8 A.2.2 

3.8.8 A.2.3 

3.8.8 A.2.4 

3.8.8.l 

3.8.9 

3.8.9 A 

3.8.9 A.l 

3.8.9 B 

3.8.9 B.1 

3.8.9 c 

3.8.9 C.l 

3.8.9 D 

3.8.9 D.1 

3.8.9 D.2 

3.8.9 E 

3.8.9 E.1 

3.8.9.l 

3.8.10 

3.8.10 A 

STS Number 

3.8.8 

3.8.8 A 

3.8.8 A.l 

3.8.8 A.2.1 

3.8.8 A.2.2 

3.8.8 A.2.3 

3.8.8 A.2.4 

3.8.8.l 

3.8.9 

3.8.9 A 

3.8.9 A.l 

3.8.9 B 

3.8.9 B.l 

3.8.9 c 

3.8.9 C.l 

3.8.9 D. 

3.8.9 D.l 

3.8.9 D.2 

3.8.9 E 

3.8.9 E.1 

3.8.9.1 

3 .8 .10 

3.8.10 A 

TS Number 

New 

New 

New 

New 

New 

New 

New 

New 

3.7.1 

3.7.2.c,d,e 

3.7.2.c,d,e 

3.7.2.g 

3.7.2.g 

3.7.2.f 

3.7.2.f 

3.7.2 

3.7 .2 

3.7.2 

3.0.3 

3. 0.3 

New 

New 

New 

-- ---·-----

RTS (STS) requirement Description 

LCD: Required inverters operable; MODES 5 & 6 

COND: One or more inverter inoperable 

ACTN: Declare affected equip inoperable; immediately 

ACTN: Suspend Core Alterations; immediately 

ACTN: Suspend fuel movement; immediately 

ACTN: Suspend positive Rx addition; immediately 

ACTN: Initiate DC source restoration; immediately 

SR: Verify inverter performance; 7 days 

LCD: Electrical Distribution buses operable; MODES 1-4 

COND: AC distribution inoperable 

ACTN: Restore AC distribution 8 hours 

COND: Preferred AC bus inoperable 

ACTN: Restore Preferred AC bus; 8 hours 

COND: DC bus inoperable 

ACTN: Restore DC bus; 8 hours 

COND: Required action not met 

ACTN: Be in MODE 3; 6 hours 

ACTN: Be in MODE 5; 36 hours 

COND: Two or more distribution systems inoperable 

ACTN: Enter 3.0.3; immediately 

SR: Verify breaker alignments; 7 days 

LCO: Electrical distribution buses operable; MODES 5 & 6 

COND: One or more bus inoperable 
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Explanation of Differences 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Retained existing action and completion tine. 

Unchanged. 

Retained existing action and completion tine. 

Unchanged. 

Retained existing action and completion tine. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

(03/28/96). 



Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number 

3.8.10 A.1 

3.8.10 A.2.1 

3.8.10 A.2.2 

3.8.10 A.2.3 

3.8.10 A.2.4 

3.8.10 A.2.5 

3.8.10.l 

STS Number 

3.8.10 A.1 

3.8.10 A.2.1 

3.8.10 A.2.2 

3.8.10 A.2.3 

3.8.10 A.2.4 

3.8.10 A.2.5 

3.8.10.l 

TS Number 

New 

New 

New 

New 

New 

New 

New 

RTS (STS) requirement Description 

ACTN: Declare affected equip inoperable; immediately 

ACTN: Suspend Core Alterations; immediately 

ACTN: Suspend fuel movement; immediately 

ACTN: Suspend positive Rx addition; immediately 

ACTN: Initiate DC source restoration; immediately 

ACTN: Declare affected SDC inoperable; immediately 

SR: Verify breaker alignments; 7 days 
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Explanation of Differences 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

(03/28/96). 



• 
Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number 

3.9 3.9 

3.9.1 3.9.l 3.8.1.g 

3.9.1 A 3.9.l A 3.8.2 

3.9.l A.1 3.9.l A.l 3.8.2 

3.9.1 A.2 3.9.l A.2 3.8.2 

3.9.1 A.3 3.9.l A.3 3.8.2 

3.9.1.1 3.9.1.1 3.8.1.g 

3.9.2 3.9.2 3.8.1.e 

3.9.2 A 3.9.2 A 3.8.2 

3.9.2 A.l 3.9.2 A.l 3.8.2 

3.9.2 A.2 3.9.2 A.2 3.8.2 

3.9.2 B 3.9.2 B 3.8.2 

3.9.2 B.1 3.9.2 B.l 3.8.2 

3.9.2 B.2 3.9.2 B.2 3.8.1.g 

3.9.2.1 3.9.2.l 4.17.6#1 

3.9.2.2 3.9.2.2 4.17 .6#1 

3.9.3 3.9.3 3.8.1.a 

3.9.3 a 3.9.3 a 3 .. 8 .1. a 

3.9.3 b 3.9.3 b 3.8.1.a 

RTS (STS) requirement Description 

REFUELING 

LCD: PCS boron ~ 1720; MODE 6 

COND: Boron< limit 

ACTN: Suspend CORE ALT; immediately 

ACTN: Suspend +ak/k addition; immediately 

ACTN: Borate; immediately 

SR: Verify Boron; 72 hrs 

LCD: 2 SR monitors OPERABLE; MODE 6 

COND: 1 SR monitor inoperable 

ACTN: Suspend core alterations; immediately 

ACTN: Suspend+ ak/k addition; Immediately 

COND: 2 SR monitors inoperable 

-ACTN: Initiate action to fix SR monitor; immediately 

ACTN: Perform SR 3.9.1.1; 4 hrs & every 12 hrs 

SR: channel check; 12 hours 

SR: channel calibration; 18 months 

LCD: Containment penetration status; core alts & fuel moves. 

LCD: (sub para) Air lock door closed or SFP vent system on 

LCD: (sub para) 1 door in emergency airlock closed. 
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Explanation of Differences 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. Used Palisades terminology of source range channels 
throughout LCD. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Added "on each source range channel" for consistency with 
section 3.3 SRs 

Added "on each source range channel" for consistency with 
section 3.3 SRs; deleted note since that allowance is contained 
in Palisades Chnl Cal definition. 

Unchanged. 

Retained allowance to refuel with equipment hatch open if SFP 
vent system is operating. This is retained from existing Tech 
Specs. Palisades equip hatch opens to the fuel pool area and 
is used for communication and containment access during 
refueling. 

Limited requirement to emergency lock. personnel lock addressed 
in 3.9.3.a, above. 



Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number 

3.9.3 c 3.9.3 c 3.8.1.b, .c 

3.9.3 c.1 3.9.3 c.2 3.8.1.b, .c 

3.9.3 c.2 3.9.3 c.2 3.8.1.b, .c 

3.9.3 A 3.9.3 A 3.8.2 

3.9.3 A.l 3.9.3 A.l 3.8.2 

3.9.3 A.2 3.9.3 A.2 3.8.2 

3.9.3 A.3 Added 3.8.2 

3.9.3.l 3.9.3.1 New 

3.9.3.2 3.9.3.2 New 

3.9.4 3.9.4 3.1.9.3 

3.9.4 A Added 3.10.1.c.l 

3.9.4 A.l Added 3.10.1.c.l 

3.9.4 A.2 Added 3.1.9.3 

3.9.4 A.3 Added 3.10.1.c.l 

3.9.4 A.4 Added 3.10.1.c.2 

3.9.4 B 3.9.4 A 3 .1. 9. 3 1&2 

3.9.4 B.1 3.9.4 A.l 3.1.9.3 2.a 

3.9.4 B.2 3.9.4 A.2 New 

RTS (STS) requirement Description 

LCO: (sub para) Penetration status 

LCO: (sub para) Penetrations closed by isolation valve 

LCO: (sub para) Capable of being closed by valve, etc 

COND: Penetration not in required status 

ACTN: Suspend core alterations; Immediately 

ACTN: Suspend fuel movement; Immediately 

ACTN: Suspend reactivity addition; immediately 

SR: Verify penetration status; 7 days 

SR: Verify automatic penetration closure; 31 days 

LCO: SDC loop operating; MODE 6 ~ 647' level 

COND: Flow < 2810 gpm 

ACTN: Suspend dilution operations; immediately 

ACTN: Assure flow~ 1000 gpm; Immediately 

ACTN: electrically disable 2 charging pumps; 1 hour 

ACTN: verify SDM; 15 min 

COND: SDC requirements not.met 

ACTN: Suspend dilution; Immediately 

ACTN: Suspend adding fuel to core; Immediately 
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Explanation of Differences 

Added the word "other" since 3.9.3.a allows the equipment hatch 
and personnel airlock to be open. 

Used Pali sades signal name, otherwise unchanged·. 

Changed item c.2 to reflect Palisades configuration. Palisades 
has no separate CPIS signal, but uses a low range area monitor 
to initiate a "Containment High Radiation" closure of all 
containment isolation valves. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Added requirement from existing license. 

Added requirement to verify operation of SFP ventilation & 
filter system. 

Reworded to reflect Palisades equipment. 

Retained existing TS level specification of 647' elevation, 
OPERABLE requirement for SDC train, and flow requirement. The 
flow is an assumption of the dilution analyses. Used Palisades 
terminology of "trains" and "reactor Cavity" throughout LCO. 

Added condition equivalent to that of existing TS. 

New action in support of dilution analysis assumptions. 

Added action to assure adequate mixing flow as assumed in 
dilution analyses. 

Retained existing action in support of dilution analysis. 

Retained existing action in support of dilution accident 
analysis. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 



Palisades RTS Cross Reference to ST.S. 

RTS Number STS Number 

3.9.4 B.3 3.9.3 A.3 

3.9.4 B.4 3.9.4 A.4 

3.9.4.l Added 

3.9.4.2 3.9.4.l 

3.9.5 3.9.5 

3.9.5 A Added 

3.9.5 A.l Added 

3.9.5 A.2 Added 

3.9.5 A.3 Added 

3.9.5 A.4 Added 

3.9.5 B 3.9.5 A 

3.9.5 B.l 3.9.5 A.l 

3.9.5 B.2 3.9.5 A.2 

3.9.5 c 3.9.5 B 

3.9.5 C.1 3.9.5 B.1 

3.9.5 C.2 3.9.5 B.2.1 

3.9.5 C.3 3.9.5 B.3 

3.9.5.l Added 

3.9.5.2 3.9.4.1 

TS Number 

3.1.9.3 1.a 
3.1.9.3 2.b 

New 

New 

4.2.2#14.c 

3.1.9.3 

3.10.1.c.l 

3.10.1.c.l 

3.1.9.3 

3.10.1.c.1 

3.10.1.c.2 

3.1.9.3 1&2 

3.1.9.3 l.a 
3.1.9.3 2.b 

New 

3 .1. 9. 3 1&2 

3.1.9.3 2.a 

3.1.9.3 l.a 
3.1.9.3 2.b 

New 

New 

4.2.2#14.c 

RTS (STS) requirement Description 

ACTN: Initiate SOC repair; immediately 

ACTN: Close penetrations; 4 hours 

SR: Verify SOC Loop OPERABLE; 12 hrs 

SR: Verify SOC loop operating; 12 hrs 

LCO: 2 OPERABLE SOC; 1 operating; MODE 6 < 647' level 

COND: Flow < 2810 gpm 

ACTN: Suspend dilution operations; immediately 

ACTN: Assure flow ~ 1000 gpm; Immediately 

ACTN: electrically disable 2 charging pumps; 1 hour 

ACTN: verify SOM; 15 min 

COND: 1 SOC loop inoperable 

ACTN: Initiate fix; immediately 

ACTN: Initiate pool fill; immediately 

COND: No SOC loop operating or OPERABLE 

ACTN: Suspend dilution; Immediately 

ACTN: Initiate fix; immediately 

ACTN: Close penetrations; 4 hours 

SR: Verify SOC Loop OPERABLE; 12 hrs 

SR: Verify SOC loop operating; 12 hrs 
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Explanation of Differences 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Added SR to support OPERABLE requirement of LCD. 

Unchanged. 

Retained existing TS level specification of 647; elevation. 
Used Palisades terminology of "trains" and "reactor Cavity" 
throughout LCD. Otherwise unchanged. 

Added condition equivalent to that of existing TS. 

New action in support of dilution analysis assumptions. 

Added action to assure adequate mixing flow as assumed in 
dilution analyses. 

Retained existing action in support of dilution analysis. 

Retained existing action in support of dilution accident 
analysis. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Added SR to support OPERABLE requirement of LCD. 

Replaced with wording like that of SR 3.9.4.2 to require 
verification of required flow. 



Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number 

3.9.5.3 3.9.5.2 New 

3.9.6 3.9.6 New 

3.9.6 A 3.9.6 A New 

3.9.6 A.l 3.9.6 A.1 New 

3.9.6 A.2 3.9.6 A.2 New 

Omitted 3.9.6 A.3 NA 

3.9.6.l 3.9.6.1 New 

RTS (STS) requirement Description 

SR: Verify 2nd SOC loop OPERABLE; 7 days 

LCO: Water level ~ 647; fuel movement in CB 

COND: Level < limit 

ACTN: Suspend Core Alterations; Immediately 

ACTN: Fuel moves; Immediately 

ACTN: (Initiate Action to restore level; Immediately) 

SR: verify level; 24 hrs 
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(03/28/96). 

Explanation of Differences 

Unchanged. 

Retained existing TS level specification of 647; elevation. 
Used Palisades terminology of "trains" and "reactor Cavity" 
throughout LCO. Otherwise unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

This Action was omitted because Actions A.l and A.2 require 
plant to be out of applicable conditions. Action A.3, 
therefore would never be applicable. This change has been 
submitted as a change to the STS under the number TSTF-20. 

Unchanged. 



Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number 

4.0 4.0 5.0 

4.1 4.1 5.1 

4.2.l 4.2 5.3.2a,b,c 

4.2.2 4.2.2 5.3.2.d 

4.3.1.1 3.7.15, bases 5.4.2 

4.3.1.2 4.3.l 5.4.1 

4.3.2 3.7.15, bases New 

4.3.3 3.7.15, bases New 

RTS (STS) requirement Description 

DESIGN FEATURES 

Desc: Description of plant site 

Desc: Description of Reactor Core 

Desc: Description of Control Rods 

Desc: Description of spent fuel storage 

Desc: Description of new fuel storage facilities 

Desc: Description of fuel storage drainage limitation 

Desc: Description of fuel storage capacity 
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Explanation of Differences 

Unchanged. 

Used existing description. 

Used existing description. 

Moved description of spent fuel storage requirements and 
facilities to LCO 3.7.15 and its bases. 

Used existing description. 

The drainage discussion is not applicable to the Palisades new 
fuel storage racks. This subject is discussed in the bases for 
LCO 3.7.15. 

This subject is discussed in the bases for LCO 3.7.15. 
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B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 

B 3.7.1 Main Steam Safety Valves (MSSVs) 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY 
ANALYSES 

The primary purpose of the MSSVs is to provide overpressure 
protection for the secondary system. The MSSVs also provide 

~~~~~~;; 0 ( R~i~~ n~! e~:ifil~iji~::~·~i:~::i~i:r:1&:~i:g:fue~~~-;_l9.~.;~l :n~e~~e~~~~e 
for tb.~ ... removal of E:frie·r-~if .. froiii .. The···Re·aclcfr R@@.@i.n& Cool ant System 
(-Rf.& iPC~1) if the preferred heat sink provided ... hy .. the Condenser 
and cTWE'ul at i ng Water System' :~n~::]~:~:m9:i:P::n@n1::9:]@:9'ffip: ¥,~:]:::~:~:§:]~,ii ~ 
not available. 

~ :Iw~mlf:g: MSSVs are located on each main steam header, outside 
contafrifriefri .. r;·· upstream of the main steam isolation valves,--a-s
described in the FSAR, Section [5.2], (Ref. 1). The MSSV rated 
capacity passes the full steam flow at 102% RTP (100% + 2% for 
instrument error) with the valves full open. This m~ets the 
requirements of the ASME Code, Section III, (Ref. l I). The MSSV 
design includes staggered setpoints, according to Table 3.7.1-1, 
in the accompanying LCO, so that only the number of valves needed 
will actuate. Staggered setpoints reduce the potential for valve 
chattering because of insufficient steam pressure to fully open 
all valves following a turbine reactor trip. 

The design basis for the MSSVs comes from Reference l I; its 
purpose is to limit secondary system pressure to~ 110% of design 
pressure when passing 100% of design steam flow. This design 
basis is sufficient to cope with any Anticipated Operational 
Occurrence (AOO) or accident considered in the Design Basis 
Accident (OBA) and transient analysis. 

The ~y~nts that challenge the MSSV relieving capacity, and thus 
-Rf.& f@i~ pressure, are those characterized as decreased heat 

/ 
/ 
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Of these, the full power Loss Of GoRdeRser Vacuum (LOGV) eveRt is 
the limitiRg AOO. AR LOGY isolates the turbiRe aRd coRdeRser, aRd 
termi Rates Rormal feed\rnter fl ow to the steam geRerators. Before 
delivery of auxiliary feedHater to the steam geRerators, RCS 
pressure reaches s 2630 psig. This peak pressure is < 110% of the 
desigR pressure of 2500 psig, but high eRough to actuate the 
pressurizer safety valves. The maximum relieviRg rate duriRg the 
LOGY eveRt is 2.5 E6 lb/hour, which is less thaR the rated 
capacity of two MSSVs. 

The limitiRg accideRt for peak RCS pre'ssure is the full pmwr 
Feedwater LiRe Break (FWLB), iRside coRtaiRmeRt, with the failure 
of the backflow check valve iR the feedwater liRe from the 
affected steam geRerator. Water from the affected steam geRerator 
is assumed to be lost through the break with miRimal additioRal 
heat traRsfer from the RCS. With heat removal limited to the 
URaffected steam geRerator, the reduced heat traRsfer causes aR 
iRcrease iR RCS temperature, aRd the resultiRg RCS fluid expaRsioR 
causes aR iRcrease iR pressure. The RCS pressure iRcreases to 
s 2730 psig, with the pressurizer safety valves providiRg relief 
capacity. The maximum relieviRg rate of the MSSVs duriRg the FWLB 
eveRt is s 2.5 E6 lb/hour, which is less thaR the rated capacity 
of two.MSSVs. 

UsiRg coRservative aRalysis assumptioRs, a small raRge of FWLB 
sizes less thaR a full double eRded guillotiRe break produce aR 
RCS pressure of 2765 psig for a period of 20 secoRds; exceediRg 
110% (2750 psig) of desigR pressure. This is coRsidered 
acceptable as RCS pressure is still well belo~1 120% of desigR 
pressure where deformatioR may occur. The probability of this 
eveRt is iR the raRge of 4 E 6/year. 

The MSSVs satisfy GriterioR 3 of the NRG Policy StatemeRt. 

This LCO reqy.ires a-1+ !g:~~ MSSVs to be OPERABLE in compliance with 
Reference -2- jl:, even th.a ugh this is not a requirement of the OBA 
analysi~ .. '.. This is because operation with less than the full 
Rumber g:~: e-f'.-MSSVs requires limitations on allowable THERMAL POWER 
(to meef .... RefereRce 2 requiremeRts), aRd adjustmeRt to the Reactor 
ProtectioR System trip setpoiRts. These limitatioRs are accordiRg 
to those showR iR Table 3.7.1 1, Required ActioR A.2, aRd Required 
ActioR A.3 iR the accompaRyiRg LGO. An MSSV is considered 
inoperable if it fails to open upon demand. 
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The OPERABILITY of the MSSVs is defined as the ability to open 
within the setpoint tolerances, relieve steam generator 
overpressure, and reseat when pressure has been reduced. The 
OPERABILITY of the MSSVs is determined by pgr.Jqdjc: surveillance 
testing in accordance with the Inservice i!:h§:J~g@t::1!9h!!,Testing Program. ·································· 

The lift settings, according to Table 3.7.1--2-:t in the accompanying 
LCO, correspond to ambient conditions of the Valve at nominal 
operating temperature and pressure. 

This LCO provides assurance that the MSSVs will perform their 
designed safety function to mitigate the cons~ql1~nc:e? of (lCcidents 
that could result in a cha 11 enge to the Rf-PB :g!i~:::::::J,::rf:§ij:r::).EX. 

APPLICABILITY In MODE$. 1, a mrn1mum of two :mJ~:~m:::::::i! MSSVs per steam generator are 
required to be OPERABLE, accoFdTh!f .... fo Table 3. 7. 1 1 in the 
accompanying LCO, which is limiting and bounds all lm:er MODES. 

ACTIONS 

In MODES 2 and 3, both the ASME Code and the accident analysis 
require only one MSSV per steam generator to provide overpressure 
protection. 

In MODES 4 and 5, there are no credible transients requiring the 
MSSVs. 

The steam generators are not normally used for heat removal in 
MODES 5 and 6, and thus cannot be overpressurized; there is no 
requirement for the MSSVs to be OPERABLE in these MODES. 

The ACTIONS table is modified by a Note indicating that separate 
Condition entry is allowed for each MSSV. 

A.l and A.2 

An alternative to restoring the inoperable MSSV(s) to OPERABLE 
status is to reduce power so that the available MSSV relieving 
capacity meets Code requirements for the power level. Operation 
may continue provided the allowable THERMAL POWER is equal to the 
product of: 1) the ratio of the number of MSSVs available per 
steam generator to the total number of MSSVs per steam generator, 
and 2) the ratio of the available relieving capacity to total 
steam flow, multiplied by 100%. 

Allowable THERMAL POWER (~ ___ Ji) x 109.2 

• GEOG STS fl!llli11llB115 B 3.7-3 
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With one or more MSSVs inoperable, the ceiling on the variable 
overpm:er trip is reduced to an amount over the al 1 m:abl e THERMAL 
POWER equal to the band given for this trip, according to 
Table 3.7.1 1 in the accompanying LCO. 

SP 

\:here: 

SP 

8 

109.2 

9.8 

Allowable THERMAL POWER 1 9.8 

Reduced reactor trip setpoint in percent RTP. 
This is a ratio of the available relieving 
capacity over the total steam flow at rated power. 

Total number of MSSVs per steam generator. 

Number of inoperable MSSVs on the steam generator 
with the greatest number of inoperable valves. 

Ratio of MSSV relieving capacity at 110% steam 
generator design pressure to calculated steam fl ow 
rate at 100% RTP 1 2% instrument uncertainty 
expressed as a percentage (see text above). 

Band between the maximum THERMAL POWER and the 
variable overpower trip setpoi nt ceiling 
(Table 3.7.1 1). 

The operator should limit the maxi mum steady state pmwer 1 evel to 
some value slightly below this setpoint to avoid an inadvertent 
overpower trip. 

The 4 hour Completion Time for Required Action A.2 is consistent 
\Jith A.I. An additional 8 hours is allmi1ed to reduce the 
setpoints in recognition of the difficulty of resetting all 
channels of this trip function within a period of 8 hours. The 
Completion Time of 12 hours for Required Action A.3 is based on 
operating experience in resetting all channels of a protective 
function and on the low probability of the occurrence of a 
transient that could result in steam generator overpressure during 
this period. 

-~ 
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If the MSSVs cannot be restored to OPERABLE status in the 
associated Completion Time, or if one or morq ~tQam generators 
have less than t~JO MSS'Js OPtRABLE, the tttri-t- pJ]\:p:~ must be placed 
in a MODE in whicbthe LCO does not apply. ro ... ~i'chieve this 
status, the tttri-t- ti'li~nfi must be p 1 ac:;qd in at 1 east MODE 3 within 
6 hours, and in MODE"··4 within f±-2-t.'Al!t hours. The allowed 
Completion Times are rea.S..CJ.r!.il.b..le, b"as.ed on operating experience, to 
reach the required tttri-t- µm~:n:f:: conditions from full power .,.,,. 
conditions in an orderly" .. iiia·n-r;·er and without challenging tttri-t- p]::~q~ 
systems. ··············· 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.1.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

This SR verifies the OPERABILITY of the MSSVs by the verification of 
each MSSV lift setpoints in accordance with the Inservice Testing 
Program. The ASME Code, Section XI, (Ref. 4$.), requires that safety 
and relief valve tests be performed in accordance with ANSI/ASME 
OM-1-1987, (Ref . .&4,). According to Reference -5:~, the following tests 
are required for MS"SVs: ...... 

a. Visual examination; 

b. Seat tightness determination; 

c. Setpoint pressure determination (lift setting). 

d. Compliance·Hith owner's seat tightness criteria; and:i,:: 

e. Verification of the balancing device integrity on balanced 
valves. 

The ANSI/ASME Standard requires that all valves be tested every 
5 years, and a minimum of 20% of the valves tested every 24 months. 
The ASME Code specifies the activities and frequencies necessary to 
satisfy the requirements. 

Table 3.7.1-iJ allows a± f31-% setpoint tolerance for OPERABILITY; 
however, the ~~lves are reset to ± 1% during the Surveillance to 
a 11 ow for drift. 
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This SR is modified by a Note that allows entry into and operation 
in MODE 3 prior to performing the SR. This is to all OH testing of 
the MSSVs at hot conditions. The MSSVs may be either bench tested 
or tested in situ at hot conditions using an assist device to 
simulate lift pressure. If the MSSVs are not tested at hot 
conditions, the lift setting pressure shall be corrected to ambient 
conditions of the valve at operating temperature and pressure. 

iil1l,llllP"'t~•tlllltRBIB~ 

1. 

3'2. 

43. 

FSAR, Section [5.2] 

ASME, Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III, 
Article NC-7000, Class 2 Components 

F SAR, Sect i on [ 15 . 2] ~:n:i.fili~g(ii:::::~i~ 

ASME, Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section XI, 
Article IWV 3500 

Si'· ANSI/ASME OM-1-1987 and OMa 1988 Addenda 
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B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 

B 3.7.2 Main Steam Isolation Valves (MSIVs) 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY 
ANALYSES 

The MSIVs isolate steam flow from the secondary side of the steam 
generators following a High Energy Line Break (HELB). MSIV closure 
terminates flow from the unaffected (intact) steam generator. 

One MSIV is located in each main steam line outside, but close to, 
containment. The MSIVs are downstream from the Main Steam Safety 
Valves (MSSVs), atmospheric dump valves, and auxiliary feedwater 
pump turbine steam supplies to prevent their being isolated from 
the steam generators by MSIV closure. Closing the MSIVs isolates 
each steam generator from the other, and isolates the turbine, 
Steam Bypass System, and other auxiliary steam supplies from the 
steam generators. 

The MSIVs close on a main steam isolation signal generated by 

~l=~::~:iim~:~:::i=:i.:9:~::~:i:i:i®.:J:i.:=~:ii=i~::~:~:g~:ii::~:i~i:il:f:~lflft~:~:J:~:~:i:~:j::~i.:~:ii:i.:~:in Pressure . 
B@9.:mm:~1@::r:@:::::::V~J:J:k§$::t::u1rg:Y:§::).:::::::;i;:9:::::::9:1:P.:§jiH:···rhE"""MSPhi""""f iifl"""cTo"s"C"d""" 0 n l 0 s s 
or··C"ciiitrol" .. o.r··actffaffon···rfr>\~Ei<····rhE MS IS al so actuates the Main 
Feed·,:ater Isolation Valves (MFIVs) to close. The MSIVs may also be 
actuated manually. 

A description of the MSIVs is found in the FSAR, Section fl0.@,3-f, 
(Ref. 1). 

The design basis of the MSIVs is established by the 
containment analysis for the large Steam Line Break {$k~) inside 
contaimflent, as discussed in the FSAR, Section ~jl[@f?i, 
CRr=.L .. ?J.1'. .... J.t...i .. ? .... ~J.s.o . .Jnfl qenced by the accident analYsi s of the 
M:~:1::m:::::1m:i*:~m::]!MJ!n§t::~t:€1:~~ i!{:f.1SLB)j eyents presented in the FSAR, 
Sedfcfri····ns·:T~··sT:IH:l@l@4i,' .. TRef: 3if.). The design precludes the 
blowdown of more ... Uian one steam generator, assuming a single active 
component failure (e.g., the failure of one MSIV to close on 
demand) . 
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The limiting case for the containment analysis is the hot zero 

~i1~i~~ii:iiWIP~ 
9.9n:t.:~fi:nm§h!!tJMH@JJ:::mmmti~J%! Jitl.:9-f 1:mntm:mtM!fi:i"f ··th·e··Ms rv·· ·a-n···the··· affected 
sleaiii···9en.ifr.afa·0···ta···cra·s·e··; ...... Af.ie.ro ·rfriwer, the steam generator 
inventory and temperature are at their.. . ..rnil~i.lllll!ll, .. rI!aximi zing the 

illfW.llilli\mliiil;~ 
t~mt1!§¥:i:t.Q:P:iM:·····-oue···16···reve-r-s·e···naw;···fai·1·ur·e····af···the···Ms1v···t·a··· c:·1·6se······ 
ici~tr~·b~t~ito the total release of the additional mass and energy 
in the steam headers, which are downstream of the other MSIV. W4-tfl. 
the most reactive rod cluster control assembly assumed stuck in the 
fully \lithdrawn position, there is an increased possibility that 
the core will become critical and return to power. The core is 
ultimately shut down by the borated water injection delivered by 
the Emergency Gore Cooling System. Other fail~res considered are 
the failure of an MfIV to close, and failure of an emergency diesel 
generator to start. 

The accident analysis compares several different SLB events against 
different acceptance criteria. The large SLB outside containment 
upstream of the MSIV is limiting for offsite dose, although a break 
in this short section of main steam header has a very low 
probability. The large SLB inside containment at hot zero power is 
the limiting case for a post trip return to pm1er. The analysis 
includes scenarios with offsite power available and with a loss of 
offsite pm'ler foll m.·i ng turbine trip. 

With off-site power available, the reactor:p:~Mi!m~Jty cool ant pumps 
continue to circulate co()Ja,ntthrough the ·sfe.aiii .. gene.r.ators, 
maximizing the Reactor fm::tffi~t\\it!:coolant System (Rt& m'.ii$.) cooldown. 
'JJith a loss of offsite po\1·e-;;······The response of mitigatlrig systems, 
such as the High Pressure Safety Injection (HPSI) pumps, is ... 

~ ~ l :y ~~ iv ~ ~ g ~ ~ ~ ! :::li:;::t:~::~::ii~i:i,;:;:~:~::iiii:r:]:iii::i::~:ii:i:i ~ : c ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ d :µ:~ l ~re 
s i gni ti cant fai 1 ure:· ;····faTlui;;E···iff···an .. rifii.ergencY .. dTesel generator, and 
failure of a HPSI pump. 

The MSIVs serve only a safety function and remain open during power 
operation. These valves operate under the following situations: 

c rnc STS PAlHKiMJ.85 
·:=:::::::::=:·:·:·:·:·:·: ·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:· 
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a. An HELB inside containment. In order to maximize the mass 
and energy release into the containment, the analysis assumes 
that the MSIV in the affected steam generator remains open. 
For this accident scenario, steam is discharged into 
containment from both steam generators until closure of the 
MSIV in the intact steam generator occurs. After MSIV 
closure, steam is discharged into containment only from the 
affected steam generator, and from the residual steam in the 
main steam header downstream of the closed MSIV in the intact 
~ 

b. A break outside of containment and upstream from the MSIVs. 
This scenario is not a containment pressurization concern. 
The uncontrolled blowdown of more than one steam generator 
must be prevented to limit the potential for uncontrolled RCS 
cooldown and positive reactivity addition. Closure of the 
MS IVs isolates the break, and 1 i mi ts the bl owdmm to a single 
steam generator. 

c. A break downstream of the MSIVs. This type of break will be 
isolated by the closure of the MSIVs. Events such as 
increased steam fl ow through the turbine or the -s-t-e-am tll:rm::n!g 
bypass va 1 ve-s- wi 11 a 1 so terminate on c 1 osure of the MSlVs:· ...... . 

d. A steam generator tube rupture. For this scenario, closure 
of the MSIVs isolates the affected steam generator from the 
intact steam generator. In addition to minimizing 
radiological releases, this enables the operator to maintain 
the pressure of the steam generator Hith the ruptured tube 
below the MSSV set points, a necessary step toward isolating 
the flow through the rupture. 

e. The MSIVs are also utilized during other events such as a 
feedwater line break. These events are less limiting so far 
as MSIV OPERABILITY is concerned. 

The MS I Vs satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRG Policy Statement. 

This LCO requires that the MSIV in each of the ftwof steam lines be 
OPERABLE. The MSIVs are considered OPERABLE when the isolation 
times are within limits, and they close on an isolation actuation 
s i gna 1 . 

• GEOG STS !l!lli'i!JI!! B 3.7-9 



MS IVs 
B 3.7.2 

This LCO provides assurance that the MSIVs will perform their 
design safety function to mitigate the consequences of accidents 
that could result in off-site exposures comparable to the 
10 CFR 100, (Ref. 4~!) limits or the NRC staff approved licensing 
basis. -

APPLICABILITY The MSIVs must be OPERABLE in MODE: 1 and in MODES :lm::::::2 and 3 except 
when all MSIVs are closed and [deactivated] when th~fe is 
significant mass and energy in the R-f£- e@:~:i:and steam generators. 
When the MSIVs are closed, they are alre~dj~erforming their safety 
function. 

In MODE 4, the steam generator energy is low; therefore, the MSIVs 
are not required to be OPERABLE. 

In MODES 5 and 6, the steam generators do not contain much energy 
because their temp~rature is below the boiling point of water; 
therefore, the MSIVs are not required for isolation of potential 
high energy secondary system pipe breaks in these MODES . 

.• ACTIONS 

With one MSIV inoperable in MODE 1, time is allowed to restore the 
component to oprnJ\~LE status. Some repairs can be made to the MSIV 
with the ttfri-t. :P,m~n!ii hot. The +a+ hour Completion Ti me is 
reasonable, coriiiJ~ring the probability of an accident occurring 
during the time period that would require closure of the MSIVs. 

• 

The f8f hour Completion Time is greater than that normally allowed 
for containment isolation valves because the MSIVs are valves that 
isolate a closed system penetrating containment. These valves 
differ from other containment isolation valves in that the closed 
system provides an additional means for containment isolation. 

If the MSIV cannot be restored to OPERABLE status within f8f hours, 
the tttri-t- im~n~ must be pl aced in a MODE in.. w.bJch the LCO does not 
apply. T"Ci"·a:c·hieve this status, the ttfri-t. Pm@f:li must be placed in 
MODE 2 within 6 hours and Condition C would .. b~ entered. The 
Completion Time is reasonable, based on operating experience, to 
reach MODE 2, and f]Q~e the MSIVs in an orderly manner and without 
cha 11 eng i ng ttfri-t. p]:j~~~ systems . 
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• 
SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS 

C. h~"hd C. 2 .1, and C. 2. 2 

Condition C is modified by a Note indicating that separate 
Condition entry is allowed for each MSIV. 

MS I Vs 
B 3.7.2 

Since the MSIVs are required to be OPERABLE in MODES 2 and 3, the 
inoperable MSIVs may either be restored to OPERABLE status or 
closed. When closed, the MSIVs are already in the position 
required by the assumptions in the safety analysis. 

The fB+ hour Completion Time is consistent with that allowed in 
Condition A. 

Inoperable MSIVs that cannot be restored to OPERABLE status within 
the specified Completion Time, but are closed, must be verified on 
a periodic basis to be closed. This is necessary to ensure that 
the assumptions in the safety analysis remain valid. The 7 day 
Completion Time is reasonable, based on engineering judgment, MSIV 
status indications available in the control room, and other 
administrative controls, to ensure these valves are in the closed 
position. 

D.l and D.2 

If the MSIVs cannot be restored to OPERABLE status, or closed, 
within th~A~~q~jated Completion Time, the unit must be placed in a 
MODE ~MS:::fitP.\ili\dWtiWd\n in which the LCO does not app 1 y. To achieve this 
statu·;;··;·lhe······unrr···must be placed in at least MODE 3 within 6 hours, 
and in MODE 4 within [12] hours. The allowed Completion Times are 
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the required 
unit conditions from MODE 2 conditions in an orderly manner and 
without challenging unit systems. 

SR 3.7.2.l 

This SR verifies that the closure time of each MSIV i.? ... ~ .... 14..'.?J.:§:isii9 .... 
~i:i'~ii~ifugmii@i::i:w;~:~i~i~li;i~iiim:~iffl9ii.i~iii~:~~i~:~§Jiiii~i~l~i~i~i~i~:~ n ~ ~ ~ n ~1 iv 2,:!i~li~i~i!:n,':~::!!1~¥ 
E. ·,is.sufried .... iri".The·· acEfdefril"".arid···c:·e:fritafniii·e·nl an a 1 yses. This SR is 
normally performed upon returning the unit to operation following a 
refueling outage. The MSIVs should not be tested at power since 

~, ... ~,!~": 
s·e-dion .. XI, (Ref. 5), requirements during operation in MODES 1 
and 2. 
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MS I Vs 
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m1 ~~i:~;~& tm~::~~~·HJit~,t~+lMt~i:::~~he at 
least once p·er ... refueling cycle. Operating experience has shown 

mum~ ;'iii~i@M ~~~:~~~~~~:~~F:~e~~r!~e the 
:~ i !P~~~ii ~: ~~~~~~;~~r~ n a~~0~r;s~!~!~!:::!:!~~~:~~:~::~~~Y .. ?.;~~~j~_~th.;:.~.~---!~!~::~n~ 
~~~~r~~c~ s s m~~~;n~i ~~ :e~~~:e;~::s ~ 11 :!!~~~~g:!:~!~:g,!:f:g:9!!:!m!:~:~:!:!:!::~=~0 n 
in MODE 3 prior to performing the SR. This allows a delay of 
testing until MODE 3, in order to establish conditions consist9~t 
with those under Hhich the acceptance criterion was generated ffid 

1. FSAR, Section [10.3J:;:g::i:@ 
2. FSAR, Section [6.2] 

J:~. FSAR, Section [15.l.5]j~:4::~::~.4, 

4~. 10 CFR,100.11 

.S.4,. ASME, Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section XI, Inservice 
Inspection, Article IWV 3400 
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• B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 

• 

B 3 . 7. 3 Main F eedwa ter Is ol at ion R§Siq:]!:iji:}:~~ Va 1 ves ( Mf-I-V-5- M!f.gM:§) [and [tiff IV] 
Bypass Valves] 

BASES 

BACKGROUND ~1111~1:~~11:1:::1111.:11~1:~111~·~:!:§:~:~:~:~:~::t:~:~·~:~:~:i=:!91!~~~=~:91,;:~:!~:w~~~·~:r.:~~·~:~~m.,1:::~:~:~::~~i 
fffe ·seCOii(fary· ·s:fde of the steam gene·rators""·fo 11 owing .. ~.ft.Bi gh 
e!~nergy -1-:ijine ff,6,reak (HELB). Closure of the MR-\J-5- MFB.M~f··and the 
bypass valves te.rmi nates fl ow to both steam generatO'Fs:mi:=:::-, 
termi nati ng the event for feedwater line breaks ( FWLBsf .. 8.ccurri ng 
upstream of the MFIVs. The consequences of events occurring iP ... the 
main steam 1 in es or in the MFW 1 in es downstream of the MR-\J-5- Mli::i~VS: 
wi 11 be mitigated by their closure. Closure of the MR-\J-5- MRRVi$'''''''ar1'd 
bypass valves effectively terminates the addition of feedw.a't.'er.to 
an affected ?.team .generator, limitiri.g ... Jh~ ... l11.Cl..??.~r:itj .. ~11~r.gy.relea.s.e 

f ~~ i J!t~~~t!T~~~nt!~r~~~s r~~~~~ ~g 0 ~h!~~~~'~;~;!g:is:~:,,:~,~;,,~;,~:µ:;~;M~t~~:~;: 
The MFIVs and bypass valves isolate the nonsafety related portions 
from the safety related portion of the system. In the event of a 
secondary side pipe rupture inside containment, the valves limit 
the quant i tY of ·high energy fluid that enters containment through 
the break,-§ and provide a pressure boundary for the B,~ontro 11 ed 
addition o'f tt'Auxiliary .fFeedwater (AFW) to the intact Toop ff@ 
mne:v::1::m:i:m=::1::~¥.:]iji::;;::i:g:p,:1:rii§::::;,µ,::J:·u:]::r.·9:::=:::i®i=t~fu. ========== 
One MFIV is located on each AFW line, outside, but close to, 
containment. The MFIVs are located upstream of the AFW injection 
point so that AFW may be supplied to a steam generator following 
MFIV closure. The piping volume from the valve to the steam 
generator must be accounted for in calculating mass and energy 
releases, and refilled prior to AFW reaching the steam generator 
following either an SLB or FWLB. 

The MR-\J-5- MBBM!§ and 4-t-s- iB.iimr bypass valves close on receipt of a 
main steam .... fs.oTat ion si gii.al .. '(MSIS) generated by either low steam 
generator pressure or high containment pressure. The MSIS also 
actuat9..? ... tbe main steam isolation valves (MSI'Js) to close. The 
MR-\J-5- MffRM~ and bypass valves may also be actuated manually. -J-n. 
additicfr1 ... fo the MFIVs and the bypass valves, a check valve inside 
containment is available to isolate the feed\:ater line penetrating 
containment, and to ensure that the consequences of events do not 
exceed the capacity of the containment heat removal systems. 

A description of the MR-\J-5- M§~M:~! is found in the FSAR-f,'\!' 
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BASES 

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY 
ANALYSES 

LCD 

MF"IVs [ M[[!~~§!]!and [MFIV] Bypass Valves] 
B 3.7.3 

The design basis of the ~ MfR~@rn::::1::~:q;1~1rn::gp::::::::rµng:~:)::2:n is 
established by the analysis for"fhe·~··msrs··:·····n···r5···a1so 
i nfl uenced.J:>Y ... tAe accident analysis for th·e large F'IJLB. Closure of 
the MH-V-5-Ml.tRM§ .. <ln<:lt.bqirpypass valves may also be relied on to 
termi nat~ ~r:~!g@wg~i§iriJ!g9.hili~n9~~~~:~=a steam break for core response 
analysis:{ ...... a'A'd .... a.r··an .... C'x:'cess feedwater flow event upon receipt of a 
MSIS on high steam generator level. 

Failure of an MF-PJ. MBRM ~QM the bypass valve to close following 
an MSLB, F'ALB, or exC'ess fee'dHater flm>J event can result in 
addTtional mass and energy to the steam generators contributing to 
cooldown. This failure also results in additional mass and energy 
releases following an M.SLB or F'ALB event. 

The MF"IIJs satisfy Griteri on 3 of the NRG Policy Statement. 

This LCD ensures that the MF-1-V-s- M:f::RM$: and the bypass valves will 
i so 1 ate MFW fl ow to the steam ge·n·e"r"alors. Following an F't.JLB or 
SLB, these valves Hill also isolate the nonsafety related portions 
from the safety rqJ(lJed portions ofJhc:? system. This LCD requires 
that [two] MFllJs Mf:RV!$. fand [MF"IVl[MRBM .... l:>YPciss valves+ in each 
feedwater 1 ine be .... b'PERABLE. The MR¥s:"Mf:J~M$.! and the bypass valves 
are considered OPERABLE when the i so 1 affci'n"""limes are within 1 i mits, 
and are ii:l:§:!]ip' closetl on an isolation actuation signal. 

Failure to meet the LCD requirements can result in additional mass 
and energy being released to containment following an SLB or FWLB 
inside containment. If an MSIS on high steam generator level is 
relied on to terminate an excess feedwater fl OH event, fai 1 ure to 
meet the LCD may result in the introduction of Hater into the main 
steam lines. 

APPLICABILITY The MH-V-5- MffiRM!~ and the bypass va 1 ves must be OPERAB~.L~h.~never 

~~~~:mi !n~.l~~!~~ c~~~e~:~~r~~d ~~~~g~n!:r~~e t~:~~t~~ f!~i~W!~!ni 0 ~~ a~~ 
HELB, a single failure mrf:.::~!~!§i!:!i!filg!Ji9::!i!i!@g@~ii~i:r::~:i!cannot result in the 
blowdown of more than ori~·~t~jfu .. ij~ri~fjtrif~ · 

In MODES 1, 2, and 3, the MFIIJ [or [MFIIJ] Mf!RV]!Brfrn~F::f~V bypass 
valves+ are required to be OPERABLE, excepf""when'""lhey"""are closed 
and deactivated or isolated by a closed manual valve, in order to 
limit the amount of available fluid that could be added to 
containment in the case of a secondary system pipe break inside 
containment. When the valves are closed and deactivated or 
isolated by a closed manual valve, they are already performing 
their safety function. 

GEOG STS PAfaI:SADlf:S. 
:::::::::::::::::::;:::::::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;: 
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ACTIONS 

Mr IVs [ ffl.f[Ri§:::::::and [MF"IV] Bypass Valves] 
B 3.7.3 

In MODES 4_,___? .. i. and 6, steam generator energy is low. Therefore, 
the MR-\J-s. MmRV and the bypass valves are normally closed si nee MHJ 
+s--not req.uTred. 

The ACTIONS table is modified by a Note indicating that separate 
Condition entry is allowed for each value. 

A.I and A.2 

With one q,t .. :: . .m9.m~: MHV- M.mRM or ~ ... mf:Rv ... !?.Y.P~.~-~- valve inoperable, 
action musf""he··Taken tfr ·c:Tose :~:n:@:!i.\@:~:gg\\lM&:~+:~@ or isolate the 
i noperab.JE! vaJyqs. .. INH.hJn f8 or .. 7:n· ·ha-U-r;s .. :······when these valves are 
closed ~n~im::g;§~:@:tJ::v:~:tl~9M or isolated, they are performing their 
requ i red" ... safet)i" Tufrdlon (e.g., to isolate the line). 

ror units with only one MrIV per feedwater linq: The f8f hour 
Completion Time is reasonable to close the MFfRV or its bypass 
valve, which includes performing a controlled tffi.4-t. p,]!:,~,p:~! shutdown 
to MODE 2. 

The [72] hour Completion Time takes into account the redundancy 
afforded by the remaining OPERABLE valves, and the low probability 
of an event occurring during this time period that would require 
isolation of the MrW flow paths. 

B. 1%a:tiHt\B.:t2 

If more than one MrIV or [MrIV] bypass valve in the same flow path 
cannot be restored to OPERABLE status, then there may be no 
redundant system to operate automatically and perform the required 
safety function. Although the containment can be isolated \lith the 
failure of two valves in parallel in the same fl ow path, the double 
failure can be an indication of a common mode failure in the valves 
of this flow path, and as such is treated the same as a loss of the 
isolation capability of this flow path. Under these conditions, 
valves in each flow,path must be restored to OPERABLE status, 
closed, or the flow path isolated within 8 hours. This action 
returns the system to the condition where at least one valve in 
each flow path is performing the required safety function. The 
8 hour Completion Time is reasonable to close the MrIV or its 
bypass valve~ or otherwise isolate the affected fl m,· path. 
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SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS 

MF IVs [ Mif[~M§]::and [MFIV] Bypass Valves] 
B 3.7.3 

Inoperable MFIVs and [MFIV] bypass valves that cannot be restored 
to OPERABLE status within the Completion Time, but are closed or 
isolated, must be verified on a periodic basis that they are closed 
or isolated. This is necessary to ensure that the assumptions in 
the safety analysis remain valid. The 7 day Completion Time is 
reasonable, based on engineering judgment, in view of valve status 
indications available in the control room, and other administrative 
controls to ensure that these valves are closed or isolated. 

C.l and C.2 

If the Mf-I-¥5- M[f[RY§ and their bypass valves cannot be restored to 
OPERABLE statffs_;_···_{l,c>_sed, or isolated in the aS?c:JC::iC1J.~.c1 .... ~9.~Pletion 
Ti me' the tHT-i-t- Rm~:i.@~: must be pl aced in a MODE :9:r:t§:@:n:~m::tm9n .. 5n ~hi ch 
the LCO does noC"ii"j:i"p.ly. To achieve this status·;···rhe ··®* :P:m~m!i. 
must be placed in at least MODE 3 within 6 hours, and in Mt:mt·A 
within ft-2+3.[Q hours. The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, 
based on ope .. rat i ng experience, to .reach the required tHTi-t- [~i:J[jgpjt 
conditions from full power conditions in an orderly mannei.iha·· 
without cha 11 engi ng tHT-i-t- im~:nl systems. 

SR 3.7.3.1 

This SR ensures the verification ofueCJ,c:;h.u.MFI'J [and [MFI'J] MfilBM 
bypass val veJ is ~ mz.:z.:::n1 seconds:t:R~rn:r:r~rn on an actual or ................ . 
simulated actuation s{gilaT. The MRJl.MEBM closure time is assumed 
in the accident and containment analys·e .. s··:· ...... This Surveillance is 
normally performed upon returning the unit to operation following a 
refueling outage. The MFI'Js should 'not be tested at pmrnr since 
even a part stroke exercise increases the risk of a valve closure 
\:ith the unit generating power. As these valves are not tested at 
power, they are exempt from the ASME Code, Section XI, (Ref. 2) 
requirements during operation in MODES 1 and 2. 

~.~~iil,!P.!!f ;;~~~;!}~~~~:~;:;~!!!;; 
fh~{f'.ThFs'Et'.'C(l"R\'i)oil'"ents usually pass the SR when performed at the 
[18] month Frequency . 

.-.11m~ 
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2. ASME, Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section XI, !Aservice 
IAspectioA, Article IWV 3400 

§::·;:::':=:=:::=::::::I::::::ffi.i:i:Ri:*:::::::§,i·s.t::1~w,11:::::~:f:~,:r;i;:§ 
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ADVs 
B 3.7.4 

• B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 

• 

B 3.7.4 Atmospheric Dump Valves (ADVs) 

BASES 

BACKGROUND I~e s~~~~o~~o~~~~ i ~g s(~gg ~~~~~mm~~~~i ~~~d~~~~~~: !~:u~h!-~::~:n:~ 
preferred heat sink via the Steam Bypass System to the condenser 
not be available, as discussed in the FSAR, Section [10.3], 
(Ref. 1). This is done in conjunction with the Auxiliary Feed~ater 
System providing cooling water from the Eyondensate ~$torage t]ank 
(CST). The ADVs may also be required to meet the deslgn coold°C)wn 
rate during a normal cooldown when steam pressure drop~ too low for 
maintenance of ... ~ .... Y.~f.1::1.Y.l}J __ J.n tb..§ ... f.Q.!)_denser to permit use of the £.t.€-affl 

Bypass system tm:nP::i:m:@[R®Pi~i§!§!:i!i:Mi~]J{§. 

Four ADV lines are provided. Each ADV line consists of fi!ais: one ADV 
and an associated block valve. T\m ADV 1 i nes per steam g'·e-nerator 
are required to meet single failure assumptions following an event 
rendering one steam generatg.r. .. YD..?;YA.J.Jq!?.J.9. .... f9.r. .. .R9..?;.9.12.r ... G.9.9.J..An.!.. ......... w· 

iiiiiP~••~---1-r* 
The ADVs are provided with upstream block valves to permit their 
being tested at power, and to provide an alternate means of 
isolation. The ADVs are equipped with pneumatic controllers to 
permit control of the cooldown rate. 

The ADVs are usually provided with a pressurized gas supply of 
bottled nitrogen that, on a loss of pressure in the normal 
instrument air supply, automatically supplies nitrogen to operate 
the ADVs. The nitrogen supply is sized to provide sufficient 
pressurized gas to operate the ADVs for the !..i.rn.§!. ... r.fqµj_r._g_q __ ..for RCS 

-~-;18Wi~iiiiial..:t ... 
·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·: 

A description of the ADVs is found in Reference 1. The ADVs are 
OPERABLE with only a DC power source available. In addition, hand 
wheels are provided for local manual operation. 

B 3.7-18 
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• _BA_s_E_s~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

• 

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY 
ANALYSES 

LCO 

The design basis of the ADVs is established by the capability to 
cool the unit to SOC System entry conditions. A cool dmm rate of 
75°F per hour is obtainable by one or both steam generators. This 
design is adequate to cool the unit to SOC System entry conditions 
with only one ADV and one steam gener.i:lt.9..r.., .... l1t.iJi.?=.i .. 11g ... .t.ll.E! .... C:.C3.9.l.. i ng 

•••••1111•-~ 
In the accident analysis presented in the FSAR,!i!i!i[{:l§f:ii!i]igm the A.PY~ 
are assumed to be used by the operator to cool dowh.the"llil-'i-t- µm~:f:t~ 
to SOC System entry conditions for accidents accompaniE!d by (l .. loss 
o.f offsitE! power. Prior to the operator action, the mf1ain -s-§team 
-s-$.afety v-:Valves (MSSVs) are used to maintain steam gen.erator .. 
p~essure ind temperature at the MSSV setpoint. This is typically 
30 minutes following the initiation of an event. (This may be less 
for a steam generator tube rupture (SGTR) event.) The limiting 
event~ are those that render one steam generator unavailable for 
Rf& 1§!$. heat removal, with a coincident loss of offsite power; this 
results from a turbine trip and the single failure of one ADV on 
the unaffected steam generator. Typical initiating events falling 
into this category are a main steam line break upstream of the main 
steam isolation valves, a feedwater line break, and an SGTR event 
(although the ADVs on the affected steam generator may still be 
available following a SGTR event) . 

The design must accommodate the single failure of one ADV to open 
on demand; thus, each steam generat9..r. .. ~Y.~! b~Y.§. C!tJ east two ADVs. 
The ADVs are equipped with block m~ti.U!~fff@$.ibff!ijit:J!Qi:ftvalves in the 
event an ADV spurious 1 y opens, or 'f"aTls .. l·a· clo.se ""during use. 

The ADVs satisfy CriterioA 3 of the NRG Policy Statement. 

fTwof ADV lines are required to be OPERABLE on each steam gener~tqr 
to ensure that at 1 east one ADV is OPERABLE to conduct a llil-'i-t- 'p:J,~p] 
coo 1 down foJl owing an event in which one steam generator becom·e·s .......... 
unavailablefil , accompanied by a single active failure of one ADV 
line on thri .. unaffected steam generator. The block valves must be 
OPERABLE to isolate a failed open ADV. A closed block valve does 
not render it or its ADV line inoperable if operator action ti~E! to 
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ADVs 
B 3.7.4 

Failure to meet the LCO can result in the inability to cool the 
tttH-t P:m~:nt to SOC System entry conditions fo 11 owing an event in 
wh i ch···lhe···condenser is unavailable for use with the Steam Bypass 
System ~J4,f;~!]Jin~:::::::~mp!~i~:~::]yig,~:iy~ . 

An ADV is considered OPERABLE when it is capable of providing a 
controlled relief of the main steam flow, and is capable of fully 
opening and closing on demand. 

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, and 3, [and in MODE 4, when steam generator is being 
relied upon for heat removal,] the ADVs are required to be 
OPERABLE. 

ACTIONS A.l 

Required Action A.I is modified by a Note indicating that LCO 3.0.4 
does not apply. 

With one required ADV line inoperable, action must be taken to 
restore the OPERABLE status within 7 days. The 7 day Completion 
Time takes into account the redundant capability afforded by th~ 
remaining OPERABLE ADV l .i .. llC:.? .. ~ .... c:lD.~L.<l .... 11.IJll .. S..C\.fC:JY grade backup -ffi ijy! 
the Steam Bypass System py:ffiq:~::iii!lijjjpjf!pj~§::~[::y:~jj!yj~j and MSSVs. .. .... 

B.l 

With ftwo] or more [required+ ADV lines inoperable, action must be 
taken to restore fonet of the ADV lines to OPERABLE status. As the 
block valve can be closed to isolate an ADV, some repairs may be 
possible Hith the unit at pm,er. The 24 hour Completion Time is 
reasonable to repair inoperable ADV l i ne~ .. ~ .... R.~.~--~.9 .. ..QD .. .t.b.~ ............... . 
availability of the Steam Bypass System f,~,rni!M!itj~]]~MP:i~!$i!§l!Wi~J:Nl¥. and 
MSSVs, and the low probability of an evenr··O"e:·cur.r"fii"~("-durfng ·this 
period that requires the ADV lines . 

• GEOG STS Plillff~ 
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If the ADV lines cannot be restored to OPERABLE status within the 
associated Completion Time, the tm-4-t- p[jj~gryft must be placed in a MODE 
in which the LCD does not apply. To ·achieve this status, the tm-4-t
wm~l!:Jiti must be pl aced in at least MODE 3 within 6 hours, and in 
MODE .. A, withqut reliance upon the steam generator for heat removal, 
within fl-2+.4!P hours. The allowed Completion Times are rea?o.n.able, 
.based on op.erating experience, to reach the required tm-4-t- P.rn@:n:t 
conditions from full power~Cln.ditions in an orderly manner ~rid 
without cha 11 engi ng tm-4-t- e:l~gni systems. 

SR 3.7.4.l 

To perform a controlled cool down of the Rf-& PC~$, the ADVs must be 
able to be opened and throttled through thefr""'f'ull range. This SR 
ensures the ADVs are tested through a full control cycle at least 
once per fuel cycl~~ ferformance of inservice testing or use of an 
ADV during a tm-4-t- P.rn@:n:t cooldown may satisfy this requirement. 
Operating experien~~···his shown that these components usually pass 
the SR when performed at the flB+ month Frequency. Therefore, the 
Frequency is acceptable from a reliability standpoint. 

SR 3.7.4.2 

:h~a f~~~t ~~~n °~D~~e ~~~l ~~~c~heffil,1!!:~:1111~\ll~l~lili~l~j~~\~~i~n i ~a ~~e i ~~~~~~ 
and open demonstrates its ~.~P~!?..t..1..5.t.Y fa··""j)"e.rl'o"rm"·""fhls"·"'funct ion. 
Performance of i nservi ce :piehi.kMWd?test i ng or use of the ~ 
miiHJ:D~::;::::tit::M.Hi:a:£.ii:iQ:h va 1 ve dur'fl19''''u'Y!Tt:""'.coo 1 down may satisfy this 
Feci'GTr'e'iTie'hf'.:'·'·'·'·'·'·'·'b'p'erat i ng experience has shown that these components 
usually pass the SR when performed at the [18] month Frequency. 
Therefore, the Frequency is acceptable from a reliability 
standpoint. 

Performance of inservice testing or use of the block valve during 
unit plant cooldown may satisfy this requirement. Operating 
experience has shown that these components usually pass the SR when 
performed at the [18] month Frequency. Therefore, the Frequency is 
acceptable from a reliability standpoint . 
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B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 

B 3.7.5 Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW) System 

BASES 

BACKGROUND The AFW System automatically supplies feedwater totb~ ~t~am 
generators to remove decay heat from the Reactor :e:~@::i.fi!~lm&.fa\:Cool ant 
Syst~111Hupon the lass of normal feedwater supply. lhe .. AFW"" pumps 
ipp'ijWij:~]\take suction through separate and independent suction lines 
fra·rr;···rne €!Qondensate ~$to rage t:[\ank (CST) ( LCO 3. 7. 6, "Condensate 
Storage Tahk (CST)") ahd pump tO the stea111 ... 9.~.rl~l'.'.<iJ<:Jr secondary side 
vi a separate and independent connections irlh'w'}#atfi@ to the main 

~~!:~ii:;~ r f ~~'A! t: ~~ i ~~ n: ~! ~ ~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~ ~ ~~e :'~''''''=~\9W.!''=\:::,::~:T:~=~mt~~:~:~:~~,~:2't 
de-c-a:·y··heat. The heat load is dissipated by reJ.easing steam ... to the 
atmosphere from the steam generators vi a the ml.a in -s-$.team -si$.\afety 
-v~alves (MSSVsJ (LC0).7.1, "Main Steam Safeti·.·valve·s (MSSVs.)") or 
-a-Atmospheric Efijump v-V,:alves (ADVs) (LCO 3.7.4, "Atmospheric Dump 
v·alves (ADVs)"J. if.th~.Tllc:ti..n. ... condenser is available, steam may be 
released via the -s-team ~q\fpfffig bypass valve-s- and recirculated to the CST. ·.·.· .................. ·.·.·.· .. ·.· 

The AFW System consists of [t•iJo] motor driven APA pumps and one 
steam turbine driven pump configured into three trains. Each motor 
driven pump provides 100% of AFW flow capacity; the turbine driven 
pump provides 100% of the required capacity to the steam generators 
as assumed in the accident analysis. The pumps are equipped with 
independent recirculation lines to prevent pump operation against a 
closed system. 

Each motor driven AFW pump is powered from an independent Class lE 
power supply, and feeds one steam generator, although each pump has 
the capability to be realigned from the control room to feed the 
other steam generator . 

• CEOG STS~ B 3.7-23 
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The steam turbine driven AFW pymp rec:.ei ves ?.team from ~i ther main 
steam header upstream of the mfilain -s-~team +:t'solation vMalve (MSIV). 
Each of the steam feed 1 i nes wfl 1 supply 100% of the requirements 
of the turbine driven AFW pump. The turbine driven AFW pump 
supplies a common header capable of feeding both steam generators, 
with DC powered control valves actuated to the appropriate st.§J:l:ffl. 

~~ 

One pump aLfµJl fl ow is sufficient to remove decay heat and coo 1 
the unit 11:1\\i.fi:t:\\\\\to Shutdown Cooling (SOC) System entry conditions. 

The AFW System supplies feedwater to the steam generators during 
normal tHT'i47 p)j\~\pj~ startup, shutdown, and hot standby conditions. 

The AFW System is designed to supply sufficient water to the steam 
generator(s) to remove decay heat with steam generator pressure at 
the setpoint of the MSSVs. Subsequ~ntJy2 the AFW System supplies 
sufficient water to cool the tttri-t- P.\mi.:D.tl\\to SOC entry conditions, 
and steam is released through the ADV~·:· · 

The AFW System actuates automatically on low steam generator level 
by the EFAS as described in LCO 3.3.2, "Engineered Safety Feature 
Actuation System (ESFAS) Instrumentation." The EFAS logic is 
designed to feed either or both steam generators with lo\1 levels, 
but will isolate the AFW System from a steam generator having a 
sign ifi cantl y l m:er steam pressure than the other steam generator. 
The EFAS automatically actuates the AFW turbine driven pump and 
associated DC operated valves and controls when required, to ensure 
an adequate feedwater supply to the steam generators. DC operated 
valves are provided for each AFW line to control the AFW flow to 
each steam generator. 

&:n:11::rrm2r11@g:r:&r@:rn:::::::¥:~rnM~m:rn:n:::::::un~:::J11m2w::::::m:~t:r::~]:::r;9w:::::::§:~sn::::::~r~=:::::m:µmm:;::······················ 

The AFW System is discussed in the FSAR, Section [10.4.9];,:~\:~:, 
(Ref. 1). 
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The AFW System mitigates the consequences of any event with a loss 
of normal feedwater. 

The design bas i? of the AFW System 4-5- mt1 to supply water to the 
steam generator$.! to remove decay heat "iiiid other residual heat, by 
delivering at 1¥ast the minimum required flow rate to the steam 
generators at pressures corresponding to the lowest MSSV set 
pressure plus 3%. 

ii~i~~n~r~·:~g~o~:!~! :iifaf1Mi~~le 

a. Feedwater Line Break (FWLB); and 

b. Loss of normal feedwater. 

In addition, the minimum available AFW flow and system 
characteristics are serious considerations in the analysis of a 
small break loss of coolant accident. 

The AFW System design is such that it can perform its function 
follo\1ing an FWLB between the MFW isolation valve and containment, 
combined \lith a loss of offsite power following turbine trip, and a 
single active failure of the steam turbine driven AFW pump. In 
such a case, the EFAS logic might not detect the affected steam 
generator if the backflow check valve to the affected MFW header 
worked properly. One motor driven AFW pump would deliver to the 

. broken Mm header at the pump runout fl ow until the problem \1as 

detected, and flow was terminated by the operator. Sufficient flow 
would be delivered to the intact steam generator by the redundant 
AHJ pump. 

The AFW System satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRG Policy Statement. 
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This LCO requires that [three] ~:W,9 AFW trains be OPERABLE to ensure 
that the AFW System wi 11 p.erform .. lhe design safety function to 
mitigate the consequences of accidents that could result in 
overpressurization of the reactor coolant pressure boundary. Three 
AFW pumps, in two diverse trains, ensure availability of residual 
heat removal capability for all events accompanied by a loss of 
offsite power and a single failure. This is accomplished by 
powering two pumps from independent emergency buses. The third AFW 
pump is powered by a steam driven turbine supplied with steam from 
a source not isolated by the closure of the MSIVs. 

The AFW System is considered to be OPERABLE when the components and 
flow paths required to provide AFW flow to the steam generators are 
OPERABLE. This requires that the two 1n9t9r c]riven AFW pumps be 

~P;~::;~t! nh;t!fu :~~~~5 ~e~:;:~~rt!~chw~l~!j::::1111~1~~llill:i!~~p~:~:~:1:~~~ nf u~~~ n~ 0 

driven AFW i)"Gfop shall be OPERABLE wTth'·'·'red"uhd'a'il'f'"''s'fe.'am''.suppl ies 
from each of the two main steam lines up~tr~am of the MSIVs and 
capable of supplying AFW flow to either gg:t,:H.: of the -twe steam 
generators. The piping, valves, instrum·e·rifation, and controls in 
the required flow paths shall also be OPERABLE. 

i~ ~ t L~~ l ~ s o~~d 1~~ e~ r~~ n ~ !~-,~~ ~~~~~!al~l~ffi~~!!~!{:~!~~l~~~:~:!n i ~~~~~ t~g§ 
required to be OPERABLE in MODE 4. This is because of reduced heat 
removal requirements, the short period of time in MODE 4 during 
which AFW is required, and the insufficient steam supply available 
in MODE 4 to power the turbine driven AFW pump. 

mn:@::]~:@:@:2:u~:::::::N.9:~@::::::91:::~:r;:1::~1::i§::::::~fu:~~:::::::@i@:::::::~:µ:r;:~:1::u@:r~n:1::x:§:,:::~6!::::::P::4m?::]J.::§: .... w... . . 

l,l-•tllBILlal-

---1~~1:: 
APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, and 3, the AFW System is required to be OPERABLE and 

to function in the event that the MFW is lost. In addition, the 
AFW System is required to supply enough makeup water tg_ t'?.Pl ace 
steam generator secondary inventory, lost as the -l:ffi-i-t. !P.ff~'f\:t cools 
to MODE 4 conditions. ··············· 

GEOG STS lM:MN~iAOES B 3.7-26 
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In MODE 4, the AFW System may be used for heat removal via the 
steam generator. 

In MODES 5 and 6, the steam generators are not normally used for 
decay heat removal, and the AFW System is not required. 

ACTIONS ~ 

If one of the two steam supplies to the turbine driven AFW pumps is 
inoperable, action must be taken to restore OPERABLE status within 
7 days. The 7 day Completion Time is reasonable based on the 
foll o·,Ji ng reasons: 

a. The redundant OPERABLE steam supply to the turbine driven AFW 
1*fffiiTt 

b. The availability of redundant OPERABLE motor driven AFW 
pumps; and 

c. The low probability of an event requiring the inoperable 
steam supply to the turbine driven AFW pump. 

The second Completion Time for Required Action A.l establishes a 
limit on the maximum time allowed for any combination of Conditions 
to be inoperable during any continuous failure to meet this LGO. 

The 10 day Completion Time provides a limitation time allowed in 
this specified Condition after discovery of failure to meet the 
LGO. This limit is considered reasonable for situations in Hhich 
Conditions A and B are entered concurrently. The 8@ connector 
between 7 days and 10 days dictates that both Completion Times 
apply simultaneously, and the more restrictive must be met. 

I .,, 

GEOG STS ]H\Ems@l:):l)JS 
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With one of the required AFW trains (pump or flm: path) inoperable, 
action must be taken to restore OPERABLE status within 72 hours. 
This Condition includes the loss of two steam supply lines to the 
turbine driven AFW pump. The 72 hour Completion Time is 
reasonable, based on the redundant capabilities afforded by the AFW 
System, the time needed for repairs, and the lo\: probability of a 
OBA event occurring during this period. Two AFW pumps and flo\: 
paths remain to supply feedwater to the steam generators. The 
second Completion Time for Required Action B.l establishes a limit 
on the maximum time allowed for any combination of Conditions to be 
inoperable during any continuous failure to meet this LCO. 

The 10 day Completion Time provides a limitation time allowed in 
this specified Condition after discovery of failure to meet the 
LCO. This limit is considered reasonable for situations in which 
Conditions A and B are entered concurrently. The filill connector 
between 72 hours and 10 days dictates that both Completion Times 
apply simultaneously, and the more restrictive must be met . 

When either Required Action A.I or 8.1 cannot be completed \Jithin 
the required Completion Time, [or if two AFW trains are inoperable 
in MODES 1, 2, and 3], the unit must be placed in a MODE in which 
the LCO does not apply. To achieve this status, the unit must be 
placed in at least MODE 3 within 6 hours, and in MODE 4 within 
[18] hours. 

C.l and C.2 

The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating 
experience, to reach the required unit conditions from full power 
conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging unit 
systems. 

In MODE 4, with [two AFW trains inoperable in MODES 1, 2, and 3], 
operation is allowed to continue because only one motor driven AFW 
pump is required in accordance with the Note that modifies the LCO. 
Although it is not required, the unit may continue to cool down and 
start the SOC . 

c rn c sTs :e,:gmms@o:es B 3.7-28 
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··-· iiiffs1···be····µ1 ac.ed···Tn····a1···1·e·asr··MooE···3···w1thfo···fr··hours·;····a·nd····;·n···MonE···4 
within 30 hours. This Condition excludes the case where all 4 AFW 
flow paths are inoperable. 

- ~ 
~11:~:1~11:11111:1:1:11111~1~:~:111~11~11~11111111:1111111~111111~111::::::~:~:~:~~:~:,~:~::~.p,,:~:~:~:}'l'~ll 
P.9.0.~f.···6iii.dlffaii·s····:rn··afr· .6.rderTY···maifrie·r····a:ria···wTthout cha 11 engi ng lliri-t
p]:~:n:y systems. 

Required Action D.l is modified by a ~ote indicating that all 
required MODE changes or power reductions are suspended until one 
AFW train is restored to OPERABLE status. 

With all [three] AFW trains inoperable in MODES 1, 2, and 3, the 
unit is in a seriously degraded condition with no safety related 
means for conducting a cooldmm, and only limited means for 
conducting a cooldown with nonsafety grade equipment. In such a 
condition, the unit should not be perturbed by any action, 
including a power change, that might result in a trip. The 
seriousness of this condition requires that action be started 
immediately to restore one AFW train to OPERABLE status. LCO 3.0.3 
is not applicable, as it could force the unit into a less safe 
condition. 

Required Action E.l is modified by a Note indicating that all 
required MODE changes or power reductions are suspended until one 
AFW train is restored to OPERABLE status. 

With one AFW train inoperable, action must be taken to immediately 
restore the inoperable train to OPERABLE status or to immediately 
verify, by administrative means, the OPERABILITY of a second train. 
LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable, as it could force the unit into a less 
safe condition. 

In MODE 4, either the reactor coolant pumps or the SOC loops can be 
used to provide forced circulation as discussed in LCO 3.4.6, "RCS 
Loops MODE 4." 

c EOG STS Jtl'.\t:t::s@o:ms. 
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Required Action E.l is modified by a Note indicating that all 
required MODE changes or power reductions are suspended until one 
AFW train is restored to OPERABLE status. 

With 00€--- :t:tt:§=::rg:qq!]i:r§~::::AFW train i noper(il:JJ'2., action must be taken 
to immed i afeT_i·r·e·sfo.re .. the i rrnperabl e qijg:jtra in to OPERABLE status 
or to immediately verify, by administraffvC means, the OPERABILITY 
of a secon1tr~fn. LCD 3.0.3 is not applicable, as it could force 
the tttl-'i4- :mm~ijm::::::i nto a less safe condition. 

In MODE 4, either the reactor P.J1:1:m~r¥lkool ant pumps or the soc 
loops can be used Jo provide forc·ea···c-rrcul at ion as discussed in 
LCD 3. 4. 6, "Rf& ~&:~: Loops-MODE 4." 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.5.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

Verifying the correct alignment for manual, power operated, and 
automatic valves in the AFW water and steam supply flow paths 
provides assurance that the proper flow paths exist for AFW 
operation. This SR does not apply to valves that are locked, 
sealed, -or otherwise secured in position, since these valves are 
verified to be in the correct position prior to locking, sealing, 
or securing. This SR also does not apply to valves that cannot be 
inadvertently misaligned, such as check valves. This Surveillance 
does not require any testing or valve manipulations; rather, it 
involves verification that those valves capable of potentially 
being mispositioned are in the correct position. 

The 31 day Frequency is based on engineering judgment, is 
consistent with the procedural controls governing valve operation, 
and ensures correct valve positions . 
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Verifying that each AFW pump's deve l opecL..head at the fl ow test 
point is greater than or equal to tfl.4-s. ~:f:l:g required developed head 
ensures that AFW pump performance has noT·····degraded during the 
cycle. Flow and differential head are normal tests of pump 
performance required by Section XI of the ASME Code, (Ref.2).
Because it is undesirable to introduce cold AFW into the steam 
generators while they are operating, this testing is performed on 
recirculation flow. This test confirms one point on the pump 
design curve and is indicative of overall performan~e. Such 
inservice tests confirm component OPERABILITY, tre-a:fil)d performance, 
and detect incipient failures by indicating abnormal performance. 
Performance of inservice testing, discussed in the ASME Code, 
Section XI, (Ref. 2), at 3 month intervals satisfies this 
requirement. The f31+ day Frequency on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS 
results in testing each pump once every 3 months, as required by 
Reference 2. 

This SR is modified by a Note indicating that the SR should be 
deferred until suitable test conditions are established. 
This deferral is required because there is an insufficient steam 
pressure to perform the test. 

SR 3.7.5.3 

This SR ensures that AFW can be delivered to the appropriate steam 
generator, in the event of any accident or transient that generates 
an fAFAS signal, by demonstrating that each automatic valve in the 
flo~··path actuates to its correct position on an actual or 
simulated actuation signal. This Surveillance is not required for 
valves that are locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in the 
required position under administrative controls. The fls+ month 
Frequency is based on the need to perform this Survei 11 ance under 
the conditions that apply during a -l:ffii-t pJ::~i~@! outage and the 
potential for an unplanned transient if th~··surveillance were 
performed with the reactor at power. The 18 month Frequency is 
acceptable, based on the design reliability and operating 
experience of the equipment. 

This SR is modified by a Note indicating that the SR should be 
deferred until suitable test conditions have been established. 
This deferral is required because there is an insufficient steam 
pressure to perform the test. 

Also, this SR is modified by a Note that states the SR is not 
required in MODE 4. In MODE 4, the required AFW train is already 
aligned and operating. 

GEOG STS 'P:t\rnrs@filES 
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This SR ensures that the AFW pumps will start in the event of any 
accident or transient that generates an f'AFAS signal by 
demonstrating that each AFW pump starts iUtomatically on an actual 
or simulated actuation signal. The fl8f month Frequency is based 
on the need to perform this Surveillance under the conditions that 
apply during a tffi-'i--t p]·::~:Q:~: outage and the potential for an unplanned 
transient if the Surij~ill.ance were performed with the reactor at 
power. The 18 month Frequency is acceptable, based on the design 
reliability and operating experience of the equipment. 

This SR is modified by fa+ ftwe+ Notefs-+. [Note 1 iAdicates that 
the SR be deferred UAtil suitable test coAditioAs are established. 
This deferral is required because there is iAsufficieAt steam 
pressure to perform the test.] fThef 
Note~ states that the SR is not required in MODE 4. fin MODE 4, 
the required pump is already operating and the autostart function 
is not required.] [IA MODE 4, the heat removal requiremeAts would 
be less providiAg more time for operator actioA.to maAually start 
the required AFW pump.] 

Reviewer's Note: Some plaAts may Aot routiAely use the AFW for 
heat removal iA MODE 4. The secoAd justificatioA is provided for 
plaAts that use a startup feedwater pump rather thaA AFW for 
startup aAd shutdowA. 

SR 3.7.5.5 

This SR ensures that th~ AFW System is properly aligned by 
verifying the fl ow path$! to each steam generator prior to entering 
MODE 2 operation, after··30 days in MODE 5 or 6. OPERABILITY of AFW 
flow paths must be verified before sufficient core heat is 
generated that would require the operation of the AFW System during 
a subsequent shutdown. The Frequency is reasonable, based on 
engineering judgment, and other administrative controls to ensure 
that flow paths remain OPERABLE. To further ensure AFW System 
alignment, the OPERABILITY of the flow paths is verified following 
extended outages to determine that no misalignment of valves has 
occurred. This SR rnsures that the fl ow path from the CST to the 
steam geAerators is properly aligAed by requiriAg a verificatioA of 
miAimum flow capacity of 750 gpm at 1270 psi. (This SR is Aot 
required by those uAits that use AFW for Aormal startup aAd 
shutdmm.) 
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B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 

B 3.7.6 Condensate Storage Tank (CST) 

BASES 

BACKGROUND ~:~:i:K:~::~;~~i~:~:a ~ ~o ~ { ~ ~! g ~ ~ :~ ~ t; c~~ ! d!r:~:g:~:~:~:::r:~:~m,~:!-,:!~i,~:µ,~::~~:~:'~~'~ 
ii;~ii:~~:~:~-~~f ~~t r~~~~~~g ( ~a~~i,)~ s~~! i ~~~ ~i~:~:g~~im p;~~i ~~!c!or 
p·as~d"\i"e···fl ow of water, by gr.aiiTty, to the Auxllfary Feedwater (AFW) 
System (LCO 3.7.4, "Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW) System"). The steam 
produced is released to the atmosphere by the main steam safety 
valves (MSS'ls) or the atmospheric dump valves. The Af.W ... P.l!fli.P.? .............. . 

lmlf-1: 
When the main steam isolation valves are open, the preferred means 
of heat removal is to discharge steam t9the condenser by the 
nonsafety grade path of the -steam [t~fatPmh~ bypass valve-s-. ::i:fte 
condensed steam is returned to the"···csr··hy the condensate transfer 
~ This has the advantage of conserving condensate while 
minimizing releases to the environment. 

Because the CSI is a principal component in removing residual heat 
from the R-&S [ijy[*', it is designed to withstand earthquakes and other 
natural phenom·e-n·a. The CST is designed to Seismic Category I ...... 

A description of the CST is found in the FSAR, Section [9.2.6], 
(Ref. 1) . 
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The CST provides cooling Hater to remove decay heat and to €Be-l
down the unit follmfing all events in the accident analysis, 
discussed in the FSAR, Chapters [6] and [15], (Refs. 2 and 3, 
respectively). For anticipated operational occurrences and 
accidents which do not affect the OPERABILITY of the steam 
generators, the analysis assumption is generally [30] minutes at 
MODE 3, steaming through the MSSVs follo~ed by a cooldown to 
shutdmm cooling (SOC) entry condi ti ans at the design cool dovm 
-l"-a{-e-;-

/ 

The limiting event for the condensate volume is the large feedHater 
line break with a coincident loss of offsite power. Single 
failures that also affect this event include the following: 

a. The failure of the diesel generator powering the motor driven 
AFW pump to the unaffected steam generator (requiring 
additional steam to drive the remaining AFW pump turbine); 
u-00 

b. The failure of the steam driven AFW pump (requiring a longer 
time for cooldmm using only one motor driven AFW pump). 

These are not usually the limiting failures in terms of 
consequences for these events . 

A nonlimiting event considered in CST inventory determinations is a 
break either in the main feedHater, or AFW line near where the two 
join. This break has the potential for dumping condensate until 
terminated by operator action, as the Emergency Feedwater Actuation 
System would not detect a difference in pressure between the steam 
generators for this break location. This loss of condensate 
inventory is partially compensated by the retaining of steam 
generator inventory. 

The CST satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRG Policy Statement. 

--
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To satisfy accident analysis assumptions, the CST :~:n:~::::rnM~T must 
contain suffi c:it:!nt .c:oo ling water to remove decay heaTTcfr;··· 
[30 minutes] ~UA!fgy#§\ . ..following a reactor trip from 102% RTP, and 
then cool downthe.Rpcs to SOC entry conditions, assuming a 
coincident loss of offs ite p_()_l,\lq_r. .. <lri_tj_ the most adverse single 
failure. In doing this +t ]\ti:!~i\MiMD:k§\ must retain sufficient water 

~ii~iii;~am~i!mm:~y 
l6s.se·5·· "fram···the .... steam .... drTven···ArW ... pump .. Ti.irbfoe·;·····or before is ol at i ng 
AFW to a broken line. 

~~~ u ~;~d!~~:::::::!M-i' a~o~'~m:!:J:::~::':~!l~:::,:~~:!_:~:::!!!9\~\~~\f \~l~'n:~~:~:~:~~~, wh i ch 
is based on holding the ttfH-t. im~:n!i in MODE j.·.·.·.·far ... 'f4+. .. ~.9.urs, 
followed by a cooldown to SDCenfry conditions at -7-§.l:QQ°F per hour. 
This basis .;. W.:~·s established by the NRG Standard RevTcm Pl an Branch 

·Technical PosTfi on, Reactor Systems Branch 5 1, (Ref .. 11 ... Q:.f.'l.Q ...... . 

ii:i:~:i:ii:1::~i:i:Riii.:iiili:::::::i~:~::iii:i::!:i:li:i:~::~::~::~:i~:i::~::i::i::~::~:n:i:~:'~::~( s i s !M~m@mg»=]:g· 

~m:!~~H: .. "8~i._y .~·!~t:~~~~g t~~e 
APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, and 3, fand in MODE 4, wh_qn..?J~.~f.ll generator is being 

relied upon for heat removal,+ the CST !mt::gM§!Ei!is required to be 
OPERABLE. 

ACTIONS A.l and A.2 

If the ... ViJJqy_qJ .. \~\y:~\1\\J,\\~\~].\~\\\\\\\g'.gfilf.l.!¢n\$\~\t\~\:\\\\]•:n\¥~\IJ\tgf1y i s not w i th i n the 
i-4ffl# ]:!g§!!§]::~:n~o!\[f,gtjq]\p@!g;···-rhe ... OPEHABlLlTY-.. ciFlRe backup water 

ii.~·~:~i;~lllil~ll~~l~i~~lli~ii~i~i~i.~ ~ ~ ~ ~ f ~ e: ~~ u ~:~ i n i 
5 
tr at i v e me an 

5 
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OPERABILITY of the backup feedwater supply must include 
verification of the OPERABILITY of flow paths from the backup 
supply to the AFW pumps, and availability of the required volume of 
•water in the backup supply. The CST level must be returned to 
OPERABLE status within 7 days, as the backup supply may be 
performing this function in addition to its normal functions. The 
4 hour Completion Time is reasonable, based on operating 
experience, to verify the OPERABILITY of the backup water supply. 
The 7 day Completion Time is reasonable, based on an OPERABLE 
backup water supply being available, and the low probability of an 
event requiring the use of the water from the CST occurring during 
this period. 

lll--la. 
B. i:;:: -afl€1-B. 2 and B. 3 

If one of the backup condensate supplies is inoperable, the 
OPERABILITY of the other backup condensate supply must be verified 
by administrative means within 4 hours. The .OPERABILITY of the AFW 
train served by the other backup condensate supply must be verified 
by administrative means within 4 hours. OPERABILITY of the backup 
condensate supply must include verification of the OPERABILITY of 
the flow path from the backup water supply (fire protection system 
or service water system) to the AFW pumps and the OPERABILITY of 
the backup water supply itself. Based on operating experience, the 
4 hour Completion Time is reasonable. 

OPERABILITY of the AFW train served by the other backup condensate 
supply is per LCO 3.7.4g! "Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW) System." The 
4 hour Completion Time for this Action is also based on operating 
experience. 

The inoperable backup condensate supply must be returned to 
OPERABLE status within 7 days. This Completion Time is reasonable 
based on the existence of the minimum total available condensate 
inventory, the OPERABLE status of the other backup condensate 
supply, and the low probability of an event requiring the use of 
water from the inoperable backup condensate supply during the 7 day 
period. 
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ii!i~~:t! 
MODE in Wh. i ch the LCO does not apply ... To-·· achieve this status, the 
tttH-t- nmg~U'! must be placed in at least MODE 3 within 6 hours, and in 
MODE r;···\;dth9ljt reliance on steam generator for heat removal, 
within f±-81- 4.9 hours. The allowed Completion Times are re.ci.~.9.f1.~ble, 
based on ope.rating experience, to reach the re qui red tttH-t- !Pm~rt~' 
conditions from full power_~()Dditions in an orderly mannei .. i~d· 
without cha 11 engi ng tttH-t- pf:!i!i}i systems. 

SR 3.7.6.l 

~~i ~o;~ i ~~r~:i:~ .thHh~~e ~i:~l~IJJ~mlill~ c[~~~: ~~o t:~:ig:t~~:~Jr~~ l ~~~~~) 
The 12 hour Frequency is based on····O"p.~t<ltJng experTeiic·e·;· and the 
need for operator awareness of tl-R-4-t- P.:1rni@$. evolutions that may 
affect the CST inventory between che"C"ks··:···· The 12 hour Frequency is 
considered adequate in view of other indications in the control 
room, including alarms, to alert the operator to abnormal CST level 

• 

deviations. 

• 

--------

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Section [9. 2. 6]. N~_g§~!ti!Qll~, 

2 . FSAR' chapter [ 6 3 . W.:R~:]::~:::i:~:1~:n::::::9ID::::::~:Q@:i:~@~i~ 

3. FSAR, Chapter [15] 

4. NRG Standard RevieH Plan Branch Technical Position (BTP) 
RSB 5 1 

c EOG s TS :1Rm:m1:s@tms. B 3.7-38 
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B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 

B 3.7.7 Component Cooling Water (CCW) System 

BASES 

BACKGROUND The CCW System provides a heat sink for the removal of process and 
operating heat from safety related components during a Design Basis 
Accident (OBA) or transient. During normal operation, the CCW 
System also provides this function for various nonessential 
components, as well as the spent fuel pool. The CCW System serves 
as a barrier to the release of radioactive byproducts between 
potentially radioactive systems and the Service Water System, and 
thus to the environment. 

The CCW System is arranged as hm independent full capacity cooling 
loops, and has isolatable nonsafety related components. Each 
safety related train includes a full capacity pump, surge tank, 
heat exchanger, piping, valves, and instrumentation. Each safety 
related train is powered from a separate bus. An open surge tank 
in the system provides pump trip protective functions to ensure 
sufficient net positive suction head is available. The pump in 
each train is automatically started on receipt of a safety· 
injection actuation signal, and all nonessential components are 
isolated . 

B 3.7-39 
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Additional information on the design and operation of the system, 
a 1 ong with a 1 i st of .1.bg components served, is presented in the 
FSAR, Section [~ :Q&:i+, Reference 1. The pri ncipaJ ... ~.<lfety 

~~!~t~~o~u~~! i ~~a~io;he~·i=~~~:~~t::~iim:~ili::::::~~~ ~~=o~~~t:~:~~~:~:E~~l ~~g decay 
(soc) System heat exchaii.i:ier<··· ··rhTs···m·ay utilize the !!Rs .sf.£ heat 
exchanger, during a norma 1 or post ace i dent coo 1 dowfr···and shutdown, 
or the Containment $pray System during the recirculation phase 
following a fgoss agf €-&:oolant aAccident (LOCA). 

The design basis of the CCW System is for one CCW train in 
conjunction with a 100% capacity Containment Cooling System 
(containment spr(lY., ... C:.O..rlJ<l..i.D.ITl.~.Ylt coolers, or a combination) removing 
core decay heat !fp]:ij:gwJ.!!9!9!!!!ml~$,::::::20 minutes after a design basis LOCA. 
This prevents the··· coiifaTiiiiierif" sump fluid from increasing in 
temperature during the recirculation phase following a LOCA, and 
provides a gradual reduction .. irrJ.he temperature of this.f].uid as it 
is supp 1 i ed to the Reactor R@i:i.ni:!MY Coo 1 ant System (Rf-£ 11¢$,) by the 
safety injection pumps. .·............................ . ............... . 

The CCW System is designed to perform its f':J.n..c:.t.iCJ.tl..~.i..t~ ... <l.~.ingle 
fa i 1 ure of any active component, assuming @9:t:rsm9g1n::mMif]!!}lffa 1 oss 
of offsite power. 

The CCW System al so functions to cool the tttT4-t- 'p!]!!!Mlt! from SOC entry 
conditions (TG<>ld~¥~ < f;W ~Q!Q}°F) to MODE 5 (TG<>ldiji~·····<·.· .. ·f200+°F) during 
normal and ___ p_o.sf·.··accident ··operations. The time ··required to cool 
from f&W s.JJ.tH ° F to f200f° F is a function of the number of CCW and 
SD C tr a i n s''''''o'p' er at i n g !~@]1w~:J,:m::!J!j~:~!1!lj1ij1~1~gj!:::::M111p1ij~1gj~jeyjj1rn:@=mp.g!riJ,jgj\f~ . One CC W 
train is sufficient fo ""r"e"iiiove"""deC:"a}i"""h"e"af"" diirfiig""""s"iibseq"Ue"iit 
operations with TG<>ld~~~ < +200+°F. This assumes that a maximum 
sea\vater \L..~ke:H~HJG.\f:d@\an temperature of l-{} $.lM$.° F occurs 
s i mul tane'OU'sTY'·=·=·wffh 'fhe maxi mum heat 1 oad's···=o=n the system. 

The GGW System satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRG Policy Statement. 

The CCW trains are independent of each other to the degree that 
each has separate controls and power supplies and the operation of 
one does not depend on the other. In the event of a OBA, one CCW 
train is required to provide the minimum heat removal capability 
assumed in the safety analysis for the systems to which it supplies 
cooling water. To ensure this requirement is met, two CCW trains 
must be OPERABLE. At least one CCW train will operate assuming the 
worst single active failure occurs coincident with the loss of 
offsite power . 
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llltlllWP5m'1!!~l~~h• 
1·~:=.:::::::=]::=:·:::::·i:~w:::::::R:9:mii§]::g:t::~:?::~=:_::::jn:9,:::R::1:!~~::,::::1:t1:·]9:P::1:r;11mi,~·::]:j:n:9 
t::: u-a. 
·:·:·: The associated pump and surge tank ]it:~r-are !1!:§ OPERABLE; and 

The associated piping, valves, heat exchanger and 
instrumentation and controls required to perform the safety 
related function are OPERABLE. 

ii:!:::: , :'' :::':]£:q:w::::=:·~9mit:R·1::§:?:·i::::::=1::§:::::::9p,:1:n1R:~::i:~::::=::::~:9:9 

~::rn:1:1:t::,rnm~:=::::~:q:w:I::i:Yinigi=:::~:1:r,1{:;::m:m1::::a::i::::::,@R:i:1~1:1:§::1::::1i'm'~ 

9::;::t:::::::::::::[:§:g~J.J:::::::Q,:2m=pgn~:n:t,:::::::§:P.:P.m:).::9:9::::::wi.:~gri::::::1.ii.:t.::[1~:@h:ii9.:~r:~:[:g:t:1~:~:::::::~:n:~::::::::ij:;j::§:41 ··········· ·· ·· ···@n~::::::mg£~&;~¥.:P.m::::::~n9············································· ··· ·································· · ······························· · ····· · ······ · ······ 

-iiP•lllf8lti11m111~1t'-i:• 
The isolation of CCW from other components or systems not required 
for safety may render those components or systems inoperable, but 
does not affect the OPERABILITY of the CCW System. 

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the CCW System is a normally operating 
system that must be prepared to perform its post accident safety 
functions, primarily RCS heat removal by cooling the SOC heat 
exchanger. 

In MODES 5 and 6, the OPERABILITY requirements of the CCW System 
are determined by the systems it supports. 

c EOG STS 1?AMUSJ.M)ES 
:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:::;:;:;:;:::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:·:·:·:· 
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ACTIONS A.1 

Required Action A.l is modified by a Note indicating the 
requirement of entry into the applicable Conditions and Required 
Actions of LCD 3.4.6, "RCS Loops MODE 4," for SOC made inoperable 
by CCW. This is an exception to LCD 3.0.6 and ensures the proper 
actions are taken for these components. 

With one CCW train inoperable, action must be taken to restore 
OPERABLE status within 72 hours. In this Condition, the remaining 
OPERABLE CCW train is adequate to perform the heat removal 
function. The 72 hour Completion Time is based on the redundant 
capabilities afforded by the OPERABLE train, and the low 
probability of a OBA occurring during this period. 

B.1 and B.2 

If the CCW train cannot be restored to OPERABLE status within the 
associated Com letion Time the Ufl-i-t- ''']WJfit must be laced in the~ 

p.J.aced in at least MODE 3 within 6 hours and in MOD"C;···=1 within 3-.e 
3:0. hours. ··· 
:·:·:·:·:·:· 

The allowed Completion Times are reason~~l~i. based on op~rating 
experience, to reach the required Ufl-i-t- @m:~:@m conditions from full 
p()_\l/~.Y' conditions in an orderly manner arid wTthout challenging Ufl-i-t
pi]:;ij!g;f systems. 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.7.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

Verifying the correct alignment for manual, power operated, and 
automatic valves in the CCW flow path provides assurance that the 
proper flow paths exist for CCW operation. This SR does not apply 
to valves that are locked, sealed, or otherwfse secured in 
position, since these valves are verified to be in the correct 
position prior to locking, sealing, or securing. This SR also does 

iiiiiltlf~W fe.slTrig· .. ·.··a··r ·vai\:/e.·ma.nTp.ulat ion; rather, it involves veri fi cation 
that those valves capable of potentially being mispositioned are in 
their correct position . 

c EOG STS 'PAbl:iSADES 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:;:;:;:::::;:;:::::::::::·: 
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This SR is modified by a Note indicating that the isolation of the 
CCW components or systems may render those components inoperable 
but does not affect the OPERABILITY of the CCW System. 

The 31 day Frequency is based on engineering judgment, %n9. is 
consistent with the procedural controls governing valve·~~eration, 
and ensures correct valve positions. 

SR 3.7.7.!t: 3' 
=··. 

This SR verifies proper automa_t i.c .... <:JP.E!t<l.t.i <:JD. .. <:J.f the CCW l/<l:l.V.i:.s .. CJ.11 .. <l:D. 

lllit•~~!1~~fl'~~;~\!.PtWI 
cannoT· ... be ..... ful l y actuated as part of routine testing during normal 
operation. This Surveillance is not requir~d for valves that are 
locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in the required position under 
administrative controls. The fl8f month Frequency is based on the 
need to perfor111 ... t1l_is Surveillance under the conditions that apply 
during a -u-n-i-t- :p\Hi.r(t. outage and the potential for an unplanned 
transient if thet···s\irvei 11 ance were performed with the reactor at 
power. Operating experience has shown that these components 
usually pass the Surveillance when performed at the fl8f month 
Frequency. Therefore, the Frequency is acceptable from a 
reliability standpoint. 

B 3.7-43 
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This SR verifies proper automa.tJc: ... c:>P~r..a.Ji()D. .9..f the CCW pumps on an 
actual or simulated actuati oA $.iif~m&:l:l:fi.J:g§.tWP:n signal . The ccw 
System is a norma 11 y ope rat i ng····5·ysTeiff .lh"af··c-a"rinot be fully actuated 
as part of routine testing during normal operation. The flB+ month 
Frequency is based on the need to perform this Surveillance under 
the conditions that apply during a ttfri-t. wm~:o.:1 outage and the 
potential for an unplanned transient if fhe····s·urvei 11 ance were 
performed with the reactor at power. Operating experience has 
shown these components usually pass the Surveillance when performed 
at the flB+ month Frequency. Therefore, the Frequency is 
acceptable from a reliability standpoint. 

1. FSAR, Section [9. 2. 2 -~:::;.:~+ 
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• 

B 3.7.8 Service Water System (SWS) 

BASES 

BACKGROUND The SWS provides a heat sink for the removal of process and 
operating heat from safety related components during a Design Basis 
Accident (OBA) or transient. During normal operation or a normal 
shutdown, the SWS also provides this function for various safety 
related and nonsafety related components. The safety related 
function is covered by this LCO. 

The SWS consists of two separate, 100% capacity safety related 
cooling water trains. Each train consists of two 100% capacity 
pumps, one component cooling \later (CCW) heat exchanger, piping, 
valves, instrumentation, and two cyclone separators. The pumps and 
valves are remote manually aligned, except in the unlikely event of 
a ·1oss of coolant accident (LOCA). The pumps aligned to the 
critical loops are automatically started upon receipt of a safety 
injection actuation signal and all essential valves are aligned to 
their post accident positions. The SWS also provides emergency 
makeup to the spent fuel pool and CCW System [and is the backup 
water supply to the Auxiliary F"eedwater System]. 

·~---
--,~ 
Additional information about the design and operation of the SWS, 
along with a list of the components served, is presented in the 
FSAR, Section f9.~l+, (Ref. 1). The principal safety related 
function of the SWS 5~ ... Jh.~ ... T§!!JJ.QY~.1 ... 9..f .9~C::?:Y. ... b~.~t. fr.gm the reactor 
vi a the fC CW System :j\\ji,ij\g::t§\9\n!f\~\J::tj\fij~\n\f:\\\\\\yqq,~rn::Q.\§\\\\))j\?f¥§:f;i:rr@8- · 
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The design basis of the SWS is for one SWS train, in conjunction 
with the CCW System and a 100% capacity containment cooling system 
(containment spray, contatr:i1T1E!.tl.t .. <::c:>c:>J.E!.r..s.,.c:>t <l combination), 
removing core dec(ly heat ni.tTJ.:9wiM~#ff~jA$.]):(rfi@irf20 minutes following a 
design basis LOcA:;;, as di·5·cu·5·5-e-a···"frl" .. lhe·····F'·SAR"~· Section [6.2], 
(Ref. 2). This prevents the containment sump fluid from increasing 
in temperature during the recirculation phase following a LOCA and 
provides for a gradual reduction ir:i th~ temperature of this fluid 
as it is supp 1 i ed to the Reactorp!f:J'm~ir& Coo 1 ant System by the 
safety injection pumps. The sws·rs-···ae·s·igned to perform its 
function with a single failure of any active component, assuming 
the loss of offsite power. Th~ SWS, in conjunctior:i with the CCW 
System, also cools the tffi-i-t- pj:~:nl from -s-~hutdown €-pooling (SDCH\\\-, 
as discussed in the FSAR, Secffi)"ii. [5.4.7l , (Ref. 3) entry .... 
conditions to MODE 5 during normal and post accident operations. 
The time required for this evolution is a func:ti91l .. c:>fJtie number of 

~iMµi~:i:~~i:~:::::::~i~::t:ii:§:~~:~:~:ti::~:fi~:~:~ t ~~: ~~ ~ r ~; ! ~ ~::rt-:~::=:::,~:¥:~:~::'~~:~:~:~=~t o 
remove· ··a e cay·· he·a:t···du rin9··· sfrbs..E!qY~.11.t .... o.P.~.r..13:t..i.c:>.11.s. .... i.11 .... MQP{~ ... !5 .... <1r:iq_. 6 . 
Th i s assumes that a maxi mum f:~j!@.g:::::::mm§jp:lg\@.i[t:=:migfup:~;niJii@p~::]gf;J'l!::§J.m?rnl£W& 
temperature of 95 ° F occurri n9···siiiiiilfa"riei:iiisTY.wTth .. iii.axfmu·iii ... he"<it 
loads on the system. 

The SWS satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRG Policy Statement. 

Two SWS trains are required to be OPERABLE to provide the required 
redundancy to ensure that the system functions to remove post 
accident heat loads, assuming the worst single active failure 
occurs coincident with the loss of offsite power. 

l&P!!f'l-\ltW~'~ 1~~~~,!!~ 
a. :~:~X)y::}:Jf:'il~:!~i'.rl:l:l=:~gffiRll'l·:~:®:r:~::::Jhe associated pump is OPERABLE; and 

b. The associated piping, valves, instrumentation, fl.e.a-t
exchanger, and instrumentation and controls required to 
perform the safety related function are OPERABLE. 

--1:--l-• 
i:l:: _::·::=:::::: :~~:n.v·1·2:~::i:::w:~:P:i:r·:::.~!mP:·§:,,-':.e1=z!:::,:~n1,:::_::e:1:~!:::::::i,r:~]':9:~:~:R&l:~:§:::1::':.:.:~:n:~ 
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-•I'll• 
APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the SWS System is a normally operating 

system, which is required to support the OPERABILITY of the 
equipment serviced by the SWS and required to be OPERABLE in these 
MODES. 

In MODES 5 and 6, the OPERABILITY requirements of the SWS are 
determined by the systems it supports. 

ACTIONS A.l 

With one £.SW §,i train inoperable, action must be taken to restore 
OPERABLE stati.i"s within 72 hours. In this Condition, the remaining 
OPERABLE SWS train is adequate to perform the heat removal 
function. However, the overall reliability is reduced because a 
single failure in the SWS train could result in loss of SWS 
function. Required Action A.I is modified by two Notes. The first 
Note indicates that the applicable Conditions of LCO 3.8.1, "AC 
Sources Operating," should be entered if the inoperable SWS train 
results in an inoperable emergency diesel generator. The second 
Note indicates that the applicable Conditions and Required Actions 
of LCO 3.4.6, "RCS Loops MODE 4," should be entered if an 
inoperable SWS train results in an inoperable SOC. The 72 hour 
Completion Time is based on the redundant capabilities afforded by 
the OPERABLE train, and the low probability of a OBA occurring 
during this time period. 

B.l and B~2 

If the SWS train cannot be restored to OPERABLE status within the 
associated Completion Time the tffi-i-t. p:rfant must be placed in the 

.,~,E 
MOD[H4 within m :e,:g+ hoursm, and in MODE 5 Hithin 36 hoU-rs: 
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The allowed Completion Times are reason~~Jg~ based on operating 
experience, to reach the required tttT-'i-t- iM¥#f! conditions from full 
poYJe.r conditions in an orderly manner ana··wTthout challenging tl-A-'i-t
£i1,::~;r,:t, systems . 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.8.l 
REQUIREMENTS 

Verifying the correct alignment for manual, power operated, and 
automatic valves in the SWS flow_p~t..h. .... E!ll.?.Y.l'.'e.S. .. t.~<li.t..h.E! . .PT().Pe.:r.flow 

ii.:~:~:,::ri.:~~:1:l::P.;~:~:~~:~:~:4:~i:ii:~1:~:B,~.:!::§9:~~!l:~il~l~:;1:~l~!l;\~li~illll~,:1ii:~fu:~li~:::~;l,l~n:1:'fifi. 
~:~9]::~ri:J'P\rt:::::~:r1:~:§]:]:ThT·s ···s·R·· dae·s···frat···applY ·ta·· v·a1·ve·5····tha.r···a.re···1a·cke·a;· 
s·e·ale·a·; a·r ·alherwi se secured in position, s i nee they are verified 
to be in the correct position prior to locking, sealing, or 
securing. This SR also does not apply to valves that cannot be 
inadvertently misaligned, such as check valves. This Surveillance 
does not require any testing or valve manipulation; rather, it 
involves verification that those valves capable of potentially 
being mispositioned are in the correct position. This SR is 
modified by a Note indicating that the isolation of the SWS 
components or systems may render those components inoperable but 
does not affect the OPERABILITY of the SWS. 

The 31 day Frequency is based on engineering judgment-, ~[ij~ is 
consistent with the procedural contra ls governing val ve······O"perat ion, 
and ensures correct valve positions . 

B 3.7-48 
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This SR verifies propi:r..CJ..lltc:>l11<ltic qperation of the SWS valves on an 
actual or simulated $i@flg!~£f]1)jjgfat@qrj]actuation signal. The SWS is· 
a norm a 11 y operating· ·5y5l·em····lhaf E~frinot be fully actuated as part 
of the normal testing. This Surveillance is not required for 
valves that are locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in the 
required position under administrative controls. The fl8+ month 
Frequency is based on the need to perfor111J~Js Surveillance under 
the conditions that apply during a ttfl-i-t- pJJi.int! outage and the 
potential for an unplanned transient if th~··surveillance were 
performed with the reactor at power. Operating experience has 
shown that these components usually pass the Surveillance when 
performed at the fl8+ month Frequency. Therefore, the Frequency is 
acceptable from a reliability standpoint . 

The SR verifies proper automatic operation of the SWS pumps on an 
actual or simulated actuation signal. The SWS is a normally 
operating system that cannot be fully actuated as part of the 
normal testing during normal operation. The fl8f month Frequency 
is based on the need to perform this Surveillance under the 
conditions that apply during a ttfl-i-t- p]i!i~ioif: outage and the potential 
for an unplanned transient if the Suf~~il.lance were performed with 
the reactor at power. Operating experience has shown that these 
components usually pass the Surveillance when performed at the 
fl8+ month Frequency. Therefore, the Frequency is acceptable from 
a reliability standpoint.· 

GEOG STS :inmms'AJ)ES 
:::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::::;:::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;: 
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BASES 
---------

REFERENCE 1. FSAR, Section f9.~lt 

2. FSAR, Section [6.2] 

3. FSAR, Section [5.4.7] 

• 
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• B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 

• 

B 3.7.9 Ultimate Heat Sink (UHS) 

BASES 

BACKGROUND The UHS provides a heat sink for process and operating heat from 
safety related components during a Design Basis Accident (OBA) or 
transient, as well as during normal operation. This is done 
utilizing the Service Water System. 

The UH S ~g:f.tll~fijgii::;::g;~m]j;j$,jj~tjj¢.j§;j;i;j;pm~fi.jt;::m!:§::jj)!~~j~i,:::;;;jM:1jiqm}j:!jj~jpj!ji!l:lil:jh as been def i n ed 
as th at Eomj:ileX"···of"\ialer··5·a·urces·;···.,.-r;d·ud'fri'g···r;·ec£ss ary retaining 
structures (e.g., a pond with its dam, or a river with its dam), 
and the canals or conduits connecting the sources with, but not 
including, the cooling water system intake structures as, discussed 
in the FSAR, Section [9.2.5] (Ref. 1). If cooling towers or 
portions thereof are required to accomplish the UHS safety 
functions, they should meet the same requirements as the sink. The 
two principal functions of the.UHS are the dissipation of residual 
heat after reactor shutdown, and dissipation of residual heat after 
an accident. 

A variety of complexes is used to meet the requirements for a UHS. 
A lake or an ocean may qualify as a single source. If the complex 
includes a water source contained by a structure, it is likely that 
a second source will be required. 

~~:~:~::~:~=~:i:im:ii::]~:i:iii.~'~=i2:i~::r~:~i:ii,ii~i::::::~ii:1:~::~~:~::~,,~!·!:~~-8m~:~:~),::~,~,:~'~9~:~ 
\iatCr ... hC" ... aiia'flahlC ... and".fhaCthe···aeslg"ri" .. hasE··· temperatures of safety 
related equipment not be exceeded. Basins of cooling towers 
generally include less than a 30 day supply of water, typically 
7 days or less. A 30 day supply would be dependent on another 
source(s) and a makeup system(s) for replenishing the source in the 
cooling tower basin. For smaller basin sources, which may be as 
small as a 1 day supply, the systems for replenishing the basin and 
the backup source(s) become of sufficient importance that the 
makeup system itself may be required to meet the same design 
criteria as an Engineered Safety Feature (e.g., single failure 
considerations, and multiple makeup \later sources may be required). 

It follows that the many variations in the UHS configurations \lill 
result in many unit to unit variations in OPERABILITY 
determinations and SRs. The ACTIONS and SRs are illustrative of a 
cooling tower UHS without a makeup requirement . 

c EOG STS :pt.tt:ms@b.:[:s B 3.7-51 
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Additional information on the design and operation of the system 
along with a list of components served can be found in 
References 1 , g\\:\\::~ryp,:::_-~\\\\: 

The UHS is the sink for heat removed from the reactor core 
following all ac:cj_(jgnts and anticipated operational occurrences in 
which the tffi-'i4. iM¥htl is cooled down and placed on shutdown cooling. 
For those UAits··~ifrig it as the Aormal heat siAk for coAdeAser 
cooliAg via the CirculatiAg Water Syst~ffl 2 . UAit operatioA at full 
pmver is itsul!l<l_)(ifl'll:ll!luh.e.<ltl oad. Its ±h§:]maximum post acci dgnt hea,t 

!~~~ l ~ ~ ~ u :ic ~~~\~~~::J:,.t-:3:~:1,:::::2 ON~~~ u l ~ ~ s·a·n·:~ , a ~~j~~:i:~ h ~a~~~ t +~\[::~j~jteQ, f 
switches from injection to reci rcul at ion, and the·· cont a i nmen1·· ·· 
cooling systems are required to remove the core decay heat. 

The operating limits are based on conservative .h.e.ci.LJTCJ,llsfer 
analyses for the worst case LOCA. Referencej§: ll:l\~@\lgri.~{4 provide-s
the details of the assumptions used in the a~alj~ii~··1h~ 
assumptions include: worst expected meteorological conditions, 
conservative uncertainties when calculating decay heat, and the 
worst case failure (e.g., single failure of a manmade structure). 
The UHS is designed in accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.27 
(Ref. 2), which requires a 30 day supply of cooling water in the 
UHS. 

The UHS satisfies CriterioA 3 of the NRG Policy StatemeAt. 

LCO The UHS is required to be OPERABLE. The UHS i~ considered OPERABLE 
if it coAtai As a suffi ci mt volume of water : ::f.hefNNftehtJ@vem:=:nf:S. 

~~:~'~:2:~~:~:~!®t1~:~:~:~~:~:n·':g:1::~::B::; a~~ ~~ ! o:t t ~~a ~:xI~=u;:;~·m=~=:=rf ~.~~~:=r~~ ~ 
des i gA basis LOCA without the loss of -ttNet -itPos it i ve -s-:S.uct ion fl.Head 
(NPSH), and without exceeding the maximU'm de's.igA ~\Jl:J:\ciW.iBl .,.,, 
temperature of the equipment served by the SWS. r-c;······;n-eel this 
C:.Cl.D.c:l.iti.Cl.fl., the UHS temperature should not exceed f%S\l\\j[5,j-° F, 

:':!~j!~:::j::~mj~!-~:~:~§::i:J:~:\:f~~:~:,i:~j),jjj~j~~~~ ~g n~;r~!~ l u~~ i o_~]\jj~j~\~:2 0:~:~:~:~f::~::~~. mean sea 

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the UHS is a normally operating system 
that is required to support the OPERABILITY of the equipment 
serviced by the UHS and required to be OPERABLE in these MODES. 

B 3.7-52 
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In MODES 5 and 6, the OPERABILITY requirements of the UHS are 
determined by the systems it supports. 

ACTIONS A.l 

If one or more cooling tm:ers have one fan inoperable ( i . e., up to 
one fan per cooling tower inoperable), action must be taken to 
restored the inoperable cooling toHer fan(s) to OPERABLE status 
Hithi n 7 days. 

The 7 day Completion Time is reasonable, based on the loH 
probability of an accident occurring during the 7 days that one 
cooling tower fan is inoperable, the number of available systems, 
and the time required to complete the action. 

BA. I and BA. 2 .·.·.· ..... .. 

If [the cooling tower fan cannot be restored to OPERABLE status 
within the associated Completion Time, or if] the UHS is inoperable 
[for reasons other than Condition A], the tffi-i-t- P.m~!r@! must be placed 
in a MODE .. .i.D.. \'Jh i ch the LCO does not apply. To achfe.ve this status, 
the tffi-i-t- p]j)~):l] must be pl aced in at least MODE 3 within 6 hours and 
in MODE s···w-Tlhin 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are 
reasonab}g, based on operating experience, to reach the required 
tffi-i-t- hm~:n:t conditions from full power C:()f1_ditions in an orderly 
manner arid with out cha 11 engi ng tffi-i-t- em:1:n:f:: systems. 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.9.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

ijiiilti&W. .. !t9i~~'~ 
s·ufflcTe'hJ. .. N.P.SH"Ts····aviiTable···for operating the sws pumps. The 
24 hour [:fq~~y Frequency is based on operating experience related to 

c me srs :itm:rtsi.\o:ms 
:::::::::;:;:::::::;:;:::::::::::::::::::·:·:·:·:···=···· 
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~~ffii:y:~:~:::::::~:ii:~·~:~::~:~::~:]:i.:;:i:~i:~~:l~li~illl;1=11111:;11~i-ll~lll~llllli~ill~lllillll1:4:~~:~t::~:!:~l 
a\ia"f T.ahl·e···ta ···Ea"ifl···lneH·ccw···sy sfem·Ta····at····1·east··· if 5····maxTmli"m···-ae s i g n 
temperature within the maximum accident or normal design heat loads 
for 30 days following a OBA. The 24 hour Frequency is based on 
operating experience related to the trending of the parameter 
v ari at i ans during the app l i cab.J..§ ...... MODES.~.·· .. ·.· . ..I.h .. .t~ .... ? . .R.. .. Y..~X.1 .. .fi...§ .. ~ ...... !.b. .. ~.!.... ... .!.he 
~i:~:~_i:0::i:i:~:~:~:i~P er at u re i s ~ E g 2§Jd\\§+ 0 F \~\j\j\!Hn~:~:~:µ:t~9:\l\~'[!\\]f:JJ:~t@~r\Yi\~@@: 

SR 3.7.9.3 

Operating each cooling tower fan for~ [15] minutes verifies that 
all fans are OPERABLE and that all associated controls are 
functioning properly. It also ensures that fan or motor failure, or 
excessive vibration can be detected for corrective action. The 
31 day Frequency is based on operating experience, the known 
reliability of the fan units, the redundancy available, and the low 
probability of significant degradation of the UHS cooling to'1Jer fans 
occurring between surveillances. 

1. FSAR, Section f9. i~fb.-&t 

2. Regulatory Guide 1.27 

~]:l_,:•::::]::g:~\tllt~~Mf::~:l:t:g:z:~g::1·:p:~:M]:~~:~:[:g: 

~::rt ·:.: ... §lti8iHg9.:t::o:fi9 
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B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 

B 3. 7 .10 Contra l Room Y~n:~]::1:::~:ti'Jiiin::];=1:mt:iim::1::9n.=:::::1mergency Air Cleanup System (CR mes 
9:~1¥~:~::1:f::J,::~::~-n~tm8n) 

BASES 

BACKGROUND ~~~ c~R~~~;a·~-~~~l~'!-~:)i·~g=~:~:~:~~·r·th~o~~1~spil:i~lo}~f i~ei ~~v!~onment from 
uncontrolled release of radioactivityfil[·;·themicals, or toxic gas]. 

The CREACS GRH!YiO:f::lF:WMf.i!rl~i~H::9o: consists of two independent, redundant 
trains that·.·.··;·e·ElrCulafe·······a-n-a .. ·····filter the control room air. Each 

~~~}~ c ~~~~~ s!ga~{ i ~u~~~:i !@.~~ (~~P~)m}~i~:~, i!~ll!lll:~~J~~~;ij;~h 
a·ctivated cha.rcoal adsorbe.ds' section for removar···-a-r····gase-0-iis ... 
activity ( pri nc i pa 11 y iodine') , a/]s~:o.am:tJBE:fit.\l]!EffJJ~:~:rWJ: and a fan. 
Ductwork, valves or dampers, and''ihsTr'ufrl"ehlatTO'ir'.,.,.aY's'O form part of 
the system, as de demisters that remove water droplets from the air 
stream. A second bank of HEPA filters follows the adsorber section 
to collect carbon fines, and to back up the main HEPA filter bank 
if it fails. 

ii~~ll~!:~~:M!iRii,;ir 
·a-rr··suppTY.TO .. lhi~ ... Ei:intror··r"i:i"i:l"iii···rs isolated, and the stream of 
ventilation air is recirculated through the filter trains of the 
system .... The prefilters and demisters remove any large particles in 
the a i nl, and any entrained Hater droplets present to prevent 
excessi~~ loading of the HEPA filters and charcoal adsorbers. 
Continuous operation of each train for at least 10 hours per month 
with the heaters on reduces moisture bu_iJtj_YP. . .9.11 ... Jh.t= .. _HEPA filters. .. 
and adsorbers. Both the demister and Wne?::iH@btM:ld?heater -are ff@ 
important to the effectiveness of the ch'a'r'C'O"aY'''''''a'd's'b'rbers. • 

Actuation of the GREAGS ~HH~fi~c::::'g::~:,~::~:r:a:t'~::iin pl aces the system into 
either of t~rn separate sfafe·5··c;+ ...... lhE"effiCrgency mode of operation, 
depending on the initiation signal. Actuation of the system to the 
emerg~nc:y .. .r.adiation state of the emergency mode of operation closes 
the iMiiifuaJ:t:unfi ltered outside air intake and unfiltered exhaust 
d amp 'e'r's'·;:·::-:gpglryi§:::::::~:ij@::::::;~:m.i:ri:ini~fa~::::::~:J,::~@:::1::n:~:~:~:i:~l]: and al i g n s t h e system f 0 r 
reci rcul afi6ri"···af .. Ci:inlror·r·o-om···a:w· thrOiigh the redundant trains of 
HEPA and charcoal filters. The emergency radiation state fug~lg 
initiates pressurization and filtered ventilation of the air·.·.··5·Upply 
to the control room . 

GEOG STS :p:p;r:msAJbl!J's B 3.7-55 :::::::::::::::::;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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Outside air is filtered, [diluted '11'ith building air from the 
electrical equipment and cable spreading rooms,] and then added to 
the air being recirculated from the control room. Pressurization 
of the control room prevents infiltration of unfiltered air from 
the surrounding areas of the building. The actions taken in the 
toxic gas isolation state are the same, except that the signal 
switches control room ventilation to an isolation mode, preventing 
outside air from entering the control room. 

The air entering the control room is continuously monitored by 
radiation and toxic gas detectors. One detector output above the 
sctpoint will cause actuation of the emergency radiation state or 
toxic gas isolation state as required. The actions of the toxic 
gas isolation state arc more restrictive, and will override the 
actions of the emergency radiation state. 

ii~M~~~ii~~~~e 
in maintaining the control room habitabTe:·:·:·=r5·arsEUs"s'ed'·:·:·Tn the FSAR, 
Section f9.~4-}, (Ref. 1). 

Redundant supply and recirculation trains provide the required 
filtration should an excessive pressure drop develop across the 
other filter train. Normally open isolation dampers are arranged 
in series pairs so that the failure of one da111P.~T t9. .... ?.~.l1L.\l/.iJJ not 
result in a breach of i sol at ion. The CREACS sr~M~Ay:M::im~:n:~t:1@:n is 
designed in accordance with Seismic Category T.r.etjufreiiie.iils·:···· 

The CREACS Q!RB.M~Qit:f:]!'J!:rt.:r!g@!Ji!Q!Oi is designed to maintain the control 
room en vi rorfrrienCfi:i'r .. Jlf days· of continuous occupancy after a Design 
Basis Accident (OBA) without exceeding a 5 rem whole body dose or 
its equivalent to any part of the body. 

The CREACS ¢.'RB.lYAGii:iffii1:1:m:r:~:@.]iiQ.:Q: components are arranged in redundant 
safety relafed ..... "i/'ehfflaffcfrt'lrains. The location of components and 
ducting within the control room envelope ensures an adequate supply 
of filtered air to all areas requiring access. 

The CREACS GBHY~Q:jj:g:]:!J.~!r!g@:];'g!p) pro vi des airborne radio l ogi cal 
protection for ·th'e .... c.onfri:il···y;oom operators, as demonstrated by the 
control room accident dose analyses for the most limiting design 
basis loss of coolant ~~~jtjent fission product release presented in 
the FSAR, Chapter fl-&fl!~!![:~:4,, (Ref. 2) . 

• .. ·.·.·.•.•.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.•.·.·.·.·.·.·. 
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The analysis of toxic gas releases demonstrates that the toxicity 
limits are not exceeded in the control room following a toxic 
chemical release, as presented in Reference 1. 

The worst case single active failure of a component of the CREACS 
ooo:V.f\o::t:m::1::j::t.:ni~:)ii@~, assuming a loss of offs i te power' does not 
'fiii'paTr····lhe····ahffffy of the system to perform its design function. 

·The CREACS satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRG Policy Statement. 

~:i:i::r:~~:~:[:~in~~~t r:~~i ~:~u~~a~~ ~~~~~~L~f t~h:n~~;:c~h~~M~'m:tast one 
·1··s······a\hi:"ffabl e, assuming that a single failure disables the other 
train. Total system failure could result in a control room 
operator receiving a dose in excess of 5 rem in the event of a 
large radioactive release. 

The CREACS cJ~HVACWEWfifMHHtH-O'fi is considered OPERABLE when the 
i ndi vi dual C''O'm'p'Oheht"!t''''h'e'C''e's's'ary to c()n1ro l __ o_perator. exposure are 
OPERABLE in both trains. A CREACS Pi~:M~f:k.f::j,:J/tP4.!:t.Q.l1. train is 
considered OPERABLE when the associated":······ .. ····························· 

a. 

b. 

c. 

~~:~:~~:~~~l~l!ri~U:~:~:le,n,::::::F an :~:r@:::::::~m~l@s@,'rl2¥lilm:~i:mt:~n::Ifilin:[:~:E§!:!:l+~ 

HEPA filters and charcoal adsorber are not excessively 
restricting flow, and are capable of performing their 
filtration functions; and 

Heater, demister, ductwork, valves, and dampers are OPERABLE, 
and air circulation can be maintained. 

In addition, the control room boundary must be maintained, 
including the integrity of the walls, floors, ceilings, ductwork, 
and access doors. 

APPLICABILITY 6~E~~~~~ i~ ii mf t ; ~~~r!to;h~x~~~e;~ ~~~-,~~:1,:,~::~:1:,~r=:~-:~:~i ~~s~ ~~A. 
In MODES [5 and 6], the CREACS is required to cope \lith the release 
from a rupture of an outside waste gas tank. 

GEOG STS PAlitfSADES ::-:-·.·-:-:-:-:-:-·-·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.· ... ·.· B 3.7-57 
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ACTIONS A.1 

With one CREACS BflliVJ.i;c@llHm±:iifaJf.HBh train inoperable, action must be 
taken to restore'OP'tRJ\'Bt"E'.''''''s'FafU's''''''within 7 da s. In this Condition, 
the remaining OPERABLE CREACS PRHVAGrni6ilmt.:r:~:t:~:9n subsystem is 
adequate to perform contra l ro-0-m····r.iidTaffon······pr·ofect ion function. 
However, the overall reliabilitY. .. J.? ... r~.s!Y.sg9 ... P~~-~use a single 

f ~ii~;~ ~~ ~~~A~~E~:~~~i.G.:~:~:~~:i~:g~~~~~,:U~~:t:f:~~~:]:§:'h~r~ i ~a~0~~~P ~:~~~~ 
Ti me is based on thEt°low···r>"rohahflTfy of a OBA occurring during this 
time period, and the ability of the remaining train to provide the 
r~quired capability. 

B.1 and B.2 

If the inoperable CREACS Q!RHVA@i:j:J1:1::~::~:ni~i!]!:gry cannot be restored to 
OPERABLE status within th·e···r·e(jiiTr.edtoiiipTetion Time in MODE 1, 2, 
3, or 4, the tffl# iP.:J::~nit must be pl aced in a MODE th.<l.t .. mi n i mi zes the 
accident risk. To····,ichTeve this status, the tttH-t- P.l:in:J; must be 
placed in at least MODE 3 within 6 hours, and in Monr···5 within 
36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are reason~~}~, based on 
operating experience, to reach the required tttH-t- PiJi~nit conditions 
from full power C().flcijJions in an orderly manner aiid without 
challenging tffl# p,1::~n& systems. 

C.l, C.2.1, iHt6----C.2.2 and C.2.3 

Required ActioR C.l is modified by a Note iRdicatiRg to place the 
sjstem iR the emergeRcy radiatioR protectioR mode if the automatic 
traRsfer to emergeRcy mode is iRoperable. 

~~i~i~-i~:i~~~i~.,,~~j~,g:e:ef, 
coiriP.TeJ~"i:f ·wJfhiff.lhe .. r.eq.ufred.T"O"mp let ion Ti me, the OPERABLE CREACS 
kRHMAV.MfiJ'f:fi~]iHin. train must be immediately placed in the emergency mode.of .. operaffo.h. This action ensures that the remaining train is 
OPERABLE, that no failures preventing automatic actuation will 
occur, and that any active failure will be readily detected. 
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An alternative to Required Action C.l is to immediately suspend 
activities that could result in a release of radioactivity that 
Tfli9ht require isolation of the control room. This places the tl-A-4--t 
j@@i.@jj: in a condition that minimizes the accident risk. This does 
n .. or·····p-rec 1 ude the movement of fuel assemb 1 i es to a safe pas it ion. 

D.l and D.2 

When fin MODES 5 and 6, orf during movement of irradiated fuel 

ii:~1:i:~~:~:i.i~:~:~::@:~:~:~:~:~:f::i.=:~::~M~:~:~~:r~~B~:~:~:~·i:s~~t h t ~~:\ ~~~i-~·! ;;;~;;~t · a.~ 
m:@rn:n:~!iM@h.""frai·n·s ·rr;·O"perible··;····acffD"ii ·iiiust be taken immed"fafely to 
·sus·p·ena···activities that could result in a release of radioactivity 
that might enter the control room. This places the tl-A-4--t pJ:jgryf: in a 
condition that minimizes the accident risk. This does nof"·p·reclude 
the movement of fuel to a safe position. 

Ll 

~; ~~t~r c~~A~~e~-!~l!l!!:§:jfj~:~~lll:~::~:~l1::i~:i~:~:i:n:a~:Y i ~~t.~.~.:b~:P!~1 ~o~j 1' 
performing the i ntended···fiincfiafr···and .. fhe· tl-A-4--t :t.H)!r@ is in a 
condition outside the accident analyses. Ther.el6Fe, LCO 3.0.3 must 
be entered immediately. 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.10.l 
REQUIREMENTS 

Standby systems should be checked periodically to ensure that they 
function properly. Since the environment and normal operating 
conditions on this system are not severe, testing each train once 
every month provides an adequate check on this system. 

Monthly heater operations dry out any moisture accumulated in the 
charcoal from humidity in the ambient air. [Systems Hith heaters 
must be operated for ~ 10 continuous hours Hith the heaters 
energized. Systems Hithout heaters need only be operated for 
> 15 minutes to demonstrate the function of the system.] The 
31 day Frequency is based on the known reliability of the 
equipment, and the two train redundancy available. 
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This SR verifies that the required GREAGS i)3:!i:i.M~Gl:t::g:]l']::~ij:~:trn9:D. testing 
is performed in accordance with the fVent ilalfan···rflfer le.sling 
Program (VFTP)t. The GRtAGS filter tests are i A accordance h'i th 
Regulatory Guide 1.52, (Ref. 3). The fVFTPf includes testing HEPA 
filter performance, charcoal adsorber efficiency, minimum system 
flow rate, and the physical properties of the activated charcoal 
(general use and following specific operations). Specific test 
frequencies and additional information are discussed in detail in 
the fVFTPf. 

SR 3.7.10.3 

This SR verifies each GREAGS c•R:HVA(@:fM:•l:t.fJiit.WB.ri train starts and 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ n ° ~ i ~~a f ~tu~~ e 
0 ~ r! ~ ~~-~-~-~-=e·~=;~:~~~~:~ii~'~'~i~i~:~:·,~·~:~~:~:~:~:~:!~ t w i th 

that specified in Reference 3. 

mti:1::@::•:•:•§:m•••••¥ir:1::i:~:i:i.:•::•:i:~:g:~•:[P.:Rt1¥8§•t:·R1:m@11:~:t:::]::211:::::::@r•g1::1;~••••••§=~:i:r~:@:::::::•~•n:i:•:::::9:?:~:n•i~:~i: 

lll!~~~lllf-l~!~~l~:illllllil~~lll~:~i~l~lilil!l!i!~il~l~!il!l~l~:11,~•~lll!~l~ll•~i~il~ll!l~~l~lilllll•»::1 :9n•······ 
•§:fi::~gJ::Jrn:~•9]@:n::::::::~:§:n§~t~•n:§~::;@F····································· ·············· ······ ····· ··········································· 

SR 3.7.l0.5!4 

This SR verifies the integrity of the control room enclosure and 
the assumed inleakage rates of potentially contaminated air. The 
control room positive pressure, with respect to potentially 
contaminated adjacent areas, i? _p_gy-iqciiC:iiJJyJ~sted to verify 
proper function of the GREAGS Y:•RB.Mm.P.B•~rn:m;n:i.:~m~rn. During the 
emergenc::y_raciii:lti.q.ri_?ti:lte of the .. emer.gci"fici .. rifr)d·e of operation, the 
GR mes Y:B.HVA~m:tmn:::t:ng;:J,::glr=l.l is designed to pressurize the control __ r.gqm 
> f0.1251.Tii"C.he·s···w·afeT··au e ositive ressure with res ect td?hhe 

t!4!!~~mt~!l~!&ll!vRc~d&iitiiiwi~"~ 
tj_g~.J9.r1~.ci ... .tCJ. ... ll1.Cl..j .. 11.t~.i.r.i ... th is pas it i ve pressure wTrn····-a-n-e·····lF.iifn··ay··an 
QP·~~M••9•@:J•~·~:\if tJ@).fi:JMJ~J@@kmergency venti l ati OA fl ow rate of 
:i:qp!QIJ(lM]·.·.·.·crifr·:'······lne·····--rrequency of f 18f months on a STAGGERED TEST 
BASIS is consistent with the guidance provided in NUREG-0800, 
Section 6.4, (Ref. 4) . 
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• B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 

• 

B 3.7.H·m~: Control Room Ventilation Cooling System (CRHVAC-Cooling) 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY 
ANALYSES 

The CRHVAC-Cooling provides temperature control for the control 
room following isolation of the control room. 

The CRHVAC-Cooling consists of two independent, redundant trains 
that provide cooling and heating of recirculated control room air. 
Each train consists of heating coils, cooling coils, 
instrumentation, and controls to provide for control room 
temperature control. The CRHVAC-Cooling is a subsystem providing 
air temperature control for the control room. 

The CRHVAC-Cooling is an em.~r.ggncy system, parts of which may also 
operate during normal tffi4-t- ().ff))~tm operations. A single train will 

~ ~ ~~ i ~ ~ t~~ ~ n r~ ~ ~ ~ r~~ d t ~~b; ~:~·~~i~i~i~i:i:~:~:i:~:~:€:~:i:9:i'::~::~i~:~~~%~:~:igi~:iiii-: 
The CRHVAC-Cool ing operatiO"ri" .. fo iiiaTnlaTii" .. the .. corifroT .. ro·aiii········. 
temperature is discussed in the FSAR, Section 9.8, (Ref. 1). 

The design basis of the CRHVAC-Cooling is to maintain temperature 
of the control room environment throughout 30 days of continuous · 
occupancy. 

The CRHVAC-Cooling components are arranged in redundant safety 
related trains. During emergency operation, th~ ~R~VA(~Cqoling 
maintains the temperature behwen 75 ° f and 120 ffi~!~]]iifi~W!!!!Q!Q:° F. A 
single actjy~-. .f.i:!.i.I.Yrg ___ Qf. ... ~ component of the CRHVAC'.'.Co.olT"il"g, 
assuming @:p:j:fj§!J.::m:m:~:•::~Mmmrna loss of offsite power, does not impair 
the abi l i t}i of".lhe···sysferii ··to perform its design function. 
Redundant detectors and controls are provided for control room 
temperature control. The CRHVAC-Cooling is designed in accordance 
with Seismic Category I requirements. The CRHVAC-Cooling is 
capable of removing sensible and latent heat loads from the control 
room, considering equipment heat loads and personnel occupancy 
requirements, to ensure equipment OPERABILITY. 

The CRHVAC Cooling satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRG Policy 
Statement . 

B 3.7-62 
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LCO Two independent and redundant trains of the CRHVAC-~gq}jng are 
required to be OPERABLE to ensure that at 1 east one ]@@mP.:ld s 
available, assuming a single failure disables the oth.er··lrain. 
Total system failure could result in the equipment operating 
temperature exceeding limits in the event of an accident. 

The CRHVAC-Cooling is considered OPERABLE when the individual 
components that are necessary to maintain the control room 
temperature are OP.~..R.A~~-S .... ).n ..... Pc:.>..!.h ... ·.·.·!X: .. ~JD.~ ... '. ..... These components include 
th e coo l i n g co i l s i¢:9n9.@ii1t~@i!t9.iii@l.rMrnW::rn:ttm~:n'§M and as soc i ate d 
temperature control"· frisfr·ume.nlaffofi"·:······rri"· addition, the CRHVAC-
Coo ling must be OPERABLE to the extent that air circulation can be 
maintained. 

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3, 4, and in MODES 5, and 6, during movement of 
irradiated fue.J.. .. ~§.§.~.1.1.1.P.J.:L~.? .. t .. .9.r. [~nd CORE ALTERATIONS], or during 
cask movement Wh?O.htlMbHSJt.he?SFPlthe CRHVAC-Cool ing must be 
OPERABLE to en·s·Ur=e·:·:th"af::·fhe:::·C"ohfrol room temperature wi 11 not 
exceed equipment OPERABILITY requirements following isolation of 
the control room. 

In MODES 5 and 6, CRHVAC Cooling may not be required for those 
facilities \lhich do not require automatic control room isolation. 

ACTIONS A.1 

With one CRHVAC-Cooling train inoperable, action must be taken to 
restore OPERABLE status within 30 days. In this Condition, the 
remaining OPERABLE CRHVAC-Cooling train is adequate to maintain 
the control room temperature within limits. The 30 day Completion 
Time is reasonable, based on the low probabi}Jty of an event 
occurring requiring control room isolation, ~'mltJconsideration that 
the remaining train can provide the required·····-c-ii"lfabil ities, and the 
alternate safety or nonsafety related cooling means that are 
available . 
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B.l and B.2 

In MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4, when Required Action A.) f~~not be completed 
within the required Completion Time, the tffi'i-t :P:mW.n:~. must be placed 
in a MODE that minimizes the accident risk. T6··achieve this 
status, the iffi-'i-t- P:mgmt must be placed in at least MODE 3 within 
6 hours, and in MODE···5 within 36 hours. The allowed Completion 
Times are reasgrr~~]e, based on operating experience, to reach the 
required iffi-'i-t- :pff:%r!$. cond it i ans from full poWE:!T ... ~.o.nd it i ans in an 
orderly manner····~li'i·a···without challenging tffi'i-t em~:n:ff systems. 

c . 1 , c . 2 . 1 , Ufl4-c . 2 . 2 :iinat:crn~m=@ 

~,-~~;f~~!+~:!ii,1iiit•E,..i~~r 
wi"'fln'''n''fh'e''';'E~'cfuTFed Completion Time, the OPERABLE CRHVAC-Cool ing 
train must be placed in operation immediately. This action ensures 
that the remaining train is OPERABLE, that no failures preventing 
automatic actuation will occur, and that any active failure will be 
readily detected. 

An alternative to Required Action C.l is to immediately suspend 
activities that could result in a release of radioactivity that 
111.i..9.h.t. require isolation of the control room. This places the iffi-'i-t
µm~:q:]: in a condition that minimizes the accident risk. This does 
ririt .. ftreclude the movement of fuel assemblies to a safe position. 

D.l and D.2 

In MODE 5 or 6, during movement of irradiated fuel assemblies , or 

~:~f::~:i:fp!~!~~i:~iti~~!~!~!~!i T ~ ~~ ~ ' t ~:~[:!~~~~1~:;~j~~~~,~~i~!~!~i'!~'!j~~gi~'i~:~!~j!:~~~:':~:~,~:§:~§ 
acffofr···riiusChe .. Taken immediately to suspend activities that could 
result in a release of radioactivity that might.require isolation 
of the control room. This places the iffi-'i-t- p]!~:@m in a. condition 
that minimizes the accident risk. This does·.·.·.··n--of preclude the 
movement of fuel to a safe position. 

Ll 

If both CRHVAC-Cooling trains are inoperable in MODE 1, 2, 3, 
or 4, the CRHVAC-Cooling may not be capable of performing the 
intended function and the tttT4-t p)\\\iifi:t: is in a condition outside the 
accident analysis. Therefore, lC0 .. 3.0.3 must be entered 
immediately . 
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3. 7.-1-illf.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

REFERENCE 

This SR verifies that the heat removal capability of the system is 
sufficient to meet design requirements. This SR consists of a 
combination of testing and calculations. An flS+ month Frequency 
is appropriate, since significant degradation of the CRHVAC-Cooling 
is slow and is not expected over this time period. 

1. FSAR, Section 9.8 
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B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 

B 3 . 7 . -i-4TJt -P-+--i+H-+f'l-'~f-14-+-l"--+.-f-+'-M--A+HH---"~+Plll--f--~~§ii:;,]:=:R•~·9~·1::1::r,~ :&rMi; 
v§ln:~:1::~':~~:~::9.n:=:=::§x:§:~:~m 

BASES 

BACKGROUND ;-~~ i.~!:~•i::~.:~•!=n'~:~:~:~:,:~~'~:~:~:~:§~~:~:~:~:~·~:!1:!:~~:~i:~~·:::::~iij:i:1=~~~e f i ;i~ ~~ e 
ASEPN following a fuel handling accident~··· 
:~.<:.;£T~.q11_t. :)':ffai:: :f@::q:~§:g:::::::9:t9:P:::::••·~~i@mg~O:t,:. The f:Y.§.:J::::::H:~:D.iJ.m:1:ns:::a~nl?.i~ 
V~ht.rnmat::J:o:O:::::::S.Y,:$!t!~tif"TBAC"s··;····1n· ci:i"rij unct i on-···wnh"···ather .. rio.rmal 1 y 
'D"'Per.af'ih9.'s.Y'ste"ffi's'·;' also provides environmental control of 
temperature ~ in the fuel pool area . 

signal, normal air discharges from the fuel the 
fuel handling building is isolated, and the stream of ventilation 
air discharges through the system filter trains. The prefilters or 
demisters remove any large particles in the air, and any entrained 
water droplets present, to prevent excessive loading of the HEPA 

• GEOG STS p~:::ters aAcl cAarceal •:s:~::::· 
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BASES 

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY 
ANALYSES 

LCO 

The FBACS is discussed in the FSAR, Sections [6.5.l], [9.4.5], 
·and [15.7.4], (Refs. 1, 2, and 3, respectively), because it may be 
used for normal, as '1~el l as post accident, atmospheric cleanup 
functions. 

The f\yg\J.\:\:\:ji,1\i.:ggj\:mni~:I:&\pg\i::::::}[gq;t:)::j\:ij,$:)1.gi;fa\\\§'.;¥$,i,\~m f-BAf-£ i s des i gn ed to 
mi ti gafe ... The .... C'ofrs.etjffe'ri'Ces·· ·af""a 'fU'el"·h'a'ri"dTi ng ace i dent in wJU .. c::.h ......... . 
fal 1± rods in the fuel assembly are assumed to be damaged Br?Hilfifil@sk 

mB!!!!l!WRi~' 
A'C'cTderif "a'ii'aT,Ys i 5· "o'f"thC' fi:i'eT li.ii'ridlfri'g" ·aEcTdeiil". assumes th at only 
one train of the FBACS is functional, due to a single failure that 
disables the other train. The accident analysis accounts for the 
reduction in airborne radioactive material provided by the 
remaining one train of this filtration system. The amount of 
fission products available for release from the fuel handling 
building is determined for a fuel handling accident. These 
assumptions and the analysis follow the guidance provided in 
Regulatory Guide 1.25, (Ref. 4). 

The FBACS satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRG Policy Statement. 

T·1m independent and redundant trains of the FBACS are re qui red to 
be OPERABLE to ensure that at least one is available, assuming a 
single failure that disables the other train coincident with a loss 
of offs ite pmmr. Total system failure could result in the 
atmospheric release from the fuel building exceeding the 10 CFR 100 
limits, (Ref. 5) in the event of a fuel handling accident. 

The ii:~rn:::::::H:i:n:gj\\\)\pg::::::&rg\i\!\i}tgn:~mmix:1:=9r1.:::::W.iY\$\t\gffi f-BAf-£ is considered 
OP ERABLE ... whe'ri' .. fhe .... i ridTvTdi.ial"·:~§ffip.,§.,herifs .... n.eces s a ry to cont roJ..,.,.,.,,,. ·.· .· .· 

Cofisid'CrCd .. dPrRABLt .. ;;/hCn its associated: 

a. Fan is OPERABLE; 

b . HEPA filter and charcoal adsorber are not excessively 
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BASES 

restricting flow, and are capable of performing their 
filtration functions; and 

c. Heater, demister, ductwork, valves, and dampers are OPERABLE, 
and air circulation can be maintained. 

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the FBACS is required to be OPERABLE to 
provide fission product removal associated with EGGS leaks due to a 
LOCA (refer to LCO 3.7.13, 11 Emergency Core Cooling System (EGGS) 
Pump Room Exhaust Air Cleanup System (PREACS) 11

) for units that use 
this system as part of their EGGS PREACS. 

-~:~:r:~m~~~~c 
to mitigate the consequences of an fuel handling accident. 

In MODES 5 and 6, the FBACS is not required to be OPERABLE, since 
the EGGS is not required to be OPERABLE. 

ACTIONS A.l 

MiliiiTmli~•• 
DU'rih~Tth1s······rriifri· ... ·.pC"rTOd, the remaining OPERABLE train is adequate 
to perform the FBACS function. The 7 day Completion Time is 
reasonable, based on the risk from an event occurring requiring the 
inoperable FBACS train, and ability of the remaining FBACS train tci 
provide the required protection. 

B.l and B.2 

In MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4, Hhen When Required Acti9.Y1 .... A. 1 c.il.DD.c:>LP.~ .......... .. 

irF-~ 
MODE: Tn···i;~hi'cfi .. thC'.lCff da·e-5····ri'of ·ap.j)TY. To achieve this status, the 
unit must be placed in MODE 3 within 6 hours, and in MODE 5 \lithin 
36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on 
operating experience, to reach the required unit conditions from 
full power conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging 
unit systems . 
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ESF Logic and Manual Initiation 
B 3.3.4 

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

B 3.3.4 Engineered Safety Features (ESF) Logic and Manual Initiation 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

PALISADES 
.,,. ..... -

The ESF Instrumentation initiates necessary safety systems, based 
upon the values of selected unit parameters, to protect against 
violating core design limits and the Primary Coolant System (PCS) 
pressure boundary and to mitigate accidents. 

The ESF Instrumentation contains devices and circuitry that 
generate the following signals when the monitored variables reach 
levels that are indicative of conditions requiring protective· 
action. Also listed are the inputs to each ESF Actuation Signal: 

1. Safety Injection Actuation Signal (SIS); 

a. Containment High Pressure (CHP) 

b. Pressurizer Pressure-Low 

2. Containment High pressure·; 

a. Containment Pressure - High - Left Train 

b. Containment Pressure - High - Right Train 

3. Containment High Radiation (CHR) 

a. Containment Area Radiation - Hi 

4. Steam Generator Low Pressure (SGLP) 

a. "A" SG Pressure - Low 

b. "B" SG Pressure - Low 

5. Auxiliary Feedwater Actuation (AFAS) 

a. "A" SG Level Low 

b. "B" SG Level - Low 

6. Recirculation Actuation Signal (RAS); 

a. Safety Injection Refueling Water Tank (SIRWT) Level - Low 
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BACKGROUND 
(continued) 

PALISADES 

ESF Logic and Manual Initiation 
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In the above list of actuation signals, the CHP and SIRWT Level 
signals are derived from pressure and level switches, respectively. 

Equipment actuated by each of the above signals is identified in 
the FSAR Section 7.3 {Ref. 1). 

The ESF circuitry, with the exception of RAS, employs 2-out-of-4 
logic. Four independent measurement channels are provided for each 
function used to generate ESF actuation signals. When any two 
channels of the same function reach their setpoint, actuating 
relays are energized which, in turn, initiate the protective 
actions. Two separate and redundant trains of actuating relays, 
each powered from separate power supplies, are utilized. These 
separate relay trains operate redundant trains of ESF equipment. 
The actuation relays are considered part of the actuation logic 
addressed by this LCO. 

RAS logic consists of output contacts of the relays actuated by the 
SIRWT level switches arranged in a "l-out-of-2 taken twice" logic. 
The contacts are arranged so that at least one low level signal 
powered from each station battery is required to initiate RAS. 
Loss of a single battery, therefore, cannot either cause or prevent 
RAS initiation. · 

The sensor subsystem, including individual channel bistables, is 
addressed in LCO 3.3.3. This LCO addresses the actuation 
subsystem, consisting of the 2-out-of-4 logic, manual actuation, 
and downstream components used to actuate the individual ESF 
functions, as defined in the following section. 

ESF Logic 

Each of the six ESF actuating signals in Table 3.2.4-1 operates two 
trains of actuating relays. Each train is capable of initiating 
the safeguards equipment load groups to meet the minimum 
requirements to provide all functions necessary to operate the 
system associated with the plant's capability to cope with abnormal 
events. 

The logic circuitry includes bypass provisions such that the SGLP 
function may be bypassed (blocked) if 3-out-of-4 SG pressure 
channels are below a bypass permissive setpoint. Similarly, the 
SIS on Pressurizer Pressure - Low may be bypassed when 3-out-of-4 
channels are below a permissive setpoint. This bypassing is 
performed when these inputs are no longer required for protection. 
These bypasses are enabled manually when the enabling conditions 
are satisfied in three of the four sensor subsystem channels. The 
operating bypass circuitry employs four bistable channels in the 
sensor subsystems, sensing pressurizer pressure (for the SIS) and 
steam generator pressure (for the SGLP) . 
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BACKGROUND 
(continued) 

PALISADES 

ESF Logic and Manual Initiation 
B 3.3.4 

These bistables provide contact output to the 3-out-of-4 logic in 
the two actuation logic channels. When the logic is satisfied, 
manual bypassing is permitted. There are two manual bypass 
actuation controls for each Function, one per train. 

All operating bypasses are automatically removed when enabling 
bypass conditions are no longer satisfied. 

Failure of the bistable circuitry used to initiate the block 
permissive is considered a measurement channel or bistable channel 
failure and is addressed by LCO 3.3.3. Failure in the logic used 
to effect 2-out-of-4 bypass removal or failure of the manual bypass 
enable circuitry to remove the bypass is addressed by this LCO. 

Testing of a major portion of the ESF circuits is accomplished 
while the plant is at power. More extensive sequence and load 
testing may be done with the reactor shut down. The test circuits 
are designed to test the redundant circuits separately such that 
the correct operation of each circuit may be verified by either 
equipment operation or by sequence lights. 

FSAR Appendix 7A, Reference 3, explains ESF testing in detail. 

Manual Initiation 

Manual ESF initiation capability is provided to permit the operator 
to manually actuate an ESF System when necessary. Two control room 
mounted manual actuation switches are provided for the SIS and CHR 
Containment Isolation Signals. CHP and RAS may be initiated using 
individual component controls. In the case of SIS and CHR, each 
switch affects one actuation channel, which actuates one train of 
ESF equipment. 

Main Steam Isolation Valves are provided with two closure switches 
in the control room. Either switch closes both MSIVs. Other SGLP 
actuated components must be manually operated using individual 
component controls. 

RAS does not possess separate manual switches. To actuate a RAS 
manually, it is necessary to actuate the individual components from 
the control room or use the "test'' switches, each of which actuates 
one train. Two channels of RAS manual actuation are shown in 
Table 3.3.4-1. Each channel may consist of either the individual 
component manual or "test" switches for one train . 
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LCO 

PALISADES 

ESF Logic and Manual Initiation 
B 3.3.4 

Each of the analyzed accidents can be detected by one or more ESF 
Functions. One of the ESF Functions is the primary actuation 
signal for that accident. An ESF Function may be the primary 
actuation signal for more than one type of accident. An ESF 
Function may also be a secondary, or backup, actuation signal for 
one or more other accidents. Functions such as Manual Initiation, 
not specifically credited in the accident analysis, serve as 
backups to Functions and are part of the NRC staff approved 
licensing basis for the plant. 

ESF Logic and Manual Initiation Funct~ons are required to be 
OPERABLE in MODES l, 2, and 3, when the associated automatic 
initiation channels addressed by LCO 3.3.3 are required. 

The manual initiation is not required by the accident analysis. 
The ESF logic must function in all situations where the ESF 
function is required. 

The LCO requires that all components necessary to provide an ESF 
actuation be OPERABLE. 

The Bases for the LCO on ESF automatic actuation Functions are 
addressed in LCO 3.3.3. Those associated with the Manual 
Initiation or Actuation Logic are addressed by this LCO. 

ESF Logic and Manual Initiation Functions are required to be 
OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, and 3, when the associated automatic 
initiation channels addressed by LCO 3.3.3 are required. 

1. Safety Injection Signal 

SIS is actuated by manual initiation, by a CHP signal, or by 
2-out-of-4 Pressurizer Pressure channels decreasing below the 
setpoint. SIS initiates the following actions: 

a. Start HPSI & LPSI pumps 

b. Enable Containment Spray Pump Start on CHP 

c. Initiate Safety Injection Valve operations 

Each Manual Initiation channel consists of one pushbutton 
which directly starts the SIS actuation logic for the 
associated train. 
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The Low Pressurizer Pressure signal for each SIS train can be 
blocked when 3-out-of-4 channels indicate below 1700 psia. This 
block prevents undesired actuation of SIS during a normal plant 
cooldown. The block signal is automatically removed when 
2-out-of-4 channels exceed the setpoint. 

The pressurizer pressure instrument channels which provide input to 
SIS are the same channels which provide an input to the RPS. The 
RPS receives an analog signal from each Pressurizer Pressure -
channel; each SIS initiation logic train receives a binary signal 
from a group of four relays, each actuated by a bistable in one of 
the four instrument channels. These instrument channels are 
addressed by LCO 3.3.3. The contacts of these relays ·are wired 
into a 2-out-of-4 logic. It is the output of this pressurizer 
pressure 2-out-of-4 logic circuit that is blocked during plant 
cooldowns, and subject to this LCO. A similar arrangement of 
bistables and relays provide the pressurizer low pressure block 
permissive signal. The initiation and_block circuits are 
illustrated in Reference 4. 

Each SIS logic train is also actuated by a contact pair on one of 
the CHP initiation relays for the associated CHP train. 

Each train of SIS actuation logic consists of a group of "SIS" 
relays which energize and seal in when the initiation logic is 
satisfied. These SIS relays actuate alarms and control functions . 
One of the control functions selects between an immediate actuation 
circuit, if offsite power is available, and a time sequenced 
actuation circuit, if only diesel power is available. These 
actuation circuits initiate motor operated valve opening and pump 
starting. The SIS actuation logic is illustrated in Reference 4. 

a. Manual Initiation 

This LCO requires two channels of SIS Manual Initiation to be 
OPERABLE. 

b. Actuation Logic 

This LCO requires two channels of SIS Actuation Logic to be 
OPERABLE. 

Failures in the actuation subsystems, including the manual 
bypass switches, are Actuation Logic failures and are 
addressed in this LCO. 

c. CHP Logic Trains 

The CHP initiation relay input to the SIS logic is considered 
part of the SIS logic. Two channels, one per SIS train, must 
therefore be OPERABLE. 
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Containment High Pressure 

CHP is actuated by 2-out-of-4 pressure switches for the 
associated train reaching their setpoints. CHP initiates the 
following actions: 

a) Containment Spray 

b) Safety Injection Signal 

c) Main Feedwater Isolation 

d) Main Steam Line Isolation 

e) Control Room HVAC Emergency Mode 

f) Cl~se Containment Isolation Valves 

Eight containment pressure channels are provided. Each 
channel consi~ts of one pressure sensin~ bellows which 
actuates two micro-switches. Four of these sixteen 
micro-switches provide input to the RPS; the remainder are 
divided into two circuits of 2-out-of-4 logic for the CHP 
logic trains. 

Each CHP logic train consists of an arrangement of six micro
switch contacts and a test relay which energize a group of 
"SP" relays when the 2-out-of-4 logic is satisfied. The CHP 
logic is illustrated in Reference 7. CHP may also be 
initiated manually by individual component actuation. 

a. Manual Initiation 

This LCO requires two channels of CHP Manual ,Initiation 
to be OPERABLE. There is no manual control. which 
actuates the CHP logic circuits. The actuated components 
must be individually actuated using control room manual 
controls. 

b. Actuation Logic 

This LCO requires two channels of CHP Actuation Logic to 
be OPERABLE . 
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CHR is actuated by manual action or, during normal operation, 
by 2-out-of-4 radiation monitors above their respective 
setpoints. During refueling operations the CHR actuation is 
manually switched to include an additional actuation on l-of-2 
low range radiation monitors at a much lower setpoint, as 
address~d by LCO 3.3.6. CHR initiates the following actions: 

a) Contra l Room HVAC Emergency Mode 

b) Close Containment Isolation Valves 

c) Block automatic starting of ECCS pump room sump pumps 

The containment area'radiation monitors which actuate CHR each 
de-energize an output relay upon reaching their setpoint. The 
output contacts of these relays are arranged into two trains 
of 2-out-of-4 logic. Two manual controls each de-energize two 
of these relays, initiating both trains of CHR. 

When either train of 2-out-of-4 logic is satisfied, a group of 
"SR" relays energize to initiate CHR actions. The CHR logic is 
illustrated in Reference 8. 

a. Manual Initiation 

This LCO requires two channels of CHR Manual Initiation 
to be OPERABLE. Pushbuttons are available for manual 
actuation of each CHR logic train. 

b. Actuation Logic 

This LCO requires two channels of CHR Actuation Logic to 
be OPERABLE. 

4. Steam Generator Low Pressure 

One SGLP circuit is provided for each steam generator. Each 
SGLP circuit is actuated by 2-out-of-4 pressure channels on 
the associated steam generator reaching their setpoint. SGLP 
initiates the following actions: 

a) Close the associated Feedwater Regulating valve and its 
bypass. 

b) Close both Main Steam Isolation Valves (MSIVs). 
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The steam generator pressure instrument channels which provide 
input to SGLP are the same channels which provide an input to 
the RPS. Both the SGLP logic and the RPS receive analog 
signals from the instrument channel, and both have their own 
bistables to initiate actuation on low pressure. 

The SGLP signal from each SG may be blocked when 3-of-4 steam 
pressure channels indicate below 550 psia. This block 
prevents undesired actuation during a normal plant cooldown. 
The block signal is automatically removed when pressure 
exceeds the setpoint. 

Each SGLP logic is made up of output contacts from four 
pressure bistables from the associated steam generator. When 
the logic circuit is satisfied, two relays are energized to 
actuate steam and feedwater line isolation. A similar logic 
circuit is provided for each block circuit. The block is 
automatically removed when the steam pressure exceeds 
550 psig. SGLP logic is illustrated in Reference 9. 

Two MSIV manual close handswitches are provided in the control 
room. Either handswitch will close both MSIVs. The feedwater 
regulating and bypass valves must be manually closed by 
individual component controls. 

a. Manual Initiation 

This LCO requires two channels of SGLP Manual Initiation 
to be OPERABLE. There is ~o manual control which 
actuates the SGLP logic circuits. The actuated 
components must be individually actuated using control 
room manual controls. · 

b. Actuation Logic 

This LCO requires two channels of SGLP Actuition Logic to 
be OPERABLE. 

5. Auxiliary Feedwater Actuation Signal 

AFAS is actuated by manual action or by 2-out-of-4 level 
sensors on either steam generator reaching their setpoints. 
Manual actuation of Auxiliary Feedwater may be accomplished 
through pushbutton actuation of each AFAS channel or by use of 
individual pump and valve controls. Each AFAS channel starts 
the associated AFW pump(s) and opens the associated flow 
control valves. 
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The steam generator level instrument channels which provide 
input to AFAS are the same channels which provide an input to 
the RPS. Both the AFAS cabinets and the RPS receive analog 
signals from the instrument channel, and both have their own 
bi stables to initiate actuation on low level. · 

Each AFAS train contains a 2-out-of-4 logic for each steam 
generator. One AFAS logic train actuates motor driven AFW 
pump P-8A and turbine driven pump P-8B and the associated flow 
control valves; the other actuates motor driven pump P-BC and 
the associated valves. Each train provides flow to both steam 
generators. The AFAS logic uses solid state logic circuits. 
It is illustrated in Reference 6. 

a. Manual Initiation 

This LCO requires two channels of AFAS Manual Initiation 
to be OPERABLE. Each train of AFAS may be manually 
initiated with either of two sets of controls. Only one 
set of manual controls is required to be OPERABLE for 
each AFW train. One set of controls is the pushbuttons 
provided to actuate each train on the C-11 panel; the 
other set of controls is those manual controls provided 
on C-01 for each AFW pump and flow control valve. 

b. Actuation Logic 

This LCO requires two channels of AFAS Actuation Logic to 
be OPERABLE. 

6. Recirculation Actuation Signal 

RAS is actuated by manually actuating the circuit "Test" 
switch or by two of the four level sensors in the SIRWT 
reaching their setpoints. RAS initiates the following 
actions: 

a) Trip LPSI pumps (this trip can be manually bypassed) 

b) Switch HPSI & Spray suction from SIRWT to Containment 
Sump 

c) Adjust cooling water to Shutdown Cooling Heat Exchangers 

d) Closes the SIRWT Recirc CVs. 
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The four SIRWT level sensors each de-energize two relays, one 
per logic train, when tank level reaches the setpoint. Each 
level sensor and associated output relay channel is powered 
from a different Preferred AC bus. Two Preferred AC buses are 
powered, through inverters, from each station battery. The 
manual RAS control for each train de-energizes two of these 
relays, initiating RAS through the logic train. 

Each train of RAS logic consists of the output contacts of the 
relays actuated by the level switches arranged in a 
"l-out-of-2 taken twice" logic. The contacts are arranged so 
that at least one low level signal powered from each station 
battery is required to initiate RAS. Loss of a single 
battery, therefore, cannot either cause or prevent RAS 
initiation. When the logic is satisfied, two DC relays are 
energized to initiate RAS actions and alarms. RAS logic is 
shown in Reference 5. 

a. Manual Initiation 

This LCO requires two channels of RAS Manual Initiation 
to be OPERABLE. There is no manual control which 
actuates the RAS logic circuits. The actuated components 
must be individually actuated using control room manual 
controls. 

b. Actuation Logic 

This LCO requires two channels of RAS Logic to be 
OPERABLE. 

Actuation Logic consists of all circuitry housed within the 
actuation subsystems, including the initiating relay contacts 
responsible for actuating the ESF equipment. 

APPLICABILITY All ESF Functions are required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, and 3. 

PALISADES 

In MODES 1, 2, and 3, there is sufficient energy in the primary and 
secondary systems to warrant automatic ESF System responses to: 

• Close the MSIVs to preclude a positive reactivity addition; 

• Actuate AFW to preclude the loss of the steam generators as a 
heat sink (in the event the normal feedwater system is not 
available); 
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APPLICABILITY • 
(continued) 

Actuate ESF systems to prevent or limit the release of fission 
product radioactivity to the environment by isolating 
containment and limiting the containment pressure from 
exceeding the containment design pressure during a design 
basis LOCA or MSLB; and 

ACTIONS 

PALISADES 

• Actuate ESF systems to ensure sufficient borated inventory to 
permit adequate core cooling and reactivity control during a 
design basis LOCA or MSLB accident. 

In MODES 4, 5, and 6, automatic actuation of ESF Functions is not 
required, because adequate time is available for plant operators to 
evaluate plant conditions and respond by manually operating the ESF 
components if required. 

ESF Manual isolation capability for the CHP and CHR function is 
retained on a component actuation level in MODE 4 by the LCO 3.6.3 
"Containment Isolation Valves." 

The ESF Actuation Logic must be OPERABLE in the same MODES as the 
Automatic and Manual Initiation functions. 

In MODES 5 and 6, ESF initiated systems are either reconfigured or 
disabled for shutdown cooling operation. Accidents in these MODES 
are slow to develop and would be mitigated by manual operation of 
individual components. 

When the number of inoperable channels in a trip Function exceeds 
those specified in any related Condition associated with the same 
trip Function, then the plant is outside the safety analysis. 
Therefore, LCO 3.0.3 should be immediately entered, if applicable 
in the current MODE of operation. 

A Note has been added_ to the ACTIONS to clarify the application of 
the Completion Time rules. The Conditions of this Specification 
may be entered independently for each Function in Table 3.3.4-1 in 
the LCO. Completion Times for the inoperable channel of a Function 

- will be tracked separately. 

Condition A applies to one Manual Initiation or Actuation Logic 
channel inoperable. 

The channel must be restored to OPERABLE status to restore 
redundancy of the affected Functions. The 48 hour Completion Time 
is commensurate with the importance of avoiding the vulnerability 
of a single failure in the only remaining OPERABLE channel . 
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ACTIONS B.l and B.2 
(continued) 

Condition B is entered when the Required Action and associated 
Completion Time of Condition A are not met. If Required Action A.l 
cannot be met within the required Completion Time, the plant must 
be brought to a MODE in whi~h the LCO does not apply. To achieve 
this status, the plant must be brought to at least MODE 3 within 
6 hours and to MODE 4 within 30 hours. The allowed Completion 
Times are reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the 
required plant conditions from full power conditions in an orderly 
manner and without challenging plant systems. 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.4.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

PALISADES 

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed each 92 days on the AFAS 
logic circuits using the installed test circuits to ensure the 
entire channel will perform its intended function when needed. 
Sensor subsystem tests are addressed in LCO 3.3.3. This SR 
addresses Actuation Logic tests. 

The Frequency of 92 days is based on.the reliability analysis 
presented in topical report CEN-327, "RPS/ESF Extended Test 
Interval Evaluation" (Ref. 2). 

SR 3.3.4.2 

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed each 92 days on the SIS 
logic circuits using the installed test circuits. Logic for SIS 
both with and without offsite power must be tested. Wheri testing 
the "w.ithout power" circuits, proper operation of the OBA sequence 
and the associated logic circuit must be verified. The test 
circuits are designed to block those SIS functions, such as 
injection of concentrated boric acid, which would interfere with 
plant operation. This frequency is acceptable since the test may 
be performed at power, and the logic circuitry is n9t subject to 
drift. 
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.4.3 
REQUIREMENTS 

(continued) A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed- on the manual ESF Initiation 
Channel every 18 months, providing Manual Initiation of the 
Function. This may be performed as part of the Logic CHANNEL 
FUNCTIONAL TEST, SR 3.3.4.4. 

PALISADES 

This Surveillance verifies that the trip push buttons or switches 
are capable of operating .contacts in the Actuation Logic as 
designed, providing manual initiation of the Function. The 
18 month Frequency is based on the need to perform this 
Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a plant outage 
and the potential for an unplanned transient if the Surveillance 
were performed with the reactor at power. Operating experience has 
shown these components usually pass the Surveillance when performed 
at a Frequency of once every 18 months. 

SR 3.3.4.4 

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each ESF Logic Channel 
every 18 months. This shall verify all automatic actuations and 
the automatic resetting capability of the Low Pressure bypass on 
the SIS Low Pressure block and SGLP Block circuitry. This may be 

. performed as part of the Manual Initiation CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST, 
SR 3.3.4.3. . 

In the SIS circuit, the complete SIS actuation logic is tested by 
inserting an actual or simulated low pressure input into the 
Pressurizer Pressure channels feeding the SIS actuation logic and 
verify that all normal automatic operations occur as designed. 

The 18 month Frequency is based on the need to perform this 
Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a plant outage 
and the potential for an unplanned transient if the Surveillance 
were performed with the reactor at power. Operating experience has 
shown these components usually pass the Surveillance when performed 
at a Frequency of once every 18 months. 
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1. FSAR, Section 7.3 
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2. CEN-327, June 2, 1986, including Supplement 1, March 3, 1989 

3. FSAR Appendix 7A, Engineered Safeguards Testing 

4. Logic Diagram, Safety Injection Initiation, E-17, Sh 3 

5. Logic Diagram, SIS Test and RAS E-17, Sh 5 

6. Updated FSAR, Figure 7-37 

7. Logic Diagram, Containment High Pressure, E-17, Sh 6 

8. Logic Diagram, Containment High Radiation; E-17, Sh 7 

9. Logic Diagram, SG Low Pressure and MSIS, E-17, Sh 20 
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B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

~ 8 3.3.5 Diesel Generator (DG) - UV Start (UV Start) 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

PALISADES 

The DGs provide a source of emergency power when offsite power is 
either unavailable or insufficiently stable to allow safe plant 
operation. Undervoltage protection will generate a UV Start in the 
event a Loss of Voltage or Degraded Voltage condition occurs. 
There are two UV Start Functions for each 2.4 kV vital bus lC and 
lD. 

Voltage protection and load shedding features for safety-related 
buses at the 2,400 volt and lower voltage levels are designed in 
accordance with 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, General Design Criterion 17 
(Ref. 5) and the following features: 

1. Two levels of automatic Voltage protection from l'oss or 
degradation of offsite power sources are provided. The first 
level (loss of voltage) provides normal loss of voltage 
protection. The second level of protection (degraded voltage) 
has voltage and time delay set points selected for automatic 
trip of the offsite sources to protect safety-related 
equipment from sustained degraded voltage conditions at all 
bus voltage levels. Coincidence logic is provided to preclude 
spurious trips. 

2. The voltage protection system automatically prevents load 
shedding of the safety-related buses when the emergency 
generators are supplying power to the safeguards loads. 

3. Control circuits for shedding·of Class lE and Nonclass lE 
loads during a Loss of Coolant Accident themselves are 
Class lE or are separated electrically from the Class lE 
portions. 

Description 

Each 2,400 volt Bus lC and lD is equipped with two levels of 
voltage protection relays. The first level (loss of voltage) 
Relays 127-1 and 127-2 are set at approximately 77% of rated 
voltage with an inverse time relay. Each of these relays measures 
voltage on all three phases, and protects against a sudden loss of 
voltage as sensed on the corresponding bus using a 3-out-of-3 
coincidence logic. The actuation of these relays will trip their 
respective incoming bus circuit breakers, start both emergency 
generators, initiate bus load shed, and activate annunciators in 
the control room. The emergency generator circuit breaker is 
closed automatically upon establishment of satisfactory voltage and 
frequency by the use of voltage protection Relays 127D-l and/or. 
127D-2. 
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The second level of voltage protection (degraded voltage) 
undervoltage Relays 127-7 and 127-8 are set at approximately 92% of 
rated voltage, with each relay monitoring all three phases on its 
respectiv~ bus. These relays protect against sustained degraded 
voltage conditions on the corresponding bus using a 3-out-of-3 
coincidence logic. These relays have a built-in 0.5 second time 
delay, after which both emergency generators will receive a start 
signal and activate annunciators in the control room. If a bus 
undervoltage exists after an additional six seconds, then the 
respective incoming bus circuit breaker will be tripped and a bus 
load shed will be initiated. 

Trip Setpoints and Allowable Values 

The trip setpoints and Allowable Values are based on the analytical 
limits presented in Reference 3, and justified in Reference 9. 
The selection of these trip setpoints is such that adequate 
protection is provided when all sensor and processing time delays 
are taken into account. To allow for calibration tolerances, 
instrumentation uncertainties, and instrument drift, Allowable 
Values specified in SR 3.3.5.l are conservatively adjusted with 
respect to the analytical limits. A detailed analysis of the 
degraded voltage setpoints is provided in References 6 and 7. If 
the measured setpoint does not exceed the documented surveillance 
trip acceptance criteria, the undervoltage relay is considered 
OPERABLE. 

The DG-UV Trip is required for Engineered Safety Features (ESF) 
systems to function in any accident with a loss of offsite power. 
Its design basis is that of the ESF. 

Accident analyses credit the loading of the DG based on a loss of 
offsite power during a loss of coolant accident. The diesel 
loading has been included in the delay time associated with each 
safety system component requiring DG supplied power following a 
loss of offsite power. This delay time includes contributions 
from the DG s~art, DG loading, and Safety Injection System 
component actuation. 

The required channels of DG UV Start, in conjunction with the ESF 
systems powered from the DGs, provide plant protection in the event 
of any of the (continued) analyzed accidents discussed in 
Reference 2, in which a loss of offsite power is assumed. DG-UV 
Start channels are required to meet the redundancy and testability 
requirements of GDC 21 in 10 CFR 50, Appendix A (Ref.4) . 
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The LCO for the OG-UV Start requires that all three channels 
(phases) per bus of each UV Start instrumentation Function be 
OPERABLE when the associated DG is required to be OPERABLE. The UV 
Start supports safety systems associated with the ESF actuation. 

Actions require that in the event one or more UV sensor channels 
becomes inoperable, the associated OG must be declared inoperable. 
The 3-out-of-3 logic is intolerant of component failures, and there 
is no readily available means of bypassing a failed channel, 
without using jumpers. 

Loss of OG-UV Start Function could result in the delay of safety 
system initiation when required. This could lead to unacceptable 
consequences during accidents. During the loss of offsite power, 
which is an anticipated operational occurrence, the OG powers the 
motor driven auxiliary feedwater pumps. Failure of these pumps to 
start would leave only the one turbine driven pump as well as an 
increased potential for a loss of decay heat removal through the 
secondary system. 

Only Allowable Values are specified for each Function in the LCO. 
Nominal trip setpoints are specified in the plant specific setpoint 
calculations. The nominal setpoints are selected to ensure that 
the setpoint measured by CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TESTS does not exceed 
the Allowable Value if the bistable is performing as required: 
Operation with a trip setpoint less conservative than the nominal 
trip setpoint, but within the Allowable Value, is acceptable, 
provided that operation and testing are consistent with the 
assumptions of the plant specific setpoint calculation. A channel 
is inoperable if its actual trip setpoint is not within its 
required Allowable Value. 

The Bases for the Allowable Values and trip setpoints are as 
follows: 

The voltage trip setpoint has been set low enough such that 
spurious trips of the offsite source due to operation of the 
undervoltage relays are not expected for any combination of unit 
loads and normal grid voltages. 

This setpoint at the 2,400 volt bus and reflected down to the 
480 volt buses has been verified through an analysis to be greater 
than the minimum allowable motor voltage (90% of nominal voltage). 
Motors are the most limiting equipment in the system. MCC 
contractor pickup and drop-out voltage is also adequate at the 
setpoint values. The analysis ensured that the distribution system 
is capable of starting and operating all safety-related equipment 
within the equipment voltage rating at the allowed source voltages. 
The power distribution system model used in the analysis has been 
verified by actual testing (Refs. 8, 9) . 
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The time delays involved will not cause any thermal damage as the 
setpoints are within voltage ranges for sustained operation. They 
are long enough to preclude trip of the offsite source caused by 
the starting of large motors and yet do not exceed the time limits 
of safeguards actuation assumed in Chapter 14 (Ref. 2), and 
validated by Reference 10. 

Calibration of the undervoltage relays verify that the time delay 
is sufficient to avoid spurious trips. 

The DG - UV Start actuation Function is required in MODES 1, 2, and 
3, because ESF Functions are designed to provide protection in 
these MODES. Actuation in MODE 4, 5 or 6 is required whenever the 
required DG must be OPERABLE, so that it can perform its function 
on a loss of power or degraded power to the vital bus. 

A DG-UV Start channel is inoperable when it does not satisfy the 
OPERABILITY criteria for the channel's Function. 

In the event a channel's trip setpoint is found nonconservative 
with respect to the Allowable Value, or the channel is found 
inoperable, then all affected Functions provided by that channel 
must be declared inoperable and the LCO Condition entered. The 
required channels are specified on a per DG basis. 

Condition A applies if one or more of the three phase UV sensors or 
relay logic is inoperable for one or more Functions (Degraded 
Voltage or Loss of Voltage) per DG bus. 

If the channel cannot be restored to OPERABLE status, the affected 
DG should be declared inoperable and the appropriate Conditions 
entered. Because of the 3-out-of-3 logic in both the loss of 
voltage and degraded voltage Functions, combined with the absence 
of readily available channel bypass capability, the most 
expeditious means of addressing channel failure is declaring the 
channel inoperable, and effecting repair in a manner consistent 
with other DG failures. Required Action A.l ensures that Required 
Actions for the affected DG inoperabilities are initiated. 
Depending upon plant MODE, the actions specified in LCO 3.8.l, 
11 AC Sources - Operating, 11 or LCO 3.8.2 11 AC Sources - Shutdown 11 are 
required immediately. 
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SURVEILLANCE The following SR applies to each DG - UV Start Function. 
REQUIREMENTS 

REFERENCES 

PALISADES 

SR 3.3.5.1 

SR 3.3.5.1 is the performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION every· 
18 months. The CHANNEL CALIBRATION verifies the accuracy of each 
component within the instrument channel. This includes calibration 
of the undervoltage relays and demonstrates that the equipment 
falls within the specified operating characteristics defined by the 
manufacturer. 

The Surveillance verifies that the channel responds to a measured 
parameter within the necessary range and accuracy. 

CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel adjusted to account for 
instrument drift between successive calibrations to ensure that the 
channel remains operational between successive tests. CHANNEL 
CALIBRATIONS must be performed consistent with the plant specific 
setpoint analysis. 

1. FSAR, Section 8.6 

2. FSAR, Chapter 14 

3. CPCo Analysis EGAD-ELEC-22 

4. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 21 

5. 10 CFR 50 Appendix A, GDC 17 

6. CPCo Analysis EA-ELEC-VOLT-033 

7. CPCo Analysis EA-ELEC-VOLT-034 

8. CPCo Analysis EA-ELEC-VOLT-13 

9. CPCo Analysis EA-ELEC-VOLT-17 

10. CPCo Analysis A-NL-92-111 
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B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

B 3.3.6 Refueling Containment High Radiation (CHR) Initiation 

. BASES 

BACKGROUND 

PALISADES 

This LCO addresses Refueling CHR initiation. This signal provides 
automatic containment isolation valve closure during refueling 
operations, using two radiation monitors located in the refueling 
area of Containment. Each monitor actuates one train of CHR logic 
when containment radiation exceeds the setpoint. Two separate 
enabling keylock handswitches, one per train, enable the Refueling 
CHR input to the CHR logic when switched to the "Refueling" Mode. 
Each Refueling CHR channel, associated keylock handswitch, and 
initiation circuit input to the CHR logic thus forms a l-out-of-1 
logic input to its associated CHR actuation logic train. The 
Refueling CHR isolation instrumentation is separate from the CHR 
instrumentation addressed in LCO 3.3.3, "ESF Instrumentation." 
However, the Refueling CHR Instrumentation does operate the same 
CHR actuation relays as the 2-out-of-4 CHR logic addressed in 
LCO 3.3.4. These include relays 5Rl, 5R3, 5R5, and 5R7 for Train 
A, and 5R2, 5R4, 5R6, and 5R8 for Train B. This LCO is not 
included in LCOs 3.3.3 and 3.3.4 due to the differences in 
APPLICABILITY and due to the single channel nature of the Refueling 
CHR input. The Refueling CHR signal performs the automatic 
containment isolation valve closure function during refueling 
operations required by LCO 3.9.3, (Containment Penetrations). 

The Refueling CHR Isolation provides protection from radioactive 
contamination in the containment in the event a fuel assembly 
should be severely damaged during handling. 

The Refueling CHR Instrumentation will detect any abnormal amounts 
of radioactive material in the containment and will initiate CHR 
Containment Isolation to limit the release of radioactivity to the 
environment. The same valves are closed as on a CHR signal. 

The Refueling CHR includes two independent, redundant actuation 
subsystems, as described above. Reference 1 describes the 
Refueling CHR circuitry. Reference 3 shows Refueling CHR Logic . 
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BASES 

BACKGROUND Trip Setpoints and Allowable Values 
(continued) 

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY 
ANALYSES 

LCO 

PALISADES 

Trip setpoints used in the Refueling CHR bistables are based on the 
nominal values required by Reference 2, and are described in 
Reference 4. 

Setpoints in accordance with the Allowable Value will ensure that 
Safety Limits are not violated during Anticipated Operational 
Occurrences (AOOs) and the consequences of Design Basis Accidents 
will be acceptable, providing the plant is operated from within the 
LCOs at the onset of the AOO or accident and the equipment 
functions as designed. 

The Refueling CHR isolates containment in the event of a fuel 
handling accident. The alarm function is required by 
10 CFR 70.24 (a)(2) (Ref. 2) 

Only the Allowable Values are specified for the trip Function in 
the LCO. Operation with a trip setpoint less conservative than the 
nominal trip setpoint, but within its Allowable Value, is 
acceptable, provided that the difference between the nominal trip 
setpoint and the Allowable Value is equal to or greater than the 
drift allowance assumed for each trip in the transient and accident 
analyses. 

The LCO on the radiation monitoring channels requires that both 
channels be OPERABLE. In addition to the Containment Refueling 
Radiation Monitor, this LCO also addresses the enabling keyswitch 
and all logic components necessary to initiate this mode of CHR 
Isolation. The four CHR radiation channels addressed by LCO 3.3.3, 
and the portion of the CHR logic addressed by LCO 3.3.4 which 
provides the 2-out-of-4 CHR channel comparison are excluded from 
LCO, since these channels and logic are not necessary to accomplish 
the Refueling CHR Isolation function. 

The Containment Radiation - Hi setpoint is specified in 
10 CFR 70.24(a)(2) , as greater than 5 millirem above background, 
but less than 20 millirem above background. This setpoint is high 
enough to avoid inadvertent actuation in the event of normal 
background radiation fluctuations during fuel handling, but low 
enough to alarm and isolate the containment in the event of a fuel 
handling accident. 
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BASES 

APPLICABILITY In MODE 5 or 6, the isolation of containment is not required to be 
OPERABLE. However, during CORE ALTERATIONS or during movement of 
irradiated \fuel, there is the possibility of a fuel handling 
accident requiring the Containment Isolation on high radiation in 
containment. Accordingly, the Refueling CHR Isolation must be 
OPERABLE_ during CORE ALTERATIONS and when moving any irradiated 
fuel in containment. 

ACTIONS 

In MODES 1, 2, and 3, both the Containment High Pressure (CHP) and 
CHR signals provide containment isolation as explained in 
LCOs 3.3.3 and 3.3.4. 

A Refueling CHR channel is inoperable when it does not satisfy the 
OPERABILITY criteria for the channel's Function. 

In the event a channel's trip setpoint is found nonconservative 
with respect to the Allowable Value, or the associated instrument 
channel is found inoperable, then the Refueling CHR Function 
provided by that channel should be declared inoperable and LCO 
Condition A entered. 

A.l and A.2 

Condition A applies to the failure of one or both Refueling CHR 
channels. This failure may be in the radiation monitor, enabling 
keyswitch, or downstream logic. If the keyswitch is failed such 
that the Refueling CHR is enabled, then the Refueling CHR shall be 
considered OPERABLE unless otherwise incapacitated. The Required 
Action is to suspend CORE ALTERATIONS and suspend movement of 
irradiated fuel assemblies within containment. This places the 
plant in a condition where the LCO does not apply. The immediate 
completion time is justified on the basis of loss of containment 
isolation capability. 

SURVEILLANCE. SR 3.3.6.l 
REQUIREMENTS 

PALISADES 

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 24 hours ensures that a 
gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A CHANNEL CHECK 
is normally a comparison of the parameter indicated on one channel 
to a similar parameter on other channels. It is based on the 
assumption that instrument channels monitoring the same parameter 
should read approximately the same value. 
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Significant deviations between the two instrument channels could be 
an indication of excessive instrument drift in one of the channels 
or of something even more serious. CHANNEL CHECK will detect gross 
channel failure; thus, it is key to verifying the instrumentation 
continues to operate properly between each CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 

Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff, based on a 
combination of the channel instrument uncertainties, including 
indication and readability. ·If a channel is outside the criteria, 
it may be an indication that the transmitter or the signal 
processing equipment has drifted outside its limits. 

The Frequency, is based on operating experience that demonstrates 
the rarity of channel failure. Since the probability of two random 
failures in redundant channels in any 24 hour period is low, the 
CHANNEL CHECK minimizes the chance of loss of protective function 
due to failure of redundant channels. The CHANNEL CHECK 
supplements less formal, but more frequent, checks of channel 
OPERABILITY during normal operational use of the displays 
associated with the LCO required channels. 

SR 3.3.6.2 

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each refueling CHR 
channel to ensure the entire channel will perform its intended 
function. Any setpoint adjustment shall be consistent with the 
assumptions of the current plant specific setpoint analysis. 

The Frequency of 31 days is based on plant operating experience 
with regard to channel OPERABILITY and drift, which demonstrates 
that failure of more than one channel of a given Function in any 
31 day interval is a rare event. 

SR 3.3.6.3 

CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument channel 
including the sensor. The Surveillance verifies that the channel 
responds to a measured parameter within the necessary range and 
accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel adjusted to 
account for instrument drift between successive calibrations to 
ensure that the channel remains operational between successive 
tests. 

The Frequency is based upon the assumption of an 18 month 
calibration interval for the determination of the magnitude of 
equipment drift in the setpoint analysis. 
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BASES 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.6.4 
REQUIREMENTS 

(continued) Every 18 months, a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on the 
manual CHR actuation circuitry. 

REFERENCES 

PALISADES 

This Surveillance verifies that the manual actuation push buttons 
.are capable of energizing the RIAX initiation relays and providing 
Manual actuation of the CHR Function. The 18 month Frequency is 
based on Operating experience. 

1. FSAR, Section 7.3 

2. 10 CFR 70.24(a)(2) 

3. FSAR Figure 7-37 

4. Rl-86E Basis Document 
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• 

B 3.3.7 Accident Monitoring (AM) Instrumentation 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

PALISADES 

The primary purpose of the Accident Monitoring (AM) instrumentation 
is to display plant variables that provide information required by 
the control room operators during accident situations. This 
information provides the necessary support for the operator to take 
the manual actions, for which no automatic control is provided, 
that are required for safety systems to accomplish their safety 
Functions for Design Basis Events. 

The OPERABILITY of the AM instrumentation ensures that there is 
sufficient information available on selected plant parameters to 
monitor and assess plant status and behavior following an accident. 

The availability of AM instrumentation is important so that 
responses to corrective actions can be observed and·the need for, 
and magnitude of, further actions can be determined. These 
essential instruments are identified by the FSAR Appendix 7C 
(Ref. 1) addressing the recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.97 
(Ref. 2), as required by Supplement 1 to NUREG-0737, "TMI Action 
Items" (Ref. 3). 

Type A variables are included in this LCO because they provide the 
primary information required to permit the control room operator to 
take specific manually controlled actions, for which no automatic 
control is provided, that are required for safety systems to 
accomplish their safety functions for Design Basis Accidents (DBAs). 

Category I variables are the key variables deemed risk significant 
because they are needed to: 

• Determine whether other systems important to safety are 
performing their intended functions; 

• Provide information to the operators that will enable 
them to determine the potential for causing a gross breach of 
the barriers to radioactivity release; and 

• Provide information regarding the release of radioactive 
materials to allow for early indication of the need to 
initiate action necessary to protect the public and for an 
estimate of the magnitude of any impending threat . 
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SAFETY 
ANALYSES 

PALISADES 
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These key variables are identified by Regulatory Guide 1.97 
Parameter Summary table in FSAR Appendix 7C (Ref. 1). This 
analysis identified the plant specific Type A and Category I 
variables and provided justification for deviating from the NRC 
proposed list of Category I variables. 

The specific instrument Functions listed in Table 3.3.7-1 are 
discussed in the LCO Bases. 

The AM instrumentation ensures the OPERABILITY of Regulatory 
Guide 1.97 Type A variables, so that the control room operating 
staff can: 

• Perform the diagnosis specified in the emergency operating 
procedures. These variables are restricted to preplanned 
actions for the primary success path of DBAs; and 

• Take the specified, preplanned, manually controlled actions, 
for which no automatic control is provided, that are required 
for safety systems to accomplish their safety functions. 

The AM instrumentation also ensures OPERABILITY of Category I, 
non-Type A variables. This ensures the control room operating 
staff can: 

• Determine whether systems important to safety are performing 
their intended functions; 

• Determine the potential for causing a gross breach of the 
barriers to radioactivity release; 

• Determine if a gross breach of a barrier has occurred; and 

• Initiate action necessary to protect the public as well as to 
obtain an estimate of the magnitude of any impending threat. 

Category I, non-Type A AM instruments are retained in the 
Specification because they are intended to assist operators in 
minimizing the consequences of accidents. Therefore, these 
Category I variables are important in reducing public risk . 
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LCO 3.3.7 requires two OPERABLE channels for all but one Function 
to ensure no single failure prevents the operators f~om being 
presented with the information necessary to determine the status of 
the plant and to bring the plant to, and maintain it in, a safe 
condition following that accident. 

Furthermore, provision of two channels allows a CHANNEL CHECK 
during the post accident phase to confirm the validity of displayed 
information. 

The exception to the two channel requirement is Containment 
Isolation Valve Position. In this case, the important information 
is the status of the containment penetrations. The LCO requires 
one position indicator for each active containment isolation valve. 
This is sufficient to redundantly verify the isolation status of 
each isolable penetration either via indicated status of the active 
valve and prior knowledge of the passive valve or via system 
boundary status. If a normally active containment isolation valve 
is known to be closed and deactivated, position indication is not 
needed to determine status. Therefore, the position indication fop 
valves in this state is not required to be OPERABLE. 

Listed below are discussions of instrument Functions in 
Table 3.3.7-1. Component ID's of the sensors, indicators, power 
supplies, displays and recorders in each instrument loop required 
to meet RG 1.97 are found in Reference 1. 

1, 2 Primary Coolant System (PCS) Hot and Cold Leg 
Tempera~ure 

PCS Hot and Cold Leg Temperatures are Type B Category I 
variables provided for verification of core cooling and long 
term surveillance. 

PCS outlet temperature inputs to the AM are provided by two 
wide range resistance elements and associated transmitters in 
each loop. The channels provide indication over a range of 
50°F to 700°F. 

3. Wide Range Neutron Flux 

Wide Range Neutron Flux indication a Type B, Category 1, and 
is provided to verify reactor shutdown. 
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LCO 4. Containment Floor Water Level 
(continued) 

PALISADES 

Containment wide range Floor Water Level is a Category 1, 
Type B variable. It is provided for verification and long term 
surveillance of PCS integrity. 

There are separate narrow range sump level channels. However, 
they are Type B Category 2 instruments, and are not required 
as AM instrumentation. 

5. Subcooled Margin Monitor 

The Subcooled Margin Monitor is a Type A, Category 1 variable 
used to initiate tripping of the primary coolant pumps and to 
initiate throttling of SIS flows. Each SMM channel uses a 
number of PCS pressure and temperature inputs to determine the 
degree of PCS subcooling or superheat. 

6. Wide Range Pressurizer Level 

Pressurizer Level is a Type A Category 1 variable used to 
determine whether to terminate Safety Injection (SI), if still 
in progress, or to reinitiate SI if it has been stopped. 
Knowledge of pressurizer water level is also used to verify 
the plant conditions necessary to establish natural 
circulation in the PCS and to verify that the plant is 
maintained in a safe shutdown condition. 

7. Containment Hydrogen Monitors 

Containment Hydrogen Monitors are a Category 1 Type A 
variable. They are provided to detect high hydrogen 
concentration conditions that represent a potential for 
containment breach, and are used to determine when to initiate 
hydrogen recombiners. This variable is also important in 
verifying the adequacy of mitigating actions. 

8. Condensate Storage Tank (CST) Level 

CST Level is a Type D Category 1 variable and is provided to 
ensure water supply for Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW). The CST 
provides the ensured safety grade water supply for the AFW 
System. Inventory is monitored by a 0 to 100% level 
indication. CST Level is displayed on a control room 
indicator, and plant computer. In addition, a control room 
annunciator alarms on low level. 

The CST is the initial source of water for the AFW System. 
However, as the CST is depleted, manual operator action is 
necessary to replenish the CST. 
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LCO 9. Primary Coolant System Pressure (wide range) 
(continued) 

PALISADES 

PCS wide range pressure is a Type A Category I variable 
provided for verification of core cooling and PCS integrity 
long term surveillance. The indication is used by the 
operator to manually to initiate a trip of a Primary Coolant 
Pump following small break LOCA. 

Wide range PCS loop pressure is measured by pressure 
transmitters with a span of O psia to 3000 psia. Redundant 
monitoring capability is provided by two trains of 
instrumentation. Control room indications are provided 
through the Plant Process Computer (PPC) and on Cl2 and C02. 

10. Containment Pressure (wide range) 

Containment Pressure is a Type C Category 1 variable, and is 
provided for verification of PCS and containment OPERABILITY. 

11, 12. Wide Range Steam Generator Water Level 

Steam Generator Water Level is provided to monitor operation 
of decay heat removal via the steam generators. It is a 
Type A, Category 1 Variable. 

The indication of steam generator level instrumentation covers 
a span extending from the tubesheet to the steam, with an 
indicated range of -140% to +150%. Redundant monitoring 
capability is provided by two channels of instrumentation. 

Operator action is based on the control room indication of 
Steam Water Level. The indication is used during a Steam 
Generator Tube Rupture to determine which SG has the ruptured 
tube. It is also used to initiate once through cooling on low
low water level. 

13, 14. SG Pressure 

Steam Generator Pressure is a Category 1 Type A variable used 
in accident identification, including Loss of Coolant, and 
Steam Line Break . 
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LCO 15. Containment Isolation Valve (CIV) Position 
(continued) 

PALISADES 

Containment Isolation Valve Position is a Type B Category 1 
variable and is provided for verification of containment 
OPERABILITY. 

CIV position is provided for verification of containment 
integrity. In the case of CIV position, the important 
information is the isolation status of the containment 
penetration. The LCO requires one channel of valve position 
indication in the control room to be OPERABLE for each active 
CIV in a containment penetration flow path. For containment 
penetrations with only one active PCIV having control room 
indication, Note (b) requires a single channel of valve 
position indication to be OPERABLE. This is sufficient to 
redundantly verify the isolation status of each isolable 
penetration via indicated status of the active valve, as 
applicable, and prior knowledge of passive valve or system 
boundary status. If a penetration flow path is isolated, 
position indication for the CIV(s) in the associated 
penetration flow path is not needed to determine status. 
Therefore, the position indication for valves in an isolated 
penetration flow path is not required to be OPERABLE. 

16, 17, 18, 19. Core Exit Temperature 

Core Exit Temperature is a Type C Category 1 variable and is 
provided for verification and long term surveillance of core 
cooling. 

Each Core Exit Thermocouple (CET) channel consists of a single 
environmentally qualified thermocouple. This definition of a 
CET channel differs from standard Technical Specifications. 
The CET requirements actions were added to the Palisades 
Technical Specifications by amendment 147 on June 22, 1992. 

The design of the Incore Instrumentation System includes a 
Type K (chromel-alumel thermocouple within each of 16 incore 
instrument detector assemblies. 

The junction of each thermocouple is located above the core 
exit, inside the incore detector assembly guide tube, which 
supports and shields the incore instrument detector assembly 
string from flow forces in the outlet plenum region. These 
core exit thermocouples monitor the temperature of the reactor 
coolant as it exits the fuel assemblies. 

The core exit thermocouples have a usable temperature range 
from 32°F to 2300°F, although accuracy is reduced at 
temperatures above 1800°F. 
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LCO 20. PCS Vessel Water Level 
(continued) 

PALISADES 

PCS Vessel Water Level is monitored by the Reactor Vessel 
Level Monitoring System (RVLMS). It is not listed in 
Reference 1 as either a Category 1 or a Type A instrument. 
It is described in FSAR Section 7.4, (Ref. 4). Reactor vessel 
level monitoring is provided for verification and long term 
surveillance of core cooling. 

The Reactor Vessel Water Level monitoring system provides a 
direct measurement of the collapsed liquid level above the 
fuel alignment plate. The collapsed level represents the 
amount of liquid mass that is in the reactor vessel above the 
core. Measurement of the collapsed water level is selected 
because it is a direct indication of the water inventory. The 
collapsed level is obtained over the same temperature and 
pressure range as the saturation measurements, thereby 
encompassing all operating and accident conditions where it 
must function. Also, it functions during the recovery 
interval. Therefore, it is designed to survive the high steam 
temperature that may occur during the preceding core recovery 
interval. 

The level range extends from the top of the vessel down to the 
top of the fuel alignment plate. A total of eight HJTC pairs 
are employed in each of the two RVLMS channels. Four are 
located in the reactor vessel head area, and four are located 
within the upper guide structure. Each pair consists of a 
heated junction TC and an unheated junction TC. The 
differential temperature at each HJTC pair provides discrete 
indication of uncovery at the HJTC pair location. This 
indication is displayed using LEDs in the control room. This 
provides the operator with adequate indication to track the 
progression of the accident and to detect the consequences of 
its mitigating actions or the functionality of automatic 
equipment. 

A Reactor Vessel Water Level channel consists of eight sensors 
in a probe. A channel is OPERABLE if four or more sensors, 
two or more of the upper four and two or more of the lower 
four, are OPERABLE. 

21. Containment Area Radiation (high range) 

Containment Area Radiation is a Category 1 Type E variable. 
It is provided to monitor for the potential of significant 
radiation releases and to provide release assessment for use 
by operators in determining the need to invoke site emergency 
plans. 
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LCO Two channels are required to be OPERABLE for all but one Function. 
(continued) Two OPERABLE channels ensure that no single failure, within either 

the AM instrumentation or its auxiliary supporting features or 
power sources (concurrent with the failures that are a condition of· 
or result from a specific accident), prevents the operators from 
being presented the information necessary for them to determine the 
safety status of the plant and to bring the plant to and maintain 
it in a safe condition following that accident. 

In Table 3.3.7-1 the exception to the two channel requirement is 
Containment Isolation Valve Position. 

For loop and steam generator related variables, the required 
information is individual loop temperature and individual steam 
generator pressure and level. In these cases two channels are 
required to be OPERABLE for each loop of steam generator to 
redundantly provide the necessary information. 

In the case of Containment Isolation Valve Position, the important 
information is the status of the containment penetrations. The LCO 
requires one position indicator for each active containment 
isolation valve. This is sufficient to redundantly verify the 
isolation status of each isolable penetration either via indicated 
status of the active valve and prior knowledge of the passive valve 
or via system boundary status. If a normally active containment 
isolation valve is known to be closed and deactivated, position 
indication is not needed to determine status. Therefore, the 
position indication for valves in this state is not required to be 
OPERABLE. 

APPLICABILITY The AM instrumentation LCO is applicable in MODES 1, 2, and 3. 
These variables are related to the diagnosis and preplanned actions 
required to mitigate DBAs. The applicable DBAs are assumed to 
occur in MODES 1, 2, and 3. In MODES 4, 5, and 6, plant conditions 
are such that the likelihood of an event occurring that would 
require AM instrumentation is low; therefore, AM instrumentation is 
not required to be OPERABLE in these MODES. 
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Note 1 has been added in the ACTIONS to exclude the MODE change 
restriction of LCO 3.0.4. This exception allows entry into the 
applicable MODE while relying on the ACTIONS, even though the 
ACTIONS may eventually require plant shutdown. This exception is 
acceptable due to the passive function of the instruments, the 
operator's ability to monitor an accident using alternate 
instruments and methods, and the low probability of an event 
requiring these instruments. 

Note 2 has been added in the ACTIONS to clarify the application of 
Completion Time rules. The Conditions of this Specification may be 
entered independently for each Function listed in Table 3.3.7-1. 
The Completion Time(s) of the inoperable channel(s) of a Function 
will be tracked separately for each Function, starting from the 
time the Condition was entered for that Function. 

When one or more Functions have one required channel that is 
inoperable, the required inoperable channel must be restored to 
OPERABLE status within 7 days. The 7 day Completion Time is based 
on operating experience and takes into account the remaining 
OPERABLE channel (or in the case of a Function that has only one 
required channel, other non-Regulatory Guide 1.97 instrument 
channels to monitor the Function), the passive nature of the 
instrument (no critical automatic action occurs from these 
instruments), and the low probability of an event requiring AM 
instrumentation during this interval. 

In the case of Containment Isolation Valve Position (Function 15), 
the 7 days allows ample time to isolate the affected penetration in 
accordance with Note (a), if repairs cannot be effected. 

When one or more Functions have two required channels inoperable 
(i.e., two channels inoperable in the same Function), one channel 
in the Function should be restored to OPERABLE status within 48 
hours. The Completion Time of 48 hours is based on the relatively 
low probability of an event requiring AM instrumentation operation 
and the availability of alternate means to obtain the required 
information. Continuous operation with two required channels 
inoperable in a Function is not acceptable because the alternate 
indications may not fully meet all performance qualification 
requirements applied to the AM instrumentation. Therefore, 
requiring restoration of one inoperable channel of the Function 
limits the risk that the AM Function will be in a degraded 
condition should an accident occur . 
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(continued) 

~ PALISADES 

If the Required Action and associated Completion Time of 
Condition A (one channel inoperable) are not met for Functions 1 
through 15, or the Required Actions and associated Completion Times 
of Condition B (2 channels inoperable) are not met for Functions 1 
through 19, the plant must be brought to a MODE in which the 
requirements of this LCO do not apply. To achieve this status, the 
plant must be brought to at least MODE 3 within 6 hours and to 
MODE 4 within 30 hours. 

The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating 
experience, to reach the required plant conditions from full power 
conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging plant 

. systems. 

The shutdown track for Table 3.3.7-1 items not addressed by this 
Condition are addressed by Condition D. 

D.1 and D.2 

If the Required Action and associated Completion Time of 
Condition A (one channel inoperable) are not met for Functions 16 
through 21, or the Required Actions and associated Completion Times 
of Condition B (2 channels inoperable) .are not met for Functions 20 
and 21, Condition D is entered. 

Required Action D.1 specifies initiation of actions in accordance 
with Specification 5.6.7, which requires a written report to be 
submitted to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. This report 
discusses the results of the root cause evaluation of the 
inoperability and identifies proposed restorative Required Actions .. 
This Required Action is appropriate in lieu of a shutdown 
requirement, given the likelihood of plant conditions that would 
require information provided by this instrumentation. ·Also, 
alternative Required Actions are identified before a loss of 
functional capability condition occurs. 

Required Action D.2 requires restoration of these channels to 
OPERABLE status prior to the next startup after entering MODE 6. 
Items 16 through 20 employ sensing elements located within the 
reactor vessel, whose access is precluded except during refueling 
operations. Since Specification 3.0.4 is not applicable, this 
action is necessary to assure that repair is accomplished when the 
equipment is accessible during the next refueling. 
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If two RVWL channels are inoperable, alternate instrument channels 
must be used for monitoring reactor vessel water level. The 
alternate channels normally used are Subcooled Margin Monitors, 
Wide Range Pressurizer Level, and Core Exit Thermocouples required 
by Table 3.3.7-1. 

SR 3.3.7.1 

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 31 days ensures that a 
gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. It is based on 
the assumption that instrument channels monitoring the same 
parameter should read approximately the same value. Significant 
deviations between the two instrument channels could be an 
indication of excessive instrument drift in one of the channels or 
of something even more serious. A CHANNEL CHECK will detect gross 
channel failure; thus, it is key to verifying the instrumentation 
continues to operate properly between each CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 

Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff based on a 
combination of the channel instrument uncertainties, including 
indication and readability. If a channel is outside the criteria, 
it may be an indication that the sensor or the signal processing 
equipment has drifted outside its limit. If the channels are 
within the criteria, it is an indication that the channels are 
OPERABLE. If the channels are normally off scale during times when 
surveillance is required, the CHANNEL CHECK will only verify that 
they are off scale in the same direction. Off scale low current 
loop channels are verified to be reading at the bottom of the range 
and not failed downscale. 

The Frequency of 31 days is based upon plant operating experience 
with regard to channel OPERABILITY and drift, which demonstrates 
that failure of more than one channel of a given Function in any 
31 day interval is a rare event. The CHANNEL CHECK supplements 
less formal, but more frequent, checks of channel during normal 
operational use of the displays associated with this LCO's required 
channels. 
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B 3.3.7 

• _BA_s_E_s~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.7.2 
REQUIREMENTS 

(continued) A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is performed every 18 months or approximately 
every refueling. CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the 
instrument channel including the sensor. The Surveillance verifies 
the channel responds to the measured parameter within the necessary 
range and accuracy. 

REFERENCES 

• PALISADES 

A note is added that Core Exit Thermocouple calibration is 
performed by substituting a known voltage for the thermocouple 
voltage. 

The Frequency is based upon operating experience and consistency 
with the typical industry refueling cycle and is justified by an 
18 month calibration interval for the determination of the 
magnitude of equipment drift. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

FSAR Appendix 7.C, Regulatory Guide 1.97 Instrumentation 

Regulatory Guide 1.97 

NUREG-0737, Supplement 1 

FSAR Section 7.4, Other Safety Related Protection, Control, 
and Display Systems 
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B 3.3.8 

• B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

B 3.3.8 Alternate Shutdown System 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

• 

• PALISADES 

The Alternate Shutdown System provides the control room operator 
with sufficient instrumentation and controls to place and maintain 
the unit in a safe shutdown condition from a location other than 
the control room. This capability is necessary to protect against 
the possibility that the control room becomes inaccessible. A safe 
shutdown condition is defined as MODE 3. With the unit in MODE 3, 
the Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW) System and the steam generator safety 
valves or the steam generator atmospheric dump valves can be used 
to remove core decay heat and meet all safety requirements. The 
long term supply of water for the AFW System and the ability to 
borate the Primary Coolant System (PCS) from outside the control 
room allow extended operation in MODE 3. 

In order to ensure use of sufficient components of the Auxiliary 
Feedwater System and sufficient process information to permit 
reactor MODE 3 control in the event a fire damages equipment and 
circuitry of the main feedwater system or the Auxiliary Feedwater 
System in the control room, cable spreading room, Engineered 
Safeguards Auxiliary Panel C-33 room, or the corridor between 
Switchgear Room 1-C and the charging pump rooms, auxiliary Hot 
Shutdown Control Panels (C-150C-150A) have been provided and 
located in the southwest electrical penetration room. These panels 
are comprised of two enclosures, the main enclosure C-150 and an 
auxiliary one called C-150A. The description below combines these 
two enclosures into one entity called "Panel C-150" (Ref. 4). 

From this panel, control of the auxiliary feedwater valves is 
enabled by transfer and control of auxiliary feedwater turbine 
steam supply Valve B. Indication of auxiliary feedwater flow to 
both steam·generators, water level of both steam generators and 
pressurizer level are enabled by transfer. In addition, primary 
coolant pressure (pressurizer pressure) is displayed by a primary 
sensor dedicated to this use. Transfer of the above-mentioned 
systems is annunciated in the control room. See FSAR Section 7.4 
(Ref. 3) for operation via Panel C-150. 

The equipment controls that are required are listed in the LCO 
section of this basis. 

Switches, which transfer control or instrument functions from the 
control room to the auxiliary shutdown control panel, alarm in the 
control room when the ~evices in the Auxiliary Hot Shutdown Control 
Panel are enabled . 
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BASES 

BACKGROUND 
(continued) 

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY 
ANALYSES 

LCO 

PALISADES 

Alternate Shutdown System 
B 3.3.8 

The transfer switches of the Auxiliary Hot Shutdown Control Panel 
provide access to the Auxiliary Feedwater System for MODE 3 control 
only. No other means of achieving MODE 3 control exists if a fire 
damages the control room or the cable spreading room. 

Wiring, including power sources for the control circuit and 
equipment operation for the alternate shutdown method, is 
independent of equipment wiring in the postulated fire areas. 

Alternate shutdown power sources, including all breakers, have 
isolation devices on control circuits that are routed through the 
postulated fire areas, even if the breaker is to be operated 
manually. 

Procedures are provided for taking the Plant to hot shutdown via 
the Auxiliary Hot Shutdown Control Panel in the event a fire 
prevents use of the control room. 

The unit automatically reaches MODE 3 following a unit shutdown and 
can be maintained safely in MODE 3 for an extended period of time. 

The OPERABILITY of the Alternate Shutdown System control and 
instrumentation Functions ensures that there is sufficient 
information available on selected plant parameters to place and 

.maintain the plant in MODE 3, should the control room become 
inaccessible. 

The Alternate Shutdown System is required to provide equipment at 
appropriate locations outside the control room with a capability to 
promptly shut down and maintain the plant in a safe condition in 
MODE 3. 

The criteria governing the design and the specific system 
requirements of the Remote Shutdown System are located in 
10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 19, and Appendix R (Ref. 1). 

The Alternate Shutdown System LCO provides the requirements for the 
OPERABILITY of the instrumentation and controls necessary to place 
and maintain the unit in MODE 3 from a location other than the 
control room. The instrumentation and controls typically required 
are listed in Table 3.3.8-1 in the accompanying LCO . 
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BASES 

Alternate Shutdown System 
B 3.3.8 

LCO Equipment controls that are required by the alternative dedicated 
(continued) method of achieving and maintaining MODE 3 are as follows: 

~ PALISADES 

1. Auxiliary feedwater valves 

2. Turbine-driven Auxiliary feedwater pump 

Instrumentation systems displayed on the Auxiliary Hot Shutdown 
Control Panel are: 

1. Source range flux monitor 

2. Auxiliary feedwater flow 

3. Pressurizer pressure 

4. Pressurizer level 

5. Steam generator level and pressure 

6. Primary coolant temperatures (hot and cold le~s) 

7. Turbine-driven auxiliary feedwater pump low-suction pressure 
warning light 

8. SIRW tank level 

A Function of the Alternate Shutdown System is OPERABLE if all 
instrument and control channels needed to support the remote 
shutdown Functions are OPERABLE. 

The Alternate Shutdown System instrumentation and control circuits 
covered by this LCO do not need to be energized to be considered 
OPERABLE. This LCO is intended to ensure that the instrument and 
control circuits will be OPERABLE if plant conditions require that 
the Alternate Shutdown System be placed in operation. 

Indication channels 3 through 14 in Table 3.3.8-1 use a transmitter 
which also serves normal control room instrumentation. When the 
control switches are changed to the "AHSDP" (Alternate Hot Shut 
Down Panel) position, the transmitter is isolated from its normal 
power supply and circuitry, and connected into the C-150 or C-150A 
panel circuit; control for AFW flow control valves CV-a727 and 0749 
is also transferred to C-150 .. The transfer switches are alarmed in 
the control room. 
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BASES 

LCO 
(continued) 

APPLICABILITY 

ACTIONS 

PALISADES 

Alternate Shutdown System 
B 3.3.8 

Pressurizer Pressure indicator channel 2 is provided with its own 
pressure transmitter. Its circuitry is energized when the transfer 
switch is in the AHSDP position. 

The Remote Shutdown System LCO is applicable in MODES 1, 2, and 3. 
This is required so that the unit can be placed and maintained in 
MODE 3 for an extended period of time from a location other than 
the control room. 

This LCO is not applicable in MODE 4, 5, or 6. In these MODES, the 
unit is already subcritical and in the condition of reduced PCS 
energy. Under these conditions, considerable time is available to 
restore necessary instrument control Functions if control room 
instruments or control become unavailable. 

A Note has been included that excludes the LCO 3.0.3 shutdown 
requirements and MODE change restrictions of LCO 3.0.4. This 
exception allows entry into an applicable MODE while relying on the 
ACTIONS, even though the ACTIONS may eventually require a plant 
shutdown. This is acceptable due to the low probability of an 
event requiring this system. The Remote Shutdown System equipment 
can generally be repaired during operation without significant risk 
of spurious trip. 

A Remote Shutdown System division is inoperable when each Function 
is not accomplished by at least one designated Remote Shutdown 
System channel that satisfies the OPERABILITY criteria for the 
channel's Function. 

Note 2 has been added in the ACTIONS to clarify the application of 
Completion Time rules. The Conditions of this Specification may be 
entered independently for each Function listed in Table 3.3.8-1. 
The Completion Times of the inoperable channels of a Function will 
be tracked separately for each Function, starting from the time the 
Condition was entered for that Function . 
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BASES 

Alternate Shutdown System 
B 3.3.8 

ACTIONS A.l and A.2 
(continued) 

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS 

PALISADES 

Condition A addresses the situation where one or more channels of 
the Alternate Shutdown System are inoperable. This includes any 
Function listed in Table 3.3.8-1 as well as the control and 
transfer switches. 

Required Action A.l is to provide equivalent shutdown capability 
within 7 days. There may be several possible means of satisfying 
the remote shutdown capability. The Completion Time is based on 
operating experience and the low probability of an event that would 
require evacuation of the control room. 

Required Action A.2 is to restore the channels to OPERABLE status 
within 60 days. This allows time to complete repairs· on the failed 
channel, while maintaining alternate monitoring capability in 
accordance with Action A.l. 

B.l and B.2 

If the Required Action and associated Completion Time of 
Condition A are not met, the plant must be brought to a MODE in 
which the LCO does not apply. To achieve this status, the plant 
must be brought to at least MODE 3 within 6 hours and to MODE 4 
within 30 hours. The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, 
based on operating experience, to reach the required MODE from full 
power conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging plant 
systems. 

SR 3.3.8.l 

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK on Functions 2 through 12, once 
every 92 days ensures that a gross failure of instrumentation has 
not occurred. A CHANNEL CHECK is normally a comparison of the 
parameter indicated on one channel to a similar parameter on other 
channels. It is based on the assumption that instrument channels 
monitoring the same parameter should read approximately the same 
value. Significant deviations between the instrument channels 
could be an indication of excessive instrument drift in one of the 
channels or of something even more serious. A CHANNEL CHECK will 
detect gross channel failure; thus, it is key to verifying that the 
instrumentation continues to operate properly between each CHANNEL 
CALIBRATION. Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff, 
based on a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties, 
including indication and readability. If a channel is outside the 
criteria, it may be an indication that the sensor or the signal 
processing equipment has drifted outside its limit. 
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(continued) 

PALISADES 

Alternate Shutdown System 
B 3.3.8 

As specified in the Surveillance, a CHANNEL CHECK is only required 
for those channels that are normally energized. If the channels 
are within the criteria, it is an indication that the channels are 
OPERABLE. If the channels are normally off scale during times when 
surveillance is required, the CHANNEL CHECK will only verify that 
they are off scale in the same direction. Off scale low current 
loop channels are verified to be reading at the bottom of the range 
and not failed downscale. 

The 92 day interval was chosen because completion of a CHANNEL 
CHECK requires actuating the circuits with the associated transfer 
switches and thereby deactivating several normal control room 
channels which share the same detectors. The CHANNEL CHECK for the 
Neutron Flux channel is discussed below. AFW flow indicators are 
excepted because during normal operation there is zero AFW flow and 
a CHANNEL CHECK would be inconclusive. 

SR 3.3.8.2 

A CHANNEL CHECK of the Neutron Flux Monitoring Channel is performed 
within 7 days prior to reactor startup, as part of the CHANNEL 
FUNCTIONAL TEST of the neutron flux monitoring channels addressed 
by SR 3.3.1.6. The CHANNEL CHECK consists of comparing the remote 
indication with that from the control room. The Startup Range 
provides no alarm or automatic functions; the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL 
TEST consists of verifying proper response of the channel to the 
internal test signals, and verification that a detectable signal is 
available from the detector. After lengthy shutdown periods flux 
may be below the range of the channel indication. Signal 
verification with test equipment is acceptable. 

SR 3.3.8.3 

A CHANNEL CHECK is performed on each AFW flow channel (Functions 13 
and 14) at 18 month intervals as part of the CHANNEL CALIBRATION of 
SR 3.3.8.5. AFW flow indicators are excepted from more frequent 
CHANNEL CHECKS because during normal operation there is zero AFW 
flow and a CHANNEL CHECK would be inconclusive. 
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Alternate Shutdown System 
B 3.3.8 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.8.4 
REQUIREMENTS 

(continued) A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each Alternate Shutdown 
Panel control channel (Functions 13 through 18) each 18 months to 
assure its operability. A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on 
the AFW pump suction pressure alarm as part of its CHANNEL 
CALIBRATION. SR 3.3.8.4 also verifies that each required Alternate 
Shutdown System transfer switch and control circuit for Functions 
13 through 18 performs its intended function. Operability of the 
transfer and control switches for Functions 1 through 15 is 
addressed in the performance of SR 3.3.8.5, CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 
This verification is performed from the reactor shutdown panel and 
locally, as appropriate. This will ensure that if the control 
room becomes inaccessible, the plant can be placed and maintained 
in MODE 3 from the reactor shutdown panel and the local control 
stations. The 18 month Frequency is based on the need to perform 
this Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a plant 
outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if the 
Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power. Operating 
experience demonstrates that Remote Shutdown System control 
channels seldom fail to pass the Surveillance when performed at a 
Frequency of once every 18 months. 

PALISADES 

SR 3.3.8.5 

Performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION every 18 months on Functions 1 
through 15 ensures that the channels are operating accurately and 
within specified tolerances. Operating experience has shown this 
test interval to be satisfactory. 

SR 3.3.8.5 also verifies that each required Remote Shutdown System 
transfer switch and control circuit for Functions 1 through 15 
performs its intended function. Operability of the transfer and 
control switches for Functions 13 through 18 is addressed in the 
performance of SR 3.3.8.4, CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. This 
verification is performed from the alternate shutdown panel and 
locally, as appropriate. This will ensure that if the control 
room becomes inaccessible, the plant can be placed and maintained 
in MODE 3 from the alternate shutdown panel and the local control 
stations. The 18 month Frequency is based on the need to perform 
this Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a plant 
outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if the 
Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power. Operating 
experience demonstrates that Remote Shutdown System control 
channels seldom fail to pasi the Surveillance when performed at a 
Frequency of once every 18 months. 
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Alternate Shutdown System 
B 3.3.8 

1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 19, and Appendix R 

2. NRC Safety Ev al uat ion Report (SER) 

3. FSAR Section 7.4, "Other Safety Related Protection, Control, 
and Display Systems" 

4. FSAR Section 7.7, "Operating Control Stations" 
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B 3.3.9 

• B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

• 

• 

B 3.3.9 Neutron Flux Monitoring Channels 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY 
ANALYSES 

PALISADES 

The wide range neutron flux monitoring channels consist of two 
combined source range/wide range channels, designated NI 01/03 and 
NI 02/04. The wide range portions, (NI 03 and 04) provide neutron 
flux power indication from< 1 X 10"7% RTP to > 100% RTP. They also 
provide an equipment protective High Startup ~ate reactor trip when 
the RPS is OPERABLE, in MODES 1, 2, and 3, 4, and 5 when more than 
one control rod is capable of being withdrawn. The source range 
portions, designated NI 01 and NI 02 provide source range 
indication over the range of 1 to 1 X 10•5 cps. 

This LCD addresses MODES 3, 4, and 5 with no more than one control 
rod capable of being withdrawn .. When more than one control rod is 
capable of being withdrawn, the neutron flux monitoring channels 
are addressed by LCD 3.3.1, "Reactor Protective System (RPS) 
Instrumentation - Operating." 

When the plant is shutdown with no more than one control rod 
capable of being withdrawn, both neutron flux monitoring channels 
must be available to monitor neutron flux power. If only one 
section of a neutron flux monitoring channel, source or wide range, 
is functioning, the neutron flux monitoring channel may be 
considered OPERABLE if it is capable of detecting the existing 
reactor neutron flux. In this application, the RPS channels need 
not be OPERABLE since the reactor trip Function is not required. 
By monitoring neutron flux power, loss of SOM caused by boron 
dilution can be detected as an increase in flux. Alarms are also 
provided when power increases above the fixed bistable setpoints. 
Two channels must be OPERABLE to provide single failure protection 
and to facilitate detection of channel failure by providing CHANNEL 
CHECK capability. 

The wide range neutron flux monitoring channels are necessary to 
monitor core reactivity changes. They are the primary means for 
detecting and triggering operator actions to respond to reactivity 
transients initiated from conditions in which the RPS is not 
required to be OPERABLE. They also trigger operator actions to 
anticipate RPS actuation in the event of reactivity transients 
starting from shutdown or low power conditions. The neutron flux 
monitoring channel's LCD requirements support compliance with 
10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 13 (Ref. 1). The FSAR Chapters 7 and 14 
(Refs. 2 and 3, respectively), describe the specific neutron flux 
power monitoring channel features that are critical to comply with 
the GDC . 
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APPLICABLE 
SAFETY 
ANALYSES 

(continued) 

LCO 

Neutron Flux Monitoring Channels 
B 3.3.9 

The OPERABILITY of neutron flux monitoring channels is necessary to 
meet the assumptions of the safety analyses and provide for the 
mitigation of accident and transient conditions. 

The neutron flux monitoring channels satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC 
Policy Statement. 

The LCO on the neutron flux monitoring channels ensures that 
adequate information is available to verify core reactivity 
conditions while shut down. 

If only one section of a neutron flux monitoring channel, source or 
wide range, is functioning, the ne'utron flux monitoring channel may 
be considered OPERABLE if it is capable of detecting the existing 
reactor neutron flux. For example, with the source range count 
rate indicator functioning properly, and in reasonable agreement 
with the other source range, a neutron flux monitor channel may be 
considered OPERABLE even though its wide range indicator is not 
functioning. 

APPLICABILITY In MODES 3, 4, and 5, with no more than one control capable of 
withdrawal, neutron flux monitoring channels must be OPERABLE to 
monitor core power for reactivity changes. In MODES 1 and 2, and 
in MODES 3, 4, and 5 with more than one control rod capable of 
withdrawal, the neutron flux monitoring channels are addressed as 
part of the RPS in LCO 3.3.1, 11 Reactor Protective System (RPS) 
Instrumentation." 

PALISADES 

The requirements for source range neutron flux monitoring in MODE 6 
are addressed in LCO 3.8.2, 11 Nuclear Instrumentation. 11 The source 
range nuclear instrumentation channels (NI 01 and 02) provide 
neutron flux coverage extending an additional on~ to two decades 
below the wide range channels for use during refueling, when 
neutron flux may be extremely low . 
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BASES 

ACTIONS A.l and A.2 

Neutron Flux Monitoring Channels 
B 3.3.9 

With one required channel inoperable, it may not be possible to 
perform a CHANNEL CHECK to verify that the other required channel 
is OPERABLE. Therefore, with one or more required channels 
inoperable, the neutron flux monitoring Function cannot be reliably 
performed. Consequently, the Required Actions are the same for one 
required channel inoperable or more than one required channel · 
inoperable. The absence of reliable neutron flux indication makes 
it difficult to ensure SOM is maintained. Required Action A.l, 
therefore, requires that all positive reactivity additions that are 
under operator control, such as boron dilution or Reactor Coolant 
System temperature changes, be halted immediately, preserving SOM. 

SOM must be verified periodically to ensure that it is being 
maintained. Both required channels must be restored a~ soon as 
possible. The initial Completion Time of 4 hours and once every 
12 hours thereafter to perform SOM verification takes into 
consideration that Required Action A.l eliminates many of the means 
by which SOM can be reduced. These Completion Times are also based 
on operating experience in performing the Required Actions and the 
fact that plant conditions will change slowly. 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.9.l 
REQUIREMENTS 

PALISADES 

SR 3.3.9.l is the performance of a CHANNEL CHECK on each required 
channel every 12 hours. It is based upon the assumption that 
instrument channels monitoring the same parameter should read 
approximately the same value. Significant deviations between 
instrument channels could be an indication of excessive instrument 
drift in one of the channels or of something even more serious. 
CHANNEL CHECK will detect gross channel failure; thus, it is key to 
verifying that the instrumentation continues to operate properly 
between each CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 

Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff and should be 
based on a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties 
including control isolation, indication, and readability. If a 
channel is outside the criteria, it may be an indication that the 
detector or the signal processing equipment has drifted outside its 
limits. If the channels are within the criteria, it is an 
indication that the channels are OPERABLE . 
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SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS 

(continued) 

REFERENCES 

PALISADES 

Neutron Flux Monitoring Channels 
B 3.3.9 

The Frequency, about once every shift, is based on operating 
experience that demonstrates the rarity of channel failure. Since 
the probability of two random failures in redundant channels in any 
12 hour period is extremely low, CHANNEL CHECK minimizes the chance 
of loss of protective function due to failure of redundant 
channels. CHANNEL CHECK supplements less formal, but more 
frequent, checks of channel OPERABILITY during normal operational 
use of displays associated with the LCO required channels. 

SR 3.3.9.2 

SR 3.3.9.2 is the performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION. A CHANNEL 
CALIBRATION is performed every 18 months. The Surveillance is a 
complete check and readjustment of the wide range power channel 
from the preamplifier input through to the remote indicators. 

This Frequency is the same as that employed for the same channels 
in the other applicable MODES. 

1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 13 

2. FSAR, Chapter 7 

3 . FSAR, Chapter 14 
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B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

B 3.3.10. Spent Fuel Pool (SFP) Radiation Monitor 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY 
ANALYSES 

LCO 

PALISADES 

This LCO addresses SFP Criticality Monitoring. It consists of two 
SFP Radiation Monitors, which provide alarms in the event of an 
approach to criticality. This satisfies the requirements of 
10 CFR 70.24 (a)(2), (Ref. 1) which requires an alarm system to 
warn of criticality events capable of generating radiation levels 
in excess of 300 Rem/hr one foot from the source of the radiation. 

Each of the two radiation monitors located in the spent fuel pool 
area is capable of providing the required alarm functions. No 
automatic actuation functions are provided by this circuitry. 

Trip Setpoints and Allowable Values 

Trip setpoints used in the SFP Criticality Monitor are based on the 
Reference 1 requirement of providing an alarm at a setpoint of less 
than 20 millirem/hr to warn of criticality accidents, while 
assuring that the setpoint is at least 5 millirem/hr to avoid 
spurious actuations. If the measured setpoint does not exceed the 
Allowable Value, the bistable is considered OPERABLE . 

The SFP Radiation Monitors used to effect the criticality 
monitoring function are required by Reference 1. This reference 
requires that persons licensed to possess special nuclear materials. 
prior to December 6, 1974 maintain a monitoring system capable of 
detecting criticality events which generate radiation levels in 
excess of 300 Rem/hr at one foot. This reference stipulates that 
the devices shall in no case be further than 120 feet from the 
special nuclear material being handled, with the possibility of 
lesser distances to account for shielding or other pertinent 
factors. It also requires the trip setpoints between 5 millirem/hr 
and 20 millirem/hr, as stated above. 

The LCO on the SFP Radiation Monitoring channels requires that both 
channels be OPERABLE. 
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SFP Radiation Monitoring. 
B 3.3.10 

BASES 

APPLICABILITY The APPLICABILITY of the SFP Radiation Monitor is whenever fuel is 
in the Fuel Pool Area. This is consistent with the requirements of 
Reference 1. The APPLICABILITY is independent of any operational 
MODES by the nature of the monitoring requirements. 

ACTIONS A note has been added which excludes the shutdown requirements of 
LCO 3.0.3 and the power change restrictions of LCO 3.0.4. These 
exclusions are appropriate because the APPLICABILITY and Actions 
are not MODE dependent, and initiating LCO 3.0.3 or 3.0.4 Required 
Actions will not result in an improvement in plant safety. 

A SFP Radiation Monitoring channel is inoperable when it does not 
satisfy the criteria for the channel's Function. The most common 
cause of channel inoperability is outright failure or drift of the 
bistable or process module. Typically, the drift is not large and 
would result in an alarm delay rather than a tota] loss of 
function. This determination is generally made during the 
performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST when the process 
instrument is set up for adjustment to bring it within 
specification. If the actual trip setpoint is not within the 
SR 3.3.10.2 Allowable Value, the channel is inoperable and 
Condition A must be entered . 

A.I, A.2.1, A.2.2 

Condition A applies to the failure of one or both SFP Radiation 
Monitoring channels used to perform the Criticality Monitoring 
Function. No distinction is made between one channel inoperable or 
two channels inoperable, since with only one channel inoperable 
there is no backup if the second monitor should fail. Therefore 
the Required Actions are the same in both cases. 

Required Action A.l is to immediately suspend fuel movement in the 
SFP area. The fuel pool is designed to be subcritical even at 
zero PPM Boron concentration. This makes it extremely unlikely 
that a criticality accident could occur. 

Required Actions A.2.1 and A.2.2 requires restoration of the 
inoperable channels to OPERABLE status in 72 hours, or to provide 
equivalent monitoring capability. The 72 hour Completion Time is 
sufficient to either effect the required repairs, or provide other 
monitoring equipment. 

~ PALISADES B 3.3-109 
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BASES 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.10.l 
REQUIREMENTS 

• 

REFERENCES 

• PALISADES 

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 24 hours ensures that a 
gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. 

Significant deviations between the two instrument channels could be 
an indication of excessive instrument drift in one of the channels 
or of something even more serious. CHANNEL CHECK will detect gross 
channel failure; thus, it is key to verifying the instrumentation 
continues to operate properly between each CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 
Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff, based on a 
combination of the channel instrument uncertainties, including 
indication and readability. 

The Frequency, is based on operating experience that demonstrates 
the rarity of channel failure. Since the probability of two random 
failures in redundant channels in any 24 hour period is low, the 
CHANNEL CHECK minimizes the chance of loss of function due to 
failure of redundant channels. The CHANNEL CHECK supplements less 
formal, but more frequent, checks of channel OPERABILITY during 
normal operational use of the displays associated with the LCO 
required channels. 

SR 3.3.10.2 

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each SFP Radiation 
Monitoring channel to ensure the entire channel will perform its 
intended function. 

The Frequency of 31 days is based on plant operating experience 
with regard to channel OPERABILITY and drift, which demonstrates 
that failure of more than one channel of a given Function in any 
31 day interval is a rare event. 

SR 3.3.10.3 

CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument channel 
including the sensor. The Surveillance verifies that the channel 
responds to a measured parameter within the necessary range and 
accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel adjusted to 
account for instrument drift between successive calibrations to 
ensure that the channel remains operational between successive 
tests. 

The Frequency is based upon the assumption of an 18 month 
calibration interval for the determination of the magnitude of 
equipment drift in the setpoint analysis. 

1. 10 CFR 70.24 (a)(2) 

B 3.3-110 
Amendment No: 



• 
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ATTACHMENT 3 

CONSUMERS POWER COMPANY 
PALISADES PLANT 

DOCKET 50-255 

STS CONVERSION TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION CHANGE REQUEST 

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION PART 

Comparison of Existing and Revised Technical Specifications 



• • 
Palisades Tech Spec Requirement List. Corrected through Amendment 170 

A list of the existing Palisades Tech Specs (TS) correlated to Palisades Revised Technical Specifications (RTS). 

First Column; Existing Palisades Tech Spec (TS) number 

Each numbered TS item is listed in the left-most column. Items which contain more than one requirement are listed once for each requirement. 

Second Column; Palisades Revised Tech Spec (RTS) number 

The nearest corresponding numbered RTS item is listed in the second column. If the item does not appear in RTS, it is noted as 'Deleted' or 'Relocated.' 

Deleted is used where an item has been eliminated as a tech spec, ie deleting, iaw GL 84-15, the requirement to test a D.G. when an ECCS pump in the opposite 
train becomes inoperable. 

Relocated is used where an item has been moved to a controlled program or document because it does not meet the "Criteria" of 10 CFR 50.36(2)(c)(ii). 

Where an item is relocated or deleted, the number of the associated RTS section has been added to allow sorting the list by section number. Relocated items, 
such as heavy load restrictions, which are not associated with any particular RTS section are arbitrarily assigned the number 5.0. 

Third Column; TS Item Description 

An abbreviation of the TS requirement appears in the third column. Each item is identified as: LCD, ACTION, SR, Admin, Exception, etc. Some items are implied, rather than 
explicit, ie a LCD is implied when an ACTION exists without a stated LCD. 

Description Key; TS requirement type: Column 3 syntax: 

Safety Limit 
Surveillance Requirement 
Limiting Safety Setting 
Limiting Condition for Operation 
Action 

Administrative Requirement 
Permitted Instrument Bypass 
Defined Term 
Exception to other Requirement 
Descriptive material 
Table 

Forth Column; Classification of Changes: 

SL: 
SR: 
LSS: 
LCD: 
ACTN: 

ADMN: 
Byps: 
DEF: 
XCPT: 
DESC: 
TBL: 

Safety limit; Applicable conditions 
Equipment to be tested; Test description; Frequency 
RPS Trip Channel & required setting 
Equipment to be operable; Applicable conditions 
Condition requiring action; Required action; Completion time 

Administrative requirement 
Bypassable component; conditions when bypass permitted 
Name of defined item 
Excepted spec or condition; Applicable conditions 
Subject matter 
Table 

Each change is identified as ADMINISTRATIVE, RELOCATED, MORE RESTRICTIVE, or LESS RESTRICTIVE. 

Fifth Column; Discussion of Changes: 

Each change is discussed briefly. 

1 



• 
Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number RTS Number TS requirement description 

2.3 3.3 Limiting Safety Settings - RPS 

2.3 3.3.1 LSS: RPS settings iaw Tbl 2.3.1; When RPS req by 3.17.l 

2.3.1 3.3.1 ACTN: Setting not w/in limits; declare inop; Immediately 

2.3.1 3.3.l TBL: RPS Trip Settings 

2.3.1.1 3.3.1 LSS: Variable Hi power Trip settings 

2.3.1.2 3.3.1 LSS: PCS Flow trip settings 

2.3.1.3 3.3.1 LSS: Hi Pressurizer Press trip setting 

2.3.1.4 3.3.l LSS: TM/LP Trip settings 

2.3.1.5 3.3.1 LSS: SG Lo level trip setting 

2.3.1.6 3.3.1 LSS: SG Lo Press trip setting 

2.3.1.7 3.3.l LSS: CHP Trip setting 

3.8.1.c 3.3.6.1, 2, 3 SR: 2 radiation monit; verify aper; B4 refuel 

3.8.1.d 3.3.6 LCO: Monitor CB Rad lvl; Refueling 

3.8.1.d 3.3.10 LCO: Monitor SFP Rad lvl; Refueling 

3 .14. a 3.3.l G ACTN: W CR >120"F; Immediate action to fix or to SD 

2 

(03/28/96) 

Classification and Description of Changes 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM IN I STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: 

Unchanged in intent. The explicit statement is eliminated 
in STS format. Implicit in LCO 3.0.1 definition/stated 
in Bases. 

Unchanged in intent. The explicit statement is eliminated 
in STS format. The intent is satisfied by LCO 3.0.2 
wording. 

l 

Unchanged for 4 PCP operation. Only 4 PCP values listed, 
as 2 or 3 PCP operation is no longer permitted. 

Requirement Unchanged. 

Requirement Unchanged. 

Requirement Unchanged. 

Requirement Unchanged. 

Requirement Unchanged. 

Requirement Unchanged. 

Requirement Unchanged. 

Proposed SRs, like STS counterpart require verifications 
on a periodic basis, not "immediately" before refueling. 
Like most instrumentation channels, a channel check is 
required each 12 hrs, a channel functional test each 
31 days, and a channel calibration each 18 months. 

Requirement unchanged. Proposed LCO requires two radiation 
monitor channels to be operable during Core Alterations. 
These monitors actuate ~ontainment isolation during 
refueling. 

LCO added to instrumentation section of RTS. 

Required temperature reduced from 120"F to 90"F. This 
reduced temperature supports operability of the Reactor 
Protective System Thermal Margin Monitors. Its inclusion 
in RTS completes an action requested in Amendment 118. 



Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number RTS Number TS requirement description 

3.16 3.3.3 ESF Sys Initiation Settings 

3.16 3.3.3 LCD: ESF settings iaw Tbl 3.16.1 

3 .16 T 3.3.3-1 TBL: ESF Instrument Setting Limits 

3.16 T.1 3.3.3-1 tla LCD: Pzr Low Press >1593# 

3.16 T.2 3.3.3-1 t2a LCD: Cont Hi Press 3.70-4.40# 

3.16 T.3 3.3.3-1 t3a LCD: Cont High Rad <20 R/H 

3.16 T.4 3.3.3-1 t4a,b LCD: SG Lo Press ~500# 

3.16 T.5 3.3.3-1 t5a,b LCD: SG Lo Level ~25.9% 

3.16 T.6 3.3.3-1 t6a LCD: SIRWT Low Level 21 to 27 inch 

3.16.T.6 3.3 Relocated LCD: ESF Pump Room Rad Monitors <2.2E5 CPM 

3 

(03/28/96) 

Classification and Description of Changes 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM IN I STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

RELOCATED: 

The Specification, Applicability, and Action statements 
are implicit in LCD 3.3.3, as supported by LCOs 3.0.l and 
3.0.2 

Unchanged, now Table 3.3.3-1. 

Requirement Unchanged. 

Requirement Unchanged. 

Requirement Unchanged. 

Requirement Unchanged. 

Requirement Unchanged. 

Requirement Unchanged. 

Requirement Unchanged. 

The ESF pump room monitors are not assumed to function by 
the safety analyses. This requirement does not meet the 
criterion of 10 CFR 50.36. 



Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number RTS Number TS requirement description 

3.17 3.3.1-3.3.10 Instrumentation Systems 

3 .17 .1 3.3.1/3.3.2 LCO: 4 RPS channels in Tbl 3.17.l; Fuel, >1 rod, etc 

3.17.1.1 3.3.2 C. ACTN: 1 manual trip inoperable; Restore; Before startup 

3.17.1.2 3. 3 .1 A ACTN: 1 trip unit or inst inop; put in trip; 7 days 

3.17.1.2 a 3.3.1 c ACTN: Hi SUR/LOL, 1 trip unit inop; No restore required 

3.17.1.3.a 3.3.1 B.1. ACTN: 2 trip units or inst inop; trip 1; 1 hr 

3.17.1.3.b 3.2.5 D.l/E.1 ACTN: 2 Pwr range instruments inoperable; be 70%; 2 hrs 

3.17.1.3.c 3.3.1.b.2 ACTN: 2 trip units or inst inop; restore 1; 7 days 

3.17.1.3 c 3.3.l D ACTN: Hi SUR/LOL, 2 Trip Units inop; no restore required 

3.17.1.4 3.3.2 A ACTN: 1 matrix logic Channel inop restore; 48 hrs 
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(03/28/96) 

Classification and Description of Changes 

ADM IN I STRATI VE: Requirement unchanged. Worded per STS. 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: Specification: Requirement unchanged in intent. Reworded 
and divided into two LCOs per STS; instrumentation in LCO 
3.3.1, logic and manual initiation in LCO 3.3.2. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Unchanged in {ntent- RTS 3.3.2 Condition C, changed 
"before Startup" to read "Prior to entering MODE 2 
following next MODE 3 entry" to be similar to Indefinite 
bypass wording of digital plant LCOs for STS consistency .. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: RTS requires restoring to OPERABLE prior to entering 
MODE 2 following MODE 5 entry. In effect, this is prior 
to the next reactor startup. TS does not require any 
restoration. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: This action is replaced by actions which assure the 
desired protection is retained, or require a power 
reduction to below 25% RTP. The existing Bases (2nd 
paragraph, page B 3.17-8) state that the reason for the 
required power reduction is the loss of the ability to 
detect flux tilts when only two power range NI channels 
are available. With the proposed RTS, if 1 (of 3) 
required ASI monitoring channels (which are fed by the 
power range NI channels) are inoperable, Action 3.2.5 D.1 
directs using the Incore detectors for measurement of LHR. 
The incores provide the ability to detect flux tilts, and 
thereby provide the information which the inoperable Nis 
are unable to provide. If this action cannot be 
completed, (ie the desired flux tilt detection function is 
lost) Action 3.2.5 E.l requires a power reduction to below 
25%. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: RTS requires restoring one Trip units to OPERABLE prior to 
entering MODE 2 following MODE 5 entry. In effect, this 
is prior to the next reactor startup. TS does not require 
any restoration. 

ADM I NI STRATI VE: Requirement unchanged. 



Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number RTS Number TS requirement description 

3 .17 .1.5 .3 .3 .2 B ACTN: 1 init. chnl inop; de-energize pwr supplies; 1 hr 

3 .17. 1. 6a 3.3.l G/3.3.2 F ACTN: Action not met or <min chnls; HSD 12 hrs 

3 .17 .1. 6b 3.3.1 G/3.3.2 F ACTN: Action not met or <min chnls; leave applic; 48 hrs 

3.17.lT 3.3.1-lT TBL: RPS instrument requirements 

3.17.lT#l 3.3.2 LCD: 2 manual trip Chnls 

3.17.1T#2 3.3.1-1 Tl LCD: 4 VHPT Chnls 

3.17.1T#3 3.3.1-1 T2 LCD: 4 Hi Rate Chnls 

3.17.1T#4 3.3.1-1 T9 LCD: 4 TM/lpt Chnls 

3 .17 .1T#5 3.3.1-1 TS LCD: 4 Hi Pressurizer pressure Chnls 

3 .17 .1T#6 3.3.1-1 T6 LCD: 4 Low Flow Chnls 

3.17 .1T#7 3.3.1-1 TlO LCD: 4 Loss of Load Chnls 

3.17.1T#8 3.3.1-1 T4 LCD: 4 Low "A" SG Level Chnls 
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(03/28/96) 

Classification and Description of Changes 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: The shutdown actions for both the instrumentation 
(RTS 3.3.1 F) And logic (3.3.2 D) Use the STS shutdown 
track requiring mode 3 entry in 6 hrs, and placing the 
plant in a condition where the LCD does not apply in 
6 hrs. This contrasts with the 12 hrs Hot Shutdown 
Completion Time of the TS. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: The RTS Action B.2 uses the STS Completion Time of 6 hrs 
to ensure no more than one CR is capable of withdrawal. 
This requirement is not explicitly stated in the TS, but 
meets the TS requirement to place the plant in a Condition 
where the LCD does not apply. Action B.2 requirement in 
the RTS requires ensuring no more than one CR is capable 
of withdrawal. This.differs from the STS, where all RTCBs 
must be opened, due to the LCD APPLICABILITY difference 
between the RTS and STS, It is consistent with the TS. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Unchanged in intent. No longer addressed in Table, in 
accordance with STS format. Addressed in LCD 3.3.2 
Statement. 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: Unchanged in intent. !AW STS, No. of channels is 
addressed in LCD 3.3.1 statement. 

ADM IN I STRATI VE: Unchanged in intent. !AW STS, No. of channels is 
addressed in LCD 3.3.l statement. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Unchanged in intent. !AW STS, No. of channels is 
address ea in LCD 3.3.l statement. 

ADM IN I STRATI VE: Unchanged in intent. !AW STS, No. of channels is 
addressed in LCO 3.3.l statement. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Unchanged in intent. !AW STS, No. of channels is 
addressed in LCO 3.3.l statement. 

ADM IN I STRATI VE: Unchanged in intent. !AW STS, No. of channels is 
addressed in LCO 3.3.1 statement. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Unchanged in intent. !AW STS, No. of channels is 
addressed in LCO 3.3.l statement. 



• 
Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number RTS Number TS requirement description 

3 .17 .1T#9 3.3.1-1 TS LCD: 4 Low "B" SG Level Chnls 

3.17.lT#lO 3.3.1-1 T6 LCD: 4 Low "A" SG Pressure Chnls 

3.17.lT#ll 3.3.1-1 T7 LCD: 4 Low "B" SG Pressure Chnls 

3.17.1T#12 3.3.1-1 Tl2 LCD: 4 Hi Cont Pressure Chnls 

3.17.1T#l3 3.3.2 LCD: 6 RPS Matrix Logic Chnls 

3.17.1T#l4 3.3.2 LCD: 4 Initiation Logic Chnls 

3.17.lT(a) 3.3.l E LCD: 2 WR NI Chnls; Zero Pwr Mode Bypass 

3.17.lT(b) T3.3.l-l Note b NOTE: Bypass conditions 

3.17.lT(c) Deleted NOTE: bypass conditions, physics testing 

3.17.lT(d) T3.3.l-1 Note c NOTE: Special Loss of Load applicability 

3.17 .2 3.3.3/3.3.4 LCD: ESF chnls in Table 3.17.2; ~300"F 

3.17.2.l 3.3.4 A. ACTN: Manual Chnl inop; Restore 48 hrs 

3.17.2.2 3.3.3 B.l ACTN: inst Chnl inop; put in trip; 7 days 

3.17.2.3(a) 3.3.3 C.l ACTN: 2 inst Chnls inop; trip l; 8 hrs 

3.17.2.3(b) 3 . .3.3 C.2 ACTN: 2 inst Chnls inop; restore 1; 7 days 
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• 
(03/28/96) 

Classification and Description of Changes 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Unchanged in intent. IAW STS, No. of channels is 
addressed in LCD 3.3.l statement. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Unchanged in intent. IAW STS, No. of channels is 
addressed in LCD 3.3.1 statement. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Unchanged in intent. IAW STS, No. of channels is 
addressed in LCD 3.3.1 statement. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Unchanged in intent. !AW STS, No. of channels is 
addressed in LCD 3.3.l statement. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement Unchanged. Addressed in LCD statement. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. Addressed in LCO statement. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: The option to use the Zero Power Mode Bypass has been 
removed. This bypass may only be used under conditions 
when the RPS is not required to· be operable. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: The option to use the Zero Power Mode Bypass has been 
removed. This bypass may only be used under conditions 
when the RPS is not required to be operable. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: Note deleted. This deletion of the note permitting 
raising the bypass setpoint is done because this provision 
of raising the bypass enable setpoint is not actually used 
at Palisades during Physics Testing. Therefore it is Not 
Required. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

Unchanged in Intent. Worded per STS. Instrumentation in 
LCO 3.3.2. Logic and Manual in LCD 3.3.4. Note that TS 
LCOs 3.17.2 (ESF) and 3.17.3 (Isolation Functions) are 
combined into LCD 3.3.3 and 3.3.4. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 



• • 
Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number RTS Number TS requirement description 

3.17.2.4(a) 3.3.3 A.1 ACTN: SIRWT Lvl Chnl inop; bypass; 8 hrs 

3.17.2.4(b) 3.3.3 A.2 ACTN: SIRWT Lvl Chnl inop; restore; 7 days 

3.17.2.S 3.8.l F.1 ACTN: sequencer inop; declare DG inop; Immediately 

3.17.2.6a 3.3.3 E/3.3.4 B ACTN: Action not met or <min chnls; Hot SD 12 hrs 

3.17.2.6b 3.3.3 E/3.3.4 B ACTN: Action not met or <min chnls; leave applic; 48 hrs 

3.17.2T#la 3.3.4-1 tla LCD: 2 manual SIS Chnls 

3.17.2T#lb 3.3.4-1 tlb LCD: 2 SIS Logic Chnls 

3.17.2T#lc 3.3.4-1 tlc LCD: 2 CHP SIS initiation Chnls 

3.17.2T#ld 3.3.3-1 tla LCD: 4 Pressurizer Pressure Chnls 

3.17.2T#2a 3.3.4-1 6a LCD: 2 manual RAS Chnls 

3.17.2T#2b 3.3.4-1 6b LCD: 2 RAS logic Chnls 

3.17.2T#2c 3.3.3-1 6a LCD: 4 SIRWT Level Chnls 

3.17.2T#3a 3.3.4-1 Sa LCD: 2 manual AFAS Chnls 

3 .17. 2T#3b 3.3.4-1 Sb LCD: 2 AFAS Logic Chnls 

3.17.2T#3c 3.3.3-1 Sa LCD: 4 SG "A" level Chnls 

3 .17. 2T#3d 3.3.3-1 Sb LCD: 4 SG "B" level Chnls 

3.17.2T#4a 3.8.1 LCD: 2 DBA Sequencers 

3.17.2T#4b 3.8.l LCD: 2 Shutdown Sequencers 
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• 
(03/28/96) 

Classification and Description of Changes 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement Unchanged. The sequencers are addressed as a 
required part of the Diesel Generators. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: The RTS requires MODE 3 entry in 6 hrs, as in the STS. 
MODE 4 entry is in 30 hrs, vice 48 for the TS. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: The RTS requires MODE 3 entry in 6 hrs, as in the STS. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM IN I STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

MODE 4 entry is in 30 hrs, vice 48 for the TS. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

The sequencers are addressed in the RTS electrical chapter 
as a functional part of the Diesel Generator. LCD 3.8.1 
provides both Actions and SRs for the sequencers. 

The sequencers are addressed in the RTS electrical chapter 
as a functional part of the Diesel Generator. LCD 3.8.1 
provides both Actions and SRs for the sequencers. 



• 
Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs_ 

TS Number RTS Number TS requirement description 

3 .17. 3 3.3.3/3.3.4 LCO: Isolation chnls in Table 3.17.3; >Cold SD 

3.17.3.l 3.3.4 A ACTN: Isolation manual chnl inop; restore; 48 hrs 

3.17.3.2 3.3.3 B.l ACTN: isolation inst chn l inop; trip; 7 days 

3.17.3.3a 3.3.4 C.l ACTN: 2 isolation inst Chnls inop; trip 1; 8 hrs 

3.17.3.3b 3.3.4 C.2 ACTN: 2 isolation inst Chnls inop; restore 1; 7 days 

3.17.3.4 3.3 Relocated ACTN: Safeguards rm monitors inop; isolate vent; Immed 

3.17.3.5a 3.3.3 E/3.3.4 B ACTN: Action not met or <min chnls; Hot SD 12 hrs 

3.17.3.5b 3.3.3 E/3.3.4 B ACTN: Action not met or <min chnls; leave applic; 48 hrs 

3.17.3T#la 3.3.4-1 tla. LCO: 2 CHP Logic Chnls 

3 .17 .3T#lb 3.3.3-1 t2a LCO: 4 "left" containment Pressure switches 

3.17.3T#lc 3.3.3-1 t2b LCO: 4 "right" containment Pressure switches 

3.17 .3T#2a 3.3.4-1 t3a LCO: 2 manual CHR Chnls 

3.17.3T#2b 3.3.3-1 t3b LCO: 2 CHR logic Chnls 

3.17.3T#2c 3.3.3-1 t3a LCO: 4 Containment Monitors 

3.17.3T#3a 3.3.4-1 t4a LCD: 2 manual SGLP Chnls 

3.17.3T#3b 3.3.4-1 t4b LCD: 2 SGLP Logic Chnls 

3 .17. 3T#3c 3.3.3-1 4a LCD: 4 SG "A" pressure Chnls 
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• 
(03/28/96) 

Classification and Description of Changes 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: APPLICABILITY Current TS APPLICABILITY for the 
containment isolation functions of Table 3.17.3 is >COLD 
SHUTDOWN. RTS APPLICABILITY is MODES ~. 2, and 3. This 
is justifiable in the case of SGLP since the SGLP function 
may be bypassed below 550 psia, which corresponds to a 
temperature above 300"F. In the case of CHP and CHR, 
manual initiation capability is still possible in MODE 4 
due to the MODE 4 applicability requirements of LCD 3.6.3, 
Containment Isolation Valves. In addition, the Refueling 
CHR specification (LCO 3.3.6) addresses CHR isolation in 
MODE 6, during fuel handling. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

RELOCATED: 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

The ESF pump room monitors are not assumed to function by 
the safety analyses. This requirement does not meet the 
criterion of 10 CFR 50.36. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: The RTS requires MODE 3 entry in 6 hrs, as in the STS. 
MODE 4 entry is in 30 hrs, vice 48 for the TS. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: See above description 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADM IN I STRATI VE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 



• 
Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number RTS Number TS requirement description 

3 .17 .3T#3d 3.3.3-1 4b LCO: 4 SG "B" pressure Chnls 

3.17.3T#4a 3.3 Relocated LCO: 1 East room monitor 

3.17.3T#4b 3.3 Relocated LCO: 1 West room monitor 

3 .17 .4 3.3.7 LCO: AMI chnls in Table 3.17.4; >300"F 

3.17.4.l 3.3.7 A ACTN: chnl 1-14 inop; restore; 7 days 

3.17.4.2 3.3.7 B ACTN: 2 chnls 1-14 inop; restore 1; 48 hrs 

3.17.4.3 3.3.7-1 T Note C. ACTN: Valve Pas inop; restore or lock vlv shut; 7 days 

3 .17. 4. 4a 3. 3. 7 c ACTN: Action 1-3 not met or <min chn l; Hot SD 12 hrs 

3 .17. 4. 4b 3.3.7 c ACTN: Action 1-3 not met or <min chn l; leave applic; 48 

3.17.4.5 3.3.7 A ACTN: chnl 16-21 inop; restore; 7 days 

3.17.4.6 3.3.7 B ACTN: 2 chnls 16-21 inop; restore l · 48 hrs 

3.17.4.7(a) 3 .3. 7 c ACTN: 2 CETs inop & Action not met; Do 3.17.4.4 

3.17.4.7(b) 3.3.7 ACTN: 2 RVWL inop & Action not met; alt monitor; 48 hrs 

3.17.4.7(c) 3.3.7 D ACTN: Action 5 or 6 not met; submit report; 30 days 

3.17.4.7(d) 3.3.7 D ACTN: Action 5 or 6 not met; Fix inst prior to SU 

3.17.4T#l 3.3.7-1 Tl LCO: 2 WR Th chnls 
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• 
(03/28/96) 

Classification and Description of Changes 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM! NI STRATI VE.: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

Requirement unchanged. 

The ESF pump room monitors are not assumed to function by 
the safety analyses. ·This requirement does not meet the 
criterion of 10 CFR 50.36. 

The ESF pump room monitors are not assumed to function by 
the safety analyses. This requirement does not meet the 
criterion of 10 CFR 50.36. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

LCO 3.0.3 shutdown action of 6 hrs to MODE 3 and 30 hrs to 
MODE 4 used to be consistent with shutdown action in other 
LCOs. 

RTS MODE 4 Completion Time is 30 hrs. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

The deletion of this specific requirement does not impact 
the requirements for equipment operability in any way. 
The bases do address the need for alternative monitoring 
using SMM, CETs, and Pressurizer Level. All of these 
parameters are in table 3.3.7-1, and are required to be 
OPERABLE. In addition, should both channels of any of 
these become inoperable, shutdown is required. Therefore 
it is impossible not to meet the alternative monitoring 
requirement. 

Unchanged in intent. Referencing Spec. 5.6.7 is in 
accordance with STS format. The result is the same. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 



• 
Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number RTS Number TS requirement description 

3 .17 .4T#2 3.3.7-1 T2 LCD: 2 WR Tc chnls 

3.17.4T#3 3.3.7-1 T3 LCD: 2 WR NI chnls 

3.17.4T#4 3.3.7-1 T4 LCD: 2 Cont water lvl chnls 

3.17.4T#5 3.3.7-1 TS LCD: 2 Subcooled margin chnls 

3.17.4T#6 3.3.7-1 T6 LCD: 2 WR Pzr Level chnls 

3.17.4T#7 3.3.7-1 T7 LCD: 2 Cont H2 chn ls 

3.17.4T#8 3.3.7-1 T8 LCD: 2 CST Level chnls 

3.17.4T#9 3.3.7-1 T9 LCD: 2 WR Pressurizer Pressure chnls 

3.17.4T#l0 3.3.7-1 TlO LCD: 2 WR Cont Pressure chnls 

3.17.4T#ll 3.3.7-1 Tll LCD: 2 WR SG "A" Level Th chnls 

3.17.4T#12 3.3.7-1 T12 LCD: 2 WR SG "B" Level chnls 

3.17.4T#l3 3.3.7-1 T13 LCD: 2 NR SG "A" Pressure chn ls 

3.17.4T#l4 3.3.7-1 T14 LCD: 2 NR SG "B" Pressure chnls 

3.17.4T#15 3.3.7-1 T15 LCD: pos indicator for each cont iso valve 

3.17.4T#l6 3.3.7-1 T16 LCD: 4 CETs quad 

3.17.4T#17 3.3.7-1 Tl? LCD: 4 CE Ts quad 2 

3.17.4T#18 3.3.7-1 T18 LCD: 4 CETs quad 3 

3.17.4T#19 3.3.7-1 T19 LCD: 4 CETs quad 4 

3.17.4T#20 3.3.7-1 T20 LCD: 2 RVWL chnls 

3.17.4T#21 3.3.7-1 T21 LCD: 2 HR Cont Rad chnls 

3.17.5 3.3.8 LCD: Alt SD chnls in Table 3.17.5; >3DO"F 

3.17.5.la 3.3.8 A.l ACTN: Alt SD Chnls inop; provide equiv; 7 days 
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• 
(D3/28/96) 

Classification and Description of Changes 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMI NI STRATI VE: 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Note a added in accordance with STS. This allows deletion 
of the TS Action 3.17.4.3, (valve closure in 7 days) since 
locking the valve shut per Note c accomplishes the same 
thing. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 



• • 
Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. (03/28/96) 

TS Number RTS Number TS requirement description Classification and Description of Changes 

3.17.5.lb 3.3.8 A.2 ACTN: Alt SD Chnls inop; restore; 60 days ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

3.17.5.2a 3.3.8 B.l ACTN: Action not met or <min chn ls; Hot SD 12 hrs MORE RESTRICTIVE: Used STS shutdown time of 6 hrs to MODE 3. 

3.17.5.2b 3.3.8 B.2 ACTN: Action not met or <min chnls; leave applic; 48 hrs MORE RESTRICTIVE: Used STS shutdown time of 6 hrs to MODE 3. 

3.17.ST#l 3.3.8-1 Tl LCO: SU Nuclear Inst chnl ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

3.17.5T#2 3.3.8-1 T2 LCD: Pressurizer Pressure chnl ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

3.17.5T#3 3.3.8-1 T3 LCD: Pressurizer Level chn l ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

3.17 .5T#4 3.3.8-1 T4 LCD: Loop 1 Th chnl ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

3.17.5T#5 3.3.8-1 TS LCD: loop 2 Th chnl ADM IN I STRATI VE: Requirement unchanged. 

3.17. 5T#6 3.3.8-1 TG LCD: Loop Tc chnl ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

3.17.5T#7 3.3.8-1 T7 LCD: Loop 2 Tc chnl ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

3.17.5T#8 3.3.8-1 TB LCD: SG "A" Pressure chnl ADM IN I STRATI VE: Requirement unchanged. 

3.17.5T#9 3.3.8-1 T9 LCD: 1 SG "B" Pressure chnl ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

3.17.ST#lO 3. 3. 8-1 TlO LCD: 1 SG "A" Level chnl ADM IN I STRATI VE: Requirement unchanged. 

3.17 .5T#ll 3.3.8-1 Tll LCD: 1 SG "B" Level chnl ADM IN I STRATI VE: Requirement unchanged. 

3.17.5T#l2 3.3.8-1 Tl2 LCD: SIRWT Level chnl ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

3.17.5T#l3 3.3.8-1 Tl3 LCD: AFW Flow to SG "A" chnl ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

3.17.5T#l4 3.3.8-1 Tl4 LCD: AFW Flow to SG "B" chnl ADM IN I STRATI VE: Requirement unchanged. 

3.17.5T#l5 3. 3. 8-1 Tl5 LCD: Pump P-88 Suction Pressure chnl ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

3.17.5T#l6 3.3.8-1 Tl6 LCD: Pump P-88 steam Valve Control chnl ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

3 .17. 5T#l7 3. 3. 8-1 Tl 7 LCD: AFW Flow Control to SG "A" chnl ADM IN I STRATI VE: Requirement unchanged. 

3.17.5T#l8 3.3.8-1 Tl8 LCO: AFW Flow Control to SG "B" chnl ADM! NI STRATI VE: Requirement unchanged. 
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• • 
Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. (03/28/96) 

TS Number RTS Number 

3.17 .5T#19 .3.3 Deleted 

3 .17. 5T#20 3.3 Deleted 

3.17.6 3.3 LCOs 

3.17.6.la 3.3.9 A.l 

3.17.6.lb 3.3 Deleted 

3.17.6.lc 3.3.9 A.3 

3.17.6.2 3.1.5 D.l 

3.17.6.3 3.3 Relocated 

3.17.6.4 3.3 Relocated 

3.17.6.5 3.3 Relocated 

TS requirement description Classification and Description of Changes 

LCO: C-150 Transfer Switches ADMINISTRATIVE: 

LCD: C-150A Transfer Switches ADMINISTRATIVE: 

LCD: Safety function chnls in Table 3.17.6; in Table ADMINISTRATIVE:· 

ACTN: Flux Monitoring inop; stop adding rx; Immediately ADMI NI STRATI VE: 

·AC.TN: Flux Monitoring inop; Hot SD; 15 minutes ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ACTN: Flux Monitoring inop; Verify SOM 4 hrs & each 12 hrs ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ACTN: 1 Rod Pas chnl inop; check rods 15; Min after motion ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ACTN: SIRWT Temp chnl inop; provide alternate; 7 days RELOCATED: 

ACTN: 1 MFW Flow chnl inop; provide alternate; 24 hrs RELOCATED: 

ACTN: 1 MFW Temp chnl inop; provide alternate; 24 hrs RELOCATE~: 
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Unchanged in intent. This transfer switch is not 
specifically called out because Transfer Switches must 
function for the other instrumentation to function. 
Performing SRs on the above instrumentation validated the 
transfer switch automatically. This is stated in the 
bases. 

Unchanged in intent. This transfer switch is not 
specifically called out because Transfer Switches must 
function for the other instrumentation to function. 
Performing SRs on the above instrumentation validated the 
transfer switch automatically. This is stated in the 
bases. 

Unchanged in intent. APPLICABILITY wording changed to be 
consistent with new MODE definitions. Item 1 in 
Table 3.17.6 is now LCD 3.3.9. It is the counterpart of 
RTS LCO 3.3.1 for use in monitoring when the RPS is not 
required. It is the same in intent as in the TS and STS. 
Item 20 in Table 3.17.6 is now LCO 3.3.6. Item 19 is now 
LCO 3.3.10. 

Requirement unchanged. 

This requirement to be in HSD is not applicable with the 
arrangement of requirements in RTS. LCOs 3.3.1 and 3.3.9 
have complementary applicabilities. LCO 3.3.9, therefore 
cannot be applicable with the reactor "above" hot shutdown 
(ie, MODES 1 or 2) and LCO 3.3.1 carries its own flux 
monitoring requirements and associated actions. 
Therefore, this TS requirement addresses conditions which 
cannot arise under the structure of the RTS instrument 
LCOs. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 



• • • 
Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. (03/28/96) 

TS Number RTS Number 

3.17 .6.6.l 3.7 .5 

3.17.6.6.2 3.7.5 

3.17.6.7.1 3.4.15 A.l 

3.17.6.7.2 3.4.15 B.l 

3.17.6.8 3.4 Relocated 

3.17.6.9 3.4 Relocated 

3.17.6.lOa 3.4 Relocated 

3.17.6.lOb 3.4 Relocated 

3.17.6.11 3.3 Relocated 

3.17.6.12.1 3.3 Relocated 

3.17.6.12.2 3.3 Relocated 

3.17.6.13 3.3 Relocated 

TS requirement description Classification and Description of Changes 

ACTN: 1 AFW Flow chnl inop; verify valve operable; 2 hrs ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ACTN: 2 AFW Flow chnls inop; declare valve inop; Immed ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ACTN: leak detector inop; restore; Prior to startup ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ACTN: 2 of 3 leak detectors inop; restore; 30 days ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ACTN: Safety Vlv· Pas Ind inop; restore; Prior to startup RELOCATED: 

ACTN: 1 PORV Pas Ind inop; restore; Prior to startup RELOCATED: 

ACTN: 1 Block vlv Pas Ind inop; restore; 84 SU RELOCATED: 

ACTN: 1 LTOP Block Pas Ind inop; verify open; Each 12 hrs RELOCATED: 

ACTN: SWS Break Detector inop; restore prior to startup RELOCATED: 

ACTN: 1 Comparitor inop; restore; Prior to Startup RELOCATED: 

ACTN: 2 Comparitors inop; be ~70% pwr; 2 hrs RELOCATED: 

ACTN: 1 seq chnl inop; check rods; 15 min after motion RELOCATED: 
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The AFW LCD, 3.7.5, .includes the operability of the flow 
control valves as an integral part of the operability of 
an AFW train. Therefore, if a flow channel becomes 
inoperable, the operability of the associated valve, and 
therefore the train, must be determined immediately. 
While RTS provided no time limit or making this 
determination, the intent of the two requirements is the 
same. 

The AFW LCO, 3.7.5, includes the operability of the flow 
control valves as an integral part of the operability of 
an AFW train. Therefore, if a flow channel cause a valve 
to be inoperable, the valve and the associated AFW train 
are also inoperable. 

Requirements unchanged. 

Requirements unchanged. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

The Flux - ~T comparitors are used only for indication. 
They do not provide any protective function, nor do they 
meet any of the criterion of 10 CFR 50.36. 

The Flux - ~T comparitors are used only for indication. 
They do not provide any protective function, nor do they 
meet any of the criterion of 10 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 



Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number RTS Number 

3.17.6.14 3.5 Relocated 

3.17.6.15 3.2.5 A.l 

3.17.6.16 3.2 Relocated 

3.17.6.17 3.4.6 E.l 

3.17.6.18 3.1.7 C.l 

3.17.6.19a 3.3.10 A.l 

3 .17. 6.19b 3.3.10 A.2 

3.17.6.20 3.3.6 

3.17.6.2la 3.3 

3.17.6.2lb 3.3 

3.17.6T#l 3.3.9 

3.17.6T#2 3 .1. 5 

3.17.6T#3 3.3 Relocated 

3.17.6T#4 3.3 Relocated 

TS requirement description 

ACTN: CBA lo Lvl alm inop; Verify level each 12 hrs 

ACTN: Deviation Alm inop; Calculate Tq each 12 hrs 

ACTN: ASI Alm inop; Restore prior to startup 

ACTN: SOC interlock inop; Breaker "Racked Out" 
position; 8 hrs 

ACTN: PDIL Alm inop; check rods; 15; Min after motion 

ACTN: Fuel Pool monitor inop; stop moving fuel; Immediate 

ACTN: Fuel Pool monitor inop; restore capability; 72 hrs 

ACTN: Cont Refueling Monitor inop; Stop refueling 

ACTN: Action not met or <min chnls; Hot SD 12 hrs 

ACTN: Action not met or <min chnls; leave applic; 48 hrs 

LCD: 2 chnls Flux Monitoring; <10'4% w/fuel 

LCD: 2 chnls Rod Pas; >1 rod capable of withdrawal 

LCD: 2 chnls SIRWT Temp; 300"F 

LCD: 2 chnls MFW Flow; >15% power 
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Classification and Description of Changes 

RELOCATED: This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

RELOCATED: This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

(03/28/96) 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: RTS required circuit breaker be in "OPEN" position 
in 1 hr. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: Unchanged in Intent, but Action A.l in LCD 3.3.6 now 
requires suspending CORE ALTERATIONS (the equivalent of 
suspending TS Refueling operations), and in addition, 
Action A.2 requires suspending movement of Irradiated 
Fuel. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: The general shutdown action is moved to the associated 
LCOs. In each case it requires being in MODE 3 (similar 
to TS HSD) within 6 hrs. · 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: The general shutdown action is moved to the associated 
LCOs. In each case it requires being in Mode in 30 hrs or 
in MODE 5 in 36 hrs, either of which is more restrictive 
than the TS action. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

Applicability has been made complementary with that of LCD 
3.3.l so that when the RPS and four channels of Nis are 
not required, this LCD will require flux monitoring 
capability. 

Rod position indication is addressed as a functional part 
of Rod Operability in LCD 3.1.5. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 



• 
Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number RTS Number TS requirement description 

3.17.6T#5 3.3 Relocated LCD: 2 chnls MFW Temp; >15% power 

3.17.6T#6 3.3 Relocated LCD: 2 chnl / line AFW Flow; >300"F 

3.17.6T#7 3. 4.15 LCD: 4 chnls diverse PCS leak detection; >300"F 

3.17.6T#8 3.4 Relocated LCD: 2 chnls pas ind per safety vlv; >300"F 

3.17.6T#9 3.4 Relocated LCD: 3 chnls pos ind per PDRV; >210"F 

3.17.6T#10 3.4 Relocated LCD: 2 chnls pos ind per Block Vlv; At all times 

3.17.6T#ll 3.7 Relocated LCD: 1 SWS break detector; ~Hot Standby 

3.17.6T#12 3.3 Relocated LCD: 4 Flux ~T comparitors; Power Operation 

3.17.6T#13 3.3 Relocated LCD: 2 chnls Rod sequence control/Alarm; >1 rod 

3.17.6T#14 3.5 Relocated LCD: 2 Boric Acid Tank Lvl Alm; ~Hot Standby 

3.17.6T#15 3.2.5. LCD: Excore Deviation Alm; >25% power 

3.17.6T#16 3.2 Relocated LCD: 4 chnls AS! Alarm; >25% power 

3.17 .6T#17 3.4.6 E LCD: 2 SOC interlocks; >200 psia 

3.17.6T#18 3 .1. 7 LCD: 2 chnls POil Alm; ~Hot Standby 

3.17.6T#19 3.3.10 LCD: 2 chnls Fuel Pool Monitor; W/fuel in pool 

3.17.6T#20 3.3.6 LCD: 2 chnls Cont Refuel Monitor; Refueling Ops 
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• 
(03/28/96) 

Classification and Description of Changes 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

RELOCATED: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. At least one channel of AFW flow per feed 
line is required by LCD 3.7.5 as part of AFW train 
operability, but redundancy is not required. 

Requirement unchanged. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

The Flux - ~T comparitors are used only for indication. 
They do not provide any protective function, nor do they 
meet any of the criterion of 10 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

Requirements unchanged. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

Requirements unchanged, interlock not required when SOC in 
operation. 

Requirements unchanged. 

Requirements unchanged. 

See APPLICABILITY discussion for LCD~ 17.6.20. 



• • 
Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. (03/28/96) 

TS Number RTS Number 

4.2.2.5 3.3 Relocated 

4.2.3.g 3.3.l.8 

4 .17 3.3 

4.17.lT 3.3.1/3.3.2 

4.17.lT#l-cc 3.3.2. 

4.17.lT#l-cft 3.3.3.2 

4.17.1T#2-cc 3.3.1.1 

4.17.1T#2-cft 3.3.1.3 

4.17.1T#2-cal 3.3.1.2 

4.17.1T#2-cal 3.3.1.4 

4.17.1T#2-cal 3.3.1.7 

4.17.1T#3-cc 3.3.1.1 

4.17.1T#3-cft 3.3.1.6 

4.17.1T#3-cal 3.3.1.7 

4.17.1T#4-cc 3.3.1.l 

4.17.1T#4-cft 3.3.1.3 

4.17.1T#4-cal 3.3.1.5 

4.17.1T#5-cc 3.3.l.l 

4.17.1T#5-cft 3.3.1.3 

TS requirement description 

SR: Ref Sys Interlocks; verify function; B4 refuel 

SR: CR Vent Sys; check CR temp <120°F w/>105°F; 12 hrs 

Instrumentation Systems Tests 

TABL: RPS instrument SRs 

SR: Manual Trip; Chnl Check; Not req 

SR: Manual Trip; Chnl Fune Test; 7 days B4 Startup 

SR: VHPT Chnls; Chnl Check; 12 hrs 

SR: VHPT Chnls; Chnl Fune Test; 31 days 

SR: VHPT Chnls; Cal w Heat bal; 24 hrs 

SR: VHPT Chnls; Cal Excores; 31 days 

SR: VHPT Chnls; Chnl Cal; 18 months 

SR: Hi Rate Chnls; Chnl Check; 12 hrs 

SR: Hi Rate Chnls; Chnl Fune Test; 7 days B4 startup 

SR: Hi Rate Chnls; Chnl Cal; 18 mo 

SR: TM/lpt Chnls; Chnl Check; 12 hrs 

SR: TM/lpt Chnls; Chnl Fune Test; 31 days 

SR: TM/lpt Chnls; Chnl Cal; 18 mo 

SR: Hi Pressurizer pressure Chnls; Chnl Check; 12 hrs 

Classification and Description of Changes 

RELOCATED: This requirement does not meet the criterion o.f 
10 CFR 50.36. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: Required temperature reduced from 120°F to go·F. This 
reduced temperature supports operability of the Reactor 
Protective System Thermal Margin Monitors. Its inclusion 
in RTS completes an action requested in Amendment 118. 

ADM IN I STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

Requirement unchanged. RPS Inst. SRs in 3.3.l. RPS Logic 
SRs in 3.3.2. 

Requirement unchanged. Applicable SRs specified in LCD. 
There is no table in LCD 3.3.2. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: Changed to 92 days in accordance with CEN 327, 
surveillance interval extension, i aw STS. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: Changed to 92 days in accordance with CEN 327, 
surveillance interval extension. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

SR: Hi Pressurizer press Chnls; Chnl Fune Test; 31 days LFSS RESTRICTIVE: Changed to 92 days in accordance with CEN 327, 
surveillance interval extension. 
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Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number RTS Number TS requirement description 

4.17 .1T#5-cal 3.3.1.7 SR: Hi Pressurizer pressure Chnls; Chnl Cal; 18 mo 

4.17.1T#6-cc 3.3.1.l SR: Low Flow Chnls; Chnl Check; 12 hrs 

4.17.1T#6-cft 3.3.l.3 SR: Low Flow Chnls; Chnl Fune Test; 31 days 

4.17.1T#6-cal 3.3.1.7 SR: Low Flow Chnls; Chnl Cal; 18 Months 

4.17.1T#7-cft 3.3.1.6 SR: Loss of Load; Chnl Fune Test; 7 days B4 startup 

4.17.1T#7-cal 3.3.1.7 SR: Loss of Load; Chnl Cal; 18 mo 

4.17.1T#8-cc 3.3.1.1 SR: Low "A" SG Level Chnls; Chnl Check; 12 hrs 

4.17.1T#8-cft 3.3.1.3 SR: Low "A" SG Level Chnls; Chnl Fune Test; 31 days 

4.17.1T#8-cal 3.3.1.7 SR: Low "A" SG Level Chnls; Chnl Cal; 18 mo 

4.17.1T#9-cc 3.3.1.l SR: Low "B" SG Level Chnls; Chnl Check; 12 hrs 

4.17.1T#9-cft 3.3.1.3 SR: Low "B" SG Level Chnls; Chnl Fune Test; 31 days 

4.17.1T#9-cal 3.3.1.7 SR: Low "B" SG Level Chnls; Chnl Cal; 18 mo 

4.17.lT#lO-cc 3.3.1.l SR: Low "A" SG Pressure Chnls; Chnl Check; 12 hrs 

4.17.lT#lO-cft 3.3.1.3 SR: Low "A" SG Pressure Chnls; Chnl Fune Test; 31 days 

4.17.lT#lO-cal 3.3.1.7 SR: Low "A" SG Pressure Chnls; Chnl Cal; 18 mo 

4.17.lT#ll-cc 3.3.1.1 SR: Low "B" SG Pressure Chnls; Chnl Check; 12 hrs 

4.17.lT#ll-cft 3.3.1.3 SR: Low "B" SG Pressure Chnls; Chnl Fune Test; 31 days 

4.17.lT#ll-cal 3.3.1.7 SR: Low "B" SG Pressure Chnls; Chnl Cal; 18 mo 

4.17.1T#l2-cft 3.3.1.3 SR: Hi Cont Pressure Chnls; Chnl Fune Test; 31 days 

4.17.1T#12-cal 3.3.1.7 SR: Hi Cont Pressure Chnls; Chnl ral; 18 mo 
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Classification and Description of Changes 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Changed to 92 days in accordance with CEN 327, 
surveillance interval extension. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Changed to 92 days in accordance with CEN 327, 
surveillance interval extension. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Changed to 92 days in accordance with CEN 327, 
surveillance interval extension. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: Changed to 92 days in accordance with CEN 327, 
surveillance interval extension. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: Changed to 92 days in accordance with CEN 327, 
surveillance interval extension. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: Changed to 92 days in accordance with CEN 327, 
surveillance interval extension. 

ADMINT~TRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

(03/28/96) 



• • 
Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. (03/28/96) 

TS Number RTS Number 

4.17.1T#13-cft 3.3.2.1 

4.17.1T#14-cft 3.3.2.1 

4.17 .1T#l5 3.3.1.5 

4.17.2T#la-cft 3.3.4.3 

4.17.2T#lb-cft 3.3.4.2 

4.17.2T#lb-cal 3.3.4.4 

4.17.2T#lc-cft 3.3.4.4 

4.17.2T#ld-cc 3.3.3.l 

4.17.2T#ld-cft 3.3.3.2 

4.17.2T#ld-cal 3.3.3.3 

4.17.2T#2a-cft 3.3.4.3 

4.17.2T#2b-cft 3.3.4.4 

4.17.2T#2c-cft 3.3.3.3 

4.17.2T#2c-cal 3.3.3.3 

4.17.2T#3a-cft 3.3.4.3 

4.17.2T#3b-cft 3.3.4.1 

4.17.2T#3c-cc 3.3.3.l 

4.17 .2T#3c-cft 3.3.3.2 

4.17.2T#3c-cal 3.3.3.3 

4.17 .2T#3d-cc 3.3.3.1 

TS requirement description 

SR: RPS Matrix Logic Chnls; Chnl Fune Test; 31 days 

SR: Initiation Logic Chnls; Chnl Fune Test; 31 days 

SR: TM/LP Calculators; Verify Constants; 92 days 

Classification and Description of Changes 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: Changed to 92 days in accordance with CEN 327, 
surveillance interval extension. 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: Changed to 92 days in accordance with CEN 327, 
surveillance interval extension. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

SR: Manual SIS Chnls; Chnl Fune Test; 18 mo ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

SR: SIS Logic Chnls; Test W. Test Switches; 92 days ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

SR: SIS Logic Chnls; Chnl Fune Test; 18 months ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

SR: CHP SIS initiation Chnls; Chnl Fune Test; 18 mo ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

SR: Pressurizer Pressure Chnls; Chnl Check; 12 hrs ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

SR: Pressurizer Pressure Chnls; Chnl Fune Test; 31 days LESS RESTRICTIVE: Changed to 92 days in accordance with CEN 327, 
surveillance interval extension. 

SR: Pressurizer Pressure Chnls; Chnl Cal; 18 mo ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

SR: Manual RAS Chnls; Chnl Fune Test; 18 mo ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

SR: RAS logic Chnls; Chnl Fune Test; 18 mo ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

SR: SIRWT Level Chnls; Chnl Fune test; 18 mo ADMINISTRATIVE: A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is part of the 18 month CHANNEL 
CALIBRATION, by definition. 

SR: SIRWT Level Chnls; Chnl Cal; 18 mo ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

SR: Manual AFAS Chnls; Chnl Fune Test; 18 mo ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

SR: AFAS Logic Chnls; Chnl Fune Test; 92 days ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

SR: SG "A" level Chnls; Chnl Check; 12 hrs 

SR: SG "A" level Chnls; Chnl Fune Test; 31 days 

SR: SG "A" level Chnls; Chnl Cal; 18 mo 

SR: SG "B" level Chnls; Chnl Check; 12 hrs 
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ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: Changed to 92 days in accordance with CEN 327, 
surveillance interval extension. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 



Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. (03/28/96) 

TS Number RTS Number 

4.17.2T#3d-cft 3.3.3.2 

4.17.2T#3d-cal 3.3.3.3 

4.17.2T#4a-cft 3.8.1.13 

4.17.2T#4a-cal 3.8.1.13 

4.17.2T#4b-cft 3.8.1.13 

4.17.2T#4b-cal 3.8.1.13 

4.17.3T#la-cft 3.3.4.2 

4.17.3T#lb-cft 3.3.3.2 

4.17.3T#lb-cal 3.3.3.3 

4.17.3T#lc-cft 3.3.3.2 

4.17.3T#lc-cal 3.3.3.3 

4.17.3T#2a-cft 3.3.4.3 

4.17.3T#2b-cft 3.3.4.2 

4.17.3T#2c-cc 3.3.3.1 

4.17.3T#2c-cft 3.3.3.2 

4.17.3T#2c-cal 3.3.3.3 

4.17.3T#3a-cft 3.3.4.3 

4.17.3T#3b-cft 3.3.4.4 

4.17.3T#3c-cc 3.3.3.1 

TS requirement description 

SR: SG "B" level Chnls; Chnl Fune Test; 31 days 

SR: SG "B" level Chnls; Chnl Cal; 18 mo 

SR: DBA Sequencers; Chnl Fune Test; 92 days 

SR: OBA Sequencers; Chnl Cal; 18 mo 

SR: Shutdown Sequencers; Chnl Fune Test; 18 mo 

SR: Shutdown Sequencers; Chnl Cal; 18 mo 

Classification and Description of Changes 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: Changed to 92 days in accordance with CEN 327, 
surveillance interval extension. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM IN I STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

Requirement unchanged. Moved to electrical section as 
part of DG operability. 

Requirement unchanged. Moved to electrical section as 
part of DG operability. 

Requirement unchanged. Moved to electrical section as 
part of DG operability. 

Requirement unchanged. Moved to electrical section as 
part of DG operability. 

SR: CHP Logic Chnls; Chnl Fune Test; 18 mo ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

SR: "Left" cont Pres. switches; Chnl Fune Test; 31 days LESS RESTRICTIVE: 

SR: "Left" cont Pres. switches; Chnl Cal; 18 ma ADMINISTRATIVE: 

SR: "Right" cont Pres. switches; Chnl Fune Test; 31 days LESS RESTRICTIVE: 

SR: "Right" cont Press. switches; Chnl Cal; 18 mo ADMINISTRATIVE: 

SR: Manual CHR Chnls; Chnl Fune Test; 18 mo ADMINISTRATIVE: 

SR: CHR logic Chnls; Chnl Fune Test; 18 mo ADMINISTRATIVE: 

SR: Containment Monitors; Chnl Check; 12 hrs ADM! N ISTRATIVE: 

SR: Containment Monitors; Chnl Fune Test; 31 days LESS RESTRICTIVE: 

SR: Containment Monitors; Chnl Cal; 18 ma ADMINISTRATIVE: 

SR: Manual SGLP Chnls; Chnl Fune Test; 18 mo ADM IN I STRATI VE: 

SR: SGLP Logic Chnls; Chnl Fune Test; 18 mo ADM IN I STRATI VE: 

SR: SG "A" pressure Chnls; Chnl Check; 12 hrs ADM! N ISTRATIVE: 
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Changed to 92 days in accordance with CEN 327, 
surveillance interval extension. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Changed to 92 days in accordance with CEN 327, 
surveillance interval extension. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Changed to 92 days in accordance with CEN 327, 
surveillance interval extension. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 



• • 
Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number RTS Number 

4.17.3T#3c-cft 3.3.3.2 

4.17.3T#3c-cal 3.3.3.3 

4.17.3T#3d-cc 3.3.3.l 

4.17.3T#3d-cft 3.3.3.2 

4.17.3T#3d-cal 3.3.3.3 

4.17.3T#4a-cc 3.3 Relocated 

4.17.3T#4a-cft 3.3 Relocated 

4.17.3T#4a-cal 3.3 Relocated 

4.17.3T#4b-cc 3.3 Relocated 

4.17.3T#4b-cft 3.3 Relocated 

4.17.3T#4b-cal 3.3 Relocated 

4.17.4T#l-cc 3.3.7.1 

4.17 .4T#l-cal 3.3.7.2 

4.17.4T#2-cc 3.3.7.1 

4.17.4T#2-cal 3.3.7.2 

4.17.4T#3-cc 3.3.7.1 

4.17.4T#3-cal 3.3.7.2 

4.17.4T#4-cc 3.3.7.1 

4.l~.4T#4-cal 3.3.7.2 

4.17.4T#5-cc 3.3.7.1 

4.17 .4T#5-cal 3.3.7.2 

4.17.4T#6-cc 3.3.7.1 

TS requirement description 

SR: SG "A" pressure Chnls; Chnl Fune Test; 31 days 

SR: SG "A" pressure Chnls; Chnl Cal; 18 mo 

SR: SG "B" pressure Chnls; Chnl Check; 12 hrs 

SR: SG "B" pressure Chnls; Chnl Fune Test; 31 days 

SR: SG "B" pressure Chnls; Chn l Cal; 18 mo 

SR: East room monitor; Chnl Check; 12 hrs 

SR: East room monitor; Chnl Fune Test; 31 days 

SR: East room monitor; Chnl Cal; 18 mo 

SR: West room monitor; Chnl Check; 12 hrs 

SR: West room monitor; Chnl Fune Test; 31 days 

SR: West room monitor; Chnl Cal; 18 mo 

SR: WR Th chnls; Chnl Check; 31 days 

SR: WR Th chnls; Chnl Cal; 18 mo 

SR: WR Tc chnls; Chnl Check; 31 days 

SR: WR Tc chnls; Chnl Cal; 18 mo 

SR: WR NI chnls; Chnl Check; 31 days 

SR: WR NI chnls; Chnl Cal; 18 mo 

SR: Cont water lvl chnls; Chnl Check; 31 days 

SR: Cont water lvl chnls; Chnl Cal; 18 mo 

SR: Subcooled margin chnls; Chnl Check; 31 days 

SR: Subcooled margin chnls; Chnl Cal; 18 mo 

SR: WR Pzr Level chnls; Chnl Check; 31 days 
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Classification and Description of Changes 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: Changed to 92 days in accordance with CEN 327, 
surveillance interval extension. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: Changed to 92 days in accordance with CEN 327, 
surveillance interval extension. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

RELOCATED: See LCO Table 3.17.2/3.17.3 discussion. 

RELOCATED: See LCO Table 3.17.2/3.17.3 discussion. 

RELOCATED: See LCO Table 3.17.2/3.17.3 discussion. 

RELOCATED: See LCO Table 3.17.2/3.17.3 discussion. 

RELOCATED: See LCO Table 3.17.2/3.17.3 discussion. 

RELOCATED: See LCO Table 3.17.2/3.17.3 discussion. 

ADM IN I STRATI VE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADM IN I STRATI VE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADM IN I STRATI VE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

(03/28/96) 



Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number RTS Number TS requirement description Classification and Description of Changes 

4.17.4T#6-cal 3.3.7.2 

4.17.4T#7-cc 3.3.7.1 

4.17.4T#7-cal 3.3.7.2 

4.17.4T#8-cc 3.3.7.1 

4.17.4T#8-cal 3.3.7 .2 

4.17.4T#9-cc 3.3.7.1 

4.17.4T#9-cal 3.3.7.2 

4.17.4T#10-cc 3.3.7.1 

4.17.4T#l0-cal 3.3.7.2 

4.17.4T#ll-cc 3.3.7.1 

4.17.4T#ll-cal 3.3.7.2 

4.17.4T#12-cc 3.3.7.1 

4.17.4T#12-cal 3.3.7.2 

4.17.4T#l3-cc 3.3.7.1 

4.17.4T#13-cal 3.3.7.2 

4.17.4T#14-cc 3.3.7.1 

4.17.4T#14-cal 3.3.7.2 

4.17.4T#15-cc 3.3.7.1 

4.17.4T#15-cal 3.3.7.2 

4.17.4T#16-cc 3.3.7.1 

4.17.4T#l6-cal 3.3.7.2 

4.17.4T#17-cc 3.3.7.1 

4.17.4T#17-cal 3.3.7.2 

SR: WR Pzr Level chnls; Chnl Cal; 18 mo 

SR: Cont Hz chn ls; Chn 1 Check; 31 days 

SR: Cont Hz chn 1 s; Chn 1 Ca 1; 18 mo 

SR: CST L·evel chnls; Chnl Check; 31 days 

SR: CST Level chnls; Chnl Cal; 18 mo 

SR: WR Pressurizer Pressure chnls; Chnl Check; 31 days 

SR: WR Pressurizer Pressure chnls; Chnl Cal; 18 mo 

SR: WR Cont Pressure chnls; Chnl Check; 31 days 

SR: WR Cont Pressure chnls; Chnl Cal; 18 mo 

SR: WR SG"A" Level chnls; Chnl Check; 31 days 

SR: WR SG"A" Level chnls; Chnl Cal; 18 mo 

SR: WR SG "B" Level chnls; Chnl Check; 31 days 

SR: WR SG "B" Level chnls; Chnl Cal; 18 mo 

SR: NR SG "A" Pressure chnls; Chnl Check; 31 days 

SR: NR SG "A" Pressure chn 1 s; Chn l Cal; 18 mo 

SR: NR SG "B" Pressure chnls; Chnl Check; 31 days 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM IN I STRATI VE: 

ADM IN I STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM IN I STRATI VE: 

AD MIN I STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

SR: NR SG "B" Pressure chnls; Chnl Cal; 18 mo ADMINISTRATIVE: 

SR: Pos indic. each cont iso valve; Chnl Check; 31 days ADMINISTRATIVE: 

SR: Pos indic. each cont iso valve; Chnl Cal; 18 mo ADMINISTRATIVE: 

SR: CETs quad 1· Chnl Check; 31 days ADMINISTRATIVE: 

SR: CETs quad 1· Chnl Cal; 18 mo ADMINISTRATIVE: 

SR: CETs quad 2; Chnl Check; 31 days ADMINISTRATIVE: 

SR: CETs quad 2; Chnl Cal; 18 mo ADMINISTRATIVE: 
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Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requiremer~ unchanged. 

• 
(03/28/96) 



• 
Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number RTS Number TS requirement description 

4.17 .4T#18-cc 3.3.7 .1 SR: 4 CETs quad 3; Chn 1 Check; 31 days 

4.17.4T#18-cal 3.3.7.2 SR: 4 CETs quad 3; Chnl Ca 1; 18 mo 

4.17.4T#l9-cc 3.3.7.1 SR: 4 CETs quad 4· Chnl Check; 31 days 

4.17.4T#19-cal 3.3.7.2 SR: 4 CETs quad 4; Chnl Cal; 18 mo 

4 .17. 4T#20-cc 3.3.7.l SR: 2 RVWL chnls; Chnl Check; 31 days 

4.17.4T#20-cal 3.3.7.2 SR: 2 RVWL chnls; Chnl Cal; 18 mo 

4.17.4T#21-cc 3.3.7.l SR: 2 HR Cont Rad chnls; Chn l Check; 31 days 

4.17.4T#21-cal 3.3.7.2 SR: 2 HR Cont Rad chnls; Chnl Ca 1; 18 mo 

4.17.5T#l-cc 3.3.8.2 SR: 1 SU Nuclear Inst chn 1; Chnl Check; (a) 

4 .17. 5T#l-cft 3.3.1.6/3.3.8.2 SR: 1 SU Nuclear Inst chnl; Chnl func Test; (a) 

4.17.5T#l-cal 3.3.8.5 SR: SU Nuclear Inst chnl; Chnl Ca 1; 18 mo 

4.17.5T#2-cc 3.3.8.1 SR: Pressurizer Pressure chn 1; Chnl Check; 92 days 

4.17.5T#2-cal 3.3.8.5 SR: Pressurizer Pressure chn 1; Chnl Cal; 18 mo 

4.17.5T#3-cc 3.3.8.l SR: Pressurizer Level chn l; Chn 1 Check; 92 days 

4.17.5T#3-cal 3.3.8.5 SR: Pressurizer Level chn 1; Chnl Ca 1; 18 mo 

4.17.5T#4-cc 3.3.8.1 SR: Loop Th chnl; Chnl Check; 92 days 

4.17.5T#4-cal 3.3.8.5 SR: Loop 1 Th chn 1; Chn 1 Ca 1; 18 mo 

4.17.5T#5-cc 3.3.8.l SR: loop 2 Th chn 1; Chnl Check; 92 days 

4.17.5T#5-cal 3.3.8.5 SR: loop 2 Th chn 1; Chnl Cal; 18 mo 

4 .17. 5T#6-cc 3.3.8.1 SR: Loop Tc chn 1; Chnl Check; 92 days 

4.17.5T#6-cal 3.3.8.5 SR: Loop Tc chn 1; Chnl Cal; 18 mo 
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(03/28/96) 

Classification and Description of Changes 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMI NI STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

Al)~HNISTRATIVE: 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

The CFT Surveillance Interval is the same as the CC. 
The instrumentation consists only of an indicator, which 
is channel checked per SR 3.3.8.2 during the performance 
of the RPS CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST of SR 3.3.1.6. 
No specific CFT is performed on this instrument, other 
than that performed in SR 3.3.1.6. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 



• 
Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number RTS Number 

4.17.5T#7-cc 3.3.8.l 

4.17.5T#7-cal 3.3.8.5 

4.17.5T#8-cc 3.3.8.1 

4.17.5T#8-cal 3.3.8.5 

4.17.5T#9-cc 3.3.8.1 

4.17.5T#9-cal 3.3.8.5 

4.17.5T#l0-cc 3.3.8.1 

4.17.5T#10-cal 3.3.8.5 

4.17.5T#ll-cc 3.3.8.1 

4.17.5T#ll-cal 3.3.8.5 

4.17.5T#l2-cc 3.3.8.1 

4.17.5T#l2-cal 3.3.8.5 

4.17.5T#13-cc 3.3.8.3 

4.17.5T#13-cft 3.3.8.4 

4.17.5T#13-cal 3.3.8.5 

4.17.5T#14-cc 3.3.8.3 

4.17.5T#l4-cft 3.3.8.4 

4.17.5T#14-cal 3.3.8.5 

4.17.5T#15-cft 3.3.8.4 

4.17.5T#15-cal 3.3.8.5 

4.17.5T#16-cft 3.3.8.4 

4.17.5T#17-cft 3.3.8.4 

4.17.5T#18-cft 3.3.8.4 

TS requirement description Classification and Description of Changes 

SR: Loop 2 Tc chnl; Chnl Check; 92 days 

SR: Loop 2 Tc chnl; Chnl Cal; 18 mo 

SR: SG "A" Pressure chnl; Chnl Check; 92 days 

SR: SG "A" Pressure chn l; Chn l Cal; 18 mo 

SR: SG "B" Pressure chnl; Chnl Check; 92 days 

SR: SG "B" Pressure chn l; Chn l Cal; 18 mo 

SR: 1 SG "A" Level chn l; Chn l Check; 92 days 

SR; SG "A" Level chn l; Chn l Cal; 18 mo 

SR: 1 SG "B" Level chn l; Chn l Check; 92 days 

SR: SG "B" Level chn l; Chn l Cal; 18 mo 

SR: 1 SIRWT Level chnl; Chnl Check; 92 days 

SR: 1 SIRWT Level chnl; Chnl Cal; 18 mo 

SR: 1 AFW Flow to SG "A" chnl; Chnl Check; 18 mo 

SR: 1 AFW Flow to SG "A" chnl; Chnl func test; 18 mo 

SR: AFW Flow to SG "A" chnl; Chnl Cal; 18 mo 

SR: 

SR: 

SR: 

SR: 

AFW Flow to SG "B" chnl; Chnl Check; 18 mo 

AFW Flow to SG "B" chnl; Chnl func test; 18 mo 

AFW Flow to SG "B" chnl; Chnl Cal; 18 mo 

Pump P-8B Suet. Press. chnl; Chnl fnc tst; 18 mo 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMI NI STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM IN I STRATI VE: 

ADM IN I STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

SR: Pump P-8B Suction Pressure chnl; Chnl Cal; 18 mo ADMINISTRATIVE: 

SR: Pump P-8B ~tm Vlv Cont chnl; Chnl func test; 18 mo ADMINISTRATIVE: 

SR: AFW Flow Cont to SG "A" chnl; Ch. fnc tst; 18 mo ADMINISTRATIVE: 

SR: AFW Flow Cont to SG "B" chnl; Chnl fnc tst; 18 mo ADMINISTRATIVE: 
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Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

• 
(03/28/96) 



Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number RTS Number TS requirement description 

4.17.5T#19-cft 3.3.8 SR: C-150 Transfer Switches; Chnl func test; 18 mo 

4.17.5T#20-cft 3.3.8 SR: C-150A Transfer Switch; Chnl func test; 18 mo 

4.17 .6T#l-cc 3.3.9.1 SR: 2 chnls Flux Monitoring; Chnl Check; 12 hrs 

4.17.6T#l-cft 3.3.1.6 SR: 2 chnls Flux Monitoring; Chnl func test; (a) 

4.17.6T#l-cal 3.3.9.2 SR: 2 chnls Flux Monitoring; Chnl Cal; 18 mo 

4.17.6T#2-cc 3.1.5.2 SR: 2 chnls Rod Pos; Chnl Check; 12 hrs 

4.17.6T#2-cft 3.3 Relocated SR: 2 chnls Rod Pos; Chnl func test; (b) 

4.17.6T#2-cal 3.3 Relocated SR: 2 chnls Rod Pos; Chn l cal; 18 mo 

4 .17. 6T#3-cc 3.3 Relocated SR: 2 chnls SIRWT Temp; Chnl Check; 12 hrs 

4.17.6T#3-cal 3.3 Relocated SR: 2 chnls SIRWT Temp; Chn l cal; 18 mo 

4.17.6T#4-cc 3.3 Relocated SR: 2 chnls MFW Flow; Chnl Check; 12 hrs 

4.17.6T#4-cal 3.3 Relocated SR: 2 chnls MFW Flow; Chnl Cal; 18 mo 

4.17.6T#5-cc 3.3 Relocated SR: 2 chnls MFW Temp; Chnl Check; 12 hrs 

4.17.6T#5-cal 3.3 Relocated SR: 2 chnls MFW Temp; Chn l Cal; 18 mo 

4.17.6T#6-cc 3.3 Relocated SR: 2 chnl/line AFW Flow; Chnl Check; 12 hrs 
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(03/28/96) 

Classification and Description of Changes 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMI NI STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMI NI STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

Unchanged in intent. Operability of the transfer switches 
is verified in the act of performing SRs on the rest of 
the equipment in the table. There is no reason to 
specifically address the switches. 

Unchanged in intent. Operability of the transfer switches 
is verified in the act of performing SRs on the rest of 
the equipment in the table. There is no reason to 
specifically address the switches. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. This equipment forms part of the AFW trains 
required by LCD 3.7.5, but the instrumentation, itself, is 
not required by the safety analyses. 



• 
Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number RTS Number TS requirement description 

4.17.6T#6-cft 3.3 Relocated SR: 2 chnl I line AFW Flow; Chnl func test; 18 mo 

4.17.6T#6-cal 3.3 Relocated SR: 2 chnl I line AFW Flow; Chnl Cal; 18 mo 

4.17.6T#7-cc 3.4.15.1 SR: 4 chnls diverse PCS leak det; Chnl Check; 12 hrs 

• 
(03/28/96) 

Classification and Description of Changes 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. This equipment forms part of the AFW trains 
required by LCD 3.7.5, but the instrumentation, itself, is 
not required by the safety analyses. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. This equipment forms part of the AFW trains 
required by LCD 3.7.5, but the instrumentation, itself, is 
not required by the safety analyses. 

Requirements unchanged. 

4.17.6T#7-cft 3.4.15.2 SR: 4 chnls diverse PCS leak det; Chnl func test; 18 mo ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirements unchanged. 

4.17.6T#7-cal 3.4.15.3 
3.4.15.4 
3.4.15.5 

4.17.6T#8-cft 3.4 Relocated 

4.17.6T#8-cal 3.4 Relocated 

4.17.6T#9-cc 3.4 Relocated 

.4.17.6T#9-cft 3.4 Relocated 

4.17.6T#9-cal 3.4 Relocated 

4.17.6T#l0-cc 3.4 Relocated 

4.17.6T#l0-cal 3.4 Relocated 

4.17.6T#ll-cft 3.7 Relocated 

4.17.6T#ll-cal 3.7 Relocated 

SR: 4 chnls diverse PCS leak det; Chnl Cal; 18 mo 

SR: 2 chnls pos ind/safety vlv; Chnl fnc tst; 18 mo 

SR: 2 chnls pos ind per safety vlv; Chnl Cal; 18 mo 

SR: 3 chnls pos ind per PORV; Chnl Check; 12 hrs 

SR: 3 chnls pos ind per PORV; Chnl func test; 18 mo 

SR: 3 chnls pos ind per PORV; Chnl Cal; 18 mo 

SR: 2 chnls pos ind per Block Vlv; Chnl Check; 12 hrs 

SR: 2 chnls pos ind per Block Vlv; Chnl Cal; 18 mo 

SR: 1 SWS break detector; Chnl func test; 18 mo 

SR: 1 SWS break detector; Chnl cal; 18 mo 
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ADMINISTRATIVE: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

Requirements unchanged. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not meet .the er i ter ion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

This re.qui rement does not meet the er i ter ion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 



Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number RTS Number TS requirement description 

4.17 .6T#12-cc 3.3 Relocated SR: 4 Flux ~T comparitors; Chnl Check; 12 hrs 

4.17.6T#12-cft 3.3 Relocated SR: 4 Flux ~T comparitors; Chnl func test; 31 days 

4.17.6T#12-cal 3.3 Relocated SR: 4 Flux ~T comparitors; Chn l cal; 18 mo 

4.17.6T#l3-cft 3.1 Relocated SR: 2 chnls Rod seq. cont/Alarm; Chnl fnc tst; 18 mo 

4.17.6T#13-cal 3.1 Relocated SR: 2 chnls Rod sequence control/Alarm; Chn l cal; 18 mo 

4.17.6T#14-cft 3.5 Relocated SR: 2 Boric Acid Tank Lvl Alm; Chnl func test; 18 mo 

4.17.6T#l5-cft 3.2.5.2 SR: 1 Excore Deviation Alm; Chnl func test; 18 mo 

4.17.6T#15-cal 3.2.5.2 SR: 1 Excore Deviation Alm; Chnl cal; 18 mo 

4.17.6T#l6-cft 3.2 Relocated SR: 4 chnls AS! Alarm; Chnl func test; 18 mo 

4.17.6T#l6-cal 3.2 Relocated SR: 4 chnls AS! Alarm; Chn l cal; 18 mo 

4.17.6T#17-cft 3.4.6.4 SR: 2 soc interlocks; Chnl func test; 18 mo 

4.17.6T#17-cal 3.4.6.4 SR: 2 SDC interlocks; Chnl cal; 18 mo 

4.17.6T#l8-cft 3.1.7.2 SR: 2 chnls PDIL Alm; Chnl func test; 31 days 

4.17.6T#18-cal 3.1.7.2 SR: 2 chnls PDIL Alm; Chnl cal; 18 mo 

4.17.6T#l9-cc 3.3.10.l SR: 2 chnls Fuel Pool Monitor; Chnl Check; 24 hrs 

4.17.6T#19-cft 3.3.10.2 SR: 2 chnls Fuel Pool Monitor; Chnl func test; 31 days 
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• 
(03/28/96) 

Classification and Description of Changes 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

The Flux - ~T comparitors are used only for indication. 
They do not provide any protective function, nor do they 
meet any of the criterion of 10 CFR 50.36. 

The Flux - ~T. comparitors are used only for indication. 
They do not provide any protective function, nor do they 
meet any of the criterion of 10 CFR 50.36. 

The Flux - ~T comparitors are used only for indication. 
They do not provide any protective function, nor do they 
meet any of the criterion of 10 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

Requirement unchanged. CFT is part of Channel 
Calibration. 

Requirement unchanged. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

Requirements unchanged. Calibration includes cft. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

The PDIL is a computer generated alarm and is not subject 
to drift. A channel functional test is required by SR 
3.1.7.2, which accomplishes the same function. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 



• 
Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number RTS Number 

4.17 .6T#l9-cal 3.3.10.3 

4.17.6T#20-cc 3.3.6.1 

4.17.6T#20-cft 3.3.6.2 

4.17.6T#20-cal 3.3.6.3 

TS requirement description Classification and Description of Changes 

SR: 2 chnls Fuel Pool Monitor; Chnl cal; 18 mo ADM IN! STRATI VE: 

SR: 2 chnls Cont Refuel Monitor; Chnl check; 24 hrs ADMINISTRATIVE: 

SR: 2 chnls Cont Refuel Monitor; Chnl func test; 31 days ADMINISTRATIVE: 

SR: 2 chnls Cont Refuel Monttor; Chnl cal; 18 mo ADMINISTRATIVE: 
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Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

• 
(03/28/96) 
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ATTACHMENT 4 

CONSUMERS POWER COMPANY 
PALISADES PLANT 

DOCKET 50-255 

STS CONVERSION TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION CHANGE REQUEST 

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION PART 

STS Pages Marked to Show the Differences Between RTS and STS 



• 

• 

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

RPS Instrumentation - Operating 
3.3.1 

3.3.1 REACTOR PROTECTIVE SYSTEM (RPS) INSTRUMENTATION Operating (Analog) 

LCO 3.3.1 Four RPS trip units and associated instrument and bypass removal channels 
for each Function in Table 3.3.1-1 shall be OPERABLE. 

APPLICABILITY: 

ACTIONS 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------N 0 TE-----------------------------------------------------------
Separate Condition entry is allowed for each RPS trip or bypass removal Function. 

CONDITION 

A. One or more Functions with 
one RPS trip unit or 
associated instrument 
channel inoperable, except 
for Condition c (HC$.f~ritiP. 
:s~1.§Yid!lii8i§§::::g1:::g@~~r·· ... ·· · 
(mmore ohannel not 
oalibrated with inoore 
detesters). 

GEOG STS l?AMSAOES 
·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:···:-·-:·:·:-:·:·:·:·:-:-:-:-:-·-·.· 

REQUIRED ACTION 

A. 1 Place affected trip 
unit in bypass or trip. 

A.2.1 Restore ohannel to 
OPERABLE status. 

~ 

I QB 

+ 
j /\.2.2 Plaoe affeoted trip 

unit in trip. 

3.3-1 

COMPLETION TIME 

[4 8] hours 

I I 

: 
I 

48 hours I 
I 

(continued) 



• 

ACTIONS (continued) 

CONDITION 

B. One or more Functions with 
two RPS trip units or 
associated instrument 
channels inoperable except 

ter::::£sm~111:e:a::::P:::::1.m1:::§~itt9:P:: 
R~~~ ::§M@il'§§\\\gf:::MMFJ~ · 

Condition G (mwore shannel 

REQUIRED ACTION 

RPS Instrumentation - Operating 
3.3.1 

COMPLETION TIME 

----------------------N 0 TE---------------------
L C 0 3.0.4 is not applicable. 

B. 1 Place one trip unit in bypass and 1 hour 
plase the other trip unit in trip. 

not oalibrated with incore AND 
detectors). 

C. One or more Funotions with 
one or more power range 
mwore shannels not 
salibrated with the inoore 
detesters. 

B.2 Restore one trip unit to 
OPERABLE status. 

s:i'U:::B:@~]g[~,::tfaP:M#Jt::j,§::::9\R§Rl§!f§ 
status:;; 
·=·=·=·=·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:· 

Perform SR 3.3.1.3. 

C.2 Restrict THERMAL POVVER to 
< 90% of the ma>Eimum 
allowed THERMAL POWER 
~ 

3.3-2 

24 hours 

(continued) 



• ACTIONS (continued) 

CONDITION 

D. One or more Punotions with 
one automatio bypass 

RPS Instrumentation - Operating 
3.3.1 

REQUIRED ACTION 

m:m:'f:i!if P:~~:~~n~:::~tt~s1~§~:~~r,e::::~mm::@ 
1UP 

COMPLETION TIME 

hour 

removal ohannel inoperable. f:i:~·Q: 

GEOG STS l?AUSAOES 
.·.:.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.:.:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:········ 

D .1 Disable bypass ohannel. 

D.2.1 Plaoe affeoted trip units 
in bypass or trip. 

MID 
D.2.2.1 Restore bypass removal 

ohannel and affeoted trip units 
to OPERABLE status. 

,--
I QB. 
+ I D.2.2.2 

Piasa affeoted trip 
I units in trip. 

_L__ 

3.3-3 

[4 8] hours 

I I 

: 
I 

4 8 hours I 
I 

(continued) 



• 

• 

• 

ACTIONS 

CONDITION 

E. One or more Functions with 
g[g[i twe--or two automatic 
bypass removal channels 
inoperable. 

REQUIRED ACTION 

NOTE 
LCO 3.0.4 is not applioable. 

E.1 Disable bypass ohannels. 

RPS Instrumentation - Operating 
3.3.1 

COMPLETION TIME 

1 hour 

illirn2x1:::~t.n~n;1,&@~~§:::t2n1@19n 

E.2.1 

+ 
I 
+ 

Plaoe one affeoted 
trip unit in bypass 
and plaoe the other 
in trip for eaoh 
affeoted trip 
Funetion. 

I E.2.2 Restore one bypass 
I ohannel and the 

I assooiated trip unit 
to OPERABLE status 
for eaeh affeoted 
trip Funotion. 

3.3-4 

1 hour 

1 hour 

[4 8] hours 

(continued) 



• 

• 

ACTIONS 

CONDITION 

F. Required Action and F.1 
associated Completion Time 
not met. 

~~ 

REQUIRED ACTION 

Be in MODE 3. 

RPS Instrumentation - Operating 
3.3.1 

COMPLETION TIME 

6 hours 

-'Mi'l~Jlij 

3.3-5 



• 

RPS Instrumentation - Operating 
3.3.1 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

-------------------------------- ---------------------------------------N 0 TE-----------------------------------------------------------
Refer to Table 3.3.1-1 to determine which SR shall be performed for each RPS Function. 

SR 3.3.1.1 

SR 3.3.1.2 

SR 3.3.1.3 

SURVEILLANCE 

Perform a CHANNEL CHECK of each RPS instrument 

i~it~Q~fircept Loss of Load l~p~::J)1,~ii!§gfilf,~iDffl~O! 

-------------------------------------N 0 TES-----------------------------
1 . Not required to be performed until 1 2 hours after 

THERMAL POWER is :W:i:n~~:1 >. [201% RTP. 

FREQUENCY 

12 hours 

2. The daily ealibration may be suspended during 24 hours 
PHYSICS TESTS, provided the oalibration is 
performed upon reaohing eaeh major test po·11er 
plateau and prior to proeeeding to the next major 
test power plateau. 

Perform calibration (heat balance only) and adjust the 
excore power range and AT power channels to agree 
with calorimetric calculation if the absolute difference 
is ~ [1 .5]%. 

NOTE 
Not required to be performed until 1 2 hours after 
THERMAL POVVER is > [201% RTP. 

Calibrate the power range mcoore ehannels using the · 
inoore detesters. 

3.3-6 

(continued) 



• 
RPS Instrumentation - Operating 

3.3.1 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) 

SR 3.3.1.4 

SR 3.3.1 .5 

SR 3.3.1.6 

SR 3.3.1.7 

SR 3.3.1.8 

SR 3.3.1.9 

SURVEILLANCE 

Perform a 0-,fANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST of each RPS 
channel mcoept Loss of Load and Power Rate of 
Change. 

NOTE 
Neutron detectors are mwluded from CHANNEL 
CALI BR/\TI mJ. 

Perform a CHANNEL CALIBRATION on e)(core power 
range channels. 

Perform a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST of each Hi 
B~iitj:yp:::~ffl.j~t.§::::Power Rate of Change Channel and ~-~ch 
Loss of Load Functional Unit. 

-lli 
Perform a CHANNEL FUNCTlmJ/\L TEST on each 
automatic bypass removal function. 

Perform a CH/\N~JEL C/\LIBR/\TION of each RPS 
instrument channel, insluding bypass removal 
functions. 

Verify RPS RESPONSE TIME is , .. ,ithin limits. 

GEOG STS l?:ADSAJD.flS 3.3-7 
·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·'.·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·: 

FREQUENCY 

[921 days 

Once within 7 days 
prior to each 
reactor startup 

Once within 
92 days prior to 
each reactor 
startup 

(continued) 

[1 81 months 

[181 months on a 
STAGGERED TEST 
BASJ.& 
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FUNCTION 

1. Variable High Power Trip 

a/:: : TilW Ms=FfoW:: 
~:··•·•·>•·•·>•·'Riiii's"i'iiftii'iiliiiif~IBW bew lbl 

4i/ >Wiiii($~;Mt~Wi 
{ n ·p~~~~y;f;~; p;~~SYFe ~i§A 

F .. ==:::w11w?.rn:m~1 
~- GeRtaiRmeRt Pressure ~igli 

GEOG STS g@ms@b.t:lS. 
.;.;.:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-: 

Table 3.3.1-1 (page 1 of 2) · 
Reactor Protective System Instrumentation 

3.3-8 

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.3.1.1 
SR 3.3.1.2 
SR 3.3.1.3 
SR 3.3.1.4 
Sil 3 31 5 
sRrnismz: 
s~··iitii. 

SR a.a.1.Q 

SR 3.3.1.1 
SR 3.3.1.6 
SR 3.3.1.7 
Sil a.a.a 

SR 3.3.1.1 

~ffJ~;~m~: 
Sil ":i::i.iA 
SR 3.3.1.7 
Sil a.a.a 
SR a.a.1.Q 

SR 3.3.1.1 
s!l·::s@t:i: 
:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:-:-:-:·: 
SR a.a.U 
SRMmmt 

Sil :U1.Q 

SR 3.3.1.1 

~~(@%1% 
Sil a.3.1.4 
~RJ?J;s;u: 
sfi iifii' 
SR a.a.1.Q 

RPS Instrumentation - Operating 
' 3.3.1 

ALLOWABLE VALUE 

< [1 Qj% llTP abe"B GYffBRt nlrnMP.l 
PQWrn but Ret < [aQJ% IHP Rer 
> [1Q7l% llTP 

< 2.ll epm )\@ 

;::,, 95% 

:~:2iM% .;.;.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.··· 
< 124 QQJ psi a 

@::wm% 
< [4.Qj psi§ 

(continued) 



• wt ::wwmwNmwmw:: 
e. ····s·ieam GeRerater Pressure 

la. Steam GeRerater A be•1el baw 

lb. Steam GeRerater B be•1el bew 

8. Axial Pe"'er gistrihutiaR Fttgli@ 

• 3.3-9 

SR 3.3.1.1 

§~=:rn;tJ4 
SR :l.:l.1A 
SR 3.3.1.7 
SR :l.:l.1.8 
SR :l 31 Q 

11111111111111 

SR 3 3 11 
SR :l.:l.1A 
SR 3 31Q 
SR :l.:l.1.Q 

Sil 3.3.1.1 
SR 3.3.1.4 
SR 3.3.1.8 
SR 3.3.1.Q 

SR 3 311 
SR :l.:l.1.2 
Sil 3.3.1.3 
SR 3.3.1.4 
Sil 3,3,1.a 
Sil 3.3.1.7 
Sil 33 1.Q 

Sil 3.3.1.Q 

RPS Instrumentation - Operating 
3.3.1 

w:rn9mw~ 
> (98al ~sia 

> (24.71% 

> (24.71% 

rigure 3 3 1 3 

(continued) 



• 

FUNCTION 

Qa. Thermal Mar§iR/bew Pressure (TM.'bP) 

Qh. Steam GeRerater Pressme fiifftmmt;iJ{I! 

Table 3.3.1· 1 (page 2 of 2) 
Reactor Protective System Instrumentation 

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS 

Sil :i.:i.1.1 
Sil :i:i1 :l 
SR :l.:l.1.:l 
Sil :l.:l.1 4 
SR :l.:l.1.li 
Sil :i :l.1.7 

[SR :J.:l.1.81 
Sil :J.:J.1.Q 

Sil :J.:l.1.1 
Sil :l.:l.1.4 
Sil :i :J.1.8 
Sil :l.:l.1.Q 

10. Loss of Load (turhiRe sta~ ·1al.,•e saRtre@i.MMP oil 
pressure)(b) ······· ..... 

GEOG STS l%4JUS@OES 
·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·'.·'.·:·:·:·:·:·'.·:·:·'.·'.·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·· 

3.3-10 

SR 3.3.1.6 
SR 3.3.1.7 
Sil :l.:l.1.8 

RPS Instrumentation - Operating 
3.3.1 

ALLOWABLE VALUE 

~i§UFBS :J.:J.11 
aRd :J :J 1 :l 

< [1:l81 ~sid 

N.14 
> [8QQI ~si§ 



• 

(al Trip may be bypassed when THERMAL POWER IS < 1X104 % RTP or > 13% RTP. 
Bypass shall be automatically removed when THERMAL POWER is ~ 1X104 % RTP and ~ 13% RTP. 

Mr:: :~~~~1;~~~i1 l~l~~~~1~,1~l[~l~l~l~~l~~~:~~illl~ll~~~~~'l1~~;1ir\r~wm:@ni%::Mm:r 

RPS Instrumentation - Operating 
3.3.1 

Ni~lfJ@M@ili.%~1M@~K@@NMMM 

Jli~:::~M~@w:•m@M:f:#.MM:rMiffi\ifNW4.@Wfo::tf:@@M:tf.l~i::rMMmif:\@~!WH%HM~:::@i@MtW~MM!r§.MWWiM@i 

!Mtdi@M!MW@·:rn@nt:::MM~hfi.iM#:/;ii\MlVi@M!1M 

P.Md:fM~~t.Mi1ttM!M~ifJto/M@iQ4Mf~!'::MfH\t:W4M 

Mrn:rn~;MfflA~lf@rn;~~Mttl~MMM~'@9:f¥.\Mt8timi~~ 

A$t.·~::M~~~~ie~::t;~t:·· .. · .. ·.•.·.•:.·•.:.:.•.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.: •. :;:.1111~.r.:~.:.:.~ .. '"".:.::.•.:.~.:.:.i.:·11·~io.~~2 ... •.·.ii• .·.~ ... :.·.~.·.:.·.l.•.•.·.•.'.. .•. '.•.•.•.•.•.ff.·.·.: .. •.u.'.:.'.:.•.:.•.:.•.• . . rw . .r . .r.••:•:•:::: ·nU• u, ;os .. u, tlOill :·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·.·.·:·:·.·.·:·:·...-.·. :·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·: 

:
ua.•.•.·.·.•.Rfi.; •• · .... :· .• .=.:' .• :·.-' .• :.=' .. : . .= .. :· . .= .. :u.~.·· .•• •.'.4 .. •.i .. •.• .. ·.J ........... 2.• .. •.:· .. 1 •• a .• •.•.·.·.· .• '.·.·.• •• • .• •.-' .• ~.: .• •· ••.• • • .' .• •.• .• F.i .•.• : .• •t,:J~;J::.::::tn~M••P:t§::m9: , " tr: ••••Mi@Jl.!AfJW: 

W.~if,g!til~\1t~011il~~lwwiMiMm~MMNf! 
Mf.H~~·~Mm:~t~JW:!~~@~Mi:~N@@ffiM~i@MrMf•~~~MWM!@ffi@@Mi!i@iiM 

(Ill Trips may Ile bypassed when rnrnMAb PO\!!Hl is < m 41% Bypass shall Ile autematisally reme"ed "'Ren TWHlM Ob POWHl is > m 41% !HP. 
Qurin§ lesliA§ pursuaAI te bGQ :l.t17, RGI> beeps Tes\ E*seplieRs, \rips ma·; he bypassed eelew 0% RW. Bypass shall Ile aulematisally reme•1eil when 
rnrnMAb PQln!Hl is > 8% RTP 

(s} Trip may Ile bypassed when steam §enerater pressure is < [7Q!3] psi§. B·1pass shall he autematisall'/ reme\•eil when steam §enerater pressure is 
> [7891 psi§. 

(8) Trip may Ile bypassed wheA rnrnMAb PQWHl is < [ml% RTP. Bypass shall he autematisall•t reme\•ed when nlHlMAL PQWHl is > [101% IHP. 

3.3-11 



• 

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

RPS Logic and Trip Initiation 
3.3.2 

l%$i@l Reactor Protective .System (RPS) Logic and Trip Initiation (Analog) 
;a:;r·;r · 

LCO 3.3.2 Six channels of RPS Matrix Logic, four channels of RPS Initiation Logic, feH4 
ohannels of reaotor trip oirouit breakers (RTCBs), and f)&q feHf channels of 
Manual Trip shall be OPERABLE. . ... 

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2, 

~~t~ii~t~:P:i~ii~i~illll~lf ~llll~ll11l.t.11111i~1llllll~:~~11p§~!~:::§~ 
t~91W:f£gjpf!WM@Q%?MFX· with any RTCBs olosed and any oontrol element 
assemblies capable of being •.vithdrawn. 

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION 

A. ----------------NOTE--------------- A.1 Restore channel to OPERABLE 
This action also·applies 
when three Matrix Logic 
channels are inoperable due 
to a common power source 
failure de-energizing three 
matrix power supplies. 

One Matrix Logic channel 
inoperable. 

NOTE 
RTCBs assooiated with one 
inoperable ohannel may be 
closed for up to 1 hour for 
the performanoe of an RPS 
CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL 
TeST-,. 

B. One channel of Manual 
Trip, RTCBs, or Initiation 
Logic inoperable in MODE 1 
or 2. 

PALISADES TS 

status. 

B.1 Open the affeoted RTCBs . 

3.3-12 

COMPLETION TIME 

48 hours 

1 hour 

Draft Rev 4, 02/21 /96 



• ACTIONS (continued) 

C. 

CONDITION 

NOTE 
RTCBs assooiated '«vith one 
inoperable channel may be 
closed for up to 1 hour for 
the performanoe of an RPS 
CHANNEL FU~JCTIONAL 
~ 

One channel of Manual Trip, 
RTCBs, or Initiation Logie 
inoperable in MODE 3, 4, 
ef--9.. 

D. Tvvo ohannels of RTCBs or 
Initiation Logic affecting the 
same trip leg inoperable. 

PALISADES TS 

REQUIRED ACTION 

RPS Logic and Trip Initiation 
3.3.2 

COMPLETION TIME 

c.rn @:a@Si6redi.iUMhett-Ot0BSEAStS ·.·.·.·:•.·:·.-:·:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-: :·:::::::::::::-:-:-: .·.·,•,•,•,•,•.•,•,•.•.•.•,•.•.•'.•'.•'.·:-:-:-:-:-:-:-·- -:-:-:·:-:-:-.-.·.·.·.·=···-·.·.·=·=·=·-·.·. 

C.1 Open all RTCBs. 

p,m::t§~fiirHM9P::§:::~M 

AND 
~ 

D.1 Open the affected RTCBs. 

3.3-13 

48 hours 

Immediately 

Draft Rev 4, 02/21 /96 
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• 

RPS Logic and Trip Initiation 
3.3.2 

ACTIONS (continued) 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION 

E. Required Aotion and E.1 Be in MODE 3. 
assooiated Completion Time 
of Condition /\, B, or D not AflJ..D. 
met-. 

E.2 Open all RTCBs. 

One or more Functions with 
two or more Manual Trip, 
Matrix bogio, Initiation 
bogio, or RTCB ohannels 
inoperable for reasons other 
than Condition l\ or D. 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.3.3.1 

SR 3.3.~g:.2 

--r--
1SR3.3.3.3 

PALISADES TS 

SURVEILLANCE 

Perform a CHA~JNEb FUNCTIONAL TEST on each RPS 
logic channel and RTCB channel. 

Perform a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on each RPS 
Manual Trip channel. 

Perform a CHA~JNEb FUNCTIONAL TEST, 
including separate verifioation of the 
undervoltage and shunt trips, on eaoh 
RTCB. 

3.3-14 

COMPLETION TIME 

6 hours 

6 hours 

FREQUENCY 

92 days 

Once within 7 days 
prior to each 
reactor startup 

I 

[1 8] months I 
1 

: 
: 

Draft Rev 4, 02/21 /96 
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• 

• 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) 
3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

~:;~:;~::=I:§n9r9.:§~r~~t==:§gt~tv::ffii~tYr~§.:::::r§§F1t:::1,n~,Miil.m:~n~~;19Jn 

ESF Instrumentation 
3.3.3 

3.3.4 Engineered Safety features Actuation System (ESFAS) Instrumentation 
(Analog) 

@l@]~8@~a LCO 3.3.4 Four\§§§ ESFAS trip units and associated instrument and bypass removal 
channels 

for each Function in Tiiiiil@HM1M3@ .J-..d.A.-1 shall be OPERABLE. 
·=···:···:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·· 

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3 

ACTIONS: 

-----------------------------------------------------------------N 0 TE------------------------------------------------------------------
Separate Condition entry is allowed for each pp'[ ESFAS trip or bypass removal Function. 

CONDITION 

,--
I A. One Containment 

Actuation Signal 
(CS/>.S) trip unit or 
associated instrument 

I inoperable. 
__L__ 

PALISADES TS 

REQUIRED ACTION 

A.1 Place affected :n:%si'li~Hi@:: --tf$ 
tlffit-i n @)'P,- byp;,~-~''.,,.,.,,,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,. 

3.3-15 

COMPLETION TIME 

(continued) 

Draft Rev 3, 12/27 /95 
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SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) 

CONDITION 

B. One or more Functions with 
tmm 9Re 8§5 ESFAS trip 
units or associated 
instrument channels (mcoept 
CSAS) inoperable, g~q~\pf 
8!B~tifill:!§&~!:;: ............... . 

C. One or more Funotions with 
two ESFAS trip units or 
assooiated instrument 
ohannels (mcoept CSAS) 
inoperable. 

PALISADES TS 

REQUIRED ACTION 

B.1 Place §Q,g attested bistable tf$ 
Hffit in bypass or trip. 

§;:&.; Restore gg§!\!~r!P@ih\~:::~g 
~ ohannel OPERABLE status. 

B.2.1 Restore shannel to 
OPERABLE status. 

-,--
I QB 

+ I B.2.2 Plase affeoted trip 
unit in trip. 

------------------------N 0 TE--------------------
L CO 3.0.4 is not applicable. 

&:;::Ht:illf '.:1~@8li.!lllt:t§¥~! 
C.1 Plaoe one trip unit in bypass and 

plaoe the other trip unit in trip. 
AND 

C.2 Restore gpijgpgi, one trip unit to 
OPERABLE status. 

3.3-16 

ESF Instrumentation 
3.3.3 

COMPLETION TIME 

[4 81 hours 

4 8 hours 

-----, 
+ 
+ 
I 

(continued) 

Draft Rev 3, 12/27/95 
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SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) 

CONDITION 

D. One or more Functions with 
one g@;@y!g automatic 
bypass removal channels 
inoperable. 

Required Action and 
associated Completion 
Time not met. 

PALISADES TS 

REQUIRED ACTION 

D.1 Disable bypass channels. 

B.~m8&~::::u~~::::P:¥P:~~:§:=:f:~Mi£PiM~ 

p.~ 

9:*?1111ll~l~li:'=''=lllllr~ll~li.t%:r 
rn§::::~ee~2P:r!ijt~?iif1=n@1~1P:1E 

D.2.1 Place affested trip units in 
bypass or trip. 

D.2.2.1 Restore bypass removal 
channel and affested trip 
units to OPERABLE status. 

,----
I QB 

+ I D.2.2.2 
Place affected trip 

units in trip. 

Eft ~ Be in MODE 3. 
:-:·:-:-:.·.·.·. 

p'i\4, f....-2- Be in MODE 4 

3.3-17 

ESF Instrumentation 
3.3.3 

COMPLETION TIME 

1 hour 

[4 8] hours 

4 8 hours 

6 hours 

----,-
+ 
+ 
I 
+ 

-----1... 

3.U::mBUf:S r121 hours 
:-:-:-:-:-:·:·:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-: 

(continued) 

Draft Rev 3, 12/27 /95 
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• 

ESF Instrumentation 
3.3.3 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) 

CONDITION 

E. One or more Funstions with 
two automatio bypass 
removal shannels 
inoperable. 

PALISADES TS 

REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

~JOTE 

LCO 3.0.4 is not applicable. 

E.1 Disable bypass shannels. 1 hour 

E.2.1 Plase one affeoted trip unit 1 hour 
in bypass and place the 

,---
I film 
+ I E.2.2 

other in trip for each 
affeoted ESF/\S Funotion. 

Restore one bypass 
channel and the 
associated trip unit 
to OPERABLE status 
for each affected 
trip Funetion . 

3.3-18 

48 hours 

-, 
+ 
+ 
I 
+ 
+ + 
+ 
+ 

----1_ 

Draft Rev 3, 12/27 /95 
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SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

str~:::::::9:;9:28:2:g: 
SR 3.3.4 .2 

SR 3.3.4 .3 

$.iB. :8\~?W~M~: 
SR 3.3.4 .4 

SR 3.3.4 .5 

PALISADES TS 

SURVEILLANCE 

Perform a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST of each e:sp 
~iWt~~~~t:~{u ment channel gM~~t\M$1\ffl:Vit1i.l#~¥g~ ·==··=·=·=·=·' 

Perform a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST 
on each automatic bvpass removal function. 

Perform a CHANNEL CALIBRATION of each ESF 
:·:·:·:<.:·:·:·:·: 

ESFAS instrument channel, including bypass removal 
functions. 

Verify ESF RESPONSE TIMR is vvithin limits. 

3.3-19 

ESF Instrumentation 
3.3.3 

FREQUENCY 

12 hours 

92 days 

Once within 92 
days prior to each 
reactor startup 

18 months 

[18] months on a 
STAGGERED TEST 
gASJ.S 

Draft Rev 3, 12/27 /95 



Table 3.3.3-1 
Engineered Safety Features Instrumentation 

FUNCTION 

1. Safety Injection~ Signal@~~ 

a. GaAtaiRmaRI PFessuFe Migll 
~;11. Pressurizer Pressure · Low(a) 

2. MM~MM!W!~i.@tii.#§WWi.~mtWJ! 
GaRtaiRmeAI Sprny P.stuatiaR ~ 

a. Containment Pressure · Hi, i~fKfoifif 
.;.;.:.:·:·:·:·:············ 

3. Containment ~i~MB~\ii@~\fi@B) lselatiaR ftstuatiaR SigRal 

a. Containment 'i\i~\fiiiffi\@M})jj PFB&&YFB ~igll ·.·.·.·.·.·.·.;.·.·.·.·,·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.:···=·=······ 

• 8. GaAtaiRmeAI RadiatiaA Migh 

ft/ :~!MW~~Mm@Mrl&~~Mi:Ml§%fi 
4 PAaiR Steam lsalatiaR SigRal 

a. tM Steam Generator Pressure · Low lb) 

• PALISADES TS . 3.3-20 

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.3.3.1 
SR 3.3.3.2 

§~@Mm:sR d 3 3.4 
SR 3.3.U 

SR 3.3.4.1 
SR 3.3.3.2 

~w~;s~W'SR 3.3.3.4 w·.;;w.si.r·3 d 4.5 

SR 3.3.3.1 
SR 3.3.3.2 

~1*%~;~w:sR n3.4 
SR 3 3 4 5 

SR 3.3.4.1 
SR 3 3.4.2 
SR 3.3.4.4 
SR 33 45 

SR 3.3.3.1 
SR 3.3.3.2 
SR 3.3.4.3 
SR 3.3.3.4 
SR 3.3.4.e 

ESF Instrumentation 
3.3.3 

ALLOWABLE 
VALUE 

l#.M§%.*Mf#. 
< [1 Q.Q] psia 

'?'':@Mi@@MiM~~i~ 
< [19.Q] psia 

< [2x Basl1gFBYRd] 

:~@:~~WM!~ 
> [495] psia 

Draft Rev 3, 12/27 /95 



• 

FUNCTION 

~j~ Aux Feedwater Actuation Signal (AFAS) 

a. "A" Steam Generator Level - Low 

b. "B" Steam Generator Level - Low 

6. Steam Generater Pressure J:liflerense lligh 
(A > Bl BF (B > 0) 

~\5. Recirculation Actuation Signal (RAS) 

~;:::•:::::: j$iRWl:MM::§W11ii@~:+~~W 
a. Refueling Water Tank Le;1el baw 

(a) Pressurizer Pressure - Low may be manually bypassed when pressurizer pressure is < 1700 psia. 
The bypass shall be automatically removed whenever pressurizer pressure is 2: 1700 psia. 

(h) Sl 0 S is alse required as a permissi'le te iRitiate seRtaiRment spray.] 

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.3.3.1 
SR 3.3.3.2 

5R"=iii:fafa:=sR 3.3 4 4 
:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·: 

SR 3.3.4.li 

SR 3.3.3.1 
SR 3.3.3.2 

§~:@~%~AA3,3,4AA 
SR 3.3.4.5 

SR 3.3 4 1 
SR 3.3.4.2 
SR 33.4.4 
SR d.d.4.8 

i~f ..... ~:;:~'.~] 
SR :i.:a2 
SR 3 3.4.4 
SR :l.:l.4.8 

ESF Instrumentation 
3.3.3 

ALLOWABLE 
VALUE 

:~\25JH» 
;·u~-:-;;1·~, 

·~@gg:~'% 
> [45.7] % 

[ > 24 iRshes aRd < 30] 
inshes ahe·"e taRk hettem 

(s) Steam GeRerater Prnssurn bew may he maRually bypassed "'heR steam generater pressure is < [7Q5] psia. The bypass shall he autematisally reme"ed 
whenever steam generater ~ressure is > [7Qlil psia. 

(d) GRly the Main Steam lselatien Signal (MSIS) fuRstieR and the Steam Generater Pressure bew and Gentainment Pressure lligh signals are net required ta 
he OPrnLl,BbE when all assesiated "ai"BS iselated by the MSIS funstieR are slesed aRd [de asti,,ated], 

PALISADES TS 3.3-21 Draft Rev 3, 12/27/95 



ESF Logic and Manual Initiation 
3.3.4 

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

?:~9:;1J::::~n9.~n~~rf:~:::?#:t~11w:'Fij~~8r~§:::::!:§~lrM~x§~~rN!49.:~rn::::~P:'iiflM~nB~!m:n1#1~12vij 
::/~\jfj\j{\ 

3.3.5 Engineered Safety features Aetuation System (ESfAS) Logie and Manual 
Trip (Analog) 

LCO 3.3.4 Two ESP ESfAS Manual Initiation and two ES]~ ESfAS Actuation Logic 
chann~T;=· shall be OPERABLE for each esf: E{SFAS Function specified in 
Table 3Ht@MH 3.3.5 1 ..•..... 

·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:-:·:·:-:·: 

APPLICABILITY: 

ACTIONS 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------N 0 TE-----------------------------------------------------------
Separate Condition entry is allowed for each Function. 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION 

A. One or more Functions with A.1 Restore channel to OPERABLE 
one 'M~friUa!HhltMHdh status. :·:·:·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·:·:·:·.·.·.·:·.·.·:·:·:·.· .·.·.·. 
Awciliary feedwater 
Aetuation Signal (/\fAS) 
Manual Trip or Actuation 
Logic channel inoperable. 

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 
associated Completion Time 
of Condition A not met. AND 

B.2 Be in MODE 4 

C. One or more funetions with G.1 Restore ehannel to OPERABLE 
one Manual Trip or status. 
Aetuation Logie ehannel 
inoperable mceept AfAS. 

PALISADES TS 3.3-22 

COMPLETION TIME 

48 hours 

6 hours 

q@!rn§@r~ r121 hours 

48 hours 

(continued) 

Draft Rev 4, 02/23/96 



ACTIONS (continued) 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION 

D. Required Action and D.1 Be in MODE 3. 
associated Completion Time 
of Condition C not met. ANG 

D.2 Be in MODE 5. 

PALISADES TS 3.3-23 

ESF Logic and Manual Initiation 
3.3.4 

COMPLETION TIME 

6 hours 

36 hours 

Draft Rev 4, 02/23/96 



• 
ESF Logic and Manual Initiation 

3.3.4 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.3.5.1 

P:fi:::n~%lMMm 

PALISADES TS 

SURVEILLANCE 

NOTES 
1 . Testing of Actuation Logie shall include 

verification of the proper operation of each 
initiation relay. 

2. Relays associated with plant equipment that 
cannot be operated during plant operation are 
only required to be tested during each MODE 5 
entry mceeeding 24 hours unless tested during 
the previous 6 months. 

Perform a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on the W:r~;9 
ESFAS Logic channels 

Perform a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST 
on each ~$.\rfESFAS Manual lril~l.:?.ti.9.# +fif3 channel............ ···· · ··············· 

3.3-24 

FREQUENCY 

92 days 

18 months 

Draft Rev 4, 02/23/96 
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• 

Table ~i@\f:J ~ 

ESF Logic and Manual Initiation 
3.3.4 

Engineered Safety Features AstuatiaA S'jstem Logic and Manual Channel Applisabilit'/ 

FUNCTION 

1. Safety Injection AstYatiaA Signal (SIS) 

M/JM@M@@~!i~MJW 

~; rrnwtMw:miir.M 

M:::::::MMMPMM1M 

~;::::rwm:JMr<tww 

M:t:IMMM!Mm@M:::::M 

Mrn@:?:§f.f:JiWWt@m~ 

(a) manual initiation achieved by individual component controls 

PALISADES TS 

•pplisabla MaElas 

3.3-25 

mf@M@ 

~R:W~W~ 

~%%tfA 

§.#.@~w~: 

:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:-.·.· 

§~@~!14 

*~rnmfm 

$.f:i@~\t:iiA ..•. ,.,·.;.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·. 

Draft Rev 4, 02/23/96 
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• 

DG UV Start 
~ 

J.J INSTRUMENTATION 

~i:~::;:~:;:;:;Jii:i§~t ~:§mttf:ijfil~f :J:!~M~~::; f :;:w1:~:~m¥ijffiij~~:::::~~~r,~::::::::1~~t:::~ije1 
d.d.6 Diesel Generator (DG) Loss of Voltage Start (LOVS) (Analog) 

LCO 3.3.5 l~tf"r.~1t1~,,lli.ll~tllll~~11::1ilili11f lfllilll~~;f=§Mmt=:i§~#Rlii~~P. 

APPLICABILITY: 

ACTIONS 

[rour] channels of Loss of Voltage i:=unction and [four] channels of Degraded 
Voltage i:=unction auto initiation instrumentation per DG shall be OPERABLE. 

Modes 1, 2, d, and 4 

¥Yt!§n::::~§§mPi~!#~::::p,&::::1§::::r§9Y.l:r~~t:~m:rn:@::q:wst1?!:~µ19@: by Lco d. g. 2, .. Ac 
Sources ShutdO'o"JA." 

Separate Condition entry is allowed for each i:=unction. 

CONDITION 

A. 

PALISADES TS 

REQUIRED ACTION 

Place channel in bypass or trip. 

/\.2.1 Restore channel to 
OPERABLE status. 

--r---
1 QB. 

+ 
I A.2.2 Place the channel in 
I trip. 
J__ 

d.d 26 

COMPLETION TIME 

[4 81 hours 

4 8 hours 

Draft Rev d, 12/27/95 



B. 

B.2.1 

B.2.2 

c. C.1 

D. D.1 

• 

DG 

1 hour 

1 hour 

E48J hours 

1 hour 

lmmediatel·' y 



• 

• 

• 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.3.5.1 

,---
I SR 3.3.6.1 

SR 3.3.6.2 

SR 3.3.6.3 

PALISADES TS 

SURVEILLANCE 

i~111illl111illll~lil1ff@!WM£ljf:U§~W:?iU1 

~it :::;:,1=::y9,~~::::9:ux91:~~9:~tr2w~#~8r(::~ :rn@:9g: wrn!f 9r98~i 
@H9W!m~!'W~!~Y~M8H 

@:1r1:1:l1,l~~ililll~~~~j@:J~Vl#iti~HiJ~1:g:m?~v:&P.i!t.~'Mmt: 

::::W,;:]i=fa§:::§~ggffi,~*1 

Perform CHANNEL CHECK. 

Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 

Perform CHAN~JEL CALIBRATION with setpoint 
Allowable Values as follo .... 's: 

a. Degraded Voltage Function > [3180] \/ and 
< [3220] v 

Time delay: > E ] seconds and < [ ] seconds at 
[ ] \/; and 

b. Loss of Voltage Function > [3180] \/ and 
< [3220] v 

Time delay: > [ l seconds and < [ ] seconds at 
f+\1-;-

3.3 28 

DG UV Start 
~ 

FREQUENCY 

--,--
12 hours I 

[92] days 

(18] months 

Draft Rev 3, 12/27/95 



3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

3 . 3 . §:::::::::::ittijtY.~!ln~::::@f!filji\mm~r;tMB,\ijhrn~~Af\~j!:2n:::::1.:R:w,s1=Hnlr~ij!.f1~.iJ 
7 Containment Purge Isolation Signal (CPIS) (Analog) 

Refueling CHR Init 
3.3.6 

Lc o 3. 3 .§:::::r ::::::m::::::::]:::m:i:m~9.t:::B.~r9::~1:\D.~H:98.:!1fl2b.~nn~~§::::::=@::ij:ir1::::~:~nP::eg;m§if~:1+ 
[Four] CPIS oontainment radiation monitor channels and one CPlS 
automatic Aotuation Logic and one Manual Trip train shall be 
OPERABLE. 

APPLICABILITY: During CORE ALTERATIONS, 
During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies within containment. 

ACTIONS 

CONDITION 

A.:::::::::::::ll~9~:~i~!lli!~if t11~11::::wrtffi 
One radiation monitor 
channel inoperable. 

PALISADES TS 

REQUIRED ACTION 

$.W 
A.1 Place the affeoted channel in 

-tfifh 

A-:-2:-, 1 

A.62 

Suspend CORE 
ALTERATIONS. 

Suspend movement of 
irradiated fuel assemblies 
within containment. 

3.3-29 

COMPLETION TIME 

4 hours 

Immediately 

Immediately 

Draft Rev 2, 02/14/96 



• 

ACTIONS 

CONDITION 

B. One required Manual Trip or 
automatio /\otuation Logie 
train inoperable. 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

REQUIRED ACTION 

B.1 Plaoe and maintain oontainment 
purge and exhaust valves in 
olosed position. 

SURVEILLANCE 

sR 3. 3 .iuJ=:m: :':::/=:=:: :1::::m~t=riMrM~:Mf:H:a:rw~1,:g§::::rnm:P.Y:i~rn1w::~~iiin:rn~t:Y.§!1:ni1ts:tw~::' 
mn.~:a:!J,§!s 

7.1 Perform a Cl=ll\NNEL Cl=IECI< on eaoh oontainment 
radiation monitor ohannnl. 

P!IB.:!:!:J~:;9@~~%! :;:;;q !! J]I![~!~f ijl'=tt111111~~19Ns%!!WN.&!l@ill9.8ili!i!§il]~~W:n 

Refueling CHR Init 
3.3.6 

COMPLETION TIME 

Immediately 

(oontinued) 

FREQUENCY 

@4!!]1@_91:$ 
12 hours 

Bmrnrn:Y4 
[92] days 

-~~I 
SR 3.3.7.2 

PALISADES TS 

Perform a Cl=ll\NNEL FUNCTIONl\L TEST on eaoh 
oontainment radiation monitor ohannel. 

Verify CPIS high radiation setpoint l\llo'nable Value is 
< [220 mR/hr]. 

(oontinued) 

3.3-30 Draft Rev 2, 02/14/96 
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Refueling CHR Init 
3.3.6 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) 

SR 3.3.7.3 

SR 3.3.7.5 

SR 3.3.7.6 

PALISADES TS 

SURVEILLANCE 

Perform a CHANNEL CALIBRATION on each 
containment:~:rif@§Hn9 radiation monitor channel. 

NOTE 
Testing of Aetuation Logie shall inelude verifieation of 
the proper operation of eaeh initiation relay. 

Perform a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on eaeh CPIS 
Aetuation Logie ehannel. 

FREQUENCY 

18 months 

[31] days 

Perform a CHANNEL FU~JCTIONAL TEST on eaeh CPIS Manual Trip ehannel. 
[1 8] months 

Verify CPIS response time of eaeh eontainment radiation ehannel is within 

[1 8] months on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS 

3.3-31 Draft Rev 2, 02/14/96 
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3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

iM'~\):/f3.3.11 Post Accident Monitoring WAM-} Instrumentation (Analog) 

Accident Monitoring 
3.3.7 

Lc o @@~:~:1: 3. 3 .1 1 m~:~:::=~&e[~~n]::::mBm119r1:0:~H1r:§rrnm¥#~r~11.2n:::mM:::@:~2~~:~§wn8tj8n:rn1~m~.~!~::@~.w.@:w.zm: 
sn~ltti#: JM~~J:;R$~Wi'l 
The P/\M instrumentation for eaoh Funotion in Table 3.3.11 1 shall be 
OPERABLE. 

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3. 

ACTIONS 

-----------------------------------------------------------------N 0 TES----------------------------------------------------------------
1. LCO 3.0.4 is not applicable. 

2. Separate Condition entry is allowed for each Function. 

CONDITION 

A. One or more Functions with 
one required channel 
inoperable. 

--~~ 
Required Aotion and 
assooiated Completion Time 
of Condition /\ not met. 

PALISADES TS 

REQUIRED ACTION 

A.1 Restore required channel to 
OPERABLE status. 

§:i::it:::ffl.:~~~iM!:J;;,o.~:::9'.n:~mn~ct.9 
P!BF.Ra:§ssrn~f:itv~:f: 
Initiate aotion in aocordance 
with Speoifioation 5.6.8. 

3.3-32 

COMPLETION TIME 

~ft\\\\ffgj@~ 
lmmediatley 

(continued) 

Draft Rev 4, 02/1 5/96 



ACTIONS (continued) 

CONDITION 

~JOTE 

Not applieable to hydrogen 
monitor ehannels. 

§? :::::: RgiilG!r~#\:A:.G.il:9'ii'::~:V:~: ···· i~~:811:i~§!::::!:8me~§~!:9ln:mmng 
9r:::2em~m2~gfti::n:ei:::m~i:::Mrn 
EUfiqt.@i.MfalJtb.\MH'.19.P.'MHK::: 
One or more funetions with 
two required ohannels 
inoperable. 

--·· fl!bst.!Bn~\l:@\%~M9YQD%?-dl 
Two hydrogen monitor 
ehannels inoperable. 

E. Required /\etion and 
assooiated Completion Time 
of Condition C or D not 
ffieh 

PALISADES TS 

REQUIRED ACTION 

£Im:::::::§i::::@:@49P.eJ~:~ 
Restore one ehannel to 
OPER/\BLE status 

mm::::]li~lli\11~!(,~~r,~!l~i[~l;i§g 
~ffl.~Pm~:::t@:\NB&t 
Restore one hydrogen monitor 
ehannel to OPERABLE status. 

~N.~ 

E.1 Enter the Condition refereneed 
in Table 3.3.11 1 for the 
ohannel. 

3.3-33 

Accident Monitoring 
3.3.7 

COMPLETION TIME 

1:mm~9!~t.~hn 7 ~ 
RBHfS 

Immediately 

Draft Rev 4, 02/15/96 
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F. As required by Required 
Action E.1 and referenced 
in Table 3.3.11 1. 

,..----
' G. As required by 
I Required Action E.1 
I and referenced in 
I Table 3.3.11 1. 

..l..__ 

PALISADES TS 

F.1 Be in MODE 3. 

F.2 Be in MODE 4. 

G.1 Initiate action in accordance 
'vivith Specification 6.6.8. 

3.3-34 

Accident Monitoring 
3.3.7 

6 hours 

12 hours 

---, 
Immediately I 

+ 
+ 
+ 

__L 

Draft Rev 4, 02/15/96 
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SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

These SRs apply to each PAM instrumentation Function in Table 3 .3 .7 1 

SR 3.3.7.1 3.3.11.1 

SR 3.3.7.23.3.11.2 
1 . 

SURVEILLANCE 

Perform CHANNEL CHECK for each required 
instrumentation channel ~x~[~P.faViii@~ 
pp§~!~8f@that is normally 9·;;9·;:9T29'd:······ 

---------------------------------N 0 TE--------------------------
~!outran deteotors are excluded from Cl=ll\~JNEL 
CALIBRATION. 

Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION . 

PALISADES TS 3.3-35 

Accident Monitoring 
3.3.7 

FREQUENCY 

31 days 

!1"§:'~++-m months 

Draft Rev 4, 02/1 5/96 
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:::m :trnM:t»iWMMW::~@:W@t~ii!~~M~N 
6!f' ::M§WW!MJ!M~~::@1~:MtI~miiMiM~ 
Mt WMK~Ml.Mi'.N~ 

:w::::::tw.wwi.1lMM:ff.Mtrmmwm 
~;1~::@'.MMWW\MW~W\M@Mt 

MJ::::wmw@M~:n@Mi~MM~@ 

Jf]@~M~iiiiWMH~&~MM\~@W 

~;:::t::~MMMmWMM~@~iM#@I 

~;t:N~iM:B~M@f:W@fi~@w~m@ 

M!tf!Wi%~M@!§M\*-~MM@r~~@W 

m~:IiJ:WiMmMMM%§§:JM~i 

1:@f/ Wide Ra~~~ t_~·.:.s~ ·li\Wel 

;rn: :r:rnw~@i$.M@::M1t§!MftM@M 
:::: t@f Jt: ::::r::r::::::m~@W:MWM~t:rnMfMMiMJ 

.. 't'1~;!~~l~~t4~!:!~~l~~iM@MMMi~~W~4MW@::~M!~Nffiii.@J: 

:wr:Mmmmt~iiW~iWiii@:tmmtr:mrn 

tz: i?\MW~¥.MIMiiMMWIW%@Miii.§f:g 
M:::n:rnwKrnt:tMi.iM@Wi@Mfa#.iii.ffM 
we::::1@m~¥.MrMi@P.we.1@tMM&.@1 

¥:K:trnW.M!W¥.4WiM\i@:MMt@M:fW:M= :::: 

PALISADES TS 

i 
·:·: 

3.3-43 

Accident Monitoring 
3.3.7 
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1. [begaFithmis] NeYIFeR l'IYx 

2. lleaster CeelaRt S1/&lem Met Le§ Temperature 

:J. ReasteF GeelaRt System Geld Leg TemperatYre 

q_ Reaster GeelaRI System PressHre (wide raR§e) 

e. Reaster Vessel Water Le'lel 

ll. 6eRtaiRmeRt SHmp Water Le"el (mies raR§e) 

7. GeRtaiRmeRt Pressyre (wide raR§e) 

~- 6eRtaiRmsRt lselatieR 11al"e PesitieR 

Q. 6eRtaiRmeRI Orea RadiatieR (hi§h raRge) 

rn. GeRtaiRmeRt MydregeR MeRiters 

11 Presswrizer Le"el 

12. Steam GeRerater Water Le·1el (wide raRge) 

1:J. GeRdeRsate Stera§e TaRk Le"el 

14. Gere Exit TempeFatYre QyaaraRt [11 

1ii. Gere hit Temperature QwaaraRI [21 

1 ll. Garn Exit TempeFatYre QyaaraRt [:JI 

17. Gere Exit TemperatYre QyadraRt Ml 

rn. AYxiliaFY l'eeawater flew 

Table :l.:l.11 1 (page 1 el 1) 

Pest P.ssideRI MeRiteFiR§ IRslrnmeRlalieR 

RrnYmrn GMP.NNELS 

2 peF peRetratieR flew 

~ 
2, 

2 per steam geReFateF 

Accident Monitoring 
3.3.7 

GQNQITIQNS RmRENGrn 
rnGM Rrnu11mi 

P.GTIGN Q.1 

(a) Net Fe~Yirea feF iselatieR val'o'es whese assesiatea penetratieR is iselated by at least BRB sleseEI aREI de asth•ateEI awtematis valve, sleseEI maRYal •1al\•e, bliREI 
flaR§B, er shesk "al"B with 110 111 thFBY§h Iha "al"B 686Yred. 

Oil Only BRB pesitieR iRdisatieR sllaRRel is re~wired fer penetratieR flew patlls "'ill! eRly eRe iRstalleEI seRtrnl ream iREiisatieR sllaRRel 

(s) A shaRRBI seRsists el l"'e er mere sere exit thermesewples. 

Nete:Table :l.:J.11 1 shall be ameREieEI fer eash YRil as ResessafY ts list: 

(1) all Regylatery GYiEie 1.Q?, Type ,o, iRstrYmeRts, aREI 
(2) all Regwlatery GwiEle 1 97, 6atB§9F'{ I, RBR T·1p0 0 iRstrnmeRts spesilieEI iR the YRit's lle§Ylatery GwiEle 1.Q7, Safety E'lalwatieR Reper!. 

PALISADES TS 3.3-44 Draft Rev 4, 02/1 5/96 



• 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

~M:;H§]!l?ii!~~rn.~1~:::9q\Mq!g§!iM&¥~~im::::::: 
3.3.12 Remote Shutdown System (Analog) 

Alternate Shutdown System 
3.3.8 

mr:§::::111~rr1!r§::::?n11221nm1~;n~!gm:=:::rgm~m9G~mn:::mij:§:i1:::2s&s?:11I~n~~tfi~ 
9BsftAE!s£~ 
The Remote Shutdown System Funotions in Table 3 .3 .12 1 shall be 
OPERABLE. 

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3. 

ACTIONS 
-----------------------------------------------------------------N 0 TES----------------------------------------------------------------
1. LCO§. §[\~'8§!i!!~[g~f3.0.4 ij[§ f£ not applicable. 

2. Separate Condition entry is allowed for each Function. 

CONDITION 

A. One or more required 
biiiit\il@i@ Funotions 
.·.·.·.·.·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·.·········· 

inoperable. 

REQUIRED ACTION 

=*tsp: 
&\~?: 

e;:;:;:::]11:§~#1r1::::2m.~nfi.§t:12Ml:lf P:R:&:§s~ 
st a tu iii: 
-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:· 

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 
associated Completion Time 
not met. 

B.2 Be in MODE 4 

PALISADES TS 3.3-45 

COMPLETION TIME 

6 hours 

30 hours 

Draft Rev 4, 02/1 9/96 



• 
Alternate Shutdown System 

3.3.8 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE 

SR{$.M%~3.mj3.3.12.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK for each required 
........ . . ... . .. j);stru mentati an ,ifiln9;!9rH%:::ir.tw~@i.m::rn&::::m:::@~'~i!~E8:i9]~j 

. channel that is normally energized. 

~~rr9rm:::~'i'i2ffiwrn:~§g::s!11£~s:::?t:::Fii!ns~i:P::rtMJn 
IBl~H@i;V~M§rm:::!N~9.#9WJrWJ~M 

Verify each required control circuit and transfer switch 
is capable of performing the intended function. 

FREQUENCY 

--[1 8] months 

~~®9rm::;:~::':9ffii!iM!!M2!11E~i:::21:::Fm9:8~!:8:r:§:::m1::m:ri: 1 8 months 
J::~Hrf:±iM~::::9:;:9:;:§~m:;:::JRrmMr!9:™::mM?H:*=i 

NOTE 
Neutron detectors are mwluded from the CHANNEL 
CALI BRATI 0 N. 

Perform CHA~JNEL CALIBR/\TIO~J for each required 
instrumentation channel. 

SR 
8:;:9:;:§:;

43
·
3

·1 
2 

· 
4 1111,~1~;,1111111111~~1111i111llr~1ll~111~99 

PALISADES TS 

Perform CH/\~JNEL FU~JCTIONAL TEST of the 
reactor trip circuit breaker open/closed 
indication. 

3.3-46 

18 months 

Draft Rev 4, 02/1 9/96 



• 
~P.Mtmw1:~~t@Mmt ... 
O.R:CONl'RObl1ARAME1£R 
.·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·: 

t?N'~tifoHti:'m~ -:·:·:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-;.:-:-:-:-:-:-:·:·:·: 

i:t:M~%ifukl\&kiifo ·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·;-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:.:-:-:-:-:-:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·: 

suf.WtlttA'Ncit: 
iiMtHfib.iE!lfrS. 
:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:· 

~1::~;~1;~ 
lifl~)~1~~~ 
§MfiW:it 
§W@M!W 
§W@W:\1' 
sms;:Mt!i 
:-:·:·:-:-:-:-:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:-

sii3i:MJ 
@:@MM 
:-:-:-:-:-:·:···:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:· 

sll:=i'ii:HH 
§ilM!Ml.~ 

~~:1~;~;~~~ 
:Mrn;~;m~ 
sarn;~~~;~ 

§ft@l.~@~ 

~~i~~~~;~r.~wKr!Mrnm&.ttt :::::::::::::,:,;,,,,,,, t.J 

nt:MW(f.WWAM@i.::::==rm?Vif(,:::<:F,.'Hf '? §ffWMM 
Mt::M 

PALISADES TS 3.3-47 

Alternate Shutdown System 
3.3.8 

REWiiREit: 
fafaM@ts. 
-:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:··· 

t 
:·:· 

t -:·: 

1 -:-: 

Draft Rev 4, 02/1 9/96 
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Table :J.:J.12 1 (page 1 ef 1) 

Remele ShYtde'"R S•1stem IRslrYmeRlatieR aRd Gentrels 

Alternate Shutdown System 
3.3.8 

This table is fer illYstratieR pYrpeses eRl'r· It dees Rel attempt le ensempass e•1ery tYnstieR Ysed at e•iery Ynit, bYt sees sentain the types ef tYRBliens semmenly 
fiHffHh 

1' 11NGTICJNllNSTRUM~NT 

9R GCJNTRClb PARAM~HR 

1. Reastivity GeRtrel 

a. beg Pewer 
NeYtreR tlYx 

SeYrse RaRge 
NeYtreR tlYx 

s. fleaster Trip GirsYit 
Breaker PesitieR 

El. MaRYal Reaster Trip 

2. Reaster Geelan! System Pressyre GeRtrel 

PressYrizer PressYre 
6f 

RGS WiEle RaRge PressYre 

b. PressYrizer Pe"'er ClperateEI 
Relief l/al 1o'e b entrel ans 
Blesk l/ah•e GeRtrel 

:J. Qesay Weal Reme"al "ia Steam GeReraters 

a. Reaster GeelaRI . 
Wet beg TemperatYre 

b. Reaster Geelant 
GelEI beg TemperatYre 

s. 0 Yxiliary 1'eeEi"'ater Gentrels 

El. Steam GeRerater PressYre 

e. Steam GeRerater be,,el 
6f 

f\yxiliary 1'eedwater 1'1e"' 

f. GenEleRsate Sterage Tank be'.•el 

4. Reaster GeelaRt System lnveRleF)I GeRtrel 

a~ PressYrizer bevel 

b. Reaster GeelaRt GhargiRg PYmp GeRtrels 

PALISADES TS 3.3-48 

~ 

NUMBrn gi; Qll/ISIQNS 

11 per trip brealml 

[1, seRtrels mYst be fer pe'"Br eperateEI relief 
Yal•1e aRd blesk ·1al·10s BR same line! 

[1 per leep] 

[1 per steam geRerater] 

[1 per steam geRerater] 

Draft Rev 4, 02/19/96 
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Neutron Flux Monitoring Channels 
3.3.9 

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

9:;:9:;:1ttJ~§.91r8rJ.rl\'!},'dm~?::finiiir:!nr=f\sm*nni:1§:: 
3 .3 .1 3 [Logarithmio] Povver Monitoring Channels (/\nalog) 

ij&:mrJ~mM.~t,r:::,d::r:::::::::::::rm10f8::::er!nnm:i~:rnmmi:~9~rPianr!:iwfam2m#1flr~fjn§#wm~:orm12rw@@:ir::m~: 
meif!YM~iMM . 

LCO 3 .3 .1 3 Two ohannels of [logarithmio] po'Ner level monitoring instrumentation shall be 
OPERABLE. 

APPL! CASI LITY: liti1ll~l,lrB~1Mn9.:::ni~£nrn@Em9tMJ~@n@:m:1ng9n;£t2rJ11Mr@~:P.:~21:~rnt; 
MODES 3, 4, and 5, with the rcaotor trip oirouit breakers open or Control 
Element Assembly (CEA) Drive System not oapablc' of CE/\ withdrawal. 

ACTIONS 

CONDITION 

A. One or more channels 
inoperable. 

PALISADES TS 

REQUIRED ACTION 

A. 1 Suspend all operations involving 
positive reactivity additions. 

A.2 Perform SDM verification in 
accordance with SR 3.1 .1 .1,]f 

~:.~:llllllllllllilli:i~!~~!iP!:;t~:;:~:8,:~:':~~ 
or .. 'SR 3.1.2.1, ifTwv < 200°F 

3.3-49 

COMPLETION TIME 

Immediately 

4 hours 

Once per 12 hours 
thereafter 

Draft Rev 4, 02/19/96 
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Neutron Flux Monitoring Channels 
3.3.9 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE 

§:B.:::::,2:~2::i@]:g:sR 3. 3 .1 2. 2 ~~r:~erm::::8t1mw,~1g:::F:a&1:1mifi+:i:1?N:::2f:M~~2n 
r~~tµw~r.uo:@~nt@r::::tmx::=@mm:n~!f: 

SR 3.3.13.3 

PALISADES TS 

Perform CHAN~JEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 

NOTE 
Neutron detectors are OJccluded from CHANNEL 
CALI BRAT! 0 N. 

Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATIO~J. 

3.3-50 

FREQUENCY 

12 hours 

m~HnP.n111~~ 
6a-ys 

[18] months 

Draft Rev 4, 02/19/96 



• :2gt1:~m:8m@:!foo:s!¥±@irnimJ~ 

~1;:m1~~~t~rrn::::§e~:r:~:~~m~E!IiM~1,::::6~~1~1M~Hum:Pit1009r 

e;:Bem:@m,§!!8!mx-1::::r11r1Mtn~n~:¥~MrY~H:J~t::m:rn0:~:::2~e@t~~:1' 

SFP Radiation Monitoring 
3.3.10 

IBIJlll•C!:::::::::::::::~ 

PALISADES TS 3.3-30 Draft Rev 1 , 02/1 9/96 
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SFP Radiation Monitoring 
3.3.10 

?:1t{::rn~::;2::;m~lrnrn:=:::::rttt:R~tf§f:rn::::m::e~:~ri1Mig~::::~m1:!fsis::@tj::::~~g~@?ri:::::::~:~~l:~~'f.in: ?4fn2wr~ 
\M9h!Um\liiiF29!1ijtl£\.:€ff* 

PALISADES TS 3.3-31 Draft Rev 1, 02/1 9/96 
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• 
8::~§:i::~:n:~:~'r!m~~lll~llll!~: 

RPS Instrumentation Operating (AnalogT···· 
B 3.3.1 

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

B 3.3.l Reactor Protective System (RPS) Instrumentation - Operating (Analog) 

BASES 

BACKGROUND The RPS initiates a reactor trip to protect against 
violating the core specified acceptable fuel design limits 
and breaching the reactor coolant pressure boundary during 
anticipated operational occurrences (AOOs). By tripping the 
reactor, the RPS alsQ assists the Engineered Safety Features 
systems in mitigating accidents. 

The protection and monitoring systems have been designed to 
ensure safe operation of the reactor. This is achieved by 
specifying limiting safety system settings (LSSS) in terms 
of parameters directly monitored by the RPS, as well as LCOs 
on other reactor system parameters and equipment 
performance. 

The LSSS, defined in this Specification as the Allowable 
Value, in conjunction with the LCOs, establish the threshold 
for protective system action to prevent exceeding acceptable 
limits during Design Basis Accidents (DBAs). 

During AOOs, which are those events expected to occur one or 
more times during the plant life, the acceptable limits are: 

• The departure from nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR) shall 
be maintained above the Safety Limit (SL) value to 
prevent departure from nucleate boiling; 

• Fuel centerline melting shall not occur; and 

• Th ej!j!jijgpji:ffigpy Re actor Cool ant Sys t em,i!](jgQ§) -fRG£) 
pres.sffr·e···sL of 2750 psia shall not .. be.exceeded. 

Maintaining the parameters within the above values ensures 
that the offsite dose will be within the 10 CFR 50 (Ref. 1) 
and 10 CFR 100 (Ref. 2) criteria during AOOs. 

Accidents are events that are analyzed even though they are 
not expected to occur during the plant life. The acceptable 
limit during accidents is that the offsite dose shall be 
maintained within an acceptable fraction of 10 CFR 100 
(Ref. 2) limits. Different accident categories allow a 
different fraction of these limits based on probability of 



• GEOG STS 

occurrence. Meeting the acceptable dose limit for an 
accident category is considered having acceptable 
consequences for that event. 

The RPS is segmented into t:fiifi~@]::+wr interconnected modules. 
These modules are: ................ · ......... . 

• Measurement channels; 

• Bi stab l e tr i p u n its] H@f:\gi 

• RPS Logic; 

• Reactor trip circuit breakers (RTGBs). 

This LCO addresses measurement channels and bistable trip 
units. It also addresses the automatic bypass r~~qy~J .. 

:~:i~:~~:]:~:j$ilJl~l~~~~~:i:i~:];[=~:]:iG~l~lii~:i~~:~:~:~:r a i~ ~ g R ~~P ~ ~: ~ ~ . =!!:dry~'!!~ 
arC"···addr.essed.Tn-·Tcd···~L'.LT;····ttReactor Protective System (RPS) 
Logic and Trip Initiation." 

The role of each of these modules in the RPS, including 
those associated with the logic, and RTCBs, is discussed 
below. 

Measurement Channels 

Measurement channels, consisting of field transmitters or 
process sensors and associated instrumentation, provide a 
measurable electronic signal based upon the physical 
characteristics of the parameter being measured. _.. •• 
mh:g::::,:w1~g:::::::ri.:ns.:fflI:n.4:91:gjr::~::rnn.:§:r@mmi~fi:§::::1n~::1::§::}::::nfr09¥:1::~g::::i.::::::B:1 

---... 
-·.,~ sm:~~m:~rn:M::,:w:::::~:mP.:::::.pr············································································································· 

il~lll~l~l!l/ll/lillll~l~ll!!/l~~:~l"lli:~1;~1~/~illl!;il~lllllllll~lll~l~:;1.11~1~1~::::::~n 
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·--•1m.••~i-ThC ··exC"o·r·e .... nuclEar···-,nsfr.i.iffiCnfaffcfri····and· .the an al og core 
protection calculators (CPCs) are considered components in 
the measurement channels: The wide range nuclear 
instruments (Nls) provide a Power Rate of Change High 
Trip. Three RPS trips use a power level designated as Q 
power as an input. Q pmJCr is the higher of NI pm1er and 
primary calorimetric power (AT po·n·er) based on RCS hot l cg 
and cold leg temperatures. Trips using Q power as an input 
include the Variable High Power Trip (VHPT) High, Thermal 
Margin/Low Pressure (TM/LP), and the Axial Power 
Distribution (APO) High trips. 

The analog CPCs provide the complex signal processing 
necessary to calculate the TM/LP trip setpoint, APO trjp 
setpoint, VHPT trip setpoint, and Q power calculation.'!:[.· 

ll~lllii.l~il~llllll~!~~lllllllillll~li~l~i!~!~~il~llll~l~lllililil~!il!lilll~!l~l!~ll/l~ljf:ini 
The excore Nls (·11'ide range and power range) and the analog 
CPCs (TM/LP and APO calculators) are mounted in the RPS 
cabinet, with one channel of each in each of the four RPS 
bays. 

• 
Four identical measurement channels with electrical and 
physical separation are provided for each parameter used in 
the direct generation of trip signals. These are designated 
channels A through D. Measurement channels provide input to 
one or more RPS bi stables within the same RPS channel. In 

!!~--""~~ 
Engineered Safety Features Actuation System (ESFAS) 
bistables, and most provide indication in the control room. 
Measurement channels used as an input to the RPS are never 
used for control functions. 
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When a channel monitoring a parameter exceeds a 
predetermined setpoint, indicating an unsafe condition, the 
bistable monitoring the parameter in that channel will trip. 
Tripping two or more channels of bistables monitoring the 

I ~q 
Ea i:i's es···alT' .. eTgfif".RTCffa'To ···a j:ien·,··Tnlerrupffn·9··paiie r to the 
control element assemblies (CEAs), allowing them to fall 
into the core. 

Three of the four measurement and bistable channels are 
necessary to meet the redundancy and testability of GDC 21 
in 10 CFR 50, Appendix A (Ref. 1). The fourth channel 
provides additional flexibility by allowing one channel to 
be removed from service (trip channel bypass) for 
maintenance or testing while still maintaining a minimum 
two-out-of-three logic. Thus, even with a channel 
inoperable, no single additional failure in the RPS can 
either cause an inadvertent trip or prevent a required trip 
from occurring. 

Since no single failure will either cause or prevent a 
protective system actuationT and no protective channel feeds 
a control channel, this arrangement meets the requirements 
of IEEE 279-1971 (Ref.7 3). 

I:•~ 
-~~~!!!; 
fixed bistable setpoint. Certain Functions, however, make 
use of more than one measurement to provide a trip. The 
following trips use multiple measurement channel inputs: 

Steam Generator Level Lm11 

This trip uses the l mwr of the hm steam generator levels 
as an input to a common bistable . 

• steam Generator Pressure Low 
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This trip uses the lower of the two steam generator 
pressures as an input to a common bistable. 

:::::::_:,1:: ::::::::::::::, :!:I: .:::::::Jt=:::t}: ':::::::::=]M~~:i:_~tj~_~, :~::i:sf:t:::::~~W:~~ .'~:~~,:~:,::==:~¥B=B%:1:: 
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Variable High Power Trip (VHPT) High 

The VHPT uses Q power as its only input. Q power is the 
higher of NI power and AT power. It has a trip setpoint 
that tracks power levels downward so that it is always 
within a fixed increment above current power, subject to a 
minimum value. 

On power increases, the trip setpoint remains fixed unless 
manually reset, at which point it increases to the new 
setpoint, a fixed increment above Q power at the time of 
reset, subject to a maximum value. Thus, during power 
escalation, the trip setpoint must be repeatedly reset to 
avoid a reactor trip. 

Thermal Margin/Low Pressure (TM/LP) and Steam Generator 
Pressure Difference 

Q power is only one of several inputs to the TM/LP trip. 
Other inputs include internal ASI and cold leg temperature 
based on the higher of two cold leg resistance temperature 
detectors. The TM/LP trip setpoint is a complex function of 
these inputs and represents a minimum acceptable RCS 
pressure to be compared to actual RCS pressure in the TM/LP 
trip unit. 

Thermal Margin/Low Pressure (TM/LP) and Steam Generator 
Pressure Difference (continued) 

Steam generator pressure is also an indirect input to the 
TM/LP trip via the Steam Generator Pressure Difference. 
This Function provides a reactor trip when the secondary 
pressure in either steam generator exceeds that of the other 
generator by greater than a fixed amount. The trip is 
implemented by biasing the TM/LP trip setpoint upward so as 
to ensure TM/LP trip if an asymmetric steam generator 
transient is detected. 

Axial Pm1er Distribution (APO) High 

Q Power and ASI are inputs to the APO trip. The APO trip 
setpoint is a function of Q power, being more restrictive at 
higher pmwr levels. It provides a reactor trip if actual 
ASI exceeds the APO trip setpoint . 
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Bistable trip units, mounted in the RPS cabinet, receive an 
analog input from the measurement channels, compare the 
analog input to trip setpoints, and provide contact output 
to the Matrix Logic. They also provide local trip 
indication and remote annunciation. 

There are four channels of bistable trip units, designated 
A through D, for each RPS Function, one for each measurement 
channel. Bistable output relays de-energize when a trip 
occurs. 

The contacts from these bistable relays are arranged into 
six coincidence matrices, comprising the Matrix Logic. If 
bistables monitoring the same parameter in at least two 
channels trip, the Matrix Logic will generate a reactor trip 
(two-out-of-four logic). 

:ffi9:y:~:l:911:::::~~:6.:g::::::gp,i:::::=~:rrn::µ:::::::ffi:9.:n9.t:1::9; Some of the RPS measurement 
channels ··µr·oiiide .. corifac'f ·aufputs to the RPS, so the 
comparison of an analog input to a trip setpoint is not 
necessary. In these cases, the bistable trip unit is 
replaced with an auxiliary trip unit. The auxiliary trip 
units provide contact multiplication so the single input 
contact opening can provide multiple contact outputs to the 
coincidence logic as well as trip indication and 
annunciation. 

Trips employing auxiliary trip units include the Loss of 
Load trip and the APO High trip. The Loss of Load trip is 
a contact input from the Electro Hydraulic Control System 
control oil pressure on each of the four high pressure stop 
valves. 

The APO trip, described above, is a complex function in 
which the actual trip comparison is performed within the 
CPC. Therefore the APO High trip unit employs a contact 
input from the CPC. 
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~~l,:ti:~:~:p:]: r ~~ ~ r,·•:.::1:!~:~:1!:~:1·~1~·~·!=i:1:191•h·!:i:[!:~:1:::::::!:,§.:!:1·!1::::::~t•~~,·~::~·ni 
ij~ri~0~t~··a pretrip alarm as the trip setpoint is approached. 

The trip setpoints used in the bistable trip units are based 
on the analytical limits stated in Reference 4. The 
selection of these trip setpoints is such that adequate 
protection is provided when all sensor and processing time 
delays are taken into account. To allow for calibration 
tolerances, instrumentation uncertainties, ijid , instrument 
drift, and severe environment errors for fhose RPS 
channels that must function in harsh environments, as 
defined by 10 CFR 50.49 (Ref. 5) - Allowable Values 
specified in Table 3 .. 3.1-1, in the accompanying LCO, are 
conservatively adjusted with respect to the analytical 
limits. A detailed description of the methodology used to 

Mi,.t:!!:~m!~~~:!~.iM~tf!1~: Trip 
s·el!J''O'fnl'""i/aliies" (Ref. 6). The nom'inal trip setpoint 
entered into the bistable is normally still more 
conservative than that specified by the Allowable Value, to 
account for changes in random measurement errors detectable 
by a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. One example of such a change 
in measurement error is drift during the interval between 
surveillances. A channel is inoperable if its actual 
setpoint is not within its required Allowable Value. 

Setpoints in accordance with the Allowable Value will ensure 
that SLs of Chapter 2.0 are not violated during AOOs and the 
consequences of DBAs will be acceptable, providing the plant 
is operated from within the LCOs at the onset of the AOO or 
OBA and the equipment functions as designed. 

Note that in the accompanying LCO 3.3.1, the Allowable 
Values of Table 3.3.1-1 are the LSSS. 

RPS Logic 

The RPS Logic, addressed in LCO 3.3.2M3-;- consists of both 
Matrix and Initiation Logic and empl'o}/s a scheme that 
provides a reactor trip when bistables in any two out of the 
four channels sense the sam~ i npu~ P.~.r..~m~.!.~X ..... .t;. . .tP .. : ........ .Ib..L~. is 

w~.,,,.·~ 
Bistable relay contact outputs from the four channels are 
configured into six logic matrices. Each logic matrix 
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checks for a coincident trip in the same parameter in two 
bistable channels. The matrices are designated the AB, AC, 
AD, BC, BO, and CD matrices to reflect the bistable channels 
being monitored. Each logic matrix contains four normally 
energized matrix relays. When a coincidence is detected, 
consisting of a trip in the same Function in the two 
channels being monitored by the logic matrix, all four 
matrix relays de-energize. 

Each trip path is responsible for opening one set of two of 
the eight RTCBs. The RTCB control relays (K relays), when 
de energized, interrupt power to the breaker undervoltage 
trip attachments and simultaneously apply po\1er to the shunt 
trip attachments on each of the two breakers. Actuation of 

·either the undervoltage or shunt trip attachment is 
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sufficient to open the RTCB and interrupt power from the 
motor generator (MG) sets to the control element drive 
mechanisms (CEDMs). 

When a coincidence occurs in two RPS channels, all four 

ll-IWN•1111 
simultaneously de energize the undervoltage and energize the 
shunt trip attachments in all eight RTCBs, tripping them 
~ 

Matrix Logic refers to the matrix power supplies, trip 
channel bypass contacts, and interconnecting matrix wiring 
between bistable and auxiliary trip units, up to but not 
including the matrix relays. Contacts in the bistable and 
auxiliary trip units are excluded from the Matrix Logic 
definition, since they are addressed as part of the 
measurement channel. 

~~!l.il~:11~:~11iilll!lill!llllilil~~l!~l~ll;/~!!!~:!::::::~·!:~::':~:1:1::~::~!~:~:~:~:~:::!§!:!:!~:~::~:::f ~:~- 0 f 
thETrfp····p·ath···j:io\:4ey;··5·a·u·rce, matrix relays and thqir ................ .. 

i:t::~:~:]:i:~~i:~:@i:~:~:i:ii~:~:M:::::::~:~:~~:i:i~ii~::~:n n e ct i n g w i r i n g , ::::::¥Q!ril!:::::,ffigfili4!~1!: 
w~rn:t:ihi'~:,::~:n:g:::::9:u~:~9:h::::::P:2w~1M::,§:µp,1:J:::i]~:~tJn:9:t: :=:~n~::::::~m:::::1::n:PYx::::::P:2w~'rt 

_,...:: 
·5·a·1·1·a···5t·afe···(au:X1· T 1·ary}···r-e1·ays ... thr·a·u9h···the·R···rel·a:y···co n tacts 
in the RTCB control circuitry. 

It is possible to change the two-out-of-four RPS Logic to a 
two-out-of-three logic for a given input parameter in one 
channel at a time by trip channel bypassing select portions 
of the Matrix Logic. Trip channel bypassing a bistable 
effectively shorts the bistable relay contacts in the three 
matrices associated .with that channel. Thus, the bi stables 
will function normally, producing normal trip indication and 
annunciation, but a reactor trip will not occur unless two 
additional channels indicate a trip condition. Trip channel 
bypassing can be simultaneously performed on any number of 
parameters in any number of channels, providing each 
P~T.i!!D~t..GX ... is bypassed in only one channel at a time. A 
p;¥p~:~:~:J:H~~¥ Afl-interlock prevents simultaneous trip ch·annel 
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bypassing of the same parameter in more than one channel. 
Trip channel bypassing is normally employed during 
maintenance or testing. 

For those plants that have demonstrated sufficient channel 
to channel independence, two out of three logic is the 
minimum that is required to provide adequate plant 
protection, since a failure of one channel still ensures a 

reactor trip would be generated by the two remaining 
OPERABLE channels. Two out of three logic also prevents 
inadvertent trips caused by any single channel failure in a 
trip condition. 

In addition to the trip channel bypasses, there are also 
operating bypasses on select RPS trips. Some of these 
bypasses are enabled manually, others automatically, in all 
four RPS channels when plant conditions do not warrant the 
specific trip protection. All operating bypasses are 

Reactor Trip Circuit Breakers (RTCBs) 

The reactor trip switchgear, addressed in LCO 3.3.3 and 
shown in Figure B 3.3.1 1, consists of eight RTCBs, which 
are operated in four sets of t'vlo breakers (four channels). 
Power input to the reactor trip s~'ii tchgear comes from hm 
full capacity MG sets operated in parallel such that the 
loss of either MG set does not de energize the CEOMs. There 
are hm separate GEOM power supply buses, each bus pmwri ng 
half of the CEOMs. Power is supplied from the MG sets to 
each bus via two redundant paths (trip legs). Trip legs lA 
and lB supply power to GEOM bus 1. Trip legs 2A and 2B 
supply pm,·er to GEOM bus 2. This ensures that a fault or 
the opening of a breaker in one trip leg (i.e., for testing 
purposes) will not interrupt power to the GEOM buses. 

Each of the four trip legs consists of two RTGBs in series. 
The two RTCBs within a trip leg are actuated by separate 
initiation circuits. 

The eight RTCBs are operated as four sets of hrn breakers 
(four channels). For example, if a breaker feceives an open 
signal in trip leg A (for GEOM bus 1), an identical breaker 
in trip leg B (for GEOM bus 2) will also receive an open 
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signal. This arrangement ensures that power is interrupted 
to both GEOM buses, thus preventing trip of only half of the 
GEAs (a half trip). Any one inoperable breaker in a channel 
will make the entire channel inoperable. 

Each set of RTGBs is operated by either a Manual Trip push 
button or an RPS actuated K relay. There are four Manual 
Trip push buttons, arranged in two sets of two, as sho\1n in 
figure B 3.3.1 1. Depressing both push buttons in either 
set will result in a reactor trip. 

When a Manual Trip is initiated using the control room push 
buttons, the RPS trip paths and K relays are bypassed, and 
the RTGB undervoltage and shunt trip attachments are 
actuated independent of the RPS. 

Manual Trip circuitry includes the push button and 
interconnecting \liring to both RTGBs necessary to actuate 
both the undervoltage and shunt trip attachments but 
excludes the K relay contacts and their interconnecting 
wiring to the RTGBs, which are considered part of the 
Initiation Logic. · 

functional testing of the entire RPS, from bistable input 
through the opening of individual sets of RTGBs, can be 
performed either at power or shutdown and is normally 
performed on a quarterly basis. fSAR, Section [7.2] 
(Ref. 7), explains RPS testing in more detail. 

Several instrument channels ~rovide more than one required 
function. Table B 3.3.1-1 provides a listing of these 
channels and the specifications which they affect . 
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APPLICABLE Each of the analyzed accidents and transients can be detected by 
one or more RPS Functions. The accident analysis contained in 

SAFETY %~§ H.J.Q,~ 

~~1¥i§i:§,·:]:·::]:;:::::::::]f] 

GEOG STS 

NRG approved licensing basis for the plant. These Functions may 
provide protection for conditions that do not require dynamic 
transient analysis to demonstrate Function performance. Other 
Functions, such as the Loss of Load trip, are purely equipment 
protective, and their use minimizes the potential for equipment 
damage. 

The specific safety analyses applicable to each protective 
Function are identified below: 

1:;::,:t]]::~:~:@~:::~:~m~::::::B.:~::i~::,::==g9~,~~:::·m,~::~]~:::::·m~:~~m:l.: 

laiEti11&•~ 
~l~l~l~~l~/~~/:jj:=n:~:~ni:!iiJ::9:n~f'~M:r:1:n:s:::::w:Rw@:r::::@:rH~:r~t~ti@~r::::~:n:@:::w~m1::§ 

~:::\:::.:.:: ~~:::.,~!:~:~t:~!i'P.I~~!:~: 

I&~ 
·-···i~ 

1. Variable High Power Trip (VHPT) High 

The VHPT provides reactor core protection against positive 
reactivity excursions that are too rapid for a Pressurizer 
Pressure High or TM/LP trip to protect against. The 
following events require VHPT protection: 

• Uncontrolled CEA withdrawal event; 

• Excess load; 

• Excess feed·.rnter heat removal event; 

• CEA ejection event; and 

• Main steam line break (MSLB) (outside containment) . 
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The first three events are AOOs, and fuel integrity is 
maintained. The fourth and fifth are accidents, and 
limited fuel damage may occur. 

2. PmJer Rate of Change High 

The Power Rate of Change High trip is used to trip the 
reactor when excore [logarithmic] power indicates an 
excessive rate of change. The Power Rate of Change High 
Function minimizes transients for events such as a 
continuous CEA withdrawal or a boron dilution event from 
low power levels. The trip may be bypassed when THERMAL 
POWER is < 1 x 104% RTP, when poor counting statistics may 
lead to erroneous indication. It is also bypassed at 
> 13% RTP, where moderator temperature coefficient and 
fuel temperature coefficient make high rate of change of 
power unlikely. With the RTCBs open, the Power Rate of 
Change High trip is not required to be OPERABLE; 
however, the indication and alarm Functions of at least 
two channels are required by LCO 3.3.13, 11 [Logarithmic] 
Power Monitoring Channels, 

,_ .. 
emphasTs···;s···placed doriddrctiirndTcid. poiiief.deiienfi·. The reactor 
is protected in these MODES by ensuring adequate SOM. 

11 to be OPERABLE. LCO 3. 3. ~l\ensures the'\\\\:w]\\i.iilt'.~tl9~lm 
[logarithmic] channels are available to detect dariddal ert 
the operator to a boron dilution event. 

w:n:§:n1:::::::ij:n~:::::::P:il:~tr:]:~wP:::::::w:~:2:i:=,:@~:r:9g:::::@:r~w§:n:im::::::w:J.:~n]:1:~:sn:::::::§:!iiJ:~:;y,1.,ns. 
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--Wlta 
3. Reactor Coolant Flow Low 

The Reactor Coolant Flow Low trip provides protection 
during the following events: 
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• I AC:C: nf Rrs flnw: 
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• RCD c:hn:il"nd c:h:ift· :ind 

• rn1ct:iin M<;;J R P"Pntc: 

The loss of RCS flow and of nonemergency AC power events 
are AOOs where fuel integrity is maintained. The RCP 
seized shaft, sheared shaft, and MSLBs are accidents where 
fuel damage may result. 
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4 Pressurizer Pressure High 
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The Steam Generator Level Lm~ trip ensures that low 
DNBR, high local power density, and the RCS pressure SLs 
are maintained during normal operation and AOOs, and, in 
conjunction with the ESFAS, the consequences of the 
Feedwater System pipe break accident will be acceptable. 

Axial Power Distribution (APO) High 

The APO High trip ensures that excessive axial peaking, 
such as that due to axial xenon oscillations, will not 
cause fuel damage. It ensures that neither a DNBR less 
than the SL nor a peak linear heat rate that corresponds 
to the temperature for fuel centerline melting will occur. 
This trip is the primary protection against fuel 
centerline melting. 

gt::,, I!::::. ~:~:~!fu.~1::::::·~~:~~i~:~=4g~~' ·,~!:.~.~@~:~~::::::~:~MK~!~):: 

_,,,_.: 
9. Thermal Margin 

a. Thermal Margin/Low Pressure (TM/LP) 

The TM/LP trip prevents exceeding the DNBR SL during 
AOOs and aids the ESFAS during certain accidents. 
The following events require TM/LP protection: 

• Excess load (inadvertent opening of a steam 
generator ADV); 

• RCS depressurization (inadvertent safety or 
pm:er operated rel i cf valves (PO RVs) opening) ; 

• Steam generator tube rupture; and 

• LOCA accident. 

The first two events are AOOs, and fuel integrity is 
maintained. The third and fourth are accidents, and 
limited fuel damage may occur although only the LOCA 
is expected to result i nfljel damage. The trip is 
initiated whenever the Blt,$,i{Rf-& pressure signal drops 
below a minimum value (P:~J-·6r a computed value (P~) 
as described below, whichever is higher. 
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b. Steam Generator Pressure Difference 
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10. Loss of Load 

RPS Instrumentation Operating (Analog) 
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The Loss of Load (turbine stop valve (TSV) control oil 
pressure) trip is anticipatory for the loss of heat 
removal capabilities of the secondary system following a 
turbine trip. The Loss of Load trip prevents lifting the 
pressurizer safety valves, PORVs, and MSSVs in the event 
of a turbine generator trip. Thus, the trip minimizes the 
pressure and temperature transients on the reactor by 
initiating a trip well before reaching the Pressurizer 
Pressure High trip and pressurizer safety valve 
sctpoints. The four RPS Loss of Load reactor trip 
channels receive their input from sensors mounted on the 
high pressure TSV actuators. Since there arc four high 
pressure TSVs, one actuator per valve and one sensor per 
actuator, each sensor sends its signal to a different RPS 
channel. When the turbine trips, control oil is dumped 
from the high pressure TSVs. When the control oil 
pressure drops to the appropriate sctpoint, a reactor trip 
signal is generated. 

im::i::tI::=9~:~:w;:~:]:'~~~~:~:=·I:B.:1:s.:~:?:e:r=~:~~=µ~~ 

~l:llillllll~lli~i~JIJlill~/~11111~~11~/~:ll!~iilllli~:ll!l~llll/~llll~ll~~il~:l!n:t.::~t. 

Interlocks/Bypasses 

The bypasses and their Allowable Values arc addressed in 
footnotes to Table 3.3.1-1. They arc not otherwise addressed as 
specific Table entries. 

The automatic bypass removal features must function as a backup 
to manual actions for all safety related trips to ensure the 
trip Functions are not operationally bypassed when the safety 
analysis assumes the Functions arc not bypassed. The RPS 
operating bypasses are: 
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a) Zero po·,wr mode bypass (ZPMB) removal on the TM/LP, Steam 
Generator Pressure Difference, and reactor coolant loH 
flow trips when THERMAL POWER is < lE 4% RTP. This bypass 
is manually enabled below the specified setpoi nt to permit 
loH power testing. 

The '•Ii de range NI Level 1 bistable in the \vi de range 
drawer permits manual bypassing belo\1 the setpoint and 
removes the bypass above the setpoint. 

Power rate of change bypass removal . The Power Rate of 
Change High trip is automatically bypassed at 
< lE 1% RTP, as sensed by the wide range NI Level 2 
bistable, and at > 12% RTP by the power range NI Level 1 
bistable, mounted in their respective NI drawers. 
Automatic bypass remov~l is also effected by these 
bistablcs when conditions arc no longer satisfied. 

Loss __ of Load and APD Hi..9.h .... ~Y.P<l?.? ... .r.~moval. :::Jhc Loss of 
Load\'.and /\PD High tri psJUl'ilfi::p'}'i:f&U::'::LMfo: automat i ca 11 y 
bypa.sscd when at <;y::f7% ls~i::J·.·.·Rllf·.,.·as·'.s'.enscd by the power 
range NI Level 1 b"fs.fab l c. ::__ 
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This same bistable is used to bypass the Po\1er Rate of Change 
High trip. 

Steam Generator Pressure Lo\1 bypass removal . The Steam 
Generator Pressure Low trip is manually enabled belo\1 the 
pretrip setpoint. The permissive is removed, and the bypass 
automatically removed, \1hen the Steam Generator Pressure Low 
pretrip clears. 

The RPS instrumentation satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRG Policy 
Statement. 

The LCO requires all instrumentation performing an RPS Function 
to be OPERABLE. Failure of any required portion of the 
instrument channel renders the affected channel(s) inoperable 
and reduces the reliability of the affected Functions. The 
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specific criteria for determining channel OPERABILITY differ 
slightly between Functions. These criteria are discussed on a 
Function by Function basis below. 

Plants are restricted to 48 hours in a trip channel bypass 
condition before £ither restoring the Function to four channel 
operation (two out of four logic) or placing the channel in trip . 
(one out of three logic). At plants where adequate channel to 
channel independence has been demonstrated, specific exceptions 
may be approved by the NRG staff to permit one of the 
two out of four channels to be bypassed for an extended period 
of time. 

Only the Allowable Values are specified for each RPS trip 
Function in the LCO. Nominal trip setpoints are specified in 
the plant specific setpoint calculations. The nominal setpoints 
are selected to ensure the setpoints measured by CHANNEL 
FUNCTIONAL TESTS do not·exceed the Allowable Value if the 
bistable is performing as required. Operation with a trip 
setpoint less conservative than the nominal trip setpoint, but 
within its Allowable Value, is acceptable, provided that 
operation and testing are consistent with the assumptions of the 
plant specific setpoint calculations. Each Allowable Value 
specified is more conservative than the analytical limit assumed 
in the safety analysis in order to account for instrument 
uncertainties appropriate to the trip Function. These 
uncertainties are defined in the 11 Pl ant Prote.c:.ti..C3f1 .. ~Y.s..t.q.Ff1. 
Selection of Trip Setpoi nt Values 11 (Ref. 6). Bii&~i®~ifilif:iiil~Mii 

The following Bases for each trip Function identify the above 
RPS trip Function criteria items that are applicable to 
establish the trip Function OPERABILITY. 

~i~ 
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Variable High Power Trip (VHPT) High 

This LGO requires all four channels of the VHPT to be 
OPtRABLt in MODtS 1 and 2. 

The Allm:able Value is high enough to provide an operating 
envelope that prevents unnecessary Linear Power Level High 
reactor VHPT High trips during normal plant operations. 
The Allowable Value is low enough for the system to 
maintain a margin to unacceptable fuel cladding damage 
should a G[A ejection accident occur. 

The VHPT setpoint is operator adjustable and can be set at 
a fixed increment above the indicated THtRMAL POW[R level. 
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Operator action is required to increase the trip setpoint 
as THERMAL POWER is increased. The trip setpoint is 
automatically decreased as THERMAL POWER decreases. The 
trip setpoint has a maximum and a minimum setpoint. 

Adding to this maximum value the possible variation in 
trip setpoint due to calibration and instrument errors, 
the maximum actual steady state THERMAL POWER level at 
which a trip would be actuated is 112% RTP, which is the 
value ysed in the safety analyses. 

To account for these errors, the safety analysis minimum 
value is 40% RTP. The 10% step is a maximum value assumed 
in the safety analysis. There is no uncertainty applied 
to the step. 

·g:::;,1:::l:::::::~.~::9:~:r~:~!~~:~1M:::~:~,E~ 
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2. Power Rate of Change l=li gh 

This LGO requires four channels of Power Rate of 
Change l=ligh to be OPERABLE in MODES 1 and 2, as well as in 
MODES 3, 4, and 5 when the RTGBs are closed and the GEA 
Drive System is capable of GEA withdrawal. 

The high power rate of change trip serves as a backup to 
the administratively enforced startup rate limit. The 
Function is not credited in the accident analyses; 
therefore, the Allowable Value for the trip or bypass 
Functions is not derived from analytical limits. 

(If 
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This LCO requires four channels of Reactor Coolant 
Flow Low to be OPERABLE in MODES 1 and 2. 

The trip may be manually bypassed when THERMAL POWER falls 
below lE 4% RTP. This bypass is part of the ZPMB 
circuitry, which also bypasses the TM/LP trip and provides 
a AT power block signal to the Q power select logic. This 
ZPMB all m~s lo· .. · power physics testing at reduced RCS 
temperatures and pressures. It also allows heatup and 
cooldown with shutdown CEAs withdrawn. 

This trip is set high enough to maintain fuel integrity 
during a loss of flow condition. The setting is low 
enough to a 11 ow for normal operating fl uctuat i ans from 
offsite power.lf::To account for analysis uncertainty, the 
value in the sa.fety analysis is 93% RTP. 

l-llllT•111: 
••wr6~11r•••········· ~J:g:n:§r'~'t::2:t:::@i.mrngMgn:td::g:l:::=:=@:t@§::~1mg§:::::::1~m~m1::1:x:1::§:P::~::Ji.!t::::1:g:9m:::::::trn1w1:. 
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Steam Generator Level Low 

This LGO requires four channels of Steam Generator 
Level Low per steam generator to be OPERABLE in MODES 1 
and 2. 

The Allowable Value is sufficiently below the normal 
operating level for the steam generators so as not to 
cause a reactor trip during normal plant operations. The 
trip setpoint is high enough to ensure a reactor trip 
signal is generated before \later level drops below the top 
of the feed ring. The difference between the Allowable 
Value and the measurement value includes 10 inches of 
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measurement uncertainty. The specified setpoint ensures 
there will be sufficient water inventory to provide a 
10 minute margin before auxiliary feed·,vater is required 
for the removal of decay heat. 

~::,:::w~:r:w~~':··:-~~~~~:_:·.~~~~~a~:~~:::.R~-~~§~'.§~' 

6. Steam Generator Pressure Low 

This LCD requires four channels of Steam Generator 
Pressure Low per steam generator to be OPERABLE in MODES 1 
and 2. 

~~:~.$.~,~:· i~z ~ b 
1 ~ 0 ~~ 1 ~ ~ e ~:~~:'~~]•:1;1~11;:~ i ~a f ~ ~ f ~:~··~:•i:~:i•~:::~:§:~i:~:··~~ ~ ~ e 

hof".to interfere with norma r·ap.erat ion, ···hur··sfiTl .high 
.e..1'1.()11.911 ..... t.() ... P.l'.'.().V..i.qe.. Jlli=.. r.e.qyJr.ed protection in the eye:.D.L.O..f 
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Since 
down, 
core, 

excessive steam demand causes the !P:cS::::-Rf-S. to cool 
resulting in positive reactivity ·addition to the 

a reactor trip is required to offset that effect. 
i{!ggiff@ilih!Jgtj:Ji 
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The SG pressure channels are shared with the Steam 
Generator Low Pressure signals which isolate the steam and 
feedwater lines. 

The safety analysis includes a± 22 psi uncertainty 
allowance. 

The difference between the Allowable Value and the safety 
analysis value of 600 psia includes harsh environment 
uncertainties. 

The Function may be manually bypassed as steam generator 
pressure is reduced during controlled plant shutdowns. 
This bypass is permitted at a preset steam generator 
pressure. The bypass, in conjunction with the ZPMB, 
all mJs testing at low temperatures and pressures, and 
heat up and cool dmm \Ji th the shutdown CEAs \'Ii thdra'lm. 
From a bypass condition the trip \lill be reinstated 
automatically as steam generator pressure increases above 
the preset pressure. 

1::;,:r::::t~:~::~:ry:::::::p:~~!~.~'~E!~¥~!f::::::::~.~g:~:~!~'!f:~:::::A . Press u r i z er Pressure Hi g h 

This LCO requires four channels of Pressurizer Pressure 
High to be OPERABLE in MODES 1 and 2 .. 

The Allowable Value is set.hjgh eDough to allow for 
pressure increases in the 8¢.:$.!]R.f.S':!!:duri ng normal operation 
(i.e.' plant transients) nar····rndiCative of an abnormal 
condition. The setting is below the lift setpoint of the 
pressurizer safety valves and low enough to initiate a 
reactor trip when an abnormal condition is indicated. -+h-e 
difference between the Allowable Value and the analysis 
setpoint of 2470 psia includes alloHance for harsh 
environment. 
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The High Pressurizer Pressure trip concurrent with PORV 
operation avoids unnecessary operation of the pressurizer 
safety valves. 

~--~ 
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8. A)(ial Pmlfer Distribution (APO) High -

This LCO requires four channels of APO High to be OPERABLE 
in MODE 1. 

The Allowable Value curve was derived from an analysis of 
many axial pm11er shapes ;11i th al 1 owances for 
instrumentation inaccuracies and the uncertainty 
associated with the excore to incore ASI relationship. 

The APO trip is automatically bypassed at < 15% RTP, where 
it is not required for reactor protection. 

_ .. 111r 
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a. Thermal Marqin/Lo\1 Pressure (TM/LP) 

This LGO requires four channels of TM/LP to be OPERABLE in 
MODES 1 and 2. 

The Allowable Value includes allowances for equipment 
response time, measurement uncertainties, processing 
error, and a further allowance to compensate for te time 
delay associated with providing effective termination of 
the occurrence that exhibits the most rapid decrease in 
margin to the SL. 
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This trip may be manually bypassed when THERMAL POWER 
falls below E 4% RTP. This trip ay be manually bypassed 
when THERMAL POWER falls below IE 4% RTP. This bypass is 
part of the ZPMB circuitry, which also bypasses the 
Reactor Cool ant Fl mJ LO'vo' trip and provides a AT pmJer 
block signal to the Q pD'vmr select logic. This ZPMB 
all m>1s l O'vl power physics testing at reduced RCS 
temperatures and pressures. It also allows heatup and 
cool down with shutdm·m ems v.iithdra\m. 

b. Steam Generator Pressure Difference 

This LCO requires four channels of Steam Generator 
Pressure Difference to be OPERABLE in MODES 1 and 2. 

The Allowable Value is high enough to avoid trips caused 
by normal operation and minor transients, but ensures DNBR 
protection in the event of Design Basis Events. The 
difference between the Allowable Value and the 175 psia 
analysis setpoint allows for 40 psia of measurement 
uncertainty. 

The trip may be bypassed when THERMAL POWER falls below 
lE 4% RTP. The Steam Generator Pressure Difference is 
subject to the ZPMB, since it is an input to the TM/LP 
trip and is not required for protection at low power 
levels. 

4:9::;::::=:·::µ~:~:~:::::?.:~:::=::Y.g:~:~ 
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----~ 
10. Loss of Load 

The LCO requires four Loss of Load trip channel~ to be 
OPERABLE in MODE 1. 

The Loss of Load trip may be bypassed when THERMAL POWER 
falls below 15%, since it is no longer.needed to prevent 
lifting of the pressurizer safety valves, steam generator 
safety valves, or PORVs in the event of a Loss of Load. 
The Nuclear Steam Supply System 

and the Steam Dump System are capable of accommodating the 
Loss of Load Hithout requiring the use of the above 
equipment. 

5. · Containment Pressure High 

This LCO requires four channels of Containment 
Pressure High to be OPERABLE in MODES 1 and 2 . 
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The Allowable Value is high enough to allow for small 
pressure increases in containment expected during normal 

'i!if !l:f=:~:1:!~:!:~:µ!:!:!f !:;:::::::1:·~·~·:·h~~s·:·;·!·:·:·!~·i· ·:·~ !t:~·:::·~-~h~·;: s sure 
from exceeding design pressure following a OBA. The 
4 psig setpoint is also assumed in the safety analysis and 
includes an uncertainty of 10.75 and 0.25 psig. 

Interlocks/Bypasses 

The LCO on bypass permissive removal channels requires that the 
automatic bypass removal feature of all four operating bypass 
channels be OPERABLE for each RPS Function with an operating 
bypass. in the MODES addressed in the specific LCO for each 
Function. All four bypass removal channels must be OPERABLE to 
ensure that none of the four RPS channels are inadvertently 
bypassed. 

The LCO applies to the bypass removal feature only. If the 
bypass enable Function is failed so as to prevent entering a 
bypass condition, operation may continue . 
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The interlock Allowable Values are based on analysis 
requirements for the 
bypassed functions .. These are discussed above as part of the 
LCO discussion for the affected Functions. 

This LCO is applicable in MODES 1 and 2. Most RPS trips are 
required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1 and 2 because the reactor is 
critical in these MODES. The trips are designed to take the 
reactor subcritical, maintaining the SLs during AOOs and 
assisting the ESFAS in providing acceptable consequences during 
accidents. Exceptions are addressed in footnotes to the table. 
Exceptions to this APPLICABILITY are: 

• The APO High Trip and Loss of Load are only applicable in 
MODE 1 because they may be automatically bypassed at 
< 15% RTP, where they are no longer needed. 

• The Power Rate of Change High trip, RPS Logic, RTCBs, and 
Manual Trip are also required in MODES 3, 4, and 5, with 
the RTCBs closed, to provide protection for boron dilution 
and CEA Hithdrawal events. The Pm'ier Rate of Change High 
trip in these lower MODES is addressed in LCO 3.3.2, 
"Reactor Protective System 
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(RPS) Instrumentation Shutdmm." The RPS Logic in 
MODES 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 is addressed in LCD 3.3.3. 

Most trips are not required to be OPERABLE in MODES 3, 4, and 5. 
The most common causes of channel inoperability are outright 
failure or drift of the bistable or process module sufficient to 
exceed the tolerance allowed by the plant specific setpoint 
analysis. Typically, the drift is found to be small and results 
in a delay of actuation rather than a total loss of function. 
This determination is generally made during the performance of a 
CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST when the process instrument is set up 
for adjustment to bring it to within specification. If the trip 
setpoint is less conservative than the Allowable Value in 
Table 3.3.1-1, the channel is declared inoperable immediately, 
and the appropriate Condition(s) must be entered immediately. 

In the event a channel's trip setpoint is found nonconservative 
with respect to the Allowable Value, or the transmitter, 
instrument loop, signal processing electronics, or RPS bistable 
trip unit is found inoperable, then all affected Functions 
provided by that channel must be declared inoperable, and the 
plant must enter the Condition for the particular protection 
Function affected . 
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When the number of inoperable channels in a trip Function 
exceeds that 
specified in any related Condition associated with the same trip 
Function,-then the plant is outside the safety analysis. 

Therefore, LCO 3.0.3 is immediately entered if 
applicable in the current MODE of operation. 

A Note has been added to the ACTIONS to clarify the application 
of the Completion Time rules. The Conditions of this 
Specification may be entered independently for each Function. 
The Completion Times of each inoperable Function will be tracked 
separately for each Function, starting from the time the 
Condition was entered. 

~~:::~::·*: 
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A .1, A. 2 .1, and A. 2. 2 

Condition A applies to the failure of a single channel in any 
RPS automatic trip Function. RPS coincidence logic is normally 
tHo out of four. 

If one RPS bistable trip unit or associated instrument channel 
i s i nope r a.b.JE:.J. .... ?.t..<:lr.t 11.P. .. c:>t P.C>.\\IE:T ... <:JP.E!X'Cl.t.i.<:JD. .. .i..~ ... Cl.JJ.<:J\:'/.E!.tj .. tc:> ........ . 

lhc··rnop.6rabTE.lrTp .. uiiif" Ts .. ·pra·ce:d···-;-n···byj:i"as·5··0r .. lri p '#i thin 
1 hour (Required Action A.l). By specifying either option, the 
possibility of inadvertently bypassing a redundant channel is 
eliminated. The provision of four trip channels allows one 
channel to be bypassed (removed from service) during operations, 
placing the RPS in two-out-of-three coincidence logic. It is 
preferable to place an inoperable channel in bypass rather than 
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trip, since no additional random failure of a single channel can 
either spuriously trip the reactor or prevent it from tripping. 

-•1m11-r•11 
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The Completion Time of 1 hour allotted to restore, bypass, or 
trip the channel is sufficient to allo\: the operator to take all 
appropriate actions for the failed channel while ensuring that 
the risk involved in operating Hi th the failed channel is 
acceptable. 

The failed channel is restored to OPERABLE status or is placed 
in trip within [48] hours (Required Action A.2.1 or Required 
Action A.2.2). Required Action A.2.1 restores the full 
capability of the Function. 

Required Action A.2.2 places the Function in a one out of three 
configuration. In this configuration, common cause failure of 
dependent channels cannot prevent trip. · 

The Completion Time of i~:tll!J~l}i:§';;:.:(48] hours is based on operating 
experience, which has d~~ririitiated th~tA random failure of a 
second channel occurring during the ·:rirnf~yf; [48] hour period is a 
low probability event. ·················· 

B.l and B.2 

1118--
triridition B applies to the failure of two channels in any RPS 

,;:iii:i::i:~:~:~:::::::~:r~:i@,:;::i:i~;,::~::i:i:~:J:w:::::::~:9i]:~~:g:::::::1i1:1:9:~r::§:~:il:r,~:µ:w:::::::R1.~:~@:::gn::::::w:9:§::i:]:9i1 
lll~i~/~~li~ll~i//llll~lil~l~lll~l~~ji~l~lll~il~:111~1:111:111111~:1~:~i!.ll~ili~lil~ilil~!~!l~li~fili~~ : 
llllJ.i~ll~l~~lli.li~l~~l~l~l~ll~iliilll~~li~illlli1l!~~lll~lill~l~l~)~l~~ll~l:ili~i~l~~l~l~l~m·r.g , __ __ 
~------· ©~:§:~rn:& :;;::j;:n;:::::::~::::::1~~~M~:9n::1£jtJ!l1l::::rn;r:::::::P:i~r:nP::@#:~tE::~w:]p,p,w§rl:·················································· 
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The Required Action is modified by a Note stating that LCO 3.0.4 
is not applicable. The Note was added to allow the changing of 
MODES even though two channels are inoperable, with one channel 
tripped. MODE changes in this configuration are allowed to 
permit maintenance and testing on one of the inoperable 
channels. In this configuration, the protection system is in a 
one-out-of-two logic, and the probability of a common cause 
failure affecting both of the OPERABLE channels during the 7 
days permitted is remote. 
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This Completion Time is sufficient to allow the operator to take 
all appropriate actions for the failed channels while ensuring 
that the risk involved in operating with the failed channels is 

~ ~~ ~ ~; !~:~:::iij::::rn:~~~:~n~:~:[:~i:j:~:]::~~:~:::~i:~R:~:i~:~:i:]~:~~;.1':~:~~,~:i: ume n i ~ ~ i ~ ~ s i s 
in a two ::·ouf.::of::fhree ·16gTC";··· frlif .. ·wnh"···a"ri"6fher ... chiinne l failed, 
the RPS may be operating in a two-out-of-two logic. This is 
outside the assumptions made in the analyses and should be 
corrected. To correct the problem, the second channel is placed 
in trip. This places the RPS in a one-out-of-two logic. If any 
of the other OPERABLE channels receives a trip signal, the 
reactor will trip. 

One channeJ should be restored to OPERABLE status within 7:::::~:i&:~::j 
[48] hours])for reasons similar to those stated under ·· .. ·.· .. · ........................ . 
Condition A. After one channel is restored to OPERABLE status, 
the provisions of Condition A still apply to the remaining 
inoperable channel. Therefore, the channel that is still 
inoperable after completion .. <:J.f. .. B~_quired Actioi:i B.2 must be 
placed in trip if more thanfj:{i!Jqjgy~' [48] hours:Jhave elapsed since 
the initial channel failure·.· .. ·.· ............. ·.............. · 
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The excore detectors are used to generate the internal AS! used 
as an input to the TM/LP and APO High trips. Incore detectors 
provide a more accurate measurement of AS!. If one or more 
excore detectors cannot be calibrated to match incore detectors, 
po\:er is restricted or reduced during 
subsequent operations because of increased uncertainty 
associated with using uncalibrated excore detectors. 

The Completion Time of 24 hours is adequate to perform the SR 
while minimizing the risk of operating in an unsafe condition. 

D.l, D.2.1, D.2.2.1, and D.I 
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If the bypass removal channel for any operating bypass cannot 
be restored to OPERABLE status, the associated RPS channel may 
be considered OPERABLE only if the bypass is not in effect. 
Otherwise, · 

' removal channel repaired. The Bases for Required Actions and 
Completion Times are the same as discussed for Condition A. the 
affected RPS channels must be declared inoperable :::iaihUii:f:h~ 

-·11•t:1 

r 
···a;:s···rn·Tciii.dHfo·fi···g·;···and the bypass either removed or the bypass 
removal channel repaired. Also, Required Action E.2.2 provides 
for the restoration of the one affected automatic trip channel 
to OPERABLE status within the rules of Completion Time specified 
under Condition B. Completion Times are consistent with 
Condition B . 
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The Required Action is modified by a Note stating that LCO 3.0.4 
is not applicable. The Note was added to allow the changing of 
MODES even though tHo channels are inoperable, with one channel 
bypassed and one tripped. MODE changes in this configuration 
are allowed to permit maintenance and testing on one of the 
inoperable channels. In this configuration, the protection 
system is in a one out of two logic, and the probability of a 
common cause 

failure affecting both of the OPERABLE channels during the 
[48] hours permitted is remote. 

Condition F is entered when the Required Action and associated 
Completion Time of Condition A, B, C, D, or E are not met . 
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:~i!:::r~~=-;-
" .................... ··1rthe .. REcj"uTred".Aclforis·· a·s scicfofed .. ~iilff These Conditions 

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS 

crnc srs 

cannot be completed within the required Completion Times, 

~;~.Y.l.~~-~-~8..~tl~;.;._ .. ~;.. --~-~t.~.~~~J.~~i::~mfu:~::~:~:i:~i:1:i~:i.:~:~9~:~:i:@::]:[:@~: 
1~11~:il~iilill8J:::f :!•!:9:!:~:·•f •!!!8•2:!:g:!•::~•!:f f i!:g:%,::{::!!:•:::::!:i••••::ww!=!:!~:~:·1 ::1~··· be 
·1·n"""MOOt"""j""""ls reasonable, based on operating experience, 
for reaching the required MODE from full power conditions 
in an orderly manner and without challenging plant 
systems. 

1•R4lllllm1•111 

The SRs for any particular RPS Function are found in the SR 
column of Table 3.3.1-1 for that Function. Most Functions are 
-~µpJ~.s.t.t..9. .... ~HANNEL CHECK, CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST ,=::==•:i.:r.:@:•::::~IINw:~•t.: 
Bi~•!if•f::~~~J1rnQN:% CHANNEL CALIBRATION, and response timC" .. tEsffo·9·:···· 

Reviewer's Note: In order for a plant ·to take credit for topical
reports as the basis for justifying Frequencies, topical reports 
must be supported by an NRG staff SER that establishes the 
acceptability of each topical report for that plant (Ref. 8). 

SR 3.3.1.l 

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours ensures 
that gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A 
CHANNEL CHECK is normally a comparison of the parameter 
indicated on one channel to a similar parameter on other 
channels. It is based on the assumption that instrument 
channels monitor.Jng the same parameter should read approximately 
the same value.f:':fsignificant deviations between the two 
instrument cha~ri~ls could be an indicationof excessive 
instrument drift in one of the channels or of something even 
more serious. A . CHANNEL CHECK will detect gross channel 
failure; thus, it is key to verifying that the instrumentation 
continues to operate properly between each CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 

Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff based on a 
combination of the channel instrument uncertainties, including 
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indication and readability. If a channel is outside the 
criteria, it may be an indication that the transmitter or the 
signal processing equipment has drifted outside its limits. 

11a1••t•••1~11••• 
:(P.:q:o:@,:1::09~~::): 
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:grn~:@@:mM:g:~r:jRr\'i~:$9:nrt· • ·· · · · · 

--~~111--
§]g:~m?@gB:itr~rrm:~m:::r:m~¥:§@rg 
9:9:M&.~:1 tj:m~wtJ::Pt'~'=:~~:r~· · · · · ·· · · · · · 

The Frequency, about once every shift, is based on operating 
experience that demonstrates the rarity of channel failure. 
Since the probability of two random failures in redundant 
channels in any 12 hour period is extremely low, the CHANNEL 
CHECK minimizes the chance of loss of protective function due to 
failure of redundant channels. The CHANNEL CHECK supplements 
less formal, but more frequent, checks of channel OPERABILITY 
during normal operational use of the displays associated with 
the LCO required channels. 

A daily c::aJib.rCition (heat balance) is performed when THERMAL 
POWER isi]~:;i.;:$@@:: ~ 20%. The daily calibration shall consist of 
adjusting. lhe ri'nuc l ear power calibrate" potentiometers to agree 
with the calorimetric calculation if the absolute difference is 
> ~ ~rn:ox. The "AT power calibrate" potentiometers are then 
used fo"··'hull the "nuclear power-AT power" indicators on the RPS 
Reactor Power Calibration and Indication panel. Performance of 
the daily calibration ensures that the two inputs to the Q power 
measurement are indicating accurately with respect to the much 
more accurate secondary calorimetric calculation. 
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The Frequency of 24 hours is based on plant operating experience 
and takes 
into account indications and alarms located in the control room 

deviations in channel outputs. 

The Frequency is modified by a Note indicating this 
Surveillance must be performed within 12 hours after THERMAL 
POWER is ;d5. '% ~ RTP. The secondary calorimetric is 
inaccurate.al.lower power levels.i!l]The 12 hours allows time for 
plant stabilization, data taking,·.·.·and instrument calibration. -

A second Note indicates the daily calibration may be suspended 
during PHYSICS TESTS. This ensures that calibration is proper 
preceding and following physics testing at each plateau, 
recognizing that during testing, changes in power distribution 
and RCS temperature may render the calorimetric inaccurate. 

SR 3.3.1.3 

It is necessary to calibrate the excore power range channel 
upper .and lower subchannel amplifiers such that the internal ASI 
used in the TM/LP and APO High trips reflects the true core 
power distribution as determined by the incore detectors. A 
Note to the Frequency indicates the Surveillance is required 
Hithin 12 hours after THERMAL POWER is ~ [20]% RTP. 
Uncertainties in the excore and incore measurement process make 
it impractical to calibrate when THERMAL POWER is ( [20]% RTP. 
The Completion Time of 12 hours allows time for plant 
stabilization, data taking, and instrument calibration. If the 
excore detectors are not properly calibrated to agree with the 
incore detectors, power is restricted during subsequent 
operations because of increased uncertainty associated with 
using uncalibrated excore detectors. The 31 day Frequency is 
adequate, based on operating experience of the excore linear 
amplifiers and the slow burnup of the detectors. The excore 
readings are a strong function of the power produced in the 
peripheral fuel bundles and do not represent an integrated 
reading across the core. Slow changes in neutron flux during 
the fuel cycle can also be detected at this Frequency. 

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on each RPS instrument 
channel ,::::::except Loss of Load and Power Rate of Change, every ~:1::,!:i· 
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-f-9-2-t days to ensure the entire channel will perform its intended 
function when needed.-

In addition to power supply tests, The RPS CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL 
TEST consists of three overlapping tests as described in 

~:-~r.;.~~i;g~_it?~~;.t...:n~_;_~_~f.~-~-~!};b..?~:m~:~m:~::~:]:§:~:~:~1::~:~:1:~i:~:~:[:~:~rr~~~1tt: 
~:n~i!fg:§gh@n9W@:@t%!Mtf9.nJmn:@:IP.:lJlll@11.tJP9W§t!f §:µ;pplWg§@···f rom···b·1·s·tab ,. e 
·riij)ut···1hr·0·u9n···1he-···Rrcs-s·~······ .. rheY·· 1·r-i"i::1·ud·e·:······························ 

Bistable Tests 

The bistable setpoint must be found to trip within the Allowable 
Values specified in the LCO and left set consistent with the 
assumptions of the plant specific setpoint analysis (Ref. 5) .. 

A test signal is superimposed on the input in one channel at a 
time to verify that the bistable trips within the specified 
tolerance around the setpoint. This is done with the affected 
RPS channel trip channel bypassed. Any setpoint adjustment 
shall be consistent with the assumptions of the current plant 
specific setpoint analysis. 

The as found and as left values must also be recorded and 
reviewed for consistency with the assumptions of the Frequency 
extension analysis. Ih~requirements for this review are 
outlined in Reference::,rn:~::)'::~= fB 
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~qg~~-i,~~8~gglt::::::: .I'::::::~~:~,r~:~m:''.P.'91~,~:¥: ... m~:~{es 
~~:~~~i~i~i~l~~]:]:]:]::::i::::::::M~i:t=mx]:,~:R9.:1::,:::::::~g:§:~::~::::::::~:rg=]:~~~~~'§:ig~]:::1::n:]:~wg:i:1M~::t?.:::;:: 
········································································lifat ri·x· To.§Tc .. Tc.sfs········································································ 

GEOG STS 

Matrix Logic tests are addressed in LCO 3.3.3. This test is 
performed one matrix at a time. It verifies that a coincidence 
in the two input channels for each Function removes power from 
the matrix relays. During testing, power 
is applied to the matrix relay test coils and prevents the 
matrix relay contacts from assuming their de-energized state. 
This test will detect any short circuits around the 
bistable contacts in the coincidence logic, such as may be· 
caused by faulty bistable relay or trip channel bypass contacts. 

Trip Path Tests 

mr::rn::p:i:R:~im:]~::~:r,:1·:1:1::1~:~:1:r,:::rn:2:9::~::s:J::.::,1i:§:~:i::::::::i:mi::::.:.119ri:§::~:i21:::~]~::]W::Q,2:],~M~:f:.:?:,·;:: 

Trip Path (Initiation Logic) tests are addressed in LCO 3.3.3. 
These tests are similar to the Matrix Logic tests, except that 

~·,i~iiii:~o~.~~~.~~{;!~@i~i-JJl8wing 

----w. RTGRs·:· .. ·rhe···HTGBs mfrsl .. lhEn .. hC closed prior to testing the other 
three initiation circuits, or a reactor trip may result. 

The Frequency of [92] days is based on the reliability analysis 
presented in topical report CEN-327, "RPS/ESFAS Extended Test 
Interval Evaluation" (Ref.g]j~ ---9-)--. 

SR 3.3.1.4 
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su8v:ij::1:w18No1 ':·::[·::[:-:::::::1·~~:::::q:§y:t:nqn·:::::=~:@~:@:s~8r.§:·:·:=~r:~:·'f!l~sm:4~@:~:·==:=mnRm:::@:~j:::~::~~:~1::1::qn::l~§~'i:9=::§:f!l:::'·::~.ry§x 

~\'Wli!Iffiiilm~F'~~11:~P~!Ii~~1~:~:,~~;~ 
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.. . c:o.mp en,s at·~µ .. not ··by p~frfioriii\.i r:rg:':...th e .J:J.qH3f:'.caJ or i ffi:e t-r ip :):-iail i brat i on 
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In addition, associated control room indications are 
continuously monitored by the operators. 

ffiijg::·Br@::9:q:~n§Sf:::::;9=t:;:::~m::=::~gy=~::=:::1:::$:::::::~:99~-p;~i.:~mg::;:: 
...... ·rhe···rrriquifric,Y·ar·~rr ·da}i"s···-,5···a;c:ce-ptabl e' based on pl ant 

operating experience, and takes into account indications 
and alarms available to the operator in the control room. 

SR 3.3.1.5 

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION of the excore power range channels every 
92 days ensures that the channels are reading accurately and 
within tolerance. The Surveillance verifies that the channel 
responds to a measured parameter \Jithin the necessary range and 
accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel adjusted to 
account for instrument drift between successive calibrations to 
ensure that the channel remains operational between successive 
tests. CHANNEL CALIBRATIONS must be performed consistent with 
the plant specific setpoint analysis. 

The as found and as left values must also be recorded and 
reviewed for consistency with the assumptions of the frequency 
extension analysis. The requirements for this review are 
outlined in Reference [9]. 

A Note is added stating that the neutron detectors are excluded 
from CHANNEL CALIBRATION because they are passive devices \1ith 
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minimal drift and because of the difficulty of simulating a 
meaningful signal. Slow changes in detector sensitivity are 
compensated for by performing the daily calorimetric calibration 
(SR 3.3.1.2) and the monthly linear subchannel gain check 
(SR 3.3.1.3). 

SR 3.3.1.6 

m~@,:t::::~:1::9,n:11!::i:rt:i1rJ:':::1:i:t::g:::rn1:~:1::µ::::::1@:::::::i.:9.:~:µfi1,:g:~:::::::~&::::::g:1::t::11ir:t:g'®:'::::t1~g:::::::~:1::~:~L . 

--~·£@ 
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=..:=~=~ 
:sJHHW323. MFCt 

REQUIREMENTS 
(continutd) A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on the Loss of Load, Power Rate of 

Change, and Manual Trip channels is performed prior to a reactor 
startup to ensure the entire channel will perform its intended 
function if required. The Loss of Load pressure sensor cannot 
be tested during reactor operation without closing the high 
pressure TSV, which vwuld result in a turbine trip Ol" reactor 
trip. The Power Rate of Change High trip Function is required 
during startup operation and is bypassed Hhen shut do·,m or 
> 15% RTP. The Manual Trip Function can either be tested at 
power or shutdown; hm:cver, the simplicity of this circuitry and 
the absence of drift concern makes this Frequency adequate. 
Additi anally, operating experience has sh mm that these 
components usually pass the Surveillance when performed at a 
Frequency of once per 7 days prior to each reactor startup. 

SR 3.3.1.7 

SR 3.3.1.7 is a CHnNNEL except SR 3 3 1 l ~ F~NCTIONAL TEST similar t S 
::r::rmed o~c~ ~it~:.·~~l~:;: 1 :ro"l\to Bypass Fu:ct~o~/~~~

4

js 
~~ up. Proper operation o , , or o ea?h 

d~; i ~.§ pl ant startup Becaus / t~YP:~ s permi ss i ves is er it i Eal 
:oi:isstartup operation and mus: b=p~:se~ must be in place to 
Conse~u:=;;~~ :~:e: asmt to enable c:~;;:1:;e:::0~pp~opriate 
function OPERABIL!Tepropn ate time to verify Bypass tr1 ~s. 
startup Th l is Just prior to removal 

· e a l o···ance t sta~tup is based o; the r:l?on~u?t this test within 92 da, ~~p;cal .report CEN 327 "RP~~~n:~\analysis presented ;/s of 
va u~t1on" (Ref. 9). 'Once t n xt~nded Test Interval 

:~~ b}p asses must not fail i "h: u:hera~ i A§ bypasses are remo"ed 
1 P unct1 on gets · d a .:ay that the · v ' verified b· th- .ina vertently bypassed Th' associated SR 3 . 3 . I. / T~e;:~:,~u·r !;~ CHANNEL FUNi:TION~~ ;mure i s 

after startup is unnec~ss~:y.er testing of the bypass'function 
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SR 3.3.1.8 is the performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION every 
[ 18] months.· 

CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument 
channel including the sensor. The Surveillance verifies that 
the channel responds to a measured parameter within the 
necessary range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the 
channel adjusted to account for instrument drift between 
successive calibrations to ensure that the channel remains 

~i:i·~i:~~~:ifu~~·~iii:i::1=::~:1:i~·i:ii:~:i:H,]:i:iji:~:i~:J,,~,~~l!~!l~~~!lfil.llilli:~11~ii~[~:g™·§.:.:mY:~:~ 
The as found and as left values must also be recorded and 
reviewed for consistency with the assumptions of the frequency 
extension analysis. The requirements for this review are 
outlined in Reference [8]. 

The Frequency is based upon the assumption of an 18 month 
calibration interval for the determination of the magnitude of 
equipment drift. 

' 

[:~§::::.::~g§: :,:,,tr:P:,9~-':''s:~:~:im:i,1rn::::,:::s'P::r::§:1 ~:~::::::::1:TI:'::::~:~:§·:;::::;r;fw::~::~w!1:,n;~:,:: mr::§linqm:i:r:~§ ~-
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The Surveillance is modified by a Note to indicate that-+h-e llb~ 
neutron detectors arc excluded from CHANNEL CALIBRATION bccaUse 
they arc passive devices with- minimal drift and because of the 
difficulty of simulating a meaningful signal. Slow changes in 
detector sensitivity are compensated for by performing the daily 
calorimetric calibration (SR 3.3.1.2). and the monthly linear 
subchanncl gain check (SR 3.3.1.3). 

SR 3. SR 3. 3 .1. 9 

This SR ensures that the RPS RESPONSE TIMES are verified to be 
less than or equal to the maximum values assumed in the safety 
analysis. Individual component response times are not modeled 
in the analyses. The analyses model the overall or total 
elapsed time from the point at which the parameter exceeds the 
trip setpoint value at the sensor to the point at which the 
RTCBs open. Response times are conducted on an [18] month 
STAGGERED TEST BASIS. This results in the interval behwen 
successive surveillances of a given channel of n x 18 months, 
Hhere n is the number of channels in the function. The 
Frequency of [18] months is based upon operating experience, 
Hhi ch has shmm that random failures of instrumentation 
components causing serious response time degradation, but not 
channel failure, are infrequent 
SR 3.3.1.9 (continued) 

occurrences. Also, response times cannot be determined at 
po·,;cr, since equipment operation is required. Testing may be 
performed in one measurement or in overlapping segments, \Jith 
verification that all components are tested. 
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RPS Logic and Trip Initiation (An~liiij). ·· 

B 3.3.3 

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

B 3.3.!?:i]!'i,!:!Rea
3
ctor Protective System:URPS) Logic and Trip Initiation 

.... (Analog) 

BASES 

BACKGROUND The RPS initiates a reactor trip to protect against 
violating the core specified acceptable fuel design limits 
and reactor coolant pressure boundary integrity during 
anticipated operational occurrences (AOOs). By tripping the 
reactor, the RPS also assists the Engineered Safety Features 
(ESF) systems in mitigating accidents. 

The protection and monitoring systems have been designed to 
ensure safe operation of the reactor. This is achieved by 
specifying limiting safety system settings (LSSS) in terms 
of parameters directly monitored by the RPS, as well as LCOs 
on other reactor system parameters and equipment 
performance. 

The LSSS, defined in this Specification as the Allowable 
Value, in conjunction with the LCOs, establish the threshold 
for protective system action to prevent exceeding acceptable 
limits during Design Basis Accidents. 

During AOOs, which are those events expected to occur one or 
more times during the plant life, the acceptable limits are: 

• The departure from nucleate boiling ratio shall be 
maintained above the Safety Limit (SL) value to 
prevent departure from nucleate boiling; 

• Fuel centerline melting shall not occur; and 

• The Reactor Coolant System pressure SL of 2750 psia 
shall not be exceeded. 

Maintaining the parameters within the above values ensures 
that the offsite dose will be within the 10 CFR 50 (Ref. 1) 
and 10 CFR 100 (Ref. 2) criteria during ADOs. 

Accidents are events that are analyzed even though they are 
not expected to occur during the plant life. The acceptable 
limit during accidents is that the offsite dose shall be 
maintained within an acceptable fraction of 10 CFR 100 
(Ref. 2) limits. Different accident categories allow a 



different fraction of these limits based on probability of 
occurrence. 

Meeting the acceptable dose limit for an accident category 
is considered having acceptable consequences for that event. 

• Measurement channels; 

• RPS Logic; 

• Reactor trip circuit breakers (RTCBs). 

This LCO addresses the RPS Logic and RTCBs, including 
Manual Trip capability. L~.o 3.3.1, "Reactor Protective System (RPS) 
Instrumentation Operating:i----," provides a description of the role of this 
equipment in the RPS. Thi~ is summarized below: 

crnc srs 

RPS Logic 

Ih§. .... RP..? .h9.9t.~:::::::9@nfil:1::@:~:i:::::::@:f:::::::~9~:fi1::M:~~:~i1,::1:::::::~:n,9]:::~:u:i~::m:4:1:1:@:u:::::::~:21J:1::g 
:~:n.9::w#rnru::~tv:w:::m;:::::@&:nf:im~r:+:n:@:1:::::::t.m9.¥mil?:§:r:11.rM:~:g¢::t:P.!~t1+.:t:i:t#:r:wn.~1r··.··.··.·· .. · ..... 
21=~:P::~:1?:J::g:§:::111@::::~nM111iwr:;;::::2:y:~tHtn1:!:1.J:g1mw-4@:19:~@:.nn:~:l@::::~:gn:§w1:¥::n:r;i, : ::§:~~!if~ 

r:~:~;~~;;:~1~1~1~11111~111i::~11~~~;:;;::;~~;~:[:~;~;:;~;~ii:~:i:~~~iii:::;;::i:~:~:~:~&;1;~~;fu:~i~i;~;~~i:~:~:~ 
12:nm:J@'!J.n:~:1:J.@~@Nii®?J¥n9.wn:1mn.:r:r§~grmms:~un~iwrn::1;:;;;:mm~:1:::m~:m~:=·····Th·1·5·········· 
.,..i:i-~i1·c:····ana···fhe···Rlt"B"···c:ann·9·li"r.at·;·an····are···:sh·a;i;;n····1·n··················· 

figure B 3.3.1 1. 

Bistable relay contact outputs from the four channels are· 
configured into six logic matrices. Each logic matrix 
checks for a coincident trip in the same parameter in two 
bistable channels. The matrices are designated the AB, AC, 
AD, BC, BO, and CD matrices to reflect the bistable channels 
being monitored. Each logic matrix contains four normally 
energized matrix relays. When a coincidence is detected, 
consisting of a trip in the same Function in the two 
channels being monitored by the logic matrix, all four 
matrix relays de-energize. 

The ma_trix rel_ay contacts. are .~.r.ranged .. into .. trip p_aths, fat]::t,'h 
ori"e. ·:O flttne ."f191Jh ma tr ix · nelay,~ .. · .. Jn :·e.actr m~.tr:i ~(:,;p p_gfoh1 g . . .. Ii .. ,, _ _._, 
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~ 

' series, o.n_q__ .. ffQ~ qq_§.b ..... \1'1Q.!.r.tx~ ..... ~n9.P..§!.f.f9.Il1L~ ... J.9.9J..s;.~.l. ... 9.R ........... . 

~,~i:~:i:ir :~::~:1~;~11~1111~:~~1~11i~::~:~1i111111111~:~11~1:11i1~:11~~11i~1:~i~~:~:1r::;~:W::: 
(continued) 

Each trip path is responsible for opening one set of two of 
the eight RTGBs. The RTGB control relays (K relays), when 
de energized, interrupt power to the breaker undervoltage 
trip attachments and simultaneously apply power to the shunt 
trip attachments on each of the two breakers. Actuation of 
either the undervoltage or shunt trip attachment is 
sufficient to open the RTGB and interrupt power from the 
motor generator (MG) sets to the control element drive 
mechanisms (GEDMs). 

When a coincidence occurs in two RPS channels, all four 
matrix relays in the affected matrix de-energize.]::::::::ffin!]!!~,'.]!~!in 
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The Initiation Logic consists of the trip path power source, 
ffiatrix relays and their associated contacts, all 
5.n.t.~.r.s:gn.n.~f.t i ng wiring, ::::~9.Ei~::::Jn~inW:ii:J.ii[~ir:Jii?i]i9i9.!i~fa~if.i~i~::rn::::i.n~i]M 
~nm:t;~@llM!it@rn ············· ······································· ···· · ······· ·········· ······ ········ ····· · · ······ 

~1;1~1~1:~1~11~1~~:11:~:1:1~:11~1~:~1~:~~!1~:1~:~1~1~1~1111~1111111~:~1~~1:~;1~1.1~11~1:~1~11. 
~1~:~1~~1:~1~:1~:::::::&:~E::@n®~9:&:::::::m:~:~n~:tfsrn::g,~'}!1i:9iQ'i::2n]}n·~::':::91m±:fn::::::p:g:w~:r········ 

···-·=tRe R"''r'.eTaY.,'.Eo'A'facts in the RTCB control circuitry. 

It is possible to change the two-out-of-four RPS Logic to a 
two-out-of-three logic for a given input parameter in one 
channel at a time by trip channel bypassing select portions 
of the matrix logic. Trip channel bypassing a bistable 
effectively shorts the bistable relay contacts in the three 
matrices associated with that channel. Thus, the bistables 
will function normally, producing normal trip indication and 
annunciation, but a reactor trip will not 

(continued) 
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occur unless two additional channels indicate a trip 
condition. Trip channel 
bypassing c~n be simultaneously performed on any number of 
parameters in any number of channels, providing each 
P.?.:T.i!ill'?l~.r. .. J.s bypassed in only one channel at a time. A 
py:j:j@.J.!$$.]J~~&fa~ Aft interlock prevents simultaneous trip channel 
hYpassfri·9···of the same parameter in more than one channel. 
Trip channel 
bypassing is normally employed during maintenance or 
testing. 

Reactor Trip Circuit Breakers (RTCBs) 

The reactor trip sHitchgear, shmm in figure B 3.3.l 1, 
consists of eight RTCBs, which are operated in four sets of 
two breakers (four channels). Pmwr input to the reactor 
trip switchgear comes from two full capacity MG sets 
operated in parallel such that the loss of either MG set 
does not de energize the CEDMs. There are two separate GEOM 
pmmr supply buses, each bus pmmri ng half of the CEDMs . 
Pm:er is supplied from the MG sets to each bus vi a hw 
redundant paths (trip legs). Trip legs lA and 18 supply 
power to GEOM bus 1. Trip legs 2A and 28 supply power to 
GEOM bus 2. This ensures that a fault or the opening of a 
breaker in one trip leg (i.e., for testing purposes) will 
not interrupt power to the GEOM buses. 

Each of the four trip legs consists of two RTCBs in series. 
The two RTCBs within a trip leg· are actuated by separate 
initiation circuits. 

The eight RTCBs a~e operated as four sets of two breakers 
(four channels). for example, if a breaker receives an open 
signal in trip leg A (for GEOM bus 1), an identical breaker 
in trip leg 8 (for GEOM bus 2) will also receive an open 
signal. This arrangement ensures that power is interrupted 
to both GEOM buses, thus preventing trip of only half of the 
control element assemblies (CEAs) (a half trip). Any one 
inoperable breaker in a channel will make the entire channel 
inoperable. 

Each set of RTCBs is operated by either a Manual Trip push 
button or an RPS actuated K relay. There are four Manual 
Trip push buttons, arranged in hw sets of hw, as shown in 
figure 8 3.3.1 1. Depressing both push buttons in either 
set will result in a reactor trip . 
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When a Manual Trip is initiated using ihe control room push 
buttons, the RPS trip paths and K relays are bypassed, and 
the RTCB undervoltage and shunt trip attachments are 
actuated independent of the RPS. 

Reactor Trip Circuit Breakers (RTCBs) (continued) 

Manual Trip circuitry includes the push button and 
interconnecting \liring to both RTCBs necessary to actuate 
both the undervoltage and shunt trip attachments, but 
excludes the K relay contacts and their interconnecting 
wiring to the RTCBs, which are considered part of the 
Initiation Logic. 

~i~Wi&~i,:llililliMiltiil~ 
§l.mit!.99WP w~:o.:~t:::j@ji:ni!Htm%lffM::::p:~:@rr9Mmgf:!J@~E@?i@@inl!.:~)2J\WtPi:$.j::$'l~ 
·111"p.iit···apefri fi9···ar···1 fi·a1·-v.,-d·u·a·1····5c:t·5····1ff···1ntss·;····ca:n···bE···pC'rfOrmed 
either at power or shut<:l.C>'i'/D .... i:lD.<:i. .. .i.? .... l'l.9.1'.'lfl.a.J 1 y performed on a 
quarterly basis. FSAR, ::::::~g:§:@:~:g:n:::::::%M?:i!]!(:g~:~]: Section [ 7. 2] 
fRe-f-.- 3), explains RPS fesffrig "i'ri' '"iiiCire· 'd'eta i l . 

Reactor Protective System (RPS) Logic 

The RPS Logic provides for automatic trip initiation to 
maintain the SLs during AOOs and assist the ESF systems in 
ensuring acceptable consequences during accidents. All 
transients and accidents that call for a reactor trip assume 
the RPS Logic is functioning as designed. 

Reactor Trip Circuit Breakers (RTCBs) 

All of the transient and accident analyses that call for a 
reactor trip assume that the RTCBs operate and interrupt 
power to the CEDMs. 

Manual Trip 

There are no accident analyses that take credit for the 
Manual Trip; however, the Manual Trip is part of the RPS 
circuitry. It is used by the operator to shut down the 
reactor whenever any parameter is rapidly trending toward 
its trip setpoint. A Manual Trip accomplishes the same 
results as any-one of the automatic trip Functions . 
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The RPS Logic aAd i Aiti ati DA satisfy Griteri DA 3 of the NRG 
Policy StatemeAt. 

Reactor Protective System (RPS) Logic 

Failures of individual bistable relays and their contacts 
are addressed in LCO 3.3.1. This Specification addresses 
failures of the Matrix Logic not addressed in the above, 
such as the failure of matrix relay power supplies or the 
failure of the trip channel bypass contact in the bypass 
condition. 

Loss of a single vital bus will de-energize one of the two 

ililllAt,••· 
llI--mmflR; result" Tn· Tour··RTGB"s ·0·p·enifi~f;···ha\"iever·;·The···r·emai Ai Ag four 
closed RTGBs will preveAt a reactor trip. For the purposes 
of this LGO, de eAergiziAg up to three matrix poHer supplies 
due to a single failure is to be treated as a siAgle chaAAel 
failure, providing the affected matrix relays de eAergize as 
desigAed, opeAiAg the affected RTGBs. 

Each of the four IAitiatioA Logic chaAAels opeAs oAe set of 
RTGBs if aAy of the six coiAcideAce matrices de eAergize 

·:·:·:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-: 
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:l::l Each Initiation Logic channel 
arid is independent of the others. 
channel includes the matrix relay 
contacts, which open the RTGB. 

has its mm pmJer supply 
An Initiation Logic 

through to the K relay 

It is possible for t'1JO Initiation Logic channels affecting 
the same trip leg to de energize if a matrix power supply or 
vital instrument bus fails. This Hill result in opening the 
two affected sets of RTGBs. 

If one set of RTGBs has been opened in response to a single 
RTGB channel, Initiation Logic channel, or Manual Trip 
channel failure, the affected set of RTGBs may be closed for 
up to 1 hour for Surveillance on the OPERABLE Initiation 
Logic, RTGB, and Manual Trip channels. In this case, the 
redundant set of RTGBs Hi 11 provide protection if a trip 
should be required. It is unlikely that a trip Hill be 
required during the Surveillance, coincident with a failure 
of the remaining series RTGB channel. If a single matrix 
power supply or vital bus failure has opened two sets of 
RTGBs, Manual Trip and RTGB testing on the closed breakers 
cannot be performed without causing a trip . 

Matrix Logic 

This LCO requires six channels of Matrix Logi~ ... t9 ... ~e 

lilliP.fP!!W~i~i~!i~~~A 
r5===·=ca'i)abTC of being ·.~i thdrawn. 

2. Initiation Logic 

This LCO requires four channels of Initiation Logic to 

.:.b_;_:·_:.:_!.h_,_·_'.:_;;_:;_:_:.·.:.:_il.
0

.~.:_i.:_:_la:_P.::_:_:_tilJ!1~~~~~~ilW~~·· 
:·:·:·.:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:-:·: 

l::m .. , ,: .::,~~:~.~=~1 :_::?~·i:i~ 

•tr~--·§ 
::;.;:;.;:;:;.;::::::::::::::::::::::::: ;.·.;.;.;.;.· 
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Reactor Trip Circuit Breakers (RTCBs) 

The LCO requires four RTCB channels to be OPERnBLE · 
MO~ES 1 a~d 2, as \Jell as in MODES 3, 4, and Sn\1henin 
a~y RTCB is closed and any CEA is capable of being 
withdrawn. 

E~ch channel consists of t\IO breakers operated in a 
s~~gl? :~t by ~he Initiation Logic or Manual Trip 
?ircu~try. Thi~ ens~res that power is interrupted at 
identical locations in the trip legs for both GEOM 
buses, thus preventing power removal to only one GEOM 
bus (a half trip). 

Failure of a single breaker affects the entire 
s~annel, an~ both breakers in the set must be opened. 
h~tho~t reliable RTCBs and associated support 
?i~c~itry, a reactor trip cannot occur whether 
initiated automatically or manually. 

Each channel of RTCBs starts at the contacts actuated 
by the K ~clay, and the contacts actuated by the 
Manual Trip, for each set of breakers. The K relay 
actu~ted contacts and the upstream circuitry are 
considered.to ~e RPS Logic. Manual Trip contacts and 
u~str?am circuitry are considered to be Manual Trip 
circuitry. 

A Note associated Hith the ACTIONS states that if one 
set of RTCBs has.b?en.opened in response to a single 
RTCB chann?l, Initiation Logic channel, or Manual Trip· 
channel failure, the affected set of RTCBs may be 

clo~~d for ~p.to.l hour for Surveillance on the 
OPERnBLE Initiation Logic, RTCB and Manual Trip 
~~annels;. In this c~se, the re~undant set of RTCBs 
.. ill provld? protection. If a single matrix po"er 
suppl Y or vital ~us failure has opened t·,m sets" of 
R~CBs, ftManual Trip and RTCB testing on the closed 
br?akers c~nnot be performed without causing a trip 
This.Note ~s not applicable to Condition A, with on~ 
Matrix Logic channel inoperable. 

Manual Trip 

The ~co r?quires all four Manual Trip channels to be 
OPERnBLE in MODES 1 and 2 and MODES 3 4 d 5 ··h an.v RTCB · l ' ' ' an n en :Y is c osed and any CEA is capable of b · 
withdrawn. eing 
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~: 
provided at separate locations. Each push button is 
considered a channel and operates t',m of the eight 
RTCBs. Depressing both push buttons in either channel 
will cause an interruption of power to the CEDMs, 
allowing the CEAs to fall into the core. This design 
ensures that no single failure in any push button 
circuit can either cause or prevent a reactor trip. 

~ 
hi:!Tii·9··;iiithdrawri' .. ff'iim lffe···C"a.rC".Ti·~·E:·;···RTCBs closed and po·n1er 
available to the CEDMs). This ensures the reactor can be 
tripped when necessary, but allows for maintenance and 
testing when the reactor trip is not needed. 

===·---·-· 
BJlll•'lr~~ 

ACTIONS 

GEOG STS 

In MODES 3, 4, and 5 with all the RTCBs open, the CEAs are 
not capable of withdrawal and these Functions do not have to 
be OPERABLE. lfowever, h'io [logarithmic] po•,Jer level 
channels must be OPERABLE to ensure proper indication of 

T.h.i:.~i; ... :~~~!~:!~n i ~n~c~0 
3 ~ ;~:~::i::i:~i·gi:~:~ii:i:~m~~:~::i~~:~:i9i:i:~'it · 

¥r!in1n~rn:~:::;p3' II [ Logarithmic] p·fr;~C'r' 'M(friTfo'rfrig""Charfriels .·u·· 

When the number of inoperable channels in a trip Function 
exceeds that specified in any related Condition associated 
with the same trip Function, then the plant is outside the 
safety analysis. Therefore, LCO 3.0.3 is immediately 
entered if applicable in the current MODE of operation. 
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Condition A applies if one Matrix Logic channel is 
inoperable in any applicable MODE. Loss of a single vital 

iiiitM~~1iliiJl#.ilP~ 
faTi\i'rC'·=;·===·pr"i:i.VfdTn'g .the matrix relays associated vvith the 
failed pmwr supplies de energize as required. The above 
statement is supported by a Note. 

Failure of the matrix relays to de energize in all three 
affected matrices could, when combined \lith trip channel 
bypassing of bistable relay contacts in the other matrices, 
result in loss of RPS function. 

The channel must be restored to OPERABLE status within 
48 hours. The Completion Time of 48 hours provides the 
operator time to take appropriate actions and still ensures 
that any risk involved in operating with a failed channel is 
acceptable. Operating experience has demonstrated that the 
probability of a random failure of a second Matrix Logic 
channel is low during any given 48 hour interval. If the 
channel cannot be restored to OPERABLE status within 
4 8 hours , ::::=::P,.gp~j·] ~:~:p:p:]Q·=:·:=m§J:::J.',~jpJt~rJ§iq:J~j Go n di ti on E i s entered 

~:~m 

~lllrA 

Condition B applies to one Initiation Logic channel, RTGB 
channel, or Manual Trip channel in MODES 1 and 2, since they 
have the same actions. MODES 3, 4, and 5, with the RTGBs 
shut, are addressed in Condition G. These Required Actions 
require opening the affected RTGBs. This removes the need 
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Therefore, a Note has been added specifying that the RTCBs 
associated with 

one inoperable channel may be closed for up to 1 hour for 
the performance of an RPS CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 

1Wtll•llW1111191! 
fh6···1ncs·5···a;5·5'()cfaf6d···;iHh"fhe ... iri"ci.i3"6rablc channel within a 

- .... ~ 
s""fnEe""deprCs"sfii"g"""lhE"Mii"iiiiaT"TrTp"""pffsh""hultori"""associ atcd Hi th 
either set of breakers in the other trip 1 cg •nti 11 cause a 
reactor trip. With this configuration, a single channel 
failure \lill not prevent a reactor trip. The allotted 
Completion Time is adequate to open the affected RTCBs while 
maintaining the risk of having them closed at an acceptable 
l evcl . 

C.l 

.. 
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Condition C applies to the failure of one Initiation Logic 
channel, RTCB channel, or Manual Trip channel affecting the 
same trip leg in MODE 3, 4, or 5 with the RTCBs closed. The 
channel must be restored to OPERABLE status Hithin.48 hours. 
If the inoperable channel cannot be restored to OPERABLE 
status ·,1ithin 48 hours, all RTCBs must be opened, placing 
the plant in a MODE in which the LCO does not apply and 
ensuring no CEA Hi thdrawal occurs. 

The Completion Time of 48 hours is consistent ~1ith that of 
other RPS instrumentation and should be adequate to repair 
most failures. 

Testing on the OPERABLE channels cannot be performed without 
causing a reactor trip unless the RTCBs in the inoperable 
channels are closed to permit testing. Therefore, a Note 
has been added specifying that the RTCBs associated with one 
inoperable channel may be closed for up to 1 hour for the 
performance of an RPS CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. 

o:[::m::JaniiJ::rnr12: 

D .1 

Condition D a . channels affe::~1es to the failure t110 cA aAACl s ./A§ tAe same tei le of Bot A IA it i at i BA ' 
tAe two affecte~ R~i~s, tA is Co A: it i :~ . S' A cc tA is wi 11 L:§ l c 

Bs · This Conditi 0 ~ s af~ s.~. appl i cabl /~: ows for loss of a 
s ~ ngl e vital instrument bus or matrix m1er l . , , · 
Hill de energize both Initiation Log· p h S~PP::r, .. h1ch trip l Th' · ic c anne s in the same t:: leg.~s w~ll open both sets of RTCBs in the affected 
rip cg, sat1sfy1ng the Required nction of open· th 

affected RTCBs. " i ng e 

Of greater concern is the failure of the initiation circuit 
in a nontrip condition (e.g., due to t'vv'o initiation K relay 
failures). With only one Initiation Logic channel failed in 
a nontrip condition, there is still the redundant set of 
RTCBs in the trip leg. With both failed in a nontrip 
condition, the reactor Hill not trip automatically Hhen 

CFOC STS R ~-~ 71 Rrv l_ na/n7/QS 
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RPS Logic and Trip Initiation (Analog) 
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required. In either case, the affected RTCBs must be opened 
immediately by using the appropriate Manual _Trip push 
buttons, since each of the four push buttons opens one set 
of RTCBs, independent of t~e initiation circuitry. Caution 
must be exercised, since depressing the wrong push buttons 
may result in a reactor trip. 

If the affected RTCB(s) cannot be opened, Condition E is 
entered. This would only occur if there is a failure in the 
Manual Trip circuitry or the RTCB(s). 

E.l and E.2 

IW1'-~ RTCB .... Cl=i.anneT .. Ts .. Tnope"f.able"fci·r····reas on s other th an 
Condition A or D. 

If the RTCBs associated with the inoperable channel cannot 
be opened, the reactor must be shut down within 6 hours and 
all the RTCBs opened. A Completion Time of 6 hours is 
reasonable, based on operating experience, to· reach the 
required MODE from full power conditi()D?iD. Cl..11 orderly 
manner and without cha 11 engi ng pl ant !$,&::§::r;:~m§j:!lsystems and to 
open RTCBs. All RTCBs should then be .... 6.ifrnecl; .... pl acing the 
plant in a MODE where the LCO does not apply and ensuring no 
CEA withdrawal occurs . 
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(continued) 

Reviewer's Note: In order for a plant to take credit for 
topical reports as the basis for justifying Fre~uencies, 
topical reports must be supported by an NRG staff Safety 
Evaluation Report that establishes the acceptability of each 
topical report for that unit (Ref. 4). 

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on each RPS Logic channel and RTCB 
channel is performed every [92] days to ensure the entire 
channel will perform its intended function when needed. 

In addition to power supply tests, the RPS CHANNEL 
FUNCTIONAL TEST consists of three overlapping tests as 
described in Reference 3. These tests verify that the RPS 
is capable of performing its intended function, from 
bistable input through the RTCBs. The f.i .. r..~.t..t.~s..t,____the 
bistable test, is addressed by SR 3. 3 .1. $.][[)jj]J:;J~Jll,][@~j4---i-R LCO 3. 3 .1. ..·.· .......................................... ·.·.·. 

This SR addresses the two tests associated with the RPS 
Logic: Matrix Logic and Trip Path. 

Matrix Logic Tests 

These tests are performed one matrix at a time. They verify 
that a coincidence in the two input channels for each 
Function removes power from the matrix relays. During 
testing, power is applied to the matrix relay test coils and 
prevents the matrix relay contacts from assuming their 
de-energized state. The Matrix Logic tests will detect any 
short circuits around the bistable contacts in the 
coincidence logic such as may be caused by faulty bistable 
relay or trip channel bypass contacts. 

Trip Path Tests 

These tests are similar to the Matrix Logic tests, except 
that test power is withheld from one matrix relay at a time, 
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GEOG STS 

circuits, or a reactor trip may result. 

The Frequency of [92] days is based on the reliability 
analysis presented in topical report GEN 327, "RPS/ESFAS 
Extended Test Interval Evaluation" (Ref. 5). 

SR 3.3.2Mh2 

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on the Manual Jrip channels is 
performed prior to a reactor startup to ensure the entir~ ....... . 

..... ! 
shutdown. However, the simplicity of this circuitry and the 
absence of drift concern makes this Frequency adequate. 
Additionally, operating experience has shown that these 
components usually pass the Surveillance when performed once 
within 7 days prior to each reactor startup. 

SR 3.3.3.3 

Each RTCB is actuated by an undervoltage coil and a shunt 
trip coil. The system is designed so that either 
de energizing the undervoltage coil or energizing the shunt 
trip coil will cause the circuit breaker to open. When an 
RTCB is opened, either during an automatic reactor trip or 
by using the manual push buttons in the control room, the 
undervoltage coil is de energized and the shunt trip coil is 
energized. This makes it impossible to determine if one of 
the coils or associated circuitry is defective. 

Therefore, once every 18 months, a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST 
is performed that individually tests all four sets of 
undervoltage coils and all four sets of shunt trip coils. 
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During undervoltage coil testing, the shunt trip coils shall 
remain de energized, preventing their operation. 
Conversely, during shunt trip coil testing, the undervoltage 
coils shall remain energized, preventing their operation. 
This Surveillance ensures that every undervoltage coil and 
every shunt trip coil is capable of performing its intended 
function and that no single active failure of any RTCB 
component will prevent a reactor trip. The 18 month 
Frequency is based on the need to perform this Surveillance 
under the conditions that apply during a plant outage and 
the potential for an unplanned transient if the Surveillance 

Here performed Hith the reactor at pmver. Operating 
experience has shown these components usually pass the 
Surveillance when performed at the Frequency of once every 
18 months. 

If one set of RTGBs has been opened in response to a single 
RTGB channel, Initiation Logic channel, or Manual Trip 
channel failure, the affected set of RTGBs may be closed for 
up to 1 hour for Surveillance on the OPERABLE Initiation 
Logic, RTGB, and Manual Trip channels. In this case, the 
redundant set of RTCBs will provide protection if a trip 
should be required. It is unlikely that a trip will be 
required during the Surveillance, coincident \1ith a failure 
of the remaining series RTGB channel. If a single matrix 
power supply or vital bus failure has opened two sets of 
RTCBs, Manual Trip and RTGB testing on the closed breakers 
cannot be performed without causing a trip. 

1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A 

2. 10 CFR 100 

3 . FSA R , )j:\):§:§:£:@\J:ig)gj\·\:\-~:\8\·g: Sect i on [ 7 . 2 ] . 

4. NRG Safety Evaluation Report, [Date]. 

5. CEN-327, June 2, 1986, including Supplement 1, 
March 3, 1989 

~@:::=:::::::=;=]E§IR:::::::1=1:9_µr;1::::;::li't::~: 
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B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

~J:!:~::ineered Safety Features /\otuation System (ESFAS) Instrumentation 
(Analog) 

BASES 
:·:·:·:<·'.·>:·:<·: :·:·:·:·:·:;:::·:::::::::::::;:;:: ::::::::::::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:· .. ·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:::·: ;:::: ;:::::::::::::::;:;:::: ,:;:;:;:;:;:;:;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ;:;:;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:;::::::::::::::: ·•·.·.·.·.·.· .. :.;.;.;.::::::::: ::::::::::::: ···.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.··:·:·:·:·::::::::;::·:·:·:·;·:· •• :::::::::::;::::.:.. ::::: ::::::::::::;:::::::: ::::::::::::::::;:::: ::;:=· 

BACl<GROU~JD The ESFAS initiates neoessary safety systems, based upon the values of 
selected unit parameters, to protect against violating core design limits and 
theMr:r/:m:~rf::i:i&P:P:!~n~::::9y§:t~i!U~~M1),[§:!i:!:Reaotor Coolant System (RCS) pressure 
boundary and to mitigate accidents. 

ffi~~:i,§§if[ESFAS;::contains devices and circuitry that generate the following 
signals when the monitored variables reach levels that are indicative of 

i~it:i~j£~~ii=i~t:~~i~otective action~:::::::8j~@~:::m~t.§@:::~r§fffu:§Il.D.vm~~Ht9..:=:§:~sfu 

Jll!cll.,lllPll 
£8§1'1_._ 
m:i'[:tJ:::::ji,;)l~~~!llil11[~11111~11illt!lll~~~m 

IW,,8~1ii:~JJ 

§:;: 1 :::::::1:~111111~~11~1.i11~1~r1.1ijtl9fil 
~:;,:=:::::::::::::]:::m:~;;:,,:§m::ij~M~it,k.~:w· 

1. Safety lnjeotion /\otuation Signal (SIAS); 
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2. Containment Spray Aotuation Signal (CS/\S); 

d. Containment Isolation J\otuation Signal (CIAS); 

4. Main Steam Isolation Signal (MSIS); 

&.- Recirculation Actuation Signal (RAS); 

~f'\\\':\:':It'?~t~\\MJ.DJ:~£1.9n:::§~!yg\~"tJ.lii.::\:¥¥ij~:~rW\@1\R{(§JRE1\1\\!f~¥:~Mt!f9.W= 

6. /\u)(iliary Feed'>"o'ater /\otuation Signal (/\FAS). 

Equipment aotuated by cash of the above signals is identified in the FS/\R 
ffief.,. 1 ) . 
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Eash of the above ESF/\S aotuation systems is segmented into four sensor 
subsystems and tvvo aotuation subsystems. Eash sensor subsystem · 
inoludes measurement ohannels and bistables. The aotuation subsystems 
inolude t'NO logia subsystems for sequentially loading the diesel generators. 

Eash of the four sensor subsystem ohannels monitors redundant and 
independent prooess measurement ohannels. Eash sensor is monitored by 
at least one bistable. The bistable assooiated 'Nith eaoh ESFAS Funotion 
will trip when the monitored variable mcoeeds the trip setpoint. When 
tripped, the sensor subsystems provide outputs to the two aotuation 
subsystems. 

The two independent aotuation subsystems oompare the four 
sensor subsystem outputs. If a trip ooours in the same parameter in two or 
more sensor subsystem ohannels, the t'NO out of four logia in eaoh aotuation 
subsystem \Viii initiate one train of ESF/\S. Eash train oan provide 
proteotion to the publio in the ease of a Design Basis Event. Aotuation 
Logie is addressed in LCO 3.3.5, "Engineered Safety Features Aotuation 
System (ESF/\S) Logie and Manual Trip." 

Eash of the four sensor subsystems is mounted in a separate oabinet, 
exoluding the sensors and field wiring. 

The role of the sensor subsystem (measurement ohannels and bistables) is 
disoussed belovv; aotuation subsystems are disoussed in LCO 3.3.5. 

Measurement Channels 

Measurement channels, consisting of field transmitters or process sensors 
and associated instrumentation, provide a measurable electronic signal 
based upon the physical characteristics of the parameter being measured. 

Four identical measurement channels with electrical and physical separation 
are provided for each parameter used in the generation of trip signals. 
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These are designated Channels A through o.::::nm~ij$.ijfii.rrfoi.fifaqfu~hh~i:$. 

---~! ESFl\S bistables within the same ESFl\S shannel. In addition, some 
measurement channels may also be used as inputs to Roaster Protestive 
System (RPS) bistables, and most provide indication in the control room.} 
Measurement channels used as an input to the RPS odeSFfaESFAS are not 

t,~r~ii~itj.~iiii(eyi~:(~::~;i:~~{:J,::~m9~~:]~:?ri:rn~1m~2r~:mn~r1rt::r;~11::::~n1u1~g:::ir~ 

When a channel monitoring a parameter indicates an unsafe condition, the 
bistable trip unit monitoring the parameter in that channel will trip.jfrftn~ 

111r-1~~'11tll1~1~111r~t11111t.11111~111:11~~1111r1'=1:i1~1r1111111111irl~1 
MH§@tmt~~~l~:Wn~P:t§§@{which do no develop analog input to a separate 
bistable. Tripping two or more channels of bistables monitoring the same 
parameter will de-energize both'.f:shannels;::~f~~ry§jjjof Actuation Logic of the 
associated Engineered Safety Features (ESF) equipment . ..--

Three of the four measurement and bistable channels are necessary to meet 
the redundancy and testability of G DC 21 in Appendix A to 1 0 CFR 50 
(Ref. 2). The fourth channel provides additional flexibility by allowing one 
channel to be removed from service in a bypass condition for maintenance 
or testing while still maintaining a minimum two-out-of-three logic. ffiffij(g 
~:r~~---~8!0.f~x:§M:::D.9::::~:9\!~fM!:i:8r8:v~§l:8:0:§:::!9r:=:9,ffl.@D.D.§f::!ii:vP::~§§:§§:::1n::=t~:~:J~§:F r·· .. -... ·.· 
g§~i~i.:!tfo 

In order to take full advantage of the four shannel design, adequate shannel 
to shannel independense must be demonstrated, and approved by the NRG 
staff. Plants not currently licensed as to sredit four shannel independence 
that may desire this sapability must have approval of the ~me staff 
dosumented by an NRG Safety Evaluation Report {Ref. 3). Adequate 
shannel to shannel independense includes physisal and elestrisal 
independense of eash shannel from the others. Furthermore, each channel 
must be energized from separate inverters and station batteries. Plants not 
demonstrating four shannel independense may operate in a two out of three 
logic sonfiguration for 4 g hours . 
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f.ell~~\111~M!gJ:i':l]i]]]i:':s~:~~a~~nsi~~~e nf~i~r~t;~liv:it:~~nc:~sf::~::e~~~~r~I P;~:~~~~e tsh~:tem 
................ ........ ·· arrangement meets the requirements of IEEE Standard 279-1971 (Ref. 4). 

Bistable Trip Units 

Bistable trip units receive an analog input from the measurement channels, 
compare the analog input to trip setpoints, and provide contact output to 
the Actuation Logic. They also provide local trip indication and remote 
annunciation. 

There are four channels of bistables, designated A through D, for each ESF 
Function, one for each measurement channel/{ 

·=·=·=· 

In oases vvhere two ESr runotions share the same input and trip setpoint 
(e.g., oontainment pressure input to CSAS, CIAS, and SIAS and a 
Pressurizer Pressure Lo''°' input to the RPS and SIAS), the same bistable 
may be used to satisfy both runotions. 

The trip setpoints and Allowable Values used in the bistables are based on 
the analytical limits stated in Reference 5. The selection of these trip 
setpoints is such that adequate protection is provided when all sensor and 
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processing time delays are taken into account. . To allow for calibration 
tolerances ahd? instrumentation uncertainties, instrument drift, and severe 
environment····affects, for those ESFAS channels that must function in harsh 
environments_ as defined by 10 CFR 50 .. 49 (Ref. 6), Allowable Values 
specified in Table 3.3:)$.!M\44, in the accompanying LCO, are conservatively 
adjusted with respect""to.the analytical limits. A detailed description of the 
method used to calculate the trip setpoints, including their explicit 
uncertainties, is provided in @:e@9::::§@:m@:m:§:i!P91n!~~~ooiHl8:~:gfpQ}{jthe "Plant 
Protection System Seleetion of Trip Setpoint Values" (Ref. 7). The actual 
nominal trip setpoint entered into the bistable is normally still more 
conservative than that specified by the Allowable Value to account for 
changes in random measurement errors detectable by a CHANNEL 

:~~sc:~~~:C~;dE;:e ~!!~!!~~1~!~f~i!B6~l~~!· is 
1~~~=i:~:~u~~dE~~t~~:.t 

Setpoints in accordance with the Allowable Value will ensure that Safety 
Limits of Chapter 2.0, "SAFETY LIMITS (Sls)," are not violated during 
anticipated operational occurrences (AOOs) and that the consequences of 
Design Basis Accidents (DBAs) will be acceptable, providing the plant is 
operated from within the LCOs at the onset of the AOO or OBA and the 
equipment functions as designed. 

(continued) 
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Each of the six ESF actuating signals in Table 3 operates two trains of 
actuating relays. Each train is capable of initiating the safeguards 
equipment load groups to meet the minimum requirements to provide all 
functions necessary to operate the system associated with the plant's 
capability to cope with abnormal events. Eaah train is aapable of initiating 
the safeguards equipment load groups to meet the minimum requirements to 
provide all funations neaessary to operate the system assoaiated vvith the 
plant's aapability to aope vvith abnormal events. 

---
ESF/\S Logia 

It is possible to ahange the tvvo out of four ESFAS logia to a 
two out of three logic for a given input parameter in one channel at a time 
by disabling one channel input to the logic. Thus, the bistables ';viii funation 
normally, producing normal trip indioation and annunaiation, but ESF/\S 
aatuation will not occur since the bypassed ohannel is effectively removed 
from the aoinaidenoe logic. Trip channel bypassing aan be simultaneously 
performed on any number of parameters in any number of ahannels, 
providing eaah parameter is bypassed in only one channel at a time. /\t 
some plants an interlock prevents simultaneous trip ahannel bypassing of 
the same parameter in more than one channel. Trip ahannel bypassing is 
normally employed during maintenanae or testing. 

ESF/\S Logie is addressed in LCO 3.3.5. 

@i:pp1;!;@j&!~miji];f=:i;)'!f]ii]]i]Each of the analyzed accidents can be detected by one or 
§IEiIB*!!.!W.l!&iM§~§]i!'i!i!more;::;59;i:;:fiiESF/\S Functions. One of the i!M~[[i~~F.t\S::;:Functions is the 

primary actuation signal for that accident. An\ESfitESF/\S Function may be 
the primary actuation signal for more than on~···typ·~·· of accident. An $.$.if:!t 
ESFAS Function may also be a secondary, or backup signal for one c;;:····· 
more other accidents. Functions such as Manual Initiation, not specifically 
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credited in the accident analysis, serve as backups to Functions and are part 
of the NRC approved licensing basis for the plant. 

ppmJfu~~[gffi~ij~~~rn@ ESFAS protective Functions are as follows: 

1 .:::]f::::f?~!~]~{J'.ffil§'§.%!9!E?.!Qi~l 

ll.i!r"l~i~lillllill11~~2!!M999§~:9:y:§m2~i:'':~wr!:i~t:@§~:::gr:::g991int. 

Safety lnjeotion Aotuation Signal 

The SIAS ensures aooeptable oonsequenoes during loss of ooolant 
aooident (LOCA) e>«ents, including steam generator tube rupture, and 
main steam line breaks (MSLBs) or feedwater line breaks (FWLBs) 
(inside containment). To provide the required protection/$:1:$.i!:H\ 

___ ,,.. •• ,,IE 
~m:,::::::::;:::::::§tirt,:::m:e§t=:m::::µp;§~::::P:i#n,P.# 

~~/lll/::::::111111!1/lllilll~l/ii,J[IJli.ll~ll~IJiillllittll~IO:@~ffifi: 

lmli~lii111111'=111,lif.~lt.!~1i11i[lli~':ll~illlll111Iit1~~ill1~i@9n 
1=-: -------------f'e!+liti:i:hlf'!e>F-r -riaHhFHi-sg-Rh4'G=rt:OlFni.:i:t~aif'Anf'Am:we~n=Ht'--lpFHr:Pe~s~s u~. rl'f'e!--OAlr~a-+I OF+'\AIVr.--ipAirl'f'e\,<;s~s~uuri+<ZeFHr:....ipA1rl'f'e\,<;s~s~u=re 

signal will initiate SIAS. SIAS initiates the Emergenoy Core Cooling 
Systems (EGGS), oontrol room isolation, and several other Functions, 
such as starting the emergency diesel generators. 

(continued) 
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The pressurizer pressure instrument channels which provide input to 
SIS are the same channels which provide an input to the RPS. The 
RPS receives an analog signal from each Pressurizer Pressure channel; 
each SIS initiation logic train receives a binary signal from a group of 
four relays, each actuated by a bistable in one of the four instrument 
channels. The contacts of these relays are wired into a 2 out of 4 
logic. It is the output of this pressurizer pressure 2 out of four logic 
circuit that is blocked during plant cooldowns. A similar arrangement 
of bistables and relays provide the pressurizer low pressure block 
permissive signal when three of the four pressurizer pressure-lo·w 
bypass bistables are below the bypass setpoint.. The initiation and 
block circuits are illustrated in reference 10. 

Each SIS logic train is also actuated by a contact pair on one of the 
CHP initiation relays for the associated CHP train. 

Referenoe 5. 

2. Containment Spray /\otuation Signal 

The CSJ\S initiates containment spray, preventing containment 
overpressurization during a LOCI\ or MSLB. At some plants, both a 
high containment pressure signal and an SIAS have to aotuate to 
provide the required protection. This configuration reduces the 
likelihood Of inadvertent oontainment spray. 

3. Containment Isolation Aotuation Signal 

The Cl/\S actuates the Containment Isolation System, ensuring 
aooeptable consequenoes during LOC/\s and MSLBs or FVVLBs (inside 
containment). To provide proteotion, a high containment pressure 
signal will initiate Cl/\S at the same setpoint at whioh an SIAS is 
generated. 

3. Containment High Pressure Signal 

The CHP signal closes all containment isolation valves not required for 
ESF operation, ensuring acceptable consequences during LOCAs and 
MSLBs or FWLBs (inside containment) . 
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CHP is actuated by 2 out of 4 pressure switches for the associated 
train reaching their setpoints. CHP initiates the following actions: 

a) Containment Spray 
b) Safety Injection Signal 
c) Main Feedwater Isolation 
d) Main Steam Line Isolation 
e) Control Room HVAC Emergency Mode 
f) Close Containment Isolation Valves 

Eight containment pressure channels are provided. Each channel 
consists of one pressure sensing bellows which actuates two micro
switches. Four of these sixteen micro-switches provide input to the 
RPS; the remainder are divided into two circuits of 2 out of 4 logic for 
the CHP logic trains. 

(continued) 
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Each CHP logic train consists of an arrangement of six micro-switch 
contacts and a test relay which energize a group of "5P" relays when 
the 2 out of 4 logic is satisfied. The CHP logic is illustrated in 
reference 11 . 

In performing the Containment Isolation Function, either a CHP or a 
CHR will isolate the same containment isolation valves, except that 
CHR does not close Component Cooling line valves. 

4. Containment High Radiation Signal 

4. 

CHR is actuated by manual action or, during normal operation, by 2 
out of 4 radiation monitors setpoints. During refueling operations the 
CHR actuation is manually switched to actuate on 1 of 2 low range 
radiation monitors at a much lower setpoint. CHR initiates the 
following actions: 

a) Control Room HVAC Emergency Mode 
b) Close Containment Isolation Valves 
c) Block automatic starting of ECCS pump room sump pumps 

The containment area radiation monitors which actuate CHR each de
energize an output relay upon reaching their setpoint. The output 
contacts of these relays are arranged into two trains ·of 2 out of 4 
logic. Two manual controls each de-energize two of these relays, 
initiating both trains of CHR. 

When either train of 2 out of 4 logic is satisfied, a group of "5R" 
relays energize to initiate CHR actions. 

One containment radiation monitor is located adjacent to each 
containment air cooler where radioiodines would condense along with 
water vapor in the event of minor breaches of primary system 
integrity. Radiation monitor locations in lower level containment will 
respond to an abnormal accumulation of radioactive coolant, such as 
from a ruptured letdown line, or Primary Drain Tank leakage. CHR 
Logic is depicted in Reference 12. 

During refueling, separate switch-selectable radiation monitors initiate 
CHR, as addressed by LCO 3.3.6. 

The $@.fap-MSl-i,; ensures acceptable consequences during an MSLB or 

-~~~§ ··§x·)~_?.1_~!i~-~-i:~1,1~::::,::§~f:ij:m:::w!n§t~t2r1i::JtmMt1£ij~~Mi~n21:=:§1f:ijt@ 

f!ci1!!=~~t~r!!?~~=~:~~n:!::: ::e::=::.rs ~~ij:i:a$W.l;~e:~0~1s, 
concurrent with or following a reactor trip, mfnTmhes the rate of heat 
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extraction and subsequent cooldown of the:Jf:@p R-GS--during these 
events. minimizes the rate of heat extraotion and subsequent 
oooldml'ln of the RCS during these events . 
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'i~::']]=::::::::firJj9~i!lJ~99~1nM::¥f~t~rn~ilf':?n\ii~gwwi'M&w2!1:n:Qu1~ij~:::9xstiinQ:~r~ 

fl}:::::::::::: ':::::&~1§~~:::~0~::::?~11m;m:a~1rr:9::::2~~:f: 

~9,gljf.\pp~gli 

:R~s:~:&~R§&,::::m~:::::t::::::::::.:i:::::::::: ·:,::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::]::':::::::::::::::::::::::::_:,:,::::::::::§:t:§:::;,::§:i:?:~::::':::]::::::::::::::]]::::::]=]:::::::::::=::::::::::::::::::::::::::g_rg%i:::]gi:v::rn::::Q::i:::::::::Q:~:w=~:-~&1~ 
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6. Auxiliary Feedwater Actuation Signal 

An AFAS initiates feedwater flow to both steam generators if a low 
level is indicated in either steam generator, unless the generator is 
ruptured. 

The AFAS maintains a steam generator heat sink during the following 
events: 

• MSLB; 
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:::\if.f)}} '/!Inadvertent opening of a steam generator atmospheric dump 
valve; and 

• Loss of feed water . 

A low steam generator water level signal will initiate auxiliary feed to 
the affeeted steam generator. 

Secondary steam generator (SG) differential pressure (SG A > SG Bl 
or (SG B > SG A) inhibits auxiliary feed to a generator identified as 
being ruptured. This input to the Ai:=AS logic prevents loss of the 
intact generator while preventing feeding a ruptured generator during 
MSLBs and i:=VVLBs. This prevents containment overpressurization 
during these events. 

The ESi:=AS satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRG Poliey Statement. 

The LCO requires all channel components necessary to provide an 
BSEESi:=AS actuation to be OPERABLE. 
-:::.:-'.·'.·'.·:·'.·:· 

The Bases for the LCO on ESF Functions are: 
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1. Safety Injection Signal 

1 . Safety lnjeotion Actuation Signal 

a. Containment Pressure High 
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This LCO requires four ohannels of SIAS Containment 
Pressure High to be OPE!iABLE in MODES 1, 2, and 3. 

The Allowable Value for this trip is set high enough to allow for 
small pressure increases in oontainment mepeoted during normal 
operation (i.e., plant heatup) and is not indioative of an 
offnormal oondition. The setting is low enough to initiate the 
ESF Funotions vvhen an offnormal condition is indicated. This 
allows the ESF systems to perform as expeoted in the aooident 

a. Containment Pressure High (oontinued) 

analyses to mitigate the oonsequenoes of the analyzed 
aooidents. 

Pressurizer Pressure - Low 

This LCO requires four channels o(:!$.i!$.{Sl-AS Pressurizer 
Pressure - Low to be OPERABLE in.MODES 1, 2, and 3 . 
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~ 
to prevent astuating the Sl/\S during normal plant 
operation and pressurizer pressure transients. The 
setting is high enough that with a LOCA or MSLB 
it will astuate to perform as expested, mitigating 
the sonsequenses of the assidents. 

The Pressurizer Pressure Low trip may be blosked when 
pressurizer pressure is redused during sontrolled plant 
shutdovms. This blosk is permitted below 1800 psia, and 
blosk permissive responses are annunsiated in the sontrol 
room. This allows for a sontrolled depressurization of the RCS, 
while maintaining administrative sontrol of ESF protestion. 
From a blosked sondition, the block will be automatisally 
removed as pressurizer pressure increases above 1 800 psia, as 
sensed by two of the four sensor subsystems, in accordanse 
with the bypass philosophy of removing bypasses when the 
enabling sonditions are no longer satisfied. 

This LCO requires four channels of the bypass permissive 
removal for SIAS Pressurizer Pressure Low to be OPERABLE 
in MODES 1, 2, and 3. 

The bypass permissive channels consist of four sensor 
subsystems and two actuation subsystems. This LCO applies 
to failures in the four sensor subsystems, including sensors, 
bistables, and associated equipment. Failures in the actuation 
subsystems/::including the manual bypass kev-:;switches, are 
considered Actuation Logic failures and are addressed in 
p@@fa1~@\~&J\~ LCO 3 .3 .5. 
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CSAS is initiated either manually or automatically. At many plants, it 
is also necessary to have an automatic or manual Sl/\S for complete 
actuation. The SIAS opens the containment spray valves, whereas 
the CSAS actuates other required components. The SIAS 
requirement should always be satisfied on a legitimate CSAS, since 
the Containment Pressure High signal setpoint used in the SIAS is 
the same setpoint used in the CSAS. At many plants, the 
transmitters used to initiate CSAS are independent of those used in 
the SIAS to prevent inadvertent containment spray due to failures in 
two sensor channels. 

a. Containment Pressure High 

This LCO requires four channels of CSAS Containment 
Pressure High to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, and 3. 

The /\llovvable Value is set high enough to allow for small 
pressure increases in containment expected during normal 
operation (i. (i.e., plant heatup) and is not indicative of an 
offnormal condition. The setting is low enough to initiate the 
ESr runctions when an offnormal condition is indicated. This 
allows the ESr systems to perform as mcpected in the accident 
analyses to mitigate the consequences of the analyzed 
accidents. 

a. Containment Pressure High (continued) 

The Containment Pressure High setpoint is the same in the 
SIAS (Function 1 ), CSAS (Function 2), and Cl/\S (Function 3). 
HO'J>Jever, different sensors and logic are used in each of these 
runctions . 
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3. Containment Isolation /\otuation Signal 

a. Containment Pressure High 

This LCO requires four ohannels of CIAS Containment 
Pressure High to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, and 3. 

The /\llovvable Value is set high enough to allow for small 
pressure increases in containment expected during normal 
operation (i.e., plant heatup) and is not indicative of an 
offnormal eondition. The setting is low enough to initiate the 
F~F F1mr.tinm: "'hrm :m nffnnrmnl r.nnriitinn is inriir.ntP.d. This 

allows the ESF systems to perform as e>cpeoted in the accident 
analyses to mitigate the eonsequences of the analyzed 
aeeidents. 

The Containment Pressure High setpoint is the same in the 
Sl/\S (Funotion 1), CS/\S (Function 2), and Cl/\S (Funotion 3). 
However, different sensors and logio are used in each of these 
Fu notions 

b. Containment Radiation High 

This LCO requires four channels of Cl/\S Containment 
Radiation High to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, and 3. 

The Allowable Value is high enough to avoid unnecessarv 
actuation,The /\llovvable Value is high enough to avoid 
unneoessary actuation, but adequate to provide diverse 
actuation of the Cl/\S in the event of a LOCI\. 

~lt :] : i{$~~!~dEG'~~~~~~F ~~~~:~4~~: qm~~~ 
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4. Main Steam Isolation Signal 

The MSIS is required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, and 3 except 
when all associated valves are closed and de activated. 

a. Steam Generator Pressure Lovv 

This LCO requires four ohannels of MSIS Steam Generator 
Pressure Low for eaoh steam generator to be OPERABLE in 
MODES 1, 2, and 3. 

The Allowable Value is set bolo·..., the full load operating value 
for steam pressure so as not to interfere with normal plant 
operation. l=lowever, the setting is high enough to provide the 
required protection for exoessive s·team demand. An exoessive 
steam demand causes the RCS to oool down, resulting in a 
positive reactivity addition to the sore. An MSIS is required to 
prevent the mccessive oooldown. 

This i:=unotion may be manually blooked when steam generator 
pressure is reduoed during controlled plant cooldowns .. The 
block is permitted belo'""' 785 psia, and block permissive 
responses are annunoiated in the control room. This allO\us a 
oontrolled depressurization of the seoondary system, while 
maintaining administrative oontrol of ESi:= proteotion. i:=rom a 
blooked condition, the bleak will be removed automatically as 
steam generator pressure inoreases above 785 psia, as sensed 
by two of the four sensor subsystems, in aooordanoe vvith the 
bypass philosophy of removing bypasses when the enabling 
oonditions are no longer satisfied. 

This LCO requires four channels per steam generator of the 
bypass removal for MSIS Steam Generator Pressure Low to 
be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, and 3. 

The bypass removal channels consist of four sensor 
subsystems and two aotuation subsystems. This LCO applies 
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to failures in the four sensor subsystems, including sensors, 
bistables, and 

assosiated equipment. Failures in the actuation subsystems, 
insluding the manual bypass key switches, are considered 
Actuation Logic failures and are addressed in LCO 3.3.5. 

This LCO applies to the bypass removal feature only. If the 
bypass enable Function is failed so as to prevent entering a 
bypass condition, operation may continue. 

The blosk permissive is set lo·n enough so as not to be enabled 
during normal plant operation, but high enough to allow 
blocking prior to mashing the trip setpoint. 

P.l? '' ::::~µ*-il!~t¥:=£~~~§'.~!~r:::~g!Qi;19m.:::p\QO.~i. 

ll.~~!li~~~ll[f-~~~~~:::111(-1~11~1111~~§rm:~r1t=i:::t9:rn:,::§~§~ro 

6. Awciliarv Feedvvater Actuation Signal 

The /\FAS logic actuates awciliary feedwater (AFV'/) to a steam 
generator on low level in that generator unless it has been identified 
as being ruptured. 

A low level in either generator, as sensed by a t·no out of four 
coincidence of four wide range sensors for any generator, •nill 
generate an /\FAS start signal, 1Nhich starts both trains of AFVV 
pumps and feeds both steam generators. The /\FAS also monitors 
the secondary differential pressure in both steam generators and 
initiates an AFAS block signal to a ruptured generator, if the pressure 
in that generator is lovver than that in the othe·r generator by the 
differential pressure setpoint . 
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a. Steam Generator /\./8 Level Low 

This LCO requires four channels for each steam generator of Steam 
Generator Level - Low to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, and 3. 

b. 

The Allowable Value ensures adequate time mdsts to initiate 
AFVV vvhile the steam generators oan funotion as a heat sink. 

Steam Generator Pressure Differenoe High 
(SG A > SG Bl or (SG B > SG Al 

This LCO requires four shannels per steam generator. of Steam 
Generator Pressure Differense High to be OPERABLE in 
MODES 1, 2, and 3. 

The Allowable Value for this trip is high enough to allovv for 
small pressure differenses and normal instrumentation errors 
betvveen the steam generator shannels during normal operation 
vvithout an aotuation. The setting is low enough to detest and 
inhibit feeding of a ruptured steam generator in the event of an 
MSLB or FWLB, while permitting the feeding of the intaot 
steam generator. 

¥g:n::]:::affesm~WH!lt!Bfa' &9.lM.~mP:t.r::?mi@~ 
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5. Reoirsulation Astuation Signal 

a. Refueling 'Nater Tank Level Lmu 

This LCO requires four shannels of R\'VT Level Low to be 
OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, and 3. 

The upper limit on the Allowable Value for this trip is set low 
enough to ensure RAS does not initiate before sufficient water 
is transferred to the containment sump. Premature 
recirculation could impair the reactivity control Function of 
safety injection by limiting the amount of boron injection . 
Premature recirculation could also damage or disable the 
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recirculation system if recirculation begins before the sump has 
enough water to prevent air containment in the suction. The 
lower limit on the RWT Level - Low trip Allowable Value is 
high enough to transfer suction to the containment sump prior 
to emptying the §i!BB'-RW+... 

All §:§:ftii!ni~tfYfflgfil!~t!PD ESFAS Functions are required to be OPERABLE in 
MODES 1, 2, and 3. In MODES 1, 2, and 3 there is sufficient energy -in the 
primary and secondary systems to warrant automatic ESF System responses 
to: 

• Close the main steam isolation valves to preclude a positive reactivity 
addition; 

• Actuate AFW to preclude the loss of the steam generators as a heat 
sink (in the event the normal feedwater system is not available); 

• Actuate ESF systems to prevent or limit the release of fission product 
radioactivity to the environment by isolating containment and limiting 
the containment pressure from exceeding the containment design 
pressure during a design basis LOCA or MSLB; and 

• Actuate ESF systems to ensure sufficient borated inventory to permit 
adequate core cooling and reactivity control during a design basis 
LOCA or MSLB accident . 
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In MODES 4, 5, and 6, automatic actuation of]~i§r;Jigfil%jffi@@t~]!pfi ESF/\S 
Functions is not required because adequate time is available for plant 
operators to evaluate plant conditions and respond by manually operating 

l~:x~~:~lil:iiii~~19:~9.l;~i~i~:imllllllill;~~~r:!!!!~~J~~!!!::!:~~~,9ev 
LCO 3.3.:;:5. In LCO 3.3.;:5, manual sapability is required for Funstions other 
than AFAS in MODE 4, even though automatio aotuation is not required. 
Besause of the large number of somponents astuated on eaoh ESF/\S, 
actuation is simplified by the use of the Manual Trip push buttons. Manual 
Trip of /\FAS is not required in MODE 4 beoause l\F'N or shutdown oooling 
'Nill already be in operation in this MODE. W:HHi!iMKM.9.$.$.:l&.i~:mMHMmt~/¢.HR 

1~-,ill;;··· 
The ESF/\S Aotuation Logic must be OPERABLE in the same MODES as the 
automatic and Manual Trip. In MODE 4, only the portion of the ESFAS logic 
responsible for the required Manual Trip must be OPERABLE. 

In MODES 5 and 6, ~:~:g§!§D9~~r9:m:~n~~!i9.9: ESFAS initiated systems are either 
reconfigured or disabled for shutdown cooling operation. Accidents in these 
MODES are slow to develop and would be mitigated by manual operation of 
individual components . 
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The most common cause of channel inoperability is outright failure or drift of 
the bistable or process module sufficient to exceed the tolerance allowed by 
the plant specific setpoint analysis. 

Typically, the drift is small and results in a delay of actuation rather than a 
total loss of function. Determination of setpoint drift is generally made 
during the performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST when the 
process instrument is set up for adjustment to bring it to within 
specification. If the actual trip setpoint is not within the Allowable Value in 
Table 3.3.§Ml)A-+, the channel is inoperable and the appropriate Condition(s) 
are entered. 

In the event a channel's trip setpoint is found nonconservative with respect 
to the Allowable Value in Table 3.3.$.M&44, or the sensor, instrument loop, 
signal processing electronics, of:,£9l~i:'!'~~~rg:m~llit.~m:i@ ESFAS bistable is 
found inoperable, then all affected Functions provided by that channel must 
be declared inoperable and the plant must enter the Condition statement for 
the particular protection Function affected. 

When the number of inoperable channels in a trip Function exceeds those 
specified in any related Condition associated with the same trip Function, 
then the plant is outside the safety analysis. Therefore, LCO 3 .0.3 should 
be immediately entered if applicable in the current MODE of operation. 

A Note has been added to clarify the application of the Completion Time 
rules. The Conditions of this Specification may be entered independently for 
each Function in Table 3.3.p@]44-:- Completion Times for the inoperable 
channel of a Function will be tracked separately. 

mJ1::::::::::::]8~r~]y,,;1:rJ.~m]12n::::9:1~P:~L. . 
Rt§§~!9.ff,~~t!:Rt§§§M.tWt:::::t!Ml.W 
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!!!~!111••1•11•'-!!•::i ~=::e::~:~~: ~=~~tion C 
for two ESF/\S ohannels inoperable may be preferable to Condition /\. 

~m:ii-\Wi-Bmmlf:~;iijij~'""'ed to oontinue, 
providing the inoperable ohannel is plaoed in bypass within 1 hour. The 
Completion Time of 1 hour allotted to bypass the ohannel is suffioient to 
allow the operator to take all appropriate aotions for the failed ohannel and 
still ensures that the risk involved in operating vvith the failed ahannel is 
Qaam:j:itili:J1o(\ applies to one CSAS Containment Pressure l=ligh ohannel 
inoperable. CSAS logia is identiaal to that of the other ESFAS Funations; 
the inadvertent aatuation of a CSAS is undesirable, sinae it may damage 
tfqaiitslifK!ffl§!ij-ffl!ciftF!mlRJtlaienebffi::>ill\opkatiibl!J! ,tlsd!aifiapClllalj!:lower 
opem800llinisriPIEi&.JeOl:t!in~m6!1S1$tlfH1Qil aklm:l!i_,m l!aMe fu restore the 
design level of redundancy. 

·---::::el is plaaed in bypass or trip vvithin 1 hour (Required /\otion R 1). By 
speaifying either option, the possibility of inadvertently bypassing a 
redundant ohannel is eliminated for those plants with an interloak. The 
provision of four trip ohannels allows one ohannel to be bypassed (removed 
from serviae) during operations, plaoing the ESFAS in two out of three 
aoinoidenae logia. 

The Completion Time of 1 hour allotted to bypass or trip the ohannel is 
suffiaient to allow the operator to take all appropriate aotions for the failed 
ahannel and still ensures that the risk involved in operating with the failed 
ahannel is aaaeptable. 

One failed ohannel is restored to OPERABLE status or is plaoed in trip within 
[48] hours (Required Aotion B.2.1 or B.2.2). Required Aotion B.2.1 restores 
the full aapability of the funotion. Required Aation B.2.2 plaaes the funotion 
in a one out of three oonfiguration. In this configuration, common cause 
failure of the dependent channel cannot prevent ESFAS actuationJ/tfi)ih7 
~~v,@;emP:1~~'8r:]tim~H§.::=:~:~§.§~:J;1e,~r#1\::::9e§rimn~;f:!~P.:§rl§r#M:::::1111:R11=::~:~~!'""'·==·=·=·· 
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il.i1~1~~11~1~111~1rf lii,f,1~~rit~1~~:::'!~9~9~1=~!~~2:!!¢!!~~!!:::~?!!~:~m~ 
based upon operating mcperience, 'Nhich has demonstrated that a random 
failure of a seoond channel ocsurring during the [4 81 hour period is a low 
p.robability event. 

Condition B appliei;; to the failure of a single shannel of one or more input 
parameters in the following ESFAS Functions: 

1. Safety Injection Actuation Signal 
Containment Pressure High 
Pressurizer Pressure Low 

3. Containment Isolation /\stuation Signal 
Containment Pressure High 
Containment Radiation High 

4. Main Steam Isolation Signal 
Steam Generator Pressure Low 

5. Recirculation /\stuation Signal 
Refueling Water Tank Level Low 

6. Auxiliary Feed'Nater Actuation Signal 
Steam Generator Level Lovv 
Steam Generator Pressure Difference High 

ESFAS coincidence logia is normally two out of four. 

1..-a••ta 
~s9n1!mvw~:1: 
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assumptions made in the analyses and should be corrected. To correct the 

~ij~},[97,i9:~lt.0.r~~:fefg1~~ c~~~~ ~l~::~at~eed·~ ~ ~~~-·::ii•gt!~!:~!~!!~::!,~~!!=:1::~?!~ If 

i~.:.i;,.~~~· othe·r··aP.ERABLE channels receives a trip signa1,:::mgflrn•§~g~~JQITT• 

ll~l~~li~~~1~tl:l111!1~1~11~111111(~11[~~1i~11!1f.ilfb1~i•:••t!~!$J!li1m•9::::m 
aotuation will ooour. 

One of the failed ohannels should be restored to OPERABLE status vvithin 
[4 8] hours, for reasons similar to those stated under Condition B. After one 

iii,iiiiiJllimlM!!I 

i§M~t!Mm:W the provisions of Condition B still apply to the remaining 
inoperable ohannel. Therefore, the ohannel that is still inoperable after 
oompletion of Required Aotion C.2 must be plaoed in trip if more than 
[4 8] hours has elapsed sinoe the initial ohannel failure. 

The Required Aotion is modified by a ~Jote stating that LCO 3.0.4 is not 
applioable. The Note 'Nas added to allovv the ohanging of MODES even 
though two ohannels are inoperable, with one ohannel bypassed and one 
tripped. MODE ohanges in this oonfiguration are allowed, to permit 
maintenanoe and testing on one of the inoperable ohannels. In this 
oonfiguration, the proteotion system is in a one out of tvvo logia, and the 
probability of a oommon oause failure affeoting both of the OPERABLE 
ohannels during the [4 8] hours permitted is remote. 

D.1, D.2.1, D.2.2.1, and D.2.2.2 

Condition D applies to the failure of one bypass removal ohannel. 
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D.1, D.2.1, D.2.2.1, and D.2.2.2 (eontinued) 

The bypass removal ehannels eonsist of four sensor subsystems and two 
aetuation subsystems. Condition D applies to failures in one of the four 
sensor subsystems, ineluding sensors, bistables, and assoeiated equipment. 
Failures in the aetuation subsystems, ineluding the manual bypass key 
switehes, are eonsidered /\etuation Logic failures and are addressed in 
LCO 3.3.5. 

C.1 and C.2 
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Condition C applies to the failure of t'NO channels in any of the following 
ESF/\S funstions: 

1 . Safety lnjestion Astuation Signal 
Containment Pressure High 
Pressurizer Pressure Low 

3. Containment Isolation Actuation Signal 
Containment Pressure High 
Containment Radiation High 

4. Main Steam Isolation Signal 
Steam Generator Pressure Lo''°' 

5. Resirculation Astuation Signal 
Refueling 'Nater Tank Level Low 

6. Auxiliary Feed water l\stuation Signal 
Steam Generator Level Low 
Steam Generator Pressure Differense High 

IP!.:::::@'~P:H!M6' 

g§um112rm;:::~eeH!~:m!l::::m#::rr~:1mr~fo?r:::2m#::@m1,~Mii::::§x:P:~~~,rn~m2x~r:@1~r:r:1m~:; 

D.1, D.2.1, D.2.2.1, and D.2.2.2 (sontinued) 

In Condition D, it is permissible to continue operation with one bypass 
permissive removal channel failed, providing the bypass is disabled (Required 

fil~li~i1:~~~~i~lll~ll.i~!ill1litlf.ijl1,llli!l~l~t~1r?+!!1:1!!~~!~:::111~rnu~ 
aseomplished by removing the bypass with the manual bypass key switch, 
vvhich disables the bypass in both trains. Since the bypass Function must 
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be manually enabled, the bypass permissive Function will not by itself cause 
an undesired bypass insertion. 

the bypass may be disabled by defeating the bypass permissive input in one 
of the four ahannels to the tvvo out of four bypass removal logia, plaaing the 
bypass removal feature in one out of three logia. Thus, any of the 
remaining three ahannels is aapable of removing the bypass feature when 
the bypass enable oonditions are no longer valid. 

If the bypass removal feature in the inoperable channel cannot be defeated, 
actions to address the inoperability of the affected automatic trip channel 

--~-
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2.1, Required Aotion D.2.2.1, and Required Aotion 0.2.2.2 are equivalent to 
the Required Aotions for a single automatio trip ohannel failure (Condition B). 
The 1 hour and [4 81 hour Completion Times have the same bases as 
disoussed for Condition B. 

E.1, E.2.1, and E.2.2 

Condition E applies to two inoperable bypass removal ohannels. The bypass 
removal ohannels oonsist of four sensor subsystems and t'NO aotuation 
subsystems. This Condition applies to failures in t'NO of the four sensor 
subsystems. 1Nith t'NO of the four sensor subsystems failed in a 
nonoonservative direotion (enabling the bypass Funotion), the bypass 
removal feature is in two out of two 
E .1=:==~@1ClHZ 

1, E.2.1, and E.2.2 (oontinued) 

logia. Failures in the aotuation subsystems, inoluding the manual bypass 
key switohes, are oonsidercd Aotuation Logie failures and are addressed in 
LCO 3.3.5. 

In Condition E, it is permissible to oontinue operation with two bypass 
permissive ohannels failed, providing the bypasses arc disabled in a similar 
manner as disousscd for Condition D. 

If the failed bypasses oannot be disabled, 
f the failed bypasses oannot be disabled, aotions to address the 
inopcrability of the affeotcd automatio trip ohannels must be taken. 
Required Aotion E.2.1 and Required Aotion E.2.2 are equivalent to the 
Required Aotions for a tvvo automatio trip ohanncl failure 
(Condition C). Also similar to Condition C, after one set of inoperable 
ohannels is restored, the provisions of Condition D still apply to the 
remaining inoperable ohannel, 'Nith the Completion Time measured 
from the point of the initial bypass ohannel failure. The 1 hour and 
[4 81 hour Completion Times have the same bases as disoussed for 
Condition C. 

The Required Aotion is modified by a ~Joto stating that LCO 3.0.4 is not 
applioable. The Note was added to allow the ohanging of MODES even 
though two ohanncls arc inoperable, with one ohanncl bypassed and one 
tripped. MODE ohanges in this oonfiguration are allowed, to permit 
maintenanoe and testing on one of the inoperable ohannels. In this 
oonfiguration, the proteotion system is in a one out of two logia, and the 
probability of a oommon oause failure affeoting both of the OPERABLE 
channels during the 4 8 hours permitted is remote . 
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If the Required Actions and associated Completion Times of Condition A, B, 

i!Jal:~;;~i~"i~iiiiiii 
30:dt6.uf.s\ the plant must be brought to at least MODE 3 within 6 hours and 
t~ iVIO"bE.4 within [12] hours. The allowed Completion Times are 
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the required plant 
conditions from full power conditions in an orderly manner and without 
challenging plant systems . 
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The SRs for any particularr~:Slf!:ESF/\S Function are found in the 
SRs column of Table 3.3.i@&\:f:i!MtH~tfF.UhB:tt6ifr4 1 for that Function. Most 

:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:<·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·: 

functions are subject to CHANNEL CHECK, CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST, 
~:g,~:::pft:f!iMN§@:@tfih\,§§i]J,Q!N\::::::::cH/\NNEL CALIBRATION, and response time 
testing. 

_.,_., 
In order for a unit to take oredit for topioal reports as the basis for justifying 
Frequenoies, topioal reports should be supported by an NRG staff Safety 
Evaluation Report that establishes the acceptability of each topical report for 
that unit. 

SR 3.3.4 .1 

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours ensures that a 
gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A CHANNEL CHECK is 
normally a comparison of the parameter indicated on one channel to a 
similar parameter on other channels. It is based on the assumption that 
instrument channels monitoring the same parameter should read 
approximately the same value. Significant deviations between instrument 
channels could be an indication of excessive instrument drift in one of the 
channels or of something even more serious. CHANNEL CHECK will detect 
gross channel failure; thus, it is key to verifying the instrumentation 
continues to operate properly between each CHANNEL CALIBRATION . 
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Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff based on a 
combination of the channel instrument unoertainties, including 
indication and readability.{ 

~99'9.t.f:i\t.9..i~·!: :I ·li\ ::::::,: ]]U:~:sh~rn§l.:m~:\g!y~§.fi\i'i!::~ff~::::9,rit§r!~i! If a ohannel is outside the oriteria, it may 

SURVEILL/\NCE 
REQUIREMENTS 

be an indication that the sensor or the signal processing equipment has 
drifted outside its limit. If the channels are within the criteria, it is an 
indication that the channels are OPERABLE. If the channels are normally off 
scale during times when Surveillance is required, the CHANNEL CHECK will 
only verify that they are off scale in the same direction. Offscale low 
current loop channels are verified to be reading at the bottom of the range 
and not failed downscale. 

The Frequency of about once every shift is based on operating experience 
that demonstrates channel failure is rare. Since the probability of two 
random failures in redundant channels in any 1 2 hour period is extremely 
low,-

SR 3.3.4 .1 (continued) 

the CHANNEL CHECK minimizes the chance of loss of protective function 
due to failure of redundant channels. The CHANNEL CHECK supplements 
less formal, but more frequent, checks of CHANNEL OPERABILITY during 
normal operational use of displays associated with the LCO required 
channels. 

SR 3.3.4.2 

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed every 92 days to ensure the 
entire channel will perform its intended function when needed. 

-··~ 
The CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST tests the individual sensor subsystems 
using an analog test input to each bistable.:1! 
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A test signal is superimposed on the input in one channel at a time to verify 
that the bistable trips within the specified tolerance around the setpoint. 
Any setpoint adjustment shall be consistent with the assumptions of the 
current plant speoifio setpoint analysis. 

The as found and as left values must also be recorded and reviewed for 
consistency with the assumptions of the surveillance interval extension 
analysis){The requirements for this review are outlined in ReferenceH~M9 

SR 3.3.4 .3 

SR 3.3.4 .3 is a CHA~JNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST similar to SR 3.3.4 .2, 
exoept 3.3.4 .3 is performed within 92 days prior to startup and is only 
applioable to bypass Funotions. These inolude the Pressurizer 
Pressure Low bypass and the MSIS Steam Generator Pressure Low 
bypass. 

The CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST for proper operation of the bypass 
removal Funotions is oritioal during plant heatups beoause the bypasses may 
be in plaoe prior to entering MODE 3 but must be removed at the 
appropriate points during plant startup to enable the ESFAS Funotion. 
Consequently, just prior to startup is the appropriate time to verify 

bypass removal FLinotion OPERABILITY. Onoe the bypasses are removed, 
the bypasses must not fail in suoh a way that the assooiated ESFAS 
Funotion is inappropriately bypassed. This feature is verified by the 
appropriate ESFAS Funotion CHANNEL FUNCTIO~JAL TEST. 

The allowanoe to oonduot this Surveillanoe within 92 days of startup is 
based upon the reliability analysis presented in topioal report GEN 327, 
"RPS/ESFAS Extended Test Interval Evaluation" (Ref. 9). 

CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument channel, 
including the sensor. The Surveillance verifies that the channel responds to 
a measured parameter within the necessary range and accuracy. CHANNEL 
CALIBRATION leaves the channel adjusted to account for instrument drift 
between successive calibrations to ensure that the channel remains 
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operational between successive surveillances. CHANNEL CALIBRATIONS 
must be performed consistent with the plant specific setpoint analysis. 

The as found and as left values must also be recorded and reviewed for 
consistency with the assumptions of the extension analysis. The 
requirements for this review are outlined in Reference9. 

The Frequency is based upon the assumption of an :J:!§ ....µ....g}..month 
calibration interval for the determination of the magnitude of equipment drift 
in the setpoint analysis . 
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SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS 

REFERENCES 

SR 3.3.4 .6 

ESF/\S Instrumentation (Analog) 
B 3.3.4 

This Surveillanoe ensures that the train aotuation response times are the 
mmcimum values assumed in the safety analyses. Individual oomponent 
response times are not modeled in the analyses. The analysis models the 
overall or total elapsed time, from the point at whioh the parameter e>coeeds 
the trip setpoint value at the sensor to the point at vvhioh the equipment in 
both trains reaches the required funotional 

SR 3.3.4 .6 {oontinued) 

state {e.g., pumps at rated discharge pressure, valves in full open or olosed 
position). Response time testing acceptanoe criteria are included in 
Reference 3. The test may be performed in one measurement or in 
overlapping segments, with verifioation that all components are measured. 

ESF RESPONSE TIME tests are oonducted on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS of 
once every [181 months. This results in the interval betvveen successive 
tests of a given channel of n x 1 8 months, vvhere n is the number of 
channels in the Function. Surveillance of the final actuation devices, which 
make up the bulk of the response time, is inoluded in the testing of each 
ohannel. Therefore, staggered testing results in response time verification 
of these devices. every [18] months. The [18] month ST/\GGERED TEST 
BASIS Frequenoy is based upon plant operating e>eperience, vvhich shm•,rs 
that random failures of instrumentation components oausing serious 
response time degradation, but not channel failure, are infrequent 
ooourrenoes. 

1 . 

2. 1 0 CFR 50, Appendix A. 

9,;:::::==::::::::r:@Mifs::::p,~~9.r~:m.;:,::::&~?!:ffi§~t:::~:9:9:J1'&:&:;::::::::::::~:::::~:::1@@M:2:; N R c satetv 
Evaluation Report, (Date) 

4. IEEE Standard 279-1971. 

5. FSAR,!!!!Q~!~p~@fi@@j\ Chapter [ 1 4]. 

6. 10 CFR 50.49. 

7. "Plant Proteotion System Selection of Trip Setpoint Values." 
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9. CEN-327, June 2, 1986, including Supplement 1, March 3, 1989. 
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B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

B 3.3.~}--9--Engineered Safety Features:ns&'f~j (eSF/\S Logic and Manual !rffi~~~!@'.Q=l=f$-

BASES 
:::::::::::::::::::::: ;:;:;:::;:;:·:·:·:········ :;:;::::············ :-::::;:;:;.:-:-:-;:;.:.;:;:;.;.:-:-:-:·:·:·:· ::::: ::::::: ::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::::::::::: ::::;:::;:;:;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::········· :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:;:::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::···;.;.;.::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::: :;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:··-·.·.··· 

·:;:·:··· .;.;. . .... ;:;:::;:;:;:;:::;:: ;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:: -:·:·:·:·:·:·:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:·:···:·:·:·::::::::;:;:;:::::::;:: ;:;:;:::::::;:;:;:;. :;:;:::::::::::::::;:::::::::::::::::;:;:::::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:: ::::::::::;:;:;:;:;:){~~ ~======tt tttt~rr~~ =·=·=·=:= ===== ====}t:=:::::::======== .·:·:··=··=·=·=·=·=·= :::::::::::::::====================== =========== 

::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;;;;;;;;;;j 

BACKGROUNDfffifJ::]The !;$'.mi eSF/\S initiates necessary safety systems, based upon the 

~.·w w•.•••iliiiiiiiill\it~iil!~~~~.!R 

filfi§::::J;§:§ eSFAs':m1i!r4:m§m!~~i;9.:~f:contains devices and circuitry that 
generate the following signals when the monitored variables reach levels 
that are indicative of conditions requiring ·protective action\[[:['.[]t\l.'.M@~fng~::::~r~ 
1n~::::1:m:p'\J.t§:::19::=~~9it't&?:~::::1R:J.P:~119rcs1Qn§rn ········································· 

!]!]]:::::::]:::::11~11~~1111~1:111111~111r~11r 1r.1r=~:1.: 
w::::]:]JJ11m~~~m~§MRr~~:~vrtr!filfll 

%!\:::::::= ·. dohfijfdmeni Hfoifriressore; 

11~::1:11:1111:1111:1:1111111~111111~~1111~[1111~1111111111~1:11llf I 
8 ;:]::::::::::::!1;1~~1~illil1~111111~l1lll~!ll1mw:i 

~@q:::.J:l"~lll~i1~11~1~~~ill~ll9r§::::~§@:~i~: 
Rd Jf?:?.~fit§@tflt~M#re&o.w. 

2. Containment Spray Actuation Signal (CSAS); 

3. Containment Isolation Actuation Signal (CIAS); 

4. Main Steam Isolation Signal (MSIS); 

5. Recirculation Actuation Signal (RAS); 

6. Auxiliary Feed·Nater. Actuation Signal {/\FAS). 



Equipment actuated by each of the above signals is identified in the FSAR 

R~mt.@nifr:;:2::::(Ref. 1 i 
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will trip vvhen the monitored variable mcoeeds the trip setpoint. When 
tripped, the sensor subsystems provide outputs to the two aotuation 
subsystems. 

B 3.3 120 Rev 1, 04/07/95 
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. subs"stems eash sompare the 
The tvvo independent astuat1on r If trip ossurs in t'NO or more 

es"stem outputs. a · 
four associated sensor su r '"'O out of four logia in eash astuat1on 
sensor subsy~t~~ ?hannels, t~e t;ESFAS. Eash has sufficient equipment to 
subs"stem will 1A1t1ate one train o f Design Basis Event. The 

' . h blis in the case o a 
provide protection to t e pu . GO 

3 3 4 
This LGO addresses the 

sensor subsystem is addressed IA L . . . 
astuation suesystem. 

. ounted in a separate sabinet, Eash of the four sensor sub_syster:i~ is m 
I d. g the sensors and field wiring. mcc u IA 

urement shannels and bistables) is 
The role of the sensor subsyste7 ~:e::tuation subsystem is discussed 
discussed in LGO 3.3.4 · That 8 t · 
belovv. 

ESFAS Logic 

. subs"stems compare the four sensor The t'.vo independent astuat1on ·' rameter in two or more 
If t 'p ossurs in the same pa . 

subsystem outputs. an e t'"'O out of four logia in eash astuat1on 
sensor subsystem shannel~, thf E~" S Either train sontrols sufficient 
subsystem initiates one tram o . " . 
redundant and independent equipment. 

·s housed in two sabinets. One cabin?t Eash astuation subsystem shannel I . h nnel >••hile the other sabmet 
· · ·t " for the astuat1on s a ' lilt . d 

sontains the logia sirsuir,. Th" po'"'er rela" equipment 1Aclu es 
sontains the power relay equipment. is tvv the Ei°FAS equipment in 
the power relays (initiation relays) th~t actu~ e 
res pons e to a signal from the Actuation Logic. 

,.. ut of four ESFAS Logic to a . 
It is possible to change the t.:o o. t rameter in one shannel at a time 

1 • f g1"en IApu pa · 
two out of threeog1sor. av I ic Thus, the bistables will function 
by disaeling one _channel inpu~ t? ~~=at~:n ;nd annunciation, but ESFAS 
normally, produs1Ag norm.al trip in b" assed shannel is effestively removed 
astuation will not occur ~1Ase t~e rP b"passing can be simultaneously 
from the soincidence logic. Ma1Aten:ncein ~A" number of channels, 

d n" number of parame ors ' . "t 
performs on a r . d . onl" one shannel at a time. n 

tor is e"passe 1n ' . f providing eash parame ' . aintenanse bypassmg o 
some plants an interlosk prevents s1multaneo~s m 
the same parameter in more than one shanne . 
ESFAS Logic (continued) 

Maintenanse evpassing is norm all·,· ample' e g ,, d durin maintenanse or testing. 

d sufficient shannel to channel 
For plants that have demonstrate . . the minimum that is required to 
independence, two out of thre~ log1~ is f ·1 of one shannel still ensures 

I t test1on smse a a1 ure "BbE provide adequate Pan pro , d B" the t•No remaining OPER,' 
I\ S t fan '"'OUld SO generate 'I . sad 

that ESFn ac ua I "' . ,, ts inadvertent astuat1on cau channels. Two out of three logic also pre~~n 
B" an" single shannel failure in a trip sond1t1on . y 1 
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All operating bypasses are automatically removed when enabling bypass 
conditions are no longer satisfied . 

B 3.3 122 Rev 1, 04/07/95 
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I r. 
Manual ESF/\S initiation oapabilitv is provided to permit the operator to 
manually aotuate an Engineered Safety Features (ESF) System when 
neoessary. Two push buttons are provided in the oontrol room for eaoh 
ESFAS Funotion. Eash push button aetuates one train via the ESF/\S Logie. 

The Aetuation Logie is tested by inserting a loeal test signal. A ooineidenee 
logie trip will oeeur if there is the simultaneous presenee of a sensor ehannel 
trip, either legitimate or due to testing. Most ESF/\S Funotions employ 
several separate parallel two out of four /\etuation Logie modules, with eaeh 
module aetuating a subset of the ESFAS equipment assoeiated vvith that 
Funotion. Eash of these subohannels oan be tested individually so that 
simultaneous aotuation of an entire train oan be avoided during testing. 

ESF/\S Logie (oontinued) 

Exoept in the case of aotuation subohannels SIAS Nos. 6 and 10, CIAS 
No. 6, and MSIS No. 1, all /\otuation Logie ohannels oan be tested at 
power. The above designated subohannels must be tested when shut down 
beoause they aotuate the following equipment, whioh oannot be aotuated at 
power: 

• Reaotor ooolant pump (RCP) seal bleedoff isolation valves; 

• Servioe water isolation valves; 

• Volume oontrol tank (VCT) disoharge valves; 

• Letdown stop valves; 

• Component oooling water (CCV'/) to RCPs; 

• CCW from RCPs; 

• Main steam isolation valves (MSIVs); 

• Feed·Nater isolation valves; and 

• Instrument air oontainment isolation valves. 

B 3.3 123 Rev 1, 04 /07/96 
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APPLICABLE Each of the analyzed accidents can be detected by one or 

:WA~-~-., ... ,, •• i 

GEOG STS 

primary aotuation signal for that aooident. An ESFAS Funotion may be the 
primary aotuation signal for more than one type of aooident. An ESFAS 
Funotion may also be a seoondary, or backup, actuation signal for one or 
more other accidents. Functions such as Manual Initiation, not specifically 
credited in the accident analysis, serve as backups to Functions and are part 
of the NRC staff approved licensing basis for the plant. 
ESFAS proteotive Funotions are as follows: 

1 . 

2. 

Safetv lnjeotion Aotuation Signal 

The SIAS ensures asseptable oonsequenses during loss of ooolant 
aooident (LOG/\) events, inoluding steam generator tube rupture, and 
main steam line breaks (MSLBs) or feedwater line breaks (FVVLBs) 
(inside sontainment). To provide the required proteotion, either a high 
sontainment pressure or a low pressurizer pressure signal 'Nill initiate · 
SIAS. SIAS initiates the Emergensy Core Cooling Systems (EGGS) 
and performs several other Funotions, sush as initiating oontrol room 
isolation and starting the diesel generators. 

Containment Sprav Aotuation Signal 

The CSAS initiates oontainment spray, preventing oontainment 
overpressurization during a LOG/\ or MSLB. At some plants, both a 
high oontainment pressure signal and an SIAS have to aotuate to 
provide the required protestion. This oonfiguration reduoes the 
likelihood of inadvertent sontainment spray. 

3 .Containment Isolation /\otuation Signal 

The CIAS aotuates the Containment Isolation System, ensuring 
asseptable oonsequenoes during LOCAs and MSLBs or FWU3s (inside 
oontainment). To provide proteotion, a high oontainment pressure 
signal •,o,rill initiate CIAS at the same setpoint at v11hioh an SIAS is 
initiated. 

4. Main Steam Isolation Signal 

The MSIS ensures aooeptable oonsequenoes during an MSLB or i;\NLB 
by isolating both steam generators if either generator indioates a low 
steam generator pressure. The MSIS, sonourrent with or follov~ing a 

B 3.3 124 Rev 1, 04/07/95 
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reaotor trip, minimizes the oooldown of the RCS d . rate of heat extraotion and b unng these events. su sequent 

~5~.----JR~e~o~ir~o~u~la~t~io~nt:l.P~.otlt~u~a~ti~o~n~~Sig~n'lil:!al 

6. 

6. 

At the end of the in· . (R\IVT) '"'ill be no I JOGt1on phase of a LOG I\ the • "' ar " em t n, refuel' the EGGS to rP Y· Continued ooolimg water tank 

P 

. remove deoa" heat Th ng must be provided b" 
umps 1s a1:Jto · ' · e souroe f 'I sump .... : ma<ooally swi<oheS <o <h ." wa<er fe< <he EGGS 

befer~ <h~·~7~;ver frem RWT <o oon<a~n•;::~':men< reoireula<ion 
loss f r• empties to pre"ent d ump must occur 

o core sealing oa 13·. ,, • .amage to the EGGS 
no< ooour before <h pa '"'. For S>milar reasons . pumps ans a 
support pu . ere 's suffioien< wa<er in <h ' s".'''ohover Rlus< 

mp suot1on Furth e containment 
to ensure suffioient b .ermore, early switoho"e sump to 
the reactor remains s::~t:d .:~a~er is injected from ;h~ :,~~ not ocour 

Level Low sional ini<ia<e:~:e'~:;. reoiroula<ion RloSe." A:"R:'.:-ure 

{\ ·1· ' .ux1 iary Feedvvater {\ . • .otuat1on Signal 

fin /IF/IS. n ' < n mitiates feed'"' level is indicat d .iNater flow to both ste rup<ureS.e '" ei<her s<eaffl oenera<or::::1'" oenera<oro if a low ess the generator is 

The AF/IS · n n maintains a stea events: m generator heat sinl d · . ( unng the following 

. MSLB; 

•----1Fl="'1A,11,t1-tLJB:i..; 

enc ump ·---:;ln:a:d:v:e~r:t:e;n~t~o~p~e~n~inFl§-~OHf'--a--s:team-{Jeffleia:te-1:....atm-esf}l=ifeFfs..-i:H-i.m.n valve; and g a steam gener.ator atmosph . d 

. Loss of feedwater. 

A lo•,n,r steam generator '"' . 
the affected steam gene:::::. level signal will initiate auxiliary feed to 

Secondar" stea r m generator (Sr-) . 
or (SG B > SG {\) . ."' differential beino ru <u , " '~h,bi<s au><iliar· feeS <o pressure ISG A > SC Bl 
in<ao< .:ne;e,8' Th'~ inpu< '" <he Ae.• S lo ~ genera<or iSen<ifieS as 
MSLB d a or while preventing fee~'. g1c prevents loss of the 
. s an FWLBs Th' mg a ruptured 

Suring <hese •"e '. --'6 preven<s oon<ainfflen< genera<or Sur;no v n s. overpressurization 

{\ T nWEI 13FV Feedwater {\ . nGtuat1on Signal (continued) 

The ESF/\S s · f nat1s ies Criterion 3 of the ~JRC p I' ,, 0 IC r Statement. 
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lfllmltilllt11t-r~•\lP 
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l~~l~l~li[i~ll/lii11111111i~lllil~1111~11~11~~1f.11~1:11(lllll~§~@ 
&2mm::::~r~::::~m~M~@~~trnw~::Jm~Bs8¥M 

i[i,!iii~~l11illi~1111~11~11~11~~~~111111llli.111~11it~llllii.ll[f rniP. 
~A.A..ti§§~~ 9rr:::g@g: :BHn@:~:r~:::r~9.mr~P.;: 
The LCO requires that all eomponents neeessary to provide an ESFAS 
aotuation be OPERABLE. 

Aetions allovv maintenanee bypass of indi.vidual ehannels. Plants are 
restrieted to 4 8 hours in a maintenanee bypass eondition before either 
restoring the Funetion to four ehannel operation (two out of four logie) or 
plaeing the ehannel in trip (one out of three logie). 

The Bases for the LCO on ESFAS automatie aotuation Funetions are 
addressed in LCO 3.3.4. Those assoeiated 1Nith the Manual Trip or 
Aetuation Logie are addressed below. 

lt••t•-~·-9tl 
•••• ,ii~ 
1ii~~1!l111.~~'111~1~t111:111~1~1111~11~~11111t1.~111~1r~qij 

-.-&: 
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OPERABLE 
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1. Safety lnjeotion Aotuation Signal 

a. Manual Trip 

This LCO requires two ohannels of SIAS Manual Trip to be 
OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 . 
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b. Actuation Logic 
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This LCO requires two channels of SIAS Actuation Logic to be 
OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4. 

failures in the actuation subsystems, including the manual 
bypass key switches, are Actuation Logic failures and are 
addressed in this LCO. 
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Containment Spray Aetuation Signal 

CSAS is initiated either manually or automatieally. At many plants it 
is also neeessary to have an automatic or manual SIAS for a complete 
actuation. The SIAS opens the containment spray valves, whereas 
the CSAS aetuates other required eomponents. The SIAS 
requirement should al 1,n,rays be satisfied on a legitimate CSAS, since 
the Containment Pressure High signal used in the SIAS is the same 
setpoint used in the CS/\.S. The transmitters used to initiate CSAS 
are independent of those used in the SIAS to prevent inadvertent 
eontainment spray due to failures in two sensor ehannels. 

a. a. Manual Trip 

This LCO requires two ehannels of CSAS Manual Trip to be 
OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4. 

b. Actuation Logic 

This LCO requires two channels of CSAS Actuation Logie to be 
OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4. 

Actuation Logie eonsists of all cireuitry housed within the 
actuation subsystems, including the initiating relay contacts 
responsible for actuating the ESF equipment. 

3. Containment Isolation Aetuation Signal 

a. Manual Trip 

This LCO requires two channels of CIAS Manual Trip to be 
OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4. 

b. Actuation Logic 

This LCO requires two channels of Actuation Logic for CIAS to 
be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4. 

Actuation Logie eonsists of all circuitry housed within the 
actuation subsystems, including the initiating relay eontacts 
responsible for actuating the ESF equipment . 
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4. Main Steam Isolation Signal 

a. Manual Trip 

This LCO requires t'NO ohannels per steam generator of the 
MSIS Manual Trip to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4. 

b. Aotuation Logic 

This LCO requires t'NO ohannels of MSIS Actuation Logie to be 
OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4. 

Failures in the aotuation subsystems, inoluding the manual 
bypass key svvitches, are considered Actuation Logic failures 
and are addressed in the logia LCO. 
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Aetuation Logie eonsists of all eireuitrv housed within the 
aetuation subsystems, ineluding the initiating relay contaets 
responsible for aetuating the ESF equipment. 

6. Auxiliary Feedwater Actuation Signal 

d b" a two out of fou: . . R generator, as sense r R generator, will 
A low level '" mt-e',::ide raAge seAsors for _eao- (of' SL wAioA starts 
oo i noideAoe of four' ;'f ed.,,,ater aotuatioA s'gAal ' 'd ~eeds bot A steam 

an aux1har' e · ( 11 i;w) pumps an . 

1 

generate . . , , feed·Natern •' d P, different1a 
botA traiAs of au•;I~~~ also moAitors tAe seooA-a ~ f' S blook signal 
generators. TAe n '' eAerators aAd iAitiates aA n t~r is lewer tAao 

· both steam g · that genera pressure IA 'f tl=le pressure in . . 
to a ruptured genera~~r t~e differential pressure setpo1m. the otl=ler generator ' 

a. Manual Trip 

This LCO requires two ehannels of /\F/\S Manual Trip to be 
OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, and 3. 

b. Aetuation Logie 

This LCO requires two channels of /\F/\S Aetuation Logie to be 
OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, and 3. 

Actuation Logie consists of all eireuitry housed within the 
aetuation subsystems, including the initiating relav eontaets 
responsible for actuating the ESF equipment. 
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Reoiroulation Aotuation Signal 

a. Manual Trip 

This LCO requires two ohannels of RAS Manual Trip to be 
OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4. 

b. Aetuation Logie 

This LCO requires two ehannels of RAS Aetuation Logie to be 
OPERABLE in ·MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 . 
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A11{~$:il~:ESF/\S Functions are required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 
and··::r··ln MODES 1, 2, and 3, there is sufficient energy in the primary and 
secondary systems to warrant automatic ESF System responses to: 

• 

• 

• 

Close the MSIVs to preclude a positive reactivity addition; 

Actuate AFW to preclude the loss of the steam generators as a heat 
sink (in the event the normal feedwater system is not available); 

Actuate ESF systems to prevent or limit the release of fission product 
radioactivity to the environment by isolating containment and limiting 
the containment pressure from exceeding the containment design 
pressure during a design basis LOCA or MSLB; and 

In MODES 4, 5, and 6, automatic actuation of ESFAS Functions is not 
required, because adequate time is available for plant operators to evaluate 
plant conditions and respond by manually operating the ESF components if 
required): 

[ESF/\S Manual Trip oapability is required for Funotions other than AF/\S in 
MODE 4 even though automatic aotuation is not required. ESF/\S Manual 
Trip oapability is required for Funotions other than /\F/\S in MODE 4 even 
though automatio aotuation is not required. Beoause of the large number of 
components aotuated on eaoh ESF/\S, actuation is simplified by the use of 
the Manual Trip push buttons. Manual Trip of /\F/\S is not required in 
MODE 4 beoause /\FVV or shutdown oooling will already be in operation in 
this MODE. 

The\Sgp:\! ESF/\S Actuation Logic must be OPERABLE in the same MODES as 
the Automatic and Manual Trips. In MODE 4, only the portion of the ESFAS 
logic responsible for the required Manual Trip must be OPERABLE. 

In MODES 5 and 6,:~::s&r ESFAS initiated systems are either reconfigured or 
disabled for shutdown cooling operation. Accidents in these MODES are 
slow to develop and would be mitigated by manual operation of individual 
components. 
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When the number of inoperable channels in a trip Function exceeds those 
specified in any related Condition associated with the same trip Function, 
then the plant is outside the safety analysis. Therefore, LCO 3.0.3 should 
be immediately entered, if applicable in the current MODE of operation. 

A Note has been added to the ACTIONS to clarify the application of the 
Completion Time rules. The Conditions of this Specification may be entered 
independently for each Function in Table 3.3.5-1 in the LCO. Completion 
Times for the inoperable channel of a Function will be tracked separately . 

Condition A applies to one /\FAS Manual Trip or AFAS Actuation Logic 
ohannel inoperable. It is identical to Condition C for the other ESFAS 
Funotions, e)(eept for the shutdovvn traolc imposed by Condition D. 

The channel must be restored to OPERABLE status to restore redundancy of 
the AFAS Funotion.The ohannel must be restored to 0 PERABLE status to 
restore redundancy of the AFAS Function. The channel must be restored to 
OPERABLE status to restore redundanoy of the AFAS Funotion. The 
4 g hour Completion Time is oommensurate with the importance of avoiding 
the vulnerability of a single failure in the only remaining OPERABLE channel. 

8.1 and 8.2 

Condition 8 is entered when the Required Action and associated Completion 

~:~~~~~~~~::~:~:~~::~~ 
~~~g:~ t~vi~~ii;a;~ ~o~~s~ 3T~~t::~!ehdo~~~~l~t~~g~+,~!~~~:!1~!i~~:!~~!r~~M 
based on operating experience, to reach the required plant conditions from 
full power conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging plant systems. 
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Condition C applies to one Manual Trip or Aotuation Logic channel 
inoperable for those ESFAS Funotions that must be OF>ERABLE in MODES 1, 
2, 3, and 4 (all Functions mcoept AFAS). The shutdovvn track imposed by 
Condition D requires entry into MODE 5, where the LCO does not apply to 
the affected Functions. 

Condition D is entered when the Required Aotion and assooiated Completion 
Time of Condition C are not met. If Required Action C. 

SR 3.3.4.1 

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed performed each 92 days on 
the AFAS logic circuits using the installed test circuits to ensure the entire 
channel will perform its intended function when needed. 

SR 3.3.5.1 

A CHA~JNEL FU~JCTION/\L TEST is performed every 92 days to ensure the 
entire ohannel will perform its intended funotion '«Vhen needed. Sensor 
subsystem tests are addressed in LCO 3.3.@;4.- This SR addresses 
Actuation Logic tests. 

Actuation Logic Tests 

Actuation subsystem testing includes injeoting one trip signal into eaoh 
two out of four logic subsystem in each ESFAS Funotion and using a 
bistable trip input to satisfy the trip logic. Initiation relays assooiated with 
the affeoted channel will then aotuate the individual ESFAS components. 
Since each ESFAS Funotion employs subohannels of Aotuation Logic, it is 
possible to actuate individual oomponents vvithout actuating an entire 
ESFAS Function. 

Note 1 requires that Aotuation Logic tests inolude operation of initiation 
relays. Note 2 allows deferred at povver testing of oertain relays to allow for 
the fact that operating certain relays during po'ner operation could cause 
plant transients or equipment damage. Those initiation relays that cannot 
be tested at power must be tested in aooordance with Note 2. Those 
include SIAS ~Jo. 5, SIAS No. 10, Cl/\S No. 5, and MSIS No. 1. 
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These relays aetuate the following eomponents, 'Nhioh eannot be tested at 
power: 

•· RCP seal bleedoff isolation valves; 
Aetuation Logie Tests (eontinued) 

• Serviee water isolation valves; 
• VCT disoharge valves; 
• Letdown stop valves; 
• CCW to and from the RCPs; 
• MSIVs and feedwater isolation valves; and 
• Instrument air eontainment isolation valves. 

The reasons that eaeh of the above eannot be fully tested at po\Ner are 
stated in Referenee 1 . 

These tests verify that the ESF/\S is eapable of performing its intended 
funetion, from bistable input through the aetuated eomponents. 

The Frequency of [92] days is based on the reliability analysis presented in 
topical report CEN-327, "RPS/ESFAS Extended Test Interval Evaluation" 
{Ref. 2) . 
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(continued) 

SR 3.3.5.2 

funotion. 

frequenoy is based on the need to perform this Surveillanoe under the 
oonditions that apply during a plant outage and the potential for an 
unplanned transient if the Surveillanoe were performed ,,.,.ith the reaotor at 
power. Operating e>Eperience has sho\Nn these oomponents usually pass the 
Surveillanoe when performed at a frequenoy of onoe every [1 g] months . 
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2. CEN-327, June 2, 1986, including Supplement 1, March 3, 1989. 
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DG LOVS (Analog) 
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B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

B 3.3.~H Diesel Generator (DG) t]]Q,&18~~!@!]\q:M:!§:lrU Loss of Voltage Start (LOVSJ (Analog) 

BASES 
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BACKGROUND The DGs provide a source of emergency power when offsite power is either 
unavailable or insufficiently stable to allow safe plant operation) 

_,.~ 

•-11•w= 
Undervoltage protection will generate a LOVS in the event a Loss of 

Voltage or Degraded Voltage condition occurs. There are two LOVS 
Functions for each 4.16 kV vital bus. 

Four undervoltage relays with inverse time characteristics are provided on 
each 4. 1 6 kV Class 1 E instrument bus for the purpose of detecting a 
sustained undervoltage condition or a loss of bus voltage. The relays are 
combined in a two-out-of-four logic to generate a LOVS if the voltage is 
below 75% for a short time or below 90% for a long time. The LOVS 
initiated actions are described in Reference 1 . 
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exoeptions have been approved by the NRG staff to permit one of the 
tvvo out of four ohannels to be bypassed for an e>ctended period of time. 

Loss of LOVS Function oould result in the delay of safety system initiation 
when required. 

(continued) 
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Trip Setpoints and Allowable Values 

The trip setpoints and Allowable Values are based on the analytical limits 
presented in Reference ~:::=~D.~f]Y.§im~:a::::~iMR~f~r~D.9,~#l-2'. The selection of 
these trip setpoints is sucil""tfrat""ai:i"e"6"li"ate"protectian""is provided when all 
sensor and processing time delays are taken into account. To allow for 
calibration tolerances, instrumentation uncertainties, and instrument drift; 
Allowable Values specified in SR 3.3.$\\f -6-:-d--are conservatively adjusted 

~~~:~i;iiitj~~1~~:i::~ti~~~;,1::1inJ~i~rllll~ll[l~lrt~r i'~'!=!:~l!!!~"!~~!~9 
methodology used to ealeulate the trip setpoints, ineluding their e>cplieit 
uneertainties, is provided in Referenee 3. The aetual nominal trip setpoint is 
norR'lally still R'lOFC eonscrvativc than that required by the plant spceifie 
sctpoint ealeulations. If the measured sctpoint docs not exceed the 
documented surveillance trip acceptance criteria, the undcrvoltagc relay is 
considered OPERABLE. 

Sctpoints in aeeordanec with the Allowable Values •Nill ensure that the 
eonscquenees of aeeidents will be aeeeptable, providing the plant is 
operated froR'l \Nithin the LGOs at the onset of the aecident and the 
cquipR'lent functions as designed. 

The undervoltage proteetion seheR'le has been designed to protest the plant 
froR'l spurious trips eaused by the offsite power souree.::i This is R'lade 
possible by the inverse voltage tiR'le characteristies of the relays used. A 
coR'lplete loss of offsite power will result in approxiR'lately a 1 seeond delay 
in LOVS aetuation. The DG starts and is available to aeeept loads within a 
1 0 sceond tiR'lc interval on the Engineered Safety Features Actuation 
SysteR'l (ESFAS) or LOVS. ER'lergeney pov.:er is established •Nithin the 
R'la>ciR'luR'l tiR'le delay assuR'led for each event analyzed in the accident 
analysis (Ref. 2). 

Since there arc four proteetive ehannels in a t'NO out of four trip logic for 
eaeh division of the 4 .16 kV power supply, no single failure •Nill cause or 
prevent proteetive systeR'l aetuation. This arrangeR'lent R'leets IEEE Standard 
279 1971 eriteria (Ref. 4). 

(eontinued) 
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The DG LOVS is required for Engineered Safety features 
(ESF) systems to function in any accident with a loss of offsite power.])1$. 
~g§\Qn::::§~§!\§:]§]~!}.~~::::etl::~!}.~!i::g§!N Its design basis is that of the ESfAS ...•.... ·.·.·. 

Accident analyses credit the loading of the DG based on a loss of offsite 
power during a loss of coolant ·accident.flThe diesel loading has been 
included in the delay time associated with each safety system component 
requiring DG supplied power following a loss of offsite power. . [The 
analysis assumes a nonmeohanistio DG loading;: The actual DG start has 
historioally been assooiated with the ESfAS aotuation. ·nhich does not 
explicitly account for each individual component of the loss of power 
deteotion and subsequent actions. This delay time includes contributions 
from the DG start, DG loading, and Safety Injection System component 
actuation. 

BifflfflM!§:a:§g§:f!i!rl:::i:i!i!i:i{']!fThe required channels of jp§j§:}?j§f,~@, LOVs~:i!!in conjunction with the ESF 
systems 

SAFETY ANALYSES powered from the DGs, provide plant protection in the event of any of the 
(continued) analyzed accidents discussed in Reference 2, 

in which a loss of offsite power is assumed.l!iP)§::::w:M:::§~~r~ijjbG.V.S;)!) 
channels are required to meet the redundancy and testability 
requirements of GDC 21 in 10 CFR 50, Appendix A(ft~t\rnH':f(Ref. 5) 

<t::::/]j\;:}:::::::::::t: ::::::::frnr::lf!i!l]fThe delay times assumed in the safety analysis for the ESf equipment 
include the [101 seoond DG start delay and the appropriate sequencing 
delay, if applisable. The response times for ESFAS aotuated equipment 
inolude the appropriate DG loading and sequencing delay. 

The DG UV Start LOVS ohannels satisfy Criterion 3 of the f!-JRC Policv 
Statement. 

Ed§!]!i![i!::::: :f: :I:='i!!i]]!i!l] i!f[The LCO for the DG UV Start requires that ~!!f:tiM~iW four::channels =~P.ti$.~~!~~ 
· ··per bus of each UM\$.tiii--bG¥S instrumentatki·r;··Fu.nction .. be OPERABLE·~· 

GEOG STS 

MODES 1, 2, 3,··a-·;:;c:r·4·"9·~d when tlie associated DG is required to be 
OPERABLE by LCO 3.g.2, "AC Sources Shutdovvn". The :0.\#$.tadfW.VS 
supports safety systems associated with the §§:g:!ESfAS a~tG'~!i';;'~'·'.·=·=·= 
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Aotuation In MODE 5 or 6 is required whenever the required DG must be 
OPERABLE to assure the automatio start of the DG is available when 
needed. 

Loss of DG UV Start Function could result in the delay of safety system 
initiation when required. 

This could lead to unacceptable consequences during accidents. During the 
loss of offsite power, which is an anticipated operational occurrence, the DG 
powers the motor driven auxiliary feedwater pumps. Failure of these pumps 
to start would leave only the one turbine driven pump as well as an 
increased potential for a loss of decay heat removal through the secondary 
system. 

Only Allowable Values are specified for each Function in the LCO. Nominal 
trip setpoints are specified in the plant specific setpoint calculations. The 
nominal setpoints are selected to ensure that the setpoint measured by 
CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TESTS does not exceed the Allowable Value if the 
bistable is performing as required .. Operation with a trip setpoint less 
conservative than the nominal trip setpoint, but within the Allowable Value, 
is acceptable, provided that operation and testing are consistent with the 
assumptions of the plant specific setpoint calculation. A channel is 
inoperable if its actual trip setpoint is not within its required Allowable 
Value. 

wn~::!fi~§gMm11r:::m.~::e;1,1P:w~m1g::::~i:iw§!::::~n§:::!r!:P:::::§it.?:9:!Dt.§:::'~r~:::~*:::1211P:1§:; 

-..-
(oontinued) 
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BASES 

meestP.:&:!?:!i!i.i.iillM]:]]l:t:lThe DG - UV Start actuation Function is required in :M@P:P.?It:m4.H~i@ 
q •• ••• • • q qqqq ••• ··§,MODES 1, 2, 3/and 4 because ESF Functions are deslgned.1:() provide 

·protection in these MODES. Actuation in MODEJ\!!ffii@i@Ml 5 or 6'\)s required 
whenever the required DG must be OPERABLE, ·5-c;··thath can pe.rform its 
function on a loss of power or degraded power to the vital bus. 

ACTIONS> ''''??!)ifJri'! j'rAr:!,Pl?:rn:~,M:::!§!~!f~I\ LOVS channel is inoperable when it does not satisfy the 
OPERABILITY criteria for the channel's Function-.. The most oommon oause 
of ohannel inoperability is outright failure or drift of the bistable or prooess 
module suffioient to exoeed the toleranoe allowed by the plant speoifio 
setpoint analysis. Typioally, the drift is found to be small and results in a 
delay of aotuation rather than a total loss of funotion. Determination of 
setpoint drift is generally made during the performanoe of a Cl=V\l'.'JNEL 
FUNCTIONAL TEST when ~he instrument is set up for adjustment to bring it 
within speoifioation. If the aotual trip setpoint is not vvithin the Allowable 
Value, the ohannel is inoperable and the appropriate Conditions must be 
entered. 

GEOG STS 

In the event a channel's trip setpoint is found nonconservative with respect 
to the Allowable Value, or the channel is found inoperable, then all affected 
Functions provided by that channel must be declared inoperable and the 

(oontinued) 
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LCO Condition entered. The required channels are specified on a per DG 
basis. 

(oontinued) 
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BASES 

;@§ffi~QN\§[!:1:]\\:\: t:ftif\lWhen the number of inoperable ehannels in a trip Funetion exeeeds those 
(continued) .............................. speeified in any related Condition assoeiated with the same trip Funotion, 

GEOG STS 

then the plant is outside the safety analysis. Therefore, LCO 3.0.3 should 
be entered immediately if applieable in the ourrent MODE of operation. 

A Note has been added to the ACTIONS to clarify the application of 
Completion Time rules. The Conditions of this LCO may be entered 

ltjr~1i~1=~0~i(i~~i::i~:~~ri~ii:i:i111:1:111~litl[llll~llvill.:i~lll:::~ti1~1~1~ 
starting from the time the Condition was entered for that Function. 

Condition /\ applies if one ehannel is inoperable for one or more Funetions 
per DG bus. 

Plaeing this ehannel in either Condition ensures that logia is in a known 
eonfiguration. In trip, the LOVS Logie is one out of three. In bypass, the 
LOVS Logie is two out of three. The 1 hour Completion Time is suffieient to 
perform these Required Aotions. 

Onee Required Aetion /\.1 has been eomplied with, Required Aotion A.2.1 
allows [4 81 hours to repair the inoperable ohannel for those plants that have 
not demonstrated suffieient ohannel to channel independenoe on this 
Function. If the channel oannot be restored to OPERABLE status, it must be 
tripped in accordance with Required Aotion A.2.2. The time allowed to 
repair or trip the ehannel is reasonable to repair the affeeted ehannel while 

(eontinued) 
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ensuring that the risk involved in operating with the inoperable ohannel .is 
acceptable. The [4 81 hour Completion Time is based upon operating 
mcperienoe, whioh has demonstrated that a random failure of a seoond 
ohannel is a rare event during any given [4 81 hour period. 

B.1, B.2.1, and B.2.2 

Condition B applies if two channels are inoperable for one or more i::=unctions 
per DG. 

The Required Action is modified by a Note stating that LCO 3.0.4 is not 
applioable. The Note vvas added to allow the ohanging of MODES, even 
though two channels are inoperable, with one channel bypassed and one 
tripped. In this oonfiguration, the proteotion system is in a one out of tv1m 

logia, whioh is adequate to ensure that no random failure will prevent 
protection system operation. 

Restoring at least one channel to OPERABLE status is the preferred action. 
If the channel cannot be restored to OPERABLE status vvithin 1 hour, the 
Conditions and Required Actions for the associated DG made inoperable by 
DG LOVS instrumentation are required to be entered. Alternatively, one 
affected channel is required to be bypassed and the other is tripped, in 
accordanoe with Required Aetion B.2.1 ensures that Required Actions for 
the affected DG inoperabilities are initiated. Depending upon plant MODE, 

~;e:~:ii~~.~. :e~~~~ '.~ .giml@:;::~i~9.:~il~1~111i1~/~llrlliilrr~·~;j,fn:~f~iiii!~; 

This places the i::=unction in one out of two logic. The 1 hour Completion 
Time is sufficient to perform the Required Actions. 

Once Required Action B.2.1 has been complied with, Required Action B.2.2 
allows [4 8] hours to repair the bypassed or inoperable channel. 

After one channel is restored to OPERABLE status, the provisions of 
Condition A still apply to the remaining inoperable channel. Therefore, the 
channel that is still inoperable after oompletion of Required Action B.2.2 
shall be placed in trip if more than [4 8] hours have elapsed since the initial 
channel failure. 

(continued) 
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Condition C applies when more than two undervoltage or Degraded Voltage 
channels on a single bus are inoperable. 

Required Action C.1 requires all but t'A'O channels to be restored to 
OPERABU: status within 1 hour. With more than t'no channels inoperable, 
the logic is not capable of providing a DG LOVS signal for •1alid Loss of 
Voltage or Degraded Voltage conditions. The 1 hour Completion Time is 
C.1 (continued) 

reasonable to evaluate and take action to correct the degraded condition in 
an orderly manner and takes into account the lo•,01 probability of an event 
requiring LOVS occurring during this interval. 

Condition D applies if the Required Actions and associated Completion 
Times are not met. 

Required Action D. 

sJifJ3W3H%W 

The following SRs apply to each DG LOVS Function. 

SR 3.3.6.1 

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours ensures that a 
gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A CHAN~JEL CHECK is 
normally a comparison of the indicated output of the potential transformers 
that feed the LOVS undervoltage relays. It is based on the assumption that 
instrument channels monitoring the same parameter should read 

(continued) 
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§i;!JreXffm:ltbl\(d!illetimree)value. Signifioant deviations between the two 
ohannels could be an indioation of excessive drift in one of the channels or 
@fie ~biffw~NObcmtH3!fl60Fi!!Jl:ef.y SlltlftN~ likl~~Nl!Opdettieti ~eri GAGO 

~ dehiai:I stEFJU.lsus/;l citl i:m k~ I tmENi!ri~o g 3i atHl!li!l!l ffif)tffimeiliRttimfiltWlflti nu es 
ton$m"nfoilJJFefldriyd!mjrwmmt emam~Nl\ke¥ ~AlliBBV"ifdOd'ltl is mctremely 
low, the CHANNEL CHECK minimizes the ohanoe of loss of proteotive 
~dt:Jsrtrofixilare dfrmenim!lmhb~hbortmimt 1i'teffClliiM'lll~ l!in ca-l ECK 
sopJii&nntioo dltiS!t:ldi06tmrinelli1nst0110TEHet:iu0ot}rtaietil!!s,cinc~lindication and 
GliUlBIDtlilli,t.I Hf hl!i 16ff amreffia I~~ cthosa=iee rta,e id isp!my<Bi dffi:a:timlt:el:i <MtlilH:J 
dlila m.ro£(l£ r:a~ lB!REl6Mlliil Is. 

SR 3.3.6.2 

/\ CHANNEL F=U~JCTION/\L TEST is performed every [92] days to ensure 
that the entire channel will perform its intended funotion when needed. 

The F=requency of [92] days is based on plant operating mcperience with 
regard to ohannel OPERABILITY and drift, ·.vhioh demonstrates that failure of 
more than one channel of a given funotion in any [92] day F=requenoy is a 
rare event. 
Any setpoint adjustment shall be consistent vvith the assumptions of the 
current plant speoific setpoint analysis. 

The as found and as left values must also be reoorded and reviewed for 
oonsistenoy with the assumptions of the surveillance interval extension 
analysis. The requirements for this review are outlined in Referenoe [6]. 

SR 3.3.6.3 

,?.,~.,.,~,:,.~.:~:m:!:::::~§:::m;~::::P.:§tt9::~m.~n9%:::9r=~:::©m~tiH~)\~µ::::9a:t~~~mrn1~r1~n§x§r¥ 
:t8n:no.oths=r6.3 1s the performanoe of a CH.,NNEL CnLIBRnTION every 
Ts··,;·~·~·th~'.· The CHANNEL CALIBRATION verifies the accuracy of each 
component within the instrument channel. This includes calibration of the 
undervoltage relays and demonstrates that the equipment falls within the 
specified operating characteristics defined by the manufacturer. 

The Surveillance verifies that the channel responds to a measured parameter 
within the necessary range and accuracy. 

CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel adjusted to account for 
instrument drift between successive calibrations to ensure that the channel 

(continued) 
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remains operational/between successive tests .. CHANNEL CALIBRATIONS 
must be performed consistent with the plant specific setpoint analysis. 

[The as found and as left values must also be resorded and reviewed for 
consistensy with the assumptions of the surveillance interval m<tension 
analysis. The requirements for this review are outlined in 
Reference [1 OJ .The as found and as left values must also be recorded and 
reviewed for consistency with the assumptions of the surveillance interval 
m<tension analysis. The requirell"!ents for this review are outlined in 
Referense [6]. 

The setpoints, as well as the response to a Loss of Voltage and Degraded 
Voltage test, shall inslude a single point verifioation that the trip ooours 
within the required delay time as shown in Reference 1 . The frequency is 
based upon the assumption of an 1 8 month calibration interval for the 
determination of the magnitude of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.] 

The frequency is based upon the assumption of an [18] month calibration 
interval for the determination of the magnitude of equipment drift in the 
setpoint analysis. 

U']i:]::]:r§m@.:::@1:2~1~r ==~;:9:; 

&t:rn:::= r&w.m:;:::::gn~mi:Mm~:;, 

2:~::J]::::::.Qg&,9:::w.;r:~!¥§!§:JM~i;B~Rss8t4.&.: 

w,;:::::::::::::::1:::1:2::=::Qsffl.::::?Qrn!:p:1g@~1:&::11:::e:m&::::G.=1::f: 

e1::::::=:=::::::1::9::J;;J;1::::92:::1eein9:!x:::e;:1H;t:p,:m:rn::z:; 

2:;::;:]:::]:::::&11&p:::=&:ri!:v~:@::i&M2:BIM~~M2:s1i@29: 

0:~::::J::]J:mm&2::::mn~!¥§,@::9111.Ms:&~Mg&±m2rt 

fH:.:::=::=:::::=:::&11&2::::8'r@:1~:!~:·,55M~ws&~M2:@rm::2 

g@t:tt:::&1r&2:::&rit\f,@1§:::&111.wswtM@:&mm::z 

:iQ:d]J!f11&2::::&:ri1:1~m:::&:~rn:w.t~&2:i:1::ms 
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5. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 21. 

6 .:J:J :J:]::g,:]f:rffl::::mg:::s.P:P:~n9.lx::::a:;. :&ms::m:;v 
rw:J]J:Jsrn9:t:&:§Ht:;mn:~:iz 

~;1:::]:]J:ss!M8g~im~;z:~ 

g;:1::J:J:=:1:sss::::9g:j:fm~1:~ 

1. FSAR, Section [8.3]. 

2. FSAR, Chapter [15]. 

3. "Plant Protection System Selection of Trip Setpoint 
Values." 

4. IEEE Standard 279 1 971 . 

5 . 10 CFR 50, Appendix/\, GDC 21. 
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B 3. 3. i:: =t'i$9:!:9.¥:rrn::M201:12r1r:~:::1e;:w~n:n§~rP.m~n~~~12~:::: 
11 Post Accident Monitoring (PAM) Instrumentation (Analog) 

BASES 

@NhlhS.th1ifMntatl8h .,.,., .. , ,. ,.,., .. ,.,.,,.,.,.,.,.,., .. ,.,.,.,., .. ,§::::?,:;:i:;:? 
PAM Instrumentation (Analog) 

B 3.3.11 

~ttt~t t~r:~=~~===;:~:t=r~=r=~~~~==~;t:-:-: ::==== \ttttl~Jff~~ ~ttt~r~=~== .. =:=:=:=:=:::=f~~~rrr~{========:=:==== -·-·.·.===========:-=-= -·-·.·. = = =·-·.·.·.·.===========================:=:=============::: =====:: =========· · · · 
;:;:;:;:::;:;:;:~:~:::: 

::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::;:;:·:·:··-·.···· .•. ,.;.:.:.:.:.::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::} 

BACl<GROUND/f)J@:::f!f!The primary purpose of the accident monitoringdJM\!1JfPAM) instrumentation 
··· · · ··· · ·is to display plant variables that provide informatfo·n···required by the control 

room operators during accident situations.ii 

This information provides the necessary support for the operator to take the 
manual actions, for which no automatic control is provided, that are required 
for safety systems to accomplish their safety Functions for Design Basis 
Events. 

The OPERABILITY of the/.A:filk--PAM instrumentation ensures that there is 
:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:·:·:·:·:· 

sufficient information available on selected plant parameters to monitor and 
assess plant status and behavior following an accident. 

i~:~irii~i:~~i:iqi~~lijtif~~:::i111'=v11[~111[~1!1f.llltl~f.r~:~~:::!!=~~~~:~:~r~f~~ 
further actions can be determinedJffhese essential instruments are 
identified by ~n~fr9#lf:t:::mmmii19ix·z@]!"§i!MJ plant specific documents 
tReh 1) addressing the recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1 .97 (Ref. 2), 
as required by Supplement 1 to NUREG-0737, "TMI Action Items" (Ref. 3). 

Type A variables are included in this LCO because they provide the primary 
information required to permit the control room operator to take specific 
manually controlled actions, for which no automatic control is provided, that 
are required for safety systems to accomplish their safety functions for 
Design Basis Accidents (DBAs). Beoause the list of Type A variables differs 
widely between plants, Table 3 .3 .11 1, in the aooompanying LCO, contains 
no mcamples of Type A variables, meoept for those that may also be 
Category I. 

Category I variables are the key variables deemed risk significant because 
they are needed to: 

• Determine whether other systems important to safety are performing 
their intended functions; 

• Provide information to the operators that will enable them to 
determine the potential for causing a gross breach of the barriers to 
radioactive release, and 



• 

GEOG STS 

• Provide information regarding the release of radioactive materials to 
allow for early indication of the need to initiate action necessary to 
protect the public and for an estimate of the magnitude of any 
impending threat . 

(oontinued) 
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ill~lu.1111:i~i~iiiiii?: ! !!!! liiji:i:iii~~ii~iM::::iitj~;:]:iiffi~,i!:s~i.~~~~11,~:i@i1.i~t~atory Guide 
1 

· 
9 7 !!r~m~F~r 

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES 

analyses (Ref. 1) .Jfflmi\W~mtWi:mt: These analyses identified the plant 
specific Type A and .. ca"t°~go~vi.~ariables and provided justification for 
deviating from the NRG proposed list of Category I variables. 

Revievver's Note: Table 3.3.11 1, in the accompanving LCO, provides a list 
of variables typical of those identified by plant specific Regulatory 
Guide 1 .97 analyses. Table 3 .3.11 1 in the plant specific Technical 
Specifications shall list all Type A and Category I variables identified by 
plant specific Regulatory Guide 1.97 analyses, as amended by NRG's Safety 
Evaluation Report (SER) (Ref. 4). 

The specific instrument Functions listed in Table 3.3.!f:t:JJ1-+-4-are discussed 
in the LCO Bases. 

The'\i\M PAM instrumentation ensures the OPERABILITY of 
:-:-:·:-:·:·:·:·:·:·: 

Regulatory Guide 1 .97 Type A variables, so that the control room operating 
staff can: 

• Perform the diagnosis specified in the emergency operating 
procedures. These variables are restricted to preplanned actions for 
the primary success path of DBAs; and 

• Take the specified, preplanned, manually controlled actions, for which 
no automatic control is provided, that are required for safety systems 
to accomplish their safety functions. 

APPLICABLEfJJJ:tmtmtmtThe AM-PAM- instrumentation also ·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:-:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:· 

SAFETY ANALYSIS ensures OPERABILITY of Category 1,non-Type A variables. This ensures the 

GEOG STS 

control room operating staff can: 

• 

• 

• 

Determine whether systems important to safety are performing their 
intended functions; 

Determine the potential for causing a gross breach of the barriers to 
radioactivity release; 

Determine if a gross breach of a barrier has occurred; and 

(continued) 
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• Initiate action necessary to protect the public as well as to obtain an 
estimate of ·the magnitude of any impending threat. 

PAM:;:;instrumentation that satisfies the definition of Type A in Regultory 
Guide 1 .97 meets Criterion 3 of the NRG Polioy Statement. 

Category I, non-Type A!:woo::::~8M,:!:instruments are retained in the 
Specification because they are intended to assist operators in minimizing the 
consequences of accidents. Therefore, these Category I variables are 
important in reducing public risk. 

(oontinued) 
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LCO 3.3.z:*+.+-requires two OPERABLE channels for all but one Function to 
ensure no single failure prevents the operators from being presented with 
the information necessary to determine the status of the plant and to bring 
the plant to, and maintain it in, a safe condition following that accident. 

Furthermore, provision of two channels allows a CHANNEL CHECK during 
the post accident phase to confirm the validity of displayed information. 

The exception to the two channel requirement is Containment Isolation 
Valve Position. More than two ohannels may be required at some units 

if the Regulatory Guide 1 .97 analysis determined that 
failure of one PAM channel results in information 
ambiguity {that is, the redundant displays disagree) that 
oould lead operators to defeat or to fail to aocomplish a 
required safety function. 

In this case, the important information is the status of the containment 
penetrations. The LCO requires one position indicator for each active 
containment isolation valve. This is sufficient to redundantly verify the 
isolation status of each isolable penetration either via indicated status of the 
active valve and prior knowledge of the passive valve or via system 
boundary status. If a normally active containment isolation valve is known 
to be closed and deactivated, position indication is not needed to determine 
status. Therefore, the position indication for valves in this state is not 
required to be OPERABLE. 

Listed below are discussions of the specified instrument Functions in 

ii~1i~~:~l~il~~i[lf.i[ry1~1~1~1:1~11111111111t~ll~1~11ilillllll~i~llf=:;: 
11 1 . These disoussions are intended as examples of what should be 
provided for each Funotion when the plant specifio list is prepared. 

{oontinued) 
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1 . 1 . [bogarithmisl Neutron Flwc 

PAM Instrumentation (Analog) 
B 3.3.11 

[bogarithmisl Neutron Flux indication is provided to verify reactor 
shutdovvn. 

At this unit, the [logarithmic] ~Jeutron Flwc PAM channels consist of 
the follo'ning: 

2, 3. Roaster Coolant System (RCS) l=lot and Cold beg 
Temperature 

111111~1::~11:~11i~t~lf i1:111~1~111~11j111.~11111~1:111t1111~~~~~r,1,~111r~: 

.... ,..ii 
RCS l=lot and Cold beg Temperatures are Category I variables provided 
for verification of core cooling and long term surveillance. 

Reactor outlet temperature inputs to the PAM are provided by two 
fast response resistance elements and associated transmitters in each 
loop. The channels provide indication over a range of 32°F to 700°F. 

(continued) 

4. d.8.HHii:iWH@iff :F:fofoiifMll~ti!lf/GHi.~k ..................................... ··································· 
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.,..llBRW-i1·*~~ 

Reactor Coolant Svstem Pressure (wide range) 

RCS wide range pressure is a Category I variable provided for 
verifioation of oore eooling and RCS integrity long term surveillanoe . . 
'Nido range RCS loop pressure is measured by pressure transmitters 
with a span of 0 psig to 3000 psig. The pressure transmitters are 
looated outside the oontainment. Redundant monitoring oapability is 
provided by tvvo trains of instrumentation. Control room indioations 
are provided through the inadequate oore oooling (ICC) plasma 
display. The ICC plasma display is the primary indioation used by the 
operator during an aooident. Therefore, the PAM instrumentation 
LCO deals speoifioally with this portion of the instrument ohannel. 

In some plants ~CS operate ' . . pressure is a T" {\ ,, . 
followi:g u::: tA" m8ieation to FRon;:O: ;~:anaBle Beeause tAe 

coolant aeeia::t"'u:'i~'!'i"to~ tuBe rupture or::~~;°;;;: 7•1tAe RGO 
eool8own, sueA .n . . perator aotions to . a' oss el 
use tAis in8ieatio:s a:ustmg stem• generator P:a1nta1n a eontrolle8 
Be use8 in 8eeisio~ urtAerffiore, RGO pressure _essure or level, woul8 

s to termmate reaotor o I is one faotor that ma" oo ant pump operation. r 

5 .:::::rn:::::::?M.f!s£\Qi~~M®.jbilfai'fl119~:i~°'f 

§:¥.::::::::::::i:YVi~~::::~~~g;~m:¥i:~~~~f:it.~r=::~~i~f 

-----
(oontinued) 
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Reaotor Vessel VVater Level 
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B 3.3.11 

Reaotor Vessel Water Level is provided for verifioation and long term 
surveillanoe of oore oooling . 

(oontinued) 
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!!El:!lihwt!MJl~ijttfiili!ill!!!&Jl\!1•--'··~ 

LCO 
{oontinued) 

GEOG STS 

11 . 

Containment Hydrogen Monitors are provided to deteot high hydrogen 
oonoentration oonditions that represent a potential for oontainment 
breaoh. This variable is also important in verifying the adequacy of 
mitigating actions. 

for this unit, 

Pressurizer Level 

Pressurizer Level is used to determine whether to terminate safety 
injeotion {SI), 

Condensate Storage Tank (CST) Level 

s:e1ts~x~i::::~~::@::mvw!::::m:::&~t.§Q9r¥::::J:::::m~tf:~p~§::::~:n:q::I~:@r!rr!m~Mr:t9::::§m*Y.rg 
™"~~r::::§H:!?rHM::12:t:::e;:P:~m~umr~~g,~~\'=r::mfflm1~:;::::::::m~::::g9m:::!?r9x~9~~:::m1~ .... 
!l~~i~l~))lim~jjji,~J~f ~Jlll~~ll,lf!tl~11~~11~/jjf:~YW!&Y:§!§ffik]!DY~DfQtY:J§ 
CST Level is provided to ensure 'Nater supply for [/\fW]. The CST 
provides the ensured safety grade water supply for the [/\fV\I] 
System. The CST sonsists of two identioal tanks oonneoted by a 
oommon outlet header. Inventory is monitored by a 0 to 144 in oh 
level indioation for eaoh tank. CST Level is displayed on a control 
room indicator, strip ohart reoorder, and plant computer. In addition, 
a control room annunciator alarms on low level. 

±h~l@:9ru::::i~::1r.=~: m~11~:!::::*99r§~:::pt::::wi~§fifg[!i!tn:§::::i\r}M:::&x§t.§!mi /\t. some 
plants, CST Level is oonsidered a Type /\ variable beoause the oontrol 
room meter and annunsiator are oonsidered the primary indication 

{oontinued) 
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used by the operator. The DB/\s that require [/\FVV] are the loss of 
eleetrie power, steam line break (SLBJ, and small break LOG/\. The 
CST is the initial souree of water for the [/\FW] System. However, as 

~h ~ ... C:: ?!. .. is de p I eted' m~m@:~1::::w?ir?.~9r@9~i9n:=1Miniqi,§§.~rv:::=~g:::{~[p)~[g[\§fi 
thi@O.$ffi\or align suction to the /\Fl/'/ pumps from the hotwell. 

w•••••••••••••w ~898~\99.~~l.: 

£~:~1~tir:@H1tj::: ::1:::::::::::::: :1:::::~:;:::::::::1::::=::::~~i~~f}h9.~~,~~t.m§v~~~~?~~~~~~~~:]~t~~m:t.¥Hiif~I .,, ___ 
B4n@fa:~§!!9w!:r:Q.::::~m!!t:lrgi@#P:&?tfa 

'PCS wide range pressure is a Type /\ Catagory 1 variable provides for 
verification of core oooling and RCS integrity long term surveillance. 

\A/ide range PCS loop pressure is measured by pressure transmitters 
vvith a span of 0 psig to 3000 psig. 

14,15,16,17. 

1 0. Containment Pressure (wide range) 

lll~1llf.l~i[(llllil:~~iilll~!l!lllllt.1iil!l1~111.tl~lii:m;= 
Containment Pressure is provided for verification of RCS and 
containment OPERABILITY. 

For this unit, For this unit, Containment Pressure 
instrumentation consists of the follo'..ving: 

8§~;w::: ,::::;;:t,, :: ::::: ==::: t =::: .. =:::::,, ::':]m:www:2:;1: : :r:vmmEa~~µg:msHfa@.rn:@=~H~t:~ta~:::w.~~~t::~&sAii 
~£9!9!!9:9~9!: 
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8. Containment Isolation Valve Position 

Containment Isolation Valve Position is provided for verifioation of 
oontainment OPERABILITY. 

PCP/ position is provided for verifisation of 
oontainment integrity. In the ease of PCP/ position, 

Steam Generator Water Level is provided to monitor 
operation of decay heat removal via the steam 

generators -!!i'!]k!§NUt~R@bffi).J@~!f.~~g@i!:i:m:::g~(\g~i~@ 

The Category I indioation of steam generator level is the extended 
startup range level instrumentation. The e>ctended startup range level 
oovers a span of 6 inohes to 394 inohes above the lower tubesheet. 
The measured differential pressure is displayed in inohes of water at 
68 ° f. Temperature sompensation of this indioation is performed 
manually by the operator. Redundant monitoring oapability is 
provided by two trains of instrumentation. 

Operator astion is based on the sontrol room indisation of Steam 

~, ____ ._ 
:i:m::a::r~rnr:::::: ::::::Nirt.9Y.0:::~~u@~::::9$.F~ri§.ls.t1:r~ 
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:i}g:::t]':]s99~@imoo.~m.~n'§m!~~'irin::::y:@i!iJJS:?.t!'.in;ij~!!t.ijn 

13. 

11.1~1~i11111~111~i11~ii1r1111~11t~~1111ttj111111111i11~r~:~~~p~~ 
li1/ll1r~9:::::~§.::j~fi~:¥1~9~:::~9r:::vit1=t1P~~1s1MP.tJ~2r~~:1Dm~:it~::tn~~Qri~x:;::::nr 
JM !liJM#l@~m9.H/ At some plants, operator action is based on the 
eo.ntroi ·raompindication of Steam Generator Water Level. The RCS 
response during a design basis small break LOCI\ is dependent on the 
break size. For a certain range of break sizes, the boiler condenser 
mode of heat transfer is necessary to remove decay heat. At these 
plants, extended startup range level is a Type A variable because the 
operator must manually raise and control the steam generator level to 
establish boiler condenser heat transfer. Operator aotion is initiated 
on a loss of suboooled margin. Feedwater flow is increased until the 
indioated extended startup range level reaohes the boiler oondenser 
setpoint. 

the important information is the isolation status of 
the containment penetration.[[fThe LCO requires one channel of valve 
position indication in the control room to be OPERABLE for each 
active .J2GW Mi:!!Nfiin a containment penetration flow path. , i.e., t'.•10 

total channels of PCIV position indioation for a penetration f!O'o'\' path 
with tvvo aotive valves. For containment penetrations with only one 
active PCIV having control room indication, Note (b) requires a single 
channel of valve position indication to be OPERABLE. This is 
sufficient to redundantly verify the isolation status of each isolable 
penetration via indicated status of the active valve, as applicable, and 
prior knowledge of passive valve or system boundary status. If a 

ti~~:iii~M:~~~~:i~~~~i~§ti1too;:~ll~~i[~1~11il111~111€iltl§~::::\:r 
§t~rn;m: position indication for the PCIV(s) in the associated 
penetration flO'A' path is not needed to determine status. Therefore, 
the position indication for valves in an isolated penetration flow path 
is not required to be OPERABLE. 

(continued) 

16,17,18,19 

Core Exit Temperature 

(continued) 
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Core E>cit Temperature is provided for verifisation and long term 
surveillanse of sore sealing. 

An evaluation '«Vas made of the minimum number of valid sore exit 
thermocouples nesessary for inadequate sore sealing detestion. The 
evaluation determined the redused somplement of sore O>Eit 
thermosouples nesessary to detest initial sore resoveP1 and trend the 
ensuing core heatup. The evaluations assount for core 
nonuniformities insluding insore effests of the radial desay po•ner 
distribution and mwore effests of condensate runback in the hot legs 
and nonuniform 
inlet temperatures. Based on these evaluations, adequate or 
inadequate sore sealing detestion is ensured vvith two valid sore exit . 
thermocouples per quadrant] .. 

-~·!f)lpj,!~ 

-----
The junction of eash thermosouple is losated a fevv inshes above the 
fuel assembly, inside a structure that supports and shields the incore 
instrument detester assembly string from flow forses in the outlet 
plenum region. These core exit thermocouples monitor the 
temperature of the reactor coolant as it exits the fuel assemblies. 

~99n~!D.9~:~1: 

(continued) 
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The sore mcit thermosouples have a usable temperature range from 
32°r to 2300°r, although accuracy is reduced at temperatures 
above 1800°F. 

'4r&~¥±!?0~1Mi~r::~mt§!:::!&.~~~~ 

-..-.-
The Reactor Vessel Water Level monitoring system provides a direct 
measurement of the collapsed liquid level above the fuel alignment 
plate. The collapsed level represents the amount of liquid mass that 
is in the reactor vessel above the core. Measurement of the collapsed 
water level is selected because it is a direct indication of the water 
inventory. The collapsed level is obtained over the same temperature 
and pressure range as the saturation measurements, thereby 
encompassing all operating and accident conditions where it must 
function. Also, it functions 

during the recovery interval. Therefore, it is designed to survive the 
high steam temperature that may occur during the preceding core 
recovery interval. 

(sontinued) 
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The level range extends from the top of the vessel down to the top of the 
fuel alignment plate. The response time is short enough to traok the level 
during small break LOG/\ events. The resolution is sufficient to show the 
initial level drop, the key looations near the hot leg elevation, and the 
lowest levels just above the alignment plate. This provides the operator 
with adequate indication to track the progression of the accident and to 
detect the consequences of its mitigating actions or the functionality of 
automatic equipment. 

EAwciliary feedwater (AfVV)] flov1 

[Af'Nl flow is provided to monitor operation of decay heat removal 
via the steam generators. 

The [AfVV] flow to each steam generator is determined from a 
differential pressure measurement oalibrated to a span of 0 gpm 
to 1200 gpm. Redundant monitoring capability is provided by tvvo 
independent trains of instrumentation for each steam generator. Each 
differential pressure transmitter provides an input to a control room 
indicator and the plant computer. Since the primary indication used 
by the operator during an acoident is the control room indicator, the 
PAM instrumentation Speoification deals specificallv with this portion 
of the instrument channel. 

At some plants [AfWJ flow is a Type A variable because operator 
aotion is required to throttle flow during an SLB aocident in order to 
prevent the [AFVV] pumps from operating in runout conditions. [AFW] 
Flow is also used by the operator to verify that the [AFVVJ System is 
delivering the oorrect flow to eaoh steam generator. However, the 

(oontinued) 
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primary indioation used by the operator to ensure an adequate 
inventory is steam generator level. · 

6. Containment Sump WaterLevel (wide range) 

Containment Sump 'Nater Level is provided for verifioation and long 
term surveillanoe of RCS integrity. 

for this unit, Containment Sump Water Level instrumentation oonsists 
of the following: 

Containment Area Radiation (high range) 

----
Containment Area Radiation is provided to monitor for the potential of 
significant radiation releases and to provide release assessment for 
use by operators in determining the need to invoke site emergency 
plans. 

Two channels are required to be OPERABLE for all but one Function. 

iiiiiiii9iii~ 
tM!ffl.fW@iH;i,S!f@{~99:m~n9% within either the PAM instrumentation or its 
auxiliary supporting features or power souroes (oonourrent with the 
failures that are a oondition of or result from aspeoifio aooident), 
prevents the operators from being presented the information 
necessary for them to determine the safety status of the plant and to 
bring the plant to and maintain it in a safe condition following that 
accident. 

~9i;ru:il~i~:~~~Jl~lllf ff 1ll:~li~t~ill:rnw~MPH'~r@~cr§iY.i,r§m:~n~::::'§ 
~$gq~!Qg§g:l." 

(oontinued) 
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!!Wif~H11 1 the mweption to the two shannel requirement is Containment 
Isolation Valve Position. 

Two OPER/\BLE shannels of sore exit thermosouples are required for each 
channel in each quadrant to provide indisation of radial distribution of the 
soolant temperature rise across representative regions of the sore. Po'ner 
distribution symmetry was sonsidered in determining the specific number 
and locations provided for diagnosis of local core problems. Therefore, 
two randomly selested thermosouples may not be sufficient to meet the 
two thermocouples per shannel requirement in any quadrant. The two 
thermosouples in eash shannel must meet the additional requirement that 
one be losated near the center of the core and the other near the sore 
perimeter, such that the pair of sore mcit thermosouples indicate the radial 
temperature gradient asross their core quadrant. Plant specific evaluations 
in response to Item 11.F.2 of NUREG 0737 should have identified the 
thermosouple pairings that satisfy these requirements. Two sets of two 
thermocouples in eash quadrant ensure a single failure will not disable the 
ability to determine the radial temperature gradient. 

For loop and steam generator related variables, the required information is 
individual loop temperature and individual steam generator level. In these 
cases two channels are required to be OPERABLE for each loop of steam 
generator to redundantly provide the necessary information. 

In the case of Containment Isolation Valve Position, the 
important information is the status of the containment 
penetrations. The LCO requires one position indicator for each active 
containment isolation valve. This is sufficient to redundantly verify the 
isolation status of each isolable penetration either via indicated status of 
the active valve and prior knowledge of the passive valve or via system 
boundary status. If a normally active containment isolation valve is known 
to be closed and deactivated, position 
indication is not needed to determine status. Therefore, 
the position indication for valves in this state is not required to be 
OPERABLE. 

Thej~\™L PAM instrumentation LCO is applicable in MODES 1, 2, and 3. 
These variables are related to the diagnosis and preplanned actions 
required to mitigate DBAs. The applicable DBAs are assumed to occur in 
MODES 1, 2, and 3. In MODES 4, 5, and 6,jplant conditions are such that 

(sontinued) 
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the likelihood of an event occurring that would require @®--PAM
instrumentation is low; therefore/:~M~-AAM-{,instrument~"ifon is not required 
to be OPERABLE in these MODES. 

Note 1 has been added in the ACTIONS to exclude the MODE change 
restriction of LCO 3.0.4. This exception allows entry into the applicable 
MODE while relying on the ACTIONS, even though the ACTIONS may 
eventually require plant shutdown. This exception is acceptable due to the 
passive function of the instruments, the operator's ability to monitor an 
accident using alternate instruments and methods, and the low probability 
of an event requiring these instruments. 

Note 2 has been added in the ACTIONS to clarify the application of 
Completion Time rules. The Conditions of this Specification may be 
entered independently for each Function listed in Table 3.3.zi\114--1----1--. The 
C::ompletion Time(s) of the inoperable channel(s) of a Function will be 
tracked separately for each Function, starting from the time the 
Condition was entered for that Function. 

(continued) 
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When one or more Functions have one required channel that is inoperable, 
the required inoperable channel must be restored to OPERABLE status 
within 7~~J?thiiiF1/--JG--day Completion 
Time is bas;d'''~~·==g~~rating experience and takes into account the 
remaining OPERABLE channel (or in the case of a Function that has only 
one required channel, other non-Regulatory Guide 1 .97 instrument 
channels to monitor the Function), the 
passive nature of the instrument (no critical automatic action is assumed to 
occur from these instrumentsl,\and the low probability of an event 
requiring ~M~~!--IMM\!instrumentation during this interval. 

This Required Aotion speoifies initiation of aotions in aocordance with 
Specifioation 5.6.8, 
When one or more Functions have two required channels inoperable 

lit:~ 

(oontinued) 
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VVhen two required hydrogen monitor channels are inoperable, Required 
Action D.1 requires one channel to be restored to 

OPERABLE status. This Required Action restores the monitoring capability 
of the hydrogen monitor. The 72 hour Completion Time is based on the 
relatively low probability of an event requiring hydrogen monitoring and the 
availability of alternative means to obtain the required information. 
Continuous operation with two required channels inoperable is not 
acceptable because alternate indications are not available. 

This Required Action directs entry into the appropriate Condition 
referenced in Table 3 .3 .11 1 . The applicable Condition referenced in the 
Table is Function dependent. Each time Required Action C.1 or D.1 is not 
met, and tho associated Completion Time has O>Epired, Condition E is 
entered for that channel and provides for transfer to the appropriate 
subsequent Condition. 

F.1 and F.2 

If the Required Action and associated Completion Time of Condition C are 
not met, and Table 3.3.11 1 directs entry into Condition F, 

(continued) 
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~g@:t~fil§f :::::=:: :'':'::::::::j:;:_ : :::::::::]:::::ffiij~:::~H91if!Bi£mP:l~t\9n:=:m*m@§:rn:r~fai~§:P::n#~!:i:~ the P 1ant must be brought 

ACTIONS 

GEOG STS 

to at least MODE 3 vvithin 6 hours and to MODE 4 within 12 hours. 

The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating 
experience, 

h~~::::§nw~~21e:::~t~sK::::t2t:::m~@:~I~:1:~=1:z@]:11~m§:::'na1:::~tj'tjf=#:§iif!:::m¥rntjt§ 
s;2:m2t:F.1l!@:::~r~Hm2:f~~ij~:::mr:Jt:9:Q~I~!9fJ:J?::;: 

~:;:!'''¥~'g@~Ht 

.,._i.•r 
!1§9H:~r~9:::1i~~2n:rn?;~:~:t§P:@21~1:§§::Jn:1~1,#:1M1M:iitrn:9~1!n§::m@~iM~iM~@ng§=:':§'.1~m 
§p~9,W:Wlt.!:99l@rnMZ/ to reaoh the required plant oonditions from full power 
oonditions in an orderly manner and •nithout ohallenging plant systems. 

/\t this plant, alternate means of monitoring Roaster Vessel 
\l\fater Level and Containment Area Radiation have been developed and 
tested. These alternate means may ·be temporarily installed if the normal 
P/\M ohannel oannot be restored to OPERABLE status within the allotted 
time. If these alternate means are used, the Required /\otion is not to 

G .1 {oontinued) 

shut do·nn the plant, but rather to follow the direotions of 
Speoifioation 5.6.8. The report provided to the NRG should disciuss the 
alternate means used, desoribe the degree to 
whioh the alternate means are equivalent to the installed P/\M ohannels, 
justify the areas in whioh they are not equivalent, and provide a sohedule 
for restoring the normal PAM ·ohannels. 

{oontinued) 
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which requires a written report to be submitted to the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission. This report discusses the results of the root cause evaluation 
of the inoperability and identifies proposed restorative Required Actions. 
This Required Action is appropriate in lieu of a shutdown requirement, 
given the likelihood of. plant conditions that would require information 
provided by this instrumentation. Also, alternative Required Actions are 
identified before a loss of functional capability condition occurs. 

[Alternate means of monitoring Containment Area Radiation have been 
developed and tested. These alternate means may be temporarily installed 
if the normal AM channel cannot be restored to OPERABLE status within 
the allotted time.] 

SURVEILLANCE A Note at the beginning of the Surveillance Requirements 
frn@.'!P.Jf:!s.@:;9.N,l]§.:::!i!@i !!i!!i!i]'specifies that the following SRs apply to each AM instrumentation Function 

....... · .... in Table @!\!@!fl9!'%i!3.3.11.1 

S.R/m3.Rfi7'lW 

(continued) 
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Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 31 days ensures that a 
gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A CHANNEL CHECK is 
normally a comparison of the parameter indicated on one channel to a 
similar parameter on other channels. Significant deviations between the 
two instrument channels could be an indication of excessive instrument 
drift in one of the channels or of something even more serious. A 
CHANNEL CHECK will detect gross channel failure; thus, it is key to 
verifying the instrumentation continues to operate properly between each 
CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 

Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff based on a 
combination of the channel instrument uncertainties, including indication 
and readability. If a channel is outside the criteria, it may be an indication 
that the sensor or the signal processing equipment has drifted outside its 
limit. If the channels are within the criteria, it is an indication that the 
channels are OPERABLE. If the channels are normally off scale during 
times when surveillance is required, the CHANNEL CHECK will only verify 
that they are off scale in the same direction. Off scale low current loop 
channels are verified to be reading at the bottom of the range and not 
failed downscale. 

SR 3 .3 ·tff-1--+...1 (continued) 

The Frequency of 31 days is based upon plant operating experience with 
regard to channel OPERABILITY and drift, which demonstrates that failure 
of more than one channel of a given Function in any 31 day interval is a 
rare event. The CHANNEL CHECK supplements less formal, but more 
frequent, checks of channel during normal operational use of the displays 
associated with this LCO's required channels. 

f:\\:,,§mf:\rnmi,;g::mmwl§s5.:m~mrn::::\:§:::f.i:~fftt9rm!:~::::gx§rv::::i:§,Jn:9ntti§:::frn ~.eerP:xlm@t.!lv 
~yijfa{@~r9,§i:l@M~• --~S~R:::::2:3~. 3t;::. :t:11±::;.E2 

GEOG STS 

/\ Cl=l/\N~JEL CALIBRATION is performed every [18] months or 
approximately every refueling. CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete 
check of the instrument channel including the sensor. The Surveillance 
verifies the channel responds to the measured parameter within the 
necessary range and accuracy. A Note allows exclusion of neutron 
detectors from the CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 

(continued) 
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PAM Instrumentation (Analog) 
B 3.3.11 

At this unit, CHA~J~JEL CALIBRATION shall find measurement errors are 
within the following aooeptanoe oriteria: 

For the Containment Area Radiation instrumentation, a CHANNEL 
CALIBRATION may oonsist of an eleotronio oalibration of the ohannel, not 
including the detector, for range deoades above 1 0 R/hr, and a one point 
oalibration shook of the deteotor belovv 10 R/hr with a gamma souroe. 

A Note is added stating that the neutron deteotors are mwluded from 
CHANNEL CALIBRATION, beoause they are passive devices with minimal 
drift, and because of the difficulty in simulating a meaningful signal. 

rijll~t~llilli~~llill1~illl:~lt~11iTl~1111lllI~1111~1rr=~2r=m@~::::~x 

___..,,.~ 

1 .=:,:, ::::rF:§W.1tt::w.P:P:~n~m]!:1:9I::B.@:ijy!~l!&~f:§9!~@m:::;:;y;:: !:m§M9.m~n11=U@n:;: 
Plant speoific document (e.g., FSAR, ~JRC Regulatory Guide 1 .97, 
SER letter). 

2. Regulatory Guide 1.97. 

3. NUREG-0737, Supplement 1. 

4. FSAR Section 7.4, Other Safety Related Protection, Cointrol, and 
Display Systems .. 
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B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

BASES 

$.tt~r!i#j.g:::e.nm1g,B:1i@&¥#:f~m. 
S.:JM:P,\$ 

Remote Shutdo'NA System (Analog) 
B3.3.12 

aA.'9.i<§:W.tl!lN:P:,]:]::::]i: ::::rrr,;~:Yfi:!~@ih~~#.:'.:The Remote Shutdown System provides the control room 
operator with sufficient instrumentation and controls to place and maintain 
the unit in a safe shutdown condition from a location other than the control 
room. This capability is necessary to protect against the possibility that the 
control room becomes inaccessible. A safe shutdown condition is defined 
as MODE 3. With the unit in MODE 3,(the Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW) 
System and the steam generator safety valves or the steam generator 
atmospheric dump valves can be used to remove core decay heat and meet 
all safety requirements. The long term supply of water for the AFW System 
and the ability to borate the{Rdffiil!6iFC.Q.P.i'.~fut:}$.y$f;#ij\#JRW.:$)Reaotor Coolant 
System (RCSL;\ from outside.the ... c.ontro(room .. aii·a·w·.·e·xte.nded operation in 
MODE 3 . 



GEOG STS 

-JllllB~ 
111~-\~ 
11111-11111••i•J11-. 
:.:.;.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.· ... ·.·-:·:.··:<<<·.·'.•'.•:::·:·:·:·: 

of time. 

instrumentation Funotions ensures that there is suffioient information 
available on seleoted plant parameters to plaoe and maintain the plant in 
MODE 3, should the control room become inaccessible. 

(oontinued) 
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Remote ShutdO'Nn System {/\nalog) 
B 3.3.12 

The criteria governing the design and the specific system requirements of 
the Remote Shutdown System are located in 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, 
GDC 19, and Appendix R (Ref. 1 ). 

The::Remote Shutdm•m System has been identified as an important 
contributor to the reduction of plant risk to accidents and, therefore, has 
been retained in the Teohnical Specifications, as indicated in the NRG Policy 
Statement. 

±=LtG,..,,Qr----------The instrumentation and controls typically required are listed in 

GEOG STS 

Table 3 .3 .§m::::::1:rn:!n§:::~99;q:ffi:@~m&in~m¥::s2:; 

g9B:!Rm,~m1:::9291MH~,:1,m~1:::1r~:::r~iwir~~:::1x:::1~:::~1r~rn:~t1xr~IrJ§fti,2~ti?t:::m~m8¢,::::91 
~9m~¥m~rn:rw::ru~:!H.~~m:mMJWQ:g1;w2::::~r~=:::~~tt9!~9i*ffi: 

]:~:::::::~µ~m~:r¥:::ri§91~!§rMt:~bii§ 

6:\I@tr:4r9!~:~mn~rr¥~n:::&4¥f:l~~rx:::t~:~£hw~tir@i,:4:mm, 

!n~~rgmin~~:~t,q,2::::§x*t.§m~t::9@1:,mhi:¥:rfi9:r::::fry,~::::fflY:m11:1,~:1=,=112f:::?:1M1f991m::::P::Rm12i 
R\1n§t:g£iM 

:i:st:::::::::::t:§9:9rs§::::ffiv.:~~M!Bx:::&9.,9:11ar 
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Remote Shutdown System (/\nalog) 
B 3.3.12 

~:rn::::::::::Jrr\m~rv::::9221'~m~:rn%:mP~r~~mt~~:'Jt!2~::sr:9rn121,~n~~~~: 

z:;r::J::::::nr~rwm§t=mrixirt'~gx\1:m:r:¥Jr~rM1:11t1r::::ei!!mP:::::@12~µ9~m:mJ~r~~~Yr%:a&1rmnQ 
.!!~Pf 

8( :::::.:,:' §:!B.wt:::~iffi!f:]§y§J 

11111~~11i~li,llllill~iii1111[1-l~ilil~ll~ll:i[il~lllll~l~ll:\~~ ................ . -------·YPJ 
~~ggj\gg~g) 

A Function of a Alternate Shutdovvn System is OPER/\BLE if all instrument 
and oontrol ohannels needed to support the remote shutdown Funotions are 
OPERABLE. 

12 1 in the aecompanying LGO. 

Reviewer's ~Joto: The number of channels that fulfill GOG 19 requirements 
for the number of OPERABLE ehannels required depends upon the plant's 
licensing basis as described in the NRG plant speeifie Safety Evaluation 

(continued) 
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APPLICABILITY 

• GEOG STS 

Remote Shutdown System (Analog) 
B 3.3.12 

Report (SER) (Re:f. 2). Generally, tvvo divisions are required to be 
OPERABLE. However, only one channel is required i:f the plant has justified 
such a design and the NRC's SER acoepted the justi:fioation. 

The controls, instrumentation, and transfer svvitohes are those required :for: 

• Core Reaotivitv Control (initial and long term); 

• RCS Pressure Control; 

• Deoay Heat Removal via the EAFVV System] and the safety valves or 
steam generator ADVs; 

• RCS Inventory Control via charging flow; and 

• Safety support systems :for the above Funotions, as well as service 
water, oomponent oooling water, and onsite po'Ner inoluding the 
diesel generators. 

A Funotion o:f a Remote Shutdown System is OPERABLE i:f all instrument 
and oontrol ohannels needed to support the remote shutdovvn Funotions are 
OPERABLE. In some oases, Table 3.3.12 1 may indioate that the required 
information or oontrol oapability is available :from several alternate sources. 
In these oases, the Funotion is OPERABLE as long 
as one ohannel o:f any o:f the alternate information or 
as one channel o:f any o:f the alternate information or 
oontrol souroes for eaoh Funotion is OPERABLE. 

The Remote Shutdo'nn System instrumentation and oontrol oirouits covered 
by this LCO do not need to be energized to be considered OPERABLE. This 
LCO is intended to ensure that the instrument and oontrol oirouits will be 
OPERABLE i:f plant conditions require that the Remote Shutdown System be 
plaoed in operation. 

The Remote Shutdown System LCO is applicable in MODES 1, 2, and 3. 
This is required so that the unit can be placed and maintained in MODE 3 for 
an extended period of time from a location other than the control room. 

(oontinued) 
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Remote Shutdown System (Analog) 
B 3.3.12 

conditions, considerable time is available to restore necessary instrument 
control Functions if control room instruments or control become unavailable. 

A Note has been included that excludes the MODE change restrictions of 

~.c::.c? .. ~ ... 9. ... ~ .. ~9@::::?:1.9:i:?::':§ti91~9wn::::t§9.Y.ir§ffi:~n1§:::~9~um@:9r;9ti\\linQ:~:rn~§tr\st!8n 
@f]i;Q@jiil?:;Qii~· This exception allows entry into an applicable MODE while 
relying on the ACTIONS, even though the ACTIONS may eventually require 
a plant shutdown. This is acceptable due to the low probability of an event 
requiring this system. The Remote Shutdown System equipment can 
generally be repaired during operation without significant risk of spurious 
trip. 

A Remote Shutdown System division is inoperable when each Function is 
not accomplished by at least one designated Remote Shutdown System 
channel that satisfies the OPERABILITY criteria for the channel's Function 
These criteria are outlined in the LCO seetion of the Bases. 

Note 2 has been added in the ACTIONS to clarify the application of 
Completion Time rules. The Conditions of this Specification may be entered 

r•~e=~e 
inoperable ehannel(s)/train(s) of a Function 'Nill be 
traeked separately for each Funetion,l\CTIONS 

tracked separately for each Function, starting from the time 
the Condition was entered for that Function. 

&:G.m1mm.:?:::1: : ::: ::: ::::::1:::::::::::t:::::::::m~!::::~11rif\~;:1=4 
.ti@fnnrEr~~J: 

GEOG STS 

Condition /\ addresses the situation where one or more ehannels of tho 
Remote Shutdown System are inoperable. This includes any Function listed 

in Table 3 .3 .§M::::~~:::;~m::*-§@fu~g1201r9Ei*-D~:::M~n~ri:M~wi:t9n~\\i:s 

(eontinued) 
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Remote Shutdown System (Analog) 
B 3.3.12 

The Required Aotion is to restore the divisions to OPERABLE status within 
30 days. The Completion Time is based on operating experience and the 
low probability of an event that would require evacuation of the control 
room. 

-I 
B.1 and B.2 

If the Required Action and associated Completion Time of Condition A are 
not met, the plant must be brought to a MODE in which the LCO does not 

~P.i:i.1.Y. : .... T <:> .. ~-~-~ i.~.\f.e.. -~~-i ~-- s.~~-t-~ s.!_:::~h~::::p,1:ijn~:]n:8~w:::9@,::=:~r8v~ti1:::~1Mi#:~§i§~:::oo@P1!¥§ 
Yi1:1fli:H.rn1!::::2:::H.g:9:r#!@nfl:!mil!'!JY'Uf:Jii!:!~Hl!~!1!~t!:A:Q:!'!hl~Y:r~:; the plant must be brought 
to at least MODE 3 within 6 hours and to MODE 4 within [12] hours. The 
allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating experience, to 
reach the required MODE from full power conditions in an orderly manner 
and with.out challenging plant systems. 

SR 3.3.12.1 

~~~f~~,ii:i~vifo~oee ~~:r~~~L d~~!~~~~~!~Pt~!'~q~::;~:~~tj~!W~~~:::~~i!!f!gO,~j~ 
instrumentation has not occurred. A CHANNEL CHECK is normally a 
comparison of the parameter indicated on one channel to a similar parameter 
on other channels. It is based on the assumption that instrument channels 
monitoring the same parameter should read approximately the same value. 
Significant deviations between the instrument channels could be an 
indication of excessive instrument drift in one of the channels or of 
something even more serious. A CHANNEL CHECK will detect gross 
channel failure; thus, it is key to verifying that the instrumentation continues 
to operate properly between each CHANNEL CALIBRATION.[)Agreement 

(oontinued) 
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Remote Shutdown System (Analog) 
B 3.3.12 

criteria are determined by the plant staffi based on a combination of the 
channel instrument uncertainties, includi~g indication and readability. If a 
channel-is outside the criteria/jit 

(continued) 

may be an indication that the sensor or the signal processing equipment has 
drifted outside its limit.- As specified in the Surveillance,!!! a CHANNEL 
CHECK is only required for those channels that are normally energized. If 
the channels are within the criteria/Ht is an indication that the channels are 
OPERABLE. If the channels are normally off scale during times when 
surveillance is required, the CHANNEL CHECK will only verify that they are 
off scale in the same direction. Off scale low current loop channels are 
verified to be reading at the bottom of the range and not failed downscale. 

The Frequensv is based on plant operating mcperiense that 
demonstrates shannel failure is rare. 

(continued) 
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Remote Shutdown System (Analog) 
B 3.3.12 

SR 3.3.12.2 verifies that each required Remote Shutdo',om System transfer 
switch and control circuit performs its intended function. This verification is 
performed from the reactor shutdown panel and locally, as appropriate. 
Operation of the equipment from the remote shutdown panel is not 
necessary. The Surveillance can be satisfied by performance of a continuity 
check. This will ensure that if the oontrol room beoomes inaooessible,3 

...... , 

(oontinued) 
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REQUIREMENTS 
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SRi3ili3N% 

Remote Shutdovvn System (Analog) 
B ;:i_;:u? 

CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a oomplete shock of the in_fillliment 
ohannel inoluding the sensor. The Surveillance verifies 

that the ohannel responds to the measured parameter 'Nithin the necessary 
range and acouraoy. 

The 1 8 month Frequency is based upon the need to perform this 
Surveillanoe .under the oonditions that apply during a 
plant outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if the Surveillance 
were performed with the reaotor at power. 

deteotors from the I des neutron ~J to · '"'hioh exc u • r• d bi r a 0 I n The SR is modme , 
CHA~JNEL CALIBRATION 

SR 3.3.12.4 

llllllril-~1 
P:V:OOtt:~P:8t:1er::::er~M9:r~ @:~rttE~~; B~tUP:~@i,~!M8t!\mNNi~@9f:Nf!J?fjfffl]!:@N?t 

SR 3.3.12.4 is the performance of a CHA~J~JEL FUNCTIONAL TEST every 
18 months. This Surveillanoe should verify the OPERABILITY of the reaotor 
trip oirouit breaker (RTCB) openJclosed indication on the remote shutdown 
panels by actuating the IHCBs. The Frequenoy of 18 months "'vas chosen 
because the RTCBs cannot be mcercised while the unit is at povver. 
Operating experience has shown that these oomponents usually pass the 
Surveillance when performed at a Frequency of once every 18 months. 
Therefore, the Frequency was ooncluded to be aooeptable from a reliability 
standpoint. 

(oontinued) 
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Remote Shutdown System (Analog) 
B 3.3.12 
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Remote Shutdovvn System (Analog) 
B 3.3.12 

10 CFR 50, Appendix A. GDC 19,and Appendix R. 

Z..,. NRC Safety Evaluation Report (SER). 

···•·.·.·······.···.·.·.·.·.·.··.·.···.·.·.··.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.··.·····.···················· 
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\"/hen the R.TCBs are open, t'NO of the four 'Nido range power ohannels must 
be available to monitor neutron flU>c power. In this applioation, the RPS 
channels need not be OPERABLE since the reactor trip Function is not 
required.:)8yfffiB'Mt6.WW.iiffiM1ttdHfflij:kj{Ji8\[ii@fil By monitoring neutron flU>c 
power wtieFi.1ihe .. R.fc·Bs.are···9·p·en~·lass.0TsbM caused by boron dilution can 
be detected as an increase in flux.JMiJ~iifishliN#M~BViifr&.m&gBfwfigrlif}Bwi:fr 
iry'§(~~ij~~:=:1~§y~::::t.11~Ef=!*-IJHM§.t.~l!§':'~IP.'9'!~t.§'\:''':''':''':'m9:jm~PP~!~::::m.µ~t.:::i~· 
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liill~'~u~l:llii!:!:!:!!ili!!!if~ilf Jf.tl:~llllii!ll,111!11~111~*:9!~i!~!si~'~l.!j:!~¥!~!!-~~sf!hen power 
................................................ '''·inoreases .. abo;;e·the···fh(e"ii.bfstabie. setpoints. For plants .employing separate 

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY A~JALYSES 

post aooident. [logarithmiol nuolear instrumentation ohannels with adequate 
range. these oan be substituted for the [logarithmio] power range ohannels. 
Two ohannels must be OPERABLE to provide single failure proteotion and to 
faoilitate deteotion of ohannel failure bv providing CHANNEL Cl=IECK 
oapability. 

The [logarithmiol power monitoring ohannels are neoessarv to 
monitor sore reaotivity ohanges. They are the primary means for detecting 
and triggering operator actions to respond to reactivity transients initiated 
from conditions in which the RPS is not required to be OPERABLE. They 
also trigger operator actions to anticipate RPS actuation in the event of 
reactivity transients starting from shutdown or low power conditions34lfui 
0.~9.:!~P:ilEt.lM~till9!1~t9.!f.t.~9I9.~~?.rj~i~iEiii89'f~fufii?:~m~i@i::@'F.J"B.m~~t .. ·········· 

6&mhllar@e':WttlliJttFdmilWot)'i The [logarithmic] power monitoring channel's 
LC6requireme~·:r5 supporicomplianoe with 10 CFR 50. Appendix A. GDC 

~~.~=~fc~~~,~~!~i'o/?~!::;Mi87~~~~~'~!-~~~~~=~~!~~i:~:r~~;::!:~:~~!~ij:~~ 
specific (continued)neutron flux power monitoring channel features that are 
critical to comply with the GDC. 

The OPERABILITY of!~~-~~f:~~:::f:iJ.¥.:~~~i~dti~·g:ms~:~BtMls ::::r1ogarithmicl povver 
monitoring channelsis necessary to meet the assumptions of the safety 
analyses and provide for the mitigation of accident and transient conditions. 

The neutron flux monitoring ohannels satisfv Criterion 3 of the NRG Policy 
Statement. 

~¢.:qj]!JJ;: (: }:},_'.}:,.:;:):,.:!:%!![The LCO on the!i~:~~~?~W:~l~%!i~~~i~~f:iryg[logarithmicl power monitoring 

GEOG STS 

channels ensures that adequate information is available to verify core 
reactivity conditions while shut down. 

HWBHHF8M!l::sedth1Hi~iffa¥Hiiluti%fiHMX ffi6.hit8dri#Mh~Hrtiij?sBUtdM'bHWia&. 
MoM@MWntiMHlinMBM!ltMi/:B&.UiMih:t!ilixHn:Oh'!t8.flnWMB~frHeP'iri~MJS~· ............. . 
B.i!M:M<liiMtfl0:881!t~l8illEUHit:M¥i~'~MM~H&t:::mni8tiHBM!l!l&.UHd~ti6ftdM~Bt&t: 
HeU:tHW:nntbWti&HexMnr>MW\&1HntiiMtsout:c:~niH&em:Mmo11t:a:ten:xms;1&.r 
tli68HHHlHBHIW8HM!lVldHHiB.~titl8?'f5i=M:B6Mtih&:itt¥@~]§Btl~hMM8\MMriMWtHMrn 
thif httierM8.ufB~%Mn9erna::;nmWMMtifii4ili8nFIBtMKaRiM%foi\PbeMioHSIHet@f 
§~!~~/,\.~f.i~.~~:~ry::::~fi.!q:~.8!h.!!ii~~'!''~i!d.'~:@~ry$~!ii'~!d.!i~:?~~Wi~::::~'q~M~~:~~i~~i~9.'?r· 
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[Logarithmio] Power Monitoring Channels (Analog) 
B 3.3.L3 

/\ minimum of tvvo [logarithmiol power monitoring ohannels are reauired to 
be OPERABLE. Some plants mav have either four or si>( ohannels oapable of 
performing this funetion. In these eases, multiple failures may be tolerated 
while the plants are still oomplying 'Nith LCO requirements. 

In Mo DES 3, 4, and 5, HN.itffftiBtffi6.t.~Hffa1H'lWi'i¥:8Hi¥E8iMit&l'Mi:ihiiil:ilet6f 

;:1ri:t11~;1:~1,,1v11i~11:11:ri.1i11t'~;~~~ij~!!~:~~=~:t~=!:;~!:6&i~~~r~~:!!!1:~r= 
Assembly (CE/\) Drive Svstcm not eapable of CEA withdrawal, [logarithmiel 
power monitoring ohannels must be OPERABLE to monitor sore power for 
reaotivitv ohanges. In MODES 1 and 2, and in MODES 3, 4,/arii:f:SJ\Mtfl 

;;~1~i~1\i::~i1r::,;r::::,~~!~~:. 1r£:~~~g~~i~:-=f :i!t6ff.':~~!~J~:;1:::::1:·of 
;zi1:hdra;;;;;a1; iheflogarithmicl power monitoring ohannels are addressed as 
part of the RPS in LCO 3.3.1, "Reactor Protective System (RPS) Instrumentation 

Operating . 

The requirements for source range neutron flux monitoring in MODE 6 are 
addressed in LCO 3.8.9.2, "Nuclear Instrumentation. ")iThe source range 
nuclear instrumentation channelsHNlJ}j@mitidJ2hprovide neutron flux 
coverage extending an additionai".one··:ra··1w·0· decades below the\®ta~kNfoige 
[logarithmiel channels for use during refueling, when neutron flux.maybe · 
extremely low)? 

(continued) 
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[Logarithmio] Power Monitoring Channels (Analog) 
B3.3.13 

Thev are built into the [logarithmiol neutron flwc ohannels in the analog 
plants and in many of the post aooident channels used in both the digital 
and analog plants. 

A.1 and A.2 

With one required channel inoperable, it may not be possible to perform a 
CHANNEL CHECK to verify that the other required channel is OPERABLE. 
Therefore, with one or more required channels inoperable/:tb.\i\fij~Q.fiq#@ii(i).~} 
the [logarithmiol po'Ner'[:monitoring Function cannot be reliabTv·iJ·;:;·a;;r;:;:;·;:;a:· 
Consequently, the Required Actions are the same for one required channel 
inoperable or more than one required channel inoperable. The absence of 
reliable neutron flux indication makes it difficult to ensure SOM is 
maintained. Required Action A.1, therefore, requires that all positive 
reactivity additions that are under operator control, such as boron dilution or 
Reactor Coolant System temperature changes, be halted immediately, 
preserving SOM. 

SOM must be verified periodically to ensure that it is being maintained. 
Both required channels must be restored as soon as possible. The initial 
Completion Time of 4 hours and once every 1 2 hours thereafter to perform 
SOM verification takes into consideration that Required Action A.1 
eliminates many of the means by which SOM can be reduced. These 
Completion Times are also based on operating experience in performing the 
Required Actions and the fact that plant conditions will change slowly. 

SR 3.3.13.1 

SR 3.3.~t+* 1 is the performance of a CHANNEL CHECK on each required 
channel every 12 hours. A CHA~J~JEL CHECK is normally a oomparison of 
the parameter indioated on one ohannel to a similar parameter on other 
ohannels. It is based upon the assumption that instrument channels 
monitoring the same parameter should read approximately the same value. 
Significant deviations between instrument channels could be an indication of 
excessive instrument drift in one of the channels or of something even more 
serious. CHANNEL CHECK will detect gross channel failure; thus, it is key 
to verifying that the instrumentation continues to operate properly between 
each CHANNEL CALIBRATION. 

(continued) 
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Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff and should be based on 
a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties including control 

isolation, indication,:::~m~Hr~~gig\~!~yi--aOO- ............... ............................... ........ . .. 

t;;1i;,i~ii~r\:
1

.§.~:tijij~~:i.
1

~l~mt§~i,~ij1n,\t:~i~\~l.i~\~~~1~1!~11111~11~11~11i~ii§:i 
it may be an indication that the transmitter or the signal processing 
equipment has drifted outside its limits. If the channels are within the 
criteria, it is an indication that the channels are OPERABLE. 

The Frequency, about once every shif(\Hs based on operating experience 
that demonstrates the rarity of channel failure. Since the probability of two 
random failures in redundant channels in any 12 hour period is extremely 
low, CHANNEL CHECK minimizes the chance of loss of protective function 
due to failure of redundant channels. CHANNEL CHECI< supplements less 
formal, but more frequent, checks of channel OPERABILITY during normal 
operational use of displays associated with the LCO required channels. 

SR 3.3.9M~:~ 

SR 3.3.~nz:::~is the performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION. A 
CHANN.EC .. CALIBRATION is performed every 18 t'JJ:{J months. The 
Surveillance is a complete check and readjustme~tof the wl~iir?.RQ~ 
[logarithmic]power channel from the preamplifier input through to the 
remote indicators. 

The Surveillance verifies that the channel responds to a measured parameter 
vvithin the necessary range and accuracy. Cl=IANNEL CALIBRATION leaves 
the channel adjusted to aooount for instrument drift bet•,o,reen suocessive 
calibrations to ensure that the channel remains operational between 
successive surveillances. 

Cl=l/\~JNEL CALIBRATIO~JS must be performed consistent with the plant 
specific setpoint analysis. 

This SR is modified by a Note to indicate that it is not necessary to test the 
detector because generating a meaningful test signal is difficult; the 
detesters are of simple oonstruotion, and any failures in the detectors \..:ill be 
apparent as change in channel output. This Frequency is the same as that 
employed for the same channels in the other applicable MODES . 
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/\ CHANNEL FU~JCTIOW\L TEST is performed every [92] days to ensure 
that the entire shannel is sapable of properly indisating neutron flux. 
Internal test sirsuitry is used to feed preadjusted test signals into the 
preamplifier to verify shannel alignment. It is not nesessary to test the 
detester, besause generating a meaningful test signal is diffisult; the 
detesters are of simple sonstrustion, and any failures in the detesters will be 
apparent as shange in shannel output. This Frequensy is the same as that 
employed for the same shannels in the other applisable MODES. [/\t this 
unit, the shannel trip Funstions tested by the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST 
are as follows:] 

1.10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 13. 

2. FSAR, :::wt1~Pt~rM1; 

@:sf\§8§.[::q§~e~~r:rn::fiis 

3. FSAR, Chapter [15]. 
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CONSUMERS POWER COMPANY 
PALISADES PLANT 

DOCKET 50-255 

STS CONVERSION TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION CHANGE REQUEST 

3.3 INSTRUMENTATION PART 

Comparison of Revised and Standard Technical Specifications 



• 
Palisades Revised Tech Spec Requirement List. 

A listing of the proposed Palisades Revised Tech Specs (RTS) correlated to the CE Standard Tech Specs (STS). 

First Column; Proposed Palisades Revised Tech Spec (RTS) number 
Each RTS item is listed in the left-most column. 

If a STS item has been omitted from RTS, the word 'Omitted' is used. 

Second Column; CE Standard Tech Spec (STS) number 
The corresponding STS item is listed in the second column. 

If a RTS item does not appear in STS, it is noted as 'Added'. 

Third Column; Existing Palisades Tech Spec (TS) number 
The closest TS item is listed in the third column . 

.If a RTS item does not appear in TS, it is noted as 'New'. 

Fourth Column; RTS Item Description 
An abbreviation of the RTS item appears in the third column. 

Each item is identified as: LCO, ACTION, SR, ADMIN, Exception, etc. 
In cases where a STS item was omitted from RTS, the description is of the STS item. 

Description Key: RTS requirement type: Column 4 syntax: 
Safety Limit SL: Safety limit; Applicable conditions 
Limiting Condition for Operation 
Condition 

LCD: LCD Description; Applicable conditions 
COND: Description of non-conforming condition 
ACTN: Required action; Completion time Action 

Surveillance Requirement 
Table 

Administrative Requirement 
Defined Term 

SR: Test description; Frequency 
TABL: Title 

ADMN: Administrative requirement 
DEF: Name of defined term 

Fifth Column; Comments and Explanations of Differences between RTS and STS. 
A brief explanation of differences between RTS and STS is provided in the fifth column. 

Other abbreviations used in the listing are: 

NA: 
CFT: 
CHNL: 

Not Applicable 
Channel Functional Test 
Channel 

(03/28/96) 



• • 
Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. ( 03/28/96). 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number RTS (STS) requirement Description Explanation of Differences 

Global differences between the proposed Palisades Technical Specifications and the Standard Technical Specifications for CE plants, Nureg 1432: 

The following changes are not discussed in th.e explanation of differences for each TS requirement. 

1) 

2) 

3) . 

Bracketed values have been replaced with appropriate values for Palisades. Typically, the basis for these values is ·provided in the bases document: 

Each required action of the form "Perform SR X.X.X.X "has been altered by a parenthetical summary of the SR requirements. This change allows a reader 
to understand the required actions without constantly turning pages to locate the referenced SR. 

Terminology has been changed to reflect Palisades usage: 

"RWT" becomes "SIRWT" 

"CEA" becomes "Control Rod" or "Rod" 

"RCS" becomes "PCS" 

"SIAS" becomes "SIS" 

"AC Vital bus" becomes "Preferred AC bus" 

"PAM!" becomes "AMI" 

"ESFAS" becomes "ESF Instrumentation" 

"DG LOVS" becomes "DG UV Start" 

"Remote Shutdown System" becomes "Alternate Shutdown System" 

"Power Rate of Change-High" becomes "High Startup Rate" 

2 

Safety Injection Refueling Water Tank 

Palisades uses cruciform control rods rather than the 
multifingered ''Control Element Assemblies" of later CE plant~. 

Palisades terminology is "Primary Coolant System'' rather than 
"Reactor ~oolant System" 

Palisades terminology is "Safety Injection Signal" rather than 
"Safety Injection Actuation Signal" 

Palisades terminology. 

Accident Monitoring Instrumentation, Palisades terminology 

There is no stand-alone ESFAS system or cabinet at Palisades; 
ESF instruments actuate the ESF functions 

Palisades Terminology 

Palisades Terminology 

Palisades Terminology 



• 
Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number 

3.3 3.3 3.16/.17 

3.3.l 3.3.1/3.3.2 2.3/3.17.1 

3 .3 .1 A 3 .3 .1 A 3.17.1.2 

Omitted 3.3.l A.1 NA 

Omitted 3.3.1.A.2.1 NA 

3.3.1 A.1 3.3.l A.2.2 3.17.1.2 a 

3.3.l B 3.3.1 B 3.17.1.3 

3.3.1.B.1 3.3.l B.1 3.17.1.3 a 

RTS (STS) requirement Description 

INSTRUMENTATION 

LCD: Four RPS channels OPERABLE; Modes 1 & 2 
and MODES 3, 4, 5 w > 1 rod capable of withdrawal. 

COND: One RPS instrument channel inoperable 

ACTN: (Place in bypass or trip, 1 hr.) 

ACTN: (Restore in 48 hours) 

ACTN: Trip RPS trip units; 7 days 

COND: Two RPS inst channels inoperable 

ACTN: Trip one channel; 1 hour 
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(03/28/96). 

Explanation of Differences 

RTS LCD 3.3.1 has similar APPLICABILITY to STS LCD 3.3.1 and 
3.3.2, since Palisades requires all trips to be OPERABLE in the 
lower modes. Therefore STS LCO 3.3.2 has been eliminated. STS 
LCD 3.3.2 only requires MODE 3, 4, 5, APPLICABILITY for High 
Startup Rate. This is Less Restrictive than RTS. The 
APPLICABILITY for the lower MODES is consistent with existing 
Palisades TS and is similar to STS except that it specifies 
More than one Control Rod capable of withdrawal, rather than 
one rod capable of withdrawal. Palisades has a rod drop test 
panel downstream of the clutch power supplies which allows 
individually removing power to rods. This capability does not 
exist elsewhere. One rod withdrawn is assumed for SOM 
calculation purposes in the lower MODES. The listed RPS trip 
units are those assumed OPERABLE in the Palisades safety 
analyses. The allowable values specified are the same as in 
the existing Palisades Tech Specs. Trips are listed in the 
order in which they appear on the front of the RPS. 

Unchanged, except that "excore not calibrated with incores" 
deleted from STS, since Palisades does not have an APO trip. 
Instead, "Hi Start Up Rate or Loss of Load" is excepted in RTS 
to be consistent with current TS. At Palisades, these 
equipment protective trips have fewer than four sensor 
ch~nnels, and cannot be repaired at power. 

This action is not proposed. It would comprise a new 
requirement for Palisades. Placing an inoperable channel in 
bypass provides no safety benefit over leaving it unbypassed, 
and in some instances could preclude trouble shooting or 
repair. Current TS does not have this requirement. 

Restore is always an option. This action is not in existing TS 
and is not proposed. 

Completion Time in STS is 48 hours. TS is 7 days 

Unchanged except for the exception of Loss of Load and Hi Start 
Up Rate in RTS, vice Ex-core versus Incore Cal in STS. Similar 
reasoning as for RTS Condition A. This is as in TS. 

Deleted requirement to bypass one channel, for reasoning 
similar to Condition A. Placement of one channel in Trip in 
1 hr is consistent with STS and TS. 



• 
Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number 

3.3.l B.2 3.3.1 B.2 3.17.1.3 c 

Omitted 3.3.l c NA 

3.3.1 c Added 3.3.l a 

3.3.1 C.l Added New 

3.3.1 D. Added 3.17.1.3 a 

RTS (STS) requirement Description 

ACTN: Restore one channel in 7 days 

COND: (One or more excore channel not cal w. incores) 

• 
(03/28/96). 

Explanation of Differences 

Unchanged except completion time is 48 hours in STS. It is 
7 days in TS. This is retained in RTS. 

There is no equivalent requirement at Palisades. There is no 
APD Trip. 

COND: One Loss of Load or Hi Start Up Rate inoperable Same as TS. Palisades has fewer than four sensor channels on 
these functions. They cannot be repaired at power. 

ACTN: Restore before Start Up New requirement. Current TS does not specify restoration. 
Since Loss of load or Hi Start Up Rate may not be repairable at 
power, this requires repair when shutdown. 

COND: Two Hi Start Up Rate or Loss of Load channel inoperable: Same as TS 

3.3.1 D.1/D.2 Added 3.17.1.3 a/c ACTN: Place 1 in trip and restore 1 before Start Up Same as TS, but restoration step ·is not specified in TS. Since 
Loss of Load and Hi Start Up Rate may not be repairable at 
power, this requires repair when shutdown. 

3.3.l E. 3.3.1 D/E New 

3.3.1 E.l 3.3.1 D.l/E.l New 

3.3.l E.2 3.3.1 D.2/E.2 New 

3.3.l F 3.3.l F 3.17.1.6 

3.3.1 F.l 3.3.1 F.l 3.17.1.6 a 

3.3.l F.2.1 3.3.l F.2 3.17.1.6 b 

3.3.1 F.2.2 Added 3.17.6 b 

3.3.1 G 

COND: One or more function with one or two bypass channel inop. Same intent as STS. STS Conditions combined, since Actions the 
same. No bypass removal in TS. 

ACTN: Disable bypass channels, 1 hr Same as STS 

ACTN: Declare Trip Units inoperable, enter appropriate Condition Same intent as STS. Since some bypass channels (Loss of Load 
and Hi Start Up Rate) affect functions that do not require the 
same Actions as others, entering the same Condition as the 
affected inoperable channel is a clean way reflecting the 
different required actions. 

COND: Required action not met Unchanged. 

ACTN: Be in Mode 3; 6 hours Unchanged. 

ACTN: Ensure < 2 rods can be withdrawn Places the plant in a condition where the LCO does not apply. 
Times consistent with LCO 3.0.3. Analogous to shutdown Track 
of LCO STS 3.3.2. This additional step is required since RTS 
LCO 3.3.1 is applicable in lower modes, whereas in STS, LCO 
3.3.2 addresses lower Modes. 

ACTN: Ensure PCS boron> LCO 3.9.1 limit Added this action as an altermate to 3.3.l F.2.1 because either 
action would take plant out of applicability for LCO 3.3.1. 

COND: Control room > 90"F Added condition to reflect Control Room temperature exceeding 
Thermal Margin Monitor (TMM) qualification. 
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• 
Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number 

3.3.1 G.l Added 

3.3.1.1 3.3.1.1 

3.3.1.2 3.3.1.2 

Omitted 3.3.1.3 

3.3.1.3 3.3.1.4 

3.3.1.4 3.3.1.5 

3.3.1.5 Added 

3.3.1.6 3.3.1.6 

3.3.1.4/6 3.3.1.7 

3.3.1.7 3.3.1.8 

3.3.1.8 Added 

Omitted 3.3.1.9 

TS Number 

New 

4.17.lt 

4.17.lt (b) 

NA 

4.17.lt 

4.17. lt (c) 

4.17.lt 15. 

4.17.lt (a) 

NA 

4.17.ltl 

New 

NA 

RTS (STS) requirement Description 

ACTN: Enter 3.0.3; Immediately 

SR: Channel Check all but Loss of Load and CHP, 12 hrs. 

(03/28/96). 

Explanation of Differences 

Added action to reflect all TMM channels being inoperable due 
to exceeding temperature. 

Same as STS, except CHP not excepted in STS. CHP is pressure 
switch. Same requirements as TS. 

SR: Daily Calorimetric NI and Delta T Power, 24 hours Same as STS, except deleted Note 2 of STS, which permits 
suspension of calorimetric during physics testing. This 
provision is not needed at Palisades, since power ascension 
procedures do not require suspension. 

SR: (Calibrate Power Range NI channels using Incores) There is no APD Hi trip at Palisades. Therefore this is not 
RPS-related instrumentation. Other power distribution 
monitoring addressed in the power distribution monitoring LCO 
section. 

SR: Perform CFT except Loss of Load & Hi Start Up Rate, 92 days Unchanged 

SR: Calibrate the Power Range Nls with Test Signal, 31 days 

SR: Verify TMM constants, 92 days 

SR: Perform CFT of LOL and Hi SUR, 7 days before Start Up 

SR: Perform CFT on bypass removal channels 

SR: perform Channel Cal. every 18 months 

SR: Verify Control Room Temperature s 90"F; 12 hours 

SR: (Response Time Testing, 18 months) 

20 

RTS test same as TS. Similar to STS, but use of internal test 
signal specified in lieu of standard CHANNEL CALIBRATION 
wording. Actual CHANNEL CALIBRATION done every 18 months, per 
SR 3.3.1.8, as in TS. CHANNEL CALIBRATION Interval in STS is 
92 days. This Calibration with a test signal is retained as 31 
days in TS to RTS conversion. 

The TMM is a digital device not part of the STS hardware. It 
calculates the TM/LP and VHPT. Interval same as in TS 

Unchanged 

Bypass removal channels are not specified in TS. CFT on bypass 
rem. channel is done at same interval as the source hardware. 
For WR Nis, this is 7 days before Start Up per SR 3.3.1.6. For 
Loss of Load, sensed from power range Nis, it is 31 days per SR 
3.3.1.4 

Unchanged. Same as Pal TS. In TS and RTS, Pwr Range NI Cal 
done every 18 months. Therefore note excepting neutron 
detectors has been added. In STS, NI cal done more frequently 
(92 days) 

Added SR to verify Control Room temperature. In support of TMM 
operability. 

Not required at Palisades. Not in TS. 



Pali sades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number 

3.3. lt 3.3.lt 2.3.lt 

3.3.ltl 3.3.ltl 2.3.ltl 

3.3.lt2 3.3.lt2 NA 

3. 3. lt3 3 .3. lt3 2 .3. lt2 

3.3.lt4 3.3.lt?a 2.3.lt5 

3.3. ltS 3.3.lt?b 2.3.ltS 

3.3.lt6 3.3. lt6 2.3.lt6 

3.3.lt? 3.3.lt6 2.3.lt6 

3.3.lt8 3.3.lt4 2. 3. lt3 

Omitted 3 .3. lt8 NA 

3 .3. lt9 3.3.lt9a 2 .3. lt4 

Omitted 3 .3. lt9b NA 

3.3.ltlO 3.3.ltlO NA 

3.3.ltll 3.3.lt5 2.3.lt? 

RTS (STS) requirement Description 

Tabl: Required RPS inst & setpoints 

LCO: VHP trip setpoint 

LCO: Hi Startup Rate 

LCO: Low Flow setpoint 

LCD: Low SG A level setpoint 

LCD: Low SG B level setpoint 

LCO: Low SG A Pressure setpoint 

LCO: Low SG B Pressure setpoint 

LCO: High Pressurizer pressure setpoint 

LCO: (APD Hi Trip Setpoint) 

LCO: TM/LPT setpoint 

LCO: (SG Pressure Difference) 

LCD: Loss of Load Trip Setpoint. 

LCO: High Containment Pressure setpoint 
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• 
( 03/28/96). 

Explanation of Differences 

Used Palisades values from table 2.3.l of existing Tech Specs. 
Otherwise, format in accordance with STS. 

Plant specific setpoint. Otherwise, no change. 

Allowable value omitted, since there is no analytical basis; 
Otherwise, no change. 

Plant specific setpoint and ·bypass removal prov1s1ons. 
Palisades does not require raising the Zero Power Mode Bypass 
(ZPMB) setpoint during physics testing, as in Note b of STS. 
Therefore, this provision is deleted. In addition, Palisades 
is administratively prohibited from going into ZPMB unless the 
RPS is not required (fewer than two control rods capable of 
withdrawal), hence note b has been amended. 

Plant specific setpoint, otherwise no change. 

Plant specific setpoint, otherwise no change 

The "standard" CE plant auctioneers its SGLP signals from each 
SG, thereby using only one RPS trip unit. Palisades uses two 
trip units. Setpoint plant specific. Bypass removal at 
Palisades is part of the Zero Power Mode Bypass circuitry. 
Other plants use separate bypass bistable sensed from SG 
pressure. Hence, note c in STS is NA to Palisades. 

Same as above (SG A Pressure). 

Plant specific setpoint, otherwise no change 

NA to Palisades. This trip does not exist. 

Palisades uses a digital Thermal Margin Monitor to generate 
Setpoint. Algorithm specified numerically in TS, rather than 
in Figures. Therefore, STS figures are deleted, and RTS uses 
an equation to specify setpoint constants, as in current TS. 

This function does not exist at Palisades. 

Allowable value omitted, since there is no analytical basis; 
Bypass, referenced by note b, is also plant specific. Otherwise 
no change 

Plant specific setpoint, otherwise no change 



Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number 

Omitted 3.3.2 NA 

3.3.2 3.3.3 3.17.1.1 

3.3.2 A 3.3.3 A 3.17.1.4 

3.3.2 A.l 3.3.3 A.l 3.17.1.4 a 

3.3.2 B 3.3.3 B 3.17.1.5 

3.3.2 B.1 3.3.3 B.l 3.17.1.5 a 

3.3.2 c 3.3.3 B 3.17.1.1 

3.3.2.C.l Added 3.17 .1.1 a 

Omitted 3.3.3 c NA 

RTS.(STS) requirement Description 

LCO: (4 RPS Channel required OPERABLE in MODES 3, 4, 5 etc.) 

LCO: RPS logic and manual trip channels OPERABLE; Modes 1-5 

COND: One matrix channel inoperable 

ACTN: Restore channel to OPERABLE; 48 hours 

COND: One initiation channel inoperable 

ACTN: De-energize affected CRDM power supplies; 1 hour 

COND: One manual trip inoperable 

ACTN: Restore before startup 

• 
(03/28/96). 

Explanation of Differences 

The APPLICABILITY has been included in 3.3.1. The CE standard 
plant only required Hi Start Up Rate to be OPERABLE in the 
lower modes. Palisades requires all trips. 

Reworded to reflect Palisades use of contactors rather than 
RTCBs. The contactors used at Palisades are part of the 
Initiation Logic, and are not tested separately, as are RTCBs. 
RTS APPLICABILITY is "more than one control rod capable of 
being withdrawn" rather than STS "any CEAs (control rods) 
capable of being withdrawn". This reflect the absence of RTCBs 
and the capability at Palisades to use a Rod Drop Test Panel to 
individually incapacitate control rods. It is consistent with 
TS usage, and reflects the assumption of a single stuck control 
rod in the SDM calculation. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Omitted reference to RTCBs, which Palisades does not have, and 
to inoperable manual trip channels. Manual trip channels are 
addressed in RTS condition C. 

Reworded to reflect Palisades use of contactors rather than 
RTCBs. Otherwise the RTS reflects the STS actions. Palisades 
uses clutch power supplies in a selective two out of four logic 
similar to that employed by the RTCBs. 

Palisades has only two manual trip buttons, either of which 
trips the plant. They cannot be tested at power. Therefore 
they cannot be repaired at power. 

Manual trip cannot be tested at power. This is a plant 
specific difference from the CE standard plant which has four 
manual trip buttons in a selective two out of four logic. RTS 
Completion Time is the same as TS. 

COND: (One ch. of manual, RTCBs, or init. inop in MODES 3, 4, 5) Omitted. RTS similar to TS. STS Action C.l is irrelevant in 
the case of manual trip, since it must be restored prior to 
startup, per RTS Action C.1. There are no RTCBs. Initiation 
logic is addressed by Condition B.1. Palisades TS makes no 
distinction between upper and lower MODES in LCO 3.3.l from the 
standpoint of OPERABILITY. 
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Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number 

Omitted 3.3.3 D NA 

3.3.2 D 3.3.3 E 3.17.1.6 

3.3.2 D.1 3.3.3 E.l 3.17.1.6 a 

3.3.2 D.2 3.3.3 E.2 3.17.1.6 b 

3.3.2.1 3.3.3.1 4.17.lt 

3.3.2.2 3.3.3.2 4.17.lt 

Omitted 3.3.3.3 NA 

• 
(03/28/96). 

RTS (STS) requirement Description Explanation of Differences 

COND: (Two ch. of RTCBs/init log. affecting same trip leg inop) Condition NA to Palisades. This condition was written all 
later CE plants, which split matrix power supplies. It is thus 
possible to deenergize two supplies on loss of a vital bus or 
matrix power supply, deenergizing two trip paths. The 
condition was written to permit continued operation as long as 
the initiation logic deenergized as designed. In the case of 
Palisades, this is not a credible single failure, since the 
matrix supplies are fully auctioneered, and loss of a single 
supply will not deenergize two trip paths. 

COND: Required Actions not met 

ACTION: Be in MODE 3, 6 hrs. 

ACTION: No more than 1 rod withdrawn; 30 hrs 

SR: Channel Functional Test each Logic channel; 92 days 

SR: Channel Functional Test Manual trips; 7 days B4 startup 

SR: (Channel Functional Test RTCBs; 18 months) 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged, except that Action B.2 reflects the slightly 
differing APPLICABILITY from the standard. In RTS, placing the 
plant in a condition in which the LCO does not apply requires 
assuring that no more than one rod can be withdrawn. 30 hrs 
for the completion time is explained in LCO 3.0.3 

Unchanged, except reference to RTCBs is deleted. 92 day 
interval in accordance with CEN 327. 

Unchanged. 

Palisades does not use RTCBs. 

3.3.3 3.3.4 3.16.1/3.17.2 LCO: Four ESF inst channels OPERABLE; Modes 1,2,3 Required Functions and specified allowable values are 
consistent with existing Palisades Tech Specs. Term ESFAS 
changed to ESF Instrumentation to be consistent with plant 
vernacular. There is no ESFAS as such at Palisades. 

3.3.3 A 3.3.4 A 3.17.2.4 

3.3.3 A.l 3.3.4 A.l 3.17.2.4 a 

3.3.3 A.2 Added 3.17.2.4 b 

COND: One SIRWT Channel Inoperable 

ACTN: Bypass inoperable RAS level switch; 8 hours 

ACTN: Restore inoperable RAS channel; 7 days 
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The Function, at Palisades, which has actions different from 
other ESF Functions is SIRWT Level, which provides 
Recirculation Actuation. Palisades has no CSAS signal; 
Containment Spray is initiated from Containment High Pressure 
(CHP) along with containment Isolation. 

Action and Completion Time consistent with existing TS. It is 
preferable to bypass rather than trip RAS since inadvertent 
function actuation could result in switching SIS to a dry 
containment sump. 8 hours required due to absence of installed 
bypass capability. 

Action and Completion Time consistent with TS. 



Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number 

3.3.3 B 3.3.4 B 3.17.2.2 

Omitted 3.3.4.B.1 NA 

Omitted 3.3.4 B.2.1 NA 

3.3.3 B.l 3.3.4.B.2.2 3.17.2.2 a 

3.3.3 c 3.3.4 c 3.17.2.3 

3.3.3 C.l 3.3.4 C.l 3.17.2.3 a 

3.3.3 C.2 3.3.4 C.2 3.17.2.3 b 

3.3.3 D 3.3.4 D/E New 

3.3.3 D.l 3.3.4 D.1/E.l New 

RTS (STS) requirement Description 

COND: One ESF instrument channel inoperable, except SIRWT 

ACTN: (place affected Trip Unit in bypass or trip) 

ACTN: (Restore in 48 hours) 

ACTN: Place affected trip unit in trip; 7 days 

COND: Two ESF Channels Inoperable 

ACTN: Place one trip unit in trip; 8 hours 

ACTN: Restore to OPERABLE, 7 days 

COND: One or two Bypass removal channels inoperable 

ACTN: Disable the Bypass channels, 1 hour 
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• 
( 03/28/96) . 

Explanation of Differences 

Newer CE plants use an ESFAS cabinet with logic networks 
similar to the RPS. Palisades has no equivalent. Palisades 
typically uses a bistable in each instrument loop with its 
contact pairs wired into a 2 out of 4 logic. CHP uses pressure 
switches rather than instrument loops; RAS uses capacitance 
sensing level probes. There are no built in bypass or trip 
capabilities for each channel. SIRWT is excepted, as in TS, 
since it uses a selective two out of four logic, and the 
preferred failure mode for RAS is in an untripped condition. 

This action is not proposed. It would comprise a new 
requirement for Palisades. Placing an inoperable channel in 
bypass provides no safety benefit over leaving it unbypassed, 
and in some instances could preclude trouble shooting or 
repair. Current TS does not have this requirement. 

Restore is always an option. This Action not in TS. 

Action and completion time per TS. Requirement to bypass (STS 
Action B.l) is eliminated, since there are no installed bypass 
capabilities. Circuit modifications are required to trip the 
function. 

Unchanged except that RTS and TS except SIRWT level, and STS 
excepts CSAS. SIRWT is selective two out of four, and CSAS 
does not exist at Palisades. 

Consistent with TS. STS allows 1 hour. This cannot be done at 
Palisades due to lack of built in trip capability. The STS 
bypass action was omitted since, at Palisades, only the RPS and 
AFAS trip units have a built in trip and bypass capability. 
The AFAS circuitry has no interlock preventing bypassing 
multiple channels. Associated ESF circuitry cannot be bypassed 
or tripped without lifting leads or opening links; such actions 
are neither advisable in a short time nor required for these 
circuits. 

7 days consistent with TS. STS allows 48 hours. 

Combined STS Conditions D and E. This is more conservative 
than STS. 

Unchanged. 



Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number 

Omitted 3.3.4 D.2.1 NA 

Omitted 3.3.4 D.2.2.l NA 

Omitted 3.3.4 D.2.2.2 NA 

3.3.3 D.2 Added New 

Omitted 3.3.4 E NA 

3.3.3 E 3.3.4 F 3.17.2.6 

3.3.3 E.1 3.3.4 F.l 3.17.2.6 a 

3.3.3 E.2 3.3.4 F.2 3.17.2.6 b 

3.3.3.1 3.3.4.1 4.17.2t 

3.3.3.2 3.3.4.2 4.17.2t 

(03/28/96). 

RTS (STS) requirement Description Explanation of Differences 

ACTN: (place affected trip unit in bypass or trip; 48 hrs) The STS action is inappropriate for Palisades. Theis action is 
omitted because at Palisades the bypass instrument channels are 
combined into logic completely independently of the instrument 
channels of the bypassed function. The bypass is accomplished 
downstream of the bypass 3/4 enable logic. Therefore bypassing 
or tripping the affected ESF actuation trip unit would have no 
effect. Proposed Action 3.3.3 D.2 replaces STS Actions D.2.1, 
D.2.2.1, and D.2.2.2. Declaring the logic channel inoperable 
places the plant under Condition 3.3.4 A. 

ACTN: (Restore bypass channel & affected trip units; 48 hours) See discussion following omitted STS action d.2.1, above. 

ACTN: (place in trip; 48 hrs) 

ACTN: Declare affected logic channel inoperable;! hour 

COND: (2 bypass channels inoperable) 

COND: Required Actions not met, 

ACTN: Be in MODE 3, 6 hrs 

ACTN: Be in MODE 4, 30 hrs 

SR: Channel check ESF instruments; 12 hours 

SR: CFT of each channel except SIRWT Level sw., 92 days 
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See discussion following omitted STS action d.2.1, above. 

The wording reflects the fact that at Palisades the bypass 
instrument channels are combined into logic completely 
independently of the instrument channels of the bypassed 
function. The bypass is accomplished downstream of the bypass 
3/4 enable logic. Declaring the logic channel inoperable 
places the plant under Condition 3.3.3 A. 

STS Conditions 3.3.4 D and 3.3.4 E were replaced by proposed 
Condition 3.3.3 D. The STS actions associated with those 
conditions are inappropriate for Palisades. The proposed 
action is more restrictive. 

Unchanged 

Unchanged 

Unchanged except for completion time. Palisades used a 30 hour 
time to Mode 4. 

Excepted CHP and RAS from channel check since no indicators are 
provided in the trip initiating instrument channels. CHP uses 
pressure switches; RAS uses capacitance probe level detectors. 
This exception is not in STS, since normal analog transmitters 
are assumed. 

Unchanged except for SIRWT level switch exception. Capacitance 
probes are tested by physically lifting them above the existing 
fluid in the tank. This is not done at power. 



Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. ( 03/28/96). 

RTS Number STS Number 

Omitted 3.3.4.3 

3.3.3.3 3.3.4.4 

Omitted 3.3.4.5 

3.3.3-lt 3.3.4-lt 

3.3.3-ltl 3.3.4-ltl 

3.3.3-ltla 3.3.4-ltlb 

Omitted 3.3.3-ltla 

3.3.3-lt2 3.3.4-lt3 

3.3.3-lt2a/b 3.3.4-lt3a 

TS Number 

NA 

4.17.2t 

NA 

RTS (STS) requirement Description Explanation of Differences 

SR: 

SR: 

SR: 

(CFT on Bypass removal Channels; 92 days before startup) This would constitute a new requirement for Palisades. The 
actuation of the bypass removal bistable contacts is required, 
by definition, in the channel functional testing required by 
RTS SR 3.3.3.2. The functioning of the bypass removal logic is 
verified by RTS SR 3.3.3.3. 

Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION, 18 months Unchanged. This CHANNEL CALIBRATION also includes a CHANNEL 
FUNCTIONAL TEST of the SIRWT Level Probes (by definition, a 
Channel Calibration includes a CFT). This satisfies TS Table 
3.17.2 requirement for a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on these 
probes. Capacitance probes cannot be tested at power. SR 
3.3.3.2 exempts level switches. The bypass removal functions 
are also specified in thi~ SR, as in STS 3.3.4.4. CHANNEL 
CALIBRATION. This is consistent with existing TS. 

(Response time test, 18 months) Not required at Palisades. Not in TS. NRC evaluated this item 
during the Palisades Systematic Evaluation Program and 
concluded, Nureg 0820, Page 4-35, Item 4.22, that such testing 
would have little effect on risk and would not be required. 

3.17.2t/3.17.3tTabl: Required ESF Inst. and setpoints Tables similar in format. The MODES column has been deleted 
since all are applicable in MODES 1, 2, and 3. It was retained 
in STS in case there are plant-specific requirements for other 
MODES. Setpoints derived from Table 3.16 in TS. Signal naming 
consistent with Palisades vernacular. Palisades does not have 
many of the traditional actuation signals, and groups them 
differently. Naming and grouping consistent with TS. 

3.16t/3.17.2t LCD: SIS Inst 

3.16.t/3.17.2t LCD: Pressurizer Pressure SIS input 

NA LCD: (Cont. Press. input to SIS) 

3.16t/3.17.2t LCD: CHP Signal 

3.16t/3.17.3t LCD: Cont. Press. left and right train 
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Unchanged except name change from SIAS to SIS 

Unchanged, uses Palisades setpoint and bypass setpoint per note 
a. 
Palisades does not have separate CHP instrumentation input 
channels to SIS. The CHP actuation logic is an input to SIS, 
as in LCD 3.3.4 

The CHP signal at Palisades is similar to the CIAS in STS. The 
CHP logic output isolates containment, and provides a logic 
input to SIS, which is addressed in LCD 3.3.4. Palisades 
setpoints used 

Palisades has train-specific sensor channels. This differs 
from the CE standard design. The resulting logic output is the 
CHP. The CHR is a separate signal which isolates a similar 
though different subset of components. This also differs from 
the CE standard. 



• 
Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number RTS (STS) requirement Description 

3.3.3-lt3/3a 3.3.4-lt3b 3.16t/3.17.3t LCO: Cont High Radiation 

3.3.3-lt4 3.3.4-lt4 3.16t/3.17.3t LCO: SGLP 

3.3.3-lt4a/b 3.3.4-lt4a 3.16t/3.17.3t LCO: SG Press low SG A, B 

3.3.3-lt5 3.3.4-lt6 3.16t/3.17.2t LCO: AFAS 

3.3.3-lt5a/b 3.3.4-lt5a/b 3.16t/3.17.2t LCO: SG water level input to AFAS 

3.3.3-lt6 3.3.4-lt5 3 . 16/ 3 ' 17' 2t LCO: RAS signal 

3.3.3-lt6a 3.3.4-lt5a 3.16/3.17.2t LCO: Low SIRWT Level RAS input 

Omitted 3.3.4-lt2 NA LCO: (CSAS) 

3.3.4 3.3.5 3.17.2/.3 LCO: Two ESF Manual & two actuation channels; Modes 1,2,3 

3.3.4 A 3.3.5 A/C 3.17.2.1/3.1 COND: One ESF manual channel or actuation train inoperable 

3.3.4 A.l 3.3.5 A/C 3.17.2.la/3.la ACTN: Restore inoperable ESF actuation channel; 48 hours 

3.3.4 B 3.3.5 B 3.17.2.6/3.5 COND: Required Action not met 

3.3.4 B.l 3.3.5 B.l 3.17.2.6a/3.5a ACTN: Be in Mode 3· 6 hours 

3.3.4 B.2 3.3.5 B.2 3.17.2.6b/3.5b ACTN: Be in Mode 4; 30 hours 

Omitted 3.3.5 D NA COND: (Required Action not met) 
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• 
(03/28/96). 

Explanation of Differences 

CHR employs four sensor channels, but is a different actuation 
signal from CHP. 

The SGLP signals are analogous to the MSIS in STS. 

The SGLP uses two out of four logic from both SGs. Either SGLP 
input closes both MSIVs, but generator-specific feedwater 
isolation. This differs from the standard. The SG pressure 
low bypass is similar to STS, but uses plant specific 
setpoints. Noted in STS allows MSIS to be inoperable when the 
associated valves are closed and deactivated. This provision 
is not in current Palisades TS, and the note has been 
eliminated. 

Palisades AFAS does not have SG Delta P logic. It feeds on low 
water level only. Therefore the STS Table 3.3.4-lt5c is Not 
Applicable to RTS. 

Similar in concept to STS. 

Similar to standard 

Similar to STS, but Level switches used at Palisades. 

There is no CSAS unction at Palisades. Containment spray is 
one of several SIS functions. 

Reworded to reflect Palisades hardware & applicability removed 
from table. Palisades does not have actuation Logic separate 
from the instrument channels, but uses actuating relays 
arranged into two trains. The APPLICABILITY for all Palisades 
ESF functions is the same so the column was removed from the 
table to the applicability line. 

RSTS conditions combined since, with all functions having the 
same APPLICABILITY, hence the required actions are identical. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Used Palisades time to Mode 4. 

No equipment required in Mode 4 addressed by LCO. 



• 
Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number 

3.3.4.l 3.3.5.l 4 .17 . 2t. 3 . a 

3.3.4.2 3.3.5.l 4.17 .2t.lb 

3.3.4.3 3.3.5.l 4.17.2t/3t 

3.3.4.4 3.3.5.2 4.17.2t/3t 

3.3.4tl 3.3.5tl 3.17 .2tl 

3.3.4t2 3.3.5t3 3.17.3tl 

3.3.4t3 3.3.5t3 3.17.3t2 

3.3.4t4 3.3.5t4 3.17.3t3 

3.3.4t5 3.3.5T6 3.17.2t3 

3.3.4t6 3.3.5t5 3.17.2.2 

3.3.5 3.3.6 New 

3.3.5 A 3.3.6A/B/C New 

RTS (STS) requirement Description 

SR: Channel Functional Test AFAS trains; 92 days 

• 
(03/28/96). 

Explanation of Differences 

Specified only SIS and AFAS since other ESF actuation trains 
cannot be tested on line. A Channel Functional Test is 
specified for the remaining ESF trains each 18 months. Notes 
in STS omitted since they are not applicable to Palisades 
equipment. 

SR: Channel Functional Test SIS logic, normal and lop, 92 days See 3.3.4.1 discussion, above. 

SR: Channel Functional Test ESF trains; 18 months 

SR: Channel Functional Test ESF manual channels; 18 months 

LCD: Two SIS Manual, CHP input, & actuation channels 

LCD: Two CHP Manual & actuation channels. 

LCD: Two CHR Manual & actuation channels 

LCD: Two SGLP Manual & actuation channels 

LCO: Two AFAS Manual & actuation channels 

LCD: Two RAS Manual & actuation channels 

LCD: Two UV channels per DG OPERABLE; when DG required 

COND: One or more UV channel inoperable 
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See explanation for 3.3.4.1, above. 

Unchanged. 

Similar, except RTS lists components of the SIS. STS does not. 
This is needed since SIS has a CHP logic input which must be 
addressed. Mode applicability deleted, since they are all the 
same and addressed by the LCD APPLICABILITY. statement. 

CHP manual is by individual component actuation, per note a. 
CHP is analogous to CIAS. MODEs addressed by APPLICABILITY 

MODEs addressed by APPLICABILITY. CHR operates an overlapping 
subset of components with CHP. 

MODEs addressed by APPLICABILITY. Manual actuation by 
individual components per note a. 

MODEs addressed by APPLICABILITY. manual actuation by 
individual components, per note a 

MODEs addressed by APPLICABILITY. Manual actuation by 
individual components (note a) 

Reworded LCD to use Palisades usage (we do not use LOVS 
acronym) and to reflect the use of three sensors in both the 
undervoltage and loss of voltage functions. Palisades has two 
UV channels per DG, one time-undervoltage (degraded voltage), 
and one loss of voltage. APPLICABILITY reflects when the 
capability is needed. 

Palisades has three sensors per function in a 1 out of 3 logic. 
There is neither trip nor bypass ~apability. If inoperable, 
the associated logic is inoperable. This differs from the 
standard. Therefore it does not matter how many sensor 
channels are inoperable, and conditions are combined. 



• 
Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number 

Omitted 3.3.6 A.1 NA 

Omitted 3.3.6 A.2.1 NA 

Omitted 3.3.6 A.2.2 NA 

3.3.5 A.1 3.3.6 B.l/C./D New 

Omitted 3.3.6.1 NA 

Omitted 3.3.6.2 NA 

3.3.5.l 3.3.6.3 New 

3.3.6 3.3.7 3.17.6t 20 

• 
RTS (STS) requirement Description 

ACTN: (Place channel in bypass or trip.) 

ACTN: (Restore UV channel ; 48 hours) 

ACTN: Place the UV channel in trip; 48 hours 

ACTN: Declare DG inoperable; immediately 

SR: Channel check UV channels; 12 hours 

SR: Channel Functional Test UV channels; 92 days 

SR: Channel Calibration, UV channels; 18 months 

LCO: Two refueling CHR channels OPERABLE; Mode 6 
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• 
(03/28/96). 

Explanation of Differences 

This step is inappropriate. There is no installed bypass 
capability. If inoperable, the inoperable channel must be 
restored to OPERABLE. 

Deleted. Preference is to declare DG inoperable. There is no 
built in trip capability as per STS A.2.2. 

There is no built in trip capability as per STS A.2.2. 

Action consistent with similar STS Condition Band Action B.1. 
STS Completion time shortened to Immediately. This is 
consistent with the RTS condition statement of "one or more 
sensor or logic channels inoperable per DG inoperable". Logic 
channels mentioned in condition statement to address auxiliary 
relays which actuate the UV start from the primary sensing 
relays. This RTS action also addresses the STS shutdown track 
of STS Condition D. 

There is no instrumentation associated with the UV sensors to 
channel check. 

This SR is inappropriate for the Palisades system. There is no 
prov1s1on for such testing without actually de-energizing and 
stripping the associated class lE bus. The RSTS carries a note 
excluding testing of the end devices, in a relay system there 
is nothing else. Note that a Channel Functional test is 
includes, by definition, into the channel calibration. 

Unchanged. Plant specific numbers used. 

Palisades has no comparable system to the CPIS of STS LCO 
3.3.7. Purge isolation is accomplished by CHP or CHR which are 
addressed by LCO 3.3.4. However, during refueling, additional 
refueling radiation monitors are manually switched into the CHR 
logic to provide complete CHR isolation in the event of fuel 
handling accidents. There is one monitor per train. Hence, 
STS LCO 3.3.7 is the pattern, though actions differ. Since one 
out of one logic is employed, and all containment isolation 
valves are actuated,· actions related to one inoperable channel 
in a two out of four logic system are inappropriate, as are 
actions requiring only closure of CPIS valves. Applicability 
is same as STS CPIS. It is similar to TS, where operability is 
required during refueling. RTS requires 2 channels OPERABLE. 
STS only requires one OPERABLE. 



Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number 

3.3.6.A 3.3.7 A/B 3.17.6 20 

Omitted 3.3.7 A.l NA 

3.3.6 A.l 3.3.7 A.2.1 3.17.6.20 a 

3.3.6 A.2 3.3.7 A.2.2 New 

Omitted 3.3.7 B NA 

3.3.6.1 3.3.7.1 4.17.6t 20 

3.3.6.2 3.3.7.2 4.17 .6t 20 

Omitted 3.3.7.3 NA 

3.3.6.3 3.3.7.4 4.17.6t 20 

3.3.6.4 3.3.7.5 New 

Omitted 3.3.7.6 NA 

Omitted 3.3.8 NA 

Omitted 3.3.9 NA 

Omitted 3.3.10 NA 

3.3.7 3 .3 .11 3 .17. 4 

RTS (STS) requirement Description 

COND: One or two Refueling CHR inoperable 

ACTN: Place channel in trip; 4 hours 

ACTN: Suspend core alterations 

ACTN: Suspend fuel movement 

COND: > 1 chnl, 1 manual chnl, or logic inoperable 

SR: Refueling monitor CHANNEL CHECK 24 hrs 

SR: Refueling Monitor CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST, 31 days 

SR: Logic channel CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST, 31 days 

SR: Refueling Monitor CHANNEL CALIBRATION, 18 months. 

SR: CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on manual channel 

SR: Verify Response Times 

LCD: CRIS system OPERABLE; Modes 1,2,3,4, Etc 

LCD: eves isolation channels OPERABLE; Modes 1. 2, 3, 4 

LCD: SBFAS channels OPERABLE; Modes 1. 2, 3, 4 

LCO: AMI Instruments (Tabl 3.3.7-1) OPERABLE Modes 1, 2, 3 
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• 
(03/28/96). 

Explanation of Differences 

RTS A Condition encompasses Conditions A and B of STS, since in 
a 1 out of 1 logic channel, each monitor disables one entire 
train. 

This action was omitted because it is inappropriate for a 
system with 1 out of 2 logic. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Condition B and associated actions omitted. Actions required 
under condition A take plant out of applicable conditions. 
There is no logic network at Palisades other than for the 
Manual actuation, which uses the operating CHR logic. Manual 
actuation is part of the "channel" and need not be addressed 
seperately. 

Unchanged from STS and TS. Frequency of 24 hours vice 12 hrs in 
STS to be consistent with TS. 

Unchanged from STS, except STS interval is 92 days. 31 days is 
TS value 

The Refueling Monitors actuate the CHR relays directly. Each 
channel is effectively 1 out of 1 logic. There is no multi 
channel logic to be tested, other than that tested by the 
manual actuation SR. 

Same as TS and STS 

Unchanged. 

Palisades not required to do Tesponse time tests 

Palisades has no comparable system. Control room isolation is 
accomplished by CHP or CHR which are addressed by LCD 3.3.4. 

Palisades has no comparable system 

Palisades has no comparable system 

Unchanged, except name "PAM!" changed to "AMI" to be consistent 
with plant vernacular. LCO conditions and actions were 
retained as in TS. Only format changed as in STS 



Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number 

3.3.7 A 3.3.11 A 3.17.4.1/5 

3.3.7 A.l 3.3.11.A.l 3.17.4.la/5a 

3.3.7 B 3.3.11 c 3.17.4.2/6 

3.3.7 B.1 3.3.11 C.l 3.17.4.2.a 

3.3.7 c 3.3.11 F 3.17.4.4/7 

3.3.7 C.l 3.3.11 F.l 3.17.4.4.a 

3.3.7 C.2 3.3.11 F.2 3.17.4.4.b 

3.3.7 D 3.3.11 B/G 3.17.4.7 

3.3.7 D.1/2 3.3.11 B.l/G.l 3.17.4.7 c 

Omitted 3.3.11 D NA 

Omitted 3.3.11 E NA 

3 .3. 7 .1 3.3.11.1 4.17.4t 

3.3.7.2 3.3.11.2 4.17.4t 

• 
RTS (STS) requirement Description 

COND: One AMI channel inoperable, 

ACTN: Restore in 7 days 

COND: Two required channels inop 

ACTN: Restore in 48 hours 

COND: Required actions not met 

ACTN: Be in MODE 3; 6 hrs 

ACTN: MODE 4 30 hrs 

COND: Required Actions not met 

ACTN: !nit. Act. iaw 5.6.7,immed; restore after MODE 6 entry 

COND: Two Hydrogen monitors inoperable 

COND: Refer to table for SD Track 

SR: Channel Check AMI instruments; 31 days 

SR: Perform a CHANNEL CALIBRATION, 18 months 
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• 
(03/28/96). 

Explanation of Differences 

Unchanged 

Unchanged except STS allows 30 days. No change from TS. 

Unchanged except for deletion STS of note exempting hydrogen 
monitors. Condition as in TS 

Unchanged from STS except STS completion time is 7 days. No 
change from TS 

Eliminated use of STS Condition E to reference STS Condition F. 
Condition wording cleaner and more straightforward for 
Palisades AMI without Condition E. Same condition 
applicability as TS 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged except for Palisades MODE 4 completion Time of 30 
hours. TS presently allows 48 hours to MODE 4. 

Eliminated use of STS Condition E to refer to STS Condition G. 
Condition wording cleaner and more straightforward for 
Palisades AMI without Condition E. Same condition 
applicability as in TS. 

Same actions as TS. RTS D.1 similar to STS G.l. Added 
restoration provision as in TS 

There is no separate provision for hydrogen monitors in TS. TS 
provisions retained. 

Grouping of AMI function at Palisades makes table entry per 
Cond. E redundant. No other LCD uses this method, which is 
suitable for involved tables, but confusing otherwise. 

Unchanged from STS, except that STS statement "that is normally 
energized" is eliminated" since all are normally energized. 
Containment valve position is exempted since there is only one 
channel of indication. Same as TS 

Unchanged except note excepting Excore detectors is eliminated 
since it is included in the definition of CHANNEL CALIBRATION 



Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number RTS (STS) requirement Description 

3.3.7-lt 3.3.11-lt 3.17.4t SR: Table of AMI Instrumentation 

3.3.8 3 .3 .12 3.17.5 LCO: Alternate Shutdown System (C-150) OPERABLE; Modes 1,2,3 

3. 3. 8 A. 3.3.12A 3.17.5.l COND: One or more channel inoperable 

3.3.8 A.l Added 3.17.5.la ACTN: Provide alternate monitoring, 7 days 

3.3.8 A.2 3.3.12 A.1 3.17.5.lb ACTN: Restore to OPERABLE, 60 days 

3.3.8 B 3 .3 .12 B 3.17.5.2 COND: Required Action not met 

3.3.8 B.l 3.3.12 B.1 3.17.5.2a ACTN: Be in Mode 3· 6 hours 

3.3.8 B.2 3.3.12 B.2 3.17.5.2b ACTN: Be in Mode 4; 30 hours 

3.3.8.l 3.3.12.1 4.17.St SR: Channel Check C-150 Instruments; 92 days 

3.3.8.2 Added 4.17.5t a SR: channel check neutron flux, 7 days before Startup 

Omitted 3.3.12.2 4.17.5t19,20 SR: verify control circuits, transfer switches, 18 months. 

3.2.8.3 Added 4.17.5t SR: CHANNEL CHECK of AFW Flow, 18 months 

3.3.3.4 Added 4 .17. St SR: CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST AFW controls 
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• 
(03/28/96). 

Explanation of Differences 

Table entries identical to TS. Third column in STS table 
eliminated since table entry to establish shutdown track is 
no longer required. Refer to discussion of omitted STS 
LCO 3.3.11.E, above. 

unchanged. 

Unchanged except STS "Functions" replaced with TS actions used 
throughout this LCO. 

No equivalent STS Action, since table is function based rather 
than channel based, ability to provide alternate monitoring is 
implicit in the STS. This action is the same as in TS. 

Unchanged except STS has 30 day completion time. 60 days is in 
TS. Note that in RTS alternative monitoring is in place from 
Act ion A. l. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Used Palisades time to Mode 4. TS allows 48 hours 

SR Flux and AFW flow indication omitted from channel check 
because these instruments will normally have no indication 
during power operation. Specified 92 days (the frequency 
specified in existing Palisades Tech Specs), rather than 31 
days used in RSTS, since Palisades instruments use same 
transmitter as one control room channel. A channel check 
requires switching the control room channel out of service to 
verify operability of the remote channel, causing the 
associated alarms, etc., to actuate. The existing SR frequency 
was approved in TS amendment #85(?). 

This is consistent with CFT of the neutron flux channel in LCO 
3.3.1, and per existing TS. 

Redundant. All functions use transfer switches. Transfer 
switches and controls are automatically checked when associated 
instrumentation is tested. 

Refer to discussion under SR 3.3.8.l. Same as TS. 

Refer to discussion under SR 3.3.8.1. Same as TS. 



Palisades RTS Cross Reference to STS. 

RTS Number STS Number TS Number 

3.3.8.5 3.3.12.3 4.17.St 

Omitted 3.3.12.4 NA 

3.3.8-1 3.3.12-1 3 .17. St 

3.3.9 3 .3 .13 3.17.6.1 

3.3.9 A 3.3.13 A 3.17.6.1 

3.3.9 A.1 3.3.13 A.l 3.17.6.la 

3.3.9 A.2 3.3.13 A.2 3.17.6.lb 

3.3.9.1 3.3.13.l 4.17.6tl 

Omitted 3.3.13.2 NA 

3.3.9.2 Added 4.17 .6tl 

3.3.10 Added 3.17.6.19 

3.3.10 A Added 3.17.6.19 

3.3.10.A.1 Added 3.17.6.19.a) 

3.3.10.A.2 Added 3.17.6.19.b) 

RTS (STS) requirement Description 

SR: CHANNEL CALIBRATION, 18 months 

SR: Response Time Testing, 18 months 

Tabl: Required AHSD Panel Instruments 

LCD: Two neutron flux channels OPERABLE; Modes 3, 4, 5 

COND: One SR channel inoperable 

ACTN: Suspend + reactivity Additions; immediately 

ACTN: Perform SOM calculation; 4 hours & every 12 

SR: Channel Check SR channels; 12 hours 

SR: Channel Functional Test SR channels; 92 days 

SR: Channel Calibration SR channels; 18 months 

LCD: Two SFP Rad Monitors Operable 

COND: One or 2 SFP Monitors Inoperable: 

ACTN: Suspend fuel movement. 

ACTN: Restore in 72 hrs or provide equivalent monitoring 
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(03/28/96). 

Explanation of Differences 

Unchanged, except for deletion of STS note exempting excore 
detectors. This note is addressed in the definition of CHANNEL 
CALI BRA TI ON 

No TS requirement. 

Listed Palisades installed equipment, as in existing Tech 
Specs. Transfer switches omitted, since their operability is 
demonstrated by performing a channel check. 

Specified "Neutron Flux" channels, since, at Palisades, these 
are the instruments providing Flux level information during 
shutdown periods. APPLICABILITY reflects that LCD 3.3.1 
protects when more than one rod can be withdrawn 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

Unchanged. 

CFT Consistent with LCD 3.3.l frequency. Palisades has only 
two channels which are not tested at power. 

Refer to above discussion {STS Omitted SR 3.3.13.2). Neutron 
detectors omitted from calibration requirement by CHANNEL 
CALIBRATION definition. 

Unchanged from TS 2. 17 . 6, Item 19 (Fuel Pool Area Radiation 
Monitor 
Unchanged in intent 

Unchanged from 3.17.6.19a) in intent. 3.17.6.19 a) Required 
Action is to "Stop Refueling Operations in the containment". 

Unchanged. 
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ENCLOSURE 1 

CONSUMERS POWER COMPANY 
PALISADES PLANT 

DOCKET 50-255 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION CHANGE REQUEST 

PART 7 - SECTION 3.4 



• .CONSUMERS POWER COMPANY 
Docket 50-255 

Request for Change to the Technical Specifications 
License DPR-20 

3.4 PRIMARY COOLANT SYSTEM CHANGE REQUEST 

March 28, 1996 

It is requested that the Primary Coolant System (PCS) requirements of the 
Technical Specifications contained in the Facility Operating License DPR-20, 
Docket 50-255, issued to Consumers Power Company on February 21, 1991, for the 
Palisades Plant be changed as described below: 

I. ARRANGEMENT AND CONTENT OF THIS PART OF THE CHANGE REQUEST: 

This section of the Technical Specification Change Request (TSCR) proposes 
changes to those Palisades Technical Specification requirements addressing 
the PCS system. These changes are intended to result in requirements which 
are appropriate for the Palisades plant, but closely emulate those of the 
Standard Technical Specifications, Combustion Engineering Plants, NUREG 1432, 
Revision 1. 

This discussion and its supporting information frequently refer to three sets 
of Technical Specifications; the following abbreviations are used for clarity 
and brevity: 

TS 
RTS -
STS -

The existing Palisades Technical Specifications, 
The revised Palisades Technical Specifications, 
NUREG 1432, Revision 1. 

Six attachments are provided to assist the reviewer. The numbering and 
content of the attachments is consistent with other parts of the TSCR. 

1. Proposed RTS pages 
2. Bases for the RTS 
3. A line by line comparison of the TS and RTS 
4. STS pages marked to show the differences between RTS and STS 
5. STS Bases pages marked to show differences between RTS and STS Bases. 
6. A line by line comparison of RTS and STS. 

Attachment 3, the line by line comparison of TS and RTS, is presented in a 
tabular format. The first page contains an explanation of the syntqX and 
abbreviations used. The table is arranged numerically by TS item number. 
Each requirement in Sections 1 through 4 of TS is listed individually. In 
some cases, where a single numbered TS requirement contains more than one 
requirement, each requirement is listed individually under the same number. 
Requirements which appear in RTS or STS, but not in TS, do not appear in the 
Attachment 3 listing. 
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Attachment 3 Provides the Following Information For Each TS Requirement: 

Identifying number of TS item, 
Identifying number of closest equivalent RTS item, 
Identification of TS item as LCO, Action, SR, etc., 
A short paraphrase of requirement, 
A description of each proposed change from TS to RTS. 

Classification of Change as One of the Following Categories: 

ADMINISTRATIVE - A change which is editorial in nature, which only involves 
movement of requirements within the TS without affecting their technical 
content, or clarifies existing TS requirements. 

RELOCATED - A change which only moves requirements, not meeting the 
10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii) criteria, from the TS to the FSAR, to the Operating 
Requirements Manual, or to other documents controlled under 10 CFR 50.59. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE - A change which only adds new requirements, or which 
revised an existing requirement resulting in additional operational 
restriction. 

LESS RESTRICTIVE - A change which deletes any existing requirement, or which 
revises any existing requirement resulting in less operational restriction. 
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Attachment 6, the line by line comparison of RTS and STS, is also presented 
in a tabular format. The first page contains an explanation of the syntax 
and abbreviations used; the second page contains a list of Palisades 
terminology used in place of the generic STS terminology. The table is 
arranged numerically by RTS item number. Each requirement in Sections 1 
through 3 of RTS or STS is listed individually. Requirements which appear in 
TS, but not in RTS or STS, do not appear in the Attachment 6 listing. 

Attachment 6 Provides the Following Information for Each RTS Requirement: 

Identifying number of RTS requirement, 
Identifying number of equivalent STS requirement, 
Identification of each requirement as LCO, Action, SR, etc., 
Short paraphrase of each requirement, 
A description of each proposed change from STS to RTS. 

II. TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION CHANGES PROPOSED: 

The TS LCOs and action statements for the PCS components appear in 
Sections 3.1, 3.3, 3.10 and 3.17. The TS surveillance requirements appear 
in TS Section 4. Requirements for some of the instrumentation used to 
monitor pressurizer safety valve and PORV flow do not meet the criteria of 
10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii) and have been relocated to the Operating Requirements 
Manual. All RTS requirements for the PCS components appear in proposed 
Section 3.4. Each proposed change from TS to RTS is discussed in the 
attachments to this part of the TSCR . 

Each proposed change to a requirement in TS is described in Attachment 3. 
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Those proposed RTS requirements which have no counterpart in TS are described 
in Attachment 6. These new requirements are identified by the word "New'' in 
the third column of Attachment 6. 

The Major Changes From TS to RTS Proposed in This Part of the TSCR are: 

1. Power operations with less than four PCPs was deleted. 

2. PCS pressure-temperature limits were RELOCATED to the Pressure and 
Temperature Limits Report (PTLR). 

3. TS Action 3.3.3 b (PCS PIVs) requires: nat least two valves in each high 
pressure line having a non-functional valve must be in and remain in the 
mode corresponding to the isolated condition." Closing a manual valve 
or removing power from the normally closed control valve would make one 
train of Safety Injection inoperable. No completion time is specified 
in the TS for closing the isolation valves. If both PIVs in the flow 
path are leaking, the closed and deactivated control valve will be the 
only OPERABLE isolation valve available in the high pressure piping. 
Since a second isolation valve is not available in the high pressure 
piping, the plant would be shutdown using TS LCO 3.0.3. 

RTS Action 3.4.14 A;l and A.2 allow one PIV in a flow path to be 
inoperable for 72 hours. If the PIV is not restored, the plant is 
placed in MODE 5 within 36 hours without requiring one train of Safety 
Injection to be made inoperable by deactivating the control valve or 
closing a manual valve. If both PIVs in a flow path do not meet the 
leakage requirement, then an isolation valve must be closed within 
4 hours. One train of Safety Injection will be inoperable and the 
plant will be placed in MODE 5 within 36 hours. 

This change is considered to be MORE RESTRICTIVE since the allowed 
operating time with one inoperable PIV in a flow path of 72 hours is 
specified in the RTS and no completion time to close the isolation valve 
is specified in the TS. Also, RTS required actions allow the plant to 
shutdown in the more desirable plant configuration of having all of the 
Safety Injection flow paths OPERABLE. If both PIVs in a flow path have 
excessive leakage, the required actions in TS and the RTS are 
equivalent. 

4. In each section of the proposed RTS, new requirements taken from STS 
have been proposed. Since there is no equivalent requirement in TS, 
these changes do not appear in Attachment 3. The new requirements do 
appear in Attachment 6 where they are identified by an entry of "New" or 
"3.0.3" in the third column. 

The changes identified as "New" are considered MORE RESTRICTIVE because 
they add requirements and operating restrictions which do not exist in 
the current Palisades TS. 
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The changes identified as "3.0.3" are considered LESS RESTRICTIVE 
because they extend the time available to restore compliance to the LCO 
(the Allowed Outage Time) beyond that allowed by LCO 3.0.3. In these 
cases, the proposed RTS contain a specific Action where the existing TS 
do not contain any Action for the associated LCO. These instances do 
not involve a loss of safety function, but occur due to the lack of 
structure of Technical Specifications circa 1970. There was not 
necessarily an intent that failure to meet these LCOs would force a 
plant shutdown or an entry into LCO 3.0.3 (the original TS contained no 
equivalent of LCO 3.0.3). 

The major differences between RTS and STS in this part of the TSCR are: 

1. The RTS allows reduced Shutdown Cooling (SOC) flow rate for testing and 
maintenance activities. Additional charging pump restrictions and 
Shutdown Margin (SOM) surveillance are required based on requirements in 
the TS. 

2. Restrictions and actions in LCO 3.4.11, "Pressurizer Power Operated 
Relief Valves (PORVs)" reflect plant operations above 430°F with the 
block valve being closed. 

3. When the PCS temperature is less than 300°F, the HPSI pumps must be 
rendered incapable of injecting into the PCS as required by the LTOP 
analysis. The HPSI pumps are available for inventory makeup. 

4. PCS leakage detection instrument requirements are more lenient 
reflecting Palisades installed equipment. 

5. The required steam generator secondary water level with forced 
circulation is much lower (-84% wide range) than the level specified 
in the STS (25% narrow range). 

III. NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS ANALYSIS: 

Each change proposed is classified in Attachment 3 as either ADMINISTRATIVE, 
RELOCATED, MORE RESTRICTIVE, or LESS RESTRICTIVE. 

Analysis of ADMINISTRATIVE, RELOCATED, and MORE RESTRICTIVE Changes: 

ADMINISTRATIVE changes and RELOCATED changes move requirements, either within 
the TS or to documents controlled under 10 CFR 50.59, or clarifying existing 
TS requirements, without affecting their technical content. Since 
ADMINISTRATIVE and RELOCATED changes do not alter the technical content of 
any requirements, they cannot involve a significant increase in the 
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated, create the 
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any previously 
evaluated, or involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety . 
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MORE RESTRICTIVE changes only add new requirements, or revise existing 
requirements to result in additional operational restrictions. Since the TS, 
with all MORE RESTRICTIVE changes incorporated, will still contain all of the 
requirements which existed prior to the changes; MORE RESTRICTIVE changes 
cannot involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 
an accident previously evaluated, create the possibility of a new or 
different kind of accident from any previously evaluated, or involve a 
significant reduction in a margin of safety. 

Analysis of LESS RESTRICTIVE Changes: 

·The LESS RESTRICTIVE changes proposed in this part of the TSCR are: 

1. TS Action 3.1.1.g(l) requires the reactor inlet temperature to be 
restored to within limits within 30 minutes. The corresponding 
completion time in RTS LCO 3.4.1 C.l (PCS Pressure, Temperature and Flow 
Limits) is 2 hours which is the same completion time specified in STS. 

2. TS LCO 3.1.1.g does not contain specific actions to be taken if the 
reactor inlet temperature is not restored to within limits within 
30 minutes. Therefore the requirements in TS LCO 3.0.3 are applicable. 
TS LCO 3.0.3 requires that the plant be in COLD SHUTDOWN within 24 hours 
when the inlet temperature is not restored to within limits during the 
allowed completion time. RTS LCO 3.4.1 D.l allows continued power 
operation at ~ 30% Rated Thermal Power (RTP) which is the same action 
specified in the STS. 

3. TS LCO 3.1.4.b allows the specific activity to be between 1.0 and 
40 µCi/gm for a maximum of 36 days per calendar year. This restriction 
was not included in RTS 3.4.16 (PCS Specific Activity). The required 
actions in the STS did not include a similar restriction. 

4. TS LCO 3.1.7.1 requires pressurizer safety valves to be OPERABLE above 
COLD SHUTDOWN. RTS LCO 3.4.10 (Pressurizer Safety Valves) applicability 
is MODES 1, 2 and 3 with PCS temperature above 430°F which is very 
similar to the applicability statement in the STS. 

5. TS Action l.b of 3.1.9.1 requires maintaining the PCS temperature as low 
as practical with available equipment. The LCOs in the RTS and the STS 
provide the necessary decay heat removal requirements to ensure safe 
plant operations. 

6. TS Action l.b of 3.1.9.2 requires maintaining the PCS temperature as low 
as practical with available equipment. The LCOs in the RTS and the STS 
provide the necessary decay heat removal requirements to ensure safe 
plant operations. 

7. TS Action l.b of 3.1.9.3 requires maintaining the PCS temperature as low 
as practical with available equipment. The LCOs in the RTS and the STS 
provide the necessary decay heat removal requirements to ensure safe 
plant operations . 



• 8. TS Surveillance Requirement in 4.2.1.1 specifics a frequency for gross 
activity determination of 3 times/7 days with a maximum of 72 hours 
between samples. RTS Surveillance Requirement 3.4.16.1 frequency for 
the measurement is 7 days which is the same frequency specified in STS. 
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9. TS Surveillance Requirement in Table 4.2.2 for item number 7 specifies a 
daily evaluation of primary system LEAKAGE. The corresponding frequency 
in RTS Surveillance Requirement 3.4.13.1 frequency for RTS LCO 3.4'.13 
(PCS Operational LEAKAGE) is 72 hours which is the same frequency· 
specified in STS. 

10. TS Surveillance Requirement in Section 4.15 specifies that the PCS flow 
rate measurement shall be made within the first 31 days of rated power 
operation. RTS Surveillance Requirement 3.4.1 does not include the 31 
day requirement, but requires the PCS flow rate measurement to be 
performed 24 hours after ~ 90% RTP. The RST flow rate surveillance will 
normally occur within 10 days of power operations following startup from 
the refueling outage. Since the 31 day requirement was deleted and 
steady state operations above 90% RTP may occur after the 31 day period, 
the RTS frequency could be considered to be LESS RESTRICTIVE. 

11. The proposed Action to be taken if both PORVs become inoperable 
differs from both TS and STS. Both TS Action 3.1.8.2 b and STS 
Action 3.4.12 G.l require the PCS to be depressurized and vented 
within 8 hours, if both PORVs become inoperable. The proposed RTS 
extend the time allowed to depressurize the PCS trr 24 hours, but add a 
requirement to cool the PCS to Shutdown Cooling entry conditions (i.e., 
MODE 4) and open the shutdown cooling suction valves within 8 hours. 

This difference between RTS and STS is necessary because of the 
different LTOP LCO applicabilities of the RTS and STS. RTS require the 
PORVs to be operable for LTOP when the PCS temperature is below 430°F; 
STS require the PORVs to be operable for LTOP when RCS temperature is 
below 285°F. The RTS applicability is derived from the Palisades 
Appendix G analyses 1 and was approved as Amendments 117, 131, and 160 to 
the existing license. The maximum temperature at which the condition 
could be discovered for the RTS is 430°F as opposed to 285°F for the 
STS. It is not desirable to attempt to cool the PCS from 430°F to 
~ 200°F within 8 hours when no PORVs are available for LTOP. The 
proposed RTS Action requires that the shutdown cooling suction valves 
be opened within 8 hours. With those valves open, the Shutdown Cooling 
relief valves provide the required overpressure protection. The RTS 
allowed outage time for operation without overpressure protection of 
8 hours is unchanged from STS. The Action to depressurize and vent the 
PCS has been retained, but the completion time has been extended to 24 
hours. 
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The existing TS contain the same requirement as the STS to depressurize 
and vent the PCS within 8 hours. That action was added to the TS on 
December 21, 1982, by Amendment 72. At that time the applicability for 
the associated LCO (3.1.8) was 250°F, so the 8 hour completion time was 
not overly restrictive. Subsequently, TS Amendment 117 revised the 
applicability for LCO 3.1.8 to s 430°F, but did not make a corresponding 
revision to the completion time for depressurizing and venting the PCS. 
LCO 3.1.8 has subsequently been revised by Amendment 160, but the 
applicability and the 8 hour completion time remains unchanged. The 
requirement to cool the PCS from 430°F to s 212°F is within the TS 
limitations for PCS cooldown, but does not allow sufficient time to cool 
the pressurizer to allow PCS depressurization. 

This change is classified as LESS RESTRICTIVE due to the extension of 
the PORV AOT (the Completion Time for venting of the PCS). 

12. Exception 1 to TS 3.1.9.2 allows intentionally stopping SOC flow for up 
to 1 hour when PCS temperature is less than 200 °F and the PCS loops are 
fi 11 ed. Part a of the exception states that: 11 No operations are 
permitted that would cause reduction of PCS boron concentration or PCS 
inventory. 11 Note 1 of STS LCO 3.4.7 RCS Loops-MODE 5, Loops Filled 
prohibits operations that would reduce boron concentration, but it does 
not prohibit an inventory reduction. The circumstances for stopping 
both SOC trains are limited to situations where pressure and temperature 
increases can be maintained well within the allowable pressure and l0°F 
subcooling limits. The note prohibits boron dilution when SOC forced 
flow is stopped because an even concentration distribution cannot be 
ensured. With the PCS in the solid condition, the plant operators will 
need to use the PCS letdown system to control PCS pressure as the 
temperature increases after stopping the SOC flow rate. The proposed 
RTS LCO 3.4.7 contains the same note as the STS. This change is 
considered to be LESS RESTRICTIVE since the no inventory reduction 
requirement contained in the TS was not added to the RTS. 

13. The proposed RTS add specific Action for failure to meet an LCO where no 
loss of function occurs, but the existing TS do not contain any. With 
the existing TS an entry into LCO 3.0.3 is required. Each of these 
changes is identified by an entry of 11 3.0.3 11 in the third column of 
Attachment 6. These changes are considered Less Restrictive because 
they extend the time available to restore compliance to the LCO 
(the Allowed Outage Time) beyond that allowed by LCO 3.0.3. 

Do these LESS RESTRICTIVE changes involve a significant increase in the 
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated? 

Changes 1, 8, 9, 10, 11, and 13: 

These changes are LESS RESTRICTIVE only in their allowance of a longer 
Allowed Outage Time (AOT) for inoperable equipment or a longer surveillance 
testing interval. The proposed times are those stipulated in the STS. 
Changing an AOT or a surveillance interval, alone, does not alter any plant 
design, operating conditions, operating practices, equipment settings, or 
equipment capabilities. Since these items are unchanged, changing an AOT or 
a surveillance interval would not increase the probability of any accident 
previously evaluated. 
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During the evaluation of potential accidents, the safety analyses assume the 
occurrence of the most limiting single failure. Typically, this single 
failure is assumed to disable one of the two trains of the equipment 
installed to mitigate an accident. In accordance with this assumption, the 
Technical Specifications allow continued operation with required equipment 
inoperable for limited periods of time (AOTs) only if the assumed level of 
equipment remains operable. Extending an AOT does not change level of safety 
equipment required to be available, and does not allow that level to drop 
below the level assumed to be available in the safety analyses. Therefore, 
changing an AOT cannot increase the consequences of an accident previously 
evaluated. 

Excessively extending a surveillance interval could affect the probability 
that a piece of equipment will function properly upon demand. An overly 
restrictive surveillance interval could also affect the ability of the 
equipment to mitigate an accident by imposing unnecessary testing wear, 
equipment manipulations, and system transients on the plant, and thereby 
affect the consequences of an accident. The existing surveillance intervals 
were based on the operating experience available when they were added to the 
TS. Typically this was done during the initial plant licensing, circa 1970. 
In each of these changes where it is proposed that a surveillance interval be 
extended, the time proposed is that stipulated in the STS. The surveillance 
intervals stipulated in the STS are based on a much larger a~cumulation of 
operating experience and have been judged by the NRC and by the industry to 
be appropriate for typical situations. There are no special features of the 
Palisades plant which would invalidate those judgements for these changes. 
Therefore, operation of the facility in accordance with the requirements 
proposed by these changes does not involve a significant increase in the 
probability of an accident previously evaluated. 

Change 2: 

Change 2 is LESS RESTRICTIVE because the TS LCO 3.0.3 requires that the plant 
be in COLD SHUTDOWN within 24 hours if the inlet temperature is not restored 
to within limits during the allowed completion time while RTS LCO 3.4.1 D.l 
allows continued power operation at~ 30% Rated Thermal Power (RTP). 
Continued reduced power operations is the same action specified in the STS. 
Allowing continued plant operation, alone, cannot alter any other plant 
operating conditions, plant operating practices, equipment settings, or 
equipment capabilities. All required Reactor Protective System (RPS) trips 
are required to be OPERABLE providing the necessary DNB protection for the 
core. The combination of reduced Variable High Power (VHP) trip setpoint and 
the maintenance of normal core flow rate requirements provided sufficient DNB 
margin to ensure that the allowed continued power operation with the 
increased reactor inlet temperature cannot increase the probability or 
consequences of an accident previously evaluated . 
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Change 3: 

Change 3 is LESS RESTRICTIVE because TS LCO 3.1.4.b allows the specific 
activity to be between 1.0 and 40 µCi/gm for a maximum of 36 days per 
calendar year and this restriction was not included in the RTS. TS 
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LCO 3.1.3.b requires the specific activity to be restored within 72 hours 
while the RTS LCO 3.4.16 A.2 completion time is 48 hours. Improved fuel 
performance has significantly reduced DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 measured values 
in the PCS coolant. During the past two fuel cycles, measured values have 
not been near the 1.0 µCi/gm limit making the 36 days/calendar year limit 
unnecessary. Not imposing an integrated time limit, alone, cannot alter any 
plant operating conditions, operating practices, equipment settings, or 
equipment capabilities. The RTS limit on DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 ensures the 
2 hour thyroid dose to an individual at the sit boundary during the Design 
Basis Accident (OBA) will be a small fraction of the allowed thyroid dose. 
The limit on gross specific activity ensures the 2 hour whole body dose to an 
individual at the site boundary during the OBA will be a small fraction of 
the allowed whole body dose. Therefore, deleting the TS requirement noted in 
Change 3 cannot increase the probability or consequences of an accident 
previously evaluated. 

Change 4: 

Change 4 is LESS RESTRICTIVE because TS LCO 3.1.7.1 requires pressurizer 
safety valves to be OPERABLE above COLD SHUTDOWN while RTS LCO 3.4.10 
applicability is MODES 1, 2 and 3 with PCS temperature above 430°F. 
TS Section 3.1.8, "Over Pressure Protection Systems," is applicable when the 
temperature of any of the PCS cold legs is < 430°F, unless the vessel head is 
removed. The LTOP setpoint decreases rapidly as the reactor cold leg 
temperature decreases below 430°F. Since the LTOP system is designed t6 meet 
the single failure criteria, the pressurizer safety valves are not relied 
upon when the L TOP system is OPERABLE. RTS LCO 3. 4 .12, "Low Temperature 
Overpr~ssure Protection (LTOP) System," is applicable when the PCS cold leg 
temperature is ~ 430°F to provide the same protection as the TS. Therefore, 
the revised applicability requirement for the pressurizer safety valves noted 
in Change 3 cannot significantly increase the probability or consequences of 
an accident previously evaluated. 

Changes 5, 6, and 7: 

Changes 5, 6 and 7 are LESS RESTRICTIVE because Action l.b of TS LCOs 
3.1.9.1, 3.1.9.2, and 3.1.9.3 requires maintaining the PCS temperature as low 
as practical with available equipment when fewer OPERABLE means of decay heat 
removal are available than is required. This requirement was not included in 
the RTS because the LCOs in the STS were judged by the NRC and by the 
industry to provide adequate decay heat removal requirements ensuring safe 
plant operations. Each OPERABLE decay heat path is capable of removing the 
core decay heat to maintain the PCS within the specified temperature range. 
RTS LCO 3.4.6, PCS Loops - MODE 4, LCO 3.4.7, PCS Loops - MODE 5 Loops 
Filled, and LCO 3.4.7, PCS Loops - MODE 5 Loops Not Filled require one decay 
heat path to be OPERABLE and operating and a second decay heat path to be 
OPERABLE. When the available plant equipment does not meet the applicable 
LCO requirements, the RTS LCOs required action is to reduce PCS temperature 
until the requirements of an approved LCO are met. 
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Making this operating practice change does not alter any other plant 
operating conditions, operating practices, equipment settings, or equipment 
capabilities. Since the same decay heat removal paths will be available when 
the appropriate RTS LCOs are met, incorporating Changes 5, 6 and 7 does not 
significant increase the probability or consequences of an accident 
previously evaluated. 

Changes 12: 

This change deletes the TS requirement of no PCS inventory reductions.when 
SOC flow is intentionally stopped for less than 1 hour and the PCS loops are 
filled. Any inventory reduction from the PCS when the loops are filled would 
come from the pressurizer. The inventory reduction would not disrupt the 
available natural circulation flow path available for decay heat removal 
through the steam generators. If the loop seal was broken, the loops would 
no longer be filled and the restrictions in RTS LCO 3.4.8 PCS Loops -
MODE 5, Loops Not Filled would be applicable. This change alone does not 
alter any plant design, operating conditions, operating practices, equipment 
settings, or equipment capabilities. Therefore, it would not increase the 
probability of any accident previously evaluated. 

Do these LESS RESTRICTIVE changes create the possibility of a new or 
different kind of accident from any previously evaluated? 

Changes 1, 8, 9, 10, 11, and 13: 

These changes are LESS RESTRICTIVE only in their allowance of a longer 
Allowed Outage Time (AOT) for inoperable equipment or a longer surveillance 
testing interval. The proposed times are those stipulated in the STS. 
Changing an AOT or surveillance interval, alone, cannot alter any plant 
operating conditions, operating practices, equipment settings, or equipment 
capabilities. Therefore, changing an AOT or a surveillance interval cannot 
create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
previously evaluated. 

Change 2: 

Change 2 is LESS RESTRICTIVE because the TS LCO 3.0.3 requires that the plant 
be in COLD SHUTDOWN within 24 hours if the inlet temperature is not restored 
to within limits during the allowed completion time. RTS LCO 3.4.1 0.1 
allows continued power operation at ~ 30% Rated Thermal Power (RTP) which is 
the same action specified in the STS. Allowing continued plant operation, 
alone, cannot alter any plant operating practices, equipment settings, or 
equipment capabilities. All required Reactor Protective System (RPS) trips 
are required to be OPERABLE providing the necessary DNB protection for the 
core. Therefore, continued plant operations at a reduced power level and 
higher reactor inlet temperature cannot create the possibility of a new or 
different kind of accident from any previously evaluated . 
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Change 3: 

Change 3 is LESS RESTRICTIV~ because TS LCO 3.1.4.b allows the specific 
activity to be between 1.0 and 40 µCi/gm for a maximum of 36 days per 
calendar year and this restriction was not included in the RTS. This 
restriction on plant operations was not included in the RTS because the STS 
does not include a similar restriction. TS LCO 3.1.3.b requires the specific 
activity to be restored within 72 hours while the RTS LCO 3.4.16 A.2 
completion time is 48 hours. Not imposing an integrated time limit, alone, 

·cannot alter any plant operating conditions, operating practices, equipment 
settings, or equipment capabilities. Therefore, deleting the TS requirement 
noted in Change 3 cannot create the possibility of a new or different kind of 
accident from any previously evaluated. 

Change 4: 

Change 4 is LESS RESTRICTIVE because TS LCO 3.1.7.1 requires pressurizer 
safety valves to be OPERABLE above COLD SHUTDOWN. RTS LCO 3.4.10 
applicability is MODES 1, 2 and 3 with PCS temperature above 430°F which is 
very similar to the applicability statement in the STS. The LTOP system is 
designed to meet the single failure criteria, therefore, the pressurizer 
safety valves are not relied upon when the LTOP system is OPERABLE. RTS 
LCO 3.4.12, "Low Temperature Overpressure Protection {LTOP) System," i~ 
applicable when the PCS cold leg temperature is~ 430°F to provide the 
required overpressure protection when the pressurizer safety valves are not 
required to be OPERABLE. The same overpressure protection required by the TS 
will be available with the combined RTS LCOs 3.4.10 and 3.4.12. Therefore, 
the revised applicability requirement for the pressurizer safety valves noted 
in Change 4 cannot create the possibility of a new or different kind of 
accident from any previously evaluated. 

Changes 5, 6, and 7: 

Changes 5, 6 and 7 are LESS RESTRICTIVE because Action 1.b of TS LCOs 
3.1.9.1, 3.1.9.2 and 3.1.9.3 requires maintaining the PCS temperature as low 
as practical with available equipment when fewer OPERABLE means of decay heat 
removal are available than is required. The actions in the RTS applicable 
LCOs are the same actions specified in the STS. Each OPERABLE decay heat 
path is capable of removing the core decay heat to maintain the PCS within 
the specified temperature range. When the available plant equipment does not 
meet the applicable LCO requirements, the RTS LCOs required action is to 
reduce PCS temperature until the requirements of an approved LCO are met. 
Making this operating practice change does not alter any other plant 
operating conditions, operating practices, equipment settings, or equipment 
capabilities. Since the plant is in a safe condition when all of the 
requirement of the applicable LCO are met, incorporating Changes 5, 6 and 7 
cannot create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
previously evaluated. 
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Changes 12: 

This change deletes the TS requirement of no PCS inventory reductions when 
SOC flow is intentionally stopped for less than 1 hour·and the PCS loops are 
filled. The plant conditions for decay heat removal and boron dilution in 
MODE 5, Loops Filled will always be bounded by the conditions in MODE 5, 
Loops Not Filled. Therefore, making this change cannot create the 
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any previously 
evaluated. 

Do these LESS RESTRICTIVE changes involve a significant reduction in a margin 
of safety? 

Changes 1, 8, 9, 10, 11, and 13: 

These changes are LESS RESTRICTIVE only in their allowance of an extension to 
an Allowed Outage Time (AOT) for inoperable equipment or to a surveillance 
testing interval. Extending an AOT or a surveillance interval, alone, cannot 
alter any plant operating conditions, operating practices, equipment 
settings, or equipment capabilities. 

An excessive AOT extension could reduce the margin of safety by allowing 
operation for an excessive period with less capability to mitigate an 

. accident, or with parameters outside those assumed in the safety analysis. 
An overly restrictive AOT could also reduce the margin of safety by imposing 
unnecessary transients on the plant for minor deviations from the 
requirements of the LCOs. Similarly, an excessive surveillance interval 
extension could reduce the margin of safety by reducing assurance that 
required equipment will function as designed or that parameters are within 
the required limits. An overly restrictive surveillance interval could also 
reduce the margin of safety by imposing unnecessary testing wear, equipment 
manipulations, and system transients on the plant. 

The existing AOTs and surveillance intervals were based on the operating 
experience available when they were added to the TS. Typically this was done 
during the initial plant licensing, circa 1970. In each of these changes 
where it is proposed that an AOT or surveillance interval be extended, the 
time proposed is that stipulated in the STS. The AOTs and surveillance 
intervals stipulated in the STS are based on a much larger accumulation of 
operating experience and have been judged by the NRC and by the industry to 
be appropriate for typical situations. There are no special features of the 
Palisades plant which would invalidate those judgements for these changes. 
Therefore, operation of the facility in accordance with the requirements 
proposed by these changes does not involve a significant reduction in a 
margin of safety . 
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Change 2: 

Change 2 is LESS RESTRICTIVE because the TS LCO 3.0.3 requires that the plant 
be in COLD SHUTDOWN within 24 hours if the inlet temperature is not restored 
to within limits during the allowed completion time. RTS LCO 3.4.1 0.1 
allows continued power operation at ~ 30% Rated Thermal Power (RTP) which is 
the same action specified in the STS. All required Reactor Protective System 
(RPS) trips are required to be OPERABLE providing the necessary DNB 
protection for the core. At 30% RTP, the TM/LP trip setpoints are based on 
maintaining the hot leg temperature below the saturation temperature to 
maintain validity of the hot leg temperature measurement. The TM/LP trip 
will retain its safety function when the reactor inlet temperature is above 
the specified limit. The: maximum power level that will be allowed by the VHP 
trip during any transient that might occur during the extended plant 
operation is 45% RTP. At the reduced power level, the potential for 
violation of the DNB limits is greatly reduced. Therefore, the combination 
·of reduced VHP trip setpoint and the maintenance of normal core flow rate 
requirements provided sufficient DNB margin to ensure that the allowed 
continued power operation with the increased reactor inlet temperature as 
proposed by change 2 does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of 
safety. 

Change 3: 

Change 3 is LESS RESTRICTIVE because TS LCO 3.1.4.b allows the specific 
activity to be between 1.0 and 40 µCi/gm for a maximum of 36 days per 
calendar year and this restriction was not included in the RTS. This 
restriction on plant operations was not included in the RTS because the STS 
does not include a similar restriction. TS LCO 3.1.3.b requires the specific 
activity to be restored within 72 hours while the RTS LCO 3.4.16 A.2 
completion time is 48 hours. The RTS limit on DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 ensures 
the 2 hour thyroid dose to an individual at the sit boundary during the 
Design Basis Accident (OBA) will be a small fraction of the allowed thyroid 
dose. The limit on gross specific activity ensures the 2 hour whole body 
dose to an individual at the site boundary during the OBA will be a small 
fraction of the allowed whole body dose. 

The PCS specific activity requirements stipulated in the STS are based on a 
larger accumulation of operating experience and have been judged by the NRC 
and by the industry to be appropriate for typical situations. There are no 
special characteristics of the Palisades plant which would invalidate those 
judgements. Therefore, operation of the facility in accordance with the 
requirements proposed by change 3 does not involve a significant reduction in 
a margin of safety . 
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Change 4: 

Changes 4 is LESS RESTRICTIVE because TS LCO 3.1.7.1 requires pressurizer 
safety valves to be OPERABLE above COLD SHUTDOWN. RTS LCO 3.4.10 
applicability is MODES 1, 2 and 3 with PCS temperature above 430°F which is 
very similar to the applicability statement in the STS. The LTOP system is 
designed to meet the single failure criteria, therefore, the. pressurizer 
safety valves are not relied upon when the LTOP system is OPERABLE. RTS 
LCO 3.4.12, ''Low Temperature Overpressure Protection (LTOP) System," is 
applicable when the PCS cold leg temperature is ~ 430°F to provide the 
required overpressure protection when the pressurizer safety valves are not 
required to be OPERABLE. The same overpressure protection required by the TS 
will be available with the combined RTS LCOs 3.4.10 and 3.4.12. Therefore, 
the revised applicability requirement for the pressurizer safety valves noted 
in Change 4 does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety. 

Changes 5, 6, and 7: 

Changes 5, 6 and 7 are LESS RESTRICTIVE because Action l.b of TS LCOs 
3.1.9.1, 3.1.9.2 and 3.1.9.3 requires maintaining the PCS temperature as low 
as practical with available equipment when fewer OPERABLE means of decay heat 
removal are available than is required. This requirement was not included in 
the RTS because the STS did not include a similar requirement. Each OPERABLE 
decay heat path is capable of removing the core decay heat to maintain the 
PCS within the specified temperature range. RTS LCO 3.4.6, PCS Loops -
MODE 4, LCO 3.4.7, PCS Loops - MODE 5 Loops Filled, and LCO 3.4.7, PCS Loops 
- MODE 5 Loops Not Filled require one decay heat path to be OPERABLE and 
operating and a second decay heat path to be OPERABLE. Requiring the plant 
operators to maintain the PCS temperature as low as practical with available 
equipment could provide the operators additional time to respond to 
additional equipment failures. When the available plant equipment does not 
meet the applicable LCO requirements, the RTS LCOs required action is to 
reduce PCS temperature until the requirements of an approved LCO are met. 
Making this operating practice change does not alter any other plant 
operating conditions, operating practices, equipment settings, or equipment 
capabilities. Since the plant is in a safe condition when all of the 
requirement of the applicable LCO are met, incorporating Changes 5, 6 and 7 
does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety. 

Changes 12: 

This change deletes the TS requirement of no PCS inv~ntory reductions when 
SOC flow is intentionally stopped for less than 1 hour and the PCS loops are 
filled. The requirements in the Note 1 of the proposed RTS LCO 3.4.7 are the 
same requirements in the STS. A PCS inventory reduction while maintaining 
the loops in the filled condition will not adversely affect the results of a 
unplanned boron dilution event. The requirements in the STS have been judged 
by the NRC and by the industry to be appropriate for typical situations. 
There are no special features of the Palisades plant which would invalidate 
those judgements for this change. Therefore, operation of the facility in 
accordance with the requirements proposed by this change does not involve a 
significant reduction in a margin of safety . 



~ IV. CONCLUSION 

The Palisades Plant Review Committee has reviewed this part of the STS 
conversion Technical Specifications Change Request and has determined that 
proposing this change does not involve an unreviewed safety question. 
Further, the change involves no significant hazards consideration. This 
change has been reviewed by the Nuclear Performance Assessment Department. 
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ATTACHMENT 1 

CONSUMERS POWER COMPANY 
PALISADES PLANT 

DOCKET 50-255 

STS CONVERSION TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION CHANGE REQUEST 

3.4 PRIMARY COOLANT SYSTEM 

Proposed Technical Specifications Pages 



PCS Pressure, Temperature, and Flow DNB Limits 
3. 4 .1 

• 3.4 PRIMARY COOLANT SYSTEM (PCS) 

• 

3.4.1 PCS Pressure, Temperature, and Flow Departure from Nucleate Boiling 
(DNB) Limits 

LCO 3.4.1 PCS DNB parameters for pressurizer pressure, cold leg temperature, 
and PCS total flow rate shall be within the limits specified below: 

a. Pressurizer pressure ~ 2010 psia and s 2100 psia; 

b. The indicated reactor inlet temperature (Tc) shall not exceed 
the value given by the following equation at steady state power 
operation: 

Tc s 542.99 + .0580(P-2060) + .OOOOl(P-2060) 2 + l.125(W-138) - .0205(W-138) 2 

Where: Tc 
p 
w 

Reactor inlet temperature in °F 
Nominal Operation Pressure in psia 
Total recirculating mass flow in 106 lb/h corrected to 
the operating temperature conditions. 

If the measured primary coolant system flow rate is greater than 
150 M lb/hr, the maximum inlet temperature shall be less than or equal 
to the Tc LCO at 150 M l bm/hr. 

c. PCS total fl ow rate ~ 138. 6 E6 lb/hour. 

APPLICABILITY: MODE 1. 

---------------------------------------NOTES---------------------------------
Pressurizer pressure limit does not apply during: 

a. THERMAL POWER ramp > 5% RTP per minute; or 

b. THERMAL POWER step > 10% RTP. 

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. Pressurizer pressure 
or PCS flow rate not 
within limits. 

A. l Restore parameter(s) to 2 hours 
within limit. 

(continued) 

PALISADES 3.4-1 
Amendment No: 



• 

PCS Pressure, Temperature, and Flow DNB Limits 
3. 4 .1 

ACTIONS (continued) 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

B. Required Action and B .1 Be in MODE 2. 6 hours 
associated Completion 
Time of Condition A 
not met. 

c. PCS cold leg c .1 Restore cold leg 2 hours 
temperature not temperature to within 
within limits. limits. 

D. Required Action and D .1 Reduce THERMAL POWER to 6 hours 
associated Completion :-::; 30% RTP. 
Time of Condition C 
not met. 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3. 4 .1.1 Verify pressurizer pressure ~ 2010 psi a and 12 hours 
:-::; 2100 psia. 

SR 3.4.1.2 Verify PCS cold leg temperature:-::; 542.99 + 12 hours 
.0580(P-2060) + .OOOOl(P-2060) 2 + 

SR 3.4.1.3 

PALISADES 

l.125(W-138) - .0205(W-138) 2 

-------------------NOTE-------------------
Not required to be performed until 24 hours 
a ft er ~ 90% RTP. 

Verify by precision heat balance that PCS 
total flow rate ~ 138.6 E6 lb/hour. 

3.4-2 

18 months 

after plugging 10 
or more steam 
generator tubes . 

Amendment No: 



PCS Minimum Temperature for Criticality 
3.4.2 

• 3.4 PRIMARY COOLANT SYSTEM (PCS) 

• 

• 

3.4.2 PCS Minimum Temperature for Criticality 

LCO 3. 4. 2 Each PCS loop average temperature (T.v0 ) sha 11 be ~ 525 ° F. 

APPLICABILITY: MODE 1 with Tava in one or more PCS loops< 535°F, 
MODE 2 with Tava in one or more PCS loops < 535 ° F and K011 ~ 1. 0. 

ACTIONS 

CONDITION 

A. Tave in one or more PCS A.l 
loops not within 
l i mi t . 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE 

REQUIRED ACT ION 

Be in MODE 2 with 
K011 < 1. 0. 

SR 3.4.2.l Verify PCS Tave in each loop ~ 525 ° F. 

PALISADES 3.4-3 

COMPLETION TIME 

30 minutes 

FREQUENCY 

1 hour 

Amendment.No: 



3.4 PRIMARY COOLANT SYSTEM (PCS) 

3.4.3 PCS Pressure and Temperature (P/T) Limits 

PCS P/T Limits 
3.4.3 

LCO 3.4.3 PCS pressure, PCS temperature, and PCS heatup and cooldown 
rates shall be maintained within the limits specified in the 
PTLR. 

APPLICABILITY: At all times. 

ACTIONS 

CONDITION 

A. ---------NOTE------- A.l 
Required Action A.2 
shall be completed 
whenever this AND 
Condition is entered. 

Requirements of LCO 
not met in MODE 1, 2, 
3, or 4. 

A.2 

B. Required Action and B.l 
associated Completion 
Time of Condition A AND 
not met. 

B.2 

C. --------NOTE-------- C.l 
Required Action C.2 
shall be completed 
whenever this 
Condition is entered. AND 

Requirements of LCO 
not met any time in 
other than MODE 1, 2, 
3, or 4. 

PALISADES 

C.2 

REQUIRED ACTION 

Restore parameter(s) 
to within limits. 

Determine PCS is 
acceptable for 
continued operation. 

Be in MODE 3. 

Be in MODE 5 with 
PCS pressure 
< 270 psia. 

Initiate action to 
restore parameter(s) 
to within limits. 

Determine PCS is 
acceptable for 
continued operation. 

3.4-4 

COMPLETION TIME 

30 minutes 

72 hours 

6 hours 

36 hours 

Immediately 

Prior to entering 
MODE 4 

Amendment No: 



• SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.4.3.l 

SURVEILLANCE 

-------------------NOTE-------------------
Only required to be performed during PCS 
heatup and cooldown operations and PCS 
hydrostatic testing. 

PCS P/T Limits 
3.4.3 

FREQUENCY 

Verify PCS pressure, PCS temperature, and 30 minutes 
PCS heatup and cooldown rates within limits 
specified in the PTLR. 

PALISADES 3.4-5 
Amendment No: 



• 

• 

3.4 PRIMARY COOLANT SYSTEM (PCS) 

3.4.4 PCS Loops - MODES 1 and 2 

PCS Loops - MODES 1 and 2 
3.4.4 

LCO 3.4.4 Two PCS loops' shall be OPERABLE and in operation. 

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2. 

ACTIONS 

CONDITION 

A. Requirements of LCO 
not met. 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

A.1 

SURVEILLANCE 

REQUIRED ACTION 

Be in MODE 3. 

SR 3.4.4.1 Verify each PCS loop is in operation. 

PALISADES 3.4-6 

COMPLETION TIME 

6 hours 

FREQUENCY 

12 hours 

Amendment No: 



PCS Loops - MODE 3 
3.4.5 

• 3.4 PRIMARY COOLANT SYSTEM (PCS) 

• 

3.4.5 PCS Loops - MODE 3 

LCO 3.4.5 Two PCS loops shall be OPERABLE and one PCS loop shall be in 
operation. 

--------------------------------------NOTES----------------------------------
1. All primary coolant pumps may be de-energized for~ 1 hour per 8 hour 

period, provided: 

a. No operations are permitted that would cause reduction of the PCS 
boron concentration; and 

b. Core outlet temperature is maintained at least l0°F below saturation 
temperature. 

2. Forced circulation (starting the first primary coolant pump) shall not be 
initiated unless one of the following conditions is met: 

a. PCS cold leg temperature (TJ is > 430°F. 

b. S/G secondary temperature is ;~ Tc. 

c. S/G secondary temperature is< l00°F above Tc, and shutdown cooling is 
isolated from th~ PCS, and PCS heatup/cooldown rate is ~ l0°F/hour. 

d. S/G secondary temperature is< l00°F above Tc, and shutdown cooling is 
isolated from the PCS, and pressurizer level is ~ 57%. 

APPLICABILITY: MODE 3. 

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One required PCS loop A. l Restore required PCS 72 hours 
inoperable. loop to OPERABLE 

status. 

B. Required Action and B .1 Be in MODE 4. 12 hours 
associated Completion 
Time of Condition A 
not met. 

(continued) 

PALISADES 3.4-7 
Amendment No: 
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• 

ACTIONS (continued) 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION 

PCS Loops - MODE 3 
3.4.5 

COMPLETION TIME 

C. No PCS loop OPERABLE. c .1 Suspend all Immediately 
operations involving 

OR a reduction of PCS 
boron concentration. 

No PCS loop in 
operation. 

C.2 Initiate action to 
restore one PCS loop 
to OPERABLE status 
and operation. 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.4.5.l 

SR 3.4.5.2 

SR 3.4.5.3 

PALISADES 

SURVEILLANCE 

Verify required PCS loop is in operation. 

Verify secondary side water level in each 
steam generator ~ -84%. 

Verify correct breaker alignment and 
indicated power available to the required 
pump that is not in operation . 

3.4-8 

Immediately 

FREQUENCY 

12 hours 

12 hours 

7 days 

Amendment No: 



PCS Loops - MODE 4 
3.4.6 

• 3.4 PRIMARY COOLANT SYSTEM (PCS) 

3.4.6 PCS Loops - MODE 4 

• 

LCO 3.4.6 Two loops or trains consisting of any combination of PCS loops 
and Shutdown Cooling (SOC) trains shall be OPERABLE and at least 
one loop or train providing ~ 2810 gpm through the core shall be 
in operation. 

--------------------------------------NOTES----------------------------------
1. All Primary Coolant Pumps (PCPs) and SOC pumps may be de-energized for 

~ 1 hour per 8 hour period, provided: 

a. No operations are permitted that would cause reduction of the PCS 
boron concentration; and 

b. Core outlet temperature is maintained at least l0°F below saturation 
temperature. 

2. Forced circulation (starting the first primary coolant pump) shall not be 
initiated unless one of the following conditions is met: 

a. S/G secondary temperature is ~ T0 • 

b. S/G secondary temperature is< l00°F above Tc, and shutdown cooling is 
isolated from the PCS, and PCS heatup/cooldown rate is ~ l0°F/hour. 

c. S/G secondary temperature is< 100°F above T0 , and shutdown cooling is 
isolated from the PCS, and pressurizer level is ~ 57%. 

3. When the PCS cold leg temperature is < 300°F, Primary Coolant Pumps P-50A 
and P-50B shall not be operated simultaneously. 

APPLICABILITY: MODE 4. 

ACTIONS 

CONDITION 

A. One required PCS loop A.1 
inoperable. 

Two SOC trains 
inoperable. 

PALISADES 

REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

Initiate action to Immediately 
restore a second loop 
or train to OPERABLE 
status. 

(continued) 

3.4-9 
Amendment No: 



ACTIONS (continued) 

CONDITION 

B. One required SOC B.1 
train inoperable. 

AND 

Two required PCS 
loops inoperable. 

c. Required PCS loop or c .1 
SOC train inoperable. 

OR 

No PCS loop or SOC AND 
train in operation. 

C.2 

• PALISADES 

REQUIRED ACTION 

Be in MODE 5. 

Suspend all 
operations involving 
reduction of PCS 
boron concentration. 

Initiate action to 
restore one loop or 
train to OPERABLE 
status and operation. 

3.4-10 

PCS Loops - MODE 4 
3.4.6 

COMPLETION TIME 

24 hours 

Immediately 

Immediately 

(continued) 

Amendment No: 



ACTIONS (continued) 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION 

D. Required SOC train D. l Suspend all 
flow rate < 2810 gpm. operations involving 

reduction of PCS 
boron concentration. 

AND 

0.2 Initiate action to 
assure soc fl ow 
2: 1000 gpm. 

AND 

D.3.1 Verify two of three 
charging pumps are 
electrically 
disabled. 

OR 

D.3.2 Initiate action to 
perform SR 3.1.2.1 
(verify SOM). 

E. One of two SOC E. l Place circuit breaker 
suction valve for the associated valve 
interlock channels operator in "OPEN" 
inoperable. position. 

PALISADES 3.4-11 

PCS Loops - MODE 4 
3.4.6 

COMPLETION TIME 

Immediately 

Immediately 

15 minutes 

Within 15 minutes 
following 
d i1 ut ion fl ow to 
the PCS. 

AND 

Every 15 minutes 
thereafter until 
stable PCS boron 
concentration 
exists. 

1 hour 

Amendment No: 



• 

• 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE 

SR 3.4.6.l Verify one PCS loop or SOC train providing 
~ 2810 gpm through the core is in 
operation. 

SR 3.4.6.2 Verify secondary side water level in 
required SG(s) is ~ -84%. 

SR 3.4.6.3 Verify correct breaker alignment and 
indicated power available to the required 
pump that is not in operation. 

SR 3.4.6.4 Calibrate SOC suction interlocks . 

PALISADES 3.4-12 

PCS Loops - MODE 4 
3.4.6 

FREQUENCY 

12 hours 

12 hours 

7 days 

18 months 

Amendment No: 



• 

• 

3.4 PRIMARY COOLANT SYSTEM (PCS) 

3.4.7 PCS Loops - MODE 5, Loops Filled 

PCS Loops - MODE 5, Loops Filled 
3.4.7 

LCO 3.4.7 One Shutdown Cooling (SOC) train shall be OPERABLE and in 
operation, providing ~ 2810 gpm through the core and either: 

a. One additional SOC train shall be OPERABLE; or 

b. The secondary side water level of each Steam Generator (SG) 
shall be ~ 25% wide range. 

------------------------------.--------NOTES----------------------------------
1. The SOC pump of the train in operation may be de-energized for~ 1 hour 

per 8 hour period provided: 

a. No operations are permitted that would cause reduction of the PCS 
boron concentration; and 

b. Core outlet temperature is maintained at least l0°F below saturation 
temperature. 

2. One required SOC train may be inoperable for up to 2 hours for 
surveillance testing provided that the other SOC train is OPERABLE and in 
operation . 

3. Forced circulation (starting the first primary coolant pump) shall not be 
initiated unless one of the following conditions is met: 

a. S/G secondary temperature is ~ Tc. 

b. S/G secondary temperature is < 100°F above Tc, and shutdown cooling 
is isolated from the PCS, and PCS heatup/cooldown rate is ~ 
l0°F/hour. 

c. S/G secondary temperature is< l00°F above Tc, and shutdown cooling 
is isolated from the PCS, and pressurizer level is ~ 57%. 

4. When the PCS cold leg temperature is < 300°F, Primary Coolant Pumps P-50A 
and P-50B shall not be operated simultaneously. 

5. All SOC trains may be removed from operation during planned heatup to 
MODE 4 when at least one PCS loop is in operation . 

PALISADES 3.4-13 
Amendment No: 



• 

PCS Loops - MODE 5, Loops Filled 
3.4.7 

APPLICABILITY: MODE 5 with PCS loops filled. 

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One SOC train A. l Initiate action to Immediately 
inoperable. restore a second SOC 

train to OPERABLE 
AND status. 

Any SG with secondary OR 
side water level not Immediately 
within limit. A.2 Initiate action to 

restore SG secondary 
side water levels to 
within limits. 

B. Required SOC train B.l Suspend all operations Immediately 
inoperable. involving reduction in 

PCS boron 
OR concentration. 

No SOC train in AND 
operation. Immediately 

B.2 Initiate action to 
restore one SOC train 
to OPERABLE status and 
operation. 

(continued) 

PALISADES 3.4-14 
Amendment No: 



• 

• 

ACTIONS (continued) 

c. 

CONDITION 

Required SOC train 
flow rate < 2810 gpm. 

PALISADES 

PCS Loops - MODE 5, Loops Filled 
3.4.7 

REQUIRED ACTION 

C.l Suspend all operations 
involving reduction of 
PCS boron 
concentration. 

C.2 Initiate action to 
assure SOC fl ow 
~ 1000 gpm. 

C. 3 .1 Verify two of three 
charging pumps are 
electrically 
disabled. 

C.3.2 Initiate action to 
perform SR 3.1.2.1 
(verify SOM). 

3.4-15 

COMPLETION TIME 

Immediately 

Immediately 

15 minutes 

Within 15 minutes 
following 
dilution flow to 
the PCS. 

Every 15 minutes 
thereafter until 
stable PCS boron 
concentration 
exists . 

Amendment No: 



• 

• 

PCS Loops - MODE 5, Loops Filled 
3.4.7 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.4.7.1 

SR 3.4.7.2 

SR 3.4.7.3 

PALISADES 

SURVEILLANCE 

Verify one SOC train providing ~ 2810 gpm 
through the core is in operation. 

Verify required SG secondary side water 
level is ~ 25% wide range. 

Verify correct breaker alignment and 
indicated power available to the required 
SOC pump that is not in operation . 

3.4-16 

FREQUENCY 

12 hours 

12 hours 

7 days 

Amendment No: 



• 

PCS Loops - MODE 5~ Loops Not Filled 
3.4.8 

3.4 PRIMARY COOLANT SYSTEM (PCS) 

3.4.8 PCS Loops - MODE 5, Loops Not Filled 

LCO 3.4.8 Two Shutdown Cooling (SOC) trains shall be OPERABLE and one SOC 
train providing ~ 2810 gpm flow through the reactor core shall be 
in operation. 

--------------------------------------NOTES----------------------------------
1. All SOC pumps may be de-energized for~ 1 hour provided: 

a. The core outlet temperature is maintained > l0°F below saturation 
temperature; 

b. No operations are permitted that would cause a reduction of the PCS 
boron concentration; and 

c. No draining operations to further reduce the PCS water volume are 
permitted. 

2. One SOC train may be inoperable for~ 2 hours for surveillance testing 
provided the other SOC train is OPERABLE and in operation. 

APPLICABILITY: MODE 5 with PCS loops not filled. 

ACTIONS 

CONDITION 

A. One SOC train 
inoperable. 

PALISADES 

A. l 

REQUIRED ACTION 

Initiate action to 
restore SOC train to 
OPERABLE status. 

3.4-17 

COMPLETION TIME 

Immediately 

(continued) 

Amendment No: 



ACTIONS (continued) 

CONDITION 

B. Required SOC trains B.l 
inoperable. 

OR 

No SOC train in AND 
operation. 

B.2 

c. Required SOC train C.l 
flow rate < 2810 gpm. 

AND 

C.2 

AND 

C.3.1 

C.3.2 

PCS Loops - MODE 5, Loops Not Filled 
3.4.8 

REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

Suspend all Immediately 
operations involving 
reduction of PCS 
boron concentration. 

Initiate action to Immediately 
restore one SOC train 
to OPERABLE status 
and operation. 

Suspend all operations Immediately 
involving reduction of 
PCS boron concentration. 

Initiate action to Immediately 
assure SOC fl ow 
~ 1000 gpm. 

Verify two of three 15 minutes 
charging pumps are 
electrically 
disabled. 

OR 

Initiate action to Within 15 minutes 
perform SR 3.1.2.l following 
(verify SOM). dilution flow to 

the PCS. 

AND 

Every 15 minutes 
thereafter until 
stable PCS boron 
concentration 
exists. 

PALISADES 3.4-18 
Amendment No: 



• 
PCS Loops - MODE 5, Loops Not Filled 

3.4.8 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.4.8.l Verify one SOC train is in operation 12 hours 
providing ~ 2810 gpm through the core is in 
operation 

SR 3.4.8.2 Verify correct breaker alignment and 7 days 
indicated power available to the required 
SOC pump that is not in operation. 

PALISADES 3.4-19 
Amendment No: 



• 

• 

3.4 PRIMARY COOLANT SYSTEM (PCS) 

3.4.9 Pressurizer 

LCO 3.4.9 The pressurizer shall be OPERABLE with: 

a. Pressurizer water level < 62.8%; and 

Pressurizer 
3.4.9 

b. A minimum of 375 kW of pressurizer heater capacity is 
available from Bus lD and Bus lE. 

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3 with all PCS cold leg temperatures ~ 430°F. 

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. Pressurizer water A. l Be in MODE 3 with 6 hours 
level not within reactor tripped. 
limit. 

AND 

A.2 Be in MODE 4. 12 hours 

B. Less than 375 kW of B.l Restore required 72 hours 
pressurizer heater pressurizer heaters 
capacity OPERABLE to OPERABLE status. 
from Bus lD or 
Bus lE. 

c. Required Action and C.l Be in MODE 3. 6 hours 
associated Completion 
Time of Condition B AND 
not met. 

C.2 Be in MODE 4. 12 hours 

PALISADES 3.4-20 
Amendment No: 



• 

• 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE 

Pressurizer 
3.4.9 

FREQUENCY 

SR 3.4.9.l Verify pressurizer water level is< 62.8%. 12 hours 

SR 3.4.9.2 Verify capacity of each required group of 92 days 
pressurizer heaters from each Bus 10 and lE 
~ 375 kW . 

PALISADES 3.4-21 
Amendment No: 



• 

• 

Pressurizer Safety Valves 
3.4.10 

3.4 PRIMARY COOLANT SYST~M (PCS) 

3.4.10 Pressurizer Safety Valves 

LCO 3.4.10 Three pressurizer safety valves shall be OPERABLE with lift 
settings as specified in Table 3.4.10-1. 

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3 with all PCS cold leg temperatures ~ 430°F. 

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION 

A. One pressurizer A. l Restore valve to 
safety valve OPERABLE status. 
inoperable. 

B. Required Action and B.l Be in MODE 3. 
associated Completion 
Time not met. AND 

OR B.2 Be in MODE 3 with all 
PCS cold leg 

Two or more temperatures :c:; 430°F. 
pressurizer safety 
valves inoperable. 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE 

SR 3.4.10.l Verify each pressurizer safety valve lift 
setpoint per Table 3.4.10-1 in accordance 
with the Inservice and Testing Program. 
Following testing, lift settings shall 
be within ± 1% . 

PALISADES 3.4-22 

COMPLETION TIME 

15 minutes 

6 hours 

12 hours 

FREQUENCY 

In accordance 
with the 
Inservice Testing 
Program. 

Amendment No: 



• 

PALISADES 

TABLE 3.4.10-1 

Pressurizer Safety Valves 
3.4.10 

PRESSURIZER SAFETY VALUE LIFT SETTINGS 

VALUE NUMBER LIFT SETTING (psia ± 3%) 

RV-1039 2580 

RV-1040 2540 

RV-1041 2500 

3.4-23 
Amendment No: 



• 3.4 PRIMARY COOLANT SYSTEM (PCS) · 

3.4.11 Pressurizer Power Operated Relief Valves (PORVs) 

Pressurizer PORVs 
3 .4.11 

LCO 3.4.11 Each PORV and associated block valve shall be OPERABLE. 

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3 with all PCS cold leg temperatures ~ 430°F. 

, ACTIONS 
--------------------------------------NOTES----------------~-----------------
1. Separate Condition entry is allowed for each PORV. 

2. LCO 3.0.4 is not applicable. 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION 

A. One PORV inoperable A. l Close associated block 
(not capable of valve. 
being manually 
cycled). AND 

A.2 Remove power from 
associated block valve. 

B. 

c. 

AND 

A.3 Restore PORV to OPERABLE 
status. 

One block valve B .1 Place associated PORV 
inoperable. the "CLOSE" position. 

AND 

B.2 Restore block valve 
OPERABLE status. 

Required Action and C.l Be in MODE 3. 
associated 
Completion Time of AND 
Condition A or B 
not met. C. 2 Reduce Tave to s; 430 ° F. 

to 

in 

PALISADES 3.4-24 

COMPLETION TIME 

1 hour 

1 hour 

72 hours 

1 hour 

72 hours 

6 hours 

12 hours 

(continued) 

Amendment No: 



• ACTIONS (continued) 

CONDITION 

D. Two PORVs 
inoperable (not 
capable of being 
manually cycled). 

E. More than one block 
valve inoperable. 

• F. Required Action and 
associated 
Completion Time of 
Condition D or E 
not met . 

• PALISADES 

REQUIRED ACTION 

D. l Close associated block 
valves. 

AND 

D.2 Remove power from 
associated block valves. 

AND 

D.3 Restore one PORV to 
OPERABLE. 

E.l Place associated PORVs 
in the "CLOSE" position. 

AND 

E.2 Restore at least one 
block valve to OPERABLE 
status . 

F .1 Be in MODE 3. 

AND 

F.2 Reduce Tave to < 430°F. 

3.4-25 

Pressurizer PORVs 
3 .4.11 

COMPLETION TIME 

1 hour 

1 hour 

2 hours 

1 hour 

2 hours 

6 hours 

12 hours 

Amendment No: 



• 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE 

SR 3.4.11.1 -------------------NOTE------------------
Not required to be performed with block 
valve closed in accordance with the 
Required Actions of this LCO. 

Perform a complete cycle of each block 
valve. 

SR 3.4.11.2 Perform a complete cycle of each PORV with 
the plant above MODE 5 . 

PALISADES 3.4-26 

Pressurizer PORVs 
3 .4.11 

FREQUENCY 

Once prior to 
heatup from 
MODE 5 if not 
cycled within 
92 days. 

18 months 

Amendment No: 



• 

LTOP System 
3.4.12 

3.4 PRIMARY COOLANT SYSTEM (PCS) 

3.4.12 Low Temperature Overpressure Protection (LTOP) System 

LCO 3.4.12 An LTOP System shall be OPERABLE with both High Pressure 
Safety Injection (HPSI) pumps rendered incapable of injecting 
into the PCS when PCS temperature is < 300°F: 

a. Two OPERABLE Power Operated Relief Valves (PORVs) with 
lift settings less than specified in the PTLR; or 

b. The PCS depressurized and a PCS vent capable of 
relieving~ 167 gpm at a PCS pressure of 315 psia. 

APPLICABILITY: MODE 3 when any PCS cold leg temperature is < 430°F, 
MODE 4, 5 and MODE 6 when the reactor vessel head is on. 

-------------~------------------------NOTE-----------------------------------
Speci fi cations 3.4.12 does not prohibit use of HPSI pumps for emergency 
addition of makeup to the PCS. 

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One or more HPSI A. l Initiate action to Immediately 
pumps capable of verify no HPSI pump 
injecting into the is capable of 
PCS when PCS injecting into the 
temperature < 300°F. PCS. 

B. One required PORV B.l Restore required PORV 7 days 
inoperable with to OPERABLE status. 
pressurizer level 
~ 57%. 

(continued) 

PALISADES 3.4-27 
Amendment No: 



• ACTIONS (continued) 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION 

c. One required PORV c .1 Restore required PORV 
inoperable with to OPERABLE status. 
pressurizer level 
> 57%. 

D. Two required PORVs D .1 Be in MODE 4 with 
inoperable. both SOC inlet valves 

open. 
OR 

AND 
Required Action and 
associated Completion 0.2 Depressurize PCS and 
Time of Condition not establish PCS vent 
met. capable of relieving 

~ 167 gpm at a PCS 
OR pressure of 315 psi a. 

LTOP System 
inoperable for any 
reason other than 
Condition A, B,or C . 

• PALISADES 3.4-28 

LTOP System 
3.4.12 

COMPLETION TIME 

24 hours 

8 hours 

24 hours 

Amendment No: 



• 

• 

• 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE 

SR 3.4.12.1 Verify both HPSI pumps are incapable of 
injecting into the PCS when PCS temperature 
is < 300°F. 

SR 3.4.12.2 Verify PCS vent capable of relieving~ 167 
gpm at a PCS pressure of 315 psia is open. 

SR 3.4.12.3 Verify PORV block valve is open for each 
required PORV . 

SR 3.4.12.4 -------------------NOTE------------------
Not required to be performed until 12 hours 
after decreasing PCS cold leg temperature 
to< 430°F.' 

Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on each 
required PORV, excluding actuation. 

SR 3.4.12.5 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION on each 
required PORV actuation channel . 

PALISADES 

LTOP System 
3. 4 .12 

FREQUENCY 

12 hours 

12 hours for 
unlocked open 
vent valve(s). 

31 days for 
locked open vent 
valve(s) or other 
vent paths. 

72 hours 

31 days 

18 months 

Amendment No: 



• 
PCS Operational LEAKAGE 

3 .4.13 

3.4 PRIMARY COOLANT SYSTEM (PCS) 

3.4.13 PCS Operational Leakage 

LCO 3.4.13 PCS operational LEAKAGE shall be limited to: 

a. No pressure boundary LEAKAGE; 

b. 1 gpm unidentified LEAKAGE;· 

c. 10 gpm identified LEAKAGE; 

d. 0.3 gpm total primary to secondary LEAKAGE through any 
one Steam Generator (SG) for any period of steady state 
operation greater than 24 consecutive hours; and 

e. 0.6 gpm primary to secondary LEAKAGE through any one SG 
during periods of startup and major load changes for any 
period greater than 24 consecutive hours. 

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4. 

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. PCS LEAKAGE not A. l Reduce LEAKAGE to 4 hours 
within limits for within limits. 
reasons other than 
pressure boundary 
LEAKAGE. 

B. Required Action and B.l Be in MODE 3. 6 hours 
associated Completion 
Time of Condition A AND 
not met. 

B.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours 
OR 

Pressure boundary 
LEAKAGE exists. 

PALISADES 3.4-30 
Amendment No: 



PCS Operational LEAKAGE 
3 .4.13 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE 

SR 3.4.13.l --------------------NOTE------------------
Not required to be performed in MODE 3 or 4 
until 12 hours of steady state operation. 

Perform PCS water inventory balance. 

SR 3.4.13.2 Verify SG tube integrity is in accordance 
with the Steam Generator Tube Surveillance 
Program. 

PALISADES 3.4-31 

FREQUENCY 

------NOTE------
Only required to 
be performed 
during steady 
state operation. 

72 hours 

In accordance 
with the Steam 
Generator Tube 
Surveillance 
Program. 

Amendment No: 



~ 3.4 PRIMARY COOLANT SYSTEM (PCS) 

3.4.14 PCS Pressure Isolation Valve (PIV) Leakage 

PCS PIV Leakage 
3 .4.14 

LCO 3.4.14 Leakage from each PCS PIV shall be within limits. 

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 

ACTIONS 
--------------------------------------NOTES----------------------------------
1. Separate Condition entry is allowed for each flow path. 

2. Enter applicable Conditions and Required Actions for systems made 
inoperable by an inoperable PIV. 

ACTIONS 

CONDITION 

A. One or more flow 
paths with leakage 
from one or more PCS 
PIVs not within 
limit. 

PALISADES 

REQUIRED ACTION 

--------------NOTE----------
Each valve used to satisfy 
Required Action A.l and 
Required. Action A.2 must have 
been verified to meet 
SR 3.4.14.1 (PIV leakage 
verification) and be on the 
PCS pressure boundary or the 
high pressure portion of the 
system. 

3.4-32 

COMPLETION TIME 

(continued) 

Amendment No: 



CONDITION 

A. (continued) A. l 

. 

AND 

A.2 

B. Required Action and B.l 
associated Completion 
Time for Condition A AND 
not met. 

B.2 

PALISADES 

REQUIRED ACTION 

Isolate the high 
pressure portion of 
the affected system 
from the low pressure 
portion by use of one 
closed manual, 
deactivated 
automatic, or check 
valve. 

Restore PCS PIV to 
within 1 imits. 

Be in MODE 3. 

Be in MODE 5. 

3.4-33 

- PCS PIV Leakage 
3 .4.14 

COMPLETION TIME 

4 hours 

72 hours 

6 hours 

36 hours 

Amendment No: 



• SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE 

SR 3.4.14.1 -------------------NOTES------------------

PALISADES 

1. Not required to be performed in 
MODES 3 and 4. 

2. PCS PI Vs actuated during the 
performance of this Surveillance are 
not required to be tested more than 
once if a repetitive testing loop 
cannot be avoided. 

3. Leakage rates 1 ess than or equa 1 to 
1.0 gpm are considered acceptable. 

4. Leakage rates greater than 1. 0 gpm 
but less than or equal to 5.0 gpm are 
considered acceptable if the latest 
measured rate has not exceeded the 
rate determined by the previous test 
by an amount that reduces the margin 
between measured leakage rate and the 
maximum permissible rate of 5.0 gpm 
by 50% or greater. 

5. Leakage rates greater than 1.0 gpm 
but less than or equal to 5.0 gpm are 
considered unacceptable if the latest 
measured rate exceeded the rate 
determined by the previous test by an 
amount that reduces the margin 
between measured leakage rate and the 
maximum permissible rate of 5.0 gpm 
by 50% or greater. 

6. Leakage rates greater than 5.0 gpm 
are considered unacceptable. 

3.4-34 

PCS PIV Leakage 
3.4.14 

FREQUENCY 

(continued) 

Amendment No: 



• 

• 

• 

PCS PIV Leakage 
3 .4.14 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) 

SR 3.4.14.1 
(continued) 

SURVEILLANCE 

Verify leakage from each of the 
following PCS PIV is to s a maximum of 
5 gpm at a PCS pressure of 2060 psia. 

Valve Name 
Loop lA SIS Check 
Loop 18 SIS Check 
Loop 2A SIS Check 
Loop 28 SIS Check 
Loop lA LPSI Check 
Loop 18 LPSI Check 
Loop 2A LPSI Check 
Loop 28 LPSI Check 
Loop lA HPSI Check 
Loop 18 HPSI Check 
Loop 2A HPSI Check 
Loop 28 HPSI Check 
Loop 1 HLI Check 

Valve No 
ES-3101 
ES-3116 
ES-3131 
ES-3146 
ES-3103 
ES-3118 
ES-3133 
ES-3148 
ES-3104 
ES-3119 
ES-3134 
ES-3149 
ES-3410 

FREQUENCY 

In accordance 
with the 
Inservice Testing 
Program or 
18 months. 

Prior to entering 
MODE 2 whenever 
the plant has 
been in MODE 5 
for 72 hours or 
more, if leakage 
testing has not 
been performed in 
the previous 
9 months. 

Verify the following PCS PIV is closed. AND 

Valve Name 

Loop 1 HLI Check 

Valve No 

ES-3408 

Prior to 
returning the 
check valve to 
service after 
maintenance, 
repair or 
replacement work 
is performed on 
the valves. 

SR 3.4.14.2 Verify all four LPSI check valves are Prior to entering 
closed. MODE 2 after use 

of the LPSI 
system for SOC. 

SR 3.4.14.3 The integrity of the remaining check valve 24 hours 
in each high pressure line having a leaking 
valve shall be determined and recorded and 
the position of the other closed valve 
located in that pressure line shall be 
recorded . 

PALISADES 3.4-35 
Amendment No: 



PCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation 
3.4.15 

• 3.4 PRIMARY COOLANT SYSTEM (PCS) 

• 

3.4.15 PCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation 

LCO 3.4.15 The following PCS leakage detection instrumentation shall be 
OPERABLE: 

a. One containment sump level indicator; arid 

b. One containment atmosphere gaseous activity monitor 
and 

c. One containment air cooler condensate 

d. One containment humidity monitor. 

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3. 

ACTIONS 

CONDITION 

A. With one required 
leak detection 
instrument 
inoperable. 

PALISADES 

REQUIRED ACTION 

-------------NOTE-----------
LCO 3.0.4 is not applicable. 

A. l Restore the required 
PCS leak detection 
instrument to 
OPERABLE. 

3.4-36 

level switch; and 

COMPLETION TIME 

Prior to 
entering MODE 3 
after entry into 
MODE 5. 

(continued) 

Amendment No: 



SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.4.15.l Perform CHANNEL CHECK of each required 12 hours 
containment sump level, atmosphere gaseous 
activity monitor, and humidity monitor. 

SR 3.4.15.2 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST of the 18 months 
required containment atmosphere humidity 
monitor. 

SR 3.4.15.3 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION of the required 18 months 
containment sump level indicator. 

(continued) 

PALISADES 3.4-37 
Amendment No: 



• 

PCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation 
3.4.15 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.4.15.4 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION of the required 18 months 
containment atmosphere gaseous activity 
monitor. 

SR 3.4.15.5 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION of the required 18 months 
containment air cooler condensate level 
switch . 

PALISADES 3.4-38 
Amendment No: 



PCS Specific Activity 
3.4.16 

• 3.4 PRIMARY COOLANT SYSTEM (PCS) 

• 

• 

3.4.16 PCS Specific Activity 

LCO 3. 4 .16 The specific iodine activity of the primary coolant shall be 
within limits. 

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2, 
MODE 3 with PCS average temperature (Tw.l z 500°F. 

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 -------------NOTE-----------
> 1.0 µCi/gm. LCO 3.0.4 is not applicable. 

----------------------------

A. l Verify DOSE 
EQUIVALENT I-131 Once per 4 hours 
< 40 µCi/gm . 

AND 

A.2 Restore DOSE 48 hours 
EQUIVALENT I-131 to 
within limit. 

B. Required Action and B.l Be in MODE 3 with 6 hours 
associated Completion Tave< 500°F. 
Time of Condition A 
not met. 

OR 

DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 
z 40 µCi/gm. 

c. Gross specific C.l Perform SR 3.4.16.2. 4 hours 
activity of the 
primary coolant not AND 
within 1 imit. 

C.2 Be in MODE 3 with 6 hours 
Tave< 500°F . 

PALISADES 3.4-39 
Amendment No: 



• 

• 

• 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE 

SR 3.4.16.1 Verify primary coolant gross specific 
activity ~ 100/E µci/gm. 

SR 3.4.16.2 -------------------NOTE------------------
Only required to be performed in MODE 1. 

Verify primary coolant DOSE 
EQUIVALENT I-131 specific activity 
~ 1.0 µCi/gm. 

SR 3.4.16.3 -------------------NOTE------------------
Not required to be performed until 31 days 
after a minimum of 2 EFPD and 20 days of 
MODE 1 operation have elapsed since the 
reactor was last subcritical for 

PALISADES 

;:: 48 hours. 

Determine E from a sample taken in MODE 1 
after a minimum of 2 EFPD and 20 days of 
MODE 1 operation have elapsed since the 
reactor was last subcritical for 
;:: 48 hours . 

3.4-40 

PCS Specific Activity 
3.4.16 

FREQUENCY 

7 days 

14 days 

Between 2 and 
6 hours after 
THERMAL POWER 
change of 
;:: 15% RTP within 
a 1 hour period. 

184 days 

Amendment No: 



STE - PCS Loops 
3 .4.17 

• 3.4 PRIMARY COOLANT SYSTEM (PCS) 

•• 

3.4.17 Special Test Exception (STE) PCS Loops 

LCO 3.4.17 The requirements of LCO 3.4.2, "PCS Minimum Temperature for 
Criticality may be suspended provided: 

a. THERMAL POWER ~ 5% RTP; and 

b. The reactor trip setpoints of the OPERABLE power level 
channels are set ~ 30% RTP. 

C. Tave ~ 500 ° F. 

APPLICABILITY: MODE 2, during PHYSICS TESTS with Tw. in one or more Loops 
< 530°F. 

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION 

A. THERMAL POWER not A. l Trip reactor. 
within limit. 

B. Tave in any one or B.1 Be in MODE 2 with 
more loops < 500°F. K011 < 1. 0. 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE 

SR 3.4.17.1 Verify THERMAL POWER~ 5% RTP. 

SR 3.4.17.2 Perform a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on each 
logarithmic power level and linear power 
level neutron flux monitoring channel. 

SR 3.4.17.3 Verify PCS Tave in each loop~ 500°F. 

PALISADES 3.4-41 

COMPLETION TIME 

Immediately 

30 minutes 

FREQUENCY 

1 hour 

12 hours prior to 
critical approach. 

Once within 
30 minutes and 
every 30 minutes 
thereafter . 

Amendment No: 



• 

• 

ATTACHMENT 2 

CONSUMERS POWER COMPANY 
PALISADES PLANT 

DOCKET 50-255 

STS CONVERSION TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION CHANGE REQUEST 

3.4 PRIMARY COOLANT SYSTEM 

Bases for the Revised Technical Specifications 



PCS Pressure, Temperature, and Flow DNB Limits 
B 3. 4 .1 

• B 3.4 PRIMARY COOLANT SYSTEM (PCS) 

• 

B 3.4.1 PCS Pressure, Temperature, and Flow Departure from Nucleate Boiling 
(DNB) Limits 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY 
ANALYSES 

These Bases address requirements for maintaining PCS pressure, 
temperature, and flow rate within limits assumed in the safety 
analyses. The safety analyses (Ref. 1), of normal operating 
conditions and anticipated operational occurrences assume initial 
conditions within the normal steady state envelope. The limits 
placed on DNB related parameters ensure that these parameters will 
not be less conservative than were assumed in the analyses and 
thereby provide assurance that the minimum Departure from Nucleate 
Boiling Ratio (DNBR) will meet the required criteria for each of the 
transients analyzed. 

The LCO limits for minimum and maximum PCS pressures as measured at 
the pressurizer are consistent with operation within the nominal 
operating envelope and are bounded by those used as the initial 
pressures in the analyses. 

The LCO limit for maximum PCS cold leg temperature is consistent 
with operation at the indicated power level and bounds those used as 
the initial temperatures in the analyses . 

The LCO limit for minimum PCS flow rates is bounded by those used as 
the i~itial flow rates in the analyses. The PCS flow rate is not 
expected to vary during plant operation with all pumps running .. 

The requirements of LCO 3.4.1 represent the initial conditions for 
DNB limited transients analyzed in the safety analyses (Ref. 1). 
The safety analyses have shown that transients initiated from the 
limits of this LCO will meet the DNBR Safety Limit (SL 2.1.1). This 
is the acceptance limit for the PCS DNB parameters. Changes to the 
facility that could impact these parameters must be assessed for 
their impact on the DNBR criterion. The transients analyzed for 
include loss of coolant flow events and dropped or struck control 
rod events. A key assumption for the analysis of these events is 
that the core power distribution is within the limits of LCO 3.1.7, 
"Regulating Rod Insertion Limits"; LCO 3.2.3, "QUADRANT POWER TILT"; 
and LCO 3.2.4, "AXIAL SHAPE INDEX." The safety analyses are 
performed over the following range of initial values: PCS pressure 
1700 - 2300 psia, core inlet temperature 500-580°F, and minimum 
reactor vessel inlet coolant flow rate . 

• PALISADES B 3.4-1 
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LCO This LCO specifies limits on the monitored process variables PCS 
pressurizer pressure, PCS cold leg temperature, and PCS total flow 
rate to ensure that the core operates within the limits assumed for 
the plant safety analyses. Operating within these limits will 
result in meeting the DNBR criterion in the event of a DNB limited 
transient. 

The LCO numerical values for pressure, temperature, and flow rate 
are given for the measurement location but have not been adjusted 
for instrument error. Plant specific limits of instrument error are 
established by the plant staff to meet the operational requirements 
of this LCO. 

A DNB analysis was performed in a parametric fashion to determine 
the core inlet temperature as a function of pressure and flow which 
the minimum DNBR is equal to the DNB correlation safety limit. This 
analysis includes the following uncertainties and allowances: 2% of 
rated power for power measurement; ± 0.06 for ASI measurement; 
± 50 psi for pressurizer pressure; ± 7°F for inlet temperature; and 
3% measurement and 3% bypass for core flow. In addition, transient 
biases were included in the determination of the allowable reactor 
inlet temperature. 

The limits of validity of the Tinlet equation are: 

1800 ~ pressure ~ 2200 psia 
100.0 x 106 ~ Vessel Flow ~ 150 x 106 lb/h 
ASI as shown in COLR, Figure 2.1 

With measured primary coolant system flow rates > 150 M lbm/hr, 
limiting the maximum allowed inlet temperature to the T;niet LCO at 
150 M lbm/hr increases the margin to DNB for higher PCS flow rates. 

APPLICABILITY In MODE 1, the limits on PCS pressurizer pressure, PCS cold leg 
temperature, and PCS flow rate must be maintained during steady 
state operation in order to ensure that DNBR criteria will be met in 
the event of an unplanned loss of forced coolant flow or other DNB 
limited transient. In all other MODES, the power level is low 
enough so that DNBR is not a concern. 

• PALISADES 

A Note has been added to indicate the limit on pressurizer pressure 
may be exceeded during short term operational transients such as a 
THERMAL POWER ramp increase of > 5% RTP per minute or a THERMAL 
POWER step increase of > 10% RTP . 

B 3.4-2 
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APPLICABILITY These conditions represent short term perturbations where actions to 

• 

(continued) control pressure variations might be counterproductive. Also, since 
they represent transients initiated from power levels < 100% RTP, an 
increased DNBR margin exists to offset the temporary pressure 
variations. 

Another set of limits on DNB related parameters is provided in 
Safety Limit (SL) 2.1.1, "Reactor Core Safety Limits." Should a 
violation of this LCO occur, the operator should check whether or 
not an SL may have been exceeded. 

ACTIONS A.l 

Pressurizer pressure is a controllable and measurable parameter. 
With this parameter not within the LCO limits, action must be taken 
to restore the parameter. 

The 2 hour Completion Time is based on plant operating experience 
that shows the parameter can be restored in this time period. 

PCS flow rate is not a controllable parameter and is not expected to 
vary during steady state operation. If the flow rate is not within 
the LCO limit, then power must be reduced, as required by Required 
Action B.l, to restore DNB margin and eliminate the potential for 
violation of the accident analysis bounds. 

The 2 hour Completion Time for restoration of the parameters 
provides sufficient time to adjust plant parameters, to determine 
the cause of the off normal condition, and to restore the readings 
within limits. The Completion Time is based on plant operating 
experience. 

If Required Action A.I is not met within the associated Completion 
Time, the plant must be brought to a MODE in which the LCO does not 
apply. To achieve this status, the plant must be brought ta at 
least MODE 2 within 6 hours. In MODE 2, the reduced power condition 
eliminates the potential for violation of the accident analysis 
bounds. 

Six hours is a reasonable time that permits the plant power to be 
reduced at an orderly rate in conjunction with even control of Steam 
Generator (SG) heat removal . 

• PALISADES B 3.4-3 
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ACTIONS C.l 
(continued) 

Cold leg temperature is a controllable and measurable parameter. If 
this parameter is not wtthin the LCO limits, action must be taken to 
restore the parameter. 

The 2 hour Completion Time is based on plant operating experience 
that shows that the parameter can be restored in this time period. 

If Required Action C.l is not met within the associated Completion 
Time, THERMAL POWER must be reduced to~ 30% RTP. Plant operation 
may continue for an indefinite period of time in this condition. At 
the reduced power level, the potential for violation of the DNB 
limits is greatly reduced. 

The 6 hour Completion Time is a reasonable time that permits power 
reduction at an orderly rate in conjunction with even control of SG 
heat remqval. 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.1.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

PALISADES 

Since Required Action A.1 allows a Completion Time of 2 hours to 
restore parameters that are not within limits, the 12 hour 
Surveillance Frequency for pressurizer pressure is sufficient to 
ensure that the pressure can be restored to a normal operation, 
steady state condition following load changes and other expected 
transient operations. The 12 hour interval has been shown by 
operating practice to be sufficient to regularly assess for 
potential degradation and verify operation is within safety analysis 
assumptions. 

Since Required Action A.1 allows a Completion Time of 2 hours to 
restore parameters that are not within limits, the 12 hour 
Surveillance Frequency for cold leg temperature is sufficient to 
ensure that the PCS coolant temperature can be restored to a normal 
operation, steady state condition following load changes and other 
expected transient operations. The 12 hour interval has been shown 
by operating practice to be sufficient to regularly assess for 
potential degradation and to verify operation is within safety 
analysis assumptions . 

B 3.4-4 
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.1.2 

• 

REQUIREMENTS 
(continued) Since Required Action C.l allows a Completion Time of 2 hours to 

restore parameters that are not within limits, the 12 hour 
Surveillance Frequency for cold leg temperature is sufficient to 
ensure that the PCS coolant temperature can be restored to a normal 
operation, steady state condition following load changes and other 
expected transient operations. The 12 hour interval has shown by 
operating practice to be sufficient to regularly assess for safety 
analysis assumptions. 

REFERENCE 

PALISADES 

SR 3.4.1.3 

Measurement of PCS total flow rate by performance of a prec1s1on 
calorimetric heat balance once every 18 months. This verifies that 
the actual PCS flow rate is within the bounds of the analyses. 

The frequency of 18 months reflects the importance of verifying flow 
after a refueling outage where the core has been altered, which may 
have caused an alteration of flow resistance. Plugging 10 or more 
steam generator tubes during a maintenance outage could also 
increase PCS flow resistance. 

The SR is modified by a Note that states the SR is only required to 
be performed 24 hours after ~ 90% RTP. The Note is necessary to 
allow measurement of the flow rate at normal operating conditions at 
power in MODE 1. The Surveillance cannot be performed in MODE 2 or 
below, and will yield more accurate results if performed above 
90% RTP. 

1. FSAR, Section 14.l.3 

B 3.4-5 
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• 

B 3.4.2 PCS Minimum Temperature for Criticality 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY 
ANALYSES . 

LCO 

PALISADES 

Establishing the value for the m1n1mum temperature for reactor 
criticality is based upon considerations for: 

a. Operation within the existing instrumentation ranges and 
accuracies; 

b. Operation within the bounds of the existing accident analyses; 
and 

c. Operation with the reactor vessel above its m1n1mum nil 
ductility reference temperature when the reactor is critical. 

The. primary coolant moderator temperature coefficient used in core 
operating and accident analysis is typically defined for the normal 
operating temperature range (532°F to 570°F). The Reactor 
Protection System receives inputs from the hot leg temperature 
detectors, which have a range of 50°F to 700°F. The PCS loop 
average temperature (Tw.) is controlled using inputs of the same 
range. Nominal Tave for making the reactor critical is 532°F. 
Safety and operating analyses for lower temperature have not been 
made. 

There are no accident analyses that dictate the m1n1mum temperature 
for criticality, but existing transient analysis are bounding of 
operation at low power with an inlet temperature of 525°F (Ref 1). 

The purpose of the LCO is to prevent criticality outside the normal 
operating regime (532°F to 570°F) and to prevent operation in an 
unanalyzed condition. 

The LCO is only applicable below 535°F and provides a reasonable 
distance to the limit of 525°F. This allows adequate time to trend 
its approach and take corrective actions prior to exceeding the 
limit . 

B 3.4-6 
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APPLICABILITY The reactor has been designed and analyzed to be critical in MODES 1 
and 2 only and in accordance with this specification. Criticality 
is not permitted in any other MODE. Therefore, this LCO is 
applicable in MODE 1, and MODE 2 when K.u ~ 1.0. Coupled with the 
applicability definition for criticality is a temperature limit. 
Monitoring is required at or below a T ••• of 535°F. 

ACTIONS A.l 

PCS average temperature is a controlled and measurable parameter. 
With this parameter not within the LCO limits, action must be taken 
to restore the parameter. If T ••• stays be 1 ow 525 ° F, the p 1 ant must 
be brought to a MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To achieve 
this status, the pl ant must be brought to MODE 2 with K.u < 1. 0 
within 30 minutes. Rapid reactor shutdown can be readily and 
practically achieved within a 30 minute period. The allowed time 
reflects the ability to perform this action and to maintain the 
plant within the analyzed range. 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.2.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

REFERENCE 

• PALISADES 

T ••• is required to be verified~ 525°F every hour. The specified 
time period is frequent enough to prevent inadvertent violation of 
the LCO. While the Surveillance is required whenever the reactor is 
critical and temperature is below 535°F, in practice, the 
Surveillance is most appropriate during the period when the reactor 
is brought critical. 

1. FSAR, Section 14.1.3 
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• B 3. 4 PRIMARY COOLANT SYSTEM (PCS) 

B 3.4.3 PCS Pressure and Temperature (P/T) Limits 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

• PALISADES 

All components of the PCS are designed to withstand effects of 
cyclic loads due to system pressure and temperature changes. These 
loads are introduced by startup (heatup) and shutdown (cooldown) 
operations, power transients, and reactor trips. This LCD limits 
the pressure and temperature changes during PCS heatup and cooldown, 
within the design assumptions and the stress limits for cyclic 
operation. 

The Pressure and Temperature Limits Report (PTLR) contains P/T limit 
curves for heatup, cooldown, and In Service Leak and Hydrostatic 
(ISLH) testing, and data for the maximum rate of change.of reactor 
coolant temperature (Ref. 1). 

Each P/T limit curve defines an acceptable region for normal 
operation. The P/T limit curves include an allowance to account for 
the fact that pressure is measured in the pressurizer rather than at 
the vessel beltline and to account for PCP discharge pressure. The 
usual use of the curves is operational guidance during heatup or 
cooldown maneuvering, when pressure and temperature indications are 
monitored and compared to the applicable curve to determine that 
operation is within the allowable region. 

The LCD establishes operating limits that provide a margin to 
brittle failure of the reactor vessel and piping of the Reactor 
Coolant Pressure Boundary (RCPB). The vessel is the component most 
subject to brittle failure, and the LCD limits apply mainly to the 
vessel. The limits do not apply to the pressurizer, which has 
different design characteristics and operating functions. 

10 CFR 50, Appendix G (Ref. 2), requires the establishment of P/T 
limits for material fracture toughness requirements of the RCPB 
materials. Reference 2 requires an adequate margin to brittle 
failure during normal operation, anticipated operational 
occurrences, and system hydrostatic tests. It mandates the use of 
the ASME Code, Section III, Appendix G (Ref. 3). 

The actual shift in the RTNor of the vessel material will be 
established periodically by removing and evaluating the irradiated 
reactor vessel material specimens, in accordance with ASTM E 185 
(Ref. 4) and Appendix Hof 10 CFR 50 (Ref. 5). The operating P/T 
limit curves will be adjusted, as necessary, based on the evaluation 
findings and the recommendations of Reference 3 . 
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BACKGROUND 
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APPLICABLE 
SAFETY 
ANALYSES 

~ PALISADES 

PCS P/T Limits 
B 3.4.3 

The P/T limit curves are composite curves established by 
superimposing limits derived from stress analyses of those portions 
of the reactor vessel and head that are the most restrictive. At 
any specific pressure, temperature, and temperature rate of change, 
one location within the reactor vessel will dictate the most 
restrictive limit. Across the span of the P/T limit curves, 
different locations are more restrictive, and, thus, the curves are 
composites of the most restrictive regions. 

The heatup curve represents a different set of restrictions than the 
cooldown curve because the directions of the thermal gradients 
through the vessel wall are reversed. The thermal gradient reversal 
alters the location of the tensile stress between the outer and 
inner walls. 

The criticality limit includes the Reference 2 requirement that the 
limit be no less than 40°F above the heatup curve or the cooldown 
curve and not less than the minimum permissible temperature for the 
ISLH testing. However, the criticality limit is not operationally 
limiting; a more restrictive limit exists in LCO 3.4.2, " PCS 
Minimum Temperature for Criticality." 

The consequence of violating the LCO limits is that the PCS has been 
operated under conditions that can result in brittle failure of the 
RCPB, possibly leading to a non-isolable leak or loss of coolant 
accident. In the event these limits are exceeded, an evaluation 
must be performed to determine the effect on the structural 
integrity of the RCPB components. The ASME Code, Section XI, 
Appendix E (Ref. 6), provides a recommended methodology for 
evaluating an operating event that causes an excursion outside the 
limits. 

The P/T limits are not derived from Design Basis Accident (OBA) 
Analyses. They are prescribed during normal operation to avoid 
encountering pressure, temperature, and temperature rate of change 
conditions that might cause undetected flaws to propagate and cause 
nonductile failure of the RCPB, an unanalyzed condition. 
Reference 1 establishes the methodology for determining the P/T 
limits. Since the P/T limits are not derived from any OBA, there 
are no acceptance limits related to the P/T limits. Rather, the P/T 
limits are acceptance limits themselves since they preclude 
operation in an un-analyzed condition. 

B 3.4-9 
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LCO 

• 

APPLICABILITY 

• PALISADES 

The two elements of this LCO are: 

PCS P/T Limits 
B 3.4.3 

a. The limit curves for heatup, cooldown, and ISLH testing; and 

b. Limits on the rate of change of temperature. 

The LCO limits apply to all components of the PCS, except the 
pressurizer. 

These limits define allowable operating regions and permit a large 
number of operating cycles while providing a wide margin to 
nonductile failure. 

The limits for the rate of change of temperature control the thermal 
gradient through the vessel wall and are used as inputs for 
calculating the heatup, cooldown, and ISLH testing P/T limit curves. 
Thus, the LCO for the rate of change of temperature restricts 
stresses caused by thermal gradients and also ensures the validity 
of the P/T limit curves. 

Violating the LCO limits places the reactor vessel outside of the 
bounds of the stress analyses and can increase stresses in other 
RCPB components. The consequences depend on several factors, as 
follows: 

a. The severity of the departure from the allowable operating P/T 
regime or the severity of the rate of change of temperature; 

b. The length of time the limits were violated (longer violations 
allow the temperature gradient in the thick vessel walls to 
become more pronounced); and 

c. The existences, sizes, and orientations of flaws in the vessel 
material. 

The PCS P/T limits Specification provides a definition of acceptable 
operation for prevention of non-ductile failure in accordance with 
10 CFR 50, Appendix G (Ref. 2). Although the P/T limits were 
developed to provide guidance for operation during heatup or 
cooldown (MODES 3, 4, and 5) or ISLH testing, their Applicability is 
at all times in keeping with the concern for non-ductile failure. 
The limits do not apply to the pressurizer . 

B 3.4-10 
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APPLICABILITY During MODES 1 and 2, other Technical Specifications provide limits 
(continued) for operation that can be more restrictive than or can supplement 

these P/T limits. LCO 3.4.1, "PCS Pressure, Temperature, and Flow 
Departure from Nucleate Boiling (DNB) Limits"; LCO 3.4.2, ''PCS 
Minimum Temperature for Criticality"; and Safety Limit 2.1, "Safety 
Limits," also provide operational restrictions for pressure and 
temperature and maximum pressure. Furthermore, MODES 1 and 2 are 
above the temperature range of concern for non-ductile failure, and 
stress analyses have been performed for normal maneuvering profiles, 
such as power ascension or descent. 

ACTIONS 

~ PALISADES 

The actions of this LCO consider the premise that a violation of the 
limits occurred during normal plant maneuvering. Severe violations 
caused by abnormal transients, at times accompanied by equipment 
failures, may also require additional actions from emergency 
operating procedures. 

A.1 and A.2 

Operation outside the P/T limits must be corrected so that the RCPB 
is returned to a condition that has been verified by stress 
analyses. 

The 30 minute Completion Time reflects the urgency of restoring the 
'parameters to within the analyzed range. Most violations will not 
be severe, and the activity can be accomplished in this time in a 
controlled manner. 

Besides restoring operation to within limits, an evaluation is 
required to determine if PCS operation tan continue. The evaluation 
must verify the RCPB integrity remains acceptable and must be 
completed before continuing operation. Several methods may be used, 
including comparison with pre-analyzed transients in the stress 
analyses, new analyses, or inspection of the components. 

ASME Code, Section XI, Appendix E (Ref. 6), may be used to support 
the evaluation. However, its use is restricted to evaluation of the 
vessel beltline. 

The 72 hour Completion Time is reasonable to accomplish the 
evaluation. The evaluation for a mild violation is possible within 
this time, but more severe violations may require special, event 
specific stress analyses or inspections. A favorable evaluation 
must be completed before continuing to operate. 
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ACTIONS 
(continued) 

PALISADES 

Condition A is modified by a Note requ1r1ng Required Action A.2 to 
be completed whenever the Condition is entered. The Note emphasizes 
the need to perform the evaluation of the effects of the excursion 
outside the allowable limits. Restoration alone per Required 
Action A.1 is insufficient because higher than analyzed stresses may 
have occurred and may have affected the RCPB integrity. 

B.1 and B.2 

If a Required Action and associated Completion Time of Condition A 
are not met, the plant must be placed in a lower MODE because: 

a. The PCS remained in an unacceptable P/T region for an extended 
period of increased stress; or 

b. A sufficiently severe event caused entry into an unacceptable 
region. 

Either possibility indicates a need for more careful examination of 
the event, best accomplished with the PCS at reduced pressure and 
temperature. With reduced pressure and temperature conditions, the 
possibility of propagation of 
undetected flaws is decreased. 

Pressure and temperature are reduced by placing the plant in MODE 3 
within 6 hours and in MODE 5 with PCS pressure ~ 270 psia within 
36 hours. 

The Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating experience, 
to reach the required plant conditions from full power conditions in 
an orderly manner and without challenging plant systems .. 

C.1 and C.2 

The actions of this LCO, anytime other than in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4, 
consider the premise that a violation of the limits occurred during 
normal plant maneuvering. Severe violations caused by abnormal 
transients, at times accompanied by equipment failures, may also 
require additional actions from emergency operating procedures. 
Operation outside the P/T limits must be corrected so that the RCPB 
is returned to a condition that has been verified by stress 
analyses. 

The Completion Time of "immediately" reflects the urgency of 
restoring the parameters to within the analyzed range. Most 
violations will not be severe, and the activity can be accomplished 
in a short period of time in a controlled manner. 
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Besides restoring operation to within limits, an evaluation is 
required to determine if PCS operation can continue. The evaluation 
must verify that the RCPB integrity remains acceptable and must be 
completed before continuing operation. Several methods may be used, 
including comparison with pre-analyzed transients in the stress 
analyses, new analyses, or inspection of the components. 

ASME Code, Section XI, Appendix E (Ref. 6), may be used to support 
the evaluation. However, its use is restricted to evaluation of the 
vessel beltline. 

The Completion Time of prior to entering MODE 4 forces the 
evaluation prior to entering a MODE where temperature and pressure 
can be significantly increased. The evaluation for a mild violation 
is possible within several days, but more severe violations may 
require special, event specific stress analyses or inspections. 

Condition C is modified by a Note requiring Required Action C.2 to 
be completed whenever the Condition is entered. The Note emphasizes 
the need to perform the evaluation of the effects of the excursion 
outside the allowable limits. Restoration alone per Required 
Action C.l is insufficient because higher than analyzed stresses may 
have occurred and may have affected the RCPB integrity. 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.3.l 
REQUIREMENTS 

• PALISADES 

Verification that operation is within the PTLR limits is required 
every 30 minutes when PCS pressure and temperature conditions are 
undergoing planned changes. This frequency is considered reasonabl2 
in view of the control room indication available to monitor PCS 
status. Also, since temperature rate of change limits are specified 
in hourly increments, 30 minutes permits assessment and correction 
for minor deviations within a reasonable time. Calculation of 
average hourly cooldown rate must consider changes in reactor vessel 
inlet temperature caused by initiating shutdown cooling, by starting 
primary coolant pumps with a temperature difference between the 
steam generator and PCS, or by stopping primary coolant pumps with 
shutdown cooling in service. 

Surveillance for heatup, cooldown, or ISLH testing may be 
discontinued when the definition given in the relevant plant 
procedure for ending the activity is satisfied . 
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SURVEILLANCE This SR is modified by a Note that requires this SR be performed 
REQUIREMENTS only during PCS system heatup, cooldown, and ISLH testing. No SR is 

(continued) given for criticality operations because LCO 3.4.2 contains a more 
restrictive requirement. 

REFERENCES 1. EGAD-RSA-26, 11 Pressure - Temperature and L TOP Limits 11 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6 . 

10 CFR 50, Appendix G 

ASME, Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III, 
Appendix G, July 1974 Edition 

ASTM E 185-82, July 1982 

10 CFR 50, Appendix H 

ASME, Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section XI, Appendix E 
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• B 3.4 PRIMARY COOLANT SYSTEM (PCS) 

B 3.4.4 PCS Loops - MODES I and 2 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

• 

• PALISADES 

The primary function of the PCS is removal of the heat generated in 
the fuel due to the fission process and transfer of this heat, via 
the Steam Generators (SGs), to the secondary plant. 

The secondary functions of the PCS include: 

a. Moderating the neutron energy level to the thermal state, to 
increase the probability of fission; 

b. Improving the neutron economy by acting as a reflector; 

c. Carrying the soluble neutron poison, boric acid; 

d. Providing a second barrier against fission product release to 
the environment; and 

e. Removing the heat generated in the fuel due to fission product 
decay following a unit shutdown. 

The PCS configuration for heat transport uses two PCS loops. Each 
PCS loop contains a SG and two Primary Coolant Pumps (PCPs). A PCP 
is located in each of the two SG cold legs. The pump flow rate has 
been sized to provide core heat removal with appropriate margin to 
Departure from Nucleate Boiling {DNB) during power operation and for 
anticipated transients originating from power operation. This 
Specification requires two PCS loops with both PCPs in operation in 
each loop. The intent of the Specification is to require core heat 
removal with forced flow during power operation. Specifying two PCS 
loops provides the minimum necessary paths (two SGs) for heat 
removal . 
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APPLICABLE 
SAFETY 
ANALYSES 

LCO 

• PALISADES 

Safety analyses contain various assumptions for the Design Bases 
Accident (OBA) initial conditions including PCS pressure, PCS . 
temperature, reactor power level, core parameters, and safety system 
setpoints. The important aspect for this LCO is the primary coolant 
forced flow rate, which is represented by the number of PCS loops in 
service. 

Both transient and steady state analyses have been performed to 
establish the effect of flow on DNB. The transient or accident 
analysis for the plant has been performed assuming four PCP s are in 
operation. The majority of the plant safety analyses are based on 
initial conditions at high core power or zero power. The accident 
analyses that are of most importance to PCP operation are the four 
pump coastdown, single pump locked rotor, single.pump (broken shaft 
or coast-down), and rod withdrawal events (Ref. 1). 

Steady state DNB analysis had been performed for the four pump 
combination. For four pump operation, the steady state DNB 
analysis, which generates the pressure and temperature and Safety 
Limit (i.e., the Departure from Nucleate Boiling Ratio (DNBR) 
limit), assumes a maximum power level of 106.5% RTP. This is the 
design overpower condition for four pump operation. The 
106.5% value is the accident analysis setpoint of the VHP (variable 
high power) trip and is based on an analysis assumption that bounds 
possible instrumentation errors. The DNBR limit defines a locus of 
pressure and temperature points that result in a minimum DNBR 
greater than or equal to the critical heat flux correlation limit. 

The purpose of this LCO is to require adequate forced flow for core 
heat removal. Flow is represented by having both PCS loops with 
both PCP s in each loop in operation for removal of heat by the two 
SGs. To meet safety analysis acceptance criteria for DNB, four 
pumps are required at rated power. 

Each OPERABLE loop consists of two PCP s providing forced flow for 
heat transport to a SG that is OPERABLE in accordance with the Steam 
Generator Tube Surveillance Program. SG, and hence PCS loop, 
OPERABILITY with regard to SG water level is ensured by the Reactor 
Protection System (RPS) in MODES 1 and 2. A reactor trip places the 
plant in MODE 3 if any SG level is~ 25.9% as sensed by the RPS. 
The minimum water level to declare the SG OPERABLE in MODES 1 and 2 
is 25.9% . 
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4t 

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1 and 2, the reactor is critical and thus has the potential 
to produce maximum THERMAL POWER. Thus, to ensure that the 
assumptions of the accident analyses remain valid, all PCS loops are 
required to be OPERABLE and in operation in these MODES to prevent 
DNB and core damage. 

The decay heat production rate is much lower than the full power 
heat rate. As such, the forced circulation flow and heat sink 
requirements are reduced for lower, noncritical MODES as indicated 
by the LCOs for MODES 3, 4, 5, and 6. 

Operation in other MODES is covered by: 

LCO 3.4.5, "PCS Loops - MODE 3"; 
LCO 3.4.6, "PCS Loops - MODE 4"; 
LCO 3.4.7, "PCS Loops - MODE 5, Loops Filled"; 
LCO 3.4.8, "PCS Loops - MODE 5, Loops Not Filled"; 
LCO 3.9.4, "Shutdown Cooling (SOC) and Coolant 

Circulation-High Water Level" (MODE 6); and 
LCO 3.9.5, "Shutdown Cooling (SOC) and Coolant 

Circulation-Low Water Level" (MODE 6). 

ACTIONS A.I 

PALISADES 

If the requirements of the LCO are not met, the Required Action is 
to reduce power and bring the plant to MODE 3. This lowers power 
level and thus reduces the core heat removal needs and minimizes the 
possibility of violating DNB limits. It should be noted that the 
reactor will trip and place the plant in MODE 3 as soon as the RPS 
senses less than four PCP s operating. 

The Completion Time of 6 hours is reasonable, based on operating 
experience, to reach MODE 3 from full power conditions in an orderly 
manner and with out ch all engi ng safety s_ystems. 

Tripping the reactor from C-06 panel opening the 42-01 and 42-02 
breakers prevents control rod withdrawal with less than four PCP 
operating. This additional action was added in response to NRC 
request that positive means be provided to prevent rod bank 
withdrawal in MODE 3 with less than four PCPs operating (T.S. 
Amendment 118.) LCO 3.3.1 (Reactor Protective System (RPS) 
Instrumentation - Operating) requires all RPS trip functions to be 
OPERABLE when more than one Control Rod is capable of being 
withdrawn. Since the Low PCS flow trip will be OPERABLE, compliance 
with the LCO 3.3.1 requirements prevents a rod bank withdraw in 
MODE 3 with less than four PCPs operating. 
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B 3.4.4 

~ _BA_s_E_s~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.4.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

REFERENCE 

PALISADES 

This SR requires verification every 12 hours of the required number 
of loops in operation. Verification includes temperature and 
primary coolant pump status monitoring, which help to ensure that 
forced flow is providing heat removal while maintaining the margin 
to DNB. The frequency of 12 hours has been shown by operating 
practice to be sufficient to regularly assess degradation and verify 
operation within safety analyses assumptions. In addition, control 
room indication and alarms will normally indicate loop status. 

1. FSAR, Section 14.1.3 
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PCS Loops - MODE 3 
B 3.4.5 

B 3.4 PRIMARY COOLANT SYSTEM (PCS) 

B 3.4.5 PCS Loops - MODE 3 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY 
ANALYSES 

LCO 

PALISADES 

The primary function of the primary coolant in MODE 3 is removal of 
decay heat and transfer of this heat, via the Steam Generators 
(SGs), to the secondary plant fluid. The secondary function of the 
primary coolant is to act as a carrier for soluble neutron poison, 
boric acid. 

In MODE 3, Primary Coolant Pumps (PCPs) are used to provide forced 
circulation heat removal during heatup and cooldown. The MODE 3 
decay heat removal requirements are low enough that a single PCS 
loop with one PCP is sufficient to remove core decay heat. However, 
two PCS loops are required to be OPERABLE to provide redundant paths 
for decay heat removal. Only one PCP needs to be OPERABLE to 
declare the associated PCS loop OPERABLE. 

Primary coolant natural circulation is not normally used but is 
sufficient for core cooling. However, natural circulation does not 
provide turbulent flow conditions. Therefore, boron reduction in 
natural circulation is prohibited because mixing to obtain a 
homogeneous concentration in all portions of the PCS cannot be 
ensured. 

Failure to provide heat removal may result in challenges to a 
fission product barrier. The PCS loops are part of the primary 
success path that functions or actuates to prevent or mitigate a 
Design Basis Accident or transient that either assumes the failure 
of, or presents a challenge to, the integrity of a fission product 
barrier. 

The purpose of this LCO is to require two PCS loops to be available 
for heat removal, thus providing redundancy. The LCO requires the 
two loops to be OPERABLE with the intent of requiring both SGs to be 
capable (> -84% water level) of transferring heat from the reactor 
coolant at a controlled rate. Forced reactor coolant flow is the 
required way to transport heat, although natural circulation flow 
provides adequate removal. A minimum of one running PCP meets the 
LCO requirement for one loop in operation. 
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LCO 
(continued) 

PALISADES 

PCS Loops - MODE 3 
B 3.4.5 

The first Note permits a limited period of operation without PCPs. 
All PCPs may be deenergized for~ 1 hour per 8 hour period. This 
means that natural circulation has been established. When in 
natural circulation, a reduction in boron concentration is 
prohibited because an even concentration distribution throughout the 
PCS cannot be ensured. Core outlet temperature is to be maintained 
at least l0°F below the saturation temperature so that no vapor 
bubble may form and possibly cause a natural circulation flow 
obstruction. 

Note 2 requires that one of the following conditions be satisfied 
before forced circulation (starting the first PCP) may be started: 

a. PCS cold leg temperature (Tc) is > 430. 

b. S/G secondary temperature is s Tc. 

c. S/G secondary temperature is < l00°F.above Tc, and shutdown 
cooling is isolated from the PCS, and PCS heatup/cooldown rate 
is s I0°F/hour. 

d. S/G secondary temperature is < I00°F above Tc, and shutdown 
cooling is isolated from the PCS, and pressurizer level is 
s 57%. 

Satisfying any of the above conditions will preclude a large 
pressure surge in the PCS when the PCP is started. Energy additions 
from the steam generators could occur if a primary coolant pump was 
started when the steam generator secondary temperature is 
significantly above the PCS temperature. The maximum pressurizer 
level at which credit is taken for having a bubble (57%, which 
provides about 700 cubic feet of steam space) is based on 
engineering judgement and verified by LTOP analysis. This level 
provides the same steam volume to dampen pressure transients as 
would be available at full power. Additional discussion on Pressure 
- Temperature and LTOP limits is contained in the PTLR. 

In MODES 3, 4, and 5, it is sometimes necessary to stop all PCPs or 
Shutdown Cooling (SOC) pump forced circulation (e.g., to change 
operation from one SOC train to the other, to perform surveillance 
or startup testing, to perform the transition to and from SOC System 
cooling, or to avoid operation below the PCP minimum net positive 
suction head limit). The time period is acceptable because natural 
circulation is adequate for heat removal, or the reactor coolant 
temperature can be maintained subcooled and boron stratification 
affecting reactivity control is not expected. 
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LCO 
(continued) 

APPLICABILITY 

• ACTIONS 

• PALISADES 

PCS Loops - MODE 3 
B 3.4.5 

An OPERABLE loop consists of at least one PCP providing forced flow 
for heat transport and an SG that is OPERABLE in accordance with the 
Steam Generator Tube Surveillance Program. A PCP is OPERABLE if it 
is capable of being powered and is able to provide forced flow if 
required. 

In MODE 3, the heat load is lower than at power; therefore, one PCS 
loop in operation is adequate for transport and heat removal. A 
second PCS loop is required to be OPERABLE but not in operation for 
redundant heat removal capability. 

Operation in other MODES is covered by: 

LCO 3. 4. 4, "PCS Loops - MODES 1 and 2"; 
LCO 3.4.6, "PCS Loops - MODE 4"; 
LCO 3.4.7, "PCS Loops - MODE 5, Loops Filled"; 
LCO 3.4.8, "PCS Loops - MODE 5, Loops Not Filled"; 
LCO 3.9.4, "Shutdown Cooling (SOC) and Coolant 

Circulation-High Water Level" (MODE 6); and 
LCO 3.9.5, "Shutdown Cooling (SOC) and Coolant 

Circulation-Low Water Level" (MODE 6) . 

If one required PCS loop is inoperable, redundancy for forced flow 
heat removal is lost. The Required Action is restoration of the 
required PCS loop to OPERABLE status within a Completion Time of 
72 hours. This time allowance is a justified period to be without 
the redundant, nonoperating loop because a single loop in operation 
has a heat transfer capability greater than that needed to remove 
the decay heat produced in the reactor core. 

If restoration is not possible within 72 hours, the unit must be 
placed in MODE 4 within 12 hours. In MODE 4, the plant may be 
placed on the SOC System. The Completion Time of 12 hours is 
compatible with required operation to achieve cooldown and 
depressurization from the existing plant conditions in an orderly 
manner and without challenging plant systems . 
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• BASES 

ACTIONS 
(continued) 

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS 

REFERENCES 

PALISADES 

C.l and C.2 

PCS Loops - MODE 3 
B 3.4.5 

If no PCS loop is in operation, except as provided in Note 1 in the 
LCO section, all operations involving a reduction of PCS boron 
concentration must be immediately suspended. This is necessary 
because boron dilution requires forced circulation for proper 
homogenization. Action to restore one PCS loop to OPERABLE status 
and operation shall be initiated immediately and continued until one 
PCS loop is restored to OPERABLE status and operation. The 
immediate Completion Times reflect the importance of maintaining 
operation for decay heat removal. 

SR 3.4.5.1 

This SR requires verification every 12 hours that the required 
number of PCS loops are in operation. Verification includes 
temperature and pump status monitoring, which help ensure that 
forced flow is providing heat removal. The 12 hour interval has 
been shown by operating practice to be sufficient to regularly 
assess degradation and verify operation within safety analyses 
assumptions. In addition, control room indication and alarms will 
normally indicate loop status. 

SR 3.4.5.2 

This SR requires verification every 12 hours that the secondary side 
water level in each SG is ~ -84%. An adequate SG water level is 
required in order to have a heat sink for removal of the core decay 
heat from the reactor coolant. The 12 hour interval has been shown 
by operating practice to be sufficient to regularly assess 
degradation and verify operation within the safety analyses 
assumptions. 

SR 3.4.5.3 

Verification that the required number of PCPs are OPERABLE ensures 
that the single failure criterion is met and that an additional PCS 
loop can be placed in operation, if needed, to maintain decay heat 
removal and reactor coolant circulation. Verification is performed 
by verifying proper breaker alignment and power availability to the 
required PCPs. The frequency of 7 days is considered reasonable in 
view of other administrative controls available and has been shown 
to be acceptable by operating experien~e. 

None 
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• B 3.4 PRIMARY COOLANT SYSTEM (PCS) 

B 3.4.6 PCS Loops - MODE 4 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

• 

• PALISADES 

In MODE 4, the primary function of the primary coolant is the 
removal of decay heat and transfer of this heat to the Steam 
Generators (SGs) or Shutdown Cooling (SOC) heat exchangers. The 
secondary function of the primary coolant is to act as a carrier for 
soluble neutron poison, boric acid. 

In MODE 4, either Primary Coolant Pumps (PCPs) or SOC trains can be 
used for coolant circulation. The intent of this LCD is to provide 
forced flow from at least·one PCP or one SOC train for decay heat 
removal and transport. The flow provided by one PCP loop or SOC 
train is adequate for heat removal. The other intent of this LCD is 
to require that two paths be available to provide redundancy for 
heat removal. 

The purposes of the SOC System in MODE 4 are to remove decay heat 
and sensible heat from the Primary Coolant System (PCS), as required 
by GDC 34, to provide mixing of borated coolant, to provide 
sufficient coolant circulation to minimize the effects of a boron 
dilution accident, and to prevent boron stratification (Ref. 1). 
Heat is removed from the PCS by circulating primary coolant through 
the shutdown heat exchangers, where the heat is transferred to the 
Component Cooling Water System via the shutdown heat exchangers. 
The coolant is then returned to the PCS cold legs. Operation of the 
SOC System for normal cooldown or decay heat removal is manually 
accomplished from the control room. The heat removal rate is 
adjusted by controlling the flow of primary coolant through the 
shutdown heat exchangers and bypassing the heat exchangers. Mixing 
of the primary coolant is maintained by this continuous circulation 
of primary coolant through the SOC System. 

When primary coolant boron concentration is being changed, the 
process must be uniform throughout the primary coolant system volume 
to prevent stratification of primary coolant at lower boron 
concentration which could result in a reactivity insertion. 
Sufficient mixing of the primary coolant is assured if one shutdown 
cooling pump or one primary coolant pump is in operation. The 
shutdown cooling pump will circulate the primary system volume in 
less than 60 minutes when operated at rated capacity. By imposing a 
minimum shutdown cooling pump flow rate of 2810 gpm, sufficient time 
is provided for the operator to terminate the boron dilution under 
asymmetric flow conditions. The pressurizer volume is relatively 
inactive, therefore, it will tend to have a boron concentration 
higher than the rest of the primary coolant system during a dilution 
operation . 
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PCS Loops - MODE 4 
B 3.4.6 

BACKGROUND Administrative procedures will provide for use of pressurizer sprays 
(continued) to maintain a nominal spread between the boron concentration in the 

pressurizer and the primary system during the addition of boron. 

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY 
ANALYSES 

LCO 

PALISADES 

This LCO allows the Shutdown Cooling (SOC) system to be OPERABLE. 
When both of the SOC system inlet valves are open, the pressure 
relief valves in the SOC system provide the required over pressure 
protection. Inadvertent starting of a HPSI pump would exceed the 
relief capacity of the SOC system relief valves. The HPSI pump 
operating restrictions Surveillance Requirement (SR 3.4.12.1) 
verifies that both HPSI pumps are incapable of injecting into the 
PCS when the PCS temperature is less than 300°F. Since the SOC 
system is not placed into service until the PCS pressure is less 
than 270 psia and PCS temperature is less than 300°F, the HPSI 
Surveillance Requirement (SR 3.4.12.1) provides the required HPSI 
pump operating restrictions when the SOC system sees PCS pressure 
conditions. 

In MODE 4, PCS circulation is considered in the determination of the 
time available for mitigation of the accidental boron dilution 
event. The PCS loops and SOC trains provide this circulation. 

PCS Loops MODE 4 have been identified in the NRC Policy Statement as 
important contributors to risk reduction. 

The purpose of this LCO is to require that at least two loops or 
trains, PCS or SOC, be OPERABLE in MODE 4 and one of these loops or 
trains be in operation. The LCO allows the two loops that are 
required to be OPERABLE to consist of any combination of PCS and SOC 
System loops. Any one loop or train in operation provides enough 
flow to remove the decay heat from the core with forced circulation. 
An additional loop or train is required to be OPERABLE to provide 
redundancy for heat removal. 

Note 1 permits all PCPs and SOC pumps to be de-energized ~ 1 hour 
per 8 hour period. This means that natural circulation has been 
established using the SGs. The Note prohibits boron dilution when 
forced flow is stopped because an even concentration distribution 
cannot be ensured. Core outlet temperature is to be maintained at 
least l0°F below saturation temperature so that no vapor bubble may 
form and possibly cause a natural circulation flow obstruction. The 
response of the PCS without the PCPs or SOC pumps depends on the 
core decay heat load and the length of time that the pumps are 
stopped. As decay heat diminishes, the effects on PCS temperature 
and pressure diminish. 
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PCS Loops - MODE 4 
B 3.4.6 

LCO Without cooling by forced flow, higher heat loads will cause the 
(continued) primary coolant temperature and pressure to increase at a rate 

proportional to the decay heat load. 

• PALISADES 

Because pressure can increase, the applicable system pressure limits 
(Pressure and Temperature (P/T) limits or Low Temperature 
Overpressure Protection (LTOP) limits) must be observed and forced 
SOC flow or heat removal via the SGs must be re-established prior to 
reaching the pressure limit. The circumstances for stopping both 
PCPs or SOC pumps are to be limited to situations where: 

a. Pressure and temperature increases can be maintained well within 
the allowable pressure (P/T limits and LTOP) and l0°F subcooling 
limits; or 

b. An alternate heat removal path through the SGs is in operation. 

Note 2 requires that one of the following conditions be satisfied 
before forced circulation (starting the first PCP) may be started: 

a. S/G secondary temperature is ~ T
0

• 

b. S/G secondary temperature is < l00°F above T0 , and shutdown 
cooling is isolated from the PCS, and PCS heatup/cooldown rate 
is ~ l0°F/hour. 

c. S/G secondary temperature is < l00°F above T0 , and shutdown 
cooling is isolated from the PCS, and pressurizer level is 
~ 57%. 

Satisfying any of the above conditions will preclude a large 
pressure surge in the PCS when the PCP is started. Energy additions 

. from the steam generators could occur if a primary coolant pump was 
started when the steam generator secondary temperature is 
significantly above the PCS temperature. The maximum pressurizer 
level at which credit is taken for having a bubble (57%, which 
provides about 700 cubic feet of steam space) is based on 
engineering judgement and verified by LTOP analysis. This level 
provides the same steam volume to dampen pressure transients as 
would be available at full power. Additions discussion on Pressure 
- Temperature and LTOP limits is contained in the PTLR. 

Note 3 limitation on operating P-50A and P-50B together with T
0 

below 300°F allows the pressure temperature limits in LCO 3.4.3 and 
LCO 3.4.12 to be higher than they would be without this limit. 

An OPERABLE PCS loop consists of at least one OPERABLE PCP and an SG 
that is OPERABLE in accordance with the Steam Generator Tube 
Surveillance Program and has the minimum water level specified in 
SR 3.4.6.2 . 
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LCO 
(continued) 

PCS Loops - MODE 4 
B 3.4.6 

Similarly, for the SOC System, an OPERABLE SOC train is composed of 
the OPERABLE SOC pump(s) capable of providing forced flow to the SOC 
heat exchanger(s). PCPs and SOC pumps are OPERABLE if they are 
capable of being powered and are able to provide flow if required. 

APPLICABILITY In MODE 4, this LCO applies because it is possible to remove core 
decay heat and to provide proper boron mixing with either the PCS 
loops and SGs or the SOC System. 

Operation in other MODES is covered by: 

LCO 3.4.4, "PCS Loops - MODES 1 and 2"; 
LCO 3.4.5, "PCS Loops - MODE 3"; 
LCO 3.4.7, "PCS Loops - MODE 5, Loops Filled"; 
LCO 3.4.8, "PCS Loops - MODE 5,_Loops Not Filled"; 
LCO 3.9.4, "Shutdown Cooling (SOC) and Coolant 

Circulation-High Water Level" (MODE 6); and 
LCO 3.9~5, "Shutdown Cooling (SOC) and Coolant 

Circulation-Low Water Level" (MODE 6). 

ACTIONS A.I 

• PALISADES 

If only one required PCS loop or SOC train is OPERABLE and in 
operation, redundancy for heat removal is lost. Action must be 
initiated immediately to restore a second loop or train to OPERABLE 
status. The immediate Completion Time reflects the importance of 
maintaining the availability of two paths for decay heat removal. 

If only one required SOC train is OPERABLE and in operation, 
redundancy for heat removal is lost. The plant must be placed in 
MODE 5 within the next 24 hours. Placing the plant in MODE 5 is a 
conservative action with regard to decay heat removal. With only 
one SOC train OPERABLE, redundancy for decay heat removal is lost 
and, in the event of a loss of the remaining SOC train, it would be 
safer to initiate that loss from MODE 5 (~ 200°F) _rather than MODE 4 
(200°F to 300°F). The Completion Time of 24 hours is reasonable, 
based on operating experience, to reach MODE 5 from MODE 4, with 
only one SOC train operating, in an orderly manner and without 
challenging plant systems . 
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PCS Loops - MODE 4 
B 3.4.6 

ACTIONS C.l and C.2 
(continued) 

• PALISADES 

If no PCS loops or SOC trains are OPERABLE or in operation, except 
during conditions permitted by Note 1 in the LCO section, all 
operations involving reduction of PCS boron concentration must be 
suspended and action to restore one PCS loop or SOC train to 
OPERABLE status and operation must be initiated. Boron dilution 
requires forced circulation for proper mixing, and the margin to 
criticality must not be reduced in this type of operation. The 
immediate Completion Times reflect the importance of decay heat 
removal. The action to restore must continue until one loop or 
train is restored to operation. 

D.l and D.2 

When the SOC flow rate is throttled to less than 2810 gpm, all of 
the assumptions of the dilution accident analysis are no longer met. 
Actions must be initfated immediately to suspend all activities 
which could lead to a reduction of PCS boron concentration. 

With SOC flow less than 2810 gpm, but at least 1000 gpm, the 
dilution accident analysis shows satisfactory results if the assumed 
dilution flow is less than the capacity of a single charging pump. 
Action is therefore required to assure that SOC flow through the 
core is at least 1000 gpm, and that two charging pumps are 
electrically disabled. By disabling two charging pumps, the 
potential source of unborated PCS make-up from charging pumps or 
primary make-up pumps is limited to 53 gpm. 

D.3.2 

Plant conditions exist when it is desired to have charging pumps 
available for immediate make up, but when it is also desired to 
reduce SOC flow for testing or maintenance activities. Action D.3.2 
provides an allowance for these conditions to exist if periodic 
verifications assure that no charging pump is operating. If during 
conditions when SOC flow is less than 2810 gpm, a dilution does 
occur, SHUTDOWN MARGIN must be verified by performance of SR 
3.1.2.1. Action required to take PCS boron samples shall be 
initiated within 15 minutes after the dilution and every 15 minutes 
thereafter until a stable PCS boron concentration exists or a flow 
of 2810 gpm has been re-established . 
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BASES 

PCS Loops - MODE 4 
B 3.4.6 

ACTIONS E.1 
(continued) 

With one of two SOC suction valve interlock channels inoperable, the 
required action is to place the circuit breaker for the associated 
valve operator in the "OPEN" position within 1 hour. The breaker 
may be "Racked In" only during operation of the associated valve 
when the PCS pressure is less than the SOC System design pressure. 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.6.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

This SR requires verification every 12 hours that one required loop 
or train is in operation. This ensures forced flow is providing 
heat removal. Verification includes flow rate, temperature, or pump 
status monitoring. The 12 hour frequency has been shown by 
operating practice to be sufficient to regularly assess PCS loop 
status. In addition, control room indication and alarms will 
normally indicate loop status. 

SR 3.4.6.2 

This SR requires verification every 12 hours of secondary side water 
level in the required SG(s) ~ -84%. An adequate SG water level is 
required in order to have a heat sink for removal of the core decay 
heat from the reactor coolant. The 12 hour interval has been shown 
by operating practice to be sufficient to regularly assess 
degradation and verify operation within safety analyses assumptions. 

SR 3.4.6.3 

Verification that the required pump is OPERABLE ensures that an 
additional PCS loop or SOC train can be placed in operation, if 
needed, to maintain decay heat removal and reactor coolant 
circulation. v·erification is performed by verifying proper breaker 
alignment and power available to the required pumps. The frequency 
of 7 days is considered reasonable in view of other administrative 
controls available and has been shown to be acceptable by operating 
experience . 
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.6.4 
REQUIREMENTS 

PCS Loops - MODE 4 
B 3.4.6 

(continued) The SOC suction interlock allows closed isolation valves (M0-3015 
and M0-3016) to be opened when the PCS pressure is less than 270 
psia. The frequency of 18 months is based on a typical fuel cycle 
and industry accepted practice. 

REFERENCE 1. FSAR 14.3 
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PCS Loops - MODE 5, Loops Filled 
B 3.4.7 

B 3.4 PRIMARY COOLANT SYSTEM (PCS) 

B 3.4.7 PCS Loops - MODE 5, Loops Filled 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

PALISADES 

In MODE 5 with the PCS loops filled (loops filled means the PCS 
loops are intact, not blocked by dams, and totally filled with 
coolant), the primary function of the PCS is to remove the decay 
heat and transfer this heat either to the Steam Generator (SG) 
secondary side coolant or to the component cooling water via the 
Shutdown Cooling (SOC) heat exchangers. While the principal means 
for decay heat removal is via the SOC System, the SGs are specified 
as a backup means for redundancy. Even though the SGs cannot 
produce steam in this MODE, they are capable of being a heat sink 
due to their large contained volume of secondary side water. As 
long as the SG secondary side water is at a lower temperature than 
the reactor coolant, heat transfer will occur. The rate of heat 
transfer is directly proportional to the temperature difference. 
The secondary function of the reactor coolant is to act as a carrier 
for soluble neutron poison, boric acid. 

In MODE 5 with PCS loops filled, the SOC trains are the principal 
means for decay heat removal. The number of trains in operation can 
vary to suit the operational needs. The intent of this LCO is to 
provide forced flow from at least one SOC train for decay heat 
removal and transport. The flow provided by one SOC train is 
adequate for decay heat removal. The other intent of this LCO is to 
require that a second path be available to provide redundancy for 
decay heat removal. 

The purposes of the SOC System in MODE 5 are to remove decay heat 
and sensible heat from the Primary Coolant System (PCS), as required 
by GDC 34, to provide mixing of borated coolant, to provide 
sufficient coolant circulation to minimize the effects of a boron 
dilution accident, and to prevent boron stratification (Ref. 1). · 
Heat is removed from the PCS by circulating primary coolant through 
the shutdown heat exchangers, where the heat is transferred to the 
Component Cooling Water System via the shutdown heat exchangers. 
The coolant is then returned to the PCS cold legs. Operation of the 
SOC System for normal cooldown or decay heat removal is manually 
accomplished from the control room. The heat removal rate is 
adjusted by controlling the flow of primary coolant through the 
shutdown heat exchangers and bypassing the heat exchangers. Mixing 
of the primary coolant is maintained by this continuous circulation 
of primary coolant through the SOC System . 
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BACKGROUND 
(continued) 

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY 
ANALYSES 

LCO 

• PALISADES 

PCS Loops - MODE 5, Loops Filled 
B 3.4.7 

The LCO provides for redundant paths of decay heat removal 
capability. The first path can be an SOC train that must be 
OPERABLE and in operation. The second path can be another OPERABLE 
SOC train, or through the SGs, each having an adequate water level. 

This LCO allows the Shutdown Cooling (SOC) system to be OPERABLE. 
When both of the SOC system inlet valves are open, the pressure 
relief valves in the SOC system provide the required over pressure 
protection. Inadvertent starting of a HPSI pump would exceed the 
relief capacity of the SOC system relief valves. The HPSI pump 
operating restrictions Surveillance Requirement (SR 3.4.12.1) . 
verifies that both HPSI pumps are incapable of injecting into the 
PCS when the PCS temperature is less than 300°F. Since the SOC 
system is not placed into service until the PCS pressure is less 
than 270 psia and PCS temperature is less than 300°F, the HPSI 
Surveillance Requirement (SR 3.4.12.1) provides the required HPSI 
pump operating restrictions when the SOC system sees PCS pressure 
cond it i ans. 

In MODE 5, PCS circulation is considered in the determination of the 
time available for mitigation of the accidental boron dilution 
event. The SOC trains provide this circulation. PCS Loops - MODE 5 
(Loops Filled) have been identified in the NRC Policy Statement as 
important contributors to risk reduction. 

The purpose of this LCO is to require at least one of the SOC trains 
be OPERABLE and in operation with an additional SOC train OPERABLE 
or secondary side water level of each SG shall be ~ 25%. One SOC 
train provides sufficient forced circulation to perform the safety 
functions of the reactor coolant under these conditions. The second 
SOC train is normally maintained OPERABLE as a backup to the 
operating SOC train to provide redundant paths for decay heat 
removal. However, if the standby SOC train is not OPERABLE, a 
sufficient alternate method to provide redundant paths for decay 
heat removal is two SGs with their secondary side water levels 
~ 25%. Should the operating SOC train fail, the SGs could be used 
to remove the decay heat. 

Note 1 permits all SOC pumps to be de-energized ~ 1 hour per 8 hour 
period. The circumstances for stopping both SOC trains are to be 
limited to situations where pressure and temperature increases can 
be maintained well within the allowable pressure (pressure and 
temperature and low temperature overpressure protection) and l0°F 
subcooling limits, or an alternate heat removal path through the 
SG(s) is in operation . 
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.• _BA_S_E_S~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

LCO 
(continued) 

• PALISADES 

This LCD is modified by a Note that prohibits boron dilution when 
SOC forced flow is stopped because an even concentration 
distribution cannot be ensured. Core outlet temperature is to be 
maintained at least I0°F below saturatibn temperature, so that no 
vapor bubble would form and possibly cause a natural circulation 
flow obstruction. In this MODE, the SG(s) can be used as the backup 
for SOC heat removal. To ensure their availability, the PCS loop 
flow path is to be maintained with subcooled liquid. 

In MODE 5, it is sometimes necessary to stop all PCP or SOC forced 
circulation. This is permitted to change operation from one SOC 
train to the other; perform surveillance or startup testing, perform 
the transition to and from the SOC, or to avoid operation below the 
PCP minimum net positive suction head limit. The time period is 
acceptable because natural circulation is acceptable for decay heat 
removal, the reactor coolant temperature can be maintained 
subcooled, and boron stratification affecting reactivity control is 
not expected. 

Note 2 allows one SOC train to be inoperable for a period of up to 
2 hours provided that the other SOC train is OPERABLE and in 
operation. This permits periodic surveillance tests to be performed 
on the inoperable train during the only time when such testing is 
safe and possible. 

Note 3 requires that one of the following conditions be satisfied 
before forced circulation (starting the first PCP) may be started 

a. S/G secondary temperature is ~ Tc. 

b. S/G secondary temperature is < l00°F above Tc, and shutdown 
cooling is isolated from the PCS, and PCS heatup/cooldown rate 
is.~ l0°F/hour. 

c. S/G secondary temperature is < l00°F above Tc, and shutdown 
cooling is isolated from the PCS, and pressurizer level is 
~ 57%. 

Satisfying any of the above conditions will preclude a low 
temperature overpressure event due to a thermal transient when the 
PCP is started. Energy additions from the steam generators could 
occur if a primary coolant pump was started when the steam generator 
secondary temperature is significantly above the PCS temperature. 
The maximum pressurizer level at which credit is taken for having a 
bubble (57%, which provides about 700 cubic feet of steam/air space) 
is based on engineering judgement and verified by LTOP analysis. 
This level provides the same volume to dampen pressure transients as 
would be available at full power. Additions discussion on Pressure 
Temperature and LTOP limits is contained in the PTLR . 
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LCO Note 4 limitation on operating P-50A and P-50B together with T0 

(continued) below 300°F allows the pressure temperature limits in LCO 13.4.3 and 
LCO 13.4.12 to be higher than they would be without this limit. 

Note 5 provides for an orderly transition from MODE 5 to MODE 4 
during a planned heatup by permitting removal of SOC trains from 
operation when at least one PCP is in operation. This Note provides 
for the transition to MODE 4 where a PCP is permitted to be in 
operation and replaces the PCS circulation function provided by the 
SOC trains. · 

An OPERABLE SOC train is composed of an OPERABLE SOC pump and an 
OPERABLE SOC heat exchanger, along with the appropriate flow and 
temperature instrumentation for control and indication. Closing the 
SOC heat exchanger control valves diverting all SOC flow through the 
bypass line does not make the SOC train inoperable. 

SOC pumps are OPERABLf if they are capable of being powered and are 
able to provide flow if required. An OPERABLE SG can perform as a 
heat sink when it has an adequate water level and is OPERABLE in 
accordance with the SG Tube Surveillance Program. 

APPLICABILITY In MODE 5 with PCS loops filled, this LCO requires forced 
circulation to remove decay heat from the core and to provide proper 
boron mixing. One SOC train provides sufficient circulation for 
these purposes. 

Operation in other MODES is covered by: 

LCO 3.4.4, "PCS Loops - MODES 1 and 2"; 
LCO 3.4.5, "PCS Loops - MODE 3"; 
LCO 3.4.6, "PCS Loops - MODE 4"; 
LCO 3.4.8, "PCS Loops - MODE 5, Loops Not Filled"; 
LCO 3.9.4, "Shutdown Cooling (SOC) and Coolant 

Circulation-High Water Level" (MODE 6); and 
LCO 3.9.5, "Shutdown Cooling (SOC) and Coolant 

Circulation-Low Water Level" (MODE 6). 

PALISADES B 3.4-33 
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A.l and A.2 

PCS Loops - MODE 5, Loops Filled 
B 3.4.7 

If the required SOC train is inoperable and any SGs have secondary 
side water levels < 25%, redundancy for heat removal is lost. 
Action must be initiated immediately to restore a second SOC train 
to OPERABLE status or to restore the water level in the required 
SGs. Either Required Action A.l or Required Action A.2 will restore 
redundant decay heat removal paths. The immediate Completion Times 
reflect the importance of maintaining the availability of two paths 
for decay heat removal. 

B.l and B.2 

If no SOC train is in operation, except as permitted in Note 1, all 
operations involving the reduction of PCS boron concentration must 
be suspended. Action to restore one SOC train to OPERABLE status 
and operation must be initiated. Boron dilution requires forced 
circulation for proper mixing and the margin to criticality must not 
be reduced in this type of operation. The immediate Completion 
Times reflect the importance of maintaining operation for decay heat 
removal. 

C.l and C.2 

When the SOC flow rate is throttled to less than 2810 gpm, all of 
the assumptions of the dilution accident analysis are no longer met. 
Actions must be initiated immediately to suspend all activities 
which could lead to a reduction of PCS boron concentration. 

C.3.1 

With SOC flow less than 2810 gpm, but at least 1000 gpm, the 
dilution accident analysis shows satisfactory results if the assumed 
dilution flow is less than the capacity of a single charging pump. 
Action is therefore required to assure that SOC flow through the 
core is at least 1000 gpm, and that two charging pumps are 
electrically disabled. By disabling two charging pumps, the 
potential source of unborated PCS make-up from charging pumps or 
primary make-up pumps is limited to 53 gpm. 
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ACTIONS C.3.2 
(continued) 

Plant conditions exist when it is desired to have charging pumps 
available for immediate make up, but when it is also desired to 
reduce SD~ flow for testing or maintenance activities. Action C.3.2 
provides an allowance for these conditions to exist if periodic 
verifications assure that no charging pump is operating. If during 
conditions when SOC flow is less than 2810 gpm, a dilution does 
occur, SHUTDOWN MARGIN must be verified by performance of 
SR 3.1.2.1. Action required to take PCS boron samples shall be 
initiated within 15 minutes after the dilution and every 15 minutes 
thereafter until a stable PCS boron concentration exists or a flow 
of 2810 gpm has been re-established. 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.7.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

PALISADES 

This SR requires verification every 12 hours that one SOC train is 
in operation. Verification includes flow rate, temperature, or pump 
status monitoring, which help ensure that forced flow is providing 
decay heat removal. The 12 hour frequency has been shown by 
operating practice to be sufficient to regularly assess degradation 
and verify operation is within safety analyses assumptions. In 
addition, control room indication and alarms will normally indicate 
loop status. 

The SOC flow is established to ensure that core outlet temperature 
is maintained sufficiently below saturation to allow time for 
swap-over to the standby SOC train should the operating train be 
lost. 

SR 3.4.7.2 

Verifying the SGs are OPERABLE by ensuring their secondary side 
water levels are ~ 25% ensures that redundant heat removal paths are 
available if the second SOC train is inoperable. The Surveillance 
is required to be performed when the LCO requirement is being met by 
use of the SGs. If both SOC trains are OPERABLE, this SR is not 
needed. The 12 hour frequency has been shown by operating practice 
to be sufficient to regularly assess degradation and verify 
operation within safety analyses assumptions . 
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.7.3 
REQUIREMENTS 

PCS Loops - MODE 5, Loops Filled 
B 3.4.7 

(continued) Verification that the second SOC train is OPERABLE ensures that 
redundant paths for decay heat removal are available. The 
requirement also ensures that the additional train can be placed in 
operation, if needed, to maintain decay heat removal and reactor 
coolant circulation. Verification is performed by verifying proper 
breaker alignment and power available to the required pumps. The 
Surveillance is required to be performed when the LCO requirement is 
being met by one of two SOC trains, e.g., one or both SGs have< 25% 
water level. The frequency of 7 days is considered reasonable in 
view of other administrative controls available and has been shown 
to be acceptable by operating experience. 

REFERENCES FSAR 14.3 

PALISADES B 3.4-36 
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~ B 3.4 PRIMARY COOLANT SYSTEM (PCS) 

B 3.4.8 PCS Loops - MODE 5, Loops Not Filled 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

~ PALISADES 

In MODE 5 with the PCS loops not filled, the primary function of the 
primary coolant is the removal of decay heat and transfer of this 
heat to the Shutdown Cooling (SOC) heat exchangers. The Steam 
Generators (SGs) are not available as a heat sink when the loops are 
not filled. The secondary function of the primary coolant is to act 
as a carrier for the soluble neutron poison, boric acid. 

In MODE 5 with loops not filled, only the SOC System can be used for 
coolant circulation. The number of trains in operation can vary to 
suit the operational needs. The intent of this LCO is to provide 
forced flow from at least one SOC train for decay heat removal and 
transport and to require that two paths be available to provide 
redundancy for heat removal. 

The purposes of the SOC System in MODE 5 are to remove decay heat 
and sensible heat from the Primary Coolant System (PCS), as required 
by GDC 34, to provide mixing of borated coolant, to provide 
sufficient coolant circulation to minimize the effects of a boron 
dilution accident, and to prevent boron stratification (Ref. 1). 
Heat is removed from the PCS by circulating primary coolant through 
the shutdown heat exchangers, where the heat is transferred to the 
Component Cooling Water System via the shutdown heat exchangers. 
The coolant is then returned to the PCS cold legs. Operation of thf 
SOC System for normal cooldown or decay heat removal is manually 
accomplished from the control room. The heat removal rate is 
adjusted by controlling the flow of primary coolant through the 
shutdown heat exchangers and bypassing the heat exchangers. Mixing 
of the primary coolant is maintained by this continuous circulation 
of primary coolant through the SOC System. 

This LCO allows the Shutdown Cooling (SOC) system to be OPERABLE. 
When both of the SOC system inlet valves are open, the pressure 
relief valves in the SOC system provide the required over pressure 
protection. Inadvertent starting of a HPSI pump would exceed the 
relief capacity of the SOC system relief valves. The HPSI pump 
operating restrictions Surveillance Requirement (SR 3.4.12.1) 
verifies that both HPSI pumps are incapable of injecting into the 
PCS when the PCS temperature is less than 300°F. Since the SOC 
system is not placed into service until the PCS pressure is less 
than 270 psia and PCS temperature is less than 300°F, the HPSI 
Surveillance Requirement (SR 3.4.12.1) provides the required HPSI 
pump operating restrictions when the SOC system sees PCS pressure 
conditions. 
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PCS Loops - MODE 5, Loops Not Filled 
B 3.4.8 

In MODE 5, PCS circulation is considered in determining the time 
available for mitigation of the accidental boron dilution event. In 
MODE 5, Loops not not filled, the SOC trains provide this 
circulation. The flow provided by one SOC train is adequate for 
decay heat removal and for boron mixing. 

PCS loops - MODE 5 (loops not filled) have been identified in the 
NRC Policy Statement as important contributors to risk reduction. 

The purpose of this LCD is to require a m1n1mum of two SOC trains be 
OPERABLE and one of these trains be in operation. An OPERABLE train 
is one that is capable of transferring heat from the reactor coolant 
at a controlled rate. Heat cannot be removed via the SOC System 
unless forced flow is used. A minimum of one running SOC pump meets 
the LCD requirement for one train in operation. An additional SOC 
train is required to be OPERABLE to meet the single failure 
criterion. 

Note 1 permits the SOC pumps to be de-energized for 1 hour. The 
circumstances for stopping both SOC pumps are to be limited to 
situations when the outage time is short and the core outlet 
temperature is maintained > l0°F below saturation temperature. The 
Note prohibits boron dilution or draining operations when SOC forced 
flow is stopped. 

Note 2 allows one SOC train to be inoperable for a period of 2 hours 
provided that the other train is OPERABLE and in operation. This 
permits periodic surveillance tests to be performed on the 
inoperable train during the only time when these tests are safe and 
possible. 

An OPERABLE SOC train is composed of an OPERABLE SOC pump capable of 
providing forced flow to an OPERABLE SOC heat exchanger, along with 
the appropriate flow and temperature instrumentation for control and 
indication. Closing the SOC heat exchanger control valves diverting 
all SOC flow through the bypass line does not make the train 
inoperable. SOC pumps are OPERABLE if they are capable of being 
powered and are able to provide flow if required. 
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APPLICABILITY In MODE 5 with loops not filled, this LCO requires core heat removal 
and coolant circulation by the SOC System. 

Operation in other MODES is covered by: 

LCO 3.4.4, "PCS Loops - MODES 1 and 211
; 

LCO 3. 4. 5, 11 PCS Loops - MODE 3 11
; 

LCO 3.4.6, "PCS Loops - MODE 4"; 
LCO 3. 4. 7, "PCS Loops - MODE 5, Loops Fi 11 ed"; 
LCO 3.9.4, "Shutdown Cooling (SOC) and Coolant 

Circulation High Water Level" (MODE 6); and 
LCO 3.9.5, "Shutdown Cooling (SOC) and Coolant 

Circulation Low Water Level" (MODE 6). 

ACTIONS A.I 

• PALISADES 

·If the required SOC train is inope~able, redundancy for heat removal 
is lost. Action must be initiated immediately to restore a second 
train to OPERABLE status. The Completion Time reflects the 
importance of maintaining the availability of two paths for heat 
removal. 

B.l and B.2 

If no SOC train is OPERABLE or in operation, except as provided in 
Note 1, all operations involving the reduction of PCS boron 
concentration must be suspended. Action to restore one SOC train to 
OPERABLE status and operation must be initiated immediately. Boron 
dilution requires forced circulation for proper mixing and the 
margin to criticality must not be reduced in this type of operation. 
The immediate Completion Time reflects the importance of maintaining 
operation for decay heat removal. 

C.l and C.2 

When the SOC flow ~ate is throttled to less than 2810 gpm, all of 
the assumptions of the dilution accident analysis are no longer met. 
Actions must be initiated immediately to suspend all activities 
which could lead to a reduction of PCS boron concentration . 
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ACTIONS C.3.1 
(continued) 

With SOC flow less than 2810 gpm, but at least 1000 gpm, the 
dilution accident analysis shows satisfactory results if the assumed 
dilution flow is less than the capacity of a single charging pump. 
Action is therefore required to assure that SOC flow through the 
core is at least 1000 gpm, and that two charging pumps are 
electrically disabled. By disabling two charging pumps, the 
potential source of unborated PCS make-up from charging pumps or 
primary make-up pumps is limited to 53 gpm. 

C.3.2 

Plant conditions exist when it is desired to have charging pumps 
available for immediate make up, but when it is also desired to 
reduce SOC flow for testing or maintenance activities. Action C.3.2 
provides an allowance for these conditions to exist if periodic 
verifications assure that no charging pump is operating. If during 
conditions when SOC flow is less than 2810 gpm, a dilution does 
occur, SHUTDOWN MARGIN must be verified by performance of 
SR 3.1.2.1. Action required to take PCS boron samples shall be 
initiated within 15 minutes after the dilution and every 15 minutes 
thereafter until a stable PCS boron concentration exists or a flow 
of 2810 gpm has been re-established . 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.8.l 
REQUIREMENTS 

REFERENCE 

PALISADES 

This SR requires verification every 12 hours that one SOC train is 
in operation. Verification includes flow rate, temperature, or pump 
status monitoring, which help ensure that forced flow is providing 
decay heat removal. The 12 hour frequency has been shown by 
operating practice to be sufficient to regularly assess degradation 
and verify operation is within safety analyses assumptions. 

SR 3.4.8.2 

Verification that the required number of trains are OPERABLE ensures 
that redundant paths for heat removal are available and that 
additional trains can be placed in operation, if needed, to maintain 
decay heat removal and reactor coolant circulation. Verification is 
performed by verifying proper breaker alignment and indicated power 
available to the required pumps. The frequency of 7 days is 
considered reasonable in view of other administrative controls 
available and has been shown to be acceptable by operating 
experience. 

FSAR 14.3 
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B 3.~ PRIMARY COOLANT SYSTEMS (PCS) 

B 3.4.9 Pressurizer 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

~ PALISADES 

The pressurizer provides a point in the PCS where liquid and vapor 
are maintained in equilibrium under saturated conditions for 
pressure control purposes to prevent bulk boiling in the remainder 
of the PCS. Key functions include maintaining required primary 
system pressure during steady state operation and limiting the 
pressure changes caused by primary coolant thermal expansion and 
contraction during normal load transients. 

The pressure control components addressed by this LCO include the 
pressurizer water level, the required heaters and their backup 
heater controls, and emergency power supplies. Pressurizer safety 
valves and Pressurizer Power Operated Relief Valves (PORVs) are 
addressed by LCO 3.4.10, ''Pressurizer Safety Valves," and 
LCO 3.4.11, ''Pressurizer Power Operated Relief Valves (PORVs)," 
respectively. 

The maximum water level limit has been established to ensure that a 
liquid to vapor interface exists to permit PCS pressure control, 
using the sprays and heaters during normal operation and proper 
pressure response for anticipated design basis transients. The 
water level limit serves two purposes: 

a. Pressure control during normal operation maintains subcooled 
reactor coolant in the loops and thus in the preferred state for 
heat transport; and 

b. By restricting the level to a maximum, expected transient 
reactor coolant volume increases (pressurizer insurge) will not 
cause excessive level changes that could result in degraded 
ability for pressure control. 

The maximum water level limit permits pressure control equipment to 
function as designed. The limit preserves the steam space during 
normal operation, thus, both sprays and heaters can operate to 
maintain the design operating pressure. The level limit also 
prevents filling the pressurizer (water solid) for anticipated 
design basis transients, thus ensuring that pressure relief devices 
(PORVs or pressurizer safety valves) can control pressure by steam 
relief rather than water relief. If the level limits were exceeded 
prior to a transient that creates a large pressurizer insurge volume 
leading to water relief, the maximum PCS pressure might exceed the 
Safety Limit of 2750 psia. 
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BACKGROUND 
(continued) 

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY 
ANALYSES 

LCO 

~ PALISADES 

The requirement to have two groups of pressurizer heaters ensures 
that PCS pressure can be maintained. The pressurizer heaters 
maintain PCS pressure to keep the primary coolant subcooled. 
Inability to control PCS pressure during natural circulation flow 
~ould result in loss of single phase flow and decreased capability 
to remove core decay heat. 

In MODES 1, 2, and 3, with all PCS cold leg temperatures ~ 430°F, 
the LCO requirement for a steam bubble is reflected implicitly in 
the accident analyses. No safety analyses are performed in lower 
MODES. All analyses performed from a critical reactor condition 
assume the existence of a steam bubble and saturated conditions in 
the pressurizer. In making this assumption, the analyses neglect 
the small fraction of noncondensable gases normally present. 

Safety analyses presented in the FSAR do not take credit for 
pressurizer heater operation; however, an implicit initial condition 
assumption of the safety analyses is that the PCS is operating at 
normal pressure. 

Although the heaters are not specifically used in accident analysis, 
the need to maintain subcooling in the long term during loss of 
offsite power, as indicated in NUREG-0737 (Ref. 1), is the reason 
for their inclusion. The requirement for emergency power supplies 
is based on NUREG-0737 (Ref. 1). The intent is to keep the reactor 
coolant in a subcooled condition with natural circulation at hot, 
high pressure conditions for an undefined, but extended, time period 
after a loss of offsite power. While loss of offsite power is a 
coincident occurrence assumed in the accident analyses, maintaining 
hot, high pressure conditions over an extended time period is not 
evaluated in the accident analyses. 

The LCO requirement for the pressurizer to be OPERABLE with water 
level < 62.8% ensures that a steam bubble exists. Limiting the 
maximum operating water level preserves the steam space for pressure 
control. The LCO has been established to minimize the consequences 
of potential overpressure transients (Ref. 2). Requiring the 
presence of a steam bubble is also consistent with analytical 
assumptions. 
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Pressurizer 
B 3.4.9 

The LCO requires two groups of OPERABLE pressurizer heaters, each 
with a capacity ~ 375 kW. The minimum heater capacity required is 
sufficient to maintain the PCS near normal operating pressure when 
accounting for heat losses through the pressurizer insulation. By 
maintaining the pressure near the operating conditions, a wide 
subcooling margin to saturation can be obtained in the loops. The 
exact design value of 375 kW is derived from the use of 30 heaters 
rated at 12.5 kW each. The amount needed to maintain pressure is 
dependent on the ambient heat losses. 

The need for pressure control is most pertinent when core heat can 
cause the greatest effect on PCS temperature resulting in the 
greatest effect on pressurizer level and PCS pressure control. 
Thus, Applicability has been designated for MODES 1 and 2. The 
Applicability is also provided for MODE 3 when PCS cold leg 
temperature is~ 430°F. The purpose is to prevent solid water PCS 
operation during heatup and cooldown to avoid rapid pressure rises 
caused by normal operational perturbation, such as primary coolant 
pump startup. The LCO does not apply to other MODES because 
LCO 3.4.12, "Low Temperature Overpressure Protection (LTOP) System," 
applies. The LCO does ncrt apply to MODES 5 and 6 with partial loop 
operation. 

In MODES 1, 2, and 3, with all PCS cold leg temperatures ~ 430°F, 
there is the need to maintain the availability of pressurizer 
heaters capable of being powered from an emergency power supply. In 
the event of a loss of offsite power, the initial conditions of 
these MODES gives the greatest demand for maintaining the PCS in a 
hot pressurized condition with loop subcooling for an extended 
period. The required actions do not allow extened plant operations 
in MODE 3 with PCS cold leg temperatures< 430°F. For MODE 4, 5, 
or 6, it is not necessary to control pressure (by heaters) to ensure 
loop subcooling for heat transfer when the Shutdown Cooling System 
is in service and therefore the LCO is not applicable. 

In the eyent of a loss of offsite power, one half of the heater 
capacity (750 kW nominally) is normally connected to the ID 
emergency bus and can be manually controlled via a hand switch in 
the control room. This would provide sufficient heater capacity to 
establish and maintain natural circulation in a hot standby 
condition . 
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ACTIONS 

• 

PALISADES 

A.l and A.2 

With pressurizer water level not within the limit, action must be 
taken to restore the plant to operation within the bounds of the 
safety analyses. To achieve this status, the unit must be brought 
to MODE 3, with the reactor trip breakers open, within 6 hours and 
to MODE 4 within 12 hours. This takes the plant out of the 
applicable MODES and restores the plant to operation within the 
bounds of the safety analyses. 

Six hours is reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach 
MODE 3 from full power in an orderly manner and without challenging 
plant systems. Further pressure.and temperature reduction to MODE 4 
brings the plant to a MODE where the LCO is not applicable. The 
12 hour time to reach the nonapplicable MODE is reasonable based on 
operating experience for that evolution. 

If one required group of pressurizer heaters is inoperable, 
restoration is required within 72 hours. The Completion Time of 
72 hours is reasonable considering that a demand caused by loss of 
offsite power would be unlikely in this period. Pressure control 
may be maintained during this time using normal station powered 
heaters . 

C.l and C.2 

If one required group of pressurizer heaters is inoperable and 
cannot be restored within the allowed Completion Time of Required 
Action B.l, the plant must be brought to a MODE in which the LCO 
does not apply. To achieve this status, the plant must be brought 
to MODE 3 within 6 hours and to MODE 4 within 12 hours. The 
Completion Time of 6 hours is reasonable, based on operating 
experience, to reach MODE 3 from full power in an orderly manner and 
without challenging safety systems. Similarly, the Completion Time 
of 12 hours is reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach 
MODE 4 from full power in an orderly manner and without challenging 
plant systems. 
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.9.l 
REQUIREMENTS 

REFERENCES 

• PALISADES 

This Surveillance ensures that during steady state operation, 
pressurizer water level is maintained below the nominal upper limit 
to provide a minimum space for a steam bubble. The Surveillance is 
performed by observing the indicated level. The 12 hour interval 
has been shown by operating practice to be sufficient to regularly 
assess the level for any deviation and verify that operation is 
within safety analyses assumptions. Alarms are also available for 
early detection of abnormal level indications. 

SR 3.4.9.2 

The Surveillance is satisfied when the power supplies are 
demonstrated to be capable of producing the minimum power and the 
associated pressurizer heaters are verified to be at their design 
rating. (This may be done by determining the current used by the 
heaters.) The frequency of 92 days is considered adequate to detect 
heater degradation and has been shown by operating experience to be 
acceptable. 

1. NUREG-0737, November 1980 

2. 

3 . 

FSAR 14.12 

FSAR 4.3.7 
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Pressurizer Safety Valves 
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~ B 3.4 PRIMARY COOLANT SYSTEM (PCS) 

B 3.4.10 Pressurizer Safety Valves 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

PALISADES 

The purpose of the three spring loaded pressurizer safety valves is 
to provide PCS overpressure protection. Operating in conjunction 
with the Reactor Protection System, two valves are used to ensure 
that the Safety Limit (SL) of 2750 psia is not exceeded for analyzed 
transients during operation in MODES 1, 2 and portions of MODE 3. 
For the remainder of MODE 3, MODE 4, MODE 5, and MODE 6 with the 
head on, overpressure protection is provided by operating procedures 
and the LCO 3.4.12, "Low Temperature Overpressure Protection (LTOP) 
System." 

The self actuated pressurizer safety valves are designed in 
accordance with the requirements set forth in the ASME, Boiler and 
Pressure Vessel Code, Section III (Ref. 1). The required lift 
pressures are given in Table 3.4.10-1. The safety valves discharge 
steam from the pressurizer to a quench tank located in the 
containment. The discharge flow is indicated by an increase in 
temperature downstream of the safety valves, acoustic monitoring, 
and by an increase in the quench tank temperature and level. 

The upper and lower pressure limits are based on the± 1% tolerance 
requirement (Ref. 1) for lifting pressures above 1000 psig. The 
lift setting is for the ambient conditions associated with MODES 1, 
2, and 3. This requires either that the valves be set hot or that a 
correlation between hot and cold settings be established. 

The pressurizer safety valves are part of the primary success path 
and mitigate the effects of postulated accidents. OPERABILITY of 
the safety valves ensures that the PCS pressure will be limited to 
110% of design pressure. The consequences of exceeding the ASME 
pressure limit (Ref. 1) could include damage to PCS components, 
increased leakage, or a requirement to perform additional stress 
analyses prior to resumption of reactor operation. 
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• _BA_S_E_S~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

• 

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY 
ANALYSES 

LCO 

All accident analyses in the FSAR that require safety valve 
actuation assume operation of one or more pressurizer safety valves 
to limit increasing reactor coolant pressure. The overpressure 
protection analysis assumes that the valves open at the high range 
of the settings. These valves must accommodate pressurizer insurges 
that could occur during a startup, rod withdrawal, ejected rod, loss 
of main feedwater, or main feedwater line break accident. The 
startup accident establishes the minimum safety valve capacity. The 
startup accident assumed to occur at < 15% power for MODES 2 and 3 
is terminated by the Variable High Power (VHP) trip at 30% RTP. The 
VHP trip limits the pressurizer insurge and the resulting PCS 
pressure increase due to the available steam bubble in the 
pressurizer. The limiting event for overpressure protection in 
MODES 1, 2 and 3 is the Loss of Load event at 100% RTP. Compliance 
with this specification is required to ensure that the accident 
analysis and design basis calculations remain valid. 

The three pressurizer safety valves are set to open near the PCS 
design pressure (2500 psia) and within the ASME specified tolerance 
to avoid exceeding the maximum PCS design pressure SL, to maintain 
accident analysis assumptions, and to comply with ASME Code 
requirements. The upper and lower pressure tolerance limits are 
based on the± 1% tolerance requirements (Ref. 1) for lifting 
pressures above 1000 psig. The limit protected by this 
specification is the Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary (RCPB) SL of 
110% of design pressure. Inoperability of two or three valves could 
result in exceeding the SL if a transient were to occur. The 
consequences of exceeding the ASME pressure limit could include 
damage to one or more PCS components, increased leakage, or 
additional stress analysis being required prior to resumption of 
reactor operation. 

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, and portions of MODE 3 above the LTOP temperature. 

• PALISADES 

OPERABILITY of three valves is required because the combined 
capacity is required to keep reactor coolant pressure below 110% of 
its design value during certain accidents. 

The LCO is not applicable in MODE 3 when any PCS cold leg 
temperatures is < 430°F, MODE 4, and MODE 5 because LTOP protection 
is provided. Overpressure protection is not required in MODE 6 with 
the reactor vessel head detensioned . 
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• BASES 

Pressurizer Safety Valves 
B 3.4.10 

ACTIONS A.l 

With one pressurizer safety valve inoperable, restoration must take 
place within 15 minutes. The Completion Time of 15 minutes reflects 
the importance of maintaining the PCS overpressure protection 
system. An inoperable safety valve coincident with an PCS 
overpressure event could challenge the integrity of the RCPB. 

B.l and B.2 

If the Required Action cannot be met within the required Completion 
Time or if two or more pressurizer safety valves are inoperable, the 
plant must be brought to a MODE in which the requirement does not 
apply. To achieve this status, the plant must be brought to at 
least MODE 3 within 6 hours and to MODE 3 at or below 430°F within 
12 hours. The 6 hours allowed is reasonable, based on operating 
experience, to reach MODE 3 from full power without challenging 
plant systems. Similarly, the 12 hours allowed is reasonable, based 
on operating experience, to reduce PCS average temperature below 
430°F without challenging plant systems. At or below 430°F, 
overpressure protection is provided by LTOP. The change from 
MODE 1, 2, or 3 to MODE 3 with T ••• < 430 ° F reduces the PCS energy 
(core power and. pressure), lowers the potential for large 
pressurizer insurges, and thereby removes the need for overpressure 
protection by the pressurizer safety valves. 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.10.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

REFERENCE 

SRs are specified in the Inservice and Testing Program. Pressurizer 
safety valves are to be tested in accordance with the requirements 
of Section XI of the ASME Code (Ref. 1), which provides the 
activities and the frequency necessary to satisfy the SRs. No 
additional requirements are specified. 

The pressurizer safety valve setpoint is ± 3% for OPERABILITY; 
however, the valves are reset to ± 1% during the Surveillance to 
allow for drift. 

1. ASME, Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III, Section XI 
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Pressurizer PORVs 
B 3.4.11 

~ B 3.4 PRIMARY COOLANT SYSTEM (PCS) 

B 3.4.11 Pressurizer Power Operated Relief Valves (PORVs) 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

PALISADES 

The pressurizer is equipped with two types of devic~s for pressure 
relief: pressurizer safety valves and PORVs. The PORV is a solenoid 
- pilot operated valve that may be manually operated using controls 
installed in the control room. 

An electric, motor operated block valve, normally closed during 
plant operation in MODES 1 and 2 is installed between the 
pressurizer and the PORV. The function of the block valve is to 
isolate the PORV. Block valve closure is accomplished manually 
using controls in the control room and may be used to isolate a 
leaking PORV to permit continued power operation. Most importantly, 
the block valve is used to isolate a stuck open PORV to isolate the 
resulting small break Loss Of Coolant Accident (LOCA). Closure 
terminates the PCS depressurization and coolant inventory loss. 

The PORV and its block valve controls are powered from safety class 
. power supp 1 i es. Power supp 1 i es for the PORV are separate from those 

for the block valve. Power supply requirements are defined in 
NUREG-0737, Paragraph III, G.l (Ref. 1). 

Since the pressurizer safety valves provide the necessary automatic 
protection against excessive pressure when the PCS is above 430°F, 
automatic actuation of the PORVs is not required to be OPERABLE. 

The PORVs and their block valves must provide two safety functions; 
maintenance of PCS integrity and PCS pressure control capability. 
If either of these safety functions is unavailable, corrective 
action must be taken. 

Normally, during operation at MODE 2 and above, the PORV controls 
are in the CLOSE position, and the block valves are closed. The 
PORVs, valves, and the associated manual controls must be operable. 
If'either valve in a PORV flow path is inoperable, the other valve 
in the flow path must provide PCS integrity assurance. When a PORV 
is inoperable, the block valve must be closed; when a block valve is 
inoperable, the PORV must have its control in the "CLOSE" position. 

The primary purpose of this LCO is to ensure that the PORV, its 
setpoint, and the block valve are operating correctly so the 
potential for·a small break LOCA through the PORV pathway is 
minimized, or if a small break LOCA were to occur through a failed 
open PORV, the block valve could be manually operated to isolate the 
path. 
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Pressurizer PORVs 
B 3.4.11 

~ _BA_S_E_S~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

BACKGROUND The PORV may be manually operated to depressurize the PCS as deemed 
(continued) necessary by the operator in response to normal or abnormal 

transients. The PORV may be used for depressurization when the 
pressurizer spray is not available, a condition that may be 
encountered during loss of offsite power. Operators can manually 
open the PORVs to reduce PCS pressure in the event of a Steam 
Generator Tube Rupture (SGTR) with offsite power unavailable. 

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY 
ANALYSES 

LCO 

PALISADES 

The PORV may also be used for feed and bleed core cooling in the 
case of multiple equipment failure events that are not within the 
design basis, such as a total loss of feedwater. The safety 
analyses do not take credit for PORV actuation, but do take credit 
for the safety valves. 

The PORV also provides Low Temperature Overpressure Protection 
(LTOP) during heatup and cooldown. LCO 3.4.12, "Low Temperature 
Overpressure Protection (LTOP) System," addresses this function. 

The PORV small break LOCA break size is bounded by the spectrum of 
piping breaks analyzed for plant licensing. Because the PORV small 
break LOCA is located at the top of the pressurizer, the PCS 
response characteristics are different from PCS loop piping breaks; 
analyses have been performed to investigate these characteristics. 

The possibility of a small break LOCA through the PORV is reduced 
when the PORV flow path is OPERABLE and the PORV opening setpoint is 
established to be reasonably remote from expected transient 
challenges. The possibility is minimized if the flow path is 
isolated. 

Overpressure protection is provided by safety valves, and analyses 
do not take credit for the PORV opening for accident mitigation. 

The LCO requires the PORV and its associated block valve to be 
OPERABLE. The block valve is required to be OPERABLE so it may be 
used to isolate the flow path if the PORV is not OPERABLE. 

Valve OPERABILITY also means the PORV setpoint is correct. By 
ensuring that the PORV opening setpoint is correct, the PORV is not 
subject to frequent challenges from possible pressure increase 
transients. Also, the block valves are closed during normal 
operation in MODES 1 and 2. Therefore, the possibility of a small 
break LOCA through a failed open PORV is not a frequent event. 
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BASES 

Pressurizer PORVs 
B3.4.ll 

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, and 3, with all PCS cold leg temperatures ~ 430°F, 
the PORV and its block valve are required to be OPERABLE to limit 
the potential for a small break LOCA through the flow path. 
Imbalances in the energy output of the core and heat removal by the 
secondary system can cause the PCS pressure to increase. Pressure 
increase transients can occur any time the steam generators are used 
for heat removal. The most rapid increases will occur at higher 
operating power and pressure conditions of MODES 1 and 2 when the 
block valves are normally closed. 

ACTIONS 

PALISADES 

Pressure increases are less prominent in MODE 3 because the core 
input energy is reduced, but the PCS pressure is high. Therefore, 
this LCO is applicable in MODES 1, 2, and 3 with all PCS cold leg 
temperatures ~ 430°F. The LCO is not applicable for PCS 
temperatures < 430°F when both pressure and core energy are 
decreased and the pressure surges become much less significant. 
The PORV setpoint is reduced for LTOP in MODES 4, 5, and 6 with the 
reactor vessel head in place. LCO 3.4.12 addresses the PORV 
requirements in these MODES. 

The ACTIONS are modified by two Notes. Note 1 clarifies that all 
pressurizer PORVs are treated as separate entities, each with 
separate Completion Times (i.e., the Completion Time is on a 
component basis). Note 2 is an exception to LCO 3.0.4. The 
exception for LCO 3.0.4 permits entry into MODES 1, 2, and 3 to 
perform cycling of the PORV or block valve to verify their OPERABLE 
status. 

A.l, A.2, and A.3 

If one PORV is inoperable and not capable of being manually cycled, 
it must either be isolated, by closing the associated block valve 
and removing the power from the block valve, or restored to OPERABLE 
status. The Completion Time of 1 hour is reasonable, based on 
challenges to the PORVs during this time period, and provides the 
operator adequate time to correct the situation. If the inoperable 
valve cannot be restored to OPERABLE status, it must be isolated 
within the specified time. Because there is at least one PORV that 
remains OPERABLE, an additional 72 hours is provided to restore the 
inoperable PORV to OPERABLE status . 
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ACTIONS B.1 and B.2 
(continued) 

• 

• PALISADES 

If one block valve is inoperable, then it must be restored to 
OPERABLE status, or the associated PORV placed in manual control. 
The prime importance for the capability to close the block valve is 
to isolate a stuck open PORV. Therefore, if the block valve cannot 
be restored to OPERABLE status within 1 hour, the Required Action is 
to place the PORV in manual control to preclude its automatic 
opening for an overpressure event and to avoid the potential for a 
stuck open PORV at a time that the block valve is inoperable. The 
Completion Times of 1 hour are reasonable based on the small 
potential for challenges to the system during this time period and 
provide the operator time to correct the situation. Because at 
least one PORV remains OPERABLE, the operator is permitted a 
Completion Time of 72 hours to restore the inoperable block valve to 
OPERABLE status. The time allowed to restore the block valve is 
based upon the Completion Time for restoring an inoperable PORV in 
Condition B since the PORVs are not capable of mitigating an 
overpressure event when placed in manual control. If the block 
valve is restored within the Completion Time of 72 hours, the power 
will be restored and the PORV restored to OPERABLE status. 

C.1 and C.2 

If the Required Action cannot be met within the associated 
Completion Time, the plant must be brought to a MODE in which the 
requirement does not apply. To achieve this status, the plant must 
be brought to at least MODE 3 within 6 hours and to reduce PCS 
temperature below 430°F within 12 hours. The allowed Completion 
Times are reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the 
required plant conditions from full power conditions in an orderly 
manner and without challenging plant systems . 
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ACTIONS D.l, D.2 and D.3 
(continued) 

• 

• PALISADES 

If more than one PORV is inoperable and not capable of being 
manually cycled, it is necessary to either restore at least one 
valve within the Completion Time of 1 hour or isolate the flow path 
by closing and removing the power to the associated block valves. 
The Completion Time of 1 hour is reasonable based on the small 
potential for challenges to the system during this time and provides 
the operator time to correct the situation. If one PORV is restored 
and one PORV remains inoperable, then the plant will be in 
Condition B with the time clock started at the original declaration 
of having two PORVs inoperable. If no PORVs are restored within the 
Completion Time, then the plant must be brought to a MODE in which 
the LCO does not apply. To achieve this status, the plant must be 
brought to at least MODE 3 within 6 hours. The Completion Time of 
6 hours is reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach 
MODE 3 from full power in an orderly manner and without challenging 
plant systems. 

E.l and E.2 

If more than one block valve is inoperable, it is necessary to 
either restore the block valves within the Completion Time of 1 hour 
or place the associated PORVs in manual control and restore at least 
one block valve to OPERABLE status within 2 hours and the remaining 
block valve in 72 hours. The Completion Time of 1 hour to either 
restore the block valves or place the associated PORVs in manual 
control is reasonable based on the small potential for challenges to 
the system during this time and provides the operator time to 
correct the situation. 

F.l and F.2 

If the Required Actions and associated Completion Times of Condition 
D or E are not met, then the plant must be brought to a MODE in 
which the LCO does not apply. The plant must be brought to at least 
MODE 3 within 6 hours and to reduce PCS temperature below 430°F 
within 12 hours. The Completion Time of 6 hours is reasonable, 
based on operating experience, to reach MODE 3 from full power in an 
orderly manner and without challenging safety systems. Similarly, 
the Completion Time of 12 hours to reach reduce PCS temperature 
below 430°F is reasonable considering that a plant can cool down 
within that time frame on one safety system train. In MODES 4 
and 5, maintaining PORV OPERABILITY may be required. See 
LCO 3.4.12 . 
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.11.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

REFERENCES 

Block valve cycling verifies that it can be closed if necessary. 
The basis for the frequency of 92 days is ASME XI (Ref. 3). If the 
block valve is closed to isolate a PORV that is capable of being 
manually cycled, the OPERABILITY of the block valve is of importance 
because opening the block valve is necessary to permit the PORV to 
be used for manual control of reactor pressure. If the block valve 
is closed to isolate an otherwise inoperable PORV Completion Time to 
restore the PORV is 72 hours. Periodic testing of the block valves 
is not required since they are closed when PCS temperature is above 
430°F. 

The Note modifies this SR by stating that this SR is not required to 
be performed with the block valve closed in accordance with the 
Required Actions of this LCO. 

SR 3.4.11.2 

SR 3.4.11.2 requires complete cycling of each PORV. PORV cycling 
demonstrates its function. The frequency of 18 months is based on a 
typical refueling cycle and industry accepted practice. 

1. NUREG-0737, Paragraph III, G.I, November 1980 

2. 

3 . 

Inspection and Enforcement (IE) Bulletin 79-05B, April 21, 1979 

ASME, Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section XI 
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LTOP System 
B 3.4.12 

~ B 3.4 PRIMARY COOLANT SYSTEM (PCS) 

B 3.4.12 Low Temperature Overpressure Protection (LTOP) System 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

PALISADES 

The LTOP System controls PCS pressure at low temperatures so the 
integrity of the Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary (RCPB) is not 
compromised by violating the Pressure and Temperature (P/T) limits 
of 10 CFR 50, Appendix G (Ref. 1). The reactor vessel is the 
limiting RCPB component for demonstrating such protection. 
LCO 3.4.3, "PCS Pressure and Temperature (P/T) Limits," provides the 
allowable combinations for operational pressure and temperature 
during cooldown, shutdown, and heatup to keep from violating the 
Reference 1 requirements during the LTOP MODES. 

The reactor vessel material is less tough at low ·temperatures than 
at normal operating temperatures. As the vessel neutron exposure 
accumulates, the material toughness decreases and becomes less 
resistant to pressure stress at low temperatures (Ref. 2). PCS 
pressure, therefore, is maintained low at low temperatures and is 
increased only as temperature is increased. 

The potential for vessel overpressurization is most acute when the 
PCS is water solid, occurring only while shut down; a pressure 
fluctuation can occur more quickly than an operator can react to 
relieve the condition. Exceeding the PCS P/T limits by a 
significant amount could cause brittle cracking of the reactor 
vessel. LCO 3.4.3 requires administrative control of PCS pressure 
and temperature during heatup and cooldown to prevent exceeding the 
P/T limits. 

This LCO provides PCS overpressure protection by having a m1n1mum 
coolant input capability and having adequate pressure relief 
capacity. Limiting coolant input capability requires all High 
Pressure Safety Injection (HPSI) pumps incapable of injection into 
the PCS when PCS temperature is below 300°F. The pressure relief 
capacity requires either two OPERABLE redundant Power Operated 
Relief Valves (PORVs), or the PCS depressurized and a PCS vent of 
sufficient size. One PORV or the PCS vent is the overpressure 
protection device that acts to terminate an increasing pressure 
event. With minimum coolant input capability, the ability to 
provide core coolant addition is restricted. The LCO does not 
require the makeup control system deactivated or the Safety 
Injection (SI) actuation circuits blocked. Due to the lower 
pressures in the LTOP MODES and the expected core decay heat levels, 
the makeup system can provide adequate flow. If conditions require 
the use of HPSI pumps for makeup in the event of loss of inventory, 
then pumps can be made available through manual actions. 
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LTOP System 
B 3.4.12 

The LTOP System for pressure relief consists of two PORVs with 
temperature dependent lift settings or a PCS vent of sufficient 
size. Two relief valves are required for redundancy. One PORV has 
adequate relieving capability to prevent overpressurization for the 
required coolant input capability. 

PORV Requirements 

As designed for the LTOP System, each PORV is signaled to open if 
the PCS pressure approaches a limit determined by the LTOP actuation 
logic. The actuation logic monitors PCS pressure and cold leg 
temperature to determine when the LTOP overpressure setting is 
approached. If the indicated pressure meets or exceeds the 
calculated value, a PORV is signaled to open. 

The LCO presents the PORV setpoints for LTOP. Having the variable 
setpoints of both valves within the limits of the LCO ensures the 
P/T limits will not be exceeded in any analyzed event. 

When a PORV is opened in an increasing pressure transient, the 
release of coolant causes the pressure increase to slow and reverse. 
As the PORV releases coolant, the system pressure decreases until a 
reset pressure is reached and the valve is signaled to close. The 
pressure continues to decrease below the reset pressure as the valve 
closes. 

PCS Vent Requirements 

Once the PCS is depressurized, a vent exposed to the containment 
atmosphere will maintain the PCS at containment ambient pressure in 
a PCS overpressure transient, if the relieving requirements of the 
transient do not exceed the capabilities of the vent. Thus, the 
vent path must be capable of relieving the flow resulting from the 
limiting LTOP mass or heat input transient and maintaining pressure 
below the P/T limits. The required vent capacity may be provided by 
one or more vent paths. 

Reference 7 has determined that any vent path capable of relieving 
167 gpm at a PCS pressure of 315 psia is acceptable. The 167 gpm 
flow rate is based on an assumed charging imbalance due to 
interruption of letdown flow with three charging pumps operating, a 
40°F per hour PCS heatup rate, a 60°F per hour pressurizer heatup 
rate, and an initially depressurized and vented PCS. Neither HPSI 
pump nor PCP starts need to be assumed with the PCS initially 
depressized, because LCO 3.4.12 requires both HPSI pumps to be 
incapable of injection into the PCS and operating procedures 
prohibit PCP operation. 
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LTOP System 
B 3.4.12 

The pressure relieving ability of a vent path depends not only upon 
the area of the vent opening, but also upon the configuration of the 
piping connecting the vent opening to the PCS. A long, or 
restrictive piping connection may prevent a larger vent opening from 
providing adequate flow, while a smaller opening immediately 
adjacent to the PCS would be adequate. The areas of multiple vent 
paths cannot simply be added to determine the necessary vent area. 

The following vent path examples are acceptable: 

1. Removal of the reactor vessel head; 

2. Removal of a steam generator primary manway; 

3. Removal of the pressurizer manway; 

4. Removal of a PORV or pressurizer safety valve; 

5. Both PORVs and associated block valves open; 

6. Opening of both PCS vent Valves PC-514 and PC-515. 

Reference 8 determined that venting the PCS through PC-514 and 
PC-515 provided adequate flow area. The other listed examples 
provide greater flow areas with less piping restriction and are 
therefore acceptable. Other vent paths shown to provide adequate 
capacity could also be used. The vent path(s) must be above the 
level of reactor coolant, so as not to drain the PCS when open. 

One open PORV provides sufficient flow area to prevent excessive PCS 
pressure. However, if the PORVs are elected as the vent path, both 
valves must be used to meet the single failure criterion, since the 
PORVs are held open against spring pressure by energizing the 
operating solenoid. 

When the shutdown cooling system is in service with M0-3015 and 
M0-3016 open, additional overpressure protection is provided by the 
relief valves on the shutdown cooling system. References 9 and 10 
show that this relief capacity will prevent the PCS pressure from 
exceeding its pressure limits during any of the above mentioned 
events. 
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LTOP System 
B 3.4.12 

Safety analyses (Ref. 3) demonstrate that the reactor vessel is 
adequately protected against exceeding the Reference 1 P/T limits 
during shutdown. In MODES 1, 2, and 3 with all PCS cold leg 
temperatures exceeding 430°F, the pressurizer safety valves prevent 
PCS pressure from exceeding the Reference 1 limits. At about 430°F 
and below, overpressure prevention falls to the OPERABLE PORVs or to 
a depressurized PCS and a sufficient sized PCS vent. Each of these 
means has a limited overpressure relief capability. 

The actual temperature at which the pressure in the P/T limit curve 
falls below the pressurizer safety valve setpoint increases as the 
reactor vessel material toughness decreases due to neutron 
embrittlement. Each time the P/T limit curves are revised, the LTOP 
System will be re-evaluated to ensure its functional requirements 
can still be satisfied using the PORV method or the depressurized 
and vented PCS condition. 

Reference 3 contains the acceptance limits that satisfy the LTOP 
requirements. Any change to the PCS must be evaluated against these 
analyses to determine the impact of the change on the LTOP 
acceptance limits. 

Transients that are capable of overpressur1z1ng the PCS are 
categorized as either mass or heat input transients, examples of 
which follow: 

Mass Input Type Transients 

a. Inadvertent safety injection; or 

b. Charging/letdown flow mismatch. 

Heat Input Type Transients 

a. Inadvertent actuation of pressurizer heaters; 

b. Loss of Shutdown Cooling (SOC); or 

c. Primary Coolant Pump (PCP) startup with temperature asymmetry 
within the PCS or between the PCS and steam generators. 

The following is required during the LTOP MODES to ensure that mass 
and heat input transients do not occur, which either of the LTOP 
overpressure protection means cannot handle: 

Rendering all HPSI pumps incapable of injection when PCS temperature 
is below 300°F . 
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PALISADES 

The Reference 3 analyses demonstrate 
vent can maintain PCS pressure below 
pumps are actuated. The maximum SIT 
minimum LTOP setpoint pressure. 

LTOP System 
B 3.4.12 

that either one PORV or the PCS 
limits when three charging 
pressure is less than the 

Fracture mechanics analyses established the temperature of LTOP 
Applicability at 430°F and below. Above this temperature, the 
pressurizer safety valves provide the reactor vessel pressure 
protection. The vessel materials were assumed to have a neutron 
irradiation accumulation equal to 2.192 x 1019 nvt. 

PORV Performance 

The fracture mechanics analyses show that the vessel is protected 
when the PORVs are set to open at or below the setpoint curve in the 
PTLR. The setpoint is derived by modeling the performance of the 
LTOP System, assuming the limiting allowed LTOP transients. These 
analyses consider pressure overshoot and undershoot beyond the PORV 
opening and closing setpoints, resulting from signal processing and 
valve stroke times. The PORV setpoints at or below the derived 
limits ensure the Reference 1 limits will be met. 

The PORV setpoints will be re-evaluated for compliance when the P/T 
limits are revised. The P/T limits are periodically modified as the 
reactor vessel material toughness decreases due to embrittlement 
caused by neutron irradiation. Revised P/T limits are determined 
using neutron fluence projections and the results of examinations of 
the reactor vessel material irradiation surveillance specimens. The 
Bases for LCD 3.4.3, "PCS Pressure and Temperature (P/T) Limits," 
discuss these examinations. 

The PORVs are considered active components. Thus, the failure of 
one PORV represents the worst case, single active failure. 

PCS Vent Performance 

With the PCS depressurized, analyses show the required vent size is 
capable of mitigating the limiting allowed LTOP overpressure 
transient. In that event, this size vent maintains PCS pressure 
less than the minimum PCS pressure on the P/T limit curve. 

The PCS vent size will also be re-evaluated for compliance each time 
the P/T limit curves are revised based on the results of the vessel 
material surveillance. 

The PCS vent is passive and is not subject to active failure. 
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LCO This LCO is required to ensure that the LTOP System is OPERABLE. 
The LTOP System is OPERABLE when the minimum coolant input and 
pressure relief capabilities are OPERABLE. Violation of this LCO 
could lead to the loss of low temperature overpressure mitigation 
and violation of the Reference 1 limits as a result of an 
operational transient. 

The elements of the LCO that provide overpressure mitigation through 
pressure relief are: 

a. Two OPERABLE PORVs; or 

b. The depressurized PCS and a PCS vent. 

A PORV is OPERABLE for LTOP when its block valve is open, its lift 
setpoint is set at the VLTOP setpoint in the PTLR or less and 
testing has proven its ability to open at that setpoint, and motive 
power is available to the two valves and their control circuits. 

A PCS vent is OPERABLE when open with an area capable of relieving 
z 167 gpm at a PCS pressure of 315 psia. 

Each of these methods of overpressure prevention is capable of 
mitigating the limiting LTOP transient. 

APPLICABILITY This LCO is applicable in MODE 3 when the temperature of any PCS 
cold leg is < 430°F, in MODE 4, in MODE 5, and in MODE 6 when the 
reactor vessel head is on. The pressurizer safety valves provide 
overpressure protection that meets the Reference 1 P/T limits above 
430°F. When the reactor vessel head is off, overpressurization 
cannot occur. 

PALISADES 

LCO 3.4.3 provides the operational P/T limits for all MODES. 
LCO 3.4.10, "Pressurizer Safety Valves," requires the OPERABILITY of 
the pressurizer safety valves that pfovide overpressure protection 
during MODES 1, 2, and MODE 3 z 430°F. 

Low temperature overpressure prevention is most critical during 
shutdown when the PCS is water solid, and a mass or heat input 
transient can cause a very rapid· increase in PCS pressure when 
little or no time allows operator action to mitigate the event. 

The Applicability is modified by a Note to assure that this 
specification does not cause hesitation in the use of a HPSI pump 
for PCS makeup if it is needed due to loss of shutdown cooling or a 
loss of PCS inventory. 
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• 

ACTIONS A.l 

PALISADES 

With one or more HPSI pumps capable of injecting into the PCS, when 
PCS temperature is below 300°F, overpressurization is possible. 

The immediate Completion Time to initiate actions to restore 
restricted coolant input capability to the PCS reflects the 
importance of maintaining overpressure protection of the PCS. 

When pressurizer level ~ 57%, with one PORV inoperable, two PORVs 
must be restored to OPERABLE status within a Completion Time of 
7 days. Two valves are required to meet the LCO requirement and to 
provide low temperature overpressure mitigation while withstanding a 
single failure of an active component. 

The Completion Time is based on the fact that a steam bubble exists 
in the pressurizer. Since the pressure response to a transient is 
greater if the pressurizer steam space is small or if PCS is solid, 
the allowed outage time for a PORV flow path out of service is 
shorter. The maximum pressurizer level at which credit can be taken 
for having a bubble (57%, which provides about 700 cubic feet of 
steam space) is based on judgement rather and verified by analysis. 
This level provides the same steam volume to dampen pressure 
transients as would be available at full power. This steam volume 
provides time for operator action, if the PORVs failed to operate, 
between an inadvertent SIS and PCS pressure reaching the 10 CFR 50, 
Appendix G pressure limit. The time available for action would 
depend upon the existing pressure and temperature when the 
inadvertent SIS occurred. 

The consequences of operational events that will overpressurize the 
PCS are more severe at lower temperature (Ref. 6). Thus, with one 
required PORV inoperable when the pressurizer level is higher than 
57%, which usually occurs in MODE 5 or in MODE 6 with the head on, 
the Completion Time to restore two valves to OPERABLE status is 
24 hours. 

The 24 hour Completion Time to restore two PORVs OPERABLE when the 
pressurize level is higher than 57% is a reasonable amount of time 
to investigate and repair several types of PORV failures without 
exposure to a lengthy period with only one PORV OPERABLE to protect 
against overpressure events. 
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ACTIONS D.l and D.2 
(continued) 

If two required PORVs are inoperable, or if a Required Action and 
the associated Completion Time of Condition A, B, or C are not met, 
or if the LTOP System is inoperable for any reason other than 
Condition A through Condition C, over pressurization events must be 
precluded using alternate methods. Action D.l requires that the 
shutdown cooling suction valves be opened within 8 hours. The, SOC 
suction interlock allows closed isolation valves (M0-3015 and 
M0-3016) to be opened when the PCS pressure is less than 270 psia. 
There is no automatic closure function. With these valves open, the 
SOC system relief valves provide the required overpressure 
protection. To further reduce the possibility of an 
overpressurization event occurring, Action D.2 requires the PCS must 
be depressurized and a vent established within 24 hours. The vent 
must be sized to ensure the flow capacity is greater than that 
required for the worst case mass input transient reasonable during 
the applicable MODES. This action protects the RCPB from a low 
temperature overpressure event and a possible brittle failure of the 
reactor vessel. 

The Completion Time of 24 hours to depressurize and vent the PCS is 
based on the time required to place the plant in this condition and 
the relatively low probability of an overpressure event during this 
time period due to increased operator awareness of administrative 
control requirements. 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.12.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

~ PALISADES 

To minimize the potential for a low temperature overpressure event 
by limiting the mass input capability, both HPSI pumps are verified 
to be incapable of injections into the PCS when PCS temperature is 
below 300°F. The HPSI pumps are rendered incapable of injecting 
into the PCS through pulling control power fuses, racking out pump 
breakers or closing manual discharge valves under administrative 
control. 

The 12 hour interval considers operating practice to regularly 
assess potential degradation and to verify operation within the 
safety analysis. 
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.12.2 
REQUIREMENTS 

(continued) SR 3.4.12.2 requires verifying that the required PCS vent is open is 
proven OPERABLE by verifying its open condition either: 

PALISADES 

a. Once every 12 hours for a valve that is unlocked open; or 

b. Once every 31 days for a valve that is locked open or other vent 
paths. 

The passive vent arrangement must only be open to be OPERABLE. This 
Surveillance need only be performed if the vent is being used to 
satisfy the requirements of this LCO. The Frequencies consider 
operating experience with mispositioning of unlocked and locked vent 
valves, respectively. 

SR 3.4.12.3 

The PORV block valve must be verified open every 72 hours to provide 
the flow path for each required PORV to perform its function when 
actuated. The valve can be remotely verified open in the main 
control room. 

The block valve is a remotely controlled, motor operated valve. The 
power to the valve motor operator is not required to be removed, and 
the manual actuator is not required locked in the inactive position. 
Thus, the block valve can be closed in the event the PORV develops 
excessive leakage or does not close (sticks open) after relieving an 
overpressure event. 

The 72 hour frequency considers operating experience with accidental 
movement of valves having remote control and position indication 
capabilities available where easily monitored. These considerations 
include the administrative controls over main control room access 
and equipment control. 

SR 3.4.12.4 

Performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is required every 31 days 
to verify and, as necessary, adjust the PORV open setpoints. The 
CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST will verify on a monthly basis that the PORV 
lift setpoints are within the LCO limit. PORV actuation could 
depressurize the PCS and is not required. The 31 day frequency 
considers experience with equipment reliability. 

A Note has been added indicating this SR is required to be performed 
12 hours after decreasing PCS cold leg temperature to ~ 430°F if not 
performed within the past 31 days. The test must be performed 
within 12 hours after entering the LTOP MODES. 
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.12.5 
REQUIREMENTS 

(continued) Performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION on each required PORV actuation 
channel is required every 18 months to adjust the whole channel so 
that it responds and the valve opens within the required LTOP range 
and with accuracy to known input. 

REFERENCES 

The 18 month frequency considers operating experience with equipment 
reliability and matches the typical refueling outage schedule. 

1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix G 

2. Generic Letter 88-11 

3. FSAR, Section 14.12 

4. 10 CFR 50.46 

5. 10 CFR 50, Appendix K 

6. Generic Letter 90-06 

7. CPC Engineering Analysis, EA-A-PAL-92095-01 

8. CPC Engineering Analysis, EA-TC0-91-01-01 

9. CPC Engineering Analysis, EA-PAL-89-040-1 

10. CPC Corrective Action Document, A-PAL-91-011 

• PALISADES B 3.4-64 
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• B 3.4 PRIMARY COOLANT SYSTEM (PCS) 

B 3.4.13 PCS Operational Leakage 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

• 

PALISADES 

Components that contain or transport the coolant to or from the 
reactor core make up the PCS. Component joints are made by welding, 
bolting, rolling, or pressure loading, and valves isolate connecting 
systems from the PCS. 

During plant life, the joint and valve interfaces can produce 
varying amounts of reactor coolant LEAKAGE, through either normal 
operational wear or mechanical deterioration. The purpose of the 
PCS Operational LEAKAGE LCD is to limit system operation in the 
presence of LEAKAGE from these sources to amounts that do not 
compromise safety. This LCD specifies the types and amounts of 
LEAKAGE. 

10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 30 (Ref. 1), requires means for detecting 
and, to the extent practical, identifying the source of reactor 
coolant LEAKAGE. Regulatory Guide 1.45 (Ref. 2) describes 
acceptable methods for selecting leakage detection systems. 

The safety significance of PCS LEAKAGE varies widely depending on 
its source, rate, and duration. Therefore, detecting and monitoring 
reactor coolant LEAKAGE into the containment area is necessary. 
Quickly separating the identified LEAKAGE from the unidentified 
LEAKAGE is necessary to provide quantitative information to the 
operators, allowing them to take corrective action should a leak 
occur detrimental to the safety of the facility and the public. 

A limited amount of leakage inside containment is expected from 
auxiliary systems that cannot be made 100% leak tight. Leakage from 
these systems should be detected, located, and isolated from the 
containment atmosphere, if possible, to not interfere with PCS 
LEAKAGE detection. 

This LCD deals with protection of the Reactor Coolant Pressure 
Boundary (RCPB) from degradation and the core from inadequate 
cooling, in addition to preventing the accident analysis radiation 
release assumptions from being exceeded. The consequences of 
violating this LCD include the possibility of a Loss Of Coolant 
Accident (LOCA). 
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PCS Operational LEAKAGE 
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Except for primary to secondary LEAKAGE, the safety analyses do not 
address operational LEAKAGE. However, other operational LEAKAGE is 
related to the safety analyses for LOCA; the amount of leakage can 
affect the probability of such an event. The safety analysis for an 
event resulting in steam discharge to the atmosphere assumes a 1 gpm 
primary to secondary LEAKAGE as the initial condition. 

Primary to secondary LEAKAGE is a factor in the dose releases 
outside containment resulting from a Steam Line Break (SLB) 
accident. To a lesser extent, other accidents or transients involve 
secondary steam release to the atmosphere, such as a Steam Generator 
Tub~ Rupture (SGTR). The leakage contaminates the secondary fluid. 

The FSAR (Ref. 3) analysis for SGTR assumes the contaminated 
secondary fluid is only briefly released via safety valves and the 
majority is steamed to the condenser. The 1 gpm primary to 
secondary LEAKAGE is relatively inconsequential. 

The SLB is more limiting for site radiation releases. The safety 
analysis for the SLB accident assumes 1 gpm primary to secondary 
LEAKAGE in one generator as an initial condition. The dose 
consequences resulting from the SLB accident are well within the 
limits defined in 10 CFR 50 or the staff approved licensing basis 
(i.e., a small fraction of these limits). 

PCS operational LEAKAGE shall be limited to: 

a. Pressure Boundary LEAKAGE 

No pressure boundary LEAKAGE is allowed, being indicative of 
material deterioration. LEAKAGE of this type is unacceptable as 
the leak itself could cause further deterioration, resulting in 
higher LEAKAGE. Violation of this LCO could result in continued 
degradation of the RCPB. LEAKAGE past seals and gaskets is not 
pressure boundary LEAKAGE. 

b. Unidentified LEAKAGE 

One gallon per minute (gpm) of unidentified LEAKAGE is allowed 
as a reasonable minimum detectable amount that the containment 
air monitoring and containment sump level monitoring equipment 
can detect within a reasonable time period. Violation of this 
LCO could result in continued degradation of the RCPB, if the 
LEAKAGE is from the pressure boundary. 
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LCO c. Identified LEAKAGE 
(continued) 

Up to 10 gpm of identified LEAKAGE is considered allowable 
because LEAKAGE is from known sources that do not interfere with 
detection of identified LEAKAGE and is well within the 
capability of the PCS makeup system. Identified LEAKAGE 
includes LEAKAGE to the containment from specifically known and 
located sources, but does not include pressure boundary LEAKAGE 
or controlled Primary Coolant Pump (PCP) seal leakoff (a normal 
function not considered LEAKAGE). Violation of this LCO could 
result in continued degradation of a component or system. 

LCO 3.4.14, " PCS Pressure Isolation Valve (PIV) Leakage," 
measures leakage through each individual PIV and can impact this 
LCO. Of the two PIVs in series in each isolated line, leakage 
measured through one PIV does not result in PCS LEAKAGE when the 
other is leak tight. If both valves leak and result in a loss 
of mass from the PCS, the loss may be included in the allowable 
identified LEAKAGE. 

d/e Primary to Secondary LEAKAGE through Any One Steam Generator 
illl 

Primary to secondary LEAKAGE amounting to 0.3 gpm through any 
one SG produces acceptable offsite doses in the SLB accident 
analysis. This LEAKAGE, of 0.3 gpm each during steady state or 
0.6 gpm during startups and major load changes, may exist in one 
or both steam generators. Violation of this LCO could exceed 
the offsite dose limits for this accident analysis. Primary to 
secondary LEAKAGE must be included in the total allowable limit 
for identified LEAKAGE. 

Operating during short periods of time when leakage measurement 
sensitivity is reduced is provided for by an added allowance 
(0.6 gpm) to the leakage rate. 

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the potential for RCPB LEAKAGE is greatest 
when the PCS is pressurized. 

PALISADES 

In MODES 5 and 6, LEAKAGE limits are not required because the 
reactor coolant pressure is far lower, resulting in lower stresses 
and reduced potentials for LEAKAGE. 
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ACTIONS A.l 

• 
SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS 

• PALISADES 

Unidentified LEAKAGE, identified LEAKAGE, or primary to secondary 
LEAKAGE in excess of the LCO limits must be reduced to within limits 
within 4 hours. This Completion Time allows time to verify leakage 
rates and either identify unidentified LEAKAGE or reduce LEAKAGE to 
within limits before the reactor must be shut down. This action is 
necessary to prevent further deterioration of the RCPB. 

B.l and B.2 

If any pressure boundary LEAKAGE exists or if unidentified, 
identified, or primary to secondary LEAKAGE cannot be reduced to 
within limits within 4 hours, the reactor must be brought to lower 
pressure conditions to reduce the severity of the LEAKAGE and its 
potential consequences. The reactor must be brought to MODE 3 
within 6 hours and to MODE 5 within 36 hours. This action reduces 
the LEAKAGE and also reduces the factors that tend to degrade the 
pressure boundary. 

The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating 
experience, to reach the required conditions from full power 
conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging plant 
systems. In MODE 5, the pressure stresses acting on the RCPB are 
much lower, and further deterioration is much less likely . 

SR 3.4.13.1 

Verifying PCS LEAKAGE to be within the LCO limits ensures the 
integrity of the RCPB is maintained. Pressure boundary LEAKAGE 
would at first appear as unidentified LEAKAGE and can only be 
positively identified by inspection. Unidentified LEAKAGE and 
identified LEAKAGE are determined by performance of a PCS water 
inventory balance. Primary to secondary LEAKAGE is also measured by 
performance of a PCS water inventory balance in conjunction with 
effluent monitoring within the secondary steam and feedwater 
systems. 

The PCS water inventory balance must be performed with the reactor 
at steady state operating conditions and near operating pressure. 
Therefore, this SR is not required to be performed in MODES 3 and 4, 
until 12 hours of steady state operation near operating pressure 
have elapsed . 
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Steady state operation is required to perform a proper water 
inventory balance; calculations during maneuvering are not useful 
and a Note requires the Surveillance to be met when steady state is 
established. For PCS operational LEAKAGE determination by water 
inventory balance, steady state is defined as stable PCS pressure, 
temperature, power level, pressurizer and makeup tank levels, makeup 
and letdown, and PCP seal injection and return flows. 

An early warning of pressure boundary LEAKAGE or unidentified 
LEAKAGE is provided by the automatic systems that monitor the 
containment atmosphere radioactivity and the containment sump level. 
These leakage detection systems are specified in LCO 3.4.15, " PCS 
Leakage Detection Instrumentation." 

The 72 hour frequency is a reasonable interval to trend LEAKAGE and 
recognizes the importance of early leakage detection in the 
prevention of accidents. A Note under the frequency column states 
that this SR is required to be performed during steady state 
operation. 

SR 3. 4 .13. 2 

This SR provides the means necessary to determine SG OPERABILITY in 
an operational MODE. The requirement to demonstrate SG tube 
integrity in accordante with the Steam Generator Tube Surveillance 
Program emphasizes the importance of SG tube integrity, even though 
this Surveillance cannot be performed at normal operating 
conditions. 

1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 30 

2. 

3 . 

Regulatory Guide 1:45, May 1973 

FSAR, Section 14.15 
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B 3.4 PRIMARY COOLANT SYSTEM (PCS) 

B 3.4.14 PCS Pressure Isolation Valve (PIV) Leakage 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

PALISADES 

The Reactor Safety Study (RSS), WASH-1400, identified in a PWR an 
inter-system Loss Of Coolant Accident (LOCA) which is a significant 
contributor to risk of core melt accidents (Event V). The design 
examined in the RSS contained in-series check valves isolating the 
high pressure Primary Coolant System (PCS) from the Low Pressure 
Safety Injection (LPSI) piping. The scenario which leads to the 
Event V accident is initiated by the failure of these check valves 
to function as a pressure isolation barrier. This causes an 
overpressurization and rupture of the LPSI low pressure piping which 
results in a LOCA that bypasses containment. 

When pressure isolation is provided by two in-series check valves, 
and when failure of one valve in the pair can go undetected for a 
substantial length of time, verification of valve integrity is 
required. Since these valves are important to safety, they should 
be tested periodically to ensure low probability of gross failure. 
Periodic examination of check valves must be undertaken to verify 
that each valve is seated properly and functioning as a pressure 
isolation device. The testing will reduce the overall risk of an 
inter-system LOCA. The testing may be accomplished by direct 
volumetric leakage measurement or by other equivalent means capable 
of demonstrating that leakage limits are not exceeded. 

The PIV leakage limit applies to each individual valve. Leakage 
through both PIVs in series in a line must be included as part of 
the identified LEAKAGE, governed by LCO 3.4.13, "PCS Operational 
LEAKAGE." This is true during operation only when the loss of PCS 
mass through two valves in series is determined by a water inventory 
balance (SR 3.4.13.1). A known component of the identified LEAKAGE 
before operation begins is the least of the two individual leakage 
rates determined for leaking series PIVs during the required 
surveillance testing; leakage measured through one PIV in a line is 
not PCS operational LEAKAGE if the other is leak tight. 

Although this specification provides a limit on allowable PIV 
leakage rate, its main purpose is to prevent overpressure failure of 
the low pressure portions of connecting systems. The leakage limit 
is an indication that the PIVs between the PCS and the connecting 
systems are degraded or degrading. PIV leakage could lead to 
overpressure of the low pressure piping or components. Failure 
consequences could be a Loss Of Coolant Accident (LOCA) outside of 
containment, an unanalyzed condition that could degrade the ability 
for low pressure injection. 
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BACKGROUND PIVs are provided to isolate the PCS from the following typically 
(continued) connected systems: 

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY 
ANALYSES 

LCO 

PALISADES 

a. Shutdown Cooling (SOC) System; 

b. Safety Injection System; and 

c. Chemical and Volume Control System. 

The PIVs are listed in SR 3.4.14.1. 

Violation of this LCO could result in continued degradation of a 
PIV, which could lead to overpressurization of a low pressure system 
and the loss of the integrity of a fission product barrier. 

Reference 4 identified potential inter system LOCAs as a significant 
contributor to the risk of core melt. The dominant accident 
sequence in the inter-system LOCA category is the failure of the low 
pressure portion of the LPSI/SDC System outside of containment. The 
accident is the result of a postulated failure of the PIVs, which 
are part of the Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary (RCPB), and the 
subsequent pressurization of the LPSI/SDC System downstream of the 
PIVs from the PCS. Because the low pressure portion of the LPSI/SDC 
System is typically designed for 285 psig, overpressurization 
failure of the low pressure line would result in a LOCA outside 
containment and subsequent risk of core melt. 

Reference 5 evaluated various PIV configurations, leakage testing of 
the valves, and operational changes to determine the effect on the 
probability of inter system LOCAs. This study concluded that 
periodic leakage testing of the PIVs can substantially reduce the 
probability of an inter system LOCA. 

To ensure the continued integrity of selected check valves which are 
relied upon to preclude a postulated LOCA outside containment, 
special requirements for periodic leak tests are specified. 

PCS PIV leakage is identified LEAKAGE into closed systems connected 
to the PCS. Isolation valve leakage is usually on the order of 
drops per minute. Leakage that increases significantly suggests 
that something is operationally wrong and corrective action must be 
taken . 
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LCO The LCO PIV leakage limit is: 
(continued) 

• 
APPLICABILITY 

ACTIONS 

~ PALISADES 

a. Leakage rates less than or equal to 1.0 gpm are considered 
acceptable; 

b. Leakage rates greater than 1.0 gpm but less than or equal to 
5.0 gpm are considered acceptable if the latest measured rate 
has not exceeded the rate determined by the previous test by an 
amount that reduces the margin between measured leakage rate and 
the maximum permissible rate of 5.0 gpm by 50% or greater; 

c. Leakage rate greater than 1.0 gpm but less than or equal to 
5.0 gpm are considered unacceptable if the latest measured rate 
exceeded the rate determined by the previous test by an amount 
that reduces the margin between measured leakage rate and the 
maximum permissible rate of 5.0 gpm by 50% or greater; 

d. Leakage rates greater than 5.0 gpm are considered unacceptable. 

Reference 6 permits leakage testing at a lower pressure differential 
than between the specified maximum PCS pressure and the normal 
pressure of the connected system during PCS operation (the maximum 
pressure differential) in those types of valves in which the higher 
service pressure will tend to diminish the overall leakage channel 
opening. In such cases, the observed rate may be adjusted to the 
maximum pressure differential by issuming leakage is directly 
proportional to the pressure differential to the one half power. 
Minimum test differential pressure shall not be less than 150 psid. 

In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, this LCO applies because the PIV leakage 
potential is greatest when the PCS is pressurized. 
In MODES 5, and 6, leakage limits are not provided because the lower 
reactor coolant pressure results in a reduced potential for leakage 
and for a LOCA outside the containment. 

The Actions are modified by two Notes. Note 1 is added to provide 
clarification that each flow path allows separate entry into a 
Condition. This is allowed based on the functional independence of 
the flow path. Note 2 requires an evaluation of affected systems if 
a PIV is inoperable. The leakage may have affected system 
operability or isolation of a leaking flow path with an alternate 
valve may have d~graded the ability of the interconnected system to 
perform its safety function. 
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ACTIONS A.l and A.2 
(continued) 

The flow path must be isolated by two valves: Required Actions A.l 
and A.2 are modified by a Note stating that the valves used for 
isolation must meet the same leakage requirements as the PIVs and 
must be in the RCPB or the high pressure portion of the system. 

Required Action A.l requires that the isolation with one valve must 
be performed within 4 hours. Four hours provides time to reduce 
leakage in excess of the allowable limit and to isolate if leakage 
cannot be reduced. The 4 hours allows the actions and restricts the 
operation with leaking isolation valves. 

The 72 hour Completion Time after exceeding the limit allows for the 
restoration of the leaking PIV to OPERABLE status. This time frame 
considers the time required to complete this Action and the low 
probability of a second valve failing during this period. 

B.l and B.2 

If leakage cannot be reduced, the system isolated, or other Required 
Actions accomplished, the plant must be brought to a MODE in which 
the LCO does not apply. To achieve this status, the plant must be 
brought to MODE 3 within 6 hours and to MODE 5 within 36 hours. If 
the flow path has at least one OPERABLE PIV, the required plant 
shutdown can be accomplished without making a train safety injection 
inoperable by deactivating the automatic control valve. This Action 
reduces the leakage and also reduces the potential for a LOCA 
outside the containment. The allowed Completion Times are 
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the required 
plant conditions from full power conditions in an orderly manner and 
without challenging plant systems. 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.14.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

PALISADES 

Performance of leakage testing on each PCS PIV or isolation valve 
used to satisfy Required Action A.l or A.2 is required to verify 
that leakage is below the specified limit and to identify each 
leaking valve. The leakage limit of 5 gpm maximum applies to each 
valve. Plant configuration would have to be changed to measure a 
leakage rate for Check Valve ES-3408. Therefore, the surveillance 
for this check valve is to ensure that the valve is closed. 
Leakage testing requires a stable pressure condition. 

B 3.4-73 
Amendment No: 



• BASES 

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS 

(continued) 

PALISADES 

PCS PIV Leakage 
B 3.4.14 

For the two PIVs in series, the leakage requirement applies to each 
valve individually and not to the combined leakage across both 
valves. The MOV in series with the two check valves in this flow 
path is normally closed. If the PIVs are not individually leakage 
tested, one valve may have failed completely and not be detected if 
the other valve in series meets the leakage requirement. In this 
situation, the protection provided by redundant valves would be 
lost. 

Testing is to be performed every 9 months, but may be extended up to 
a maximum of 18 months, a typical refueling cycle, if the plant does 
not go into MODE 5 for at least 72 hours. The 18 month frequency is 
consistent with 10 CFR 50.55a(g) (Ref. 7), as contained in the 
Inservice Testing Program, is within frequency allowed by the 
American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Code, Section XI 
(Ref. 6), and is based on the need to perform the Surveillance under 
conditions that apply during a plant outage and the potential for an 
unplanned transient if the Surveillance were performed with the 
reactor at power. 

In addition, testing must be performed prior to returning the check 
valve to service after maintenance, repair or replacement work is 
performed on the check valve. 

The leakage limit is to be met at the PCS pressure associated with 
MODES 1 and 2. This permits leakage testing at high differential 
pressures with stable conditions not possible in the MODES with 
lower pressures. 

Entry into MODES 3 and 4 is allowed to establish the necessary 
differential pressures and stable conditions to allow for 
performance of this Surveillance. The Note that allows this 
provision is complimentary to the frequency of prior to entry into 
MODE 2 whenever the unit has been in MODE 5 for 72 hours or more, if 
leakage testing has not been performed in the previous 9 months. In 
addition, this Surveillance is not required to be performed on the 
SOC System when the SOC System is aligned to the PCS in the shutdown 
cooling mode of operation. 

B 3.4-74 
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.14.2 
REQUIREMENTS 

PCS PIV Leakage 
B 3.4.14 

(continued The valve position check for the LPSI check valves ensures that the 
four LPSI check valves have reclosed upon cessation of SOC flow. 

SR 3.4.14.3 

This SR is only required when one or more PIVs is not within limits. 

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50.2 

2. 10 CFR 50.55a(c) 

3. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, Section V, GDC 55 

4. WASH-1400 (NUREG-75/014), Appendix V, October 1975 

5. NUREG-0677, May 1980 

6. ASME, Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section XI 

7 . 10 CFR 50.55a(g) 

• PALISADES. B 3.4-75 
Amendment No: 



PCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation 
B 3.4.15 

~ B 3.4 PRIMARY COOLANT SYSTEM (PCS) 

B 3.4.15 PCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

~ PALISADES 

GDC 30 of Appendix A to 10 CFR 50 (Ref. 1) requires means for 
detecting and, to the extent practical, identifying the location of 
the source of PCS LEAKAGE. Regulatory Guide 1.45 (Ref. 2) describes 
acceptable methods for selecting leakage detection systems. 

Leakage detection systems must have the capability to detect 
significant Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary (RCPB) degradation as 
soon after occurrence as practical to minimize the potential for 
propagation to a gross failure. Thus, an early indication or 
warning signal is necessary to permit proper evaluation of all 
unidentified LEAKAGE. 

The reactor coolant contains radioactivity that, when released to 
the containment, can be detected by radiation monitoring 
instrumentation. Reactor coolant radioactivity levels will be low 
during initial reactor startup and for a few week~ thereafter until 
activated corrosion products have been formed and fission products 
appear from fuel element cladding contamination or cladding defects. 
Instrument sensitivities of 10~ µCi/cc radioactivity for particulate 
monitoring and of 10~ µCi/cc radioactivity for gaseous monitoring 
are practical for these leakage detection systems. Radioactivity 
detection systems are included for monitoring gaseous activities, 
because of their sensitivities and rapid responses to PCS LEAKAGE. 

An increase in humidity of the containment atmosphere would indicate 
release of water vapor to the containment. The affect of changed 
dew point temperature can thus be used to monitor humidity levels of 
the containment atmosphere as an indicator of potential PCS LEAKAGE. 
A 10% increase in relative humidity is well within the sensitivity 
range of available instruments. 

Since the humidity level is influenced by several factors, a 
quantitative evaluation of an indicated leakage rate by this means 
may be questionable and should be compared to observed increases in 
liquid flow into or from the containment sump and condensate flow 
from air coolers. Humidity level monitoring is considered most 
useful as an indirect indication to alert the operator to a 
potential problem. 

B 3.4-76 
Amendment No: 



BASES 

BACKGROUND 
(continued) 

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY 
ANALYSES 

LCO 

PALISADES 

PCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation 
B 3.4.15 

Air temperature and pressure monitoring methods may also be used to 
infer unidentified LEAKAGE to the containment. Containment 
temperature and pressure fluctuate slightly during plant operation, 
but a rise above the normally indicated range of values may indicate 
PCS LEAKAGE into the crintainment. The relevance of temperature and 
pressure measurements are affected by containment free volume and, 
for temperature, detector location. Alarm signals from these 
instruments can be valuable in recognizing rapid and sizable leakage 
to the containment. Temperature and pressure monitors are not 
required by this LCO. 

The need to evaluate the severity of an alarm or an indication is 
important to the operators, and the ability to compare and verify 
with indications from other systems is necessary. The system 
response times and sensitivities are described in the FSAR (Ref. 3). 
Multiple instrument locations are utilized, if needed, to ensure the 
transport delay time of the LEAKAGE from its source to an instrument 
location yields an acceptable overall response time. 

The safety significance of PCS LEAKAGE varies widely depending on 
its source, rate, and duration. Therefore, detecting and monitoring 
PCS LEAKAGE into the containment area are necessary. Quickly 
separating the identified LEAKAGE from the unidentified LEAKAGE 
provides quantitative information to the operators, allowing them to 
take corrective action should leakage occur detrimental to the 
safety of the facility and the public. 

One method of protecting against large PCS LEAKAGE derives from the 
ability of instruments to rapidly detect extremely small leaks. 
This LCO requires instruments of diverse monitoring principles to be 
OPERABLE to provide a high degree of confidence that extremely small 
leaks are detected in time to allow actions to place the plant in a 
safe condition when PCS LEAKAGE indicates possible RCPB degradation. 

The LCO is satisfied when monitors of diverse measurement means are 
available. Thus, the containment sump monitor, in combination with 
a gaseous radioactivity monitor, a containment humidity monitor, and 
a containment air cooler condensate level switch, provides an 
acceptable minimum. 

B 3.4-77 
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BASES 

PCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation 
B 3.4.15 

APPLICABILITY Because of elevated PCS temperature and pressure in MODES 1, 2, 
and 3, PCS leakage detection instrumentation is required to be 
OPERABLE. 

In MODE 4, 5 or 6, the temperature is ~ 300°F and pressure is 
maintained low or at atmospheric pressure. Since the temper.atures 
and pressures are far lower than those for MODES 1, 2, and 3, the 
likelihood of leakage and crack propagation is much smaller and 
because the PCS is accessible for local inspection. Therefore, the 
requirements of this LCO are not applicable in MODES 4, 5, and 6. 

ACTIONS A.l 

• PALISADES 

Operation may continue with one of the required four types of leak 
detection systems inoperable, but one instrument of each type must 
be restored to OPERABLE status prior to the next startup from 
MODE 5. Several of the instruments cannot be conveniently repaired 
with the plant at elevated temperature due to their location or 
their impact on containment integrity. Three separate leak 
detection systems, together with PCS inventory checks, are 
considered adequate for continued operation. 

B.l and B.2 

Daily PCS inventory calculations provide adequate leakage detection 
for limited periods. Thirty days is considered adequate time in 
which to accomplish repairs necessary to return at least three of 
the required instruments to operable status. 

C.l and C.2 

If any Required Action of Condition A or B cannot be met within the 
required Completion Time, the plant must be brought to a MODE in 
which the LCO does not apply. To achieve this status, the plant 
must be brought to at least MODE 3 within 6 hours and to MODE 5 
within 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based 
on operating experience, to reach the required plant conditions from 
full power conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging 
plant systems. 

If all required monitors are inoperable, no automatic means of 
monitoring leakage are available and immediate plant shutdown in 
accordance with LCO 3.0.3 is required . 

B 3.4-78 
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BASES 

PCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation 
B 3.4.15 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.15.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

REFERENCES 

SR 3.4.15.1 requires the performance of a CHANNEL CHECK of the 
required PCS leakage instrumentation. The check gives reasonable 
confidence the channels are operating properly. The frequency of 
12 hours is based on instrument·reliability and is reasonable for 
detecting off normal conditions. 

SR 3.4.15.2 

SR 3.4.15.2 requires the performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST of 
the required containment humidity monitors. The test ensures that 
the monitor can perform its function in the desired manner. The 
Frequency of 18 months is a typical refueling cycle and considers 
channel reliability. Operating experience has shown this Frequency 
is acceptable. 

SR 3.4.15.3, SR 3.4.15.4, and SR 3.4.15.5 

These SRs require the performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION for the 
PCS leakage detection instrumentation channels. The calibration 
verifies the accuracy of the instrument string, including the 
instruments located inside containment. The Frequency of 18 months 
is a typical refueling cycle and considers channel reliability. 
Operating experience has shown this frequency is acceptable. 

1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, Section IV, GDC 30 

2. Regulatory Guide 1.45 

3. FSAR, Section 4.7 

PALISADES B 3.4-79 
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B 3.4.16 

• B 3.4 PRIMARY COOLANT SYSTEM (PCS) 

B 3.4.16 PCS Specific Activity 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY 
ANALYSES 

• PALISADES 

The Code of Federal Regulations, 10 CFR 100 (Ref. 1) specifies the 
maximum dose to the whole body and the thyroid an individual at the 
site boundary can receive for 2 hours during an accident. The 
limits on specific activity ensure that the doses are held to a 
small fraction of the 10 CFR 100 limits during analyzed transients 
and accidents. 

The PCS specific activity LCO limits the allowable concentration 
level of radionuclides in the primary coolant. The LCO limits are 
established to minimize the offsite radioactivity dose consequences 
in the event of a Steam Generator Tube Rupture (SGTR) accident. 

The LCO contains specific activity limits for both DOSE 
EQUIVALENT 1-131 and gross specific activity. The allowable levels 
are intended to limit the 2 hour dose at the site boundary to a 
small fraction of the 10 CFR 100 dose guideline limits. The limits 
in the LCO are standardized based on parametric evaluations of 
offsite radioactivity dose consequences for typical site locations. 

The parametric evaluations showed the potential offsite dose levels 
for an SGTR accident were an appropriately small fraction of the 
10 CFR 100 dose guideline limits .. Each evaluation assumes a broad 
range of site applicable atmospheric dispersion factors in a 
parametric evaluation. 

The LCO limits on the specific activity of the reactor coolant 
ensure that the resulting 2 hour doses at the site boundary will not 
exceed a small fraction of the 10 CFR 100 dose guideline limits 
following an SGTR accident. The SGTR safety analysis (Ref. 2) 
assumes the specific activity of the reactor coolant at the LCO 
limits and an existing reactor coolant Steam Generator (SG) tube 
leakage rate of 1 gpm. The analysis also assumes a reactor trip and 
a turbine trip at the same time as the SGTR event. 

The analysis for the SGTR accident establishes the acceptance limits 
for PCS specific activity. Reference to this analysis is used to 
assess changes to the facility that SAFETY ANALYSES could affect PCS 
specific activity as they relate to the acceptance limits . 

B 3.4-80 
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BASES 

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY 
ANALYSES 

(continued) 

LCO 

PCS Specific Activity 
B 3.4.16 

The rise in pressure in the ruptured SG causes radioactively 
contaminated steam to discharge to the atmosphere through the 
atmospheric dump valves or the main steam safety valves. The 
atmospheric discharge stops when the unaffected SG removes core 
decay heat by venting steam until the cooldown ends. 

The safety analysis shows the radiological consequences of an SGTR 
accident are within a small fraction of the Reference 1 dose 
guideline limits. Operation with iodine specific activity levels 
greater than the LCO limit is permissible, if the activity levels do 
not exceed the limit of 40 µCi/gm for more than 72 hours. 

The specific iodine activity is limited to 1.0 µCi/gm DOSE 
EQUIVALENT I-131, and the gross specific activity in the primary 
coolant is limited to the number of µCi/gm equal to 100 divided by 
E (average disintegration energy of the sum of the average beta and 
gamma energies of the coolant nuclides). The limit on DOSE 
EQUIVALENT I-131 ensures the 2 hour thyroid dose to an individual at 
the site boundary during the Design Basis Accident (OBA) will be a 
small fraction of the allowed thyroid dose. The limit on gross 
specific activity ensures the 2 hour whole body dose to an 
individual at the site boundary during the OBA will be a small 
fraction of the allowed whole body dose. 

The SGTR accident analysis (Ref. 2) shows that the 2 hour site 
boundary dose levels are within acceptable limits. Violation of the 
LCO may result in reactor coolant radioactivity levels that could, 
in the event of an SGTR, lead to site boundary doses that exceed the 
10 CFR 100 dose guideline limits. 

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1 and 2, and in MODE 3 with PCS average temperature 

PALISADES 

~ 500°F, operation within the LCO limits for DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 
and gross specific activity is necessary to contain the potential 
consequences of an SGTR to within the acceptable site boundary dose 
values. 

For operation in MODE 3 with PCS average temperature < 500°F, and in 
MODES 4 and 5, the release of radioactivity in the event of an SGTR 
is unlikely since the saturation pressure of the reactor coolant is 
below the lift pressure settings of the atmospheric dump valves and 
main steam safety valves . 

B 3.4-81 
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ACTIONS. 

• PALISADES 

PCS Specific Activity 
· B 3.4.16 

A Note to the ACTIONS excludes the MODE chang~ restriction of 
LCO 3.0.4. This exception allows entry into the applicable MODE(S) 
while relying on the ACTIONS even though the ACTIONS may eventually 
require plant shutdown. This exception is acceptable due to the 
significant conservatism incorporated into the specific activity 
limit, the low probability of an event which is limiting due to 
exceeding this limit, and the ability to restore transient specific 
activity excursions while the plant remains at, or proceeds to power· 
operation. 

A. l and A. 2 

With the DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 greater than the LCO limit, samples 
at intervals of 4 hours must be taken to demonstrate the limit of 
40 µ Ci/gm is not exceeded. The Completion Time of 4 hours is 
required to obtain and analyze a sample. 

Sampling must continue for trending. The DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 must 
be restored to within limits within 48 hours. 

The Completion Time of 48 hours is required if the limit violation 
resulted from normal iodine spiking. 

If a Required Action and associated Completion Time of Condition A 
is not met or if the DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 is above 40µ Ci/gm, the 
reactor must be brought to MODE 3 with PCS average temperature 
< S00°F within 6 hours. The allowed Completion Time of 6 hours is 
required to reach MODE 3 below 500°F without challenging plant 
systems. 

C.1 and C.2 

With the gross specific activity in excess of the allowed limit, an 
analysis must be performed within 4 hours to determine DOSE 
EQUIVALENT I-131. The Completion Time of 4 hours is required to 
obtain and analyze a sample. 

The change within 6 hours to MODE 3 and PCS average temperature 
< S00°F lowers the saturation pressure of the reactor coolant below 
the setpoints of the main steam safety valves and prevents venting 
the SG to the environment in an SGTR event. The allowed Completion 
Time of 6 hours is required to reach MODE 3 below S00°F from full 
power conditions and without challenging plant systems . 

B 3.4-82 
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B 3.4.16 

~ _BA_S_E_S~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.16.l 
REQUIREMENTS 

~ PALISADES 

The Surveillance requires performing a gamma isotopic analysis as a 
measure of the gross specific activity of the reactor coolant at 
least once per 7 days. While basically a quantitative measure of 
radionuclides with half lives longer than 15 minutes, excluding 
iodines, this measurement is the sum of the degassed gamma 
activities and the gaseous gamma activities in the sample taken. 
This Surveillance provides an indication of any increase in gross 
specific activity. 

Trending the results of this Surveillance allows proper remedial 
action to be taken before reaching the LCO limit under normal 
operating conditions. The Surveillance is applicable in MODES 1 
and 2, and in MODE 3 with PCS average temperature at least 500°F. 
The 7 day frequency considers the unlikelihood of a gross fuel 
failure during the time. 

SR 3.4.16.2 

This Surv~illance is performed to ensure iodine remains within limit 
during normal operation and following fast power changes when fuel 
failure is more apt to occur. The 14 day frequency is adequate to 
trend changes in the iodine activity level considering gross 
activity is monitored every 7 days. The frequency, between 2 hours 
and 6 hours after a power change of 2 15% RTP within a 1 hour 
period, is established because the iodine levels peak during this 
time following fuel failure; samples at other times would provide 
inaccurate results. 

SR 3.4.16.3 

A radiochemical analysis for E determination is required every 
184 days (6 months) with the plant operating in MODE 1 equilibrium 
conditions. The E determination directly relates to the LCO and is 
required to verify plant operation within the specified gross 
activity LCO limit. The analysis for E is a measurement of the 
average energies per disintegration for isotopes with half lives 
longer than 15 minutes, excluding iodines. The frequency of 
184 days recognizes E does not change rapidly. 

This SR has been modified by a Note that indicates sampling is 
required to be performed within 31 days after 2 effective full power 
days and 20 days of MODE 1 operation have elapsed since the reactor 
was last subcritical for at least 48 hours. This ensures the 
radioactive materials are at equilibrium so the analysis for Eis 
representative and not skewed by a crud burst or other similar 
abnormal event. 
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REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 100.11, 1973 

2. FSAR, Section 14.15 

PALISADES B 3.4-84 

PCS Specific Activity 
B 3.4.16 

Amendment No: 
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B 3.4.17 

~ B 3.4 PRIMARY COOLANT SYSTEM (PCS) 

B 3.4.17 Special Test Exception (STE) PCS Loops 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY 
ANALYSES 

LCO 

~ PALISADES 

This special test exception to LCO 3.4.2, " PCS Minimum Temperature 
for Activity," permits reactor criticality at lower temperatures 
during PHYSICS TESTS while at low THERMAL POWER levels. Section XI 
of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B (Ref. 1), requires that a test program 
be established to ensure that structures, systems, and components 
will perform satisfactorily in service. All functions necessary to 
ensure that the specified design conditions are not exceeded during 
normal operation and anticipated operational occurrences must be 
tested. This testing is an integral part of the design, 
construction, and operation of the power plant as specified in 
10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 1 (Ref. 2). 

The key objectives of a test program are to provide assurance that 
the facility has been adequately designed to validate the analytical 
models used in the design and analysis, to verify the assumptions 
used to predict plant response, to provide assurance that 
installation of equipment at the facility has been accomplished in 
accordance with the design, and to verify that the operating and 
emergency procedures are adequate. Testing is performed prior to 
initial criticality, during startup, and following low power 
operations. 

Special Test Exception (STE) - PCS loops does not satisfy any 
Criterion in the NRC Policy Statement, but is included as they 
support other LCOs that meet a Criterion for inclusion. 

This LCO is provided to allow for the performance of PHYSICS TESTS 
in MODE 2 (after a refueling), where the core cooling requirements 
are significantly different than after the core has been operating. 
Without this LCO, plant operations would be held bound to the normal 
operating LCOs for reactor coolant loops and circulation (MODES 1 
and 2), and the appropriate tests could not be performed. 

B 3.4-85 
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• _BA_S_E_S~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

LCO 
(continued) 

In MODE 2, where core power level is considerably lower and the 
associated PHYSICS TESTS must be performed, low temperatures 
operation is allowed provided THERMAL POWER is < 5% RTP and the 
reactor trip setpoints of the OPERABlE power level channels are set 
~ 30% RTP. These limits ensure no Safety Limits or fuel design 
limits will be violated. 

The exception is allowed even though there are no bounding safety 
analyses. These tests are allowed since they are performed under 
close supervision during the test program and provide valuable 
information on the plant. 

APPLICABILITY This LCO ensures that the plant will not be operated in MODE 1. It 
only allows testing under these conditions while in MODE 2. No 
safety or fuel design limits will be violated as a result of the 
associated tests. 

ACTIONS A.l 

If THERMAL POWER increases to > 5% RTP, the reactor must be tripped 
immediately. This ensures the plant is not pla~ed in an unanalyzed 
condition and prevents exceeding the specified acceptable fuel 
design limits. 

If T~e in any loop decreases below 500°F, the reactor must be made 
subcritical (k

0
n < 1.0) within 30 minutes. 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.17.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

• PALISADES 

THERMAL POWER must be verified to be within limits once per hour to 
ensure that the fuel design criteria are not violated during the 
performance of the PHYSICS TESTS. The hourly frequency has been 
shown by operating practice to be sufficient to regularly assess 
conditions for potential degradation and verify operation is within 
the LCO limits. Plant operations are conducted slowly during the 
performance of PHYSICS TESTS, and monitoring the power level once 
per hour is sufficient to ensure that the power level does not 
exceed the limit . 
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STE - PCS Loops 
B 3.4.17 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.17.2 
REQUIREMENTS 

(continued) Within 12 hours prior to critical approach for the PHYSICS TESTS, a 
CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST must be performed on each logarithmic power 
level and linear power level neutron flux monitoring channel to 
verify OPERABILITY and adjust setpoints to proper values. This will 
ensure that the Reactor Protection System is properly aligned to 
provide the required degree of core protection during startup or the 
performance of the PHYSICS TESTS. The interval is adequate to 
ensure that the appropriate equipment is OPERABLE prior to the tests 
to aid the monitoring and protection of the plant during these 
tests. 

REFERENCES 

PALISADES 

SR 3.4.17.3 

Tave is required to be verified~ 500°F every 30 minutes. The 
30 minute time period is frequent enough to prevent inadvertent 
violation of the LCO. 

1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Section XI 

2. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 1, 1988 
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ATTACHMENT 3 

CONSUMERS POWER COMPANY 
PALISADES PLANT 

DOCKET 50-255 

STS CONVERSION TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION CHANGE REQUEST 

3.4 PRIMARY COOLANT SYSTEM 

Comparison of Existing and Revised Technical Specifications 



• • 
Palisades Tech Spec Requirement List. Corrected through Amendment 170 

A list of the existing Palisades Tech Specs (TS) correlated to Palisades Revised Technical Specifications (RTS). 

First Column; Existing Palisades Tech Spec (TS) number 

Each numbered TS item is listed in the left-most column. Items which contain more than one requirement are listed once for each requirement. 

Second Column; Palisades Revised Tech Spec (RTS) number 

The nearest corresponding numbered RTS item is listed in the second column. If the item does not appear in RTS, it is noted as 'Deleted' or 'Relocated.' 

Deleted is used where an item has been eliminated as a tech spec, ie deleting, iaw GL 84-15, the requirement to test a D.G. when an ECCS pump in the opposite 
train becomes inoperable. 

Relocated is used where an item has been moved to a controlled program or document because it does not meet the "Criteria'' of 10 CFR 50.36(2){c)(ii). 

Where.an item is relocated or deleted, the number of the associated RTS section has been added to allow sorting the list by section number. Relocated items, 
such as heavy load restrictions, which are not associated with any particular RTS section are arbitrarily assigned the number 5.0. 

Third Column; TS Item Description 

An abbreviation of the TS requirement appears in the third column. Each item is identified as: LCO, ACTION, SR, Admin, Exception, etc. Some items are implied, rather than 
explicit, ie a LCO is implied when an ACTION exists without a stated LCD. 

Description Key; TS requirement type: 

Safety Limit 
Surveillance Requirement 
Limiting Safety Setting 
Limiting Condition for Operation 
Action 

Administrative Requirement 
Permitted Instrument Bypass 
Defined Term 
Exception to other Requirement 
Descriptive material 
Table 

Forth Column; Classification of Changes: 

Column 3 syntax: 

SL: 
SR: 
LSS: 
LCO: 
ACTN: 

ADMN: 
Byps: 
DEF: 
XCPT: 
DESC: 
TBL: 

Safety limit; Applicable conditions 
Equipment to be tested; Test description; Frequency 
RPS Trip Channel & required setting 
Equipment to be operable; Applicable conditions 
Condition requiring action; Required action; Completion time 

Administrative requirement 
Bypassable component; conditions when bypass permitted 
Name of defined item 
Excepted spec or condition; Applicable conditions 
Subject matter 
Table 

Each change is identified as ADMINISTRATIVE, RELOCATED, MORE RESTRICTIVE, or LESS RESTRICTIVE. 

Fifth Column; Discussion of Changes: 

Each change is discussed briefly. 

1 



Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number RTS Number TS requirement description 

3.1 3.4 PCS Requirements 

3.1.1.a 3.4.6 LCO: PCS flow >2810; During boron changes 

3.1.1.b 3.4.4 LCD: Four PCP's running; >Hot SD 

3.1.1.b 3.4 Deleted ACTN: <4 PCPs; Reduce power iaw Tbl 2.3.l 

3.1.1.b 3.4 Deleted ACTN: <4 PCPs; restore 4 PCPs; 12 hrs 

3.1.1.b 3.4 Deleted ACTN: <4 PCPs >12 hrs; Trip Rx from C0-6 

3.1.1.b 3.4.4/3.0.4 LCD: No startup; W/ <4 pumps 

3.1.1.b 3.4.4 LCD: No power operations; <3 pumps 

3.1.1.c 3.4.l LCD: 4 PCP flow >140.7E6 #/hr at 532"F; 

3.1.1.d 3.4.4/3.4.5 LCD: Both SG's required operable; >300"F 

3.1.1.e 3.2.4 LCO: AS! maintained iaw COLR; 

3.1.1.e. (l)a 3.2.4 A.l ACTN: AS! not w/in limit; initiate action; 15 min 

3 . 1 . 1 . e. ( 1 ).b 3.2.4 A.l ACTN: AS! not w/in limit; Restore w/in 1 hr 

3.1.1.e.(l)c 3.2.4 B.l ACTN: AS! >limit >1 hr; Be <70%; 2 hrs 

3.1.1.f 3.4.1 ADMN: Nominal PCS operating pressure <2100# 

3.1.l.g 3.4.1 LCD: Rx Tc s;limit (formula); Power operation 

3.1.1.g 3.4.1 ADMN: No credit to be taken for flow > 150E6 lb/hr 

3.1.1.g(l) 3.4.l C.l ACTN: T, <:limit; Restore <30 minutes 

3.1.l.g(l) 3.4.1 D.1 ACTN: Actions not met, be in HSD w/in 12 hrs (LCD 3.0.3) 
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(03/28/96) 

Classification and Description of Changes 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: Not required to be specifically called out; if power is 
not reduced before flow, reactor will trip. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: <4 PCP power operations not allowed. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: <4 PCP power operations not allowed. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. LCD 3.4.4 requires 4 pumps to be 
running, 3.0.4 prohibits changing modes when not in 
compliance with LCOs. 

ADM IN I STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged - flow rate limit changed to reflect 
RTP conditions. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: RTS does not specify action initiation time, but 
completion time remains unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: Action simplified & single completion time stipulated. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: 

ADM IN I STRATI VE: 

ADM IN I STRATI VE: 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: 

RTS requirement is more conservative than TS requirement, 
and reflects actual plant operating practice. 

Allowed operating pressure range is specified in RTS. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Completion Time increased to 2 hrs iaw STS. 

Reduce power to s;30% RTP iaw STS. At the reduced power 
level, the potential for violation of the DNB limits is 
greatly reduced. 



Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number 

3.1.1.h 

3.1.1.h(l) 

3.1.1.h(2) 

3.1.1.h(3) 

3.1.1.h(4) 

3.1.1.i 

3.1.1.j 

3.1.1.j 

3 .1. 2 

3 .1. 2 

3.1.2.a 

3.1.2.b 

3.1.2.c.1 

3.1.2.c.2 

3.1.2.c.3 

3.1.2.c.4 

3 .1. 2 Aa.1 

3 .1. 2 Aa.2 

RTS Number 

3.4.5 N 2 
3.4.6 N 2 
3.4.7 N 3 

3.4.5 N 2a 

3.4.5 N 2b 
3.4.6 N 2a 
3.4.7 N 3a 

3.4.5 N 2c 
3.4.6 N 2b 
3.4.7 N 3b 

3.4.5 N 2d 
3.4.6 N 2c 
3.4.7 N 3d 

3.4.6 N 3 
3.4.7 N 4 

3.4.9 

3.4.9 B.l 

3.4 

3.4.3 

3.4 PTLR 

3.4 PTLR 

3.4 PTLR 

3.4 PTLR 

3.4 PTLR 

3.4 PTLR 

3.4.3 A.l 

3.4.3 A.2 

TS requirement description Classification and Description of Changes 

LCO: 1st PCP start prohibited unless condition met ADM IN I STRATI VE: 

LCO: Tc >43D"F ADMINISTRATIVE: 

LCO: SG temp <Tc ADMINISTRATIVE: 

LCO: SG <lDD>Tc & SOC isolated & isothermal ADM IN I STRATI VE: 

LCO: SG <lDO>Tc & SDC isolated & pressurizer lvl <57% ADMINISTRATIVE: 

LCD: PCS <3DD°F, don't operate P-5D A & B ADMINISTRATIVE: 

LCO: 375 kw Press Heaters from ID & IE req'd; >3DD°F ADM IN I STRATI VE: 

ACTN: Heaters <375 Kw; Restore heaters in 72 hrs or HSD ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

Heatup and Cooldown Rates 

LCD: PCS P&T & HU & CD iaw following, at all times ADM IN I STRATI VE: 

LCO: PCS P&T & HU & CD rates iaw fig 3-1 & 2 and: RELOCATED: 

LCD: Pressurizer HU/CD rate lDD"F/hr RELOCATED: 

LCD: HU/CD rate W/T 5l70°F, <2D/4D"F/hr RELOCATED: 

LCO: HU/CD rate W/250"F ~T >17D"F <4D°F/hr RELOCATED: 

LCO: HU/CD rate W/35D"F >T >250°F <6D"F/hr RELOCATED: 

LCO: HU/CD rate W/T ~35D"F <lOO"F/hr RELOCATED: 

ACTN: LCO 3.1.2 limits exceeded, restore w/in 3D min ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ACTN: LCO 3.1.2 limits exceeded, determine PCS OK, 72 hrs ADMINISTRATIVE: 
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Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

PTLR - Requirements unchanged. 

PTLR - Requirements unchanged. 

PTLR - Requirements unchanged. 

PTLR - Requirements unchanged. 

PTLR - Requirements unchanged. 

PTLR - Requirements unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

(03/28/96) 



• 
Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. (03/28/96) 

TS Number RTS Number 

3.1.2 Ab.l 3.4.3 B.l 

3 .1. 2 Ab. 2 3.4.3 B.2 

3.1.3.a 3.4.2 

3.1.3.a 3. 4 .17 

3.1.3.b 3.4.17 

3.1.3.c 3 .1. 2 

3.1.3.d 3.1 Deleted 

3.1.3.e 3.1 Deleted 

3 .1.4 3.4 

3.1.4.a.l 3.4.16 

3.1.4.a.2 3 .4 .16 

3.1.4.b 3.4.16 A.2 

3.1.4.b 3.4 Deleted 

3.1.4.c 3.4.16 B.l 

3.1.4.c 3.4.16 B.l 

3.1.4.d 3.4.16 C.2 

3.1.4.e 3.4.16 A.l/C.l 
3.4.16.2 

TS requirement description 

ACTN: LCO 3.1.2 Completion Time exceeded, HSD; 12 hrs 

ACTN: LCO 3.1.2 Completion Time exceeded, CSD; 
PCS <270 psia 48 hrs 

LCD: PCS >525°F; critical 

Classification and Description of Changes 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: MODE 3 in 6 hrs iaw STS. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: MODE 5 in 36 hrs iaw STS. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

XCPT: 3.1.3.a (>525°F when critical) N/A; Physics Testing MORE RESTRICTIVE: Minimum criticality temperature limit during physics tests 
increased from fracture mechanics temp limit to 500°F. 

LCO: PCS >385°F; When critical 

LCD: Rx subcritical by required amount; <525°F 

LCO: Only 1 rod out w/o bubble & normal lvl 

LCO: No dilution w/o bubble & normal lvl 

PCS Radioactivity Limits 

LCO: DE I-131 <1.0 µCi/gm 

LCD: Specific activity <100/E µCi/gm 

ACTN: 1.0 <I-131 <40 µCi/gm; fix w/in 72 hrs 

LCO: Operations w/1.0 <I-131 <40 µCi/gm <36 days/yr 

ACTN: I-131 >40 µCi/gm; be <Soo·F in 6 hrs 

ACTN: I-131 >1 µCi/gm >72 hrs; be <Soo·F in 6 hrs 
-

ACTN: >100/E µCi/gm; be <500°F in 6 hrs 

ACTN: Sampling assoc with b, c, & d 
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MORE RESTRICTIVE: Minimum temperature is 500°F. 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: Using STS requirements. 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: Protection provided by new SDM definition and LCD 3.3.l. 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: SDM requirements are given in LCD 3.1.l and LCD 3.1.2. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: Completion Time reduced to 48 hrs iaw STS. 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: Completion Time to restore limits reduced to 48 hrs, but 
STS has no limit on integrated time above limit 
( ie, 36 d/yr). 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: Completion Time reduced to 48 hrs iaw STS. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirements unchanged. 



• 
Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number RTS Number 

3.1.4.e 3.4 Deleted 

3 .1. 5 3.4 

3.1.5.a 3. 4.13 

3.1.5.a 3.4.13 A.l 

3.1.5.b 3.4.13 c 

3.1.5.b 3.4.13 A.l 

3.1.5.c 3.7.13 

3.1.5.c 3.7.13 

3.1.5.d 3.4.13.d 

3.1.5.d 3.4.13.e 

3 .1. 6 3.4 Relocated 

3.1.6.a 3.4 Relocated 

3.1.6.a 3.4 Relocated 

3.1.6.b 3.4 Relocated 

3.1.6.b 3.4 Relocated 

3.1.6.c 3.4 Relocated 

TS requirement description 

ADMN: Reporting assoc with b, c, & d 

PCS Leakage Limits 

LCD: PCS unidentified leakage <1 gpm 

ACTN: >1 gpm unidentified leakage; Fix in 6 hrs or SD 

LCD: PCS total leakage <10 gpm 

ACTN: >10 gpm total leakage; Fix in 6 hrs or SD 

LCD: Secondary activity <0.1 µCi/gm DE I-131 

ACTN: Secondary activity >limit; SD w/in 6 hrs 

LCD: Max pri-sec leakage <0.3 gpm; Steady state 

LCO: Max pri-sec leakage <0.6 gpm; Transients 

PCS Oxygen.& Halogen Limits 

LCD: PCS Oz <O .1 ppm 

·ACTN: Oz <0.1 ppm; take action w/in 8 hrs 

LCD: PCS Cl <0.12 ppm 

ACTN: Cl <0.12 ppm; action w/in 8 hrs 

LCD: Fl <0.10 ppm; following welding on PCS 
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(03/28/96) 

Classification and Description of Changes 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

The reporting requirement was added to 
the TS by Amendment No. 20, dated 
04/26/76 following the format of the 
then existing CE STS. For any 
operation or condition prohibited by 
plant TS, the reporting requirements 
are covered by 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(i)(B). 

Requirement unchanged. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: Time for restoration reduced to 4 hrs iaw STS. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: Time for restoration reduced to 4 hrs iaw STS. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM IN I STRATI VE: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

The primary coolant chemistry requirements do not meet the 
criteria of 10 CFR 50.36(2)(c)(ii), they do not appear in 
STS, and they have been relocated. 

These requirements do not meet the criteria of 
10 CFR 50.36(2)(c)(ii) and have been relocated. 

These requirements do not meet the criteria of 
10 CFR 50.36(2)(c)(ii) and have been relocated. 

These requirements do not meet the criteria of 
10 CFR 50.36(2)(c)(ii) and have been relocated. 

These requirements do not meet the criteria of 
10 CFR 50.36(2)(c)(ii) and have been relocated. 

These requirements do not meet the criteria of 
10 CFR 50.36(2)(c)(ii) and have been relocated. 



-----------------------------------· ·---· -

Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. (03/28/96) 

TS Number RTS Number 

3.1.6.c 3.4 Relocated 

3.1.6.d 3.4 Relocated 

3.1.6.e 3.4 Relocated 

3.1.6.e 3.4 Relocated 

3 .1. 7 3.4.10/3.7.1 

3.1.7.l 3.4.10 

3 .1. 7 .1 Aa 3.4.10 B.1 

3 .1. 7 .1 Ab 3.4.10 B.2 

3.1.7.2 3.7.1 

3.1.7.2.a 3.7.1.a/b 

3.1.7.2.b 3.7.1.b 

3 .1. 8 3.4.11/3.4.12 

3.1.8.1 3. 4.11 

3.1.8.l Aa 3.4.ll A & B 

TS requirement description 

ACTN: Fl <0.10 ppm; Action w/in 8 hrs 

ACTN: Oz & (Cl or Fl) >limit; Immediate action 

ACTN: Oz & (Cl or Fl) >limit >24 hrs; HSD in 12 hrs 

ACTN: Oz & (Cl or Fl) >limit >36 hrs; CSD in 24 hrs 

Primary and Secondary Safety Valves 

LCD: 3 Primary safeties; >CSD 

ACTN: or more primary safeties inop, HSD in 12 hrs 

ACTN: or more primary safeties inop, CSD in 48 hrs 

LCD: 23 Sec safeties; Above CSD 

ACTN: 1 or more secondary safeties inop, HSD in 12 hrs 

ACTN: 1 or more secondary safeties inop, CSD in 48 hrs 

PCS Overpressure Protection Systems 

LCD: 2 PORV flow paths; Tc ~430°F 

ACTN: 1 path inop; close path in 1 hr & fix in 72 hrs 
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Classification and Description of Changes 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

These requirements do not meet the criteria of 
10 CFR 50.36(2)(c)(ii) and have been relocated. 

These requirements do nbt meet the criteria of 
10 CFR 50.36(2)(c)(ii) and have been relocated. 

These requirements do not meet the criteria of 
10 CFR 50.36(2)(c)(ii) and have been relocated. 

These requirements do not meet the criteria of 
10 CFR 50.36(2)(c)(ii) and have been relocated. 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: LCD 3.4.10 applicability is MODES 1, 2, and 3 with PCS 
temperature >430°F. Primary safeties provide overpressure 
protection when PCS temperature is above 430°F. 
Applicability for LCD 3.4.10 written iaw STS. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: Completion Time to MODE 3 decreased to 6 hrs iaw STS. 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: TS 3.1.7.1 is applicable above cold shutdown (MODES 1-4) 
while LCD 3.4.10 is applicable for MODES 1, 2, and 3 iaw 
STS. Cooldown to MODE 5 is not required because 
LCD 3.4.12 provides overpressure protection when PCS 
temperature is less than 430°F iaw STS. 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: Existing TS require safeties to be operable above Cold 
Shutdown (above 210°F); Proposed RTS require safeties to 
be operable in MODES 1, 2 and 3 (above 300°F). The 
required settings are between 985 and 1025 psig; The 
safeties provided no real function between 210 and 300°F. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: Proposed RTS allow 4 hrs for repair, but only 6 to MODE 3; 
total hours to hot shutdown (MODE 3) is reduced.to 10 hrs. 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: Existing Action requires cooldown to Cold Shutdown; 
proposed RTS only require cooling plant to MODE 4 because 
proposed applicability is MODES 1, 2, 3. 

ADM IN I STRATI VE: 

ADM! N ISTRATIVE: 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 
(ACTN A.2 is New) 



• 
Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs_ 

TS Number RTS Number 

3 .1.8.1 Aa.1 3.4.11 B.1 

3.1.8.1 Aa.2 3.4.11 A.1 

3. 1.8.1 Aa.3 3.4.11 A.3/B.2 

3. l. 8 .1 Ab 3.4.11 D & E 

3 _ 1. 8 . 2 Ab . 1 3-4.11 F.l 

3 . 1. 8 . 2 Ab . 2 3.4.11 D.l 

3 . 1. 8 . 2 Ab . 3 3.4.11 D.3/E.2 

3. l. 8. l Ac 3.4.11 C & F 

3.1.8.2 3.4.12 

3 .1. 8. 2 Aa 3.4.12 B.l/C.l 

3.1.8.2 Ab 3.4.12 D.l/D.2 

3.1.8.2 Ab.l 3.4.12.2 

3.1.8.2 Ab.2 3.4.12.2 

3.1.9 3.4 

3.1.9.l 3.4.6 

3.1.9.1.1 3.4.6 

3.1.9.1.2 3.4.6 

3.1.9.1.3 3.4.6 

TS requirement description 

ACTN: PORV "CLOSE" position in 1 hr 

ACTN: Close block. valve in 1 hr 

ACTN: Restore PORV flow path in 72 hrs 

ACTN: 2 paths inop; Close paths in 1 hr & 
fix 1 path in 2 hrs 

ACTN: PORV "CLOSE" position in hr 

ACTN: Close block valve in 1 hr 

ACTN: Restore 1 PORV flow path in 2 hrs 

ACTN: Required Actions not met, HSD w/in 12 hrs 

LCO: 2 PORV flow paths; Tc <430"F 

ACTN: 1 PORV inop; Restore both w/in 1 day 
with PZR level >57% and 7 days with PZR 
level $57% 

ACTN: 2 PORVs inop; Vent PCS w/in 24 hrs 

ACTN: 2 PORVs inop; Verify unlocked vent each 12 hrs 

ACTN: 2 PORVs inop; verify locked vent each 31 days 

Shutdown Cooling (SOC) 

LCO: 1 SOC train/PCS loop running& 2 operable; 
300 !:T >200 

LCO: Acceptable loop: SOC Train A 

LCO: Acceptable loop: SOC Train B 

LCO: Acceptable loop: PCS loop 1 
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Classification and Description of Changes 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 
(ACTN D.2 is NEW) 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

(03/28/96) 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: Requirement unchanged - TS 3.1.8.l is applicable when PCS 
temperature is less than 430"F. Going to HOT SHUTDOWN 
(MODE 4 - 300"F >PCS temp >200"F) is not required. Plant 
placed in condition where LCD is no longer applicable iaw 
STS. 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM! NI STRATI VE: 

ADM IN I STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

Requirements unchanged - Figure 3-4, LTOP setpoint limit 
relocated to the PTLR. 

Requirements unchanged. 

Increased completion time for cooldown and venting 
to 24 hrs. 

Requirements unchanged. 

Requirements unchanged. 

Requirements unchanged. 

Requirements unchanged. 

Requirements unchanged. 

Requirements unchanged. 



Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs_ (03/28/96) 

TS Number RTS Number 

3.1.9.1.4 3.4.6 

3.1.9.1 El 3.4.6 Nl 

3.1.9.1 Al. a 3.4.6 A.l 

3. 1. 9. 1 Al. b 3.4 Deleted 

3.1.9.1 Al. c 3.4.6 B.l 

3.1.9.1 A2.a 3.4.6 C.l 

3 . 1. 9 . 1 A2. b 3.4.6 C.2 

3.1.9.2 3.4.7 

3.1.9.2.l 3_4_7 

3.1.9.2.2 3.4.7 

3.1.9.2.3 3.4 Deleted 

3.1.9.2 El 3.4.7 Nl 

3.1.9.2 E2 3.4.7 N2 

3 . 1. 9 . 2 Al. a 3.4.7 A.l 

3. l. 9. 2 Al. b 3.4 Deleted 

3.1.9.2 A2.a 3.4.7 C.l 

3 . l. 9 . 2 A2 . b 3.4.7 C.2 

3.1.9.3 3.4.8 

3.1.9.3.l 3.4.8 

3.1.9.3.2 3.4.8 

TS requirement description 

LCO: Acceptable loop: PCS loop 2 

XCPT: No flow ok if no dilute & CETs ~lO"F above sat 

ACTN: <req loops operable; take action to restore; Immed 

ACTN: <req loops op; Main PCS as cool as possible 

ACTN: <req loops operable but sdc DK; Be <200"F; 24 hrs 

ACTN: <req flow; stop dilution; Immediately 

ACTN: <req flow; take action to restore; Immediately 

LCD: 1 SOC train/PCS loop running & 2 decay heat paths 
operable; T <200 & filled 

LCO: Acceptable loop: SOC Train A 

LCD: Acceptable loop: SOC Train B 

LCD: Acceptable loop: PCS loops 1 & 2 

Classification and Description of Changes 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirements unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirements unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirements unchanged. 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: If PCS temperature increases above applicability range, 
then a MORE RESTRICTIVE LCD is required. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirements unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirements unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirements unchanged. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: One SOC train required to be operating and S/G 
level >25%. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirements unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirements unchanged. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: Rely only on SDC and natural circulation heat transfer to 
fu 11 SGs. 

XCPT: No flow ok if no dilute & CETs ~200"F & 2 SDC trains ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirements unchanged. 

XCPT: No trains ok if flow ok, CETs ~200°F, & 2 SGs >-84% 

ACTN: <req loops operable; take action to restore; Immed 

ACTN: <req loops operable; maintain PCS as 
cool as possible 

ACTN: <req flow; stop dilution; Immediately 

ACTN: <req flow; take action to restore; Immediately 

LCD: 1 soc train loop running & 2 operable; T<200 
& not filled 

LCD: Acceptable loop: SDC Train A 

LCD: Acceptable loop: soc Train B 
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MORE RESTRICTIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

No credit for PCPs and minimum S/G level increases to 25%. 

Requirements unchanged. 

If PCS temperature increases above applicability range, 
then a more restrictive LCD is required. 

Requirements unchanged. 

Minimum flow rate increased from 650 gpm (TS 3.10.1.o) to 
1000 gpm. 

Requirements unchanged. 

Requirements unchanged. 

Requirements unchanged. 



Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number RTS Number 

3.1.9.3 El 3.4.8 Nl 

3.1.9.3 E2 3.4.8 N2 

3.1.9.3 E2 3.9.4 N 

3.1.9.3 Al.a 3.4.8 A.l 

3.1.9.3 Al.b 3.4 Deleted 

3.1.9.3 A2.a 3.4.8 C.l 

3.1.9.3 A2.b 3.4.8 C.2 

TS requirement description 

XCPT: No flow ok if no dilute & CETs 5200"F 
& 2 SOC trains 

XCPT: No trains ok if flow ok, CETs 5200"F, 
& cavity ~647' 

XCPT: No trains ok if flow ok, CETs 5200"F, 
& cavity ~647' 

ACTN: <2 loops operable; take action to restore; Immed 

ACTN: <2 loops pp; main PCS as cool as possible 

ACTN: <req flow; stop dilution; Immediately 

ACTN: <req flow; take action to restore; Immediately 
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• 
(03/28/96) 

Classification and Description of Changes 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: Require lO"F subcooling. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. One SDC train must be OPERABLE, 
for MODE 5, Loops not filled iaw STS. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirements unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirements unchanged. 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: If PCS temperature increases above applicability range, 
then a more restrictive LCD is required. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirements unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirements unchanged. 



• • 
Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. (03/28/96) 

TS Number RTS Number 

3.3.3 3.4 

3.3.3 3.4.14.1 

3.3.3.a 3.4.14.1 

3.3.3.b 3.4.14 A.l/A.2 

3.3.3.c 3.4.14 B.l 

3.3.5 3. 4.12 

3.3.5(n) 3.4.12 N 

3.10.1.c.l.a 3.4.6 D/3.4.7 C 
3.4.8 c 

3.10.1.c.2 3.4.6 D/3.4.7 C 
3.4.8 c 

3.10.l.c.2(a) 3.4.6 D/3.4.7 c 
3.4.8 c 

3.17.6.7.l 3.4.15 A.l 

3.17.6.7.2 3.4.15 B.l 

3.17.6.8 3.4 Relocated 

3.17.6.9 3.4 Relocated 

3.17.6.lOa 3.4 Relocated 

TS requirement description 

Pressure Boundar~ Valves 

SR: Verify Tbl 4.3.l vlv lkg; B4 power ops 

SR: Verify Tbl 4.3.1 vlv lkg 

ACTN: Tbl 4.3.l not met; Shut 2 vlvs (see 4.3. i) 

ACTN: 3.3.3.a & b not met; HSD in 12 hrs (LCD 3.0.3) 
or in LCD for inoperable safety injection flow 
path after deenergizing the flow control valve. 

LCD: 2 HPSis inop; <300"F 

XCPT: This LCD doesn't prohibit emerg use 

ACTN: <525"F, 2810 >flow ~610; SDM >3.5% & c.l.b 

ACTN: <525"F, 2810 >flow ~610; verify chg off; 
15 min 

ACTN: <525"F, 2810 >flow ~610, Chg on; Stop Chg, 
chk SOM 

ACTN: leak detector inop; restore; Prior to startup 

ACTN: 2 of 3 leak detectors inop; restore; 30 days 

Classification and Description of Changes · 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: Added requirement to test valves w/in 24 hrs after opening 
and added 2 HLI check valves. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: ACTN 3.4.14 A.1 requires isolation of low pressure pipe 
with 1 valve and 3.4.14 A.2 requires restoration of PIV 
within 72 hrs. Restoration requirement is required since 
affected systems do not have a second isolation valve 
available for closure in the high pressure pipe without 
making a train of safety inspection inoperable. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM IN I STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

Time to HSD (MODE 3) reduced to 6 hrs iaw STS. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Requirements unchanged except for higher required minimum 
flow rate of 1000 gpm. SOM requirement moved to 
LCD 3.1.2. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: Requires continuous monitoring for dilution flow and 
requires higher minimum flow rate of 1000 gpm. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirements unchanged except for higher required minimum 
flow rate of 100 gpm. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirements unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirements unchanged. 

ACTN: Safety Vlv Pas Ind inop; restore; Prior to startup RELOCATED: This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

ACTN: 1 PORV Pas Ind inop; restore; Prior to startup 

ACTN: 1 Block vlv Pas Ind inop; restore; B4 SU 

10 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36 



--------- ------

Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. (03/28/96) 

TS Number RTS Number 

3.17.6.lOb 3.4 Relocated 

3.17.6.17 3.4.6 E.1 

3.17.6T#7 3. 4 .15 

3 .17. 6T#8 3.4 Relocated 

3.17.6T#9 3.4 Relocated 

3.17 .6T#10 3.4 Relocated 

3.17.6T#17 3.4.6 E 

4.1 3 .4 .12 

4.1. l 5.5.7 

4.1. 2 3.4.12.5 

4.1.3(a) 3.4.11.2 

4.1.3(b) 3.4.11.l 

4.1.4(a) 3.4.12.4 

4.1.4(b) 3.4.12.3 

4.1. 5 3.4.12.l 

4.2.1.1 3.4.16.1 

4.2.1.1 3.4 Relocated 

TS requirement description Classification and Description of Changes 

ACTN: 1 LTOP Block Pos Ind inop; verify open; Each 12 hrs RELOCATED: This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

ACTN: SOC inter lock inop; Breaker "Racked Out" MORE RESTRICTIVE: RTS required circuit breaker be in "OPEN" position 
in 1 hr. position; 8 hrs 

LCD: 4 chnls diverse PCS leak detection; >300"F 

LCD: 2 chnls pas ind per safety vlv; >300"F 

LCD: 3 chnls pas ind per PORV; >210"F 

LCD: 2 chnls pas ind per Block Vlv; At all times 

LCO: 2 SOC interlocks; >200 psia 

Overpressure Protection System Tests 

SR: PORV; ASME sec XI testing 

SR: PORV actuation chnl; calibration; 18 months 

SR: PORV; cycle when >CSD; 18 months 

SR: Block valve; Cycle in CSD if not done w/in 92 days 

SR: PORV actuation chnl; functional test; 31 days 

SR: Verify block open during PORV use; 72 hrs 

SR: Verify HPSI blocked; Each 12 hrs when <300°F 

SR: PCS Gross activity; 3/wk, 72 hrs max (w/>500"F) 

SR: PCS Gross Gamma; Continuously w/>500"F 
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ADM I NI STRATI VE: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

ADM IN! STRATI VE: 

ADM IN! STRATI VE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADM! NISTRATIVE: 

Requirement unchanged. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

Requirements unchanged, interlock not required when SOC in 
operation. 

Moved to Admin Cont Section. 

Requirements unchanged. 

Requirements unchanged. 

Requirements unchanged. 

Requirements unchanged. 

Requirements unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirements unchanged. 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: Frequency increased to 7 days iaw STS. 

RELOCATED: This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 



• 
Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number 

4.2.1.1 

4.2.1.1 

4.2.1.1 

4.2.1.1 

4.2.1.1 

4.2.1.1 

4.2.1.1 

4.2.2.3 

4.2.2T#7 

4.2.2.14.a 

4.2.2.14.b 

4.2.2.14.c 

4.3.h 

4.3. i 

4.3.j 

4.3.l 

4.3.l(a)3 

4.3.l(a)4 

RTS Number 

3.4 Relocated 

3.4.16.2 

3.4.16.3 

3.4.16 A.1 

3.4.16.2 

3.4 Relocated 

3.4 Relocated 

3.4.10.1 

3.4.13.1 

3.4.5.3 
3.4.6.3 
3.4.7.3 
3.4.8.2 

3.4.5.2 
3.4.6.2 
3.4.7.2 

3.4.5.l 
3.4.6.l 
3.4.7.1 
3.4.8.1 

3.4.14.1 

3.4.14.3 

3.4.14.2 

3.4.14.1 

3.4.14.1 

3.4.14 A 

TS requirement description 

ACTN: Gross Gamma monitor inop; Sample PCS daily 

SR: Dose equiv I-131; 14 days at power 

SR: E 6 mo (>2 EFPD & 20 days since SD >2 day) 

ACTN: Iodine Anal; 4 hrs w/DE I-131 >1 µC1/gm 

SR: Iodine isotopic Anal; After a 15%/hr pwr inc 

SR: Cl & Ox; 3/wk, 72 hrs max, >210"F 

SR: Fl; 30 days & after welding on PCS 

SR: Pzr Safety Valves; check set points; Refueling 

SR: Primary Sys Leakage; evaluate; Daily 

SR: Verify PCP alignments during SDC; 7 days 

SR: Verify SGs operable during SDC ops; 12 hrs 

SR: Verify pump operating for SDC; 12 hrs 

SR: V l vs in Tb l 4. 3 .1; l k test after CSD, or Mai nt 

ACTN: SI chk vlv leaking; verify back ups; Daily 

SR: LPSJ Chk vlvs; closure check; B4 crit after SDC 

TBL: LPSI & Train 1 HPSI check valves 

LCD: Listed chk vlv leakage; Limits rate of change 

LCD: Listed chk vlv leakage <5 gpm 

12 

Classification and Description of Changes 

RELOCATED: This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirements unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirements unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirements unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirements unchanged. 

RELOCATED: This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

RELOCATED: This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: Frequency increased to 72 hrs iaw STS. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirements unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirement unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirements unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirements unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirements unchanged. 

MORE RESTRICTIVE: Added HLI check valve in HPSI Train 1. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirements unchanged. 

ADMINISTRATIVE: Requirements unchanged. 

(03/28/96) 



• 
Comparison of existing Palisades Tech Specs and Proposed Palisades Tech Specs. 

TS Number RTS Number TS requirement description 

4.3.l(a)5 3. 4 .14 Bases ADMN: Adjust meas leakage for test press 

4.15 3.4 Primary System Flow Measurement 

4.15 3.4.l.3 SR: PCS flow; verify >LCD 3.1.l.c; Refue 1 ing 

4 .15 3.4.l.3 SR: PCS flow; verify >LCD 3.1.l.c; After plugging 

4 .15 3.4.l.3 SR: PCS flow; verify <31 days 

4.17.6T#7-cc 3.4.15.1 SR: 4 chnls diverse PCS leak det; Chnl Check; 12 hrs 

4.17.6T#7-cft 3.4.15.2 SR: 4 chnls diverse PCS leak det; Chn l func test; 18 mo 

4.17.6T#7-cal 3.4.15.3 SR: 4 chnls diverse PCS leak det; Chnl Ca 1; 18 mo 
3.4.15.4 
3.4.15.5 

4.17.6T#8-cft 3.4 Relocated SR: 2 chnls pos ind/safety vlv; Chnl fnc tst; 18 mo 

4.17.6T#8-cal 3.4 Relocated SR: 2 chnls pos ind per safety vlv; Chnl Cal; 18 mo 

4.17.6T#9-cc 3.4 Relocated SR: 3 chnls pos ind per PORV; Chnl Check; 12 hrs 

4.17.6T#9-cft 3.4 Relocated SR: 3 chnls pos ind per PORV; Chnl func test; 18 mo 

4.17.6T#9-cal 3.4 Relocated SR: 3 chnls pos ind per PORV; Chnl Cal; 18 mo 

4.17.6T#l0-cc 3.4 Relocated SR: 2 chnls pos ind per Block Vlv; Chnl Check; 12 hrs 

4.17.6T#10-cal 3.4 Relocated SR: 2 chnls pos ind per Block Vlv; Chnl Cal; 18 mo 

4.17.6T#17-cft 3.4.6.4 SR: 2 SOC interlocks; Chnl func test; 18 mo 

4.17 .6T#17-cal 3.4.6.4 SR: 2 SOC interlocks; Chnl cal; 18 mo 

5.3.l 3.4 Bases DESC: Description of Primary Coolant System 
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• 
(03/28/96) 

Classification and Description of Changes 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

LESS RESTRICTIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

RELOCATED: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

Affect of reducted test pressure was moved to Basis for 
LCD 3.4.14 iaw STS. 

Requirements unchanged. 

Requirements unchanged. 

RTS frequency based on reaching >90% RTP. 

Requirements unchanged. 

Requirements unchanged. 

Requirements unchanged. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

This requirement does not meet the criterion of 
10 CFR 50.36. 

Requirements unchanged. Calibration includes cft. 

Requirement unchanged. 

Description of PCS features moved to Bases of Section 3.4, 
Primary Coolant System. 



• 
ATTACHMENT 4 

CONSUMERS POWER COMPANY 
PALISADES PLANT 

DOCKET 50-255 

STS CONVERSION TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION CHANGE REQUEST 

3.4 PRIMARY COOLANT SYSTEM 

STS Pages marked to Show the Differences Between RTS and STS 



Rt-& g~:~: Pressure, Temperature, and Fl ow fDNB+ Li mi ts 
3. 4 .1 

3. 4 REACTOR IR:ll,81;1 COOLANT SYSTEM (RGS gl?,) 

3.4.1 Rt-& PG!$ Pressure, Temperature, and Flow fDeparture from Nucleate 
Boiling (DNBJ+ Limits 

LCO 3.4.1 Rt-& :p:ps DNB parameters. for pressurizer pressure, cold leg 
temper··ature, and Rt-&?~$. total flow rate shall be within the 
limits specified belol;/: ...... 

a. Pressuri;z~r. pressure ~ -fW2-5ZQ!t:p;+ psi a and 
~ tu7-&?:m2Q+ p s i a ; .................. · 

b. Rt-& cold leg temperature (T~) ~ [535]°F and s [558]°F 
for< [70]% RTP, or~ [544]°F ands [588]°F for 

, ........ ". 
'·:·::::':::-:::£~::,:::~:::::::~:~:g::*:~:g::::·:m:,,:::::~:.R:?@:g:~::B:1:?:g§g:1::::::':m::::::::~::g,9g:g:1::®::g:1:g,9§:g,~:f:i:::::±:::::::1::~:::1:@:~::~:~:t:m!:§:1::::::rn:':::::::;,::~'?:g,3::(~:t::1:§:§:;:~ 

-~-11111•11~. 
lW-••111*§ 
c. Rt-& PCS total fl ow rate ~ [ 148 E6U!:j:§i'i':'§]i:i§ lb/hour and s 

[ l 7l'.'''g''' E6] lb/hour. 

APPLICABILITY: MODE 1. 
--------------------------------------NOTES----------------------------------
Pressurizer pressure limit does not apply during: 

a. THERMAL POWER ramp > 5% RTP per minute; or 

b. THERMAL POWER step > 10% RTP. 

GEOG STS P:AliftSAUES 
::::::::::;:::;:;:;:;:;:;:::::::::;:;:;:;:::::::::::::;: 

3.4-1 



• 

Rt-£ !Rl~:§: Pressure, Temperature, and Fl ow fDNBt Limits 
3.4.1 

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. Pressurt~~r pressure A.l 
or R-G£ ~F:ms fl ow rate 

Restore parameter(s) 2 hours 
to within limit. 

not with'fn limits. 

B. Required Action and 8.1 
associated Completion 
Time of Condition A 
not met. 

C. R-G£ BPS cold leg 
tempe\;;ature not 
within limits. 

C.l 

Be in MODE 2. 

Restore cold leg 
temperature to 
within limits. 

(continued) 

6 hours 

2 hours 

D. Required Action and D.l 
associated Completion 

Reduce THERMAL POWER 6 hours 
to ~ f30f% RTP. 

Time of Condition C 
not met. 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS ================================;================ 
SURVEILLANCE 

SR 3.4.1.l Verify pressurizer pressure 
~ [ 2 0 2 5 l~.P,if,=9: p s i a and ~ [ 2 2 7 5 J@,ll·gg p s i a . 

~~~~~~~~~-

SR 3. 4 .1. 2 Verify Rf.£ :P!QS cold leg temperature 
i'.. [535] °F a·r;-a···.s [558] °F for < [70]% RTP or 
!'.. [544]°F and _s [558]°F for!'.. [70]% RTP or 

SR 3.4.1.3 

lifjfitlii,i'1tfM~ 
NOTE 

Required to be met in MODE 1 with all RCPs 
running. 

Verify RCS total fl ow rate 
!'.. [148 E6] lb/hour and 
.s [177.6 E6] lb/hour . 

c EOG STS ·p,@fft:SADE'S 3.4-2 
::::::::::;:;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:;:;:;:::::;: 

FREQUENCY 

12 hours 

12 hours 

12 hours 



• 

• 

Rf& :~~:§ Pressure, Temperature, and Fl ow fDNBj- Limits 
3.4.1 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) 

SURVEILLANCE 

SR 3.4.1.4$. -------------------NOTE------------------
Not required to be performed until 
f24j- hours after ~ f90j-% RTP. 

V.e..r.ify by precision heat balance that Rf& 
PCS. total flow rate within limits specified 
Tn''t he c 0 LR i=~:~~:; §":::::§:R::·,:mP:Zi:"n8iMB. 

3.4-3 

FREQUENCY 

f 18-j- months 

@No 
.~ 



Rf.£- :~~:;:=::::Minimum Temperature for Criticality 
3.4.2 

3.4 REACTOR RllBJ.1~ COOLANT SYSTEM (RGS Ill> 

3.4.2 Rf.£ ~R:9; Minimum Temperature for Criticality 

LCO 3.4.2 Each Rf.£ RQ$. loop average temperature (:i:llVlf ill~@) shall be 
~ ~9f::~+0l'. 

ACTIONS 

CONDITION 

A. :i: )!(:.:.,,. in one or more A.1 
l!Vll :;::::~~~-·.···· 

HG& PPS loops not 
wi thTh ..... l i mi t. 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE 

SR 3.4.2.l 

c EOG STS PAfil':S.Ad:lts 
:·:·:=:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:=:::·:·:·: :;:;:;:;:;: 

REQUIRED ACTION 

3.4-4 

COMPLETION TIME 

30 minutes 

FREQUENCY 

30 minutes 
thereafter :~::]~p,:4:1 
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3. 4 REACTOR ~~:~1M81X COOLANT SYSTEM (RG.S g§~) 

3.4.3 R-&S :g~i§ Pressure and Temperature (P/T) Limits 

Rf£- !Rq1§:::::: P /T Li mi ts 
3.4.3 

LCO 3.4.3 R-&S iR!GiS: pressure, R-&S eP:$ temperature, and R-&S iRiG::$ heatup and 
coold6~n rates shall bi··~aintained within the li~its specified 
in the PTLR. 

APPLICABILITY: At all times. 

ACTIONS 

CONDITION 

A. ---------NOTE------- A.l 
Required Action A.2 
shall be completed 
whenever this AND 
Conditi-0n is entered. 

Requirements of LCO 
not met in MODE 1, 2, 
3, or 4. 

A.2 

B. Required Action and B.l 
associated Completion 
Time of Condition A AND 
not met. 

C. ---------NOTE------- C.l 
Required Action C.2 
shall be completed 
whenever this 
Condition is entered. AND 

Requirements of LCO 
not met any time in 
other than MODE 1, 2, 
3, or 4 . 

C.2 

REQUIRED ACT ION 

Restore parameter(s) 
to within limits. 

Determine R-&S J~!C.:$ is 
accept ab l e for=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·= 
continued operation. 

Be in MODE 3. 

Initiate action to 
restore parameter(s) 
to within limits. 

Determine R-&S RCS is 
accept ab l e for=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·= 
continued operation. 

3.4-5 

COMPLETION TIME 

30 minutes 

72 hours 

6 hours 

Immediately 

Prior to entering 
MODE 4 



• 

• 

• 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.4.3.l 

SURVEILLANCE 

-------------------NOTE-------------------
Only required to be performed during -Rf.£ 
pg§ heatup and cooldown operations and -Rf.£ 
R~f:?, iAservi ce 1 eak and hydrostatic testing. 

~~~~:~a~e:!·~~n~r~u~;,$ ~t~~i§and 
cooldown rates within .. Tlmits specified in 
the PTLR . 

3.4-6 

Rf£- :Rg:§I::r /T Li m its 
3.4.3 

FREQUENCY 

30 minutes 



• 

3. 4. 4 Rb-& j~:~:~ Loops - MODES 1 and 2 

Rb-& g~§ Loops - MODES 1 and 2 
3.4.4 

LCO 3.4.4 Two R-f£ .~[.§ loops sha 11 be OPERABLE and in operation. 

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2. 

ACTIONS 

CONDITION 

A. Requirements of LCO 
not met. 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

A. l 

SURVEILLANCE 

REQUIRED ACTION 

Be in MODE 3. 

SR 3.4.4.1 Verify each Rb-& gg,§ loop is in operation. 

3.4-7 

COMPLETION TIME 

6 hours 

FREQUENCY 

12 hours 



Rf.£ g§§ Loops - MODE 3 
3.4.5 

• 3. 4 REACTOR ~B~IARX COOLANT SYSTEM (RGS Ii?) 

3. 4. 5 Rf.£ 1~iqi§ Loops - MODE 3 

• 

• 

LCO 3.4.5 fTwo-3-----R-f.& gG.:?. loops shall be OPERABLE and one Rf.£ 18?. loop shall 
be in operaffon. 

--------------------------------------NOTES----------------------------------
J:::;: All reactor p!r:~::m~:py cool ant pumps may be de-energized for 
..... :<::: 1 hour per ... 8' .. hO'i.i'r period, provided: 

a. No operatjqns are permitted that would cause reduction of 
the Rf.£ B~l$ boron concentration; and 

b. Core outlef temperature is maintained at least l0°F below 
saturation temperature . 

APPLICABILITY: MODE 3. 

ACTIONS 

CONDITION 

A. One required Rf.£ BP.!$ 
1 oop i noperab 1 e. . ........ .. 

B. Required Action and 
associated Completion 
Time of Condition A 
not met. 

c EOG STS PAUliSAUE~S 
::::::::::::::::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:::::::::::::::;:;:;:;:;: 

A. l 

B.l 

REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

Restore required Rf.£ 72 hours 
!R!G:§ 1 oop to OPERABLE 
·sratus. 

Be in MODE 4. 12 hours 

(continued) 

3.4-8 
Rev 1, 04/07/95 Affi:efidhliifrFiiiWl!&iJJ!lf:f 

·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·>:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:············· 
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• 

• 

R-&£ BO$ Loops - MODE 3 
3.4.5 

ACTIONS (continued) 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

C. No R-&£ !f:ms loop 
OPERABL't'~'·=·= 

c .1 Suspend all Immediately 
operations involving 
a reduction of R-&£ 

OR ]fl.ts boron 
'Cohcentration. 

No R-&£ :1nt:s loop in 
operat i'oh''.' AND 

C.2 Initiate action to 
restore one R-&£ J'it:s 
loop to OPERABLE' . 
status and 
operation. 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.4.5.l 

SR 3.4.5.2 

SR 3.4.5.3 

SURVEILLANCE 

Verify required R-&£ PG$ loop is in 
operation. ········ 

Verify secondary side water level in each 
steam generator ~ -RB!ti~.~'%. 

Verify correct breaker alignment and 
indicated power available to the required 
pump that is not in operation . 

3.4-9 

Immediately 

FREQUENCY 

12 hours 

12 hours 

7 days 



Rf&- .ffi~§::::::1oops - MODE 4 
3.4.6 

• 3. 4 REACTOR 11.·~:HIRJ COOLANT SYSTEM (RGS Pie) 

3. 4. 6 Rf.& :g:~:i Loops - MODE 4 

• 

• 

LCO 3.4.6 Two loops or trains consisting of any combination of Rf.& :pg$, loops 
and Shutdown Cool iQ9 .. .C?.P~J ..... tr..~.tD.? ... §h.~.J.J ... t?.§.9.P.sB.A~.~.~ ..... ~nqat···1east 
one 1 o o P or tr a i n p@gy::m:~M::ns..::::::~rn:::g~:~:~:f:9pm::::::£~J:n9!gS.o::::tB9.i~:::::::£9:t@:t:s ha 11 be 
in operation. 

--------------------------------------NOTES----------------------------------
1. All reactor cool ant pumps ihiN:m~ny:[]Q[~§.)]l)r@:::::::mrni:~:$: (~ RC[Ri$.) and 

soc pumps may be de-energiZ"ed"'"f'or""~""""f""ho"li'r''''p'er'"g hour p"erfod, 
provided: 

a. No op~rations are permitted that would cause reduction of the 
Rf.& !RCS boron concentration; and 

·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:· 

b. Core outlet temperature is maintained at least l0°F below 
saturation temperature. 

2. No RCP shall be started with any RCS cold leg temperature 
s [285]°F unless: 

a. Pressurizer Hater level is < [60]%; or 

b. Secondary side Hater temperature in each Steam Generator (SG) 

,~g·--l1lliiiitWiililliiiiiiP 
=~=@::::=:::=1::.:::~0:~:I:f:g£9:n:~:~:r;y,:::::::~~me:g.r:~:~:1r:~]:::~::§:::::::$:::::m~:f:: 

~::•::T~.--@1! 

·····•-t11••~ .. 
APPLICABILITY: MODE 4 . 

GEOG STS p@UtsAtHts 
::::::::::::::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;: 

3.4-10 



ACTIONS 

CONDITION 

A. One required R-f-& i&'~ A. l 
loop inoperable. 

AND 

Two soc trains 
inoperable. 

B. One required soc B.l 
train inoperable. 

AND 

Two required R-f-& r=£§ 
loops inoperable. 

c. Required R-f-& II'§ loop C.l 
or soc train 
inoperable. 

OR 

• R-f-& :e:u.:s. l o op 
AND 

No or 
soc tra·rn· .. i n C.2 
operation. 

Rf-5-- ~~§:::::::Loops - MODE 4 
3.4.6 

REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

Initiate action to Immediately 
restore a second loop 
or train to OPERABLE 
status. 

Be in MODE 5. 24 hours 

Suspend all Immediately 
operations involviDY 
reduction of R-f-& J~:C.s: 
boron concentrat i'o'il:' 

Immediately 
Initiate action to 
restore one loop or 
train to OPERABLE 
status and operation. 

(continued) 

3.4-11 



• ACTIONS (continued) 

CONDITION 

• c tO G STS PAiltSAfilts 
;:::::::::::;:::::::::::;:;:::::::::::::::;:;:;:;:;:;:;: 

REQUIRED ACTION 

~~Q 

Rf&- ~Q§\]Loops - MODE 4 
3.4.6 

COMPLETION TIME 

--
ANO 
~ 

00 
9:*::i@g:].:]::1illll~~l~lliillll~llill~I~~ 

!(\ygMj:::ry,:]!§filfiUi!iW .............. . 

mrc_:~ 
it\n\§~I::eY:§ .......................... . 

AND. 
~ 

3.4-12 



SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE 

RfS- ·gg§~]loops - MODE 4 
3.4.6 

FREQUENCY 

SR 3.4.6.2 Verify secondary side water level in 12 hours 
required SG(s) is~ f-2-Bf:~I%. 

SR 3.4.6.3 Verify correct breaker alignment and 7 days 
indicated power available to the required 
pump that is not in operation. 

3. 4-13 



Rf.£- :g~:~ljliiloops - MODE 5, Loops Fi 11 ed 
3.4.7 

• 3. 4 REACTOR RRillRI COOLANT SYSTEM (RG-S p~j) 

3. 4. 7 Rt-£ :g~:~ Loops - MODE 5, Loops Fi 11 ed 

• 

• 

LCO 3.4.7 ~~: r ! ~ ~ ~ ~ ~w:~:ri~:~,~:;,·:ii.]::~::~:~:i·~:g·J:~ifu~:~:~~:i:~~n:~:~:~~:~~:i~~-~:! n ~ n ~ i ~~er : 
a. One additional SOC train shall be OPERABLE; or 
b. The secondary side water level of each Steam Generator (SG) 

sh a 11 be ~ f2 5%f wiJ,!i~i§:·:.:n:~Q,9g. 

--------------------------------------NOTES----------------------------------
1. The SOC pump of the train in operation may be de-energized for 

~ 1 hour per 8 hour period provided: 

2. 

3 . 

a. No op_§..r.at ions are permitted that would cause reduction of the 
Rt-£ iR8§ boron concentration; and 

b. Core outlet temperature is maintained at least l0°F below 
saturation temperature. 

One required SOC train may be inoperable for up to 2 hours for 
surveillance testing provided that the other SOC train is OPERABLE 
and in operation. 

No Reactor Coolant Pump (RCP) shall be started with one or more of 
the RCS cold leg temperatures 5 [285] 0 f unless: 
a. The pressurizer water level is < [60]%; or 
b. The secondary side 'arnter temperature in each SC is < [100] 0 f 

~l?L;'.~ 111:rn1mliiilliitM-.m•iru 
li!ii!iiii .!llilllli~lilijl!il~!;ll!~!llllllljillll;~lll!lllll!lilli!!il~!il~lil!li!~jJjl~Ji;il~:~::Et=:~:12,!.~:::::::±~:~::i~m2:::::.~:1y~!.~8~r: 

........ ll~ill~ll~ll/lilil/~/~!~l~i~l~ll~l~~Ji~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::=::::::::::::::::::::: .... 
iirn: :::: ::::::::t&m::::§~R:e,rqgr;v:]E:§mR~:r:~:}:µr:~:. :::t::§]::i::]~::gp:0:r:11:::~92:¥:~:=::rnim':::gn2:::::@1:9:f::g2wr .. 

4.§. Alr···snc·trarn·s· ma.Y he··· reni"CiVed · frCiiTi····a·p·eratfofr···aurin9 ··planned heat up 
to MODE 4 when at least one Rt-£ gy~ loop is in operation . 

c EOG STS P:A:UtS.A!!J:ES 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::·:·:·:.·.·.·.·.· 

3.4-14 



Rt-£- R~~]:!Loops - MODE 5, Loops Fi 11 ed 
3.4.7 

• APPLICABILITY: MODE 5 with Rf.£ ip:y~ loops filled. 

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One SOC train A. l Initiate action to Immediately 
inoperable. restore a second SOC 

train to OPERABLE 
AND status. 

Any SG with OR 
secondary side water Immediately 
level not within A.2 Initiate action to 
limit. restore SG secondary 

side water levels to 
within limits. 

B. Required SOC train B.l Suspend all operations Immediately 
inoperable. invo]_yjng reduction in 

Rf-£ :p:cs boron 
OR conce'Yl'lration. 

No SOC train in AND 

• operation. Immedi.ately 
B.2 Initiate action to 

restore one SOC train to 
OPERABLE status and 
operation. 

c rn G s TS PArnl!S.t.U:nt:s 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::·:;:::;:::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;: 
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• CONDITION 

• 

• c [ 0 G s Ts P:f.&Wsi.ltfilf:s 
;:;:;:;:;:;:;:::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;: 

W£- 1ijgf:loops - MODE 5, Loops Fi 11 ed 
3.4.7 

REQUIRED ACTION 

a 
~-:\::?,]:::,::j~i~illi~lf"lll~il~liillllllllil:~:gH:g 

9.!BffiH 

~™P. 
o.1:$::~::J:]:]:::vg:rmifM:rn:t'wP:']:s=:t=::rr.:H.:r ;=i.ii 
.. ·.·. ·.·.·.· ....... ·.·.·.·.·.·.·.··1~11~11~~~ll~l~ll~il~illlli~;:~1•1 

g=g ,_ 

3.4-16 

COMPLETION TIME 

11r~1m~m::::~••§j••m•1•n•9:rti:§ 

1~:~,,~,~~~~~l~Ji:~l·i·i·i~2 
x:m~:m:pq~:q···················· 

1·~Q. 

•~•¥:irw:rm:~:im:~::n:4:~§•~ 
:t:tti~Piiii.ti!:i:~t.::l!h]@=I 
§:m~1:1:§:::1r¥:§1::a~:9:r;9n 
:2:9:!J.2m:n:]JM:~@2n 
i§i~:j:•:~±@"" .................. . 



Rt-£- :~~!~]:loops - MODE 5, Loops Fi 11 ed 
3.4.7 

~ SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE 

SR 3.4.7.1 

SR 3.4.7.2 

SR 3.4.7.3 

Verify required S§ .. ?~S:9P9.~.r.Y side water 
level is ~ +2st% W:~i9f\\j'1t~n@1w. 

Verify correct breaker alignment and 
indicated power available to the required 
SOC pump that is not in operation. 

3.4-17 

FREQUENCY 

12 hours 

12 hours 

7 days 



• 

R-G5-- [~~[§:[[[[[Loops - MODE 5, Loops Not Filled 
3.4.8 

3. 4 REACTOR ~R1Il~f.!).'.J COOLANT SYSTEM (RGS gQ,!) 

3. 4. 8 Rf-& !R!~!§ Loops - MODE 5, Loops Not Fi 11 ed 

--------------------------------------NOTES----------------------------------
1. All SOC pumps may be de-energized for~ 15 minutes when switching 

from one train to another [~!!]!~9!9!n.!i!:[provi ded: 

2. 

a. fThe core outlet temperature is maintained > l0°F below 
saturation temperature;+ 

b. No operatJ~ns are permitted that would cause a reduction of 
the Rf-& PCS boron concentration; and 

c. No dra i n'fn'g operat i ans to further reduce the Rf-& PC!S water 
volume are permitted. .· ............ ·. 

One SOC train may be inoperable for ~ 2 hours for surveillance 
testing provided the other SOC train is OPERABLE and in operation. 

APPLICABILITY: MODE 5 with Rf-& R@,§ loops not filled. 

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One SOC train A. l Initiate action to Immediately 
inoperable. restore SOC train to 

OPERABLE status. 

B. Required soc trains B .1 Suspend all Immediately 
inoperable. operations i nvol vJn9. 

reduction of Rf-& RCS: 
OR boron concentrat i"C)·r;~ 

No soc train in AND 
operation. Immediately 

B.2 Initiate action to 
restore one SOC train 
to OPERABLE status 
and operation. 

(continued) 

c E o c STS PAUliSADE'S 
::::::::::::;:;:::::::::::::::::;:;:;:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·: 3.4-18 



• 
R-GS--- [~£[§[j]Loops - MODE 5, Loops Not Fi 11 ed 

3.4.8 

ACTIONS (continued) 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

~@•:i:::::: __ ,,:_.:!, .. :: __ ,··_:·····'·1: __ :e __ ::::•:: __ ::: __ ::q_:":.:: __ :_::::.:_:::_:;!:::•_::::::;.: .. :J_.::: __ ::: __ ::: .. ::: __ :.•_.::r_:""·:·:·;· .. ::_:··.•_:·:.~,.•ii·_.·,·.·,·.·_.•: .. ':·~.':_::_,::::.·::•_::_,':_e.•,::::::•_.:•s __ ::: __ :•: __ ::_.:•: .. :::_:P_::~_,::_:•;::_::_::: __ ::c. __ :•:.·::: .. :.: __ ::: __ :.: __ ::•_0::_::_::::_:··t_:8,::_::_::,::: __ :r_::i·,:::_:•: __ ::: __ :•:a_0:_._:_:::::•_::_,: __ ::1_:•_: __ :•· .• _,:_::_• __ ,:·_~::.·_:_:_::·_n_ .. _.· .. :··:,::·.::".m .. :··.: ... ·.·:.,·.·.·,.: __ ,:·_ .• '.•:.: .. _.:··_.:: ~:::;:::~:::::::::>:::~µ:~P.:~:n.~::•::::i.1:J:::::::::9.:wini.ti:~::Q.:9.:i :~mm~~:1::~iil¥ 
I ., .. , • :Ii "" " ::m ··· · ·····:J•:mt=P:•J::v;:i:n:9:Dm:@;qµ£:t@9n]@:~ ........ 

R8§]:22:r:9:r:::=:::2:2:nsg1l}r'MM:2nm 

~~Q 

cy]:••?.:: ]•• [:P::J.:~:1•:!!JJ.~:g:::•:•iP::®.1::P:r1.:••:rn9 ........... . 
····· ~~-~:H.rf:!:••:•·:~~~m:::rrn::9~]:~:=::::rnP::g:9 

QP!llS 

~m.9 
o.•:;::s.M1••:::::::t:Wl~Ht1•f1&::: :tiMifl'9:i]:t.hn~lg .·.·.·.· .. ·.·.·. ·.·.· · · · .. -Pn:~:n9·~•n:g•:••:::iwrni:~::::::~:dr 

gJ;:~:f.•tiP:i@~J::IM ................. . 
~m:~:~f@•:•~•9m········· 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.4.8.l 

SR 3.4.8.2 

SURVEILLANCE 

Verify correct breaker alignment and 
indicated power available to the required 
SOC pump that is not in operation. 

GEOG STS PA'.Et~St.f[lt~S 3.4-19 
::::·:::::;:::::::::::;:::;:;:·:::::::::::::::::::::;:;: 

~~Q 

:e.•v~nM:::::::oo:~:inH:ngtg$ 
~·~§:rg•~•nt~:r;•::•::i:n:~:),:J:: 
:~·~•~Pl~:::::::e9·§:]•p;9•ngn 
:9:2:r.:s~r•P:•t:~:E•:J::f:m 
eiMS:t§lf 

FREQUENCY 

12 hours 

7 days 



-------- - - -- -- -----

• 

• 

• 

3. 4 REACTOR Qf{I~~gJ; COOLANT SYSTEM (RGS 19,,§) 

3.4.9 Pressurizer 

LCD 3.4.9 The pressurizer shall be OPERABLE with: 

a. Pressurizer water level< [60J§?,@I%; and 

Pressurizer 
3.4.9 

b. Two groups of pressurizer heaters OPERABLE with the 
capacity of each group ~ [150] kW [and capable of being _.._I_ 

ACTIONS 

CONDITION 

A. Pressurizer water 
level not within 
limit. 

A. l 

REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

Be in MODE 3 with 6 hours 
reactQr.1riP breakers 
~ &tU:iei~P:i-

f 121- hours 
A.2 Be in MODE 4. 

B. One required group of B.l 
pressurizer heaters 
inoperable. 

~:1;1~1~llli~lilll~lil:1~:~:1:f 
s!P:~:f:Jit¥:rn::ggg~~=~=~:s.: .. 
:~1im::::::~w:§:J:iit\P:J:::,21tt:§9.§: 

C. Required Action and C.l 
associated Completion 
Time of Condition B AND 
not met. 

C.2 

Restore required 
group of pressurizer 
heaters to OPERABLE 
status. 

Be in MODE 3. 

Be in MODE 4 . 

3.4-20 

72 hours 

6 hours 

f 121- hours 



• 

• 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.4.9.l 

SR 3.4.9.2 

SR 3.4.9.3 

SURVEILLANCE 

Verify pressurizer water level is 
< twtgf,::~::~%. 

Verify required pressurizer heaters are 
capable of being powered from an emergency 
po'rler supply . 

GEOG STS PAbfS.AfiES 3.4-21 

Pressurizer 
3.4.9 

FREQUENCY 

12 hours 

92 days 

[18] months 

::::::::::::::;:;:;:;:::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;: 

Rev 1, 04/07/95 Amiirl:lifuiiiihffi::@f&fl]Jt 
·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:.:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·: 



3. 4 REACTOR ~~i~!~gf; COOLANT SYSTEM (RGS g~_§) 

3.4.10 Pressurizer Safety Valves 

Pressurizer Safety Valves 
3 .4.10 

LCO 3.4.10 -f+we-t T~H~!gg pressurizer safety valves shall be OPERABLE with 
lift s·efffngs ) [2475] psi a and < [2525] psi a i:~]::~:p,1~rn:r:]:~:mlij_m 
if:i,8:1,:~@:::~:=:i=:i!:~::~!9HJ,:fl: -

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3, 
MODE 4 with a 11 Rf.£ :e:G.:S, cold leg temperatures > f285-fi~iQ° F. 

The lift settings are not required to be within LGO limits during MODES 3 
and 4 for the purpose of setting the pressurizer safety valves under ambient 
(hot) conditions. This exception is allowed for [36] hours following entry 
into MODE 3 provided a preliminary cold setting was made prior to heatup. 

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One pressurizer A. l Restore valve to 15 minutes 
safety valve OPERABLE status. 
inoperable. 

B. Required Action and B.l Be in MODE 3. 6 hours 
associated Completion 
Time not met. AND 

OR B.2 Be in MODE 43. with fl2f hours 
a 11 Rf.£ e~t.:s: C'o l d leg 

Two for more+ temper at'.QY'.'e s 
pressurizer safety ~ ~~:pQoF. 
valves inoperable. 

3.4-22 



Pressurizer Safety Valves 
3 .4.10 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE 

SR 3. 4 .10 .1 Verify eac:~. PtE!.??IJT.i.:Z:E!.r. ?Ci.f~1Y ... .\l.CiJY~ ... ±5.-..... . 
0 p ERA BL E JU:nt.1:::~:1:1p,9:1::r.:1::::::µ:§1f(:JJW:P:m§']!P,]::~m1:2:Mr 
in accordihE~ With th~ lri~~fVit~T~~tiri§ 
Program. Following testing, lift settings 
shall be within ± 1%. 

3.4-23 

FREQUENCY 

In accordance 
with the 
Inservice Testing 
Program 



• 
Pressurizer Safety Valves 

3 .4.10 

w~1:~g:_,_::~M4:f:::~9tm 

Rll:§:~4:~J,£i.R::':':'~8F§mv'::::v.1c.ug::n;;:~:rro::::::1:1rn:~:~$ 

3.4-24 



• 
Pressurizer PORVs 

3 .4.11 

3. 4 REACTOR p({INARY COOLANT SYSTEM (RG-S R~§) 

3.4.11 Pressurizer Power Operated Relief Valves (PORVs) 

LCO 3.4.11 Each PORV and associated block valve shall be OPERABLE. 

ACTIONS 
--------------------------------------NOTES----------------------------------
1. Separate Condition entry is allowed for each PORV. 

2. LCO 3.0.4 is not applicable. 

I\ n. 

CONDITION 

One or more PORVs 
inoperable and 
capable of being 
manually cycled. 

One PORV inoperable 
u-00 ~(not capable of 
being manually 
cycl ed)ii· 

fi$.. One block valve 
inoperable. 

REQUIRED· ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A.l Close and maintain pm'ler 1 hour 
to associated block 
valve. 

BA.l Close associated block 
:::::: 

valve. 

B8.2 Remove power from 
associated block valve. 

AND 

1 hour 

1 hour 

72 hours 
Bi.3 Restore PORV to OPERABLE 

status. 

fB .1 Pl ace associated PORV in 1 hour 
·=·=·= manual control tHg 

i':':!~!~l~!lillili.R9i~ij'!ii]@in·==~===== 

72 hours 
f~.2 Restore block valve to 

OPERABLE status. 

3.4-25 

(continued) 



• 

• 

ACTIONS (continued) 

CONDITION 

Required Action and 
associated 
Completion Time of 
Condition A- hB 8-, ,,,,,,,.,.,., ' 
e-r-f not met. 

Two PORVs 
inoperable iHt4 !{:not 
capable of being: 
manually cycled;. 

Fij. More than one block 
valve inoperable. 

t;:ij. Required Action and 
associated 
Completion Time of 
Condition f tt:Q'rfd\1 
not met. 

GEOG STS p@fi[)SAflES 
··:·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.···.·.·.·.·:::;::::::::: 

REQUIRED ACTION 

BQ.1 Be in MODE 3. 

AND 

Bg. 2 ~P. ... 5n ~QQ~ 4 B.i~i99i::::::m~w 
E::~r::rn::::::4~9:::t:r. .. 

fQ.1 Close associated block 
valves. 

fQ.2 Remove power from 
associated block valves. 

AND 

fP. 3 ~.(} .. ..i..~ .. ~QP~ ... 3. ... B.i:§,mP:rg:::::::9n.:i RQRV]Jio AJPERAB.EE·:······················· 

Pressurizer PORVs 
3. 4.11 

COMPLETION TIME 

6 hours 

f 12+ hours 

1 hour 

1 hour 

ANB [12] hours 

E. 4 Be in MODE 4 . 

ff.l Place associated PORVs 
in FAanual control ~,ij,§, 
:rr:@µ,g§.1:r::.··P.!R:1:1:,~::1::211 . 

ff.2 Restore at least one 
.;.;-: 

block valve to OPERABLE 
status. 

t;f.1 Be in MODE 3. 
:-:·:· 

AND 

t;~. 2 Be in MODE 4 g§~,µgi!i!j!j]t~~~ 
.·.1.:.·.:.'.:.o..:.:.J::Mt!:4.ab:Mt: • ;:;.;.;:;.;:::::;.;:::::::;:::::·:· 

3.4-26 

1 hour 

2 hours 

6 hours 

f12+ hours 



• 

• 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE 

SR 3.4.11.1 -------------------NOTE------------------
Not required to be performed with block 
valve closed in accordance with the 
Required Actions of this LCO. 

Perform a complete cycle of each block 
valve. 

Pressurizer PORVs 
3 .4.11 

FREQUENCY 

f 18+ months 

(continued) 

SR 3. 4 .11. 3 Perform a complete cycle of each solenoid [ 18] months 
air control valve and check valve on the 
air accumulators in PORV control systems. 

SR 3.4.11.4 Verify PORVs and block valve(s) are capable [18] months 
of being powered from an emergency power 
supply . 

3.4-27 



• 3. 4 REACTOR ~IJ!iijJ!J COOLANT SYSTEM (RGS g~§) 

3.4.12 Low Temperature Overpressure Protection (LTOP) System 

LTOP System 
3.4.12 

LCO 3.4.12 An LTOP System shall be OPERABLE withqqa maximum of one tjpitb.l High 
.P..r..E:!.?.?t,JtE! Safety InJE:!.<::t.i.C>ll ... ..CHPSI) pump§! and one charging···p"U"mp 
:r:g:n:it!~ii~q capable :1in9.i~:p:ij•grniM:!:of i nj ectTng i ntg __ tb_g .fr§ ~nd the 
§AI¢Jx·:Jnjgg!J..9...~ .. -... I@:.K$.···(sITs) isolated, and :gp;~::wm~n:::::J:R8& 
:}J~mP:@:r~±:9::ngI J:§:::::::a:::::::e~~i:r: = 

a. 

b. 

ij~t ~~~~A~Li4~~]°~,~~~r:;edt---Wi.lfili•imBt 

~~I1:11. ~~:~~~-;-~_i_;_;b_~;~~:~:~gi:i:~::::::~:i::::::;i:f :1::~~!~i~li:]~:~.~:i:i:iivm:=:.:·i%::··:.:~ 
R¥&•]:P!n!:@:@:~m:~::::::2~M@:w?:: B§@:1. 

APPLICABILITY: MODE 43: when any Rt-& :eG.:$ cold leg temperature is ~-RSB4iJQ°F, 
MODE %4,, i§,:='in~· .... 
MODE 6 ··when The reactor vessel head is on. 

SIT isolation is only required when SIT pressure is greater than or equal to 
the maximum RCS pressure for the existing RCS cold leg temperature allo\1ed by 

•••II!~~==!: 
ACTIONS 

CONDITION 

A. :i=we. One or more HPSI 
pumps'''''capabl e of 

~ildlllil~~;~. 

c rnc STS PAE::tS.AD.lts 
::::::::::::·:::::::::::::::::::::::;:;:;::::::::::::::: 

A. l 

REQUIRED ACTION 

Initiate action to 
verify a maximum of 
1IB€- fl.:g HPS I pump m$: 
capable of injecting 
into the Rt-& :e§:§:. 

3.4-28 

COMPLETION TIME 

Immediately 

(continued) 



• 

• 

ACTIONS (continued) 

CONDITION 

B. Two or more charging 
pumps capable of 
injecting into the 
Rf&. 

REQUIRED ACTION 

NOTE 
THo charging pumps may be 
capable of injecting into the 
RCS during pump swap 
operation for ~ 15 minutes. 

B .1 Initiate action to 
verify a maximum of 
one charging pump 
capable of injecting 
into the RCS. 

LTOP System 
3.4.12 

COMPLETION TIME 

Immediately 

C. A SIT not isolated C.l Isolate affected SIT. 1 hour 
Hhen SIT pressure is 
greater than or equal 
to the maximum RCS 
pressure for existing 
cold leg temperature 
al 1 mwd in the PTLR. 

D. Required Action and 0.1 Increase RCS cold leg 12 hours 
temperature to 

f$.. 

associated Completion 
Time of Condition C 
not met. 

One required PORV 
i nope r a.P.J...§L.4-R 
MODE 4 W:l±Jf 
~~:;11~:~n·1::!:§:n:·:M:·@:x:~J,:: 

) [175] 0 f. 

0.2 Depressurize affected 
SIT to less than the 
maximum RCS pressure 
for existing cold leg 
temperature al 1 o·,Jed 
in the PTLR. 

fB.1 
·:·:·: 

Restore required PORV 
to OPERABLE status. 

3.4-29 

12 hours 

7 days 



• 

• 

ACTIONS (continued) 

CONDITION 

One required PORV f~.l 
inoperable 4f.t... ......... . 

ii~--

Required Action and 1.1 
associated Completion 
Time of Condition A, 
[B,] D, E, or F" not 
met. 

LTOP System 
inoperable for any 
reason other than 
Condition A, fB,t-f--,-
0, E, or fy . 

REQUIRED ACTION 

LTOP System 
3.4.12 

COMPLETION TIME 

Restore required PORV 24 hours 
to OPERABLE status. 

8 hours 

Depress u r i z e Rf& :mm:Si :g:1:1:n@i9.ir'.i~ 
and establish Rt-£.·.··m:tt:s vent e-¥ ,,,,,,,,,.,.,.,.·.· 

•.:: 
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SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE 

SR 3.4.12.1 

SR 3.4.12.2 Verify a rnaxiFRUFR of one charging purnp is 
capable of injecting into the RCS. 

SR 3 . 4 . 12 . 3 NOTE 
Required to be perforrned when cornplying 
with LCO 3.4.12b. 

Verify each SIT is isolated. 

SR 3.4.12.-&i! Verify PORV block valve is open for each 
required PORV. 

SR 3.4.12.&:I ------------------NOTE--------------------
Not required to be performed until 
f12t hours after decreasing_~ !RPS: cold 
leg temperature to .s [285J%!]llliQ 0 r:· ... · 

Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on each 
required PORV, excluding actuation. 

SR 3.4.12.+~: Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION on each 
required PORV actuation channel. 

GEOG STS PAWI:S.AfilE:S 
::;:;:::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:::;:;:;:::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;: 

3.4-31 

LTOP System 
3.4.12 

FREQUENCY 

12 hours 

12 hours 

12 hours 

12 hours for 
unlocked open 
vent valve(s) 

72 hours 

31 days 

f 18f months 



• 
Rf£- j~:p:§,]!Operat i ona l LEAKAGE 

3 .4.13 

3.4 REACTOR elJl,1,1)).t COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS gQ,;) 

3. 4 .13 R-&5 RP::§ Operational LEAKAGE 

LCO 3.4.13 R-&5 ~:~:~operational LEAKAGE shall be limited to: 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

No pressur~ boundary LEAKAGE; 

1 gpm unidentified LEAKAGE; 

10 gpm identified LEAKAGE; 

~~lllµii]?.I_~~-;-~ .. G~.;-~~.:t.~.r.~~L~.~~l.:.:~~:~i::i:~~~~:~:~:~:9:~:~:i,:~~:i:~~;-
~:&~+:iJ@)ij)g@~]j@nlJ@ln~:~:E,:g@)::::t:~~n:]:f::~:J:sqn:~:gp,g:t:1:y~J::m:?~ln~:·;····and··· 

.,~.i~l-18:liiii1i~ 
APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4. 

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. R-&5 PCS LEAKAGE not A. l Reduce LEAKAGE to 4 hours 
wi th'in '1 i mi ts for within limits. 
reasons other than 
pressure boundary 
LEAKAGE. 

B. Required Action and B.l Be in MODE 3. 6 hours 
associated Completion 
Time of Condition A AND 
not met. 

B.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours 
OR 

Pressure boundary 
LEAKAGE exists. 

3.4-32 



• 
Rf£-- !P,!P,j~]jOperat i ona l LEAKAGE 

3 .4.13 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE 

SR 3.4.13.1 -------------------NOTE------------------
Not required to be performed in MODE 3 or 4 
until 12 hours of steady state operation. 

Perform Rf& PCS water inventory balance. 
·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:· 

SR 3.4.13.2 Verify SG tube integrity is in accordance 
with the Steam Generator Tube Surveillance 
Program. 

GEOG STS p@tmsAfilif:s 
;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:::;:;:;:::::;:;:;:;: 

3.4-33 

FREQUENCY 

-------NOTE-----
Only required to 
be performed 
during steady 
state operation 

72 hours 

In accordance 
with the Steam 
Generator Tube 
Surveillance 
Program 



R-f&- g~:§!]PIV Leakage 
3. 4 .14 

• 3. 4 REACTOR eR:~,M~J!J COOLANT SYSTEM (RGS gqg) 

3.4.14 R&S Rgi~ Pressure Isolation Valve (PIV) Leakage 

LCO 3.4.14 Leakage from each R&S Is.§ PIV shall be within limits. 

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2,]!$.]: and 3-i,4, 
~400E 4, excepf····val ves i r1· the Shutdown Cooling (SOC) fl mJ path 

·,Jhen in, or during the transition to or from, the SOC mode of 
operation. 

ACTIONS 
--------------------------------------NOTES----------------------------------
1. Separate Condition entry is allowed for each flow path. 

2. 

A. 

Enter applicable Conditions and Required Actjons for systems 
made inoperable by an inoperable PIV. 

CONDITION 

One or more fl ow 
paths with leakage 
from one or more 
R&S PCS PIVs not 
wi thTrt'''1 i mi t. 

REQUIRED ACTION 

--------------NOTE----------
Each valve used to satisfy 
Required Action A.l and 
Required Action A.2 must have 
been verified to meet 
?...R. .. 2 .. '..1 .. ~J 1 .. J ...... m~:~:~::]J::i:i:!S~s,g 
@g:tJ:iM!@:~f:j@nHfand be ·an·· the 
ru;:s·gµ§·r.i"ress.ure boundary [or 
the Hfgh pressure portion of 
the system]. 

3.4-34 

COMPLETION TIME 

(continued) 



R&S- :p:cs:JPIV Leakage 
:::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;: 

3. 4 .14 

• ACTIONS (continued) 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. (continued) A. l Isolate the high 4 hours 
pressure portion of the 
affected system from the 
1 ow pressure portion by 
use of one closed 
manual, deactivated 
automatic, or check 
valve. 

fANDf 72 hours 

A. 2 Isolate the hi§h 
13ressure 13ortioA OF the 
aHeeteEl system from the 
l 011~ 13ressu'Pe 13ortioA by 
use o:f a seEOAEl eloseEl 
maAual, Ele aet i •11 ate El 
autematie, or eh eek 
valve. 72 hours 

AA 

A.2 Restore Rt-£ RCS 
within l; mi ts':,,., 

PIV to 

B. Required Action and B.l Be in MODE 3. 6 hours 
associated 
Completion Time for AND 
Condition A not 
met. B.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours 

c. ShutElo11rn CooliA§ c .1 Isolate the a:f:feeteEl 4 hours 
~sgc~ System auto 13eAetratioA by use OF 
elesure iAterloek OAe eloseEl maAual or 
FUAEtioA EleaetivateEl automatie 
i Ao13erabl e. 1va~ ,ite. 

3.4-35 



• SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

• 

SURVEILLANCE 

SR 3.4.14.1 -------------------NOTES------------------
1. Not required to be performed in 

MODES 3 and 4. 
2. Not required to be performed oA the 

Rf-& PI Vs located iA the SOC fl m'1 path 
'n'heA i A the shutdmm cool i Ag mode of 
operil.t.ioA. 

3-Z. Rf-& pµ~$. PI Vs actuated during the 
·=·=·= perforfriance of this Surve i 11 ance a re 

not required to be tested more than 
once if a repetitive testing loop 
cannot be avoided. 

3.4-36 

Rf.£- PG'Sl'PIV Leakage 
::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

3 .4.14 

FREQUENCY 

In accordance 
with the 
Inservice Testing 
Program or 
f 18+ months 

AND 

Prior to entering 
MODE 2 whenever 
the tffl-i-t- p:f\\~fu\t\ 
has been rn······ 
MODE 5 for 7 days 
\l\?.i\Ih\Q.\ij)f'~:l\or more, 
Tf .. leakii~ie 
testing has not 
been performed in 
the previous 
9 months 

vJithiA 24 hours 
foll o'td Ag valve 
actuatioA due to 
automatic or 
maAual actioA or 
fl ow t.~.r..<?.l19.h ... t.he 
~-.... :wr;:1@:t:i:~:2 
:111:~:~1~:~1~:~11~1~:9 

5~ 



SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) 

SURVEILLANCE 

SR 3. 4 .14. 2·---------~--------
Not required to be met when the SOC System 
autoclosure interlock is disabled in 
accordance with SR 3.4.12.7. 

Verify SOC System autoclosure interlock 
prevents the valves from being opened \lith 
a simulated or actual RCS pressure signal 

,i:§~:~:i &:~:::~:~:~::~:::i~:~u;:::::~:~:1§::~::::::::P.1:g:9.:r~:::::::v:i,1::v@:§::::::::~:ni @]:pi$@!@<························· .................................................................... . 

3.4-37 

Rf£- !Ri§§i]PIV Leakage 
3.4.14 

FREQUENCY 

(continued) 

[18] months 



SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) 

SURVEILLANCE 

SR 3. 4 .14. 3---------tt-H~-------
Not required to be met when the SOC System 
autoclosure interlock is disabled in 
accordance with SR 3.4.12.7. 

Verify SOC System autoclosure interlock 
causes the valves to close automatically 
Hith a simulated or actual RCS pressure 

iliiiiill8-
---

3.4-38 

Rf£- :e:~:~ilPIV Leakage 
3 .4.14 

FREQUENCY 

[ 18] months 



Rt-&- gl,!§l!::!:Leakage Detection Instrumentation 
3.4.15 

• 3. 4 REACTOR glj~:HAIJll COOLANT SYSTEM (RGS R99) 

3.4.15 Rf-& pc:s Leakage Detection Instrumentation 
·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:· 

LCO 3.4.15 [Two of] t ]he fo 11 owing Rf-& pQ,$, leakage detection 
instrumentation shall be OPERABLE: 

a. One containment sump monitor :~::1:¥,i:mI:J::gj~@:§:~:~p]l; fand-]-

b. One containment atmosphere radioactivity g~:§:~Q,iji§]:!~P.itil1l:f~d:~Y 
monitor (gaseous or particulate); fand ........................................ · ......... · ............... . 

c. One containment air cooler condensate flow rate monitor.] 
Jit¥:~=1::::1~~1::~:9:r,::~:]: ~:r,=~: 

~.:~:::::::::]:::::::'Pni:::::::s:91:~:~::1J;1m~:ni::]~:@n:1:~::~::iM:::::·m2:r::~::~:9:1,;rn: 

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, ~jng·!j!j3, and 4. 

ACTIONS 

CONDITION 

A. Required containment 
sump monitor 

~;:iti:i:i~:~:~:::~~:m:mJ:r~9' 1s1 ···· 

REQUIRED ACTION 

------------NOTE------------
LCO 3.0.4 is not applicable. 

A.l Perform SR 3.4.13.1 . ... 
g:~:sB.~~:~:srn: · · · · · · · · · · · · 

Required containment AN9 
air cooler flow rate 
monitor i nope r ab 1 e . ] .... A-. 2,,__--Re....,s"""'t..,_o._..r,....e-cl--'-'o"'n ..... t~a""'"i=nm=eu..on""'"""t 

c EOG STS PAUfsAU.if:s 
;:::::::;:::;:;:;:::::::::::;:;:::::::::::::::::::::::;: 

sump monitor to 
OPERABLE status. 

3.4-39 

COMPLETION TIME 

30 days 

(continued) 



• 

• 

ACTIONS (continued) 

CONDITION 

B. Required containment 
atmosphere 
radioactivity monitor 

lllJ:!,~~ 

Rf&- R§l§j::tLeakage Detection Instrumentation 
3.4.15 

REQUIRED ACTION 

------------NOTE------------
LCO 3.0.4 is not applicable. 

B.1.1 Analyze grab samples 
of the containment 
atmosphere. 

B.1.2 Perform SR 3.4.13.1. 

COMPLETION TIME 

Once per 
24 hours 

A-NB Once per 
24 hours 

B.2.1 Restore required 
containment 
atmosphere 
radioactivity monitor 30 days 
to OPERABLE status. 

B.2.2 Verify containment 
air cooler condensate 
flow rate monitor is 30 days 
OPERABLE. 

~::;:::~:::::I:::::::::::::~:::r:ll!~i~l~l~illlljjjjj~!lll/~llll~x ·············· ····················· 
!tey:J:gn£:~m::r ·· · · · · ······ ······ ·· ··· · ·········· 1:~~11~/B~~M@:~ 

@Nb 

--,.,..,~fil# -®~ 
C • Re q u i red cont a i n men t r.C-:--. l+---~P eP-IJR~ fF+Oi+r'ftfm-s~Rli--o'3\-,.-<+4....,.... +15~. 11-c-. Once per 8 hours 

air cooler condensate 
fl mJ rate monitor 00 
inoperable. 

C.2 

GEOG STS p@tmsAfiE@ 
::::::::::;:;:;:::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:·: 

Perform SR 3.4.13.1. 

3.4-40 

Once per 
24 hours 

(continued) 



ACTIONS (continued) 

CONDITION 

D. ReEjl:l i 1aeEJ containment D. l 
atl!los13f.:ieice 
icaElioactivity monitoic 
ino13eicable. 

A-N9 
GR 

ReEjl:l i 1ae8 containment 
air cooler coneensate D.2 
:fl ow rate lllOnitor 
i no13erabl e. 

fC. Required Action fB. l 
:::::: 

and associated 
:::::: 

Completion Time AND 
not met. 

fB.2 
;::::: 

fQ. All required fQ.l 
monitors 
inoperable. 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE 

Rf.£- 19,i§:]:Leakage Detection Instrumentation 
3.4.15 

REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

Restoice iceEJl:l iiceEl 30 Elays 
containlllent 
atl!los13f.:ieice 
icaElioactivity monito1a 
to OPERABLE status. 

30 Elays 

Restore 1aeEJl:l i ices 
containlllent ai ic 
cool e1a conElensate 
:fl 0 11~ rate monitoic to 
OPERABLE stat1:1s. 

Be in MODE 3. 6 ~ 19:41:~ 

Be in MODE 5. 3e Elays :~'§:::me:9:~t~ 

Enter LCO 3.0.3. Immediately 

FREQUENCY 

SR 3. 4 .15 .1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK of -t-fte-- gj~)$t):lrequi red f 12+ hours 

iiillifBilil-
SR 3. 4 .15. 2 Perform CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST of the 92 Elays :J\§:::JngJni,~!§J 

required cont a i .f"lrn.~.llt ... ~.tmosphere 
raEl i oact iv i ty :rqm~:~m::E.¥:]mon i tor. 

SR 3. 4 .15. 3 Perform CHANNEL CALI BRATIQN . .9. .. f ..... .t..b. .. ~ ........ t§.9.Y..tred f 18+ months 
c 0 n ta i nme n t sump mo n i t 0 r :mji,:~:~rn::::::mr.:g,:1:£'~'&9:rn. 

GEOG STS PAfaTSADES 
::;:::::;:;:;:;:····:·.:.·.:.·.·.·.:.·:·.::·.·.·:·:·:::· 3.4-41 



• 
R&&- l~~§i:i:!ileakage Detection Instrumentation 

3.4.15 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3. 4 .15. 5 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION of the required fl8+ months 
containment air cooler condensate flm,· rate 
mo n i tor J=i~fa~:~:]::]::§¥d!:~gifi". 

3.4-42 



, ..... , ..... ,.·.·.,.,.,., .. A .. 
-Rf-&- P:Qfo]Spec1f1c ct1v1ty ................ 3 .4 .16 

• 3. 4 REACTOR Rl!l~J!fr COOLANT SYSTEM (RCS Rl§J 

• 

3.4.16 -R&S IB~:§ Specific Activity 

LCO 3.4.16 The specific iodine activity of the reactor P,ir,M!iffi~:t® coolant 
shall be within limits. 

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2, 
MODE 3 with -R&S -~~,§ average temperature (:t:l!Vg ]m) ~ 500 ° F. 

ACTIONS 

CONDITION 

A. DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 
> 1. O µCi I gm . 

REQUIRED ACTION 

--------------NOTE---------
LCO 3.0.4 is not applicable. 

A.1 Verify DOSE 
EQUIVALENT I-131 

COMPLETION TIME 

within the acceptable Once per 4 hours 
region of 

A.2 Restore DOSE 
EQUIVALENT I-131 to 
within limit. 

48 hours 

(continued) 

B. Required Action and B. 1 Be in MODE 3 with :i:avg 6 hours 
[m < 500° F. associated Completion 

Time of Condition A 
not met. 

OR 

DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 
in the unacceptable 
region of 

3.4-43 



• 

• 

ACTIONS (continued) 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION 

Rf£- ~9,:§,!!!i!::speci fi c Activity 
3.4.16 

COMPLETION TIME 

C. Gross specific 
activity of the 
reactor P,xN:Jnair:Y 
cool ant HO'f::wTfh in 

C.l 

AND 

C.2 

Perform SR 3.4.16.2. 4 hours 

Be in MODE 3 with ~~ 6 hours 
]~~~ < 500 ° F. 

l i mi t. 
·· .. :·:·:·:· 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE 

SR 3. 4 .16 .1 Verify reactor !P.irmm:~:r& cool ant gross 
specific activify···~····ra·o/E: µCi/gm. 

SR 3.4.16.2 --------------·------NOTE-----------------
Only required to be performed in MODE 1. 

Verify reactor :P.~M@~:fy coolant DOSE 
EQUIVALENT I-13r····s"f5e"i':Tfic activity 
~ 1. O µCi I gm . 

c Ea c sTs F18tmsA0:1~:s 
:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:· 

3.4-44 

FREQUENCY 

7 days 

(continued) 

14 days 

Between 2 and 
6 hours after 
THERMAL POWER 
change of 
;::: 15% RTP within 
a 1 hour period 



RfS- l~i§'::::::s p e c if i c Act i v it y 
3.4.16 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) 

SURVEILLANCE 

SR 3.4.16.3 -------------------NOTE------------------
Not required to be performed until 31 days 
after a minimum of 2 EFPD and 20 days of 
MODE 1 operation have elapsed since the 
reactor was last subcritical for 
~ 48 hours. 

Determine E from a sample taken in MODE 1 
after a minimum of 2 EFPD and 20 days of 
MODE 1 operation have elapsed since the 
reactor was last subcritical for 
~ 48 hours. 

• CEOG STS ill!iJR!ilMM 
::::;:;:;:::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:::::::;:·:·: 

3.4-45 

FREQUENCY 

184 days 



• 

• 

Figure 3.4.16 1 (page 1 of 1) 

DELETED 
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3. 4 REACTOR Rft;JM8~).t COOLANT SYSTEM (RGS g~g) 

3.4.17 Special Test Exception (STE) Rt-& gy§ Loops 

LCO 3.4.17 The requirements of LCO 3.4.4, "RCS Loops MODES 1 and 2," and 
the listed requirements of LCO 3.3.1, "Reactor Protective System 
(RPS) Instrumentation Operating," for the [(Analog) RC flow 
10\1, thermal margin or low pressure, and asymmetric steam 
generator transient protective trip functions] [(Digital) high 
log power, high local power density, l m1 9£.PP.I!.YX:.9. .... f.f9.1:1:1 D.Y.9.Jeate 

~jffi~i:~li:~·i~::j:::iqi:~~i,i:~:i:~:~:il::1::~i::~::~a~u ~: t ! ~: ~ l n ~::~d::~::~:~:g:v:~~!:J~:J:=n:]:mgm 
a. THERMAL POWER ~ 5% RTP; and 

b. The reactor trip setpqints of the OPERABLE power level 
channels are set ~ -WS.11% RTP. 

·:·:·:·:·:·: 

APPLICABILITY: MODE 2, during startup and PHYSICS TESTS ~)i!~~'!:i!j[~~g'!:m·,p!!j!j;.g~~:i;:j!;gn 
ffi~.f;g:::.'::~:9:21:~:::::::@::::§:§:g:~:·[. 

ACTIONS 

CONDITION 

A. THERMAL POWER not 
within limit. 

A. l 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE 

REQUIRED ACTION 

~ ffibfa1!!\keactor 
trip b'r'ctakers. 

SR 3.4.17.1 Verify THERMAL POWER~ 5% RTP. 

SR 3.4.17.2 Perform a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on each 
logarithmic power level and linear power 
level neutron flux monitoring channel. 

c me STS PALWSADES 
:::::···········::::::::::::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;: 
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COMPLETION TIME 

Immediately 

FREQUENCY 

1 hour 

12 hours prior to 
initiating startup 
or PHYSICS TESTS 
s::r:1,:~,,~·=s:~:m::::::~:88:r;2:~:s·n 



SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

GEOG STS P:@mmst.\D.EiS 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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ATTACHMENT 5 

CONSUMERS POWER COMPANY 
PALISADES PLANT 

DOCKET 50-255 

STS CONVERSION TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION CHANGE REQUEST 

3.4 PRIMARY COOLANT SYSTEM 

STS Bases Pages Marked to Show the Differences Between RTS and STS 



• 

• 

Rt-£-- ·g~!§ Pressure, Temperature, and Flow DNB Limits 
B 3.4.1 

B 3. 4 REACTOR PRIMARY COOLANT SYSTEM (RGS pp[?) 
B 3.4.1 Rt-£-- B~I Pressure, Temperature, and Flow Departure from Nucleate Boiling 

(DNB) Limits 

BASES 

BACKGROUND These Bases address requirements for maintaining Rf.£ BC[$ pressure, 
temperature, and flow rate within 1 imits assumed in th"E=t··safety 
analyses. The safety analyses (Ref. l)& of normal operating 
conditions and anticipated operational ri~currences assume initial 
conditions within the normal steady state-envelope. The limits 
placed on DNB related parameters ensure that these parameters will 
not be less conservative than were assumed in the analyses and 
thereby provide assurance that the minimum Departure from Nucleate 
Boiling Ratio (DNBR) will meet the required criteria for each of the 
transients analyzed. 

The LCO limits for minimum and maximum Rf.£ !R!G$ pressures as measured 
at the pressurizer are consistent with oper·affon within the nominal 
operating envelope and are bounded by those used as the initial 
pressures in the analyses. 

The L..C.O limits· for minimum and maximum Rf.£ ~BG~ cold leg temperature-s
-are ff\)$. consister1twith operation at the indTc.ated power level and 
are hdunded ~P:Y.i.J@§: by-those used as the initial temperatures in the 
analyses. ················· 

The LCO l i mi t-s- for mm i mum and maxi mum RCS :P:cs fl ow rates -a-r-e-- ff:s: 
bounded .b.Y. those used as the initial flow r'afe's in the analyses=:==== 
The Rf.£ PCS fl ow rate is not expected to vary during pl ant operation 
with a 11 '''B"Umps running. 

B 3.4-1 



• BASES 

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY 
ANALYSES 

• LCO 

Rf.£ ,B;P,§! Pressure, Temperature, and Fl ow DNB Limits 
B 3.4.1 

The requirements of LCO 3.4.1 represent the initial conditions for 
DNB limited transients analyzed in the safety analyses (Ref. 1). 
The safety analyses have shown that transients initiated from the 
limits of this LCO will meet the DNBR criterion of~ 1.3 s.~mfiat& 
Uflii'i:tif!(S:Jl[Ji'@)@JA:)L This is the acceptance limit for the Rts=··wcs DNB 
J)''a·ra'm~'t~'r~'::·:=b:t'hanges to the facility that could impact these::::·:·:···: 
parameters must be assessed for their impact on the DNBR criterion. 
The transients analyzed for include loss of coolant flow events and 
dropped or struck control Element n:g=~: assembly (GEA) events. A key 
assumption for the analysis of the~~-·events is that the core power 
distribution is within the limits of LGO 3.1.7, "Regulating GEA 
Insertion Limits"; LGO 3.1.8, "Part Length GEA Insertion Limits"; 
LGO 3.2.3, "AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT (Tq)"; and LGO 3.2.5, "AXIAL SHAPE 
HIDEX (/\SI) (Digitil;l)"; LCO 3.L7.L .. '.'.R.~9l1lating Rod Insertion 
Limits"; ~co 3.2.4:4, "AZIMUTH/\L QUA0.:RAN1l POWER TILT fT-1-"; and 

... ...... .·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.· ....... ·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·. q 

LCO 3.2.-54,, "AXIAL SHAPE INDEX (Analog)". The safety analy~ _ _g_s are 
performed over the fo 11 owing range of initial values: -R&S- RCS~ 

~:~~!~i~ ~r;:~o~~~~o ·~flrUfil~e~-~ ~~:;el" 1 ~{et co:;,:nt fl ow 
The RCS DNB limits satisfy Criterion 2 of the NRG Policy Statement . 

This LCO specifies limits _()_11 ... the monitored process vari abl es ... Bf& f?:G.:§ 
pressurizer pressure, -R&S- BP.!$ cold leg temperature, and -R&S- 8¢.!$ ········ 
total fl ow rate to ensure lhat the core operates within the lTmits 
assumed for the plant safety analyses. Operating within these 
limits will result in meeting the DNBR criterion in the event of a 
DNB limited transient. 

The LCO numerical values for pressure, temperature, and flow rate 
are given for the measurement location but have not been adjusted 
for instrument error. Plant specific limits of instrument error are 
established by the plant staff to meet the operational requirem~nts 
of this LCO. 
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BASES 

R-f£ ·~@!§,,Pressure, Temperature, and Flow DNB Limits 
B 3.4.1 

APPLICABILITY In MODE 1, the limits on R-f£ BC.:$.: pressurizer pressure, Rf.& 1p1Q.j$ cold 
leg temperature, and R-f£ [pg§ f'lOw rate must be maintained dU'rTng 
steady state operation i n ..... 6 .. rder to ensure that DNBR criteria wi 11 be 
met in the event of an unplanned loss of forced coolant flow or 
other DNB limited transient. In all other MODES, the power level is 
low enough so that DNBR is not a concern. 

A Note has been added to indicate the limit on pressurizer pressure 
may be exceeded during short term operational transients such as a 
THERMAL POWER ramp increase of > 5% RTP per minute or a THERMAL 
POWER step increase of > 10% RTP. 

These conditions represent short term perturbations where actions to 
control pressure variations might be counterproductive. Also, since 
they represent transients initiated from power levels < 100% RTP, an 
increased DNBR margin exists to offset the temporary pressure 
variations. 

Another set of limits on DNB related parameters is provided in 
Safety Limit (SL) 2.1.1, "Reactor Core Safety Limits." Those limits 
are less restrictive than the limits of this LCO, but violation of 
Sls merits a stricter, more severe Required Action. Should a 
violation of this LCO occur, the operator should check whether or 
not an SL may have been exceeded. 

ACTIONS A.l 

Pressurizer pressure is a controllable and measurable parameter. 
With this parameter not within the LCO limits, action must be taken 
to restore the parameter. 

The 2 hour Completion Time is based on plant operating experience 
that shows the parameter can be restored in this time period. 
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Rf-£ 'e!C.S.! Pressure, Temperature, and Fl ow DNB Limits 
B 3.4.l 

RCS flow rate is not a controllable parameter and is not expected to 
vary during steady state operation. If the flow rate is not within 
the LCO limit, then power must be reduced, as required by Required 
Action B.l, to restore DNB margin and eliminate the potential for 
violation of the accident analysis bounds. 

The 2 hour Completion Time for restoration of the parameters 
provides sufficient time to adjust plant parameters, to determine 
the cause of the off normal condition, and to restore the readings 
within limits. The Completion Time is based on plant operating 
experience. 

If Required Action A.l is not met within the associated Completion 
Time, the plant must be brought to a MODE in which the LCO does not 
apply. To achieve this status, the plant must be brought to at 
least MODE 2 within 6 hours. In MODE 2, the reduced power condition 
eliminates the potential for violation of the accident analysis 
bounds. 

Six hours is a reasonable time that permits the plant power to be 
reduced at an orderly rate in conjunction with even control of Steam 
Generator (SG) heat removal. 

C.l 

Cold leg temperature is a controllable and measurable parameter. If 
this parameter is not within the LCO limits, action must be taken to 
restore the parameter. 

The 2 hour Completion Time is based on plant operating experience 
that shows that the parameter can be restored ·in this time period. 

If Required Action C.l is not met within the associated Completion 
Time, THERMAL POWER must be reduced to ~ f30%f RTP. Plant operation 
may continue for an indefinite period of time in this condition. At 
the reduced power level, the potential for violation of the DNB 
limits is greatly reduced. 

The 6 hour Completion Time is a reasonable time that permits power 
reduction at an orderly rate in conjunction with even control of SG 
heat removal . 

c EOG STS =1nmm:s@b.E?S 
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.I.I 
REQUIREMENTS 

R-f£ iB:§:§,! Pressure, Temperature, and Flow DNB Limits 
B 3. 4. I 

Since Required Action A.I allows a Completion Time of 2 hours to 
restore parameters that are not within limits, the I2 hour 
Surveillance Frequency for pressurizer pressure is sufficient to 
ensure that the pressure can be restored to a normal operation, 
steady state condition following load changes and other expected 
transient operations. The I2 hour interval has been shown by 
operating practice to be sufficient to regularly assess for 
potential degradation and verify operation is within safety analysis 
assumptions. 

Since Required Action A.I allows a Completion Time of 2 hours to 
restore parameters that are not within limits, the I2 hour 
Surveillance Frequen~y for cold leg temperature is sufficient to 
ensure that the R-f£ mis coolant temperature can be restored to a 
normal operation, ste .. ady state condition following load changes and 
other expected transient operations. The I2 hour interval has been 
shown by operating practice to be sufficient to regularly assess for 
potential degradation and to verify operation is within safety 
analysis assumptions. 

SR 3.4.1.2 

Since Required Action AQMJ~i allows a Completion Time of 2 hours to 
restore parameters that··a:re not within limits, the I2 hour 
Surveillance Frequen~y __ for cold leg temperature is sufficient to 
ensure that the R-f£ 8¢.!$. cool ant temperature can be restored to a 
normal operation, ste.ady state condition following load changes and 
other expected transient operations. The I2 hour interval has shown 
by operating practice to be sufficient to regularly assess for 
safety analysis assumptions. 

SR 3.4.1.3 

The 12 hour Surveillance Frequency for RCS total flow rate is 
performed using the installed flow instrumentation. The 12 hour 
frequency has been shown by operating experience to be sufficient to 
assess for potential degradation and to verify operation is within 
safety analysis assumptions. 

This SR is modified by a Note that only requires performance of this 
SR in MODE 1. The Note is necessary to al 1 m1 measurement of RCS 
fl ow rate at normal operating conditions at power wi U1 al 1 RCPs 
running. 
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• 

SR 3.4.1.4.S 

Rf.£ R¢.!$. Pressure, Temperature, and Fl ow DNB Limits 
B 3.4.1 

Measurement of Rf.£ :ij[i total flow rate by performance of a prec1s1on 
calorimetric heat balance once every fl8f months. This allows the 
installed RCS flm; instrumentation to be calibrated and verifies 
~~:{y~~~. actual Rf.£~£~ flow rate is within the bounds of the 

The frequency of fl8f months reflects the importance of verifying 
fl ow after a refueling outage where the core has be~n aJ.tgr.~9.,.\1/hi ch 

i-~~1:11•11111 
The SR is modified by a Note that states the SR is only required to 
be performed f24+ hours after ~ f90%t RTP. The Note is necessary to 
allow measurement of the flow rate at normal operating conditions at 
power in MODE 1. The Sury~i]Jance cannot be performed in MODE 2 or 
b..~J.9.\1/, and wi 11 fffit-yi el d']m:9r~ accurate results if performed bel oH :ipg:fii:]90% RTP. . ........... . 
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-Rf-5. E!i@ Minimum Temperature for Criticality 
B 3.4.2 

B 3. 4 REACTOR cooLANT IR~:M11x:·:·:~11~1~JJ svsrEM (RGS RI§> 
B 3.4.2 -Rf-5. ,~~g,& Minimum Temperature for Criticality 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY 
ANALYSES 

LCO 

Establishing the value for the m1n1mum temperature for reactor 
criticality is based upon considerations for: 

a. Operation within the existing instrumentation ranges and 
accuracies; 

b. Operation within the bounds of the existing accident analyses; 
and 

c. Operation with the reactor vessel above its m1n1mum nil 
ductility reference temperature when the reactor is critical. 

The reactor tHM:ffi~rlYikool ant moderator temperature coefficient used 
in core operafrn-9·······a:-nd accident analysis is typic.CJ.JJy defined for the 
normal operating temperature range (532°F to .§.73.:g:fQ°F). The Reactor 
Protection System receives inputs from the narro·w ...... range hot J.~.9. ....... . 
t~mpgrature detesJ.grs, which have a range of 520 ° t to 620 ° f 9:g:{:rrn::t.;9 
zggrne. The -Rf-5. Rs& loop average temperature J::i:l!V!! rn~~~) is controlled 
using inputs of the same range. Nominal ::i: •• g :iw.e for·N·making the 
reactor critical is 532°F. Safety and operaffng analyses for lower 
temperature have not been made. 

There are no accident analyses that dictate the m1n1mum temperature 
for criticality, but all low power safety analyses assume initial 

iiiiitriiiP•f£~~·· 
The RCS minimum temperature for criticality satisfies Criterion 2 of 
the NRG Policy Statement. 

The purpose of the LCO is to prevent criticality outside the normal 
operating regime (532°F to ~~:{:Q:°F) and to prevent operation in an 
unanalyzed condition. ········ 

The LCO is only applicable below f535+°F and provides a reasonable 
distance to the limit of [520]~!?!§,[°F. This allows adequate time to 
trend its approach and take coFrifrt i ve actions prior to exceeding 
the limit. 
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BASES 

R-&&---- R~\§']Ni n i mum Temperature for Criticality 
B 3.4.2 

APPLICABILITY The reactor has been designed and analyzed to be critical in MODES 1 
and 2 only and in accordance with this specification. Criticality 
is not permitted in any other MODE. Therefore, this LCO is 
applicable in MODE 1, and MODE 2 when K011 ~ 1.0. Coupled with the 
applicability definition for criticality __ is a temperature limit. 
Monitoring is required at or below a +avg i!iiw of f535j-°F. The no load 
temperature of 544°F is maintained by the Steam Dump Control System. 

ACTIONS A.l 

mg~:\I:~:vg\mi.ii::_=::P:gm?:@::fgm:4:rgt\\i::~::::::~:t:P:P::n:t:nP::i:1::i~:::::::i.o.M:\::::mi:~:g:µni&1:itmi.r~mg:~gn\f\:t . 

plant must be brought to a MODE in"Which the LCO does not apply. To 
ac~ i eve this status, the pl ant must be brought to MODE ;g]!i\l!J.ii~ini:::::g;;n\i\i\:% 
@:!tQ within 30 minutes. Rapid reactor shutdown can be re.adTly.and .. 
~r~ctically achieved within a 30 minute period. The allowed time 
reflects the ability to perform this action and to maintain the 
plant within the analyzed range. 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.2.l 
REQUIREMENTS 

REFERENCE 

TlW! ..... I~~~ is required to be verified ~ [5203$!?.:§:° F every 30 minutes 
.!j[q(l[ft: The 30 minute §:p[g@}tf][[g:g time peri od" .. Ts frequent enough to 
prevent inadvertent vfolaliori .. of the LCO. While the Surveillance is 
required whenever th~ reactor is critical and temperature is below 
f535j-°F, in practice& the Surveillance is most appropriate during 
the period when the Feactor is brought critical. 
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• B 3. 4 REACTOR COOLANT PBillll:::::::P:!lijlll SYSTEM (RGS I~?) 
B 3.4.3 R&.S :~:fi:I Pressure and Temperature (P/T) Limits 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

• 

• 

All components of the R&.S :r:o!§: are designed to withstand effects of 
cyclic loads due to system ....... p"\~;·essure and temperature changes. These 
loads are introduced by startup (heatup) and shutdown (cooldown) 
operations, power transients, and reactor trips ....... Ihis LCO limits 
the pressure and temperature changes during R&.S P~l$. heatup and 
cooldown, within the design assumptions and the s"fress limits for 
cyclic operation. 

The Br!:~:@:ur.§.:~gn~:::=::ffigffip:gifat~~µr;:§'Hii.1=m:1~:~::~:::ggp!q:m~]:::(:PTLRm contains p /T limit 
curves··· fO·y;···he.afop;····c:·O"oTdow"ri"; and"Tri "Se.riii.C"e···Leak·. and Hydrostatic 
(ISLH) testing, and data for the maximum rate of change of reactor 
coolant temperature (Ref. 1). 

i .. iliimiilli&im1inll 
~:ry,~::::::Mii:§:gJ]:.g:g::m:ra::~:n~:i:~~P.:J:P:fi~]'g££2:µ:r:P:lJf9M:l:e:r:P:]9:J:@9,~:~:r;s.:1w:rn~:mg:§.:$Y:ug]]:lrrhe ·u·s·u·a1····use····of .. lhe····c:·ur·ves·····;··5···operat·1··0·11·;i1····9·u·1a·a·n-e:·e···a-u·0·1"11"9···he.atfrp···ar 
cooldown maneuvering, when pressure and temperature indications are. 
monitored and compared to the applicable curve to determine that 
operation is within the allowable region. 

The LCO establishes operating limits that provide a margin to 
brittle failure of the reactor vessel and piping of the Reactor 
Coolant Pressure Boundary (RCPB). The vessel is the component most 
subject to brittle failure, and the LCO limits apply mainly to the 
vessel. The limits do not apply to the pressurizer, which has 
different design characteristics and operating functions. 

10 CFR 50, Appendix G (Ref. 2), requires the establishment of P/T 
limits for material fracture toughness requirements of the RCPB 
materials. Reference 2 requires an adequate margin to brittle 
failure during normal operation, anticipated operational 
occurrences, and system hydrostatic tests. It mandates the use of 
the ASME Code, Section III, Appendix G (Ref. 3). 

The actual shift in the RTNor of the vessel material will be 
established periodically by removing and evaluating the irradiated 
reactor vessel material specimens, in accordance with ASTM E 185 
(Ref. 4) and Appendix Hof 10 CFR 50 (Ref. 5). The operating P/T 
limit curves will be adjusted, as necessary, based on the evaluation 
findings ~nd the recommendations of Reference 3 . 
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BASES 

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY 
ANALYSES 

ft&& :pi!$.! P /T Li mi ts 
............. B 3 .4.3 

The P/T limit curves are composite curves established by 
superimposing limits derived from stress analyses of those portions 

·of the reactor vessel and head that are the most restrictive. At 
any specific pressure, temperature, and temperature rate of change, 
one location within the reactor vessel will dictate the most 
restrictive limit. Across the span of the P/T limit curves, 
different locations are more restrictive, and, thus, the curves are 
composites of the most restrictive regions. 

The heatup curve represents a different set of restrictions than the 
cooldown curve because the directions of the thermal gradients 
through the vessel wall are reversed. The thermal gradient reversal 
alters the location of the tensile stress between the outer and 
inner walls. 

The criticality limit includes the Reference 2 requirement that the 
limit be no less than 40°F above the heatup curve or the cooldown 
curve and not less than the minimum permissible temperature for the 
ISLH testing. However, the criticality limit is not operatio.n._(lJly 
limiting; a more restrictive limit exists in LCO 3.4.2, "ft&& py:$. 
Minimum Temperature for Criticality." 

The consequence of violating the LCO limits is that the ft&& PCS has 
been operated under conditions that can result in brittle faTTure of 
the RCPB, possibly leading to a non-isolable leak or loss of coolant 
accident. In the event these limits are exceeded, an evaluation 
must be performed to determine the effect on the structural 
integrity of the RCPB components. The ASME Code, Section XI, 
Appendix E (Ref. 6), provides a recommended methodology for 
evaluating an operating event that causes an excursion outside the 
limits. 

The P/T limits are not derived from Design Basis Accident (OBA) 
Analyses. They are prescribed during normal operation to avoid 
encountering pressure, temperature, and temperature rate of change 
conditions that might cause undetected flaws to propagate· and cause 
nonductile failure of the RCPB, an unanalyzed condition. 
Reference 1 establishes the methodology for determining the P/T 
limits. Since the P/T limits are not derived from any OBA, there 
are no acceptance limits related to the P/T limits. Rather, the P/T 
limits are acceptance limits themselves since they preclude 
operation in an un-analyzed condition. 

The RCS P/T limits satisfy Criterion 2 of the NRG Policy Statement. 

• GEOG STS ,~,§~ B 3.4-10 
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~ _BA_s_E_s~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

LCO The two elements of this LCO are: 

a. The limit curves for heatup, cooldown, and ISLH testing; and 

b. Limits on the rate of change of temperature. 

The LCO limits apply to all components of the R-&£ :ijW,:§:, except the 
pressurizer. 

These limits define allowable operating regions and permit a large 
number of operating cycles while providing a wide margin to 
nonductile failure. 

The limits for the rate of change of temperature control the thermal 
gradient through the vessel wall and are used as inputs for 
calculating the heatup, cooldown, and ISLH testing P/T limit curves. 
Thus, the LCO for the rate of change of temperature restricts 
stresses caused by thermal gradients and also ensures the validity 
of the P/T limit curves. · 

Violating the LCO limits places the reactor vessel outside of the 
bounds of the stress analyses and can increase stresses in other 
RCPB components. The consequences depend on several factors, as 
follows: 

a. The severity of the departure from the allowable operating P/T 
regime or the severity of the rate of change of temperature; 

b. The length of time the limits were violated (longer violations 
allow the temperature gradient in the thick vessel walls to 
become more pronounced); and 

c. The existences, sizes, and orientations of flaws in the vessel 
material. 

APPLICABILITY The R-&£ BG§ P/T limits Specification provides a definition of 
acceptabTe···operat ion for prevention of non-ductile failure in 
accordance with 10 CFR 50, Appendix G (Ref. 2). Although the P/T 
limits were developed to provide guidance for operation during 
heatup or cooldown (MODES 3, 4, and 5) or ISLH testing, their 
Applicability is at all times in keeping with the concern for 
non-ductile failure. The limits do not apply to the pressurizer. 
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• 

RG£ BRiR P/T Limits 
B 3.4.3 

During MODES 1 and 2, other Technical Specifications provide limits 
for operation that can be more restrj~tive than or can supplement 
these P/T limits. LCO 3.4.1, "Rt-£ :g¢.:$ Pressure, Temperature, and 
FJ()w Departure from Nucleate Boilin·~r-·TDNB) Limits"; LCO 3.4.2, "Rt-£ 
~&$.Minimum Temperature for Criticality"; and Safety Limit 2.1, 
irs·afety Limits," also provide operational restrictions for pressure 
and temperature and maximum pressure. Furthermore, MODES 1 and 2 
are above the temperature range of concern for non-ductile failure, 
and stress analyses have been performed for normal maneuvering 
profiles, such as power ascension or descent. 

The actions of this LCO consider the premise that a violation of the 
limits occurred during normal plant maneuvering. Severe violations 
caused by abnormal transients, at times accompanied by equipment 
failures, may also require additional actions from emergency 
operating procedures. 

A.l and A.2 

Operation outside the P/T limits must be corrected so that the RCPB 
is returned to a condition that has been verified by stress 
analyses . 

The 30 minute Completion Time reflects the urgency of restoring the 
parameters to within the analyzed range. Most violations will not 
be severe, and the activity can be accomplished in this time in a 
controlled manner. 

Besides restoring operation to within limits~ an evaluation is 
re qui red to determine if RG£ PG:$. operation can continue. The 
evaluation must verify the RCPB" .. integrity remains acceptable and 
must be completed before continuing operation. Several methods may 
be used, including comparison with pre-analyzed transients in the 
stress analyses, new analyses, or inspection of the components. 

ASME Code, Section XI, Appendix E (Ref. 6), may be used to support 
the evaluation. However, its use is restricted to evaluation of the 
vessel beltl ine. 

The 72 hour Completion Time is reasonable to accomplish the 
evaluation. The evaluation for a mild violation is possible within 
this time, but more severe violations may require special, event 
specific stress analyses or inspections. A favorable evaluation 
must be completed before continuing to operate. 
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Rf& !e:fil!$.! P /T Li mi ts ................. B 3 .4.3 

Condition A is modified by a Note requ1r1ng Required Action A.2 to 
be completed whenever the Condition is entered. The Note emphasizes 
the need to perform the evaluation of the effects of the excursion 
outside the allowable limits. Restoration alone per Required 
Action A.l is insufficient because higher than analyzed stresses may 
have occurred and may have affected the RCPB integrity. 

B.l and B.2 

If a Required Action and associated Completion Time of Condition A 
are not met, the plant must be placed in a lower MODE because: 

a. The Rf& P,R;§ remained in an unacceptable P/T region for an 
extended···~~riod of increased stress; or 

b. A sufficiently severe event caused entry into an unacceptable 
region. 

Either possibility indicates a need for more careful examination of 
the event, best accomplished with the Rf& :gp:S.: at reduced pressure 
and temperature. With reduced pressure ana···femperature cond it i ans, 
the possibility of propagation of 
undetected flaws is decreased. 

Pressure and temperature are reduced by_placing the plant Jrr .. MODE 3 
within 6 hours and in MODE 5 with Rf& !~g:~ pressure < f&OO-t:f::r:i ~ 
P,!§i:~::i:!]wi thin 36 hours. 

The Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating experience, 
to reach the required plant conditions from full power conditions in 
an orderly manner and without challenging plant systems. 

C.l and C.2 

The actions of this LCO, anytime other than in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4, 
consider the premise that a violation of the limits occurred during 
normal plant maneuvering. Severe violations caused by abnormal 
transients, at times accompanied by equipment failures, may also 
require additional actions from emergency operating procedures. 
Operation outside the P/T limits must be corrected so that the RCPB 
is returned to a condition that has been verified by stress 
analyses. 

The Completion Time of "immediately" reflects the urgency of 
restoring the parameters to within the analyzed range. Most 
violations will not be severe, and the activity can be accomplished 
in a short period of time in a controlled manner. 
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HG& :r.i:~: P/T Limits 
B 3.4.3 

Besides restoring operation to within limits, an evaluation is 
required to determine if Rf& BG$! operation can continue. The 
evaluation must verify that the RCPB integrity remains acceptable 
and must be completed before continuing operation. Several methods 
may be used, including comparison with pre-analyzed transients in 
the stress analyses, new analyses, or inspection of the components. 

ASME Code, Section XI, Appendix E (Ref. 6), may be used to support 
the evaluation. However, its use is restricted to evaluation of the 
vessel beltline. 

The Completion Time of prior to entering MODE 4 forces the 
evaluation prior to entering a MODE where temperature and pressure 
can be significantly increased. The evaluation for a mild violation 
is possible within .several days, but more severe violations may 
require special, event specific stress analyses or inspections. 

Condition C is modified by a Note requiring Required Action C.2 to 
be completed whenever the Condition is entered. The Note emphasizes 
the need to perform the evaluation of the effects of the excursion 
outside the allowable limits. Restoration alone per Required 
Action C.l is insufficient because higher than analyzed stresses may 
have occurred and may have affected the RCPB integrity. 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.3.l 
REQUIREMENTS 

Verification that operatiorr js within the PTLR limits is required 
every 30 minutes when Rf& :Riii$.: pressure and temperature conditions 
are undergoing planned cha'ri~fe·s. This frequency is considered 
reasonable in view of the control room indication available to 
monitor Rf-£ =g~~ status. Al so, s i nee temperature rate of change 
limits are s~~iified in hourly increments, 30 minutes permits 
assessment and correction for minor deviations within a reasonable 

= Surveillance for heatup, cooldown, or ISLH testing may be 
discontinued when the definition given in the relevant plant 
procedure for ending the activity is satisfied . 

• GEOG STS ·~~ 
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Rf£ ·~:~:§: P /T Limits 
B 3.4.3 

This SR is modified by a Note that requires this SR be performed 
only during R&& g@,§ system heatup, cooldown, and ISLH testing. No 
SR is given for ~fiticality operations because LCO 3.4.2 contains a 
more restrictive requirement. 
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B 3. 4 REACTOR cooLANT e1:~N11x:=:::g,1111~1l svsrEM (RGS 111) 
B 3. 4. 4 Rt-£ :e~~1 Loops - MODES 1 and 2 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY 
ANALYSES 

The primary function of the Rt-£ PCS is removal of the heat generated 
in the fuel due to the fission pr'o''Cess and transfer of this heat, 
via the Steam Generators (SGs), to the secondary plant. 

The secondary fun ct i ans of the Rt-£ ~P:C.S include: 
::::::::::::::::::: 

a. Moaerating the neutron energy level to the thermal state, to 
increase the probability of fission; 

b. Improving the neutron economy by acting as a reflector; 

c. Carrying the soluble neutron poison, boric acid; 

d. Providing a second barrier against fission product release to 
the environment; and 

e. Removing the heat generated in the fuel due to fission product 
decay following a unit shutdown. 

The Rt-£ :?!:*$. configuration for heat transport uses two Rt-£ !RP.!$ loops. 
I~.~.b .. _R.gs·····gp'§! loop cgnta ins a SG an~t.t.wo Reactor Cool ant RtH!rni.i¥ 
,Qggff}!l.!!#. Viiiii.ps ( R81 ppgs). Aft R81 BiH is located in each"···arfhe two 
s·G···c-oTd legs. The p"iiiiip flow rate hiis· been sized to provide core 
heat removal with appropriate margin to Departure from Nucleate 
Boiling (DNB) during power operation and for anticipated transients 
origin~ting from power operatt9n. This Specification requires two 
Rt-£ :!.(¢.$. loops with both R81 PY.Rs in operation in each loop. The 
interi"r····af the Specification ·r5····ta require core heat remoyaJ with 
forced fl ow during power operation. Specifying two Rt-£ P~>$. loops 
provides the minimum necessary paths (two SGs) for heat y;··emoval. 

Safety analyses contain various assumptions for the Design Bases 
Ac:c:ident (OBA) initial conditions including Rt-£ ROS pressure, Rt-£ 
pg~ temperature, reactor power level, core paramefers, and safety 
~-_y~·tefllh!:)etpoints. The important aspect for this LCO is the reactor 
·pr@m~r&!i:c:go l ant forced fl ow rate, which is represented by the number 
ar·ru;:s··Jrn:$ loops in service . 

• CEOG STS ~111!11 
:::::::::::::::::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;: 
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Rf£- :e:~:§:!=i=!Loops - MODES 1 and 2 
B 3.4.4 

Both transient and steady state analyses have been performed to 
establish the effect of flow on DNB. The transient or accident 
analysis for the plant has been performed assuming four RfP- R~B: s 
are in operation. The majority of the plant safety analysei··are 
based on initial conditions at high core power or zer9 power. The 
accident analyses that are of most importance to RfP- ec:g operation 
are the four pump coastdown, single pump locked rotor;·""single pump 
(broken shaft or coast-down), and rod withdrawal events (Ref. 1). 
Steady state DNB analysis had been performed for the ffour+ pump 
combination. For ffour+ pump operation, the steady state DNB 
analysis, which generates the pressure and temperature and Safety 
Limit (i.e., the Departure from Nucleate BoilJngRatio (DNBR) 
limit), assumes a maximum power level of M-7-$,QpW~% RTP. This is the 
desj_gn __ gverpower condition for four pump oper.affOn. The 
.f-G-7$Q6:'f5% value is the accident analysis setpoint of the nuclear 
o v e r'IJ'Ei';;;e-l" r!ft:R]! c hi g h fl ux ¥:~:r:1::w2:~::g:::::::1:1@:n::tP:ifilwg;f:) tr i P and i s based on 
an anal ys i 5····a:·ssumpt ion thaCb"ciffn"ds· ··pas·sTbTe·· instrumentation errors. 
The DNBR limit defines a locus of pressure and temperature points 
that result in a minimum DNBR greater than or equal to the critical 
heat flux correlation limit. 

RCS Loops MODES 1 and 2 satisfy Criteria 2 and 3 of the NRG Policy 
Statement. 

The purpose of this LCO is to require adequate forced flow for core 
heat remov~J. Fl ow is represented by having both Rf.& pp:§ 1 oops with 
both RG-P- ~QR s in each loop in operation for removal o"f.heat by the 
two SGs. To meet safety analysis acceptance criteria for DNB, four 
pumps are required at rated power. 

Each OPERABLE loop consists of two RfP- ,Plfilli s providing forced flow 
for heat transport to UR ~ SG that is o"J>tRABLE in accordance with 
t.b.~. Steam Generator Tube ·survei 11 ance Program. SG, and hence Rf.& 
.BG~ loop, OPERABILITY with regard to SG water level is ensured by 
lh"e Reactor Protection System (RPS) in MODES 1 and 2. A reactor 
trip places the plant in MODE 3 if any SG level is~ f2-&t~[!~MQ% as 
sensed by the RPS. The mini mum water level to dee 1 are the··.-.sG· 
0 p ERAB LE Jw=::::m.9p:~;~_::]!l::~n2:::::@ i s ~g§::ffi::~x. 

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1 and 2, the reactor is critical and thus has the potential 
to produce maximum THERMAL POWER. Thus, to ensure that the 
assumptions of the accident analyses remain valid, all Rf.& iRlQ$ loops 
are required to be OPERABLE and in operation in these MODESfO 
prevent DNB and core damage. 
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Rf-5-- P~$\Loops - MODES 1 and 2 
B 3.4.4 

The decay heat production rate is much lower than the full power 
heat rate. As such, the forced circulation flow and heat sink 
requirements are reduced for lower, noncritical MODES as indicated 
by the LCOs for MODES 3, 4, 5, and 6. 

Operation in other MODES is covered by: 

LCO 3. 4. 5, "Rt-& PCS Loops - MODE 3"; 
LCO 3.4.6, "Rt-& PCS Loops - MODE 4"; 
LCO 3.4.7, "Rt-& PCS Loops - MODE 5, Loops Filled"; 
LCO 3.4.8, "Rt-& BOS Loops - MODE 5, Loops Not Filled"; 
LCO 3.9.4, "Shutd.6wn Cooling (SOC) and Coolant 

Circulation-High Water Level" (MODE 6); and 
LCO 3.9.5, "Shutdown Cooling (SOC) and Coolant 

Circulation-Low Water Level" (MODE 6). 

ACTIONS A.l 

If the requirements of the LCO are not met, the Required Action is 
to reduce power and bring the plant to MODE 3. This lowers power. 
level and thus reduces the core heat removal needs and minimizes the 
possibility of violating DNB limits. It should be noted that the 
reactor will trip and place the plant in MODE 3 as soon as the RPS 
senses less than four Rf.ll ij§_g s operating. 

The Completion Time of 6 hours is reasonable, based on operating 
experience, to reach MODE 3 from full power conditions in an orderly 
manner and without challenging safety systems. 
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Rt-£- pg§ Loops - MODES 1 and 2 
B 3.4.4 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.4.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

REFERENCE 

This SR requires verification every 12 hours of the required number 
of loops in operatiHon '. HHYE!rif~C::iitJori includes fl ow rate, 
temperature,--&r--- ~tjq p(Jm~n&=i@gqJ:~tj]i)pump status monitoring, which 
help to ensure thaffciri:edflciwfsproviding heat removal while 
maintaining the margin to DNB. The frequency of 12 hours has been 
shown by operating practice to be sufficient to regularly assess 
degradation and verify operation within safety analyses assumptions. 
In addition, control room indication and alarms will normally 
indicate loop status. 

1. FSAR, Section H!,4.i:fiq 

4 
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R-&5 R£~ Loops - MODE 3 
B 3.4.5 

B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT ~R!tt~~y·gpp]pANJr SYSTEM (RGS ~p~) 

B 3.4.5 ftf£ ~S~ Loops - MODE 3 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY 
ANALYSES 

The primary function of the reactor P:h1fuglf.iy}coolant in MODE 3 is 
removal of decay heat and transfer of lhis heat, via the Steam 
Generators (SGs), to the secondary plant fluid. The secondary 
function of the reactor prim~r&koolant is to act as a carrier for 
soluble neutron poiSon, boric ac1d. 

In MODE 3, Reactor Cool ant Prii\J'g.r,y pqq]grjt Pumps (R-ffl ppgs) are used 
to provide forced circulatii:fri heal rem6Vii.T during heatUp and 
cool down. The MODE 3 decay heat removal requirements are low enough 
that a single ftf£ PU$ loop with one R81 RbR is sufficient to remove 
core decay heat. However, ftwof ftf£ £@$.loops are required to be 
OPERABLE to provide redundant paths fcirdecay heat removal. Only 
one R81 POP needs to be OPERABLE to declare the associated ftf£ PCS 
loop OPER)\BLE. · w ... 

Reactor Br1m~.fy)coolant natural circulation is not normally used 
but is suffiC::Teill for core cooling. However, natural circulation:e 
does not provide turbulent flow conditions. Therefore, boron 
reduction in natural circulation is prohibited because mixing to 
obtain a homogeneous concentration in a 11 portions of the R-f-5 ij,¢$ 
cannot be ensured. .· .. · .. ·.·.· ... 

Analyses have· shmm that the rod Hithdra1rnl event from MODE 3 Hith 
one RCS loop in operation is bounded by the rod withdra·.rnl initiated 
from MODE 2. 

Failure to provide heat removal may result in challenges to a 
fission product barrier. The Rf.£ py:~ loops are part of the primary 
success path that functions or actii~tes to prevent or mitigate a 
Design Basis Accident or transient that either assumes the failure 
of, or presents a challenge to, the integrity of a fission product 
barrier. 

RCS Loops MODE 3 satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRG Policy Statement . 
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Rt--&- pp!~Joops - MODE 3 
B 3.4.5 

The purpose of this LCO is to require ftwo+ Rt-£ P.0$ loops to be 
available for heat removal, thus providing redund~~cy. The LCO 
requires the ftwo+ loops to ~~ OPERABLE with the intent of requiring 
both SGs to be capable (> ~~84% water level) of transferring heat 
from the reactor coolant at ~· iontrolled rate. Forced reactor 
coolant flow is the required way to transport heat, although natural 
circulation flow provides adequate removal. A minimum of one 
running RfP. ~q·p meets the LCO requirement for one loop in 
operation. · 

The pfj;S~:::;Note PE!tmits a limited period of operation without RfP. 
P,Qps ;· ·All RfP. ptijs may be deenergi zed for ~ 1 hour per 8 hour 
period. This means that natural circulation has been established. 
When in natural circulation, a reduction in boron concentration is 
prohibited because an even concentration distribution throughout the 
Rt-£ BPS cannot be ensured. Core outlet temperature is to be 
mainf~fned at least l0°F below the saturation temperature so that no 
vapor bubble may form and possibly cause a natural circulation flow 
obstruction . 
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R-G&- F~~{Loops - MODE 3 
B 3.4.5 

In MODES 3, 4, and 5, it is sometimes necessary to stop all Rt--11 PQps 
or Shutdown Cooling (SOC) pump forced circulation (e.g., to change 
operation from one SOC train to the other, to perform surveillance 
or startup testing, to perform the transition to and from SOC System 
cooling, or to avoid operation below the Rt--11 gyp minimum net 
positive suction head limit). The time period is acceptable because 
natural circulation is adequate for heat removal, or the reactor 
coolant temperature can be maintained subcooled and boron 
stratification affecting reactivity control is not expected. 

An OPERABLE loop consists of at least one Rt--11 P~B. providing forced 
flow for heat transport and an SG that is OPERABLE in accordance 
with the Steam Generator Tube Surveillance Program. Aft "A Rt--11 g¢p . 
is OPERABLE if it is capable of being powered and is abl~ to pf6~ide 
forced flow if required. 

APPLICABILITY I11MODE 3, the heat load is lower than at power; therefore, one Rf-£ 
8¢$ loop in operation is adequate for transport and heat removal. A 
second Rf-£ RG.:$ loop is required to be OPERABLE but not in operation 
for redundarit heat removal capability. • 

Operation in other MODES is covered by: 

LCO 3. 4.4, 
LCO 3.4.6, 
LCO 3.4.7, 
LCO 3.4.8, 
LCO 3. 9.4, 

LCO 3.9.5, 

ACTIONS A.l 

"Rt-£ PP$ Loops MODES 1 and 2"; 
"Rf& BY.$ Loops - MODE 4"; 
"Rf& RQ$ Loops - MODE 5, Loops Filled"; 
"Rf& l(q~ Loops - MODE 5, Loops Not Fi 11 ed"; 
"Shutd6wn Cooling. (SOC) and Coolant · 
Circulation-High Water Level" (MODE 6); and 
"Shutdown Cooling (SOC) and Coolant 
Circulation-Low Water Level" (MODE 6). 

If one required Rf& RPS loop is inoperable, redundancy for forced 
flow heat removal is TO-st. The Required Action is restoration of 
the required Rf& RC$ loop to OPERABLE status within a Completion 
Time of 72 hours.· This time allowance is a justified period to be 
without the redundant, nonoperating loop because a single loop in 
operation has a heat transfer capability greater than that needed to 
remove the decay heat produced in the reactor core . 

B 3.4-22 
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R-f£- ~p$fo)Loops - MODE 3 
B 3. 4. 5 

If restoration is not possible within 72 hours, the unit must be 
placed in MODE 4 within 12 hours. In MODE 4, the plant may be 
placed on the SOC System. The Completion Time of 12 hours is 
compatible with required operation to achieve cooldown and 
de-pressurization from the existing plant condition~ in an orderly 
manner and without challenging plant systems. 

C.l and C.2 

If no Rf-& ·pq$ loop is in operation, except as provided in Note 1 in 
the LCO seclTon, all operations involving a reduction of Rf-& BG~ 
boron concentration must be immediately suspended. This is ······ · 
necessary because boron dilution requires forced cjr~ulation for 
proper homogenization. Action to restore one Rf-& P,µ$. loop to 
OPERABLE status and oper<:lti on sha 11 be initiated i mfoe'd i ate l y and 
continued until one Rf-& PY.$ loop is restored to OPERABLE status and 
operation. The immediateCompletion Times reflect the importance of 
maintaining operation for decay heat removal. 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.5.l 
REQUIREMENTS 

This SR-require~ verification every 12 hours that the required 
number of Rf-& 0¢.:$. loops are in operation. Verification includes 
fl o'd rate, tem.perature-,- and pump status man itori ng, which help 
ensure that forced flow is providing heat removal. The 12 hour 
interval has been shown by operating practice to be sufficient to 
regularly assess degradation and verify operation within safety 
analyses assumptions. In addition, control room indication and 
alarms will normally indicate loop ~tatus. 

SR 3.4.5.2 

This SR requires verification ev~ry 12 hours that the secondary side 
water level in each SG is~ -RB:Sa;4%. An adequate SG water l.evel is 
required in order to have a heaf--slnk for removal of the core decay 
heat from the reactor coolant. The 12 hour interval has been shown 
by operating practice to be sufficient to regularly assess 
degradation and verify operation within the safety analyses 
assumptions . 
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SR 3.4.5.3 

R&- R@$ Loops - MODE 3 
B 3.4.5 

Verification that the required number of -R&P pµp s are OPERABLE 
ensures that the single failure criterion is met and that an 
additional Rt-& HQ$ loop can be placed in operation, if needed, to 
maintain decay he~t removal and reactor coolant circulation. 
Verification is performed by verifying pr~per breaker alignment and 
power availability to the required -R&P 8¢.B s. The frequency of 
7 days is considered reasonable in view Of other administrative 
controls available and has been shown to be acceptable by operating 
experience. 

REFERENCES None 
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B 3.4.6 

B 3.4 REACTOR COOLANT g~~M~~X:gp9~~] SYSTEM (RGS g§~) 

B 3.4.6 Rf-& e§?, Loops - MODE 4 

BASES 

BACKGROUND In MODE 4, the primary function of the reactor P.r~rn~#y coolant is 
the removal of decay heat and transfer of this h~~tt6 the Steam 
Generators (SGs) or Shutdown Cooling (SOC) heat exchangers. The 
secondary function of the reactor P.@1m~r&coolant is to act as a 
carrier for soluble neutron poison, borTC: acid. 

In MODE 4, either Reactor Cool ant pf:1il.l@.r&IG99=J::~Qt, ·Pumps (R-f.tl PQ~s) 
or SOC trains can be used for coolailf C::1rci.ilaff6il. The intenf of 
this LCO is to provide forced flow from at least one R8l B:GB or one 
SOC train for decay heat removal and transport. The flow~~ovided 
by one R8l p.gp loop or SOC train is adequate for heat removal. The 
other intenf Of this LCO is to require that two paths be available 
to provide redundancy for heat removal. 

lli~lillll!lfll1flll1fJrllililli~~~ 
~~·~·~·~~~·~·~·~~l~~~·~:~i-1•1••1~•~·~~~:~1~1~1~~~·~illii~~~l~l•l-il~l~~~:~~·~~~~i~·•1·•·~·~~1~1·~~~·~·~·· .... 

--·-l•i•iil::~ 
·-•i1,1••·~1 9'r .-:?r:jm~fix:::::s?9m~·r·~g:lli~r949n £m~. ?Rx §,;}@fi~m~············································ 
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Rf£- P,¢? Loops - MODE 4 
B 3.4.6 

In MODE 4, Rf-& RCS circulation is considered in the determination of 
the time availibT~ for mitigation of the accidental boron dilution 
event. The Rf-& g9,:§ loops and SOC trains provide this circulation. 

Rf-& 8¢$. Loops MODE 4 have been identified in the NRC Policy 
Statement as important contributors to risk reduction .. 
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The purpose ~f this LCO is to require that at least two loops or 
trains, Rf.£ B.¢$ or SOC, be OPERABLE in MODE 4 and one of these loops 
or trains be'lri operation. The LCO allows the two loops that ~re 
required to be OPERABLE to consist of any combination of Rf.£ BPS and 
SOC System loops. Any one loop or train in operation provides 
enough flow to remove the decay heat from the core with forced 
circulation. An additional loop or train is required to be OPERABLE 
to provide redundancy for heat removal. 

Note 1 permits all -R-f.P. PQPs and SOC pumps to be de-energized 
~ 1 hour per 8 hour period. This means that natural circulation has 
been established using the SGs. The Note prohibits boron dilution 
when forced flow is stopped because an even concentration 
distribution cannot be ensured. Core outlet temperature is to be 
maintained at least l0°F below saturation temperature so that no 
vapor bubble may form and possibly caus~ a natural circulation flow 
obstruction. The response of the Rf.£ RY:§ without the -R-f.P. ~y!(s or 
SOC pumps depends bn the core decay he~t load and the length.of time 
that th~pumps are stopped. As decay heat diminishes, the effects 
on Rf.£ RC$ temperature and pressure diminish. Without cooling_ by 
forced fTC:lw, higher heat loads will cause the reactor fatifoJ~r& 
cool ant temperature and pressure to increase at a rate proporfi ona.l 
to the decay heat load. 

Because pressure can increase, the applicable system pressure limits 
(Pressure and Temperature (P/T) limits or Low Temperature 
Overpressure Protection (LTOP) limits) must be observed and forced 
SOC flow or heat removal via the SGs must be re-established prior to 
reaching the pressure limit. The circumstances for stopping both 
-Rf.P. BRRs or SOC pumps are to be limited to situations where: 

a. Pressure and temperature increases can be maintained well within 
the allowable pressure (P/T limits and LTOP) and l0°F subcooling 
limits; or 

b. An alternate heat removal path through the SGs is in operation. 

Note 2 requires that either 9n~Hof the_following :t-we-:conditions be 
satisfied before [fgf\§=~q==@!).r§i@~m:)@ij:::(:$.ti~r~:~:i.J9=Utffl.gd1.@;i§j:!:gyR:).·an RCP 
may be started 'tJith.iiii)i.RtS ·c:aTd.Teg.feffiperalure··T·285°r:···· 

a. Pressurizer ·.water level is < 60%; or 

b. Secondary side 1,·ater temperature in each SG is < 100 ° F above 
each of the RCS cold leg temperatures. 

~; : :_:::~0~:::,,:=~gP:@.n.@~m®::::::~~mP~r!~\tn~== 1.,~:=:=:·:g:::. 1~~ 
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s•; ······••···~~~·~···~·~~·~·~·~·~l~~·~~i~~~·~~~~~~·~l•~• l•~~·~·~·~·~l~l~•l~~l~~·~~~£~'0~~~,~~?~r*.a·t·e i.S ~ JPfstn .. 91\Ht; . 

%,i 'IJJill~lll~~-·11 llll~l~HIH~~~~lilll~~t4~ 
Satisfying either ##y'of the above conditions will preclude a large 

t: rn@mw~r~tmn@• .. ~n9• :•.Y.±Qm:. m)n@.5@ i ~·· 92:n5g•1.ng~····•1m.:·• m.mg• ~RsR; · · · 

it1lil••llfli1•1t•llil&fi~M~~ 
An OPERABLE Rf.& BQ$ loop consists of at least one OPERABLE Rf.fl PCP 
and an SG that is.OPERABLE in accordance with the Steam Generator 
Tube Surveillance Program and has the minimum water level specified 
in SR 3.4.6.2. 

Similarly, for the SOC System, an OPERABLE SOC train is composed of 
the OPERABLE SOC pump(s) ~apable of providing forced flow to the SOC 
heat exchanger(s). R-f.P. Alf.Rs and SOC pumps are OPERABLE if they are 
capable of being powered ~~d are able to provide flow if required. 

APPLICABILITY In MODE 4, this LCO applies becaus~ it is possible to remove core 
decay heat and to provide proper boron mixing with either the Rf.& 
B§§ loops and SGs or the SOC System . 

GEOG STS PALI.SADES 
:-:::::::::::::;:;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::-::;:·:::: 
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Rf£- B~~ Loops - MODE 4 
B 3.4.6 

Operation in other MODES is covered by: 

LCO 3.4.4, 
LCO 3.4.5, 
LCO 3.4.7, 
LCO 3.4.8, 
LCO 3.9.4, 

LCO 3.9.5, 

::~ ·~~~ ~~~~~ ~ ~~~~s 3 ~;and 2"; 
"Rt-£ P¢$ Loops - MODE 5, Loops Fined"; 
"Rt-£ BQ$ Loops - MODE 5, Loops Not Fi 11 ed"; 
"Shutd6wn Cooling (SOC) and Coolant 
Circulation-High Water Level" (MODE 6); and 
"Shutdown Cooling (SOC) and Coolant 
Circulation-Low Water Level" (MODE 6). 

ACTIONS A.l 

If only one required Rt-£ BG$ loop or SOC train is OPERABLE and in 
operation, redundancy for.heat removal is lost. Action must be 
initiated immediately to restore a second loop or train to OPERABLE 
status. The immediate Completion Time reflects the importance of 
maintaining the availability of two paths for decay heat removal . 

.. 

If only one required SOC train is OPERABLE and in operation, 
redundancy for heat removal is lost. The plant must be placed in 
MODE 5 within the next 24 hours. Placing the plant in MODE 5 is a 
conservative action with regard to decay heat removal. With only 
one SOC train OPERABLE, redundancy for decay heat removal is lost 
and, in the event of a loss of the remaining SOC train, it would be 
safer to initiate that loss from MODE 5 (~ 200°F) rather than MODE 4 
(200°F to 300°F). The Completion Time of 24 hours is reasonable, 
based on operating experience, to reach MODE 5 from MODE 4, with 
only one SOC train operating, in an orderly manner and without 
challenging plant systems. 

C.l and C.2 

If no Rt-£ BP!$ loops or SOC trains are OPERABLE or in operation, 
except durfri§ conditions permitted by Nqte 1 in the LCO section, all 
operations involving reduction of Rt-£ R~i$.' boron concentration must 
be suspended and action to restore one :Rt£ f!:(t.$. loop or SOC train to 
OPERABLE status and operation must be initialed. Boron dilution 
requires forced circulation for proper mixing, and the margin to 
criticality must not be reduced in this type of operation. The 
immediate Completion Times reflect the importance of decay heat 
removal. The action to restore must continue until one loop· or 
train is restored to operation . 
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Rf£- gp$ loops - MODE 4 
B 3.4.6 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.6.l 
REQUIREMENTS 

REFERENCE 

This SR requires verification every 12 hours that one required loop 
or train is in operation. This ensures forced flow is providing 
heat removal. Verification includes flow rate, temperature, or pump 
status monitoring. The 12 hour frequency has been shown by 
operating practice to be sufficient to regularly assess Rt-£ pg$ loop 
status. In addition, control room indication and alarms will ·· 
normally indicate loop status. 

SR 3.4.6.2 

This SR requires verification every 12 hours of secondary side water 
level in the required SG(s) ~ f2-5-tH$4%. An adequate SG water level 
is required in order to have a heaf sink for removal of the core 
decay heat from the reactor coolant. The 12 hour interval has been 
shown by operating practice to be sufficient to regularly assess 
degradation and verify operation within safety analyses assumptions. 

SR 3.4.6.3 

Verification that the required pump is OPERABLE ensures that .an 4 

additional Rt-£ B.0$ loop or SOC train can be placed in operation, if 
needed, to maint~tn decay heat removal and reactor coolant 
circulation. Verification is performed by verifying proper breaker 
alignment and power available to the required pumps. The frequency 
of 7 days is considered reasonable in view of other administrative 
controls available and has been shown to be acceptable by operating 
experience. 

SR ?3JMWo%4: .............................. 
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B 3. 4 REACTOR COOLANT PRlf!J,l\ll;)'\¢,QQ~H.1 SYSTEM (RGS PQ~) 

B 3.4.7 Rt-& py~ Loops - MODE 5, Loops Filled 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

~i~ii~~1'~~~ji1~~~!iv!~~i1:~iW!~~~~~~J!,'IJJ!~~~~1~~~1~~::~:1 
~···BfaSd$ .to :@fu@Ye =tti~{decay heat and transfer this heat either to 
the sfeam .. GenerafOr {sGf secondary side cool ant or the component 
cooling water via the Shutdown Cooling (SOC) heat exchangers. While 
the principal means for decay heat removal is via the SOC System, 
the SGs are specified as a backup means for redundancy. Even though 
the SGs cannot produce steam in this MODE, they are capable of being 
a heat sink due to their large contained volume of secondary side 
water. As long as the SG secondary side water is at a lower 
temperature than the reactor coolant, heat transfer will occur. The 
rate of heat transfer is directly proportional to the temperature 
difference. The secondary function of the reactor coolant is to act 
as a carrier for soluble neutron poison, boric acid. 

In MODE 5 with RG£ jgp§ loops fi 11 ed, the SOC trains are the .. 
principal means for decay heat removal. The number of trains in 
operation can vary to suit the operational needs. The intent of 
this LCO is to provide forced flow from at least one SOC train for 
decay heat removal and transport. The flow provided by one SOC 
train is adequate for decay heat removal. The other intent of this 
LCO is to require that a second path be available to provide 
redundancy for decay heat removal. 

Rlti•tl-•t!~~ 

The LCO provides for redundant paths of decay heat removal 
capability. The first path can be an SOC train that must be 
OPERABLE and in operation. The second path can be another OPERABLE 
SOC train, or through the SGs, each having an adequate water level. 
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LCO 

R-&S- gg§:Loops - MODE 5, Loops Filled 
B 3.4.7 

In MODE 5, R.f£ PC$ circulation is considered in the determination of 
the time available for mitigation of the accidental boron dilution 
event. The SOC trains provide this circulation. R.f£ P:tl$ Loops -
MODE 5 (Loops Filled) have been identified in the NRC P6licy 
Statement as important contributors to risk reduction. .. 

The purpose of this LCO is to require at least one of the SOC trains 
be OPERABLE and in operation with an additional SOC train OPERABLE 
or secondary side water level of each SG shall be ~ f25+%. One SOC 
train provides sufficient forced circulation to perform the safety 
functions of the reactor coolant under these conditions. The second 
SOC train is normally maintained OPERABLE as a backup to the 
operating SOC train to provide redundant paths for decay heat 
removal. However, if the standby SOC train is not OPERABLE, a 
sufficient alternate method to provide redundant paths for decay 
heat removal is two SGs with their secondary side water levels 
~ f25+%. Should the operating SOC train fail, the SGs could be used 
to remove the decay heat. 

Note 1 permits all SOC pumps to be de-energized ~ 1 hour per 8 hour 
·period. The circumstances for stopping both SOC trains are to be 
limited to situations where pressure and temperature increases can 
be maintained well within the allowable pressure (pressure and 
temperature and low temperature overpressure protection) and l0°F 
subcooling limits, or an alternate heat removal path through the 
SG(s) is in operation. 
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This LCO is modified by a Note that prohibits boron dilution when 
SOC forced flow is stopped because an even concentration 
distribution cannot be ensured. Core outlet temperature is to be 
maintained at least 10°F below saturation temperature, so that no 
vapor bubble would form and possibly cause a natural circulation 
flow obstruction. In this MODE, the SG(s) can be used as the backup 
for SOC heat removal. To ensure their availability, t.he Rt-£ B.!J$ 
loop flow path is to be maintained with subcooled liquid. w 

In MODE 5, it is sometimes necessary to stop all ttf.f1 PCP or SOC 
forced circulation. This is permitted to change oper~fion from one 
SOC train to the other, perform surveillance or startup testing, 
perform the transition to and from the SOC, or to avoid operation 
below the ttf.f1 R~B minimum net positive suction head limit. The 
time period is aCceptable because natural circulation is acceptable 
for decay heat removal, the reactor coolant temperature can be 
maintained subcooled, and boron stratification affecting reactivity 
control is not expected. 

Note 2 allows one SOC train to be inoperable for a period of up to 
2 hours provided that the other SOC train is OPERABLE and in 
operation. This permits periodic surveillance tests to be performed 
on the inoperable train during the only time when such testing is 
safe and possible. 

Note 3 requires that either. gr\g::::ofth~.following ~conditions be 
satisfied before an RCP r9r9~~: gjn§iiAfJ.!:~ii;::J:9n:](i$~~};\@]:n@.:=,:~n¢.=.[)f~t BPPJ 
may be started Hith any Rts··c:oTd.TCg .. teffipC'ratiirC·:;;·2g5·0 r:········ ··· 

a. Pressurizer ·,1ater level must be c 60%; or 

b. Secondary side Hater temperature in each SC must be< l00°F 
above each of the RCS cold leg temperatures. 

a; §4@ . §gf:@n.@~rx=· :t.~mm~:rg#.11r!§ :]·~:,=:!=$: i~:;,: 

~:,t!lilil11~11"lll'1lll~IBl:lllllfllal\lrn~~§ 

-pll•lll-llllil1ulWAi~ 
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Rf-£- g9,§ Loops - MODE 5, Loops Fi 11 ed 
B 3.4.7 

Satisfying either ~rjyof the above conditions will preclude a low 
temperature overpreiitife event due to a thermal transient when the 
%? ... BwP ...... i.s .... ~t<tr.tec:I.: ...... gngr9.Y. ~991 .. ~1911~: rWf9m tng st:?~m.9gt\~r~t!.tt? 

irj 

i!lll~IJ11111iJllllllllllrJil(~ifilJll~llill!il~~i ~nd 
Note 4§ provides for an orderly transition from MODE 5 to MODE 4 
during.a planned heatup by permitting removal of SOC trains from 
operation when at least one Rf.ll PPP is· in operatio11. This Note 
pro vi des for the trans it ion to MODE 4 where afl w;.p. PCB is permitted 
to be in operation and replaces the Rf& BC$: circulaffOn function 4 

provided by the soc trains. .. w· 

iilllilli1it11•1t1iilli:!~~~ 
SOC pumps are OPERABLE if they are capable of being powered and are 
able to provide flow if required. An OPERABLE SG can perform as a 
heat sink when it has an adequate water level and is OPERABLE in 
accordance with the SG Tube Surveillance Program . 
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Rt-&- pp§· Loops - MODE 5, Loops Fi 11 ed 
B 3.4.7 

APPLICABILITY In MODE 5 with Rf.£ pp§ loops filled, this LCO requires forced 
circulation to remoVe.decay heat from the core and to provide proper 
boron mixing. One SOC train provides sufficient circulation for 
these purposes. 

ACTIONS 

Operation in other MODES is covered by: 

LCO 3.4.4, 
LCO 3.4.5, 
LCO 3.4.6, 
LCO 3.4.8, 
LCO 3.9.4, 

LCO 3.9.5, 

A.l and A.2 

::~ ~~~ t~~~~ ~ ~~~~s 3 ~;and 2"; 
"Rf.£ RC$ Loops - MODE 4"; 
"Rf.£ R!Ji~ Loops - MODE 5, Loops Not Fi 11 ed"; 
"Shutd"Own Cooling (SOC) and Coolant 
Circulation-High Water Level" (MODE 6); and 
"Shutdown Cooling (SOC) and Coolant 
Circulation-Low Water Level" (MODE 6). 

If the required SOC train is inoperable and any SGs have secondary 
side water levels < f25t%, redundancy for heat removal is lost. • 
Action must be initiated immediately to restore a second SOC train 
to OPERABLE status or to restore the water level in the requi-red 
SGs. Either Required Action A.I or Required Action A.2 will restore 
redundant decay heat removal paths. The immediate Completion Times 
reflect the importance of maintaining the availability of two paths 
for decay heat removal. 

B.l and B.2 

If no SOC train is in operation, except as permitted in Note 1, all 
operations i nvo l vi ng the reduction of Rf.£ '8~!$.! boron concentration· 
must be suspended. Action to restore one Sbt train to OPERABLE 
status and operation must be initiated. Boron dilution requires 
forced circulation for proper mixing and the margin to criticality 
must not be reduced in this type of operation. The immediate 
Completion Times reflect the importance of maintaining operation for 
decay heat removal. 
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R-f£- !?@$loops - MODE 5, Loops Filled 
B 3.4.7 

~~~~~~~2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~0~~~~~~~;~:~~~~~~~~~~tj§ffi oh~r9 trig ptinip~ or 

Qi~?? 

··~~¥@:' P.h~n?N 69 < pfaffip•~ 

~-l~l~li\l11li•iliil111~11.~11111'1f 211 ,?.~~2 : 9Prn· r'~~ : pggiJ : rgtg§¥~9JJ:$m@n· ·· · 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.4.7.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

This SR requires verification every 12 hours that one SOC train is 
in operation. Verification includes flow rate, temperature, or pump 
status monitoring, which help ensure that forced flow is providing 
decay heat removal. The 12 hour frequency has been shown by 
operating practice to be sufficient to regularly assess degradation 
and verify operation is within safety analyses assumptions. In 
addition, control room indication and alarms will normally indicate 
loop status. 

The SOC flow is established to ensure that core outlet temperature 
is maint.ained sufficiently below saturation to allow time for 
swap-over to the standby SOC train should the operating train be 
lost. 
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SR 3.4.7.2 

R&S- R~:§::.Loops - MODE 5, Loops Fi 11 ed 
B 3.4.7 

Verifying the SGs are OPERABLE by ensuring their secondary side 
water levels are~ f25f% ensures that redundant heat removal paths 
are available if the second SOC train is inoperable. The 
Surveillance is required to be performed when the LCO requirement is 
being met by use of the SGs. If both SOC trains are OPERABLE, this 
SR is not needed. The 12 hour frequency has been shown by operating 
practice to be sufficient to regularly assess degradation and verify 
operation within safety analyses assumptions. 

SR 3.4.7.3 

Verification that the second SOC train is OPERABLE ensures that 
redundant paths for decay heat removal are available. The 
requirement also ensures that the additional train can be placed in 
operation, if needed, to maintain decay heat removal and reactor 
coolant circulation. Verification is performed by verifying proper 
breaker alignment and power available to the required pumps. The 
Surveillance is required to be performed when the LCO requirement is 
being met by one of two SOC trains, e.g., Qt\:~fP.t both SGs have 
< f25+% water level. The frequency of 7 da.Ys··rs considered • 
reasonable in view of other administrative controls available and 
has been shown to be acceptable by operating experience . 
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Rf.£ g§§ Loops - MODE 5, Loops Not Filled 
B 3.4.8 

B 3. 4 REACTOR COOLANT fl~!MAJ\)t::::gp~~AHt SYSTEM (~ R~~) 

B 3. 4. 8 Rf.£ P¢$ Loops - MODE 5, Loops Not Fi 11 ed 

BASES 

BACKGROUND In MODE 5 with the .-Rb-£ PG$ loops not filled, the primary function of 
the reactor p'.f}fug®Y: coofaht is the removal of decay heat and 
transfer of thii h~at to the Shutdown Cooling (SOC) heat 
exchangers. ·The Steam Generators (SGs) are not available as a heat 
sink when the loops are not filled. The secondary function of the 
reactor PtJfil~tY::;icoolant is to act as a carrier for the soluble 
neutron pcii~riri~ 'boric acid. 

In MODE 5 with loops not filled, only the SOC System can be used for 
coolant circulation. The number of trains in operation can vary to 
suit the operational needs. The intent of this LCO is to provide 
forced flow from at least one SOC train for decay heat removal and 
transport and to require that two paths be available to provide' 
redundancy for heat removal . 
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R-&&- ~@§.'Loops - MODE 5, Loops Not Filled 
B 3.4.8 

In MODE 5, Rf& p:Q$ circulation is considered in determining the time 
available for mfffgation ofthe accidental boron dilution event. 
+fie INMOO.~$k faljqp~t::f:fot fJl]~q, the SOC trains provide this 
circulaflon'.fhe'liowprovided by one soc train is adequate for 
decay heat re~oval and for boron mixing. 

Rf&@(!:$. loops - MODE 5 (loops not filled) have been identified in 
the NRC Policy Statement as important contributors to risk 
reduction. 

The purpose of this LCO is to require a m1n1mum of two SOC trains be 
OPERABLE and one of these trains be in operation. An OPERABLE train 
is one that is capable of transferring heat from the reactor coolant 
at a controlled rate. Heat cannot be removed via the SOC System 
unless forced flow is.used. A minimum of one running SOC pump meets 
the LCO requirement for one train in operation. An additional SOC 
train is required to be OPERABLE to meet the single failure 
criterion. 

Note 1 permits the SOC pumps to be de-energized for .s 15 minutes 
·,1hen s·,Jitching from one train to another J:]hQ:ij#. The circumstances 
for stopping both SOC pumps are to be l imTfedlo situations when the 
outage time is short and the core outlet temperature is maintained 
> l0°F below saturation temperature. The Note prohibits boron 
dilution or draining operations when SOC forced flow is stopped. 

Note 2 allows one SOC train to be inoperable for a period of 2 hours 
provided that the other train is OPERABLE and in operation. This 
permits periodic surveillance tests to be performed on the 
inoperable train during the only time when these tests are safe and 
possible . 
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B 3.4.8 

An OPERABLE SOC train is composed of an OPERABLE SOC pump capable of 
providing forced flow to an OPERABLE SOC heat exchanger, along with 
the appropriate fl ow and tempf!r.CJ.tur.~ in~Jr1J111~nt(iti ()11 for co11trol,-

i~i~lii~ililiiitii8'}~~~!fttJJlltll~i~,~1!1~,~~~;1~e 
c"apable of being powered aiid are able to provide flow if required. 

APPLICABILITY In MODE 5 with loops not filled, this LCO requires core heat removal 
and coolant circulation by the SOC System. 

ACTIONS 

Operation in other MODES is covered by: 

LCO 3.4.4, 
LCO 3.4.5, 
LCO 3.4.6, 
LCO 3.4.7, 
LCO 3.9.4, 

LCO 3.9.5, 

"Rf.£ RQ$ Loops - MODES 1 and 211
; 

::~ ~~i t~~~~ ~ ~~~~ ~ :: ; 
"Rf.£ BC.:$ Loops - MODE 5, Loops Fi 11 ed"; 
"Shutdo\1Jn Cooling (SOC) and Coolant 
Circulation High Water Level" (MODE 6); and 
"Shutdown Cooling (SOC) and Coolant 
Circulation Low Water Level" (MODE 6) . 

If the required SOC train is inoperable, redundancy for heat removal 
is lost. Action must be initiated immediately to restore a second 
train to OPERABLE status. The Completion Time reflects the 
importance of maintaining the availability of two paths for heat 
removal. 

B.l and B.2 

If no SOC train is OPERABLE or in operatton, except as provided in 
Note 1, a 11 operations i nvo l vi ng the reduction of Rf.£ BP=$ boron 
concentration must be suspended. Action to restore one··soc train to 
OPERABLE status and operation must be initiated immediately. Boron 
dilution requires forced circulation for proper mixing ~nd the 
margin to criticality must not be reduced in this type of operation. 
The immediate Completion Time reflects the importance of maintaining 
operation for decay heat removal. 
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